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PLEURA is the name given to the serous sac of the lung and the cavity containing it. There are two pleural sacs, one for the right lung and right side of the thorax, the other for the left lung and left side of the thorax. These two sacs being apposed and adherent to one another in the middle line, form there a median, antero-posterior, vertical septum, called the mediastinum, which divides the thoracic cavity into two lateral compartments. Each pleura is, like all other serous membranes, with one exception, a shut sac; and there being but one organ contained in each pleural cavity, and that organ being of a tolerably simple form, the well-known comparison of a double nightcap, expressive of the manner in which a serous sac lines the interior of a cavity and invests the exterior of the viscus contained in it, is extremely apt in the case of these sacs lining the chest and covering the lungs. Of the two surfaces of the sacs, the inner one is everywhere free and the outer everywhere adherent; such in fact is universally the case with all serous membranes. Each pleura invests its respective lung, and lines the moiety of the thoracic cavity to which it belongs, in the simplest manner possible, as simply and accurately as though it were a coating of paint, dipping into the fissures of the lungs and into the acute angles formed by the costa with the arching diaphragm in the most neat and accurate manner. It only remains then, in order to complete our description of the course of these membranes, to examine the manner in which they pass from the parietes to the viscus. It is thus:—the two pleurae, above, below, behind, and in front, meet one another in or near the middle line, and form the mediastinum above-mentioned; between the layers of the mediastinum are situated the heart and great vessels and the termination of the trachea; from these issue on each side a bronchus, pulmonary artery, pulmonary veins, &c. destined to the lung, which, bound loosely together by areolar tissue, have received the appellation of the root of the lung; this root of the lung emerges from the mediastinum at about the middle of its posterior upper quarter, and is covered with a layer of the pleura, which thereby becomes conducted from this point of the mediastinum to the lung.

The term mediastinum is applied by some writers to the antero-posterior vertical septum of the chest, by others to the spaces occupied by the viscera situated between its layers; in the latter sense of the term three mediastina are enumerated—antero, posterior, and middle; the anterior, which is very large, is the space occupied by the heart in its pericardium, thymus gland, or its remains, and phrenic nerves; the middle contains the bifurcation of the trachea, the arch of the aorta, the pulmonary and other great vessels; the posterior contains the aorta, oesophagus, &c. All these organs, their position, &c. will be found described in other parts of this work; their right and left aspects are invested by the right or left pleura respectively. It is in their larger interspaces only that the two pleurae come into actual contact and adhesion with one another. The smaller interspaces are not intruded upon by the pleurae, but are occupied with areolar tissue and fat. In most of the lower (mammalian) animals, where the chest is deep and narrow, and in the human fetus, the two pleurae come into adhesion with one ano-
ther in front of the heart; but in the adult human subject this is not the case; the pericardium coming into immediate contact with the anterior thoracic parietes. Also the pleura are prevented by the adhesion of the pericardium to the diaphragm from adhering to one another below the heart. It is almost superfluous to state that the heart and pericardium encroach more upon the left pleural cavity than upon the right. The median thoracic septum of the human subject is able, partly on account of its small antero-posterior extent, to resist any considerable lateral displacement, such as might result from accumulation of effusion into one pleural cavity; but in deep-chested animals it admits of displacement to such an extent that the whole of the chest may be filled with an effusion into one pleural cavity. In a Chetah, which died of pleurisy at the gardens of the Zoological Society, dissected by the author, the immediate cause of death was suffocation occasioned by effusion into the right pleura, which occupied the whole chest, and compressed the left lung, the left pleura being unaffected. The mediastinum may be regarded as a kind of mesentery to the heart, and in some reptiles it is very obviously seen to be a part of the great median mesentery wherein all the viscera are suspended. This great median mesentery of reptiles is attached to parietes in front as well as behind as far down as the falciiform ligament of the liver; as though a fold of serous membrane had been pulled down by the umbilical vein. In some reptiles, as the chameleon, the anterior parietal attachment is continued even down to the small intestines, so that the stomach and part of the small intestine are enclosed between the layers of the mediastinum. The serial homology of this septum is obscured in Mammalia by the diaphragm being interposed between it and the other mesenteries.

The only fold or duplicature made by each pleura that is comparable to the mesenteries or omenta formed by the peritoneum is that called the broad ligament of the lung (ligamentum latum pulmonis). It is a fold carried downwards and backwards from the root of the lung. It may be described as having four edges, the upper one of which is attached along the lower aspect of the root of the lung; the outer one is attached to the inner aspect of the lung from its root to its lower border; the inner one is attached to the mediastinum from the root of the lung downwards and backwards to the esophageal opening in the diaphragm; the remaining edge is free and directed outwards, downwards, and backwards. Its inner or mediastinal attachment is by far the longest, so that its figure is four-sided, with one corner extremely drawn out or prolonged.

There are frequently found, especially about the pericardium, numerous pyriform masses of fat covered with pleura, like appendices epiploica.

The outer surface of the pleura is but loosely adherent to the ribs and intercostal muscles; it is more firmly connected with the diaphragm and pericardium, and still more firmly with the lungs. The adhesion of the two pleura in the mediastinum is extremely loose in the human subject, large quantities of areolar tissue and frequently fat being interposed; so that in many subjects they can hardly be said to come into immediate contact at all.

The pleura covering the ribs and that forming the mediastinum is strengthened by a fibrous layer, but that covering the lungs is destitute of such fibres, and consequently extremely thin and delicate. The terms pleura pulmonalis, pleura costalis, and pleura diaphragmatica, are applied respectively to those parts of the pleura which are connected with the lungs, the ribs, and the diaphragm; and these expressions are frequently found extremely convenient.

From the extreme frequency of abnormal adhesions of the apposed surfaces of the pleura it appears that this serous membrane is unusually liable to inflammation, which liability may be due to its being unusually exposed to external circumstances through its extreme proximity to the air in the lungs.

The pleura is peculiar to the class Mammalia. In Birds the lungs are adherent to the thoracic parietes; and in Reptiles, there being no distinction of thorax and abdomen, they are invested by the peritoneum. To this, however, there is an exception in the Crocodilians, in which reptiles a rudimentary diaphragm exists. The pleures of these animals are disposed around the outer, anterior, and posterior, but not the inner aspect of each lung; so that the lung seems to be adherent to the mediastinum.

*Simom Rod Pittard.*

**POLYGASTRIA.**—A name applied by Professor Ehrenberg, of Berlin, to an immense class of microscopic animals which exist in countless millions in water of various kinds, both salt and fresh, more especially in such as contains decomposing animal or vegetable substances.

Many forms of these beings are indescribably minute, some of them measuring not more than the 32,000th part of an inch in length, and all of them are of such tiny dimensions as to require the utmost penetration of the microscope and the most patient industry on the part of the observer to make out their organization. A few of the largest are, indeed, barely distinguishable by the unassisted eye; but, generally speaking, they are quite invisible; and had it not been for the invention of the microscope, we should, even at this day, have been ignorant of their existence.

The numbers in which these creatures abound baffles all expression. It has been ascertained, and the fact may easily be proved with a good microscope, that, possessing the dimensions above referred to, say the 24,000th part of an inch, many of these living atoms crowd the water in which they are found to such an extent that they are not separated from each other by a space greater than the size of their whole bodies; so that by a very little calculation it will be seen that a single drop of such water contains more of these active existences than there are human beings upon the surface of this globe. And when the mind reflects upon their
universal distribution wherever water is to be met with fit for their reception, it is impossible not to be overwhelmed with the contemplation of a scene so calculated to impress upon us the infinitude of the works of the Creator.

Our knowledge of the class of animals under consideration dates from a very recent period. The earliest observers with the microscope, partly from the imperfection of their instruments, and partly from ignorance of any characteristic distinctions, were in the habit of grouping all the creatures of microscopic dimensions, which they perceived swimming in the water they examined, as belonging to the same category, under the name of "Infusorial Animalcules," a title which consequently embraced creatures of the most dissimilar forms and habits, and even widely removed from each other in the scale of animal existences by their internal organization and general economy; thus the Botifera, the larvae of insects, the gemmules of Polyps, and innumerable other minute creatures were all classified under the same denomination.

It is to the researches of Ehrenberg, the great historiographer of these beings, that we are indebted for the breaking up of this chaotic assemblage, and the introduction of order where all was previously confusion and uncertainty.

Prior to his discoveries naturalists denied the existence of any alimentary apparatus in the Infusoria, believing them to be nourished by a kind of imbibition, and regarding the granular bodies contained within them as being their eggs or young ones. Ehrenberg, however, by placing indigo, carmine, sap-green, and similar extremely pure coloured vegetable substances in the water containing them, soon found that the coloured material was readily admitted into the interior of the body, and there disposed in such a manner as to convince him that there were numerous receptacles in the interior of these little beings, which he considered as forming their nutritive apparatus; and having applied to them the name of stomachs, he was induced to establish a distinct class for creatures thus organised, and distinguished them from all other animals by the name of POLYGASTRIA.

These stomachs he subsequently discovered to be variously arranged in different genera, and was consequently induced to make these variations in the construction of the alimentary apparatus a basis on which to erect a scheme for their further subdivision. This kind of nutritive system of organs he found presented itself under different forms; in some species the stomatal cavities communicate separately with the oral orifice, so that there is no intestinal tube or passage of intercommunication between them: to such he has applied the term "Astemata." In all others there is a wide intestinal tube in the interior of the body, to the sides of which the numerous alimentary vesicles or reservoirs are appended, terminating by an anal orifice: these have been named from this circumstance Enterodela. The Enterodulous Polygastria are again divided:

1st. Into those in which the intestinal tube is disposed in a circular form in the interior of the body of the animalcule, winding round so that the mouth and anus are contiguous. (Cycloccela.)

2nd. Into those in which the intestine traverses the body of the animalcule, passing along its longitudinal axis, and presenting two orifices completely distinct and opposite to each other; that which is anterior forming the mouth, the posterior the anus: such are characterized as Orthocella.†

3rd. Such as have a winding or twisted intestine, which never passes in a direct line through the long axis of the body: these genera are named Campylocella.§

Such a classification, founded entirely on the anatomical arrangement of one set of organs, Ehrenberg acknowledges would be quite contrary to the established rules of zoology, were it not that the external characters of these animalcules are most exactly conformable with the structure of the alimentary canal; but finding that the Polygastria are thus resolvable into very natural families, he proceeds to classify them in the following manner:—

**Family 1.**—Monadinide (Monadide). Polygastric animals, without intestinal canal, without external shell, body uniform, dividing by simple spontaneous fissure into two, but by cross divisions into four or several individuals.

Monas.

Uvella, (1, fig. 1.)

Polymba, (2, fig. 1.)

Microglena, (3, fig. 1.)

Phaeolomonas.

Glennomorum.

Dosococcus.

Chilomonas.

Modo, (4, fig. 1.)

**Family 2.**—Cryptomonadinide. Polygastric animals, presenting all the characters of the Monadinide, or at least deprived of the characteristic features of other families, and individually enveloped in a soft or slightly indurated shell.

Cryptomonas.

Ophidomonas.

Porocentrum.

Lagenella, (5, fig. 1.)

Cryptoglena.

Trachelomonas.

**Family 3.**—Volvocinide. Polygastric animals, without intestinal canal, without external

* ἐστημός, intestine; ἔθος, manifest.
† κύκλος, a circle; κύλος, large intestine.
‡ κόρας, straight; κολες, intestine.
§ καραμπόλας, convoluted; κόλας, intestine.

In the following list it will be perceived we have omitted altogether the numerous families of Baccillariae and kindred forms, being by no means satisfied as to their claims to rank as members of the animal creation. They stand, indeed, very dubiously between the domains of zoology and botany.
appendages, and with the body uniform, similar to the monads, but provided with an external envelope or shell, and dividing by complete spontaneous fissure beneath the common envelope into a number of animals which take the form of a polypary. At length the envelope becomes ruptured, and gives passage to the divided animals, which in their turn renew the same process of development.

Gyges.
  Pandorina.
  Gonium, (7, 8, fig. 1.)
  Synctypta.
  Sympura.
  Uroglena.
  Endorina, (9, 10, fig. 1.)
  Chlamidomonas.
  Spherosira.
  Volvox, (fig. 3.)

Family 4.—Vibionidae. Animals either distinctly or most probably polygastric; filamentous, without alimentary canal; with shell or external appendages; with the uniform body of Monads; associated in filamentous chains in consequence of imperfect spontaneous (transverse) division.
  Bacterium.
  Vibrio, (1, 2, 3, 4, 5, fig. 5.)
  Spirichiza.
  Spirillum.
  Spirodictys.

Family 5.—Closterinidae. Animals distinctly or most probably polygastric, without alimentary canal, and without external appendages; body uniform, resembling the Cryptomonadinae in their envelope or shell, and dividing, together with their envelope, by spontaneous, transverse fissure, into a bacilliform or fusiform polypary; provided with moveable papilla situated in the aperture of the shell.
  Closterium, (6, 7, fig. 5.)

Family 6.—Astasieae. Animals evidently or apparently polygastric, without alimentary canal, without external appendages or shell; changing their form to caudate or scutellate at pleasure; body with a single aperture.
  Astasia, (1, fig. 6.)
  Amblyphises, (2, fig. 6.)
  Euglena, (3, fig. 6.)
  Chloronemium, (4, fig. 6.)
  Colacium, (5, fig. 6.)
  Distigma.

Family 7.—Dinobryina. Animals distinctly or apparently polygastric; without intestinal canal; body with a single aperture; without external appendages; changing their form at will; and invested with a shell.
  Epipysis.

Family 8.—Amoebaeae (Proteiform Animalcules). Polygastric animalcules without alimentary canal; body with a single opening, furnished with variable processes, the shape of which changes at will; without a shell.
  Amoeba, (7, 8, 9, 10, 11, 12, 13, fig. 6.)

Family 9.—Arcellinaire. (Capsule Animalcules). Animal polygastric, anentorous, loricated; body multiform, furnished with changeable foot-like appendages, covered with a univalve urceolate or scutellate shell, with a single aperture. = Amoeba enclosed in an urceolate or scutellate shell.
  Diffugia, (1, fig. 7.)
  Amoebula, (2, fig. 7.)
  Cyphidium, (3, fig. 7.)

Family 11.—Cyclinidae (Disk Animalcules). Animals polygastric, anentorous, provided with appendages in the form of cilia or setae; destitute of shell.
  Cyclidium.
  Pantotrichum.
  Chaetomonas.

Family 12.—Peridinaeae (Wreath Animalcules). Animals visibly or probably polygastric, anentorous, loricated, vibrating; having sete and cilia dispersed over the body or shell often in the form of a zone or crown; shell with a single opening.
  Chlamyotylphla.
  Chaetoglena.
  Peridinium.
  Glenodinium.

Family 13.—Vorticelliniae (Bell Animalcules). Animals polygastric, having a distinct intestinal tube, with two openings, the oral and anal apertures being distinct, but situated in a depression common to both; without shell; either solitary and free, or fixed and frequently associated, developing themselves by imperfect spontaneous division, and frequently assuming the form of beautiful little bunches.
  Stentor, (fig. 8.)
  Trichodina.
  Urocentrum.
  Vorticella, (fig. 9.)
  Carchesium.
  Epistyli.
  Opercularia.
  Zoothamnium.

Family 14.—Ophrydinae (Loricated Bell Animalcules). Polygastric animalcules, having a distinct intestinal tube, the apertures of the mouth and anus being distinct, although situated in the same fossa; loricated; solitary or aggregated. (= Vorticellina loricata.)
  Ophrydium, (fig. 10.)
  Tintinnus.
  Vaginicola, (9, fig. 11.)
  Cothurnia.

Family 15.—Enchillaeae (Rolling Animalcules). Animals polygastric; having a distinct intestinal canal, the apertures of the mouth and anus being situated at the opposite extremities of the longitudinal axis of the body; without a shell.
  Enchloris, (1, 2, 3, 4, 5, fig. 11.)
  Disoma, (6, 7, fig. 11.)
  Actinophrys.
  Trichodiscus.
  Podophrya.
  Trichoda.
  Lachrymaria, (8, fig. 11.)
  Leucophrys, (1, fig. 12.)
  Holophrya.
  Prorodon, (2, fig. 12.)

Family 16.—Coleptiniae (Box Animalcules). Polygastric animalcules, having a distinct intestinal canal, the mouth and anus
being situated at the opposite extremities of the body; loricated. = Encheliidae furnished with a shell.

Coles, (1, 2, fig. 13.)

**Family 17. — TRACHELINIDÉ (Neck Animalcules).** Animals polygastric, furnished with a distinct intestinal canal, having an oral and an anal opening, but of these the anal opening only is terminal; without shell.

Trachelius, (3, 4, 5, fig. 13.)

Loxodes.

Bursaria.

Spirostoma.

Phialina.

Glaucoma.

Chilodon.

Nassula, (1, fig. 16.)

**Family 18. — OPHYROCERINIDÉ (Swan Animalcules).** Animals polygastric; having a distinct intestinal tube, furnished with two openings, that of the mouth only being terminal; without a shell.

Trachelocerca, (3, 4, fig. 16.)

**Family 19. — ASPIDISCINIDÉ (Shield Animalcules).** Polygastric, loricated, animalcules; having an intestinal canal furnished with two orifices, of which one only, viz. the anus, is terminal.

Aspidiscida.

**Family 20. — COLPODEADÉ (Breast Animalcules).** Animals polygastric; without a shell; intestinal canal distinct, with two openings, neither of which is terminal.

Colpoda, (2, 3, fig. 18.)

Paramecium, (1, 4, fig. 18.)

Amphileptus, (2, fig. 16.)

Uroleptus.

Ophryoglena.

**Family 21. — OXYTRICHINIDÉ (Hackle Animalcules.)** Animals polygastric; without shell; having an intestinal canal with two distinct orifices, neither of which is terminal; provided with vibrating cilia, and also with styles or uncini, which are not vibratile.

Oxytricha.

Ceratium.

Kerona.

Urostyla.

Styloynchia.

**Family 22. — EULOTIDÉ. (Boat Animalcules.)** Animals polygastric, loricated; with a distinct alimentary canal having two orifices, neither being terminal. = Aspidiscida with neither orifice terminal, or Oxytricha provided with a shell.

Discoccephalus.

Chlamidodon.

Himantophorus.

Euolotes, (fig. 19.)

All the above families are grouped by Ehrenberg under the following orders and sections, which, as it will facilitate the observations of the microscopist, as well as be a convenient guide to us in studying the economy of these little beings, we will subjoin in a tabular form, premising that the illustrious naturalist of Berlin found it advisable to separate the Polygastria into two parallel series, one comprising all such as were destitute of a shell (Nuda),

the other embracing those which are furnished with such a covering (Loricata).

**ANENTERA.**

This includes all animalcules which possess neither an internal nutritive tube nor an anal orifice, the mouth being in communication with several nutritive vesicles. These may be divided into the following sections:—

1st Section. GYMNICÁ.

Animalcules whose body has no external cilia nor pseudopodiform prolongations.

Nuda. | Loricata.

Monadina. | Cryptomonadina.

Vibrio. | Closterina.

2d Section. EPITRICA.

Exterior of the body ciliated or furnished with setae and without pseudopodiform prolongations.

Nuda. | Loricata.

Cyclidina. | Peridinea.

3d Section. PSEUDOPODIA.

Body provided with variable pseudopodiform prolongations.

Nuda. | Loricata.

Amoeba. | Bacillaria.

SECOND DIVISION. — ENTERODELÁ.

This division includes all animalcules having an internal digestive canal provided with a mouth and anal opening.

4th Section. ANOPHISTRIA.

Mouth and anus contiguous.

Nuda. | Loricata.

Vorticellina. | Ophrirdina.

5th Section. ENANTOTRETA.

Mouth and anus terminal and opposite; reproduction by transverse division.

Nuda. | Loricata.

Enchelia. | Colepina.

6th Section. ALLOTRETA.

Mouth and anus terminal and opposite, as in the last section; reproduction by longitudinal and transverse division.

Nuda. | Loricata.

Trachelina. | Aspidiscina.

7th Section. KATOTRETA.

Mouth and anus not terminal; reproduction as in last section.

Nuda. | Loricata.

Kolpodea. | Euplota.

Oxytricha.

Taking the above classification for our guidance, we must now proceed to investigate more minutely the organization of the strange animals included in this extensive series.

**Locomotion.** — Although no special locomotive apparatus has as yet been discovered in the family of Monads, this perhaps depends rather upon our deficient means of investigation than upon their absence. Attentive observation shews that every true Monad is furnished with a minute filiform proboscis, (1, 2, 3, fig. 1) which, as it constantly exhibits an undulatory or vibratory motion, has been mistaken by some observers for a ciliary apparatus. Sometimes two of these organs are present, but this cannot be regarded as an essential characteristic feature, seeing that during the process of spontaneous fissure an animalcule which previously had only one proboscis, becomes
furnished with two preparatory to its separation into two individuals. In some species, however, two are constantly present. These protosides may possibly discharge a double function, and perform the duty both of locomotive and of prehensile organs with which to collect nourishment.

In the Cryptomonadinae likewise one or two filiform protosides, similar to the above, seem to be the locomotive organs; and the vibratile apparatus that serves for the movements of the Volvoces is entirely composed of similar structures belonging to the individual animalcules that constitute the compound bodies of these wonderful beings.

Amongst the Vibrionidae the locomotion is of a very different character. In the true Vibrios it is performed by a kind of meandering or undulating movement, the fibre-like compound body of the animal bending and straightening itself alternately, the cause of which seems to depend upon a stronger binding together and subsequent relaxation of the individual animalcules, so that these seem to displace one another. In Bacterium the contraction is weaker, so that no undulating movement is produced, although the creature swims straight forward.

In the family Closterina (6, 7, fig. 5) the locomotive organs consist of numerous short, soft, conical papillse, situated near the openings of the shell at the two opposite extremities of the animal; they are placed upon the inner side, and can be protruded but a very little way from the shell.

In the family Amoeba no special locomotive organs are met with. The round, gelatinous, and highly contractile bodies of these creatures have the capability of thrusting out at will foot-like processes from any part of their body, by the assistance of which they manage to move about. A similar mode of progression is met with in the Arcellinidae. In all the higher forms of Polygastric Infusoria locomotion is effected by means of cilia variously distributed over different parts of the body, but their position in different genera will be described when speaking of the external forms of the different families.

These cilia are described by Ehrenberg to be minute hairs arising from a thick bulbous basis, upon which they execute a rotary motion, some of them being continuous with their basis, while others are only articulated here and there; of these the former kind exists in Styloynchia mytilus, and the latter in Paramecium aurelia.

In addition to the cilia some forms of animalcules (Oxytrichina) possess setae, which are likewise stiff moveable hairs, but which are without any power of vibration; these organs are used in standing and climbing. Sometimes they are without any thickened basis, as in Actinophrys; generally they are pointed, but occasionally have a knob at the end.

A fourth set of locomotive organs are the styli. These are thick straight setae, which in some forms of animalcules are attached like the tail feathers of a bird to the hinder part of the body of the animalcule: such styli do not vibrate like cilia, neither are they implanted in a bulb-like basis, nor bend like hooks, but serve merely as instruments of support, or are useful in climbing the stems of aquatic plants.

Lastly, many races are furnished with uncini or hooklets; these are merely bent, hook-like setae, which, being thick and strong, and situated upon the ventral surface of the animalcule, seem to take the place of feet: they do not vibrate, but are implanted into a bulb-like root, which permits them to be moved in all directions; and although they are not articulated, they resemble very much the limbs of articulated animals.

So various, however, are the forms of the different families of Polygastric animalcules, that the above general view of their locomotive organs gives but a very imperfect idea of this part of their economy; and it will, therefore, be necessary, before we proceed further, to describe more at length some of the most interesting genera belonging to the class, for so strange and remarkable is the organisation of some of them that no generalisation would answer our present purpose. Some are single and isolated individuals, moving freely wherever they list; others are strangely compounded of aggregations of numerous animalcules associated into one common body, all of which must cooperate in rowing about the microcosm which they collectively form; some are affixed to highly irritable stems, whereby they are attached to various foreign bodies; some are naked, others covered with shells: in short, nothing but a rambling glance at the whole group will enable us satisfactorily to discuss the many curious circumstances discovered in connection with their history.

The family Monadinae embraces numerous animalcules, which, however different in external appearance, are evidently related to each other in all essential parts of their structure.

The Monads, properly so called, are so small that the utmost penetration of the microscope is insufficient to display their outward form with any degree of distinctness, much less to reveal their internal structure, some of them being not larger than from the 1,000th to the 3,000th of a line, or the 36,000th part of an inch in diameter. Under the highest powers of the microscope they have the appearance of almost invisible globular active specks, swimming about with the greatest facility, and never impinging against each other during the rapid dance that they continually execute. Their numbers are absolutely beyond human appreciation, as may be readily understood from the following computation of the multitudes sometimes met with.

The Monas crepusculum, found in infusions of putrid flesh, crowds the drop of water in which it is found to such an extent that there seems to be no interspace whatever between the individual animalcules. Supposing these animalcules to be, as is generally the case, 

and of a line in diameter, their number will then amount, in a drop of water of the size of
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a single cubic line, to eight thousand millions, and a cubic inch of such water containing 1728 cubic lines, will be peopled with thirteen billions eight hundred and twenty-four millions of these living and active beings!!

It has been possible to detect, even in these smallest of nature's works, an apparatus that seems to perform the functions of an instrument of progression. This consists in one or sometimes two filaments of extreme tenuity, which resemble somewhat the tail of a tadpole; here, however, the organ performs the functions of a proboscis, being appended to that part of the body which advances first in swimming. The shape of the Monads is not always globose, but sometimes egg-shaped, pear-shaped, elongated, or fusiform. In Monas tinges we have an example of the last form, and also of the manner in which they are sometimes found associated by their tails into beautiful groups, their double proboscides being all protruded externally.

This faculty of clustering together is still better exemplified in the genus Uvella (1, fig. 1) which somewhat resembles a transparent mulberry rolling itself about at will, whence the name "grape monad," which these animalcules bear. In Polytoma (2, fig. 1) this clustered appearance is due to the fact that the original animalcule is continually dividing into a greater and still greater number, which, at last breaking loose from each other, become solitary and independent. Some animalcules of this family, as Chilosmonas destruens, live in the interior of dead Rotifers and other minute beings, in which locality they seem to revel luxuriously; whilst others, as Bodo, (4, fig. 1) are met with in the intestinal canal of many living animals, from the fly and the earth-worm up to fishes and even men. One species (B. ranarum) seems particularly partial to the intestines of Frogs, in the contents of which it is usually found. Many species of this genus are furnished with long tails, by the aid of which they are bound together in bunches of very beautiful appearance, as represented in the figure.

In the Cryptomonads, (5, fig. 1) which seem to be merely Monads invested with a shell, the proboscis is of a similar character; but these animalcules are never found associated in bunches.

Perhaps few more beautiful objects exist in nature than the next group of animalcules belonging to the Monadine type. These are the Volvocines, comprising genera composed of numerous Monads, associated together and connected by a common envelope, which constitutes a kind of compound poly- pary or monadary, as it has been recently called, through which the proboscides of the component Monads are exserted.

In Gonium, (7, 8, fig. 1,) one of the simplest forms belonging to this family, the common body resembles a minute square-shaped flattened tablet, so transparent as to be detected with great difficulty, in which the green Monads are set like the gems in the breastplate of the Jewish high-priest, from which circumstance one species, G. pectorale, has been named.

The organisation of Gonium pectorale, as far as it has been made out, seems to be as follows: - The mantle or proper covering of each individual animalcule, which can only be properly examined after the division of the little tablet, is neither four-cornered nor table-like, but pretty nearly round, and in the form of a lacernae, which the animalcules can quit and renew again at intervals. The table-like investment of the compound body is produced by regularly repeated spontaneous fissure in the longitudinal, but not in the transverse direction, which is in fact only an imperfect division into single tablets. In a little tablet of this kind all the animalcules of which it is composed appear to be connected to each other by ribbon-like prolongations.

It is only in Gonium pectorale that locomotive organs have been satisfactorily detected, presenting themselves under the usual form of two thread-like proboscides, appended to the mouth of each individual Monad entering into its composition. These are seen to be in constant motion, so as to have the appearance of cilia.

Each individual animalcule inclosed in the common envelope of the compound being appears, moreover, to possess a distinct nutritive apparatus, consisting of transparent vesicles visible among the green matter that fills its interior; but these have not yet been observed to fill themselves with colouring matter. Ehrenberg likewise supposes that each of the component animalcules of the Gonium contains the essential parts of a double sexual system, regarding the green-coloured particles in the body as eggs, and an opaque spot and contractile bladder, which is occasionally discernible, as the male apparatus; but these parts will be more particularly described hereafter.

The most beautiful animalcules belonging to the Volvocinidae are the Volvoxes, from which...
the family derives its name. These, which may readily be procured in summer time, are sufficiently large to be visible to the naked eye, and when examined with a microscope, even of very humble power, present a spectacle of indescribable beauty; turning continually upon their axes, and revolving majestically through the drop of water that forms their space, they have the appearance of so many microscopic worlds (fig. 2). The parietes of these elegant spheres are thin and pelluculent as the walls of an air-bubble; and in their interior, which is obviously fluid, may at times be seen rotating on their axes a second generation moving freely in the interior of their parent, and only awaiting the destruction of the original Volvox to escape from their imprisonment.

It was Ehrenberg* who first made the discovery that these beautiful living globes were not, as had until then been universally believed, single animalcules producing gemmules in the interior of their transparent bodies, which on arriving at maturity by their escape through the lacerated integument of the parent terminated its existence, but that they formed in reality the residences of numerous individuals living together in a wonderful community. This great observer had long remarked that the Volvoces appeared to take no food, neither were any of those vesicles discernible in their interior which in all other races of Infusoria he regards as the organs of nutrition—a circumstance which, considering their very great size when compared with other races, was well calculated to arrest attention; and he soon found that the structure of their nutritive apparatus lies much deeper and is of a far more delicate character than any one could have previously anticipated.

On attentively examining with glasses of high power (1000 diameters) the minute green specks which stud the transparent covering of

the Volvox, and which he had previously regarded as the bulbous roots of locomotive cilia, he perceived in each corpuscle a bright red point, and moreover discerned that instead of its being a cillum which was appended thereto, it was a whip-like movable proboscis exactly similar to that of the Monads described above; and further observation convinced him that every green point was in reality a distinctly organised Monad, possessing mouth, eye, stomach, generative apparatus, and, in fact, all the viscera attributed by Ehrenberg to the free Monadinide, and that the Volvox was entirely made up of an association of similar individuals (fig. 3).

He further observed that in young specimens the component animalcules were perpetually undergoing spontaneous fissure, the result of which was the regular production of two, four, eight, sixteen, thirty-two, &c. distinct animalcules from one individual, until the resulting globe, i.e. the Volvox, was completely arrived at its natural dimensions.

The Volvox Globator may therefore be regarded as a hollow tegumentary vesicle, the origin of which is due to the incomplete spontaneous fissure of innumerabie Monads, each of which is not more than 1.500* in diameter, but all completely organised.

---

* Abhandlungen der Königlichen Academie der Wissenschaften zu Berlin, Jahr 1833, p. 328.
On closer inspection it is seen that all the Monads, which are placed at regular distances, communicate with each other by delicate threads, which form a kind of reticulation in the common gelatinous skin-like integument of the compound body, or polyfary, as it might be aptly called, out of which the contained animals only protrude their proboscides either in search of food or to row the general mass along.

It is easy to prove by flattening the Volvox between two plates of glass that its interior is only filled with water, in which sometimes there may be observed smaller volvoces swimming about, the products of the propagation of some of the constituent animals. These are not solitary young ones, but may already be seen to be composed of numerous individuals, formed by the continual division of the original from which they sprang.

Another mode of reproduction is by the laceration or division of the globe itself. When this takes place, either for the escape of the included Volvoces generated within, or from any other cause, the component Monads immediately prepare to leave their domiciles, and the individual animals become separated by the dissolution of the inter-communicating threads; they then, by little and little, extricate themselves from the common gelatinous envelope, and creep out to commence an independent existence. The gelatinous polyary of the original Volvox in consequence speedily loses all its green spots; and as every little point is active, moving its proboscis freely when it leaves the common globe, it may fairly be concluded that they have a power of independent existence, and that each is able to begin the construction of another compound Volvox as wonderful as that we have been considering.

The development of the embryo of the Volvox is represented in 11, 12, 13, fig. 1. In 11, fig. 1, is represented the simplest condition of a granular mass containing a clear central spot, which in the course of a few hours assumes the condition represented in 12, fig. 1, by undergoing an imperfect spontaneous division. By a continued repetition of this division it becomes at last broken up, until it has the appearance shown in 13, fig. 1. The component vesicles still go on subdividing, until it assumes the appearance of a single perfect Monadine possessed of two proboscides, eye-spots, &c. By a further development it constructs for itself an external envelope, which has the appearance of a white ring surrounding the central nucleus.

Wonderful as is the organisation of the last family, it would probably not be more so than that of the Vibriodæ, was it in our power to display their internal economy in an equally satisfactory manner; but such is the extreme minuteness of all the members of the family, that even to Ehrenberg this seemed a hopeless wish. The Vibriodæ present themselves under the microscope as thread-like bodies of indescribable tenacity, worming their way in countless thousands through the drop of water in which they live, and presenting themselves in different shapes, which have been classified as belonging to five distinct genera, named as follows:—The first, Bacterium, contains those forms which exhibit the appearance of stiff-jointed filaments. In the second, Vibrio, the

Fig. 5.

1, 2, 3. Vibrio subtilis. 4. Vibrio rugula. 5. Vibrio rugula more highly magnified. 6. Closterium moniliferum. 7. Closterium turridum.

a, a, a, three large aggregations of living corpuscles; x, x, locomotive papillæ; o, o, openings in the shell.

creatures resemble minute chains, which seem to be as soft and flexible as the body of a serpent, although so exceedingly minute that some species have been calculated to be not more than the 300th of a line long, and the 3000th of a line in thickness.

The animals are in some genera assume the appearance of tortuous chains or flexible spiral threads. In Spirillum the body seems rolled into a stiff spiral cylinder, and in Spirodiscus it is arranged in a kind of disc.

On examining these little beings while alive, little doubt can be entertained that they belong to the animal series of creation: the manner in which they obviously direct their course at will, and the facility with which all their movements are performed, have caused them to be recognised as animals by all observers. It is, however, to Ehrenberg that we are indebted for the discovery of their real nature. From his observations we learn that these living filaments, minute as they are, are not single animals, but chains composed of numerous associated individuals produced from each other by spontaneous fissure. There even seems to be reason to suspect that their internal structure is to some degree allied to that of the Monadines; at least in one species, Bacterium triloculare, Ehrenberg perceived a proboscisiform mouth similar to that possessed by the Monadines of Volvox.

The peculiar forms assumed by the different genera of Vibriodæ seem to depend upon the character of the fissiparous division by which the whole chain is produced, the compound body remaining straight or becoming thrown into spiral folds as the division is equably or unequably carried on.

The snake-like movements of the true Vibrios during their progress in the water, Ehrenberg conceived to be produced by a power of contracting forcibly, that resides in the individual
separate segments of the compound body, which enables them to change their situation relative to each other.

In the next family, _Closterium_ (6, 7, fig. 5), the locomotive organs present themselves under a very different aspect, as, indeed, do the animalcules themselves. The animalcules are incased in a thin, transparent, shuttle-shaped shell, or mantle, ("urceolus"), which is in many species evidently open at both ends. Enclosed in this shell is the exceedingly soft and transparent mucus-like body of the animal, which is frequently entirely full of green-coloured granules and little vesicles. The shell or mantle, when exposed to heat, is reduced to ashes and entirely volatilized, rising up during the process like horn.

The locomotive apparatus is exceedingly singular in its formation; it consists of numerous very short, delicate, transparent organs, having the form of conical papillae: these are situated in the neighbourhood of the two openings in the mantle, lying in the inner space, and can be protruded externally for a short distance. It becomes evident, on mixing a few coloured particles with the fluid in which the animal is contained, that these are instruments of locomotion.

The family _Astasia_ (1, fig. 6) contains numerous genera remarkable for the contractile power of their bodies, which causes them continually to change their shape, and consequently they become very puzzling objects to the inexperienced microscopist. Many of them are exceedingly beautiful on account of their rich colours; and so enormously do they abound under certain circumstances, that the water in which they are found is changed to red, green, or yellow, in accordance with the tint of the species which multiplies therein. In many species of this family, contractile proboscides have been found to exist, which most probably form the locomotive apparatus common to the group. Animals very similar to the _Astasians_, but loricated, constitute the family _Dinobryina_ (6, fig. 6), the envelope forming an urceolus, in which the highly contractile body of the animalcule is lodged, having much the appearance of a microscopic _Sertularia_.

In the next family, _Amoeba_, locomotion is accomplished in a most extraordinary manner, these animals apparently possessing the power of making foot-like processes for themselves, or dispensing with them altogether, just as circumstances render it convenient. The _Amoeba_, or _Proteus_, as it was formerly named on account of the facility with which it changes its form, seems to have its body composed of a greyish mucus-like jelly, the shape of which is perpetually changing, sometimes shrinking into a rounded mass, then extending itself in all directions as though it was entirely fluid, or shooting out processes of different kinds from any part of the periphery of its body: its movements indeed seem to be rather fluent than progressive, so easily dees it mould itself to any required form. It is, nevertheless, very voracious, and its shape is frequently found to be modified by the contour and dimensions of other animalcules which it may have swallowed. (7, 8, 9, 10, 11, 12, 13, fig. 6.)

The genera _Diffugia_, _Arcella_, and _Cyphidium_ (1, 2, 3, fig. 7) seem to be merely _Amoeba_ endowed with a power of constructing for themselves a carapax or shell covering of various forms, from the orifices of which the fluent body of the animalcules can be made to protrude, and thus become convertible into instruments of locomotion.

In _Cyclidium_, _Pantotrichum_, and _Chetomonas_, and their loricated representatives, _Chetotypa_, _Chataglona_, _Peridinium_, and _Glenodinium_, forming the families Cyclididae and Peridinemae, we first find a new system of locomotive organs making their appearance in the shape of vibratile cilia.

The locomotive cilia are variously disposed in different genera; sometimes they are disseminated over the entire surface of the animal, either irregularly or arranged in regular rows; sometimes they are only partially distributed or are confined to the region of the mouth and anterior part of the body; but, whatever their situation, their action is similar; they are incessantly in a state of active motion, either propelling the animalcule through the water, or causing currents to flow in definite directions, by the agency of which food is brought to the oral opening.

--

1. _Astasia flanica_. 2. _Amblyphys viridis_. 3. _Euglena acus_. 4. _Chlorogonium euchlorum_. 5. _Colacium stenorum_ on a portion of the leg of a monoculus. 6. _Dinobryon sertularia_. 7, 8, 9, 10, 11, 12, 13. _Amoeba diffuens_, exhibiting a few of its changes of form.

--

1. _Diffugia oblonga_. 2. _Arcella dentata_. 3. _Cyphidium aureolum_.

---
The genus *Stentor* (fig. 8) contains some of the largest and most active animalcules belonging to the class, and, as might be expected, these are amongst the most conspicuous for the perfection of their locomotive organs. These beautiful creatures resemble gelatinous trumpets, the bodies of which are flexible and contractile in all directions, either while swimming about freely in the water, or while attached, as they frequently are, to some foreign body by means of a little sucking disc which terminates the pointed extremity of the tail.

The whole of the trumpet-shaped body of *Stentor* is covered over with innumerable cilia, disposed in regular rows, and of sufficient size to be easily distinguishable by the microscope. Its broad end is terminated by a circular disc, the diameter of which is considerably larger than the widest part of the body. The entire surface of this disc is likewise covered with multitudes of cilia, arranged in regular concentric circles; and, moreover, its margin is fringed all around with a single row of cilia of larger dimensions, which by the rapid succession of their movements give the appearance of a wheel spinning rapidly round, and by its revolution causing powerful currents in the surrounding water. At the lower part of the margin of the ciliated disc the ciliary zone turns inwards, forming a spiral fold around a funnel-like aperture (fig. 8) which leads to the mouth, and likewise lodges the orifice through which digested materials are cast out. The currents caused by the marginal fringe around the disc are all directed towards the oral aperture, and consequently, by bringing nutritive particles to the mouth, this part of the apparatus becomes eminently subservient to nutrition. In several species of *Stentor*, in addition to the apparatus of cilia described above, there is an additional riband-shaped band of these vibratile organs extending from near the mouth to a considerable distance towards the hinder part of the body, the outline of which has an undulating appearance.

The *Trichodina*, or *Urn* animalcules, have no pedicle or elongated tail, but are provided with a fasciculus or circlet of cilia situated in front of their bodies, which are disc-shaped, bowl-shaped, or conical, the mouth being apparently a single orifice situated in the ciliary circlet. One species of this group, *T. pediculus*, seems to be parasitically attached to the *Hydra viridis*, and allied forms have been met with in the respiratory laminae of several bivalve shell-fish, (*Anodonta, Unio, &c.*), and also in *Gyrodactylus coronatus*, itself a parasite inhabiting the gills of the *Crucian Carp* (*Cyprinus Carassius*). That these animalcules are really Polygastrica, and not sterelmithous entozoa, Ehrenberg satisfied himself by feeding them with indigo. *Urocentrum* seems to be similarly organized, only it is furnished posteriorly with a sharp style-like process.

But perhaps the most remarkable as well as most elegant of all the forms of animalcules belonging to this group are the *Vorticelle*, (fig. 9), the sight of which cannot fail to exact the untiring admiration of the microscopical

---

**Fig. 8.**

*Stentor Rosellii,* highly magnified.  
*t,* viscus supposed by Ehrenberg to be the testis.

**Fig. 9.**

*b, c, d, e, f,* exhibit the various steps of fissiparous reproduction in this animalcule.
observer. These beautiful little creatures might be compared to wine-glasses of microscopic dimension, the bells of which are fixed to highly irritable stems, that are attached by their opposite extremity to some foreign body. These stems are endowed with the capability of extending themselves in the shape of straight filaments of exquisite tenuity, and on the slightest alarm or irritation, of shrinking into close spiral folds, so as to draw the little bell as far as possible from danger. The mouth of the bell is fringed with a circlet of cilia, which vibrate rapidly at the pleasure of the animal, causing a magnificent whirlpool in the surrounding water, which brings nutritious substances that may be in the neighbourhood towards the oral orifice, the situation of which is nearly the same as in Stentor, above described, and thus the little being is abundantly supplied with food. The true Vorticella, although generally found grouped together in elegant bunches, always have single undivided stems; but in the genus Carchesium, the animals of which are similarly organised, the pedicles sprout from one another so as to have a branched or ramose appearance, while in the genus Epistylis, animals similar to Vorticella and Carchesium are met with, the stems of which are quite stiff and inflexible, so much so indeed that the animalcules belonging to this group have obtained the name of "pillar bells" (Saulenglockchen).

The family Ophydrynidæ presents us again with very remarkable forms of Polygastric animalcules, allied in structure to the Vorticelle, but having their bodies inclosed in cases of different kinds, of which it will be necessary to give one or two examples. The genus Ophyryum, (jelly-bell-animalcules,) of which the Ophyryum versatile (fig. 10) is an example, was regarded by the older naturalists as being a mass of vegetable matter, and had the names of ulva, fucus, conerva, &c. conferred upon it by different authors, until Müller, in 1786, first announced its real nature and relationship to the vorticelline animalcules. It is found under the shape of a gelatinous mass of a lively or dull green colour, which in consistence may be compared to frog's spawn, some specimens attaining the size of four or five inches in diameter; the whole forming an irregularly shaped but smooth mass, which is composed of many millions of distinct animalcules, each about the 47th of a line in thickness, and about the 4th of a line in length. The space of a square line would therefore contain 9216 of these diminutive beings; a cubic line six times as many, or 55,296; and a cubic inch nearly eight millions, namely, 7,962,624. In the water all these congregated animalcules are disposed in close rows, something in the same manner as in Volvox. On shaking the mass many others show themselves within between the former, so as to form from three to five different ranks. At first all the gelatinous cells appear to be connected with the centre of the mass by filamentary prolongations, but these disappear as they proceed internally, so that the middle seems to be hollow and full of water; the whole, indeed, might be compared to the gelatinous polypl masses (Alcyonidae) found up on the sea-shore, only the structure of the animalcules is polygastric and not that of polyps.

In the other genera belonging to the family Ophydrynidæ, namely, Tiattinus, Vaginicola (9, fig. 11) and Cothurnia, although living in gelatinous transparent sheaths, and resembling Vorticella in their structure, are not associated in masses, but remain permanently detached and solitary.

The family Encheliadæ contains various forms of animalcules, having the oral and anal orifices distinct and situated at the opposite extremities of the body. The different genera of which it is composed may be distinguished as follows:—

Encheliis, (revolving animalcule,) has its body flask-shaped, (1, fig. 11,) without any cilia externally, but with a circlet around the mouth, which is suddenly truncated and destitute of any dental armature.

Disoma, (double-bodied animalcule,) creatures nearly resembling Encheliis in form and structure, but with a double body (6, 7, fig. 11.)

Actinophrys, (sun animalcule,) having the exterior of the body unprovided with locomotive cilia, but stuck over with setaceous tentacula which radiate in all directions.

Trichodiscus, (radiated disc animalcule,) resembling Actinophrys, only the body is here
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compressed, and only furnished with a single row of setaceous tentacula, situated around its
margin.

Podophrya, (radiated foot animalcule,) is an Actinophrya with a spherical body, from
which projects a long straight pedicle, which, however, is not attached to any foreign body.

Trichola, (hair animalcule,) an Enchelis
having its mouth obliquely truncated and fur-
nished with a lip; its body is unprovided with
a neck-like prolongation.

Lachrymaria, (lachrymatory animalcule,) (8, fig. 11,) an Enchelis having its body
destitute of cilia externally, but terminated by
a long thin neck, which is clavate at the ex-
trmity, and ends with a mouth provided with
a lip and ciliated margin.

Leucophrya, (ciliated animalcule,) an En-
chelis, with its body entirely covered with
vibratile cilia—its mouth is obliquely terminal
and provided with a kind of lip, but without
dental organs. (1, fig. 12.)

Holophrya, (woolly animalcule,) an En-
chelis having the exterior of its body entirely
ciliated.

Prorodon (toothed rolling animalcule). In
this genus, like the last, the body is covered
all over with vibratile cilia, and the mouth

 Fig. 12.

truncated, but the latter is remarkable for
being armed with a circlet of teeth of a very
peculiar structure situated within its margin.

(2, fig. 12.)

The family Colepinidae consists of but one
genus, Coleps (1, 2, fig. 13), the animalcules
belonging to which have all the characters
of Enchelis, except that they are loricated.
These animalcules are found among con-ferve,
more especially in summer time. As long as
they are swimming it is difficult to perceive
the transparent case in which they are enclosed;
but if they are allowed to get dry or are crushed
between two plates of glass, its presence be-
comes manifest as well as its brittleness. In
shape this external covering resembles a little
barrel made up of rows of plates or rings, be-
tween which the cilia seem to be exserted
(testula multipartita). Anteriorly it is trun-
cated, its margin being either smooth or toothed,

and posteriorly terminates in three or five little
sharp points.

The next family, Trachelinidae, contains all
those non-loricated animalcules whose aliment-
ary canal has two distinct orifices, but of which
one only, the anal, is terminal. The genera
that belong to it are very interesting objects,
and many of them of great beauty. The reader

 Fig. 13.

1, 2, Coleps hirtus. 3, A. Trachelius anas. 5. Trac-
chelius ovum.

6, mouth; a, outlet of alimentary canal.

will be able readily to recognise them by the
following characters:—

Trachelius (neck animalcules, 5, fig. 13).
These may be readily known by their exces-
sively elongated upper lip, which has the
appearance of a long proboscis, or rather, per-
haps, resembles the neck of a goose or swan,
from which circumstance some species (Trac-
chelius anas) have received their best known
appellations. Attentive examination, however,
shews that the mouth is situated at the bottom
of this neck-like prolongation (3, 4, fig. 13),
and not at its extremity, as was the case in
Lachrymaria. The body is ciliated over its
entire surface; nevertheless the movement
of some species is very sluggish, locomotion
seem- rather to be effected by creeping and bending
the body than by the exertion of the cilia.
Some species are exceedingly voracious, as for
example Trachelius vorax, figured by Ehrenberg,
which is represented in the act of swallowing
a Loxodes Bursaria, of which six may be
seen already lodged in the interior of its body.

Loxodes (lip animalcules). These have not
the neck-like appendage of the last genus, but
have the upper lip dilated and hatchet-shaped.

Bursaria (purse animalcules). In these the
mouth is very wide and placed laterally, with
very capacious prominent lips, but without any
dental structure. They are very voracious, and
although generally met with in water, some
species, viz. B. Entozoon, B. intestinalis, and
B. cordiformis, live parasitically in the intes-
tines of the frog, toad, and water-newt.

The genera Spirostomum (snail animalcules),
Phialina (spigot animalcules), Glaucoma
(pearl animalcules), are too nearly allied to
the preceding to render any special account of
them necessary.
The genus Chilodon presents a very similar organisation, but is remarkable from the circumstance that its mouth is furnished with a tubular fasciculus of setaceous teeth, while the anterior part of its body is advanced forward in the shape of an expanded membrane or prolonged on one side, so as to form an auriculated appendage. In Nassula, likewise, a similar dental structure exists, but this will be best described hereafter.

Nutritive system.—By employing coloured organic substances as food for these animalcules, Ehrenberg at length succeeded in developing the organisation of the nutritive apparatus in these microscopic beings. For this purpose he made use of pure indigo, carmine, sap-green, and other vegetable colouring substances which are insoluble in but miscible with water, very finely levigated, and which the animalcules readily swallow, so that in a few minutes the coloured particles are distinctly visible in the interior of their transparent bodies.

From observations conducted in this manner the following results were obtained:—1st. That there is no absorption of the coloured fluid through the general integument of the bodies of infusorial animalcules, although this was formerly supposed to be the only manner in which they could be nourished; but, on the contrary, that they were all furnished with a special mouth and internal nutritive apparatus.

2nd. That the smallest species of Infusoria which can be observed with our instruments, even those not more than \( \frac{1}{1000} \) of a line in length, have an internal set of nutritive organs as well as the largest, so that in the Monads even four, six, or eight sacculi are visible in the interior of the body, which are obviously filled through an oral aperture.

In the genera Enchelis, Paramecium, and Kolpoda, moreover, an intestinniform tube was discovered traversing the whole length of the body, and opening by a distinct anal orifice.

To this central canal are appended numerous blind vesicles, giving the whole apparatus the appearance of a bunch of grapes. In Paramecium aurelia and Paramecium chrysalis Ehrenberg counted from one to two hundred of these vesicles, which became filled with blue, red, or green, according to the colouring matter employed.

We have, however, already, in the preceding pages, described the different arrangement of the alimentary canal in the various forms of polygastric animalcules, so that few further observations are necessary in this place. Whoever wishes to observe these little beings swallowed coloured food, and thus witness the filling of the nutritive sacculi, must, in order to avoid disappointment, carefully observe that the materials he employs are perfectly pure, the indigo, carmine, and sap green sold in the shops being generally so much adulterated that the animalcules refuse to swallow it; secondly, that it be reduced by levigation to the most extreme state of division—grinding it for a length of time with water on a slab, with a muller, is the best way to accomplish this. When thus prepared, by placing a little with a camel’s hair brush in the drop of water which contains the animalcules, but very few minutes are required with some species to exhibit numerous vesicles filled with the coloured substance. When filled, Ehrenberg has observed that sometimes one of them will in a short time empty itself, and its contents be suddenly transferred to another, whereby it seems as if the vesicle itself had a power of voluntary locomotion, which it has not. But however easy it may be thus to fill the stomachal vesicles, it is by no means so easy a matter to detect the central canal to which they are appended, insomuch that the generality of observers are quite unable to detect its presence. Upon this point Ehrenberg remarks, in reply to those who have doubted its existence, that there are only some animalcules in which it is possible to see it clearly; and it is therefore necessary to seek out such species in order to obtain a view of it. In many it is of all things most difficult to see it; but the cause of this does not lie in its absence, but in the nature of the functions it has to perform, for this canal, like the esophagus of larger animals, only serves for the transmission of food, not for its retention and digestion. It becomes dilated while food is passing through it, at will, like the mouth and esophagus of a snape when it swallows a rabbit, and immediately collapses again, and becomes quite invisible when not actually in use.

Provided the indigo and carmine employed for the purpose have been sufficiently levigated, nothing is easier than to demonstrate the presence of the stomachal vesicles; but to exhibit the central canal, and the tubes that communicate between it and the gastric sacculi, is a much more difficult task, and can only be done under very favourable circumstances. We were, indeed, long sceptical concerning their existence, but after examining Professor Ehrenberg’s preparations of these structures, we were ultimately convinced of the accuracy of his views concerning them.

Whoever wishes to see the intestinal tract distinctly must examine it in large specimens of some of the following species, most of which are sufficiently common:—Chelodon cucullatus, Trachelius ovum, Epistylis plicatilis, Vorticella chlorostigma, Vorticella convalaria, Opercularia articulata, or Styloynchia mytilus. On putting a little indigo into the water with some of these, it may be readily seen to enter their large mouths, and pass into their stomachs, from which it is again speedily ejected.

In the Monads and allied families the alimentary apparatus consists of several distinct cells, from eight to twenty in number, but which are not all of them filled at the same time. When contracted these are quite invisible; yet, sometimes, when filled with a clear fluid, they are to be distinguished under the form of minute transparent vesicles in the interior of the animalcule. The mouth may sometimes be easily perceived under the form of a clear transparent spot, situated at the base of the proboscis, to and from which streams of water may be seen to proceed, bringing
with them the materials for nourishment (fig. 14). In the interior of the body the nutritive sacculi appear like so many little empty bags hanging from the mouth. The food of the Monads seems to consist entirely of particles of decaying matter.

Fig. 14.

Monas guttula, highly magnified, showing the direction of the nutritive currents.

Dental system.—A very remarkable dental apparatus was discovered by Ehrenberg to exist in some of these diminutive beings, their presence being recognised in several different species, viz. Euodon cucullus (Synonyme, Kolpoda, Loxodes cucullus), Nassula ornata, Nassula elegans, Nassula aurea, Prorodon niveus, Prorodon compressus, and others. Both in their form and connections these teeth are very remarkable, presenting the appearance of a long slender cylinder or hollow cone, situated at the entrance of the mouth, around which they form a closely approximated series (fig. 15). These teeth are composed of a hard substance; for when the soft parts of the animalcule are crushed between two plates of glass, they still remain distinctly visible, proving that they are of a denser texture than the rest of the body. Their number varies in different genera from sixteen to thirty, the former being the minimum and the latter the maximum yet observed. In animalcules thus provided with a dental apparatus the pharynx seems to have little to do with the act of nutrition; indeed it frequently happens that while the little creature vibrates its cilia to produce the currents that bring it food, its mouth is kept open and motionless, so that the materials that serve for its nourishment pass through it unobstructed; but when larger morsels are to be swallowed, they are first seized and bruised by the dental apparatus. In this case the buccal cylinder first of all expands in front to receive the morsel; it is then narrow posteriorly: but as the aliment passes onward it becomes contracted in front and dilates behind, so as to push the food towards the mouth. Sometimes, however, these movements can be witnessed without any large morsels of food being present in the dental cylinder. While the mouth is kept open, Monads and other animalcules may frequently be seen to enter it with facility as far as the intestine; in which case the contraction of the dental cirquelet seems to serve to prevent its return back again, should it try to escape in this direction.

A very remarkable circumstance observable in these teeth is the rapid manner in which new sets are formed as often as the fissiparous habits of the animalcules render their reproduction necessary. This regeneration of whole sets of teeth, a phenomenon so unusual among other races of animals, is among these Infusoria a matter of every day occurrence, a new set being produced whenever spontaneous division occurs: may, should the animalcule be mutilated so that only the hinder half of its body remains, we are assured by Ehrenberg that the missing portions will soon be reproduced, provided with a new mouth and circle of teeth exactly similar to their predecessors; and when they spontaneously divide by transverse fissure, a process which occupies but a short space of time, the hinder portion, when separated, is found to be provided with a mouth and set of teeth completely organised in every respect (1, fig. 16). Sometimes, indeed, they may be observed during this separation of the adult animal into two young ones, and the progress of the development of the wanting parts absolutely witnessed. Under such circumstances Ehrenberg states, that such is the rapidity of the process that the division of the body, and the formation of a set of twenty new teeth, may easily be accomplished in the space of a couple of hours.

Fig. 15.

Dental apparatus of Chilodon ornatus. (After Ehrenberg.)

Fig. 16.

1. Nassula ornata, in progress of fissure. 2. Amphileptus fusciola. 3. Trachelocerca viridis. 4. Trachelocerca biceps. (After Ehrenberg.)

Muscular system.—In the generality of those
acrite animalcules it is almost needless to say that no muscular fibres are obvious, although their bodies are capable of various contortions, and some of their movements under the microscope are extremely brisk and active. Nevertheless, in some of the Vorticelliaceae, (Vorticella, Stentor, Carchesium, Opercularia,) Ehrenberg considers that their presence has been detected, and has even assigned their direction, some being, as he asserts, longitudinal and others transverse. In the stems or pedicels of Carchesium and Tintinnus this appearance of muscular fibres is more especially evident; and when we consider the highly organised condition of the genera in question, there seems to be no physiological reason for considering their existence improbable.

Nervous system and organs of sense.—No nervous fibrils have as yet been discovered in any polygastric animalcule, and, in accordance with this acrite condition, no special instruments of sensation could, according to all physiological analogy, be expected to exist; nevertheless, in many genera the existence of one or two minute spots of a brilliant red colour is conspicuous, which are invariably found to occupy the same position in a given species possessed of them. These red spots are generally pronounced to be eyes, although for what reason, except that they correspond in colour with the acknowledged eyes of some of the lowest forms of the Articulata, it is difficult to conjecture. In two species indeed, (Euglena longicauda and Amblyphysis,) Ehrenberg says he saw a “clear sharply defined ganglion,” (einen hellen, scharf umgrenzten Markknotten,) under the red eye-spot, without, however, offering the slightest proof that the “clear sharply defined body” in question was composed of nervous matter. Should, however, Ehrenberg’s surmises, (for these assertions are nothing more,) be correct, we should indeed encounter in the Infusoria an apparatus of vision of the simplest possible description, consisting merely of a brain and a coat of coloured pigment, thus dispensing both with the refracting media that usually constitute an eye, and the nervous communication generally found between it and the brain. Be this as it may, the Polygastria are evidently possessed of considerable perceptive power, (those without red spots quite as much so as those provided with them;) however rapid their movements, they can steer their course with accuracy, and avoid impinging against each other; they can likewise perceive the slightest contact, and some species, such as the Vorticellinae for example, exhibit a most exquisite sensibility of touch.

Secretions.—Several species of Polygastria secrete a peculiar fluid of a beautiful violet colour, which is poured into the intestinal canal, where it colours the excreta with which it is expelled from the body. In Nāsula ornata, (1, fig. 16,) the apparatus for secreting this fluid is situated at the anterior part of the body, where it is recognisable as an irregular square spot of a violet colour, situated upon the dorsal surface of the body immediately opposite to the dental cylinder. This spot is composed of a great number of little violet globules of unequal size, or, to speak more correctly, of an aggregation of colourless vesicles filled with a violet-coloured fluid. From this spot a canal may be traced running along the back, resembling a string of pearls, in which the violet secretion is conveyed towards the posterior part of the body. It is only in the posterior third of the body that there seem to exist a direct union between this canal and the alimentary apparatus, for at this point the violet colour of the secretion becomes altered and mixed with foreign matter. In all these Infusoria the violet secretion is expelled through the anal orifice situated at the hinder part of the body, either by itself or in conjunction with the excretions. The aggregation of vesicles situated in the back of the neck seems to be the secreting organ of this remarkable fluid, seeing that no vessels could be detected in communication with it, and the surrounding parts were quite transparent and colourless. Ehrenberg believes that the violet liquid, which is of a slightly viscid or almost oily character, possesses some dissolving power, for he has noticed in the alimentary canal of animalcules which contained a large proportion of it, that fragments of oscillatoriae and other substances taken as food were always discoloured, divided, or decomposed apparently by its action.

Reproduction.—Not the least remarkable feature in the history of the Polygastria is their extraordinary fecundity, which indeed far exceeds that of any other class of animals. The infusorial animalcules, constituting as they do the basis of the great pyramid of the animal creation, the living pasturage diffused through the waters of our globe, on which innumerable creatures have to feed, must be multiplied in proportion to the vast demand for food of this description; and, accordingly, their multiplication is effected in various ways, all of which are so prolific that it becomes no longer a matter of astonishment that they swarm to such an extent in every drop of stagnant water, or that their exuviae are found in many localities accumulated in such abundance, that strata of soil and even vast rocks seem to be entirely composed of their remains.

Fissiparous generation.—This mode of reproduction consists in the spontaneous fissure of the original animalcule into two or more divisions, each of which soon becomes complete in all its parts, and again divides in a similar manner. The different steps of this process, which may easily be witnessed, are in ordinary cases as follows. The body of the parent is seen, on its arrival at maturity, to become intersected by a transparent line, which divides it into two equal halves. In a short time this transparent line becomes indented at each extremity, and, as the indentations become more pronounced, the original creature becomes evidently converted into two, which are united together by a kind of isthmus, (figs. 17 & 18,) and at length, the isthmus becoming continuously more and more attenuated, the slightest
effort, or the mere action of the vibratile cilia completes the operation, and the two young animalcules, thus formed, part company and commence an independent existence.

The direction of the line of separation varies in different species, and even in individuals of the same species (fig. 17. 4, 5, 6, 7, 8); sometimes it is transverse, sometimes oblique, and in other cases it traverses the long axis of the body, where the form of the animalcule is elongated or oval. This method of reproduction is exceedingly prolific; for, as each successive generation arrives at maturity in the course of a few hours, and undergoes the same process of division, it will be found on computation that the progeny derived from a single animalcule may, in the course of a single month, amount to many hundreds millions in number.

In the Vorticellæ and allied forms supported by rigid or flexible pelicles the fissiparous process is essentially similar. The adult bell (fig. 9, a) preparatory to its division becomes considerably extended in a lateral direction (b), in which condition the line of fissure is indicated, extending from the mouth of the bell to the point of its connection with the pedicle. An indentation soon appears which, progressively extending downwards, soon separates the original animalcule into two, both of which are attached to the stem (e, d). In a short time one or both break loose; in the former case the stem survives, in the latter it perishes. The detached bells speedily assume a new form (c, f), and might easily be mistaken for a totally different genus swimming about by means of cilia situated at both extremities of their barrel-like bodies. At last, having found a fit support, they fix themselves to it, the attached extremity becoming gradually elongated into a delicate irritable filament similar to that which they possessed prior to the commencement of the fissiparous process.

Gemmiparous reproduction.—Besides the above mode of increase, many of the Vorticellæ and similarly organized forms throw out little gemmæ or lateral buds in the same manner as the Hydraæ and some other Polypes, which, as they advance to maturity, assume the form of the parent stock, from which they at length become detached, or else remain associated with the original from whence they sprung.

Sporiferous reproduction.—The gastric vesicles of the Polystygastria occupy but a small proportion of the interior of their minute bodies; the rest is partially filled up with a granular tissue, which seems made up of nucleated cells, or, in other words, of sporules or spawn, the germ of future progeny ready to be called into active existence when liberated from the nidus in which they were generated. In Kolpoda cucullus (fig. 18, 3), these sporules are represented in the act of becoming discharged from the parent animalcule.

In many species of animalcules it is easy, with the assistance of a good glass, to perceive in the interior of their bodies certain isolated sacculi endowed with very remarkable powers of contraction and of dilatation; this is repeated at regular intervals; and so great is the contractile force that the little sac seems entirely to disappear, and then in a short time slowly dilating regains its former size. These sacculi Ehrenberg at first thought to be stomachal cavities, which the creature could alternately fill and empty; but subsequent observations convinced him that they were organs of a peculiar character. By slightly compressing large specimens, such as Paramecium aurelia, he further observed that these contractile vesicles were generally two (sometimes three) in number, occupying determinate situations in the creature's body, and that from each of these a number (eight) of little canals were given off like rays from a centre towards the circumference of the body. These canals became gradually enlarged as the sacculus contracted; and vice versa, when the vesicle dilated the canals shrunk and disappeared. Each canal is slightly enlarged at its origin from the central cavity, and the whole apparatus has the appearance of two little Ophiurom, or thin-rayed starfishes, enclosed in the body of the animalcule (fig. 18, 1 & 4, s, s). The contractile sacculi were seen by Ehrenberg in at least four-and-twenty different species of Polystygastria; but the radiating canals were detected in two only, viz. Paramecium and Ophryoglena.

These organs exhibit, both in their number and situation, important differences in different species. In Paramecium aurelia, Paramecium caudatum, Leucophrys sanguinea, Trachelius anus, Bursaria vernala, and Stenot Mulleri, two of them are found, one situated in the middle of the anterior, and the other in the middle of the posterior, halves of the animal. All the above species, with the exception of Stentor, multiply by spontaneous transverse division, and when thus divided each portion retains one of the contractile organs, and their being thus double seems to have some relation

1, 2. Spirontomum virens. 3. Glaucoma scintillans. 4, 5, 6, 7, 8. Glaucoma scintillans in progress of fissiparous reproduction, showing its different modes of fissure. (After Ehrenberg.)
with the kind of fissiparous division which the animalcules undergo. At certain periods four of these sacculi are met with in several of these Infusoria, whilst at others only two are found in animalcules of the same species. When four are present, there are always two situated in each half of the body, and it is remarkable that all the Infusoria thus furnished are susceptible both of transverse and longitudinal division, so that when so divided each quarter retains one of these organs. In *Euwodon cucullatus* three of these vesicles are present, two of which are placed one on each side of the dental cylinder, and the third in the hinder part of the body near a dilatation of the alimentary canal in the vicinity of the anal opening. This animalcule likewise divides both longitudinally and transversely.

There is another organ regarded by Ehrenberg as playing an important part in the organization of these Infusoria. This is of a roundish form, but less transparent than the contractile sacculus in the neighbourhood of which it is situated, but its presence has only been detected in four or five species. With respect to the functions to be ascribed to the parts above described, it is by no means easy to come to any satisfactory conclusion. Ehrenberg considers that the contractile organs provided with the radiating canals cannot be regarded as hearts because their movements are so slow; neither can we regard them as respiratory organs, which would require the presence of a vascular apparatus more distinctly developed than it appears to be in the Polygastric animalcules; he is, therefore, disposed to believe them to be connected with the generative system, and refers to them the office of fecundating the ova contained in the interior of the body by dispersing the seminal fluid.

The opaque body above described, the same authority suggests to be the testis, believing it to secrete a seminal fluid. Both these suppositions are based upon a fancied analogy between the parts in question and certain organs which are met with in the Rotifera, and it is needless to say that they are at present purely hypothetical.

(*T. Hymer Jones.*)

**POLYPIFERA.**—A class of Zoophytes most extensively distributed over the surface of the globe, inhabitants both of the ocean and of fresh water, and important both on account of their numbers and of the magnitude of the structures raised by their agency. The most obvious character common to this vast race of animals is, that their mouths are surrounded by radiating tentacula, arranged somewhat like the rays of a flower; and hence the terms *Zoophya, Phytozoa,* and *Anthozoa,* have been more especially applied by naturalists to the members of this group of living beings. So plant-like, indeed, are the forms of many genera, that the ancients regarded all the stony polypes as stony vegetables, or as vegetating stones, and invented many theories to explain their growth. The earlier modern naturalists thought them plants, and even Tournefort has described twenty-eight species in his "Institutions of Botany;" but he was the last naturalist who committed this grave error. The animal nature of the Polybes was suspected by Imperato in 1669, was proved by Peyssonel in 1727, and shortly afterwards confirmed by Beaumur and Jussieu, the latter of whom, in 1741, added them to the animal kingdom.* In order to facilitate our investigations concerning the anatomy and physiology of so extensive a series of organized beings, it becomes imperative that we should first divide them into groups, composed of such genera as are most nearly allied by their structure and general habits, each of which will in turn require our separate notice.

**CLASS. POLYPIFERA.**

**Sub-class 1. HYDROZOA.**

Body gelatinous, free, naked, presenting internally a simple stomatal cavity, which is provided at its entrance with highly contrac-

* See the History of Zoophytagy in Dr. Johnston's admirable "History of the British Zoophytes." Lond. 1847.
tile tentacular cirrhi; without traces of viscera, and reproduced by external gemmæ.

Hydra (fig. 25).

Sub-class 2. ANTHOZOA.

Mouth of polype flower-like, surrounded by contractile tentacula, the margins of which are

Fig. 20.

Polyopes of Cypodium protruded, magnified. (After Muller.)

a, with the tentacles expanded; b, tentacles closed.

fringed, but destitute of vibratile cilia; stomach forming a distinct bag, without any intestinal canal; ovaria conspicuous, lodged in the interior of the body, beneath the stomachal cavity.

Family 1. — Alcyonidæ. Polyopes distributed over the surface of a common mass, which is polymorphous, irregular, fleshy, adherent, and composed of a suberiform substance supported by calcareous aciculi.

Alcyonium, Lobularia, Cypodium.

Fig. 21.

Cypodium Mulleri. (After Muller.)*

Family 2. — Corallidæ. Polyopes irregularly scattered, and more or less prominent upon the surface of a polype tree or common stem, which is arboreasant, fixed by a base- ment, and composed of a solid, horny or calcareous axis enveloped by a sort of gelatino-calcereous living cortex.

Corallium, Isis, Gorgonia, Antipathes.

Family 3. — Madreporidæ. Polyopes inhabiting cells distributed over the surface of a stony polypary, which is fixed, and generally arboreasant. The cells are small, sub-lamel- lated, and constantly porous in the intervals and in their walls (fig. 22).


Dentipora, Astræopora, Sideropora, Stylo- pora, Coscinopora, Gemmipora, Montipora, Palmipora, Heliopora, Alveopora, Goniopora, Porites, Seriatopora, Pocillo- pora, &c.

Fig. 22.

A. "Madrepora abrotanoides;" b, a portion magni- fied. (After Quoy et Gaimard.)

Family 4. — Madrephyllidæ. Animals simple or aggregated (in the latter case more or less deformed by their connection with those around them), and containing in their substance a great quantity of calcereous matter, forming a stony polypary, which is either free or fixed, and having a laminated surface, or provided with laminated cells.

Cyclolites, Montlivaltia, Fungia (figs. 38, 39), Polyphyllia, Anthophyllium, Turbin- nolia (fig. 41), Turbinolopsis, Caryophyllia (fig. 42), Sarcinula, Columnaria, Styfina, Catenopora, Seringopora, Den- drophyllia, Lobophyllia (fig. 23), Mean- drina (fig. 40), Dictuophyllia, Agarica, Tridacophyllia, Monticularis, Pavonia, Astræa (fig. 43), Echinastrea, Oculina, Branchiastrea, &c.

Fig. 23.

Lobophyllia angulosa. (After Quoy et Gaimard.)

Family 5. — Zoaanthidæ. Polyopes more or less approximated, sometimes soldered to- gether, encrusted, or solidified by foreign c 2
bodies, and forming, when dried, a sort of coriaceous polypary.

Zoaanthus, Mamillifera, Corticifera.

**Fig. 24.**

*Actinia sociata* (Ellis). *Zoaanthus* (Cuvier).

*(After Ellis.)*

**Family 6.**—**ACTINIADA.E.** Body soft and fleshy, free, mouth furnished with several rows of simple or branched tentacula.

*Actinia* ([fig. 45] Lucernaria, Moschata, Actinecta, Discosoma, Actinodendron, Metridium, Thallasianthus, Actinera, Actinoloba, Actinocereus, &c.

**Family 7.**—**PENNATULIDE.** Animals polypiform, with eight pinnated tentacles, more or less prominent, and regularly arranged upon a part only of a common polypary, which is free or adherent. Its form is determinate, and it is composed of a central axis, which is solid, and enveloped in a fleshy cortex, often of considerable thickness, and supported by calcareous aciuli.

*Pennatula* ([fig. 44]), Renilla, Vigularia, Scirpearia, Pavonaria, Veretillum, Ombellularia.

**Sub-class 3.** **AULOZOA** (nobis). (Tubular Polypes.)

Animals simple or compound, occupying the interior of corneous or calcareous tubes, which are either simple or ramified; polypes terminal or lodged in lateral cells; reproduction multiform.

**Family 1.**—**TUBULARIDE.** Animals generally aggregated; polypes terminal, not retractile; reproduction by ova produced near the bases of the tentacula, and unenclosed in any cell; polypary perrgamentaceous or corneous, simple, tortuous, or regularly ramified; sometimes wanting; tentacula, numerous, solid.

*Tubularia* ([fig. 48]), Endendrum, Pennaria, Syncoryna ([fig. 47]), Coryna, Hydractinia, Sipula.

**Family 2.**—**TUBIPORIDE.** Polypary composed of calcareous tubes, arranged in successive stages like the pipes in an organ; polypes terminal, with eight pinnate arms.

* Tubipora ([fig. 52]).

**Family 3.**—**SERTULARIDE.** Polypes hydropiform, provided with simple tentacula, which are never ciliated; lodged in lateral cells of various shapes and disposition, continued into the interior of the tubular polypary, which is ramified, horny, subarticulated, and fixed by a root-like basis.

*Sertularia* ([fig. 55]), Campanularia.

* wire, a pipe or reed; zoon, animal.

**Sub-class 4.**—**BRYOZOA** (Ehrenberg).

*Clilobrachiata* (Farré).

Animals polypiform, with the tentacula around the mouth covered with vibratile cilia, by the agency of which food is furnished to the oral opening; alimentary canal complete, being furnished with an intestine and distinct anal orifice; body generally enclosed in a corneous or calcareous cell; with or without an operculum.

*Eschera* ([fig. 57]), Flustra, Bowerbankia ([fig. 56]), Pedicellina ([fig. 65]), Lagunculus ([fig. 61]), Cristatella Mucedo.

Polypes are invariably aquatic animals, some inhabiting fresh water, but the great body are marine, and most numerous in tropical seas. In very high latitudes only Cellarians, Sertularians, and Alcyons occur; and in the vicinity of volanic islands in the polar seas Cratelines and Gorgonians. These latter multiply a little from 6° to 9° N. Lat., and as they approach to tropics attain their full powers of growth and multiplication. Some frequent the mouths of rivers where there is a conflux of fresh and salt water; some love atmospheric influence, while others avoid it. The marine ones frequently plant themselves on rocks in different aspects, often regulated by the climate. They rarely expose themselves to violent currents, or the direct shock of the waves, being generally found in the hollows of rocks and submarine caverns, and in gulfs, where the water is less agitated.

**HYDROZOA.**

The Hydre are to be met with abundantly in summer time in almost every pond or ditch, and may easily be collected along with the duck-weed or other aquatic plants among which they reside. On filling a glass jar with the water in which they reside, and allowing it to stand for a few hours undisturbed, the little polypes will be found, sometimes in great numbers, adhering to the sides of the vessel, in which position nothing is easier than to watch their proceedings, and with the assistance of a simple magnifier to verify the descriptions which Trembley and others have given of the extraordinary phenomena they exhibit.

The *Hydra viridis*, or short-armed polype, which is the species most commonly met with in this country, resembles, when expanded, a little bit of green sewing-silk, about the sixth part of an inch in length, attached by one extremity to the interior of the jar, or to any other fixed body, and having the opposite end slightly untwisted.

When moderately magnified, the body of the animal is found to be a little bag open at one extremity, the opening, which is in fact its mouth, being surrounded with seven delicate filamentary tentacula; while the other end is provided with a little flattened disc or sucker, by which it fixes itself to any foreign body ([fig. 25]). Its substance seems to be entirely composed of a gelatinous material, in which are contained numerous greenish granular particles suspended in a glairy
fluid; and, to an ordinary observer, no fibres of any kind are distinguishable in any part of

**Fig. 25.**

Hydra virides in different stages of extension and contraction, reproducing gemmiparously, attached to the roots of duck-weed. (From Roesel.)

its body: nevertheless it is highly contractile, shrinking, when disturbed, into an almost invisible jelly-like speck, and again slowly expanding itself when left quiet. Incapable as such a creature would appear to be of any active exertion, this little gelatinous bag is soon found to be gifted with a capability of locomotion, which is exercised in the following manner: whilst attached to the side of the glass by the sucker at its closed extremity, which forms a minute foot, something like that of a Gasteropod Mollusk, the little polyp gradually infects its body until some of the tentaculum around its mouth are brought in contact with the supporting surface, of which they take a firm hold; in this position it detaches its posterior sucker, and, advancing it towards its head, again fixes it, and thus progresses, after the manner of a leech, by a repetition of the same manoeuvres. It may, however, be easily imagined that, owing to the minute size of the Hydra, and the extreme slowness of its contraction, this mode of progression is by no means remarkable for its speed, and in fact a march of an inch will occupy it many hours in its performance; accordingly the polyp has been endowed with another mode of transit, of which it can avail itself at pleasure. Although its body is specifically heavier than water, so that when detached from its hold it sinks helplessly to the bottom, it is able, when occasion requires, to row itself about in a very ingenious manner. In order to accomplish this feat, it first creeps to the top of the water, and protruding its sucker to a little distance above the surface, hollows it out into a saucer-like cavity, the buoyancy of which is sufficient to keep it afloat; and then, supported by this curiously-contrived boat, the little Hydra rows itself about by means of its tentaculum in whatever direction it chooses. No traces of nervous matter are perceptible in the composition of the Hydra, which, in its whole structure, is completely acritae; nevertheless it is evidently able to appreciate the presence of absence of light; for if a number of these little animals are confined in a glass vessel, one side of which is exposed to light while the other is kept in the shade, they are always found to congregate on the illuminated side, and by turning the glass round it will be found that by changing their position, they will endeavour to regain a situation exposed to the solar influences: seeing, therefore, that they are absolutely destitute of eyes, it would seem that they perceive light by the sense of touch alone.

It might naturally be supposed that a creature so low in the scale of organization would be compelled to subsist upon the simplest possible aliment, yet, strange to say, this little polype is carnivorous in its propensities, and is moreover gifted with such terrible powers of destruction, that animals far larger, stronger, and more active than itself fall a prey to its voracity: the Entomostracans Crustaceans, the larvae of insects, and minute Annelidans, constitute its ordinary diet, and vainly endeavour to escape from its clutches. Whilst watching for prey, the Hydra remains perfectly at rest, suspended by its tail, and keeping its oral tentaculum widely spread out in different directions, nor has it generally to wait long before some of the multitudinous animals that crowd the water in its vicinity impinge against its outspread lines, when immediately, as if the wand of an enchanter had been laid upon it, the career of its victim is arrested; though apparently only touched, not seized, it immediately sinks motionless as though paralysed by the contact, and only after some time recovers its former vivacity. What is the benumbing power possessed by the tentaculum of the Hydra it is difficult to conjecture; some writers attribute it to a terrifying secretion; others surmise the discharge of an electric shock; but whatever be its nature, its effects are sufficiently potent to prevent the escape of the animal subjected to its influence.

So sooner is the prey thus stricken motionless than the tentacle against which it impinged begins slowly to contract and drag it towards the orifice of the mouth. It would seem that the slightest effort on the part of the animal seized would be sufficient to tear off the almost invisible gelatinous arm of the polype, yet not more surely does the angler land a trout by means of his silken line, than the Hydra succeeds by its tenacious hold in securing its victim; tentacle after tentacle is brought to bear upon it, and slowly it is approximated to the opening of the stomach of the polype in which it is about to be engulphed.

When lodged in the stomach of its devourer, so thin and diaphanous is the distended bag of the Hydra's body, that the animal swallowed is still distinctly visible, and the microscopical observer would scarcely suspect that the bellied film which covers it was capable of producing much effect upon its substance. Gradually, however, the swallowed prey begins
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To lose its distinctness of outline, and its parts become dim and confused, for the process of digestion has begun, and speedily all that is digestible is dissolved, nothing being left but the hard shell and other intractable portions, which are at length expelled from the digestive sac through the same opening by which they were admitted.

From the transparency of the Hydra, Trembley thought to be able to ascertain the manner in which the digested nutriment became appropriated, and observing that the polyps became coloured in accordance with the kind of food upon which they lived, proceeded to feed them with the red larvae of certain insects, in hopes of seeing how the colouring matter became diffused through their bodies, and in this he was partially successful; the result of his experiments proving that it was through the medium of the granules floating in the semifluid transparent substance of the Hydra that the diffusion of the coloured particles was accomplished, the granules themselves assuming the tint of the coloured food, while the gelatinous matter in which they were suspended remained colourless.

Another remarkable fact observed by Trembley was, that the digestive powers of the Hydra had no influence over the tissues of its own body, for frequently he observed that the long-armed species swallowed their own tentacula along with their food, the former remaining quite intact while the latter was in process of solution, and on one occasion when two Hydrc had both of them seized on the same prey, and were contending for the possession of it, one of them decided the contest by swallowing the subject of dispute and his rival into the bargain. Naturally supposing that the death of the swallowed polype would be the result of such an apparently trivial termination to the dispute, Trembley was not a little surprised to see the successful polype disgorge his antagonist safe and uninjured along with the egestamenta of the meal, and to all appearance none the worse for its temporary incarceration.

If a Hydra be divided transversely, by means of a knife or a pair of scissors, both halves not only survive, but in the course of a short time each moiety reproduces the portion of which it has been deprived, the hinder extremity developing a new set of tentacula, and the anterior portion acquiring a sucker to replace that which was lost; nay, it has been proved that even when divided into several fragments, each piece retains its vitality, and in process of time regains all the characters of a perfect individual, just as the cutting of a plant speedily puts forth roots and leaves similar to those of the original stock from which it was taken.

Not less wonderful than their capability of recovering lost parts after mutilation are the powers which they possess of multiplying their species by various modes of generation. The most usual manner in which they produce offspring is by gemmation, the nature of which, owing to the transparency of their bodies, they are admirably adapted to elucidate. The process by which this kind of reproduction is effected in the case of the Hydra is as follows. After keeping one of these polyps for a few hours well provided with food, a little bud or gemma is seen to sprout from some portion of the surface of its body, which at first seems to be a shapeless excrecence, but in the course of a short time assumes the shape of the parent animal by developing tentacula from around the oral orifice, which gradually becomes more and more distinct. For some time the newly formed polyp remains attached by the little pedicle at its tail to the body of its parent, with which it seems to enjoy a sort of community of existence, the food caught and digested by the one passing freely through a little aperture in the caudal extremity of the young polype from one to the other. At last, when the growth of the off-sprout is completed, it detaches itself, and assumes an independent existence; yet sometimes even before its separation is accomplished the bud of a third generation may be observed appended to the side of its body ready to undergo the same process of development.

The formation of the reproductive gemma may even be determined by extraneous causes: thus Trembley noticed that by snipping the side of an adult polype with the points of a fine pair of scissors, a bud would soon develop itself from the wounded part; and this experiment might be repeated again and again, both upon the original polype and the progeny thus made to sprout from its sides, until as many as seventeen have been obtained, all connected with each other, and thus forming a little tree of living polypes.

Besides the gemmiparous mode of reproduction, Hydrc have been occasionally observed to divide themselves spontaneously by transverse fissure, and thus separate into two animals, in the same way as some of the Polyastric animals.

The anatomy of the Hydra has been recently closely investigated by Corda, whose observations upon this subject are possessed of extreme interest. According to this observer each tentacula of the Hydra consists essentially of a long, pellucid, and extremely delicate membranous tube (fig. 27) containing an almost fluid albinous substance, which in certain definite localities swells into denser wart-like knots (k), arranged in a spiral line, along which are appended organs of touch (d), and also instruments ofprehension (c). Situated within the tube, and running immediately beneath the above-mentioned nodosities, which are arranged in a quaternary series, are situated four longitudinal bands of muscular fibres of a slightly yellow colour (e), which seem to be the extensors of the tentacles.

These extensors of the tentacula are moreover united to each other by transverse muscular fasciculi (f) of the same colour as themselves, which Corda names adductors of the
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tentacles, as he considers that when fully extended the tentacle is by their action folded up like a fan. The observations of the same writer lead him to consider that there is no communication whatever between the interior of the tentacula and the cavity of the body, for the tentacle is filled up with the albuminous material in which are dispersed brown coloured granules, apparently of an oily nature.

In the wart-like nodosities which wind in a spiral course round the tentacula, Corda finds what he considers to be organs of touch (fig. 27, d, and fig. 28, 1, 2). Each of these consists of a delicate sacculus implanted in the wart-like excrescence (fig. 28, p), which encloses another (q), provided with thicker walls and containing in its interior a minute cavity (r). Every one of the singular bodies thus organized supports an almost imperceptible filament (s), completing the supposed tactile apparatus.

In the midst of every group of these filament-supporting vesicles was found an instrument adapted to seize prey, which its discoverer names a dart (hasta). This apparatus consists of a transparent oval sac (fig. 28, l), imbedded in the substance of the tentacle (k), and furnished above with a small orifice (h). At the bottom of the sac is situated a saucer-shaped body (m), upon which is placed a solid oval corpuscle (n), and this again supports a long and sharp spiculum (sagitta), composed of calcareous matter (o), capable of protrusion and retraction through the aperture h, apparently by the eversion and retroversion of the saucer-shaped bladder to which the oval basis of the dart, n (haustifer), is appended. Whenever the Hydra would seize any animal, the darts of the tentacle become extruded, and its whole surface is thus rendered tenacious. Yet this does not seem to be all; it would appear that

_Hydra fusca._ (After Corda.)

a, natural size; b, magnified, extended; c, magnified, contracted, viewed vertically, so that the mouth is seen; d, magnified, contracted; e, foot.
the sagittae are empoisoned, as an animal once laid hold of by the Hydra very speedily dies.

At the base of the tentacula, the opening of the mouth is surrounded with lips capable both of inflection and protrusion. This lip is similar in structure to the tentacles themselves, and is in like manner provided with tactile appendages, and with prehensile sagittae upon its external surface. These lips, by their contraction, shut and open the mouth at the pleasure of the Hydra, and, when the size of the animal is taken into the account, appear to be endowed with extraordinary muscular force. The rest of the body is quite devoid both of sagittae and of tactile organs.

The body of the Hydra, according to Corda, is covered externally with a membrane that consists of two layers, of which the exterior (fig. 29, a) is composed of large cells, whilst in the inner layer are contained the germinae, of which we shall immediately have to make further mention.

Between the skin and the alimentary canal Corda announces the existence of a muscular layer (fig. 29, b), composed of dense cells, which are coloured, and appear to be filled with minute granules.

The innermost layer of all (fig. 29, c), from its position and texture, ought, according to the same author, to be called the villous coat (tunica villosa). This stratum lines the entire alimentary tract, from the margin of the labial processes as far as the anus, being divided at intervals by folds into numerous compartments. The villi of which this stratum consist are intimately connected with the muscular layer; their shape is cylindrical, but they are of two kinds, some being perforated at their apex by a foramen, whilst the others are close. Each of these villi (fig. 28, 4) is a rounded, pellucid vesicle, the walls of which are thick, and probably contractile, and in those which are perforated the perforation would seem to convey nutritive matter into their interior.

Behind the anal orifice there is a small, hollow, and contractile membranous prolongation (fig. 29, c), which constitutes the sucker, or foot.

**ANTHozoA.**

**Alcyonide.** — The races of polypiferous zoophytes which next offer themselves for our examination may be described as consisting of a common body or central mass, over the surface of which are disseminated numerous polyps, all of which contribute to the nutrition of the community to which they belong. In the first family, *Alcyonida*, examples of which are abundant on our own shores, the substance of the polypary or general body, which may frequently be picked up upon the beach, appears to be a shapeless lump of a tough gelatinous substance, upon which, to an ordinary observer, no indications of its wonderful organization are apparent; so that we cannot wonder at its being so frequently passed by as an object devoid of interest. On putting one of these amorphous masses into a glass of sea-

---

**Fig. 27.**

*Hydra fusca — end of a tentacle extended, magnified.*

a, investing membrane; b, nodosities; c, prehensile darts; d, tactile cilia; e, longitudinal, and f, transverse muscular fasciculi. (*After Corda.*)

**Fig. 28.**

1, 2. Tactile cilia and their sacculi highly magnified; p, first sac; q, second sac; r, minute cavity; s, cilium.
3. Prehensile apparatus highly magnified; h, aperture; i, epidermis of the tentacle; k, first sac; l, second sac; m, saucer-like body (vesica); n, oval basis (hasifter); o, dart.
4. Intestinal villus highly magnified; f, foramen; g, cavity of the villus.
5. Particles of fat or oil. (*After Corda.*)
water, however, and allowing it to remain for a little time undisturbed, its real nature becomes apparent and a series of most interesting phenomena present themselves. The mass, which was at first opaque and of a dense texture, slowly swells and becomes more diaphanous, apparently by the absorption of the surrounding water into its substance, until, having attained its full dimensions, numerous dimples appear, studding its entire surface, each of which, as it gradually expands, reveals itself to be a cell, the residence of a polyp, which, emerging from its abode, displays eight pinnated arms, and the entire Alcyon, thus studded with living flowers, presents a spectacle of extraordinary beauty, but if disturbed speedily withdraws from observation and again shrinks into its former shapeless condition.

M. Milne Edwards* has thrown considerable light upon the organization of these beautiful structures by his indefatigable researches, the results of which we shall lay before the reader at some length, as they are of great importance in illustrating the economy of the polypiferous zoophytes.

The genus Alcyonide (fig. 30) has the polyps grouped together in great numbers upon the surface of a soft cylindrical polypary or common body, which consists of two portions. The lower portion (b), which is attached by its base to fuci or other submarine substance, is of a brown colour and firm texture, whilst the upper part is white, membranous, and extremely delicate, divided into branches the summits of which are crowned with elegant polypes (d) of almost microscopic dimensions. Each of these polypes has eight pinnated tentacles, in the centre of which is the opening of the mouth.

---

On observing these zoophytes in the living state, each polype is seen to be capable of executing individual movements; sometimes they expand their tentacles, or bend them inwards towards their mouth, or retract them into the interior of their bodies, or retreat entirely into the substance of the common polypary, as into a cell, without the neighbouring polypes at all changing their position. In this respect each polype is independent of the surrounding ones. Under other circumstances, however, it is not the case, for sometimes the common body of the creature evinces movements that influence all the polypes, and cause their simultaneous contraction; and this contraction is occasionally continued to such a degree that all the soft upper portion shrinks into the ciliate stem, so as to become imperceptible, as represented in the figure (fig. 30, c). On separating one of the polypes into a wide cavity (d), which occupies the entire diameter of the polype, and is prolonged inferiorly into the substance of the polypary. The calibre of the stomach itself is much smaller than that of the body of the animal, in the centre of which it is suspended by means of eight membranous and extremely delicate septa (f), which pass between the outer surface of the stomach and the parietes of the polype, forming so many vertical partitions. By their upper extremity these septa are blended with the periphery of the mouth, and thus circumscribe between them eight longitudinal canals (g), which are continuous with the corresponding tentacles. These latter appendages are in fact entirely hollow, and present on each side of the cavity which they enclose a series of ten or a dozen little apertures opening into the pinnules along their borders.

Inferiorly, the eight interseptal compartments communicate freely with the great cavity (d), situated beneath the stomach, the membranous septa becoming gradually continuous, with eight longitudinal folds (f') that project into its interior. Just at the point where each of the membranous septa ceases to be continuous with the walls of the stomach and becomes free by its inner margin, may be observed a filiform flexuous organ (k), the nature of which appears to be glandular.

The common polypary from which these polypes issue is composed, as was stated above, of two distinct portions (fig. 30, b, c). The superior soft portion is found by dissection to be made up of an assemblage of longitudinal membranous tubes placed parallel to each other, and so closely conjoined that it is difficult to separate them, and in fact the hard base of the polypary is nothing more than a continuation of these tubes, slightly altered in their structure: those situated near the centre of the stem are only distinguishable by a slight thickening of their walls, but those near its circumference acquire a much harder consistence, their parietes being encrusted with multitudes of brown-coloured fusiform spicula, which appear to be composed of a cartilaginous substance and of carbonate of lime. These spicula are arranged in a longitudinal direction, and confer upon this part of the polypary its solidity and peculiar aspect. Near the circumference of the polypary many of the tubes seem to be obliterated by pressure of the contiguous parts. On tracing the tubular structure downwards towards the base, each tube gradually disappears, either by becoming obliterated, or by anastomosing with the surrounding ones, whilst superiorly it is found to be continuous with the abdominal parietes of a polype, the sheath of which it forms when it is in a state of contraction.

The tubes thus united into fasciculi are evidently analogous to the cavities into which the polypes of Alecys, Corals, &c., withdraw. These cavities are generally called “polypiferous cells,” and some writers consider them as being species of cases or envelopes more
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or less distinct from the animals themselves; but in the Zoophyte we are speaking of a superficial examination is sufficient to convince any one that these cells are in reality continuations of the bodies of the polypes themselves. The tubes which form the trunk (fig 30, c), are in all respects similar to the free portion of the animal which is situated beneath its alimentary canal, and no line of organic separation can be traced dividing one from the other. It is not, therefore, into polyptiferous cells that these little animals retire in the manner of Serpulae or Dentalia, but they recede into themselves by a kind of invagination of their own bodies, the polypary, which seems to contain them, being simply a mass formed by an assemblage of the basal portion of all the aggregated zoophytes.

When the polypes extend themselves, their mouths may frequently be seen to open and admit the surrounding water. This fluid, together with the alimentary materials suspended in it, penetrate into the digestive sacculus, and afterwards pass into the great abdominal cavity, whence they are conveyed even into the tentacula by the eight canals placed around the alimentary tube. It thus results that the thin and diversely folded membrane, of which the bodies of these animals are formed, is everywhere bathed, both within and without, with the materials for respiration, and that all its internal surface receives the contact of the alimentary substances after their elaboration in the digestive sacculus. M. Milne Edwards likewise thought he perceived something like a circulation in canals contained in the parieties of the body; but of this he was uncertain.

Nutrition of Alcyonide.—It is very generally admitted that in the case of these aggregated zoophytes the nutritious materials taken by one of the animals is shared with the neighbouring polypes; and this fact M. Milne Edwards has established beyond the possibility of doubt, as well as the manner in which it is effected. In an expanded Alcyonide he introduced, by means of a fine pointed glass tube, a coloured fluid into the abdominal cavity of one of the polypes, and immediately the injected material diffused itself, not only throughout the tubiform body of the individual so treated, but passed at the same time into the neighbouring polypes. The passages by which this communication is established are easy to discover, by making a longitudinal section of the body of the Alcyonide. It is then seen that some of these animals, whose tube-like bodies are prolonged deeply into the common mass, there terminate by culs de sacs, whilst others are not continued beyond the point where they join their congeners; and in this case their bodies are found to be continuous with that of a larger polype, the basal portion of which descends lower down (fig 32). The abdominal cavities of these animals are thus united, so as to constitute a kind of branched tube, possessed of as many heads and mouths as there are polypes derived from it.

This condition of their nutritive system arises from the mode of their development by gemmiparous reproduction, which takes place as follows. A tuberule makes its appearance upon the surface of the body of an adult polype, which seems at first to be only a little coecal appendage developed from its parieties, its extremity being without any opening and the cavity in its interior communicating freely with the abdominal cavity of the individual from which it was developed. Shortly, however, as its development proceeds, a mouth and its surrounding tentacula make their appearance, an alimentary cavity becomes apparent, and the newly formed animal becomes, both in shape and size, exactly like the individual from which it sprouted.

This mode of reproduction, Milne Edwards remarks, does not occur at any point of the tegumentary surface. The reproductive gemmæ are only formed along the course of the membranous lamelle already mentioned, and the inferior opening of the body of the new polype is always so situated as to intercept one of the longitudinal folds in the abdominal cavity of the parent animal.

But the mode of reproduction by gemmæ is not the only one by which the Alcyonides are multiplied. They produce also ova, or gemmules, by means of which their sedentary race may be disseminated; and it is remarkable that the same parts which give birth to the gemmæ above described perform likewise
the office of ovaries. The ova are, in fact, developed in the substance of the longitudinal membranous folds from which the gemmæ sprout. As they grow larger they project internally, and soon become pedunculated; at last, when mature, they detach themselves from the ovigerous fold and fall into the abdominal cavity, whence an issue is afforded to them through the mouth of the polype. No ovule is ever developed from the pedicel of the abdominal cavity intervening between the longitudinal folds; and hence there can be but little doubt that these lamellæ represent the ovaria of the animal.

On seeing the same organ producing sometimes buds, or gemmæ, and sometimes ova, Milne Edwards was led to inquire into the cause of this difference in the mode of reproduction, which he conceives to be of a mechanical nature. In those parts of the polype which are not yet imprisoned in the growing mass of the polypary, reproduction is generally effected by the development of external buds, while towards the base of the polypary, where the constituent zoophytes are intimately united together by their outer surface and are surrounded by a sort of sheath, no external buds are formed, but the ovules make their escape into the internal cavity of their parent. Hence the distinguished zoologist, whose memoir we quote, is led to infer that, on the one hand, the mechanical obstacles to be encountered, and on the other the excitement occasioned by the contact of the surrounding element, determine this difference of procedure, and that the membrane which performs the functions of an ovary produces indifferently either ova or gemmæ, according as it finds less resistance or is more stimulated on the inside or the outside of the abdominal walls.

From the above details it becomes easy to explain how a single polype, by its reproductive powers, can form the complicated mass of the compound polypary of the Alcyonide, as well as the means whereby an organic continuity is established between all the individuals of the community; also how the abdominal cavity of the primitive individual becomes common to all the young ones that sprout from it; in short, how the little beings, thus united together, rather resemble a single multiple animal than an assemblage of distinct individuals. But with the advance of age this intimate union gradually diminishes. The communication between the abdominal cavities of the different polypes whose basal portions reach as far as the foot of the polypary is first of all interrupted by the ova, with which the lower part of these cavities becomes filled (fig. 33, f); and subsequently, by the pressure of the surrounding parts, the walls become depressed, and all communication between the polype whose abdominal tube is thus obliterated and the polype from which it sprung is intercepted.

The polypary, instead of resembling a tree, all the flowers of which hold together and communicate by common parts, may now be compared to a bouquet made by cutting off the more or less branched twigs of a plant
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* Alcyonium elegans.

1. transverse section of the body of one of the polypes, to show the manner in which the eight longitudinal folds are attached around the alimentary canal, forming as many longitudinal canals that extend from the abdominal cavity into the extremities of the tentacles.

2. transverse section of the basilar portion of the polypary, showing the continuation of the abdominal cavities of the polypes with their longitudinal folds, and the germs filling them.

The filiform organs (fig. 41, k), situated below the digestive cavity, are evidently not ovaria, as they have been considered to be by many authors, seeing that the ova are formed elsewhere; neither does M. Milne Edwards consider that they can be seminiferous organs, but is inclined to regard them as hepatic vessels.

In the genus *Alcyonium* the zoophyte is composed of two principal portions. The common central mass is of a coriaceous texture, porous, and somewhat like cork, being formed of a dense substance, which, when cut into pieces, feels gritty under the knife, owing to the quantity of earthy spicula diffused through its mass. Externally it consists of a reddish granular substance, in which the polype cells are excavated, but internally it is of a grey colour, and permeated by numerous tubes that descend towards the base of the zoophyte, and frequently run into each other. These canals are filled with a gelatinous fluid, and lined with a red material prolonged from the external layer.

The polypes which stud the surface are as fine as hairs; but still, with the aid of the microscope, it is not difficult to distinguish the mouth, the vesicular stomach, the muscular envelope of the animal, the ovary, and the glandular organs which depend from the base of the stomach into the abdominal cavity of the polype. Its whole structure has been

* Raspail, Polypes d'eaux douces.
well described by Spix, and subsequently more in detail by Milne Edwards in the paper above referred to. The following is the result of Spix's observations.

"The mouth is a small rounded aperture, which is very dilatable, and communicates immediately with the stomach. The mouth is surrounded by eight tentacles, having a papillary surface, and they appear to contain internally a multitude of little air bubbles. They are very sensible, for as soon as they are touched they retract, and the animal retires into its cell.

"The polype is retained in its domicile by a muscular membrane, which is very distinct from the walls of the stomach, and is almost cylindrical; it descends from around the mouth, and is fixed to the edges of the cell; it appears to form the tentacles and the stomach, as in Actinia. The contraction and extension of the polype is effected by this membrane."

For many days during which Spix watched these polypes he observed little globular bodies to ascend from beneath the stomach and issue at the mouth. By pressing gently he saw them glide as by a little orifice into the stomach, and by the same proceeding he succeeded in pushing them under it.

Having raised the muscular membrane at the point where it is fixed to the polype, he perceived at the bottom of the cell, and beneath the stomach, seven or eight globules contained in a bent canal (ovary), placed in a row. They gave to the canal the appearance of a row of vesicles. The globules are round; those which are most developed red, each enclosing a multitude of ova.

"When the animal is drawn out of its shell, by tearing the muscular membrane, the ovary detaches itself from the stomach and remains at the bottom of the cell. But there is another grey body like a tail, which follows the stomach, and is attached to it opposite to the ovary. This body is round, very thin, and so slender that it does not fill the tube in which it is placed; it is therefore difficult to imagine that it descends to the base of the zoophyta to unite with the rest."

The above account, it will be perceived, agrees very closely, as far as it goes, with Milne Edwards's description of the anatomy of the Alcyonidium; but the last mentioned naturalist has prosecuted the investigation of these zoophytes still more minutely.

In the Alcyons, properly so called, the vascular system is very distinctly developed, and in Alcyonium stellatum, more especially, M. Milne Edwards was able to study it with facility. In this species he was enabled to detect upon the parietes of the abdominal cavity of the polype a variable number of minute apertures irregularly dispersed, which are in immediate communication with a system of capillary canals that traverses in all directions the spongy portion of the polypary formed by the external tunic of its component animals. For in this species it is very easily seen that while the internal tunic lines the abdominal cavity of the polype, the external layer, instead of being confounded with the former, as in

Fig. 34.

_Alcyonium stellatum._ A portion of the polypary divided longitudinally, showing the ramifications of the vascular system in the spongy substance separating the abdominal cavity of the polypes; on the parietes of these cavities the mouths of many of the vessels are seen. (After Milne Edwards.)

the protractile portion of the animal, becomes perfectly distinct from it at the point where it begins to enter into the composition of the polypary, at which its thickness becomes considerably augmented, its texture spungoid, and in its substance are deposited a number of irregular crystals, composed of carbonate of lime mixed with a little colouring matter. In the tegumentary mass thus formed, the vascular canals ramify, anastomosing freely among themselves, so as to constitute a vascular network. These vessels are formed of very attenuated membrane of a yellowish colour, which is continuous with the internal tunic of the polypes, and is perfectly distinguishable from the dense tissue with which it is surrounded. The distribution of these canals is best displayed by cutting a thin slice of the mass of the Alcyon and removing the crystals with which it is filled by immersion in some dilute acid; it is then seen that the canals are most numerous and of the largest size towards the extremities of the branches of the polypary, and that they establish frequent communications between the abdominal cavities of the different polypes. This organization evidently establishes a very intimate connection between the different polypes of the Alcyon. The fluids with which their bodies are filled must thus necessarily circulate in the entire mass of the polypary, and if each of the polypes has, on the one hand, an individual sensibility, and a distinct digestive cavity on the other, there is a vascular system common to them all.

The _Alcyons_, like the _Alcyonide_, are reproduced by ova, which are formed in membranous ovaria of precisely similar construction, and also by gemmae, which in the _Alcyon_ are
developed around the pre-existent polypes, and thus augment indefinitely the number of individuals united upon one stock. There is, however, a very important difference observable between these two genera of zoophytes, in other respects so similar. In the Alcyons the abdominal cavity of the young polypes is not directly continuous with the abdominal cavity of their parent, and it is only by the intermedium of the vascular system described above that they are placed in communication with each other; a modification which depends upon another difference in the mode of formation of the reproductive gemmæ. When an Alcyon stock is about to put forth a new branch, the spongy part of the polypary (that portion which is formed by the external tunic of the polypes and permeated by the vascular network) begins to increase in size at some determinate point of its periphery, and soon produces a tubercle of greater or smaller size, into which the vessels spoken of above are continued, and form numerous anastomoses with each other. At this early period of development the new branch presents no trace of polypes, but its vascular tissue is nevertheless already studded with calcareous crystals, and exactly resembles that situated in other parts of the common mass between the abdominal cavities of the adult polypes. It must, therefore, necessarily be traversed by the currents which circulate in the general vascular system. On dissecting one of these newly formed branches the vestiges of young polypes may be distinguished; and if the sprouts examined are still further advanced, it is easy to distinguish the young animals within, already possessing the form they will afterwards exhibit, but which have not yet established a communication with the exterior. At length, however, this communication is established, and the newly formed polype only differs from the pre-existing ones in its small size, and as it grows its increase causes the enlargement of the polypary of which it forms a part. In this case it is very evident that the part which gives birth to the reproductive gemmæ is no portion of the individual polypes of the Alcyon, but is common to them all. The generative tissue surrounds these little beings with a sort of living sheath, and produces in the interior of its own substance new polypes, quite independently of those previously in existence. These polyparies might therefore be compared to a sort of common ovary, the products of which are never completely individualised, but remain permanently lodged in its substance, and minister to the support of its existence and the aggrandizement of its tissue.

This singular mode of reproduction, M. Milne Edwards observes, seems at first sight to be very different from that observed in the Alecyonidium; but, on reflection, a considerable analogy may be traced between them. In Alecyonidium the internal tunic of the abdominal cavity fulfils the functions of an ovary, and produces at determinate points both gemmæ and ova; whilst in Alcyon, on the contrary, while the internal membranous layer gives birth to ova, the gemmæ are developed elsewhere, from the canals which permeate the common mass. But the membrane which forms these canals, and which is the seat of this kind of vegetative reproduction, is merely a continuation of the internal tunic; and hence it is easy to understand how it may fulfil analogous functions.

Corallidea.—The cortical polypes, as they have been named by authors, mainly differ from the Alecyonidæ from the circumstance that the fleshy cortex which constitutes the common polypary, instead of being merely indurated by the deposition of earthy spicula in its interior, secretes for itself a solid central axis, upon the ramifications of which it is spread out, and thus enabled to form itself into arborescent expansions, of dimensions such as would be quite unattainable without this arrangement. The composition of this central axis varies in different genera; sometimes it is dense and stony (Lithophyta); sometimes flexible, and composed of a horny substance (Keratophyta); this difference is, however, of no physiological importance, for very frequently the two substances are secreted in the same individual in different portions of its substance. The solid element in the Lithophyta is carbonate of lime; in the Keratophyta it is concrete albumen.

"A species of Gorgonia, of a black colour and high polish, like black sealing-wax (Anti-pathes?), examined by Mr. Hatchett*, was found, by immersion in dilute nitric acid during 28 days, gradually to become transparent and of a bright brownish yellow. In this softened state it was steeped two days in water, and was then opened longitudinally; by this the whole structure became apparent, and consisted of thin coats or tubes of a beautiful transparent membrane, which beginning from a central part gradually became larger, according to the order in which they receded from the centre. These membranes were so delicate that the fibrous texture could scarcely be discerned. The acid in which these had been steeped was tinged of a very pale yellow. Ammonia being added changed it to a deep yellow or orange colour; but the transparency of the liquor was not disturbed by this or any other precipitants which had been employed in the former experiments.

* Phil. Trans. 1800.
When this Gorgonia was exposed to a red heat, it crackled and emitted a thick smoke, with the smell of burnt horn. The shape was soon destroyed, and a compact coal remained. By continuing the red heat, a very small portion of white matter was obtained, which, as far as the quantity would allow, proved to be muriate of soda with some carbonate of the same.

The results of the experiments on certain Gorgonies, such as Ceratophyla, Flabellum suberosa, pectinata, and setosa, were not a little remarkable; for when the two portions which compose these Gorgonies, viz. the horny stem and the cortical substance with which it is coated, were examined separately, it was proved, that the stems of these Gorgonies consist of a substance analogous to horn, and that the horny matter contains a quantity of the phosphate of lime, but scarcely any of the carbonate.

2d, That the cortical part consists principally of the carbonate of lime, with very little or none of the phosphate; and the carbonate is deposited in and upon a soft flexible membranaceous substance, which seems much to approach the nature of cuticle.

The coral of commerce, Corallium rubrum, is, perhaps, one of the most interesting examples of this division of Polypiferous zoophytes. In its living state this animal resembles a short stunted tree fixed to the surface of the rock by a broadly expanded base, from which it rises, at first with a single stem of varying magnitude, which soon divides into branches so as to resemble a leafless shrub rising to the height of about 18 inches. The central axis of the coral is of stony hardness, insomuch, indeed, that to this circumstance it owes its principal value in commerce, on account of the high polish of which it is susceptible. In the growing coral this stony centre is entirely invested with a fleshy cortex that constitutes the living portion of the zoophyte whereby the central stem is deposited, and the whole external surface is studded at intervals with polypes, in structure exactly resembling those of the Alecyonidae, both in the number of their arms and general structure. During the autumnal months gemmules are formed in the ovaria of these polypes, which are described as being at first white, but afterwards of a bright red colour; these detach themselves separately from the little white groups with which they were originally connected by filaments or umbilical cords. They escape thus into the body of the polype, behind its stomach, where they are seen to be perfectly
free, and change their position by means of their vibratile cilia. When the polypes are expanded, the sea-water has a free passage through the stomach to the gemmules, which receive new vigour from its influence, and they advance towards the open posterior part of the stomach, become entangled in its aperture, pass through the stomach, and escape through the mouth. They then move about, by means of their cilia, in search of a place where to fix and develope themselves.

The stony branches of the Coral are sufficiently short and strong to resist the violence of the sea, which otherwise would break so fragile a substance, but in the Gorgoniae and Antipathes the ramifications are so long and slender, that they would inevitably be broken by the movements of the surrounding water, were it not that the nature of their central axis is materially modified. This part of their structure is therefore very considerably modified in its texture, and being composed of flexible materials is enabled to bend beneath the passing current and rise again uninjured, while in the Isis Hippuris (fig. 37) a similar result is obtained by combining the horny and calcareous matter in alternate joints. In these latter polyparies, however, although their central axes are principally composed of corneous substance disposed in concentric layers, the living cortex itself is full of granules of a calcareous nature mixed with colouring matter that varies in different genera, and as this cortex dries in a thick layer upon the central stem when the Gorgonia is removed out of the water, the varieties of colour exhibited by these zoophytes is conspicuous even in our cabinets. Cavolini* prosecuted for two successive years, 1784 and 1785, his researches on the structure of Gorgonia verrucosa (Lam.), and found the anatomy of the polypes dispersed over the surface of each branch to be similar to that described above as common to the Alcyonidae and Coral; he detected the position of the ovaria at the base of each polype, and observed that the ova were discharged through eight small oviducts that open between the bases of the eight tentacula. These ova he describes as ciliated gemmules which, on their escape, swim to and fro in the surrounding water, and asserts that he saw a portion of Gorgonia, only eight inches high, discharge ninety of these in the space of an hour from the different polypes studding its surface.

* Abhandlung ueber Pflanzen-thiere, p. 48.
POLYPIFERA.

Madreporidae: Madrephyllide.—The next group of Polypiferous zoophytes may very properly be called Madrepyrogenous, seeing that it is by their agency that vast masses of calcareous matter are constantly in process of deposition, which by their immense accumulation not only form coral reefs and islands in tropical seas, but have powerfully contributed to modify the face of our planet. The manner in which these huge territories of newly formed land are constructed by the silent labours of these humble beings is now tolerably well understood.* In climates where the heat is intense, in enclosed and tranquil bays, the saxigenous corals are found to grow upon submarine rocks, which they encrust to a considerable depth. It is upon gentle declivities and where the sea is shallow, that the largest masses of madrepores are met with. In quiet water they spread extensively, otherwise only they construct small masses formed by species which suffer least from the agitation of the waves.

It is asserted that some reefs rise from immense depths like perpendicular walls, but, although it is true that such reefs exist, they are not formed exclusively of madreporic rock, for the madrepyrogenous polyps can only exist at depths where they enjoy the influences of light and air, and consequently could not possibly grow at 1000 or 1200 feet below the surface. The sea, which breaks furiously upon such reefs, would inevitably destroy them, if they alone composed the cliffs; but the fact is, that sheltered from the waves in the hollows of pre-existing rocks, they contribute to increase their bulk.

Corals found upon elevated tracts of the South Sea islands and Australia have no doubt been thrown up by volcanic agency, which raised the bottom of the sea where they were formed.

When, under the shelter of submarine rocks, polypes have raised their abodes to the surface, they remain uncovered for a little time during the lowest tide. Storms turn up from the bottoms of the shallow waters sand and mud, which become entangled and fixed in the interstices of the madrepores, so that the summit of this new island comes to remain continually above the surface, and the waves can no more destroy what they have contributed to construct; its circumference gradually enlarges, and its edges grow higher by the addition of fresh sand. According to the direction of the winds or currents it may remain long barren, but if by the action of these two causes, the germs of vegetation are brought to it from neighbouring coasts, it becomes covered with verdure, by the gradual decay of which vegetable soil accumulates, until at length it becomes fitted for the abode even of man himself.

To describe all the various forms of the madrepyrogenous zoophytes would be useless, even were it possible within the limits permitted to us; we shall therefore content our-selves with selecting those genera which have been most attentively examined, and from their history the reader will have little difficulty in obtaining a clear insight into the economy of the rest. Throughout the entire series the vital agent will be found to present itself in the form of a soft, gelatinous crust wherewith the exterior of the polyp is clothed, whatever may be its shape, is closely invested, or more correctly speaking, the calcareous particles are gradually deposited in its cellular interstices, and thus moulded into form. Externally this living cortex is generally studded with polypes lodged in cells excavated in the polypary, the forms of which are indicative of the species.

The Fungiæ, although their calcareous skeletons are to be met with in every cabinet, have never, as far as we are aware, been brought to our shores in their recent state; and accordingly their living condition has been very erroneously described by several modern writers. The dried framework of the Fungia agariciformis owes its name to its similitude to a mushroom, which it closely resembles. In shape it is a circular disc, the inferior surface of which is flat, and rough, and granular, while superiorly it is convex, its upper surface being arranged in broad calcareous lamellæ, which radiate from the centre to the circumference of the mass (fig. 38). According to Forskal*, when in a living state, the whole superficies of the Fungia is covered over with a thin gelatinous layer, which dipping in between the radiating lamellæ coat every part of the calcareous surface, but without any polype or appearance of tentacula. The gelatinous coat, indeed, seems exactly to represent the living crust of the sponges, being entirely destitute of anything like a stomachal cavity, and apparently nourished altogether by its general surface, which must appropriate nutriment from the surrounding water. The living film which thus encrusts the Fungia is the only agent employed in the construction of the beautiful calcareous basis that supports it, each particle of which, as it is derived from the circumambient element, is added, by interstitial deposit, to the growing fabric, which is thus built up in the regular form belonging to the species. The upper surface of the living animal has been observed to be provided with bubbles of air, apparently secreted by the living film in which it is imprisoned. These bubbles seem to have no regularity of arrangement, but nevertheless play an important part in preserving the Fungia from destruction; for the mass being in its adult state unattached to any foreign body, is of course quite at the mercy of every passing wave, which, taking it up, might capsize it, and thus bury its upper surface in the sand; but the air bubbles placed there, as it were in anticipation of such an accident, acting the part of floats, always by their buoyancy keep the living side uppermost, and allow the creature to

* Quoy et Gaimard, Voyage de l’Urânis.

Flora Céyptico-Arabica; Hanniâ, 1775.
settle down again at the bottom in its right position.

The living gelatinous crust which covers the surface of the lamella is not merely a superficial investment, as it has been described by some writers, but, as will be proved hereafter, enters essentially into the formation of the substance of the stony mass, upon the component parts of which it exerts a vital influence.

The Fungia described above inhabits the Red Sea, and is entirely destitute of tentacular appendages; but the generality of those brought from tropical climes have their upper surface covered with numerous cylindrical tentacula (fig. 39), which, when expanded, give it very much the appearance of a true Actinia. When these tentacula are touched, they shrink, and partially hide themselves between the radiating lamellæ. The stony polypary has in this species been proved to be in reality lodged in the interior of the animal's body, the soft parts of which cover the lower surface as well as the upper, and even form a fleshy ring around the margin of the disc, giving the idea of the foot of an Actinia.

In the centre of the upper surface there is an oval aperture (fig. 39), which has been regarded as the creature's mouth; but there does not seem to be any stomachal cavity. The tentacula of some species are so large, that they look something like leeches; they have, however, no terminal orifice, as those of the Actiniaæ have, but seem to fill themselves with water by a kind of interstitial absorption.

The polyp-like investment of a Fungia of this description* is fleshy, membranous, and flattened, generally circular or oval, having in its centre an elongated opening; the animal is thicker at this part than at the circumference. The Fungia then is a broad polype, slightly fringed around its margin, and secreting, by its inferior surface, calcareous matter, imitating all the natural forms of the animal, and even its accidental positions. All the septa are triangular, much thicker at their base than at the summit, where the fleshy crust is so thin, that if the polype is colourless it is imperceptible; but it is distinct in coloured species. Upon the sides of the laminae are little tubercles, which, penetrating the fleshy folds of the animal, cause it to adhere so firmly to the calcareous basis, that it is impossible to detach it, except by piecemeal. In the natural state, the mouth of the polype is prominent, but it does not project beyond the fissure which contains it; at the least touch the whole creature contracts, so that it would seem that there was no animal. During growth, as the laminae become more elevated, the interstices are gradually filled up from the bottom; but the increase of the Fungia in thickness is very limited, as, in fact, is its lateral extent; the diameter rarely exceeding six or seven inches.

Generally the gemmules of Fungia are developed upon the sand, without, however, ad-

* Quoy et Gaimard, Voyage de l'Uranie.
hering to it; sometimes they are fixed to other madrepores by an elongated pedicle, and occasionally, as we learn from a recent author, grow from the substance of the parent zoophyte. His account is as follows:

"The specimens of *Fungia* which I have seen generally lie in hollows of reefs, where they are in some degree protected from the more violent agitation of the sea by the surrounding portions of branching coral which enclose the hollows, and at the same time allow sea-water free access through their interstices. It appears that although the older and larger individuals are quite unattached and present no mark of former attachment, yet that in the young state they are fixed sometimes to rocks, and frequently to the dead remains of their own species; in this state they grow upon a footstalk, and generally remain attached till they acquire the size of nearly an inch in diameter, when they separate at the top of the peduncle."

"At this time the coral, when divested of the fleshy part, shows a circular opening beneath, through which the radiating plates of the upper surface are visible. In a short time a deposit of coral matter takes place, which cements the opening, the marks of which, however, can be traced for a considerable time; at length the increase of this deposit, which continues with the growth of the animal, entirely obliterates all appearance of it. It will not appear surprising that this circumstance should hitherto have been unnoticed, when it is recollected that it has very rarely occurred to naturalists to visit the places of their growth, and that to general collectors the smaller specimens would appear hardly worth the trouble of preserving and bringing home."

"The sheltered situation in which the *Fungia* are found are particularly well adapted to their nature, as they would be liable to injury if they were exposed to the full force of a stormy sea; and the circumstance of their being attached in the young state is a beautiful provision of nature for their preservation at that period, as from their light weight, when first developed, they would, if unattached, be exposed to great injury, even by a slight agitation of the water. I have also to remark upon this fact, that the *Fungia*, while attached, agree in every respect with Lamarck's genus *Caryophyllia*, more especially in their
early state, when the radiating plates are first developed. At this time their upper discs are scarcely larger than the stem, but they soon begin to spread, and show indications of their characteristic form. There are many instances of smaller individuals remaining fixed to large ones in a living state, and such specimens are not unfrequent in collections of corals. But in all cases that I have seen, the younger ones are attached to the under side of the old one, and I believe them to be cases of accidental attachment.

"In Ellis’s Zoophytes (p. 146) is the following passage, quoted from Rumphius, in regard to the animal of F. agariiformis. ‘The more elevated folds or plaits have borders like the denticulated edge of needlework lace; these are covered with innumerable oblong vesicles, formed of a gelatinous substance, which appear alive under water, and may be observed to move like an insect.’ I have observed these radiating folds of the animal, which secrete the lamellae, and which shrink between them when the animal contracts itself on being disturbed. They are constantly moving in tumultuous undulations, but the vesicles appeared to me to be air vessels placed along the edges of the folds; and the vesicles disappeared when the animal was touched.

‘This arrangement of air vessels would very materially assist in keeping uppermost the convex disc of the coral, and be of vital importance to the young polype at the time of separation, and subsequently in keeping it upon the surface of its sandy bed; or if they were moved by a sudden roll of the sea, which would lift even the most ponderous and possibly convey them a considerable distance, they would be again deposited in their natural position. That they have no power of turning themselves I proved, during a sojourn of six weeks at Tahiti, by placing a healthy specimen with its upper surface downwards, during which time it remained in the position placed, and the vitality of the points of contact with the rock upon which it was laid was destroyed. In Fungia limacina I have seen instances where the coral, having been accidentally placed and permanently fixed in such unusual positions, has adapted itself to its new situation, by increasing upon its edges, and forming a new convex surface.’

‘As long as the young Fungia retains the form of a Caryophyllia, it is entirely enveloped by the soft parts of the animal; but as the upper disc of the coral spreads and it assumes its characteristic form, the pedicle is left naked, and the soft part extends only to the line where the separation afterwards takes place.’

‘I consider the cases in which young Fungiae are found fixed to the under side of others of the same species to arise from the accidental attachment of the young polype when detached from its parent, and by the motion of the water floated underneath a larger one of its own species, the edges of which were not so even as to touch the rock or coral on which it rested at every part of its surface. In such cases the soft parts of the older specimen would continue to cover the short stem of the younger individual, and hence its separation from its pedicle would be prevented.’

The genus Polyphyllia is, in its essential structure, closely allied to the Fungiae described above, but the upper surface of its stony polypary, instead of being furnished with lamellae, all diverging from the same centre, is covered with numerous smaller lamellae, diverging from different centres, but generally arranged perpendicularly to the long axis of the polypary. In the living state all the superficies of a Polyphyllia are covered with numerous polypes, the bodies of which are confluent at their margins. Their mouths are placed without any regular order, but open here and there in the depressions that separate the numerous laminae; they are of an oval or roundish form, and slightly fringed around their margins, but without any tentacula. These latter are distributed over the whole upper surface of the compound animal, and seem to be formed by prolongations of the fleshy substance which covers the more prominent lamelle, but present no appearance of being arranged round a given centre. When taken out of the water they disappear, shrinking between the laminae. The polypes themselves in their structure resemble those of the other Anthozoa, presenting the usual arrangement of a stomach and ovigerous filaments.

Very nearly related to the Fungiae are the Meandrinae (fig. 40), the polyparies of which

Fig. 40.

A. Meandrina cerebriformis.
B. A portion magnified, showing the polypes occupying the bottom of the furrows. (After Quoy et Gaimard.)

are globular, their surfaces being grooved with sinuous furrows, the meanderings of which give name to the genus. The Meandrinae have all a determinate growth which they do
not exceed, and consequently their masses are always separate, and not agglomerated like those of Madrepores, Astreea, &c., which grow indefinitely. The polypes of Meandrina occupy the bottom of the furrows, and are variously coloured in different individuals. When attentively examined, they are seen to form membranous expansions, which cover the lamellae of the ambulacra but rarely mount to the summit of the ridges, the whiteness of which indicates the line of separation between the different rows of polypes. They are, in fact, Caryophylliæ or Fungiiæ much elongated. They secrete, from all parts of their body, a mucosity so abundant that, on reversing the mass, it runs off like albumen. The same is the case with Agariceæ and Pavonize. When exposed to the sun the living part becomes black by putrefaction.

On splitting the globular stony polypary of a Meandrina, the mode of its growth is very beautifully demonstrated. Commencing at the centre of the mass, the deposition of calcareous matter is seen to have progressed regularly in all directions, layer after layer, like the coats of an onion, every stratum having, of course, in turn been the outer surface of the polypary and marked with the same sinuosities or convolutions as are exhibited by the existing exterior, affording a very striking illustration of the mode of growth common to all the lithophytic zoophytes, and of the mathematical precision with which they build their wonderful edifices.

We are progressively conducted through various intermediate species of laminated zoophytes from the broadly extended disc of Fungia and the diffuse surface of Meandrina to more concentrated forms of these lithogenic polypes. In Turbinolia (fig. 41), for example, the superior laminiferous disc is evidently an approximation to the structure of the real polype-bearing cells of Caryophylliæ (fig. 42), where the stony polypary is made up of infinite numbers of distinct cells united to each other by an interposed calcareous cement, and every one of them containing a many-armed polype, the essential structure of which is similar to that of the eight-armed species already described; the principal difference between them being in the number of the tentacula, corresponding to that of the radiating lamellæ, wherewith their bases correspond, which, in the many-armed species, are numerous. Another important circumstance in the economy of these races of zoophytes is, that the radiating lamellæ contained in the abdominal cavity situated beneath the stomach are progressively calcified from below upwards, and thus become converted into stony plates instead of membranous septa, so that on making a section of these polyparies perpendicular to the axes of the cells, each cell presents the appearance represented in fig. 43; and even in fossil polyparies, where the whole substance of the mass has become solidified, the original radiating laminae are permanently conspicuous, as many a marble chimney-piece will testify. In their living state the polypes inhabiting these cells are most variously and gorgeously coloured, so that when protruded they are indescribably beautiful, resembling the flowers that adorn the gayest parterres in our gardens. Yet if such be the interest of this spectacle, even to the eye of the ordinary observer who amuses himself by contemplating the indications of life exhibited by a little patch of a coral reef, what
must be the feelings excited in the mind capable of appreciating the result of the labours of these silent agents in the economy of our world! Let us imagine for a moment the stupendous scene which the mental eye may view at the bottom of the ocean. Vast districts of the globe spread over with a carpet of this living crust, studded, as thickly as are our fields with grass, with hungry flowers of every various hue—all actively employed in carrying on the great progressive work—depositing, with unobtrusive diligence, from age to age, the chalky masses we have been describing—slowly, but unremittingly, the mighty fabric grows, until at length it peers into the world above the waves which nourished it, and forms a land where all before was sea, soon to be peopled with fit occupants, or possibly by the volcano's breathupheaved into the clouds, to become the nucleus of a country like our own, from which intelligence may pour forth to irradiate the world!

**Pennatulida.**—The Pennatule, or Scepens, are distinguished by Cuvier from the other families of cortical polyps under the title of "Polypiers nageurs," or swimming Polyparies, and are remarkable from the circumstance that, although they possess an internal calcareous support, they are not attached to foreign bodies, but seem at liberty to swim about in the sea. The Pennatulas, properly so called, several species of which are met with on our own shores (fig. 44), have a bottom like a pen into an inkstand, whilst the two upper thirds of the stem are furnished on each side with broad lateral appendages, comparable to the barbs of a quill, from the margins of which are protruded the rows of polypes which minister to the support of the common body of this compound animal. The lateral barbs are supported by calcareous spicula developed in their interior and imbedded in their fleshy substance, but having no other connection with the central stem. In other genera the alary appendages are without any internal spines, or sometimes entirely wanting, in which case the polypes are situated upon the stem itself.

In *Revilla* the body consists of a broad kidney-shaped disc without any barbs, the polypes in this case being distributed over one surface of the disc, and in *Veretillum* the polype-bearing part is a cylindrical finger-shaped mass. The central axis in both the last-named genera contains but little calcareous matter, and in the whole family the individual polypes closely resemble those of the Alcyonide in their organisation. In *Veretillum* the substance of the general mass is excavated into wide canals that extend in the direction of the central axis of the body, and terminate in wider cavities within the lesser obtuse extremity.

Many of the Pennatulidae are eminently phosphorescent.

The polypes of this group of cortical zoo-physes have eight pinnated arms, and seem to be organised upon the same plan as those of the *Corallidae*.

**Actiniae.**—The *Actiniae*, or Sea-anemones, so common on our coasts, known also by the name of "fleshy polypes," are evidently nearly allied to the preceding family, but instead of secreting a calcareous polypary have their bodies entirely composed of a fleshy substance which, in appearance at least, is not very remote from muscular fibre. The ordinary Actiniae are of a conical form, the base of the cone forming a strong sucker, whereby they attach themselves to foreign bodies, while, at the opposite extremity, which is truncated, is the opening of the mouth, surrounded with several rows of retractile tentacula, wherewith they seize their prey. They often elongate their bodies, and, remaining fixed by their base, they stretch from side to side as if to seek for food at a distance, and when thus stretched out they are very flexible and transparent, but shrink on being irritated, and contract themselves so firmly that it becomes almost impossible to distinguish them from the surface to which they are attached. According to some writers they can change their place by gliding upon their base; or detaching themselves entirely, they become swollen by the inhibition of water, and thus being rendered nearly of the same specific gravity as the surrounding element are driven about in the sea until they choose to fix themselves again, when, by expelling the fluid from their bodies, they sink again to the bottom, and settling down become again fixed. It is even asserted that having detached their suckers they can turn
themselves mouth downwards, and crawl by means of their tentacula, but our observations have failed to confirm these remarks.

The substance of the Actinia is entirely composed of transverse and perpendicular muscular fibres, which cross each other, the meshes of this interlacement being occupied by a multitude of granules, seemingly of a glandular nature, giving to the surface of the polype, which is covered with a gelatinous membrane, a tuberculated appearance. Externally this fibrous membrane forms the parietes of the creature’s body, expanding inferiorly into the basal disc, and superiorly, after forming a sphincter-like ring around the tentacula, is continued inwards to form the tentacula themselves (fig. 46, a), and then, becoming more delicate in its texture, reflected into the interior of the body so as to form the stomatal cavity (b). Extending between the internal surface of the outer walls of the body and the exterior of the stomach are numerous longitudinal septa (c), evidently the homologues of the vertical partitions of the Alcyonide (fig. 31, f), and were these calcified by the deposition of stony matter in their interior they would represent exactly the radiating septa in the cells of the polypary delineated in fig. 43.

As in the preceding genera these membranous septa support the organs of reproduction, which are constructed after the following manner.*

The whole interior of the Actinia, between the stomach and the muscular parieties of the body, is divided by means of the septa into numerous longitudinal cavities, each of which communicates with the bases of two or three of the tentacula around the mouth † and encloses an ovary. Each ovary is composed of three or four cylindrical and coherent tubes of extreme delicacy, which, towards the base of the

† For an admirable diagrammatic representation of the structure of Actinia, the reader is referred to Dr. Sharpey’s Article “Cilia,” Vol. I. fig. 297.

Fig. 45.

Actinia alcyonoidea. (After Quoy et Gaimard.)

Fig. 46.

Section of “Actinie Clou.”

a, Tentacles surrounding the mouth; b, stomach; c, longitudinal septa prolonged and enclosing the ovaries. (After Quoy et Gaimard.)
animal, are prolonged into a common canal, their opposite extremity tapering to a point as the eggs become smaller, each ovary containing about sixty eggs. The common tubes of two neighbouring ovaries unite into one as they issue from the longitudinal cavity, and this again joins the common canal of the next pair; the resulting duct, which is thus common to four ovaries, opens into the stomach. The openings of these terminal tubes are arranged in a zig-zag direction, some opening lower down, others higher up.

Reaumur* believed that the young issued by a slit on each side of the body, situated beneath the fold of the muscular envelope that surrounds the bases of the tentacula, but the supposed openings are merely folds of the skin, never perforate, and not always present. Nevertheless, as the tentacula are perforate at their extremities, and water is frequently forced out of the body through these openings, it is possible that some ova may become detached and issue through these organs.

The ova are round, yellow, and like little grains of sand. Ellis, Reaumur, Dictionare, and Spix, all assert that Actiniae are viviparous. The latter observer states, "I have several times seen them issue from the mouth of their parent perfectly formed. An Actinia that I have in spirit of wine contains a great number of eggs, each marked with an opaque spot that seems to contain the young animal. I have even one individual not larger than a hemp-seed, which seems hardly ready to quit its envelope, having neither the mouth nor the tentacula perfectly distinct. Moreover, I suspect that the eggs are sometimes hatched in the ovaria or in the stomach, and sometimes out of the parent. I am not sure but the animal may at the time of the expulsion of the eggs have its stomach turned inside out."

The number of eggs must be prodigious, each Actinia possessing upwards of a hundred ovaria.

It appears from recent researches that the Actiniform polypes are bisexual.

It is rendered extremely probable by the very advanced condition of the muscular apparatus in the Actinia that they likewise possess a nervous system. Spix in his experiments employed galvanism, which made the animal contract convulsively, and finding that the contractions were strongest in the neighbourhood of the base of the animal he was led to search for it in this part, and conceived that he had discovered it in this situation. "Having raised by a slight incision the longitudinal muscles at their union in the middle of the base, I perceived with a magnifying glass an interlacement formed by some pairs of nodules disposed around the centre which communicated by several cylindrical threads; from each nodule two filaments ran forwards; one was seen to run along the muscle, the other to pierce it, to divide into two branches, and, lastly, to lose itself in the longitudinal cavity formed by the floating muscles. The situation of the nodules and filaments is beneath the stomach, and their round figure would not allow me to confound them with the muscles, which are broad and riband-shaped, and still less as the latter putrified rapidly, while the former remained entire."*

Some of the tropical Actiniae†, which occasionally measure a foot in diameter, produce a stinging sensation when they are handled, and this stinging property is even communicated to the water that they absorb. There is moreover one remarkable circumstance connected with it; namely, that it acts much more powerfully upon the skin, which it inflames, than upon the mucous membranes, and a drop received into the eye causes much less pain than when applied to the eyelids.

The Actinia, although exceedingly voracious, will bear long fasting: they may be preserved alive a whole year, or perhaps longer, in a vessel of sea-water; but when food is presented one of them will devour two mussels in their shells or a crab as large as a hen's egg. In a day or two the shell is voided at the mouth perfectly cleared of the meat.

Their power of reproducing lost parts is scarcely inferior to that of the Hydra. The Abbé Dictionare‡ describes some experiments on this subject, and states that when a horizontal section is made through one of these creatures the tentacles still seized and swallowed food, which sometimes passed through the body, at other times was expelled from the mouth digested. In about two months tentacles grew from the other portion, and it ate food, soon becoming a perfect animal. He states that in this way he even succeeded in making an Actinia with a mouth and tentacles at both ends!

**Aulozooa.**—The third subdivision of Polypifera is composed of a series of zoophytes very different in their organisation from those embraced by the two preceding. They have generally been named by naturalists Tubular or Vaginated Polypes, and are distinguishable from the circumstance that their living substance, instead of being external to the hard polypany, is in them enclosed in a calcareous or corneous tube, sometimes simple, but more frequently ramified, from which the polypes are protruded, either through a terminal aperture or from lateral cellules formed by the external envelope.

The Aulozooa are divisible into several groups, which we shall separately examine, beginning with the Tubularidae.

In the Tubularia (fig. 48), as in all polypes unprovided with a complete digestive canal, there is an organic portion which brings all the members of the colony into communica-

---


† Quoy and Gaimard.

‡ Phil. Trans. for 1778.
tion with each other, or forms in other words the body of the community, and from this common body buds are thrown out, from which ramifications are produced in all respects resembling those met with in the vegetable kingdom; these constitute the trunk and branches of a tree, which, instead of bearing flowers, produces polypes provided with tentacula, a digestive cavity, and most frequently a reproductive apparatus.

*Tentacular apparatus.* — In the Tubulariæ the tentacula are situated, as in all polypes, around or in the immediate vicinity of the oral opening. Their number is very various, even in the same species, but the variations in their length are more apparent than real, for their contractile powers are such that they are constantly changing in their shape and dimensions, in which respect they resemble the Hydra described above. It is towards the extremity of the tentacle that this contractile power is most remarkable; and when the organ is not fully stretched out, it is enlarged or dilated near the end, inasmuch that some authors have erroneously looked upon this part as performing the office of a sucker.

The disposition of the tentacula varies in different genera. The genus *Eudendrium* has a single row of tentacula, which are alternately placed a little more internally and externally. The genus *Tubularia*, properly so called, has a second row of shorter tentacles immediately surrounding the proboscisiform prolongation which constitutes its mouth, and in the genus *Stipula* (Sars) there is an additional row situated between these two, so that there are genera with one, two, or several rows of tentacula; the lower row is, however, always the longest, and it is these that are persistent when there is only one rank. The tentacula are arranged in whorls in all the Tubulariæ, except in the genus Syncoryna, in which they are distributed without regularity (fig. 47). No cilia are perceptible, either externally or in the interior of these tentacula, which, when highly magnified, appear to be entirely composed of transparent cells, closely agglomerated, and no traces of muscular fibre are by any means to be detected; their movements seem to depend entirely upon the contractions of their component cells, which are seen to diminish in size when the tentacle is shortened, and to expand during its elongation, preserving nearly the same shape, whence it may be concluded that their parietes are endowed with contractile powers. Professor Van Beneden indeed compares them to so many hearts placed end to end, which, by their dilatation elongate, or by their contraction shorten or bend, the tentacle of which they constitute the substance.

*Digestive system.* — In the Tubulariæ there is seen, situated in the middle of the tentacula, a sort of proboscisiform appendage, open in the centre, which is the entrance to the digestive cavity. The name of proboscis appears sufficiently applicable to this part, both on account of its situation and of the changes of form which it continually undergoes. In its most usual condition it has the appearance of a protuberance provided at its summit with an orifice of very variable shape and size.*

---

*Fig. 47.*

Syncoryna pusilla.

1. A little group, twice the natural size. 2. A branch much magnified. a, the stalk; b, a bud from which a polype is about to be developed; c, a bud which is about to give rise to a long stalk; d, body of the Syncoryna with its three rows of tentacula; d, a Syncoryna having only two rows of tentacula. (After Van Beneden.)

The cavity of the proboscis leads into that of the stomach, but neither the one nor the other have parietes proper to themselves, but on the contrary seem, as in the Hydra, to be mere excavations in the substance of the polype. In the genus Coryne, the cavity of the stomach is circumscribed, so that each polype has a proper digestive cavity; but in all the other genera belonging to this family, the stomachal receptacles of different individuals communicate mediately one with another, so that what is taken into the stomach of one polype may pass into those of all the individuals composing the colony. Thus, what is eaten by a few individuals profits the whole community, seeing that what one swallows may pass into the stomachs of its neighbours.

When we examine a young branch that is sufficiently transparent, a fluid containing irregular globules is seen to circulate in its

interior. There is no intestinal canal, all excremenitious matters being evacuated through the oral orifice.

Circulation.—The stems of the Tubularidae are formed of the same kind of tissue, as that which constitutes the body of the Polype, and each stem is hollow throughout its entire length. The tube thus formed is filled with a fluid containing globules, which is constantly in motion, a circumstance first observed by Lister *, but its course is by no means regular. Sometimes the globules mount up as far as the body of the polype, and then descend again by the same route; if they come to a division of the stem, as is frequently the case in most genera, they may be sometimes seen first to penetrate into one branch, and then returning enter the other. In the ordinary Tubularia, described by Lister, a current may generally be seen ascending along one side and descending along the other. In the long and slender stems of Eudendrium, which are very transparent, Professor Van Beneden has observed the fluid containing globules mount from the base towards the summit for some instants, when the circulation seems to become suspended for a time; but soon the globules begin to move in the opposite direction, descending from the summit towards the base; shortly after it again mounts as at first, and thus the circulation goes on alternately up and down. This movement of fluid in the stem Professor Van Beneden is disposed to attribute to ciliary action, although no cilia are discoverable by the microscope; still, without such mechanism, it is difficult to account for two distinct currents running in opposite directions in the interior of the same tube, which exhibits not the slightest trace of a septum between them.

There seem to be no organs specially appropriated to respiration.

With the exception of the genera Coryne and Hydractinia all the Tubularidae are provided with an external tubular sheath, or polypary, which is thin and semitransparent; its texture is corneous or pergametaceous, and very flexible. The polypary of the genus Tubularia is generally described as being a simple tube without any ramifications; this, however, is only true in the case of young individuals inhabiting isolated stems. In old specimens the polypary is ramified at its base, and is only straight and simple at its free extremity.

Reproduction.—In all the genera of this family the reproductive organs consist of groups of little pedicles growing in the vicinity of the tentacula, which support little rounded bodies, often united together in bunches, which when mature fall off like fruit from a tree, and are dispersed to form new colonies. It is a true animal seed, which the waves carry to a distance and disseminate in all directions, and the whole observable reproductive apparatus consists of the organs that produce these rounded corpuscles or ova. Yet simple as this arrangement of the reproductive system may appear, we learn from the researches of Professor Van Beneden that the propagation of the Tubularidae is effected by no fewer than five different modes; namely,

1. By continuous gemmation.
2. By the production of free gemmæ.
4. By ova with a multiple vitellus.
5. By free gemmation and ova combined.

Observation has moreover shown that in every species propagation is effected by more than one of these modes of reproduction, and sometimes by three or four; and it must be remarked that in none of them is the cooperation of a male apparatus requisite, neither have any male organs or spermatozoa been as yet detected.

First mode of propagation, by continuous gemmation.—This is the ordinary form of gemmiparous generation, whereby a colony is developed by sprouts derived from a single individual; the appellation “continuous gemmation,” is applied to it by Professor Van Beneden, to distinguish it from the second mode of reproduction by free gemmæ.

This method of propagation is the simplest possible, and is effected by mere growth from the original polype in certain determinate points of its substance, which points are similarly situated with respect to each other in all the individuals belonging to the same species. At these points gemmæ appear exactly similar both in texture and mode of growth to the body from which they spring; and these buds as they grow give birth to others in a precisely similar manner. All these animals, be it remembered, are, like the Hydrea, capable of being reproduced by the mechanical division of their bodies, so that if one be cut into several fragments, each portion may give rise to a new individual; every part of their structure is endowed with a reproductive power comparable to that which is conferred only upon the eggs of the superior animals; whence we might almost be induced to regard the different cells composing their bodies as analogous to ova, and the polype itself as a mere aggregation of germs. It is upon the definite points whence these buds sprout that the particular characters of the Polyoparies depend, else they would mostly resemble each other, for at their first production there is little difference to be observed between them.

In like manner when a stem is cut off transversely, a bud is developed from the cut extremity, which by its growth prolongs the original trunk. When this kind of gemma has attained to a sufficient size there arises from its extremity a little crown of tubercles, and subsequently a second becomes manifest at some distance from the first; and as the growth of these tubercles continues, each of them becomes at length developed into a tentacle. The tentacle, therefore, grows from the body exactly in the same way as the bud from the stem, the only difference being that the former is solid, and the latter tubular.

* Phill. Trans. for 1834, pt. 2.
The growth of the horny polypary exactly keeps pace with the development of the soft substance, and even goes beyond it. Below the tentacula the body soon becomes constricted, marking the boundary between it and the stem; and soon the polype, becoming too large to be contained in its sheath, issues forth, and expanding its tentacula becomes perfectly unfolded. The oviferous pedicles, hereafter to be described, are developed subsequently.

**Fig. 48.**

*Fig. 48.*

*Tubularia coronata, magnified.*

- **a.** stalk; **b.** walls of the polypary; **c.** substance common to all the individuals, whereby they are brought into mutual organic communication; **d.** limit between the individual and the community; **g.** the long tentacles; **h.** the short tentacles; **k.**ollar formed by the tentacles; **o.** ovum; **n.** a bud; **p.** a bud further developed; **q.** a bud still further advanced, showing indications of the two rows of tentacles (g. h). *(After Van Beneden.)*

**Second mode of propagation, by free gemmae.**

The free gemmae are produced upon distinct pedicles, which in the genus *Tubularia* are developed within the lower circle of tentacula. They resemble numerous appendages disposed in a circle and forming a crown around the body of the polype. *(Fig. 48, a.)* These pedicles grow in the same manner as the buds and the tentacula described above, that is to say, a hollow tuberele first makes its appearance, which seems to be merely an extension of the external covering of the polype. Each tuberele slowly expands, and soon divides into one or more branches, which are all hollow, and the same fluid which circulates in the general substance of the polype may be observed to pass into their interior.

At the free extremity of each of the pedicles thus formed a distinct cell is soon perceptible, situated immediately beneath the surface, which cell is the rudiment of a new individual. *(Fig. 49, 1, a.)* No nucleus has been remarked in its interior. This primitive cell, which might also be regarded as an egg or as an ovule, sometimes becomes organised internally, in which case the reproductive process assumes the third or the fourth form, subsequently to be noticed, or else it serves for the point of departure, or it might almost be said the mould for the formation of a free gemma, which becomes organised around it at the expense of the pedicle itself. It is in effect a part of the reproductive appendage that will subsequently become detached; but at this period of its development it is impossible to determine after which of the four modes of reproduction the embryo will be formed. The vesicle (a) now increases rapidly in size, and beneath it another membrane is soon perceptible, which by its inner surface is in contact with the circulating fluid. This membrane is the origin of the new individual, or, in other words, a blastoderm, formed by the internal skin, and not by the vitellus. Soon there is seen, projecting from its centre, a little cone *(fig. 49, 3, 4),* which, compressing the vesicle (a), forms a depression upon its inner surface, and the vesicle now begins to assume the appearance of a serous membrane, yielding to the pressure of the organs over which it spreads, and ultimately covers, much in the same way as the pleura covers the lungs. The tubecele (b) will afterwards form the walls of the digestive cavity, and may be seen to have the circulating fluid derived from the body of the polype moving in its substance. Around the base of the cone (b) may now be seen four other tubeceles *(c, 4, et seq.),* which become developed like the preceding; but, instead of compressing the vesicle (a), they surround it, and ultimately completely enclose it. They carry the skin with them, so as to have the appearance of a transparent vase, having four
longitudinal prominent bands, the free edge slightly enlarged and rounded, a pedicle in the middle like the stem of the vase, and the transparent vesicle lining its interior throughout.

Fig. 49.

A series illustrating the development of Tubularia by free gemmae, from the first indication of the bud to the time when it becomes detached.

1. A hollow tuberole or elevation, in the interior of which a movement or circulation of the globules, indicated by the arrow, takes place; a, a cell just beneath the surface.
2. The same, showing the cell more advanced; a, indicates this cell in all the figures.
3. This, and the following figures, represent the development of the gemma more and more advanced; b, a tuberole, situated beneath the cell, which becomes the stomach of the embryo; this organ is indicated by the same letter in the other figures.
4. c, tuberules shooting up from the sides; they are hollow, and communicate with the cavity of the stomach, and are the first indication of four vessels proceeding from the stomachal cavity. In the following figures the letter c indicates these vessels.
5. d, the tuberole become more elevated, indenting the cell a; the four secondary tuberules, c, more distinct and prominent.
6. The stomachal and its four surrounding hollow tuberules still further prolonged.
7. In this figure the four smaller tuberules have become vessels, and united with one another in front.
8. The four vessels have more completely united in front; the arrows here, as in the other figures, indicate the current of the circulating fluid.

9. d, The first indications of the tentacles, consisting of tuberules sprouting from the four vessels.
10. The tuberules, d, at the end of the four vessels, e, have become sufficiently elevated to make a projection on the exterior.
11. These tuberules, become considerably salient externally, are now manifestly the four tentacles of the embryo.
12. Minute cells are now visible at the extremity of the tentacles.
13. The tentacles still more advanced; the line of separation of the embryo from its stalk become distinctly visible.
14. Hitherto the stomachal cul-de-sac has progressively increased, it now begins to diminish, and the cell a, or the space between it and the external envelope becomes opened at e, forming a kind of mouth; the embryo is now capable of great extension; the pedicle is constricted at the point of insertion and its internal cavity nearly obliterated. (From Van Beneden.)

The different phases of the development above described will, however, be best understood by a reference to the series of figures which we have appended, carefully copied from Professor Van Beneden's elaborate illustrations.

The young Tubularia has now assumed the appearance of a Beroe, and in this condition has doubtless been often mistaken for an individual belonging to the class Acalephae; and lively contractions of its body are frequently witnessed, although it still remains attached to its pedicle.

At the extremity of each of the four longitudinal vessels a little tuberole now becomes developed, which, as it becomes elongated, is converted into a tentacle, or sometimes, as in Eudendrium, by its bifurcation, two tentacula are formed from each tuberule.

At this period of its development the young Tubularia spontaneously detaches itself from the parent stem, presenting at the moment of its separation the appearance of a balloon, or rather of a melon. (Fig. 50.1, 2, 3.) Its contractions become more and more lively, and it is by the aid of these movements that its separation is effected. The two poles of its globular body may be seen to approach each other, and to separate alternately, with a movement of systole and diastole similar to what is observable in many Medusae. No traces of cilia are observable either externally or in the interior of its body. In this condition it presents an external covering, which is, so to speak, merely a derivation from the integument of the parent polype: this covering presents somewhat more consistence than the internal parts, and is open in front.

A second membrane lines the preceding throughout its whole extent; like the former, it is quite transparent, and at the anterior opening (e) is prolonged internally to a little distance, forming a sort of funnel. These walls enclose four vessels (e), which extend from the base of the embryo and open in front into the hollow zone (b), from which the tentacula take their origin. These longitudinal vessels therefore communicate with each other by a transverse canal, and at their origin open into the central or digestive cavity, which
will, presently, be more particularly described. From this disposition it results that the contents of the stomach can pass as far as the extremities of these four vessels, and by means of the transverse canal can be trans-

Fig. 50.

ferred from one to the other. Professor Van Beneden observed a fluid containing globules moving in this direction in their interior. The communication between the longitudinal vessels and the stomachal cavity, and their intercommunication by means of transverse canals, is another arrangement exactly similar to what exists in the adult Medusa.

The outer membrane presents eight longitudinal canals, which are found to be filled with cellules, but in which no movement has been observed. It is to the presence of these longitudinal bands that the embryo in this stage of its development owes its resemblance to certain fruits, more particularly to a melon.

From the anterior part proceed four appendages (d), which were still undeveloped at the period of the detachment of the young polype, but which insensibly unfold themselves. These are the tentacula. In the centre there projects a rounded opaque body (e), generally of a red or yellowish tinge, which is the stomach. This viscus communicates, as has been stated above, with the four longitudinal vessels, and is the only opaque part of the embryo. It opens in front by an orifice which constitutes the mouth; the whole organ is eminently contractile, turning itself in all directions like the body of a Hydra, sometimes elongating itself like a worm, and at others shrinking so as to be almost imperceptible.

If the embryos examined in this condition be vigorous, their movements are very varied, and the forms that they assume extremely singular. The regular contractions above noticed are the most simple actions; the two poles separate and approach each other alternately, whence results the progression of the little creature. But this contraction may be carried to a still higher degree: the rounded stomach in the middle of the embryo not only contracts itself in every direction, but it seems to turn itself in the middle of its transparent envelope like a worm in search of a passage by which to get out; and at length it pushes its free extremity through the opening in front of it, and elongates its body still more until
the two poles of the balloon becoming approximated, the whole embryo becomes somewhat disc-shaped, or the four vessels that communicate with the stomach (if vessels they really are), by moderately contracting, form as many depressions dividing the embryo into four lobes (fig. 50, 5, 6), or by a more forcible contraction give it the appearance of a Greek cross, and all these changes of form may take place in a few seconds.

Observations are wanting relative to the manner in which the free embryo is converted into the fixed Tubularia; for although Professor Van Beneden observed the latter at a very early period after they had become attached, he was unable to witness the changes that they undergo at the moment of becoming attached to some foreign body, and therefore gives a hypothetical outline of the forms through which he supposes them to pass (fig. 50.7) preparatory to their final establishment as young Tubularize (8, 9).

**Third mode of propagation, by simple ova.** — This mode of reproduction approximates the nearest to what occurs in the higher animals. Cells are observed to become organised in the middle of a vesicle in the same manner as the vitelline cells, and to become converted into an embryo. In this case the vitelline cells become aggregated and modified, so as to give rise to a new individual, which is isolated from the commencement of its existence. The point of departure for the formation of the embryo is the same as in the preceding mode of development, and the reproductive vesicle has at first precisely the same structure as in the last case, but instead of preserving its transparency, this vesicle soon exhibits numerous cells, which render it more and more opaque, and give it more the appearance of a vitellus. In this case moreover there is a great difference in the relations which the red pedicle (fig. 49, b) bears to the embryo. In the preceding mode of development this pedicle constitutes an integrant part of the newly formed being, forming, in fact, its stomach, but in the oviparous mode there is no organic connection between the one and the other, the vitellus being formed between the pedicle and the integument of the offset, and on pressing the latter between two plates of glass these structures readily separate without any laceration.

As the vitellus increases in size it becomes impacted between the integument and the pedicle, and its augmentation of size still increasing, the upper part of the pedicle becomes covered with it as with a hood, and at last almost entirely enveloped by it. At this period the margins of the vitellus become indented on that side nearest the pedicle, and the tubercles between the indentations soon show themselves to be the rudiments of tentacula. The tentacula become more and more elongated, the embryo separates itself slightly from the pedicle, and a protuberance (fig. 51.4, b) is then perceived in the centre of the tentacular zone, which becomes the proper body of the polyp, or rather forms the walls of its stomachal cavity.

The walls of the bud, which has hitherto contained the embryo, now become ruptured, and it gains its liberty (fig. 51.6). In this condition it almost exactly resembles a young Hydra in its contracted state, and in fact both its body and its tentacula seem to have the same anatomical structure as those of that simply organised polype. Having attained to this condition its development proceeds rapidly, and it soon begins to assume the specific form of the Tubularia from which it sprung (fig. 51.7).

Prof. Van Beneden likewise witnessed the same mode of propagation in Syncoryna puella.

**Fourth mode of propagation, by ova with a multiple vitellus.** — The fourth mode of reproduction observed by Professor Van Beneden to occur among the tubular polypes is extremely curious. In this form, as in that last described, the young individuals are developed from ova, and the first steps of the process are precisely similar. A bud is formed from the surface of the parent zoophyte, in
the interior of which may be observed a vesicle that soon becomes organised into numerous cells, which constitute the vitelline mass exactly as in the last case. But, arrived at this point, the vitelline mass becomes tuberculated, assuming the appearance of a raspberry, and, instead of a single vitellus, it is found to be an agglomeration of several, each of which contains in its interior a Purkingean vesicle from which a young individual is produced, which is of a totally different form from its parent and covered with cilia, by the aid of which it swims freely about in search of a locality where to fix itself. This form of reproduction will, however, be more particularly noticed in describing the Sertularian Polypes.

Fifth mode, by free gemmation and ova combined.—This last form of the reproductive process is merely a combination of two of the preceding, propagation being effected by the development of a free gemma, in the interior of which there is formed a divided vitellus. In this case a free embryo becomes organised, and takes the form of a young Medusa, according to the second mode described above, in the interior of which is contained an ovum with a multiple vitellus, from which numerous ciliated embryos are produced, as in the Sertularia geniculata hereafter to be noticed.

Tubiporide. — The polypary of the Tubipora (fig. 52.) consists of several stages of cylindrical tubes placed parallel to each other, or very slightly diverging. These tubes are separated from each other by considerable intervals, but mutually support each other by the intersection of external horizontal plates formed of the same dense substance as themselves, by which they are united together, so that a mass of these tubes exhibits an arrangement something like that of the pipes in an organ; whence the trivial name musica by which the species is distinguished. From the upper ends of these tubes the polypes are protruded, and being when alive of a bright grass green colour they contrast very beautifully with the rich crimson of the tubes they inhabit. The mouth* of the polype is suspended in the centre of the tube by means of the soft membrane: it is surrounded with eight tentacula, the margins of which are fringed with two or three rows of fleshy papillae. Beneath the opening of the mouth is the stomachal sacculus, around which arise the eight ovigerous filaments. Those filaments near their origin are loose and floating, but lower down they become connected with the soft membrane (fig. 53. 1, 2, d), with which the tube is lined,

![Fig. 53. Tubipora musica.](image)

1, 2, longitudinal sections; 3, portion of the polypary, showing the connecting stage.

a, membranous collar, continuous with the tube; b, calcareous tube; c, tentacles; d, ovaries.

throughout its whole length, but gradually diminishing in thickness as they descend. These filaments are equivalent to the ovigerous tubes of the other Anthozoa; but the ova are here developed upon their external surface, to which they are attached by short pedicles.

Extending between the roots of the tentacula of the polype and the margin of the tube is the membrane, which, in the retracted state of the animal, is drawn into the shape of a funnel, the mouth of the funnel being continuous with the extremity of the calcareous tube. The funnel-shaped membrane is in fact a continuation of the calcareous tube, from which it only differs in texture from the circumstance that the latter has become solidified by the interstitial deposition of calcareous matter in its substance, while the former still retains its softness and irritability.

The funnel-shaped membrane does not terminate suddenly upon the calcareous tube; the latter, indeed, is a prolongation and product of it; the calcareous substance is deposited in this gelatinous membrane in the same manner as phosphate of lime is deposited in the bones of very young subjects, changing its soft texture into hard and solid substance. The manner, therefore, in which this tube is formed cannot be compared to the mode of formation of the cells of Serpulae or the tubes of Mollusca; in the latter it is a secretion of the skin, almost an epidermic product. In polyparies, on the contrary, there is a real change of soft into solid substance, which is effected gradually, but the calcareous matter is not deposited in layers.

POLYPIFERA.

We do not doubt that all polyparies, whether flexible or calcareous, are formed in a similar manner, the horny matter of one and the calcareous axis of the other being entirely produced by the conversion of soft gelatinous matter into hard substance through the agency of the membrane which always invests the polypes. Moreover, this infundibular membrane must offer a thousand modifications of form in different families, genera, and even species. Sometimes it is very extensive and irritable; at others, adhering to the parietes of the cells throughout their entire length; the polype is immovably fixed at the opening of its tube. We consider this membrane as one of the most essential organs for the production of the polypary, having observed it in Flustræ, Sertulariæ; and, as far as we know, the same is the case in Madreporigenous polypes.

When the calcareous tube has grown to a certain height, the animal proceeds to form the external horizontal stage, by means of which it becomes united to the tubes in its vicinity. In order to effect this the soft infundibular membrane spreads itself out horizontally, so as to form by its duplicature a kind of rim round the margin of the tube (fig. 2, a); in this state it loses the irritability that it previously possessed, and its two opposed surfaces becoming united to each other, it is gradually solidified by the deposition of calcareous matter in its substance, so as to form a firm horizontal plate. It generally happens that several of the neighbouring polypes construct similar horizontal stages at the same time, and precisely upon the same plane, in which case all the stages coalesce at their circumference, and become so intimately conjoined as to form but a single floor, which, when calcified, exhibits no marks whatever of the union which has been thus effected. After the formation of this stage the growth of the tube again proceeds upwards, in the same manner as before, until it arrives at its full height.

It is difficult to say how the ova formed upon the ovigerous filaments make their escape; for, seeing their size, it seems impossible for them to pass out by the mouth; and it seems more probable that it is not until a polype dies that the germs of its progeny leave the tube of their parent, and settling down upon the horizontal stage constructed by the preceding generation commence their development.

When first attached in this position the young Tubipore exhibits not the slightest trace of the future polype, but consists of a simple gelatinous membrane folded upon itself so as to resemble a little turban. This turban-shaped mass gradually elongates itself by its upper part, and, as its development proceeds, produces a polype in its interior, the tube which encloses it remaining soft and flexible above, while it is gradually calcified below. And it may here be remarked, that from the small diameter of the commencement of its tube, it is evident that the animal increases in all its dimensions during its advance to maturity.

Sertulariæ. — The depths of the ocean are inhabited by innumerable zoophytes equally remarkable for the beauty of their appearance and the peculiarity of their structure; these are the Sertulariæ, whose arborescent stems have so much the appearance of vegetable productions that they are still regarded by the uninformed as "sea-weeds." On putting a living specimen of a Sertularia (fig. 54)

![Fig. 54.](image)

Branch of Sertularia geniculata, magnified, showing cells, polypes, and ovigerous vesicles.

into a jar of its native element, and watching it attentively with the aid of a magnifying glass, its real nature becomes at once apparent, and instead of being of vegetable origin, all the elegant ramifications of which it consists are found to be peopled with numbers of hydroid polypes, all actively employed in catching prey, and apparently ministering to the support of the general community formed by their aggregation.

The stem of a Sertularia consists of a hollow tube, composed of a flexible horny substance, diversely ramified in different species, in the interior of which is enclosed a soft animal substance, which constitutes the living portion of the zoophyte. At regular intervals every branch is studded with little cells, composed of the same horny material as the general stem, in each of which is lodged a Hydra, or at least a polype similar to the Hydra in its general characters, the base of which is continuous with the central living pith that
permeates the stem, which thus seems to be nourished by the hundreds of little polyps that are constantly fishing for food.

At certain periods of the year, besides the polype-bearing cells, other horned receptacles are developed, called the ovigerous vesicles (fig. 55, h), in which the ova are produced.

The ovigerous vesicles are differently disposed according to the species, sometimes arising from the branches of the coraline, at others from the axilike formed by their subdivisions; their shape likewise is very various, and sometimes they are covered with a little operculum, or lid, which closes the orifice of the vase-like vesicle during the maturation of the reproductive gemmules, and at last opens so as to permit their escape. These gemmuliferous urns are, however, deciduous, and fall off after the development of the germs of reproduction is completed.

Such being the general structure of the Sertularide, we must now proceed to examine more minutely their intimate organisation. The stem of the Sertularian is composed of two layers, of which the exterior (fig. 55, b),

Fig. 55.

Diagram of Sertularian.

a, inner or nutritive layer; b, outer or tegumentary layer; c, oral tentacles of the polype; d, e, gemmules; f, polyiform external capsule; h, ovigerous cell.

or tegumentary layer, is of a dense horny texture, while the internal, or nutritive layer (fig. 55, e), is of a soft pulp-like character according to the pattern peculiar to the species; the tegumentary layer expands at appointed distances into the polype-cells (fig. 55, g); and it is from this layer likewise during the reproductive season that the ovigerous vesicles are developed. The nutritive layer (fig. 55, a), it will be seen, not only lines the stem, but likewise penetrates into the polype-cells, where it becomes continuous with the body of the con

tained polype, the structure of which closely resembles that of the Hydra; it seems, in fact, to consist of nothing but a stomachal sacculus, the mouth of which is surrounded with contractile tentacles, which are never, as erroneously stated by some writers, provided with vibratile cilia, such as are possessed by some more highly organised polypes. The nutriment elaborated in the digestive sacculi passes into the central cavity of the stem, in which an evident circulation of globules is apparent, somewhat analogous in its appearance to what is perceivable in the Chara and other transparent vegetables.

It is from the nutritive layer which lines the ovigerous vesicles likewise that the reproductive gemmules are developed. These (fig. 55, d), as they gradually become separated from the nidus in which they are formed, retain their connection with the vital tissue of the nutritive layer, by the intervention of a kind of umbilical cord, until they are sufficiently matured to allow of their escape. When this period arrives each gemmule is found to be covered over with vibratile cilia, by the action of which it detaches itself from the umbilical filament, and, escaping from the reproductive cell, swims away into the surrounding element.

Here, by means of its cilia, it swims about, having much the appearance of a polygastric animalcule, until it finds a fit locality for its development, when it settles down, and, losing its locomotive organs, spreads out like a film of jelly upon the supporting body. The formation of its horny envelope then begins; fibres of which are first extended like the spreading root of a tree, so as to give a firm hold upon the basis for support; and then the stem itself begins to shoot upwards, developing, as it ascends, the nutritive polypes and the horny cells in which they are individually lodged.

In order to understand how growth is accomplished in these tube-clad zoophytes, it will be necessary to refer once more to the preceding diagram (fig. 55). The tegumentary layer of the zoophyte (fig. 55, b) is at first quite soft and expansible, the hard corneous matter by which it is consolidated being afterwards superadded to its texture. Whilst growth is in progress, therefore, this outer layer shoots upwards in conformity with the pattern to which it belongs; but whilst the top of the tube retains its softness and power of growth it is continually fortified below by the deposition of the horny matter which gives it solidity; growth can therefore only proceed at the extremity of every branch; where this layer remains capable of further development for no sooner is it solidified than it remains permanently unchangeable. Hence it is that these zoophytes differ so remarkably from plants in the character of their arborescence: in the latter the stem is increased by constant additions to its thickness, but in the case of the Sertularia no such thickening is possible; so that both stem and branches retain the same diameter throughout, however much their
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ramifications may be extended. As the growth of the tegumentary layer thus proceeds in one direction only, except when the development of polype-cells calls for its lateral expansion, the nutritive layer within continues to grow pari passu, and from it the polypes are produced as the cells become ready to receive them.

BRYOZOA (Ehrenberg), CILIOPRACHIAE POLYPI (Farre). — The Bryozoa, although closely resembling some of the simpler Polypifera, described in the preceding pages, with which, indeed, until a very recent period, they were confounded by zoological writers, differ from them in so many essential points of their structure, that, but for the convenience of description, we should have preferred to regard them as a distinct class, exhibiting a much higher phase of organisation than any of the nudibrachiate races. In all the families of Polypifera we have as yet had occasion to examine, it will have been noticed that the tentacular apparatus around the mouth, although very generally pinnated, are quite devoid of cilia; but in the Bryozoa one of the most obvious circumstances observable in their organisation is, that all the circumoral arms are crowded with vibratile organs, the play of which, when in action, is exceedingly energetic, producing rapid currents in the surrounding water, and thus hurrying towards the mouth of the animal whatever substances may come into the neighbourhood of the vortex so produced, and in this way securing an abundant supply of food, almost without exertion on the part of the creature itself. From this most conspicuous character, common to the entire group, Dr. Arthur Farre was induced to propose for them the name of Cilioprabrachia. It is in their internal economy, however, that their chief points of distinction are to be sought. Like the ordinary polypes, most of these little animals inhabit cells of different shapes and various degrees of density. These cells are sometimes calcareous and opaque, but in very many genera so thin and diaphanous that nothing is more easy than to examine, by means of the microscope, the anatomy of the animal within. When thus examined, the differences between a Bryozoon and an ordinary polype become immediately manifest, and may be briefly stated as follows.

In the nudibrachiate polypes the stomach is a simple sacculus unprovided with any intestinal tube or anal orifice, so that after taking food the egesta are necessarily expelled through the oral opening; but in the Cilioprabrachia, not only is the stomach found to be floating loosely in a visceral cavity, and of very complete structure when compared with the digestive sacculus common to the preceding tribes, but it terminates in a complete intestinal canal, provided with a distinct anal orifice, through which the faeces are discharged. Accompanying this advanced condition of the alimentary apparatus all the other systems assume a more elevated type of structure, as will be immediately apparent from the details of their anatomy, upon the consideration of which we are about to enter. Much, doubtless, yet remains to be made out in the economy of these animals; still the researches of Ehrenberg*, Milne Edwards, Audouin†, Thompson‡, Farre§, and Van Beneden||, have already put us in possession of most important information concerning them, which promises to open a yet wider field for discovery.

The cell of Bowerbankia (fig. 56), as de-

---

* Symbolae Physic.
† Annales des Sciences Naturelles, for Sept. 1828, and July 1836.
‡ Zoological Researches, Mem. V., Cork, 1830.
§ Phil. Trans. for 1837, part 2.
|| Recherches sur l'Anatomie, la Physiologie et l'Embryogenie des Bryozoaires. 4to. Brussels, 1845.
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seen radiating, and in their contracted state. These filaments are about \( \frac{1}{4} \) inch in diameter in this state.

c. An immature animal. The tentacula and alimentary canal radially formed; the cavity in the latter very distinct. The tentacular and opercular retractors also shown; 1, the gizzard.

d. one of the gemmæ in its earliest state. The cavity just defined, but no animal distinguishable. (After Farre.)

scribed by Dr. Arthur Farre, is cylindrical, and closely embraces the body of the animal; it is of a firm unyielding consistency in the lower two-thirds of its extent, but terminates above by a flexible portion, which serves to protect the upper part of the body when the whole is expanded, in which state it is of the same diameter as the rest of the cell; but when the animal retracts, this portion is folded up and drawn in after it, so as to close its mouth. The flexible part consists of two portions, the lower half being a simple continuation of the rest of the cell, the upper consisting of a row of delicate bristle-shaped processes, or setæ, which are arranged parallel with each other round the top of the cell, and are prevented from separating beyond a certain distance by a membrane of excessive tenuity which surrounds and connects the whole. This arrangement is common to all the species possessing a cylindrical cell; but the length of the setæ is very variable; indeed they are sometimes so stunted in their development that their presence is hardly recognisable.

The cells of the Fluortæ and Escharæ are disposed side by side upon the same plane, so as to form a broad leaf-like polypary, which is in the former genus of a coriaceous or horny texture, but in the latter so completely calcified as to resemble the skeletons of the Lithophytoæ Polypæs. The individual cells (fig. 59), which are so extremely minute that they require a microscope for their examination, vary in shape in different species, and generally have their orifices defended by projecting spines, or sometimes by a movable operculum or lid, which answers the same purpose as the setæ of Bowerbankia, by closing the entrance during the retracted state of the animal. The growth of these polyparies, which are thus densely populated, is effected by the progressive addition of new cells around the circumference, those occupying the margin being of course the most recently formed, and, indeed, the latter are not frequently found inhabited by the living animals, whilst in the older or central ones the original occupants have perished.

A polype of Eschara cervicornis highly magnified. a, tentacula; b, first digestive cavity, which seems to be analogous to the respiratory cavity of the compound ascidians; c, filaments arising from the part of the alimentary canal immediately below this cavity; d, stomach; e, intestine; f, anus; g, retractor muscles. (After Milne Edwards.)

The facts observed by Dr. Milne Edwards* relative to the mode of formation of these cells possess a high degree of interest, and materially support the views already given concerning the organised nature of the skeletons of zoophytes in general; proving that the calcareous matter to which their hardness is owing is not a mere exudation from the surface of the animal, but is deposited in the meshes of an organised tegumentary membrane, from which it can be removed with facility by means of extremely dilute muriatic acid. When so treated a brisk effervescence is produced, the cells become flexible, and are easily separated from each other; but they are not altered in form, and evidently consist of a dense and thick membrane, forming a sac, in which the digestive organs of the animal are contained. In this state the opening of the cell has no longer a defined margin, as it seemed to have before; but, as in the case of the Tubipora musae, described in a preceding page, the membranous cell is found to be continuous with the tentacular sheath. We see, therefore, that in these creatures the shell is an integral part of the animal itself, not a mere calcareous crust moulded upon the surface of its body, being, in fact, a

portion of the tegumentary membrane, which, by the molecular deposit of earthy matter in its tissue, becomes ossified, something like the cartilage of the higher animals, without ceasing to be the seat of nutritive movement. It is evident likewise that what is usually called the body of the Bryozoon constitutes, in fact, but a small portion of it, principally consisting of the digestive apparatus.

As to the operculum, destined to close the entrance of the tegumentary cell, it is merely a lip-like fold of the skin, the marginal portion of which acquires a dense consistency by interstitial deposit, while at the point where it is continuous with the general envelope it remains sufficiently soft and flexible to form a sort of hinge.

The tegumentary sac, deprived of its carbonate of lime, seems to be formed of a tenuous membrane, covered, especially upon its inner side, with a multitude of cylindrical filaments, disposed perpendicularly to its surface, and closely crowded together. It is in the interstices left by these fibres that the calcareous matter appears to be deposited; for if a transverse section be examined with the microscope the external wall is seen not to be made up of superposed layers, but of cylinders and irregular prisms arranged perpendicularly to the axis of the body.

But the above are not the only arguments adduced by Milne Edwards in proof that these polyparies are maintained in vital connection with the animal. On examining the cells at different ages it is found that after they are completely calcified they undergo material changes of form.

This examination is easily made, seeing that in many species the young sprout from the sides of those first formed, and do not separate from their parents; each skeleton, therefore, presents a long series of generations linked to each other, and in each portion of the series the relative ages of the individuals are indicated by the position which they occupy. It is sufficient, therefore, to compare the cells situated at the base, those of the middle portion, those of the young branches, and those placed at the very extremities of the latter. When examined in this manner it is seen that not only does the general configuration of the cells change with age, but also that these changes are principally produced upon the external surface. For instance, in the young cells of Eschara cericicornis, the subject of these observations, the walls of which are of a stony hardness, the external surface is much inflated, so that the cells are very distinct and the borders of their apertures prominent; but by the progress of age their appearance changes, their free surface rises so as to extend beyond the level of the borders of the cell, and defaces the deep impressions which marked their respective limits. It results that the cells cease to be distinct, and the polypary presents the appearance of a stony mass, in which the apertures of the cells only are visible.

---

**Muscular system.**—The muscular system of Bowerbankia is described as follows.

For the process of retraction two distinct sets of muscles are provided; the one acting upon the animal, the other upon the flexible part of the cell.

The muscles for the retraction of the animal are contained in the visceral cavity, and consist of two bundles of delicate thread-like chords (fig. 56, 8 and 9); the one set, arising from the bottom of the cell, be inserted about the base of the stomach; the other, also arising from near the bottom of the cell, though generally at the opposite side from the former, and passing up free by the side of the pharynx, to be inserted around the line of junction of this organ with the base of the tentacula. The muscles provided for the retraction of the operculum, or flexible portion of the cell, have their origin from the inner surface and near the top of the stiff part, and are inserted into the flexible portion on which they act. They are most distinctly seen when the flexible operculum is completely drawn in, at which time the latter is folded up so as to occupy the axis of the upper part of the cell, and to it the muscles are seen extending from the opposite sides of the cell from which they have their origin. They consist of six flattened bundles of fibres, having a triradiate arrangement. The upper three sets (fig. 60, a, 3) act upon the upper part of the cell, and are inserted into it. The lower three (fig. 60, a, 4) are smaller, and are for the purpose of retracting the bundle of setae with which it is crowned.

These fasciculi afforded Dr. Farre an excellent opportunity for investigating the structure of this form of muscle. It would appear as if muscular fibre were reduced to its simplest condition. The filaments are totally disconnected, and are arranged the one above the other in a single series. They pass straight and parallel from their origin to their insertion, and have a uniform diameter through their whole course, except that each filament generally presents a small knot upon its centre, which is most apparent when in a state of contraction, at which time the whole filament also is obviously thicker than when relaxed.
POLYPIFERA.

The filaments have a watery transparency and smooth surface, and under the highest powers of the microscope present neither an appearance of cross-markings, nor of a linear arrangement of globules. These muscles, though apparently attached to the inner walls of the cell, must yet have the membranous parietes of the body interposed between their insertions and these walls. In the lower part the integument is only occasionally seen separate from the walls of the cell, but above it may be easily discerned in the expanded animal, passing up to be inserted around the tentacular ring, and thus distinctively bounding this part of the body, which is always free within the expanded operculum.

The operation of this mechanism in retracting the animal within its cell is as follows. The tentacula, from being expanded in the form of an inverted cone, are brought together into a straight line, and immediately begin to descend (fig. 60, d). Their descent is

**Fig. 60.**

*Bowerbankia densa,* magnified 80 diameters. A series to show the mode in which the operculum and upper part of the body is unfolded. The same animal is represented in four different stages.

a. First stage: the top of the cell completely closed; the setae folded up in the centre (1), with the flexible portion of the cell (2) inverted and closely surrounding them; the muscles contracted (3, 4).

b. Second stage: the bundle of the setae (1) rising from the centre of the cell being forced upward by the pressure of the tentacula; the flexible portion (2) rolling from around the setae, and the muscles (3) put upon the stretch.

c. Third stage: the flexible portion (2) completely erected; the setae (1) still lying together; the tentacles just appearing between them.

d. Fourth stage: the tentacula appearing above the margin of the operculum; the integument of the body, which forms the tentacular sheath, half erected (8); the operculum completely expanded. (These stages are taken arbitrarily, the process being continuous.) The animal is shown completely extended at fig. 60, a. (After Farre.)

effected by the contraction of the muscle (fig. 56, 9) which passes from the base of the cell to the tentacular ring, whilst at the same time the stomach is drawn down by its retractor (fig. 56, 8). The whole body, however, does not descend in a mass, but must be folded up in a somewhat complicated manner, in order that the cell may completely enclose it. For this purpose the oesophagus surmounts, or inverted at the point where it has its insertion around the tentacular ring. As the descent of the tentacula proceeds, the inversion of the integument continues forming a sheath around them (fig. 60, c), until the extremities of the arms have descended to a level with the top of the unyielding portion of the cell. The animal is now drawn completely in, the stomach brought close to the bottom of the cell, and the oesophagus bent in the form of the letter S; the tentacula lying straight in the axis of the cell, enclosed in their tegumentary sheath, and so separated from the fluid in the general visceral cavity, the centre of which they have the appearance of occupying, while in fact they are external to it. The animal being thus retracted, the next step of the process is to draw in the upper part of the cell after it. This process, however, always commences before the retraction of the body is completed, and by the time that the ends of the arms are on a level with the base of the setae, the latter are brought together in a bundle, and begin to descend apparently by the action of the lower of the two sets of opercular retractors above described. Their descent, like that of the tentacles, takes place exactly in the axis of the upper part of the cell, and is accompanied by an inversion around them of its flexible portion, similar to that of the integument of the body around the tentacula during their descent (fig. 60, b). Whilst the lower set of muscles are drawing down the setae, the upper set complete the retraction of the flexible part, and the whole operculum is thus packed closely in the upper part of the cell, the end of which now presents a triangular indentation, corresponding with the triangular arrangement of the opercular retractors (fig. 60, a). Thus the whole process of retraction may be easily accounted for, and the office of each set of muscles satisfactorily explained; but the protrusion of the animal is effected by a totally different mechanism, viz., by the action of a set of transverse muscles acting upon the lining membrane of the cell, so as by their contraction to diminish considerably the diameter of the visceral cavity, and consequently exercise a pressure upon the fluid which it contains. The effect of this will be to elongate the body in the direction in which it is most free to move; but Dr. Farre supposes that the act of protrusion is materially assisted by the cooperation of the alimentary canal, which undoubtedly has the power of straightening itself from the sigmoid flexure into which it is thrown when the animal is retracted; and that this is the case appears the more probable, when we reflect that in the case of the simple hydroid forms the advance and receding of the animal in its cell is entirely effected by the action of the parietes of the body, which are analogous to the alimentary canal in the present case, the hydroid po-
types possessing no distinct muscles to assist in these operations.

In some species of Bryozoa there are only two sets of opercular muscles, whilst in others one set only is perceptible.

**Alimentary system.** — In Bowerbankia the whole alimentary apparatus has been minutely described and figured by Dr. Farre.* The tentacula are united together at their base to form a circle, in the centre of which is the mouth, and from which descends the oesophagus, bulging a little at its commencement, and then contracting and passing down nearly straight to its termination. The parieties of the oesophagus, especially at the upper part, which may be more correctly denominated the pharynx (fig. 56, a, 1), are thickly studded with minute oval spots, arranged closely in contact with each other. The whole organ appears to be highly irritable, and contracts vigorously when food is introduced into it.

At the termination of the oesophagus is a small distinct cardiac orifice (fig. 56, a, 2) opening into a small globular cavity (3), of singular construction, that appears to form the office of a gizzard, the parieties of which are thicker than any other part of the alimentary canal. This gizzard contains two dark round bodies, placed opposite to each other, from each of which dark lines are seen radiating. In the space between these two dark bodies may be seen a number of squamiform spots, arranged closely in contact, and presenting a beautifully regular tesselated appearance, which, on minute examination, is found to consist of a pavement of gastric teeth.

The gizzard opens downwards into the true digestive stomach (4), an oblong cavity terminating below in a blunt extremity. The entire walls of the stomach are thickly studded with spots of a rich brown colour. These appear to be hepatic follicles, and to prepare a fluid that tinges the whole organ, as well as its contents, of a rich brown hue.

From the upper part of the stomach, and by the side of the entrance from the gizzard, arises the intestine (6) by a distinct pyloric orifice (5) that is surrounded by vibrating cilia. The intestine is narrow, and passes up straight by the side of the oesophagus, from which it is entirely separate and free, and terminates by a distinct anal orifice in the delicate parieties of the body, close to the outer side of the tentacular ring. The parieties of the intestine are marked with pale spots, and, like those of the whole of the alimentary canal, possess a high retractile power. The animal, when in full vigour, is seen projecting from its cell with the arms extended and the cilia in active operation, the upper part of the body being frequently turned from side to side over the edge of the cell, the extremity of which, from its peculiar flexibility, moves with it. The particles carried to the mouth by the action of the cilia, after remaining a little while in the pharynx, are swallowed by a vigorous contraction of its parieties, and carried rapidly down the oesophagus and through the cardia into the gizzard, which expands to receive them. Here they are submitted to a kind of crushing process, the parieties of the organ contracting firmly upon them, and the two dark bodies being brought into apposition. Their residence, however, in this cavity is only momentary, and they are immediately propelled into the true stomach below, where they become mixed with its contents, which, during digestion, are always of a rich brown colour, being tinged with the secretion of its parietal follicles.

The food appears to be retained for a considerable time in the stomach, and may be seen to be frequently regurgitated into the gizzard, whence, after having been again submitted to its operations, it is returned to the stomach. Here it is rolled about by the contractions of its parieties, and at its upper part is frequently submitted to a rotating motion. This rotation of particles is chiefly near the pyloric orifice, and a mass may be often seen projecting through the pylorus into the intestine, and rotating rapidly in the direction of the axis of the orifice. This rotation is effected by the action of cilia surrounding the pyloric orifice, which, in very transparent specimens, are distinctly visible with high powers of the microscope.

The granular matter, after rotating for some time at the pylorus (a provision for preventing its too rapid escape from the stomach), passes into the intestine, where it accumulates in little pellets that distend the parieties of the tube, and it is possible that it may here be still further acted upon by these parieties which have a spotted appearance.

By the contraction of the intestine the little pellets of excrementitious matter are carried rapidly upwards to the anal orifice, which is seen to open and the little pellet to be tilted over its edge, when it is immediately carried away from the sight in the current produced by the ciliated tentacles, and the orifice of the tube again contracts.

The general character of the alimentary canal appears to be similar in all the ciliobrachiate polypes, but in many genera the gizzard does not exist.

The anatomy of the animals inhabiting the cells of *Flustra* and *Eschara* differs in some particulars from that of *Bowerbankia*. In these, the crown of ciliated tentacula is inserted into the extremity of a kind of proboseis, which is itself enclosed in a cylindrical retractile sheath. From the margin of the opening of the cell arises a membrane equalling in length the contracted tentacles, and serving to enclose them when the animal retires into its abode. The tentacula when thus retracted, as was the case in *Bowerbankia*, are not bent upon themselves, but are perfectly straight and united into a fasciculus, the length of which, however, is much less than that of the same organs when expanded.

* * Loc. cit. *
POLYPIFERA.

By the opposite extremity to that which is derived from the margin of the cell, the tentacular sheath unites with a tolerably capacious tube, the walls of which are exceedingly soft and delicate, and near the point of their union we may perceive a fasciculus of fibres running downwards to be inserted upon the lateral walls of the cell. These fibres appear to be striated transversely, and are evidently muscular; their use cannot be doubted. When the animal wishes to expand itself, the membranous sheath above referred to becomes rolled outward, everting itself like the finger of a glove as the tentacles advance. The muscular fasciculi are thus placed between the everted sheath and the alimentary canal, and by their contraction they must necessarily retract the whole within the cell.

The first portion of the alimentary canal (fig. 58, d) is inflated, and much wider than the rest; it forms a kind of chamber, in which the water set in motion by the cilia of the tentacles appears to circulate freely. The walls of this chamber are exceedingly delicate; the soft membrane forming them is puckered, and appears traversed by many longitudinal canals united by minute transverse vessels; this appearance, however, may be deceptive.

Beneath the first enlargement, the digestive apparatus becomes narrower, but immediately expands again, and offers at this point a certain number of filiform appendages (e), which appear to be free and floating in the interior of the cell. To the second cavity succeeds a narrow canal opening into a third dilatation, generally of a spherical form (d). From the last-named vissus issues a kind of intestine, which soon bends upon itself and becomes attached to an organ of a soft and membranous texture, having the appearance of a cæcum, and which seems to be continuous superiorly with the digestive tube. The latter continues its progress towards the upper part of the cell, and ultimately terminates by a distinct anal aperture upon the upper aspect of the tentacular sheath. The operculum which closes the cell in Flustræ and Escharæ is moved by two muscular fasciculi inserted into the internal face of this valve by the intermedium of two filaments analogous to tendons; by their inferior extremity these muscles are attached to the walls of the cell, and when, by its own elasticity, the operculum is turned back, and the mouth of the cell thus opened, they by their contraction can close it like a door.

Reproduction.—The first mode of reproduction observed in the Ciliobrachiate polyplies is by a process of gemmation from the common stock or creeping stem upon which the animals grow. This is easily witnessed, as the gemmæ are met with in every progressive stage of development upon the same specimen, as represented in fig. 65.

The smallest gemmæ are described by Dr. Farre as homogeneous in their texture, forming little nodules on the parent stem. Those further advanced were seen to present something like a boundary line, indicating the thickness of the parietes of the future cell. Within this, in others, was a dark mass, which in larger ones presented a rough outline of the form of the complete animal. Those about half grown had all the parts distinctly traced out; the retractor muscles completely formed; the tentacles short and clumsy; the walls of the alimentary canal thick, and its boundaries clearly defined.

This mode of propagation has been still more completely studied by Professor Van Beneden, whose opportunities of observation enabled him to prosecute the inquiry more closely.

In Pedicellina the phenomena attending the gemmiparous mode of reproduction are described by Professor Van Beneden as presenting the following phases of development. First, there sprouts from the common stem of the Bryozoan, without any determinate situation, a tubercle which is but a prolongation from the stem itself (fig. 65, a, 8); this tubercle extends outwards, becomes more prominent, and soon swells out into a vesicle (b, 8), which is the first appearance of the new individual.

Up to this period the interior of this vesicle, is like that of the stem itself, of which it is only an extension; but now a cellule becomes visible in its centre, which forms the point of departure whence the development of the embryo proceeds.

Around this primitive cell a series of other very small cellules soon group themselves, which seem to constitute the parietes of the primitive vesicle or the blastoderm, the original cell representing the vitelline cavity. The bud enlarges, and as its growth proceeds the internal tissue becomes thickened, so as to fill it; subsequently an indentation is apparent on each side of the little cavity which separates it into two halves, the inferior of which will form the stomach, properly so called, while the upper division will become the anterior space between the tentacula.

The mode of reproduction by gemmæ has been carefully studied in the genus Lagunula (Lagenella of Farre) by the same investigator. The reproductive buds sprout from the creeping stems (fig. 61, γ) which connect the individual animals, appearing at first as a slight prominence, that soon expands into a rounded tubercle, which is the commencement of a new cell.

On close inspection, this bud is found to consist of a transparent envelope, which is, in fact, a continuation of the general investment of the polype. This rudimentary cell is lined throughout with a soft membrane, having its inner surface studded with minute globules, by the accumulation of which the polype is ultimately formed. The bud itself is hollow, and communicates with the parent stem. It therefore has nothing in its composition resembling that of an egg; neither distinct vesicle nor vitellus; this condition of the gemma is represented in fig. 62. 1. The new-formed cell soon grows taller, and its lining membrane becomes thicker, and indicates the commencement of the intestinal canal, which is at first a simple cavity, bounded by the
POLYPIFERA.

thickened lining membrane of the cell. This cavity once formed, the development of the different organs proceeds rapidly. First, in the middle of the cavity there appears a longitudinal fold resembling two lips (fig. 62.2), which, as they approach each other, divide the cavity of the body into an anterior and a posterior compartment. The two lips, which have a valvular appearance, become indented very regularly along their margins, and are soon recognisable as the rudiments of the tentacular circle (fig. 62.3).

At this epoch, it must be remarked, the polype presents two cavities distinct from each other. There is a space between the walls of the body and the parieties of the

Fig. 61.

Laguncula repens, magnified 400 diameters.

A. The animal completely retracted into its cell; B, another individual completely expanded; C, the outlines of another individual retracted. The same letters apply to each of the figures. The various viscera are situated in different planes, but are here represented all in the same.

a, the tentacles, protruded and expanded in B; the arrow indicates the set of the currents caused by the vibration of the cilia; b, buccal cavity; c, valve separating this cavity from the oesophagus; d, oesophagus; e, pyloric valve; g, cilia, producing the rotation of the food in the stomach; h, thickness of the parieties of the stomach; i, intestine; k, excrement contained in its interior; l, anus; m, testicle; n, ovary; o, ovum escaped from the ovary; p, apertures through which the eggs are expelled, with an ovum in the act of escaping; q, spermatozoa, freed from the testicle, and floating in the fluid that surrounds the digestive canal; r, s, t, u, v, muscles, retractors of the parts to which they are attached; w, principal retractor muscle; x, transverse folds of the collar; y, bands, perhaps muscular, of the collar; z, nervous oesophageal ganglion; ρ, stalk; ρ, a young bud. (After Van Beneden.)
future alimentary canal, the interspace being in communication with the stem of the parent polypie, and filled with a fluid that is analogous to the blood of the higher animals; superiorly this cavity likewise penetrates into the tentacles, and the fluid which bathes the exterior of the alimentary canal thus finds admission even to the extremities of those organs (fig. 62. 6. m).

**Fig. 62.**

*Development by buds of Laguncula repens.*

1. A young bud, with the cavity of the stalk extending into it, the parietes thickened at one part; it is from this part that the intestinal canal and tentacles are formed.

2. A sac is formed in the interior, having a longitudinal fold, which afterwards becomes the tentacles.

3. The rudiments of the tentacles are here apparent: the view is taken so that the space which they surround is visible.

4. In this figure all the organs of the animal can be distinguished, but the bud is not yet opened.

5. Here the cell is opened, and the animal is ready to expand itself.

6. Section of the adult animal; a, tentacles; b, mouth; c, buccal cavity; d, valve separating this cavity from the oesophagus; e, oesophagus; f, stomach; g, pyloric cilia; h, pyloric valve; i, intestine; k, anus; l, peri-intestinal cavity; m, communication of this cavity with the interior of the tentacles; n, nervous ganglion; o, long retractor muscle; p, retractor of the stomach; q, walls of the cell. (*After Van Beneden.*)

The second cavity, which is the intestinal, has as yet no communication with the external world. As the formation of the tentacula proceeds, the portion which is situated in front of them will become the sheath, and the other part the proper intestinal canal; the former cavity is, therefore, in all respects comparable to that which exists in the Tunicata situated in front of the proper oral orifice and lined with the branchial vessels. The tentacles of these polypes, in fact, if connected by transverse canals and attached to the sheath, would transform the animals in this phasis of their growth into Ascidians.

As the tentacula are formed by the prolongation of the tubercles which were their first rudiments, the cavity of the stomach and the rest of the intestinal tube gradually become apparent, and at the same time ones globules are visible disposed around the cul-de-sac of the former viscus, which gradually become arranged into fibrille, and constitute the retractor muscles.

At what time the nervous system is formed could not be detected.

When the cell has nearly reached its full development, the tentacular sheath is completed in the same proportion, the parietes of the cell become softened, and an opening is formed which brings the young polype into communication with the surrounding element. The Bryozoon has now attained its full development, and can expand its tentacula, but as yet there are no traces of the reproductive organs, which seem to be formed after all the others.

In Halodactylus reproduction by gemmation is effected by the development of young animals and cells amongst the mature ones. The newly formed cells are triangular, and the animal looks like a mere spot in their centre. As they grow they thrust aside the surrounding cells, and the number of their sides increases until they acquire the regular hexagonal form of the adult.

The Halodactylus likewise afforded Dr. Farre an opportunity of witnessing the second mode of reproduction common to the Bryozoa, namely, by the development of ciliated gemmules. These are readily seen in Spring as minute whitish points situated just below the surface of the mass (fig. 64, e). Sometimes

**Fig. 63.**

*Thin transverse section of Halodactylus diaphonus.*

The centre occupied by cellular tissue and water. The circumference formed by cells in close opposition. The brown bodies scattered through the substance.

a, a, position of the gemmules, enclosed in the sac; b, one of the gemmules escaped during the section into the central tissue. (*After Farre.*)

they are of a darker colour, and exceedingly numerous, appearing to occupy almost its whole substance. If one of these points be carefully turned out with a needle, it is found
to consist of a transparent sac, in which are contained generally from four to six of the gemmules, which, as soon as the sac is torn, escape, and swim about with the greatest activity, affording a most interesting subject for microscopic investigation.

When viewed with a power of 40, linear measure, they are seen to be of an oval or rounded form (fig. 63, b), convex above and nearly plane below, and fringed at the margin with a single row of cilia, which appear to vibrate in succession around the whole circumference.

Under an amplification of 120 they assume a different aspect (fig. 64), and their minute structure is clearly discerned. Viewed as opaque objects, both the body and cilia have a silvery whiteness, but by transmitted light the former appears of a dark brown, and the cilia of a golden yellow colour. Upon the most convex part of the body, which is not generally in the centre, but leaning to one side, are set from three to five transparent bosses, surrounded by a circle, and other circles are seen extending to the base of the body, which is bounded by a row of prominent tubercles. These marginal tubercles are from thirty to forty in number; and from the circumstance of the cilia arising from them, Dr. Farre considers it probable that they are for the purpose of governing their motions, and therefore analogous to the muscular lobes of *Hydatina vent* and other *Rotifer* figured by Ehrenberg. No structure, however, could be detected in these, nor in any other part of the body, beyond a mere granular parenchyma. When thus highly magnified, it is seen that what examined with a lower power appeared to be a single cillum is, in fact, a wave of cilia, and that their motion, instead of being in the direction of the circumference of the disc, is at right angles to it. The ciliary phenomena are the most readily observed when the gemmule is nearly at rest, or has become languid; it then lies either with the convex or the concave side uppermost, and with the cilia, which are of great length, doubled in the middle upon themselves, so that their extremities are brought back nearly to touch the margin of the disc from which they arise. The whole fringe of cilia is then suddenly unfolded, and after waving up and down with a fanning motion, they are either again folded up towards the under surface of the body, or they commence their peculiar action.

As the cilia have the appearance of moving in waves round the disc (fig. 64), each wave may be thus analysed. From a dozen to twenty cilia are concerned in the production of each apparent wave, the highest point of which is formed by a cillum extended to its full length, and the lowest point between every two waves by one folded down completely upon itself, the intervening space being completed by others in every degree of extension, so as to present something of the outline of a cone.

As, however, the persistence of each cillum in any one of these positions is only of the shortest possible duration, and each takes up in regular succession the action of the adjoining one, so that cillum, which by being completely folded up formed the lowest between any two waves, now in its turn, by its complete extension, forms the highest point of a wave; and thus, while the cilia are alternately bending and unbending themselves each in regular succession after the other, the waves only travel onwards, whilst the cilia never change their position in this direction, having, in fact, no lateral motion. When the waves travel very rapidly, they appear smooth on one side and fringed on the other. The whole of the ciliary motions are so evidently under the control of the animal, as to leave no doubt on this point. The whole fringe of cilia may be instantly set in motion, and as instantaneously stopped, and their action regulated to every degree of rapidity. Sometimes one or two only of the waves are seen continuing their action, while the remainder are at rest, or isolated cilia may be observed slowly bending and unbending themselves, or projecting entirely at rest. The body is generally pointed towards one extremity of the oval, and at this part may be observed a bundle of cilia longer than the rest, and moving very rapidly. Their vibrations were in several instances counted very evenly at 230 a minute, continuing in action when all the others were folded up. These Dr. Farre thinks may be respiratory whilst the others are chiefly locomotive. Dr. Farre thinks there can be little doubt that this explanation of the action of the cilia in the gemmules is applicable likewise to those of the tentacula of the adult animal, and not only in the *Hydroactyxus*, but throughout the class generally; for he observed that the tentacular cilia are infinitely more numerous when at rest than they appear to be when in motion, and also that they vitiate, not in the direction of the plane of the arms, but at right angles to it, and with the same hook-like form as in the gemmules. In this way the apparent travelling of the cilia up one side of the arm and down the other, as the eye is seduced to follow the waves which they seem to produce, is at once explained.

It would be impossible to account for the
variety of motions which the gemmules are capable of executing, were it not obvious how complete is their control over the action of the cilia, which are their sole locomotive organs. They generally swim with the convex part forwards, and with the greatest rapidity. Sometimes they simply rotate upon their axis or they tumble over and over, or, selecting a fixed point, they whirl round it in rapid circles, carrying every loose particle after them. Others swim with the convex part forwards, and with the greatest rapidity. Sometimes they simply rotate upon their axis or they tumble over and over, or, selecting a fixed point, they whirl round it in rapid circles, carrying every loose particle after them. At the expiration of forty-eight hours the rudiments of a cell were observed extending beyond the margin of the body, but at this stage the animals invariably perished, and Dr. Farre had no opportunity of witnessing their further metamorphosis.*

Reproduction by ova. — In the genus Pedicellina Van Beneden discovered in most of the individuals he examined, situated immediately above the stomach, some rounded opaque corpuscles of a lactescent appearance (fig. 65, k), which seem to be attached to that viscus; this he considers to be the ovary, containing ova in various stages of development. In the same situation he perceived an organ that he

* Phil. Trans. 1837, p. 410.

Fig. 65.

Pedicellina Belgica.

A. Section. B. A group of individuals in various states. The letters refer to each of the polypes. a, mouth; b, oesophagus; c, stomach; d, pylorus; e, intestine; f, anus; g, tentacular sheath; h, tentacles; i, oral disc; k, ovum in the ovary; l, parietes of the polypary; m, stalk; n, superior, and o, inferior, enlargement; p, muscles of the stalk; q, intermuscular cellules. 1. An adult individual retracted into its cell, showing the muscular fasciuli; r, sphincter; s, retractor; t, oblique; u, r, animalcules accidentally attached to the stalk; 2, 5, 4, polypes in the act of expanding; 3, 6, 7, young individuals; 8, buds in different stages of development; a, 8, very rudimentary; b, 8, showing the cellule; c, 8, d, 8, a little more advanced; e, 8, the embryo visible; f, 8, the connecting stalk; 10, an enlargement giving rise to several buds; 11, tentacle magnified; 12, a little group of the natural size. (After Van Beneden.)
POPLITEAL REGION.

looks upon as being the testis, his opinion being founded on the fact that when a mature specimen of the animal is placed between two plates of glass, and gently compressed so as to rupture its parietes and cause the escape of the viscera, spermatozoa are discoverable in the one and ova in the other. The spermatozoa exhibit considerable vivacity in their movements, have a disc-like body and a caudal filament, and are proportionately of large size; around them may be seen multitudes of free cells without caudal appendages, which are apparently young spermatozoa.

In some individuals the spermatozoa are so numerous that the intestinal canal appears completely enveloped by them, and the whole peri-intestinal cavity seems alive with their movements.

In the mature ovary ova are discoverable in different degrees of development, in each of which the vesicles of Wagner and of Purkinje are, according to Professor Van Beneden, distinctly visible. In those ova which approach their complete maturity an external vitelline membrane, or chorion, and a vitellus are perceptible, but the two vesicles above mentioned have disappeared.

When arrived at the proper term the ova break from their envelope, or ovisac, and fall into the general cavity of the body, where they move freely about surrounded on all sides by spermatozoa. At length the eggs accumulate in the interior of the body, near the base of the tentacula, and their escape, as witnessed by Van Beneden in Laguncula repens, is at length accomplished in the following manner. An egg presents itself at an orifice, situated in the vicinity of the anus, through which its external membrane partially protrudes, constituting a sort of hernia (fig. 61, p.). The vitellus gradually flows from the still enclosed portion of the egg into that which is external, and when the vitellus has thus entirely passed out, the egg is found separated from the parent animal and falls into the surrounding water. These eggs are entirely destitute of external cilia, and are carried off by any casual current to attach themselves where chance may bring them; they are also remarkable for the irregularity of their shape, some being completely angular, their form seeming to depend upon the pressure they have been subjected to in the interior of their parent.

Development by ova.—In Pedicellina Professor Van Beneden has witnessed the escape of upwards of twenty eggs from a single individual. They are of a pyriform figure, and enclosed in a pellicular membrane, by the intervention of which they adhere together (fig. 66, 1), so that in the interior of the body of the parent Bryozoon they have a racecourse appearance, and when extended spontaneously they are generally united together in pairs. Between the vitellus and the envelope of the egg there is always a small quantity of a transparent whitish fluid, which doubtless represents the albumen, while the pellicular external membrane itself is the chorion.

The vitellus breaks up into granules, at first of large size, and afterwards by sub-

division of smaller and smaller dimensions, giving a tuberculated appearance like that of a raspberry to the mass. This division seems to be accomplished exactly as in the ova of the higher animals, the yolk first separating into two (fig. 66, 3), then into four (fig. 66, 2), after which its breaking up proceeds rapidly (fig. 65, 4).

Fig. 66.

A series illustrating the development by ova of Pedicellina. (After Van Beneden.)

The embryo enclosed within the egg soon assumes a rounded form and speedily appears divided by two indentations near its middle (fig. 66, 5), by which it is separated into an anterior and a posterior moiety, and vibratile cilia become apparent upon the anterior extremity.

That portion where the cilia have become apparent insensibly enlarges and assumes the shape of a funnel (fig. 66, 6), while the long cilia by which it is fringed begin to keep the particles suspended in the water around them in rapid motion. The margins of the funnel gradually extend themselves (fig. 66, 7), the body exhibits frequent contractions, and at the end of about two hours little tubercles become apparent upon its anterior extremity, which subsequently become developed into the tentacula. Professor Van Beneden thinks that the original cilia disappear when the tentacula have become developed and furnished with their proper vibratile apparatus. The formation of the tentacula at once indicates which are the two extremities of the body and the point by which the embryo will subsequently attach itself.

The embryo when mature is quite at liberty and strikingly resembles some forms of Infusoria, but after a little while a pedicle is formed, whereby it proceeds to fix itself to some foreign body, and thus permanently assume the aspect of its race (fig. 66, 8). The pedicle seems to be formed by a cell developed below the stomach, which grows directly outwards, and thus completes the organisation of the young Bryozoon.

(T. Rymer Jones.)

POPLITEAL REGION, and POPLITEAL ARTERY.—The term POPLITEAL Region is applied to that portion of the
POPLITEAL REGION.

The popliteal region is a space situated behind and between the femur and the tibia, bounded by the fascia lata, the tendons of the gastrocnemius and soleus muscles, and the capsule of the knee joint. It contains the popliteal artery, veins, and nerves, and is lined by a thin layer of synovial membrane. The region is divided into several compartments, each containing a different set of structures.

The popliteal artery enters the region through the adductor hiatus and divides into the anterior and posterior tibial arteries. The popliteal vein also enters the region through the adductor hiatus and drains into the femoral vein. The saphenous vein, which drains the lower limb, enters the region through the adductor hiatus and drains into the popliteal vein.

The popliteal region is important for the supply of blood and nutrients to the lower limb muscles and tissues. It is also a site for the formation of blood clots and the location of the knee joint. The region is subject to various injuries and diseases, including arthritis, infections, and injuries to the ligaments and tendons of the knee joint.
The Popliteal region and artery.

femur, and is of sufficient breadth, at this its lower part, to extend beyond either side of the tendon of the former muscle, thus contracting the lateral dimensions of the bottom of this space by enroaching within it. The long head of the biceps, leaving the former muscles, descends obliquely to cross the outer origin of the gastrocnemius by its strong tendon, which is subsequently implanted into the head of the fibula; it receives, as it descends, the thick fleshy mass of its shorter portion, which assists the semimembranosus in narrowing the bottom of the popliteal space, shutting it in also externally and above, by its attachment to the linea aspera as low as the outer condyle. The superior angle of this space is formed at the point of divergence of these hamstring muscles, and the lateral angles are occasioned by their crossing the heads of the gastrocnemius; this latter muscle is attached to either condyle of the femur by its two heads, the internal being the longer and larger; they converge to unite in the middle, and bend a little below the knee-joint; these origins have each a bursa interposed between them and the condyle; the little fleshy belly of the plantaris muscle accompanies the outer head and lies beneath it; by their union the inferior angle of the popliteal region is produced. At the bottom of the space we meet with, first, the posterior, flat, triangular surface of the femur, and, secondly, the back part of the knee-joint strengthened by its posterior ligament (the ligament of Winslow). This structure is derived from the tendon of the semimembranosus; it insinuates itself beneath the inner head of the gastrocnemius, and, forming a flat and dense tendinous aponeurosis, extends across the back of the joint to the external condyle, adhering to the synovial membrane; there are several small openings in it, produced by a separation of its fibres, for the passage of vessels to the interior of the articulation:—lastly, the popliteus muscle, which is flat, triangular, and sutured behind and below the joint, begins, by a round tendon, from the outer condyle and spreads out by muscular fibres upon the posterior surface of the tibia to be inserted into its oblique ridge.

On removing the fascia, two large nerves are seen to traverse the popliteal space, and are differently called the internal popliteal or tibial, and the external popliteal or peroneal nerves; they are the terminal branches of the sciatic, which nerve generally bifurcates at the upper angle of this region; the point of division, however, is very variable, sometimes occurring even within the cavity of the pelvis, in which case, as the two nerves emerge, they are usually separated by a slip of the pyriformis muscle; commonly a very trifling dissection will affect their separation some distance up the thigh. The internal popliteal or tibial nerve is the larger of the two, and appears to be the continuation of the sciatic; it takes a nearly perpendicular course through the popliteal space in the middle line, and will be found at first to lie almost immediately beneath the fascia, a small quantity of fat intervening; it dips more deeply into the space as it descends, passes between the heads of the gastrocnemius and over the popliteus muscle, and, insinuating itself beneath the tendinous arch of the soleus, courses down the back of the leg under the name of posterior tibial. Owing to the oblique direction which the popliteal artery follows, this nerve alters its relation to it at different parts of its course; until they reach the bend of the knee, the nerve is a little distance to the outer side of the artery, but superficial or posterior, and separated from it by a thick layer of adipose tissue: at the joint, the nerve is still posterior to, but in closer relation with it, and subsequently upon the popliteus muscle crosses the artery to gain its inner side. About the centre of the popliteal space, the tibial nerve sends off a small branch called the communicans tibialis, which descends superficially between the heads of the gastrocnemius, and is afterwards concealed in a groove formed by their union; it perforates, at a variable point, the aponeurosis of the leg, and, descending towards the outer malleolus, is joined a little above it by the communicans peronei, a branch of the peroneal nerve; thereby, as it is increased in size, and, accompanied by the posterior saphena vein, winds behind the outer ankle to be continued along the outer side of the foot. To return to the internal popliteal nerve, which sends off, while crossing the back of the joint, four or five other branches for distribution to the gastrocnemius and plantaris muscles, and also furnishes some articular twigs; these are all accompanied by corresponding branches of the popliteal artery, and from their situation are liable to be compressed by an aneurismal tumour. The external popliteal or peroneal nerve descends along the inner side of the biceps muscle, by which it is guided to the head of the fibula, and winds round the neck of that bone beneath the peroneus longus muscle to divide into its terminal branches; in the ham it gives off the small branch called the communicans peronei. This will be seen to descend over the outer head of the gastrocnemius muscle and beneath the fascia, and, piercing the aponeurosis of the leg at a very variable distance above the outer angle, joins the communicans tibialis; it presents frequent varieties both with regard to its size and the point of junction with the last-named nerve; occasionally the union occurs in the popliteal space. To reach the popliteal vessels, a quantity of fat which fills up this space must be dissected out: it is very abundant, and surrounds and supports the popliteal artery. The Popliteal Artery is simply a continuation of the femoral, and is so named immediately after the latter vessel has passed through the elliptical aperture of the adductor muscles; this opening is bounded above by the united tendons of the adductor longus and adductor magnus muscles; inferiorly, by the union of the vastus internus tendon with that of the adductor magnus which descends to the inner condyle; externally, by the tendon of the vastus internus, and internally, by that of the adductor magnus. Passing through this tendinous aperture, the artery is at first situated on the inner side of the femur at the junction of its middle
POPLITEAL ARTERY.

and inferior thirds, and descends obliquely outwards and from before, backwards through the popliteal space, to the lower border of the popliteus muscle, where it terminates, after having gradually diminished somewhat in size, by dividing into the anterior and posterior tibial arteries. When viewed with regard to the vertical axis of the popliteal region, the artery certainly takes an oblique course outwards; but in reference to the mesial and perpendicular line of the body, this obliquity is more apparent than real, and depends upon the direction inwards which the shaft of the thigh bone follows; and this appears evident by the artery passing vertically and midway between the condyles of the femur. Its course from before backwards is very decided until it has attained the superior border of the popliteus muscle; but as the lower portion of the popliteus is on a plane a little anterior to the upper, and as the artery is applied upon its posterior surface the course will be changed for a direction forwards, so that the artery describes a slight curve, convex backwards, and the concavity corresponding with the back of the knee-joint. When the leg is flexed upon the thigh, the popliteal artery follows the bend of the articulation, and is curved forwards without lateral tortuosity, the curve agreeing with the angle of flexion; this alternate straightening and bending of the artery during the movements of the leg has been assigned as a reason for its being so frequently the seat of aneurism; on the other hand, it has been stated that forced extension of the leg, carried even to rupture of the ligaments of the joint, may be made without injury to the artery. The popliteal artery is closely related to its accompanying vein; as they are entering the space, the vein lies to the outer side of the artery, and superficial or posterior to it, and changes its relation near the joint only to become still more directly posterior; they are enclosed in a common sheath, which is continued from the femoral region (see Femoral Artery), and by which they are intimately connected with each other. The artery is at first deeply seated in the popliteal region, and guided into it by the inferior boundary of the elliptical tendinous opening; it then descends obliquely upon the flat triangular surface of the femur to the knee-joint, resting in its course upon a cushion of fat which is interposed between it and the bone, and thicker below than above, so as to well support the artery as it inclines backwards from the femur to reach the posterior aspect of the joint. For some distance from its commencement it is concealed beneath the semimembranosus muscle, the thick fleshy belly of which obliquely crosses it behind; emerging from under cover of this muscle, the artery continues its course to the condyles of the femur, between the biceps on the outer side, and semimembranosus and semitendinosus on the inner; a considerable quantity of fat separates it from, posteriorly, the aponerotic fascia, closing in the space behind, and from the skin. As the internal popliteal or tibial nerve descends vertically in the axis of this region, it must necessarily lie to the outer side of the artery in this part of its course; and as the nerve is found almost immediately beneath the fascia, it is therefore superficial or posterior to the artery, from which it is separated by more or less fat. While thus buried in fat, three or four lymphatic glands are closely related to the artery, often indeed surrounding it, one to either side, another superficial, and a fourth occasionally found between it and the femur. Should any of these glands become enlarged, the impulse such swelling would receive from the artery might lead to its being mistaken for aneurism. We next find the popliteal artery crossing the bend of the knee-joint, and resting upon its posterior ligament; it descends between the condyles of the femur and the two heads of the gastrocnemius to the upper border of the popliteus muscle: the little fleshy belly of the plantaris is also related to its outer side. In this stage the accompanying vein is more directly behind it, and the tibial nerve, coming into closer relation with the artery, from which it is separated by the vein, is also posterior or superficial to it, with a tendency to cross to its inner side. At this part of its course the nerve usually sends off; first, the communicans tibialis, and then its branches to the heads of the gastrocnemius, so that the relation which the nerve and its branches have to the artery at this point will readily account for the pain or numbness generally attendant on aneurismal tumours in this region; so, also, for oedematous swelling of the leg under the same circumstances, we have only to refer to the relative anatomy of the vein and artery for its explanation; posteriorly, the artery is separated from the fascia and integument by more or less fat, and is still a considerable distance from the surface; for the tendons of the hamstring muscles, and the condyles of the femur with the heads of the gastrocnemius, so bear off from the artery the skin and fascia as to leave it in a deep and narrow hole, resting upon the posterior ligament of the joint, and concealed behind by, first, the vein, and then the tibial nerve. Of course any operation upon the artery while thus situated would be impracticable. Lastly, the artery gains the posterior surface of the popliteus muscle, upon which it descends to terminate by dividing into the anterior and posterior tibial vessels; this division occurs at the lower border of the muscle, and opposite the interval between the tibia and fibula. The artery is deeply concealed beneath the heads of the gastrocnemius as they approach each other to unite; the tibial nerve crosses to gain its inner side, and the vein, which often receives the tibio-peroneal vein while upon the popliteus, is still posterior to the artery.

Varieties.—The popliteal artery very seldom exhibits any deviation from its usual arrangement; occasionally, its point of division occurs higher in the popliteal space. Professor Harington mentions to have seen the artery divide between the condyles of the femur. Instances
have been recorded of a high division of the femoral artery (see FEMORAL ARTERY), and where two popliteal arteries existed; but the artery generally appears particularly free from any variety.

Branches of the popliteal artery.—These are very numerous, and of considerable importance in maintaining a collateral circulation when the femoral artery has been obliterated by operation or disease; they are not always constant, either in number or size. The popliteal artery first sends some irregular branches to the hamstring muscles, the rami musculares superiores; then five articular arteries, two of which usually arise a little above the joint, and are called external and internal superior articular, and two below, the external and internal inferior articular; the last is an azygos branch. After giving off these articular arteries, the popliteal sends several large branches to the gastrocnemii muscles, the rami musculares inferiores.

The superior muscular branches are two or three in number, which are distributed on either side to the hamstring muscles and anastomose with the perforating arteries of the profunda. The superior external articular artery is of some size, and arises from the outer side of the popliteal at a variable distance above the outer condyle of the femur; it descends to wind round the bone under the biceps muscle, which latter it supplies and divides into superficial and deep branches; the former are distributed to the vastus externus muscle, and, by passing through its substance, terminate on the patella; the latter supply the synovial lining of the articulation, and the lower extremity of the femur itself. These branches anastomose with those of the inferior external articular artery, and with the long branches of the external circumflex from the profunda, which descend in the substance of the vastus externus towards the knee joint.

The superior internal articular artery arises from the inner side of the popliteal above the inner condyle, and also winds round the femur, passing beneath the tendon of the adductor magnus muscle; like the external articular, it divides into superficial and deep branches, the former penetrating the vastus internus to ramify on the patella, and anastomoses with the external articular and the anastomotica magna from the femoral; the deeper branch is distributed to the synovial capsule and femur.

The azygos branch is derived from the anterior aspect of the popliteal while it is in relation with the posterior ligament of the joint; it divides into branches which pass through the ligament, and supply the synovial membrane and crucial ligaments of the joint. The inferior external articular is given off from the outer side of the popliteal a little below the articulation, and winds round the outer surface of the external semilunar cartilage, passing beneath the plantaris and outer head of the gastrocnemius muscles; it then courses forward above the head of the fibula, and beneath the external lateral ligament to divide into branches, which anastomose with the anterior tibial recurrent and the other articular arteries. The inferior internal articular artery is generally rather a large branch, and descends to the internal lateral ligament, beneath which it passes to gain the front of the tibia; it divides into numerous branches which are distributed to the structures about the inner side of the joint, and which anastomose also with the other articular branches.

These articular branches of the popliteal are seen, when well injected, to form a beautiful network of vessels around the knee-joint; by anastomosing with the external circumflex and perforating branches of the profunda, with the anastomica of the femoral and the recurrent tibial artery, and also with each other, a very sufficient collateral circulation is usually maintained in cases where the femoral artery has been obliterated.*

The inferior muscular branches are derived from the popliteal artery while passing between the heads of the gastrocnemius; they are four or five in number, and often of considerable size; accompanied by branches from the tibial nerve, they descend in the substance of the gastrocnemii muscles, and may be traced sometimes to the tendo Achillis; generally, a small branch from one of them descends with the communicans tibialis nerve. These vessels are sufficiently large as occasionally to require a ligature after amputation of the leg.

The course of the popliteal vein has been already noticed in connection with the artery; it is remarkable for the thickness of its fibrous coat, and is formed by the junction of the anterior tibial veins with a trunk called the tibio-peroneal: this latter vessel is produced by the confluence of the posterior tibial and peroneal veins. The popliteal vein receives the veins which accompany the branches of the popliteal artery, and also, about the centre of this region, the vena saphena minor.

Operative relations of the popliteal artery.—Operations upon the artery in this region are now never undertaken, unless, perhaps, in cases of injury with an external wound, the size and direction of which will vary the surgical treatment to be adopted; a ligature may be passed round the artery in the upper part of its course as it emerges from beneath the semimembranosus muscle, the outer edge of which will act as a guide to the first incision. After dividing the fascia, the finger, sunk into the space and carried upwards upon the outer surface of the semi-membranosus, will reach the artery; the vein lies behind it, and a little to the outer side, and will therefore be reached first; the needle must be insinuated between the artery and vein, and carried round the former from without inwards. This operation is mentioned merely as being practicable; in the rest of its course the relations of the artery are such as to prohibit any surgical operation upon it.

(William Trew.)

PORIFERA (ποριφέρα, canal-bearing). A word applied by Professor Grant to designate * I have witnessed one instance where mortification of the leg ensued after the application of a ligature to the femoral artery for the cure of popliteal aneurism; amputation was performed above the knee.
PORIFERA.

a remarkable class of organized beings, dubiously admissible into the animal series, usually known by the name of Sponges, which are met with in great abundance in the seas of most climates, either growing in isolated masses from the rocks or spreading out so as to encrust the surfaces of submarine bodies with a kind of living carpet, the texture of which varies in accordance with the nature of the sponge. By recent naturalists, the term *Amorphoza* (αμφόπος, shapeless; ἀμομ, animal) has been considered a preferable designation, and accordingly these names will be applied indiscriminately throughout the present article.

According to the most recent authors, the members of the class before us may be generally described as follows:—"Organized bodies growing in a variety of forms, permanently rooted, unmoving and unirritable, fleshy, fibro-recticular or irregularly cellular, elastic and bulbous, composed of a fibrocorneous axis or skeleton, often interwoven with siliceous or calcareous spicula, and containing an organic gelatin in the interstices and interior canals; reproduction by gelatinous granules generated in the interior, but in no special organ. All are aquatic, and, with a few exceptions, marine."*†

The families composing the class thus characterized are distinguished by the nature of the skeleton or solid framework upon which their shape depends, in accordance with which Blainville has arranged them as follows:—

**Alcyoncellum.** — Body fixed, soft, subgelatinous, solidified by tricuspid spicula, phytoid; branches not numerous, cylindrical, fistular, terminated by a rounded orifice, with thick walls composed of regular granules; polygonal, alveoform, pierced with a pore externally and internally.

**Spongia.** — Body soft, very elastic, multifor; more or less irregular, very porous, traversed by tortuous canals, which are numerous, opening externally by distinct oscula, and formed by a kind of subcorneous substance which anastomoses in every direction; entirely without spicula.

**Calcispongia.** — Body not very soft, formed in irregular masses, porous, traversed by irregular canals, which open externally by oscula, and composed of a subcalcareous substance, supported by calcareous spicula that are, for the most part, steelliform.

**Halispongia** (*χάλις, silex*). — Body more or less rigid or friable, in an irregular mass, porous, traversed by tortuous canals terminating by oscula scattered over the whole surface, and composed of a subcartilaginous substance supported by simple spicula, which are silicious.

**Spongilla.** — Body an irregular mass, more or less rigid and friable, pierced with pores, but without true oscules, composed of a fibrocartilaginous substance, which is in small quantity compared with the great number of simple silicious spicula which solidify it.

**Geodia.** — A fleshy body, tuberiform, irregular, hollow internally, and formed externally by a sort of crust or envelope pierced with a great number of pores, and containing a group of oscules or larger pores placed in a little subcircular space.

**Siphonia.** — Body polymorphous, free or fixed, composed of dense fibres, forming two sorts of canals, some larger and longitudinal, opening by oscula at the bottom as well as on the summit, the others transverse and anastomosing, radiating towards the periphery, and provided with a terminal depression, more or less considerable, in which the oscules are collected in a radiated manner.

**Scyphia.** — Body cylindrical, simple or branched, terminated by a large rounded oscule, and entirely composed of reticulated tissue.

**Eudea.** — Body filiform, attenuated subpedunculate at one extremity, large, round, and pierced with a great oscule at the other, with pores scarcely visible in irregular lacunae; whole surface reticulated.

**Haliirrhoa.** — Body turbinated; almost regular, with the circumference circular or lobed, covered with cellules or pores, which are indistinct externally, with a large oscule in the centre of its enlarged part.

**Tethyum.** — Body subglobular, irregular, tuberiform, sarcoid but firm, suberous, resisting, supported by and mixed up with an immense quantity of aciculi, which are simple, generation. 

Fig. 67.

*a*, Tethea Cranium of the natural size; *b*, section of the same. (*After Johnston.*)

*† History of British Sponges and Lithophytes, by George Johnston, M. D., Edinburgh, 1842.
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fasciculate, and diverging from the centre to the circumference.

Skeleton. — The framework, or fibrous portion, from the arrangement of which the sponge derives its form is composed, as we may gather from the preceding table, of various materials differently disposed in different species, and it is upon the modifications in
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*A minute portion of the surface of Tethea Cranium magnified; spicula projecting beyond the surface. (After Johnston.)*

the nature and arrangement of the solid portions that the general characters of the mass depend. In the true sponges (Spongia), so remarkable for their elasticity and softness, and for their capability of absorbing fluids, properties which render them valuable for many important uses; the whole substance is composed of horny subcylindrical fibres, which ramify and interlace in every possible direction, anastomosing with each other so as to form innumerable continuous cells and intricate canals, the walls of which, in the recent sponge, are crusted over with the gelatinous sponge. These spicula, which are composed of pure silex, are generally united into fasciculi by an enveloping glutinous or condensed cellular substance, and by the junction of these fasciculi in various modes fibres are formed, which traverse every part of the body, forming the boundaries of canals and orifices, and giving form and support to the whole of the gelatinous or soft cellular substance of the animal.* The spicula, so far as the British species are concerned, Dr. Johnston observes, seem to be always in the shape of simple needle-like crystals (fig. 70); nor does any
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*A minute film of the rind of Tethea Lyneuriurn composed between plates of glass, and highly magnified to show the needle-like and starred spicula. (After Johnston.)*

species present us with spicula of two different forms, though they sometimes vary much in length and gracility; but he cannot assent to the opinion of Dr. Grant that the form is different in every distinct species, otherwise the task of distinguishing them would be comparatively easy.†

A third group of Sponges, designated by Blainville, Calceospongia, has the framework which gives them form solidified by the presence of spicula, which are entirely composed of carbonate of lime; in sponges belonging to this group there is, according to Dr. Johnston, no net-work, their basis being a porous membrane, rendered compact by the profusion of spicula imbedded in it. The siliceous spicula belonging to the preceding group form mostly needle-like spines; but there are found along with them, in the genus Tethea, some that might have been the model from which mythological painters might have drawn the trident they have placed in the hands of Neptune. (fig. 71, d). The calcareous spicula are more variously shaped — either simple and acicular or clavate, or formed with three, or even sometimes with four prongs. The two kinds, viz. the calcareous and siliceous, have not hitherto been detected co-existent in any British sponge; but the spicula of every species are very constant to the same figure, although in point of size they vary exceedingly.‡ “When these spicula are examined through the microscope after exposure to a red heat, we distinctly perceive,” says Dr. Grant §, “a shut

* Grant, Comp. Anat. p. 5.
† British Sponges, p. 89.
‡ Johnston, loc. cit.


Living cortex. The horny threads composing this inextricable labyrinth are of unequal thickness, and by some writers have been erroneously described as being throughout tubular; but this latter is a mistaken view of their structure, dependent upon optical appearances, as has been proved by Mr. Bowerbank* and others, the horny fibres being, in fact, solid and imperforate.

In a second group of Sponges, called Halichondria (χαλίς, silex; χονδρός, cartilage), the solid framework of the body is principally made up of silicious spicula, imbedded in the fibre or parenchyma of the
cavity within them, extending from the one point to the other; and on the inflated part of each spiculum we observe a ragged opening, as if a portion had been driven out by the expansion of some contained fluid. In those spicula which had suffered little change of form by their incandescence, I have never failed to observe the same cavity within extending from one end to the other, and a distinct open rent on their side by which the contained matter has escaped." The existence of this central cavity has likewise been recognised by Mr. Bowerbank, who, moreover, observes, that it is "lined with an animal membrane, which becomes converted into a thin film of carbon when the spicula are exposed to the action of the blow-pipe."

Gelatinous cortex.—"In the recent and living sponge, all its canals and pores are filled with a glairy colourless fluid like the white of an egg, which flows freely out on the removal of the sponge from the water. The quantity of this fluid varies according to the species. In some, it is copious even to nauseousness, but in the compact Halichondriae, there is little of it, and in the Graniæ it appears to be entirely wanting."* It "has an unctuous feel, emits a fishy odour when burnt, leaves a thin film of membrane when evaporated, and appears to the naked eye, transparent, colourless, and homogeneous, like the white of an egg; but when a drop of it is examined on a plate of glass under the microscope, it appears entirely composed of very minute, transparent, spherical or ovate granules like monads with some moisture. These monad-like bodies, nearly all of the same size and form, resemble the pelucid granules or vesicles which Trembley has represented as composing the whole texture of the Hydra, or the soft granular matter we observe in the stems of living Ser-
PORIFERA.

sented:—"On moving the watch-glass, so as to bring one of the apertures on the side of the sponge fully into view, I beheld, for the first time, the splendid spectacle of this living fountain, vomiting forth from a circular cavity an impetuous torrent of liquid matter, and hurling along, in rapid succession, opaque masses, which it streamed every way around. The beauty and novelty of such a scene in the animal kingdom, long arrested my attention; but after twenty-five minutes of constant observation I was obliged to withdraw my eye, from fatigue, without having seen the torrent, for one instant, change its direction, or diminish, in the slightest degree, the rapidity of its course; I continued to watch the same orifice, at short intervals, for five hours, sometimes observing it for a quarter of an hour at a time, but still the stream rolled on with a constant and equal velocity. About the end of this time, however, I observed the current become perceptibly languid; the opaque floeculi of feculent matter, which were thrown out with so much impetuosity at the beginning, were now propelled to a shorter distance from the orifice, and fell to the bottom of the fluid within the sphere of vision, and, in one hour more, the current had entirely ceased."

Subsequently, 'two round portions of the Spongia panicea were placed together in a vessel of sea-water, with their orifices opposite to each other, at the distance of two inches; they appeared to the naked eye like two living batteries, and soon covered each other with feculent matter. Dr. Grant then placed one of them in a shallow vessel, and just covered its surface and highest orifice with water. On strewing some powdered chalk on the surface of the water, the currents were visible at a great distance, and on placing some small pieces of cork or of dry paper over the apertures, he could perceive them moving by the force of the currents at the distance of ten feet from the table on which the specimen rested. A portion of soft bread pressed between the fingers into a globular form was not moved away in a mass by the stream, but was gradually worn down by the current beating on its sides, and thus propelled to a distance in small flakes. A globule of mercury of equal diameter with the orifice, let fall upon it from a glass tube, was not removed or shaken, and completely stopped the current. In this condition, on piercing the sponge with a needle, a new current was established through the artificial canal thus formed, which continued even after removing the obstruction from the original orifice. A globule of mercury of any smallness placed over the orifice of a living sponge, is too heavy to be affected by the small column of water which impels against its smooth round surface, flowing at the rate with which it issues from that orifice, and is useful in enabling us to stop up the currents of certain orifices, in order to direct the stream with greater force through a particular aperture which we wish to examine through the microscope. By adopting this plan with some sponges, which have very few and large orifices on the surface, it is distinctly perceptible with the naked eye, that the current never enters by the same apertures through which it issues, and we might thus measure the whole strength of the forces employed to produce the currents in any particular specimen.*

Various hypotheses have been suggested to account for the production of these streams of water which constantly percolate the body of the sponge, but all of them have been rejected in turn as unsatisfactory. Ciliary movement might be supposed to be the cause of this phenomenon, were it not that no observer has been able to detect, even with the most powerful microscopes, the presence of cilia in the interior of the aquiferous canals. At certain seasons, indeed, when the ciliated reproductive gemmules described by Dr. Grant are abundantly disseminated through the living cortex of the sponge, it would seem possible that they might have some influence; but as the currents appear to be equally strong at all periods, even when these gemmules are not developed, this supposition is untenable. Lastly, the laws of endosmosis have been appealed to as capable of explaining the phenomenon in question, yet even here there are difficulties not easily got rid of.*

In speaking of this propulsion of the seawater through the Halichondria, in which genus it has been principally observed, the crustaceous species being best adapted for the study of its phenomena, Dr. Johnston remarks †,"A single observation is sufficient to convince us that this circulation has nothing in common with that of higher animals, but it has some analogy surely with that imbibition and influx of water into the body of most radiated and molluscan animals which takes place through the skin and through certain canals, which Della Chiage has described and figured as their aquiferous system. The canals in both cases are not vascular tubes with membranous parietes, but rather furrows, excavated in the flesh or substance of the body, and leading into wider channels equally unlined. They have in common a direct communication with the circumfluent water, which alone ever flows in them, and the entrance of this water seems to be, in a great measure, or entirely, independent of the will of the animals; but the polypes and mollusca only have the power of expelling it when they choose by the contraction and compression of the parts which the canals traverse. There is, however, a wider difference in the arrangement of the aqueducts, — in the Radiata and Mollusca, the pattern is the same in every individual of each species, but in the Sponges it has no constancy,— so that in no two specimens of the same kind do we ever find the arrangement to be exactly alike."

This inconstancy seems to prove that the

direction of the aqueducts through the sponge, and the position of their orifices or oscula on the surface, is very much a matter of chance, and that their formation is the result of a mechanical cause liable to be diverted from its course by exterior circumstances. If we follow up this space, we may feel still more confirmed in this view. The species begins as a spot-like crust of uniform texture, porous throughout, and nearly equally so. In this primitive, homologous condition, there is nevertheless a perfect circulation,—a current which seeks the interior, and another which flows from it, to mix with the circumambient medium. As the sponge grows in extent and depth, the space for imbibition is enlarged, and the centrifugal water, in its efflux, flowing at first into one and then into more currents, these gradually make for themselves channels in the cellular texture, the fibres of which are pushed aside, and prevented, by the continuance of the stream, from again encroaching on its course. The channels increase in number with the continued increase of the sponge, and as it cannot but happen that they shall occasionally open into and cross each other, we have a wider canal formed by the additional flow of water into it. Such of these canals as reach the surface, soon effect for themselves an opening thereon; for the current in it pushes against the superficial coat that opposes its efflux, and gradually thins and loosens its texture until this ultimately disappears leaving a fecal orifice or osculum. This is frequently a simple circular hole; but often, on looking within the outer rim, we notice in the funnel from two to five lesser oscula united together, which are the openings of so many canals that have united there; and sometimes we find spread within the osculum, or over its mouth, a net work of finer texture than the rest of the sponge, but otherwise of the same nature and composition.*

"Such, we believe, to be the manner in which the canals and oscula are formed, and hence we cannot give our assent to the notion that the net-work spread over or within them is intended as a wise provision against the intrusion of noxious animals, or other foreign bodies within the sponge, which seems indeed to be sufficiently protected at these orifices by the efflux of the currents passing continually from them. Neither can it be supposed that the position and elevation of the oscula have any foreseen relation with the situation of the sponge in the water. When, according to Dr. Grant, this production spreads level on a rock with an upright aspect, the oscula are raised into crater-like cones, to enable the sponge to clear itself of the excrementitious matters carried out by the centrifugal streams; but when it hangs pendent from the bank the oscula do not rise beyond the surface, because the necessity of ejecting excrementitious matters to a distance does not exist. This is to bestow a foresight and instinct on the sponge which even the followers of Lamarck would hesitate to give it, and which we may safely deny it to be possessed of. The form of the oscula depends entirely on the texture of the species, and on the force of the effluent currents. If the texture be loose and fibrous it yields easily, and the oscula are level, or nearly so: if more compact the skin is pushed beyond the surface into a papillary eminence; and if too firm and dense to yield to the pressure behind, they fall into a level condition. They are also liable to be modified in some degree by external forces, for the littoral sponge, which, in a sheltered hollow, or fringed pool, will throw up craters and cones from its surface, may be only perforated with level oscula, when it is swept over, and rubbed down by the waves at every tide."

Reproduction.—The following are Professor Grant's recorded views upon this subject. "Every part of the gelatinous matter (which invests the skeleton of the sponge) is covered with minute granular bodies, which are distinctly seen in every species of sponge by the weakest magnifier of the microscope. These granular bodies are represented in the plates of Donati of a spherical form, adhering to the quadriradial fibres of what he has named the *Alcyonium prinum Dioscoridis*. They are quite invisible to the naked eye; they escape along with the gelatinous matter, and compose the greater part of it; they are connected with each other by the gelatinous matter, and probably by the same medium, have some connection with the spicula, along which they are placed. No part in the organization of a sponge is more constant and obvious than these granular transparent bodies, lining the interior of every canal from the pores to the oscula. Their form is not quite spherical, but somewhat lengthened and ovoidal, and they are always attached by one extremity to the gelatinous matter, while their opposite end is seen to project free into the cavity of the canals. Through the greatest magnifier of the microscope no difference can be detected in their forms in different species of sponge; they all appear to be enlarged, and round at their free projecting extremity, and, when watched with attention, we distinctly see that they possess some power of spontaneous motion both when in connection with the sides of the canals and when lying isolated at the bottom of the water. The ova of the sponge are quite visible to the naked eye, and are seen disseminated through the whole texture of the sponge in the winter season. They are bodies of a

* "When we cut a thin piece of the surface of a living sponge, and look down through one of its pores with the reflecting microscope, we perceive, immediately beneath the projecting spicula which defend the pore, a very delicate network of gelatinous threads thrown over the entrance of the tube. This piece of structure is so small, as to be perfectly invisible to the naked eye; it consists of five or six threads which pass in from the sides of the tube, to be connected with a central mesh; so that there are five or six meshes thus formed; and while this soft apparatus is beautifully defended by the protecting spicula of the pore, it serves still further to guard the interior of the animal from the smallest particles of sand or the minutest visible animals."—Grant, Edinb. Phil. Journ.
yellow colour, somewhat translucent, pear-shaped, tapering more or less at their narrow end in different species; their whole outer surface is covered with delicate projecting cilia, and when viewed through the microscope, in connection with the parent, we see that the rapid vibration of these cilia produces a distinct current in the water immediately around them, flowing always from their rounded free end towards their tapering fixed extremity, thus assisting the small granular bodies in producing the currents of the sponge during the period of their attachment to the body. They separate from the canals, and are propelled through the fecal orifices early in spring. None of these ova are seen in the sponge in summer, though we can detect no difference in the velocity of the currents at that period. For some time after they are propelled from the interior of the sponge, they swim about by means of the cilia on their surface, and exhibit all those extraordinary phenomena of spontaneous motion which Cavolini, nearly half a century ago, discovered in the ova of the Gorgonia and Madrepore. They at length fix themselves, like the ova alluded to, on a spot favourable to their growth; they lose entirely their original form, and become a flat transparent circular film through which horny fibres shoot; they soon spread, and assume a form similar to that of the parent."

Gemmules. — Mr. Bowerbank has given the following description of the gemmules of Halichondria Johnstonia. "The gemmules of this sponge are dispersed in great abundance throughout every part of its substance; they are of an oval form, the longest diameter being \( \frac{1}{3} \), and the shortest, the \( \frac{1}{2} \), of an inch. They vary considerably in size, but the above are their average dimensions. When seen by direct light, with a power of 100 linear, they appear of the same colour as the surrounding fleshy matter; but when viewed as transparent objects they assume an iron or slate-gray colour, having their surfaces closely studded with minute papillae, which are produced by the projection of the points of numerous very small spicula, which are imbedded in the crust or shell of the gemmule, and are disposed in lines radiating from the centre to the circumference of the body."

The form of these minute spicula is exceedingly various; but the best developed ones appear conical, having their bases towards the centre of the gemmule, and their apices slightly elevating the parts of the outer integument immediately above them. The mode of disposition of these spicula is best observed, when a small portion of the sponge has either been treated with boiling nitric acid, or by incineration in the flame of a lamp. The dissolution of the gemmules is not effected by either of these agents, and, to view them with the greatest effect, they should be gently triturated with a little water between two pieces of glass, until some of them be broken into small pieces. In these fragments, the spicula may be seen in situ, cemented together apparently by siliceous matter, which appears to abound in the outer integument of the gemmule. Upon measuring some of these minute spicula in situ, Mr. Bowerbank found the average length to be \( \frac{3}{4} \) of an inch, or about equivalent to the diameter of a disc of human blood, and their average thickness the \( \frac{1}{4} \) of an inch, so that they are of exceeding minuteness as compared with those found in other parts of the same sponge.

The propagation of Tethia is by means of sporules or gemmules generated within the fleshy substance. The sporules, according to Dr. Johnston, resemble the parent

![Fig. 73.](image)

a, Oviform bodies found immersed in the parenchyma of Tethia Cranium magnified; b, one of these bodies viewed through the microscope after compression between two plates of glass. (After Johnston.)


The admisibility of sponges into the animal series is, indeed, extremely problematical, and we doubt not that among naturalists of the present day the balance of opinion would be unfavourable towards retaining them in the rank which they at present occupy in zoological classification.

(T. Rymer Jones.)


* Johnston, p. 82.
PRODUCTS, ADVENTITIOUS.-The difficulty of defining the term Adventitious Product with precision has been frequently been acknowledged, and we feel extremely difficult in offering a new attempt to the consideration of morbid anatomists; the more so as the recent disclosures of the microscope would probably strike the generality of persons as having, almost of necessity, simplified the task, while they have in reality rather increased its perplexity. Fully conscious, then, of the debatableness of the ground we tread on, we would apply the term Adventitious Product to any substance which, either produced by or developed in connection with the animal frame, neither forms a natural constituent element, nor a natural secretive product, of the structures amid which it is evolved. The qualification, "either produced by or developed in connection with the animal frame" is required to ensure the exclusion of Foreign Bodies; and the latter member of that qualification, "developed in connection with the animal frame," as plainly necessary to ensure the inclusion of Parasites, which (whether they be the proceeds of equivocal generation or evolved from germs introduced from without) are certainly not produced by the textures containing them.

Understood thus, (and the signification seems the widest that can, in a practical point of view, be given to the term,) the character of adventitiousness is conceived to arise in three different ways:—a substance may, in truth, be adventitious, because its nature is different from that of any of the natural textures and secreted materials; or because the form it has assumed differs from that under which it naturally occurs; or because the situation it occupies is one to which such substance is in the natural order of things wholly foreign. Thus tuberculous matter is adventitious, because it differs in nature from all the elementary structures and secretions; a calculus composed of lithate of ammonia is adventitious, because the form, assumed by the salt composing it, differs from that it wears as a constituent of healthy urine; and an ossification of the pleura is adventitious, because the ossiform structure forming it occupies a locality in which, in the healthy state, bone is unknown.

The amount of adventitious quality in products of these three kinds differs: it is greatest and most clearly defined, where dependent on the nature of the constituent material. Thus, in the first place, concerning the adventitiousness of cancer or pus, no doubt can ever arise; their physical and chemical characters and their essential nature are decisive of the point. In the second place, when a product becomes adventitious simply from the peculiarity of its localization, the question is often less clear; nor indeed can it in the existing state of knowledge be invariably settled. Muscular fibres have, for instance, been met with in the walls of the ureter; albumen is excreted in great quantity with the urine in certain states of disease: but whether such muscular fibres are to be considered evidences of hypertrophy or accidental new products, and whether such albumen must be viewed as a totally new material of renal secretion, or as natural elements of urine in excess, depends upon the decision of the preliminary questions, whether rudimentary muscular fibres do or do not naturally exist in the situation referred to, and whether albumen do or do not, in excessively small proportion, form a natural constituent of human urine. And this is not the only aspect under which it becomes practically difficult to distinguish hypertrophous from adventitious products. The two states are in some conditions of disease distinctly and intimately associated. Thus, in embarrature of the heads of bones, the proper osseous tissue undergoes hypertrophy only, while the adjacent articular cartilage becomes infiltrated with adventitious bone. Again, the fat, which forms in abundance in the liver in the so-called "fatty degeneration" of that organ, is at first merely an excess of that naturally existing in the hepatic cells, and can therefore only be regarded as a product of unhealthy superscretion: but with the advance of the morbid change, the inter-cell texture of the organ becomes infiltrated with fat; and this fat is an adventitious product by reason of the locality it occupies. Nature here, as elsewhere, transgresses the artificial limits established for the facilities of study. In the third place, it is clear that newness of form implies the quality of adventitiousness in an inferior degree only—that a material naturally existing dissolved in a secreted fluid, for example, does not, when from physical or chemical causes it accumulates in solid masses, possess the quality in question to the same amount as another which is never, under any shape nor even in the minutest proportion, a natural existence.

The great number and variety of the objects to which the term Adventitious Product, defined in the manner we have just proposed, will apply (from a microscopical crystal, for instance, to the highest species of intrinsically vegetative Growth) render it necessary, in line, to introduce some order into the subject. We shall consequently set out by tracing those lines of distinction which separate from each other the various objects mode of together by the common property of Adventitiousness. It would, no doubt, be desirable and most strictly logical to employ some one uniform principle in establishing the various divisions and subdivisions of this, as of all other groups of natural objects, which require classification. But in the present state of knowledge, at least, systematic accuracy of this kind is unattainable. Neither the anatomy of texture or of form, the physical or chemical nature or properties of ultimate elements, the mode of formation, the physiological properties, nor the pathological influences of morbid products, will, taken singly, supply a feasible instrument of classification. All must by turns be made to contribute their share in the work. And as all previous modes of arrangement have been found to bear the impress of contemporary physiological doctrines, so will the existing impulse towards micrological study be traced in ours.
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But we have not pushed the use of microscopical characters to extremes, persuaded as we are that more has been done to lower than to raise micrology in general estimation by the attempt to make it (in its present-unformed state) the essential and sole groundwork of distinction of organized products.

Adventitious products present themselves in the solid, the liquid, and the gaseous states; and this difference of molecular condition coincides with so many pathological distinctions, that (although some objections may on "transcendental" grounds be raised to the procedure,) we shall found upon it a division of the whole into three corresponding groups. A complete description of the Morbid Anatomy of the more complex of the species composing these groups should, we conceive, comprise that of their material or physico-chemical characters; of their origin, progress, and decay; of their intrinsic morbid changes, (for their lives, as the lives of the organism they inhabit, are liable to variations of health and disease,—they are microcosms within a macrocosm;) of the textural alterations they produce in contiguous parts; and of the modifications their existence entails on the solids and fluids of the economy at large. It is clear, however, that a plan so extensive as this could not be ventured on in the present work; but, as far as is reasonable, we shall pursue it.

GROUP I.

SOLID ADVENTITIOUS PRODUCTS.

The group, Solid Adventitious Products, resolves itself naturally into two great classes

### CLASS I.—Non-Plastic Products or PRECIPITATES.

**Sub-Class I.**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Sub-Class I.</th>
<th>§ 1.</th>
<th>$\text{§ 11.}$</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Produced by precipitation from secreted fluids.</td>
<td><strong>Particles.</strong></td>
<td>(A. Calculi. B. Concretions.)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Sub-Class II.**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Sub-Class II.</th>
<th>§ 11.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>(Animalized.)</td>
<td><strong>I. Protein-Compounds.</strong> (certain forms of the).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Produced by exudation from the vessels.</td>
<td>II. Fat. III. Sugar.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### CLASS II.—Plastic Products or FORMATIONS.

**Order I.**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Order I.</th>
<th>Deficient in the power of destroying by infiltration the natural tissues amid which they are evolved.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Derived from a blastema which generates cells deficient in vegetable faculty and in permanency.</td>
<td><strong>Deposits.</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Sub-Order I.**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Sub-Order I.</th>
<th>Of Protein-basis.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Derived from a blastema which generates cells possessed of vegetable faculty, but deficient in permanency.</td>
<td><strong>Non-Infiltrating Growths.</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Order II.**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Order II.</th>
<th>Possessed of the above power.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Derived from a blastema which generates cells deficient in vegetable faculty.</td>
<td><strong>Infiltrating Growths.</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Sub-Order II.**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Sub-Order II.</th>
<th>Of undetermined basis.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Simulating the natural tissues of the adult.</td>
<td><strong>Induration-matter.</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Sub-Class II.**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Sub-Class II.</th>
<th>Of Protein-basis.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Produced of a dependent existence and derived from a Blastema.</td>
<td><strong>Blastemal formations.</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Order I.**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Order I.</th>
<th>Of Protein-basis.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Animal.</td>
<td><strong>Entozoa.</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vegetable.</td>
<td><strong>Entophyta.</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Order II.**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Order II.</th>
<th>Of Protein-basis.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Epithelial.</td>
<td><strong>Epithelium.</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Extravascular.</td>
<td><strong>Cartilage.</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Simple-Vascular.</td>
<td><strong>Bone; Tooth.</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Compound-Vascular.</td>
<td><strong>Cutaneous; Muscous.</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### *Vide Introductory Lecture, Lancet, 1842.*
as exhibited in the annexed table), those of non-plastic and plastic compounds. The class of non-plastic compounds includes those formed of matter chemically inorganic, and also those which, though organic in a chemical point of view and animalized, yet are completely destitute of structure (for example, animal sugar, cystin, xanthin), and, consequently, in respect of physiological attributes, almost take rank with minerals. The class of plastic compounds comprehends all such as present in any degree, be it ever so rudimentary, the characters of structure. A distinction so broad as the absence or presence of structure might, à priori, be affirmed to form a natural basis of classification; and, as will be seen, products belonging to the two classes do absolutely differ in all essential particulars of their physiology and pathology.

Class I.—Non-plastic Products.

Products of this class are composed of materials either (first) completely inorganic; or (secondly) of elements, though organic, incapable of assuming organized arrangement; or (thirdly) they are formed of a union of substances of both these kinds. Of the first variety one of the most unquestionable examples is supplied by solid accumulations of calcareous salts round inorganic bodies introduced into the system from without. To the second belong biliary calculi,—masses composed mainly of an animal substance not only unfitted to form structure, but lowered in the scale of animal existences by having a crystalline form impressed on it. Among the products belonging to the third variety may be found, for example, certain urinary calculi, compounds of inorganic saline, and structureless animal substances.

All non-plastic products agree in being directly derived from the fluids of the body. But they are not all developed on a uniform plan. Some of them originate in the coalescence of the more solid particles of secreted fluids, after the act of secretion is accomplished; and this coalescence is essentially a physico-chemical process, primarily, of precipitation, and, secondarily, either of crystallization or secretion. Others are exuded ready formed from the vessels. And this difference in mode of origin coincides with numerous differences in pathological relations; hence it may be advantageously used in forming two sub-classes of non-plastic products; those

(Sub-Class I.) Produced by precipitation from secreted fluids.

(Sub-Class II.) Exuded ready formed from the vessels.

Sub-Class I.—Saline Precipitates.

The various secreted fluids may be regarded as saline solutions, in which the proportion of menstruum and of dissolved salts is chemically accurate. If any cause affect this proportion in such manner as to lower the ratio of solvent fluid, precipitation of the solid matter must follow; or if some new substance be introduced which changes the chemical relations of the dissolved and dissolving materials, a similar result necessarily ensues. The alteration of ratio referred to may obviously arise either from diminution of the solvent, or increase of the solid, material. Thelatter of these states exists at the moment of secretion; the former may either exist then, or be induced subsequently to the act of secretion (in consequence generally of unnatural stagnation of the fluid in its excretory passages) by evaporation, by absorption, possibly by exosmosis, and other agencies.

But embracing in one view all the saline products found in the body, nothing can be more certain than that a primary modification in the qualities of the secretions themselves is the main agent in their generation. No point in general pathology affords matter of more curious inquiry than the causation of these changes in the character of the secretions. If in some cases observation teaches us to refer them to a local morbid power, limited in duration as in the extent of surface it implicates, in other and much more numerous instances they may be traced to the operation of a constitutional influence, itself dependent on diet, mode of life, climate, &c.

Products belonging to this sub-class present themselves in the form of

§ 1. Crystalline or amorphous particles; § 2. Masses.

§ 1. Crystalline or amorphous particles.—Although in the great majority of cases these particles are, as just explained, simple inorganic precipitates from the secretions, yet recent inquiries have distinctly shown that they are in some instances associated with organic matter, which retains the form of the saline particles after these have been dissolved away by acids. Now in respect of the mode of association of the inorganic and organic materials under these circumstances, there are three possible cases: (1.) The organic matter may simply adhere to the surface of the saline ingredients. (2.) Salts of crystalline form may lie in the interior of an organic cell, closely embraced by its wall. Otoliths are each of them, as shown by Krieger*, enclosed in a membranous vesicle. (3.) What appears to be the crystalline form of the saline matter may, in truth, be simply an accidental result of its association with organic particles, to which the form observed in reality belongs.

Crystallisation of inorganic matter arises in the human body under various conditions,—either after death or during life; and in the latter case as a natural occurrence, or as a morbid phenomenon. Crystals of these kinds are microscopical objects. The faces contain crystals naturally; in typhoid fever with morbid change in Peyer's glands, crystals appear to form in much greater abundance than under any other circumstances: in this disease, too, they are found heaped up near the implicated glands, instead of being scattered through the contents of the bowel; and are said, unlike those of ordinary

* De Otoliths, p. 15.
faces, to be readily soluble in sulphuric and hydrochloric acids without effervescence.

Crystals discoverable during life in connection with acknowledged states of disease may be provisionally arranged as follows:

**Crystals forming in**

(a) Natural secretions and excretions altered in properties

- Urine, Faeces, &c.

(b) Products of inflammation

- Plastic, Serous exudations, Pus, Gangrenous products, Catarhhal discharges.

(c) Specific fluids of

- Vaccinia, Variola, Syphilis, Glanders.

(d) Adventitious formations

- Cancer, Accephalocysts, &c.

Of the natural secretions which (in consequence of alteration in their composition) are liable to contain saline matters in the form of minute crystals, the urine is by far the most important. With the strictly crystalline variety may be associated certain amorphous pulvurulent precipitates. These products occur in the urine in the form of *pellicle, cloud, or sediment*; in other words, they form a thin stratum on the surface of the fluid, float between the upper and lower surfaces, or gravitate to the bottom of the containing vessel. These varying positions, appreciable to the naked eye, aid the observer in forming a rough estimate of the nature of the saline matter, and may be almost conclusive on the point. The microscopical and chemical characters combined supply, however, the real evidence from which their composition is ascertained; in order to avoid repetition, we will defer the consideration of these characters until engaged with the subject of urinary calculi. We shall have occasion to recur, in describing the morbid substances (b, c, d), referred to in the above classification, to the appearance of crystals within them. But it may be stated here, as a general fact, that as the materials of all such crystals exist primarily in solution, and as absorption, evaporation, or chemical appropriation of water leads to their deposition in the crystalline form, there is a source of fallacy in the examination of preparations kept in spirits; certain salts, combined with the aqueous part of the material examined, are deprived of their water by the alcohol, and separate in crystalline forms.

§ 2. Masses. Adventitious products belonging to the present sub-class, and possessing sufficient bulk to be called masses, form an important group, divisible into two series differing from each other in a variety of important natural characters. Some of them are, in truth, composed wholly or essentially of saline or other non-plastic materials, precipitated from the fluids of the system; others of similar materials, deposited in an adventitious basis, itself stromal or non-stromal. In the first series, the non-plastic compounds form the essential, if not the whole, "matters morbi"; in the second, these compounds are merely superadded to pre-existing matter (commonly morbid) of another kind; and such superaddition, instead of increasing the activity of functional disturbance in the system, tends frequently to weaken the destructive influence of that pre-existing matter. For the sake of convenience, bodies belonging to the first series may be termed *true calculi*, or simply calculi; to the second, *pseudo-calculi*, or concretions.

(A) **Calculi.**— True calculi, answering to the definition just laid down, may be deposited from almost all the secreted fluids. But of these fluids, the urine is, perhaps, the only one of which the saline and other actual constituents, independently of any materials naturally foreign to their composition, form the substance of calculi; when calculose formations occur in other secretions, foreign ingredients may almost invariably be detected. The saline substance thus met with in calculous masses, and which does not enter naturally into the composition of the secretion, (or enters in excessively small proportion,) is most commonly the phosphate of lime. So frequent is the occurrence of this salt in calculous masses on mucous surfaces, as to lead irresistibly to the conclusion that mucous membrane has a specific tendency to secrete this salt, under certain conditions of local irritation.

(a) **Urinary calculi.**— Various constituents of the urine are capable of accumulating individually, or in association with each other and with certain animal substances, (mucus, fibrin, albumen, fatty matters, colouring matters, &c.,) so as to form masses of variable form and size; these masses are according to their bulk termed *calculi, military calculi,* and *gravel.* The same materials unaggregated into masses form the substance of *sediments, clouds,* and *pellicles.* The following are the substances which to various amounts have been recognized as the constituents of urinary calculi: uric acid, urates of ammonia, of soda, of magnesia and of lime, oxalate and benzoate or hippurate of ammonia, oxalate of lime, xanthin or uric oxide, cystin, phosphate (neutral and basic) of lime, triple phosphate of ammonia and magnesia, carbonate of lime, carbonate of magnesia, silicate of lime, fat, extractive matter, colouring matters, fibrin, albumen, &c.

The coalescence of the component parts of urinary calculi is effected in three chief ways.

* Simon remarks that the presence of the benzoate, as recorded by Brugnatelli, and of the oxalate, as described by Devergie, is scarcely compatible with the great solubility of those salts.
1. When the materials forming them are crystal-like, minute crystals, the basis of the future calculus, go on increasing in number, though not individually in size, and by their accretion, depending upon mutual attraction, form masses. Animal matter may aid in cementing together the constituent parts, but in this form of coalescence its occurrence to any amount is accidental, and tends rather to diminish the firmness of union. Pure uric acid calculi are formed on this model. 2. When the substance forming calculus is primitive amorphous, no attraction exists between the minute particles forming the deposit; hence a medium of union or cement is necessary. This is furnished by animal matters secreted with the urine, or thrown out by the surfaces along which it passes. The quantity and quality of these matters being liable to vary, the general aspect of the resulting calculus, and its properties of density, &c., must be subject to similar variety. Impure urate of ammonia calculi illustrate this mode of formation. 3. In the third species of aggregation, saline particles in a semi-liquid state form a sort of thick magma, as particularly insisted on by M. Civiale: the condensation of this magma produces a uniform mass, or small spherical bodies, or simply a pulvulent matter. This mode of formation is chiefly observed in oxalate of lime calculi, but occurs also in the uric acid species mixed with various salts (e.g. in a calculus in the University College Collection composed of uric acid, urate of ammonia, triple phosphate and phosphate of lime), and in the phosphatic.

The first deposition of matter from the urine in these cases depends upon some one or more of the causes we have already enumerated in speaking of the precipitation of the saline constituents of secreted fluids generally. If this matter be not expelled from the body, it acts in various ways as a source of further deposition and accumulation around itself; it is for this reason called the nucleus, and the matter accumulated around it the cortex, of the entire mass. Every calculus may hence be theoretically resolved into a nucleus and cortex; but it is not the practice to give the central part the former name, unless it be distinctly different in composition, or, at least, in aspect, from the matter immediately investing it; there are, therefore, practically speaking, non-nuclear calculi, of which the pure uric acid and cystin species furnish examples.

The nucleus of a urinary calculus, although commonly formed of sedimentary saline matter, may likewise consist of various materials not naturally existing in the urine, and these materials may be either formed in the body or introduced from without.

First: sedimentary nuclei may be composed of any one of the more important materials (with perhaps a single exception) detected in urinary calculi; of these uric acid and oxalate of lime are the most common, while the phosphate of lime and triple phosphate hold the opposite position in the scale. A law established by Dr. Prout, that "a decided deposition of the mixed phosphates is not followed by other depositions," is, with few exceptions, universal. Cystin has not (as far as we are aware) been found playing the part of a nucleus in any recorded case; to this statement a large calculus of cystin surrounded with a very thin coating of phosphates (Univ. Coll. Museum) cannot fairly be considered to supply an exception.

A calculus commonly contains a single nucleus only; but instances are not wanting of calculus containing two, three, and more nuclei. Masses of the latter kind are probably simply aggregations of smaller ones, as appears to have been the case with that exhibited in Fig. 74.

The mode of connection of the nucleus and cortex varies. (1.) The union may be intimate and general by every point of the opposed surfaces; this is the most common case; (2.) the nucleus may adhere to the cortex by asperities on its surface only; empty spaces, or spaces filled with grey gritty matter, being interposed between them; (3.) the nucleus may be free in the centre of the mass. Of the latter rare state a striking specimen exists in University College Museum; the surface of the nucleus is covered with dark-coloured matter in powder (dried and altered blood), some of which helps to fill the cavity existing between the nucleus and cortex.

The nucleus (when of the present species) is generally the hardest part of a calculus. It forms either in the kidney, or, much more rarely, in the bladder.

Secondly: animal matter, having such characters as render it impossible, according to Berzelius, to determine whether it is composed of mucus or of albumino-fibrinous substance,
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almost constantly occurs in calculi, and sometimes forms the nucleus of a mass. Howship has figured a remarkable specimen, voided from the urethra of a negress, in which the nucleus consisted of "mucus," associated with a very little phosphate of lime,—the cortex of more solid phosphates. Clots of blood occasionally form the central part of calculi; a fact noticed first by Frère Côme.

Thirdly: foreign bodies, introduced from without, not very unfrequently constitute the nuclei of urinary calculi. In the great majority of cases these bodies are directly pushed into the bladder; but in some well-authenticated cases they had apparently been swallowed or otherwise introduced. Among bodies acting as nuclei have been met pins (Univ. Coll. Mus.), needles, tooth-picks, ear-picks, pieces of wood, stems of plants, ears of corn, grains of corn, stones of various fruits, tubes of various kinds, glass or earthen, &c., pieces of bougies and catheters, balls and other metallic bodies, a globule of mercury,* pebbles, &c. When the bodies thus introduced are sharp, as pins, they sometimes protrude beyond the calculous matter, and (a fact surgically important), are fixed in the surrounding tissues.

Instead of a nucleus the centre of a calculus may present one or more cavities of variable size and shape, almost invariably lined with a black pulverulent or laminar matter, and sometimes containing powdery substance; in other instances, there is neither surrounding nor contained matter of this kind. It has been supposed that in all these cases an original vegetable or animal nucleus had been gradually removed by a process of decomposition and subsequent filtration through chalks in the cortex.

The prominent physical characters of the cortices of calculi divide them into two natural classes; the (a) granular or irregular, and the (b) laminated.

(a) Of granular calculi the best example is supplied by oxalate of lime, but the appearance of these masses is not always identical. Sometimes the mass looks homogeneous and non-granular, manifestly from the close aggregation of the original granules. In the more ordinary cases the granules remain distinct, whence the well-known tuberculated or mulberry-like aspect. Uric acid calculi, rendered impure by association of certain saline matters, assume the granular form; the phosphates are sometimes granular; and the pulverulent character of the fusible calculus allies it to this species.

(b) In laminated calculi the cortex is, as the word implies, composed of successive layers. Although each layer may and generally does differ in thickness from others, its own thickness at its different parts may be said to be commonly pretty uniform; nevertheless to this there are exceptions, and it is manifest that whenever the cause of accretion is in greater activity towards one aspect of a calculus than another, there the lamina in course of deposition must be thicker than elsewhere. Now in conformity with a general principle already laid down, we should expect the phosphates, which are formed in consequence of local irritation in particular places, to furnish the most frequent instances of irregular thickness; and such is in truth the fact, though, as is proved by the annexed cut (fig. 75), not always so.

Fig. 75.

Oxalate of lime nucleus; the cortex (circular and conoid parts) impure uric acid. (U. C. Museum; patient of Mr. Quain.) The spherical part was probably seated in a succulent.

The mode of union of the lamina differs; it may be so intimate that the line of separation is lost at certain points of the apposed surfaces; in other cases the union is imperfect and loose, and interspaces of some width are left between those surfaces.

The section of a laminated calculus is sometimes marked by lines radiating from the centre to the periphery, cutting the lamina into segments of unequal size. This is obvious in certain cystin calculi, in some of uric acid, and in many of the mulberry species.

The tint of the different strata of a calculus, composed essentially of one substance, is not always the same throughout; nor are strata, the same in composition and separated by materials of other kinds, generally of the same hue. These varieties must depend upon irregular admixture of impurities.

Calculi composed, at least essentially, of a

Fig. 76.

Alternating calculi of uric acid and (? ) triple phosphate. (University College Museum.)
PRODUCTS, ADVENTITIOUS.

single substance, are termed simple; of several, compound. When the different materials are applied in successive laminae, the calculus is said to be alternating (fig. 76); when they are irregularly mingled it is called mixed. The relative frequency of the three kinds may be deduced as follows from tables printed by Dr. Prout. Of 1520 calculi there were

Simple, 709; Alternating, 787; Mixed 24.

The mode of succession of various substances in the formation of alternating calculi (they may consist of two, three, four, or several successive strata), is pathologically important, and has been specially investigated by Dr. Prout. The nature of this work prevents us from entering into the subject, but we may mention (as evidence of the generality of Dr. Prout’s law, that the existence of mixed phosphates in a calculus excludes the subsequent deposition of other matter), that of 566 alternating calculi composed of two layers, two only were examples of a nucleus of phosphates with a cortex of another kind of salt; that of 172 calculi formed of three layers, not one had a phosphatic nucleus, and in only three was the middle stratum composed of phosphates; and that, lastly, of 23 calculi containing four distinct layers, not one had a nucleus of phosphates; in one only was the second layer, and in three only was the third layer, thus composed. It is, however, right to observe that if small quantities of phosphates, not forming actual layers, were taken into consideration, the exceptions to the law would be much more numerous.

The degree of rapidity with which calculi form and acquire bulk depends upon the constitutional condition of the individual in whom they form, much more than upon the nature of their own ingredients; for, if it be true that oxalate of lime and uric acid calculi commonly enlarge slowly, and the phosphatic species with great quickness, instances of the direct contrary are far from uncommon. The cases in which calculous matter accumulates round a foreign body are obviously those, and those alone, in which perfect accuracy as to dates can be obtained; now cases are on record showing that some weeks suffice in one case for as abundant accumulation of phosphates as several months in another. The slower the enlargement, the greater, ceteris paribus, the density of the mass. In this latter quality calculi vary exceedingly, some being as remarkable for their porousness and openness of texture, as others for their compactness and closeness. Their specific gravity, according to Fourcroy, varies from 1913 to 1976, water being 1000; Scharling found it in one instance to amount to 214.

Calculi are commonly solitary; from some calculations, which have been made on a limited scale, it would appear, however, that in one of every five or six cases of calculous disease two or more calculi are met with. The number and size of these bodies discovered in the bladder are sometimes almost marvellous; thus Rodrigue de Fonseca refers to a case in which that viscus contained fifty as large as nuts; fifty-nine were found in Buffon’s bladder; and Morau counted six hundred and seventy-eight in the bladder of an old man, and nearly ten thousand in his kidneys. Probably millary calculi only accumulate in such extraordinarily great numbers.

We shall now briefly consider the physical and chemical characters of each calculus in particular,—appending in each instance an outline of the qualities of its component material, when occurring in the form of urinary sediment.

1. The uric acid calculus is generally of oval shape and somewhat flattened, ranges in weight from a grain to six or seven ounces and upwards, and varies in size within corresponding limits; the calculus, from a section of which the subjoined cut is reduced, measures 2½ inches in breadth and 3½ inches in length. The

Section of an uric acid calculus. (Univ. Coll. Museum.)

external surface, commonly smooth, may be finely granular, and its colour brown of different tints and depths, unless it have received a thin coating of phosphates. On section it is generally found to be laminated, and when comparatively pure its fracture has a crystalline look; when the contrary, the appearance is that of aggregated amorphous particles; the general colour is that of the external surface (much impurity may, however, render it gray or otherwise alter it), but the different strata may vary very considerably in depth of hue from yellowish-brown to mahogany colour, according to the amount of colouring matter present in each; its density is high in the direct ratio of its purity. Absolute purity never exists; all uric acid calculi contain colouring, and, with rare exceptions, fatty matters, some mucus or albumen, and besides, minute quantities of urate of ammonia, of soda, and of potash, with occasionally carbonate and phosphate of lime.

In 251 of the 763 alternating calculi, the composition of which is given by Dr. Prout, the nucleus consisted of uric acid.

Uric acid occurs as an ingredient of urinary sediments, and although not, as Berzelius supposed, their chief material in persons in health, (the amorphous urates vastly exceed it in abundance,) it may in cases of gout form the entire of the deposit.

Under the microscope uric acid appears in the form of semi-transparent, thin rhomboidal scales, of slightly yellow tinge, generally, from impurity (the pure acid being brilliantly white),
insoluble in cold and hot urine and in weak acids, soluble with effervescence (from equal volumes of carbo
nic acid and nitrogen) in concentrated nitric acid, the mixture acquiring a purple red hue (from mure
xide) at the close of evaporation, and very sparingly soluble in concentrated muriatic acid. (See fig. 78, a.)

**Fig. 78.**

Crystats of uric acid.

Sometimes (and less rarely than has been sup
posed) the rhomboidal prisms are thick, solid-
looking, and cuboid in appearance. We have
lately seen a pellitile (non-iridescent) of bloody
urine after scarlatina formed of crystals of this
kind (fig. 78, b). Sometimes, again, frag
ments of, or entire, crystals unite so as to
form lanceolate or stellate figures; this form
may be produced (as shown by Rayer, fig.
78, c) by artificial precipitation.

2. The urate of ammonia. calculus (of which the existence was denied by Mr. Brande, on the
plea that the ammonia evolved from certain calcu
li is in reality derived from associated triple phosphate, or from urea and the amm
ionic salts of the urine,) is said by Fourcroy and Prout to be rare, and more frequent in
children than in adults, a statement which has been copied by various writers. The tables
collected by Dr. Prout show that of 709 simple calci
li 59 were composed of urate of ammonia
nearly pure, 159 mainly of this salt mixed with
variable proportions of the urate and oxalate of lime and phosphates. The shape of this calcu
lus is more irregular than that of uric acid
masses, but still inclined to the ovoid; it does
not reach any large size, and has a smooth or granular surface. Internally it is laminated;
of clay colour; its fracture earthy, and its den
sity considerably less than that of lithic acid. Of 163 alternating calci
li grouped in Dr. Prout’s tables we find that 239 had a nucleus of pure urate of ammonia.
In the majority of cases, then, this salt or uric acid forms the ground
work of calculous accumulation; for they con
stitute either the entire mass, or the nucleus,
of 938 among 1473 calci
li of ascertained com
position in the following proportions, exclusive of many others in which they were mixed
irregularly with other salines matters.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Calculus.</th>
<th>Nucleus.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Urate of ammonia, pure and impure</td>
<td>230</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>218</td>
<td>239</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>448</td>
<td>490</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>938, or 1 in 1.6</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Urate of ammonia is the chief constituent of the pulverulent sediments of urine voided by
healthy persons: it is insoluble in cold, soluble in hot, urine. It is commonly distinguished
microscopically as a pulverulent closely packed matter (fig. 79, a); in other instances it wears
the form of globsules of black colour (fig. 79, b); when alkaline reaction is established (or
sometimes, as we have seen, while the urine is still acid) these globsules become stellate from
the formation of minute silky needles apparently springing from their circumference (fig. 79, c).

**Fig. 79.**

a, b, c, Deposits of lithate of ammonia. (After Rayer.)

Treated by dilute nitric acid, the pulverulent matter is converted into rhomboidal calci
li of uric acid, fig. 78. Collected on a filter and washed with rectified alcohol, the residue
of the amorphous matter, treated with potassa, disengages ammonia, to be detected by the
smell, test paper, and hydrochloric acid. The forms b and c cannot be confounded with any
other substance; the pulverulent form might be mistaken for phosphate of lime, and the
modes of distinguishing the two precipitates are explained with the description of the latter.
The forms b and c (first described by Quevemne) we have repeatedly observed in the sediment
of urine containing lithates in abundance. Though mainly composed of urate of ammonia,
the acid is apparently in union also with potassa, soda, lime, and magnesia. Quevemne considers
that they may in some sort be regarded as pro
ducts of putrefaction, as they do not appear
until the urine has stood for about three days;
but this is decidedly erroneous, as we have re
peatedly seen the simple globular, and some
times the stellate globular, forms in urine which
had not stood twenty-four hours.

3. The oxalate of lime calculus is generally
more or less accurately spherical in shape;
though commonly of rather small or moderate
size, it may acquire very considerable bulk: a
model of a mulberry calculus, now before us,
(Univ. Coll. Museum) measures 7½ inches in
circumference, and some of the prominences on
the surface reach five lines in height. Of dark
brown, purplish, blackish, or olive colour, this

* This form, which we are in the habit of fami
liarly calling the “globular lithate,” is not exceed
ingly uncommon. In the numerous instances in
which we have met with it, we have, however,
failed in ascertaining the particular condition regu
lating its occurrence.
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species of calculus is remarkable for the rough tuberculated character of its surface, which gives it the aspect of a mulberry. Its section exhibits commonly a granular, but sometimes a laminated, arrangement; the internal colour is the same as the external; the density and hardness (especially of the laminated variety) vary considerably. The dark colour of these calculi is generally ascribed to admixture of the colouring matter of blood, thrown out from the irritation their rough surface produces on the tissues it comes in contact with. The oxalate of lime calculus may occur of pure white colour, with sharp angular crystals on the surface; of this rare variety the University College Collection contains a remarkable specimen.

The rarity of oxalate of lime crystals in urinary deposits was matter of received opinion until the inquiries of Dr. G. Bird led him to the inference that in the cases of disease occurring in London... the oxalate of lime is of far more frequent occurrence in urine than the deposits of earthy phosphates.* The oxalate deposit, when in abundance, appears to the naked eye, after the application of gentle heat, as a white glistening powder, which under a low magnifying power resolves itself into... crystals of the oxalate in beautifully formed transparent octahedra, with sharply defined edges and angles (fig. 80, a). It sometimes happens that the oxalate is present in the form of exceedingly minute crystals; it then resembles a series of minute cubes, often adhering together like blood-discs: these, however, are readily and distinctly resolved into octahedra under a higher magnifying power. If the crystals be collected and ignited on platinum foil, oxalic acid is decomposed and carbonate of lime left: the subsequent addition of dilute nitric acid dissolves the residue with effervescence." The crystals are insoluble in boiling acetic acid or liquor potassa.

Dr. Bird describes certain dumb-bell shaped crystals (fig. 80, b) with finely striated surfaces, as a variety of form of oxalate of lime. We have frequently seen such bodies, but cannot regard their chemical nature as established.

From a table, which we have drawn up from the daily record of 84 unselected cases (42 of each sex) in our wards at University College Hospital, the following inferences may be drawn concerning oxalate of lime crystals. They (octahedral form) are of somewhat more frequent occurrence in females (14 of 42) than in males (11 of 42). They are most frequently present in acute affections and in anaemia; and at that period of acute affections when anaemia is most likely to be fully developed, at the onset of convalescence. They occur in spermatorrhoea temporarily. Their frequency in rheumatism has been exaggerated, our proportion being only 3 of 15 cases. They are not present in all cases of any given disease, and probably originate in some special condition of the blood. Observation continues to exhibit to us the frequency of a deposit of oxalate of lime crystals, at the period of convalescence of acute diseases; so much so that we regard their sudden appearance in an acute disease as a sign of that fortunate change. This deposit is of temporary (say a few days) duration, and not to be confounded with the more or less permanent condition appertaining to a peculiar diathesis.

4. Of the cystin or cystic oxide calculus there are two varieties, physically considered; and the physical peculiarities are probably referable to chemical differences. The pure cystin calculus is of oval shape, acquires moderate size; its surface, tolerably smooth, has a crystallised aspect. Internally it appears formed of a multitude of irregularly aggregated crystals, with their edges rounded off, and has the colour and shining look of bees'-wax (fig. 81). Small portions broken off are semi-transparent; an ammoniacal solution gives thin lamellar hexagonal crystals by evaporation.

* On Urinary Deposits, p. 123. 1844.
in urine (cold and hot), and in acetic acid. It is soluble in ammonia, from which solution it may be obtained by evaporation in the peculiar crystalline form (fig. 82), visible with the microscope only. Cystin is soluble without effervescence in nitric acid; from this solution silky crystals of aciculated shape and brilliant white colour may be obtained by evaporation. Treated with nitrate of potass, the sulphur (26 per 100 nearly) contained in the cystin passes to the state of sulphuric acid, discoverable by a salt of baryta. Cystin exhales a peculiar phosphorus-like odour when burned on platina.

The crystalline form of cystin is the hexagonal prism; the crystal is transparent, more or less regular, and varies considerably in size (fig. 82).

5. The phosphate of ammonia and magnesia calculus (triple phosphate) is generally of oval or rounded shape, but may be of irregular form; when constituting the entire substance of a calculus (which is rare), it is of small size usually; its external colour is whitish; its surface uneven and crystalline. Internally it is generally granular and opaque, though occasionally laminated and somewhat transparent; in the former case of porous texture, in the latter compact and dense, and of dirty white colour.

6. The neutral phosphate of lime calculus, remarkable for the smoothness of its exterior, is of pale brown colour, moderate size, and great rarity,—so much so that to the chance experience of Dr. Wollaston almost alone are we indebted for what is known of its characters. It is composed of laminae, easily separable from each other, and striped transversely.

7. The phosphate of ammonia and magnesia and phosphate of lime (mixed phosphates or fusible) calculus is of irregular shape, often of large size, white colour, and roughish surface. In the majority of cases its section looks like a piece of chalk of loose texture, being homogeneous, non-laminated, and minutely porous; in other instances it is lamellar, and between the laminae minute shining crystals of triple phosphate may often be detected. It marks the fingers or other bodies like chalk.

Phosphoric acid exists in healthy urine in combination with ammonia and magnesia, in such proportion as to form a perfectly soluble salt. If the proportion of base increases, the salt becomes insoluble, and, according to the amount of excess, is deposited either as the neutral or a bibasic triple phosphate.

The neutral phosphate of ammonia and magnesia (the only one observed in urine at the moment of emission) occurs in white transparent crystals of perfectly regular forms, referable to the right rectangular prism (fig. 83).
the oxide formed the cortex of a uric acid nucleus; in the others it was the sole ingredient. Unger has discovered minute traces of a substance which he considers closely allied to, if not identical with, xanthin in guano: its precise chemical relations, however, appear to be as yet not fully determined.

Observations are wanting concerning the characters of uric oxide sediments: Berzelius says they are pulverulent and grey.

9. The carbonate of lime, very rare in man, is not uncommon in granivorous animals. Dr. Prout has seen some small calculi from the human subject consisting of this salt, of perfectly white colour and very friable. The carbonate may, however, be impure, and the mass accordingly vary in colour from yellow to brown and red. This species has been observed by Smith with the appearance of a mulberry calculus*, by Brugnatelli, Frommherz, Walther, Loir, and others. Wood† has described two of pearly, and Ranpold‡ one of metallic lustre.

10. Carbonate of magnesia, according to Berzelius, very probably exists in all calculi composed of carbonate of lime. It appears to have been actually detected in two instances only,—once by Moscati, once by Lindbergson.

11. Urate of magnesia has been found forming the chief mass of two calculi by Scharling; urate of ammonia was likewise present.

12. Urates of soda, potassa, and lime, never form the entire mass of a calculus. The former was found in large quantity by Lindbergson in the calculus just referred to. It is uncertain whether urate of soda exists naturally in the urine; it occurs in association with uric acid and urate of ammonia in sediments, as already mentioned.

13. Phosphate of magnesia is, according to Brugnatelli, of common occurrence, either mixed with triple phosphate, or forming alternate layers with it.

14. Chloride of sodium never forms the substance of calculi, and the conditions under which this salt crystallizes in the urine are not well ascertained: partial evaporation of the fluid must first take place. The crystals are octahedral, and have their planes indented like steps of stairs.

The nature of the so-called fibrous calculus (originally described by Dr. Marcet) has been made matter of question by Berzelius. It appears that the material supposed to be fibrin by that analyst was soluble, though not readily so, in nitric acid,—a character not belonging to either fibrin or albumen. This, with other of its properties as detailed by Marcet, leads Berzelius to regard the matter as inspissated vesical mucus.

The Museum of University College contains a "fibrous calculus" taken from the bladder of a cow (fig. 85). It is of irregular elongated shape, measuring two and a half by one and a half inches; very light; elastic; of brownish grey colour internally, whitish externally, and coated with a white earthy crust.

Fig. 85.

Section of fibrinous calculus.

A new substance has recently been added to the list of constituents of urinary calculi by Heller*, under the title of urostalith. This substance is said to form a soap with alkalies, and to have been discharged in small masses varying in size from that of a hemp seed to that of a small nut.

Each particular division of the urinary passages is the seat occasionally of calculous formations, and the characters of these are in each site more or less peculiar. Into the description of these characters we cannot here enter seriatim; of the varieties thus depending upon the seat of the product,—namely, renal, ureteral, vesical, prostatic, urethral, and prostaticul—, the most important, the vesical, may be considered to have been specially kept in view in the preceding pages. As respects renal calculus we must content ourselves with illustrating by a figure (fig. 86) the curious branched form they sometimes assume, as they gradually mould themselves to the interior of the pelvis and infundibula.

Renal calculi sometimes attain great bulk. Among numerous examples of the fact we may refer to a case seen by Wilson†, in which the kidney, perfectly atrophous, and replaced by a multilocular membranous sac (the dilated pelvis and infundibula) contained an oxalate of lime calculus weighing seven ounces and a half. Renal calculus derive much of their practical interest from their tendency to produce such atrophy of the kidney, with pyelitis (U. C. Mus.) or, more rarely, hydronephrosis.

‡ Schmidt's Jahrbüch, B. v. S. 879.
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* In seinem Archiv, Bd. ii.
† Lectures, p. 122.
Calculi of the prostate gland are (sometimes at least) essentially different in nature from urinary calculi, and belong to the class produced by morbid secretions from mucous surfaces. Sometimes single, they are more generally numerous; in the latter case, though occasionally found of much greater bulk, they rarely exceed a pea or small nut in size. One variety of prostatic calculus is, according to Dr. Prout, found in the natural cavities of the gland, before this becomes much disorganized; the calculus masses referable to this variety are of more or less rounded, spheroidal, yellowish-brown colour. Another variety seems to be generally found in an enlarged cavity or abscess of the prostate gland, and sometimes has a highly polished porcellaneous appearance. But that this distinction is rather an artificial than a natural one appears from the similarity of composition of both varieties. As first shown by Wollaston, these calculi consist mainly of phosphate of lime and animal matter with carbonate of lime in variable proportions.

Preputial calculi and those found in urinary fistula belong, in the great majority of cases, to the class of saline masses generated through irritation of mucous (or pseudo-mucous) surfaces, and accordingly consist wholly of earthy phosphates. There is no reason, however, that a particle of gravel, or a minute calculi of various chemical constitutions, might not make its way into these situations, and become the nucleus of further deposit; and in point of fact Romer found uric acid, phosphate of lime, and animal matter in some calculi removed from underneath the prepuce of a child affected with natural phymosis.

(6). Lachrymal calculi. — Calculous formations in the lachrymal organs, positively speaking rare, are much less commonly met with in the gland and its excretory ducts than in the folds of the conjunctiva, in connection with the caruncula or in the lachrymal canals and nasal duct. They may be known by the generic name dacryolith, (from δακρυον, a tear, and λίθος, a stone,) first proposed by Walther.

An example of the actual formation of such calculus masses in the excretory ducts of the gland occurred in the case of a female, aged 19, who came under the notice of Mr. R. H. Meade, (Med. Gazette, 1835.) Twenty-three calculi, of small size, (the largest about a line in diameter,) rough, very hard, and of dirty white colour, were discharged from the ducts in the course of four or five days. They consisted principally of phosphate of lime, with a small quantity of carbonate of the same base and traces of animal matter. Von Walther describes a curious case, in which calcareous matter continued to be formed in the folds of the conjunctiva during a space of about ten weeks. The first mass formed was of angular shape, about the size of a pea, and easily capable of being rubbed down into a greasy powder. It reappeared in three days; and subsequently a similar matter formed in the other eye. The deposition ceased under the use of potash internally, but returned three years after; carbonate of lime chiefly, with phosphate of lime and animal matter, were its constituents. Numerous examples are on record of such concretions occurring in the foldicles of the caruncula, Sandifort, Blegny, Schmucker, Mr. Travers, and others have seen calcareous matter in the lachrymal canals. Krimer* has described a calculus of the size of a small pea, of ash-grey colour, polished, of calcareous appearance, removed from the nasal duct of a woman, who for nine months had laboured under disease of the lachrymal passages.

There is a species of calculus, essentially of fatty nature, commonly known as "deer's tears," which forms in the fossa just below the anterior canthus of the adult red deer (cervus elephas). It yields on analysis resin with ethereal oil, fatty oil, wax, cellular substance, colouring matter, chloride of sodium, and phosphate of lime. Some of these ingredients are supposed to be derived from hair, which is usually entangled with it. It is said to possess the medicinal virtues of the faeces antispasmodics.†

(c). Nasal calculi. — Calculous masses are not extremely uncommon in the nares. Some of them are indubitably formed in the lachrymal passages, whence they glide into the nostrils; such was, in all probability, the case with the little girl spoken of by Bartholomus, who forced small calculi from her nose. In other instances they manifestly originate in the nostrils themselves; this is especially certain when the nucleus of the mass consists of a foreign body. Thus Horn found a calculus in the nares, the nucleus of which was a cherry-stone. Grandon removed from the left nostril of a woman, aged 92, a calculus formed of fragments of unequal sizes, weighing 76 grains, of a specific gravity of 1.4, without smell, and chemically constituted as follows: —

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Substance</th>
<th>Weight</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Phosphate of lime</td>
<td>55.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Carbonate of ditto</td>
<td>18.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Carbonate of magnesia</td>
<td>7.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Organic matter with traces of iron</td>
<td>20.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>100.0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

In the largest of the fragments a grass seed was discovered.‡

(d) Frontal sinus, calculi of.—Several calculi of small size, consisting of phosphate of lime, carbonates of lime and magnesia, oxide of iron and soda in small quantity, and animal matter, were discharged from the frontal sinus of a woman, whose case will be found in a foreign journal.§

(e) Mouth, calculi of.— The interior of the mouth may become the seat of calculous formation. Schenk, Echold, and Bartholims relate cases of its occurrence in connection with the mucous membrane of the palate; Kruger describes a mass of ashen colour, hard, round, 

* Grafe and Walther's Journal, Bd. x. S. 597. 1827.
† Löwendardt, Brit. and For. Med. Rev. vol. xi. p. 239.
and very light, thrown off from an ulcer in the palate. Otto* knew a person in whom, during an atomic attack of gout, the whole mouth, throat, and gullet were largely covered with a whitish mucous [diphtheritic deposit?], which contained a large quantity of phosphate of lime.

(f.) *Salivary calculi.*—The calculous accumulations met with not very frequently in connection with the salivary glands, are commonly regarded as depositions from the saliva, and may be generically termed ptyaliths (πτυάλος, saliva, and λυθος, a stone). But they are at the least depositions from saliva of morbid composition, for while they are essentially formed of phosphate of lime; this salt scarcely exists in the healthy fluid, and indeed is not enumerated among its ingredients at all by either Berzelius, Graham, or Wright. It becomes, therefore, extremely probable that the excess of phosphate is generated through the influence of irritation of mucous membrane. Salivary calculi are of much more common occurrence in some of the lower animals (e.g. the horse, ass, and dog) than in the human subject.

The parotid gland is less frequently the seat of these products than the submaxillary and especially than the sublingual gland. Pölker extracted an encysted stalactiform calculus, 15 lines long, 9 broad, and weighing 120 grains, from the parotid, composed of phosphate of lime and animal matter. Breschet describes white calcite of scaly fracture, some of them crystallized in regular tetrahedra, and having a nucleus composed of a grain of oats, which were discovered in the maxillary glands of an elephant: here, in addition to phosphate of lime and animal matter, there was carbonate of lime. The affection called rausula is produced by obstruction of the ducts of the sublingual gland with calculous matter, which may form a single large mass, or be united into numerous minute ones. Chronic inflammation and abscess are the frequent results of such accumulations.

Of similar origin is the calculus matter which gathers round the teeth, commonly called tartar or odontoliths (δόντω, a tooth, and ὀδοντος, a stone). Two kinds of tartar have been distinguished by Duval**: a. tartar of deep grey or even blackish colour, hard and compact, smooth on the surface, breaking almost like glass, and forming first on the root of the tooth, whence it spreads to the enamel; b. tartar of yellowish colour, less compact, friable, less smooth on the surface, forming on the enamel near the gums, whence it spreads to the crown in the majority of cases, but sometimes insinuates itself under the gums. Tartar appears first as a thin layer of slimy matter, which hardens; another layer is then deposited, hardens in its turn, and so on. It accumulates enormously in some instances, exceeds the tooth (to which it is often most firmly united)

* Patholog. Anat. by South, p. 103.
† Poggiale (Journ. de Pharmacie, p. 387, 1839) found so much as 94 per 100 of this salt.
‡ Bull. de la Faculté de Méd. 1815, No. 7.

in size, and sometimes detrudes this from its socket. Berzelius found it composed of

Earthly phosphates .................. 79.0
Undecomposed mucus ................ 12.5
Peculiar salivary matter (Pytilin) 1.0
Animal matter soluble in hydro-
chloric acid .......................... 7.5

Buhlmann* has recently drawn attention to certain microscopical corpuscles, most frequently met with on teeth surrounded with tartar, yet not altogether absent from the cleanest. Originally described by Leeuwenhoek, these bodies are of filiform shape, and found in three conditions: a. yellowish fibres usually collected into tufts; b. the same fibres broken and scattered among the epithelium and mucus; c. tufts of fibres mixed up with granular matter. They measure about 0.00006th of a Paris inch in breadth; from 1/4th to 1/2 a line in length: they are smooth, arched, or wavy, somewhat elastic and transparent and of yellowish white colour. The strongest nitric, sulphuric, and hydrochloric acids and caustic alkalis produce no change but that of rendering them a little more transparent; they are matted by heat. They are chiefly abundant at the junction of the tooth and gum. Infusoria (genera Vibrio and Monas) are also found in this substance.

(g.) The *tonsils* are not unfrequently the seat of phosphatic deposit. A calculus formed in one of the tonsils, of greyish white colour, containing an oval nucleus, was found by Wurzer to consist of phosphate of lime 63.8, carbonate of lime 15.7, animal matter 13.3, pytilin with chlorides of sodium and potassium 7.1, iron and traces of manganeese 0.1.†

(h.) The *pharynx* and *asophagus* have both been, though in extremely rare instances, the seat of calculous incrustations. Rivière and Bartholinus relate such cases.

(i.) *Gastro-intestinal calculi.*—The calculi discovered in the intestinal canal agree, as regards such saline materials as enter into their composition, in being essentially formed of earthy phosphates, especially that of lime. They may, however, be wholly free from saline matter.

Intestinal calculi are generally few in number, unless when of biliary origin: as many as thirty, however, were found in the stomach by Bilguer. Their size varies remarkably, from that of a nut to a mass larger than the clenched hand: their weight varies proportionally,—they have been known to weigh a pound and a half, two, and even four pounds. Their specific gravity is low, varying from 1000 to 1400. Their shape is irregularly rounded, the irregularity being greatest in the largest masses, and, like biliary calculi, they affect their own forms mutually by lateral pressure. They occur in all parts of the intestinal tract, but are most

* Müller’s Archiv., H. iv. S. 442, 1840.
† See also Schütz, Caspar’s Wochenr., No. 45, 1838.
common in the cæcum, large intestines, and stomach, and in rare instances have been discharged by the mouth.

There is a very obvious distinction between intestinal calculi, seized by almost all writers on the subject, in regard of their origin: (1.) some originate elsewhere, and make their way into the alimentary canal; (2.) others are the result of the deposition within the intestines of certain materials around some substance acting as a nucleus, itself either introduced from without or from some other part of the system; (3.) others are wholly formed in the alimentary canal.

(1.) a. Biliary calculi, to be presently described, form the great majority of those belonging to the first class. They present precisely the same characters as while still in connection with the biliary system. b. Calculi sometimes pass into the intestine from the urinary passages. Dr. Marcat found a calculus, mainly composed of a mixture of phosphate of lime and triple phosphate, in the rectum of an infant with imperfect anus. A communication existed between the bladder and rectum.

(2.) Calculi belonging to the second class vary much in respect of their nucleus; the matter found in the intestine, constituting the cortex of the calculus, is generally composed of phosphates, applied in layers or not, and mixed or not with additions of the vegetable or other substance which served originally as the nucleus; the mass is solid and compact, or softer and more porous, and mixed with the mucous secretion of the bowel. The division into layers is sometimes very indistinctly marked; generally a slight difference of colour exists in the different strata. Yellowish brown is the most common hue.

The nucleus in this class of calculi may be animal, vegetable, or inorganic.

(a.) Animal. — Under the name of egagropiles, or hair-balls, have been described masses of not uncommon occurrence in the intestines of the lower animals (especially of calves), composed of hairs in their central part, in their outer parts of concrete animal and saline matter. The hairs forming the nucleus are swallowed by the animals when licking themselves. Laugier* has very carefully described a felt-like mass of some size found in the human rectum, the cortex of which consisted of fibres, hydrochlorate of ammonia and lime, phosphate of lime, silica, and oxide of iron; the nucleus, prismatic in shape and covered immediately with a brown crust, consisted in its central part of gelatin, in its more external of blood. Probably, as has been suggested, the mass originated, in consequence of a vessel being wounded by a piece of bone, — blood being effused round this, and saline matters subsequently accumulated round both.

(b.) Vegetable. — Nuclei of vegetable matter are more common. In graminivorous animals intestinal calculi of this kind sometimes acquire vast size. — In a horse (aged 17 years) a mass

* Mém. de l'Acad. Roy. de Méd. t. i.

was found having a nucleus of oat-grains, and so huge as to measure 28 inches round, and weigh 19 pounds (Breschet). Laugier and Lassaigne, in a similar mass, collected round bits of straw, found the cortex composed of earthy phosphates. In the duodenum of the human subject Andral discovered a calculus of the size of a small egg, consisting of earthy-looking matter externally, and having a plumstone for its nucleus.

But the most interesting calculi of this species is endemic in Scotland, and for its full history we are chiefly indebted to the investigations of Wollaston and Dr. Mono Titrius.* The vegetable substance acting as the nuclear basis of the mass (which looks like felt or coarse sand) is the husk of the oat-seed in fragments, along with the minute fibrils, forming a velvet mass at one end of the seed underneath the husk. The abundant use of oatmeal in North Britain, as an article of food, explains the frequent occurrence of these calculi among the population; they are said by Dr. Maclagan† to be growing less common, in consequence of the greater care now bestowed in the north in separating the husky matters in preparing grain for the market. The inorganic constituent associated with the vegetable fibrous matter is mainly phosphate of lime (20 per cent. in two specimens analyzed by Dr. Maclagan), associated with silica, evidently derived from the oat (6 and 4 per cent.).

(3.) Inorganic. Certain medicines, magnesium (Monro) and chalk especially, have occasionally collected into calculous masses in the large intestine of persons in the habit of swallowing large doses of either for a considerable time: the saline matter being hardened into a solid ball with mucus and facial matter. Crocket‡ relates the case of a child who swallowed a pin, and at the age of 18 voided per anum a calculus of spheroidal shape and earthy composition. The head and half the stem of the pin were enclosed in the mass. A piece of wood accidentally forced into the rectum has been known to form the nucleus for phosphatic deposition.§ Females who chew and swallow the ends of threads used in sewing, or indulge in the singular habit of eating their curling-papers (hysterical pica), occasionally become the subjects of intestinal calculi.

(3.) Calculi formed wholly in the digestive passages are comparatively rare. They may consist of fibres and inspissated secretions wholly (under which circumstances the name, calculus, is not in strictness applicable to them), or these may serve as a nucleus for the deposition of the ordinary phosphatic salts. White discovered, near the ilio-coccal valve of a tuberculous subject, two masses (one weighing two, the other one and a-half pounds) com-

‡ North American Journal, 1827.
§ Dahlmann, Archives Gén. de Méd. t. xxiii.
posed of a nucleus of indurated feces, and a cortex of saline matter arranged in layers. Oleginous matters sometimes accumulate in the intestine in the form and of the consistence almost of calculi. A mass of this kind, voided by a young tuberculous female, and examined by M. Lassaigne, was found to consist of

\[
\begin{array}{c|c}
\text{Acid fatty matter} & \text{Stearin} \\
\text{composed of} & \text{Elain} \\
\text{Peculiar acid} & \\
\hline
\text{Substance analogous to fibrin} & 21 \\
\text{Phosphate of lime} & 4 \\
\text{Chloride of sodium} & 1 \\
\hline
\text{Total} & 100
\end{array}
\]

These oleginous formations will be presently further considered.

The oriental bezoard, a resinous intestinal calculus, chiefly met with in certain species of goats and deer, appears (like ambergris in the whale) to be the result of morbid secretion from the bowels of the animal, and not to be composed (as was imagined by Vauquelin) of materials derived from its food. A very doubtful case of calculus occurring in the human intestine, with close resemblance to ambergris in its characters, has been published by Dr. Kennedy.*

We have lately examined some masses composed solely of fibrin, (Univ. Coll. Mus. presented by Dr. Rayner,) passed from the rectum after prolonged sufferings, simulating those of cancerous disease.

(k.) **Biliary.** (Gall stones, Choleliths.)—Biliary calculi are found in every part of the system where the bile circulates, and even make their way occasionally into localities in which that fluid is not naturally found. Most common in the gall-bladder, they are frequent in the larger ducts; far less rare than has been affirmed by some writers in the radicles of the hepatic duct, not uncommonly encountered in their transit through the different parts of the intestine (where it is possible they may be sometimes actually formed), they are very rarely seen in the stomach.

Biliary calculi vary in number from one to several hundreds and even thousands; 3,646 are said to have been shown by Fuschius from the gall-bladder of a certain gladiarius†; and Dr. Parry ‡ gives a case in which 2,654 were found in the same part. It is not uncommon to find one only, or two, three, or four; but observations are wanting as to the relative frequency of small and large collections. Their size varies as their numbers. When single or few in number, they are comparatively large, have been known to reach the bulk of a hen's egg§, but rarely, even when single, exceed a walnut in dimensions; when very numerous, they are sometimes scarcely larger than pins' heads, and some, of these small dimensions, may be associated with others of far greater bulk.

Their form likewise varies to a certain extent with their number. When single, the spherical, oval, or elongated shape predominates; when numerous, they press upon and mould each other into cubic, pentagonal, or polygonal figures, with obtuse and rounded angles.

Their most common colour is greenish yellow; but various shades of brown, green, dark or canary yellow, and even black or white, are observed. Their colour frequently varies in different parts of the mass; and the differences of hue may either correspond to the lamellae of the calculus, or to the matters acting as the nucleus and the cortex respectively (the most common case), or be irregularly observable over the surface so as to produce a mottled appearance. Biliary calculi have a smooth surface and slightlyunctuous feel.

When a biliary calculus is broken across, a distinction of nucleus and cortex is very commonly seen. Complete homogeneity, without any lamellar or other obvious arrangement, is extremely rare. The cortical portion generally consists of dull-looking lamellae arranged concentrically, but also striated transversely. A tendency to the alternating character of urinary calculi is sometimes visible; thus in the central point may appear a dark coloured and homogeneous matter in small quantity (bile pigment), and from this shining strata (cholerstein) radiate towards a cortex such as that above described (fig. 87). The thickness of the cortex varies in different parts; though generally greatest at the angles of polygonal calculi (fig. 87), this is not always the case. In a few instances on record a foreign body (e.g. a piece of needle) has been found forming the nucleus of a biliary calculus; such cases are of singular rarity, however, and for obvious reasons.

The constituents of biliary calculi are cholesterin (the chief one) with other kinds of fat in small proportion, choleate of soda, bitilifeline acid or biliary resin mixed with bile pigment, epithelium, and mucus. In some cases the mass is almost wholly composed of colouring matter; in others of biliary resin and modified colouring matter, with mere traces of cholesterin.‡ Benzelliuss describes a gall-stone composed principally of carbon. Von Bibra ‡ discovered 1.5 per cent. of alumina with iron, and 1.4 per cent. of carbonate of lime in a biliary calculus; the latter salt was also detected by Witting in considerable amount. A calculus analyzed by Bally and Henry ‡ consisted of carbonate of lime with traces of carbonate of magnesia 72.70, phosphate of lime 13.51, mucus with a little peroxide of iron and

† Morgagni de Sed. &c. Ep. 37, § 19.
‡ On Ançina Pectoris, p. 240.

* Archiv. der Pharmacie, Bd. xii. S. 291.
† Simon, loc. cit. p. 470.
‡ Eod. loc.
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**PRODUCTS, ADVENTITIOUS.**

Mr. Taylor discovered a calculus in the collection of the College of Surgeons, presumed to be biliary, and composed of the stearate of lime. It floated in water, and had a lamellar structure; the lamella being easily separable and alternately of white and reddish yellow colour. In the centre was a small cavity. The analysis, justifying the above view of its composition, is given in full. This rare description of calculus appears to signify a stage of transition from the common cases to those instances in which the biliary passages contain masses composed essentially of carbonate and phosphate of lime, especially of the former salt. Richter describes a case in which the liver contained a multitude of such bodies varying in size from a pea to a cherry. Matter of this kind is occasionally found coating the gall-bladder and ducts; and in the interior of cysts in the substance of the organ. (Bailie and Zannini.)

(1.) Pancreatic. — Calculi of the pancreatic duct have been observed in rare instances by Matani, Eller, Biumi, Galeati, and others. Bailie found some as large as a hazel-nut, of white colour and irregular surface, which Wollaston showed were composed of carbonate of lime.

Fig. 88. represents a portion of a dilated pancreatic duct, which contained an enormous number of small calculi (such as are seen within it in the sketch) of dull white colour, perfectly round, varying in size from that of a pin’s head to that of a small pea, elastic and hard.

**Fig. 88.**

Pancreatic calculi, natural size. (Univ. Coll. Mus.)

Pancreatic calculi have not, as far as we are aware, been found in the intestine in transit outwards.

(m.) Seminal. — Calculous masses have occasionally been detected in the vesicular seminales and ejaculatory ducts, Collard de Martigny found some composed of mucus and coagulated albumen chiefly, with a small quantity of calcareous salts.* These calculi sometimes accumulate in vast numbers; thus two hundred were discovered in the right vesicular seminalis of a man aged forty-five; no symptom had occurred during life connected with the organ.

(n.) Mammary. — The lactiferous ducts are occasionally the seat of minute calculous bodies; Gooch, Haller, Reil, and others report cases of the kind. Morgagni alludes to their existence in the breast of a gouty person. The history of the case generally connects their production with the function of suckling, and sometimes with obstruction of the flow of milk.

(p.) Vaginal and pudendal. — Calculous accumulations in these parts are not extremely rare. They originate in a deposition of phosphates around some foreign body; a pessary for example, or around a nucleus of thickened mucous membrane, accumulating either from habits of uncleanness or from malposition of the uterus. Köhler discovered five large chalky-looking masses, weighing together more than seven ounces, in the vagina of a woman, aged forty, affected with prolapsus uteri.

(q.) Uterine. — The internal surface of the uterus is in rare instances found more or less extensively lined with, or studded with rounded masses of, saline matter of variable consistence. This condition has been observed in cases of deviation of axis of the uterus; the saline matter is in all probability composed mainly of phosphate and carbonate of lime.

(B.) Concretions of pseudo-calculi. — Concretions are masses composed of saline materials deposited in a pre-existing organic basis,—the former, as they increase, gradually encroach on and, as it were, dispossess the latter, until eventually, in many instances, all obvious traces of its existence have disappeared. The saline matters are commonly deposited punctatim; and the organic basis, in which they accumulate may be non-stromal (as, for example, tuberculous matter, atheromatous matter, &c.), or stromal (as, for example, fibrous tumour, &c.) And, again, the natural textures (as, for instance, cellular tissue, tendon, &c. in the case of tuberculous concretions); the solid elements of the circulating fluid (as the fibrin of the blood in the case of phleboliths); and, lastly, various adventitious substances (as mentioned above), may severally act the part of that organic basis.

(a.) Elementary cell. — Perhaps the simplest form of true concretion is that in which an epithelium-cell becomes coated or studded with saline material. We have seen this condition in the epithelium lining adventitious cysts, in the epithelium floating in pleuritic effusions, and occasionally in that discharged with the urine. The concretions, not very uncommonly found in the choroid plexus, consist of round cells coated with calcareous salts. Flakes of albuminous substance may some-

† Archives de Médecine, Juin, 183.

* Polli, Annali di Chemica, Milan, Juglio, 1845
† Archiv. vol. ii. p. 228.
‡ Lond. and Edinb. Phil. Mag. 1840.
§ Pemberton, Diss. of the Abdom. Viscera, p. 68.
∥ Hartmann, De calc. in vesic. seminal. Erfurt, 1763.
times be seen in the urine coated with saline matters; but this is merely a rudely analogous condition to those previously mentioned.

(b.) Exception to cases in which a simple elementary cell becomes the depositary of calcareous matter, stand those remarkable instances in which an entire individual becomes more or less completely invested with a coating of such matter; while subsequent desiccation of the tissues (with, very rarely, partial calcification of these) mummifies the entire frame.

(c.) Placental.—Calcareous concretions are of not uncommon occurrence in the human placenta. Hanouver found them in large number in twenty of two hundred placentae. They are of white colour, rounded or branched in shape, and composed of phosphate of lime: generally seated on the uterine, rarely on the facial, surface, near the border. The age and constitution of the mother or of the child, separation of the placenta, and hemorrhages, appear to Hanouver to be without influence on their production.

(d.) Arteries.—Arteries.—(1.) Parietal.—There are few conditions more familiar to the observer than the calcareous deposition in the coats of arteries, long erroneously styled "ossification" of these tubes. The saline materials, giving the ossiform aspect to the deposition, assume four different forms: 1. That of a gritty looking substance sprinkled over the internal surface of the vessel; 2. That of patches of variable size and thickness, sometimes sufficiently extensive to convert a considerable tract of the vessel into an inflexible tube; 3. That of small rounded or shapeless masses, protruding or not into the interior of the vessel; 4. That of prominent spicula, when their anatomical constitution appears more allied than under other circumstances to that of bone.

Mr. Brande found these incrustations to consist of sixty-five and a half per cent. of phosphate of lime and the rest of animal matter. These proportions must of course vary in different cases: thus Scherer* found "ossified" arterial membrane composed of—

| Organic matter | 7.292 |
| Phosphate of lime | 63.636 |
| Magnesia | 10.909 |
| Carbonate of lime | 18.181 |

M. Bizot† has given a tabular view of the relative frequency with which different parts of the aorta become the seat of this condition; and from this we learn with more precision than could be otherwise attained, that the points at which the different branches are given off are far the most frequently implicated; and that the posterior surface of the thoracic and abdominal divisions of the vessel suffers more frequently than the anterior in the proportion of 11 to 1.

The precise seat of calcareous deposit, in respect of the coats of the tubes, has been made matter of much disputation. We have ourselves found that in the aorta the new matter is thrown out between the middle and internal coats, and in the vessels of the limbs either in this situation or in the actual substance of the middle coat;—or, to use the language which the modern anatomy of arteries would require us to adopt, we should say that the saline matter is deposited in the aorta in the striated and longitudinal-fibrous tunic between the epithelial and circular-fibrous tunic; and also, in the arteries of the limbs, in the substance of the circular-fibrous and true elastic coats.

There are three kinds of deposit, of common occurrence in the arteries, set down by writers as the nidus in which saline accumulation may occur: these are the "atheromatous matter," the "white spot," and the "cartilaginous patch." The origin and nature of these matters require to be briefly examined.

The atheroma of the arteries and cardiac valves is a yellowish matter occurring in minute* particles, hardly larger than grains of sand; separate or clustered into small patches; most abundant at the points where vessels are given off from the affected trunk; obviously seated underneath a coating of epithelium, and even probably under the striated tunics of the artery, (as when an attempt is made to peel it away by raising these two coats, it is in part removed with them, and remains partially adherent to the deeper-seated tunics); and distinctly anechoous to the feel, when accumulated in any quantity. The substance is indeed of fatty nature. Gluge* found that "an enormous deposition of fat globules solely and alone constitutes this morbid state, and in fact even with the naked eye a remarkable similarity may be perceived between the atheromatous state and certain forms of fatty deposition in the liver." Mr. Gulliver‡ has independently ascertained the same fact, and illustrated his description by figures.‡

The researches of M. Bizot have very clearly established that this atheromatous matter becomes, with the progress of things, the seat of one or other of two series of changes, terminating in the one instance in ulcerous softening, in the other in calcareous deposition. The stages of the ulcerous softening are four: in the first the yellow matter becomes slightly prominent on the surface of the vessel, and the superficial fibres of the "middle" tunic lose their natural consistence; in the second the internal membrane is raised into little eminences by the accumulation of a matter which is sometimes liquid and puriform-looking, sometimes floury and dry, and occasionally containing minute shining scales, some of

‡ We have occasionally found plates of cholesterol in greater abundance than oil-globules,—a fact having an obvious connection with the established circumstance of the excess of cholesterol in the blood of old persons.
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which have a white and silvery look (cholesterin). In the third stage depressions with a smooth surface, (except in the points where the lining tunic has undergone fissure for the evacuation of the matter described,) mark the previous seats of this matter. The fourth stage is distinguished by the disappearance of the lining membrane in the affected points, and hence by actual excavation. Neither suppuration nor injection attend the changes reviewed.

When the atheromatous matter undergoes the calcareous change, a hard but minute point commonly appears in its centre; this gradually increases, especially in breadth, the middle coat being earlier implicated than the lining tunic, which is occasionally covered with concrete fibrin. Eventually the lining coat is destroyed, and the concretion brought into contact with the blood; the middle coat rarely becomes affected through its entire thickness.

The deposition may commence in a multitude of minute points simultaneously, whence the atheromatous matter acquires a gritty feel.

The white and cartilaginous patches are not in any instance the nidus of the saline deposit, according to M. Bizot; at least he has never succeeded in tracing the early processes of deposition in those patches. Nothing, however, he admits is more frequent than the deposition of atheromatous and subsequently of calcareous matter underneath the "cartilaginous" patch, which is occasionally perforated by the calcareous substance, and an appearance produced easily explaining the current opinion that the patch in question is the original seat of the saline particles. We agree with M. Bizot that the "cartilago nous" patch is altered plastic matter exuded on the inner surface of the vessels. Mr. Gulliver has, it is true, discovered fat-globules and crystals of cholesterin in the "white patch" of vessels; but the circumstance appears explicable in the manner just referred to as resulting from the French author's inquiries.

In the arteries of the limbs calcareous deposition may likewise commence in the middle coat itself, which becomes harder and thinner as the disease advances.

It is important to observe that the close examination of calcareous plates through their various phases of development demonstrates, as we have seen, their independence of inflammation.

Calcareous deposition is remarkably dependent upon age. Bichat calculated that the arteries of seven of every ten persons beyond the age of sixty were thus affected; while its existence is extremely rare in early youth. Writers have indeed maintained the perfect immunity of the vessels of youthful subjects from this change: but Mr. Young found the temporal artery of a child fifteen months old converted into a calcareous cylinder; Otto* once discovered incipient ossification of the aorta in a girl of seventeen; Wilson met with a similar condition in a child three years old; Andral in a girl aged eight; and numerous other instances of the kind are recorded. Calcareous deposition is more common in vessels of a large than of a small calibre, and especially in the aorta; rarer in the upper than the lower extremities; it sometimes extends through the entire arterial system of the trunk and lower limbs,—we have before us the vessels of a subject in this condition, who died with gangrenae senilis.* Such disease never occurs, according to Otto, in the arteries of the thoracic and abdominal walls, and perhaps those of the alimentary canal and liver; and is, on the contrary, common in those of the pelvis, of the brain, of the thyroid gland, the heart, the spleen, the kidneys, &c. The pulmonary artery is, comparatively speaking, considered exempt from calcareous deposition; several instances, however, are referred to by Otto, in which it was more or less completely "ossified;" it is not uncommonly also to follow the right and left cavities of the heart communicate, (but here the vessel is placed in respect of its contained fluid in the state of an ordinary artery). Hope* attended a lady, aged 60, in whom the "pulmonary artery was found quite ossified where it plunged into the lungs;" and from our own records of cases we know that slight alteration is not very uncommon.

The close comparison of corresponding vessels on the two sides of the body has led M. Bizot to the discovery that not only the same vessels, but the same parts of these, are, with the rarest exceptions, affected with the same alterations of structure,—that a law of symmetry regulates the development of these. Upon this point much curious information will be found in M. Bizot's admirable essay.

Calcareous deposition is common in the arteries of syphilitic subjects, and of those who have taken mercury to excess. Much fanciful hypothesis has been indulged in respecting the influence of certain kinds of diet on its production.

This morbid state destroys the elasticity of the arteries, renders them fragile, and interferes with the circulation; we have known it to lead to rupture of the aortic valves. The calcareous matter protruding more or less into the vessel affords a centre for the blood to coagulate around, and may lead to its complete obliteration,—a result which it would appear may be produced by mere thickening of the coats; in either case suspension of the circulation and gangrene are the results. "Ossification" of the coronary arteries of the heart has been met with in cases of angina pectoris (recently by ourselves) and of sudden death,—probably rather acting as the occasion, than the cause, of both.

(2.) Central. (Arterioliths.)—Calcareous concretions, free in the interior of the arteries, are as rare as the conditions which we have just described are common. Otto† saw in the Copenhagen Museum "a round stone as large as a pea," said to have been taken from the

‡ Path. Anat., by South, p. 335.
spermatic artery; but he believes it to have probably been of venous origin. Eight loose stony concretions have, he observes, been met with in an aneurismal sac; the largest of these was as big as a plum. Landerer has recently analyzed an aortic concretion, which contained 14 per 100 of uric acid.†

Veins.—Partial concretions are as rare in the veins as common in the arteries; central concretions as frequent in the former as rare in the latter vessels.

(1.) Partial.—These are in truth of extreme rarity in the veins. That they do occur, however, and with somewhat greater frequency than is admitted by speculative writers, is certain. An example of "ossification" of the coronary veins is related in the Ephem. Nat. Cur. Dec. iv. An. x. Obs. 175; Cruveilhier† once found the popliteal veins studded with ossifications similar to those existing in the accompanying arteries; not a few examples of "ossification" of the vena portae are on record; Morrgagni and Baillie found the vena cava inferior in a similar state, &c. In many cases of the kind there appears to have been calcification of the parts immediately adjoining the vessels.

The sort of antagonism existing between the arteries and veins, in respect of parietal concretions, has been referred by Bichat to difference of structure of the lining membrane in the two classes of vessel; by Bizot to the dissimilar properties of the blood circulating in them; by others, who regard the deposition as evidence of decay, to the greater activity and consequent earlier exhaustion of the arterial tubes. None of these notions are unopen to objection.

(2.) Central.—Central concretions in the veins (phleboliths, from φλεβή, a vein, and λίθος, a stone,) are generally of ovoid or rounded shape; vary in size from a pin’s head to a pea and upwards, in rare instances attaining the bulk of a hazel-nut, and in weight average about a grain or a little more at most; are of low specific gravity; occur singly or in numbers varying from two to ten and upwards; are either perfectly free, or adherent to the internal surface of the vessel either directly or by means of a slender peduncle (these three conditions may be observed in the same vein); are smooth on the surface, and (whether partly sanguineous or wholly calcareous) invested with a delicate membrane of serous aspect. These concretions are unquestionably by far more common in the veins of the pelvic viscera (the spermatic, the ovarian, the vesical, the haemorrhoidal,) than in others. They are not unusual in the splanic veins, and have been met with in the renal, mesenteric, prostatic (thirty were found in the latter by Ehrmann †), and public veins; they have been seen twice by Cloquet in the vena cava inferior. They occur sometimes in varices of the lower extremities; Dupuytren found them in the anterior and posterior tibial veins; but they have not, so far as we are aware, been seen in the veins of the arms.

Gmelin †† found them composed of

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Material</th>
<th>Percentage</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Animal matter</td>
<td>27.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Phosphate of lime</td>
<td>53.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Carbonate of lime</td>
<td>15.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Magnesia and loss</td>
<td>3.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TOTAL</td>
<td>100.0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The part of the vein containing a phlebolith is sometimes much dilated, and eventually the vessel may become obliterated above and below the obstruction. Lobstein conjectures that the new formation with its investing portion of vein may be altogether separated from its connections; and, in the case of the haemorrhoidal veins, passed by stool.

Hodgson supposed that these bodies were first formed external to the vessel, and subsequently made their way into its interior; Andrèl that their original seat was the substance of the walls of the vein. The occasional existence of a peduncle does not, as has been presumed, really warrant these notions; as it may no doubt be formed either of fibrin or of plastic matter (thrown out by the tunics from secondary inflammation) coated with epithelium. Besides, the absence of marks of rupture of the surface further confutes them. It was suspected by Cruveilhier ††, taught by Lobstein †, and proved by Carswell ‡, that phleboliths originate in clots in the interior of the vessels. The following is the series of changes observed:—stagnation occurs; a clot forms; loses its red colour; becomes concentrically stratiform; acquires fibrous consistency, and gradually grows calcareous and indurated, stratum by stratum, from the centre outwards, until the whole mass acquires almost stony hardness. Dr. John Reid †† regards the process of induration as one "resembling the formation of osseous tissue in other parts of the body;" a view invalidated by the absence of true cartilaginous matrix, or of osseous texture at any period of the evolution of the bodies in question.

(e.) Lymphatic and lctal.—Although it is possible that the extreme rarity with which the lymphatic and lctal vessels have been found to contain calcareous matter may in part depend upon those vessels being seldom examined, yet it is certain that such condition is really singularly uncommon. Cheston Brown** refers to a case in which the entire thoracic duct from the receptaculum upwards was "ossified" and obliterated. J. D. Scherff ††
has described a concretion found in the thora
cic duct. The lymphatics of the small intestines have been found in this condition by Walther.

The lymphatic glands, especially the bronchial and mesenteric, are, however, not frequently the seat of calcareous precipitation in points, patches, or through their entire substance; it chiefly occurs in connection with tuberculous disease.

(f.) Serous and synovial cavities. — These cavities occasionally contain calcareous productions, evidently produced by the deposition of saline matter in a pre-existing organic basis. This basis, commonly effused fibrin (when the concretion has been free from the moment the process of saline deposition commenced), has in other instances been the substance of fibrous tumours once attached beneath the serous membrane, and accidentally set free.

(g.) Similar bodies are occasionally found in connection with the fibrous membranes. Andral† describes a very interesting case of tumour of this kind attached to the tentorium cerebelli.

(h.) Cerebral. — A concretion taken from the brain analyzed by Lassaigne‡ was found to be composed almost wholly of fibrin, of a small quantity of cholesterin, and of 4 per cent. of phosphate and carbonate of lime — the evident, though rare, result of previous hemorrhage. A concretion from the cerebellum, examined by Simon§, about the size of a nut, of irregular angular form, very solid, both internally and externally resembling a piece of bone, and enveloped in a fine coriaceous capsule, consisted principally of phosphate and carbonate of lime with a little cholesterin. A similar concretion analyzed by John consisted of 75 parts of phosphate of lime and magnesia, and 25 of animal matter; another examined by Morin was composed of cholesterin, coagulated albumen, and earthy phosphates.

(i.) Uterine. — Much confusion has arisen from want of accurate distinction of the different kinds of saline deposition occurring in the uterus. These kinds, we hold to be, three in number. 1. The internal mucous surface may be coated with phosphatic salts. 2. The parenchyma of the organ may contain "ossiform" (really calcareous) globular masses resulting from the deposition of saline matter in the interior of fibrous tumours. 3. The uterine tissue may be the seat of phosphatic accumulation around foreign bodies. These bodies may be either introduced (a) from without, or (b) enter the uterus from some other part of the genital system. (a) Of the former case Brugnatelli records a curious instance. A calculus weighing about two ounces, of rough surface, and composed of phosphate of lime, was removed from the uterus of a young peasant, and on division found to have a small

piece of the tibia of a fowl for its nucleus,— broken off, no doubt, from the entire bone, which had been introduced per vaginam, for the purpose of inducing abortion. (b) Fragments of feto derived from extra uterine pregnancy, as also moles and hydatids, occasionally form the nucleus or basis of saline concretions.

The Fallopian tubes, too, sometimes contain calcareous concretions. Walther had in his possession a globular calculus of yellowish colour, a third of an inch in diameter, weighing ten grains, taken from the left Fallopian tube of a woman aged forty. It is extremely probable, though not proved by examination, that these masses are, in some instances at least, the remains of fibrous tumours.

(k.) Pulmonary concretions. — The pulmonary parenchyma is an extremely frequent seat of concretions. The basis, in which the saline material accumulates, is by far the most frequently tuberculous; more rarely the fibrous substance of simple inflammatory exudation forms its nidus: numerous points of interest are connected with these kinds of concretions, and will be more fully referred to in the section on tuberculosis. Cancerous substance in the lung may become locally infiltrated with saline substances; we have not known such change to occur in blood effused in this parenchyma.

The appendages of the lung are likewise among the habitats of concretions. Fibrous exudations in the pleura occasionally form the basis for simple saline precipitation; or less frequently of an ossification-process. The bronchi become in very rare instances more or less completely blocked up with solid concretions, the organic basis of which, in the majority of cases, is not improbably (but this point requires further investigation) that material holding a medium position between diphtheritic deposit and common inflammatory exudation matter, which constitutes the anatomical character of "plastic bronchiitis." In a case observed by Gorup-Besanez*, such, however, could not have been the origin of the saline accumulation, at least presuming the chemical analysis to have been correct. Here a coral-like "ossification" was found in the bronchi of a man aged forty-five, as thick as a crow's quill, and extending through the whole length and breadth of the lungs. It broke with a crack; whether it was hollow or not, we are left to conjecture. On analysis it furnished

| Fatty matters and traces of soluble salts | 17.17 |
| Mucus | 32.46 |
| Phosphate and carbonate of lime, with traces of oxide of iron | 50.37 |

(l.) Arthritic. — The substances termed tophi or gouty concretions belong to the present class. Variable in shape, rounded or tuberculated; of yellowish white or brownish red colour externally, internally white; varying in consistency from soft toughness to very considerable hardness; sometimes unctuous to the feel; and apparently enveloped in a

† Cl. Méd. t. v. p. 8.
‡ Journal de Chim. Méd. t. i, p. 270.
§ Loc. cit. p. 474.

The most delicate membrane; these productions form within the laminae of the capsules of the joints of the hands and feet, sometimes in the surrounding cellular membrane, and least commonly in the tendons. Their substance has a chalky look on section.

Their chemical constitution was first made out by Foureroy and Wollaston; most correctly by the latter. Urate of soda forms their main saline constituent; with this is associated urate of potash and lime in small quantity, chloride of sodium in good proportion, and animal matter.

A gouty calculus from the metacarpus of a man aged only twenty-two, examined by Lehmann, presented innumerable four-sided prisms, arranged in stellar groups, consisting of urate of soda. The composition was as follows:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Ingredient</th>
<th>Amount</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Urate of soda</td>
<td>52.12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Urate of lime</td>
<td>1.25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chloride of sodium</td>
<td>9.84</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Phosphate of lime</td>
<td>4.32</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cellular tissue</td>
<td>28.49</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Water and loss</td>
<td>3.68</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The abundance of urate of soda in these calculi is a very remarkable feature in their constitution; and points to the probability of that salt existing in the blood of gouty patients.

(m.) Cutaneous. — The natural secretion of the sebaceous glands may be retained within those sacs in consequence of accidental closure of their orifices. And if the saline materials predominate much over the organic, either as a fault of original secretion or from inspissation, a concretion is the result. Epithelium and fatty matters of various kinds are always associated with the saline materials. These saline materials, which vary much in their per-centange quantity, are mainly phosphate and carbonate of lime.

SUB-CLASS II.—ANIMALIZED PRECIPITATES.

The distinctive character of products of this sub-class is, that they are exuded ready formed from the vessels; when (ceasing to mix with, or precipitated from, the blood) they appear as "products" outside the vessels, they possess as much of the attributes of organization as they are ever destined to acquire. The elements composing them are organic; but these elements are either by nature incapable of forming structure, (as sugar, oils,) or circumstances deprive them of the power they naturally possess of developing a structure (as certain protein-compounds) they are distinctly non-plastic.

The animal substances enumerated, when exuded from the vessels, always form (what may be called) potentially the material of precipitates; but circumstances occasionally prevent the actual formation of these. The morbid process essentially consists in exudation (secretive or other) from the blood ves sel — this is the theoretical precipitation. It would be a needless refinement to make a subdivision of actual precipitates and non-precipitated potential precipitates.

§ I. PROTEIN-COMPOUNDS. — When occurring as actual precipitates, the protein-compounds appear as minute microscopical particles, amorphous or granular; they absorb readily the ioduretted solution of iodide of potassium, and become of yellowish brown colour; they are insoluble in ether, altered but not dissolved by acetic acid, insoluble in mineral acids, and dissolved by maceration in caustic alkalis.

(A.) Albumen. — Of the so-called protein-compounds albumen is by far the most frequently observed as an adventitious product belonging to the present division. It is either (a) thrown off with certain secretions (of which it forms no part in the natural state;) or (b) it is retained in a structureless or non-organizable condition.

(a.) Albumen in the secretions. — Of these the most important is the urine. This fluid, as discharged from the bladder, is found, in a considerable variety of local diseases or general derangements of the system, to be impregnated either temporarily or more or less permanently, either slightly or abundantly, with albumen.* The various conditions under which this impregnation occurs were classed several years ago by us in the following manner; the advance of knowledge has in the intervening period rendered scarcely any change necessary. M. Martin-Solon's term Albuminuria may be conveniently used to signify the discharge of albuminous urine generally; but cannot be logically used as a synonym of (nor even as a convertible term for) the affection known as "Bright's Disease."

Albuminuria may be caused by —

First: An unnatural state of the blood. Second: Morbid states of the genito-urinary organs, either functional or organic, and when organic, either causing albuminous impregnation during, or subsequently to, the act of secretion. Thirdly: Accidental admixture of genital products. Fourthly: Some cause hitherto unestablished. A few remarks on these various conditions are absolutely called for.

First: Albuminuria from an unnatural state of the blood. Dr. Blackall, in his work on dropsies, has related cases of scurvy and petechiae in which the urine was coagulable; but as the condition of the kidneys was not inquired into, the narratives are unsatisfactory. M. Rayet, however, states that he has found the albumen and red corpuscles of the blood less occasionally into the urine in cases of scurvy, purpura, and hemorrhagic fevers; while the fibrin diminishes in the vessels, and the watery portion becomes infiltrated into the cellular tissue, or exhaled on membranous surfaces. Traces of albumen were discovered by Heller † in the urine of a girl aged nineteen, some chemists believe that urine naturally contains albumen, though in proportion so small as not to be reached by existing means of analysis; among these chemists rank Henry, Chevalier, and Dumas, (Leçon sur la Chimie Statique des êtres organisés, p. 39.)

† Maladies des Reins, t. i.
‡ Archiv. führ Chemie, Bd. I. S. 12.
independently of red corpuscles, in a case of purpura. In the worst forms of malignant haemorrhagic fever, however, no trace of albumen may be discoverable,—a fact recently exemplified in our wards at University College Hospital.—The notion that purulent deposits may be carried off through the kidneys is one of long-established popularity among surgeons; Ambroise Paré, Desault, and others held the doctrine: the fact is, however, far from being established. M. Rayer has for some years sought in vain for pus in the urine of individuals, in whom the absorption of purulent deposits of various kinds was effected under his own immediate observation. An abundant precipitation of phosphates with mucus and epithelium will, as we have ourselves witnessed, sometimes produce an appearance most strangely like that of pus,—the microscope and the addition of a little acid readily settle the nature of the deposits. Pus may, however, actually appear in the urine in cases of secondary absence from purulent impregnation of the blood; but it is then produced, we believe, in the renal structures themselves, and is not composed of the originally formed fluid translated (with its properties unaltered) through the circulating system into the renal passages. It is for this reason that the narratives of cases of "absorbed empyema" (with elimination of pus, in substance, through the kidneys) are, without the test of actual examination of the kidneys, altogether unsatisfactory. —Cotunnus* endeavoured to explain the presence of albumen in the urine of a drosical patient, whose anasarca was rapidly diminishing under the use of diuretics, by supposing it due to the direct passage of the serous fluid through the kidneys. But he had not established the absence of albumen from the urine, before diuresis set in; M. Rayer (as also we ourselves), avoiding this source of error, has failed in detecting albumen in urine, passed concomitantly with the disappearance of drosical effusion, whenever the fluid had previously been free from that principle.

Secondly: Albuminuria from morbid states of the genito-urinary organs. (1. Functional.) On the presence of albumen in cases of simple hematuria it is only necessary to observe, that the albuminuria rarely persists for more than a few days after the discharge of blood-disks has ceased; concerning its appearance in diabetic urine, we shall presently have occasion to speak. (See Sugar.)—The urine of healthy individuals may become albuminous for a short while (for instance, four-and-twenty hours) after direct or indirect excitement of the urinary passages. We are not quite sure of being right in ascribing the action of certain articles of food and medicinal agents to such intermediate irritation of the kidneys; it is perhaps equally tenable that an altered condition of the blood is, in these cases, the direct cause of the excretion of albumen with the urine. Dr. Christison* "has occasionally known a temporary albuminous impregnation produced in healthy individuals by eating freely cheese, pastry, and such other indigestible articles as are known to have in general the effect of increasing the usual solid ingredients of the urine, and occasioning a large deposit of lithic acid and lithate of ammonia." We agree with M. Martin-Solon† that when such consequences follow, individual predisposition must be admitted to exist. Dr. Christison has repeatedly seen the same condition of the urine induced for a time (and we have ourselves had cognisance of the same fact) by the action of a cantharides blister, when it excited symptoms of renal irritation. —That hyperaemia of the kidney of the simple kind may produce albuminuria, was very strongly maintained by M. Martin-Solon, on the evidence of cases which wanted but the test of post-mortem examination to render them conclusive: the valuable experiments of Mr. I. Simpson give full assurance to the opinion. (2. Organic.)—It may be considered as yet undetermined clinically, whether the urine becomes albuminous in cases of simple nephritis unattended with any of the anatomical changes peculiar to "Bright's disease;" if it does so, the impregnation is not constant, and is slight in amount. ‡ —The connection of albuminuria with the disease of the kidney described by Dr. Bright is, on the contrary, after much disputation, thoroughly established. While the error of supposing mere albuminous impregnation pathognomonic of that affection is, on the one hand, perfectly understood; on the other, the great importance of permanent albuminous impregnation, as a sign of the disease, is recognised. We have never ourselves seen a case of Bright's disease in which the urine was permanently free from albumen §§; but the amount to which it is present is, of course, extremely variable; we have frequently treated cases in which the coagulation was so complete, that not a single drop of fluid escaped, when the test-tube was turned upside down after ebullition.—On the various affections of the urinary passages causing impregnation subsequently to the act of secretion (e.g. pyelitis), it is unnecessary to dwell; of albuminuria depending on encephaloid disease of the urinary organs, we have spoken in another work.¶

Thirdly: Albuminuria from accidental admixture of genital products. The urine becomes impregnated with semen under a variety of circumstances. The secretion of the testes

* De Ischiade Nervosa Comment. Vienna, 1770, p. 80.

† De l'Albuminurie, 1838.
‡ Recueil (Séméiologie des Uroïnes) found a little albumen in the urine in one of five cases of simple nephritis.
§ Dr. Graves (Dublin Journal of Medical Science, No. lx.) maintains that the renal alteration may, however, exist without albumen appearing in the urine,—an idea to be explained probably, by the occasional temporary disappearance of that principle (as we have more than once seen) even in cases pretty rapidly tending to a fatal issue.
escapes into the urethra in certain cases of paralysis and in habitual spermatorrhœa; and when the bladder is evacuated shortly after coitus (more especially in persons having stric-
ture of the urethra) its contents carry with them a certain quantity of seminal fluid. We doubt that the prostatic secretion alone (the fact has certainly not been proved) leads to distinct albuminuria. Leucorrhœa and cata-
mal discharges produce it.

Fourthly: Albuminuria from a doubtful cause. Cotunnus*, Cruickshank†, Nysten§. Andral, Rayer, Martin-Solon, Bcequerel, and we ourselves, have found that the urine may contain a variable quantity of albumen during the pro-
gress of acute diseases—a fact which is now matter of familiar clinical observation. M. Martin-Solon shows that the impregnation occurs in about 1/4 of all cases; this ob-
server at one time held that the occurrence was of “critical” significance, an opinion he has since correctly relinquished. In certain chronic diseases, unattended with any organic alteration of the kidneys, the occasional oc-
currence of albuminuria has been positively established: in disease of the heart by Dar-
wall §, Forget ||, and Martin-Solon; in bron-
chitis and disease of the intestines by the latter observer; in aneurysm of the ventral aorta by Dr. Morrison †; in phthisis by Toulmouche**, and by ourselves, temporarily. Of the habitual occurrence of albumen in gouty urine, the evidence is insufficient. Bcequerel found it in seven of eighteen cases of acute rheumatism, depending rather upon the acute type, than upon the nature, of the disease. In the exanthemata, albuminuria depends on simple renal congestion (resulting from the inaction of the skin); or (especially in scarla-
tina) on the supervision of a form of “Bright’s disease,” characterized by abundant accumulation of epithelium in the tubules.

The saliva is another secretion which, con-
taining albumen in extremely small quantity in the natural state (not more than 1.5 in 1000 parts), becomes apparently impregnated with that substance somewhat abundantly in certain morbid conditions. Simon †† found 7.77 per 1000 in the fluid discharged in ptysmal. However, the elaborate analyses of Dr. Wright †‡ show that this excess of albumen is not a constant phenomenon; in a case of ptysmal he found the albumen reach only 0.6 per 1000, and in three other forms of morbid state, found by himself (fatty, sweet, and bilious), the quantity of albumen equalized the average in the fatty variety only.

The sweat has been found to contain albu-

† Rollo on Diabetes, p. 444.
|| Gazette Médicale de Paris, vol. v. p. 699. (two cases)
** Gazette Méd. de Paris. Fevrier, 1839.
‡‡ Medical Times, or Der Speichel in Physiol. Diagnost. and Therap. Berichung, 1844.

men by Anselmino in a case of rheumatic fever. Stark asserts that albumen may be detected in this excretion in “gastric, putrid, and hectic diseases, and also on the approach of death, in consequence of the abnormal solution of the solid constituents.” Simon * failed in de-
tecting any certain indications of albumen in the sweat of a person in the colliquative stage of phthisis.

(b.) Albumen retained.—That granular par-
ticles of protein-basis, retained within the tissues, are some of them albuminous, seems a very admirable proposition. The non-plastic protein-matter infiltrating the kidney in certain forms of Bright’s disease, for example, is albuminous rather than fibrinous in all prob-
ability. But the difficulty of positively assign-
ing their species to protein-compounds, es-
pecially under such circumstances, is sufficiently well known. The mechanism of albumen-pre-
cipitation within the body must be of different character from that by which it is effected without the frame,—at least it is not easy to con-
ceive how the agencies, chemical and phy-
sical, which are known to produce precipi-
tation of albumen removed from vital influence, can come into play among the tissues.

Albumen appears in the retained and non-
plastic state as an important element in the fluid of dropsies; to avoid repetition, we defer its consideration under these circumstances to Part II., where dropsical products are ex-
amined.

(B.) Fibrin. (a.) In the secretions.—That fibrin should occur in the urine, in association with the other elements of blood, is no more than must be expected in cases of hematuria. But it has of late years been found that fibrin sometimes occurs in solution in that excretion independently of any other constituent of the blood. Thus Nassef †‡ knew a Catholic priest who passed, particularly during the night, a large quantity of whitish urine, that coagulated spontaneously in from ten to fifteen minutes after leaving the bladder, and often indeed coagulated in the bladder itself. The patient experienced no debility. On analysis the urine was found to contain a large quantity of fibrin, but no blood-globules.” There were also prismatic crystals of triple phosphate present. Zimmerman † has particularly fol-
lowed up this subject, and affirms he has dis-
covered fibrin in the urine in endocarditis, pleuritis, pneumonia, bronchitis, rheumatic ophthalmia, periostitis of the occiput, and erysipelas of the face. Urate of ammonia or uric acid was sometimes present. The fibrin, he presumes, appeared simply as an excretion, sufficient oxygen not having been taken up to decompose it into its organic forms. Zim-
merman holds, that in cases of coagulable urine the coagulation will be found to be due to the presence of fibrin quite as often as of albumen,—a proposition which appears to us utterly inadmissible.

‡ Zur Analysis und Synthesis der pseudo-plas-
tischen Prozesse; or, Brit. and For. Rev. loc. cit.

PRODUCTS, ADVENTITIOUS.
PRODUCTS, ADVENTITIOUS.

(b.) Fibrin retained.—The majority of protein-precipitates are probably fibrous. At least spontaneous coagulation (a quality belonging to them alone) is by far the most readily conceivable cause of precipitation under the circumstances now pointed at.

Fibrin occasionally occurs as a potential precipitate in the fluid of dropsies, a fact which will be further considered in Part II.

(C.) Casein occurs in combination with fat in so-called "milky" urine.

(D.) Globulins is practically unknown (as distinguishable from the other protein-compounds) in the present point of view: it probably forms the substance of some granular precipitates.

§ II. Fat.—Considered in respect of their ultimate physical elements, the varieties of fat (known to occur as morbid products) appear as adipose cells, free-fluid oil-globules (olein); solid fat granules (margarine, margarin); groups of stellate crystals (margarine and maragic acid); rhomboidal plates (cholesterin). Fat may likewise be incorporated in such manner with the textures as to be only chemically discoverable,—a fact often lost sight of in the examination of morbid appearances: phosphorreted fat has thus (among other examples of the fact) been found in cancer. Of serolin as a new product nothing is known.

Unhealthy formation of fatty and oily substance is of almost perpetual occurrence. The fat produced is either similar (when viewed with the naked eye) to that naturally filling the cells of adipose tissue, or more or less completely dissimilar. In the first case the natural adipose structure is simply present in excess, whence arise local or general obesity, fatty infiltration of parts, and lipomatous tumours. In these conditions there is little more than hypertrophy or excessive secretion; and it is mainly in deference to usage that we shall, in another part of this article, describe lipoma as an adventitious product. In the second case the dissimilarity of the fatty matter to natural fat, or the new situation in which it appears, gives it the character of adventitiousness. Here we shall find: (A) certain varieties of fatty infiltration of natural or of adventitious structures; (B) fatty matters excreted in the semi-fluid state; (C) encysted fats; (D) cholesteric and laminated fats.

(A.) Fatty infiltration. (a) Liver. — The existence of oily matter, as one of the natural constituents of the liver, long since proved chemically by Braconnot, was some years since established with the microscope, by Gluge*, and more recently with greater precision by Mr. Bowman†, who displayed the position of the oil-globules in the elementary cells of the healthy organ. Now fatty infiltration may occur from superabundant deposition of the natural oil, or from that of oily matter differing from this in chemical constitution.

(1.) The liver, when "fatty," is increased, in some cases enormously, in size; its relations of shape remain unaltered. It is, by far the most frequently affected equally through its entire substance; but we have, in rare instances, seen the infiltration specially implicating islets of the organ; its colour is pake greenish yellow or faded leaf; sometimes but rarely studded with reddish points; its elasticstiy destroyed to such a degree that it pits on pressure; its consistence greatly diminished; its density decreased to so great an amount that it may be brought down to float in water. Very rarely is this condition of the liver coexistent with other morbid changes in its substance; the vessels and ducts are unchanged in calibre and structure.

The fatty nature of the impregnation is sometimes obvious on the most superficial inspection; the hands and knives brought in contact with the tissue are greased; and if a thin slice be placed on paper and exposed to heat, the fatty matter melts abundantly, and oills the paper. Gluge was the first to show that these appearances depend upon the accumulation of a multitude of free fat globules, with a small quantity of yellowish granular matter, probably belonging to the colouring matter of the bile. Mr. Bowman discovered the precise seat of the morbid deposition to be the interior of the elementary liver-cells: "instead of containing a few minute scattered globules, the nucleated particles are gorged with large masses of it, which greatly augment their bulk, and more or less obscure their nuclei."

Fig. 90.

Nucleated particles from the liver affected with fatty degeneration. (After Bowman.)

a, nuclei; b, nucleoli; c, fatty globules.

We believe, however, with Mr. Gulliver‡, that in this morbid state fat accumulates "in the interlobular fissures and spaces, as described by Mr. Kiernan, or at least around the surface of the lobules, where it forms a distinct buffy or yellow boundary to each of them." The ruddy-coloured hepatic lobules appear to diminish in size as the paler fatty substance increases. In a few instances it was principally seated in the centre of the lobules. Albers§ taught that the fat depo-

† Lancet, January, 1842.
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situation chiefly takes place in the interlobular cellular membrane which has first undergone hypertrophy: he confounded cases of cirrhosis with true "fatty" change.

Vauquelin found that by exposing slices of fatty liver to a gentle heat, incapable of causing decomposition of animal matter, their composition, as the mean of several experiments, appeared to consist of the following: yellowish con- crescent oil, 0.43; parenchyma, 0.19; moisture, 0.36. This fat unites with alkalies, and forms a soft soap with the usual properties. From a specimen immersed in boiling water by Dr. Bo- stock*, a quantity of oil exuded, rose to the surface, and, when the water cooled, was converted into a hard white substance, physically resembling tallow. It began to melt at 80°, and was completely fused at about 110°; in its chemical properties it generally resembled tallow.

Of the causes of this condition of the liver little is known. The fact of its frequent existence in France in phthisical subjects, already stated by Bayle and Laennec, was numerically proved by Louis.† This observer found fatty impregnation of the liver in 40 of 120 phthisical subjects, in 9 only of 230 persons dying of other affections; he also discovered that (uninfluenced by age) its proportional frequency in males and females is as 1:4. Andral‡, speculating upon these facts, suggests that, inasmuch as, in consequence of the morbid state of the lung, a sufficient quantity of hydrogen is not expelled in the form of pulmonary aqueous vapour, this element is separated in excess from the blood in the parenchyma of the liver, and there helps to form fatty matter. Mr. Bowman surmises, in a similar manner, that it arises from excess of carbon, (which it is the chief office of the liver to throw off from the system,) accumulating in consequence of imperfect respiration. But these conjectures are too exclusive in their bearing. Fatty liver occurs in non-phthisical subjects, whose respiration is naturally performed.§ Explanations of this class obviously fail to account for the unequal frequency of the fatty change in the phthisis of climates so closely similar as those of Paris and London; and leave unaccounted for the greater tendency of phthisical Frenchmen than Frenchwomen to the peculiar change.

(2.) The liver we have described is the "fatty liver," per eminentiam. But undue deposition of fat forms a not unimportant feature in other morbid states of the gland. In cirrhosis, for instance, as particularly shown by Gluge‖, Hallmann§, and Valentin‖*, accumulation of fat, either free or in vesicles, is as perceptible a character of the disease, as obliteration of the ultimate bile-radicles and blood-vessels and atrophy of the lobular structure. But we do not believe, with Gluge, either that this fat-deposition is the solitary element of the diseased state in cirrhosis; or that the "fatty" state of the liver already described (1) is that first stage of cirrhosis. On the other hand there can be no question that the true history of this common disease is, in respect of its fatty element at least, yet undetermined.

(3.) There exists a third form of fatty condition of the liver, of which we have as yet but little experience, but which may not be passed over in silence. We have now some three or four times found minute crystals of cholesterin among the hepatic cells, (gathered together in sufficient quantity to render the nuclei of these obscure,) in portions of the gland, of pale fawn tint, faccid, fragile, and rather greasy in look and feel. In one of these cases the gall-bladder was greatly distended with deep-coloured but quite fluid bile.

(b.) Pancreas.—The proper texture of this organ is sometimes infiltrated with fat, in such manner as to give it the aspect of being composed of that substance*, —a condition perfectly distinct from that of mere accumulation of fat between its lobules.

(c.) Mammary.—The acini of the mamma are said to be found by Dupuytren similarly affected; the observation, we think, requires repetition; certain it is, at least, that in fatty hypertrophy of the organ the acini continue distinguishable.

(d.) Kidney.—The kidney is subject to different species of fatty change, which have been confounded by writers under the general title of "fatty degeneration or transformation." First: in certain cases of atrophy of the renal textures dependent on cyst-formation, or on chronic pyelitis (either of calculous or simple inflammatory origin), abundant accumulation of fat takes place in the cellular tissue surrounding the kidney and underneath the capsule, and encroaches on its proper substance. Secondly: unnatural development of fat may take place amid the tissue of the kidney in connection with similar atrophy, sometimes perhaps as the cause, more frequently as the effect of this morbid change. Thirdly: the kidney, in very rare instances, acquires the colour and many of the properties of "fatty" liver by greasing paper, &c. In a remarkable case recorded by M. Pascal †, the quantity of oil present was so considerable that it exuded from the organ under pressure, almost as from a sponge. No particular symptoms appear to have occurred in connection with this state; but its symptoms and minute anatomy both require investigation. Fourthly: M. Gluge ‡, some years since, taught that one variety of alteration, found in the kidneys of persons cut off with the symptoms of Bright's disease, was

* Lobstein, Anat. Path. pl. i. x. fig. 1.
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characterized by the deposition of fat-globules in the cortical substance. Of this alteration he recognizes three degrees or stages. In the first, deposition of free fat-globules occurs in the cortical substance, unattended with obvious change in the tubuli or bloodvessels. In the second stage, deposition of yellowish altered fat-globules occurs within the tubuli of the cortical substance; the bloodvessels continue unaffected. In the third stage, deposition of peculiar altered fat-corpuscles takes place in rows in the site of the cortical tubuli; these tubuli being themselves destroyed in the same manner as the biliary ducts in the most advanced stage of cirrhosis of the liver. More recently Dr. Johnson* has given a character of precision to our knowledge of the relationship of fat-deposit to the morbid changes in Bright's disease. He finds: 1. that the epithelial cells of the healthy kidney contain oil to a variable amount; 2. that an excessive increase of this fat constitutes, primarily and essentially, Bright's disease; 3. that the pressure of this fat causes, by a simple mechanical process, the presence of blood and albumen in the urine, and atrophy of the kidney. We are here simply engaged in considering the fact of fat deposition in the kidney, and cannot digress into a discussion on the anatomy of Bright's disease. But we must venture to add that careful observation has shown and continues to show us, that the compound state, known as Bright's disease, (renal alteration, albuminuria, and dropsy, with the well-known train of secondary morbid conditions,) may exist without any undue deposit of fat in the kidney in any known form or condition.

(c.) Testicle. — The testis is liable to fatty destruction, the fat accumulating in the oil-globule form without and within the tubules.

(f.) Lungs.—Of fatty accumulation in the lungs little is known. We have never seen any condition cognizable by the naked eye, referrible to such alteration of structure; and have not, even with the microscope, discovered accumulated fat in tubercular lungs, except amid the tuberculous matter itself. Under these circumstances we have regarded the fat as appertaining rather to the tubercle per se, than to the diseased lung; nevertheless it has appeared to us that fat is associated in larger proportion with tubercle of the lung than with that of other organs.

M. N. Guillot has recently informed the French Institute † that, while the sum of fatty matters contained in the fetal lungs varies from 10 to 18 per cent., it falls to 6 per cent. on the establishment of respiration. He further conceives he has ascertained that in all affections attended with temporary or permanent suppression of respiration in a greater or less extent of lung, the ratio of fat increases in the impermeable tissue. The natural ratio of fat to tissue being seldom more than 10 : 100, it may change to even 50 : 100.

Had the author made these deductions from the examination of phthisical lungs only, the fatty elements of tubercle might have been supposed to account for the excess of fat in the impermeable tissue; but he affirms that in pneumonia the same phenomenon occurs.

(g.) Arteries and cardiac valves. — Of these we have already spoken (p. 87).

(8.) Muscles. (1.) Voluntary. — In cases of continued inaction the muscles become infiltrated with fat; a fact readily ascertainable in those of paralyzed and of rachitic limbs. In old people the muscles of the calf of the leg and the sacro-lumbaris and longissimus dorsi frequently undergo this transformation. It is almost constantly observed in the muscles surrounding joints which are the seats of unreduced dislocation; and may be seen to accompany the atrophy produced by anachylosis or other causes, and in the case of old ulcers which have for a length of time interfered with motion. In scurvy the muscles sometimes undergo a similar change.

In a portion of muscle, appearing to the naked eye totally converted into fat, and weighing 13 drachms, | drachms were composed of muscle, 4 grains of gelatin, all the rest of fat.* The fact, thus chemically shown, that even in the most apparently perfect cases of disappearance of muscular substance, some of this remains, is fully demonstrable with the microscope also. Between and upon the muscular fibres and within the sarcolemma appear fat cells and free oil globules. Gluge has pointed out the existence of saline crystals in rachitic fatty muscles.

(9.) Involuntary. — Fatty destruction of the heart's substance may coexist or not with deposition of fat underneath the pericardium; and, as Bizot † has shown, has no connection with superabundance of subcutaneous fat: in death this is true of the entire class of fatty changes, of which we are now speaking. The deposition of fat is most common on the right side of the organ, in the ventricle much more than the auricle.

In these cases there is but a superfluity of natural fat, which encroaches on, and renders soft and atrophous, the proper muscular texture. But there are certain forms of fatty change in which the muscular element itself is the seat of the primary disease, where a mottled dull yellowish aspect of certain portions of the organ is found to depend on accumulation of oil-globules within the sarcolemma.

(i.) Tendon. — Deposition of fat occurs within the sheath, and amid the primitive fibres of the tendons of paralyzed limbs.

(k.) Nerves. — The same statement applies to the nerves of such limbs. In cases of atrophy of the optic nerve, fat accumulates within the neurilemma.

(l.) Bones. — The bones become infiltrated

with fat in a peculiar form of atrophy * of their proper texture, which is often attended with fracture. The latter circumstance distinguishes such cases from those of ordinary osteomalacia, wherein (in addition to other characters not belonging to the present head, as, for instance, disappearance of their gelatin-element, Müller,) accumulation of free oil appears as an important character.

(1.) **Adventitious Products.** — Numerous adventitious products contain fat within their proper substance. Thus fat is a very frequent constituent of urinary calculi, and of various concretions,—for instance, the arterial species. In deposits, (as the typhoid, tuberculous, and purulent,) it occurs occasionally in great abundance in the granule and oil-globule forms; and it forms a constituent of no mean importance (though an accidental one) of various growths. Thus in fibroma and osteoma the total absence of fat is unusual; and in cancer fatty matter occurs with such constancy as almost to take rank with its essential elements.

(B.) **Fatty matters excreted in the semi-fluid or fluid state.** — (a.) Fat does not exist naturally in appreciable quantity in the urine; in certain states of disease, however, oily matter is discharged in some quantities with the fluid. Simon and others have discovered fat in the urine of persons labouring under phthisis and tabes mesenterica; and it is commonly said to be of most frequent occurrence in diseases attended with rapid emaciation. We have ourselves in vain sought for it in numerous cases of phthisis at all stages, and consequently regard its presence as by no means constant. Dr. Elliotson relates the case of a female suffering from biliary calculus who passed about the third of an ounce of oil daily with her urine; such cases are, however, not to be regarded without suspicion. Fat occurs, occasionally at least, in considerable proportion in the urine of females affected with pyrexial fever.† Heller§ found the same principle in three cases of herpes zoster. Fat also exists,

* The frequent association of atrophy with fat-deposition in various organs (Carswell, Gluge) is as curious as it is positively established; but the mode of connection of the two phenomena has not been fully ascertained, and is probably not consistently uniform. It would appear rational to suppose that the fat-production acts most commonly as the cause (mechanically) of the atrophy with which it is found; but (to go no further) in certain atrophies of the kidney, the latter is, if not the cause, certainly the occasion of the former. It is a notable fact that in the organ which undergoes the process of senile atrophy to the highest amount,—namely, the lung,—coexistent fat is not found; at least, we have sought for it unsuccessfully with the microscope; it is true that M. Guille's mode of investigation might point out fat that had otherwise eluded detection. Be this as it may, however, the same difficulty in determining the relationship of atrophy and other coexistent morbid changes (as, for instance, of serum-accumulation in atrophy of the convolutions of the brain in certain insane persons) is met with, as in the case of fat-deposition.

‡ Bouchardat, Journ. des Connaiss. Médicales, Août, 1843.  
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(b.) The feces sometimes contain oily and tallowy-looking matters in large quantities. The circumstances under which intestinal discharge of this kind occurs, are not by any means fully understood. Peculiar functional derangements of the digestive process are sufficient, independently of organic disease, to produce discharge of the kind, whether per anum* or through the mouth. The feces in diabetes mellitus are remarkable for their large proportion of fat. Dr. Percy found this principle amount to 16.16 per cent. of the dried feces in a case where food of all kinds was taken.† May the alleged fact that grape-sugar is converted into butyric acid by bile, be considered to explain (or at least to illustrate) the occurrence of fat in these feces? Some of it is probably derived from undigested food.

(c.) The saliva occasionally contains "adventitious fatty matter and fatty acid," according to Dr. Wright‡; he found so much as 3.9 of these principles in 1000 parts of one variety of morbid saliva.

(d.) The sweat is said to contain fat in the colliquative hectic state; but we know of no analysis satisfactorily proving the point.§

(C.) **Encysted fats.**—Fatty matters of different kinds occur in cysts. The chief varieties of these are atheroma (from athera, pulsat;) melicercis (from mel, honey, and eera, wax;) and steatoma (from stear, fat); so called respectively from their pultaceous, honey-like, and suety appearance. The most common seats of atheromatous and melicercous cysts are the scalp and eyelids; the new matter sometimes accumulates in the sebaceous follicles.

One peculiarity of the fatty matter in melicercis and atheroma appears to be the absence of containing cells—the fat is free. Müller hence presumes that the cyst is formed of the thickened walls of an original single fat-cell,—apparently an unnecessary hypothesis. Besides the fat, there is a granular matter of albuminous nature in these masses.

Analyzed by Valentì, the following was found to be the composition of this encysted fatty matter:—

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Substance</th>
<th>Quantity</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Cholesterol</td>
<td>0.352</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Elain and olente of soda</td>
<td>3.216</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stearin</td>
<td>0.222</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Albumen and potas; chloride of sodium and lime</td>
<td>1.572</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Coagulated albumen</td>
<td>5.923</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Water</td>
<td>88.715</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Steatomatous matter is most commonly accumulated in the ovaries, between the vagina

* See the author's work on Cancer, p. 324.  
‡ Loc. cit.  
|| Repertorium, 1838, p. 807.
and rectum, and more rarely about the eyelids, scalp, neck, and prepuce. The matter itself is homogeneous, but differs in consistency in different parts of the cyst—it may be almost fluid in some. Dr. Lever* describes a cyst between the uterus and vagina which gave out a quantity of fluid matter, when punctured, that looked like "dripping" when cold. In ovarian cysts steatoma is frequently associated with hair.

(D.) Cholesteric frite.—Plates of cholesterin† are frequently found in the fluid of hydrocele and of cysts of the thyroid gland. Rayer‡ found them in a cyst of the kidney, in a subject whose aorta contained several small tumours a little above the bifurcation, seated under the lining membrane, and composed in great part of cholesteric scales.§ In a female who lately died in our wards with obstructed bowels from stricture of the rectum, a large cyst lying behind the right psoas muscle contained cholesterin in atheromatous-looking patches on the inner surface of its wall: here it was undergoing calcification.

Cholesterin has been found in scales among pus of an abscess near a carious tooth §, and of an abscess near an anehylosed joint.¶ In such cases it disappears from the secreted matters before suppuration ceases.

Cholesterin occurs occasionally in various morbid growths,—for example, in the different varieties of cancer.

Closely allied to (if not sometimes identical with) cholesterin in chemical constitution, is a fatty product, for which the name of cholesteatoma has recently been proposed by Müller. This substance occurs in the forms of (1) tumours; (2) granules; (3) patches; (4) scales.

(1.) Tumours composed of this material are commonly of the consistence of tallow; firmer than the brain when found in that organ. They are not lobulated, but frequently mammillated on the surface; uneven, with a general tendency to roundness; surrounded with a capsule of delicate fibrous structure; varying in size from a walnut to the clenched fist and upwards. Of sixteen recorded cases the brain was the seat of the tumour in seven; the bones in three; the utero-rectal cellular tissue in two; subcutaneous cysts in three; a large cysto-sarcoma of the breast in one.

The interior of the mass has a shining white and semi-transparent aspect, either generally or in some spots only, while in others the white colour is dull. Müller found that the substance shrinks and becomes yellowish by desiccation. All who have observed it describe it as composed of delicate laminae, for the most part

---

† Becquerel and Rodier affirm that the proportion of cholesterin in the blood increases in persons of both sexes from the age of forty to fifty: hence, perhaps, the greater frequency of separation of this fat in old people.
‡ Maladies des Reins, t. iii. p. 541.
¶ Cavenot, Journ. de Pharmacie, t. xi. p. 463. 1825.
‖ Nasse, Müller's Archiv, 1840, Heft. iii. S. 267.

POLYGONAL CELLS OF CHOLESTEATOMA MAGNIFIED 290 TIMES. (After MÜLLER.)

Separation of each other, transparent and pale; possessing neither nucleus nor central granules, and admitted to be hollow, rather than the analogy of sheep's fat, than proved to be so by observation. The substance forming the cells is distinct in its nature from fat, as it is neither dissolved nor deprived of its laminated appearance by boiling alcohol. (6.) The inter-laminar matter consists of crystals tabular and lamellar. The tabular are in greatest abundance; generally short, broad, and rectangular, but frequently narrow and riband-like, and probably composed of pure cholesterin (which appears under the microscope in the form of rhombic tables), as acids and alkalies do not affect them.

The lamellar crystals look like aciculae of stearin from their being gathered into bundles; but when deposited from their atheral secretion they are distinctly lamellar, and pointed at both ends.

(2.) Granules.—We agree with Müller in believing that the pearly looking globules described by Cruveilhier in a cancerous growth of the testicle* were very probably composed of cholesteatomatous matter.

(3.) Patches.—Dupuytren observed patches of this substance on the surface of a urinary fistula; Müller a stratum of it covering a cancerous ulcer of the mamma.

(4.) Scales.—The fluid of hydrocele and of tumours of the thyroid gland frequently contains scales of a pearly looking matter, sometimes collected abundantly at the most dependent part of the cavity. This matter, commonly believed to consist of cholesterin, is not always so composed. Dr. Bostock† found it essentially different from adipocere and from cholesterin, not soluble in water or in alcohol, but partially so in ether, and incapable of saponification by potash. Müller found the alcoholic or atheral solution of the tuberiform variety yielded no oil on evaporation, but a fine granular fat, probably stearin, with lanceolite lamellar crystals,
having convex edges converging to a point at either end, as before referred to.

In the peculiar softening of the vitreous humour called sparkling syniehusis, the sparkling appearance at the bottom of the eye is said (Bouisson) to depend on the presence of molecules of cholesterol.*

The development of masses of cholesteatomata takes place, independently of blood-vessels in its substance, by successive generations of layers of cells, each layer being removed from the seat of its formation by that following, precisely after the model of epithelium. The cells being, as far as observation has gone, unprovided with nuclei, and containing no sub-cells in their interior, cannot be considered capable of producing new cells; the seat of true production therefore, as long as the mass continues to enlarge, remains unchanged to the last.

§ III. Sugar.—In a peculiar state of the system, the essential nature of which is as yet enveloped in obscurity, starch-sugar (identical in all properties with glucose) accumulates in sufficient quantity in the blood to be easily detected in that fluid by chemical analysis. The same substance impregnates the secretions and excretions,—the urine, the feces, the perspiration,†, the expectoration,‡, and (as is inferrible from certain experiments) the gastric juice.

In this disease (known as saccharine diabetes) the condition of the urine has always clinically attracted the chief attention. Not only is the sugar most easily discoverable in the urine, but this fluid is otherwise strikingly altered in qualities: its specific gravity ranges from 1.028 to 1.035 ‡; while its amount varies from two or three to seventeen pounds in the course of twenty-four hours. The connection of albuminuria with diabetes is matter of dispute. Coturnnus observed long since that albuminuria usually occurs in diabetic urine. Schölein states, that the presence of sugar is preceded by that of albumen, the latter disappearing, while, with the advance of the disease, the former increases in quantity. Thénard and Dupuytren, observing coagulability of the urine occur in cases, where the fluid had been excessively abundant and saccharine, regard albuminuria as of favourable augury. M. Rayer ‡‡ has frequently known the change (as might be expected) announce coming dryness, Fat sometimes exists in sufficient quantity in diabetic urine to render it milky-looking.‡‡ The once popular idea

† Thénard, Rayer, and Bouchardot formerly maintained that diabetic urine sometimes contains an insipid sugar, independently of, or in addition to, the sweet variety; but later observations disprove the existence of any such body as the insipid sugar.
‡ Those of Mr. M'Gregor; vide note, next col.
‡‡ The specific gravity is in exceedingly rare cases not raised much above the healthy standard; Dr. Prout once found it even below this (1015).
* De Ischiadie Nervosâ, p. 31. 1770.
‡‡ Mal des reins, t. i. p. 151.
‡‡ Rayer, in L'Experience, t. i. p. 664.
that sugar takes the place of urea in the urine has been set aside by Mr. M'Gregor's investigations, which show that the daily discharge of urea may throughout not only equal, but exceed, the healthy average. Deficiency of urea (which sometimes occurs) can only be regarded as accidental.

Various theories of the pathology of diabetes have been started. Those of the organic class (gastric, renal, &c.) have hitherto proved inadequate: the most accurate investigations have failed to establish any textural alteration antecedent in development to sugar-accumulation in the blood. Doctrines of the chemical class are in one point of view more entitled to consideration. Rollo originated these by ascribing the disease to mal-assimilation in the stomach—to decomposition of vegetable food into sugar through the influence of morbid gastric juice. Mr. M'Gregor's experiments proved the production of sugar in the stomach from amylaceous substances*, and thus gave the appearance of demonstration to Rollo's theory. Nor can more modern speculations be said to have done much else than to have shaped that theory to the principles of advancing chemistry. Of these speculations it appears well to notice two.

In the first of these the argument runs as follows:—In the natural state of the digestive process sugar is not evolved from starchy matters, the formation of that substance stopping at what may be called the dextrin stage: and further, the economy is doubly guarded against the passage of sugar, used as food, into the secretions: first, by a power on the part of the stomach of transforming sugar; and secondly, by a similar power on the part of the blood. Now in diabetes, it is assumed, both these powers are lost: swallowed sugar is not converted; and amylaceous matters are carried beyond the dextrin stage of transformation, and changed into sugar. But this doctrine of the chemistry of the disease appears to fall before the facts, that if much sugar be taken in a state of health, (as by persons indulging in punch to any amount,) the urine is distinctly found to contain sugar: nay, even under ordinary circumstances, sugar has been detected (Buchanan) in healthy blood soon after a meal.

The second theory, to which we shall refer, may be deduced from the following document, kindly supplied to us at our request by our colleague Professor Graham.

"The principal conclusions to which I have been led by a comparative examination of the

* Feeding a diabetic patient upon beef, Mr. M'Gregor found sugar in the contents of the stomach vomited immediately after a meal, and concluded (a notion accepted by Berzelius as the basis of his own theory) that the protein-compounds had been converted into sugar. The true explanation of the fact seems to be, that in this disease the blood contains so much more sugar than natural, that a certain share is thrown out with the gastric juice, and is of course discoverable immediately among vomited food. It is matter of doubt with the best chemists whether sugar can be evolved from the much more closely allied substance, fat.
PRODUCTS, ADVENTITIOUS.

ingesta and digesta of diabetic patients, continued in two cases daily without interruption for several months, and for a few days at a time in several other cases, are as follows:

"The quantity of saccharine matter found in the urine never exceeded the sugar and starch in the food. On the other hand, the sugar and starch of the food were accounted for in the urine to within one-fourth or one-fifth of the whole quantity. As there was always sugar besides in the feces in a sensible, although not considerable, quantity, it appeared to follow that sugar and substances convertible in the stomach into sugar, are, in diabetic patients, nearly if not entirely indigestible; that is, they pass through the blood without being burned and thrown off in the form of carbonic acid and water, as they are in a healthy state. The idea of any portion of the saccharine matter found in the urine being formed from the protein or azotized portion of the food was entirely excluded.

"The proportion of sugar in the urine has a limit which it cannot exceed, but which varies within a small range in different patients, about 43 per cent. being the usual maximum. The volume of the urine comes, therefore, to be entirely governed by the quantity of saccharine matter in the food.

"Although sugar escapes oxidation in the respiratory process of diabetic patients, alcohol is entirely consumed. On one occasion a diabetic patient swallowed twelve ounces of absolute alcohol, contained in a quart of whisky, within twenty-four hours, without a trace of it appearing in his urine or other excretions. Gum arabic also, taken as food to the extent of five or six ounces a-day, did not cause an increase of sugar in the urine, and was probably, therefore, digested. Both alcohol and gum are, like sugar, pure aliments of respiration.

"It is well known that in the air expired by man, the proportion between the volume of carbonic acid found and oxygen deficient is remarkably uniform, and indicates that an excess of oxygen, nearly constant in amount, is consumed above what is represented by the carbonic acid, due of course chiefly to the oxidation of hydrogen. An amylaceous diet, in which the only combustible element is carbon, tends to reduce this disproportion, while an animal diet increases it. I therefore expected to find a deficient proportion of carbonic acid in the expired air of a diabetic patient confined to an animal diet; but such was not the case; the proportion proved to be perfectly normal. This implies a considerable waste of azotized food,—that even the protein-compounds are only partially digested in the system of a diabetic patient. The assimilating power appears, indeed, to be generally deficient."

According to Mr. Graham, then, the disease is to be understood thus:—In consequence of deficient oxidation of sugar in the respiratory process, that substance (which in the natural state of things is burned off as quickly almost as it mixes with the circulating fluid) accumulates to a greater or less extent in the blood, and its elimination from this fluid is partially effected through the secretions, especially the urine. This is a most plausible and clear view of the chemical mechanism of sugar-disease; but a quid ignotum,—the cause of the deficient oxidizing power,—remains in the back-ground, mysterious and impenetrable.

CLASS II.—PLASTIC PRODUCTS.

This class includes all products possessed of organized arrangement, whether their structure be of a rudimentary or advanced kind; we shall distinguish them by the term FORMATIONS. Formations are themselves separable into a very distinct sub-classes;—the one in which the formation depends for continued existence upon the immediate and direct access of nutritious matter from the blood of the parent organism (Blastemal Formations); the other in which the vitality of the formation is not dependent upon such direct access (Germ-Formations or Parasites). While the products referrible to these two sub-classes differ in their structural characters, in their properties, in their vital actions, and in their influence on the organism containing them, they are no less distinct in their mode of origin. Those belonging to the one sub-class originate in a structureless fluid or blastema; those belonging to the other spring from a germ. And the distinctive attributes of the two sub-classes may in the most concise manner be put thus:—

Sub-Class I.—Dependent existence; origin from a blastema.

Sub-Class II.—Independent existence; origin from a germ.

SUB-CLASS 1.—BLASTEMAL FORMATIONS.

The structureless fluid just referred to is termed blastema (from βλαστης, a germ) in consequence of its being the germinal material from which certain formations are evolved; and likewise cytoplasm (σωρός, a cell), because an essential process in that evolution is the generation of cells.

The source of this material, as of the formative material of the natural elements of the organism is none other than the circulating fluid—the blood.* But there are three possible forms in which the blood may be supposed to furnish the germinal material in question. First, the blood in substance may itself constitute blastema; secondly, some of the elements of the blood, unaltered in properties, may constitute blastema; and, thirdly, some of those elements altered in properties may constitute blastema.

Now, analogy is opposed to the admission of the first of these possible cases; there is no instance of a natural structure being evolved from the blood as a whole. But arguments founded on analogy are valueless, if at variance with the results of direct and satisfactory observation. As matter of experience, then, does blood in substance, unaltered in apparent physical properties, and either retained within

* Of the chyle and lymph, as suppliers of blastemal elements, nothing is known practically.
or extravasated from the vessels, ever act as a blastema for cell-evolution? John Hunter, as is well known, held that extravasated blood was capable of organization (by which term he meant vascularization); but his statements do not by any means prove that the masses, assumed by him to be simple coagula, were not in point of fact more or less extensively mixed with coagulable lymph, or inflammation-exudation. Others have, however, endeavoured to give support and greater precision to the views of Hunter. Mr. Dalrymple *, some time since examining a coagulum (injected by Mr. Busk) seated between the skin and its periosteum in a scrobucitious patient, found its substance permeated by vessels, which he judged to be of new formation. The form, mode of arrangement, and general characters of these vessels, (as we have ourselves seen,) seem to justify the idea that they are really new formations; but no proof that exudation-blastema may not have been present amid the extravasated blood is adduced by their describer. More recently, Mr. Dalrymple †, not content with ascertaining the fact of vascularization of scrobucitious coagula, has succeeded in tracing the progress of cell-development in the substance of such coagula. But if vascularization existed, the humbler grade of organization, signified by cell-production, was to be expected; and the new observations of Mr. Dalrymple do not remove the objection which in this point of view may be made to the old. Still these observations show very satisfactorily that the presence of blood in substance will not prevent the occurrence of cell-evolution and of vascularization, when the other conditions of its accomplishment exist.‡

In describing Haematomata, further on, we shall have occasion to return to this question; the reader may refer also to our observations on Softened Fibrin in the article on Pus.

Secondly, the blood-elements comprised under the title of liquor sanguinis, slightly modified in their relations of quantity and in their vital tendencies, are capable of constituting morbid blastema. By changes, such as these, is educed from the blood the fluid called coagulable lymph, the nature of which will hereafter be more fully considered.

Thirdly, certain elements of the blood, more or less deeply modified in essential properties, form the most common species of blastema. And what is the nature of the modification referred to? Is it physical, chemical, or simply potential?

(a) As far as observation goes, the modification is not of physical character. Formations the most various (just as natural textures the most various) spring from blastematata having the same physical qualities.

(b) Of the chemical constitution of blastematata at the moment of production, nothing is known from actual experiment; but that it is (setting aside its saline ingredients) albumino-fibrinous may be admitted as matter of inference from the source and mode of its production. Scarcely, however, have these blastematata become the seat of cell-evolution than, as is fully established, their chemical composition varies very materially; while the resulting mass is in some instances essentially composed of albumino-fibrinous elements, in others it is of fatty nature; in yet others it yields gelatin. The question then arises whether the chemical difference detected in any two given morbid formations has existed in their blastemal fluid ab origine, or been effected in connection with the process of cell-germination. In the absence of direct information on the point, it is natural to apply for its elucidation to the phenomena of healthy nutrition. Now, in the evolution of the natural tissue, compounds of various chemical constitutions spring into existence in close juxtaposition from the same blastemal fluid. And this diversity of chemical combination is certainly connected in some way or other with the presence of cells: for one of these vesicles (while the walls of all are, as far as is known, of protein-basis) may be shown to have fat for its contents, another pigment, another a protein-compound, &c.; whereas, previously to the occurrence of cell-evolution, no such chemical distinctions could be established within the blastema. Chemical changes and cell-evolution are then connected; but in what manner? Conceivably in one or other of two ways: the development of cells may be (1) a mere coincidence with the generation of new chemical compounds, or (2) it may be its cause. 1. That it is a mere coincidence; in other words, that the cells are passive, and the blastema itself alone active in the chemical changes, cannot be admitted; all analogy is against it. Thus the importance of yeast-cells in the phenomena of fermentation is too obvious to be denied even by those, who refuse to accept the view of Schwann that those phenomena cannot occur at all in fermentable matters, unless through the influence of cells. 2. Cell-action then must have some influence as the cause of the chemical changes, and may by possibility be their (α) sole or (β) their partial cause.

(a) Supposing the cells the sole agents, we must admit that their solid constituents (wall and nucleus) in virtue of an inherent faculty (the so-called metabolic force) form new compounds out of the homogeneous matter surrounding them, this matter being chemically passive in the changes occurring. This was Schwann’s view, and he grounded it on the analogy of the alleged necessity for the presence of cells as a condition sine qua non of fermentation in fermentable matters. But, as Henle has urged, the influence of cells is here exaggerated; cases are not wanting in which organic matters undergo chemical change through the sole agency of heat or acids, independently of the evolution of cells. And, it may be added, that in the progress of some fermentations, yeast-cells not only do not germinate, but actually disappear, as in the instance of a fermenting solution of pure sugar. (β) It would appear probable, then,
for this reason that chemical change is in some measure worked out by (and, inferentially, that chemical differences exist ab origine in) blastemata themselves; but, even thus, the cells must have an influence secondary only in time, not in importance. Like all membranes placed between fluids of different nature (the surrounding fluid and that contained within them), the cell-wall must be the seat of endosmosis and exosmosis, and the chemical result must be regulated, on the part of the cell, not only by the nature of membrane or cell-wall to be permeated, but by the nature of the fluid contents of the cell.

(c.) That the potential qualities of different blastemata differ is perfectly obvious; existences (such as cancer, pus, tubercle) must be formed from materials endowed with different vital tendencies. Concerning the nature and essence of this potential difference nothing is known with certainty. As respects the process by which its own special character is impressed on each blastema, and the locality in which that process is accomplished, three cases are possible: either the special character is given while the elements of the blastema are still circulating with the blood; or while those elements are undergoing filtration through the walls of the vessels; or at both these periods. Now, though it is probable that the filtration process exercises some influence of the kind under consideration, yet it is next to certain that the main influence is exercised on the blastemal elements within the vessels by the constitutional state of the individual,—that upon this constitutional state, and not upon any local process whatsoever, mainly depends the issue of a blastema, whether it shall be evolved, for instance, into cancer or fibrous tumour, pigment-cells or pus, or fat or enchondroma.

The blood being the source from which blastema is derived, there are three distinct situations in which it may, a priori, be supposed to undergo evolution into structure: (a.) within the vessels; (b.) in the substance of the vascular walls; (c.) outside the vessels. Whether evolution does occur in all these situations requires to be examined into.

(a.) Certain adventitious formations are unquestionably found occasionally in the interior of the veins, and their presence can only be accounted for in one of two ways, either as the result of the absorption and subsequent germination of certain elements of growths pre-existing elsewhere, or of primary evolution of blastema which had never escaped from the vessels. There can be little doubt that in the great majority of cases intra-venous Formations are produced by evolution of absorbed elements; but it appears probable that they may sometimes spring from retained or non-exuded blastemal elements. It is true, the embryonic production of a fragment of natural tissue within the vessels is an anomaly of nutrition of which no example has, as far as we know, been witnessed; analogy is consequently opposed to the admission of a germinating force in non-exuded blastema. It is likewise true that, in respect of the simplest form of blastema (the inflammatory) escape from the vessels appears essential to evolution as a general fact; nevertheless, it is to be remembered, inflammation-products are evolved within the vessels in cases of arteritis and phlebitis, and in the healthy state epithelium is constantly being produced on the internal vascular surfaces. Hence the possibility of retained blastema germinating within the vessels must be, at least provisionally, conceded; and such germination may be imagined most readily to occur where peculiarities of texture interfere (as in structures of the erectile class) with the process of exudation.*

(b.) Nodules of adventitious structure have sometimes been met with in the actual substance of the parietes of the veins. The localization of these nodules becomes intelligible on the supposition either that blastema, furnished by the blood circulating in their interior, has germinated during the process of filtration through the vascular coats; or that the blastema was originally supplied by the vasa vasorum. The fact that the nodules in question have been actually met with in veins of a certain size (where exudation does not habitually occur) makes it probable that, in some cases at least, the vasa vasorum are the source of supply.

(c.) But both localities, so far considered, are rare, though possible, seats of germination; hence it follows directly that the common site of the phenomenon must be outside the vessels, and indirectly that the process of filtration through these tubes is commonly a necessary element in the generation of a blastema apt for evolution. Hence it is that exudation fluid has been employed as a synonym of blastema in general. Now, the possible positions outside the vessels are:—the intervascular interstices of the various tissues and organs; the free (or sub-epithelial) surfaces, mucous, serous, and cutaneous; the surface (and, medially, by inhibition, the substance) of the extra-vascular tissues; and, lastly, adventitious surfaces, produced by wounds and other agencies. Now observation (while it has decided that germination does actually occur in all of them) has proved the first-named of these situations to be by far the most common seat of the phenomenon.

In those cases, unfortunately restricted in number, in which observation has succeeded in establishing the characters of blastema (as in the instances of induration-blastema and pus-blastema) this fluid has been found homogeneous, almost perfectly transparent, slightly

* It is clear that what has been spoken of by writers as the "conversion of blood" into the substance of certain Adventitious Formations can be nothing more than an appearance produced by the evolution of primary blastema or of absorbed blastemal elements in the interstices of a coagulum: the idea of an actual change of either blood corpuscle into the cell of an Adventitious Formation is wholly inadmissible.
viscid, and free from solid particles of any kind. And the evolution of all kinds of blastema proceeds in the same manner, as far as hitherto ascertained, until the formation of cells is effected. The successive steps may in general terms be stated to be increase of viscidisty, formation of granules, of nuclei, and of cells.* And these various steps cannot be accomplished except in blastema in contact with living animal structure,—a blastema loses its potentiality either by the death of the textures amid which it is evolved, or by its removal from among them. We place no confidence in the experiments upon which a statement of certain exceptions to this law has been founded.†

No matter what be the ultimate destiny of the blastema, the process of its evolution is conducted, then, on the same principle; but the development of cells sets a limit to this identity of process. The vital qualities of the cells differ, and affect the function and end of these, in three principal modes; and, according as each of these prevail, in any given blastema, will the product generated (solid or semi-solid) present peculiar characters. These three modes of cell may be described as follows.

First, the cells once developed may be altogether inert for life, incapable either of undergoing such changes in physical, chemical, and vital constitution as shall qualify them for sustaining a permanent existence, or of generating the elements of new cells previous to their own destruction. They are consequently acted upon physically and chemically by the surrounding materials; they are either dissolved by the fluid with which they are associated; or, disintegrated and broken down into non-productive granular matter, they lose all trace of the attributes of organization. Cells of this kind may be termed evanescent and retro-grading.

Secondly, the cells may be deficient in the faculty of permanency requisite for the formation of tissue; while, on the other hand, they possess the power of generating the elements of new cells (or of causing indirectly the generation of those elements) previously to their own disappearance,—cells endowed in turn with a similar generative force. These cells consequently present the characters of the formative stages of evolution, never those of perfectly evolved structure. To this kind of cells the title non-permanent and vegetative may be applied.

Thirdly, the cells may possess an inherent force, qualifying them to pass through the necessary steps towards the formation of structure more or less closely resembling the natural tissues, and in this evolved condition they are destined permanently to remain. These cells appear likewise to be destitute of

* The production of fibres without the intervention of a cell-stage (an exceptional phenomenon, if the entire system be taken in view) will find its place elsewhere.

† Helbert, de exanthematibus arte factis. Gött. 1844.

the power either of generating or of indirectly causing the generation of the elements of new cells similar to themselves; they may therefore be termed permanent and non-vegetative cells.

From cells of one or other of these three kinds all blastenmal formations are produced. Formations produced from the evanescent cell are non-stromal, and may be termed deposits; those from the vegetative cell are stromal, and may be termed growths; those from the permanent cell are stromal, and may be termed pseudo-tissues.

Order I. — Deposits.

Deposits are deficient in the characters of texture; they possess neither permanent fibre, nor definite arrangement of parts, septa, nor loculi; and are insusceptible of vascularization. They tend to produce eliminatory action and ulceration in the seats they occupy; and are prone to appear, mainly through the influence of so-called "dithysis," in several parts of the frame simultaneously or consecutively. The substance of all deposits is per se non-inoculable; we say all, because, though the point has not been, to our knowledge, experimentally tested in regard of the typhous and diphtheritic species, there can be little doubt that the proposition applies to them as to the others. But certain varieties of one genus of deposit (pus) are, on the contrary, readily inoculable through the agency of certain associated principles called viruses (see Pus). In such cases, be it observed, the propagation of the disease in no wise depends on the cell of the fluid.

In the order Deposits (constituting transition products from the non-plastic protein-precipitates to formations of higher attributes) we place the following genera: typhous, tuberculous, purulent, melanie, and diphtheritic products.

§ 1. Typhous Deposit.

In the form of continued fever anatomically characterized by alteration of structure in the glandular textures of the small intestine, a peculiar substance of new formation (as first accurately described by M. Louis*) is discovered in the cellular membrane between the mucous and muscular coats of the patches of agminated glands of Peyer. The proportion of cases of continued fever of intestinal type in which this deposit occurs, has been differently estimated from less than one third of the cases to nearly the entire number. We have found this matter homogeneous in aspect, of pinkish or yellowish hue (the former accidental), and from a sixth to a quarter of an inch thick; we have always seen it more or less firm and tenacious, and never succeeded in catching it in its earlier stage of fluid blastema. Examined under the microscope by Böhm† it appeared utterly destitute of

* Roederer and Wagler (De morbo mucoso, p. 332) first noticed this substance thus: "ne semel tamen elementos [felicibus coagulatissimis] et materiam mucosam ossum cinerarum replicos vidimus."

structure, and so it commonly is. But in some instances, in addition to granular matter lying in a structureless substance, remnants of cells may be detected, and, more rarely still, nucleated cells of unbroken outline, some larger, others smaller than the red-blood corpuscle. Epithelium cells are often accidentally present, as also oil globules.

That the main element of this material is of protein-basis may be inferred from its general properties. Buzzorini * gives its composition from direct analysis as follows,—fibrin, phosphate of lime, lactate and hydrochlorate of soda, and traces of other salts of the blood. Under the microscope acetic acid renders the basis more or less transparent; its effect on the cells seems to vary.

We have seen matter of similar character in the mesenteric glands; and we cannot affirm that the intestine and these glands are its sole seats, not having looked for it in other parts of the body of typhoid patients.

§ 2. TUBERCULOUS DEPOSIT, OR TUBERCLE.

Tubercle, when in that condition that its properties are most clearly marked, and when at that period of its development that no dissentient opinions are held as to its nature, possesses the following characters. It is an opaque substance of yellowish colour; sufficiently firm yet friable, of little tenacity, and resembling cheese very nearly in point of consistence; inelastic; without particular smell; accumulated in small masses varying in size from a pin's head to a hen's egg, of homogeneous aspect all over their divided surface; exhibiting no vessels; insoluble in water, and if mixed therewith quickly subsiding to the bottom. And these are the properties of a material which, in respect of its physiology, is characterized by its tendency to become soft after it has existed for a variable period in the condition of firmness, and to induce various changes in the natural textures with which it is connected, changes eventually effecting its own complete disintegration and elimination.

Nothing can be more true than that tubercle is homogeneous; but this may or may not be true of a tubercle. A tubercle of the brain is perfectly so; each particle is the counterpart of all others composing it, and for the simple reason that the natural structure, wherein the new matter has found a nidus, has been pushed aside in proportion as that matter has accumulated. A tubercle of the lung, again, may also upon rough inspection appear homogeneous; but if closely scrutinized with the naked eye, or, better, with a lens, it will be found that the section of the little body is marked by lines of a different tint and aspect from its general substance. This arises from the enclosure of some of the tissue of the organ by the accumulating tuberculous substance.

Tubercle may be deposited in isolated masses, or, it is said, be infiltrated through the stroma of the various tissues. (1.) When occurring in masses it is usually of tuberiform shape, and the mass has sprung either from a single centre of formation, or from the confluence of several smaller tubercles formed in the close vicinity of each other. It has long been a subject of dispute whether tuberiform tubercle occurs in the encysted form. Laennec held the affirmative; and M. Louis follows on the same side. Dr. Carswell "feels perfectly satisfied that the term encysted, whether applied to pulmonary tubercle or to tubercle in any other organ, is almost always incorrect. In the lungs encysted tubercle is a deception, the distended walls of the air-cells having in all probability, in almost every case, been taken for cysts. In like manner the dilated bulbous extremities of the biliary system have been described as cysts of the liver containing tuberculous matter." The evidence furnished by Laennec and M. Louis is defective; the latter observer never in the presented appearance in the lung substance, and no description is recorded from which the accuracy of the explanation offered may beascertained.† On the other hand, Dr. Carswell's objection turns altogether upon his special notions concerning the almost limitation of tubercle to the mucous surfaces. We have ourselves never seen encysted tubercle in any structure of the body, if by the term be understood tubercle contained within a cyst, which has acted as its formative organ. But we have seen in very rare instances in the lung, and, comparatively speaking, somewhat more frequently in bone, tuberculous matter surrounded by a more or less complete membrane, strongly assimilable in properties to the pyogenic membrane of abscesses, and, like it, obviously formed consecutively to some at least of the matter it invested. Such we believe to be the key to the comprehension of "encysted tubercle," especially taken in conjunction with the fact that true abscesses in the lung have not unfrequently been mistaken for tuberculous accumulations. To the class of secondary cysts is also to be referred that species of membranous investment occasionally formed round tuberculous matter while undergoing a process of inspissation.

The tuberiform shape is so common in tuberculous masses that its cause has been made matter of inquiry. By some persons presumed to depend on a moulding faculty intrinsic in the tuberculous substance (an obviously absurd notion), it has been referred by Schroeder van der Kolk and Dr. Carswell to the influence of the surrounding parts. The latter observer well shows that, in point of fact, this shape is less common than has been maintained, and scarcely occurs except in the brain and cellular membrane, and under certain circumstancs in the lung. Stratiform deposition is that occurring on solid surfaces in layers; ramiform, that observed in the bronchi and biliary system.

* Illustrations of the Elementary Forms of Disease, Fascic. Tubercle.

* Der Typhus, 1836, S. 87.
(2.) Infiltrated tubercle has been described principally in the lung, and is here said to exhibit two kinds of appearance; (a) the grey, and (b) the gelatiniform. (a) There are occasionally found in the lungs irregular masses of variable and, it may be, considerable size (five inches in diameter even) of greyish semi-transparent aspect, homogeneous, shining, and without distinct structure; such appearances are generally seen towards the apex of the organ, and may exist in very rare cases independently of any acknowledged form of tuberculous deposit; slices of texture thus affected sink in water, are moist on the surface, dense, and compact. In the midst of such masses it is sufficiently usual to discover a number of small specks of yellow opaque tuberculous matter; these increase in number and size, and thereby gradually cause the disappearance of the grey matter. Now it is admitted on all hands that the characters of this alleged tuberculous infiltration are extremely like those of chronic pneumonia; and in our mind it is extremely doubtful whether the morbific state be anything more than a particular form of that inflammation. M. Louis draws attention to the following points as distinctive of chronic pneumonia: — 1. Instead of being transparent, the affected tissue is opaque; 2. instead of being homogeneous, it is traversed by thick white septa; 3. the indurated parts are more compact than in the presumed tuberculous infiltration. But in acknowledged chronic pneumonia all these characters are subject to a great variation in amount; and the formation of yellow tubercle proves nothing in either direction, as there is no reason why such formation should not occur in a tissue infiltrated with induration-matter. (b) Of the gelatiniform tuberculous infiltration of Laennec, it is sufficient to say that no doubt can be entertained as to the fact of his having described, under this name, infiltration of common exudation matter with excess of serosity, sanguineous or not. Tubercle does, however, occur in the endosteal texture of bone in the infiltrated form.

The microscopical constitution of yellow tubercle may be described as follows, at least according to the observations we have ourselves made. (1.) Granular substance exists in abundance in tuberculous matter; large masses of soft consistence sometimes consist almost solely of it; and, as the process of softening advances, it abounds likewise; when of well-defined characters and abundant, it constitutes a very distinctive element of tubercle. The granules are dark, of yellowish brown tint, heaped up in masses, varying in size from about 1-4th or 1-5th of that of the red blood corpuscle (1/160 of 2/150 inch) to the merest points. Some of them, undissolved by acids, alkalis, or ether, are of modified protein-basis; others, soluble in hot ether, are of fatty nature; the latter are sometimes, though rarely, absent altogether. (2.) Cells.—Cells, though probably always existent in tubercule at some stage of its development, are not always to be found, or to be found in very minute proportions only, in specimens examined. In some cases they apparently constitute the entire tuberculous mass. We have found them sometimes of circular form, and rather flatish; sometimes irregular in shape and with rounded angles, never caudate, and nearly averaging in size that of the white blood-corpuscle. They contain a variable number of granules scattered without order through their substance, but generally leaving a free circle at the periphery. We have never seen a distinctly defined nucleus within them; acetic acid simply renders the cell-wall more transparent, and exhibits the granules more clearly. (3.) Irregular particles. Shapeless particles, flat, pale, and on an average of less size than the cells, are sometimes seen. These are probably, in part at least, the walls of disintegrating cells; whether they eventually go to form granular matter is a point open to inquiry, but appears to us probable. With these the substantial constituents of tubercle, are sometimes accidentally associated. (4.) large fat globules; (5.) plates of cholesterin; (6.) amorphous saline particles; (7.) melanin cells and granules.

Nothing having the attributes of a stroma can be detected in tuberculous matter; but a semi-transparent substance, more or less solid, slowly soluble in acetic acid, absolutely structureless and amorphous, holds its elements together. Neither does tubercle ever contain vessels of new formation; and the imprisonment by tuberculous deposit of natural capillary vessels, still pervious, is comparatively rare and accidental; there is a tendency, constant in action, and eventually irresistible, to obliteration of the vessels around and amid which the blastema of tubercle is thrown out. A new vascular system, we are aware, has been found to originate in the vicinity of tubercle; but this development takes place within common inflammatory exudation matter. In the same way there may be found on the confines of tuberculous matter compound granule-corpuscles, pus-corpuscles, with, of course, the ultimate elements of the tissues implicated.

In the same natural texture with such tuberculous matter as we have now described, are very frequently found certain small bodies varying in size from that of a pin's head to a very small pea, of greyish-white or greyish tint and glistening aspect. These bodies are known as the semi-transparent grey granulation; and their affinities to yellow tuberculous matter have been a theme of constant dispute from the period at which tubercle first became the subject of close study. While some regard them as products of common inflammation (Schroeder van der Kolk, Andral); while visionaries are found (Kuhn*) to predicate that their relationship is closest to the Nematoidea of Giullou (a class of beings forming a link between vegetable and animal existences); while a reasoner habitually most cautious (Carswell) regards them in some situations — the lung — as an admixture of mucus and true

tubercular matter, in other situations as an admixture of the same matter and coagulable lymph; the majority of observers hold them to be actual tubercle in an early stage of development. The latter opinion under certain modifications, we believe, for reasons which will presently appear, to be the true one.

These bodies occur in different organs and textures in association with yellow tubercle; they are more or less transparent, and, though in their own substance of light greyish colour, their translucency sometimes gives them in appearance the tint of the circumjacent structure; their section exhibits a smooth and close surface; hard as cartilage almost in some instances, and invariably remarkable for firmness; in general outline seeming roundish, yet in reality of somewhat angular form; and adhering so closely to the adjoining tissues that they cannot be removed without particles of these, they have a tendency to aggregate in groups.

Now the motives for connecting this production pathologically with yellow tubercle, and regarding the one as a phasis of the other, are derived as well from (a) naked-eye observation and considerations of general pathology, as from (b) microscopical examination. (a) Common yellow tubercle appears in the substance of the grey granulation at a certain stage of its existence, and gradually (in the lungs and in bone for example) fills the entire space it had occupied. In the lungs the grey granulation follows the same topographical course as yellow tubercle; originating in the upper regions, it migrates downwards; and the quantity of the one, as of the other, is greatest at the apex.* Grey granulations are found mixed with yellow tubercle in various organs, and so rare is the development of the one without the other, that M. Louis† only encountered grey granulations without yellow tubercle five times, and the latter without the former once. The material composing the grey granulation also occurs in the form of shapeless masses, and when so deposited (as in the lungs and lymphatic glands) also becomes the seat of yellow tubercle. (b) Microscopically considered, the elements of the granulation prove the relationship of the two products. A hyaline substance, non-stromal, holds together cells, identical with those already described, mixed (sometimes) with melanie matter in small quantity, and the elementary fibres of the implicated tissue (doubtless the objects mistaken in the lung by Kuhn for vegetable filaments). The proper granular matter of tubercle alone is absent, or present in very minute proportion only. The disintegration and breaking up of the cell-structure, and the exudation, further, of blastema, which, incapable of furnishing cells, generates granules, cause the appearance of yellow opaque amid grey semi-transparent tubercle.

It appears, then, that the two conditions, grey and yellow, are stages of each other. But is this sequence necessary; must grey precede the yellow in the order of evolution? No; for in some textures, as the lymphatic glands, grey matter is very rare; in others, as the brain, it is not, as far as we know, ever seen, though yellow tubercle is not of very uncommon occurrence there in infancy; and, lastly, in the lungs, tubercles are sometimes found of the minutest conceivable size, yet yellow throughout their entire substance without the least grey appearance. It follows, then, that the ordinary first or grey stage may be to all seeming passed over,—an idea by no means repugnant to reason, inasmuch as such a state of things would naturally occur wherever a peculiarly low crisis of the system leads to primary production of granular matter in excess and unusually rapid disintegration of cells.

Another kind of granulation occurring in the lungs, first described by Bayle, and by him supposed to be composed of adventitious cartilage, has been by almost all writers confounded with the common grey production. This variety is, we believe ourselves justified in affirming, of great rarity; at least we have met with but one example of it—some years since at the Hospital for Consumption. In this instance the granulation was of round or oval form, as large as a good-sized pea (all present very uniformly so), of dull white colour, opaline without yellow points, present in moderate numbers, disseminated equably through all parts of both lungs, not grouped but deposited solitarily, producing no visible change in the circumjacent texture, and unassociated with yellow or grey tubercles. Bayle, maintaining the obviously erroneous opinion, just stated, of their anatomical nature, connected these bodies pathologically with phthisis; Laennec regards them as a modification of the common grey granulation; our own opinion on the point is uniform.

Among the numerous published analyses of tubercle, we have for some years been in the habit of referring to that of Preuss* as at least the most elaborate in existence. According to the results of this analyst, one hundred parts of tuberculized pulmonary substance consisted of

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Substance</th>
<th>Quantity</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Water</td>
<td>79.55</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tuberculous matter</td>
<td>13.52</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fibrous residue, vessels, bronchi, &amp;c.</td>
<td>6.33</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

One hundred parts of the fibrous residue consisted of

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Substance</th>
<th>Quantity</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Fat</td>
<td>4.13</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Substances yielding gelatin by boiling</td>
<td>20.67</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Substances yielding no gelatin by boiling</td>
<td>75.20</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The tuberculous substance itself, without water, contained:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Substance</th>
<th>Quantity</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Substances soluble in hot alcohol only.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cholesterin</td>
<td>4.94</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>In cold alcohol and not in water.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Oleate of soda</td>
<td>13.50</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

In cold alcohol and in water.

A peculiar substance (Phymatin) 8.46
Chloride of sodium
Lactate of soda
Sulphate of soda

In water but not in alcohol.

Casein
Chloride of sodium
Sulphate of soda
Phosphate of soda

Neither in alcohol nor in water.

Casein (altered by heat)
Oxide of iron
Phosphate of lime
Carbonate of lime
Magnesia
Sulphur

99.91

Phymatin (φυμα, a tubercle; like pyin, the discovery of Gueterbock,) is described as a peculiar extractive matter, not precipitated from its solution by extract of galls, very little by neutral acetate of lead and nitrate of silver, but, on the contrary, very copiously by basic acetate of lead; sulphate of copper gives no precipitate, according to Gueterbock; a white flocculent one, according to Preuss. The main protein-constituent of tubercle appears, from the above analysis, to be casein. But numerous chemists question the correctness of this analysis, precisely in respect of the casein; and it certainly appears proved that Preuss had not furnished sufficient evidence of the nature of the protein-compound contained in tubercle. Scherer* has endeavoured to establish the relations of this organic material to protein, and dwells upon the fact that according to the locality of the diseased product this may be theoretically formed by adding to or taking from protein a varying number of atoms of oxygen, hydrogen, and carbon. The formula of protein, as given by different chemists, it is to be remembered, varies,—its very existence is made matter of question; we are, therefore, unable to discover in what manner the chemistry of the formation of tubercle can be considered to be advanced, or to be likely at present to be advanced, by speculations of this class. The insignificance of such hypotheses becomes apparent, too, from the fact that some of the analyses of tubercle differ as much from others as these do from the analyses of cancer!

M. Boudet † finds, with respect to its organic constituent, that tubercle yields albumen and a matter analogous to casein, under the action of cold water, and is reducible to a substance having the characters of fibrin; he further discovers that casein, insoluble in crude tubercle, becomes soluble eventually through the development of alkali; a series of propositions more striking than satisfactory.

Tubercle is insusceptible of growth, properly so called; it increases in size by accretion of new particles or by gradual coalescence of minute masses, at first separated from each other by appreciable intervals. In the lung the latter mode of enlargement is invariably observed, where the tubercle is of any size; hence the constancy of septa, as already referred to.

Tubercle, having subsisted for a variable time in the firm (or, as it is called, crude) state, tends to undergo either of the following changes:—(1.) to become invested by a cyst; (2.) to decay by a process known as softening.

(1.) In certain situations, more especially the bronchial and mesenteric glands and bones, tuberculous matter, undergoing gradual inspissation, occasionally becomes invested with a cyst (of fibrinous origin), which cuts it off from the surrounding textures, and renders it, comparatively speaking, innocuous.

(2.) When tuberculous matter has existed for a certain but variable period in the state of firmness or "crude," it in the vast majority of cases softens. In this new state its physical characters are either very closely similar to those of thick deep-yellow pus, or (which is more common) it seems to consist of two materials, the one soft, friable, and caseiform, the other more or less watery and transparent, mixed together in variable proportions. Commencing by possibility at any part of the tubercle, this process commences more commonly towards the centre, or at least within the area of the tubercle, than on its confines.

The process of softening must either be of intrinsic or extrinsic origin. Lennec, looking on tubercle as vascularized, presumed the change to be intrinsic, and dependent on some morbid condition of vascular action; an hypothesis which existing knowledge refuses utterly to justify. Other pathologists taught that all changes in the consistence of tubercle depended on actions going on in the surrounding textures—suppurating, infiltrating, disintegrating. The latter doctrine is doubtless correct in part; a tubercle, softened at the periphery or even in its central parts, when these are permeated by natural textures, has in many instances simply undergone disintegration from saturation with fluids produced by those textures. But when a large mass of tubercle (as in the brain or in a lymphatic gland) liquefies in the centre, where it is absolutely beyond the reach of influence from the circumjacent tissues, some intrinsic change has evidently occurred. And this intrinsic change seems assimilable to that effecting softening of fibrinous clots in the veins, and is in intimate nature probably chemical.

Tubercle, once deposited, is not necessarily a fixture in the locality it occupies; on the contrary, its removal from the body is frequent, and occurs under different conditions and in different manners. It is effected; (a) probably by simple absorption; (b) by absorption combined with so-called "transformation;" (c) by elimination.

(a) Existing knowledge concerning the simple absorption of tubercle is far from satis-
factory. Our own belief (which is firm) in its occurrence rests upon the following facts and arguments. 1. Rabbits submitted to influences which, experience has proved, unfaillingly lead to the development of tubercle in the liver and elsewhere, have subsequently been placed in conditions favourable to health, eventually been killed, and no traces, or the merest traces, of tubercle been discovered in their bodies. (Jenner, Baron, Carwile.) 2. Miliary tubercles, developed in the substance of pleural or peritoneal false membrane, disappear in cases where the latter becomes celuloso-serous in texture. 3. Tuberculous matter disappears from the substance of enlarged strumous glands. 4. We have seen and satisfactorily observed cases of tuberculization of the bronchial glands in children, in which (while the local and general symptoms of phthisis were fully developed, and the physical signs of marked enlargement of the bronchial glands were no less distinct) recovery in respect of symptoms has occurred, coevally with modification and ultimately disappearance of those physical signs. Such cases are unfortunately rare. 5. And, again, we have found the physical signs of induration at the apex of a lung in persons labouring under the local and general symptoms of phthisis, and belonging to a tainted family; and these signs have totally disappeared in company with the train of local and general symptoms. The event is, no doubt, singularly rare; and the disappearance of induration-signs may, by the sceptical, be referred to the cessation of congestion. But congestion has its special signs, which were not present in the cases we refer to; and congestion at the apex is, in the very great majority of cases, of tuberculous origin. 6. Andral and Reynaud attempt to trace certain furrowed and excavated appearances of pulmonary tubercles to a process of absorption, — but they do this dubitatively, and the point has not been investigated by others.

(6.) Of the removal by absorption of the animal ingredients of tubercle, while saline particles are deposited in abundance (so-called "transformation"), no doubt can be entertained. The gradual change of the tuberculous matter may be traced from a condition of mere dessication with greasiness to the feel, to that of osteo-petrous substance. The traces of animal material may eventually almost wholly, if not wholly, disappear; for Thénard found that while "crude" tubercle contained 98.15 per cent. of animal and 1.85 of saline matters, tuberculous tubercle furnished but 3.0 per cent. of the former and 96.0 of the latter.

The production of this change in tuberculous matter is very frequently (but certainly not always — witness the case of the mesenteric glands) connected with the presence of common plastic exudation in the surrounding natural texture. This exudation-matter gradually hardens, eventually assuming the fibrous condition, and possessed (like all similar exudation) of strong contractile properties, probably facilitates the absorption of the enclosed tubercle by the pressure it exercises.

But absorption may proceed further. The cretaceous, calcareous, or osteo-petrous substances, representatives of bygone tubercle, sometimes totally disappear; and, at a later period still, the plastic fibrous substance is itself removed. The part where all these changes have occurred (in the lungs for example) may even appear healthy; but on close examination puckering (parenchymatous, we mean, not pleural) is discovered in a spot, where obliterated vessels and bronchial tubes converge, as the indelible evidence of the morbid conditions that have preceded. This puckering and obliteration have (as we believe erroneously) been ascribed to the cicatrization of cavities.

(c.) The elimination of tuberculous matter by excretion is effected from free surfaces, or from the stroma of parts and organs.

1. Excretion of tuberculous matter, without breaking of surface in the part supplying it, occurs in the urine, renal, and pulmonary passages, — never, so far as we have ourselves observed, in the intestines. The occurrence is, under all circumstances, rare.

2. The elimination of tubercle from the stroma of parts involves the destruction of tissue by an ulcerative or gangrenous process. Such elimination takes place either when the cretaceous change has occurred, or independently of any such change. Of the former (the rarer of the two) the escape of cretaceous masses from the bronchial glands through an ulcerated opening in the trachea, furnishes a striking example; the expectation of such masses from the lungs themselves is extremely rare, while, on the other hand, these organs supply the most important illustration of elimination of unchanged tuberculous substance.

Softening of tuberculous matter being complete, the natural textures contained within the area occupied by that matter have likewise lost their consistence, as a result of infiltration with morbid fluids and of imperfect nutrition. Ulcerative destruction readily sets in; minute bronchial tubes are in consequence opened; through these the softened matter and (as is proved by microsopical examination) fragments of the parenchymatous fibrils and capillaries of the lung are evacuated. An excavation (cavity or cavern) in the pulmonary substance is the result.

When a cavity is of recent date, its walls, smooth and even, are commonly lined, more or less completely, with plastic exudation, fragile, whitish, and opaque; but the pulmonary tissue is in some instances bare and unprotected. The walls of cavities of old date, firm and resisting, are lined with a membrane, divisible into two strata — the external dense, greyish, and fibrous, the internal soft and velvety, deposited continuously or in patches on the inner surface of the former. Or (as existed in one-fourth of the old cavities examined by Louis) the walls may be totally free from any membranous investment. The walls are uneven, irregular, and coated commonly by bands composed of pulmonary substance (rarely containing permeable vessels) studded with tuberculous
manner. Such cavities generally communicate with others, and always with bronchial tubes.

Cavities vary in size from that of a nut to very nearly that of the lung itself; the edges of the lobes being rendered continuous by pleural false membrane, and the pulmonary texture destroyed from base to apex. They form first at the apex, and more readily at its posterior than at its anterior aspect, and very rarely advance pari passu in both lungs. When of recent origin they contain pus and softened tubercle, with or without factor, in the different conditions already described. When of old date, on the contrary, they contain a dirty, thin, greenish fluid, with granulous particles suspended in it, and stained, or (as is most common) not stained, with blood. In rare instances fibrinous coagula, firm and adherent *, which may even be the seat of vascularization †, are found within them; and still more rarely portions of pulmonary substance, either gangrenous ‡ or free from such change. Vegetable productions of low type are often to be found amid the contents or upon the walls of cavities of a certain age.

The course and event of cavities are points of extreme interest.

1. Their most common course by far is to increase in size, through communications formed with softening tubercle on their confines.

2. They become stationary, the tuberculizing process having ceased in their neighbourhood. The double membrane lining them acquires more and more perfectly the characters and properties of the structures forming the inner wall of fistule; and they cease to exercise deleterious influence of any serious kind. The cure of phthisis is sometimes, according to Laennec, accomplished in this manner; but it is obviously necessary for the cure of the disease, not only that the cavity should itself become innocuous in the manner described, but that tuberculization should cease in the rest of the lung—that the rest of the lung should be healthy. Now we regret to be forced to state that during a search of several years carried on under peculiarly favourable circumstances, we have failed to discover a single example of this fortunate coincidence; nor do we believe (while to deny its possibility would be rash) that evidence has ever yet been furnished of its actual occurrence.

* Univ. Coll. Museum.
† Louis.
‡ Since time since a patient of ours expectorated a fetid mass, about the size of a large pea, presenting under the microscope, and even to the naked eye, the characters of pulmonary tissue. This is the only instance of the kind that has ever occurred to us.
§ M. Louis relates a case (Op. cit. Trans. p. 19, case 3) in which a solitary excavation lined with pseudo-membrane of recent origin, existed at the apex of one lung in the midst of healthy tissue, and considers it presumable that, if the patient had survived a short while longer, the membrane in question would have assumed the fistulous characters we have above described; under these circumstances a cure of phthisis would have been accomplished. But in the first place it was not accomplished; in the second it appears extremely doubtful.

3. That tuberculous cavities are capable of cicatrization, and that they actually do cicatriz with very considerable frequency, was taught by Laennec, and has since his time been almost universally accepted as matter of established doctrine. We must nevertheless affirm that we have ourselves in vain sought for a single specimen of cicatrized tuberculous cavity; nor can we avoid deliberately questioning the fact of such cicatrization ever occurring.

The shape of fistulous cavities, the smoothness and polish of their internal surface, the fact that atmospheric pressure must act constantly on that surface, and, in fine, their structural analogy to fistule in other parts of the body, form so many a priori arguments against the possibility of cicatrization. Laennec saw their force; but certain observed facts led him to disregard them, and admit the reality of partial and complete adhesion of the apposed walls of cavities. These facts are as follow.

(a.) In the latero-posterior part of the upper lobe of a particular lung appeared a deep depression, containing a material solid and resisting. From the centre of this depression a white opaque lamina, about half a line thick, and of cartilaginous consistence, extended inwards, divided into two parts, and then reunited, thus forming a small cavity, which was filled with a yellowish-white, opaque, friable substance, much drier than common tuberculous matter. Here was (according to the assumption) a partially closed pulmonary cavity; and, be it observed, Laennec never saw more than one such case.

(b.) In the upper part, especially, of the upper lobes, Laennec frequently saw bands or nodules composed of condensed cellular or fibro-cartilaginous tissue, with a depression on the superjacent pleural surface, of variable depth, puckered, firm, and uneven, and with adhesion of the pleura at the corresponding point; the converging bronchial tubes being somewhat dilated in the vicinity, and obliterated in the exact site, of those bands or nodules. Further, these bands or nodules were always situated at the depth of half a line, or two lines at furthest, from the surface of the lung; and were or were not distinctly continuous with substances of similar nature on the surface of the pulmonary pleura. Here were the assumed evidences of complete closure of cavities,—the puckering and thickening on the pulmonary surface showed that cicatrization had occurred underneath, but did not (as Laennec was often erroneously said to have maintained) in any measure constitute the actual substance of cicatrices.

But it may be objected to this doctrine:—that the superficial puckering is often seen, where subjacent cellular bands or nodules cannot be discovered;—that it frequently (for reasons which M. Louis has anticipated, but not, as we think, satisfactorily set aside) that the excavation was of tuberculous rather than of purulent origin; and in the third the eventual assumption of the fistulous characters, in this particular case, is matter of hypothesis.
exists at the base of the lung, where cavities are excessively rare; — that such puckering is so common that, if it really signify closure of cavities, this must be admitted to be an every-day occurrence — an admission to which the laws of general pathology and special clinical experience are equally opposed; — that the alleged cicatrices are always (as insisted upon by Laennec himself) either actually under, or only a line or two distant from, the pulmonary surface, whereas cavities are frequently seated deeply in the lung; — that Laennec’s clinical evidence in support of closure of cavities is exceedingly defective, and that were cicatization so common, as on his principles it must be, the opportunity of tracing the progress of contraction during life would frequently occur, whereas it has certainly never yet occurred to ourselves, nor (so far as we are aware) as matter capable of demonstration to any one else.

Laennec’s anatomical facts were correctly observed, but he misinterpreted them pathologically. The cellulo-fibrous bands or nodules he noticed appear, in truth, to be formed in either of the three following ways. (1.) They are primary productions, generated quite independently of tuberculation; — results of local inflammation perfectly assimilable to the bands permeating more or less completely the entire substance of the lung, in certain cases of general chronic sub-inflammation of the organ. (2.) They are produced in the manner already explained (p. 108), in connection with tubercle undergoing absorption. (3.) They are altogether extra-pulmonary productions, and their apparent position within the parenchyma of the lung, a fallacy more or less easily exposed.

Under all these circumstances their alleged direct relationship to cavities is matter of pure imagination; but the last mentioned condition of things only (which has been insisted on principally by M. Fournet), needs to be dwelt upon here.

As a preliminary point, let it be observed that viscera invested with serous membrane are liable to undergo indentation by the contraction, and in the site, of plastic exudation. Even the liver, dense as it is, we have occasionally seen pretty deeply indented in this manner; more frequently is this observed in the spleen, but still more so (obviously from the yielding character of its texture) in the lung. Now, in the particular cases we have in view, the following points may be traced.

1. Pleurisy occurs, local or general, with or without liquid effusion. 2. The resulting plastic exudation penetrates or not into sulci on the pulmonary surface formed by creasing; these sulci are deeper if liquid effusion has occurred, than under the contrary circumstances. 3. The plastic exudation is thicker at some points than others, and there excess of depression takes place, because its own contractile force, and the force resisting atmospheric (excentric) pressure, are both greatest there. 4. Processes from this superficial exudation penetrate into the sulci (we have seen them three quarters of an inch long). 5. The thinner peripheral portion of the plastic exudation on the pulmonary surface becomes by-and-by cellular in texture, eventually undergoes more or less complete absorption, and the immediately subjacent portions of lung rise up on the removal of the pressure; the central and thick part of the exudation (itself become meanwhile more or less distinctly fibrous in texture) appears deeper than ever in the lung, while the perfect adhesion of the edges of the sulci in which it lies, renders the illusion complete as to its being seated in the actual substance of the lung. 6. The adjoining pulmonary tissue may be simply condensed, or may be solidified with infiltrated plastic exudation; in either case (but especially the latter) obliteration of the minute vessels and bronchi takes place. The pulmonary tissue, yet beyond this, may become emphysematous.

The more frequent occurrence of these appearances at the apex than elsewhere, is the obvious consequence of the great proportional frequency of local pleurisy there; — itself dependent on the frequency of irritation set up by tubercles in the neighbourhood. The condition of the minute bronchi in the implicated parts, is of itself a strong argument in favour of the doctrine we have set forth; those tubes are contracted and obliterated as they would be from pressure and disuse, they are not abruptly cut across, as they would be were Laennec’s cicatization-theory in accordance with facts. According to M. Fournet, the deep sunken, fibrous nodules may become the interstitial seat of puriform or of calcareous deposition. In this way he explains Laennec’s solitary example of partially closed cavity, already referred to. We have not seen this condition ourselves: the thing is no doubt possible, but it must be very rare. In taking leave of this question we would observe, that the nature of this work has prevented us from giving it the full development it really merits, but we trust enough has been said to make the main fact intelligible. That fact is doubtless disheartening to the therapeuticist; and we should regret any active part we may have taken in establishing it, did we not look forward on some other occasion to proving, that anatomical cure by absorption, in the manners already described, is of more common occurrence than is generally supposed.

Many of the influences, irritative and mechanical, exercised by tubercle on surrounding textures, have been spoken of in the foregoing pages; the generation of new vessels attending the progress of tuberculization in the lung, will be touched upon in the section on New Vessels in another part of this article.

§ 3. PURULENT DEPOSIT, OR PUS.

Pus is a fluid of whitish-yellow or greenish colour, and homogeneous aspect; of faint, peculiar smell, when warm; inodorous, when cold; of creamy consistence; and of sweetish, or sometimes saltish, taste.
Pus consists of a liquid part (liquor puris) holding in solution organic principles and inorganic salts; and of a solid part (corpuscles) held in suspension in the liquor puris. These constituents separate spontaneously, after removal from the body, with a degree of slowness increasing as the purity of the pus; when the liquor puris is in excess, the corpuscles sink rapidly. The corpuscles are not separable from the liquor puris by filtration. Pus does not naturally contain gas of any kind (J. Davy). Its specific gravity ranges between 1.042 and 1.021, the weight most commonly observed being about 1.050.

Four kinds of organic corpuscles are found in pus: (1.) Proper pus-corpuscles; (2.) Pyoid corpuscles; (3.) Granules; (4.) Compound granule-corpuscles.

(1.) The proper pus-corpuscle is a body of tolerably spherical outline, unless when accidentally flattened or otherwise altered in shape by the pressure of adjoining corpuscles; its edge, slightly dentated, as we have commonly seen it, may be perfectly even; its surface finely granular-looking. The corpuscle is (commonly, but not always,) moderately transparent, subjacent bodies being visible through it, as is particularly obvious when a weak iodine-solution has been added to the fluid. The diameter of the corpuscle varies from the $\frac{1}{1000}$ to the $\frac{1}{1600}$ of an inch,—averaging about the $\frac{1}{1200}$, its substance is somewhat elastic. It never, as far as we have seen, presents a narrow edge to the eye, in the manner of the red corpuscle of the blood.

The contents of the corpuscle are semi-fluid and solid. The semi-fluid substance seems of slightly gluey consistence. The solid contents are the nucleus or nuclei. It was long taught that if the pus examined be recent, and chemically unchanged, the nucleus is not perceptible even with strong magnifying powers. This is now known to be erroneous; we have, with a glass magnifying only 400 diameters, detected a nucleus in ladelable pus of neutral reaction, immediately after removal from the body.* But, under the influence of dilute acetic acid, the nucleus is more fully brought into view, and is seen close to the cell-wall, in the form of a bipartite, tripartite, or quadripartite body (more rarely a single one), all the divisions of which lie nearly on the same plane side by side. Each division of the nucleus is smooth, circular, or slightly oval, and biconcave. The central depression, which exists as a consequence of its biconcave form, either appears opaque, while the surrounding part is clear and transparent, or the former is transparent and the latter opaque,—differences depending on variation of the focus of the microscope. The surface of the nucleus is very finely granular; its diameter varies from the $\frac{1}{1600}$ to the $\frac{1}{1200}$ of an inch.

(2.) Under the name of pyoid, M. Lebert distinguishes a corpuscle smaller than that just described; spherical in shape, tolerably transparent, rather of solid than liquid consistence; containing from four to ten granules or more in their interior, and wholly unprovided with nucleus, acetic acid simply rendering the corpuscle more transparent. These bodies, resembling most closely the cells of tubercle (p. 103), are larger and more spherical than these: so great is the similarity, that M. Lebert was at first led to consider the pyoid corpuscle peculiar to tuberculous pus; but, subsequently finding it (as we have also done ourselves) under circumstances excluding the idea of tubercle, has relinquished this notion.

(3.) The elementary granule seen in pus is of spherical shape; it is never cupulated, so far as we have seen, and is less than half the size of the nucleus of the pus-corpuscle, averaging the $\frac{1}{2000}$ to $\frac{1}{4000}$ of an inch in diameter. These granules are obviously not, as was once maintained, detached nuclei floating in the liquor puris. They are either single and solitary, or (less frequently) collected in irregular groups. Their composition varies, as they are sometimes soluble in ether, and sometimes exhibit the reactions of a protein-compound; this chemical difference is not always connected with any physical peculiarity, which the eye at least can detect.

(4.) The compound granule-corpuscle (compound inflammation-globule; Gluge) does not occur in large numbers in pus; many drops may be examined without a single one presenting itself. This corpuscle is of spherical, and slightly irregular, form, ranging from the $\frac{1}{1000}$ to $\frac{1}{1500}$ of an inch in diameter (fig. 92).

* The facility of its discovery depends upon the transparence and thinness of the cell-wall; and the amount of pus-corpuscles upon the growth of the corpuscle. In our work on Cancer (fig. 6) are figured nuclei visible without the aid of acetic acid.

* Physiol. Pathol. t. i. p. 46. 1845.
Fat occurs invariably in more or less quantity in pus, and exhibits itself under the microscope, under the forms of molecular granules, as above referred to; oil globules; crystals of cholesterol.

Saline crystals occasionally occur in pus, especially in certain unhealthy varieties of the fluid. When they exist, some peculiar circumstances have probably caused unusually rapid, or otherwise modified, evaporation of the liquor puris.

Infusoria (monads and vibrions, especially the vibrio lineola) occur in pus: we are unable to affirm whether their presence is always an evidence of decomposition in the pus itself. The attempt, made by Gruithuisen, to distinguish various fluids by the characters of the infusoria developed within them, has not led to any satisfactory results.

Pus, when recent and healthy, has a slightly alkaline reaction; we have known it neutral, however, in cases where there was no reason to believe any chemical change had occurred. It readily becomes acid from the development of an acid — the lactic acid it is supposed: the change from one to the other reaction, evidently depends, in some cases, on a primary change in the constitution of the pus at the moment of generation; for we have found pus from the same wound, sometimes alkaline, sometimes acid, though taking all precautions to ensure its examination at the moment of production.

The published analyses of pus are extremely numerous. Among the most recent and carefully conducted are several by Dr. Wright*, of which the following may be selected as specimens; it is clear that the chemical constitution of the fluid must vary somewhat with the locality from which it has been derived, inasmuch as pus can very rarely be obtained free from minute quantities of the textures or secretions in connection with which its production has occurred.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Pus from a</th>
<th>Pus from a</th>
<th>Pus from a</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Vomica.</td>
<td>Pseas</td>
<td>Mammary Abscess.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Water</td>
<td>894.4</td>
<td>885.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fatty Matter</td>
<td>17.5</td>
<td>28.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cholesterol</td>
<td>5.4</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mucus</td>
<td>11.2</td>
<td>6.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Albumen</td>
<td>68.5</td>
<td>68.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lactates, carbonates, sulphates, and phosphates of soda, potash, and lime</td>
<td>9.7</td>
<td>13.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Iron</td>
<td>3.3</td>
<td>2.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Loss</td>
<td>3.3</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Some of the discrepancies in the results given by various experimentalists, doubtless depend in no small degree on the differences in the manner of conducting their analyses. Making allowance for these sources of error, it may be inferred that liquor puris consists of water varying in proportion from 76 (Von Bibra), and 82 (Dumas), to 90 (Lassaigne, Pearson, and Von Bibra*), per 100, of dissolved albumen, of fibrin, fat, and extractive matters. A peculiar principle (precipitable by acetic acid and by alum) has been assigned to pus, under the name of pyia, by Güterbock: that such a special substance exists independently of the means employed to procure it, has been questioned or denied by Valentín, Dr. John Davy†, and others. At the present hour the real presence in pus of the principle, described under this name, is admitted by chemists; it is said (probably pro tempore) to be tritoxide of protein. Glutin is enumerated by Martin‡ among the constituents of the pus of empyema; its existence must be an exceptional occurrence. Phosphoric, hydrochloric, and lactic acids in union with lime, potassa, soda, magnesia, and ammonia, form the ordinary saline elements of the fluid. Oxide of iron, though put forward as a constant ingredient of pus, according to Koch, Krauss, Gobel (in the horse), Pearson, and Güterbock, is in all probability only present in instances of accidental admixture of blood.

The micro-chemical properties of the pus corpuscle are important. Pure water exercises no obvious influence on it for days, even, except that of rendering the nucleus more visible, and slightly increasing its size by passing through the cell-wall by imbibition. Saturated sugar-water, blood, mucus, and saliva, unless (as observed by Hенle) the latter be acid, produce scarcely any alteration in the corpuscle. Urine gives it an extremely ragged outline in the course of a few days (earlier if it be alkaline), and eventually breaks it up completely. Alcohol slightly corrugates, without dissolving it. Under the action of acetic acid the corpuscle loses its granular appearance, commonly undergoes a change of bulk; and the distinct outline of the involvurum fades away, while the nucleus, simple or compound, becomes clear and distinct. What is the nature of these changes? The removal of the granular aspect of the corpuscle is not readily explained. We were at one time disposed to regard it as produced by the simple unfolding of the involvurum, caused in turn by imbibition of the fluid re-agent, — believing that the granular appearance arose simply from a corrugated state of the surface of the involvurum. But the uniformity of the granular appearance, its constancy of occurrence, its extreme delicacy, and the fact that it is not removed altogether, no matter how distinctly the corpuscle be swollen by imbibition, appear to throw doubt upon this view, and render it more probable, if not actually certain, that it depends on the presence of molecular matter within the involvurum; — the change of bulk is sometimes one of increase, sometimes one of decrease, — a difference which has appeared to us traceable to the

* Untersuch. über einige verschiedene Eiterarten. Berlin, 1842.
† Physiological and Pathological Researches. Annalen der Pharmacie.
vying degrees of dilution of the acid. That the involucrum fades simply, without being, as was at one time supposed, destroyed, is commonly obvious on simple inspection; it appears as a sort of thin, transparent halo round the nuclei. But, were there any doubt, this would be removed by the addition of solution of iodine*, which restores the clear definition of the cell-wall. The fading of the involucrum is, however, an early stage of solution; for, if much acid be added, the halo disappears and cannot be restored. In respect of this disclosure of the nuclei three opinions have found their supporters: (a.) that a simple or compound nucleus, pre-existing in either form, is simply rendered visible by the acid; (b.) that it is exposed and, besides, split up into parts; (c.) that it is an appearance altogether produced by the acid. That the first of these opinions is the correct one, appears (if on no other grounds) from what has been said in a previous page on the discovery of the nucleus in recent unchanged pus.

Mineral acids, if dilute, do not dissolve the corpuscles; if concentrated, dissolve them completely. Caustic alkalies form a jelly with them; their carbonates, as also muriate of ammonia, change them similarly but more slowly. The action of the latter on pus was observed by J. Hunter on a large scale, and ascribed by him to coagulation of the liquor puris. Dr. J. Davy showed, by allowing the corpuscles to settle, decanting the supernatant fluid, pouring some of the muriate upon this, and observing that no viscosity followed, until corpuscles had been added, that the change depended upon these. Dr. Wood† ascertained that the muriate causes the corpuscles to adhere with some closeness to each other.

Pus-corpuscles contain a very little phosphate of lime, and consist essentially of a protein-compound. Their constituent substance has been given the special title purium by Koch, purudina by Michelotti; a mode of naming it which must be abandoned if, as Lehmann and Messerschmitt maintain, the nucleus and involucrum belong to two different varieties of protein,—the former being composed of venous, the latter of arterial, fibrin.‡ But this view is, it is scarcely necessary to add, itself far from being established,—as also that of persons who (imitating Ascherson) hold the centre of the nucleus to be composed of fat, and its peripheral part of albumen.

Pus differs chemically from blood in the states of health and of hyperinosis in the proportion of its ingredients, much more than in their nature,—as might readily be imagined. But quantitative analyses are as yet so imperfect, that very different general inferences may be deduced from them according to the selection made of published analyses;—it is true this may also in part depend on the actual variation in the proportions in different specimens of pus. Thus we may prove by one set of experiments that pus contains more water than healthy, and a fortiori than hyperinotic, blood; and, by another, that pus is on the contrary a more concentrated fluid than either. And whichever be the opinion adopted, theoretical explanation and support may readily be found for it. The following general inferences are likewise, we confess, to be accepted with caution.

Pus contains more albumino-fibrous substance than the liquor sanguinis of either species of blood, less than the blood in mass, comprising the red corpuscles. The latter point obviously depends on the fact that the corpuscles are, as such (unless accidentally and in very minute proportion), retained within the vessels; whereas pus is formed outside them. But how comes it that pus contains proportionally more albumino-fibrinous material than the liquid part of the blood—that part of the blood which is exuded in inflammation, and which forms the substance for the evolution of the purulent matter? The peculiarity (as suggested by Lebert) is probably due to partial dissolution of the red-corpuscles in the liquor sanguinis, and transudation of that dissolved substance; an explanation not, we may observe, without apparent connection with the established fact of the decrease of red corpuscles in hyperinotic blood. To this source (as well as to extravasation) may, perhaps, be referred the occasional appearance of a little iron among the elements of pus.

Fat is much more abundant in pus than in blood; the high ratio of cholesterol in the former (as ascertained by Valentín*, Von Bibra and Wright) comes in confirmation of the fact established by Becquerel and Rodier†, that the ratio of cholesterol in the blood is always increased in inflammation. The saline constituents of the two fluids do not differ very materially.

Pus possesses a remarkable power of resisting decomposition; at the end of months some corpuscles may still be found unchanged, among others that are dissolved. It even retards the putrefaction of substances with which it is brought in contact, as shown by the experiments of J. Hunter and Everard Home. The latter observed that pieces of flesh placed in fresh pus underwent gradual diminution of weight, and eventually solution, without any evidence of putrefaction being manifested. Ulcerative pus does putrefy however; the occurrence of the change being much hastened by the presence of blood, mucus, or other organic fluids. Acidity, as already hinted, is one of the earliest signs of the change.

* In one of Valentín’s Analyses (Repertorium, S. 507, 1840) the proportion of cholesterol is so high as 11.86 per 1000.
† Gazette Médicale de Paris, 1844.
The various appearances of pus have given rise to its classification into the creamy, curdy, serous, and slimy varieties (Pearson); one obviously unfit to represent the existing state of knowledge. It seems better to consider pus as of two kinds: I. Simple; II. With added characters,—the added character being derived either from (A) Substances of known nature, natural or morbid; or from (B) Substances of unknown nature, called viruses.

The pus-corpuscle has uniformly the same character in all descriptions of pus. The distinction of the varieties above enumerated, therefore, can only be microscopically effected (if it can be effected at all) by means of superadded elements; and most valuable these are as diagnostic of its seat and production in many instances.

The varieties of pus comprehended in the class (B), differ from those in the class (A), in being inoculable,—a character dependent not upon any peculiarity of their cell, but upon the associated intangible "virus." Some of the varieties of the class A possess, however, a peculiarity called pseudo-inoculability; namely, those in which certain parasites are present. The pus of scabies is thus to be propagated by means of its entozoon; that of porrigo by its entophyte; but it is clear that the associated pus has in reality nothing to do with the transmissibility of the diseases.*

There are three semi-fluid matters, which it is important to distinguish from pus, namely, mucus, softened fibrin, and fluid holding epithelium in suspension. The distinctive characters most to be relied on are as follow: (a) Mucus. (1.) Pus mixes with water, being at first equally diffused through it, so as to give it a yellowish tinge; subsequently, the corpuscles fall to the bottom, and leave the supernatant fluid clear and colourless. Mucus does not mix with water, but eventually renders it slimy. (2.) Pus forms an emulsion with acetic acid, from which, after a time, the nuclei of the corpuscles are thrown down as a yellow sediment, while the involucra are dissolved. Mucus is coagulated by acetic acid, and forms a membranous flocculent mass without mixing with the acid; at the same time it becomes less slimy and more consistent. (3.) Pus forms a rosy mass with the caustic drugs, or with their carbonates. (B. Babington.) Mucus, on the contrary, is rendered thinner, and partially dissolved by them. (4.) Pus contains fat removeable by ether, sometimes in such quantities as to render it inflammable; mucus contains none. (5.) Air bubbles in pus collapse the moment they are formed; in mucus they remain for a time—for days even—unaltered. (6.) Equal parts of concentrated sulphuric acid and pus form a dull brown-red solution, becoming paler and turbid by the addition of water; mucus, on the contrary, forms a pale brown fluid with this acid, which remains clear and becomes colourless on the addition of water. (Brett and Bird.) (7.) According to Preuss, pus (as also tubercle) is distinguishable from mucus by containing iron (which may be shown by incuration and diluting the ash in gum, hydrochloric acid, diluted with five parts of distilled water, and then adding a few drops of ferro-cyanide of potassium); but in point of fact the presence of iron is due to accidental admixture with blood. (8.) Pus pressed between two plates of glass and held before a candle, presents an iridescent appearance; no such effect is observed with mucus. (Young) The state of knowledge concerning the two alleged principles, mucin and pyin, is too unsettled to allow of just inferences being drawn from the presence or absence of either.

Various attempts have been made to distinguish pus and mucus by means of the proper corpuscle of each. The difficulty experienced in the detection of distinctive characters gradually led to the suspicion that the corpuscle of both fluids might be one and the same thing; and the inquiries of several competent persons appear at length to have distinctly established the fact, that healthy mucus contains no special corpuscle, but that, under the very slightest irritation of a mucous surface, pus, with its special cell, is thrown out, which cell had been mistaken for one peculiar to the natural secretion of mucous membranes. The presence of a bougie in the urethra for a very short time suffices to cause the production of mucous pus.*

The abundance of epithelium-scales in mucus is sometimes a useful aid in the diagnosis: the nuclei of these scales set free may, doubtless, also have been sometimes mistaken for special corpuscles.

(6.) Softened Fibrin.—The semi-liquid matter frequently found in the centre of coagula in the veins and heart, was long confused (from its colour, consistence, and easy miscibility with water) with pus; notoriously so by M.M. Gendrin, Andral, Cruveilhier, and Magendie. It had been more or less confidently affirmed, however, by MM. Dupuytren, Burrows, Davy, and others, that this matter really consisted of softened fibrin, and not pus, when Mr. Gulliver † gave support to this notion by pointing out the following peculiarities, distinguishing the substance in question from pus: 1. It is not rendered rosy by caustic volatile alkali. 2. It presents no iridescence when pressed between plates of glass before a candle. 3. Under the micro-

* Donné describes an animalcalce, under the name of Trichomonas vaginalis, as peculiar to the female sex; in the discharge of this organ, and constituting the infection-agent. But it is not found in the male, and is often absent in the female; its powers in the latter quality may be more than doubted. Froiriep (Nottizen, 1837, No. 25. p. 40.) thinks the animalcalce, peculiarly connected with the female genitals, but not specially with syphilis; and regards it with Ehrenberg (Nottizen, 1837, No. 28. p. 88) as a species of acarus. This matter requires revision; it has even been suggested that Donné and his followers have mistaken ciliated epithelium-scales (to which indeed the figure of the former bears much resemblance) for animalcalces.

† That is as far as the generation of pus-corpuscles is concerned; the production of liquor puris is a more elaborate process.
scope it is mainly composed of a finely granular mass, and often contains large, irregular, flabby particles, with globules of various sizes. But these globules bear but a very small proportion in number to those in pus; and, on the addition of acetic acid, they soon disappear, except a few which seem more compact, and require a longer time for solution: they are probably altered blood-corpuscles. 4. Softened fibrin more readily becomes putrid than pus. Fibrin removed from the body and subjected to a blood-heat, begins to change into matter, such as that now described, in forty hours.

We have had numerous opportunities of satisfying ourselves of the general accuracy of these observations of Mr. Gulliver; but we cannot accede to the notion that the yellowish-green, soft, sometimes almost diffluent coagula, frequently seen in veins (coagula which, according to the spirit, if not the absolute letter, of Mr. Gulliver's doctrine, should consist merely of softened fibrin and accidentally-imprisoned blood disks), never contain, and hence never consist, in part, of pus. We have more than once discovered fully-formed and well-conditioned pus-corpuscles in such coagula, which, upon mere naked-eye evidence, we had regarded as wholly composed of softened fibrin. We refer here to cases where no signs of inflammatory (or other) alteration exist in the coats of the vein, and where those coats appear to have nothing to do with the appearances referred to; for the corpuscles appear chiefly, or it may be altogether, in the centre of the coagula. Now such cases seem to prove one or other of the following three propositions: That corpuscles exist, having all the micro-chemical characters of those of pus, yet in reality of a different nature; that stagnating liquor sanguinis is capable of undergoing, in its own proper substance, inflammatory changes; or that the pus-corpuscle is capable of forming, in stagnating liquor sanguinis through some peculiar influence of non-inflammatory nature. Reason, collateral experience, and the general laws of pathology, point to the second of these propositions as the most probable of the three; but it is wisest for the present, perhaps, to refrain from adopting any one of them.

(e.) Epithelial fluid. — Broken or perfect epithelial scales sometimes accumulate in very considerable quantities in certain serous fluids; and the resulting mixture cannot with the naked eye be positively distinguished, either by colour, consistence, or odour, from pus. In the Fallopian tube (somewhat dilated) of an anasarcan woman, who died under our care at University College Hospital some time since, we found fluid of this kind, containing (as shown by the microscope, the only test in such cases,) not a single pus-corpuscle, but abundance of epithelium. We have seen the same kind of fluid in the pelvis of the kidney.

The microscopical distinctions of the unaltered red-corpuscle of the blood, and the pus-corpuscle, are so numerous and obvious that they need not be enumerated; it is impossible to confound the two objects. The red blood-corpuscles, however, when acted upon by various re-agents (serum, urine, pus, artificially added saline solutions, &c,) acquire a more or less accurate resemblance to those of pus; they in truth increase somewhat in bulk, lose their regularity of outline, which becomes ragged, and alternately notched and studded with minute prominences, — appearances which have led to very remarkable errors. Nevertheless, the resemblance is far, even, from seemingly perfect; the altered red-corpuscle is smaller than the other, and is not minutely granular on the surface: if there be doubt, however, in the case, acetic acid, by dissolving the body (if it be a red-corpuscle), or producing the changes already described (if it be one of pus), will settle the question.

The colourless corpuscle of the blood in its unaltered state is with difficulty distinguishable from the pus-corpuscle; the two bodies have, by practised observers even, been confounded. It has the same minutely granulated aspect; and acetic acid discloses, as in the pus-corpuscle, a nucleus in its interior. The colourless corpuscle is smaller than the other, however (the mean ratio of their sizes being as 22 to 27, nearly). The nucleus is either single, bipartite, or triplicate.

The process by which pus is formed — in other words, pyogenesis or suppuration — was long supposed to be one of disintegration and solution of the natural tissues. We need not devote space to the elaborate refutation of this rude conception; suffice it to say, that pus may be produced for years from mucous membranes, without even abrasion of their surfaces having occurred, and that the elementary textures (e.g. the cellular) may, at the outset of the suppulsive process, be shown to have retained all their natural properties.

We might, on the score of its obvious fallacy, similarly pass by the notion that the corpuscles of pus are simple modifications of the red-corpuscles of the blood; but as, even recently, symptoms of a return to this previously-exploded idea have appeared on the Continent, a few words on the subject seem called for. M. Gendrin (Hist. Anat. de l'Inflammation, &c.) taught that in consequence of the stagnation of the red-corpuscles induced by inflammation, those bodies are first converted into pus-corpuscles in the interior of the capillary vessels, and, secondly, exude thence into the intercapillary texture. The experiment upon which the first portion of this doctrine was based has been repeated by Dr. Wood*, Mr. Gulliver, and others; and either no appearance at all of the alleged puriform matter discovered, or its characters proved to be those of softened fibrin. As respects the exudation of ready-formed pus-corpuscles, the theory manifestly involves an impossibility, as the structure of the walls of the capillary vessels is too close to permit the passage of bodies of such dimensions.

Besides, M. Gendrin has forgotten to explain why, if the pus-corpuscles escape from the vessels, the blood-corpuscles, of much smaller size, as they are, do not follow abundantly in their track. M. Donné* some time since revived the idea of conversion, believing that he had seen red-corpuscles changed into puerulent in a mixture of pus and blood out of the body: he was deceived by the physico-chemical changes already referred to, which pus, like various other fluids, effects in the blood-corpuscles.

The true doctrine of pyogenesis is a modification of that of "secretion" taught by Simpson (1729), de Haen (1756), Morgan (1763), Brugmans (1785), and John Hunter. The direct microscopical evidence, upon which it has been finally established, was originally and mainly supplied by Wood, Gueterbock, and Henle. This evidence is to the effect that, as a general fact, the generation of the solid materials of pus takes place wholly outside the vessels in a hyaline blastema. In that blastema granules first appear; subsequently, bodies of larger size form, either independently of the granules or around them, and, collecting in variable numbers, or remaining single, present the characters of, and actually constitute, the nucleus of the pus-corpuscle. The involucrum, or cell-wall, next forms; and, at first clear and transparent, subsequently grows granular. One of the readiest plans of observing this series of changes, is by using the exudation-fluid from a blistered surface,—but the same phenomena may be traced on wounded surfaces.

The elementary tissues of the body are not at first altered in any appreciable manner by the occurrence of suppuration among them; solution of their substance may at length be, and frequently is, more or less completely effected. This solution-process is of triple nature; it is physical, in that mere maceration aids in its production; chemical, in that in certain unhealthy states of the system, solvent agents, &c. are generated in suppuration; vital, in that the tissues themselves, in certain constitutional conditions, lose partially or completely their force of cohesion.

§ 4. MELANIC DEPOSIT.

Black colouring matter appears under various conditions as a morbid deposit. The only kind strictly belonging to the present head, is true melanic granule or cell-pigment, more or less closely similar to natural pigment.

Melanic pigment is essentially composed of extremely minute granules, for the most part contained within cells. The cells are of various shapes, commonly rounded, however; not commonly of caudate form, but often showing a tendency to prolongation in one particular direction. They very rarely contain a nucleus.

* Arch. de Méd. Juin, 1836.
† The first change discoverable under the microscope seems to be loss of elasticity.
‡ Prussic acid, according to Dumas. (Comptes Rendus de l'Institut, 1841.)

The cells are of blackish, brownish, bistre or yellowish tint, the colour evidently depending on the granules. And these granules are not confined to the cells, but are commonly found, in multitudines, free; when excessively minute they are the subjects of molecular motion. In some instances cells are not to be discovered at all.

Little is positively known concerning the development of melanic pigment,—either of the mode, whether exogenous or endogenous, by which increase of cells takes place,—or of the relationship in which the cells and granules stand to each other; that is, whether the cells are formed around the granules, or the granules generated within the cells. But while it is certain that the cells are deficient in the attribute of permanency, and appear of secondary importance (seeing that the pigment character may exist in perfection independently of them through the granules alone), it seems very unlikely that they are truly vegetative. Melanic cells never exhibit any tendency even to cohere,—much less to form the basis of a stroma.

The chemical composition of this substance is not known with accuracy. Analyses in numbers no doubt have been printed, but none of them are entitled to confidence,—either because they include the composition of associated substances, organic and inorganic, or because the black matter analyzed was not really composed of cell-pigment. It is probable, however, that the ultimate constituents are the same, and associated in, at least very closely, the same proportions, as the pigment of the choroid coat. Some of the more important reactions of this substance, as set down many years ago by Henry, may be substantiated readily, and have frequently been confirmed by ourselves. A "softened melanic tumour" was experimented on: 1. By filtering through paper, much of the colouring matter remained on the paper, and the colour of that which passed through was rendered much less intense; 2. Boiling does not destroy the colour, not even when a little caustic potass has been added; 3. It is not changed by acids even when heated, except by strong nitric acid, which turns it yellow; 4. A stream of chloric acid, passed through the liquid, destroys the colour, and throws down light-coloured flocculi; 5. A few grains of corrosive sublimate (nitrate of mercury and muriate of tin also, though more slowly,) precipitate the colouring matter and leave the supernatant fluid clear.

Black cell-pigment occurs under two chief conditions—unassociated, or associated with other materials. The former condition is excessively rare, and we have certainly never seen it in the human subject,—that is, we have never seen a fluid or solid accumulation of cell-pigment utterly unmingled with other fluids or solids, natural or adventitious: it appears...
pears, however, to occur thus in the horse. In the associated form it is of very common occurrence, exhibiting itself in the form of points, spots, layers, or masses, in the substance of natural textures or of adventitious products. In the latter condition it has more particularly excited attention, and been described under the titles of "melanosis," "melanotic tumour," "melanoma," &c. A full consideration of the modes of connection of cell-pigment with tumours will be found under the head of "Melanoma" in the section "Growth."

The substance we have just described being the very true black cell-pigment, appears to be the only one legitimately falling under the present head; but it is absolutely necessary (were it only for the purposes of diagnosis) that we should briefly consider certain other causes (most ably investigated by Dr. Carswell) of black discoloration. These causes are, (a.) Alteration of the colouring matter of the blood; (b.) Introduction of black-coloured substances from without.

(a.) Alteration of haematosine.—Stagnation and extravasation, and the action of certain chemical agents, are followed by this alteration.

Stagnation produces its effect on the colour of the blood most distinctly in the capillary vessels, is more common in old than in young persons, and attends diseases of the heart and great vessels interfering with the circulation. Chronic inflammation is the most common immediate cause of the stagnation; the intestinal canal and the lung the most common seats of the altered colour. In the intestinal canal, it is difficult (except by ascertaining the absence or presence of acid) to separate the effects of chemical agency from those of mere stagnation.

Extravasated blood (occupying localities altogether removed from the influence of chemical action not originating in itself, as, for example, in the common cellular membrane,) sometimes undergoes remarkable change of colour, becoming of a pitch black hue. The blackish and slaty discoloration frequently seen in points or patches under the mucous coat of the pelvis of the kidney, and also on the surface of the cortical substance, is evidently produced by infiltrated and altered blood. In these cases no pigment-cells are to be discovered, an amorphous granular mass exhibits itself, not materially differing in physical characters (it is not, however, mixed with crystals and fragments of tissue,) from the colouring matter of gangrenous detritus.

Chemical action is a frequent cause of blackening of the blood. Blood poured into the stomach, and sometimes even if retained within its veins, is blackened by the gastric juice, either by direct contact or by imbition. The effects of the acid secretion are precisely such as are producible by acids on blood removed from the body. The slaty discoloration of the anterior border of the liver, so common an appearance, is similarly explicable; the blood in its capillary texture being acted upon by hydro-sulphuric acid transuding through the adjacent intestines.

(b.) Introduction of black coloured substances from without.—The lung (with its appendages) is the only organ in which this source of discoloration has been established. Pearson was the first to suggest, that inhaled carbonaceous matter was the true cause of the black lines and patches (following the course of the lymphatic vessels) often seen on the surface of the lungs, and of the well-known dark hue of the bronchial glands. That the colouring material was not of animal nature, he inferred from its being insoluble in nitric acid. Pearson's view seemed to derive support from the well-known dark appearance of the morning expectoration of persons who habitually sit up much at night; and from the observation of Laennce, that the peasantry, but little prone to vigil, rarely expectorate dark sputa.

But the most absolute collateral demonstration of Pearson's correctness, is derived from the history of a peculiar disease to which colliers are subject. The lungs of individuals affected with this disease become so thoroughly black (Univ. Coll., Museum) as to resemble coal in colour; and undergo gradual breaking up from irritative and ulcerative action.† Now the carbonaceous nature of this material, having been made matter of notoriety by the experiments of numerous persons, it appeared natural to conclude that it was composed of coal dust inhaled in a state of extreme division. This notion was indeed espoused by Dr. J. C. Gregory; but proved to be erroneous by Professor Graham, who showed that the material carried into the lung was none other than the soot or lamp-black formed by the combustion of the oil which the colliers use, suspended from their heads, as they work, in mines where the safety-lamp is not used. The constant exposure to the smoke of gunpowder employed for blasting has the same effect, though in a less degree.

It remains for us to add, that we entertain no doubt of the black tint, present always more or less extensively in the lungs and bronchial glands of healthy persons (generally speaking, in the direct ratio of their ages), being in part due to inhaled sooty matter, but believe that it is likewise in part caused by alteration of the haematin of blood stagnating in the capillary vessels. This opinion is, however, based on too small a number of micro-chemical examinations to lay claim to general admission.

Finally, we may observe that the relationship of true melanin cell-pigment to the constituents of the blood, though made the subject of much dogmatical assertion, is altogether unknown.

* Phil. Trans. 1813.
† The precise anatomical characters of the disease it is, of course, beside our present purpose to enumerate.
§ Ibid. Vol. 42.
§ 5. DIPHTHERITIC DEPOSIT.

The inflammatory action giving rise to the deposits which we include under the title Diphtheritic (ἄφθος, a membrane), is certainly of special kind, though the intimate nature of its peculiarity is yet undiscovered. These deposits form on the tegumentary surfaces, mucous and cutaneous.

(a.) White Thrush (Muguet of the French).
—The matter of white thrush forms on the mucous membrane of the mouth, fauces, aseophagus, and nasal passages, in patches of milky colour, cheesy consistence, variable size, and irregular form. Adhering closely to the mucous surface when first exuded, it gradually becomes more and more easily separable; if artificially removed, the subjacent surface looks slightly hollowed and somewhat raw, but is not abraded.

The microscope exhibits molecules; cells of oval, spherical, or elongated form, with or without nuclei; epithelium cells, in more or less abundance; and fibrils. These fibrils, almost transparent, of delicate and sharply-defined outline, of cylindrical form, generally uniform in thickness, but sometimes swollen irregularly, and occasionally bifurcated, are not affected by water, acetic or nitric acids, or alkalies, but dissolve in sulphuric acid. Hence it appears obvious that this substance is in part entophytic; but it is only secondarily so,—the rapid development of fungi depending on the constitutional state, or, perhaps, upon the chemical condition, of the local secretions. The smallest cells are probably sporules.

There is no structural difference between the matter existing in the white thrush of children, and that appearing on the mucous membrane of the mouth in adults towards the close of lingering chronic diseases, especially phthisis. But it has appeared to us from numerous observations, that it is less prone to become entophytic.

(b.) We have examined with some care the white material of cheesy consistence which forms, in certain states of the constitution, on blistered surfaces, kept open by irritant ointments, and find no particular difference between it and the similar produce of mucous membrane. Entophytic formation occurs here.

ORDER II.—GROWTHS.

§ 1. Growths possess texture which differs in physical characters from all natural tissues, the arrangement of their septa and loculi being, among other things, distinctive of themselves. They differ, further, from natural structures, in a total deficiency of modelling faculty; they enlarge in all directions indifferently, carelessly, as it were, of the mechanical mischiefs their presence may inflict. They are composed of numerous vegetating cells, incapable of propagation by artificial inoculation into the tissues of the individual producing them.

§ 2. The existence of structure in the order Growths is apparent on superficial inspection. And there is one unfailing characteristic of this structure, as displayed to the naked eye; it consists of a stroma and an interstitial matter occupying its meshes. This, which is the most striking peculiarity on the surface of some tumours (enchondroma, colloid cancer), is much less evident in others (milt-like variety of encephaloid, many specimens of simple scirrhus); but in these latter it is clearly disclosed by slight maceration. And the want of a clear definition at first of stromal and interstitial parts depends, not on their non-existence, but on the more than ordinary similarity in physical characters of both. Generally speaking, in truth, there is a very obvious difference in this respect: the stroma of fully developed colloid has the aspect of cellulose-fibrous membrane, opaque and close; its interstitial matter all the outward appearances of a jelly-like substance; in enchondroma, the interstitial matter, resembling jelly of a different tint, is enclosed in a stroma, in many cases formed of laminae of bone. But, on the other hand, in some cases (as those referred to), there is no such obvious difference in the visible character of the two divisions, as they may be called, of the growth. In yet other cases, again, the outward characters of the stromal and interstitial parts differ in colour, transparency, density, tenacity, when roughly examined, and yet their intimate constitution is almost identical; this is the case in fibrous tumours.

In the majority of Growths, the stromal substance encloses spaces inclining to the spherical form, a form most distinct in enchondroma, colloid cancer, and fibrous tumours; only imperfectly seen in encephaloid almost completely absent in simple scirrhus and in erectile growths. The manner in which the sphericity of the loculi is produced will be considered further on.

(b.) Some portion of the substance of all

Lymphatic vessels and nerves are occasionally found within the area of a Growth; but there is no evidence that they are ever of new formation.

§ 3. The ultimate essential elements of tumours are granules, molecules, cells, free nuclei, and fibrils. With these elements are accidentally associated Precipitates, Deposits, Exudation-Products, and certain of the simpler Pseudo-Tissues.

(a.) The elementary granule is spherical in shape, flattened or amorphous; averages in size twelfth of an inch; and is seated in the interior of cells, or on the surface of fibres, or in intercellular spaces. The molecule is too minute for measurement.

(b.) Some portion of the substance of all
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Growth consists of hollow vesicular bodies or cells. The quantity of these cells varies extremely in different genera of Growths; constituting the greater part of the mass of simple sarcoma and of enchondroma, abundant in colloid cancer, they are comparatively rare in scirrhus, and may be sought for in vain in the main substance of fibrous tumours. In form the cells of Growths are spheroidal, as in sarcoma; or ovoid, as in enchondroma; and plump, or flattened, and discoid, in proportion to the abundance of their contents.

In respect of size they vary within wide limits, from the simple fact that it is the nature of some to go on increasing in bulk (for instance, the cells of colloid and of enchondroma), of others to retain persistently the dimensions originally acquired. This anatomical distinction is connected with a very important physiological difference in the mode of increase of Growths. We do not depart much from the truth in assigning \( \frac{2}{100} \) and \( \frac{1}{100} \) of an inch as the extreme measurements of these bodies. Further, the cells of the same Growth vary in size, independently of endogenous enlargement.

Cells are either set beside each other, and cohere by their contiguous walls, or they remain free.

The thickness and transparency of the wall of cells vary; the wall may be collapsed and corrugated, or stretched and smooth; the nucleus (when this exists) of the cell may be distinctly parietal or not.

The contents of cells are of four kinds:—fluid; granules; nuclei; young cells. Fluid, in more or less abundance, is constantly present in sound cells; upon its amount mainly depends the plump or shrivelled aspect of these. Granules exist in abundance in the cells of sarcoma and of scirrhus. A free nucleus may be found sometimes in the cell of colloid cancer and of enchondroma. Young cells, themselves provided with a free or parietal nucleus, are seen in the interior of the large cells of the two Growths just named.

(c.) The next element requiring consideration is the Nucleus. Nuclei are found in the great majority of Growths; either free, in connection with cells (parietal or central), or attached to fibres. Free solid-looking corpuscles are found in the substance of scirrhus; these appear (whether generated free as they are seen, or originally connected with cells, and released by the disintegration of these) to be the germs of future cells. Of the parietal and central nucleus enough has already been said. The slightly granulated look of the fibres of Fibrous Growth depends on the permanent character of their nuclei, which appear set superficially in their substance. In whatever condition nuclei exist, they are distinguishable commonly by their comparative opacity; this is rendered more obvious by acetic acid, which increases the transparency of cell-walls, or by iodised solutions, in consequence of the tendency of nuclei to absorb coloured matters.

(d.) Fibres.—Fibrillar substance occurs in Growths in many varieties of form and degrees of abundance.

Peculiar fibres, of excessive transparency and delicacy, constitute the chief mass of the "fasciculate" variety of cancer. "It is impossible," as we have elsewhere said, "to look at these fibres without being struck with their similarity to those of the fluffy coat of the blood, or without conceiving the idea that blastema has been produced in connection with extravasated blood."

Fibres, differing but little from those of natural fibrous tissue, form the staple element of fibrous Growths, and are abundant in scirrhus.

An appearance of fibrous structure is produced in some Growths by linear juxtaposition of fusiform or straight caudate cells. These corpuscles have the aspect of spherical cells with two opposite points of their periphery prolonged into very minute tapering fibris. (See fig. 93, p. 127.) Usually single, the fibril is sometimes bifid. The cell is obscurely nucleated, and frequently granulated; excessively abundant in sarcoma and cysto-sarcoma, appearing occasionally in haematoma, cystoma, angeotomy, melanoma, and carcinoma, they cannot be discovered in fibroma. Their presence signifies that of blastema of simple plastic character; and there is no certain evidence that the proper cell of cancer (in which formation they were at one time supposed to be of peculiar significance) is capable of assuming the perfectly fusiform shape. Our opinion on this point has of late grown much more decided. A shapelessly caudate cell, with irregularly curved fibrils, or lateral superadded fibril, is more closely allied to cancer, and will be described with that product.

The accidental and non-essential elements of Growths belong to the other divisions of Adventitious Product. From the class Precipitates may be found saline matter, amorphous or crystalline, in minute quantity, or so abundant as to convert (in the instance of fibroma) portions of a Growth into true concretions. Fat occurs in the various forms mentioned in a previous page; rare in some genera, as fibroma and enchondroma; it abounds in carcinoma. From the order Deposits appear melanin matter and pus; the latter an element generated by inflammation in Growths as in natural textures. Growths, too, of one kind may (as entozoa of one species grow in the bodies of another) find a nidus for development in Growths of a different kind; cancer may thus appear within the area of an erectile tumour.

Exudation-Products exhibit themselves in the form of compound-granule corpuscles and induration-matter; while of Pseudo-tissues, there occur epithelium, cartilage, cellular, serous, fibrous, elastic, osseous, cutaneous, pilous, and dental tissues; the last three limited to Cystoma.

The elementary cells of Growths may either lie in juxtaposition, or interspaces, filled with so-called intercell substance, may
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exist between them. This substance may be fluid or solid. Fluid intercell substance is nothing more than non-solidified blastema; the solid variety is amorphous, or composed of fibrous pseudo-tissue.

§ 4. The Physiology of Growths comprises the phenomena of their origin, enlargement, decay, elimination, cicatrization and local reproduction. — phenomena which, it appears to us, can, only by misapprehension of their true relations, be included under the head of the Pathology of these Formations.

All that is known actually, or surmised upon fair grounds, concerning the origin of Growths, has already been stated in our general remarks on Blastemen Formations.

The enlargement of Growths is effected by the reception and evolution of nutritious matter. Growths receive this matter from vessels; these vessels either permeate the mass generally, supply portions only of its surface, or merely reach a greater or less extent of its surface. In the first case, the growth is said to enlarge by intussusception; in the third, by pure imbibition; in the second, by both means. These distinctions are less important than they on first view seem; the perfect nutrition of the extra-vascular natural tissues proves, as a general fact, the vigour and efficacy of the imbibition-process; and in truth imbibition is at play in all nutrition, for the nutrient elements of vascular tissues must be imbibed through the coats of their vessels, and (it may be) in addition (as in the instance of the endosteal lining of the canals of Havers, and the subjacent osseous substance) through a stratum of cells. Enlargement by intussusception differs therefore from that by imbibition, in degree rather than in kind. In whichever way conveyed to the seat of Growth, the nutrient material, at first fluid, is evolved and appropriated by continuous cell-generation. Now this cell-generation may be effected on an endogenous or an exogenous plan. When the plan is endogenous, the germs of young cells are contained and evolved within elder ones; these secondary cells are endowed with a similar procreative faculty; the tertiary series are in like manner fecund, and so on. Here a single cell may be regarded as the potential embryo of an entire growth. When, on the other hand, the plan is exogenous, the germs of new cells are not found within, but lie, and are evolved, outside old ones.

Where endogenous evolution prevails, and a cell is, potentially considered, a tumour in futuro, the perpetual production of similar cells is easily intelligible; the offspring that follows is as the parent that went before. But in exogenous Growths the continuous germination of infinite series of like cells is not readily conceived. It may be surmised (and the surmise amounts rather to a modified expression of the fact than an explanation), that when a series of cells has sprung into being, this series acts on the evolution of succeeding ones, as a natural vascularized

surface is known to do on the generation of epithelium; the formed series so influences newly-exuded blastema (of which it constantly excites the accession), that this shall produce a new series of cells similar to itself. But, however the perpetuation of like cells be understood, be it remembered that the thing itself has its limits; for, as we have just seen, deposits may appear in Growths, pseudo-tissues are among their frequent constituents, and a growth of one kind may establish itself a nidus within the area of another generically dissimilar.

Elder cells thus seem (within certain limits) to cause the increase, and regulate the qualities, of younger ones. Younger cells are, on the other hand, more or less active agents in effecting the destruction of the elder ones; less so in endogenous Growths, where the elder may increase materially in size (as their containing brood multiplies); and acquire thickened walls; more so in exogenous Growths, where such enlargement of cells is not witnessed, and where the production of young is coeval with the disintegration of old ones.

Such are the modes of production and increase of cells, considered in their general relations to themselves and to the mass they form. We must now view cells as individual existences, and inquire into the process by which they are each developed; and our knowledge of this process is as yet limited and unsettled. The spherical cell appears to be produced on three distinct plans. (a.) Granular matter, precipitated from the fluid blastema, accumulates sufficiently to form a minute solid body (cytoblast or nucleus), from and around which the cell-wall forms. (b.) The cell is a molecular hollow body from the first, and, as it grows, produces within itself, or in its wall, a secondary body, the nucleus,—the cytoblast of a future cell. (c.) The cell is, from the first moment of its existence, complete in all its parts, consisting of cell-wall, a nucleus, and fluid contents; its development consists in the progressive and justly-proportioned increase of all these elements. The cative cell is held to arise (as already hinted) from the prolongation of opposite points of the wall of a spherical cell; but there is no proof that cells may not exhibit this shape from the first moment they are possessed of form at all. Lastly, the elementary fibre is held to be formed in three different modes. (a.) A spherical cell having undergone elongation so as to become cuate, loses by still increased elongation and flattening, the characters of a hollow cell altogether; a nucleated fibre is the result. (b.) Elongation and linear juxtaposition of nuclei effect the formation of fibre. (c.) Or, it is held, fibres form as such from the first moment shape is assumed; no cell, or nucleus-stage having pre-existed. All these points are yet sub judice.

The plan of enlargement and mode of arrangement of the ultimate elements of
Growths seem to exercise a very distinct influence on the structural character of the mass as visible to the naked eye. The local aspect of their divided surfaces, for instance, we fully believe to be dependent on such influence. In the case of Growths enlarging on the endogenous plan, it is obvious that the juxtaposition of successive round cells within a containing or parent cell must cause this to retain its spherical outline, until it has enlarged sufficiently to become visible with the naked eye; and further, that if several of these enlarged cells be placed round a common centre and beside each other, the general form of the area they cover must be spherical. And so we find that it is precisely in enchondroma and in colloid cancer, distinctly endogenous formations, that sphericity is most decided. The thickening and fibrous deposition, which take place both in the walls of enlarged cells and in the intercell substance, contribute further to the deceptive appearance of encysted structure. In masses which enlarge on the exogenous plan, the spherical character in the loculi is much less apparent. In scirrhus, and in many specimens of encephaloid, it is not to be clearly discerned; the predomination of straightly-fibrous arrangement of the stroma, produced by the presence of real fibrous tissue, of fusiform corpuscles, &c., accounts for this. But even in Growths of this class, the original rounded form of the elementary constituents tends to impress upon their larger divisions, as these do upon the entire mass, the spherical shape. Accidental circumstances, of course, are liable to affect this; but the internal locular arrangement of fibrous tumours shows that those circumstances may be only partially effectual.

The locular character (under the title of "encysted") has been put forward as an evidence of "malignity" on the part of the structure exhibiting it. Experience proves the notion to be untenable. Sphericity of the loculi is most obvious in enchondroma, one of the most intrinsically innocent Growths known; such sphericity is, on the other hand, totally, or almost totally, wanting in scirrhus and many specimens of encephaloid. Again, the least deleterious form of cancer — colloid, exhibits it in an especial manner; and, though modified, it is evident in those peculiarly benignant structures (considered in their essence) fibrous tumours.

The decay of Growths is preceded by softening of their substance; this softening, indeed, by its increase actually constitutes their decay. The change is effected by infiltration of serosity, interstitial haemorrhage, by saturation with inflammation-products and by gangrene, either of inflammatory or simply mechanical origin. Or, there is an important class of cases, in which the softening of Growths seems analogous to that undergone by stagnating fibrin, and probably depends on chemical decomposition. The removal of Growths (fibrous, cancerous, and others,) is sometimes effected by a spontaneous process, commonly comprising atenuation and rupture, or ulceration of the investing natural tissues, and gradual liquefaction of the morbid matter, which is poured through the opening; or, in less common cases, consisting of sphericus, whereby the mass, in whole or in part, is separated from its connections.

Cicatrisation of the ulcerated surfaces of Growths is occasionally witnessed. We have ourselves seen this change occur on the proper surface of formations possessing all the characters of scirrhus.

Growths of all descriptions are liable, when removed spontaneously or by art, to be reproduced in the spot they previously occupied, if the removal have not been absolutely complete. The particles left behind act as attractive forces for new blastema convertible into cells, similar to those of which themselves are composed. This mode of reproduction (as it is erroneously called, for it is nothing more than enlargement, facilitated by removal of pressure of pre-existing substance) occurs with Growths of all kinds, cancerous, sarcomatous, fibrous, fatty, enchondromatous, erectile, &c. But it would appear that in some cases of surgical removal, when the whole mass has, as is presumed, been extirpated, a new growth vegetates in its place. The difference of the cases is often rather apparent than real: we have distinctly found the germina of cancer in tissue, reputed healthy, surrounding a cancerous mass; and it is manifest that such germinæ, though invisible to the naked eye, may, quite as readily as a fragment of diseased tissue of even considerable size, act as the efficient agents of new development. When, independently of this mode of generation, the disease returns in the seat of its former growth, the occurrence must depend upon the continuance of that depraved state of the blood which is fitted to supply the necessary blastema, and likewise, possibly, upon some peculiar state of vessels of the part favouring its exudation here rather than elsewhere.

In other cases, hardly has a growth been removed from one place, when a mass of the same kind appears in some distant and apparently unconnected part of the body: this occurrence, which is especially observed in the case of cancer, is termed its "distant reproduction," and is explicable in two ways. The newly discovered growth may have existed previously to the extirpation of the old one, and having simply acquired additional activity, so become obvious, after that extirpation. Or the new growth may really have first appeared subsequently to the removal of the old (this we believe to be rare): in this case the simple explanation is that the vitiated state of the blood, proper for the supply of the necessary blastema, continues; and this blastema is poured out in some other part of the frame, the original tumour no longer existing to attract its deposition within or around itself.

§ 5. The chemical study of Growths is yet in its infancy. Müller's division into three chemical classes, the albuminous, the gelatinous, and
the fatty (rational enough, chemically considered,) fails pathologically. Growths of very opposite tendencies and attributes are to be found in the same chemical class; thus the most deleterious forms of cancer are alburnous, while sarcoma (per se most innocent) is the same in its chemical basis.

(a.) In the alburnous growth the other forms of protein are frequently present as essential ingredients; the term growth of protein-basis appears therefore more strictly applicable. A matter said to be allied to pyralin has been found in this class. Continued ebullition scarcely furnishes a trace of gelatin; and when some such trace does appear, is probably derived from natural gelatinous textures accidentally connected with the morbid mass.

(b.) Growths of the gelatious class are almost completely reduced to jelly by boiling. The gelatin yielded is either of the common species, as in fibroma, or of the variety known as chondrin, and first detected by Müller in enchondroma.

c.) In the fatty class, the fatty matter is chemically the same as that of ordinary adipose tissue (e.g. in lipoma); or it is more or less closely allied to cholesterol (e.g. in cholestatoma.)

The fatty particles which exist in almost all Growths, even of the alburnous kind, and which do not form the essential part of the mass, are not contained in cells, as in true fatty Growths, but exist in the various forms enumerated in a former passage.

Carbonates, hydrochlorates, and phosphates of the alkalies and earths are the inorganic salts most commonly and largely associated with the animal constituents of growth.

§ 6. The Pathology of Growths embraces the subjects, first, of the morbid changes arising in, or in immediate connection with, those formations; and, secondly, of the various conditions of the system which precede, accompany, and follow their evolution. Their pathology may, in other words, be regarded as local and general.

(a.) Local.—Under the head of physiology we have considered briefly the various changes arising in Growths, as essential phenomena of their complete development; and which, however they may be regarded as morbid in respect of the system generally, are, on the part of the adventitious mass in which they take place, evidences of natural progress. But there are numerous changes occasionally occurring in Growths, that are actually morbid in essence in relation to the substance of the new product itself; and others of a similar character which are produced in the surrounding tissues. These two classes of changes (which can only be glanced at here) constitute the materials of the Local Pathology of Growths.

1. The changes observable in the substance of Growths, and which signify a departure from the regular process of evolution, are:—congestion; infiltration with blood or with serosity; hemorrhage, and in consequence of these states, various forms of discoloration; inflammation; mortification; and the deposition within or upon them of some adventitious material foreign to their nature. In fact, the chief morbid changes occurring in the natural structures may arise in these formations.

2. The effects produced by Growths on surrounding tissues are mechanical and vital.

The mechanical variety comprises detrusion and various other displacements; condensation; discoloration; infiltration; blocking up of cavities; interference with the motion of fluids, &c.

The detrusion produced by Growths may be simple, expansive, or causing pedunculation, a peculiarity observed when certain Growths, ended with little or no tendency to infiltrate the parts around, originate between a mucous or serous surface, and a hard, resisting tissue. And this for obvious reasons; with the progress of their enlargement the distention they induce does not equally affect all surrounding parts (because the resistance of these is unequal), but acts especially upon the least resisting structures. As they enlarge, they carry these structures before them, until themselves eventually prostrate sufficiently from their precise seat of origin to leave a sort of process of the membrane they push before them, acting as a stalk of attachment to the place of their original connection.

A growth thus pedunculated is practically known as a Polypus, a term extremely injudicious, as it leads the observer to neglect the important matter of the nature of the tumour, and to regard a mere accident of shape as an essential feature.

The vital effects are rarefaction; condensation; atrophy; hypertrophy; inflammation, with its results—concretion, softening, induration, ulceration, mortification, perforation, effusion of blood, enlargement of vessels, &c.; and, most important of all, infiltration of the surrounding tissues with matter similar to that composing the new growth. This last effect occurs (as we believe) in connection with no growth except cancer, and constituting one of the most evident pathological and nosological distinctions between cancerous and other allied formations, will be presently examined.

§ 7. The nature of this work will not admit of any extended observations on the general Pathology of Growths, but some prominent facts can scarcely be passed over in silence.

The conditions of localization of Growths are curious, and for the most part inexplicable. The following propositions may be laid down concerning them:—

(a.) The tendency to become the seat of Growths, as a class, varies greatly in the different tissues and organs. Thus, while cellular tissue is their peculiarly favourite site, fibrous texture but rarely affords them a nidus. Again, the mamma, the ovary, the uterus, are frequent, the lungs and brain much less common, sufferers.

(b.) The tendency to become the seat of
Growth, as a class, varies in the different parts of organs. Thus the pyloric end of the stomach suffers more frequently than the rest of the organ; the epididymis than the body of the testis.

(c.) Certain organs and certain parts of organs, have an excess of tendency to the formation of certain special Growths. Thus the uterus, the mamma, the stomach, the liver, are peculiarly prone to cancerous, as distinguished from other forms of growth; the bones are the chosen seat of enchondroma. And, again, cancer does not form indifferently in all parts of the uterus, but tends especially to invade its neck; while fibrous tumours affect a preference for the body of the organ. The large intestine is a tolerably common seat of cancer; the small is very rarely implicated.

(d.) Growths of different kinds exhibit different degrees of compatibility as co-existences in the same body. Some Growths, as Cystoma and Carcinoma, are sufficiently prone to appear in the same individual; others, as Fibroma and Carcinoma, are rare co-existences; none are actually incompatible, either as unconnected co-existences, or as developments in each other.*

Sex influences the site of Growths. The rectum and the bladder of the male suffer more frequently than those of the female; the converse is true of the genital organs. In like manner, age has its influence. But on the whole, the causes of these peculiarities of seat are unfathomed.

A Growth having once been developed, may pursue an anatomical (or better, topographical) course, of three different kinds. First, it may remain solitary and alone till the death of the individual in whom it exists, no other organ or tissue than that originally affected becoming involved by similar disease. This is frequently observed in the case of enchondroma and of cystoid tumours, occasionally of fibrous, and even of cancerous Growths.

Or, secondly, a morbid mass originates in some particular site, whence it seems to spread as from a centre to a multitude of parts; the latter are said to be the subject of secondary Growths. The mechanism of this propagation differs according as parts adjacent to or distant from the primary formation are the consecutive sufferers. (1.) When circumjacent tissues become the seat of secondary development, this is either the result:—first, of progressive and direct infiltration of those tissues by the morbid matter; or next, of infiltration spreading to those tissues through the medium of the proceeds of common inflammation (induration—matter) previously deposited among them, in some instances effecting adhesions between the parts not actually adherent to each other in the natural state; or, lastly, possibly of infiltration arising in some unexplained way, through the influence of a part simply placed in juxtaposition, and not continuous (either naturally or accidentally) with the tissues primarily affected. These modes of secondary implication are exemplified by cancer alone. (2.) The formation of secondary Growths in distant organs, where an effect of pre-existing disease elsewhere, seems only intelligible as a result of transmission by the lymphatic or vascular systems. Cancerous, and perhaps fibrous tumours, give rise through both these routes, to secondary development. As respects the lymphatic glands in communication with a cancerous mass, they may themselves become cancerous, while the vessels leading to them are either filled with morbid matter of the same kind, or perfectly free from all anatomical change. Now when the tubes are themselves loaded with cancerous substance, and are, for example, traceable so loaded even to the thoracic duct (A. Cooper; Hourmann), without any evidence existing of the matter being a product of their own tissue, the implication of the lymphatic system, is evidently the result of absorption. But when (as is more commonly the fact) the cancerous state of the glands is unassociated with similar contamination of the connecting tubes, it is not thus so plainly and satisfactorily explicable. Still it is probable that in the majority of cases the principle is even here the same; but that the mode in which stagnation of absorbed particles takes place differs. In other instances it is possible that cancerous development in the glands may be effected as in an independent and original centre of production, and not through a process of absorption or other direct mode cf influence of pre-existing Growths. These notions are put hypothetically; but they appear to me more likely to be well founded than those usually tendered. Nevertheless if contamination be admitted to arise as a result of absorption in some instances, the inference appears necessary, that it shall occur in all cases; inasmuch as a process of nutrition, accomplished in the usual way, is constantly going forward in morbid Growths. Now, as matter of fact, such contamination does not always ensue, and, above all, does not commence from the earliest period of evolution of the previous growth. Here seems to lie a serious objection to the doctrine of lymphatic absorption. But the absorption is only thus shown to be of a kind which we may, for convenience sake, call unproductive; and which may be assimilated to that taking place from abscesses, in cases where no pus, with its sum of natural properties, finds its way into the circulation. That the pus-corpuscles undergo, in such cases, dis-
introduction and alteration, is matter of physical demonstration — changes which divest them apparently of their pathological properties. On analogy, which seems in nowise strained, we may then admit that disintegration of the elementary cells of the morbid Growth is the cause of the occasionally unproductive character of cancerous absorption.* When, on the other hand, secondary Growths form in localities free from direct lymphatic communication with the seat of the primary formation, there can be no doubt (although the productive elements have not yet been found in transitu with the circulating blood) that the venous system acts as the agent of translation of such elements from the one to the other site. In the instance of cancer the following arguments may be adduced in favour of this notion. a. "Cancerous matter exists in a multitude of cases in the veins of the diseased part; now this is obviously a most favourable circumstance for its circulation with the returning blood. b. The rapidity of the successive development of the disease in different organs, sometimes observed, seems only producible by the agency of a fluid which, like the blood, pervades them all. c. The liver and lung, the two organs in which foreign bodies introduced into the circulation are almost invariably observed to stagnate, are by far the most frequent seats of the secondary development of carcinoma. d. The parenchymatous viscera and the bones, the precise structures most frequently affected with secondary abscess, are those peculiarly liable to secondary cancer. e. In respect of both morbid products, the liver and lungs stand at the head of the list for frequency of implication. f. Secondary abscesses affect a special preference for the peripheric strata of the viscera; so likewise do secondary cancers. In the instance of the lung, I believe this readily explainable, by the fact that the majority of the ultimate ramifications of the pulmonary artery reach the periphery of the organ before becoming continuous with the capillaries of the skin; in short a junction must occur. g. Double organs are very rarely the simultaneous seats of primary abscess; in cases of secondary abscess both invariably suffer: the same propositions hold good of cancer. h. Secondary cancer in the liver and lung occupies the same elementary seat (the lobules) as the pus of the secondary abscesses."* Some apparent objections to the doctrine here upheld are examined and (as we believe) refuted in the same place.

Or, thirdly, in certain cases where numerous parts are found to be the seats of tumours of the same species, it is more than probable that the development of these tumours has been simultaneous, and each mass has been evolved independently of its fellows. There can be no doubt, for instance, that internal cancer is frequently described as secondary to external cancer (especially when the latter has been removed with the knife, and the former has not manifested its existence by symptoms until after the operation), where no proof of the two Growths not having originated at the same time can possibly be adduced. The same is true of Fibrous Growths.

The inoculability of Growths has not been maintained except in the instance of cancer, and, even in respect of this product, upon very imperfect evidence. Experimental results may be cited against (Dupuytren), and in favour of (Langenbeck), the transmissibility of the disease by inoculation; while, on the other hand, we learn from M. Gluge that his attempts generally failed utterly, and in rare cases appeared to succeed. Theoretical considerations, repudiating, as they do, the idea of the constant inoculability of cancer-elements in organisms of all varieties of morbid aptitude, nevertheless do not wholly oppose the notion, that where constitutional predisposition to cancer exists in an animal, the germinal element of that product, introduced into its blood, may prove prolific. Unless this constitutional state exist, "even the actual elements of cancer only manifest themselves as simply irritative agents, the perfection of the seed is not enough to secure the development of the plant; the soil, in which it is sown, must be capable of feeding it." Perhaps these views furnish a clue to the contradictory statements of experimentalists.

If it be observed that disease has long been aware that certain Growths are of evil, others of innocent, tendency; that they are "malignant" and "benignant." Morbid anatomists have sought to connect definite and variable structural characters with the possession of one or the other tendency; and their search has been vain. Micrologists are divided on this question; some affirm that "malignancy" depends on the presence of a special cell; others deny the distinctiveness of microscopic elements.

We, for our own parts, believe that the qualities of a growth cannot be determined by the characters of its cell. We have known Growths, which had destroyed life with the cachexia of cancerous disease, and clearly exhibited the local progress and naked-eye characteristics of encephaloid; Growths which, nevertheless, were composed of non-nucleated cells undistinguishable from those of common exudation-matter. Nor do we be-

* Absorption of cancerous matter artificially induced, would a priori appear likely to prove of the unproductive kind, as disintegration of the primary particles of the growth must, in all probability, form a stage of the absorptive process. The question is rendered one of practical interest by the prospect held out of removing these tumours by the ingenious system of pressure invented by Dr. Arnott. It is clear, in truth, that if that system only lead to the translation, from one part of the frame to another, of elements endowed with the faculty of unlimited germination, the benefit obtainable from it is more apparent than real. Whereas if, while that system continues, the matter may into the circulating fluids, it deprives their elements of all productive power, and leaves them in a condition fit for excretion as effete particles, a perfect cure of the disease is effected by the removal of the tumour.

* Nat. and Treatment of Cancer, p. 106.
lieve that any mode of association of cell and fibril (at least any mode now known and understood) can be considered distinctive of carcinoma. On the other hand, we believe that Growth of evil tendency have a manner peculiar to themselves (ascertainable by naked-eye observation) of accumulating in the tissues. We refer to accumulation by infiltration. The nature of infiltration is easily explained. The elementary molecules of the morbid matter, instead of accumulating around a central point equally in all directions, and pushing aside the tissues amid which they are deposited, spread between the primary elements of those tissues on every side. In proportion as this extension of the morbid matter is accomplished, interference with the healthy process of nutrition takes place. The effete particles of the natural tissues cease to be replaced by similar ones; and an appearance of conversion ("transformation" or "degeneration") of a natural into a morbid structure is worked out. But if the nature of the phenomenon be simple, its cause is obscure. Why it should occur (as we conceive it does) in the instance of cancer alone, and why peculiarities so important as those of cancer, in respect of general influence on the system, should appear to hang upon the existence of a local pathological attribute, in nowise remarkable, strictly considered per se, is a difficulty which facts are wanting to explain away. Speculatively, as we have formerly said, "we must look elsewhere for an explanation of the evils practically connected with infiltration, than to the mere physical phenomenon itself,—in a word, we must seek elsewhere some condition of which the process is but a consequence or invocation. But the natural place to look for this condition is in the tissues themselves, which undergo infiltration; and in these—in some special morbid change within them—must reside the source and origin of the process. And this view is confirmed by the fact, that there is nothing in the mode of vegetation of cancer itself to explain why it alone, among vegetating new formations, should possess the power of infiltrating the natural tissues."

We are aware that the property of infiltration has been ascribed to other Growths besides cancer; that fibrous tumours have, for instance, been said to affect circumjacent tissues in this manner. But we are persuaded, from close examination of such alleged cases, that infiltration with common plastic matter (the produce of inflammation arising from irritating pressure on the part of the tumour) has been mistaken for infiltration with substance identical with that of the fibrous growth; and that the distinction is nosologically sound.

On the grounds just set forth, we propose to divide the order Growths into two suborders—the Non-Infiltrating and the Infiltrating.

**SUB-ORDER 1.—NON-INFLTRATING GROWTHS.**

The genera in this sub-order may be arranged according to chemical composition—the protein compounds, fat and gelatin, being severally the predominant element.

**Of Protein-Basis.**

§ 1. HEMATOMA.

Blood effused into the tissues may be either (a) absorbed wholly or partially, or (b) not absorbed.

(a) 1. If the blood be absorbed wholly, no vestige of the haemorrhage may ultimately be traceable, even in the condition of the tissue amid which it occurred; or (as is more common) even after the total removal of the blood-elements, some slight puckering, changed density, or changed position of the proper texture of the organ (of the brain, for instance) reveals the fact that haemorrhage has occurred. In either case, blood has escaped from the vessels without leaving even the potential elements of a growth behind it. 2. Partial absorption acts commonly upon the watery and colouring matters of the blood, the fibrin alone remaining: this fibrin (fibrous haematoma, from ἀγαθός, blood-tumour), may form a single mass, as is usual in the parenchymata, or several fragmentary parcels, as happens generally in the serous cavities. Partial absorption, in a class of rarer cases, acts first upon the fibrin; the effused blood becomes more thin and aqueous, and sometimes (spreading by infiltration and endosmosis amid the surrounding textures) is thence eventually absorbed: here no residue, referrible to the present head, remains behind.

(b) When not absorbed, blood either (1) excites inflammation and its consequences; or (2) remains stationary in a fluid condition; or (3) assumes the characters of dark grumous semi-coagula; or (4) undergoing inspissation from deprivation of its watery parts, a firm coagulum, growing daily more solid, remains behind: in this last instance we have a coloured haematoma.

A haematoma is then a fibrous mass, coloured or not, arising from hæmorrhage.

Before us (Univ. Coll. Mus.) lies a colourless hæmatoma of the spinal meninges in the cervical region, the result of a blow. Its size is that of a walnut; it is of pale straw-colour, homogeneous on superficial view, but finely granular when closely inspected. Hæmatoma may, however, be coarsely loculated; the walls of the loculi being solid, the contents more or less fluid, or gelatiniform-looking. Such tumours (while unchanged in characters) exhibit microscopically the qualities of fibrin—fibrils gelatinizing with acetic acid, amorphous fragments, granules, and molecules. Their colour varies; it may be of deep yellow, somewhat buff, tint, and commonly is so, in the spleen and kidney, for instance. Their chemical reactions are those of fibrin.

The surface of a hæmatoma is smooth; a coating of epithelial structure, rapidly form-
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ing, gives it this character. A haematoma is rarely encysted; for though nothing is more common than the formation of a cyst round effused blood (apoeptic cyst) as a general fact, yet this process is rarely witnessed, where the progress of absorption has been of the kind to produce a haematoma.

Haematomata may probably form wherever blood, thrown out from the vessels, is retained. Thus (1) they are seen in the serous cavities,—as the peritoneum and pleura, where they have more than once been found in the stages of transition; and in synovial cavities, where, as John Hunter long since maintained, they frequently form the so-called "loose cartilages" of joints. (2) Amid membranous structures,—as for instance, under the choroid coat, where they have been frequently mistakenn for carcinoma; into the great cavity of the arachnoid (Univ. Coll. Mus.)—a not uncommon seat; between the arachnoid and dura mater of the skull, where, we feel positive, they have occasionally been the origin of minute fibrous tumours; under the mucous lining of the uterus, where a similar destiny sometimes awaits them; under the periosteum, either when the blood has flown through the influence of external injury, or through the influence of causes, partly traumatic, partly spontaneous, as in that singular affection of new-born infants—cephalhæmatoma. (3) In parenchymatous organs, as the brain, the spleen, the kidneys, the lung (in all of which we have repeatedly seen them), and more rarely in the mamma, where they have often, clinically, played the part of cancers.—(4) In the cellulo-muscular structures of the limbs, as the result of contusions or spontaneous hæmorrhage.—(5) In the proper substance of certain new products, especially encephaloid cancers.—(6) In cavities accidentally formed in the tissues, as in tuberculous cavities in the lung. (Univ. Coll. Mus.)

Various changes of deep interest may occur within the substance of a haematoma. Unsupplied with vessels, as it commonly is, it cannot be the seat of interstitial hæmorrhage; but blood may nevertheless infiltrate its substance derived from the ruptured vessels of surrounding tissues,—just as extra-vascular tissues may become infiltrated with exudation-matter produced by inflammation, not in them, but beside them.* Saline precipitation is a common occurrence; such is often the origin of ossiform particles or masses in the brain; of similar masses in advanced cellulo-hæmatoma †; and such (as elsewhere shown by us) is almost invariably the source of free calcareous and ossiferous products in cancer; the changes concerned in the production of a phlebolith are one by one gone through. That melanic pigment may form in hematomata appears extremely probable, from certain observations which we made several years ago on some specimens of melanotic tumour; full reference to these will be found in the section on Melanoma. We have in a previous section spoken of the doubts still hanging over the question of the possible evolution of simple effused blood into formations of definite structural characters. The question appears to be all but absolutely decided in the affirmative by a tumour now before us (Univ. Coll. Mus.), in the substance of which the transition from the characters of hematomata to those of fibrous tumour, is perfectly traceable in point of colour, consistence, and textural arrangement. Bone-formation may take place from blood effused in localities where a tendency to such formation naturally exists, and where formative life is active. Thus, in the instance of sub-pericranial cephalhæmatoma, the smooth gelatinous-looking membrane, which invests the blood, may become so perfectly ossified, that it has, in this state, been evidently mistaken by some observers for the outer table of the bone, and a pigment, in the shape of interstitial or diploic cephalhæmatoma, invented to meet the difficulty. Even in the centre of the fibrous residue of this effused blood actual bone has sometimes been seen.

Concerning the vascularization of blood in substance we have already given our opinion. Haematomata in the brain have been found distinctly vascularized in cases where there was no evidence that plastic lymph had been added to the extravasated blood; and M. Louis' description, already referred to, of a vascularized coagulum in a tuberculous excavation of the lung is peculiarly satisfactory.

Blood retained in its proper canals may coagulate and undergo various changes. In the arteries, cellulo-fibrous evolution and calcification occur in stagnating blood without the intervention of an inflammatory process; in the veins we have seen vascularized coagula injected; and the formation of phleboliths and arteroliths illustrates saline precipitation. Vascularized coagula in the heart have been described by Rigacci, Burns, Boulland, and others.

§ 2. SARCOMA.

Simple sarcoma (普及, flesh), or cellulo-vascular growth, presents itself as a mass of variable dimensions,—those of a hazel-nut and of a cocoa-nut are the extremes we have seen. Of oval or, less commonly, spherical outline, its surface may be even and tolerably smooth, or nodulated (U. C. Mus.). Sarcoma is particularly plastic; varies much in consistence and density; breaks sharply under the nail, in the direction of its fibres; is rather crisp than tough, unless in the site of its cellulo-fibrous locular walls; exhibits on section a tolerably smooth, glossy, semitransparent surface, such inequalities as exist depending upon the unequal elasticity of its containing and contained elements; is free from greasiness, either to the look or feel; is usually of pale yellowish or buff colour in the main, presenting here and there reddish or more rarely lilac-tinted spots, or striae, or

* A remarkable example of hæmorrhage into a hæmatoma of the brain lately occurred in our wards in University College Hospital.
† See this word, Cyclopedia of Surgery, vol. i.
(it may be) a more or less uniform red hue; and yields on pressure a small quantity of slightly glutinous, thin, yellowish, transparent fluid. The vessels of sarcoma may be pretty equally distributed through its substance, or set in a sort of patch-work.

These growths are essentially disposed to become encysted. Their cyst, vascular and cellular like themselves, may be fibrous in part, and is formed both of natural cellular tissue condensed, and of exudation-matter solidified. This secondary or pseudo-cyst adheres closely to their surface, and appears continuous with the cellular and thin, or fibrous, thick, and opaquely white, membranous septa of the growth.

Molecular matter, granules, spherical, oval, and caudate cells, and fibres form the ultimate constituents of sarcoma. Its spherical cell seems to us identical with the common inflammatory exudation cell. (See Pseudo-Tissues.) The oval cell, of larger size (measuring 40073 of an English inch and upwards, according to some estimates by Müller), is provided with a dark, well defined, but small nucleus; such cells are sometimes enclosed within a mother cell-wall of proportional dimensions, and afford clear evidence of endogenous procreation. Slightly elongated at opposite ends, as they sometimes are, they eventually pass into the state of caudate or spindle-shaped cell (fig. 93). Such cau-

Fig. 93.

Caudate cells from an albuminous sarcoma of the conjunctiva. (After Müller.)

date cells are either arranged in linear juxtaposition, as above; or they are scattered loosely through the mass. They are not plainly nucleated, as a general rule; but acetic acid brings out a parietal nucleus. They seem to pass by an easy transition into fibres; and eventually these fibres acquire for the greater part the characters of those of cellular tissue, but occasionally of fibrous, and yet more rarely (we have seen this) of elastic texture. The molecular and granular matter of sarcoma is probably in part fatty; but oil-globules are of rare occurrence.

Sarcoma is mainly composed of albumen; but (especially when a cyst with thickened processes exists) will yield a small quantity of gelatin by boiling.

There are probably few sites in which sarcoma does not form. We have seen it in the cellular tissue under the lower jaw; in the substance of both maxillae (whence it has frequently been removed with successful results); under the periosteum of the long bones, or (more rarely) in the actual substance of these; in the mamma; in the eye; in connection with fibrous textures, as the dura mater, &c.

Haemorrhage, calcification, and supputation occur in sarcoma; the latter with great rarity. We have never seen cancer within the area of a sarcoma.

Condensation and detrusion of surrounding parts are mechanically caused by this growth; it has no intrinsic tendency to affect those parts otherwise, though inflammatory changes may, from over distention, be induced among them.

§ 3. CYSTOMA.

See Pseudo-Tissues; Sérous.

§ 4. ANGIECTOMA.

Masses of variable size composed of dilated and elongated vessels may be described under the name of angiectoma (αιγιος εκθος). They are rare productions, and seem essentially produced by dilated hypertrophy of the small vessels, venous or arterial.

A tumour of this kind has been figured by Dr. Carswell, (Fascic. Melanoma, p. ii. fig. 2). It was sunk into the substance of the brain, but evidently in connection with the pia-mater. "The bloodvessels of the pia-mater passed into it, and constituted by far the greater part of the tumour. They became tortuous in its substance; some of them, being nearly a line in diameter, were reflected backwards at their extremities in the form of irregular intertwined bundles, towards which two or three small arteries, coming from the pia-mater, were seen to distribute themselves." Lobstein (Anat. Path. t. i. p. 461) describes a similar mass formed of a venous plexus. In both these cases the veins contained, and were bathed in, melanic liquid. Dr. Warren (On Tumours) figures and describes a case of congenital tumour composed of greatly dilated and knotty veins seated in the neck.

There is a species of epulis which appears to be composed of dilated and hypertrophous arteries. Cruveilhier (Anat. Pathol. livraiss. 33.) describes certain tumours on the surface of the skull, pulsatile, erectile, and the seat of blowing arterial murmurs, which had eroded the bone; there were similar formations in the external soft parts; they were composed of dilated "arterial capillaries." A man was admitted some years ago into Univ. College Hospital (Mus. Model 2854), under Mr. Liston, having a series of pale red, knotty tuberosities, extending from the left orbit to the occiput, pulsatile, erectile, and the seat of blowing murmur at a particular point. Death ensuing, Mr. Marshall examined the larger of the series, and found that it consisted in the main of dilated and tortuous arteries, with intertwining fibrous tissue and granular fat; large straight veins existed, and one or two of these uniting at obtuse angles, passed between (but did not communicate with) the arterial branches at the site of the blowing murmur. No true erectile structure was to be seen.

Tumours of this kind (such are many navi, navi verrucosi, and aneurisms by anastomosis), because physiologically erectile, have been
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presumed to be anatomically so, and con-

founded with Growths composed of true erec-
tile tissue.

Allied, at least in its functional characters,
to angiectoma, is the growth composed of
ture erectile (or cavernous) tissue. Soft,
doughy, pseudo-fluctuating, pulsatile, erectile,
the occasional seat of tactile fremitus and
blowing murmurs, occurring generally in
a single, but sometimes in many spots, com-
monly cutaneous or sub-cutaneous, but liable
to grow in deep-seated parts, congenital or
accidental, rarely exceeding a Seville orange
in size, and often very small, traceable in rare
cases to the influence of pressure or other
external injury; sometimes of rapid, oftener
of very slow progress; the true erectile tu-
mour has a structure perfectly assimilable to
that of cavernous tissue, and, like this, a
structure not yet thoroughly unravelled.
On section these growths (fig. 94) exhibit

on a coarse scale the interlaced columnar
appearance of erectile tissue: the trabeculae
vary in thickness and density, and are pro-
vided with minute vessels; the hollow spaces
between these are shallow or deep, narrow or
broad, quadrangular or triangular, and com-
 municate with each other. Microscopically
the trabeculae are found to be composed of
fasciculated, cellular or fibrous (in very rare
instances of intermingled elastic fibris, coated
with tesselated epithelium, which conse-
quently also lines the hollow interspaces.
When these trabeculae are in process of
growth they contain fusiform cells.

Such Growths are never encysted, but they
sometimes acquire a secondary capsule of
condensed cellulofibrous membrane. It is
said they are sometimes lobulated, a condition
in which we have never seen them. They
are rapidly regenerated if imperfectly removed.
Particularly when connected with the skin,
erec tile structures may become the seat of
cancerous formation.

Erectile Growths generally appear in super-
fi cial parts, the skin and subjacent cellular
membrane; the mucous membrane of the
anus (as a rare variety of pile); the gingival
membrane (?); the tongue (Brown, in Lancet,
xxi.) describes an erectile tumour (Univ.
Coll. Mus.) seated in the substance of the
semi-tendinous muscle; Andral (An. Path. i.
p. 463) speaks as if the structure were not
uncommon in the intestines,—but we hav e
never seen it here; Lobstein describes it in
the liver (?) ; Rayer (Maladies des Reins,
t. iii, p. 612) in the kidney.

§ 5. MELANOMA.

Melanic cell-pigment, as described in a pre-
vious page (p. 116), may be deposited in the
substance of various Adventitious Formations,
—of Deposits (e. g. Tubercle), of Growths
(e. g. Cancer), and of Pseudo-Tissues (e. g. Os-
siform structure). Growths, more or less deeply
tinged by its presence, have been distinguished
as a special class of products under the title
of Melanotic Tumours or Melanomata. Whether
they have any real claim to such distinction
will be best argued, when we have, in a few
words as possible, glanced at the struc-
tural characters of Tumours of black colour.

These tumours are, in some instances, sar-
comatous, in others composed mainly of en-
larged vessels, in others cystomatous, in others
fibrous,—the pigment being deposited be-
tween or within the convoluted fibres or ves-
sels of the mass. But no growth contains
melanic pigment so frequently as cancer.
Studded in points through the cancerous
masses, accumulated in lumps or equably in-
filtrated through their substance, the cell-
 pigment gives them a peculiar dark colour.
This discoloration is by far the most common
in the eph cephaloid species, and occurs most
frequently in cancer of the eye, skin, and
liver, but is not peculiar to any locality. *

Misled by the frequency of this discoular-
tion of cancerous tumours, various writers have
endeavoured to rank "Melanosis" generally
as a cancerous disease. Lorinser, Laennec,
Dupuytren, Albert, Meckel, von Walther, and
Cruveilhier, for instance, take this view of its
nature; and more recently Müller has de-
scribed "carcina melanodes" as one of his
six species of cancer, holding as distinct and
individualized a place in the class as Ence-
phaloid or Scirrhus. The following reasons
lead us to dissent altogether from these doc-
trines. (1.) That melanic pigment should in
itself constitute cancer is an impossibility; it
never even forms a stroma, as the cells con-
tinue permanently free. (2.) The stroma of
many melanic tumours (as of those above
referred to, fibrous, &c.) is perfectly distinct
in its physical and chemical characters from
all cancerous stroma. (3.) The microsco-
pical characters of the pigments-cell and gran-
ules are the same in tumours of cancerous
nature and in non-cancerous growths. (4.)
Melanic tumours, when free from acknow-
ledged cancerous elements, cause no special,
local, or general symptoms. (5.) When me-
lanic tumours give rise to the symptoms of
cancerous disease, their solid stroma is found
to be composed in whole or in part of ence-
phaloid, scirrhus, or colloid. (6.) Neither the
local nor general symptoms of cancers are

* The Univ. Coll. Museum contains a model of
melanotic encephaloid of the vertebræ and spinal
meninges.
modified by the presence of cell-pigment within them. (7.) "Melanotic tumours" are rarely solitary, it is urged by Cruveilhier; but this simply depends on the fact of encephaloid cancer being the growth most frequently impregnated with black pigment.

The stromata above referred to are the only kinds which we have ourselves seen or known of as elements of black coloured tumours in the human subject. But in the horse a species of melanotic mass of different constitution is frequently met with; and may, for aught we know to the contrary, occur (if so, probably only in rare instances,) in the human subject.

These masses are of lobulated form, perfectly and deeply black in colour, sometimes attain great bulk, and feel remarkably elastic and spongy. Of the numerous specimens of the kind in University College Museum, an attempt has been made to inject one with a white material; a few spots of white colour in the substance of the tumour alone give evidence of the attempt; no trace of vascular arrangement is perceptible. A portion of the mass having been allowed to macerate in chlorine water for four days, the colour was rendered sufficiently faint for observation of the stroma. It consisted of delicate fibrils (gelatinizing with acetic acid) arranged parallel to each other, without the least appearance of meshes. The pigment-granules, which were not contained within cells, (at least, no cells were visible,) lay upon the surface of the fibres in some places, so as on first sight to give an appearance of cross lines; in others they lay between the fibres. The conviction arises that this tumour may have been a haematoma; absolute proof is, we admit, yet wanting: if we are right, it would follow that the only doubtful kind of black tumour we have seen, possesses in reality, like all others, a stroma of ascertainment nature, with black pigment added. And the observation lends indirect support to the view (still unestablished) of those who presume black pigment to be, under all circumstances, formed from the colouring matter of the blood.

Of Fat-Basis.

Growths of fat-basis agree in not being properly encysted, though they may occasionally acquire a secondary capsule from condensation of adjacent cellular membrane. The chief species are Lipoma, Steatoma, and Cholesteatoma.

§ 1. Lipoma.

Lipoma is a growth of softish consistence, somewhat elastic in form, generally disposed to be globular, though occasionally distinctly flattened; frequently lobulated, and furrowed on the surface; varying in size from very minute to vast dimensions, weighing from a few grains to ten, twenty, or (if records be true) forty pounds; ordinarily single, especially when of notable bulk:—two or three of the size of the clenched hand may, however, not uncommonly be seen together; and occasionally, when of very small size, considerable numbers coexist in the same individual.

Lipoma most commonly forms in the subcutaneous adipose texture (where it partakes of the characters of hypertrophy), but appears to be producible wherever cellular tissue exists. Müller has seen a lipoma between the corpora albicantia and optic nerve; Albers (Pathologie, b. ii. s. 189,) found a lipoma of the size of a mushroom between the arachnoid and dura mater, on the level of the fourth lumbar vertebra; Andral (Anat. Path, ii. 412) describes one as large as a walnut, seated in the walls of the vena portae. Growing between the peritoneum and abdominal wall, lipoma sometimes escapes by the abdominal rings, and constitutes the so-called " fatty hernia." In a fatal case of infiltrated cancer of the right lung, which lately occurred in our wards (Univ. Coll. Hosp.) a lipomatosus mass had formed in the pleura of the affected side.

Lipoma on section, and even externally, presents the appearance and possesses the physico-chemical properties of common adipose tissue. The fatty elements, (margarin and olein) are removable with boiling water. Microscopically the fat is found to be contained in cells, of the natural size, aggregated in parcels amid and upon the fibres of a delicate cellular tissue; the dimensions of the mass have no influence on its intimate constitution. The cells commonly of rounded shape, become much more rarely polyedral from lateral pressure, and are for the most part non-nucleated.

Their contained fat is fluid at the temperature of the body; when cool, separation of the olein and margarin takes place (as shown by Messrs. Todd and Bowman in the case of natural fat) and star-like groups of crystals of the latter form in the interior of the cell. We have occasionally seen free oil globules in lipoma, but whether arising from accidental rupture of containing cells or not, we cannot determine. The vessels of lipoma are of small size, and ramify in its stroma.

A delicate laminar cellular membrane invests the majority of lipomata: infiltration of texture is never effected by these growths. Their cellular investment may become fibrous, giving them a pseudo-encysted character. Pedunculation (single or multiple) is not uncommon; the peduncle sometimes stretching away to some distance from the main part of the growth; from the front of the sternum, for instance, deeply into the mediastinum.

The natural course of lipomata is to increase almost indefinitely in bulk, without giving rise to any other inconvenience than that arising from their size, weight, and growth. The surrounding skin bears without ill results an extraordinary amount of distension; though eventually attenuation, low inflammation and gangrene have sometimes ensued. Lipomata are susceptible of inflammatory softening, (a rare occurrence however) leading to breaking down of their substance; the physical, and probably chemical qualities, of the fat change materially. Growths thus altered have
"become cancerous," in the erroneous language of their describers; we have never seen or read of a satisfactory example of cancerous formation, from a basis of lipoma. Fibrous thickening of the cellular septa of the growth is not uncommon; but a true fibroma is never evolved from a lipomatous tumour. Absorption of the fat may be effected by artificial pressure; the residual cellular-fibrous structure forms a more or less dense mass. Lipoma with excess of cellular-fibrous stroma, much firmer than the simple variety, and more frequently invested by a pseudo-cyst, has been described under the names of Adipose Sarcoma, and Lipoma Mixture.

Lipoma has sometimes a semi-transparent almost gelatiniform look, the cause of which is not clear.

Miller proposes the title of lipoma arborescent for certain rare adipose formations, found in the joints. They originate behind the free part of the synovial membrane, protrude into the joint, and form tufts, nodulons at the ends. They are said to be most common in the knee-joint. The pleural lipoma, just referred to as having occurred in our own practice, might be accredited to this variety.

§ 2. STEATOMA.

There is a variety of fatty growth of greater density and solidity than lipoma, close in grain, inelastic, opaque, having the aspect of suet or sometimes of putty, wholly unlike natural adipose tissue. Such tumours, to which the name of steatoma is given, are composed of fat, soluble in boiling alcohol, non-vesicular, granular, and amorphous, and aggregated into masses without the intervention of cellular tissue. These accumulations sometimes acquire great bulk; we have seen them in the mesentery, testicle, and mediastinum.

§ 3. CHOLESTEATOMA.

See Cholesteric Fats (p. 94).

OF GELATIN BATS.

§ 1. FIBROMA.

Fibrous Growths appear naturally to affect the spherical form; they may, however, be accidentally flattened (as in the walls of the uterus, during the advance of pregnancy, Univ. Coll. Mus.); pedunculated (see p. 122) under the mucous membrane of the nose and uterus; or nodulated from having two or more centres of development. They may be smaller than a pea (in the dura-mater for instance); or, especially when developed under the peritoneal coat of the uterus, exceed the head of an adult in size; tumours of this kind have been known to weigh 25, 30, 35, and 39 pounds. Their external surface is naturally smooth and even; loose filaments of cellular-vascular tissue form their common material of union with adjoining textures; in some cases the connection is rendered unusually intimate by exudation-matter. (See p. 125.) On section the colour of these growths is generally found to be greasy-white,—the greasy colour being that of the intrstromal matter, the white (which may be dull or glistening) that of the stromal. Less commonly fibroma has a reddish hue. The consistence of the mass varies with its colour: the greater the whiteness, the greater the density, specific gravity and tenacity of the tumour; the reddish coloured growth is comparatively soft and yielding.

The constituents of fibrous tumours visible with the naked eye, are white bands; a material interposed between them of darker colour, less opaque, less dense, and less manifestly fibrous; and, in comparatively rare cases, vessels, —congregated in the main towards the periphery of the mass. The arrangement of the white bands and of the enclosed darker substance is peculiar: the bands follow an irregularly curvilinear direction; the loculi hence affect the spheroidal or oval shape. This character helps to distinguish fibroma from scirrhous with great excess of fibrous stroma; in such scirrhii the fibres always exhibit a tendency to rectilinear arrangement. By firm pressure a transparent, pale straw coloured (never lactescent), and glutinous fluid may be forced from a fibrous tumour: its quantity is very small, and it may be infiltrated through the growth or accumulated in spots.

Microscopically these growths are found to consist of fasciculated and intertwined fibres, less undulating in direction and less clear in outline than those of natural fibrous tissue, arranged parallel to each other, and studded or not with minute inequalities, produced by the still remaining nuclei of original cells. In the soft fibrous tumour this filamentous element is the same in character as in the hard; but it is less abundant, less closely set, and scarcely fasciculated: in this variety, too, it is more common than in the hard, to find cells with granular contents, some of them assuming the fusiform shape. We have occasionally seen fat-granules in these tumours; but fat is never one of their predominant elements.

When submitted to ebullition, the entire mass of a fibrous growth is converted into a jelly (glutin), with the exception of a very minute quantity of protein substance, derived, probably, from associated blood: the walls of the few cells, such tumours contain, are insufficient to account even for that minute quantity. Their saline constituents are, in various proportions, those of the blood. Valentian attempts to show that fibrous tumours of the uterus are sometimes composed of fibrin: doubtless, as we have already explained (p. 126) haematomata of the uterus occur, and may undergo evolution into fibrous tumours: but we altogether discredit the alleged fact, that tumours exhibiting the microscopic constitution of fibroma, are ever of protein-basis.

The nature of fibroma leads it simply to enlarge, without change in, or around, itself. Some alterations of texture are so common,
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however, (the so-called cartilaginification and ossification) as to have passed for phases of evolution of fibroma; others (congestion, inflammation, serous infiltration, haemorrhage, deposit of melanic matter, precipitation of fat, great development of vessels, and cancerous formation,) are, on all hands, confessedly morbid.

Patches, more or less extensive, and having the outward appearance of cartilage, are of common occurrence in fibrous tumours. The period at which this change occurs is indeterminate; nor has the size of the growth any appreciable influence upon it. We have examined some specimens of this kind without detecting any cartilage corpuscles, and incline to regard the outward change as simply signifying an increase of density and closeness of deposition of fibres.

Nor is the alleged "ossification" of these tumours, according to our observation, more real. We have not succeeded in detecting in the ossified-looking parts either the corpuscles or the laminated structure of bone, but simply saline particles or granules loosely or loosely set in the organic basis of the tumour: actual ossification has, however, sometimes been seen. This saline precipitation commences indifferently in any part of the mass, and commonly shows itself in several points simultaneously, these being usually seated near the centre; it is far from unusual, however, to find most accumulation at the periphery, and not a few cases have been mentioned by Meckel, Louis, and others, in which the central parts, still fibrous, have been found encased in an earthy shell of variable thickness. The density of the calcareous matter (grey or yellowish in colour) varies greatly. If it be most common to find this substance friable and porous, in other cases, the saline substance is extremely hard and dense, resembling marble or eburnated bone. From Professor Daniell's analysis of a large tumour, described by Mr. Arnott (Med. Chir. Trans. xxiii. p. 202), we may infer the great extent to which the animal constituents may be replaced by inorganic salts, as also the nature of these: here were found, animal matter, including water and ammoniacal salts, 35; phosphate of lime, with a small quantity of phosphate of magnesia, 56; carbonate of lime, 5; alkaline sulphates, phosphates, and muriates, 4=100. The extent of the growth converted into calcareous matter varies greatly. Bayle refers to a tumour larger than a new-born infant's head, containing ten points of "ossification,"—the larger scarcely the size of a pea, the smaller not bigger than a grain of wheat: Mr. Arnott's case exemplifies the opposite extreme of almost total conversion into saline substance. When either converted altogether into earthy matter, or provided with an earthy crust of variable thickness, these bodies have been described as "calculi,"—Occurring most frequently in the uterus, these concretions of fibrous origin have also been observed in the cranium by Cruveilhier (Rev. Méd. Sept. 1838), by Krull and others.

We have seen one as large as a walnut, which had been connected with the integuments of the face, in the possession of Mr. Liston.

The period at which calcareous deposition commences is altogether accidental. The size of growths has no influence upon it: the largest tumour we ever met with contained not a single earthy particle, visible with the naked eye; while it is common to find very small growths partially calcareous, and small and large tumours in the same uterus may present this change to an equal amount. It has even been maintained by Sebastian, that ossiform deposit is more common in small than large tumours; but although this idea may be rendered probable a priori by the consideration that the occurrence of this change would prevent further enlargement of the proper fibrous structure, yet we doubt strongly its being supported by facts. With the progress of saline precipitation (obviously so when the earthy changes occur on the periphery, less distinctly and rapidly, though not less really, when they arise in the central parts) the concretion of these growths with surrounding tissues, becomes less and less intimate; the vessels undergo obliteration, and a few filamentous shreds may alone keep up the union, until eventually the calcareous mass ceases to have structural connection with the organs. This condition is in some cases the prelude to its expulsion from the body. The saline matter sometimes appears to act as an irritant on the adjoining fibrous structure, and induce local exudation, suppurative or otherwise; probably this is the state referred to by Bayle, as "caries" of the alleged osseous structure of a fibroma.

Fibrous tumours of the reddish variety, soft, vascular, and of loose texture, are subject to internal congestion, which when these growths are situated in certain situations, as for example, under the mucous membrane of the uterus, may, aided by explosive efforts of that organ, lead to rupture of the superficial layers of the growth, and terminate in external haemorrhage. According to Madame Boivin, such tumours may be regarded to a certain extent as of erec tile nature, inasmuch as they admit of becoming hard and tumid with blood at certain periods, especially the catamenial.

Haemorrhage into the substance of the growth is a condition occasionally observed. Andral has noticed it, and we have seen a tumour containing a clot of considerable size.

Numerous small cavities are occasionally observed in these masses filled with red, and manifestly bloody, serosity; doubtless blood in an altered condition. These accumulations saturate and disintegrate eventually much of the solid substance.

Like all vascular structures, these growths are occasionally seized with inflammation—the hard variety much less frequently than the soft. This occurrence may be announced by severe local and general symptoms, increased by the participation of the surrounding tissues. The products of inflammation exuded into the substance soften and disintegrate it; pus of
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Pure character is rarely observed however. The tendency to inflammation is extremely slight, inherently, in these formations; when it occurs, it arises as a secondary consequence of their mechanical action on surrounding parts. This action produces various derangements of function of those parts, which are followed in them by irritative action, eventually spreading to the adventitious mass. The proof is, that growths so seated as not to lead to irritation of adjoining textures (sub-peritoneal pedunculated uterine tumours, for example) never, so far as our own observation and all recorded experience goes, become the seat of inflammation. We do not, however, mean to deny that in tumours of soft texture and abundantly vascular, an intrinsic process of inflammation may not possibly arise. Sphacelus may be the result of the former kind of inflammation; but this change, according to our observation, very rarely occurs with its ordinary anatomical characters.

Melanic colouring matter is sometimes deposited in abundance in these growths. Dr. Carswell (Elementary Forms of Dis. Melanoma, pl. 1. fig. iv.) has figured a very beautiful and characteristic specimen of this kind.

The softer species of fibrous mass has in the uterus been sometimes found to contain stamatomatos matter and hair.

Kruil has given a rough sketch of a uterine fibrous tumour, the central part of which contained vessels, some of them capable of admitting a pen, and said to present somewhat the characters of "erectile tissue"—a term very vaguely used.

Different notions have been held as to the possibility of fibrous tumours "becoming cancerous." The difficulty in deciding this question has arisen from the total want of definite meaning in the minds of authors as to what constitutes "becoming cancerous." If the phrase be applied in the manner which seems the only rational and sound one, that is, to parts, whether adventitious or not, in which the development of one or the other of three species of cancerous formation occurs, the perplexity of the question vanishes at once. The growth of cancerous substance in fibrous tumours is, in truth, at the least, materially more rare than in any natural vascularized tissue. We have never ourselves seen a particle of true scirrhus, encephaloid or colloid, in the interior of a fibrous tumour proper. The assertion of Dupuytren and certain of his copists, that fibrous tumours frequently become carcinomatous, is easily explained: they confound the fungative and intractable sores sometimes arising on the uterine surface and adjoining sub-mucous fibrous tumour, with cancerous disease—applying the term, with a vagueness subversive of all correctness in morbid anatomy and in pathology, to every sore resisting treatment and affecting the constitution by its discharge and irritative agency. As well might they call the fungating sore, produced in the tongue or cheek by a carious tooth, a cancer.

The total expulsion of fibrous tumours from the body, is a phenomenon of less uncommon occurrence, than is usually supposed. It is effected while the mass possesses its original fibrous constitution, or after its conversion into earthy matter; the process in the latter case is much simpler than in the former, as the organic connections of the mass have been gradually destroyed in the manner already referred to; it is likewise of much more frequent occurrence. While yet fibrous, the growth may be expelled as a single mass or piecemeal; more rarely in the former way.

The conditions necessary for its accomplishment are, that it should be separated from its connections, and, this once effected, that it should be so seated as to drop from the body spontaneously, or be under the influence of some expelling force. In the case of the uterus, the expulsive efforts of the organ lead to the removal of the masses (especially if seated under the mucous membrane) at a much earlier period, than their mere anatomical state would lead us to expect. The museum of University College contains a portion of fibrous tumour, expelled from the uterus in this manner; submitted to microscopical examination, we found it composed of precisely the elements already described.

The constitution of these growths would lead us to expect their local reproduction, if partially removed. Observation confirms this view. Cruveilhier describes, from the practice of Dupuytren, a case of fibrous tumour growing from the interior of the body of the lower maxilla, in which reproduction took place twice after imperfect removal with the knife.

The simple tissues in which fibrous tumours are observed are: the cellular; the fibrous; rarely, if ever, the osseous properly so called; the nervous. The compound tissues and organs in which they are more or less frequently developed are: the bones, in immediate connection with the endosteum, or more especially the periosteum; the sub-mucous tissue of the pharynx, more rarely of the esophagus, of the stomach and intestines; the sub-peritoneal tissue; the sub-mucous tissue of the larynx, the nares, the frontal and sphenoid sinuses; the sub-pleural tissue; the arterial tissue; the ovaries; the Fallopian tubes; the uterus; the vagina; the mamma; the testicle; the dura mater in its subjacent cellular tissue; the nerves; the thyroid gland; the thymus gland. Of these various parts, the uterus, dura mater, ovary, and mamma suffer, especially the two former, with incomparably the greatest frequency. A single one, or several fibrous tumours may exist in the same body. Usually numerous, for example, when affecting the dura mater; they are commonly single in the bones. Their coexistence in several distinct organs is extremely rare.

Enchondroma.

Enchondroma (from ἔκχοντος, cartilaginosus,) is the name recently proposed by Müller for a species of cartilaginous growth, not unknown to previous observers, but by
many surgical writers confounded, under the erroneous name of "cartilaginous exostosis" (erroneous, if for no other reason, because the formation in question may spring from other tissues than bone), with products of essentially different character, and by some other authors described as colloid cancer.

When *uncult*, enchondroma exhibits itself as a tumour of moderate size and spheroidal non-lobulated shape, encaised in cellular membrane, or (if it spring from bone) in periosteum, ossified or not. The section discovers a firmly gelatinous substance, rather pellucid, of very pale greyish or greenish yellow tint, set (without firm adhesion) in loculi inclined to spheroidal outline, varying in size, and having their walls formed of a dense dull white tissue. One of the rough marks
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of distinction between this growth and colloid cancer consists in the mode of arrangement of the walls of the loculi: in the latter, when fully grown, the walls seem cut across sharply at right angles with their course; in the former it is extremely common to find the walls exhibiting flat and extensive surfaces to the eye, as though the loculi had been opened to a very small extent only.

The general mass is firm; when the investment is periosteal or bony, proportionally increased. The intra-locular matter is itself soft, yet has a sharp fracture. Bony matter in its interior of course increases its consistence, and may be formed of: 1, the walls of the loculi converted into thin osseous plates, which give a crackling crispness to the mass; 2, particles of the spongy tissue of the original bone in which it has grown; 3, stalactiform osteophytes springing into its substance.

No appearance of vessels strikes the unassisted eye in these masses; but von Walther and Weber (Grafe and Walther's Journ., b. xxiii. s. 351.) are said by Müller to have injected the walls of the loculi.

Microscopically examined, the fibrous portion of the growth is found to be composed of transparent interwoven fibres. The jelly-like part consists of cells several times larger than the red blood-corpuscle, generally speaking, containing only nuclei in their interior, but in some instances two or three sub-cells, each provided with its own nucleus. The

nuclei, flattened, oval or circular, vary in diameter. The cells (except in excessively rare cases) are in close contact with each other, and no inter-cell substance discernible between them: the cartilaginous material does not advance beyond the embryonic stage. Such is Müller's description; but it is certain that tumours having the characters of enchondroma perfectly developed to the naked eye, and yielding gelatin, may be wholly deficient in cartilage corpuscles, and contain simple granulated cells in a fibrous stroma.

Spiculated bone corpuscles are sometimes scattered through the tumour.

From this account it would appear, that although the endogenous mode of growth of the cells occurs occasionally in this formation, it is neither uniform nor constant; their development proceeds more frequently from blastema lying outside such cells as are already evolved. The endogenous development was observed especially by Müller in an enchondroma of the parotid gland. Whether the inter-cell substance is generated by thickening of the walls of the cells, or by the hardening of a blastema unconnected, except in respect of proximity, with these, is matter of dispute. Enchondroma is essentially composed either of chondrin or of gelatin; of the former in by far the greater number of cases; of the latter, in Müller's specimen connected with the parotid gland, and in another connected with the ileum, recently added to the University College Collection.

The bones are the favourite seat of this growth. Müller has collected thirty-six cases, in thirty-two of which those organs were affected: the metacarpus and phalanges 25 times; the tibia 3; the ileum 1; the cranium 1; the ribs 1. Of the four remaining tumours, 1 existed in the parotid; 1 in the manna of a dog; 2 in the testicle. In its favourite seat — the metacarpus and phalanges — this disease produces singular distortion and irregular tuberosity of the hand (fig. 96).

Fig. 96.

Enchondroma, from model in Univ. Coll. Mus.

Enchondroma, springing from bone, is invested or not with a bony capsule. When it grows in the interior of a long bone, expansion, and not perforation of the shell, occurs; the cancellated structure first, and then the
cortical, undergo softening and rarefaction, and are gradually spread out into a globular sac. New bone matter is also thrown out, helping to complete the capsule, which is, even with this assistance, commonly imperfect. When developed in bones of very spongy texture, perforation may, according to Müller, occur, instead of expansion; we believe that, in at least some such cases, the growth originates in the sub-periosteal cellular membrane. In this latter variety the form is less regularly spheroidal than in the other; but the texture is the same in both.

The progress of enchondroma is slow; its effects fundamentally are purely mechanical. Adhesion of the skin only occurs as an accidental effect of inflammation: rupture of that membrane only from excessive distension; the resulting ulcer may discharge abundantly, and inflammation arise from this cause, as from external injuries, but not apparently from intrinsic spontaneous changes.

Enchondroma of the bones, like every other affection of those organs attended with enlargement, has been described under the names osteosarcoma, osteoosteatoma, and spina ventosa—terms devoid of definite significance. Scarpa speaks of it as "malignant exostosis," a double misnomer—for its course differs essentially, as has been seen, from that of cancerous maladies, and it does not necessarily spring from bone.

Colloid cancer might possibly be confounded with enchondroma. We have already alluded to a rude mark of distinction between the two products; further, colloid cancer rarely (never so far as our experience goes) occurs in bone, the chosen site of enchondroma; the effects of the two products on adjoining tissues are essentially different—enchondroma never infiltrates structures, colloid frequently does; colloid never contains patches of bone, enchondroma does so commonly; colloid is of protein basis, enchondroma yields chondrin, or (rarely) glutin.

Certain sarcomata of the maxillae have much outward resemblance to enchondroma; but they contain spherical cells with granules and fusiform corpuscles, and are besides of albuminous composition.

§ 3. OSTEOMA.

The arrangement of abnormal ossifications has puzzled more than one pathologist. Excluding exostosis and hyperostosis (mere local and general hypertrophies) we propose to examine here all varieties of bone-production in unnatural sites. We adopt this course, in order to avoid recurrence to the subject under the head of PSEUDO TISSUES, being aware that ossiform masses, having the generic attributes of Growths, ought alone to figure in the present place. Hyper trophy and new production of bone, as in the venereal node, are frequently associated; and adventitious bone (whether springing from a new cartilaginous matrix or not) is very rarely perfect microscopically, perhaps never so chemically: two fundamental propositions.

Adventitious bone forms (a) as an infiltration of natural tissues; (b) as the callus of fractured cartilage; (c) as an osteophyte; (d) as an ostema; (e) as an osteoid; (f) as an infiltration of new products.

(a) In the natural tissues. Articular cartilages ossify in some situations with advance of life, as for instance, in the cranium; the material uniting eroded articular surfaces ossifies; ossification of the costal and laryngeal cartilages (perhaps more common in phthisis, in proportion to the age at death, than in other maladies) is affected by calcareous deposition in the cartilage cells and inter-cell substance, and by generation of new bone lacuna. Cartilage morbidity ossified, as that naturally ossified, yields glutin and not chondrin. The anterior vertebral ligament is sometimes ossified in tubercular caries of the spine. We have seen the tendons of the legs infiltrated with ossiform substance. The fibrous capsules of the spleen and kidneys are sometimes thus affected, and aponeuroses and fasciae are often, and the elastic ligamentum nuchae, more rarely, in a similar predicament.—Cellular membrane.

The submucous tissue of the gall-bladder; the subserous of the pleura (as a specimen before us proves); the subcuticular; the intra-muscular; the parenchymatous (of the liver); are all the occasional seats of bone development. Muscle has disappeared and been replaced by bone in some rare cases; the crystalline lens has been similarly destroyed.

(b) Fractured cartilage is healed not by cartilaginous, but by fibrous or osseous, substance.

(c) Under the name of osteophyte (Lobstein) we include ossiform products generated externally to, but under the influence of, some one of the natural bones. Formed from extra-osseous exudation an osteophyte may be separated from its parent bone, without necessary injury of this (hence differing from true exostosis); and is produced independently of, or in connection with, other pre-existing new formations.

Osteophytes assume shapes singular and various, yet in some measure characteristic of their origin. Thus they are flat, and more or less broad in nodes; narrow, triangular, and semicircular in cephalæmatoma; foliaceous, (fig. 97), stalactiform, cauliflower,
of a vertebra destroyed by caries; saciform, when investing a soft growth from bone; warty, when found about gouty joints; membraniform and lace-like in the cranium of pregnant women.

The flat osteophyte (sometimes separable from the subjacent bone) is best exemplified in nodes, though it forms under the influence of common periostitis or adjoining inflammation, as beautifully shown by the ribs of an old sufferer from empyma, preserved in the University College Museum. If a node be carefully examined, it will be found in part to consist of hypertrophy with rarefaction of the superficial stratum of the original bone; and in part of ossified subperiostial exudation. The canaliculi in the latter run at right angles with the axis of the bone,—proving absolutely the existence of a separate centre of ossification: the fact is exemplified on a large scale, in fig. 97. And it is further illustrated by a portion of curious lower jaw-bone (now before us), separated from the face of a dipper of Congreve matches, labouring under the singular disease peculiar to workers with phosphorus. On the inner surface of the ramus of the bone (kindly lent to us by Mr. Quain, whose patient the man was), appears a flattish osteophyte, partly fibrillar, partly porous and pumice-stone-like, of dark-greyish colour, and easily separable at the edge from the maxillary surface; elsewhere are friable earthy-looking particles.

But the most singular of osteophytic productions is certainly that which forms in membraniform patches between the cranium and dura-mater of a certain (as yet unsettled) proportion of pregnant women. The natural history of this production (of which a beautiful specimen lies before us) has been unravelled with great sagacity by M. Ducrest.† Exudation matter soft, pulpy, and reddish, forms the matrix of the future osteophyte; it soon becomes sandy to the feel; subsequently hard particles of some size are felt, and these form eventually one, more or less perfectly, continuous plate. The frontal regions are its chosen seat, and M. Ducrest shows that its formation occurs symmetrically. Its thickness does not exceed a sixth of an inch, and is generally much less; the specimen before us (irregular thickness from point to point gives this a lace-like appearance) forms a coating for the entire base and upper arch of the skull; but its superficial extent is very rarely so considerable. When fresh it is of red colour; twice (in jaundiced women) M. Ducrest found it yellow. This production, which entails no symptoms, is more prone to appear in young than in more aged women.

(4) Osteoma. By osteoma we understand a growth composed of bone, and either (a) altogether free from, or (b) having but very slight, connection with any part of the skele-

* This man is now in excellent health, and manages to masticate with the aid of a fibrous representative of his lost jaw.
† Mémoires de la Soc. Méd. d’Observation de Paris, t. ii.

Tumours of the former kind (a) are of excessive rarity, and are perhaps only met with as results of bony infiltration of a pre-existing plastic mass, either of the serious cavities or of the parenchymata; it seems unnecessary to insist upon the greater frequency of calcification than of true ossification of such masses. Tumours of the latter kind (b) are best exemplified by growths from bone, generally termed pedunculated exostoses, in which the peduncle may be so small, and the body of the growth comparatively so large, that a centre of ossification distinct from the original bone appears to exist. Such productions are not very unusual about the phalanges of the toes; their texture is generally loose, but may be eburniform from density.

(c) Osteoid. — Under the names of osteoid or ossifying fungous tumour, Müller describes a growth of slow or rapid course, generally springing from the surface of bones, sometimes acquiring great bulk, composed of porous or close osseous texture, and of a greyish white, vascular, nodulated substance, of the consistence of fibro-cartilage, the latter lying in the interstices of the former. The softer substance furnishes neither glutin nor chondrin by boiling, and exhibits a dense fibrous rede under the microscope, containing a few nucleated cells in its meshes. The formation of osteoid growths seems dependent on a peculiar diathesis; they generally appear at first on one bone, but may eventually invade several bones and certain soft parts—the lungs, great vessels, &c. The removal of a primary growth by amputation does not prevent the development of others internally. Cruevillier’s osteochondrophyte (Anat. Path. livraisons. 34), is a production of this class; this writer calls the soft part of the tumour cartilage, but gives no proof of its being so.

(5) Bone formation in the interior of new products (exclusive of osteophytes springing from some part of the skeleton) is very rare. We have never seen such bone in cancer or in fibroma; but there is sufficient evidence that it has, in some rare instances, been observed.

Of Undetermined Basis.
Colloma.

Perhaps the word Colloma will not be objected to as a pro tempore name for the gelatinous-looking matter, which is of common occurrence in the interior of cysts, and occurs less frequently, unprotected by such investment, in the limbs and elsewhere. Tremulous and soft, sometimes sufficiently so to be almost poured from the part containing it; generally amorphous, sometimes fibrillar, never stromal, as seen with the naked eye, this substance appears transparent and amorphous under the microscope. It contains no interstitial vessels.

This substance yields no gelatin by boiling; nor is it composed of albumen (though it may furnish traces of this principle); it is therefore chemically different from the jelly-
like matter of true gelatin-yielding growths, and of colloid cancer; from both which it also completely differs in structural characters.

Müller figures under the title of Collonema a soft gelatiniform tumour of the brain (seen also in the breast), composed of grey-coloured cells, a few fibres and vessels, and acicular crystals, soluble in boiling æther. The reactions of the growth in the brain most closely corresponded to those of ptalin (?) that in the breast contained a minute quantity of casein.

**SUB-ORDER II. — INFILTRATING GROWTHS.**

**CANCER OR CARCINOMA.**

In this sub-order we place as a genus the product Carcinoma, containing three species — encephaloid or soft, scirrhus or hard, and colloid or jelly-like, Carcinoma. "The union of these three morbid structures," as we have elsewhere observed, "into a distinct genus, is, in truth, not a mere nosological artifice: it is manifest that the formations, to which I thus apply the generic term cancer, possess characters entitling them to be grouped together, and separated from all others to the generation of which the organism is exposed. They agree anatomically, for they are all composed of elements forming a combination without its counterpart, either in other adventitious products or in the natural structures: they agree chemically, for they are all distinguished by the vast predominance of protein-compounds in their fabric; they agree physiologically, for they all possess in themselves the power of growth and of extending by infiltrating surrounding tissues, and so producing an appearance of assimilating to their proper substance the most heterogeneous materials,—an inherent tendency to destruction, and the faculty of local reproduction; they agree pathologically, for they all tend to affect simultaneously or consecutively various organs in the body, and produce that depraved state of the constitution known as the cancerous cachexia." But, on the other hand, these three structures are not one and the same ab initio, as is contended by some writers: each may be developed in the others; but encephaloid stands apart from its co-species by containing true cancer-elements in greatest abundance, and in the purest and most unadulterated form,—scirrhus derives speciality from its lavish supply of fibre,—colloid from an unimitated condition of gelatinousness. And, again, we maintain that the three products are not mere varieties,—they are actual species, because each of them, as just stated, has its own constant structural attribute.*

The ultimate elements met with in cancerous growths are of three kinds,—essential, almost essential, and merely contingent.

(a) The essential elements are granules, cells, fibres, blastema, and vessels. Granules exist to various amounts in all varieties of cancer; average 10,000 of an inch in diameter, and either float free, or are seated within cells, or upon or between fibres. They are composed of a protein-substance, or of fat. The cells of cancer are spherical or imperfectly caudate. The spherical variety (sometimes oval or discoid) measuring, on an average, about 10,000 of an inch, may reach only the 2 of an inch, or, on the other hand, attain the diameter of 100 of an inch, in diameter. The cells of small dimensions are particularly to be seen in scirrhus, where endogenous cell-production is rare; the bulky class in colloid cancer, where they stand in the relation of parent-cells to a contained progeny of sub-cells. The thickness and transparency of the cell-wall vary; it is sometimes collapsed, sometimes full and tense; almost always colourless. The caudate variety of cell exhibits itself under two forms: first, that of an irregularly branched corpuscle, having in its interior a spherical cell, itself provided in turn with a nucleus or even containing nucleated sub-cells (fig. 98); secondly, that of the

![Fig. 98.](image)

Caudate cells (from encephaloid of the stomach), containing nucleated sub-cells. Length 100th to 1,000th of an inch; width 200th to 1,000th inch. Magnified 400 diam. (From Author's work on Cancer.)

fusiform cell seen in sarcomatous growths (see fig. 93, p. 127), and in exudation-matter undergoing development into pseudo-fibrous tissue. The first form of caudate cell is scattered in an isolated manner through the growth; the second may accumulate in fasciculated bundles, so as to simulate fibre. (See fig. 93, p. 127.) The contents of cells are a certain fluid, granules, nuclei, and sub-cells. Granules are abundant in the cells, more especially, of scirrhus. The nucleus of the cancer-cell is an

* The division into species is objected to as deficient in the perfection of zoological classifications. Who, except the artister of the conception, could have imagined, that even an attempt was made to reach such perfection?
ovar, flattened, parietal, comparatively opaque body, generally speaking of large size in proportion to its cell, and often exhibiting a furrow in its surface or indentation at its edge, (see fig. 6., a. of the author's work on Cancer), a condition preparatory to its splitting into two. Each nucleus is supplied with one, two, or, it may be, so many as four minute bright corpuscles — its nucleoli, which in turn probably contain sub-nucleoli. When a nucleus splits in the manner referred to, the resultant bodies may be fairly regarded as sub-cells,—they are manifestly hollow, granular, and themselves nucleated.* The diameter of the nucleus varies between the $\sqrt[3]{\frac{20}{3}}$ and $\sqrt[3]{\frac{20}{6}}$ of an inch, averaging $\sqrt[3]{\frac{20}{5}}$ of an inch. Fibres exist under different forms in cancer. First, delicate, non-adherent broken fibrils occur in most specimens. Secondly, true fibrous tissue occurs in the loculus-walls of colloid, and forms the stroma of scirrhus. Thirdly, excessively delicate, almost transparent fibres exist in a special variety of soft cancer, the fasciculate. The unevolved blastema of a cancerous growth varies in quantity, and is perfectly fluid, or somewhat viscid. Particles of amorphous substance, gelatinising under acetic acid, may sometimes be found associated with it. The vessels of cancer are either those of the natural structure affected, or are actual new formations; they are exceedingly abundant and very few in number. The veins are frequently plugged with cancerous matter, so as to prevent them from being injected. (b) We are disposed to regard fat as an almost essential element of cancer, (or rather as a substance tending to be produced wherever cancer exists,) so constant is its appearance, either in the oil-globule or the granule forms (adipose-cells, if present, come from the implicated natural tissue). When fat abounds in these growths, it appears to have the effect of altering the form of the cancer-cell, and certainly modifies the naked-eye characters of the tumour. (c) The contingent materials met with in carcinoma are saline particles, crystalline (Op. cit. fig. 11) or amorphous and calcareous,—the latter in very rare instances accumulating sufficiently to become perceptible to the naked eye (calcification); crystals of cholesterol and patches of cholesterolum; perhaps in very rare instances tuberculous deposits;† melanic matter; blood fluid, clotted, in the state of fibrinous hæmatoma, or of "apoplectic cyst:" exudation-inmatter with its spherical and fusiform cell; pus; and (on ulcerated surfaces) certain epizoa and epiphyta. The pseudo-tissues which may be actually formed within the area of cancer (any natural texture may be invested by cancer) are epithelium, the cellular, serous, fibrous, and elastic tissues and blood vessel. Speculated osteophytes, preceded (sometimes at least) by sprouting cartilage, not infrequently plunge into the substance of cancerous growths from some connected part of the skeleton: an isolated generation of true bony structure, in a nidus of blood-blastema, within a cancerous tumour, seems a possible occurrence (it is at the least, a singularly rare one); but the possibility of such generation in actual cancer-substance seems only admissible on the principle that the freaks of nature are boundless in their variety. Built up of materials, such as these, are all cancers. Encephaloid, soft, brain-like, rapid in its evolution, attaining great bulk, highly vascular, prone to bleed and fungate, is microscopically distinguished by its deficiency in fibrous stroma and the abundance of its fluid blastema and its cells. Scirrhus, hard, tough, slow in growth, and reaching moderate dimensions only, poor in vessels, rich in fibre, differs microscopically from its co-species in its abundance of fibrous stroma and the comparative fewness of its cells, which mainly grow on the exogenous plan. Colloid, crisp in its mass, soft in the jelly-like ingredient that fills its loculi (models of the spherical loculus), but slightly vascular and semi-transparent, stands apart microscopically from encephaloid in the well-marked fibrousness of its loculus-walls, from scirrhus in the abundance of its endogenously-growing cells, from both in the abundance of its viscid jelly-like element. The chemistry of cancer is yet in its infancy. Its organic basis is essentially protein,—its saline constituents those of the blood. That there is a difference in chemical nature between colloid and the other species, seems plain from the fact that the former retains, the latter lose, their transparency in alcohol: Müller conjectures that colloid contains a compound analogous to pyralin. Microchemically the cells of cancer are insoluble in cold and boiling water, and are not seriously affected (in respect of solution) by acetic acid: the cell-wall has been said to disappear under the influence of the diluted acid; but it is simply rendered pale, and may be restored by the ioduretted solution of iodide of potassium, which at the same time greatly deepens the colour of the nucleus. We have already said (p. 124) that a constant and unfailing microscopical characteristic of cancer has hitherto been vainly sought for; the following propositions will serve as a commentary on, and, in some sort, a justification of, the statement. (1.) Parent cells, containing within them sub-cells having darker nuclei, and these, in turn, bright nucleoli, are strongly characteristic of cancer: but such cells are rare in, and may be altogether absent from, scirrhus; encephaloid in some phases of its growth may also be without them. (2.) The shapeless-caudate cell (see fig. 98) seems significant of cancer; but it may be absent from encephaloid, and it is excessively rare in scirrhus or colloid. (3.) A
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tumour may present to the naked eye the characters of encephaloid, be the seat of interstitial haemorrhage, affect the communicating lymphatic glands, run in all respects the course of cancer, and nevertheless contain no cells but such as are undistinguishable, in the present state of knowledge, from common exudation-cells. (4.) Nay more, while a primary "malignant" tumour contains these cells alone, the lymphatic glands secondarily affected may contain compound nucleated cells, spherical and shapelessly-caudate.* (5.) The granular and imperfectly nucleated cell of scirrhous cancer is valueless as an evidence of cancer. (6.) The true fusiform cell (fig. 93) is an adventitious formation when it occurs in cancer, and has no diagnostic signification. (7.) The association of fibre and cell-structure, which will distinguish scirrhous from fibrous tumour, may be totally wanting in encephaloid, and exists in sarcoma and enchondroma. (8.) If fat be associated in large quantity with fibre and cell-structure, the certainty that cancer is present becomes great, but not absolute.

The property of infiltration, which serves well, as we have shown (p. 125), to distinguish cancer from other growths nosologically, fails practically in the distinction of tumours generally, because a true cancer is not necessarily infiltrated, and because tubercle and exudation-matter may be infiltrated. In ultimate analysis the single character least likely to deceive is this: if a tumour be cancerous, it will yield on pressure an opaque, whitish (milky or creamy-looking) albuminous fluid †; if it be not cancerous, it will not yield a fluid of these qualities.

ORDER III. — PSEUDO-TISSUES.

The blastema from which Pseudo-Tissues are evolved is commonly known as coagulable lymph, itself nothing more than liquor sanguinis slightly modified in nature, and in the proportion of its elements (the modification consisting in excess of fibrin,—it comes from hyperinotic blood,— and in the presence of gelatin, Mulder), and like it composed of water, fibrin, albumen, fat and salts. Produced by exudation from the vessels, homogeneous and amorphous, this fluid soon becomes the seat of cell-formation, the cell being that already described as the compound granule corpuscle. The fibrin it contains coagulates into patches or flakes of yellowish grey colour, semi-transparent, amorphous to the naked eye, but fibrillar (in parallel fasciculated rows) under the microscope, the cells (and abundant granules) appearing set in or upon the fibrils. Hæmatin, or entire blood-disks may appear, and pus corpuscles be produced, amid these coagula.

Now the issue of this exudation-matter (which seems regulated rather by the constitutional state than by its own nature) may be of two kinds. Either a permanent material sui generis (which, for want of a better name, we will call Induration-matter) is produced; or a structure resembling some one or other of the natural adult tissues is evolved. The former result signifies a lower plastic power than the latter: the necessity of active congestion for the production of either is more than doubtful.

INDURATION-MATTER.

Coagulable lymph, destined to remain in the condition of induration-matter, becomes more and more opaque and solid, and acquires an imperfect fibrous character (as Mr. Guliver first showed) from simple condensation of the original fibrillated fibrin, and independently of cell-formation. The fibres become thicker, and run more flexuously, as the consistence increases,— a change probably caused by contraction from removal of water.

The properties of induration-matter vary greatly. Of greyish, yellowish, or white colour; opaque; fragile and cheesy in consistence, or firm as fibro-cartilage; of trifling, or of extreme tenacity; rarely crisp, and generally distinctly tough; commonly elastic; in its firmest condition creaking on incision; occurring in the forms of membranous layers, more or less perfect sacs, nodules, patches (plane, puc-kered, cupulated, or convex), points, granules, wart-like bodies, or altogether amorphous; essentially of protein-basis, yet yielding gelatin in a certain proportion, prone to contain fat (granular or cholesteric), and often becoming the seat of saline (ossiform) deposits; induration-matter is perfectly similar to none of the natural textures. As it hardens, its texture densely and closely set, often acquires a chondroid appearance without containing a particle of true cartilage; it is imperfectly (or not at all) vascular. Microscopically it is found to be unprovided with prolific cells; nor are the few cells it may contain, nucleated as a general fact. It is rendered pale by acetic acid.

Induration-matter is endowed to a remarkable degree with the property of slow con- traction,—a property which renders its presence most beneficial or most baneful. It is this property, on the one hand, which in the process of cicatrisation by granulation, reduces within reasonable limits the surface of the largest wounds; while on the other, it may cause painful deformity, as in the instance of burns, or actually cause death, as in the instance of healing intestinal ulcers.*

Presenting itself wherever vessels exist, and entering non-vascular textures by imbibition;*

* The cure of ulcers of the small intestine in continued fever and in phthisis, and of the large bowel in chronic inflammation, has more than once proved the cause of fatal stricture. ..
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co-existing with all varieties of textural change, and exercising important influences on local nutrition, induration-matter would require a volume for its full description. We must content ourselves with an enumeration of some of the principal sites in which it occurs. Induration-matter forms: (A.) On membranous surfaces, where it is known under the names of pseudo-membrane, matter of adhesions, &c. Of the serous class the pleura is by far its most common seat; next follows the pericardium; then the peritoneum; then appear the tunica vaginalis and synovial membranes, and lastly intervolo the arachnoid. Among mucous membranes it is to be found in the respiratory-surface in croup, plastic bronchitis, and pneumonia (in all which situations it is not distantly allied to diphtheritic deposit), and on the intestinal surface as in dysentery. It appears on the endocardial and valvular surfaces in the warty and granular forms; in the arteries and veins in the patch-like shape. The so-called glands of Pacchioni illustrate its occurrence on fibrous surfaces (B.) Free in cavities. So it has been occasionally found forming rounded masses in the peritoneal and pleural sacs; the so-called "loose cartilages" in joints are in the great majority of instances composed of induration-matter; so too are those small melon-seed-like bodies, producing double saccular distension at the wrist-joint.† (C.) In the cellular membrane. The sub-cutaneous, (less frequently than the sub-mucous, and still less than the sub-serous) cellular membrane, becomes infiltrated with this material; in parenchymatous cellular tissue it is singularly common. In addition to the ordinary cases of its occurrence in the latter, as a result of simple inflammation, it constitutes in great part the substance of the morbid element infiltrating the kidney in certain cases of renal disease attended with persistent albuminuria, urine of low specific gravity, anasarca, &c.; infiltrating the capsule of Glisson, it plays a notable (but not the whole) part in hepatic cirrhosis; and infiltrating the substance of the lung (especially in certain cases of empyema), it converts that organ more or less completely into a chondroid mass. Seated in the intra-serous fibro-cellular tissue of the cardiac valves and chordae tendineae (where it is associated sometimes with atheroma) its contractile force produces the puckering and shortenings so frequently observed. (D.) As imperfect cicatrix. Wherever a solution of continuity occurs, the cicatrix may be formed of this substance; take the instance of false joints: in some situations cicatrix seems always to be thus constituted, of which more in the next section. (E.) On new surfaces. Induration-matter may form on wounded, and ulcerated surfaces; and supply a sac more or less perfect round the cavity caused by abscess, tuberculous softening, and fistulae.

SUB-ORDER II.

SIMULATING THE NATURAL TISSUES.

When endowed with higher plasticity exudation does not remain as induration-matter, but becomes the matrix from which a structure more or less closely imitative of some natural tissue is evolved. This imitation is never perfect, at once physically, chemically, and physiologically,—at least in respect of the higher orders of texture. A pseudo-tissue thus generated may be wholly adventitious; or partially so, as when designed for the repair of lost parts.

EXTRA-VASCULAR TISSUES.

Epithelium.—On cicatrizing and on fistulous surfaces, on the inner wall, or amid the contents, of cysts, as a coating for hematomata, and as a lining for new vessels, tessellated epithelium occurs as a purely adventitious product. The retained and accumulating epidermis forming corns and callosities, or that thrown off in excess from the skin in pityriasis, or from the genito-urinary mucous surface in various states of disease, or from the intestinal surface in cholera, &c., can only be viewed as products of supersecretion. Hypertrophy of the papillae of the skin, with excess of epidermal formation (Univ. Coll. Mus.), a state prone to give rise to obstinate ulceration, cannot fairly be considered under the present head. Perhaps the epithelium accumulated in cutaneous sacs produced by dilatation and occlusion of sebaceous follicles may be considered adventitious. So likewise are those productions, elongated or flat, known as "horns," and which are essentially composed of epidermis. Commonly sprouting from a dilated and diseased sebaceous follicle, and mixed abundantly with fat, slightly with saline matter, the basis of the future "horn" is at first soft, subsequently becomes inspissated and hard, when its increasing dimensions, carrying it beyond the limits of the follicle, place it under the influence of the atmosphere. Layer upon layer of epidermis continues to accumulate at the surface of the follicle, and eventually a conical mass, some inches in length, may be the result. Horny-looking productions sometimes form on ulcerated surfaces, simple or cancerous. Pseudo-tumours, composed essentially of epithelium, and susceptible of vascularization, form, it is affirmed, on some mucous surfaces,—the uterine for instance. We have not met with productions of this kind.

Nail. — (See Tooth, p. 143.)

Cartilage.—Adventitious cartilage, at one time believed to take rank among the most common, is now known to be one of the rarest of new formations: the microscope has certainly dispelled a cloud of error on this subject, by simply showing that cartilaginous-looking products are not necessarily

* We have never seen arachnoid adhesions, unless in connection with tumour of the brain or meninges. Is idiopathic arachnitis always fatal?
† We have found these bodies hollow centrally; their capsule is composed of amorphous albuminous matter with a little fat, and occasionally calcareous particles.
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cartilaginous. Such products are most commonly composed of dense fibrous substance, or induration-matter,—as in the instance of so called loose cartilages of joints.*

Adventitious cartilage is either of the embryonic or adult type: the former has already been described under the name of enchondroma. Cartilage of adult type, certainly, sometimes forms the matrix in which adventitious bone originates; this we have seen beautifully exemplified in spicular osteophytes. Analogy would lead to the admission that a cartilaginous stage should always precede bone-production; yet not only is proof of the constancy of this stage wanting, but we have looked in vain for its traces in many specimens of adventitious bone. In a very few preparations of that rare variety of false-joint in which a pseudo-synovial membrane is produced, the bony surfaces (whether from fracture or dislocation) have exhibited a cartilaginous look in patch-work; but we have not had an opportunity of submitting such a specimen to microscopical examination. Of the appearance of cartilage in various Growths enough has already been said.

Nor is the production of cartilage for reparative purposes more easy. A fractured cartilage unites by dense fibrous tissue, or by bony substance.

SIMPLE VASCULAR TISSUES.

Cellular Tissue.—Cellular pseudo-tissue is one of the most common of adventitious formations, composed of associated white fibrous and yellow fibrous (elastic) fibrils. But rarely does it possess the character of the natural texture in perfection; the distinction of its component filaments is less clear, the fasciculation of these less regular than in the typical structure. A more or less successful attempt at its production is made in all cases, where induration-matter forms,—the highest degree of perfection seems to be attained in old adhesions of serous membranes. A lapse of many months is necessary, however, to mould the new structure into its most perfect attainable form; while on the other hand, a period of seven days (as we have seen in a fatal case of pleurisy) will suffice for the production of an imperfect tissue of this class.

Schwann† found that embryonic cellular tissue yields no glutin; the same fact has been ascertained by Simon‡ in respect of the adventitious cellular tissue of condylomata,—by Gueterbock, in respect of that of granulations. The latter observer found pyin in the water in which the granulation-substance had been boiled. At an early period of formation fibrin is found in association with the principle (tritoxide of protein?) to which the name of pyin has been given; eventually glutin is yielded on chullition, but it may be doubted whether the chemical constitution of the new, is ever precisely the same as that of the imitated texture.

Serous Tissue.—A single layer of polygonal pavement epithelium, beneath this a basement membrane of singular tenuity, and yet beneath this a stratum of cellular tissue, constitute a serous membrane. This structure is essentially disposed to form shut sacs, and produce and retain a certain secretion. So far we have a texture which is often generated adventitiously; but if, as is now admitted, natural serous tissue is supplied in its proper substance with nerves*, it becomes a complex structure, of which a perfect adventitious copy is never generated.

A new serous sac may be produced (a) by modification of natural structure, with addition of a new element; or (b) be completely adventitious.

(a) In this class appear those well known cases in which pressure, with or without friction, causes condensation of cellular tissue with production of epithelium, the latter forming a lining for a sac of the former. So are produced new supernumerary burse about the knees, the shoulders of porters, between the skin and bone of stumps, between the skin and spinoous processes in spinal curvature, whether primary or from caries, &c.

(b) Purely adventitious serous tissue is either (a) laminar or (b) saccular.

(a) By the laminar variety, we understand those strata of pseudo-serous tissue which invest false membranes in serous cavities.

(b) The saccular variety comprehends cysts, primary and secondary. Primary cysts are spontaneously evolved, are capable of indefinite increase in number and size, through some intrinsic force, constitute in themselves the disease where they exist, form the material they contain, are closed on all sides, lined with epithelium, and simple or compound.

Simple cysts occur singly or in clusters, and may appear in almost every region of the body; their walls are of variable thickness and simply cellular, fibrous or calcareous; their contents serous or glairy. The mamma and ovarv are the most frequent seats of the clustered simple cyst.

The compound cyst (cystoma) is characterised by its faculty of producing secondary cysts in its walls,—these a tertiary series and so on. Their closest investigator, Dr. Hodgkin, assigns them three chief varieties of form,—the pedunculated, the intermediate, and the broad-based, for a full description of which we must refer the reader to his treatise.†

The growth of the contained cysts is sometimes so active, as not only to give a nodulous outline to the main mass (which may attain enormous bulk), but to cause rupture of the walls of the primary cyst. Various morbid changes, inflammatory and other, may arise

‡ Untersuchungen, S. 136.
in these productions; carcinoma may even, in predisposed persons, be formed in their walls, but not (so far as evidence goes) be produced in their cavity as an evolution of blastema exuded from their lining membrane.

Müller has recently applied the name cystoscarcoma to growths, principally composed of a fibro-vascular texture, but invariably found to contain solitary cysts in their substance. The cysts may be solitary or compound; the solid substance, of greater or less density, has an indistinctly fibrous structure, contains no cells, and is of albuminous basis. This growth is essentially distinct from carcinomma, but that it differs generically from sarcoma seems questionable.

Secondary cysts are not spontaneously generated, but form through the influence of bodies foreign to the site they occupy: around effused blood, after a series of modifications (the apoplectic cyst), around adventitious products, extra-uterine tissues, and bodies introduced from without, as musket-balls, shot, pins, &c.

A sort of pseudo-cyst is sometimes produced by distension and closure of small natural cavities, or of the excretory ducts of glands. In the first class we find dilated cutaneous follicles, intestinal crypts, and solitary glands; to the second class belong cysts of the lactiferous and pancreatic tubules, of the labial and sub-maxillary glands, some of those in the testicle, and, it is commonly believed, in the kidney.

Fibrous and Elastic Pseudo-Tissues.—Of the production of white fibrous-tissue of an imperfect kind, numerous examples have been referred to in the past pages,—it is one of the commonest of new formations.

Less common by far is the generation of the yellow fibrous element, which is distinguished by resisting the action of acetic acid; the mesh-like arrangement of bifurcated fibres is much rarer in the initiation new tissue than in its prototype,—nor does the former occur (so far as we know) in masses of any size. The modification of this texture which constitutes the main element of artery is doubtless produced in new vessels.

Osseous Pseudo-Tissue.—The most perfect imitation of a complex natural texture is exemplified by adventitious bone,—produced for the reparation of injuries (Permanent Callus). It is even said that the permanent callus has all the characters of true bone,—a proposition which appears to us to require more absolute proof than it has yet received. The new bony shaft, produced to supply the ravages of necrosis of the long bones, is a ruder imitation of original bone; it is darker in colour, rough, and tuberculated on the surface,

* Cystic productions in the kidney still require investigation—from the minute apparently solitary cyst, to those clustered masses causing destruction, more or less complete, of the proper renal substance. Dr. Johnson (Med. Chir. Trans. vol. xxx) adduces arguments of a novel kind to prove that calci is in reality a dilated tube; Mr. Simon (col. tom.) seeks to show that it is a new development within the parenchyma.

and often much denser than the latter. (See Osteoma, p. 134.)

Nervous Pseudo-Tissue.—In certain of the simpler varieties of neuroma the induration-matter mainly forming the tumour appears to contain a larger proportion of tubular fibres, than would in the natural state fall to the share of a portion of nerve of similar length. The tissue in excess (admitting the fact to be substantiated) might, however, be rather regarded as an hypertrophy than a new production.

The regeneration of voluntary nerve (rendered probable by the experiments of Haighton) has been proved by those of Steinrück*, Nasse, Günther,† and Schrön.‡ The tubules produced in the exudation, connecting the cut ends of a nerve, differ from the natural ones in being more widely apart, of smaller diameter, less parallel to each other, more intertwined, and more mixed with cellular fibrils. The time required for their production varies,—a month appears to be the shortest period yet observed; the length of nerve which may be excised is yet unsettled. In the majority of cases, even where reproduction is seemingly perfect, the physiological action of the injured cord remains imperfect; probably because the corresponding parts of the same fibres are not, or because sensitive and motor fibres are, brought into connection; besides the new tubules are not the precise physical counterparts of the old, nor is their number as great as in the original texture.

Cerebral substance removed from animals is replaced by a brain-like matter: the precise nature of this matter (as of that appearing in hernia cerebri in man) has not been examined sufficiently. It seems very doubtful that dynamic vesicular texture ever forms adventitiously.

Blood-vessel.—The development of new blood-vessels, though so common, is but ill understood. They must obviously be produced from pre-existing trunks, or be evolved independently.

Viewed as productions from the old vessels, they have been supposed to be mere prolongations of these,—a notion set aside by the fact that vessels do not terminate by open mouths. Or, again, they have been considered the produce of a looping process—the increased impulse of the circulation towards the site of vascularisation being supposed, when combined with a relaxed state of their own texture, capable of elongating the old trunks into loops: it seems probable that increased vascularity may, to a limited degree, be produced on this plan. Or, again, it has been conjectured that processes, first solid, subsequently hollow, spring from the sides of the original vessels,—an hypothesis unsupported by direct evidence and deficient in plausibility.

* De Nerv. Regenerat. Berol. 1838.
† Müller's Archiv. Heft V. S. 403. 1839.
‡ Müller's Archiv. 1840.
vessels; the second in the extravasation of blood; the third in the passage of this into canals (manufactured, as it were, for its reception); the fourth in the formation of walls round this blood: the difficulty in this hypothesis lies in the alleged canal-formation.

The notion that new vessels are independent productions is supported:—by the analogy of the process in the vascular area of the chick; by the fact that the new cannot at first be injected from the old vessels; by the analogical fact that new blood-particles appearing in lymph in the frog are of spherical shape (as in the facial condition), and are therefore not particles previously contained (for these are oval) in the old vessels; by direct observation both with the naked eye and with the microscope. In truth in one spot of a new material to be vascularized may be seen minute unconnected points of blood; at another, a number of such points united in linear juxtaposition, so as to form a streak of blood unenclosed in any distinct vessel; elsewhere a vascular investment is found for a similar streak; further on a like piece of delicate tube divides at each extremity into a number of tapering ramifications, assuming a stellate arrangement, the whole assimilable to the system of the portal vein, and capable of effecting an independent oscillation of the contained blood. What is thus seen with the naked eye is corroborated with the microscope; but this instrument has not yet made clear either the precise structural characters or developmental process of the new vessels; we simply know that these are wider, and of thinner walls than natural capillaries. The manner in which communication is effected between old and new vessels (when the latter first become the seat of true circulation) is unknown. That the formation of new blood precedes that of new vessels seems fully established; just as the cell-structure, destined to fill a loculus in a new growth, forms before the loculus-walls that contain it.

The production of new blood and vessels signifies the appearance of various new chemical compounds in the vascularized material; the globulin formation may be understood, that of the haematin is at present inexplicable,—unless we accept the extravasation-theory above referred to, which supplies iron as required.

Further observations are wanting as to the shortest possible time in which new vessels may be formed; we have seen them in peritoneal exudation aged seven days; Everard Home speaks of their appearance in twenty-nine hours. They form in growths, induration-matter, hypertrophy of natural textures, and pseudo-tissues. Generally produced on a limited, they in rare instances form on an extensive scale; the most singular illustration of the latter appears in the new system of vessels generated in tuberculized lungs (Schroeder, Guillot), which effects not only a complete change in the anatomical condition, but in the physiological actions, of those organs.*

* Louis on Phthisis, ed. cit. p. 29.

Erectile Tissue. — (See Angiectoma, p. 128.)

Lymph Vessel. — Schroeder van der Kolk has described lymph vessels of new formation in peritoneal pseudo-membrane; it is generally admitted that his observations require corroboration, and we know of no other evidence bearing on the question.

Fibrous and Spongy Cartilage.—Fibro-cartilage forms in some rare instances the material by which imperfect union of bone is effected; its own losses are supplied by a similar material; it does not appear to form in an absolutely adventitious manner. Nor does spongy cartilage grow as a new product,—and of the reparation of this texture little is known.

Hair.—The adventitious production of hairs is not singularly rare, and though, no doubt, much fantastic matter has been written on their places of attachment, the following localisations may be admitted as real. The tongue*, the caruncula lachrymalis, the cornet†, the internal surface of the gall-bladder‡, the nympha, the vagina, (in connection with fat) tumours of the uterus and of the fauces.§

Cases of deflection of hair and of pilimiction are for obvious reasons to be received with distrust; but the rupture of an ovarian cyst into the bladder may sometimes have caused discharge of hair with the urine.

Cysts of new formation are the favourite site of adventitious hair; pilous cysts have been seen occupying the ovary, uterus, subcutaneous membrane, muscular substance, walls of the stomach, testicle, liver, thyroid gland, omentum, and peritoneal cavity. The ovarian is of all cysts the most frequent abode of these productions. The hair is scattered through the fatty matter generally present, or adherent to the walls of the cyst, either by a bulb or by simple embedding, or by means of cretaceous particles. The colour of the hairs varies greatly, sometimes even in the same, cyst; their length from a few lines to upwards of two feet. They commonly resemble in structure the hairs of the head, rarely those of the pubis: their possession of roots has been denied; whereas Meckel considers it probable that they always have a root in the outset, losing it subsequently after separation from their seat of attachment.

Tooth.—Teeth are frequently found in pilo-fatty cysts; there scarcely appears, indeed, to be a single authentic case of the discovery of adventitious teeth (except where produced

* This has been denied hypothetically; yet nothing is less improbable than the occasional growth of obvious hairs from this organ, seeing that some of the epithelial processes of the conical papilla actually enclose minute hairs in the natural state. (See Todd and Bowman, Anatomy, vol. i. p. 440.) † Gazelles. Journal de Méd. t. xxiv. p. 392. ‡ Of more than an inch in length, by Bichat. Ann. Gén. t. iv. § Ford, Medical Communications, vol. i. p. 444. 1784. || Yet what is to be said of the case related by Henry (Med. Chír. Trans. vol. x. p. 142. 1819) of a middle-aged man, who voided hairs of from 16 of an inch to an inch in length with the urine, some of them occasionally coated with uric acid?
in, or close to the mouth) without coexistent hairs. Nails and true cutaneous texture are frequently present also. As transition-stages to the purely adventitious formation of teeth appear: the growth of supernumerary teeth in the jaws; of such teeth not in the jaws, but still in the cavity of the mouth; of such teeth in the neighbourhood of the mouth, as in the orbit.* Appearin in the mediastinum‡, close to the diaphragm§, in the stomach∥, in the testicle, &c., they are purely adventitious. The ovarian cyst is their chosen seat, however, and their number may be very considerable. In an ovarian cyst now before us (Univ. Coll. Mus.), there are three separate sets of teeth; in the one are 2 molars, 2 bicuspids, and 2 canines; in the second, 2 molars, and 1 incisor; in the third, 6 molars, 2 bicuspids, 2 canine, and 1 incisor,—20 in all. A case has been recorded by Ploucquet and Autenrieth of a young sterile woman, in whom an ovarian cyst contained 300 teeth,—a fact showing that the relationship (contended for by Meckel and others) between the combined number and character of adventitious and natural teeth is imaginary.

The full consideration of the mode of development and production of adventitious teeth and hair would carry us into the regions of Teratology; and it must be confessed that the most diligent investigators have failed to find explanations for all cases. If it be true that in some instances these products are the residual parts of a regularly-formed fetus, in others evidences of an attempt to produce a fetus (in either of which cases they may be the proceeds either of extra-uterine pregnancy or of the formation of a monster by inclusion), it is also certain, that in other instances all explanations hitherto tendered have failed of their mark.

Cutaneous.—Except in such cysts as those just referred to, skin is never formed adventitiously. Losses of this texture are repaired by a substance partaking of the characters of induration-matter and of fibrous tissue.

Mucous.—Portions of mucous membrane destroyed by ulceration are replaced by induration-matter, covered on the free surface with a coating of epithelium, smooth and glistening; the border is, or is not, puckered and finely nodulated. The attempts made by Sebastian, Dr. Parkes ||, and others, to show that the reparative power goes the length of forming new intestinal mucous texture, the precise anatomical counterpart of the old, appear to us to have failed; nor is there any evidence that the cicatrix (either of the flat or puckered variety) can even rudely discharge the office of the texture it replaces.

The pyogenic membrane of chronic abscesses, tuberculous cavities and fistulae, has many of the more obvious characteristics of a mucous membrane. Of velvety look and feel; varying (like its prototype) in colour from red to grey, slaty, or even black; thick as the inner coat of the stomach, or thin as the lining of the frontal sinuses; more or less closely adherent to a stratum of induration-matter (representing the submucous cellular membrane of health), and covered with epithelium; capable of producing fungous vegetation from its surface; and utterly inapt to contract adhesions with itself;—this structure has evidently many claims to the title of pseudo-mucous. Its deficiency in villi and follicles simply proves that it imitates the least highly elaborated of nature’s types. The microscopical characters of this formation, however, require full examination.

Glandular.—Destroyed glandular texture is not reproduced; much less does a de novo development of such texture lie within the range of morbid action.

Muscle.—There is no evidence that striped muscular fibre is produced for purposes of reparation, much less as a wholly adventitious formation.

Unstriped fibres occurring in the ureter, walls of the gall bladder, and other excretory organs, are rather hypertrophous, than adventitious, products, inasmuch as they naturally exist in minute quantity in those organs. Of the truly adventitious production of this fibre nothing is satisfactorily known.

SUB-CLASS II.

GERN-FORMATIONS OR PARASITES.

Products, whose continued existence does not depend upon direct access of nutrient fluid from the organism they inhabit; which spring from a germ*, and simply live in, without forming part of, the individual they infest, are true Parasites. They do not in themselves constitute disease, but always indicate its presence, and sometimes entail its development; in the latter case they may be made to propagate similar disease from organism to organism. In some rare instances the organic kingdom to which they belong is doubtful; the great majority easily take their places among animals or vegetables.

ORDER I. — ANIMAL PARASITES.

See Entozoa (vol. ii.).

ORDER II. — VEGETABLE PARASITES.

Vegetable parasites form on the skin, on mucous membrane, on new surfaces, upon or within the body, and in certain of the fluids. They indicate the existence (on the surface, or in the fluid, affording them a habitation) of the presence of chemical decomposition, and also of the presence of some new material (albuminous, saccharine, &c.), the result of diseased action. Their precise influence and pathological power in the human subject are yet

‡ Berlin, Sammlung, t. iii. p. 264.
∥ On the Dysentery and Hepatitias of India.

* We set aside the notion of equivocal generation, inasmuch as observation, so far as it goes, deposes to the necessity (at least the existing necessity) of propagation from germs.
PRODUCTS, ADVENTITIOUS.

open to inquiry, but it is certain that the difficulty of killing them obstructs the cure of diseased states (porrigo favosa, for instance), in connection with which they form. They are referrible to fungi and algae, and commonly composed of cells arranged in a monoliform manner, and multiplying by gemmules. When forming on the external surface, they may be called epiphyta; when within the frame, entophyta.

The torula has been observed in the urine and in the gastric fluids (Busk) of persons labouring under saccharine diabetes; also in the faces, and in vomited fluids under various conditions. Three to five rounded or oval cells, upon which acet'e acid produces no appreciable effect, provided sometimes with gemmules (single or more than one), — gemmules differing from themselves simply by being smaller,— the torula of the human subject is in all respects exactly like the torula cerevisae, and signifies the presence of fermenting matters.

Mycodermatous vegetations occur as elements of the crust of porrigo favosa; they germinate underneath (and never upon) the epidermis in amorphous exudation of protein-basis thrown out by the cutis. Underneath the epidermis, covering the capsule, lies the amorphous exudation-matter in a thin layer; beneath this, jointed cylindrical tubes, matted together with similar matter; deeper still, fragments of tubes; and yet further, free sporules in abundance; the elongated cells, forming the tubes, occasionally contain molecules,— these are visible when magnified 800 diameters.* Acetic acid, by lessening the opacity of the amorphous matter, renders the cells and tubes more distinct. Attempts to propagate favus by inoculation of the sporules, the matter of the crust, and the fluid of the pustules, have failed (Gruby, Bennett); whether plants, healthy persons, or persons affected with porrigo, have been made the subjects of experiment: failures appearing to show that the parasite is incapable of germinating unless in a special soil (the amorphous exudation-matter), and that the production of this soil constitutes the essence of the disease. Even when the special constitutional state exists, artificial introduction of the sporules will not call forth exudation-matter of the quality fit for their nourishment; for inoculation of an affected scalp fails as completely as that of the skin of a healthy person. So too, the cell of cancer must have its soil of kindred blastema, or the inoculation of its germ will fail. (See p. 124.)

In plica polonica Giünsburg† found sporules in the substance of the hair-roots; Dr. Münter failed in discovering them,— they are therefore not essential. Gruby detected epiphytes in sycoysis between the root of the hair and its sheath.

Speaking of entophytic development on

*diphtheritic exudation of the mucous membranes and skin in a former page (p. 118), the misplacement of a word gives us the appearance of saying that vegetable growth is less common in thrush than in the similar exudation in phthisis, whereas we meant to affirm the contrary.

Dr. Bennett contributes an example of entophytic growth found amid the sputa, and in the contents of cavities, in a case of phthisis: we have ourselves seen jointed vegetable filaments on the walls of cavities.

In the fluid of pyrosis Mr. Goodsir* found a living structure closely allied to certain genera of Bacillaria, but most closely to the genus Gonium, among the Volvocine; looking like a wool-pack (hence the name Sarcina ventriculi), bound with cord, crossing it four times at right angles, and at equal distances; varying in diameter from \( \frac{1}{100} \) to \( \frac{1}{1000} \) of an inch, and consisting (fig. 99) of sixteen four-celled frustules embedded in a square tablet of a transparent texture.

GROUP II.

LIQUID ADVENTITIOUS PRODUCTS.

Fluids formed in localities, naturally free from them, are obviously adventitious. Pathologically considered, fluid products are of signal importance; but the consideration of their morbid anatomy will not long detain us.

These fluids accumulate in serous cavities (dropsical); in the cellular membrane (edema or anasarca); or in the parenchyma of organs (edema). They may likewise form in adventitious seats, as in cysts, and in the bullae of erysipelas, rubia and pemphigus, sudamina, &c. When pure, the fluid of dropsy of serous membranes is aqueous, transparent, free from viscosity, and colourless, or faintly yellowish. But it may be thicker, ropy, and of deeper colour,— and is commonly so in ascitic or ovarian fluid, which has been for any length of time accumulating. Especially in cases of this class, organic corpuscles may be found; otherwise the fluid is transparent and amorphous under the microscope. In the fluid of sphyilitic rubia we have found well-constituted exudation-cells.

Generally speaking the fluid of dropsy is alkaline,— we have never known it otherwise; but it certainly is occasionally neutral or even acid. In chemical composition it corresponds

† Müller's Archiv. 1845. p. 34.
very closely with the serum of the blood,—its essential protein-ingredient being albumen in the state of albuminum of soda. As various degrees of inspissation of the fluid occur, the ratio of the solid ingredients to the water varies within rather wide limits. Accidental constituents are biliphaein, urea, and haematin. Fat is always present; and scales of cholesterol (visible to the naked eye) are not very unfrequent, especially in dropsy of the tunica vaginalis. Epithelial cells are to be seen in small quantities (and we have found these calcified); there is no reason to believe that an excessive quantity of epithelium is necessarily a part of the disease, though in some cases milkiness or a puriform look may be caused by their extreme abundance. Pus and blood corpuscles may be accidentally present.

The fluid of true dropsy is distinguishable by the deficiency of developmental power: it never forms a blastema for cell-growth; neither is it capable of spontaneous coagulation. But in some rare instances fibrin escapes along with the serum of the blood,—and this in notable quantity. The fluid then becomes coagulable; but it is a mystery why (sometimes occurring within the body) its coagulation sometimes does not occur until some hours after its removal from the body. We have seen the contents of the pleura, perfectly fluid when first exposed, become distinctly clotty within an hour and a half: similar occurrences have been witnessed by others. When coagulation takes place within the body, the coagulum may probably act as a blastema. The cause and mechanism of this escape of fibrin from the vessels, and its relationship to inflammation are utterly unknown. In a former place (p. 93) we have spoken of the occasional excretion of fibrin with the urine.

GROUP III.

GASEOUS ADVENTITIOUS PRODUCTS.

If the precise significance given to the term Adventitious Product be considered, it will be seen that gaseous matters are only truly adventitious when foreign in nature to the textures producing them. Air entering veins lying within the suction-influence of the chest; air swallowed; air entering the uterus and bladder from without; and air diffused through the cellular membrane, serous cavities, or parenchymatous organs, and derived from the air passages or alimentary canal, through a wound, ulceration, perforation or rupture of these; consequently find no place under the present head. We shall here confine ourselves to a notice of gases produced by (a) local or general anti-cadaveric decomposition, and (b) an alleged process of secretion.

(a) A man, aged twenty-five, died on the sixteenth day of continued fever (Peyerian type), and was examined by M. Bally eight hours after death. The body was soiled with blood, which had transuded through the skin of the thighs and scalp, and there was universal emphysema. The mesenteric glands contained gas which, like that in other parts of the body, took fire and exploded, when brought in contact with the flame of a taper; in burning it formed a tuft with a blue base and white apex, and appears to have consisted of proto-carburet of hydrogen, one of the ordinary products of putrefaction, and is presumed to have been formed before death. (Art. Emphysema, Cycloped. of Surgery, vol. ii. p. 1840) Dr. Mouat (Ed. Med. and Surg. Journal, vol. iii. p. 427) has published a case in which gas was found in the cellular tissue of the right thigh, on the surface of the pericardium and pia mater, and in the right side of the heart and femoral vein. Accumulation of gas from decomposition of fluid in the pleura, pericardium, peritoneum, joints, and tubica-vaginalis, has been described by various persons: hydro pneumothorax, however, it is to be remembered, without perforation of the lung, is certainly of excessive rarity.

(b) It occasionally happens, as was first, we believe, noticed by Dr. Graves, that at a certain period of the progress of pneumonia, the percussion-signs of pneumothorax may be discovered. Within the last year we have had in our wards a most interesting case of pure and simple pneumonia, unattended with the formation even of dry plastic matter in the pleura during the progress of which a perfect tympanitic note (quite distinct from an amorphic or tubular one) continued for some time producible over the affected lung.

The only mode of accounting for it seemed by admitting the presence of air in the pleura, and if such were the fact, that air must have been the produce of secretion. A singular case is recorded by Sir F. Smith *, in which a secretion of gas from the skin appears to have taken place.

(c) It is not uncommon to find bubbles of gas in the veins of the pia-mater, and their presence is not easily explicable. If the gas be regarded as of putrefactive origin, the difficulty is to explain why it occurs in bodies perfectly free from ordinary evidence of putrefaction, and why it is limited to those particular veins. If it be regarded as natural gas of the blood extricated during life, how comes it, that the blood in that particular part only should present it after death, and how comes it that, if really extricated there, it had not been carried on with the circulating fluid to the heart? * The quantity of gas is too small in such cases to admit of analysis, —else perhaps a comparison between it and the gases of venous blood might throw some light on the matter.

But next comes the curious fact that where there is least blood there is most intra-venous air,—that is, where there is most of the presumed cause, there is least of the presumed effect. It is, in fact, in persons, who have died from hemorrhage, that air has been found in greatest abundance in the veins. Lientaud † relates the case of a girl who died

suddenly in a state of syncope, after having been repeatedly bled, and in whom the cerebral veins and choroid plexus were found full of air. M. Rerolle* has published several cases of the kind, where profuse haemorrhage had existed; in one of fatal epistaxis, the heart, arteries, and veins, contained large quantities of air. Another of these is rendered particularly remarkable by the fact that the gas (subcutaneous) took fire with slight detonation (as in M. Bally’s case), and burned with a bluish flame; here the patient had died of haemorrhage after removal of a tumour from the back, and was examined six hours after death, the thermometer (Réaum.) marking only +2°. Similarly Dr. Graves has noticed emphysema of the abdominal parietes in a sufferer from frequent epistaxis.

In all this there is much mystery. M. Rerolle conjectures that, in such cases, air is absorbed by the radicles of the pulmonary veins,—the air would then have no claim to be considered adventitious, and the hypothesis is, perhaps, not to be rudely rejected.

(Walter H. Walshe.)

PROSTATE GLAND. (Corpus glandulælosum; Пипеа итоге, Gr.; die Vorsterhdruze, Germ.; La Prostate, Fr.)—The prostate is a glandular body surrounding the neck of the bladder and beginning of the urethra of the male, deriving its name from its position in front of the vesiculae seminales. It is situated in the anterior part of the pelvis, behind and below the level of the symphysis pubis, posterior to the triangular ligament of the urethra, with which it is connected by a continuation of the latter with its capsule. It has the membranous part of the urethra in front of it, and somewhat below its level, and it rests upon the anterior surface of the middle of the rectum. The prostate is perforated by the urethra, two thirds of the gland are below this canal; it inclines obliquely downwards and forwards from behind, its apex being situated rather below the base.

In shape the prostate resembles a Spanish chesnut, or the ace of hearts on playing cards, and presents a base behind and an apex in front; it is compressed from before backwards; its sides are convex, and its base is notched. From base to apex the prostate measures from an inch to an inch and a quarter; from side to side, from an inch and a half to two inches; and from half an inch to an inch in depth from before backwards: a healthy prostrate weighs five or six drachms. This measurement nearly accords with that given by Dupuytren, who devoted much attention to this subject, as having a most important bearing upon the bilateral operation of lithotomy.

A correct knowledge of the relations of this body to the adjacent viscera is of the highest practical importance. If, after the introduction of a catheter through the urethra into the bladder, the finger be passed into the rectum, and carried forward, the bulb of the urethra is first indistinctly felt, behind which is the membranous portion; whilst beyond this, and still within reach of the finger, the prostate is perceived. In the empty state of the bladder the outline of this body is usually distinct enough; but when the bladder is over distended with urine it becomes in a great measure confounded with the posterior surface of this viscus, and cannot be easily distinguished.

To obtain a good view of the connections of the prostate, a side view of the pelvis should be prepared in the ordinary manner, by the removal of the left os innominatum, with the soft structures in immediate connection with it, leaving a small portion of the symphysis and ramus of the os pubis, together with the spine and a part of the ramus of the ischium. In this manner the levator ani is first brought into view, at the upper edge of which is seen the point of division of the pelvic fascia into the vesical and obturator. The levator ani has no immediate connection with the prostate, for, although it gives it a general lateral support, it is separated from it by the vesical fascia. Internal to the levator ani lie the vesical fascia and the levator prostate muscle. The vesical fascia is continuous with the pelvic, it passes inwards over the prostate, rectum, and bladder, inclosing these structures in separate sheaths. Thus the prostate gets a complete investment from it; this covering is above continuous with the anterior true ligaments of the bladder, in front it is connected with the posterior layer of the deep perineal fascia, and beneath, the fascia passes between the gland and the rectum; thus the gland is completely invested by a fibrous capsule. This envelope incloses within it the prostatic plexus of veins, and the blood-vessels and nerves of the prostate; the veins are continuous in front with the dorsal

Fig. 100.

a, os pubis; b, ischium; c, bladder; d, ligaments of the prostate; e, prostate gland; f, posterior false ligaments of the bladder; g, ureter; h, vas deferens; i, left vesicula seminalis; j, rectum; k, a small portion of levatorani.
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vein of the penis, and behind with branches terminating in the internal iliac vein. Many branches of the prostatic venous plexus are necessarily divided in the lateral operation for the stone; and in old persons, from their increased size, they occasionally pour out so large a quantity of blood as to endanger the life of the patient. They often containcalculous concretions, to which the term phlebolithes has been given. The following is the mode of connection between the prostate and the coats of the bladder; the mucous coat is of course continuous from the bladder to the urethra; the submucous cellular coat is firmly adherent to the capsule of the gland, whilst the inferior fibres of the detrusor urinae are arranged thus, the longitudinal fibres split into two layers, one, the thickest, adheres to the submucous cellular coat of the bladder just behind the prostate; and the other, thin and indistinct, is implanted into the base of the gland itself. Harrison has described a long, delicate, and distinct band of muscular fibres as entering the notch in the base of the gland, beneath the uvula vesicae and middle lobe, into which it is sometimes inserted, but it can frequently be traced nearly an inch further to be inserted into the verumontanum.* I cannot satisfy myself of the existence of any muscular fibres at the under surface of the prostate. On either side of the gland we perceive a muscle, the levator prostatae. It is frequently confounded with the anterior edge of the levator ani, from which however it is occasionally separated by a layer of cellular tissue. It arises from the posterior part of the symphysis pubis by a tendinous slip, and its origin extends for a short distance backwards from the anterior true ligament of the bladder of the corresponding side; as it descends, its fibres spread out over the side of the prostate, and are inserted into the under part of its capsule; its use is to support the gland, and by compressing it laterally to assist in the evacuation of its ducts. The prostate rests on the anterior surface of the rectum, a thin layer of fascia passing underneath the gland and the vesicle seminales. Behind the prostate are the vesiculae, which divide from each other as they recede, and are in front received into the interval between the lateral lobes, their anterior extremities are placed beneath the third lobe; the vasa deferentia run on their inner side, and the common ejaculatory ducts pass upwards in a curved direction, between the lateral and middle lobes, to terminate by the side of the sinus peculiaris.

The anterior surface, which is grooved by a shallow longitudinal depression, is attached to the back part of the symphysis pubis on either side by two ligamentous or tendinous bands, which are continuous with the capsule of the gland below, and above with the true anterior ligaments of the bladder; they are termed the ligamenta pubo-prostatica media et lateralia; they serve to support the prostate and sling it to the pubis, thus contributing to the support of the neck of the bladder. The posterior surface of the prostate is smooth and is traversed by a longitudinal depression, at the bottom of which two smaller grooves are visible, inclining towards each other in front, they bound two sides of a small triangular portion of the gland; this is the under surface of the third lobe, on either side of which a vas ejaculatorium takes its course.

The prostate is surrounded by a dense capsule derived from the vesical fascia; this gives it a complete investment, and adheres so firmly to the tissue of the gland as to be separated from it with great difficulty. It is divisible into two layers, between which the prostatic plexus of veins runs. The gland itself is of a lightish brown colour, of a fleshy feel, and when cut it offers the resistance of soft cartilage: it is one of the firmest glands in the body. It is principally formed of two lateral lobes, a right and a left, of equal size in the healthy condition, of an ovoid shape, with their long axes from before backwards; they diverge from each other behind, leaving an interval between them, already mentioned; the lateral lobes are connected together beneath the urethra by an isthmus of variable depth and breadth. Between the two lateral lobes, which make up the bulk of the gland, we find the middle or third lobe. The name of Sir Everard Home is usually associated with the description of this lobe. Although not the discoverer of it, he gave the first full description of it. Mr. (now Sir Benjamin) Brodie made dissections of it under Home's direction; in the first subject in which it was examined, it appeared as a distinct gland, resembling Cowper's gland in size and shape; but in the examination of this body in five different subjects, the appearance was not the same in any two of them. The following is the account given by Home of what he considers the most natural condition of this part of the prostate:

"On turning off the vasa deferentia and vesiculae seminales, exactly in the middle of the sulcus, between the two lateral portions of the prostate gland, there was a round, pro-

---

* See Art. Bladder, vol. I. p. 381; *and for description of the arrangement of the circular fibres, see the same article.

** Fig. 101.**

*a*, bladder; *b*, section of the middle lobe of the prostate; *c*, left vas ejaculatorium; *d*, left vas deferens.
minent body, the base of which adhered to the coats of the bladder. It was imbedded not only between the vasa deferentia and the bladder, but also in some measure between the lateral portions of the prostate gland and the bladder, since they were in part spread over it, so as to prevent its circumference from being seen, and they adhered so closely as to require dissection to remove them; nor could this be done beyond a certain extent, after which the same substance was continued from the one to the other. This proved to be a lobe of the prostate gland; its middle had a rounded form, united to the gland at the base next the bladder, but rendered a separate lobe by two fissures on its opposite surface. Its ducts passed directly through the coats of the bladder on which it lay, and opened immediately behind the veru montanum."

_Fig. 102._

A posterior view of the bladder and prostate, with third lobe; the vasa ejaculatoria and vesiculae are thrown forwards. (From Sir E. Home.)

a, ureter; b, bladder; c, third lobe of prostate; d, vasa ejaculatoria, turned forwards; e, vesicula seminalis; f, vasa deferens.

It is well known that Hunter was aware of the existence of this lobe as a natural constituent of the prostate, for he says, "A small portion of it (the prostate) which lies behind the very beginning of the urethra, swells forward like a point, as it were, into the bladder; acting like a valve to the mouth of the urethra, which can be seen even when the swelling is not considerable, by looking on the mouth of the urethra, from the cavity of the bladder in the dead body. It sometimes increases so much, as to form a tumor projecting into the cavity of the bladder some inches." Hunter has given an accurate drawing of the middle lobe of the prostate. In the normal state it represents a simple elevation of glandular structure beneath the uvula vesice, between the two lateral lobes at the back part, and connected laterally with them; but it varies materially in size and consistence in different subjects. I have no doubt that in some cases it is wanting altogether, in others it is of small size; and in many, where it is well developed, it is as firm and consistent as the other parts of the prostate. In one example which I examined, it was much firmer than the lateral lobes, and of a much lighter colour; indeed, so distinct did it appear that I really doubted whether it belonged to the prostate. I applied a microscopical test, and found its ducts charged with similar concretions to what have been so frequently found in other parts of the gland; this proved to me that it was a part of the gland itself. The best method of viewing the third lobe is to make a vertical section from before backwards through it, and to carry the incision directly through the veru montanum, sinus posterior, urethra, and inferior part or isthmus of the prostate, the divided third lobe is thus brought into view, as well as the ejaculatory duct of one side, passing between it and the lateral lobe. The sinus posterior runs beneath it (see fig. 101).

The urethra traverses the prostate behind forwards, and is completely surrounded by it. Amussat doubted this fact, and thought that only three fourths of the canal were encircled by the prostate, and that the remaining fourth (the anterior) was covered by a cellular or muscular medium, extending from one lobe to the other. This is undoubtedly incorrect as a general rule, for I have examined with the microscope that portion of the gland placed over the upper surface of the urethra, and found it identical in structure with the remainder of the organ. The urethra in passing through the prostate is dilated into a considerable sinus, and presents in front a triangular opening if a transverse section be made. It is not exactly in the centre, being nearer the anterior than the posterior surface; it is generally said to be about two lines distant from the former, and four from the latter, and seven from the lateral surface of the gland. It varies frequently in this respect in a marked degree. When the third lobe is small and flat it is much nearer the posterior surface than the anterior; and this is the case where the isthmus or medium of connection beneath, is thin, a condition not very uncommon. The prostatic portion of the urethra is about fifteen lines in length, and is wider in the middle than at either extremity; it contains within it the veru montanum or caput gallinaginis, which runs along it, forming a conical elevation, and dividing it into two equal portions.

Over the urethral surface of the third or middle lobe of the prostate, the mucous membrane is raised up so as in some subjects to form a remarkable elevation, lying transversely at the beginning of the urethra; this
is especially seen in old subjects: it corresponds with the anterior extremity of the prostate gland, and is termed glandular prostate. It is raised from the bladder by a considerable elevation, which is perceptible on all occasions; but, being raised some, is not so easily seen as the bladder is elevated; and the surface of the prostate is smoother than that of the bladder.

**Prostate Gland.**

![Fig. 103.](image)

*Front view of the bladder and prostate.*

a, bladder; b, ureters; c, vesicula vesicae; d, prostate gland; e, openings of prostatic ducts; f, a probe passed into the sinus of the prostate glandular tissue; g, g, bristles in vasa ejaculatoria; h, membranous portion of urethra.

*trigonum vesicae,* and is known by the names of *vesicula vesicae, luette vesicale,* valvula pyloaris of Amussat. In the healthy state of the bladder and prostate, this elevation is frequently scarcely perceptible, unless the bladder is much contracted; but it is subject to considerable increase in size, and is generally involved in those cases of enlarged prostate which are of such frequent occurrence in the old man, and where the third lobe is the seat of hypertrophy. Mercier describes this vesico-urethral valve as a semicircular fold, raised suddenly at a right angle from the posterior surface of the neck of the bladder, and composed of a tissue somewhat resembling muscle; and Mr. Guthrie, in his lectures delivered at the College of Surgeons in the year 1830, directed attention to it as frequently the seat of disease totally independent of any enlargement of the third lobe of the prostate; but to this I shall again direct attention when the morbid anatomy of the prostate is under consideration.

**Intimate Structure.**—The prostate comes under that division of the glandular system, inappropriately termed conglomerate. Müller places it in his fourth order of glands—"glandulae ex cellulis contextu spongioso compositae, medias cellulis in ductus excretorios hiantibus, sine lobulorum divisione composita." It is arranged by Cuvier under the head of supplementary glands of the male organs of generation. The external covering of the gland, derived, as already described, from the vesical fascia, having been removed, we come to a deeper layer, which closely surrounds the glandular tissue; it is most intimately connected with it, so as to be detached with the greatest possible difficulty, and can evidently be shown to send processes into the gland, which are probably continuous with the fibrous tissue between the follicles. On the surface of this the lymphatics of the gland are seen to ramify; this is best shown after previous immersion in water. If a simple section is made, the gland presents a spongy cellular aspect, and an opaque fluid oozes out from the cut surface; but its intimate structure can only be made out by microscopical examination of thin sections, or by injections with mercury or coloured size, or by inflation; the outline of its follicles may, however, be seen by a minute injection of its blood vessels, which ramify in a delicate plexiform manner on their surface. It is not a gland of much complexity of structure or arrangement. Briefly, it may be said to be composed of minute terminal follicles, opening into canals or tubes, which unite together to form ducts, which open in an oblique manner on the prostatic portion of the urethra. The orifices of the prostatic ducts are situated principally close to and around the most elevated portion of the veru montanum, in the form of a crescent, the larger ducts on the side, and the smaller on the posterior aspect of this body.

If a longitudinal, vertical section is made, many of the ducts of the prostate are seen passing upwards, towards the under part of the veru montanum, in a straight direction; the interior of some of them being slit open in the section, whilst others pass obliquely beneath the membranous portion of the veru, and are only distinct for a short distance prior to their termination. They vary in number from ten to fourteen, but as many as thirty have been seen. Their diameter ranges from one-sixth to one-fourth of a line. It sometimes happens that two or more ducts unite, and open by one common orifice, large enough to admit the end of a small probe.

To unravel the structure of the gland, it is requisite to inject the ducts separately, as the follicles to which they lead have no communication with each other, as the representation given by Müller would lead one to imagine; each duct will be found to give off tubes, which passing in a straight direction, separate gradually from each other, and terminate in minute cells or follicles, which, according to Weber, range from one-sixteenth to one-twelfth of a line in diameter. Müller says that the larger cells are visible to the naked eye, and that with a simple microscope the smaller cells, situated within the larger, and formed of an exceedingly delicate membrane
can be seen; the cellular structure is rendered perceptible by inflation from the ducts. Mr. John Quekett has injected with coloured size, and examined the tubes and follicles of the prostate with the microscope, and represents the latter as varying in size in different parts of the gland; he thinks that one-hundredth of an inch is their average diameter, and has delineated them as is shown in fig. 104. Henle has found them to be lined by a delicate pavement epithelium, and at the commencement of the duct he has seen a cylindrical epithelium. Mr. Quekett has traced an intermediate cellular or fibrous tissue, filling up the spaces between the follicles or lobules, and connecting them together. According to Dr. C. H. Jones, "this principally consists of the white fibrous element, but also contains numerous bands, resembling closely those of organic muscle." The latter anatomist thinks that the enlargement of the gland in hypertrophy of the prostate, is due to an increase in this tissue: he regards the prostate as an assemblage of secreting follicles rather than a really conglomerate gland.

The arteries of the prostate are usually derived from the vesical and haemorrhoidal branches of the internal pudic, and from the middle haemorrhoidal of the internal iliac, which, entering the gland on either side beneath its capsule, are distributed in the form of a network on the parietes of its tubes and follicles; the veins terminate in the vesical and haemorrhoidal veins: its nerves, which are extremely small, are branches of the hypogastric plexus of the great sympathetic. The lymphatics consist of a superficial and deep set, and pass into the hypogastric ganglia. It happens occasionally that an artery of considerable magnitude runs on either side of the prostate, from the internal iliac, and becomes the artery of the bulb of the urethra. This variety has been seen by Haller, Burns, and Barclay. I have witnessed a similar distribution myself. Dr. Monro met with a case, in which an irregular vessel came from the internal iliac, passed along the lateral and inferior surface of the bladder, pierced the ilio-vesical fascia, ran along the lateral lobe of the prostate, and divided into three branches, one to the dorsum, one to the crus penis, and another to the bulb. Other varieties in the course and distribution of the branches of the internal iliac, involving the prostate, have been occasionally met with, and I allude to them here as points of great interest in respect to the surgical anatomy of this body.

Liquor Prostaticus. — It is the office of the prostate to eliminate from the blood sent into its arteries a fluid called the liquor prostaticus. This has been examined microscopically; but in consequence of the difficulty in obtaining it in any large quantity, it has not hitherto been made the subject of chemical analysis. This fluid can be obtained after death by squeezing the gland, when it oozes through the orifices of the ducts around the veru montanum. It usually presents a turbid appearance, is of a thin milky aspect, and is somewhat unctuous to the feel. Haller found it in many cases coagulable by the addition of alcohol: it contains, according to Krause, muddy flakes, or globules, filled with minute granules, varying from \( \frac{1}{100} \) to \( \frac{1}{300} \) of a line in diameter. Prevost and Dumas examined the liquor prostaticus of the dog, cat, hedgehog, and rabbit: they found it to contain globules like milk-globules. Cuvier remarked in the fluid of the hedgehog, numerous ovoid and spherical vesicles, others oblong and conical in shape: many of the vesicles presented a stellate aspect, and contained a central nucleus. I have carefully examined, in many cases, the prostatic secretion of the human subject, in as fresh a state as I could possibly procure it. I have found it, of a milky aspect, like a very weak mixture of milk with water. In some cases, I have seen it of a consistence more resembling cream. I consider the former state to represent the healthy fluid. Examined with the microscope, it was found to contain numerous molecules, epithelial cells, both pavement and cylindrical, in various stages of formation, and granular nuclei of about 0'0036 of a line in diameter. In by far the greater number of instances in which I have examined it, I have been rather surprised to find it give feeble but distinct signs of acidity when tested by litmus paper. I thought it not unlikely that the apparent acidity of the prostatic secretion was due to the cadaveric infiltration of urine through the tissue of the gland; but I adopted every precaution, by carefully and repeatedly washing the surface of the bladder and urethra, to obviate this source of fallacy, and the result was still the same. I have found a similar reaction in the prostatic secretion of an old man, in whom the gland was greatly hypertrophied; and where the ducts and follicles were distended with an opaque creamy-looking fluid, such as is often seen after death. The appearance of the liquor prostaticus may be, and probably is, very different after death to what it is during life. There is every reason to believe that it is secreted more clear and transparent, and it most likely owes much of its turbid appearance to the admixture of a large number of minute epithelial cells. I regret that I have nothing to offer as to its chemical constituents, as it is not possible to collect more than two or three drops at a time, a quantity too small to submit to chemical investigation. That the acidity of the
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liquor prostaticus is not incompatible with the existence of calculous concretions of the phosphatic species in the follicles of the gland, I have proved by repeated examination.

Utriculus prostaticus. Vesica spermatica spuria. Vesica prostatica. Sinus pocularis.—At the anterior part of the most elevated portion of the veru montanum, we find an opening in the mesial line one-third or half a line broad, leading backwards to a small bag resembling a bottle in figure, of variable length and breadth; it is generally known by the name of the sinus pocularis, but has received also the designations here mentioned. In most cases in which I have examined it, it forms a canal, terminating in a blind extremity, and usually is not more than three or four lines long. I have found it an inch in length. The opening, which faces obliquely forwards, will just admit the point of a small catheter or bougie. Some surgical interest is attached to this structure, because it has been stated by writers on urethral diseases that an instrument is liable to catch in it when an attempt is made to pass it into the bladder; but I believe this very rarely happens, as the beak of the catheter is usually kept against the anterior surface of the urethra, when it is made to traverse the prostatic portion, and it is therefore carried well above this little pouch; if, however, such an accident should be suspected to have occurred, a gentle withdrawal of the instrument and depression of the handle are quite sufficient to clear the impediment referred to. But much physiological importance attaches to this sinus, for reasons which we shall presently see. Huschke describes it in the following manner:—It commences by a narrow portion, resembling a neck, which forms about half its length, behind which it swells out into a round membranous vesicle or fundus; between these two portions there is often a constriction. It penetrates the posterior surface of the prostate gland, so that the middle lobe is situated in front of its fundus. Its peristals are thinner at the fundus than at the neck, and are usually about one-fourth of a line in thickness. On either side a vas ejaculatorium is inclosed within its wall; so that, in point of fact, these ducts do not penetrate the glandular substance of the prostate. Its walls are composed of two layers, an external, fibrous and strong; an internal, of a mucous character; the latter is covered by small mucous glands, arranged closely together, with openings of about the twenty-fifth of a line in diameter. These glands resemble minute warts, each with a small opening on its apex. They cannot be confounded with the orifices of the prostatic ducts, as these always open external to this pouch, around the veru montanum. About its neck larger glandular openings are perceptible. The nature of the secretion of these glands is not known.

Great physiological interest attaches to the utriculus, from its having been supposed by anatomists to be the true representative of the uterus. Its homology with this body is evinced by its shape, and position between the two ejaculatory ducts, although the latter do not open into it, as the fallopian tubes do into the uterus; thus it resembles the latter body by its division into a neck and fundus, by its being surrounded by the prostatic ducts, as the uterus is at its orifice by the follicles there situated, and by the veru montanum forming to its orifice a prolonged inferior labium; and if, as some anatomists assert, the ejaculatory ducts occasionally open directly into the pouch, or previously unite together, the parallel is infinitely more perfect.

Morgagni has given a description and figure of the utriculus as he found it in five subjects which he examined. Ackerman also described it, and termed it uterus cystoides, and mentions instances described by Petit, Sue, and Marets, where it was an inch in extent. In one case mentioned by himself, it was actually larger than the prostate gland. E. H. Weber pointed out its physiological interest as a rudimentary uterus, and Huschke, has found it filled with a yellowish liquid, in which he distinctly recognised portions of cylindrical epithelium.*

The best description I can find of this structure, is that by Huschke who examined it in the hare. He found it in this animal in the form of a bottle, fifteen lines in length and half an inch in breadth, extending behind the bladder. It commenced by a simple transverse fissure, from a line to a line and a half in breadth, over the veru montanum. It gradually dilated for about half an inch, and becoming contracted, it was again dilated, and terminated in a point rather to the left side. The vasa deferentia were situated by the side of the utriculus, and gradually approximating, they opened within a line of each other in the utriculus, at about a line and a half or two lines from its orifice, by two large papillary openings; so that when air was injected by one vas deferens, it not only escaped from the opening of the utriculus, but filled its cavity, and passed into the other. Huschke attributes this structure to the utriculus in this animal always contains semen, as the existence of spermatozoas, and the appearance of the fluid indicate. In an anatomical point of view, he does not consider it at all analogous.

---

* See note to "Huschke, in Encyclopédie Anatomique traduit de l'Allemand par A. J. L. Jourdan."
to the vesiculae seminales of man; but in the hare as an uterus for the reception of semen, as the female ureter receives the ovule.

A more minute examination of this bag strengthens this conviction. Its orifice is transverse, and represents an os tinnice in the arrangement of its labia; 2dly, there is an evident distinction in the mucous lining of its neck and fundus, it being arranged in five or six longitudinal folds, so as to form a true arbor vitæ, and seems covered with muscular fibres. The following are the deductions of Huschke:—1st, That the utriculus is a male uterus; 2dly, that it is originally a receptacle of seminal fluid; 3dly, that its development is in the inverse ratio of the development of the vesiculae seminales and prostate gland in man; 4thly, that it is a vestige of a structure existing in the fætus, and in man is really of no use whatever.

Cuvier has described a long membranous canal with a spherical extremity, situated between the two vasa deferentia in the solipeds. This long bag opens on to the urethra, in front of the common orifices of the vasa deferentia and vesicula seminales, rather to the left side. A fluid of the consistency of honey can be squeezed out of it. This is evidently the utriculus.

In an interesting case of hypospadias, a case peculiarly favourable for the investigation, Professor Theile, of Berne, most carefully examined the utriculus, and described its anatomical relations. I take the following account of this examination from the first number of the "British and Foreign Medical Review;" — "The scrotum contained two testicles; the vasa deferentia, vesiculae seminales, and prostate gland were present. The latter was fourteen lines long, eight and a-half thick, and sixteen broad. Theile found a canal originating in the usual opening on the utriculus, run backwards for an inch and a half, ending in a cul-de-sac four lines in diameter, and placed between the two vasa deferentia; this canal (vesica prostatica), with the exception of its anterior part, did not lie within the prostate, but below or behind this gland. Besides this structure, a small, oval, glandular body, five lines long, four broad, and two thick, was found behind, lying between the vesica prostatica and the prostate itself; it did not appear that this substance was continuous with the substance of the prostate, although this continuity might have existed and escaped detection. Examined by the microscope, this body presented an aggregation of cells and vesicles, which were much more easily seen in it than in the proper prostate. Theile regards this body, lying closely upon the vesica prostatica, as a middle lobe of the prostate. In order to ascertain the relation of the ductus ejaculatorius with the vesicle, a wax injection was thrown into the lower part of the vas deferens. On a careful examination, it was found that the ejaculatory duct did not open into the utriculus, but was only closely applied to its lateral wall, and then penetrated into the urethra in the usual place." In this case the membranous portion of the urethra opened into a normal bulbous portion.

Professor Theile also gives an account of another case of hypospadias, "dissected by

Fig. 106.

5, utriculus prostaticus, from Müller's Archiv.

the elder Sæmerring, in which the urethra and scrotum were fissured, the testicles remaining in the abdomen. Between the glands and the anus two openings were found, separated by a partition of about one line in breadth. That next the penis was the orifice of the urethra; the latter led into a canal, into which a quill could be passed. It was an inch and a half long, and when inflated it was nearly as large as the little finger, and was situated between the bladder and rectum, but nearer to the former. Sæmerring laid open the canal towards the rectum, and it appeared like "an alveus communis," into which the vesiculae seminales opened. When quicksilver was injected into the vasa deferentia, it ran partly into the vesiculae seminales, but partly into this pouch." "The existence in the male of a central sac or canal, occupying precisely the same relation to the orificium urethrae, the bladder, and the rectum, as the vagina in the female, is particularly elucidative; and, among other facts, for which we are indebted to embryological research, further corroborates the conclusion of the most scientific anatomists of the present day, that every variety of so-called hermaproditical malformation is referrible to an abnormal condition, either of the male or of the female organs, existing singly, and but rarely conjoined in the same individual."
With these facts before us, there is no necessity to resort to the mechanical idea of the gradual distension of the prostate gland and vesicula seminales to account for the existence of a rudimentary uterus in those cases of hermaphroditism where the subject is unquestionably male, with an increase in the development of the utriculus beyond its natural condition. I would also venture to suggest, that what Mr. Hunter has delineated as the uterus, in the representation he has given of the dissection of Mr. Wright's femur, which are more the parts of a bull than the female condition, is really a prematurely large utriculus prostaticus. I have given a side view of the interior of the utriculus, in a case which I examined myself; in this instance it extended obliquely downwards and backwards beneath the third lobe of the prostate, for the distance of about half an inch, and was slightly enlarged at its fundus. (See fig. 104.)

The development of the prostate and vesicula prostatica.—There is no department of embryological research of higher interest than that relating to the development of the genito-urinary system. A minute inquiry into this subject, and a careful observation of the phenomena attending it, can afford the only means of obtaining a satisfactory clue to the comprehension of that remarkable structure just described. By no other means is it possible to ascertain the natural relation of the utriculus prostaticus.

I shall limit the inquiry here to the manner in which the utriculus and prostate gland are supposed to be formed.

At an early period of fetal existence the allantoid sac, which was continuous with the urinary bladder, becomes shut off entirely from that viscus, and the only remains of its original communication is the obliterated urachus. As the bladder at its inferior fundus communicates with the intestine, thus forming with it one common cavity, it may fairly be said that the human subject really is at this period possessed of a cloaca. In the mammiferous class generally the urinary bladder very soon separates from the intestine, and has a separate opening externally in front of the anal aperture. There are different opinions as to how this is actually accomplished; but there is no necessity to discuss the question here. In this separation of the bladder from the rectum, the evidence of the existence of a cloaca disappears, and a cavity, or space, or canal is left common to the bladder and genital organs; this is termed the sinus uro-genitalis, or the canalis uro-genitalis. This afterwards, in the male, is represented by the neck of the bladder and beginning of the urethra, and communicates with the external organs. In the monotremata the uro-genital canal is persistent. The sinus uro-genitalis receives the terminations of the excretory ducts of the Woolian bodies, the ureters, the vasa deferentia in the male, and the fallopian tubes in the female. In the female the vagina and uterus are both developed by extension and division of this canal,—the vagina having in front of it the urethra; and as development advances, the last portion of the sinus uro-genitalis is represented by the vestibulum, and is common to the urethra and the vagina. According to Valentin, in the male the vasa deferentia at first open together in the mesial portion of the uro-genital canal; in the female the same is observed in respect to the fallopian tubes. Rathke states that at a later period a small conical crimpling of the uro-genital sinus occurs near the openings of the vasa deferentia, and that from this the vesicula seminales are developed, which communicate with the vasa deferentia, and incidentally, with the sinus, or with the urethra itself. A separation takes place between the two vasa deferentia, when each vas deferens, uniting with a corresponding vesicle, opens separately into the urethra. In the interval between the terminations of the vasa deferentia we find the remains of the uro-genital sinus, which eventually becomes the utriculus, or vesicula prostatica, or sinus seminalis.

Bischoff thinks that the prostate gland commences by a simple thickening of the vasa deferentia near their termination. It is most probably further developed in the same manner as the glandular system generally. He agrees with Rathke in the opinion that there exists a septum between the two sides at this portion of the urethra, the vestiges of which are represented by the veru montanum.

To complete the analogy between the utriculus and the female uterus, the vasa ejaculatoria ought to terminate beneath, or rather within the utriculus, as the fallopian tubes do in the uterus; and this is said really to happen occasionally. Morgagni mentions two instances of this. I have found it myself, but it is rare; yet the fact of even its occurrence would enable us to complete the evidence in favour of the analogy between these two apparently dissimilar structures. Presuming all that has been stated to be true, we need not tax our ingenuity further, in endeavouring to assign a use to this heretofore obscure structure the sinus seminalis.

The prostate, up to the period of the full development of the organs of generation, is of small size. In the early periods of fetal existence it is composed of two lateral lobes, which coalesce at the fourth or fifth month, give rise to the isthmus and third lobe.* It is rounder in the child, is situated vertically, and is said to be occasionally just reached by the peritoneum. As we advance in life it becomes firmer in texture and yellowish in colour. Mercier says that in the child the anterior part of the gland exceeds the posterior in thickness; in other words, that the prostatic ring incircling the urethra is higher above than below.

Function of the prostrate gland.—It is the office of the prostate to secrete a fluid and

* I do not consider the isthmus and third lobe as synonymous expressions, and would limit the former term to that portion of the gland which connects the lateral lobes beneath the urethra.
somewhat viscid fluid, which is poured into the urethra at the commencement of its course, at that point where the secretion of the testes and vesiculae seminales are received into the canal. It is well known that the secretion of the prostate is increased in quantity under states of venereal excitement; I have, however, some doubts as to whether the secretion effused under such circumstances is wholly prostatic: I cannot help thinking that some of it at least is due to the glands of Cowper and the follicles of the urethra generally; but, be this as it may, there can be no doubt that the largest quantity of the prostatic fluid is poured into the urethra at the moment of, or prior to, the venereal orgasm; at least we are justified in drawing this inference from observations made on these parts in animals killed during, or immediately after, the completion of the act of copulation.

That the prostatic fluid is subservient to the generative function, may be deduced from these circumstances; and this is further established by the fact mentioned by Hunter, that the gland is liable to changes at certain seasons, and that in the mole, in winter, the prostate is scarcely discernible, whilst in the spring it becomes of large size, and filled with fluid. We are not aware whether this is the case universally in the animal kingdom. How does the prostatic fluid aid the function of generation?

An old opinion assigns to these accessory glands the office of perfecting and increasing the bulk of the seminal secretion, so that the urethra may be more fully distended by it, and its muscles may be enabled to act more completely in forcibly injecting its contents into the vagina. This idea is, in my mind, rather too mechanical, although it may be advanced in its favour, that these accessory glands are found in all animals, where they exist, to empty themselves into those dilated portions of the urethra, in which the seminal secretion is supposed to accumulate prior to its expulsion. It has been thought by some that the prostatic secretion is useful in diluting the semen, so as to increase its bulk, not merely for the more perfect distension of the urethra, but that it may ensure the more easy transmission of this secretion into the female vagina, and thus favour its contact with, and impregnation of, the ovum. As to its defending the orifices of the ejaculatory ducts from the presumed acrimony of the urine, I cannot attach any importance whatever to this notion; the gland is essentially a sexual organ, and its use must, in some manner or another, be connected with the excretion of the seminal fluid, either in the manner just mentioned, or in lubricating the surface of the urethra, so as to facilitate the onward passage of this fluid. The very structure of the prostate, which is of the simple follicular character, favours the latter notion. Its position at the commencement of the urethra leads to the same conclusion. It is probable that its secretion is poured into the urethra prior to the escape of the seminal fluid into the canal; and it is quite evident that no large glandular masses could have been conveniently placed along the urethra in any other situation; for however much they vary in number and size, in the various orders of animals, their position near the beginning of the urethra is constant.

The prostate gland, with Cowper's glands and the vesiculae seminales, must be regarded as accessory rather than as organs essential to the generative function. That it is not essential in man, is rendered probable by the persistence of the procreative faculty in many cases of extensive disease of this organ.

In connection with this obscure and difficult subject, I think the fact of the prostatic secretion being naturally, as I believe, acid, is a circumstance of some interest. The secretion of the testes is well known to be alkaline, and has a strong tendency to coagulate or become inspissated. Is it not probable that the reaction of the prostatic on the seminal fluid may be of use in the maintenance of the fluidity of the latter? The idea is somewhat confirmed by the fact, that in women the acid secretion of the vagina prevents the coagulation of the menstrual blood, and thus favours its discharge. This has been proved by Mr. Whitehead, who found that, if the menstrual fluid was received directly from the os uteri into a speculum, it coagulated like ordinary blood.*

* Morbid Anatomy. — Hypertrophy. — In advancing years, when all other structures in the body begin to show evidence of a failing nutrition, and are atrophied or wasted by interstitial absorption, the prostate gland, on the contrary, very frequently becomes the subject of a remarkable increase in size. This is so common after the age of fifty, that an enlarged prostate may be almost regarded as one of the necessary contingencies of advanced age. It is not, however, exclusively in the old person that this takes place; it sometimes happens at a much earlier period of life; nay, a case is mentioned by Sir Astley Cooper of a boy whose prostate was found, on dissection, of very large size; but it is not improbable that this remarkable enlargement depended on strumous deposit in the gland. In considering this subject, it is important to distinguish between this affection of the prostate and the simple engorgement consequent on acute or chronic inflammation; these latter conditions occur more frequently between twenty and forty years of age, and depend on stricture of the urethra, or the mal-treatment of severe gonorrhoea.

Hypertrophy of the prostate is so insidious in its mode of invasion, that the only indication of its occurrence are evinced by the mechanical impediment to the free discharge of the urine, in consequence of the increased size of the gland. No pain, no un easiness is felt before the prostate has obtained a considerable volume, after which, symptoms of a most distressing character set in, and continue, with more or less severity, to the termination of

* On the Causes of Abortion and Sterility, &c., by James Whitehead, 1847.
the patient's existence. It would be out of place here to enter into the signs which characterise the progress of this disease. I must confine my observations to the state of the gland itself, to the effect produced upon the adjacent structures by its enlargement, and to its cause.

In senile hypertrophy, the gland becomes enlarged in all its dimensions; it expands laterally, extends downwards towards the rectum, so as to be readily felt, forming a considerable tumour in this situation, and upwards behind the symphysis pubis, so that in a thin person, with the hand firmly pressed upon the hypogastric region, the surgeon can, in some cases, feel it distinctly. Its outer surface is smooth and round, or occasionally irregular and nodulated; the two lateral lobes expanding universally, are pressed together, so as to become flattened at their opposed surfaces; if one increases particularly at one part, as is often the case, there is a corresponding indentation in the other, and thus the direct course of the urethra is altered, and the canal is twisted in various directions. The disease is not usually confined to its lateral lobes; for the third lobe frequently participates in the enlargement. This may happen to a great extent, in some measure, independently of the increase in size of the lateral lobes; but usually, where the middle lobe is affected, the lateral lobes are enlarged, although the converse of this condition is not so invariable. The middle lobe sometimes forms a simple pyramidal elevation at the urethral orifice; sometimes a large pendulous or valvular tumour, occasionally rising upwards from the posterior part of the prostate in the mesial line direct, frequently inclining to one side. It has been known to attain the size of a small orange; and where it has increased to such an extent, it must of necessity happen that the base of the tumour is the largest part of it. Whatever form of enlargement the middle lobe assumes, the tumour always projects towards the bladder: it is frequently knotty or lobulated on the surface. In its increase, the third lobe draws up the prostatic portion of the urethra, and elongates the verumontanum. Very great interest has attached to this condition of the middle lobe, in a surgical point of view, since Sir Everard Home particularly directed the attention of surgeons to Mr. Hunter's observations upon it, who states "that it sometimes increases so much, as to form a tumour projecting into the cavity of the bladder some inches." The disease of this part of the gland had not escaped the observation of Morgagni, although he did not attach much importance to it; it was also known to Valsalva.

Hypertrophy of the prostate is frequently attended with general induration, so that when cut into, it almost resembles cartilage. This has obviously given rise to the term 'chronous prostate,' as applied by the older surgeons to the disease in question. In other instances, it feels softer than natural. The capsule becomes gradually attenuated by distension, and the direction of the tumour is always towards the part where there is least resistance.

It has been very commonly asserted that the left lobe is more frequently hypertrophied than the right. The observation originated with Sir Everard Home. I cannot deny the truth of the assertion; but it is divested of any practical importance, as it is well known that the right lobe is in very many cases the larger of the two. However, the fact that the two are very frequently unequally enlarged, ought to be impressed upon the mind of the surgeon, as he may expect that the course of the urethra will deviate to either side, and (in the introduction of the catheter) in cases of retention, from enlarged prostate, he must direct his instrument accordingly.

The enormous increase of size which the prostate attains, produces serious inconvenience to the parts adjacent. Thus, independent of the effect on the nerves of the pelvis, as indicated by pain in the loins, sacrum, groins, and down the thighs, its influence is most sensibly perceived in the altered state of the urethra, in the bladder, and the rectum. By the enlargement of the prostate, the urethra is increased in length—a fact well known to practical surgeons. This actual elongation takes place only in the prostatic portion of the canal; the diameter of the urethra, so far from being diminished, is really increased; but the part surrounded by the gland is altered in shape; for, whereas in the natural state the prostatic sinus is longer in a transverse than in a vertical direction, it is now quite the reverse: its sides are also approximated by the coaptation of the lateral lobes; and if any unequal projection of either lobe exists, it takes a tortuous course to reach the bladder, or reaches it by two channels, one on each side of the middle lobe; besides which, the urethral orifice into the bladder is more or less blocked up by the projection of the middle lobe, the latter being raised higher than natural, the prostatic part of the canal forming a sickle-like curve, the convexity of which is downwards. The prostatic sinus is occasionally dilated to such an extent, as to be capable of holding two ounces or more of urine. The verumontanum is placed at a greater distance than natural from the bladder. The bladder becomes either preternaturally dilated, or contracted to a very small size; these two opposite conditions probably depending on the greater or less irritability of the viscous; sometimes it is sacculated; its muscular coat is thickened, and its mucous lining becomes the seat of acute or chronic inflammation, with all its accompanying pathological changes. So also the ureter and even the kidneys themselves are frequently diseased in the advanced stages of this affection. When the third lobe is much enlarged, it throws the neck of the bladder forwards, and increases the depth of the inferior fundus to such a degree, as to cause the lodging of calculi in its cavity. In one respect, this circumstance is attended with some advantage, inasmuch as it lulls the symptoms of stone, by preventing
the calculus from coming in contact with the sensitive neck of the bladder. But an obvious inconvenience arises in other cases from the difficulty of seizing calculi under such circumstances, in the operation of lithotripsy; and after a calculus is broken up, it prevents the escape of the fragments, and thus favours the recurrence of the disease.

Its influence on the rectum is felt in the flattening of its cavity from before backwards, and by its projection it causes the rectum to rise up on either side of it. Hæmorrhoids and prolapsus ani are by no means unfrequent attendants on enlargement of the prostate.

On examining with the microscope sections of an hypertrophied prostate with Mr. Quekett, I found numerous crystals in its ducts, which disappeared on adding diute muriatic acid.

Aatrophy. — The prostate is liable to atrophy, but the disease is rare. I have met with it myself occasionally in very old persons. When the gland is altogether diminished in size it is usually more consolidated in its texture. It is, however, liable to another form of atrophy (eccentric atrophy), by which I mean a thinning of its tissue generally, and its conversion into one or more cysts, in consequence of continued pressure exerted by the increase in size of calculus concretions in its follicles. "Cases sometimes occur, in which the whole of one lobe, or even the entire organ, is converted into a thin fibrous capsule, the proper substance of the gland being almost wasted."—(Crosse's Pathology.) In those cases the ducts of the prostate are usually increased in size, so as to arrest the progress of the catheter. It generally occurs in connection with urinary calculi, or long-standing stricture.

Dr. Baillie met with one instance of atrophied prostate; it occurred in a case of ectropium of the urinary bladder, and malformation of the organs of generation; the urticulus prostaticus was larger than natural.

Inflammation. — Inflammation, acute or chronic, not unfrequently attacks the prostate, leading to increase of size, and suppuration of the gland. It is very commonly the result of suppressed gonorrhœa discharge, and follows the employment of copaiba, cubebis, and powerfully stimulating injections. The signs of this condition are easily understood. With careful and somewhat active treatment by leeches, cupping in the perineum, warm fomentations, &c., the disease terminates in resolution; but permanent enlargement or suppuration are the too frequent consequences of inflamed prostate. An irritable state, characterised by an uneasy sensation referred usually to the end of the penis, and attended by an increase in the secretion of the gland, which can be drawn out in threads, with a frequent desire of making water, indicates an inflamed condition of the prostatic ducts. The discharge is occasionally puriform in appearance.

Abscess. — If the inflammation be unsubdued, suppuration often occurs. The whole tissue of the gland is, in some instances, infiltrated with pus; in others a single abscess, of large size, or numerous small abscesses occupy one or both lobes of the prostate. Sir Benjamin Brodie relates an instance of an old man, the subject of abscess of the prostate, containing at least half a pint of pus, which escaped through the catheter, after the urine had been drawn off. Many similar instances are recorded. These large collections are generally the result of an attack of acute inflammation on an already enlarged prostate. Smaller purulent deposits are met with in various parts of the gland; so that when after death the pus is washed away, the prostate is found riddled with holes. Such deposits are not uncommonly associated with suppuration of the vesicule and the adjacent structures; and are frequently consequent on intense sexual excitement and onanism. Lallemund gives many instances of this, and relates one in particular, where the urethral membrane was perforated by numerous apertures, through which the pus escaped, so as to present a sieve-like appearance, which he compares to the cribiform lamella of the ethmoid bone. Mr. Curling* mentions a similar case of a young man excessively addicted to onanism, and who died with symptoms of cerebral congestion. The prostate was converted into a multilocular cavity, and the urethra was perforated by numerous large apertures. These openings are the orifices of the prostatic ducts pretturally enlarged, suppuration most probably commencing in the minute follicles of the gland. A secretion of a puriform fluid often takes place from the prostatic ducts in cases of severe attacks of gonorrhœa, and small abscesses give way one by one.

Abscesses of the prostate open in various directions. Not unfrequently they burst into the bladder on the introduction of the catheter. Sometimes they open into the urethra on the side of the veru montanum; or they make their way forward to the perineum, and opening externally terminate in the formation of perineal fistula. Occasionally they open at once into the rectum; or they may burst into the adjacent cellular membrane, and even extend to the penis and scrotum.

Ulceration.—This mode of termination of an inflamed prostate is rare. It is one of the most distressing consequences of inflammation, and is only found in cases of hypertrophy of the prostate in old age. It may arise spontaneously, or it may be the consequence of the rude introduction of the catheter. It is invariably attended with most severe symptoms, and is generally indicated during life by the mixture of blood with the urine. The mucous membrane of the bladder adjacent is in a state of high inflammation. Ulceration may exist in various degrees, from simple erosion, as after passing a catheter, to a deep ulcer with indurated edges. In one case, related by Sir Benjamin Brodie, the prostate was found ten or twelve times its natural size, making a large circular projection into the bladder, round the internal orifice of the urethra. Nearly the whole of this portion was

* Curling, on Diseases of the Testicle.
superficially ulcerated, and in some places the ulcerated surface was incrustated with a thin layer of coagulated lymph.

Simple enlargement of the prostate is another consequence of common inflammation. It is one of the not unfrequent sequelæ of repeated and neglected attacks of gonorrhoea. It is generally accompanied with induration, and is confined to the lateral lobes, rarely implicating the middle lobe. This condition is occasionally dependent on the irritation or stricture of the urethra, and subsides on the cure of the latter disease.

Tubercles. — The deposit of serofuluous tubercles in the prostate is rare. When this happens it is generally found to co-exist with similar deposition in the testicles, vesicula seminalis, and the adjacent lymphatic glands, and is associated with tubercles in the lungs. It occurs occasionally in the form of one large mass, occupying a large portion of the gland, and causing an increase in its size, or many small distinct depositions are found in various situations. Serofuluous tubercles of the prostate undergo the same progressive disintegration as in other parts, and terminate in abscesses, which take a similar course and direction as common abscesses. I have seen the whole tissue of the gland broken down by the gradual softening of serofuluous tubercles. Mr. Cross, of Cincinnati, met with one instance of this disease; it was in a young man who died in the Cincinnati Hospital of psosas abscess. There were six or eight small masses of a pale yellowish colour, and of a soft curdy consistence, scattered through different parts of the gland, which was considerably reduced in size; he thinks they are originally formed in the follicles of the gland. Lallemand also mentions a case in which thirty small abscesses, and the same number of crude tubercles were found in the prostate. There were similar deposits in the kidneys.

Carcinoma in any form is extremely rare in the prostate. Carswell regards it as a not uncommon cause of haemorrhage from the urethra, whilst Cruveilhier says that he has never seen an instance of it.—(Walshe on Cancer.) The encephaloid form is that which most commonly attacks this gland; and, according to Walshe, in M. Tanchon's tables, out of 8289 fatal cases of cancer, in five death occurred from the disease in the prostate. Rokitanski regards the affection as very rare, and makes allusion only to the encephaloid variety. When the disease attacks the prostate, the gland becomes increased in size. It has been found by Mercier of the size of an ostrich's egg, “and was attended with effusion of blood into both lobes, communicating with each other and with the urethra by means of false passages.” In a boy, five years old, Mr. Stafford found the prostate of a globular form, and as bulky as the largest walnut; the middle lobe was nearly as large as a small hazel nut.—(Walshe.) By the same author, a case is recorded from Langstaff of an encephaloid growth as big as an orange, which sprang principally from the middle lobe. Cancer of the prostate, as it advances, generally makes its way towards the bladder, and thus forms a bleeding mass in the cavity of that viscus, occasionally filling it up completely, and giving rise to a distinct hypogastric tumour, which I have known mistaken for a bladder over-distended with urine, the true nature of which was not suspected until after the introduction of the catheter. The cancerous mass at its base was surrounded with a distinct border of ulceration, so characteristic of cancerous tumours, when they have made their way into cavities lined with mucous membrane.

The secretion of urine is frequently, under this condition, in a great measure suspended. I have known one case where the bladder was tapped above the pubis, under the idea that it was filled with urine; but little or no urine escaped, and after death the bladder was found filled with a cancerous tumour originating in the prostate; and no doubt many such instances have happened. It is a mistake of no very serious consequence, but might be avoided if a careful examination of symptoms were instituted. If an elastic catheter were gently introduced into the bladder, it would be found to give the impression as if it entered a spongy substance, little urine would escape, and that tinged with blood and mixed with shreds of cerebriform matter; if doubt still existed, a microscopic examination of the substance voided would, I apprehend, set the matter at rest. The introduction of the finger per rectum will assist the diagnosis.

True scirrhus of the prostate is extremely rare. Mr. Travers and Sir Benjamin Brodie both allude to supposed cases of this disease, and from the narration there can be little doubt of their genuineness. The former surgeon examined one case after death, and described the gland as occupied by a tumour, having all the character of scirrhus; and the latter mentions an instance “where the prostate was found much enlarged, and of a stony hardness.”—(Walshe.)

Fibrous tumours, according to Rokitanski, are frequently found in the prostate. They are of a size varying from that of a pea to that of a hazel nut, are round or oval, causing, when seated at the peripheral portion of the gland, knotty protuberances on its surface. They are always attended with distinct hypertrophy of the gland. This eminent pathologist attaches great interest to them, on account of their similarity to fibrous tumours of the uterus. They are of very frequent occurrence; and in many cases of the enlarged prostate of old men that I have had an opportunity of examining, I found them readily distinguishable on section. This subject has been alluded to before, in the account of the morbid anatomy of the enlarged prostate.

Cystic Prostate.—The prostate, like the kidney, is occasionally the seat of cystic disease. It is characterised by the formation of cysts in various parts of the gland. It is extremely rare. There is an excellent example of it in the Museum of the College of Surgeons. The gland was hypertrophied, and
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on section was found studded here and there with cysts containing fluid. These are, in all probability, dilated and closed follicles; and in this respect they bear a strong analogy to the cysts of the kidney, which are found to be dilated uriniferous tubes.

In the situation of the uvula vesicae, the fold of mucous membrane is occasionally thrown up, so as to form a remarkable projection or bar at the neck of the bladder. Mr. Guthrie especially directed the attention of surgeons to this, but it has been met with often by others, and there is a good representation of it in Baillie's Morbid Anatomy. No doubt it has often been confounded with supposed enlargement of the middle lobe of the prostate, with which it is often combined, but of which, in many cases, it is wholly independent. In a surgical point of view it is of very great interest. The bar in question, in its most simple form, consists simply of a double fold of mucous membrane, raised at right angles from the bladder; in other cases, there is found between the layers of mucous membrane a quantity of a substance of an intermixture of elastic and organic muscular tissue, similar to what is found in the neck of the bladder in the normal condition; whilst in other instances, apparently in the more advanced stages of the disease, the middle lobe of the prostate, considerably hypertrophied, is found as if it had forced its way between the mucous layers, and thus carried the fold with it; in the latter condition, it will be found in the form of two wing-like processes, one on either side, connecting the middle lobe to the side of the bladder.

The disease is necessarily attended with difficult micturition, and leads to retention of urine. The diagnosis between retention from this cause and from enlarged third lobe is difficult, but practically it is not unimportant, as Mr. Guthrie thinks it may be cured. In the rough introduction of the catheter or bougie, the bar is sometimes perforated. This surgeon found in one case as many as fifty calculus behind this projection. It leads, if neglected, to similar changes in the bladder, as are found in cases of enlarged prostate.

Prostatic Concretions. — The formation of calculous concretions in the minute follicles of the gland are not by any means of unfrequent occurrence. They are not to be confounded with calculi of larger size, which have been long recognised by pathologists, and have been especially alluded to and described by Baillie, Woollaston, Cruveilhier, and Prout. They have very recently been examined by Mr. John Quekett and Dr. C. H. Jones, the latter of whom has published a paper on the subject in the first number of the Transactions of the Pathological Society, and in the Medical Gazette of August 20th, 1847. The following is the result of the microscopical observations on this subject:—The calculi are found in great numbers in the follicles of the gland, presenting sometimes a deep yellow or red colour; occasionally they are pale and colourless, remarkably small, and scarcely to be distinguished from the tissue in which they are imbedded. Dr. Jones describes their mode of formation thus: “They arise in a large oval vesicle, of a single wall of homogeneous membrane. This is occupied by a colourless finely-mottled substance, in the centre of which a nuclear corpuscle sometimes occurs. Their mean diameter is about 1/100 th of an inch. In those of larger size, the envelope is still seen, but the contained amorphous matter is beginning to be arranged in layers concentric to the envelope. In the further stage, the vesicles measure 1/100 th of an inch or more, showing concentric layers, which are more developed on one side than on another, like so many repetitions of the original envelope, the intervals between the layers being occupied by a finely-mottled deep-yellow or red substance. There is a central cavity corresponding with the external contour in its form, which is triangular, with rounded angles or quadrilateral. From this normal appearance, these bodies present numerous variations in form and internal arrangement, and appear to occupy an intermediate position between organic growths and inorganic concretions: to the former, by their vesicular origin and by their growth, which chiefly appears to take place by the dilatation of the vesicle and successive depositions in its interior; to the latter, by their shape, their tendency to become infiltrated with earthy matter, and to pass into the condition of a dead amorphous mass of a deep yellow red, even almost black. The chemical composition varies probably with their different stages of development, at first consisting of little else but animal matter, then acquiring, especially when in a state of degeneration, calcareous salts, stated by Dr. Prout to be phosphate, with a little carbonate of lime. The colouring matter is unaffected by ether, liquor potasse, and mutric acid.”
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Prostatic concretions.

These minute concretions in the follicles and tubes of the prostate have been investi-
gated by Mr. Quekett, who, on submitting sec-
tions of the gland either in a healthy or dis-
eased condition, to microscopical examination,
has met with them so frequently, that they
would seem to be a part of the natural constit-
tuents of the gland or its secretion. He de-
scribes them as commencing by a deposit of
earthy matter in the secreting cells of the gland;
they increase in size either by aggregating or
by deposition in the form of concentric layers;
in the former case they mould themselves
to the follicles, in the latter they present the ap-
pearance of an ordinary lithic acid calculus on
section. Where many cells were together,
the parietes of the cells in contact are de-
stroyed; so that by adding dilute muriatic
acid, and thus dissolving the earthy matter, a
multilocular cavity remains. In consequence
of the manner in which they mould themselves
to the follicles, they frequently present an
appearance externally like mulberry calculus.*

The opinion of Prout that the deposition
of earthy salts is the result of a deranged ac-
tion in a mucous membrane appears thus fully
borne out. In a case in which I recently ex-
amined with Mr. Quekett the concretions were
exceedingly numerous; and this was especially
remarkable in the middle lobe of the prostate.
The gland had been removed from a young
man who had died of phthisis, and was of the
natural size. The middle lobe was much firmer
than either lateral lobe. They are sol-
bile in acetic acid by the aid of heat.

Prostatic Calculi.—It is most probable that
they consist of an early solution; thus yielding
up their granular or amorphous contents to form a part of the secretion of the

gland. This is the opinion of Dr. Jones. But
if they are not removed in this manner they
become the nuclei of prostatic calculi.

Prostatic calculi are thus formed in the

gland, occasionally in immense numbers; they
are generally rounded in form, and from
their pearly semi-transparent appearance, Dr.
Wollaston compared them to grains of pearl
barley. They become covered with a brownish
coating from a deposit from the natural secre-
tion of the gland. Continuing to increase in
size, they come in contact with one another,
and at the points of contact are as it were
articulated together. They are smooth upon
the surface, and often resemble porcelain from
the high polish they obtain. As they increase
still further in size they cause absorption of
the surrounding glandular substance, and thus
convert the gland into a multilocular bag, in
which as many as fifty or sixty calculi have
been seen. In this condition, if the finger is
passed per anum, the prostate gives the feel
of a bag of marbles. Sometimes there is only
a single large cavity in one lobe filled with a
single calculus. The smaller stones often
escape into the bladder through the dilated
ducts, and are readily extracted by the urethral
forceps. When divided they exhibit a radiated
and laminated structure; or they are com-

pact.

* See Guy on Cause and Treatment of Stricture of the Urethra, and Diseases of the Prostate Gland, 1845.

From the analysis which has been made of
the prostatic calculi in the College of Surgeons,
it appears that the relative proportion of
phosphoric acid and lime in all the varieties
of these calculi appears to vary considerably,
although they may, in all probability, be re-
duced to two salts,—the neutral phosphate
of lime, or the diphosphate, which exists in
the various glands; and the infusible basic
phosphate before the blowpipe, and which generally exhibits a crystalline structure; and the basic phosphate
of lime which is completely fusible by the
mouth of the blowpipe. In estimating the fus-
ibility of these compounds, care must be taken
that none of the triple phosphate is present.*

When they pass into the bladder, they excite
irritation of its mucous surface, and become
coated with the triple phosphate; or if a large
stone remains in the prostatic portion of the
urethra, it may cause a deposit of lithic acid
on its surface from the urine which is contin-
ually passing over it. A single calculus
sometimes extends from the prostate into the
membranous part of the urethra, which be-
comes much dilated. In these cases the cal-
culus has usually an elongated, somewhat
conical figure, and consists of two or three
separate portions, which are closely adapted
to each other, and have polished articulating
surfaces at the point of contact. The rounded
extremity of one calculus is often received into
a corresponding concavity of another. These
calculi almost always contain a larger por-
tion of phosphate and carbonate of lime, than
those found in any other situation. When the
prostate is completely disorganised and
converted into a mere cyst, the calculus found in
its cavity are of the fusible character, or contain
more or less of the triple phosphates.

It sometimes happens that the phosophates
are secreted by the prostate in immense quan-
tities, and are excreted with the urine, giving
it a milky aspect. This may be confounded
with a similar deposit from the urine itself,
but it is generally accompanied by symptoms
of irritation of the prostate gland and neck of
the bladder—discharge from the urethra;
hence the diagnosis is not difficult.

"Vogel, in his pathological anatomy of the
human body, has given an account of
these prostatic calculi: he described them
of small size, not larger than a pin's head,
and usually of a brownish, reddish-brown,
or yellowish-brown colour, presenting a
crystalline or laminated arrangement, with a
polyhedral or faceted surface. He says
that they are formed by a precipitate of phosphate
of lime.

"Lassaigne has given an analysis of a
quantitative composition of these concretions.
Thus in 100 parts there are contained

Basic phosphate of lime  84.5
Carbonate of lime  .  .  .  0.5
Animal matter (mucus, &c.)  15.0

It is presumed that they are formed by a de-
position of these salts when existing in excess
in the prostatic secretion. Similar concre-
tions are occasionally met with in the vesiculæ seminales and vasa deferentia; but, according to Peschier, their analysis differs slightly from prostatic concretions. Thus he found in 100 parts

<p>| | |</p>
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Phosphate of lime</td>
<td>90-0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Carbonate of lime</td>
<td>2-0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Animal matter</td>
<td>1-0*</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Comparative Anatomy.** — Assuming the prostate to be represented by a glandular structure placed at or near the termination of the vasa deferentia, it is found in many of the invertebrate animals. As a general rule, it is only discovered in those possessed of an intromittent organ; this, however is not invariable. In the medicinal leech, among the annellata, according to Owen and Brandt, the two vasa deferentia and the two sacculated vesiculæ seminales send their ducts to a common prostatic body, from which the penis is continued. "In the centipede, among myriapoda, a minute efferent tube is continued from both ends of each testis, which tubes unite with those of the adjoining organ, and ultimately form a single vas deferens, which, having received the ducts of three pairs of small prostatic glands, terminate in the cloaca. In the male aphid there is a long pyriform vesicular gland attached to each lateral vas deferens, and in many insects representatives of prostatic glands communicate with the ductus ejaculatorius." † In the slug, among gastropoda, the vas deferens is joined by the short and simple duct of a small prostatic sac; and this is the case in the common snail, in whom the duct is, however, longer. In the cephalopoda, as in the octopus, "the anterior extremity of the contractile vesicula, into which the efferent duct opens, communicates with a wide, bent, coecal tube (prostate), with thick glandular parietes, and having the form of a simple pouch in the sepia. The prostate in the sepia communicates by a long and slender duct with the vesiculæ seminales." †

In mammalia, two varieties of prostate are found, distinguishable as to structure from each other: one, the cellular, in which small cells open into a central cavity, from which a large duct arises; and the other, the follicular, composed, as Müller says, "of large intestinules, or larger ramose follicles."

In the ape tribe, the form of the prostate is larger from above downwards than from before backwards, and surrounds the urethra in the form of a crescent. In position, size, and structure, it resembles that of man. In the *mandril* some accessory lobes are found. The prostate of the *makis* sends off two prolongations, which surround the excretory ducts of the vesiculæ seminales. In the *fare* there are two distinct glands, placed in front of the vesiculæ seminales, on the side of the urethra.

The *galeopithecus* have a single prostate

† Owen's Lectures on the Invertebrate Animals.

of large size, surrounding the base of the vesiculae.

In the *rousette*, the prostate is simple, and surrounds a large portion of the circumference of the urethra.

In the *domnouse*, it surrounds the whole circumference of the urethra, and is composed of a number of lobules.

In the *hedgehog*, the prostates are four in number, and they belong to the tubular class. The superior prostates are the larger, and are composed of long flexuous tubes, united into lobules, which form lobes, whose tubes reunite to form a single excretory duct, which pierces the superior surface of the urethra. They are attached by processes of the peritoneum to the abdominal muscles. — (Hunter.) Two other bundles of smaller size, and of a rounded form, represent the inferior prostates. They are composed of smaller tubes, which separating in the form of a fan, pass towards the circumference of the gland, and terminate in coecal ends. The excretory ducts open one on either side of the veru montanum. The tubes are composed of membranes of extreme delicacy.

In the *mole*, the prostate is single, and is formed of membranous tubes folded upon themselves. At the period of heat, it increases so enormously as to exceed the urinary bladder in size; it is placed around the urethra in front of the bladder.

The prostate of the *bear* is confounded with the dilatation of the united vasa deferentia. It surrounds the beginning of the urethra, and forms a bed for the canal of variable thickness, according to the species.

In the *otter*, *wesel*, and *marten*, it consists of a thin layer, without any enlargement. In the *ichneumon*, there is a gland of considerable size, composed of distinct lobes, situated on the rectal aspect of the urethra; each lobe has a distinct duct.

In the *dog* and *cat*, it forms a large prominent collar around the urethra; it resembles the human prostate in structure, and mode of termination of its ducts.

In the *hyena*, it is of large size; and in the civet it forms two tubercles in front of the insertion of the vasa deferentia.

In the *marmott*, among the rodentia, it is divided into two lobes, and forms a considerable swelling around the commencement of the urethra.

The glandular covering of the vesiculæ seminales, which extends below the muscular structure of the urethra, represents the prostatic gland in the *rabbit*.

In the *squirrel*, it is as long as the muscular portion of the urethra, of large size, ovoid in shape, flattened from above, and is divided into two lobes; it adheres to the urethra by two points, where its excretory ducts penetrate the canal.

According to Müller, in the *rat* genus, besides three glands of different structure on each side, the urethra is surrounded by a glandular mass, consisting of bunches of vesicles, representing the prostate.
In the *agoni*+, the prostates are composed of a trunk, divided into branches and ramusculi, terminating in vesicular extremities.

In the *guinea-pig*, the situation of the prostate is occupied by a number of tubes folded upon themselves, and connected together by loose cellular membrane.

The *elephant* has four prostate glands, two on each side, external to the vesiculae seminales, and near their base; they are of unequal size, and very small in proportion to the size of the other glands connected with the generative function. They are muscular externally, and are indistinctly lobulated. They form a good illustration of the cellular type of prostates, each consisting of a principal cavity, into which smaller cavities open. The smaller cells represent so many cut-de-sacs of various sizes, communicating with each other and with the principal cavity; the excretory duct is of large size, and passes by the side of that of the neighbouring gland, to open separately in the urethra by the side of the veru montanum.

In the *wild boar* the prostate is divided into lobes, is very compact in its structure, and forms a considerable projection at the beginning of the urethra. There is also found in this animal a glandular mass, analogous to the prostate, surrounding the muscular portion of the urethra, thickest at the commencement of this canal, and surrounded by muscular fibres coming from the neck of the bladder.

In *solipedes* there are two prostates, situated by the side of the vesiculae; the cavities of these are large, and the parenchyma small in quantity; they are covered by muscular fibres coming from the vesiculae and neck of the bladder; their excretory ducts terminate by many orifices on either side of the ducts of the vesiculae.

The *ruminants* have also two prostates, precisely similar to the preceding. They are larger in the ram and bull, and are composed of distinct lobes, each containing small cells, which communicate with a large central cavity; this opens by a duct in a large lacuna of the veru montanum, either internal to or behind the vas deferens. In the *stag*, *azis*, and *buffalo* they are smooth, and of a regularly oval shape, and have a central cavity communicative by large openings with smaller cavities; each has a single duct, which terminates generally behind the corresponding vas deferens. The only difference in this class is in regard to size; for in the *chamois* each is as large as a pullet's egg, and contains a proportionally large cavity; so that it has been occasionally mistaken for a reservoir of seminal fluid. In the seal, amongst the *quadrirèmes*, it resembles that of the otter. In the *cetacea* there is a large glandular mass, covering a large portion of the first part of the urethra, especially at the upper part, covered by a strong muscle. When a section is made, it is found to consist of large cells; its ducts open separately by numerous orifices on the urethra.

In the *marsupial* sub-class, as in the kangaroo, the prostate is found surrounding the commencement of the urethra, of large size, and conical in shape, with base behind, apex in front; it is surrounded by a strong musculo-membranous capsule. It exceeds in diameter the contracted bladder, and is made up of tubes ramifying perpendicularly to the urethra, which subdivide and terminate in minute ceca upon the surface of the gland. It presents a similar arrangement in the *opossum*; whilst in the *wombat* its existence is doubtful.

Carus has described in birds a dilatation of the vas deferens, a rudimentary vesicula seminalis, and a small gland like a prostate near the termination of the vas deferens. This is not admitted by Owen. In the *ornithorynchus paradoxus* we find two round glandular bodies representing Cowper's glands, but which may be fairly regarded as a rudimentary prostate.

Amongst *amphibious reptiles*, glands analogous to the prostate, or Cowper's glands, are found. In the salamander they are composed of two lobes; one placed horizontally, and the other vertically; the former, in the common salamander is heart-shaped, with the point behind; and in its centre a fissure is seen. The vertical lobe is raised obliquely towards the dorsal aspect, so that an interval is left between them for the passage of the kidney; a muscle separates the two.

In the *black salamander*, each gland is composed of two lobes. In the Tritons the part of the prostate which corresponds with the inferior lobe is still more complicated; it forms the wall of the vestibulum in the shape of a cup. Besides this, there are two pelvic prostates corresponding to the vertical lobe of the vesibular prostate of the salamander; they occupy the dorsal aspect of the vestibule and the pelvis, and each is subdivided into two lobes. Their excretory ducts open in the mesian line of the furthest point of the vestibule. The Tritons have a third prostate occupying a large portion of the abdominal muscles under the peritoneum. In structure they resemble those of the hedgehog.—(Cuvier.)

**BIBLIOGRAPHY.**—Natural Structure. See anatomical works in general. Müller, De penitiori Glandularum Structura, 1830.

Physiology.—For the opinions of the ancients on this subject see Haller's *Elementa Physiologie*, vol. 7., and the opinions of modern physiologists are set forth in the works of physiology generally. Cowper, Glandularum quadrundrum nuper detectarum, 1702.


VOL. IV.
PROTEIN.


PROTEIN, (from πρωτεινω, I am first,) is the name given by its discoverer, Mulder, to a chemical substance of the highest interest and importance; since it appears to form the basis of by far the greater portion of the bodies of all animals.

When pure fibrin, of which animal flesh or muscle chiefly consists, is analysed, it is found to be composed of C$_{40}$ H$_{31}$ N$_5$ O$_{12}$ and a small quantity of sulphur and phosphorus. Albumen, whether obtained from the serum of the blood, white of egg, or any of the albuminous tissues of the body, is found also to consist of C$_{40}$ H$_{31}$ N$_5$ O$_{12}$ and a little sulphur and phosphorus. Casein, too, or the curd of milk, yields on analysis C$_{4}$ H$_{14}$ N$_5$ O$_{12}$ and a little sulphur, differing from the others in not containing any phosphorus. Hence it appears that fibrin, albumen, and casein, are, chemically speaking, almost identically the same; and that if we were enabled to separate from each the minute portion of sulphur and phosphorus, we should obtain a compound in every case the same. Such a substance is protein; so called from its being the initial letter, as it were, of all this class of organic principles.

I shall first describe it as obtained artificiaily, together with the changes produced upon it by reagents, and afterwards speak of its more common natural modifications, which play so important a part in building up the fabric of organic beings.

Protein is most readily obtained from the white of egg, which, as is well known, consists of a solution of nearly pure albumen, contained in a delicate network of cellular membrane. This substance should be well beaten up, in order to break the minute cells in which the albumen is lodged, mixed with about an equal bulk of water, and filtered through a linen cloth to separate the cellular matter, which is insoluble in water; or it may be allowed to stand until this has subsided to the bottom of the vessel, when the clear liquid may be poured off, or removed by means of a syphon. The solution should then be evaporated to dryness on a water bath, the residue pounded in a mortar, and washed successively with alcohol, ether, and dilute hydrochloric acid, by which means it is purified from extractive matters, fat, and other impurities, and the other arts with which it is associated. The pure albumen thus obtained is digested for several hours in a dilute solution of caustic potash, at a temperature of from 120° to 130°; it readily dissolves in the alkaline solution, and the sulphur and phosphorus are gradually separated, forming sulphuret of potassium, and phosphate of potash. Acetic acid is now added in very slight excess, when the protein separates in the form of a white flocculent precipitate, which, when washed with water until all soluble matter is removed, and dried at 212°, is pure protein. In order to ascertain, however, whether the whole of the sulphur is removed, a small quantity should be dissolved in potash, and some of the solution boiled in two test tubes, to one of which a drop of solution of acetate of lead is added. They will both become rather brown, owing to the decomposition of the protein; but if any sulphur is present, the portion to which the lead had been added will become, after boiling for a few minutes, much darker in colour than the other, owing to the formation of sulphuret of lead.

Protein, when dry, is a hard, semitransparent brownish yellow substance, having a good deal the appearance of amber. It is without taste or smell, and when exposed to damp air rapidly absorbs moisture, which may be expelled by heating it to about 250°. When further heated it melts, and almost immediately afterwards begins to decompose, leaving a residue of charcoal, which, if ignited for some little time in the air, burns completely away, leaving scarcely a trace of incombustible ash. Protein is insoluble in water, alcohol, and ether; it appears to combine with most of the mineral acids, forming compounds which may be considered neutral, some of which are soluble in water, though insoluble in an excess of the acid. Tribasic phosphoric, and acetic acids, however, do not reprecipitate it when added in excess. It combines also with the alkalies, giving rise to soluble compounds, from which the protein may be again separated by the addition of an acid. It may be thrown down in an
nsoluble form from any of its acid solutions by the ferrocyanoide and ferricyanoide of potassium, which are among the most delicate tests for it; also, by absolute alcohol, tannin, many of the metallic salts, and by carefully neutralizing with an alkali.

Tritoxide of protein. — Though protein may be said to be absolutely insoluble in water, it may be prolonged ebullition with access of air be rendered completely soluble. This is owing to the formation of a soluble oxide of protein, represented by the formula $C_{30}H_{31}N_5O_{14}+\text{Mo}$. With nitric acid it behaves like protein, becoming yellow and forming xanthoproteic acid. Water in which meat has been boiled, as broth, soup, &c., owes its nourishing properties mainly to the tritoxide of protein which is formed during ebullition; and according to Mulder, both this and the binoxide are formed in meat during the process of roasting.

Binoxide of protein. — The other compound of protein and oxygen just alluded to, called by Mulder the binoxide, consists of $C_{30}H_{31}N_5O_{14}$ or the elements of protein plus two equivalents of oxygen. Both this and the tritoxide exist ready formed in theuffy coat of the blood, which, according to Mulder, consists chiefly of these two oxides. Binoxide of protein may be obtained by boiling fibrin in water for many hours, when the protein gradually combines with at first two, and eventually three equivalents of oxygen, becoming successively binoxide, and (if the ebullition is continued long enough) tritioxide; the latter dissolved as it is formed, and may be separated from the insoluble binoxide by washing with water. This process is, however, tedious, and it is more readily obtained from hair, in the following manner. The hair should be freed from grease by washing with ether, and dissolved in rather a dilute solution of caustic potash, with the aid of a gentle heat, not exceeding 120° or 130°. A mixed solution of protein and its binoxide is in this way obtained, from which the protein is first separated by neutralizing the solution with acetic acid, and after filtration the binoxide is precipitated by the further addition of a decided excess of acid. It appears as a yellowish flocculent precipitate, and when washed and dried has a dark resin-like appearance.

Bouchardt obtained a substance by digesting moist fibrin in water acidified with one or two-thousandth of its weight of hydrochloric acid, in which it gradually dissolved, which he called albuminose; it has since been prepared and analysed by Mulder, who considers it to be identical with binoxide of protein; but Liebig, who has recently examined it, says that it cannot be obtained free from sulphur, and consequently that it is not pure binoxide of protein. This oxide is insoluble in water, alcohol, ether, and ether, but dissolves in most of the dilute acids, and in solutions of potash and ammonia; it is precipitated from its acid solutions by ferrocyanoide and ferricyanoide of potassium, and several other metallic salts. Nitric acid decomposes it, forming xanthoproteic acid, but the yellow colour produced by it is less intense than that obtained with protein.

These oxides of protein possess considerable physiological interest, from the circumstance that they are contained in the blood, in small quantity during health, but much more abundantly in forms of disease. It is probable that they are formed during every act of respiration by the action of the inspired oxygen on the globules or fibrinous matter of the blood; and Mulder is of opinion that it is through their instrumentality that the atmospheric oxygen is conveyed to the capillaries, there to be employed in effecting the necessary changes in the substance of the body. During fever, when respiration goes on with more than ordinary rapidity, these oxides are formed in much larger quantity; hence the buffy coat of diseased blood, which was formerly considered to be merely fibrin, consists almost entirely of oxidized protein; and pus, false membranes, and other morbid products contain it in considerable quantity.

Mulder has recently obtained a third oxide of protein, represented by the formula $C_{30}H_{31}N_5O_{14}+\text{Cl}_4$, or protein plus eight equivalents of oxygen. As it has not, however, been found to exist naturally in the animal body, it is inferior in point of interest to the other two. Like the tritoxide it is soluble, and is obtained by boiling glutin or yeast for a length of time in water.

By the action of chemical reagents on protein a multitude of new compounds are formed, most of which have been only imperfectly examined, and indeed possess but little real interest. I will describe a few of the most important.

Protein and chlorine. — When a current of chlorine is passed through a solution of albumen, or any of the other modifications of protein, a substance is produced, containing $C_{30}H_{31}N_5O_{14}+\text{Cl}_4$, which Mulder considers to be a chlorite of protein, $(C_{30}H_{31}N_5O_{14}+\text{Cl}_4)$. It appears to be formed at the expense of three equivalents of water; three equivalents of hydrochloric acid and one of chlorous acid being simultaneously produced, the latter uniting with the protein. It separates as a snow-white flaky precipitate, and
when dried, is hard, semitransparent, and nearly colourless. This substance is sometimes called chlo-
roproteic acid, since it is found to combine without decomposition with several metallic oxides. When treated with ammonia, however, it is decomposed, nitrogen gas is given off, and tritioxide of protein is formed, together with hydrochloric acid, which combines with the excess of ammonia. This is the most convenient way of preparing the tritioxide, as it is easily separated from the muriate of ammonia by washing with alcohol, in which it is insoluble.

Protein and sulphuric acid. — By the action of nitric acid on protein compounds, oxalic acid, ammonia, nitrogen, nitric oxide, together with a new compound called Xanthoproteic acid, are obtained; which latter, being insoluble, is readily purified by washing with water. Xanthoproteic acid is of a bright yellow colour; from which circumstance it derives its name; it is soluble in water but only in cold water; it is of a yellowish, tasteless, and, when strongly heated, does not melt, but is decomposed, giving off the smell of burnt feathers. It is soluble in strong acids, and when water is added to the solution, a precipitate, containing both the acids in a loose state of combination, is thrown down. It forms with metallic oxides true salts, most of which are of a deep orange-colour, and insoluble in water; the alkaline xanthoproteates, however, are soluble. It is bia
cic, and consists of $C_4 H_4 N_4 O_{12} + 2$ H O. The troublesome and indelible stain which nitric acid causes when dropped on the skin is owing to the formation of this substance.

Protein and nitric acid. — When protein is treated with strong sulphuric acid it forms a white insoluble compound, called by Mulder sulphobiproteic acid, containing $C_{107} H_{133} N_3$, $O_{19}, + SO_4$. To purify it, it should be washed with cold water as long as the washings give a precipitate with baryta water; when dry, it is hard, tough, semitransparent, and nearly colourless; it forms with alkalies, soluble compounds, with the other oxides, insoluble, sulphproteates.

There is another compound of protein and sulphuric acid, called by Mulder sulphobiproteic acid, which is formed when dilute sulphuric acid is gradually added to a solution of protein in acetic acid; it appears to consist of two equivalents of protein, two of water, and one of sulphuric acid, and is represented by the formula $C_4 H_4 N_4 O_{12} + 2$ H O $+ SO_4$. If a protein compound be heated with sulphuric acid it becomes purple, but the colour disappears on dilution with water.

Protein and hydrochloric acid. — Concentrated hydrochloric acid slowly dissolves protein even at common temperatures, and still more readily when gently warmed: the solution is at first yellowish, but if the air is not excluded, the colour soon changes to a deep blue or purple. The appearance of this blue colour is one of the most striking tests for protein and its modifications, fibrin, albumen, and casein, as it is produced in them all by hydrochloric acid. When allowed to boil, if the acid is strong, a black substance similar to ulmic acid is formed, together with muriate of ammonia.

Protein and potash. — The action of potash on protein possesses considerable interest. When treated with a dilute solution of the alkali, in the cold, it readily dissolves, and, according to Mulder, a little ammonia is always given off, however dilute the alkaline solution may be. When boiled in a strong solution of potash it is completely decomposed; ammonia, carbonic, and formic acids are formed, together with three new compounds, which have been called leucin, protid, erythroprotiid. To obtain these substances in a state of purity, the following process may be adopted. The protein compound is boiled with solution of potash as long as any ammonia is given off, and then neutralized with sulphuric acid, which disengages the carbonic acid and combines with the excess of potash; the solution is then evaporated to dryness on a water-bath, by which means the greater part of the formic acid is volatilized. The organic compounds are then separated from the sulphate of potash by repeated boiling in alcohol, in which they are all more or less soluble. On cooling, the alcoholic solution deposits the erythroprotiid, which is of a reddish-brown colour, and nearly insoluble in cold alcohol. When left for a short time to spontaneous evaporation it becomes colourless, and the leucin crystallizes out, and the liquid then contains only protid, with a trace of erythroprotiid, and a little formiate of potash.

Erythroprotiid, when pure, is of a fine red colour; it is soluble in boiling alcohol and in water, and is precipitated from its solutions, of a rose red colour, by many of the metallic salts, as those of silver, mercury, and lead: it is thrown down also by tannic acid. When a current of sulphuretted hydrogen is passed through its aqueous solution, it gradually becomes colourless; but if the solution, thus treated, be kept in vacuo a short time, the colour returns. The formula of erythroprotiid is $C_3 H_5 NO$.

Protid ($C_4 H_4 NO_3$) may be separated from the impure alcoholic solution by diluting with water, and precipitating with subacetate of lead, which throws down protid, but not erythroprotiid, which latter is also present in small quantity. The precipitate is washed with water, and decomposed by sulphuretted hydrogen; the solution is filtered and evaporated, after which the protid is left in a state of purity. It is of a pale yellow colour, amorphous, and, when dry, very brittle. It differs from erythroprotiid in not being precipitated from its solutions by any of the metallic salts except basic acetate of lead; while erythroprotiid is not affected by that reagent: consequently if the two exist together in solution, the erythroprotiid may be thrown down by the neutral acetate, and the protid by the basic salt.

Leucin, which gradually separates when the alcoholic solution is concentrated, is a crystalline substance closely resembling chlorestarine in appearance: it consists of $C_4 H_4 NO_3$. 
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It is tolerably soluble in water and alcohol, but quite insoluble in ether; and when heated to about 340° it sublimes without decomposition.

When treated with nitric acid, a crystalline nitroleucin acid is formed, consisting of $C_{12}H_{14}N_2O_5 + NO_4 + HO$.

2 Equivts. Erythroprotid $C_{36}H_{18}N_2O_7$
2  "  Protid  . . . . $C_{36}H_{18}N_2O_7$
2  "  Leucin  . . . . $C_{14}H_{14}N_2O_7$
4  "  Ammonia  . . . . $H_2N_2$N_4
2  "  Carbonic acid $C_4H_2O_7$
1  "  Formic acid $C_2H$O_3

$C_{40}H_{17}N_1O_{33}$

Equations of this kind, though sometimes of great service in simplifying complicated chemical changes, are always to be looked upon merely as representing possibilities, and should not be adopted without great caution; much mischief has indeed already been done from the too ready credence in the truth of hypotheses which have thus been made to appear simple and striking, though really in the highest degree at variance with what further research has proved to be the truth.

The action of potash on protein and its compounds derives additional interest from the circumstance that it may afford a clue to the manner in which the gelatinous tissues of the body are formed from protein compounds, a problem at present very far from being satisfactorily solved. Both protid and erythroprotid are somewhat similar in composition to chondrin and glutin; and leucin, which Mulder considers to be actually a constituent of protein, may be obtained also from gelatine, clearly showing some connection to exist between the protein and gelatine compounds: moreover we find the gelatinous tissues formed in the herbivora, though not a trace of any analogous substance can be detected in their food. These circumstances tend to the conclusion that the chondrin and glutin of the herbivora at least, are in some way derived from the proteinaceous matters of the food, and Mulder has suggested that it may be owing to a change produced by the free alkali of the serum, not unlike that which I have described as the effect of the action of potash on the protein compounds. Glutin consists, according to that chemist, of $C_{36}H_{18}N_2O_7$, and it is easy to represent by a chemical equation how such a compound may be formed from either protid or erythroprotid. When these latter substances are formed in the laboratory by the decomposition of protein by potash, it is probable that two equivalents of ammonia are at the same time produced; and we may conceive that in the living body the elements which, when not so circumstances, unite to form ammonia, remain combined with those of protid and erythroprotid; in that case we should have compounds containing protid plus ammonia, $C_{36}H_{18}N_2O_7 + NH_3 = C_{36}H_{18}N_2O_7$; and erythroprotid plus ammonia, $C_{14}H_{14}N_2O_7 + NH_3 = C_{14}H_{14}N_2O_7$. If now we suppose that these two hypothetical substances, $C_{13}H_{11}N_2O_4$ and $C_{12}H_{11}N_2O_4$ become united, the one to three equivalents, and the other with one equivalent of oxygen, a supply of which is always present in the arteries, we should have in the case of protid, $C_{13}H_{11}N_2O_4$ or $C_{12}H_{11}N_2O_4 + 2H_2O$; and in that of erythroprotid, $C_{13}H_{11}N_2O_4$ or $C_{12}H_{11}N_2O_4 + HO$, so that in both cases glutin might be formed. This hypothesis is highly ingenious and interesting, though the probability of its correctness is somewhat lessened by the circumstance that neither leucin, protid, nor erythroprotid, have yet been detected in the animal organism; and moreover it is uncertain whether the alkaline reaction of the blood is owing to the presence of free alkali, or of tribasic phosphate of soda.

We now come to the consideration of the natural modifications of protein, which we find composing the chief bulk of the bodies of animals, viz., fibrin, albumen, and casein.

Fibrin.—This is a substance of the highest importance in the animal economy, since it is the material of which the solid framework of the muscles and some other tissues mainly consist; and it is also found dissolved in the blood, from which it separates spontaneously after removal from the body, forming the clot or crassamentum. The following table shows the average proportion of fibrin in several animal products.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>100 parts</th>
<th>Fibrine</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Blood of the hog contain</td>
<td>0·46</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ox</td>
<td>0·37</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>sheep</td>
<td>0·30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Beef (muscle of)</td>
<td>20·0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Veal</td>
<td>19·0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mutton</td>
<td>22·0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pork</td>
<td>10·0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chicken</td>
<td>20·0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cod</td>
<td>14·0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Haddock</td>
<td>13·0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sole</td>
<td>15·0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Call’s sweetbread (thy-</td>
<td>8·0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

mum) |

Fibrin may be obtained from lean animal flesh by cutting it into thin slices and washing with water till it is colourless; it is, however, impossible to obtain it pure in this way, as it is always associated with fatty matters, nerves.
and membrane. It may be obtained in a state of purity from the blood, in which, as already mentioned, it exists in a soluble condition, but remarkably prone to assume the solid form as soon as removed from the body. The blood, as soon as drawn, should be rapidly beaten up with a bundle of wires or twigs, to which the fibrin attaches itself in the form of solid amor- phous filaments, coloured red by a quantity of the globules entangled in its pores during the coagulation; these latter may be removed by placing the coagulum in a piece of linen cloth, and washing with a stream of cold water until all colour disappears. It still contains fatty matters, inorganic salts, and a considerable quantity of water, all which may be removed by drying on a chloride of calcium bath at a temperature of about 250°, rounding the hard mass in a mortar, washing with alcohol, ether, and dilute hydrochloric acid, and lastly, macer- rating in water until all soluble matter is dis- solved out, when it should be again thoroughly dried. Thus prepared, it is of a yellowish colour, hard, brittle, and, when perfectly free from fat, transparent. It is tasteless, and insoluble in alcohol, ether, and water; but in the latter it softens, swells up, and reassumes the appearance it had previous to desiccation. Though insoluble in both hot and cold water, it is converted by prolonged boiling, first into binoxide and eventually into tritoxide of protein, which latter is soluble in water. Most of the acids, when in a concentrated state, cause fibrin to swell up and assume a gelat- inous appearance. It was observed by Scherer that when moist fibrin is placed in an atmos- phere of oxygen, it has the property of ab- sorbing and retaining a portion of the gas; an effect no doubt accompanied by the formation of one or more of the oxides of protein; it is probable that a portion of the fibrin of the blood undergoes a similar change, since these oxides are always present in arterial blood both in health and disease, especially in some forms of fever, when, by an accelerated respiration, a larger amount of oxygen is introduced into the system.

**Fibrin and sulphuric acid.** — With strong sulphuric acid dry fibrin becomes yellowish and gelatinous, considerable heat being at the same time evolved, sufficient indeed, provided the quantity be large, to cause complete decom- position, when it blackens, and sulphurous acid is given off. When water is added, the gelatinous mass contracts suddenly in bulk, and the white curdy matter thus obtained consists chiefly of sulphoprotein acid, already described.

**Fibrin and nitric acid.** — Fibrin behaves with nitric acid in a similar manner to protein, giving rise to the formation of xanthoprotein acid.

**Fibrin and acetic acid.** — When treated with concentrated acetic acid, it almost immediately becomes gelatinous, and if water be added and the mixture warmed, it readily dissolves, espe- cially if the fibrin be obtained from a young animal; this solution when evaporated leaves the fibrin with precisely the same properties which it had previous to dissolution. If an-

other acid, as the sulphuric, be added to the acetic solution, it combines with the protein, forming generally an insoluble compound, as in the case of the sulphobiproteic acid. If the acetic acid solution be neutralized with potash, the fibrin is precipitated, but is redissolved if the alkali be added in excess.

**Fibrin and hydrochloric acid.** — When treat- ed with strong hydrochloric acid fibrin be- comes gelatinous, and gradually dissolves, giving the solution a beautiful blue colour, which is characteristic of all the protein compounds: if this solution be diluted with water, a white precipitate appears, which is a compound of hydrochloric acid and protein. When the acid is very dilute it has the property of gradually dissolving fibrin; and as a trace of free hydro- chloric acid is generally to be found in the stomach, it is probable that its solvent action tends to assist materially in the process of digestion. Boucharat says that water con- taining only one two-thousandth of its weight of hydrochloric acid causes moist fibrin to become gelatinous, and eventually to dissolve, leaving only a small quantity of insoluble mat- ter, which he calls epidermo: the soluble portion he has called albuminose, but Mulder considers it binoxide of protein, which assertion, however, has recently been contradicted by Liebig.

**Fibrin and potash.** — Fibrin dissolves read- ily in a solution of potash, even when very dilute. If the solution be gently heated, the fibrin is gradually decomposed, the sulphur and phosphorus being removed, and protein remains combined with the potash, from which it may be separated by neutralizing with acetic acid. Ammonia behaves in a similar manner, but its action is much less rapid.

Fibrin readily dissolves in the gastric juice, which appears to owe its solvent action both to the organic principle pepsine, and also to a little free hydrochloric acid in the stomach, which is derived from common salt. The same effect may be produced artificially by an infu- sion of the fourth stomach of the calf, to which a little hydrochloric acid has been added.

It is curious that the presence of certain salts, as nitrate of potash and sulphate of soda, prevents the coagulation of the fibrin of the blood; and even when coagulated, provided it be still moist, it is again dissolved by some saline solutions, as, for instance, muriate of ammonia. Moreover, M. Denis has found that if moist fibrin be digested in a solution of nitrate of potash containing a little soda, at a temperature of about 100°, it becomes gradu- ally converted into a substance in almost every respect identical with albumen, being soluble in water, and coagulable by heat. This change is most readily produced when the fibrin em- ployed has been obtained from venous blood, by allowing it to coagulate spontaneously; while if it be separated by agitation, or if the blood be arterial, it scarcely experiences any alteration in the saline solution. Changes of this kind, of the several modifications of pro- tein into one another, are constantly occurring in the animal economy, and the great similarity
PROTEIN.

of their composition must render such metamorphoses comparatively easy.

The composition of fibrin is $C_{440}H_{310}N_{50}O_{120}SP$, or ten equivalents of protein united to one of sulphur and phosphorus. It also usually contains from 1/3 to 2/3 per cent. of inorganic matter, chiefly phosphate and sulphate of lime, and alkaline salts.

Albumen.—This important compound, so called from its constituting the solid matter of white of egg, exists in two conditions, perfectly distinct in physical properties from each other: the one soluble and miscible with water in all proportions, as it is found in the serum and white of egg; the other solid, and quite insoluble in water, as in white of egg after boiling. The solid form is also met with, in a somewhat modified condition, in the albuminous tissues of the body, as the brain, spinal cord, nerves, &c. The proportion of albumen contained in some of the animal products may be seen in the following table.

100 parts.

| Blood of ox | 18-6 |
| jog | 18-58 |
| goat | 19-28 |
| sheep | 18-35 |
| East India isinglass | 7'2 to 13'5 |
| Egg, white of | 15-5 |
| yolk of | 17-47 |
| Liver of ox, parenchyma of | 20-19 |
| Sweetbread (thymus) of calf | 14-0 |
| Muscle of beef | 2-2 |
| veal | 3-2 |
| pork | 2-6 |
| roedeer | 2-3 |
| pigeon | 4-5 |
| chicken | 3-0 |
| carp | 5-2 |
| trout | 4-4 |
| Brain | 7-0 |
| Optic nerve | 22-0 |

Albumen, in a state of absolute purity, has been but imperfectly examined. It may be prepared by the following process, recently adopted by Wurtz. A quantity of white of egg is well beaten up with about twice its bulk of water, and strained through linen to separate the cellular membrane. A solution of sulphate of lead is cautiously added, which throws down a copious precipitate; but care must be taken to avoid adding an excess of the precipitant, which would partly redissolve it. The precipitate should be well washed, and while suspended in water a stream of carbonic acid passed through it: the liquid soon becomes frothy, owing to the decomposition of the albuminate of lead and liberation of free albumen, carbonate of lead being precipitated. The solution of albumen, after filtration, generally contains a trace of oxide of lead, which may be separated by adding a few drops of solution of sulphuretted hydrogen, and warming the liquid till it just begins to coagulate, when the whole of the sulphuret of lead is entangled in the coagulum: the liquid, which after another filtration is clear and transparent, should be cautiously evaporated at a temperature not exceeding 120°, when it leaves a residue of pure albumen.

Albumen thus prepared is brittle, semitransparent, without taste or smell, and almost colourless. When burnt it leaves a very minute quantity of inorganic residue, which seems to be quite free from alkali: this fact is important, as it tends to settle a question which has been long disputed, viz., whether pure albumen is really soluble in water, or whether its solubility is due to the free alkali with which it is usually associated. If dry albumen be digested with water in a moderately warm place it readily dissolves, but a small insoluble residue always remains. According to Wurtz a solution of pure albumen begins to coagulate when heated to about 140°; but if it be perfectly dry it may be raised to 280° or 290° without losing its solubility. It appears to have a slightly acid reaction, and if digested at a gentle heat, with a solution of carbonate of soda, it displaces the carbonic acid and combines with the soda. The albumen contained in white of eggs is composed of $C_{440}H_{310}N_{50}O_{120}SP$, or ten equivalents of protein plus one equivalent of sulphur and phosphorus; while that obtained from the serum contains an additional equivalent of sulphur, or $C_{440}H_{310}N_{50}O_{120}S$P. It is usually associated with two to five per cent. of inorganic salts.

The appearances presented by albumen with reagents are in most cases very similar to those of protein, which I have already described, and its solution in hydrochloric acid has the characteristic blue colour. Most of the acids precipitate it from its solution, but this is not the case with tartaric, acetic, and tribasic phosphoric acids. Hence nitric acid is often used to detect albumin in the secretions. Another delicate test for albumen is ferrocyanide of potassium, which gives a white precipitate even with acid solutions; the ferricyanide of potassium gives a yellowish precipitate. The application of heat is also a good test for this principle: but as the presence of free alkali tends to prevent its coagulation, it is always advisable to add at the same time a drop or two of nitric acid, when, if both cause a precipitate, the presence of albumen may be considered certain: it must be remembered too that the presence of those acids which do not precipitate albumen, such as the tribasic phosphoric, tartaric, and acetic, also interferes with its coagulation by heat. Many of the metallic salts, when added to albumen, form insoluble precipitates, which are in most cases compounds of albumen with the acid or the base of the salt. A drop of a solution of bichloride of mercury will thus indicate the presence of albumen, even when diluted with two thousand times its weight of water; and this property of forming an insoluble compound has been taken advantage of in the treatment of cases of poisoning with the bichloride, when the white of egg has been found of great service; the white of one egg being sufficient, according to the experiments of Peschier, to neutralize the effects of four grains of the poison. Albumen is precipitated from its solutions by many
other substances, as tannic acid, creosote, alcohol, and ether, and its coagulation may also be effected by a current of voltaic electricity. When taken into the stomach it is coagulated by the free acid usually present.

The curious change which albumen undergoes from the soluble to the insoluble condition is but very imperfectly understood, and it is not known how far the physical state of that coagulated by heat resembles that rendered insoluble by alcohol and the other precipitants. It is said that if an egg be smeared with oil immediately after it is laid, and afterwards exposed to heat, the coagulation is incomplete. Coagulated white of egg readily dissolves in alkaline solutions, and is reprecipitated unchanged if the solution be supersaturated with sulphuric acid. If it be digested at a temperature of about 120°, with a tolerably strong alkaline solution, the sulphur and phosphorus are separated from the protein; but if the alkaline solution be boiled, further decomposition takes place; ammonia is given off, and leucin, protid, and other compounds are formed. If the alkaline solution in which white of egg is boiled be rather weak, it acquires, after some hours' boiling, a smell purposely similar to that of boiled fowl. Though perfectly insoluble after coagulation, both in cold and boiling water, it appears to dissolve when heated under pressure to about 300° with that liquid, and the solution thus formed behaves in every respect similar to uncoagulated albumen. When exposed to the air in a moist state albumen is extremely prone to enter into putrefaction; but if dry it may be preserved unchanged for any length of time. If boiled for several hours in water it is converted into tritoxide of protein, without passing through the intermediate stage of binoxide, in which respect it differs from fibrine.

The ready convertibility of albumen into the other protein compounds, as well as into many other animal tissues, is well illustrated in the phenomena of incubation; where we find all the various compounds which are contained in the hatched bird, derived more or less directly from this substance, which, together with a yellow oil and some inorganic salts, constitutes the whole of the solid contents of the egg.

Casein is the form in which protein appears in the milk, where it constitutes the chief source of nourishment to the young animal, for which purpose it is admirably adapted, not only from the protein it contains, which is readily converted into fibrin and albumen, but also on account of the inorganic salts, especially phosphate of lime, with which it is always associated. The proportion of casein contained in the milk of different animals varies considerably; and a still more striking variation is caused by the food of the animal, as may be seen in the following table.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>100 parts.</th>
<th>Casein.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Cow's milk</td>
<td>4:48</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&quot; fed on hay</td>
<td>3:0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&quot; turnips</td>
<td>3:0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&quot; clover</td>
<td>4:0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

100 parts.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Casein.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Cow's milk potatoes and hay, 3:3 to 4:5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ewe's milk</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Goat's milk</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ass's milk</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Casein is scarcely known in a state of absolute purity, as it is extremely difficult to separate it entirely from inorganic impurities; these consist chiefly of lime, potash, soda, and iron, combined with phosphoric, sulphuric, and hydrochloric acids. The purest specimens prepared by Rochleder left, when burnt, only 0:3 per cent. of incombustible ash; but as it is generally prepared it contains considerably more, sometimes as much as 10 per cent. It appears to be insoluble in water, and owes its solubility in milk to the small quantity of potash which is always present. The best process for obtaining casein is the following. A quantity of milk is first evaporated to dryness on a water-bath, and the dry residue, reduced to powder, is boiled in successive portions of ether until the whole of the fatty matter is removed; the impure curd should then be evaporated to dryness, and the soluble part precipitated by digesting in water. To this solution, after filtration, alcohol is added to throw down the casein, which, however, is often still contaminated with a little sugar of milk: this may be removed by again dissolving in water, and once more precipitating the casein by alcohol. When dry it resembles albumen very much in appearance, and its behaviour with reagents is in most cases very similar; it differs from it chiefly in not coagulating when heated, and it is precipitated by all the acids, but redissolves in an excess of most of them. Sulphuric acid throws down a compound which has been called sulphate of casein; this precipitate always contains a certain quantity of phosphate of lime, and it is only by repeatedly dissolving it in an alkaline solution, reprecipitating with dilute sulphuric acid, and well washing with boiling water, that it can be obtained in a state of purity. When milk or a solution of casein is heated under ordinary circumstances, a thin skin is formed on the surface, which, if removed, is quickly replaced by another; this substance has never been properly examined; but as it is not formed unless oxygen is present, it is probably the result of oxidation. Casein is precipitated from its solutions by ferrocyanide and ferricyanide of potassium, provided the solution is not alkaline, and still more perfectly if a little acetic acid is present. Lactic acid also readily coagulates casein; but the coagulation appears to be most completely effected by the lining membrane of the stomach of the young animal, an action due either to lactic acid, or, what is perhaps more probable, to the presence of pepsine.

Casein has been found in some of the animal fluids besides milk: the saliva, the bile, pancreatic juice, and perhaps the blood, all contain it in more or less notable quantity. It affords another instance of the admirable adaptability of this interesting class of compounds.
very similar to that already mentioned when speaking of albumen: in the milk, which is the sole food on which the young of most animals subsist, no other protein compound has been detected; but no sooner has it become the food of the young animal which it is intended to nourish, than it is for the most part converted into fibrin and albumen, thus furnishing blood and muscle, together with most of the other tissues of the body, which, though less directly, are scarcely less certainly products of the decomposition of this substance. The composition of casein is represented by the formula C_{53}H_{100}O_{21}N_{5}S, or ten equivalents of sulphur, thus differing from fibrin and albumen in not containing any phosphorus.

There is another modification of protein, very similar to casein in its properties and composition, which has been called both globulin and crystalline, from the circumstance that it is found surrounding the blood globules and also in the crystalline lens of the eye. It appears to contain no phosphorus and less sulphur than casein, and is composed, according to Mulder, of fifteen equivalents of protein united to one of sulphur.

The form in which protein exists in hair, horn, nails, and the epidermis, and called by Simon keratine, has been but imperfectly examined. That these substances are composed chiefly of protein is proved by the circumstance that if a solution of them be made in caustic potash and neutralized with acetic acid, a copious precipitate of protein is thrown down. It is probable that other modifications of protein will hereafter be found to exist in the animal body, but those which I have now described are all which have hitherto been detected.

The animal body, however, is not the only source from which protein and its compounds are to be obtained. The researches of modern chemists have led to the interesting fact that they exist in the vegetable kingdom also, and that they are so extensively disseminated that not a leaf, a seed, or a twig, in any of the various tribes of plants, is free from them; and it is highly probable that the whole of the protein compounds constituting the bodies of animals are derived from plants. In the present state of analysis it is perhaps too much to say that the forms in which we find protein in vegetables are absolutely the same, with regard to the minute quantities of sulphur and phosphorus, as those found in animals; but as far as we are able to judge from similarity of properties, we may safely divide them in the same way as the analogous animal principles; viz., into vegetable fibrin, vegetable albumen, and vegetable casein. They all yield, when heated with strong hydrochloric acid, blue or purple solutions; and when they are digested with a solution of potash, and neutralized with acetic acid, protein is invariably produced.

Vegetable fibrin is found most abundantly in the seeds of the cereals, as wheat, oats, &c.: it is also found dissolved in the juice of most plants, especially that of grapes, carrots, turnips, and beetroot, from which it shortly separates in the form of a flocculent precipitate when taken from the plant and allowed to stand. The readiest way of preparing it is to knead wheaten flour into a paste with water, and then wash it on a linen cloth with a stream of cold water until the whole of the starch is removed, which is known by the water passing through quite clear: the viscous mass which remains on the cloth is subsequently purified by washing with alcohol and ether, in both of which the fibrin is insoluble. When dry it is a hard horny-looking substance, semitransparent, without taste or smell, and sufficiently heavy to sink in water, in which it is insoluble. Phosphoric and acetic acids readily dissolve it, and it is reprecipitated in the form of white flocks from its acid solution by carbonate of ammonia and ferrocyanide of potassium, and yellowish by tincture of galls; it is also precipitated by bichloride of mercury and some other metallic salts. It is perfectly soluble in solution of potash even when very dilute, and if the quantity of fibrin dissolved be large, the liquid loses its alkaline flavour.

Vegetable albumen is found to exist very abundantly in the juices of most plants, and still more so in nuts, almonds, and other oily seeds, where it is usually associated with casein. It may be easily recognized by boiling the expressed juice of any of the common culinary vegetables after the fibrin has separated, when it coagulates in a manner similar to animal albumen. It may be obtained in a tolerably pure state by boiling the filtered juice of any of the leguminosae, and washing the precipitate with alcohol and ether. It closely resembles animal albumen in properties, and is distinguished from vegetable fibrin by its solubility in water, and from vegetable casein by coagulating when heated.

Vegetable casein has also been called leguminine, from the circumstance of its being found most abundantly in the leguminosae, though it is by no means confined to that tribe of plants: it is also present in considerable quantity in company with albumen in most of the oily seeds, and in the juices of most nutritious vegetables. It may be obtained by the following process. Peas or beans should be soaked in moderately warm water for some hours until they are sufficiently soft to allow of their being mashed in a mortar: the pasty mass is then mixed with a large quantity of water, which dissolves the casein, and thrown upon a cloth to filter. The starch passes through the filter together with the solution of casein, and if allowed to stand, gradually subsides to the bottom: when the liquid is clear, it is decanted by means of a syphon, and slightly supersaturated with acetic acid, which determines the precipitation of the casein in an impure state, but readily purified by washing with alcohol and ether. Vegetable casein resembles that obtained from milk in most of its properties; gives the same insoluble skin when heated in contact with the air; and is precipitated from its aqueous solution of alcohol and several of the metallic oxides: it is also thrown down by both vegetable and mineral acids, redisolving
PTEROPODA.

in an excess of the former, except the acetic, and insoluble in excess of the latter. If a solution of casein be allowed to stand some time, lactic acid is gradually formed, which causes it to coagulate, and putrefaction then begins, which, if any sugar is present, determines in it the alcoholic fermentation.

The various forms of protein which are found constituting the muscles, tissues, and solid matters of the blood of animals, are thus evidently derived from the vegetable kingdom; that silent but ever active laboratory in which so much of the chemical economy of nature is carried on. From the gaseous matters of the atmosphere, more especially carbonic acid, ammonia, and watery vapour, the organic elements, carbon, oxygen, hydrogen, and nitrogen, are derived; and from the various saline ingredients of the soil, those inorganic substances which are essential to the growth and well-being of mankind and of the lower animals are readily abstracted by the absorbent fibres of the roots. Thus formed, plants constitute the source from which all living beings obtain the nourishment which is necessary to their existence, and of which the very substance of their bodies is composed; an arrangement which is most strikingly evident in the herbivora, because vegetables are their only food, but not less certainly in the carnivora, since the animal flesh which they consume is either that of the herbivora or of some animals which have fed upon them.

It is impossible not to admire the simplicity which pervades the whole of this vast scheme, in which we find so large a portion of the animal body composed of materials almost identical in composition, though differing so essentially in their use and applications. If one of these principles, albumen or casein for instance, be contained in the food in quantity insufficient for the requirements of the animal, it is readily supplied from one of the others by the addition or removal of a minute quantity of sulphur or phosphorus, both of which are always present; whereas, if this beautiful provision had not been made, a large amount of disease and suffering would have almost necessarily ensued. Moreover, had the task of elaborating these highly complex principles from more simple ingredients devolved on animals themselves, much complicated machinery would probably have been required, which would have added unnecessarily to the complexity of the body, and consequently to the sources of physical derangement.

[Since the above has been in type, some researches, which are still in progress, have thrown a doubt upon the exact composition of protein, and indeed rendered it uncertain whether it can be obtained in a state perfectly free from sulphur.]

BIBLIOGRAPHY. — The following books may be mentioned as containing the fullest descriptions of protein and its compounds, together with other branches of physiological chemistry: — Simon, Handbuch der angewandten medizinischen Chemie, of which a translation has been published by the Sydney Philosophical Transactions, Philosophical Magazine, &c.

PTEROPODA (Gr. πτερος, a wing, ποδς, a foot; Fr. Pteropodes; Lat. Mollusca pinata). — An order of Molluscan animals established by Cuvier, and named in accordance with his arrangement of the Molluscan division of the animal kingdom, from the position of their organs of locomotion, which in the creatures we are about to examine is very remarkable. All the animals belonging to the order are marine, and in some regions of the ocean crowd the surface of the sea at certain seasons in immense numbers, swimming by the aid of two muscular expansions resembling fins, which are attached to the opposite sides of the neck, and serve as paddles, although, in the language of Natural History, named feet.

Notwithstanding the multitudes of individuals belonging to this group, which are said to swarm both in the polar regions and in tropical climes, the number of genera at present ascertained to exist is very limited, and such is their minute size and the delicacy of their structure, which precludes the possibility of studying them, unless in a fresh state, that, up to a very recent period, their anatomy was imperfectly understood, and, doubtless, much remains yet to be achieved by those who may be favourably situated or investigating them more closely.

The characters which they present in common, and by which they are separated by naturalists as a distinct group of Mollusca, are the following: — Their bodies are free, and organized for navigation; they are furnished with a distinct head, but possess no locomotive organs, except a pair of lateral fins.

Genus.

Clis (fig. 108).
Hyalea (fig. 114).
Pneumoderma (fig. 115).
Cyphulla.
Limacina.
Cleodora.
Atlanta.

M. d'Orbigny, in a memoir read before the Academy of Sciences in Paris*, gives some interesting particulars relative to the organization and habits of this remarkable class of molluscan animals. They are met with in all seas, under the equator as well as in the

* Vide Ann. des Sciences Nat. for 1835, p. 182.
vicinity of the polar circle; and, being eminently constructed for a pelagic life, never approach the shore. They are all, moreover, nocturnal or crepuscular, voyagers agreeing that they are never to be seen during a clear day when the sun shines brightly; but towards five o'clock in the evening, when the weather is cloudy, two or three species begin to make their appearance at the surface of the water, generally belonging to the genus Hyalea.

As soon as twilight begins, large quantities of small Cleodora, Hyalea, and Atlantea may be caught; but the larger species only come to the top when night has set in; at which time only the Pneumoderma, the Clia, and the large Cleodora can be procured. Certain species indeed only approach the surface on very dark nights, as, for example, the Hyalea balantium. Very soon all the smaller species again gradually disappear, as do the large ones a little later, and towards midnight a few stragglers only of different kinds are to be met with. At sunrise not a single Pteropod is to be seen, either at the surface, or at any depth to which the eye can penetrate. Each species, in fact, seems to have its appropriate hours, or rather its appropriate degrees, of darkness.

M. d'Orbigny supposes, from these habits, that each species lives at a certain depth in the water which is proper to it, and where it is consequently exposed to a diminution of light proportionate to its distance from the surface. Every species, therefore, will only come to the top at that period of the twenty-four hours when the obscurity approximates to that to which it is accustomed in its usual situation while the sun is above the horizon, mounting gradually upwards as the light of day diminishes. If the Pteropoda remained all night at the surface of the sea, there might be reason to think, as M. Rang supposed, that they ascend at sunset for the purpose of obtaining food or fresh air in the most superficial strata of the ocean; but as these could be procured at all hours, it seems more probable that it is the light which thus regulates their movements.

There is reason to suppose that each species of Pteropod remains during the whole year in the same regions of the ocean. These regions are of different degrees of extent, and currents doubtless tend to enlarge their boundaries; probably to this cause must be attributed the extensive diffusion of certain species met with in all climates; while others of larger size are only found in the torrid zone, and others again of equal dimensions are peculiar to cold climates.

A table appended to the Memoir of M. d'Orbigny assigns the limits between which each species has been found, and its nocturnal or crepuscular habits. From this table it appears, that of twenty-nine species of Pteropods known to the author, fourteen are met with both in the Atlantic and Pacific oceans, whilst eleven are proper to the Atlantic and four to the Pacific; of these seventeen are altogether nocturnal in their habits, and only eleven crepuscular.

The Pteropoda swim in a very peculiar manner. Their cephalic fins are only able to support them by a constant repetition of rapid movements, resembling those of the wings of a butterfly. These fins are kept in motion continually; and, according to the direction of their stroke, the animal advances horizontally, or mounts or descends, the body remaining all the time either in a vertical position or slightly inclined. Sometimes they keep spinning round without changing their place, or even keep at a certain height in the water without any apparent exertion; but this power of remaining motionless has only been observed in a small number of species, the butterfly-movement of the wings being most commonly resorted to. If while they are thus in motion, the appearance of any strange body or even a sudden shock given to the vessel in which they are contained, causes them alarm; their wings fold upon their bodies, or in some species are entirely withdrawn into their shell, and the animal sinks rapidly to the bottom of the vessel. Most probably, when at liberty, as soon as the creature has sunk to a sufficient depth to ensure safety, it again unfolds its wings, and sustains itself in the water instead of allowing itself to go quite to the bottom.

The Hyalea and Cleodora swim with the greatest rapidity, in Pneumoderma and Clia the movements are less vivacious.

The larger Pteropods seem to feed principally upon smaller species of their own class, as well as upon the minute crustaceans that swarm in the seas they frequent.

Clia. Integument.—The skin of the Clia is not smooth, but studded with numerous little wart-like prominences, causing a roughness, which is in direct relation with the red colour of the integument, and is consequently most conspicuous near the extremity of the tail. Both the roughness and the red colour indeed are produced by the presence of a multitude of little cavities or sacculi filled with an oily red pigment, the pointed ducts of which project externally. These pigment-sacs are not only most abundant near the extremity of the tail, but in that part of the body are of larger size than elsewhere: they are all flask-shaped, opening upon the surface of the body by a narrow neck, while their larger extremity is imbedded in the subcutaneous cellular tissue. Beneath these larger pigment-sacs are smaller sacs of a similar description, are perceptible, much smaller in their dimensions than the preceding, and in many places where the larger ones are deficient, the smaller pigment-cells are proportionately more numerous: both kinds are filled with the same oil-like colouring material, and are apparently comparable to simple mucous follicles, only their secretion is of a more oily character.

With the exception of the pigment cells, the integument of the living Clia is quite transparent, but after being kept in spirits of wine, its transparency is considerably diminished; in its
PTEROPODA.

Immediately beneath the skin is a layer of cellular tissue, which is very different in different regions. In the hinder part of the body it exists in great abundance, and in it, as already stated, the large pigment cells are imbedded, so that in this region the skin is very easily separated from the muscular strata beneath. It is most abundant likewise in the region of the heart where the urinary bladder is situated. In the fins, this cellular membrane is more scanty, and in the regions of the neck and head, it is so dense that here the skin can only be raised with difficulty. In specimens that have been kept in spirits, the subcutaneous cellular tissue is very generally infiltrated with fluid so as to give the appearance of a cavity existing beneath the integument, the boundaries of which are circumscribed by those parts where the skin is most adherent to the subjacent tissues, or where the cutaneous muscles interlace with each other.

Muscular system. — The muscles of the Clio borealis are chiefly disposed in a single layer, situated beneath the subcutaneous cellular tissue, that encloses the whole hinder part of the body as in a bag, which, however, in the region of the neck and of the head, spreads out into separate fasciculi of muscle. This muscular bag is described by Cuvier* as being composed of very conspicuous longitudinal fibres, derived from two principal fasciculi attached to the sides of the neck, the effect of which will be to shorten the whole body, and make it assume a form approximating to the spherical. In fresh specimens preserved in spirits, the muscular bag in question is easily visible through the skin; but in the living animal, it is most likely itself transparent, and in old specimens cannot be seen on account of the opacity of the external integument. The muscular fibres composing this sheath, do not by any means run straight and undivided from behind forward, but, on the contrary, interlace with each other, so as to form an expansion in which the longitudinal fibres are the most conspicuous. From the neck forwards, these muscular bands become more precise in their arrangement. At the sides of the body, they separate from each other so as to leave a space both behind and in front, in which the muscular layer is deficient; the dorsal and ventral fasciculi becoming more and more detached as they advance forwards, leaving a wide opening in the muscular sheath, which near the head gives passage to the lateral fin, and behind this for the pair of large cutaneous nerves, also on the right side, close to the fin, for the common opening of the male and female generative apparatus, and, a little behind the exit of the two cutaneous nerves, for the anus. In its posterior corner lies the pericardium also on the right side but more deeply situated.

These different parts, as they issue through the muscular opening of the right side, are further embraced by muscular fasciculi, which

---

* Mémoire sur le Clio, p. 6.

1. Clio borealis, seen from the ventral aspect, the head-cowls shut together.
2. The same; the head-cowls turned back, and the cephalic and generative apparatus displayed.
3. Details of ditto.
4. Clio borealis with the head cowls closed, seen from the dorsal aspect.
5. Side view (right) of the same, the fins cut off at their roots.
6. Details of ditto. (After Enchdrich.)

The nerves of the integument are easily traced in fresh specimens on account of the transparency of the skin. The most conspicuous are two large cutaneous nerves running on each side of the body, which ramify upon its lateral and ventral aspects.
run transversely from the dorsal to the ventral aspect of the body bounding and separating their orifices.

**Locomotive Apparatus.** — The locomotive apparatus of the Pteropoda is constructed upon most peculiar principles, consisting of a pair of fin-like expansions attached to each side of the neck of the animal.

These fins, or, as they are commonly called, *wings* in the Clio have a very remarkable structure, the two being continuous with each other, through the intervention of a central part, which extends transversely across the neck of the animal, so that the lateral expansions are only the free extremities of the same organ, the whole apparatus representing, with curious exactness, the double paddle used by the Greenlanders in navigating their light double-pointed canoes (*Kajaks*). The entire apparatus is muscular, and consists of two layers, precisely similar in their structure, which, at their margins, overlie each other, but are only connected together by means of cellular tissue. The course of the muscular fibres is shown in the annexed figure, representing the whole of the swimming apparatus removed from the body; in which the following parts may be distinguished: — *a*, the anterior or dorsal margin; *b*, the posterior or ventral excavation; *c c*, the posterior, transparent, triangular lappets which bound the fin; *d d*, the posterior outer border; *e e*, the posterior inner border; *o o*, the central portion which traverses the neck; *m m*, commencement of the free portions of the fins.

In the cellular membrane interposed between the two muscular layers of the fin apparatus, four or five large nerves are seen to run a tortuous course, and to divide into innumerable fibrilles. Eschricht likewise observed a considerable blood-vessel derived from the ventricle of the heart (*not from the auricle*), mounting up and dividing to supply each fin.

**Respiration and Circulation.** — According to Cuvier's views the fins of the Pteropoda have been very generally regarded as performing likewise the functions of branchiae. "Their surfaces, seen with the microscope, present a net-work of vessels, so regular, so close, and so delicate that it is impossible to doubt their office: their connection with the internal vessels and the heart, moreover, confirms this idea." *Cuvier's opportunities of investigating this point of their anatomy were, however, very limited; a single specimen only, and that long kept in spirits of wine, having been at his disposal. Eschricht's researches do not at all confirm this view of their nature; and it appears clear that Cuvier mistook the network of muscular fibres represented in the preceding figure for vascular ramifications.*

* Cuvier, Mém. sur le Clio.

The vessel likewise called by Cuvier "the branchial vein," and which he regarded as returning the blood from the branchie to the auricle of the heart, Eschricht assures us, does not communicate with the auricle, but is derived from the apex of the ventricle so as to be evidently arterial, and not venous, in its nature.

With regard to the connexion which exists between the fin-apparatus and the body of the Clio, it would appear that its central muscular basis passes directly through the neck, and is only attached to the surrounding parts by nerves, vessels, skin, and cellular membrane.

**Nervous system.** — The nerves of the Clio are very easily traced, seeing that they are not only of considerable size, but are likewise conspicuous, on account of their pale red colour, at least while the specimens are tolerably fresh.

The cesophageal ring lies in the neck above the centre of the fin-apparatus, and lodged in its dorsal excavation. It is composed of eight large and two small ganglia. Each ganglion is surrounded by a transparent investment, and is very evidently composed partly of a reddish and partly of a white nervous substance. Of the eight larger ganglia of the circum-cesophageal ring the two anterior (*fig. 113. 30, 1*) are situated close together, upon the dorsal aspect of the cesophagus; the two posterior (*fig. 113. 30, 4*) are likewise close together, but beneath the cesophageal tube. Of the four intermediate ganglia, two are situated close together on each side of the cesophagus (*fig. 113. 30, 2, 3*), so that when viewed...
superficially, either from the dorsal or ventral aspect, they have the appearance of forming one elongated mass. By means of a nervous band which connects them, the eight ganglia form a double ring, seeing that the two lateral pairs of ganglia are, as well as the inferior, brought into communication with each other through the intervention of a cross branch which runs beneath the esophagus.

In addition to the eight ganglia above mentioned there are likewise two small nervous masses (fig. 113. 30, 5), situated one on each side of the anterior pair, with which they are connected by short nervous branches.

All the nerves given off from these centres seem to proceed from the ganglia nearest to their place of destination. From the anterior pair are derived all the nerves supplying the parts of the head and the eyes. From the lateral pairs the nerves of the fins are principally given off, while the posterior pair furnishes nerves to all the hinder parts of the body.

Eyes.—The eyes in Clio are situated upon the dorsal aspect of the body, in the constriction which constitutes the neck. In this situation the skin is drawn deeply around them, so that they seem to be lodged in special depressions appropriated to receive them. Each eye (fig. 113. 31) has somewhat the shape of a bent cylinder, the two ends of which are of a spherical form. The external spherical extremity of this eye, which is transparent, and constitutes the cornea, stands prominently above the level of the skin. By transmitted light it is not difficult to distinguish the construction of the interior. The middle third of the cylinder is generally of a dark colour, whilst the anterior and posterior extremities of the cylinder are comparatively transparent; but, probably, in the recent animal, the dark pigment extends back as far as the hinder end — anteriorly, it is easy to perceive the existence of a transparent lens; but from the small size of the organ, it is difficult to make out their structure more completely. In connexion with these eyes, delicate muscular fasciculi may be traced radiating in different directions, which would seem to have the office of turning the eye-ball towards any particular object.

The only other special organs of sensation possessed by the Clio are the tentacula; but these will be best described in connexion with the head to which they are appended.

Head-cowls and Tentacula.—The structure of the head of Clio is very remarkable; and, in its general characters, cannot be more appropriately described than in the words of Pallas.*

Caput contractum subglobosidum est, esto vel utroque vel alterutro, imo quandoque neutro, antice papillæ carnæ (tentaculum) acutæ, mucronatæ. Qui lobi sunt proprie preputia duo (the head-cowls) crassa, carnæ; hemisphaerica, contractilia, basi coadunata, et quorum interiore latere emergunt tentacula (head-cones) tria carnosa, conica,

fig. 110 (8 to 13).

9. Transverse section of the ventral fasciculus, as they pass through the nerve surrounded by the muscular collar (s).

10. Head of Clio, with the cowls half expanded, showing the conical cephalic appendages (s), and one of the tentacula (k) protruded.

11. Head of Clio, cowls closed, and the left tentacle protruded.

12. The same seen from above.

13. The same, the cowls being widely separated so as to display the opening of the mouth. (After Eschricht.)

The above description will, however, be better understood by a reference to the accompanying figures, in which the structures above mentioned are delineated on a large scale. In fig. 110. 11 the head is represented, seen from the ventral aspect with the head-cowls (a, b) closed together, concealing all the other organs except the tentacula, one of which (k) is seen protruding through an opening in the left cowl, that of the opposite side being retracted — while in fig. 110. 10 the head-cowls are shown partially folded back, so as to display the conical appendages (head-cones) which the cowls enclose and protect.

Each of the cowls (lobi, Pallas; buccae, Fabricius) seems, when more closely examined, to be composed of two spherical parts intimately conjoined, of which the anterior (fig. 110. 11, a a) is the smaller, and the posterior (b b) the larger. The posterior spherical portions are continuous with each other; they enclose a large cavity, which is, in its widest part, filled up by the penis; but, in its narrower and median part, contains the parts of the mouth — the esophagus and the salivary apparatus. The smaller or anterior spheres, on the contrary, are only produced by the folding of the skin over the head-cones, and disappear when these organs are protruded. In the fore part of each of the anterior spherical portions of the cowl is a little flat surface, in the middle of which may be observed

* Spicelgia, x. p. 28.
either the tentacle (fig. 110. 10 and 11, k), or the orifice (fig. 110. 12, l), through which it is protruded: the two flat surfaces are separated from each other when the cowls are closed by a longitudinal fissure (p), the margins of which form two prominent lips (o o).

The lateral tentacles (k) are cylindrical, smooth, and terminated by rounded extremities. They are hollow, and in their interior, three longitudinal bands of muscle and a nerve of considerable size are distinguishable, so that they can be retracted in the same manner as the horns of a snail, nothing remaining externally to indicate their position, except the hole through which they are protruded. When thus inverted the tentacles are found lodged in the cavity of the head, with their apices directed inwards.

The two smaller spheres of the hood or cowl are separated from each other by the longitudinal fissure (fig. 110.11), which Fabricius, very inappropriately, called the mouth, although, at the same time, he was acquainted with the real mouth, and recognised it as such. This vertical fissure occupies the entire top of the head, and is continued for some distance both on its upper and under surface, or, more properly speaking, the real head is buried deeply in the interspace between the two cowls, and when these are separated from each other, the following parts are seen situated between them: in the centre of the floor of the fissure is the vertical opening of the mouth (fig. 110. 13, u), between which and the borders of the hood (q), are the crescentic spaces (c), in which are situated the conical appendages to the head already mentioned, and which are represented protruding from between the margins of the hood in fig. 110. 10 (s).

Conical Appendages to the Head. — The conical appendages to the head (Kopfkegel, Eschricht), when fully expanded, form a kind of star round the mouth (fig. 108. 3, s), and were erroneously styled by Fabricius "soft teeth" ("suntque dentes hi molles subcrustacei"). It is to Eschricht we are indebted for a knowledge of the real nature of these wonderful organs, the structure of which is unparalleled in the animal creation. It has been already noticed that these conical bodies are of a red colour in the recent animal, and, when they are protruded, it is easily discoverable with a lens that this colour depends on the presence of numerous separate coloured points distributed over their surface. When still further magnified, these points show themselves as closely aggregated spots, arranged with great regularity upon the exterior of the cone. Upon a rough calculation there may be about three thousand of these spots upon each conical appendage, each of which, when closely examined, under favourable circumstances, assumes very much the appearance of the polype-cell of one of the Sertularian polyopes, and exhibits a structure which is truly admirable. Each little spot consists, in fact, of a transparent sheath, enclosing a central body, composed of a stem terminated by a kind of tuft, which last can be protruded at times beyond the margin of the sheath. When viewed laterally (fig. 111.14) it is apparent that this central body consists of several filaments or tubes, every one of which expands at its extremity into a dilated portion, terminated by a little disc (fig. 111.15), and about twenty of these are enclosed in each sheath. The conical appendages to the head of a single Clio are, therefore, furnished with (20 X 3000 X 6) about three hundred and sixty thousand of the stem-supported discs in question.

![Fig. 111 (14 to 21).](image)

Clio Borealis.

14. One of the 3000 prehensile organs with which each of the six conical appendages to the head is furnished. Magnified 300 diameters.

15. An isolated sucking disc from the above. Magnified 900 diameters.

16. The head and neck laid open by a longitudinal section, showing two of the conical appendages and the penis, in situ. Magnified 5 diameters.

17. Longitudinal section of the head along the mesial line.


As relates to the internal structure of these conical organs, Eschricht ascertained that they
are hollow, and that their cavities communicate with the common cavity of the head: they have likewise their proper muscles, and each receives a large nerve derived immediately from the anterior supra-oesophageal ganglion. As to the use of this elaborate apparatus, there is still room for speculation. Captain Holbīll, although he frequently observed them porrected, while the creature was swimming, never saw them employed as suckers or instruments of prehension; nevertheless, it seems impossible to doubt that such is their real office, when we reflect upon their remarkable structure, and further take into account their situation, so completely analogous to that occupied by the sucking discs of the Cephalopoda, and still more closely resembling the cephalic appendages of \textit{Pteropoda}. It is, therefore, extremely probable that these organs are employed for holding to foreign objects at the bottom of the sea, and that the great number of the sucking discs is in correspondence with the power possessed by the Clio of crawling about upon uneven surfaces.

The mouth of the Clio is a vertical fissure, that is easily displayed by slightly folding back the head-cones (fig. 110. 13, u). Its margins seem to enclose some calcareous substance, which, in specimens preserved in spirit, is of a chalky whiteness. Numerous muscular fasciculi surround this opening, which, when expanded, has somewhat of a triangular form, so that during life the mouth can be forcibly opened by the radiating muscular fasciculi that surround it.

In the cavity of the mouth there may be observed, on each side, a round fossa, in which can be seen projecting, even with the naked eye, a hard shining substance, first noticed by Pallas and Fabricius, who regarded these bodies as simple teeth. Closer inspection, however, reveals them to have a very curious structure, which is, perhaps, unique, each consisting of a bundle of about thirty gold-coloured, crooked, stiff and sharp hooks (fig. 112. 22, w), derived from a common base (x), and forming a pair of lateral jaws, wherewith the creature seizes its food.

In the middle of the ventral aspect of the cavity of the mouth there is, moreover, a prominent tongue-shaped organ, which, when moderately magnified, may be seen to consist of two lateral bands of a black colour, which are united in the middle line, and which are covered with an immense number of extremely minute teeth, that will be more particularly described hereafter. The pharynx, when examined from above, is somewhat lyre-shaped: it is composed of two lateral branches (fig. 111. 19, i), the posterior ends of which are joined by a convex central portion (ε). The tube of the oesophagus is not prolonged immediately from its hinder extremity, but seems to arise from the hinder wall of the pharyngeal cavity (fig. 111. 17 and 21, e).

The nerves of the pharynx arise from two ganglia (fig. 111. 18, 20, y) situated imme-

The pharynx, when viewed with a lens, and still more when examined under the microscope, resembles, very closely, the gizzard of a gallinaceous bird, the resemblance existing in the great strength of its muscular parietes. Each lateral portion (fig. 111. 18, i) is a small curved cylinder, the outer wall of which is entirely muscular. The fasciculi are principally arranged in two layers, the fibres crossing each other. On opening one of these muscular capsules, by means of a fine pair of scissors it is found to contain, in its interior, a cilyndrical body made up of several parts. At its anterior extremity are situated the lateral teeth above alluded to (fig. 111. 19, and fig. 112. 22, v). These are arranged in parallel arches, in such a way that their points all attain the same height, notwithstanding the great difference in their length, the posterior (exterio) tooth (fig. 112. 23, a) being far the longest; while the an-
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\caption{Clio Borealis.}
\end{figure}

22, 23 a, 23 b. Dental apparatus, magnified 28 diameters.
24. Lateral view of the free portion of the tongue, magnified 150 diameters. \textit{(After Eschricht.)}
terior (interior) (23, b) is the shortest of the series. The stem upon which these are fixed (22, w) is sloped off in the same proportion, and has a somewhat triangular shape. When crushed under the microscope, it is found to consist entirely of muscular fibres arranged with considerable regularity, and principally disposed in two opposite directions, so that they cross each other; and doubtless a part of their office is to raise and depress the individual teeth, implanted upon the common stem. The hinder portion of the cylinders (x) containing this extraordinary dental apparatus, is muscular, and composed of longitudinal fasciculi, by the aid of which the stems that support the teeth are retracted, their protrusion being effected apparently by the construction of the capsules themselves. The manner in which the Clio makes use of these teeth may, therefore, be inferred from their anatomical arrangement. The cylinders wherein they are lodged are so much bent (Fig. 111, 18, 19, i), that when the two dental organs of the opposite sides are protruded the spicules of the teeth with which they are armed must meet together outside the mouth, and when in this condition the teeth of each organ are widely separated and spread out, they will form, as it were, a couple of long combs (19, v), and evidently perform the functions of a pair of tenacious jaws.

The tongue may be divided into two portions; the one free, and the other fixed, studded with a number of hooklets that can scarcely be estimated at fewer than from six to eight hundred, the disposition of which at once indicates their office to be to facilitate the propulsion of the food into the oesophagus, as is the case in the Cephalopods and various other Mollusca.

The oesophagus is, for the greater part of its length, surrounded by the two salivary glands, which extend quite into the abdominal cavity, where they are connected to each other, and to the liver by lax cellular membrane. The stomach is a mere dilation of the oesophagus, and is entirely embedded in the substance of the liver. The latter organ appears, when examined superficially, to be entirely made up of a multitude of Acini, each of which contains within it a cavity that communicates through a wide aperture with the interior of the stomach; and hence it results, that, although the exterior of the liver is seemingly composed of large granules, the walls of the stomach are perforated all over with openings, leading into blind cavities, so as to have a completely cellular appearance.

The intestine is a simple tube, passing straight from the termination of the stomacial portion of the alimentary canal to the anal orifice, which is situated on the right side of the neck immediately behind the corresponding fin.

The course of the circulation in the Pteropoda has not been as yet completely made out. In the Clio borealis, the heart enclosed in its pericardium is situated on the right side of the posterior end of the abdominal cavity just at the point where the dorsal and ventral bands of muscle separate to form the wide lateral opening. The pericardium is pointed in front and broad behind: its walls are thin and transparent, but at the same time very strong. On opening the pericardium, the ventricle of the heart is seen to have the shape of a triangular pyramid with rounded angles, the apex of the pyramid being directed towards the head, whilst its base is turned towards the hind part of the body. From the apex of the heart arises a large vessel, which immediately pierces the pericardium, and supplies branches to the liver and to the internal organs of generation; it then advances forward, and supplies the parts about the neck, more especially the lateral fins, and most probably is ultimately distributed to the head and its appendages. This vessel is evidently the aorta.

**Fig. 113 (25 to 31).**

25. One of the lingual teeth, magnified 400 diameters.
26. Male generative apparatus, removed from the body and unfolded.
27. Female generative organs displayed.
28. Convex surface of the testes.
29. One of the pigment sacs of the integument, magnified 120 diameters.
30. Nervous system, magnified 12 diameters.
31. One of the eyes, magnified 40 diameters. (After Echricht.)

**Generative system.**—The reproductive organs in the Clio borealis occupy a very considerable portion of the abdominal cavity.
They consist, first, of an Ovary with its oviduct; secondly of the "bladder;" and, thirdly, of the testis, upon which the bladder rests.

The ovary (fig. 113, 27, p) is closely connected with the liver, in connection with which it occupies the dorsal region of the abdominal cavity, its anterior part being filled with the voluminous testis. The ovary itself is nearly of a hemispherical shape, and is of a pale red colour, its surface having a granular appearance. When crushed under the microscope, all the granules of which it consists exhibit in their interior a little vesicle, together with a dark spot; the former being, doubtless, the vesicle of Purkinje, the latter the germinal spot of Wagner.

The oviduct (q) is tolerably thick, and arises from the middle of the flat surface of the ovary; it immediately becomes considerably convoluted, so that it usually forms two loops, and, gradually becoming attenuated, reaches the "bladder" (s), which is situated in immediate contact with the testis; but, before joining the latter, it generally swells into a dilatation (r); but this dilatation is not constant; for sometimes Eschricht found two such enlargements; whilst in other instances the oviduct retained the same diameter throughout its entire length: when present, the swelling was found to be solid, and probably was produced by an accumulation of ova, coagulated by the action of the spirit in which the specimens had been preserved.

The "bladder" (s) is situated very close to the surface of the testis, and appears to be supported upon a furcate stem, through the intervention of which it is partly in communication with the oviduct, and partly with the testicle. This "bladder" is somewhat larger than the accidental swellings of the oviduct alluded to above, but, like them, was found to be solid; and sometimes the mass was divisible into two flattened halves, a circumstance that would seem to indicate the non-existence of any cavity in the interior.

The testis itself, in a recent specimen, is so large as to occupy a very considerable part of the abdominal cavity: it is nearly transparent; and when portions of it are examined under the microscope, its substance seems to be entirely made up of minute tubes, connected together by delicate membranous processes. Its external convex surface (fig. 113, 28) is convoluted, so as to give it the appearance of being a hollow vesicle three times folded upon itself; whilst its inferior concave surface exhibits under the microscope a reticulate appearance, something like that of the stomach of a ruminate quadruped.

The common outlet of the ovary, of the bladder, and of the testicle is short, but tolerably thick. It mounts upwards, and terminates close behind the right fin, in the immediate vicinity of the anal orifice.

On opening the cavity of the head, by removing its anterior wall (including the collar and the subjacent muscular layer), its contents are displayed as exhibited in fig. 111, 16. Immediately behind the contracted conical appendages, and close to their hollow bases, is seen a long milk-white organ (b), which, in old specimens, is so extremely brittle, that it is generally broken in the dissection. Behind this, and close to the collar, lies a round sacculus not easily to be displayed; and, in the neck itself, immediately upon the collar, is situated a single loop, formed of the same white substance as b.

On carefully unfolding these parts, they are found to present the structure displayed in fig. 113, 26, the transverse body (b) and the loop (c) constituting portions of the same viscus. The transverse portion is a canal terminating by a blind extremity (a), while the loop itself may be displayed as an extremely attenuated canal (d) of a reddish colour, which, after several convolutions, opens into the red sacculus (g), and ultimately terminates in another short, but wider, tube (f); the common orifice of the sacculus and of the convoluted canal is a wide, longitudinal opening, situated in the cavity between the right fin, the head, and the collar. On cutting into this canal, it is found that the milky colour it presents is but slightly owing to the nature of its contents, depending principally upon the texture of its walls, which, when examined under the microscope, are found to contain numerous granular bodies, which are apparently of a glandular character, united together by a very thin and transparent membrane, the delicacy of which readily accounts for the fragility of the tube.

The structure of the red sacculus (g) is not yet fully understood. Its walls are in some parts very thin, and on opening it, the tube (f) is seen to be continued through it.

Eschricht was, at first, in considerable doubt as to the nature of this remarkable apparatus: he observed, however, that in several specimens, a portion of the sacculus was inverted and protruded externally in the shape of a long bow-shaped organ (fig. 114, 3, h), along the cavity of which a delicate canal could be distinctly traced, the bow-shaped organ being manifestly the penis, everted in the same way as in many Gastropod Mollusks, and the delicate canal constituting the vas deferens.

Hyalea. — The two fins are supported upon a fleshy neck, enclosed between the two lobes of the mantle (fig. 114, 3, c), which latter (fig. 114, 3, g, h, i, k) correspond accurately with the valves of the shell, beyond the edges of which they protrude all around, and which they cover with a thin epidermis.

The position of the branchiae Cuvier observed not to correspond with what he had, erroneously, believed it to be in Clio,—namely, the surface of the lateral fins; for in Hyalea he did not discover any vascular net-work in those organs, even with a microscope; and thus indirectly confirms the correctness of Eschricht's views upon this point. He, therefore, sought for them elsewhere, and, on breaking the shell, he found them to be situated between the two lobes of the mantle at the bottom of the outer space between them
on each side, so that the lateral fissures of the shell have apparently the function of admitting the surrounding element to the branchial organs. These latter are composed of little laminae, resembling those of patellae, phyllidia, &c., which surround the body so as to form a sort of elliptical belt, not placed transversely, but parallel to the course of the dorsal surface (fig. 114. 5, 6, p, q, r, s). The

Fig. 114 (1 to 9).

Anatomy of Hyalea. (After Cuvier.)

1. The animal entire, with its shell, viewed from the side of the inflated valve.
2. The same seen from the side of the flat valve.
3. The Hyalea deprived of its shell, the lobes of the mantle drawn aside and expanded, from the inflated side.
4. The same from the flat side, in which part of the viscera may be observed through the membrane of the mantle, as also the muscular fibre of the latter.

5. The animal slightly magnified, with the mantle opened from the flat side, showing the retractor muscle and the viscera in situ.
6. The same, with the viscera displayed.

7. The same, seen from the opposite aspect: the integument of the neck has been divided as far as the mouth, showing the respective positions of the brain, of the oesophagus, of the penis, and the tongue; like terminations of the retractor muscle.

8. The penis detached.
   The crop and gizzard laid open.
   The same references apply to all the figures.

- a, b, c, prominent points of shell; d, inflated valve;
- e, f, lateral margins of the shell; g, h, i, k, margins of mantle; l, m, cervical fins; n, mouth; o, neck;
- p, q, r, s, branchiae; t, position of the heart; u, retractor muscle; v, e, oesophagus; w, crop; x, gizzard; y, intestine; z, liver; z, ovary; r, testicle; z, supra-oesophageal ganglion.

other viscera occupy the arched and rounded portion of the shell, or the interior of the cervical region, and are enveloped in a kind of peritoneum of a blackish colour. On placing the animal upon its flat valve, or ventral surface, the heart is seen to be situated on the right side, at the inner border of that portion of the branchial band marked t in fig. 114. 5.

A cylindrical muscle (u, fig. 114. 5 and 7) is attached to the intermediate point of the shell, and traverses the visceral mass to be inserted into the neck by four tongue-like processes. The action of this muscle will be to retract the creature within its shell.

In front of the branchiae is situated the penis, upon which lies the oesophagus, and this in turn is surmounted by the brain—these organs filling up the thickness of the neck. The oesophagus (e, n, fig. 114. 5 and 6) is long and slender, and the mouth, according to Cuvier, is a simple anterior opening, in the interior of which a few wrinkles only are perceptible, representing the tongue. The oesophagus dilates into a kind of membranous crop (w, w, fig. 114. 7 and 9), which is succeeded by a muscular gizzard (x, x, fig. 114. 7 and 9) of a cylindrical shape, the walls of which are of tolerable thickness. Both these cavities are furnished internally with longitudinal folds, and these are thicker and more numerous in the crop than in the gizzard (fig. 114. 9). The intestine (y, y) is slender, and of the same diameter throughout its whole length, which is considerable. It makes two convolutions in the interval between the lobes of the liver (z, y, fig. 114. 7). The anus is situ-
ated on the right side of the neck beneath the corresponding lateral fin: the liver is of no great bulk, and forms a nearlyglobular mass.

The organs of generation consist of an ovary which occupies the greater portion of the right side; of an oviduct of moderate length; of a testicle which is almost as large as the ovary, and of a common deferent canal. The penis is here, as in Clio, an organ altogether distinct from the testicle: it is situated, as already said, beneath the oesophagus, where it is folded upon itself; and when protruded, issues through an orifice placed in the front of the neck and a little below the mouth. It is represented in situ in fig. 114. 7, and detached in 8.

The brain (fig. 114. 7, r) is large, flat, and of a square form, slightly narrowed posteriorly: the nerves issue principally from its angles, two of them going to join a double ganglion situated beneath the oesophagus.

The salivary glands appear to be wanting.

**Pneumoderma.**—Another genus of the Pteropod Mollusca, anatomized by Cuvier, embraces the Pneumoderma, which presents many peculiarities of structure, more especially as relates to the position of the respiratory organs and the tentacula placed at the sides of the mouth and other anatomical details, so that it will require to be described at length. In this genus, the body is without a shell, having two fins situated on the sides of the neck, but is distinguished by having two bunches of tentacula in the vicinity of the mouth, and by carrying its branchial organs at the surface of its body near its posterior extremity.

The body of this mollusk is of an oval shape (fig. 115. 1, a), the head (b) is round,

Fig. 115. (1 to 9).

**Anatomy of Pneumoderma.** (After Cuvier.)

1. Pneumoderma, natural size, anterior aspect.
2. The same, posterior aspect.
3. The same placed with the head downwards, and seen from the right side to show the branchiae.
4. The same enlarged and shown in the position of fig. 1. The skin is divided and turned aside to show the muscular envelope of the viscera and the pericardium in situ.
5. The same, the muscular envelope and peritoneum laid open to show the viscera in situ.
6. The same, with the viscera developed.
7. The same: the organs of generation are turned aside; the stomach laid open and the integuments of the head divided to show the mouth and its appurtenances.
8. The mass of the mouth detached and opened longitudinally to show its interior.
9. Interior of the head after the removal of the oral organs, showing the penis and the inferior ganglia in situ.

The same letters answer to all the figures.

a, body; b, head; c, mouth; d, lips; e, their fleshy appendage; f, fins; g, branchiae; h, branchial vein; i, auricle of heart; j, pericardium; l, muscular envelope of viscera; m, liver; n, testicle; o, ovary; p, stomach laid open; q, rectum; r, r, fleshy appendages to oral cavity; s, tongue; t, t, t, anterior membranous compartment of mouth; t, t, t, oral tubercles; c, c, tentacles; r, salivary glands; x, their dilated ducts; y, brain; z, smaller mucous ganglia; α, penis; β, opening of common generative canal.
and the neck constricted. The mouth opens upon the summit of the head, and is guarded in front by two longitudinal prominent lips (d, d'), beneath which is a pointed, fleshy appendage (e).

The fins (f, f), attached to the sides of the neck, are fleshy and much smaller than in either of the preceding genera.

The branchiae (g, g) are situated at the opposite extremity of the animal, and form two prominent lines somewhat in the shape of two capital Cs placed back to back and united by a transverse band. These lines give off from each side small prominent lamina, arranged much in the same way as the leaflets of a pinnate leaf.

On the right side of the body, and a little above the branchial apparatus, is seen a simple prominent line (h), which, on opening the animal, is discovered to be the branchial vein opening into the auricle of the heart (i), which, enclosed in its pericardium, is situated upon this side (k).

On opening the integument, which is comparatively soft, the mass of the viscer is found to be enclosed in a muscular envelope, the fibres of which are almost all longitudinal (fig. 115. 4, l). The pericardium is not contained within this fleshy envelope, which is only adherent to the skin in the vicinity of the branchia; for in this place are situated the arterial trunks, which convey the blood of the body into the pulmonary organ.

On dividing the muscular layer (fig. 115. 5 and 6), it is seen that almost the whole space within is nearly equally shared between the liver (m), the testicle (n), and the ovary (o), the latter being slightly the largest viscus of the three. The ovary occupies the bottom of the visceral sac, the testicle is on the left, and the liver on the right side.

The stomach is very capacious, and surrounded on all sides by the liver, which pours the bile directly into its interior through numerous orifices, exactly as in Conchiferous Mollusks. The walls of the stomach are thin and internally present numerous little cavities, into which the biliary pores open (fig. 115. 7, p). The rectum is short, and opens beneath the right fin (fig. 115. 7, g).

The mouth is a fleshy mass of considerable size, from which two fleshy appendages are prolonged backwards (fig. 115. 7, 8, r r). The tongue is covered with short retracted spines, the use of which is evidently to assist in deglutition (fig. 115. 8, s). The posterior part of the mouth, in which the tongue is situated, is separated from the anterior (fig. 115. 7, 8, u), which is membranous, by a fleshy construction (fig. 115. 8, t t t), upon which are perceived three small tubercles.

The opening of the mouth is guarded by two bunches of tentacula (fig. 115. 1 to 8, c), which the animal can, at will, either protrude or retract within the oral orifice. Each of these tentacles consists of a delicate filament, terminated by a minute tubercle excavated in the centre. These organs forcibly remind us of the complicated oral apparatus of the Clio already described, and most probably are instruments of prehension analogous to those of the Cephalopoda.

The salivary glands (fig. 115. 7, 8, v e) are long and ample, and their excretory duct, as it passes above the brain, is obviously dilated (x x).

The brain (fig. 115. 9, y) is a narrow transverse band, and among the nerves which it furnishes, two may be observed on each side, which are connected beneath the æsophagus with a group of six ganglia, four of which are mesial and of considerable size, while the other two placed at the sides are of smaller dimensions.

There is nothing peculiar in the structure of the generative apparatus, which nearly resembles that of Hyalea and Clio. The penis is small, and situated beneath the mouth. It is protruded between the two little lips situated upon the anterior surface of the head (fig. 115. 1, 5, d d). The common generative orifice is found immediately in front of the anus, and is prolonged externally into a kind of furrow, which is directed forwards.

(T. Rymer Jones.)

**THE PULSE. (Gr. σφυγμός, σφύς, Lat. Pulsus, Fr. Pouls, Ger. Puls, Dut. Puls, Ital. Polso, Span. Pulsus.) — The nature and cause of the pulse have already been examined in an earlier part of this work. It is proposed to consider it, in this place, as a separate and independent subject, and to bring together the leading facts which have been ascertained, in reference especially to that property which is most readily submitted to examination, namely, its frequency.

Our knowledge of this subject is little more than a century old; for though Quetelet † attributes to Kepler, who was born towards the end of the 16th century, the idea of ascertaining the number of pulsations in a given time, Floyer, who wrote at the beginning of the 18th century, was the first who collected any considerable number of observations. Bryan Robinson ‡, Falconer §, Knox ||, Graves ¶, Nick **, and Quetelet †† followed in the same field of inquiry, and still more recently the writer of this article. The facts which these authors placed on record have not yet been brought together in any standard treatise on physiology; so that a clear and connected exposition of the frequency of the pulse, as it is affected by age, sex, posture, exercise, food, and other natural causes, and of the relation which it bears to the respiration, is still a desideratum,* 

‡ A treatise on the Animal Economy, by Bryan Robinson, M.D., 1792.
§ Observations respecting the Pulse, &c., by W. Falconer, M.D. F.R.S., Bath, 1796.
¶ Dublin Hospital Reports, vol. v. 1830.
** Beobachtungen über die Bedingungen, unter denen die Halßigkeit des Pulses im Gesunden Zustand verändert wird. Von Georg. Heinrich Nick.
Pulse.

It is true that there is no want of rough estimates, or of calculations founded on theoretical data; but there is in this, as in most kindred subjects, a great lack of careful observations, and correct average results. This deficiency it is the object of this article to supply, by presenting in succession the number of the pulse, as influenced by the principal causes already specified.

Age.—In treating this part of the subject no distinction is made between the sexes, nor is any notice taken of the influence of posture, and time of day. The average results are based on the observations made by different authors on healthy persons of both sexes in a state of rest, and on those of the writer of this article, which, with the exception of very young children, were taken in the sitting posture in the middle of the day, and in a state of rest and abstinence. As these latter facts form the majority of those from which the averages are calculated, it will be correct to state that the tables present a near approximation to the frequency of the pulse in persons of different ages in a state of rest and abstinence, in the sitting posture, and at or about the middle of the day.

The pulse has its maximum frequency in early infancy, and its minimum in robust old age. From infancy to adult age it continues to fall, and probably attains its lowest point at or about the age of 50, to rise again, if feeble as well as robust persons are included in the observations, in the aged.

Age. —The frequency of the pulse is very variable at this period of life. According to Quetelet*, the numbers are as follow.

Max. 165; min. 104; mean 135; range 61.

Other authorities estimate it at 130 to 140, or at the last of these numbers; but it will assist the memory to fix the average at 140.

During the first few weeks or months of life, the frequency of the pulse in healthy children is rapidly diminished, as appears from the following Table, based on the observations of Billard, in which the tables must be understood to be approximations.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Age</th>
<th>Max.</th>
<th>Min.</th>
<th>Mean</th>
<th>Range</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1 to 10 days†</td>
<td>180</td>
<td>less than 80</td>
<td>106</td>
<td>100</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1 to 2 months</td>
<td>150</td>
<td>70</td>
<td>106</td>
<td>80</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2 to 3 months</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>70</td>
<td>87</td>
<td>90</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

† M. Valleeix (Mémoires de la Société Médicale de Paris, vol. ii. p. 312.) gives, as the average frequency of the pulse in thirteen healthy infants from 2 to 21 days old, 87 beats, the maximum being 104, and the minimum 76. As these observations were made with singular care, they are entitled to much attention. Mr. Gorham (London Med. Gaz. vol. xxi.) obtained from sixteen observations on sixteen infants, less than one day old, a mean of 129 beats, a maximum of 160, and a minimum of 100; and from forty-two observations on infants, from one to seven days old — 128 as the average, 160 as the maximum, and 96 as the minimum. The average of three experiments on children asleep was 108. M. Trouseau (Journal des Connaissances Médicales et Chirurgicales, Juillet, 1841) obtained, as the average and from numbers of the pulse in six boys and five girls, aged from fifteen to thirty days, the following: — boys, max. 152, min. 96, average 127; girls, max. 152, min. 120, mean 135.

Hence, then, between the first and tenth day there is a range of 100 beats; between the first and second months, of 80 beats; and between the second and third months, of 30 beats, with an average fall in the first three months of about 20 beats. The number of observations on which these averages are founded are, between 1 and 10 days, 56 observations; between 1 and 2 months, 36 observations; and between 2 and 3 months, 20 observations.* It would answer no good purpose to enter more minutely into the frequency of the pulse at these early periods of life; it will suffice to present it year by year during the first twenty-five years of life, as is done in the following table, based upon between 600 and 700 observations made chiefly by the writer of this article, each average being deduced either from 20 or 25 facts.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Age</th>
<th>Max.</th>
<th>Min.</th>
<th>Range</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1 to 10 days†</td>
<td>158</td>
<td>108</td>
<td>128</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1 to 2 months</td>
<td>136</td>
<td>84</td>
<td>107</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2 to 3 months</td>
<td>124</td>
<td>80</td>
<td>103</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3 to 4 months</td>
<td>124</td>
<td>80</td>
<td>103</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4 to 5 months</td>
<td>133</td>
<td>80</td>
<td>101</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5 to 6 months</td>
<td>124</td>
<td>70</td>
<td>95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6 to 7 months</td>
<td>128</td>
<td>70</td>
<td>95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7 to 8 months</td>
<td>128</td>
<td>70</td>
<td>95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8 to 9 months</td>
<td>128</td>
<td>70</td>
<td>95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9 to 10 months</td>
<td>120</td>
<td>70</td>
<td>95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10 to 11 months</td>
<td>112</td>
<td>70</td>
<td>95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11 to 12 months</td>
<td>112</td>
<td>70</td>
<td>95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12 to 13 months</td>
<td>114</td>
<td>70</td>
<td>95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13 to 14 months</td>
<td>114</td>
<td>70</td>
<td>95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14 to 15 months</td>
<td>112</td>
<td>70</td>
<td>95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15 to 16 months</td>
<td>104</td>
<td>66</td>
<td>83</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16 to 17 months</td>
<td>104</td>
<td>66</td>
<td>83</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>17 to 18 months</td>
<td>102</td>
<td>54</td>
<td>76</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>18 to 19 months</td>
<td>104</td>
<td>54</td>
<td>76</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>19 to 20 months</td>
<td>104</td>
<td>54</td>
<td>76</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20 to 21 months</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>76</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>21 to 22 months</td>
<td>99</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>76</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>22 to 23 months</td>
<td>99</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>76</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>23 to 24 months</td>
<td>94</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>76</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>24 to 25 months</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>60</td>
<td>76</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>25 to 26 months</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>76</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

* It is necessary to observe, that the observations of Billard, which give so low a frequency as 70 and 80 beats as of not infrequent occurrence before the third month, and even in the first ten days of life, are by no means borne out by the observations of the writer, or of any author whom he has consulted, with the exception of M. Valleeix. Thus, the minimum during the first day is 104; nor does the pulse fall in infancy lower than that number till the eighth week, when the least number is 90. If, again, the facts are grouped by months, the pulse is found in no case to fall below 104, except in one instance in the second month, till the eighth month, when the minimum is 96. The minimum observed by M. Valleeix, occurred in a male infant, a year old, admitted into the infirmary of the Hôpital des Enfants Trouvés, in a state of languor, but free from disease. In a week from the date of admission the pulse had risen to 108; on the following day it was 117; and the day after that it was 118. There is reason to believe, therefore, that these low frequencies of the pulse of infants occur in that state and degree of debility without disease which gives rise to an infrequent pulse in the adult, and that they do not occur in strong and vigorous health.
This table, though obviously based upon a number of facts too small to furnish exact averages, may be taken as presenting an approximation to the truth. It indicates a progressive decline from infancy to adult age as the true law of the pulse,—a law which would probably be clearly displayed by averages deduced from a large number of facts.

The following table presents the number of the Pulse at each quinquennial period throughout the whole of life. The averages for the first eight periods are founded each on 50 observations, of which half were made on males, and half on females. The average for the period from 76 to 80 is deduced from the same number of facts similarly divided. For most of the other periods the averages are derived from forty observations, twenty on males, and twenty on females. Where the number of observations is less than this, it is stated in a note.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Age</th>
<th>Max.</th>
<th>Min.</th>
<th>Mean.</th>
<th>Range.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>2 to 5</td>
<td>128</td>
<td>80</td>
<td>105</td>
<td>48</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5—10</td>
<td>124</td>
<td>72</td>
<td>93</td>
<td>52</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10—15</td>
<td>129</td>
<td>68</td>
<td>88</td>
<td>52</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15—20</td>
<td>108</td>
<td>56</td>
<td>78</td>
<td>52</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20—25</td>
<td>124</td>
<td>56</td>
<td>78</td>
<td>68</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>25—30</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>53</td>
<td>74</td>
<td>47</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>30—35</td>
<td>94</td>
<td>58</td>
<td>73</td>
<td>36</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>35—40</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>56</td>
<td>75</td>
<td>44</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>40—45</td>
<td>104</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>75</td>
<td>54</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>45—50</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>49</td>
<td>71</td>
<td>51</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>50—55*</td>
<td>88</td>
<td>55</td>
<td>74</td>
<td>33</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>55—60</td>
<td>108</td>
<td>48</td>
<td>74</td>
<td>60</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>60—65</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>54</td>
<td>72</td>
<td>46</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>65—70</td>
<td>96</td>
<td>52</td>
<td>75</td>
<td>44</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>70—75</td>
<td>104</td>
<td>54</td>
<td>74</td>
<td>50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>75—80</td>
<td>94</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>72</td>
<td>44</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>80 and upwards†</td>
<td>98</td>
<td>63</td>
<td>79</td>
<td>35</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The want of regularity in this table arises from the same cause as in the former—the comparatively small number of facts. A regular and progressive decrease in the mean values, however, would probably not be obtained by any number of observations which it is in the power of a single individual to bring together, whether as the result of his inquiries, or as derived from the recorded researches of others. But the figures of this table will still suffice to indicate a law of progressive decrease from the beginning to the end of life, with an increase during the period of decrepitude. The decrease during the first four quinquennial periods is very rapid; during the fourth and fifth the number remains nearly stationary; from the fifth to the sixth period there is again a fall of a few beats; but during the remainder of life (from 25 to 80) a very slight difference exists between the several quinquennial periods; the difference between the averages amounting to only 4 beats, between the minima to 10 beats, and between the maxima to 20 beats. The average rise during the period of decrepitude amounts to 7 beats. 

The pulse of the aged has been very carefully examined by Leuret and Mitivié, Hourmann and Deschambre, and Dr. C. W. Pennock.† According to the observations of the first-named authorities, the average frequency of the pulse in 27 males and 34 females, each sex being of the mean age of 71 years, was, in round numbers, 76. The number would have been somewhat higher but for the exclusion, as abnormal, of pulses exceeding 100. Dr. Pennock's observations on 170 males and 203 females, of the mean age of about 67 years, give as the average frequency of the pulse, 75 beats. The observations of Drs. Hourmann and Deschambre having been made solely on females, are not available in this place. It will be seen that the results deduced from the observations of Leuret and Mitivié, and of Dr. Pennock do not differ materially from the numbers in the table.

As it is extremely difficult, even for those who are most in the habit of dealing with figures, to remember the exact results of a series of averages, it may be useful to lay down a near approximation to the average numbers at the several leading periods of life. This is done in the following table.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Age</th>
<th>Male</th>
<th>Female</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Birth</td>
<td>140</td>
<td>130</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Infancy</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Childhood</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Youth</td>
<td>90</td>
<td>90</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Adult age</td>
<td>75</td>
<td>75</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Old age</td>
<td>70</td>
<td>70</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Decrepitude</td>
<td>75—80</td>
<td>75—80</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

SEX. — The recorded observations on the pulses of males and females respectively during the early periods of life are few in number. At birth, according to the observations of Quetelet, there is a difference of only one beat, the average number in males being 136, and in females 135. The following table contrasts the two sexes at those periods at which the number of recorded observations, added to those made by the writer of this article, are

* De la Fréquence des Pouls, chez les Aliénés, par MM. Leuret et Mitivié, p. 35.
† Archives Générales de Médecine (2nd series), Nov. 1853, tom. ix. p. 358.
‡ Be the Frequency of the Pulse and Respiration of the Aged. By C. W. Pennock, M. D., American Journal of Medical Science, July 1847.
sufficiently numerous to furnish a fair average.*

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Under 2 years</th>
<th>Males</th>
<th>Females</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>2 — 5</td>
<td>110</td>
<td>114</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5 — 8</td>
<td>101</td>
<td>103</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8 — 12</td>
<td>85</td>
<td>98</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>79</td>
<td>92</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

It would appear, then, that even at a very early period of life, the difference of the sexes is marked in the pulse †; that this difference is very inconsiderable in infancy, but well marked in childhood.

The following table presents, in septennial periods, the results of the observations of the writer during the whole of life. Each average is founded on 25 observations, made with great care, in apparently healthy persons, fasting, in a state of rest, in the middle of the day, and in a sitting posture.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Age</th>
<th>Max.</th>
<th>Min.</th>
<th>Mean.</th>
<th>Range.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>2 to 7 years</td>
<td>128</td>
<td>72</td>
<td>97</td>
<td>56</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8 — 14</td>
<td>108</td>
<td>70</td>
<td>84</td>
<td>38</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14 — 21</td>
<td>108</td>
<td>60</td>
<td>76</td>
<td>48</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>21 — 28</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>55</td>
<td>73</td>
<td>47</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>28 — 35</td>
<td>92</td>
<td>56</td>
<td>70</td>
<td>36</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>35 — 42</td>
<td>90</td>
<td>48</td>
<td>68</td>
<td>42</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>42 — 49</td>
<td>96</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>70</td>
<td>46</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>49 — 56</td>
<td>92</td>
<td>46</td>
<td>67</td>
<td>46</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>56 — 63</td>
<td>84</td>
<td>56</td>
<td>68</td>
<td>28</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>63 — 70</td>
<td>96</td>
<td>54</td>
<td>70</td>
<td>42</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>70 — 77</td>
<td>94</td>
<td>54</td>
<td>67</td>
<td>40</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>77 — 84‡</td>
<td>97</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>71</td>
<td>47</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Age</th>
<th>Max.</th>
<th>Min.</th>
<th>Mean.</th>
<th>Range.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>2 — 7</td>
<td>128</td>
<td>70</td>
<td>98</td>
<td>58</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8 — 14</td>
<td>120</td>
<td>70</td>
<td>94</td>
<td>50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14 — 21</td>
<td>124</td>
<td>56</td>
<td>82</td>
<td>68</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>21 — 28</td>
<td>114</td>
<td>54</td>
<td>80</td>
<td>60</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>28 — 35</td>
<td>94</td>
<td>52</td>
<td>78</td>
<td>32</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>35 — 42</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>56</td>
<td>78</td>
<td>44</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>42 — 49</td>
<td>106</td>
<td>64</td>
<td>77</td>
<td>42</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>49 — 56</td>
<td>96</td>
<td>64</td>
<td>76</td>
<td>32</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>56 — 63</td>
<td>108</td>
<td>60</td>
<td>77</td>
<td>48</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>63 — 70</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>52</td>
<td>78</td>
<td>48</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>70 — 77</td>
<td>104</td>
<td>54</td>
<td>81</td>
<td>50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>77 — 84§</td>
<td>105</td>
<td>64</td>
<td>82</td>
<td>41</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The same remarks apply to this table as to former tables. The number of facts is not large enough to give a steady and progressive decrease from childhood to age; but that the approximation to a true result is sufficiently close for all practical purposes may be inferred from the following comparison of the extreme and mean results derived from 25 and 50 observations respectively on the pulses of healthy males.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>No. of Observations</th>
<th>Age</th>
<th>Max.</th>
<th>Min.</th>
<th>Mean.</th>
<th>Range.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>25</td>
<td>2 to 7</td>
<td>128</td>
<td>72</td>
<td>97</td>
<td>56</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>50</td>
<td>2 to 7</td>
<td>128</td>
<td>72</td>
<td>97</td>
<td>56</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>25</td>
<td>7 — 14</td>
<td>108</td>
<td>70</td>
<td>84</td>
<td>38</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>50</td>
<td>7 — 14</td>
<td>108</td>
<td>70</td>
<td>84</td>
<td>38</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>25</td>
<td>14 — 21</td>
<td>108</td>
<td>60</td>
<td>76</td>
<td>48</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>50</td>
<td>14 — 21</td>
<td>108</td>
<td>60</td>
<td>76</td>
<td>48</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

A similar comparison in the female issues in the same manner, as will be seen by the following table.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>No. of Observations</th>
<th>Age</th>
<th>Max.</th>
<th>Min.</th>
<th>Mean.</th>
<th>Range.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>25</td>
<td>7 — 14</td>
<td>120</td>
<td>70</td>
<td>94</td>
<td>50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>50</td>
<td>7 — 14</td>
<td>120</td>
<td>70</td>
<td>94</td>
<td>50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>25</td>
<td>14 — 21</td>
<td>124</td>
<td>56</td>
<td>82</td>
<td>68</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>45</td>
<td>14 — 21</td>
<td>124</td>
<td>56</td>
<td>82</td>
<td>68</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>25</td>
<td>71 — 77</td>
<td>104</td>
<td>54</td>
<td>81</td>
<td>50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>45</td>
<td>71 — 77</td>
<td>104</td>
<td>54</td>
<td>81</td>
<td>50</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

It will be seen that in neither comparison does the difference between the averages for the larger and smaller number of observations exceed two beats, while the extremes, with one exception (the minima in the male, from 7 to 14), are the same. The sufficiency of the averages for practical purposes may also be fairly inferred from the result of a simple process of elimination adopted in the case of the female pulse. By taking 26 observations, and excluding the three maxima and the three minima, as being possibly due to a departure from perfect health, an average of 20 observations was obtained, which gave the following regular series of numbers for the twelve septennial periods of the table—98, 94, 94, 91, 80, 79, 78, 75, 73, 77, 78, 81, 82, showing a steady and progressive decrease during the first eight periods, and an equally progressive increase during the last four periods.

The difference between the male and female pulse continues to be well marked in advanced ages. Thus, in the observations of Leuret and Mitivic, the average frequency in 27 aged men was 73, and in 34 aged women 79. The average obtained by Drs. Hourmân and Deschambre, by observations on 253 aged females, was 82. Dr. Pennock's averages are 72 for aged males, and 78 for aged females.

The general results deducible from the foregoing tables, in reference to the influence of sex on the pulse, may be thus expressed: —

1. The female pulse differs little from the male pulse during the first seven years of life; but after seven years of age the mean pulse of the female exceeds that of the male by from 6 to 14 beats; the average excess being 9 beats,
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or about one-eighth of the mean frequency in the male.

2. The minimum frequency of the pulse of the female, at more than one period of life, falls below that of the male; but its maximum frequency is, at all periods, above that of the male.

3. The range of the pulse in both sexes is considerable; in the male it extends from 28 to 56, in the female from 32 to 68 beats, and it is probable that more numerous observations would extend this range still farther. The average range in the male is 43; in the female, 48.

4. For the purpose of assisting the memory, the average pulse of the adult male may be stated at 70, that of the adult female at 80. The highest number is somewhat less than 100 in the adult male, and somewhat more than 110 in the adult female. The least number in each is about 50.

The lowest number recorded in the table, as occurring in healthy males, is 46, and in healthy females 52. These, however, are not the least numbers on record; for Heberden counted 42, 30, and even 26 pulses in healthy males, the latter number in a man of 80; and Fordyce one case of 26, in an old man in the Charter-house, and another of 20. The writer, some years since, met with a pulse of 38 in a gentleman then and now in the enjoyment of good, though not robust, health. The lowest number observed by Floyer was 55. Falconer counted a pulse of 36, and another of 24, in healthy females, and Dr. Graves records one of 38. Pulses as low as 16, or even 14, beats, have been counted; but it is doubtful whether the persons in whom they occurred were healthy. Low frequencies of pulse observed in disease are beyond the scope of this essay. On the other hand, it is probable that extended observations would reveal the occasional occurrence in healthy persons of both sexes of higher frequencies of the pulse than any recorded in the table above.

Temperature. — Nothing is at present known of the frequency of the pulse as influenced by temperament. The speculations of Floyer upon this subject are too fanciful, and have too little foundation in fact, to deserve a place among the sober results of observation.* The writer's experience would lead him to attach little importance to temperament as a cause of variation in the pulse, as he has found high and low frequencies in men of the same temperament; and some of the lowest pulses he has observed have been in males of opposite temperaments. It is not uncommon, too, to find pulses of very low frequency in persons of the sanguine temperament, and in men remarkable for energy of character and nervous excitability. The strumous diathesis is often characterised by a feeble pulse of low frequency, while those who are subject to gout have, as a general

rule, a stronger pulse of higher frequency. It is probable that, ceteris paribus, the large chest and muscular frame are accompanied by an infrequent, and the small chest and spare form by a frequent pulse. But the varying frequencies of the pulse observed in different subjects have yet to be submitted to that extended and searching observation by which alone the several concurrent causes can be successively eliminated, and the most influential circumstances displayed.

Stature. — Bryan Robinson * has some speculations and calculations upon this cause, which deserve to be classed with the fanciful conceits of Floyer. They profess to be strictly founded upon observation; but their fallacy will be apparent, when it is stated that the important element of age is altogether overlooked. Falconer † follows the example of Bryan Robinson; and more recently M. Rameaux ‡, in a letter addressed to M. Quetelet, pursues the same unprofitable inquiry. The observations, 64 in number, were made by M. Pingrenon, an army surgeon. The subjects examined were all healthy soldiers, placed in similar circumstances, which circumstances, however, are not specified, nor are the ages mentioned. The ordinary range of age in soldiers of the same regiment is quite sufficient to account for the very slight differences of frequency which M. Rameaux attributes to stature. How slight that difference is will be seen from the following comparison: — Stature, 5 feet 6 3/4 inches; pulse, from observation, 64-43: stature, 5 feet 9 inches; pulse, also from observation, 62-62. The calculated numbers are 64-06 and 63. § The effect of stature on the pulse has yet to be determined, and it will require a large assortment of observations made on persons of the same sex and age, at the same time of the day, in the same posture of the body, and placed in all respects under the same circumstances.

Posture. — No part of the subject of the pulse, even excepting its diurnal variations, has been more carelessly examined than the influence of the posture of the body. Though the broad fact, that the pulse in disease is affected by change of posture, seems to have been familiar to the ancients, the first recorded experiment on the healthy subject was made by Bryan Robinson ‖, who obtained the following numbers: — Standing, 78; sitting, 68; lying, 64. Dr. Macdonnell is the next person who devoted his attention to this subject, and who appears, from his own statement, to have been engaged upon it so early as the year 1784. ‡ Falconer, in his work

* Animal Economy, p. 182—184.
† P. 10—13.
‡ Bulletins of the Royal Academy of Brussels, vol. vi.
§ The little importance to be attached to these results will appear, when it is stated that by disregarding the influence of sex, and looking only to the stature of the body, the pulse of the female is made to exceed that of the male by only two or three beats, instead of the true number 9 or 10 beats.
‡ Transactions of the British Association for the
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published 1796; investigated the subject more carefully, and states, that "the result of twenty-one accurate trials, made on different days and at different times of the day, all coincided to prove the greater frequency of the pulse standing, than sitting or lying." The greatest difference observed was 13 beats in a minute, and the least difference one beat. Each of these, however, occurred once only. The average difference between the above postures was about six and a third in a minute." He adds, "The pulse in health is, as far as I can find, the same in a sitting as in a horizontal posture." Dr. Knox of Edinburgh*, however, has examined the effect of posture on the pulse still more closely than the authors just mentioned. In his first memoir, published in 1815, he says, "During the morning, the mere change of posture, from the horizontal to the erect, shall increase the pulse by about 15 or 20 beats. At midday this increase shall be 10; and in the evening, 4, or 6." In his second essay, published in 1837, Dr. Knox gives the results of actual experiment. * Dr. Graves†, in 1826, and Dr. Graves‡, in 1830, also examined the subject experimentally. It is unnecessary to pursue the history of this department of the pulse into greater detail, as the fact that the pulse is greatly influenced by posture is now familiar to all medical men. The exact amount of the change due to this cause will, perhaps, be best displayed in the average results obtained by the writer from a large number of facts observed by himself. §

The following averages were derived from observations on 100 healthy males of the mean age of 27 years, in a state of rest, unexcited either by food or exercise, and, for the most part, between the hours of 12 and 2 P. M.:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Standing</th>
<th>Sitting</th>
<th>Lying</th>
<th>Difference</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Male</td>
<td>78.90</td>
<td>70.05</td>
<td>66.62</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Age</th>
<th>Standing</th>
<th>Sitting</th>
<th>Lying</th>
<th>Differences</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>20</td>
<td>98</td>
<td>72</td>
<td>54</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

To the general rule that the pulse is more frequent standing than sitting, sitting than lying, and, *fortiori*, standing than lying, there are several exceptions. Thus there were 5 instances in which there was no difference between standing and sitting; 19 in which there was no difference between sitting and lying; and 2 in which the pulse had the same frequency standing and lying. Again, the pulse was more frequent sitting than standing in 3 instances; lying than sitting in 11 instances; lying than standing in 5 instances. The total number of instances, in which exceptions to the general rule occurred, was 34, or one-third of the whole.

If we exclude all exceptions to the general rule, and deduce an average from the 66 observations in which the pulse had what may be termed its normal character, we obtain the following numbers:

- **Mean age**, 27; standing, 81.03; sitting, 71.12; lying, 65.62; differences, 9.91, 5.50, and 13.41.

The female pulse presents some peculiarities worthy of note, as will appear from the following average results of 50 observations made under the same conditions as those just recorded:

- **Mean age**, 27. Standing, 89.26; sitting, 81.98; lying, 80.24; differences, 7.28, 1.74, and 9.02.

The extreme results, in the female as in the male, are very wide of the averages; for the difference between standing and sitting ranged from 24 to 0; between sitting and lying, from 11 to 0; and between standing and lying, from 28 to 0. The exceptions to the general rule are still more numerous in the female than in the male, the total number of exceptions being 60 per cent., and the number of observations in which exceptions occurred 46 per cent. Of course the rule here referred to is the general rule established by observations on the male pulse.

If, then, we compare the effect of change of posture on the male and female pulse, we discover that the effect is greater, and the exceptions to the rule less numerous, in the male than in the female. This part of the subject will repay a somewhat close examination.

In the following table, the numbers of the pulse, and the differences due to change of posture, are given, in round numbers, the averages being deduced from 66 observations in the male, and 27 in the female, from which all exceptions to the rule are excluded. The mean age in both sexes is 27.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Standing</th>
<th>Sitting</th>
<th>Lying</th>
<th>Differences</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Males</td>
<td>81</td>
<td>71</td>
<td>66</td>
<td>10 5 15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Females</td>
<td>91</td>
<td>84</td>
<td>80</td>
<td>7 4 11</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

From this table it appears, that though the female pulse exceeds the male by 10 beats, or 1/10th, the effect of a change of posture is considerably less in the former than in the latter. But, in order to determine the true relation

---

* Advancement of Science, Dublin Meeting, 1835, p. 97.
* Guy's Hospital Reports, Nos. vi. and vii.
It is a remarkable coincidence that Dr. Harden, as the average of several experiments on his own person, obtained the same numbers, viz, 89, 70, and 66. See American Journal of Med. Science, vol. v. p. 342.
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existing between the pulses of the two sexes in this respect, it is necessary to compare equal things with equal. This is done in the following table, where the pulse in the erect posture, as deduced from 101 observations on males of the average age of 27 years, and 74 observations on females of the average age of 25½ years, is in either sex 86.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Standing</th>
<th>Sitting</th>
<th>Lying</th>
<th>Differences</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Male</td>
<td>86</td>
<td>77</td>
<td>72</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Female</td>
<td>81</td>
<td>80</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

So that for the same frequency of pulse the effect of change of posture in the male is more than twice as great as in the female. The difference is still more strongly marked in early youth.

The instances in which one or more exceptions to general rules occurred are, as already stated, more numerous in the female than in the male, the exact proportions being 46 per cent. and 34 per cent. The next question connected with the effect of change of posture on the pulse is, whether that effect is the same at all ages? The following table answers this question for both sexes in the negative. The averages are deduced from 30 observations at each age in the male, and 20 in the female.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Standing</th>
<th>Sitting</th>
<th>Lying</th>
<th>Differences</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>MALES.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>50 to 70</td>
<td>61</td>
<td>55</td>
<td>52</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>70 to 90</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>9</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

| FEMALES. |         |       |             |
| 60 to 80 | 101     | 82    | 74          | 120 93 81 |
| 80 to 100| 19      | 8     | 27          | 12 12 39 |

Hence, in the male, the difference above 20 between standing and lying is to the difference below 20 as 7 to 5; while, in the female, the difference above 20 is to that below 20 as nearly 3 to 1. The exceptions to the general rule are also more frequent in the young subject.

Another question connected with the effect of posture on the pulse requires to be examined, namely, does that effect vary with the frequency of the pulse? The following tables will be found to furnish an answer in the affirmative. The averages in the first table are founded each on 15, and in the second table on 10, observations. It will be seen that these tables concur in establishing the general rule, that the effect of change of posture increases with the frequency of the pulse; in the male as the numbers 9, 15, 27, 39; in the female as the numbers 8, 12, 18.

MALES.

| 100 to 120 |         |       |             |
|            | 108     | 97    | 90          |
|            | 11      | 7      | 18          |

Another fact bearing on the effect of posture on the pulse, is established by the observations of the writer, in confirmation of less accurate experiments previously made by Dr. Knox and others, viz. that that effect is not the same at all periods of the day. The only satisfactory way of ascertaining this fact is by contrasting the same frequency of the pulse at different periods of the day. This was done by the writer, who employed an average of twenty observations on his own pulse, made before noon, twenty between 12 and 5½ p.m., and twenty between 5½ p.m. and midnight. The greatest average difference between standing and lying (10 beats) occurred before noon, the number in the afternoon being 8, and in the evening 9.

The cause of the different frequency of the pulse in different postures of the body is a question of some interest, in examining which
it is necessary to premise that the increase or diminution of frequency attending the change from one posture to another, is not merely a transient effect, dependent upon the muscular effort involved in the act of change, but a permanent state, continuing as long as the respective postures are maintained. This was long since stated by Dr. Graves*, who proved experimentally that when the posture of the body was changed without any effort of its own muscles, "the difference between the frequency in the horizontal and erect postures was not less than when muscular exertion was used." The mode in which Dr. Graves effected this change of posture is not stated; but in experiments performed by the writer of the present article, by means of a revolving board†, a difference amounting to less than a single beat was found to exist between the average of twenty experiments, in which the body was transferred from one posture to the other by the machine, and an average of twenty experiments, in which the change of posture was effected by the voluntary efforts of the same persons. The round numbers with the machine were—standing 87, lying 77, difference 10; without the machine,—standing 89, lying 77, difference 12. This very slight difference is due to the effort of the muscles in effecting the change of position. When this is subtracted there still remains a much more considerable difference attributable to some permanent cause, which may be either the continuance of muscular effort, or some other condition. The difference of opinion which has existed upon this subject, gives an interest to the following brief summary of the explanations advanced by the leading writers on the pulse.

Bryan Robinson‡, Falconer§, and Knox, without attempting to submit the question to the test of experiment, attribute, directly or by inference, the different frequency of the pulse, in different postures, to muscular contraction. Dr. Graves¶, however, confesses himself to be altogether at a loss for an explanation; Dr. Arnott‖ seems to refer it to the more or less favourable position of the body, in respect to gravity, while other authors attribute it to the varying positions of the heart and its valves.**

Very little consideration is required to show the futility of all the other causes, except that assumed by Robinson, Falconer, and Knox. The two postures between which there is the most marked difference in the frequency of the pulse, viz. the erect and sitting postures, are precisely those in which there is no difference in the position of the heart or its valves, and very little difference in the resistance offered to the circulation; while the

sitting and recumbent postures, between which there is so slight a difference in the number of the pulse, are accompanied by a marked change in the position of the heart and its valves, and of the column of blood to be propelled. On the other hand, the difference in the amount of muscular contraction required to support the body in the erect and sitting postures, is much more considerable than that required to support the body in the sitting and recumbent positions — differences in strict conformity with the observed frequencies of the pulse in the several postures. This simple process of reasoning, therefore, serves to show the fallacy of the explanations now alluded to, and the reasonableness of the remaining alternative — muscular contraction.

With this strong probability the authorities just cited seem to have been satisfied; and as it did not occur to them to submit this very reasonable theory to the test of actual experiment, it was reserved for the writer of this article to place this mooted question beyond the reach of doubt.

The experiments required for this purpose were of the very simplest kind. It was merely necessary in successive experiments to place the body in such circumstances as to exclude every other assigned cause but the contraction of the muscles; in other words, the position of the body, and consequently of the organs of the circulation, remaining the same, first to support the body, and then to call its own muscles into action to maintain its position.

The following are the results of a series of such experiments.

1. Difference between the pulse in the erect posture, without support, and leaning in the same posture, on an average of twelve experiments on the writer, 12 beats; and on an average of eight experiments on other healthy males, 8 beats.

2. Difference in the frequency of the pulse in the recumbent posture, fully supported, and partially supported, 14 beats, on an average of five experiments.

3. Sitting posture (mean of ten experiments on the writer), back supported, 80; unsupported, 87; difference, 7 beats.

4. Sitting posture with the legs raised at right angles to the body (average of twenty experiments on the writer), back unsupported, 66; supported, 68; difference, 18 beats. An average of fifteen experiments of the same kind on other healthy males gave the following numbers:— back unsupported, 80; supported, 68; being a difference of 12 beats.

These experiments, with the simple reasonings already advanced, serve to demonstrate the true cause of the varying frequency of the pulse in different postures of the body to be muscular contraction.

The effect of an inverted position of the body on the frequency of the pulse has been made the subject of experiment by Dr. Graves, and subsequently by the writer of this essay. The reader is referred for an exact account of the experiments to the Guy's Hospital
Reports, No. VII. It will be sufficient to state, that in the inverted position of the body the pulse becomes less frequent, especially in persons accustomed to this unusual posture. In two such instances the difference between the erect and recumbent postures equalled that between the recumbent and the inverted postures, being in both cases 15 beats.

The following is a short summary of the leading facts relating to the effect of posture on the pulse.

1. In the healthy adult male the mean numbers of the pulse are as follows:—Standing, 79; sitting, 70; lying, 67; including all exceptions to the rule. Standing, 81; sitting, 71; lying, 66; excluding all exceptions to the rule.

2. In the healthy adult female the numbers are:—Standing, 89; sitting, 82; lying, 80; including all exceptions to the rule. Standing, 91; sitting, 84; lying, 80; excluding all exceptions to the rule.

3. In both sexes the extremes are very remote from the mean results, and the exceptions to general rules very numerous.

4. In both sexes, also, the effect of change of posture increases as the frequency of the pulse increases; but the exceptions to general rules are more numerous as the pulse is less frequent.

5. The effect of change of posture on any given frequency of the pulse is much greater in the male than in the female.

6. The effect of change of posture on the pulse is less in early youth than in the adult, and the modifying influence of age is greater in the female than in the male.

7. The exceptions to general rules are more numerous in early youth than at the adult age.

8. The exceptions to general rules are more numerous as the effect of change of posture is less.

9. The effect of change of posture on the pulse is greater in the forenoon than in the afternoon of the day.

10. The inverted posture of the body lessens the frequency of the pulse.

11. The varying frequency of the pulse in different postures of the body is due to muscular contraction.

Exercise.—Muscular exertion increases the frequency of the pulse more than any other cause, as will sufficiently appear by the following quotation from Bryan Robinson.* “The pulse, in a minute, of a man lying, sitting, standing, or walking at the rate of two miles in an hour, at the rate of four miles in an hour, or running as fast as he could, were 64, 68, 78, 100, 140, and 150 or more.” Change of posture, as has just been proved, forms merely a particular case of muscular effort. The act of changing from one posture to another, and the maintenance of different positions by the action of the muscles, both occasion an increased frequency of the pulse; so also does the stretching out of the arm or the holding of it in the same posture, the pulse rising rapidly with the continuance of the effort, and falling, as the writer has proved experimentally, on returning to a state of rest, below the frequency which it had before the effort was made; and the same observation applies to fatigue induced by long continued exertion, as in walking. The cause of the increased frequency of the pulse which attends muscular effort is partly mechanical, that is to say, depending on the rapid propulsion of the blood through the large veins, and partly due to the effort of the will which sets the muscles in action. It is probable, however, that the first-named cause is by far the most influential.

Passive exercise, as in riding and the various forms of carriage conveyance, has also a marked effect on the pulse; an effect partly due to the varying action of the muscles in supporting the different postures into which the body is being constantly thrown, and partly to a cause correctly pointed out by Dr. Arnot in the following passage.

“In a long vein below the heart, when the body falls, the blood, by its inertia and the supporting action of the vessels, does not fall so fast, and therefore really rises in the vein; and as there are valves in the veins preventing return, the circulation is thus quickened without any muscular exhaustion on the part of the individual. This helps to explain the effect of the movement of carriages, of vessels at sea, of swings, &c., and the effect on the circulation of passive exercise generally, and leaves it less a mystery why these means are often so useful in certain states of weak health.”

Time of Day—Diurnal Variations of the Pulse.—This subject demands a more minute examination than it has yet received; for it is extremely interesting in a physiological point of view. All the older and several comparatively modern authorities agree in representing the pulse as more frequent in the evening than in the morning. Haller,* Rye and Schenck,* Gregory,** Zehmermann,† Hufeland,‡ Quetelet,** Podelez ‡†, Falconer ‡‡, Double, and Cullen, and, among modern physiologists, Dr. Bostock,§§, describe an increase of frequency towards evening; and more than one of these authors speak of a similar change occurring at noon and in the afternoon. Cullen especially insisted on this latter circumstance.

It will facilitate our inquiry if we confine our attention to the present frequency of the pulse in the morning and in the evening, or in the earlier and later periods of the day, reserving the alleged increase of frequency

* Elements of Physics, vol. i. p. 52.
† Opera Physiologica, Sectio 2, § xvi.
‡ Quoted by Haller, as above.
§ Conspicue Medicum Theoreticae, cap. xv. ececlisi.
|| On Experience in Physic, vol. i. p. 250.
¶ Makrobiotik, p. 55.
†† Essai de Physiologie Positive, tom. i. p. 190.
§§ Cyclopedia of Practical Medicine, art. Pulse.
at noon and in the afternoon for subsequent consideration.

The earlier authorities who have been cited as favourable to an increase of frequency towards evening were not without support from actual experiments, though those experiments were made in ignorance or disregard of some essential circumstances which tended to impair their value, such as the effect of posture and of food and exercise.

The earliest series of experiments which admits of being employed for the purpose of deciding this question is that contained in the *Medicina Statica Britannica* of Keill, published in 1718, and which the writer has been at some pains to analyse. Next in order of time are the tables of Bryan Robinson, published in his *Animal Economy*, 1732. The last series of facts, in confirmation of the opinion of the older authorities, was published by Falconer, in his *Observations respecting the Pulse*, published in 1796. It will economise time and space to present the general results of these three series of experiments in a tabular form.*

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Morning</th>
<th>Evening</th>
<th>Difference</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Keill</td>
<td>80:50</td>
<td>89:72</td>
<td>9:22</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bryan Robinson (Pulses of A.)</td>
<td>70</td>
<td>76</td>
<td>6:00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bryan Robinson (Pulses of B.)</td>
<td>68:50</td>
<td>78</td>
<td>9:50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Falconer -</td>
<td>69:60</td>
<td>76</td>
<td>6:40</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Average</td>
<td>72:15</td>
<td>79:99</td>
<td>7:88</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The results of these four series of experiments would appear to furnish a very strong probability in favour of the theory prevailing among the older authorities of an increased frequency of pulse towards the afterpart of the day; and if all the experiments had been made in full cognisance of the influence of posture and other exciting causes on the pulse, and with a due regard to those circumstances, they would have been quite conclusive. Even as it is, they must be admitted to establish a presumption, if not in favour of a universal law, at least for a general rule, or for a frequent exception to the opposite theory. Some experiments, however, performed by Nick† on his own person, of which part were made in the same manner as those of Robinson and Falconer, and part with the precautions just indicated, would lead us to entertain a doubt whether the older authorities may not have been altogether misled by an erroneus or careless mode of performing their experiments. Nick's experiments, performed in the same manner as those of Keill, Robinson, and Falconer, that is to say, without any unusual precautions, gave, as an average of four series, made on different days, a pulse of 70 at ½ past 7 A.M. and 64 at midnight; and as the result of a single series beginning at 5 A.M. and ending at 10 P.M., a pulse of 59 for the first named hour, and 64 for the last. In each of these experiments the pulse was more frequent in the evening by 5 beats. In both these cases the posture was disregarded; but even when, as in Bryan Robinson's experiments, the sitting posture was preserved in all the observations, but other precautions disregarded, similar results were obtained. Thus, in one instance, the pulse was 66 at 6 A.M. and 71 at 8 P.M.; and in an average of three series of observations the pulse, which was 70 at 9 A.M., was 72 at ½ past 10 P.M. In the one case, therefore, there was an increase towards evening of 5, and in the other of 2 beats. When, however, the experiments were conducted still more carefully, the recumbent posture being preserved in all the experiments, all mental and bodily excitement being avoided, no food taken, and the same temperature preserved, an average of six series of observations gave 63½ as the pulse at 8 A.M., and 58 at 7 P.M., being a difference of 5½ beats.

The credit of propounding a diminished frequency of the pulse towards the afterpart of the day, as the true theory, is due to Dr. Knox*, who made several series of experiments, in order to establish it. The general results of these experiments with those of the writer, and some facts gleaned from other sources, are thrown together in a table.†

As the true state of the case did not seem to be made out even by this balance of authority, it was thought desirable to add to the number of observations. Accordingly several averages of the number of the pulse the first

* A minute account of the experiments of Robinson and Falconer, and of the literature of this part of the subject of the Pulse, will be found in the Medical Gazette, June 10, 1839. Keill's observations, from which the averages are calculated, amount to 256 in the morning, and 375 in the evening; the observations of Bryan Robinson were continued for twelve weeks in the first case, and three weeks in the second; while the observations of Falconer were continued almost daily for more than three months.

on the pulses of pregnant women in the morning with a mean of the same number made on the same women in the evening, the pulse in the morning was 83·28, and in the evening 80·88, being a difference of 2·40. The same author also states that the pulse of the newborn infant, and of the fetus in utero are more frequent in the morning than in the evening.* The interval between the morning and evening is filled up by pulses of very variable frequency, where the experiments are not made with due precaution; but where, as in the second series of experiments by Nick, and in those of Knox, and of the present writer, the body remains in the same posture, in a state of rest, and unexcited by stimulating food, the fall in the frequency of the pulse is for the most part progressive, and free from those accelerations at noon and in the evening of which Double and Cullen have made mention.

The diminished frequency of the pulse towards the afterpart of the day seems to depend altogether on the exhaustion of the strength, and is a less degree of that marked diminution of frequency which often accompanies a convalescence from severe disease. That it is not dependent merely on the absence of exertion; in other words, that it is not the effect of continued rest, is proved by the facts now to be mentioned.

It has been experimentally proved, both by Dr. Knox and by the writer of this article, that the pulse is not only less frequent in the evening than in the morning, but that it is also less excitable. So marked is the difference in this respect, that in some experiments recorded in the Guy’s Hospital Reports†, the very same food, which in the morning increased the frequency of the pulse from five to twelve beats, and kept it raised above its natural number from one to two hours, produced no effect whatever in the evening. This fact is in strict keeping with the well known effect of spirituous liquors in the early part of the day, as compared with their action on the system in the evening.

The pulse in males appears to follow the same rule in disease as in health. The rule is inverted in females; but in both sexes the exceptions are very numerous.‡

Rect. — From what has already been stated it will be inferred that the absence of exertion has the effect of diminishing the frequency of the pulse.

Sleep. — The pulse falls during sleep, slightly in adults, but considerably in young children. In six observations made by Nick on as many young adults, the mean decrease was somewhat more than three beats. Quetelet, in a girl from three to four years of age, found a

---

* An average of twenty-five observations on the morning pulse of the fetus in utero gave 138±08 beats, and on the evening pulse 135±76, a difference of 2·32 beats. Hohl himself recognizes this fact, and distinctly states that the pulse of the fetus is more frequent in the morning than in the evening.


‡ Die Geburtshilfliche Exploration, bey Anton Friedrich Hohl.

† Die Geburtshilfliche Exploration, bey Anton Friedrich Hohl.

difference of 10 beats; in a boy from four to five years old, 16 beats; and in a female, in her 27th year, 10 beats. In two pregnant women Holli observed a difference of 10 and 11 beats respectively; and the same author reports a difference of from 20 to 40 beats in new-born infants. He also attributes a remarkable decrease of frequency sometimes observed in the fetal pulse to the sleep of the embryo. Other authors have been cognisant of the effect of sleep, but have not made it the subject of experiment.

Food. The general effect of food is to excite the pulse; this takes place to a very slight extent with vegetable food, but more with animal food. Some articles of diet, as warm drinks, alcoholic liquors, and tobacco have a very marked influence on the pulse. The effect of food is much more considerable in infancy than in after life.*

Mental Emotions. The effect of these on the pulse is too well known to require any comment.

Temperature of the Body. Cold lowers the pulse, heat quickens it. Exposure to a very high temperature causes a marked acceleration. Thus Sir C. Blagden, on exposing himself for 8 minutes to a temperature of about 260°, found his pulse rise to 144, or double its ordinary frequency.†

Density of the Air. In the observations hitherto made, it is very difficult to separate the influence of this agent from that of the exertion which accompanied the change from one medium to another. There was a very considerable increase of frequency in the case of the men who accompanied Saussure in the ascent of Mont Blanc. The pulses that beat at Chamounix 49, 66, and 72, became, on the summit of the mountain, 98, 112, and 100 respectively. Dr. Clark also found the pulses of his companions, in a state of rest on the summit of the mountain, 84, 84, 88, 92, 102, and 108 respectively, being a considerable increase above the probable frequency of the pulses of the same persons under ordinary circumstances.‡ Müller,§ on the authority of Parrot, gives a table of the frequencies of the pulse corresponding to different elevations. They are as follows:—Level of the sea, 70; 1000 metres, 75; 1560 metres, 82; 2000 metres, 90; 2500 metres, 93; 3000 metres, 100; 4000 metres, 110. These numbers are probably unauthorised by experiments.

The foregoing are some of the leading causes which affect the frequency of the pulse in health. They may be thrown into two classes; those which increase, and those which diminish its frequency.

1. The more common causes of increased frequency of pulse are:—Exercise, active and passive; continued muscular effort; a change from a posture requiring little, to one requiring more exertion; food, especially warm drinks; spirituous liquors and tobacco; a high temperature; diminished pressure of the air; extreme debility; sleeplessness; the first degree of plethora; and exciting passions and emotions.

2. The common causes of diminished frequency of the pulse are, —continued rest; sleep; fatigue, when not carried to excess; debility, when not extreme, and unaccompa- nied by disease; cold; increased atmospheric pressure; a change from the erect to the sitting, and from the sitting to the recumbent posture, and the inverted position of the body; and depressing passions of the mind.

Hitherto we have been speaking solely of that character of the pulse which is most easily examined,—its frequency. To render the subject complete, it will be necessary to speak briefly of certain other characteristics of the healthy pulse.

The pulse of the healthy adult male may be described as regular, equal, moderately full, compressible, and swelling slowly under the finger; that of the female, and of the child of both sexes, is smaller, and quicker in the beat. The pulse of persons of the sanguine temperament is full, hard, and quick; that of persons of the lymphatic temperament is softer, and slower in the beat. In old age the pulse, in consequence of the increased firmness of the arteries, assumes a hardness which would not otherwise belong to it.

Exceptions to the general rule are not of very rare occurrence in persons who enjoy good health. —There are some persons, for instance, in whom every slight attack of indigestion, especially when attended with flatulence, leads to a well marked intermission. Instances are also on record in which the pulse is uniformly irregular or even distinctly intermittent in health, becoming regular in disease, and resuming its irregularity on recovery.

One other subject connected with the physiology of the pulse still remains to be examined, viz.

The Relation of the Pulse to the Respiration. The proportion which the pulse bears to the respiration has been variously stated by authors. Quetelet, Parry,† Burdach, and the greater number of physiologists estimate it as 4 to 1; Joy§ as 4:3 to 1; and Floyer as 5 to 1.pee M. Valleix states it at 4 to 1 in infants. Little dependence, however, is to be placed upon any of these estimates, as they were made in ignorance of the very remarkable effect of posture on the respiration; and as the respiration itself was probably counted for very short intervals of time, and under the disturbing influence of a consciousness of the observation which was being made. Though the posture of the body, in which the pulse and respiration were counted, is not distinctly stated by the authors who have put forward the foregoing estimates,

† See Sir David Brewster's Natural Magic, p. 311.
‡ See Auldjo's Ascent of Mont Blanc, p. 68.
§ Physiology, vol. i. p. 163.

† Pathology, vol. i. § 890.
‡ Library of Practical Medicine, vol. iii. p. 274.
§ Pulse Watch, p. 381.
it is most probable that it was the recumbent posture; for it is in that posture that the breathing is most easily counted; and as it is possible, when the subject of the observation is lying down, to place the hand on the abdomen, still retaining the hold upon the wrist, and to count the breathing while he remains unconscious of the object of the observer, the true number of the respirations, as compared with that of the pulse, may be ascertained with tolerable accuracy. Eighteen such observations, made by the writer on as many healthy young men, gave as the average proportion of 3'72 to 1, and thirteen observations on as many more healthy and adult females, the proportion of 3'61 to 1. The extremes, in the observations on males, were 2'54 to 1, and 5'33 to 1; and in females, 3'10 to 1, and 4'33 to 1. In these observations the respiration was counted, immediately after the pulse, for two consecutive minutes. Bryan Robinson, as the result of three observations on the same number of healthy males in the sitting posture, obtained numbers of the pulse and respiration, from which the calculated proportions are 3'82 to 1, 3'79 to 1, and 3'86 to 1. Quetelet, from a series of 300 experiments on males of different ages, obtained the following proportions: —

At birth, 3'09 to 1.
5 years of age, 3'38 to 1.
15 to 20 — 3'72 to 1.
25 to 30 — 4'43 to 1.
30 to 50 — 3'88 to 1.

In his own case, the average proportion was 4'19 to 1. From a smaller number of observations on females, the following proportions were obtained: —

At birth, 3'09 to 1.
15 to 20 years of age, 4'10 to 1.
20 to 25 — 4'52 to 1.
30 to 50 — 3'92 to 1.

From other observations by the same author, it would appear that the proportion of the pulse to the respiration during sleep is lower than in the same persons awake, in consequence of the respiration being more affected during sleep than the pulse. Thus, in a girl from 3 to 4 years of age, the mean proportion of the pulse to the respiration was 3'40 to 1 awake, and 3'68 to 1 asleep; in a boy from 4 to 5 years old, 3'21 to 1 awake, and 3'50 to 1 asleep; and in a female in her 27th year, 2'85 to 1 awake, and 3'19 to 1 asleep. The averages are deduced from "une assez grand nombre d'observations," and were probably made in the recumbent posture.

Drs. Hourmann and Deschambre obtained, as the result of 255 observations on aged females, 3'41 to 1, or, excluding extreme frequencies both in excess and defect, 3'53 to 1. Dr. Pennock, from 146 observations on aged males, obtained a mean of 3'51 to 1, and from 143 observations on aged females, 3'53 to 1.

As the respiration is greatly under the control of the will, to obtain the requisite accuracy in observations of this nature it would be necessary to adopt some measures by which it might be counted for several minutes at least in succession, the subject of the observation being either unconscious of what is going on, or having his attention diverted from it. This object the writer has accomplished by converting the common pocket pedometer into an instrument for registering the respirations; and by means of it, has made several hundreds of observations during periods of half an hour each, the pulse being counted for one or two minutes before and after each registration of the respirations, and the average of the two or four minutes being taken to represent the frequency of the pulse during the whole period of the experiment. The greater number of the experiments were made in the sitting posture, with the back supported, the attention being diverted from the breathing by engaging in study.* The following are the principal results obtained in this manner: — the average proportion from 238 experiments performed in the manner just described, the pulse varying from 44 to 85 beats, and the respiration from 14 to 204, was 3'47 to 1. The extreme proportions were 2'61 to 1, and 5 to 1.

The average proportions varied with the number of the pulse, as shown in the following table: —

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>No. of Observations</th>
<th>Pulse</th>
<th>Proportion</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>45—50</td>
<td>2'75 to 1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>37</td>
<td>50—55</td>
<td>3'05 to 1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>50</td>
<td>55—60</td>
<td>3'31 to 1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>50</td>
<td>60—65</td>
<td>3'32 to 1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>50</td>
<td>65—70</td>
<td>3'39 to 1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>27</td>
<td>70—75</td>
<td>3'82 to 1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12</td>
<td>75—80</td>
<td>4'18 to 1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>80—85</td>
<td>4'31 to 1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

From the results of these experiments, then, it would appear that the proportion which the pulse bears to the respiration, in the same posture of the body, diminishes as the frequency of the pulse increases.

Another fact established by these experiments is the different frequency of the respiration morning and evening for the same frequency of pulse. Thus, for a pulse of 63, being an average of 50 experiments in the morning and 50 in the evening, the number of respirations in the morning was 17'60, and in the evening 18'58, being as nearly as possible as the numbers 17 and 18.

The effect of posture on the respiration, and the proportion which it bears to the pulse, is, however, still more remarkable than that of the time of the day. Thus, to take the only instance in which it was possible to compare the proportion of the pulse to the

* An abstract of the results of these experiments was first published in the first part of Hooper's Physician's Vade Mecum, edited by the writer early in the year 1842.
respiration in three postures of the body for the same number of the pulse: the pulse being 64, the proportions were:—

standing, 2'95 to 1.
sitting, 3'35 to 1.
lying, 4'97 to 1.

Again, an average of 14 experiments, in which the pulse in the sitting and recumbent posture had the same frequency, namely, 62'40, gave the following results:

sitting, 3'30 to 1.
lying, 4'39 to 1.

The difference between the erect and sitting posture is less considerable, as will appear from the following average results of six observations, in which the pulse had the same frequency in these two postures, namely, 61'45:

standing, 3'05 to 1.
sitting, 3'40 to 1.

The proportion which the pulse bears to the respiration, therefore, is greater in the erect than in the sitting posture, and in the sitting than in the recumbent posture; but the difference is greater in the latter than in the former case.

If experiments made with great care upon a single individual in the enjoyment of good health may be employed to establish general rules, the following may be laid down in reference to the proportion between the pulse and respiration.

1. The proportion which the pulse bears to the respiration varies greatly with the frequency of the pulse.

2. The proportion of the pulse to the respiration decreases as the frequency of the pulse increases.

3. The proportion of the pulse to the respiration for the same frequency of the pulse is greater in the evening than in the morning; the respirations in the evening being to those in the morning as 18 to 17.

4. The proportion of the pulse to the respiration varies in different postures, being higher in the erect than in the sitting, and in the sitting than in the recumbent posture; the difference between the sitting and the recumbent posture being greater than between the sitting and erect posture.

Since these results were published, Dr. Harden, of Georgia, U.S., has published an account of some experiments on the pulse and respiration* made on his own person, but without the use of any registering instrument. They are, to a certain extent, confirmatory of the results obtained by the writer. The average number of respirations was as follows:—Standing, 16; sitting, 14; lying, 12; the average numbers of the pulse in the same postures, 60, 70, and 66. By selecting from the table published by Dr. Harden five observations, in which the pulse, in each of the three postures, was 68, the following numbers are obtained:—Respirations, standing, 15'2; sitting, 14'4; lying, 13. The proportions consequently are 4'47 to 1, 4'72 to 1, and 5'23 to 1, which follow the same order as the experiments of the writer, though they present smaller differences. The respirations are also more numerous in the evening than in the morning, in the proportion of 13½ and 13, the pulse being 62 at the former period, and 64 at the latter.

Calculations founded on the observations of Dr. Pennock, already more than once referred to, confirm the preceding results, as far as the standing and sitting postures are concerned.

As the calculations in question serve to exhibit the relation existing between the Pulse and Respiration in advanced age, as well as, by inference, the increasing frequency of the respiration in the aged, they are appended in a tabular form.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Age</th>
<th>Sitting</th>
<th>Standing</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>50–60</td>
<td>3'71 to 1</td>
<td>3'68 to 1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>60–70</td>
<td>3'39 to 1</td>
<td>3'26 to 1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>70–80</td>
<td>3'29 to 1</td>
<td>3'23 to 1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>80–90</td>
<td>3'07 to 1</td>
<td>2'96 to 1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

These results are somewhat at variance with those obtained by Hourmann and Deschambre, who found both the pulse and respiration to increase in frequency with the advance of age, but in consequence of the former increasing more rapidly than the latter, the proportion between the one and the other diminished instead of increasing. The effect of posture on the pulse and respiration was not examined by them; and it is probable that their observations were made in the recumbent position.

Such are the leading results of careful observation on the frequency of the pulse as affected by the more influential natural causes.

**BIBLIOGRAPHY.** The leading monographs and essays which contain well observed facts bearing on the physiology of the pulse, will be found among the references in the foot-notes. The older works are so filled with fanciful conceits, and are so little likely to be referred to, that it has not been thought necessary to give a list of them in this place.

(William A. Guy.)

**QUADRUMANA.**—The four-handed order of Mammalia, deriving their name from the thumb being opposed to the other fingers and toes, in the feet as well as in the hands, by which peculiarity they are enabled to grasp objects both with their anterior and with their posterior extremities. According
to zoological and zootomical observations, they ought to be divided into two great families, the Simiae and the Lemurine.


This name includes the Quadrumana with four vertical incisor teeth in each jaw, and in general flat and similar nails at the tops of the fingers and toes, two characters by which they approach to man; the molar teeth have smooth tubercles, and consequently they feed in general upon fruit; but the canine teeth are stronger than in man, and have their summits not in the same level as the other teeth, but more prominent. There is consequently, in the same manner as in the Carnivora, an interval in the upper jaw, between the exterior incisor and the canine tooth, in which the canine of the opposed jaw is received. They consist of two distinct groups, of which the first is confined to the old world, and is familiarly known under the name of Apes, Monkeys, and Baboons. These, the anatomical structure of which will be described in the first instance, have the same number of teeth as man, and approach to him in many respects, but differ so much from each other, that it is necessary to divide them into various genera.

1. Simie vero, Monkeys of the Old Continent, Simiae catarrhineo Geofr. In general the same number of teeth as in man, viz. incisors 1—1; canines 4—1; molars 5—5. Nostrials situated under the nose.


In general the same number of teeth as in man, but stronger, especially the canine; an interval between the exterior incisor and the canine in the upper jaw. No calllosities on the buttocks; no tail; the fore-feet or arms much longer than the hinder. The hair of the head is directed forwards, so as to shade the temples, and that of the fore-arm reverted upwards, in the direction of the elbow, where, encountering the hair of the humerus, which grows in the opposite direction, it stands out in the form of a prominent ruff. They want the cheek-pouches, but possess very large membranaceous expansions communicating with the larynx. In the form of the hyoid bone, in the structure of the brain, and many other parts of their organisation, they approach the nearest to man. They inhabit tropical Asia and equinoctial Africa.

Spec. — Simia troglodytes, Chimpanzee; Simia Satyrus, Orang-utan.


The same excessive length of the arms, which are so long as to touch the ground, when the animal is in a semi-erect attitude. Calllosities on the buttocks, as in the Cercopithec, from which the Gibbons differ by the want of a tail, and of cheek-pouches. The form and number of teeth are the same as in Simia and in man, but the crowns of the true molars have a more rounded contour than in the inferior quadrumana, and in their relative size they resemble more the molars of the Carnivora than those of the genus Simia. The Gibbons are restricted to the forests of tropical India, and their activity in climbing is surprising. They want the laryngeal pouch.

Spec. — Hylobates lar, H. variegatus, H. leucicus, the Siamang (H. syndactylus) ought to be separated from the other Gibbons. It has the second and third toe united by a narrow membrane, extended over the whole length of the first phalanx and possesses a laryngeal pouch. Its skeletal approaches most to that of man. Its hair is directed as in the Orangs.


Long, but slender and straight tail. They have no cheek-pouches, but they possess a membranaceous, and small laryngeal, expansion. Callosities on the buttocks. Extremities, principally the hinder, very long, as all the fingers and toes, with the exception of the thumb of the hinder hand or foot, which is short, and removed from the other toes. The slenderness of their body, and largely-developed extremities, enable the Semnopithec to display a great deal of activity. Their stomach is very large, and divided into three or four pouches. The teeth differ from those of the Gibbons by the existence of a posterior tubercle on the last molar teeth of the lower jaw. They inhabit the Indian Continent and the Indian islands, principally Bornéo, and are there the constant companions of the Gibbons, with which they have a great analogy.

Spec. — Semnopithecus entellus, S. leucoprymnus (including Simia latibarbatu, Cephaloptera, and S. Nectar, Benn.), S. leucomystax, S. mitratus, S. melalophos, S. rubicundus, S. chrysomelas, S. maurus, S. frontatus, S. nemurus, S. nasicus. To these could be added, 1. S. cucculatus, but it seems but a local variety of S. leucoprymnus; 2. S. Simenatis, which is a local variety of S. mitratus; 3. S. flavimanus, which is a local variety of S. melalophos; 4. S. Sumatranus, local variety of S. chrysomelas; 5. S. cristatus, variety of S. maurus. S. Muller and H. Schlégel presume that S. albogularis Sykes is a variety of S. entellus; but according to the observations of Ogilby, this monkey is a Cercopithecus. In the enumeration of the

* According to the observations of Ogilby and F. Cuvier, this character is not exclusive in the Siamang, but obvious also in many other species of Gibbons.

† S. Muller and H. Schlégel have proved in their monograph on the genus Semnopithecus, that it is by a mistake that most of the authors on natural history describe and figure the tail of Semno-pitheci as incarnate in the same manner as in squirrels. It hangs straight below when they climb, and is merely horizontal and touching the ground when they walk.
other species, I followed the direction given by the said authors.


This genus represents in North Africa the Semnopithecæ of South Asia, and seems only to differ from them by the rudimentary condition of the thumb, and, in one species, C. verus Van Beneden *, by the total want of it. By this disposition the Semnopithecæ and Colobi may be compared with the genus Ateles from the New World, in which some species want the thumb, and others possess it; these animals, to represent that genus in the Old World, having a great deal of conformity with it in structure, manners, and character. Rupell † has proved, by dissection of the Colobus guereza, that in this genus the stomach approaches to that of the Semnopithecæ, by its extension and the existence of separate cells. The teeth are the same as in the Semnopithecæ, viz., with an additional tubercle to the posterior molar of the lower jaw. The first molar of the lower jaw on each side is inclined backwards, and gives also room for the canine of the upper jaw. In both the Semnopithecæ and Colobi, detrition of the molar teeth seems to take place in a longitudinal direction, as has been shown by Ogilby, indicating a corresponding motion of the jaws, something similar to what takes place in the Rodentia. They have cheek-pouches and ischial callosities.


Prominent jaws; cheek-pouches; naked callosities on the buttocks, and long but not slender tail; arms much shorter than the posterior limbs, by which disposition the Cercopithecæ climb with much agility, but walk with more difficulty; consequently they are sylvan in their habits, and confined in general to the woods of Africa. They possess in general a laryngeal pouch, and their posterior molar of the lower jaw wants in general the additional tubercle proper to the Semnopithecæ. The first molar of the lower jaw is disposed as in Colobus. They are quick, capricious, choleric, cunning, and very teachable. They are a pre-eminently sylvan race, and live in the forests in society, under the guidance of the old males. Each tribe or family has its own particular district, into which individuals of other tribes or species are not allowed to intrude. So strongly is this propensity implanted in the Cercopithecæ, that they carry it with them even into our menageries. They feed indiscriminately upon wild fruits, the seeds and buds of trees, insects, birds' eggs, &c., but appear on the whole to be less carnivorous in their appetites than either the Apes or Cynocephali.

Spec. — Cercopithecus ruber, C. Ethiops, C. Juliginosus, C. Sabewa, C. griseo-eritida, C. melanochrus, C. faunus, C. pygerithrus. To this genus are also referred the C. mona, C. cephus, C. petauristus, C. nicitans, and C. Diana, which, according to the observations of F. Cuvier, form a separate group, distinguished by their elegance of form and gentleness of manners and character. All these and the preceding Cercopithecæ inhabit chiefly Africa. I intend also to introduce, upon the authority of Ogilby and Schlegel, in this genus three Asiatic and chiefly Indian species, which are referred by others to the genus Macacus, viz., C. cynomolgus, C. radiatus, and C. pileatus, Ogilby. They have an additional tubercle on the posterior molar of the lower jaw, and differ by it from the other species of the genus Cercopithecæ; but in their general form, external aspect, and manners, they give the greatest analogy with the Cercopithecæ, constituting a natural group with them, and forming, at the same time, a transition to the genus Inus. I am fully convinced, that in forming a natural system, it is very wrong to be led by a single anatomical character. This additional tubercle of the molars is unquestionably a subordinate character, insufficient of itself to induce us to separate animals belonging to the same natural group. Geoffroy St. Hilaire seems to have had the same views, by the formation of his genus Cercocetus, in which he places the above-named three species, and Ogilby says that he found in the Mangabe and in the Collared Mangabe, which every one refers to the genus Cercopithecus, the tubercle in question; a proof that it is not an essential character. Recently I Geoffroy St. Hilaire has separated the C. melarchrus or Talapoïn from the other Cercopithecæ, and has formed of it a new genus Miopithecus. The principal character is the existence of only three tubercles on the posterior molar of the lower jaw. But I am of opinion, that this is not sufficient for the formation of a separate genus. If such merely anatomical characters are admitted for the classification of animals, there will be within a short time as many genera as there are animals.


Upon the authority of my distinguished friend Schlegel *, curator of the splendid museum at Leyden, I am induced to unite the genus Macacus Cuv. with the genus Inus Schlegel. They form together a natural group, in which the tail becomes gradually shorter, and finally disappears, in the Inus sylvanus or ecaudatus. An elongated muzzle, much more prominent than in the Cercopithecæ, with nostrils opening


* Ogilby seems to agree with these views, by the formation of his genus Papio, which is much similar to my genus Inus.
obliquely in its upper part, and a protruded superciliary ridge, give a peculiarly cunning, mistrustful, and somewhat ferocious physiognomy to these Inus, especially to the old ones. Their limbs are strong and compact; by them, and by the shortness or the want of a tail, they are more a terrestrial than an arboreal genus. They devour frogs, lizards, and large insects, as readily as vegetable substances. They possess naked callosities, cheek-pouches, and laryngeal expansions. Their canines are very strong, and the posterior molars of the lower jaw have an additional tubercle. By the great development of the superior canine, the first molars of the lower jaw are inclined backwards on each side, and thus make room for the reception of those teeth. This character appears first in Colobus and Cercopithecus, but it is not so distinct in these as in Inus. Among the Cercopithecus it is the most apparent in C. cynomolgus, by which, and by the existence of the additional tubercle on the posterior molars of the lower jaw, this forms, with its two congeners C. radiatus and C. sinicus or pileatus, a transition to Inus. This inclined direction of the first molar of the lower jaw becomes more distinct by age. It is rendered necessary, by the length of the superior canine tooth, and by the uninterrupted series of the canine and first molar in the lower jaw. By the action of the superior canine, there is produced a surface for trituration, in the external surface of the anterior root of the first molar. The Inus inhabit generally eastern India. They are very gentle, industrious, and intelligent in their youth, but become ferocious and untameable in their old age.

Spec. — Inus rhesus, I. speciosus, I. nesmistrinus, I. maurus, I. sylvanus or ecadatus. Amongst these the I. sylvanus is not only remarkable by the want of a tail, but also by being the only one of this genus which comes within the geographic range of Europe; great numbers, originally from Barbary, still inhabiting the inaccessible precipices of the rock of Gibraltar.


The same teeth as Inus, but the canini of the upper jaw are enormously developed, and consequently the first molars of the lower jaw are still more inclined. The cheek-pouches, the callosities, and the laryngeal expansions, as in the preceding genera. The tail is either short, thick, and ending in a tuft of hair, or altogether deficient. A large, dog-shaped head, with a prominent, truncated, or, as it were, abruptly cut-off muzzle, with the nostrils opening at the end, gives a hideous aspect to the Cynocephali, corresponding to their ferocious, disgusting, and formidable manners. To the prolongation of the face, and preponderance of the anterior over the posterior part of the head, is to be attributed, at least in a great measure, the fact that the Cynocephali less frequently assume the erect posture than any of the other Quadrumana, and even when

they do, are less capable of maintaining it for any length of time. They are essentially constructed for terrestrial progression. Their whole habits, as well as their organic structure, approximate these animals to the ordinary quadrupeds. The great development of their organs of smell; the position of the nostrils; the robust make of their extremities, and their equality in point of length; the size and power of their canine teeth, and the nature of their food; all indicate their inferiority to the Apes and Monkeys. Their natural food consists of wild berries and bulbous roots, bird's eggs, insects, &c. In search of food, they go in large companies upon marauding parties, reciprocally to support each other, and to carry off their plunder in greater security. They inhabit principally Africa and the Philippine islands.


I refer the C. silenus or Ouanderou to the Cynocephali, by the prevailing authority of Dr. Schlegel. The general physiognomy of this monkey, and the brush at the extremity of the tail, are sufficient characters to justify this determination. The C. silenus forms with the C. niger the link of a chain uniting our genus Inus with Cynocephalus. In both, the nostrils are not terminal, nor is the muzzle truncated, but disposed as in the Inus, while by the other characters they are Cynocephali. The Gelada, which the Dr. to public notice by the celebrated Dr. Rupprecht is certainly a Cynocephalus nearly allied to C. hamadryas. In a skull of this monkey in the museum at Leyden, I was struck with the great conformity it has with the skull of the larger Cynocephali, for example, with the skull of C. porcarius. It has the same prominent superciliary ridges, the same deep orbits, the same prominent maxillary bones, and, above all, the same deep fossa on the facial surface of the supra- and infra-maxillary bones. The Drill (C. leucopherus) and Mandrill (C. mormon) ought to be separated from the rest by a typical pre-eminence. Their cheeks are prominent, deeply ridged, and in the Mandrill beautifully coloured.

OSTEOLOGY. — If we consider the bony framework of all the monkeys of the Old World, we find in it no less numerous differences than in their external form and habits. We may trace in it some successive stages, by which they deviate from the structure of man, and approximate to the skeleton of the larger Carnivora. As I have stated elsewhere, they form an uninterrupted series, in the descending scale, beginning with the Chimpanzee, and ending with the Cynocephali.

The skull of the Chimpanzee (fig. 116) is of a narrow, elongated form, slightly contracted

* Recently I. Geoffroy St. Hilaire has separated the C. gelada under the name of Theopithecus, and C. niger under the name of Cynothecus niger. But I am afraid that the introduction of all these new genera does not constitute an improvement for science.
nium, is smooth, and convex on its superior or coronal aspect, being devoid of the intermuscular frontal and sagittal crests, which give so strong a carnivorous character to the skull of the Orang-ætan. For the insertion of the temporal muscle there is, however, a long boundary continued from the outer part of the supra-orbital ridge, at first as a well-marked crest, but soon becoming a slightly elevated line, which is lost in the lambdoidal and supra-auditory ridges. The coronal suture has a transverse direction; the occipital foramen is further from the posterior plane of the cranium, and its position is less oblique than in the Orang-ætan. Consequently there is a greater proportion of brain behind the neatus auditorius externus in the Chimpanzee than in the Orang-ætan. Behind the condyle of the lower jaw there is, in the glenoid cavity of the temporal bone, a process, of which the rudiment exists also in man, affording a support for the jaw to guard against a backward dislocation. The frontal bone is single as in man, but distinguished by large projecting supra-orbital ridges, which form a sort of line of demarcation between the cranium and the face. The squamous portion of the occipital bone is of considerable extent, more convex than in the Orang, and consequently more like that of the human subject. The squamous portions of the temporal bone extend over a smaller portion of the sides of the cranium than in man, and their superior margin, instead of forming a convex curve, is almost a straight line. The mastoid processes are represented on either side by a mere ridge of bone, and the styloid processes by small tubercles. The condyloid processes of the occipital bone are proportionally smaller than in the human subject. The foramen magnum is situated in the middle of the posterior third of the basis cranii, and its plane is inclined upwards from the anterior margin at an angle of 50° from the plane of the basilar process; there are no posterior condyloid foramina but the anterior condyloid foramina, the foramina jugularia, stylo-mastoidea, carotica, spinosa, and ovalia, are in nearly the same relative position as in man; the principal difference is in the greater distance between the foramen caroticum and the foramen ovale, in consequence of the greater antero-posterior extent of the petrous bone.

In consequence of the proximity of the foramen magnum to the posterior margin of the skull, a considerable extent intervenes between it and the posterior margin of the bony palate; this is occupied by the large development of the petrous bones, and a corresponding extent of the basilar element of the occipital. The antero-posterior diameter of the bony palate, in like manner, greatly exceeds that of the corresponding part of the human skull. The zygomatic arches are opposite the middle third of the skull, as seen from below, while in the human cranium they are included in the anterior moiety.

The form of the basis cranii differs generally from the bimanous, and manifests the quadrumanous type, in its greater length, in its flatness, in the small extent of the receptacle for the brain behind the foramen magnum, in its contraction between the zygomatic, and in the large size, and especially the anterior development, of the bony palate.

A character, by which the Chimpanzee approximates more closely than the Orang to the human subject, is presented by the nasal bone, which projects, in a slightly arched form, beyond the interorbital plane, while a trace of its original separation into two lateral elements remains at the lower margin of the consolidated and single bone.

The ascending or nasal portion of the superior maxillary bone, which is of greater proportionate size than in the human subject, does not ascend vertically to the orbits, as in man and some of the lower Quadrumanus, but slopes backwards, as in the Cynocephali and in the carnivorous mammalia, but in a less degree. The contour of the upper jaw, from the nasal aperture to the incisor teeth, is almost straight, while in the Orang it is rendered concave by the greater development of the intermaxillary bones in the anterior direction. These bones are anchylosed to the maxillary bones in the adults of both the Chimpanzee and Orang; but in the Chimpanzee the anchylosis takes place at a much earlier period. In the same manner as in man the original separation remains visible, in the palate external to the foramina incisiva. The lower jaw, like the upper, is equally characterised by its strength and size in relation to the entire skull; the symphysis or chin recedes; but the depth of the jaw in front is less than in the Orang-ætan. The ramus of the jaw forms a more open angle with the body than in the Orang-ætan, and thus more nearly resembles the human structure. The dental formula of the Chimpanzee is as I stated before. The teeth approximate in their proportionate size much more nearly than those of the Orang-ætan to the human teeth, but they differ by the absence of unbroken proximity. A well-marked interval separates the upper laniaries from the contiguous incisors, and the lower laniaries are removed by a smaller interval from the contiguous bicuspides; these intervals admit the
apices of the large laniaries respectively of the opposite jaw, when the mouth is closed.

In the description of all these peculiarities of the skull of the Chimpanzee, I have been somewhat lengthy, wishing to give an abstract of the excellent paper by Owen*; and I deemed it necessary to do so, because the Chimpanzee may be considered as the typical link of a chain uniting mankind with the lower animals. By the minute exhibition of all its characters, it is evident that it has a great deal of analogy with the form of man, but that, on the other side, it is removed from man by its more imperfect structure. This inferiority becomes gradually more apparent in the skull of the other monkeys, as may be seen by the brief statement of their principal forms.

In the skull of the Orang-äetan (fig. 117)

Fig. 117.

**Skull of the Orang-äetan. (After Owen.)**

the approximation to the Carnivora appears principally in the interparietal and occipital crests, which, as I have proved in my Rech. d'Anat. Comp. sur le Chimpanzé, increases with the general growth of the animal; in the less large interorbital space; in the sometimes single, sometimes double nasal bone, which never projects, as in the Chimpanzee, beyond the plane of the nasal process of the superior maxillary bones; in the facial suture of the internasal bone, remaining till the permanent teeth are almost fully developed; in the more prominent maxillary and internasal bones; in the stronger teeth; in the higher and longer lower jaw; and in the more depressed chin. It is remarkable that the analogy with the human form is more striking in the young than in the old Chimpanzee and Orang-äetan. In the old, the face, and principally the maxillary bones, grow larger, by which the brutish appearance of the skull becomes greater. On the first aspect, this seems a deviation from a general rule, but it is not so; for in the human subject similar modifications of the skull by age may be observed. In advancing age the face of the child becomes gradually larger and higher, and the receptacle for the brain proportionally smaller, in the same manner as in the Orang-ëatan, but in a less degree.

In the skull of the Siamang (fig. 118), the

![Fig. 118.](image)

**Skull of the Siamang. (Original from the museum of Prof. G. Vrolik.)**

analogy with the human form is, in some parts, greater than in the Orang-ëatan. The superciliary ridges, and the semicircular boundary for the insertion of the temporal muscle, are much developed, and the skull is very flat, as in the Chimpanzee, but the interorbital space is large, as in the human subject; the nasal bone is double in young animals, single in the old, but much broader than in the Chimpanzee or Orang-ëatan; the facial part of the skull is broad, and not so prominent as in the two preceding species; the chin has a vertical direction and rounded form; the coronal suture of the lower jaw is not very high. By all this the skull of the Siamang approaches to that of the human subject, but it shows nevertheless its inferiority by the foramen occipitale magnum being placed more backwards. In this and the other Gibbons a striking character is given, by the swollen appearance of the posterior wall of the orbit, produced by the convexity of the orbital part of the zygomatic bone. The ala magna of the sphenoid bone contributes nothing to the formation of the orbit, being bent backwards. The superior margin of the squamous portion of the temporal bone is straight, as in the Chimpanzee, the Orang-ëatan, and, in general, as in all the monkeys.

The Semnopitheci form a sort of transition from these anthropomorphous species to the lower monkeys. Their face is not very prominent; the facial suture of the internasal bone continues to exist in the adult, but disappears in the very old; the coronal suture is prolonged in a point between the two parietal

---

* Fearing I might give an inaccurate account, I have employed, for the most part, the very words of that experienced anatomist, feeling persuaded that, especially for a foreigner, it would be difficult to give a more elegant and more accurate description than he has done. I confess myself guilty of the same plagiarism in some other points of the osteology of the Chimpanzee and Orang-ëatan.
bones, and meets there the sagittal suture, which is evidently a proof of inferiority, as A. G. Otto indicated a few years ago.* The depressed chin, the narrowness of the inter-orbital space, the single nasal bone in most of the genus, are the other characters by which the Semnopithecus show their lower rank in the animal kingdom.

This lower rank, however, is much more evident in the Inus, in which the prominent bony muzzle, the elevated superciliary ridges, the depressed forehead, the flat receptacle for the brain, the chin falling backwards, the long and narrow palate, the single nasal bone, approach to the form of many Carnivora, and manifest an evident inferiority. The facial suture of the intermaxillary one disappears only in the very old ones. All this is still more apparent in the Inus sylvanus (fig. 119).

Fig. 119.

Skull of Inus sylvanus. (Original, Mus. Zool. Soc. Amsterdam.)

in which the face is more flat and the chin more depressed than in the other species. In the skull of an adult, I found the facial suture of the intermaxillary bone almost obliterated.

In no monkeys, after all, the expression of animality is more distinct than in the Cynocephali (fig. 120), in which the contracted fore-

Fig. 120.

Skull of Cynocephalus porcarius. (Original, Mus. G. Vratisl.)

head, the flattened occiput, the formidable canine teeth, the huge jaws, the strong expanded zygomatic arches, the largely developed cranial ridges, the projecting superciliary tuberosities, and the small extension of the cerebral cavity, contribute to form a hideous aspect, principally in the Mandrill, in which

the convex supermaxillary ridges give an additional feature to their ferocious appearance.

For the description of the skeleton of the monkeys of the old world, we shall select the two extremes, the Chimpanzee and the Mandrill, (figs. 121 and 122). The vertebral column of

Fig. 121.

Skeleton of the Chimpanzee. (After Owen.)

the Chimpanzee presents but few deviations from that of the human subject. The number of true vertebrae is the same, but an additional pair of ribs takes one from the lumbar, to be added to the dorsal or costal series. The spines of the seven cervical vertebrae are simple and elongated, not short and bifurcated as in the human subject; that of the third vertebra is the shortest, with the exception of the atlas, where the spine is wanting. The bodies of the lumbar vertebrae are proportionally smaller in the Chimpanzee than in man, where they are enlarged in reference to his erect position. This difference from the bi-

manous type is manifested still more strongly by the narrowness and length of the sacrum, its smaller curvature, and its parallelism with the spine. A peculiarity is observable in the position of the last lumbar vertebra with relation to the iliac bones; these rise on either side to, and are partially joined with that vertebra, so that it might almost be reckoned as belonging to the sacral series. The false vertebrae, viz. the sacral and coccygeal, are seven in number. Of these, only the first two have their transverse processes fully developed, and united to the iliac bones; and hence the trunk is less firmly connected with the pelvic arch, and is consequently more in need of additional support from the anterior extremities than in man. This peculiarity, together with the general disposition of the vertebral column of the Chimpanzee, shows that the animal is not designed to walk, as the human subject, on his hinder legs, but that it is chiefly a quadruped.

In the same way, the pelvis of the Chimpanzee differs from that of man in all those particulars which characterise the Quadrumanus, and which relate to the imperfection of their means of maintaining the erect position. The iliac bones are long, straight, and expanded above the outside, but narrow in proportion to their length; the posterior surface is concave, for the location of the glutæi muscles; the anterior surface nearly flat, and stretching outwards, almost parallel with the plane of the sacrum. The whole pelvis is placed more in a line with the spine, than in man; its superior aperture is elongated and narrow, so that the whole of the sacrum and coccyx is visible on a front view. The tuberosities of the ischia are broad, thick, and curved outwards. The pubic bones are broad and deep, but flattened from before backwards. In this general conformity with the quadrumanous type, there is, however, a provision for a more extended adherence of the glutæi muscles in a greater breadth of the illæ, between the superior spinaous processes, which also incline forwards more than is observable in the lower genera of Simiae; and it may thence be inferred that the semi-erect position is the most easily maintained in the Chimpanzee.

In the Mandrill the general disposition of the vertebral column is much more remote from the form of man, and approximates to the form of the Carnivorous Mammalia. In the cervical vertebra, the transverse processes have a triangular form, and offer anteriorly a vertical ridge similar to that which appears in most of the Mammalia as a distinct apophysis. In the dorsal vertebrae, the spinal processes of the nine anterior are inclined backwards, of the three posterior forwards: consequently they offer an opposite direction, which is wanted in the vertebral column of the human subject and in the higher genera of monkeys, but which exists generally in the

**Fig. 122.**

*Skeleton of the Mandrill. (Original, Mus. Zool. Soc. Amsterdam.*)*
four-footed Mammalia. The same analogy with these appears in the disposition of the lumbar vertebrae. Their number is six or seven, and their articular or oblique processes are bifurcated, and give origin to a styloid process, which serves to increase the strength of the lumbar part of the vertebral column, and is therefore to be found in the greater number of the quadrupeds.

There is no true sacrum; but two or three sacral vertebrae, forming a conical series, are separately united to the iliac bones, in the same manner as in the Carnivora. The pelvis is much more elongated and cylindrical than in the Chimpanzee, and consequently more approximate to the type of the quadrupeds. The iliac bones are very long, but narrow, with a posterior concave, and an anterior convex surface. The pubic symphysis is very long; the ischiatic tuberosities are curved outwards, broad, and form a semicircular surface for the insertion of the ischial callosities, which serve the Mandrills as a secure and commodious seat, when they are disposed to sleep or repose after the violent and fatiguing motions which they habitually execute. By all these peculiarities it is manifest that the Mandrill is much more remote from man than the Chimpanzee, and a superficial examination of the two skeletons (figs. 121 and 122) will be sufficient to show the great difference existing between them.

Between these two extremes are ranged the other genera of Monkeys of the Old World, as I have stated in the above-mentioned book. I take the liberty to refer to it for more details, and principally for the gradual deviation, by which the vertebral column of the Chimpanzee passes, by the intermediate forms of the Orang-utan, the Gibbons, the Semnopithecæ, the Inui, to that of the Cynocephali; but I think it necessary to make an exception for the Siamang, because the anthropo-morphous disposition is more distinct in this ape than in any other, and even more than in the Chimpanzee or Orang-utan. The ascending processes of the superior surfaces of the bodies of the cervical vertebrae; the inclination of the spines from the fourth to the ninth dorsal vertebrae; the number of five lumbar vertebrae; their increasing strength and breadth backwards; the form of their transverse and spinal processes; the true sacrum, and the quite anthropo-morphous disposition of the iliac bones, make the vertebral column of the Siamang (as may be seen in fig. 123) approach the most to that of man. The same conformity with man appears in the sternum of the Siamang. It is composed of the same portions as the sternum of man, viz. the manubrium, the body of the bone, and the xyphoidal appendix; but it is proportionally broader and shorter, and the body consists of two symmetrical parts. In the sternum of the Chimpanzee there is more analogy with the structure in inferior animals. It has a separate manubrium, wanting the semi-lunar incision of that of man. It is connected with a series of osseous segments, and with a xyphoid appendix. In the

Orang-utan all these segments, and sometimes also the manubrium, are separated in two symmetrical parts. Consequently it offers the division proper to the sternum of man, in

Fig. 123.
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wanted, and the rest of the sternum composed of as many segments or sternabra (BLAINVILLE), as there are true ribs.

The form of the ribs has much analogy in the anthropo-morphous Apes with the ribs of man. Their number corresponds with that of the dorsal vertebrae; consequently it is 13 in the Chimpanzee and in the Siamang, 14 in some Gibbons, 12 in the Orang-utan and in the greater number of the other species of monkeys. They form a very ample and convex thorax in the Chimpanzee, the Orang-utan, and the Gibbons, which becomes gradually more narrow and compressed in the Semnopithecii, the Inui, and Cynocephali. In the size and length of the anterior extremities, the Orang-utan and the Siamang are remote from man, to whom the Chimpanzee approaches a little more. In the Orang-utan and in the Siamang they are so long that they touch the ground, and in the quadrupedal position of the trunk the Orang-utan is forced to curve the hands outwards, and to support itself upon their dorsal surfaces. In the Chimpanzee, sustaining himself in a semi-erect position, they touch the superior third part of the fibula. In the erect position of man they descend not lower than the third inferior part of the thigh. Consequently the Chimpanzee, the Orang-utan, and the Gibbons, exhibit, as permanent conditions, proportions of the posterior extremities, which in the human subject are transitory, and proper to the early periods of fetal life. It is, however, according to the observations of Owen, a remarkable fact, that in the young Chimpanzee the lower extremities, instead of being shorter, in relation to the trunk, are longer, their adult proportions arising from the increased development of the trunk and anterior extremities, which are thus made fit for the vigorous acts of climbing.

In the Chimpanzee the clavicle exhibits the same sigmoid curve as in man, but the scapula deviates from the human form by being narrower, in proportion to its length, by the spine running more in the direction of the axis of the trunk, and by being situated more towards the middle of the scapula, and more perpendicular to its plane. The acromium process is longer and narrower than in man. In the Orang-utan the scapula is broader and more analogous to the scapula of man, but its spine is inclined towards the superior costa; its acromium is narrower and claviform, and its coracoïd process has a greater inclination downwards. This inclination is an indication of inferiority manifested in all the lower species of monkeys, but it is wanting in the Chimpanzee and in the Gibbons, in which the coracoïd process has the same direction as in man. That it is an indication of being placed on a lower scale is proved by the fact, that in all the Mammalia with clavicles the same disposition is observed. The humerus is long in the Chimpanzee, and in all the other long-armed Apes, in which also the fore-arm is longer than the humerus, and composed of two bones, radius and ulna, curved in two opposite directions, so that the space existing between them becomes very large. In the Mandrill, and all the other monkeys of the Old World, the disproportion between the anterior and posterior extremities exists no more; or if there is a disproportion, it is produced by the greater length of the posterior extremities. The humerus and forearm are in them almost of the same length. The hand of the Chimpanzee is composed of the same number of bones as the hand of man; but the trapezium and trapezoides are proportionally smaller, while the os pisiforme is of larger dimensions, being nearly equal to the os magnum. The small size of the trapezium evidently relates to the shortness of the thumb, which it supports. The little finger is also shorter, as compared with the other fingers, than in the human subject. The metacarpals are chiefly remarkable for their length; the phalanges, both for their length and their interior curvature. The hand is thus admirably formed for clasping the thick boughs of forest trees. On the sides of the anterior surfaces of the first and second phalanges, there are ridges for the insertion of the ligaments for the tendons.

The general opinion is, that the carpus of the Orang-utan offers the same number of bones as in man and in the Chimpanzee; but I have proved in my Rech. d'Anatomie comparée sur le Chimpanzé, that there is in the Orang-utan an additional bone, situated between the two series of carpal bones (fig. 124.), which I found also in the Gibbons, and which seems to exist in all the lower monkeys. De BLAINVILLE has described it by the name of os intermédiaire. Its existence in the Orang-utan, and its absence in the Chimpanzee, are facts of some importance, as they prove that also in this point of organisation the Chimpanzee is superior to the Orang-utan.

Another character of the hand of the Orang-utan, and of all the other Monkeys of the Old World, is the length and the narrowness of the metacarpus, and the length of the digital phalanges, with the comparative shortness and backward position of the thumb. The sole exception I know is in the Siamang, whose hand represents almost the hand of man, on a more elongated scale. The trapezium is not situated on the same level as the other bones of the carpus; consequently the thumb, the bones of which are comparatively longer and thicker than in the Chimpanzee or Orang-utan, can be opposed to the other fingers. The middle finger is the longest, and the metacarpal bones decrease from the index to the little finger in the same manner as in man. In the Mandrill, on the contrary, the four metacarpal bones of the fingers are of the same length, and the middle finger is not longer than the other. Thereby the forehand loses all its analogy with the hand of man, and approaches to the form of the paws in the Carnivora. In the Semnopithecii the thumbs offer a disproportionate shortness, which scarcely surpass the rudimentary form, and prepare us in some
degree to anticipate its total absence in the Colobi. This defect necessarily impairs the function of prehension in the Simnopithecus, and, according to the views of Ogilby, helps to account for that sedateness of character and indisposition to violent activity for which they are so remarkable.

The femur of the Chimpanzee is slightly bent in the anterior direction, as in the human subject; the neck of the bone has the same comparative length, but stands out more obliquely to the shaft. The whole of the bone is flatter or more compressed from before backwards. The head of the femur is attached to the acetabulum by the ligamentum teres, which is most remarkable, because it is wanting in the Orang-utan, and exists in the other monkeys. The tibia in the Chimpanzee is proportionally thicker at the upper end, and the fibula considerably stronger at the lower end than in man; the interosseous space is wider, and the anterior convexity of both bones may be perceived to be slightly increased. The patellae are proportionally smaller. The relative size and position of the tarsal bones more nearly correspond to the same in the human subject than is found in any other quadrumanous animals; but they deviate nevertheless as much as is necessary to produce that position of the foot which is adopted for climbing, viz. on the exterior edge of the foot, with the sole bent up, and inwards. The os calcis is relatively weak, as compared with that of man, being more compressed from one side to the other, and smaller in all its dimensions; but it projects backwards more than in the Orang-utan or in the lower Simiae. From the inclination of the tarsus to rest on its outer edge, the os naviculare is further developed downwards, so as to project considerably below the bones of the same row, without inconvenience from pressure on the sole. The internal cuneiform bone has a corresponding inclination, and thus the hallux is attached to the tarsus, in a position best adapted for its being opposed against the other toes. The whole foot of the Chimpanzee is relatively longer and narrower than in man; and the digital phalanges are more inflected towards the sole. All these deviations are still more apparent in the Orang-utan, as I have stated in my Recherches d'Anatomie comp. sur le Chimpanse; in which I compared the anatomical disposition and the physiological action of the foot of the Orang-utan with those of club-foot (pes varus). There can be no doubt that this direction of the foot renders it unfit to support the animal upon a level surface, while it is on the contrary very convenient for the action of climbing. For the same reason the hallux or the thumb of the posterior extremities has a great deal of mobility. I saw many times the two Orangs-utan of our gardens at Amsterdam grasp objects with the hinder hand, scarcely with less agility and ability than with the forehand. The frequency of these movements of the hinder thumb, and the friction it has to support, when the animal climbs, seem to be the cause why its nail and ungual phalanx sometimes become atrophied, as I have proved by many examples, and as may be concluded also from the perusal of the works of Camper, Temminck, Owen, Vosmaer, and Oskamp.

In the Siamang, and in the other Gibbons, the foot approaches more to the human than in the Chimpanzee and Orang-utan. The
calcaneum is very strong, and the hinder thumb is, like the hallux of man, the thickest of all the toes. In the other monkeys of the Old World, the hinder hand loses entirely its analogy with the foot of the human subject. The tarsus is long and narrow, and the hallux acquires more and more the form of a small thumb, removed from the other toes, and giving to the foot some resemblance with the hand; from which the name of four-handed Mammalia or Quadruman a is derived.

MYOLOGY.—If the osteology of the Monkeys of the Old World affords us the opportunity of making some interesting remarks, the comparison of the muscles of these quadrupeds is not less important. But it will be almost impossible to give an accurate description of their muscles in the small space allowed to me. I therefore think it proper to confine myself to those statements, by which the same gradual inferiority as in the bony framework may be confirmed, and I beg leave to refer to my Réc. d'Anat. comp. sur le Chimpanzé for a more minute description. One of the very striking peculiarities of the myology of the monkeys is the existence of a distinct platysma myoïdes, which I found in all those I had the opportunity to dissect. It is an important conformity with the structure of man, in whom this muscle represents the larger subcutaneous muscles of the other mammals.

The sterno-cleido-mastoïdea offers an insipid indication of a lower station, by the clavicular fascicule being wanting in the Inui and the Cynocephali.

In the digestus maxillés inferioris there is, especially in the Inui and Cynocephali, a reunion between the two anterior fascicules or ventres, by which the power of the muscle for the abduction of the lower jaw must be strongly augmented. The other muscles situated between the hyoid and the chin resemble in the Chimpanzé, those of man, but in the other monkeys they show marks of a lower organisation. According to the observations of E. Burkach and myself, the hyo-thyroïdea and hyo-glossus are united in one, in the Inui and the Cynocephali.

In the infra-hyoidian muscles, the only difference from man is, that the intermediate tendon of the omo-hyoides, which exists in the Chimpanzé as in man, disappears in the Inui and in the Cynocephali, and that in these monkeys the inferior portions of the sterno-hyoides and sterno-thyroïdei are united together. In the latissimus dorsi, an interesting transition to the form of the other mammals is observed, even in the Chimpanzé, by a prolongation attached to the olearan. It seems connected with the power that must be performed by this muscle, in the action of climbing. According to my observations in various animals, the insertion of this prolongation differs according to the variety of movements, performed by the anterior extremities.

The rhomboïdeus of the Chimpanzé has the same form and situation as in man, but in the Inui and the Cynocephali it goes to the occiput, in which its insertion serves to sustain the head, in the quadruped progressive motion of these animals.

In the Inui and in the Cynocephali, but not in the Chimpanzé, there is a conformity with the form of the large Carnivora, in the existence of the acromio-trachélien (Cuv.), acromio-basilaire (Vieq d'Azyn), coming from the transverse processes of the first cervical vertebral, and inserted into the spine of the scapula. Its function seems to be to bring the scapula more strongly forwards.

The pectoralis magnus, p. brevis, subclavius, and serratus anticus magnus of the Chimpanzé, the Orang-éatan, and the Gibbons, resemble those of man. The only difference is that, according to the observations of Sandfort, the pectoralis magnus is divided in the adult Orang-éatan into a large number of fascicles, in the intervals of which are situated the digitiform prolongations of the enormous laryngeal pouch. But in the Mandrill the pectoralis magnus acquires more analogy with the large quadrupeds, by its greater extension, and its separation into three great fascicles, of which one comes from the posterior part of the thorax. In the muscles of the anterior extremities the general distribution and form are the same as in man. An interesting deviation is given by the Hylobates leuciscus, in which the caput breve m. bicépitis takes origin, from the insertion of the pectoralis magnus. Can this peculiarity be connected with the velocity of their movements, when they swing themselves from one branch to another? Duvaucel affirms that they will on these occasions leap, with comparative ease, to the surprising distance of forty or fifty feet. About the extensores of the fingers, a lower form may be observed in the extensor digitii indicis, or m. indicator, which is not a separate muscle, but only a portion of the extensor communis. Consequently the fore-finger, or index, must want the so characteristic separate movements, by which we are accustomed to call the attention upon a subject. The imperfection of this muscle is certainly in relation with the lower psychical condition of the animal. In the Inui and the Mandrill the extensores are still more imperfect, by the division of the extensor digitii minimi, which gives a tendinous insertion to the annular or fourth finger. It is, as I showed in my work upon the Chimpanzé, a transition to the form of the Carnivora. The eight muscles of the thumb exist in the Chimpanzé and in the Hylobates leuciscus; but in the Orang-éatan and in the Mandrill the abductor longus and the extensor brevis pollicis are united in their muscular portions, while the tendons remain separate, and in the Inui there is but one muscle, giving two tendons, which are united at their extremities. This is a distinct transition to the form of the Carnivora. I have found this single muscle in all those which possess a thumb. The small muscles of the thumb, viz. the abductor brevis, the flexor brevis, the adductor, and the opponens, exist in all the monkeys of the Old World, but on a smaller scale than in man. They have also
the three small muscles for the little finger on the opposite edge of the hand. The consequence of all this is, that the hand of the monkeys of the Old World approaches to the perfection of the human hand, from which it differs by the length and the narrowness of the palm of the hand, the length of the fingers, the backward position of the imperfect thumb, and a less variety of movements. For the physiological results which can be derived from this difference, I refer to my *Rech. d'Anat. comp. sur le Chimpanse*, p. 34. The muscles of the posterior extremities differ more from those of the human subject. The *glutei* are feeble, and inserted very low on the femur; the *gracilis* is much broader than in *man*, and inserted very low in the tibia; the same is the case with the *semitendinosus*, the *semimembranosus*, and the *biceps femoris*. The result of this low insertion must be, that the knee can only be maintained in a bent, and consequently the trunk in a semi-erect attitude.

The *gastrocnemius* and *soleus* remain separate until their insertion in the calcaneum, where they unite to form one tendon. They are flatter than in *man*, and consequently do not form the call of the leg, which is so characteristic in *man*.

There is a *plantaris*, as in *man*. The monkeys seem to be the only brute animals which possess it.

The *flexor magnus* of the great toe or thumb of the posterior extremities is not confined to this toe, but gives tendons to the other toes. Consequently it combines its action with that of the *flexor magnus 4 digit. pedis*. The monkeys possess also a *flexor brevis*, *lumbicales*, an *adductor and adductor hallucis*, a *flexor brevis, adductor brevis digitii minimi*, *peroneus longus* and *brevis*, and *tibialis posticus*. All the muscles on the sole of the foot are more isolated than in *man*, and consequently they produce more distinct and separate movements for the digits, and principally for the hinder thumb.

They have no *peroneus tertius*, but the *tibialis anticus* differs from the same in *man*, by its separation into two fascicules, of which the inner seems to act as a *tibialis anticus*, while the outer is a long *abductor hallucis*. I found this disposition in all the monkeys I had the opportunity to dissect, and it is also confirmed by the observations of E. Burdach.

The last myological peculiarity which I shall mention is, that the tendon of the *extensor commenis longus quattor digitorum* is surrounded and fixed by a ligamentous loop, about which I can add the historical peculiarity, that this ligament, hitherto unknown, has been described in the same year, and perhaps in the same month, by A. Retzius in Stockholm, and by myself in Amsterdam.*

---


**Neurology.** — The brain of the monkeys of the Old World represents an imperfect outline of the brain of *man*. By the form and the number of convolutions, Leuret* proved that it approaches to the brain of the human subject; but however great this analogy may be, there remains, however, no doubt that there are some typical differences between the brain of man and of the monkeys, and that from the Chimpanzee to the Cynocephali, the gradual tendency to inferiority is as manifest as in the other points of organisation. We still want perfect representations of the brain of the first, but we may supply this defect by drawings of the brain of the Orang-atan, of which Tiedemann has represented the basis, Sandifort the superior surface, and I a vertical section. (Figs. 125, 126, 127.) If we

![Basis of the brain of the Orang-atan. (After Tiedemann.)](image1)

![Superior surface of the brain of the Orang-atan. (After Sandifort.)](image2)
compare these distinct views of the brain of the Orang-ætan with those of the Baboon represented by Leuret* (figs. 128, 129, 130),

5. By the want of digitations on the convex margin of the cornu Ammonis.
6. By the want of the eminentia digitalis (pes Hippocampi minor).
7. By the disposition of the corpora albicantia, which are united in one mass.
8. By the absence of calculous granulations in the glandula pinealis.
9. By less development of the cerebellum and of the pons Varolii.


All these manifestations of inferiority are not so distinct in the brain of the Orang-ætan, which approaches more to that of man. This approximation consists in:

1. The more elliptic, and consequently more human-like form of the brain. It is a most interesting fact, that the deviation, in the descending line, begins already in the Gibbons, the brain of which has a more triangular form, and less developed anterior lobes, than the brain of the Orang-ætan.
2. The larger cerebral hemispheres, which are protracted behind the cerebellum.
3. The existence of two separate corpora mammillaria, which I found also in the Hylobates leuciscus, and which Sandifort represented in the Siamang. But they are in these less developed than in the Orang-ietan.

4. The presence of digitations on the cornu Ammonis.

5. More numerous convolutions and deeper anfractuosities.

6. A larger cerebellum.

In all these peculiarities, the brain of the Orang-ietan is superior to that of other monkeys, and still more so to that of the Gibbons, which offer otherwise so much analogy with it. The plate of Sandifort, representing the brain of the Siamang, and my dissection of the Hylobates leuciscus, have proved, that in the Gibbons the convolutions are not so numerous; the anfractuosities not so deep, their symmetry greater; the cerebral hemispheres less developed; the cerebellum smaller; the pons Varolii less distinct; the cornu Ammonis without digitations. This greater perfection of the brain of the Orang-ietan is evidently in accordance with the more eminent intellectual faculties of the Orang-ietan, while, according to the observations of Duyauzel and of S. Muller, the Siamang and the other Gibbons are very stupid. But if, on one side, this superiority of the brain of the Orang-ietan, with which the Chimpanzee seems to have a great deal of analogy, cannot be a subject of controversy amongst anatomists, they would however go too far by saying, that the brain of both is in all points similar to that of man. The following differences may be indicated:

1. The mass of the brain, in proportion to the volume of the body, is less in these Apes than in Man.

2. The cerebral hemispheres are less developed, and not so much protracted backwards.

3. The nerves are thicker in proportion to the circumference of the brain.

4. The convolutions are not so numerous, and the anfractuosities less deep.

5. The corpus callosum is not so much extended backwards.

About the nerves of the Monkeys, I shall but mention one very interesting modification, which I observed in the nervus accessorius Willisi of the Chimpanzee. It is divided into two branches, as in man, but the internal is not united with the vagus, as it penetrates separately into the larynx. This very peculiar ramification seems to confirm the opinion of Bischoff*, that the internal branch of the n. accessorius Willisi forms partly the n. laryngeus superior. About the organs of sense there is not much to say. The eye approaches much to the eye of the human subject, by the existence of the yellow spot on the retina, but it differs by a more thin sclerotica. The ears of the higher order of monkeys resemble much the same organs in the human subject, from which they differ only by a less developed lobulus. The tongue is short, broad, and round, as in man, but it becomes long and narrow in the Insii, and still more so in the Cynocephali.

An GEIOLOGY. — In the distribution of the vessels and the form of the heart, the monkeys of the Old World offer a great analogy with the disposition of the same parts in the human subject. But few differences can be mentioned. In the trunks arising from the arcus aorta, the superior order of monkeys, as the Chimpanzee and adult Orang-ietan, offer the same number and distribution as in Man; but in the Semnopithecus, the Macaei, and Cy-nocephali, there is a commencement of a descending scale in the disposition of the A. innominata, which divides into three branches, viz., the right subclavian and the two carotids, in the same manner as in the Marsupials and Carnivora. It is interesting, that I found also this distribution in four young Orangs-ietan, but that Sandifort observed in the adult the human-like division. In the other ramifications, the resemblance to those of man is very great. The plates of descriptive anatomy which I published on the Chimpanzee, will be sufficient to prove the truth of this assertion.

SPLANCHNOLOGY. — No parts of the anatomy of the monkeys are, perhaps, more interesting than the pouches of the larynx. I have published a great number of observations about them, by which is proved: 1. that they exist in the Chimpanzee, the Orang-ietan, the Siamang, the Semnopithecus, Cercopithecus, Insii, and the Cynocephali; 2. that they are larger in the males than in the females; 3. that they grow with the age of the animal, and are consequently the largest in the most aged; 4. that they are chiefly a dilatation of the laryngeal ventricles in the Chimpanzee and in the Orang-ietan, but that in the other monkeys they are in direct communication with the cavity of the larynx, by an aperture at the basis of the epiglottis; 5. and that they are wanting in the Gibbons, the Cercopithecus radiatus, the Cercopithecus mona and Cynocephalus porcius. It is very difficult to derive any physiological conclusion from all these anatomical statements. The most probable hypothesis seems to be, that these receptacles of air, which send their prolongations between all the muscular fasciculi (fig. 131), seem to diminish the specific gravity of the body, in the action of climbing, and that they are consequently passive organs of movement. I have offered this opinion in greater detail in my work upon the Chimpanzee, and I refuted there the opinion that they were connected with the utterance of voice. The other parts of the laryngeal apparatus do not differ much from those of man, with the exception of the hyoid bone, which has much of the human form in the Chimpanzee, in the Orang-ietan, and in the Gibbons, but the basis of which is changed into a convex and elongated shield in the other monkeys, in which the laryngeal pouch opens below the epiglottis.

In the form and structure of the heart and the lungs, there is no difference between the

monkeys of the Old World and the human subject.

Fig. 131.

Laryngeal pouch of the adult Orang-utan.
*(After Sandiford.)*

In the organs of digestion, there is much difference to be observed in the various species of monkeys. The *Apes*, viz. the Chimpanzee, the Orang-utan, and the Gibbons, offer much resemblance in these organs to those of man. The stomachs of the four young Orang-utan, which I dissected, had quite the human form and structure. But in the adult described by Sandifort, the pyloric portion is separated from the cardiac by a very narrow constriction, and the tunics of the pyloric portion are very thick. In the cecum the resemblance to man is still more striking, by the existence of a vermiform appendix, which is separated from the intestine by a constriction in the Chimpanzee, is continuous with the intestine in the Orang-utan, and is very small, and almost rudimental, in the Gibbons. Consequently there is also a descending gradation in this organ, in the same manner as in all the other points of organisation; for the appendix is wanting in all the other monkeys, in which the cecum is moderately large and terminates in an obtuse cone. The stomach of the other species has not the same oblong form in the transverse direction, as the stomach of the Simiae and of man, but acquires a more globular form, especially in the Cynocephali. In this way it forms a transition to the form of the stomach in the Carnivora. A very interesting deviation is afforded by the *Sennnopitheci*, in which Wurmb, Otto*, and Owen† found (as I also saw confirmed in the *S. maurus*) a complicated form and construction of the stomach, viz., its division into three portions: 1. cardiac pouch, with smooth pari-

† R. Owen, on the sacculated form of Stomach as it exists in the Genus *Sennnopithecus*. Trans. Zool. Soc. tom. I. p. 65. The paper of Wurmb is to be found in the Memoirs of the Batavian Society.

etos, slightly bifid at the extremity; 2. a middle, very wide, and sacculated portion; 3. a narrow, elongated canal, sacculated at its commencement, and of simple structure towards its termination. This complication of the stomach seems to be connected with the vegetable food of the *Sennnopitheci*, which consists only of fruits, and it is also a repetition of the divisions we find in the stomach of the Pierops, the *Hyrax capensis*, the Bradypoda, the Catææ, and in the utmost perfection in the *Ruminantia*. A curious fact connected with this sacculated division of the stomach is the existence of bezoars in the *Sennnopithecii*. They are said to be smaller and rounder than those produced by the goats, gazelles, and antelopes.

A similar disposition of the stomach exists in the *Colobi*. RUPPELL observed it in the *Colobus guereza*, and OWEN* said, that in the *Colobus polycomos*, the sacculating of the stomach is produced by the same modification of the muscular fibres as in the *Sennnopithecii*, combined with a great extent of the digestive tunicæ. A narrow band of longitudinal fibres traverses the lesser curvature of the stomach, and a second band, commencing at the left or blind end of the cavity, puckers it up in a succession of sub-globular sacs along the greater end. The form and the size of the cecum, and the length and disposition of the intestinal canal in the *Colobus*, equally correspond with those parts in the *Sennnopithecii*. About the urinary and genital organs there are but few peculiarities to observe in the monkeys of the Old World. The urinary organs have the same general disposition proper to the human subject; the male genital parts differ only by the existence of an *ossiculum penis*, by the lobulated form of the glans in some species, and by the complicated structure and large development of the vesicula seminalis, especially in the *Mandrill*.

In the female organs, the form and structure of the uterus are interesting: it resembles that of man, and differs from the divided and born uterus of most of the other Mammalia. It is only by a more longitudinal, and we may say a more fetal form, that the uterus of the monkeys differs from the same organ of the human subject in the adult state; whereas in gestation, parturition, lactation, and in menstruation, the monkeys of the Old World offer a great deal of analogy with mankind, as may be seen in the elegant descriptions which F. Cuvier gives of many species in his *Hist. Nat. des Mammiferes*. In the clitoris there is no bone; at least LEUCKART found none in *Inuus rheus*, but he observed a bifid clitoris in *Cercopithecus sabaus*. According to the observations of G. BRESCHEt J.VAN DER HOEVEN and SCHROEDER VAN DER KOLK†, the placenta of the monkeys of the

Old World is separated into two lobes, united by vessels. This may be a transition to the cotyledons of the placenta in most of the Mammalia.

The Second Group of Simiae comprehends those of the New World, or Cebine (Simiae platyrhinae G. S. HIL), possessing a distinct character in the existence of four additional molar teeth, by which the general number of teeth is thirty-six. Their head is distinguished by a more rounded form, by nostrils situated laterally on a large nose. A long, and in some species a prehensile tail; the want of cheek-pouches and of callosities on the buttocks; a smaller and less robust body, and a less malicious but more melancholy character, give a very conspicuous and distinguished physionomy to this group.

2. Cebine. Monkeys of the New World.

The number of teeth is: incisors, \( \frac{4}{4} \); canines, 1–1; molars, 6–6 = 36.

They ought to be divided into two great divisions, of which the first comprehends those in which the tail is prehensile, viz., capable of grasping branches, so as to perform the office of a fifth extremity. It is naked at its extremity in some species.

a. Cebine, with a prehensile tail, naked at its extremity.


Pyramidal head, with an elevated inferior jaw, whose branches are very distant, to give room for a peculiar inflation of the basis of the hyoid bone, which communicates with the larynx, and seems to produce the loud and frightful howlings. By this the anterior surface of the neck is swollen up, which, added to their long beard, gives these animals a hideous appearance. The teeth have the general disposition proper to the Cebine, but the canini are very strong, and therefore the space in the upper jaw between the external incisor and canine tooth is large for the reception of the canine tooth of the lower jaw. The Mycetes are drowsy and lazy in captivity. In their native woods they live in troops, and climb the trees with much agility.


Rounded head, with a slightly prominent muzzle. The thumb imperfect, but visible in some, not visible in others. The clitori so much developed, that it has quite the appearance of a penis, with a channel at its inferior surface. Those, who possess a visible thumb, have been considered by Spix as forming a distinct genus, under the name Brachytele, but I think it not necessary to introduce this division. The species of the genus Ateles represent in America the Semnopitheci of Asia, and the Colobi of Africa. They have the same slowness of movement, and the same gravity and gentleness of manners. Their progressive motion upon a level surface is very uneasy and unsteady, while they are forced to sustain themselves upon the internal edges of their fore-hands and the external of their hinder-hands. But they climb with much agility, aiding themselves with the prehensile tail, which acts as a fifth extremity. Their teeth resemble those of the genus Mycetes, but the canine are not so strong, and the molar teeth rounder. They all inhabit Guiana and Brazil.


Rounded head, as in the genus Ateles; a thumb, as in Mycetes, and the tail naked at its extremity, as in both. This genus is only to be found in South America, and chiefly in Brazil. The hyoid bone is not very large.

Spec. — Lagotrichz Humboldtii, L. canus.

b. Cebine, with a prehensile tail covered with hair at its extremity.


Rounded head and oval face, with a gentle expression. Tail thicker than in the genus Mycetes and Ateles, and less prehensile, curled at its extremity, longer than the body. Teeth not so strong as in these, especially the canine. The Cebi feed upon fruits. Their movements are graceful and gay. Their manners a mixture of sweetness, cleverness, agility, and lubricity. Their voice is a gentle whistle. The designation of the species has caused great confusion. Rengger is of opinion, that some of them are merely modifications by age of the same species. They inhabit principally Guiana.


5. Fifth Genus. Callithrix. Sagouine, Fr. Slender tail; teeth not prominent, and short canine.* The head more elevated than in Cebus and Pithecus, but smaller, with less prominent zygomatic arches, and higher branches in the lower jaws. Consequently there is more room for the reception of a more complicated larynx. Their voice is heavier, and not so whistling as in the Cebi and Pithecus.

Callithrix personata, C. amieta, C. cuprea, C. melanocheir.

One species C. sciurea, or saimiri, ought to be separated from the rest. Wagner makes

* In his book des Denta des Mammifères considérés comme Caractères Zoologiques, F. Cuvier gives the teeth of this genus as type for the Sahi’s by a mistake, which he corrected in art. Suki noir, Hist. Nat. d. Mammif. t. iv. edit. in folio.
of it the genus *Chrysothrix*. Its tail is not prehensile, but depressed, and often twisted round objects. Its head is flat; between the two orbits there is but a membranous septum, instead of a bony wall, and the glans penis is round, as in *man*; while it is flat, in the form of the head of a mushroom, in the *Cebi*, which have the penis in continual erection.


Differ only from the genus *Callithrix* by large nyctale eyes and ears, which are partly covered by the skin, and by a small face. The species of this genus have nocturnal habits, and a feline physiognomy. They feed not upon fruit, as the precedent species, but on small birds and insects. In their form, nocturnal habits, and great sensibility to light, the *Nocthora* approach very much to the species of the genus *Stenops*, from which they differ in their internal structure. Their nails are straight, long, and sulcated. The dental formula is: incisors $\frac{4}{4}$, canines $\frac{1}{1}$, molars $6-6, 6-6$. They inhabit Brazil.

Spec. — *Nocthora triwrgata*.


The characters of this genus consist in the bushy, but short, prehensile, and long tail, the slender body, the large ears, the dense beard in some species, and the straight, but claw-like nails. Their incisor teeth are more prominent than in the genus *Cebus*. Brazil.

Spec. — *Pithecia Satanas*, *P. rufiventris*, *P. leucocephala*, *P. inusta*.


This genus departs more from the typical genera of monkeys of the New World than any other, inasmuch as they have only the same number of teeth as the monkeys of the Old World, viz. 32: incisors $\frac{4}{4}$, canines $\frac{1}{1}$, molars $5-5$. The nails, by being compressed and pointed, assume the appearance of claws, except the thumbs of the after-hands, which have flat nails; but the thumbs of the fore-hands, which have no flat nails, are so slightly separated from the other fingers, that it is not without hesitation that the Ouititis are called *four-handed* or *Quadrumana*. All the species belonging to this genus live in troops, in the Brazilian forests, where they spring from bough to bough, more like birds than quadrupeds. They resemble squirrels, whose form they seem to represent in South America, which possesses but one species of squirrels, *Sciurus astuana*. Their incisors, canines, and false molars, are sharp and acuminate. The inferior incisor teeth are long, narrow, and prominent. They feed upon insects, eggs, birds. Their voice is a gentle whistle, which de Humboldt* compares to the voice of some birds. He says that their larynx is similar to the inferior larynx of birds, but he did not illustrate this opinion by sufficient anatomical details.

The species can be divided into two groups. The first contains those in which the inferior incisors are cylindrical and the tail is annular. *Hapale jacetus*, *H. penicillatus*, *H. leucocephalus*. In the second, the inferior incisors are truncated like the mouthpiece of a pipe, and the tail is not annular. *H. argentatus*, *H. midas*, *H. ursulus*, *H. labiatus*, *H. chrysomelas*, *H. rosalia*, *H. chrysopygus*, *H. edipus*.

Osteology. — If we take a general survey of these eight genera of monkeys of the New World, we may observe in them, as well as in those of the Old World, an indication of the descending line, by which they pass into the form of the *Lemurinae*, and by those into the *Insectivora*. In this way we have a series, which is parallel to that of the monkeys of the Old World, the latter passing into the *Carnivora*, the former into the *Insectivora*. The truth of this assertion will be proved by a more minute examination of the skeleton.

We shall first consider the skull. J. A. Wagner divided the monkeys of the New World by their skull into two great divisions. The first is a pyramidal skull, in which the height is greater than the length, and in which the occiput has no posterior eminence, and the occipital foramen is situated backwards. To this division belong *Mycetes*, as eminently characteristic, and, in subsequent gradation, *Callithrix*, *Nocthora*, *Pithecia*, and *Lagothrix*. The second form of skull is elongated, with a prominent muzzle, a convex occiput, and an occipital foramen, situated at the basis of the skull. Wagner refers to it the *Saimiri*, offering a typical pre-eminence, and subsequently *Hapale*, *Cebus*, and *Ateltes*.

In *Mycetes* (fig. 132) the forehead is ele-

*Fig. 132.*

Skull of *Mycetes urinus*. (Original, Mus. Vrolik.)

vated, the face flat and large; the distance between the two orbits very great; two nasal bones; the chin very depressed; the lower jaw high, with distant branches, between which are disposed from one to four teeth, as in the *Saimiri*.
which the inflated hyoid bone is situated. The same character is to be found in the genus Ateles. In Mycetes, Lagothrix, and Calithrix, there is a peculiar round aperture in the orbital portion of the zygomatic bone, which has the appearance as if it were pierced in the bone by a gimlet. Mycetes, Ateles, and especially Calithrix, afford a very striking conformity with Hylobates, in the swollen appearance of the posterior wall of the orbits, produced by the convexity of the orbital part of the zygomatic bone. This is a new addition to the analogy between Hylobates and Ateles. The ala magna ossis sphenoides is yet more depressed backwards than in Hylobates.

In Cebus (fig. 133) the cranium is elongated, and uniformly round. The frontal bone is lengthened to a sharp point, which advances between the two parietales. This is, as I have said before, a manifest indication of a lower rank. The face is not very prominent; there are two nasal bones; a distinct intermaxillary bone; a rounded chin, which recedes. In Callithrix, Pithecia, and Nocthorda, the skull has an oblong form, but it resembles very much a small human skull. The single frontal bone has a triangular form, and is distinguished by the convexity of the orbital part. In the Saimiri the septum between the orbits is but membranous, and the interorbital space narrow; the nasal bone is sometimes single, sometimes double; the intermaxillary bone distinct; the chin round and prominent; the muzzle not protruding; the orbital part of the zygomatic bone wants the opening proper to Ateles, Mycetes, Lagothrix, and the other species of Callithrix. This general resemblance to the human skull is still greater in the Ouistitis. The external tuberosity of the orbit is less marked; the interorbital septum is osseous; the muzzle not very prominent; the intermaxillary bone distinct, but obliterated in old age; the nasal bones broad, short, completely separated, and consequently similar to those of man; the chin is depressed, but rounded. Notwithstanding this general resemblance to the skull of man, Cebus, Callithrix, and Harpale differ in some essential points from man. The forehead is much narrower, and has its greatest elevation not laterally, but in the middle; the occipital forms placed more backwards; the muzzle more protruding. In the vertebral column of all the Cebinae there is a manifest inferiority to be seen in the disposition of the cervical vertebrae, in which there are anterior ridges at the transverse processes, in the same manner as in the lower Mammalia. In the Cebi, the spinal process of the second cervical vertebra offers another analogy with the latter, in its elevated form, in its strength, and in its truncated posterior edge. In the Saimiri the tendency to a lower degree of perfection is still greater, by the triangular form of the transverse processes, and in the Ouistitis the spinal processes become long, acute, and directed backwards. The number of dorsal vertebrae varies from 13 to 14, and is consequently in general greater than in the monkeys of the Old World. There is opposite direction between the spinal processes of the three last, and the ten or eleven first dorsal vertebrae. The same disposition is observed in the Saimiri, but in the Ouistitis there is only opposition in the spinal process of the last dorsal vertebrae. In Ateles and Cebus the number of lumbar vertebrae is five. The styloid processes are plainly indicated, but their spinal processes are inclined forwards, and terminate in a recurved point, in the same manner as in the Carnivora. In the Ouistitis the analogy with the quadruped form is still greater, as the styloid processes are very long. In the Nocthorda the number of the lumbar vertebrae is eight, by which it approaches to Stenops. The sacrum is in the Cebinae a broad quadrangular bone, with acute edges, united only by one of its spurious vertebrae with the iliac bones. Consequently the symphys is sacro-iliaca is less firm than in the higher species of monkeys. At least such is the case in the Cebi, the Ouistitis, and the Saimiri; but in Ateles I found four spurious sacral vertebrae united with the iliac bones. The iliac bones are in general narrower in the Cebinae than in the monkeys of the Old World: consequently the pelvis has a more cylindrical form, with a very long pubic articulation, and approaches more to the form of the pelvis in the Carnivora. The caudal vertebrae of the Cebinae deserve a separate mention. They are true or spurious vertebrae. The true are but four or five, short and thick. The spurious are the longest, but become shorter at the extremity of the tail. They are only united by the bones, not by the articular processes. Chiefly remarkable are the inferior spinal processes in the anterior caudal vertebrae, representing the letter V, and forming a canal, in which pass the vessels for the tail. These processes disappear in general in the posterior caudal vertebrae, and in the monkeys with a prehensile tail the posterior vertebrae become round, tubercular bones, imitating a series of small digital phalanges. The thorax of the Cebinae is compressed, and the ribs do not form the posterior arches, by which the back of man, of the Chimpanzee, and of the Orang-utan acquire a broad and flat surface, and by which it is possible for these animals and for man to lie at full length on their back. All the
species, on the contrary, which possess ischial callosities, the Gibbons among the rest, sleep and repose themselves in a sitting posture, with the arms folded across the knees, and the head reclined upon the breast, or supported by the shoulder. The Cebinae, in which the ischial callosities are wanting, lie down on the lateral surface of their body. The sternum is separated in the Cebinae into many segments, while climbing. In Ateles the fore-hand has quite lost its analogy with the hand of man, by the want of the thumb, which is only represented by an imperfect metacarpal bone. In Ateles hypoxanthus, which has a rudimentary thumb, Prince Maximilian says that it consists of two phalanges, of which the first is but half as long as the second. In the Cebi, the fore-hand differs from the hand of man, by the deviation of the thumb, which is situated on the same level as the other fingers, and has the same length as the little finger. The nails are elongated, and acquire really the form of little claws in the Ouistitis. The posterior extremities offer the general character of the posterior extremities in the monkeys; the thumb of the hind hand is distant, and has a flat nail in the Ouistitis, while on the other fingers there are small claws.

NEUROLOGY.—The brain of the Cebinae differs much in the various genera which are referred to this large division of Quadrumana. In the Cebi it is perfect, and approaches much to the brain of man, as may be seen in the drawing given by Tiedemann in his excellent work. But, according to the observations of I. Geoffroy St. Hilaire and of myself *, there are no circonvolutions on the proportionally very large brain of the Ouistitis, and there are but few in the Saimiri, in which the anterior lobes are not so much developed as in the Cebi. To these statements LEURET † made some objections, which have been sufficiently refuted by I. Geoffroy St. Hilaire.

MYOLOGY.—As respects the muscles, those of the tail only deserve a special notice. They are very strong, especially the flexores. By them the Ateles, if it is wounded to death, remains a long time, hanging on his tail. For the same cause its tail is always inflected when in the state of rest. The Cebi sustain their body on it, if they are forced to go on their hinder legs. The other muscles seem not to differ from those of the monkeys of the Old World. The general description of these may be applied to them.

SPLANCHNOLOGY.—The soft parts afford no material for such interesting observations as those of the monkeys of the Old World. The larynx wants in general the pouches, which I have described before. There are but two exceptions yet known, one in the Macrîkina (Hapale rosalia), in which Cuvier and Carus state that they have found a laryngeal pouch, which, according to Cuvier, communicates with the larynx between the thyroid and cricoid cartilages. The second exception is the Ateles paniscus, in which there is a membranous expansion behind the cricoid cartilage. The hyoid bone of Ateles has the form proper to the monkeys of the Old World. In Cebus it approaches more to the form of man, by a more truncated pyramidal and a less convex or scutiform base.

The disposition of the laryngeal apparatus in the genus Mycetes deserves a more accurate notice. It is distinguished, as may be seen in fig. 134, by a peculiar tympaniform dilatation of the base of the hyoid bone, by which a repercussion of the exhaled air seems to be produced. A great resonance, effected by the elasticity of the parietes of this bony cavity, must be the result of this repercussion, by which the terrible howlings of these animals are produced.

Upon the other soft parts of the Cebinae there is nothing very particular to say. I mention only the structure of the stomach in Ateles and Mycetes, in which, according to the observations of Cuvier and of Prince Maximilian, there is some tendency to the accuclated form of the stomach in the Semnopithæ. This peculiarity confirms all that I have said before about the analogy between Ateles and Semnopithæ. In the organs of generation the length of the clitoris is worth notice, particularly in Ateles and Cebus. According to the observations of Leuckart * it has an

combinations in the brain of Hapale rosalia and jacchus. Recently I. Geoffroy St. Hilaire has showed to the French Academy two brains of Ouistitis, and has invited the members to verify the three statements which he published, viz., "l'existence de chaque côté d'un sillon profond transversal entre le lobe cérébral antérieur et le lobe moyen ; celle de quelques sillons linéaires et superficiels correspondant au trajet des vaisseaux, et l'état lisse de la presque totalité de la surface des hémisphères." — Comptes Rendus, n. 714, Aout, 1843, p. 290.
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*Ocitoridus*, which grows larger at its anterior extremity. **Rudolfi** seems to have been misled by it, in his description of a presumed hermaphroditical monkey. It is very probable that he did not examine an hermaphrodite, but a female *Cebus capucinus.*

![Fig. 134.](image)

Vertical section of the hyoid bone and larynx of *My- cetes senicus.* (After Sandfort.)

About the embryo-genesis of the *Cebinae,* **Rudolfi** published some interesting notices. He observed in the Ovisitis that the omphaloïd vesicle persists till the last period of gestation, and that there are in *Hapale,* *My- cetes,* and *Cebus* two umbilical veins, which unite near the liver.

As an appendix to all these anatomical observations about the *Cebinae,* I join the results of the dissection of *Nochthore trivirgata,* which I made in the month of July, 1843, in the Zoological Society of London. The stomach has the transversely oblong form proper to the monkeys in general, and not the round form of the *Stenops*; consequently the cecal sac is not so ample as in *Stenops.* The cæcum terminates in a more elongated cecal point than in *Stenops.* It wants cells, as in the greater part of the American monkeys. In the encephaIon the hemispheres are larger in their anterior lobes; they cover almost the whole cerebellum; the fossa *Sylvii* is transverse, and very deep; the mesial lobes are very distinct; the asymmetry between the two hemispheres is not so distinct as in *Stenops,* by all which characters the brain of the *Noch- thora trivirgata* approaches to the monkeys, and differs from *Stenops.* The laryngeal ap-

paratus has a great deal of analogy with that of man; the thyroid cartilage is large and prominent, and has almost the same form as in man. The epiglottis is much developed, particularly at its base. The arytenoidal cartilages are much elevated. The *rama glottidis* is wide. The tongue differs from the same organ in *Stenops,* in which it is sustained by a triangular and flat cartilage. In the *Noch- thora,* on the contrary, it has the general structure of the tongue of the monkeys, being long and narrow, with isolated papille. The heart has an oblong form. The first ramifications of the *arcus aortæ* are similar to those of man. The right lung is divided into four, the left into two lobes.

**II. Lemurine.** Prosimiae.

The second large family of Quadruman is formed by the *Lemurine.* They have the general aspect of the American monkeys, but their muzzle is lengthened and pointed, and in the hind feet the first toe is the only one armed with a crooked subulated nail, while the other nails are flat. The four thumbs are opposable; the teeth differ very much in the different genera, but the molars offer in general the pointed and alternating tubercles proper to the *Insectivora.*


The teeth of *Otolicus* are as follows, viz. incisors, $\frac{4}{2}$; canines, $\frac{1-1}{4}$; molars, $\frac{6-6}{1-1}$. $=36$. The inferior incisors are very narrow and compressed; they resemble much the teeth of a fine comb, and are entirely united together. The tarsus is very long, by which the hinder extremities acquire a disproportionate size, and produce a jumping motion. Their tail is very bushy; their ears large and membranous; their eyes very large, and announce their nocturnal habits. *Africa.*

Spec. — *Otolicus Senegalensis,* O. *Madagascariensis.*


Incisors, $\frac{4}{2}$; canines, $\frac{1-1}{1-1}$; molars, $\frac{6-6}{6-6}$. $=34$. Has the remarkably long hind legs, the large ears and eyes of the preceding genus; but the interval between their true molars and their incisors is filled up with short acuminate teeth, of which it is difficult to say if they are canine or molar, and the superior middle incisors are very long, and resemble canine teeth. The muzzle is very short. They inhabit the Molucca islands, and are nocturnal animals, feeding upon insects. 

Spec. — *Tarsius spectrum.*


The teeth as in the *Lemurine* in general, but the external incisors of the upper jaw are very
I observe a depression on the frontal surface, between the two orbits, which part is, on the contrary, convex in Lichanotus. The muzzle is not so much protruded as in Lichanotus, and more flat on its anterior part, formed by the intermaxillary bones. The teeth are the same in both. Madagascar.

Spec.—Semnocebus laniger or Avahi.

Sixth Genus. Cheirogaleus.

Among the unpublished drawings of Com- merson, Geoffroy St. Hilaire discovered re-presentations of certain Lemur-like animals, which he considers as constituting a distinct genus. The characters were at first very indistinct; but we are now acquainted with the external aspect, the skull, and the teeth of this genus. The dental formula is: incisors, 2−2; canines, 1−1; molars, 6−6 = 36. The superior incisors are situated in two pairs, with a great interval between both. On each side of the upper jaw there is a large canine, with six molars, of which the two first have acuminated crowns, and seem to be spurious molars; the four posterior are tuberculated. In the lower jaw there are six long and narrow procive incisors, of which the two exterior are the strongest; a vertical canine on each side; a spurious molar with acuminated crown, and five true tuberculated molars. In the form and the size of the skull, Cheiro-galeus has some analogy with Lemur, partic- ularly by a peculiar opening in the zygo- matic bone. The muzzle however is not so prominent, and the interval between the orbits smaller. The form of the skull is in- termediate between Lemur and Stenops.

Spec.—Cheirogaleus Commersonii.


Incisors, 4/4; canines, 1−1; molars, 6−6 = 36.

The six inferior incisors are compressed and directed forwards; of the four superior ver- tical incisors, the two middle are distant from each other; the canine teeth are very acuminated; the molars acuminated and alternating in each jaw. The ear not much developed. The tail long, bushy, and highly ornamented. The muzzle is very prominent, lengthened, and pointed; for which reason the French call the Makis Singes à museau de renaud. They feed upon fruits, and inhabit chiefly Madag- ascars.


The Lemur morinus, Maki nain ought to be separated from the other Lemurs. It seems a transition to Otoicenus.


This genus has been considered by Cuvier to belong to the Cheiroptera, but Temminck and De Blainville have perfectly well de-
monstrated that it is not a Vespertilio but a Lemur, and that it forms in this way a transition from the Lemurinae to the Cheiroptera. The author of the article Cheiroptera in this Cyclopaedia has adopted the same views, and I agree with them, including the Galeopithecus in my present paper. The Galeopithecus, then, is a Lemur, with the extremities connected by a bat-like membrane, or, in other words, surrounded by a thin skin, which they support as the framework of the umbrella sustains its covering. By this singular structure, the animal while jumping is suspended in the air, yet without the power, as the Bats, of a continued flight. The fingers of the hands are not longer than those of the feet, and provided in both with long and sharp incurved claws. They dwell upon trees in the Indian Archipelago, and feed upon insects, and, perhaps, little birds. They sleep, as the Bats, suspended by their hind legs, with their head downwards. According to the observations of Waterhouse, their dentition is as follows: incisors, 2—2; canines, 0—0; false molars, 2—2; true molars, 4—4. The form of these teeth is very strange. The anterior incisor of each side in the upper jaw is of a small size and compressed form, suddenly dilated above its insertion in the jaw, serrated at the edge, and presenting three or four nearly equal denticulations. The second incisor on either side resembles the first false molar in form, and, like that, has two flanges. The first false molar is compressed, of a triangular form, and has the anterior and posterior edges serrated. The second false molar is less compressed than the first, and divided into two nearly equal, acutely pointed, triangular cusps; the apex of the posterior cusp is directed inwards. The triangular grinding surface of each of the true molars consists of three pointed cusps. The molars of the lower jaw resemble those of the upper, excepting that the position of the three principal cusps is reverted. The false molars are compressed and resemble, in general, their opponents of the upper jaw. The tooth, which represents the canine, is comparatively small, compressed, and considerably expanded at the apex, where it is serrated, having five or six denticulations. The incisors are almost horizontal in their position, compressed, narrow at the base, and suddenly expanded immediately above the base; each incisor is deeply festooned or subdivided by incisions into slender laminae. The incisors and false molars of the lower jaw are detached.

Spec.—Galeopithecus variegatus.

Osteology.—The considerations upon the skeleton of the Lemurinae ought to be con-
nected with those upon the Cebine, in which I said that the form of the bony framework passes gradually and in a descending line into the form of the Lemurinae, and by those into the form of the smaller Carnivora and Insectivora. The truth of this assertion will be proved by the examination of the skull. In all the skulls of the above-mentioned genera of Lemurina, the orbits are open posteriorly, and most so in the Galeopithecus (fig. 137), which we shall take as type, and in which there is a large distance between the orbital process of the frontal and of the zygomatic bone united together in Tarsius, Lichanotus, Stenops, Otolici- nuanced, and Lemur, and forming there a boundary for the open orbit. In all the Lemurinae there is a double frontal bone, with two nasal bones, which are universally very long, and protracted to the anterior part of the muzzle, principally in Stenops, in which they form a sort of tube with the intermaxillar bone. The facial suture of the intermaxillar bone is in general distinct. The lacrimal canal is situated not in the orbit, but on the facial surface of the superior maxillary bone; in Cheirogaleus (fig. 138) and Lemur, there is a regular oval

opening, in the zygomatic bone, similar to that, which I described in Lagothrix, Mycetes, and Alces. In the glenoid cavity of the temporal bone there is a vertical ridge to prevent the backward dislocation of the lower jaw. The coronoid process of the lower jaw is very distinct, as in all the animals, in which the orbits are open posteriorly, and the chin is more depressed than in the Monkeys and Cebine.

In the vertebral column the cervical vertebrae are seven in number. The anterior vertical ridges of the transverse processes, in the posterior cervical vertebrae, are more developed than in the Cebine, and extended over a larger number of vertebrae. The spinal process of the epistropheus has the quadrangular form with the posterior cutting edge of the Carnivora. In the dorsal vertebrae, the tendency to the form of the lower orders of Mammalia is still more distinct, firstly in their augmented number, which is in general 18, but increases to 15 or 16 in Stenops. The spinal processes offer the opposite direction which is proper to the inferior orders of Mammalia, excepting in Ste- nops and Lichanotus, in which they are all inclined backwards. The bodies of the dorsal vertebrae are in general all of the same size, and they do not augment, as in the higher order of monkeys of the Old World. In the lumbar vertebrae there is also an augmentation of number, which varies from 6—8 or 9. In Lemur the form and direction of the spinal lumbar processes have much analogy with those of the Carnivora, being incurvated and directed forwards. In Stenops, Otolicienus, and Lichanotus, they have a more quadrangular form. The styloid processes are much developed. The transverse processes are strong, quadrangular, and directed forwards, as in the Carnivora. The sacrum has the form of a large quadrangular bone, with sharp and straight edges, united by one, two, or three spurious vertebrae with the iliac bones. The form of the pelvis resembles that of the Carni-

vora. The iliac bones have two surfaces, an anterior or internal, slightly convex and narrow, a posterior or external, concave and broad. They unite together in a sharp, anterior edge, of which the anterior and inferior iliac tuberosity forms the anterior and inferior termination. The horizontal branches of the ilium subside, and make the pelvis pretty large. By this disposition and with the inclination of the pelvis, it resembles very much that of the Carnivora, and especially of the Cercocephes caudivolvulus, which has so many other points of analogy with the Lemu- rina. The thorax is compressed, but the ribs are not very convex, as in most of the Carni-

vora. In the Sternum there is scarcely a manubrium, but its body is separated into as many long and narrow segments or Sternebras as there are true ribs. In the scapula, the coracoid process is recurved and directed downwards, as in the Squirrels and other clavijectated Mammalia. This is, as I have said before, a distinct manifestation of inferiority. In the humerus there is, in general, an aperture in the internal condyle for the passage of the brachial artery and the median nerve.

The fore-arm has a different disposition in the various genera. In most of them it is composed of the two ordinary bones, the radius and the cubitus, of which the radius is in general curved outwards, and the cubitus straight. But in the Galeopithecus, the transition to the form of the Bats appears in the disposition of the ulna, which is imperfect, not prolonged to the carpus, but terminated in a slender filiform extremity, which is united with the radius. In the hand, the quadrumanous type is visible in the thumb, which is separated from the other fingers, even in the Galeopithecus. But in no genus of the Lemurinae is the form of the hand so peculiar as in Stenops. Its principal character consists in the shortness of the index, and in the proportional length of the thumb and of the fourth finger, which is the longest. The carpus is composed of the same number of ossicles as in the monkeys of the Old World; but as I have proved in another paper*, its connexion with the anti-

brachium is less firm, by which the hand acquires a great deal of mobility, and can be inclined, as I have often observed, not only outwards, but also backwards. With regard to the posterior extremities, the principal deviation is offered by the Tarsius, in which the fibula is but a slender filiform bone, not extended to the tarsus, but terminating on the third inferior part of the tibia, with which it is united. Consequently the tarsal articulation is only united with the tibia. A yet more striking peculiarity is exhibited in Tarsius and Otolemur by the tarsus, in which the calcaneum and the scaphoid bone are two long styliiform bones, contributing in that way to produce the enormous length of the posterior extremities. In the Stenops there is not so great a deviation from the ordinary form to be observed; but it is, however, of some interest, that the two Malleoli are very small, and that the astragalus has an oblique direction inwards. The results of this disposition, as I have proved more minutely in the said paper, are a greater mobility of the foot, a direction upwards of its internal edge, and a great interval between the thumb and the other digits.

Myology. — I can only mention the muscles of the Stenops, having had no opportunity to dissect the other genera of Lemurinae. The sternum-mastoideus has a distinct clavicular fascicle, the existence of which is very interesting, while it is not found in some monkeys, nor in any of the mammals which have no clavicles. In the M. digastricus there is but an indication of intermediate tendon; consequently the muscle is simplified, and passes into the form it has in the Carnivora, in which it is composed of a single fascicle. Another peculiarity in the muscular system of the Stenops is the existence of the omo-hyoideus, which is wanting in many large Mammalia, but exists in the monkeys, and as my dissection has proved in the Dasyurus, the Erinaceus arctos, the Pecari, and the Opossum. This muscle is also one of the links connecting the genus Stenops with the Quadrumanæ on one, and with the Carnivora on the other side. The latissimus dorsi gives, in the same manner as in so many other climbing animals, a prolongation to the internal condyle of the humerus. The pectoralis magnus has the length and the strong disposition of fibres, proper to all the quadrupeds. As in them, the clavicular fascicle is not much developed. The disposition of the biceps and brachialis internus is interesting, because it proves that the genus Stenops, and probably the other Lemurinae, form a transition from the Quadrumanæ to the Carnivora insectoria. In the same manner as in these, the biceps consists of but one fascicle, which arises from the superior edge of the articular cavity of the scapula, and is inserted into the radius, and the brachialis internus possesses but an external fascicle, which passes to the antibrachium, behind and under the biceps. It is very remarkable, that notwithstanding the want of the internal fascicle of the biceps, there is a coraco-brachialis. It is prolonged downwards to the internal condyle of the humerus; between it and the internal fascicle of the triceps passes the cubital portion of the vascular plexus. This is an exception to the rule, that the existence of a coraco-brachialis is connected with the existence of an internal fascicle of the biceps, and an additional proof that the genus Stenops forms a transition from the Quadrumanæ to the Carnivora. In the antibrachium the pronatores and supinatores are very strong. The flexores are the radialis and ulnaris internus, with the palmaris longus. The extensores are the radialis externus longus et brevis, with the ulnaris externus and the extensores of the fingers. For the flexion of the fingers, there is a rudimental flexor superficialis, which is wanting in the Carnivora, and which exists, on the contrary, in the Quadrumanæ.

Instead of the adductor magnus and extensor brevis pollies there is but one muscle, formed by the union of both these muscles. I have shown already that this tendency to simplify is yet observed in the Orang-utan and in the Mandrill, and more distinctly in the Inui. Besides this the thumb of the Stenops possesses a flexor brevis, an adductor brevis, and an adductor pollies.

In the posterior extremities we observe, first, a very long and very strong psos, composed of two portions, of which the internal is the strongest. They are united to the iliaceus internus and attached to the small trochanter. The sartorius has an oblique direction, and is attached to the internal edge of the tibia. The gracilis is broad and attached lower to the tibia. The rectus femoris, the cruralis, vastus externus and internus have their usual disposition. There is no pectineus, but there are three adductores. It is very remarkable that the adductor magnus forms no aponeurotic canal for the passage of the plexiform crural artery, but that this passes only on the superior margin of the adductor magnus, and penetrates in this manner into the popliteal cavity. I have stated the same disposition in the Bradypus didactylus, in which, and also in the Stenops, this deviation seems to be connected with the peculiar ramification proper to the vessels of the extremities, by which they are more preserved from compression, than in the animals, in which the crural artery forms but a single tube. On the posterior surface of the thigh there are a semi-tendinosus, semimembranosus and biceps. The semi-tendinosus is united to the gracilis. The semi-membranosus has its own insertion. They descend very low and surround the gastrocnemius. The biceps terminates on the superior part of the tibia with a large muscular fascicle. The gluteus maximus has a large insertion on the thigh, and is inserted very much downwards. On the anterior crural surface there are a tibialis anticus, an extensor magnus and brevis digitorum pedis, and extensor brevis hallucis, which has a very oblique direction and a peculiar form. As regards the flexores, I have only to mention the union of the flexor magnus hallucis with the flexor mag-
**QUADRUMANA.**

*nus quattuor digitorum pedia*, which are united in the same manner as in the monkeys. They both give tendons to the toes, of which each receives consequently two tendons. The plantar surface of the tendon of the *flexor magnus quattuor digitorum* give off four lumbrical muscles. Instead of a *flexor brevis* there are but small tendons, which bifurcate for the passage of the tendons of the *flexor magnus hallucis*, and *flexor magnus quattuor digitorum pedis*. The *tibialis posticus* is very strong. The small muscles of the posterior thumb or great toe are the *adductor*, the *flexor brevis*, and the *adductor*. Their strength is connected with the mobility and with the removed position of the posterior thumb, giving a great deal of agility to the *Stenops* in his climbing motions.

**Neurology.**—The encephalon of the *Lemurinae* is only known by the dissection of the *Lemur mongos* and of the *Stenops javanicus* and *tardigradus*. Science is indebted for the first to *Tiedemann*, and for the two last to *Schroeder van der Kolk* and to myself. The encephalon of *Lemur mongos* seems superior to that of *Stenops*, by the larger development of the hemispheres, the greater breadth of the anterior lobes, the more numerous convolutions and deeper anfractuosities, but otherwise they offer the same type. I have minutely described the brain of the *Stenops tardigradus* in my paper on this animal, and I mentioned there the small development and the asymmetry of the hemispheres (fig. 139), the triangular form of the anterior lobes, the few convosations, the shallow anfractuosities, the scarcely indicated fossa Sylvii, the not prominent *pons Varoli*, the very thick cerebral peduncles (*crura cerebri*), the want of corpora candidantia, the short *corpus callosum*. In all these points the brain of the *Stenops* is inferior to that of the monkeys, from which *Stenops* differs also by more imperfect intellectual faculties.

For the organs of sense, I mention principally the interesting existence in the *Stenops*, of the *tapetum lucidum* in the eye, by which the animal acquires the faculty of reflection of the light, improperly called phosphorescence of the eyes. In general the sensibility of the eye to light is very exquisite. Therefore most *Lemurinae* are nocturnal, and see very well in almost profound obscurity, as is proved by the observations of F. Cuvier, in the *Lemur murinus*. The ears of *Stenops* are very large; the concha deep, the *tragus* and *antitragus* elevated, and instead of *anhelix* there are two prominent and almost parallel cartilaginous plates. The same development of the ear is observed in the genus *Otolicmus*. This great development in a nocturnal animal is an interesting fact, principally by comparison with the *Cheiroptera*, in which the same disposition occurs. The tongue of the *Stenops* offers a strange structure in the existence of a cartilaginous plate, by which it is supported, and the anterior margin of which is denticulated.

**Angeiology.**—I only know some peculiarities about the heart and the vessels of the *Stenops*. It has a rounded and plane form; the right ventricle is scarcely longer than the left, and terminates in a rounded point. The right auricle is much larger than the left. The distribution of the trunks coming from the *arcus aortae* is as in the plurality of Mammalia, viz., three trunks coming from the *a. innominata*, and a separate left subclavian artery. But the most interesting is the ulterior distribution of the arterial and venous vessels in the extremities. Sir A. Carlisle was the first to show, that they form plexious ramifications, consisting of a large number of narrow cylindrical vessels anastomosing together. Eighteen years ago, I repeated the observations of this excellent anatomist on various animals, and confirmed their veracity against the objections of *Okken* and *Gaimard*; and recently I had again the opportunity to show, that these ramifications exist in three species of *Stenops*; that in the same manner as has been proved for the *Bradyops*, by *Schroeder van der Kolk* and *Otto*, they consist not only of arteries, but also of veins; and that, by dividing in branches, these ramifications become smaller and smaller, and composed of a less number of vessels (fig. 140).

**Splanchnology.**—The stomach has in *Stenops* a rounded, almost globular form, in which the *cardia* is near to the *pylorus*, and the cecal sac much developed. Consequently the con cave margin of the stomach is small, the convex, on the contrary, large, with these is connected the elongated spleen. This disposition of the stomach, and especially the
approximation of the cardia and pylorus, seem proper to all the Lemurines, and already presented its first appearance in some Cebidce. The cæcum terminates in an elongated, conic point, which ought not to be confounded with the vermiform appendix of the cæcum in man and in the apes. The cæcum is very large, and the colon has also a great extension. The colon is in general larger in the Lemurines than in the Siamice. It is said by Cuvier to want cells. In Lemur murinus it is short and ample. Duvernoy and Schröder van der Kolk describe alternating constrictions and expansions in the intestinal canal of Stenops, which, however, I did not find in the three Loris I had the opportunity of dissecting.

About the organs of voice and respiration I have, first, to mention the complete osseous disposition of the laryngeal cartilages; secondly, their small development; and thirdly, the bifurcated disposition of the epiglottis. All these points are proofs of imperfection, by which may also be explained the total want of voice in Stenops. The hyoid bone is different from the hyoid bone in the monkeys, and approaches to that of the inferior Mammalia. Its body is a transverse arch, slender, and united at the two extremities with the two pairs of horns. The anterior horns are composed of two distinct bones, of which the first is broad and flat, the second long and slender. The thyroid or posterior horns are broad and flat, and melting away with the basis of the bone, while the anterior have a free articulation. The hyoid with its horns has the form of a transversely inclined X, viz. X.

In the organs of generation, the narrowness and convoluted disposition of the Fallopian tubes, the length of the vagina, and especially
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Superior limb of Stenops tardigradus. (After W. Vrolik.)

Female external organs of generation of Stenop tardigradus. (After W. Vrolik.)
As appendix to my paper on the Quadrupedes I think it necessary to mention the Cheironys psalodactylus or Aye-Aye of Madagascar. This singular animal seems intermediate between the Lemurinae and Rodentia. It has the teeth of the last, but all the other characters of the first. De Blainville has elucidated them in a learned paper, published a second time in his Osteographie, and he has proved, indeed, that by the general form of the skull, by the situation of the foramen occipitale magnum, and of the lacrymal opening, by the existence of an intermediate bone in the carpus, by the length of the calcaneum and scaphoid bone, the Cheironys is indeed a Lemurine animal. But we want a more perfect acquaintance with its organization and with the form and number of its teeth in early age, before it will be possible to determine exactly, where this very rare animal ought to be placed.

To complete my anatomical description of the Quadrupedes I will be necessary to mention the fossil specimens discovered recently in Europe, India, and Brazil. The European specimen consists in a lower jaw, discovered near Auch in a soil of tertiary formation. It seems to be of a Cercopitecus. The Indian specimen was found in tertiary formation of the mountainous district of the Himalaya. It is a fragment of a lower jaw, having some analogy with the lower jaw of the Entellus. The third specimen is American, and consists in different bones of fossil Quadrupedes, which seem to be of a Cebus much larger than the modern species.


(W. Trolik.)

RADIAL AND ULNAR ARTERIES. (Artéres radiale et ulnaire — Speichenpulssader und Ellenbogenpulssader.) — The nomenclature of the different branches of the systemic circulation is based upon two principles. According to one of these, the distinction of appellation is grounded upon the tubes themselves; their different ramifications being designated by as many names, which usually more or less connote the ultimate destination of the vital fluid they contain. Where this method fails, another remains, which, though essentially arbitrary, is yet of the highest importance: a method which, in order to their stricter contemplation by the anatomist, and their more accurate recognition by the surgeon, isolates different lengths of one and the same tube, according to changes in its position and relations with respect to neighboring parts.

The radial and ulnar arteries, whose anatomy is here to be considered, are included in the first of these categories; being the branches which result from the bifurcation of the artery for the upper extremity. Commencing in their ordinary distribution, opposite and anterior to the elbow joint, they
continue along the whole front of the forearm, each in tolerably close proximity to the bone whose name it bears.* The ulnar, by simply continuing this course, arrives at the hand, but the radial previously turns round the outer side of the wrist to reach the first metacarpal interval, which it perforates. Each now takes a curved course in the palm; a curve, whose convexity is forwards, whose situation—superficial or deep—follows that of the artery with which it is more immediately continuous, and which, completed by a branch or branches from its fellow, forms that from the ulnar the superficial, that from the radial the deep, palmar arch.

Since either of these arches has a share from both vessels, it might at first sight be supposed that we are here presented with a rare peculiarity in the uninterrupted artery traceable from the radial through its palmar arch to the ulnar, or vice versa. But their apparent mutual continuity offers no difficulty to the exact nominal definition of each vessel and, obviously, the anastomosis differs from that common to all arteries only in degree: viz., in the greater freedom of communication which is the consequence of the larger size of the branches effecting it.

The brachial artery, inclining somewhat forwards in the lower part of its course, so as to gain the angle of flexion of the limb, lies at its termination on the brachialis anticus, where this muscle becoming tendinous, covers the coronoid process of the ulna previously to its insertion into the apex of the rough non-articular surface of this prominence. Here it divides.

The radial artery. Its relations. — The radial artery begins as the outer of the two diverging branches, and ends as the deep palmar arch: in this course it offers three chief variations of regional anatomy, which will require a separate consideration. The first of these divisions may be regarded as terminating at the lower border of the radius, the second at the superior extremity of the first metacarpal space in the back of the hand, and the third at the point where, after breaking up into the radialis indicis, magna pollicis, and palmaris profunda vessels, the latter of these, lying deeply in the inner side of the palm, unites with the communicating branch from the ulnar artery.

(a.) In the forearm, the artery is directed at first downwards and externally, but afterwards more vertically, so as to exhibit a slight curve, whose convexity is upwards and outwards. It thus corresponds for a very short distance—say one third of an inch—to the coronoid process of the ulna, and lies on the brachialis anticus; but in the whole of the remainder of its length it is related to the anterior surface of the radius, and is situated on the muscles which immediately cover it. Crossing the inner surface of the tendon of the biceps

* It will be borne in mind, that here, as in all descriptions of this part, the forearm is supposed to be supine, and hanging vertically by the side of the trunk.

as this sinks to its insertion, it by turns comes into contact with the cellular tissue on the supinator radii brevis, and lies upon the pronator radii teres, as this passes downwards to its insertion; then for a short distance the radial origin of the flexor sublimis digitorum sustains it, and next the flexor longus pollicis; by the passage of whose muscular fibres inwards to their tendon, it is left opposed to the pronator quadratus, but scarcely touching it from the depth at which this muscle is placed. To its outer side is the tendon of the biceps, and, at first distantly, afterwards more closely, the supinator radii longus, which maintains the relation throughout the remainder of this portion of the vessel; in this situation is also found the musculo-spiral nerve, which descends under cover of the inner border of the muscle, and passes away from the lower part of the artery towards the back of the wrist. To its inner side are successively, the pronator radii teres in about the upper half of the region, in the lower, the tendon of the flexor carpi radialis; and beneath this for a very short distance, that of the flexor longus pollicis. The coverings of the artery are merely the integuments and fascia of the forearm, so that in the whole of its length it is comparatively superficial; and the ordinary cellular tissue surrounds the vessel, while two vena comites accompany its course.

It may considerably facilitate finding the artery in the living subject, to bear in mind the superficial indices of its course: and from what has been already stated it may be gathered, that in the upper half of this region the vessel is situated in a triangular hollow, whose base is the brachialis anticus in the lower part of the arm, whose outer side is the supinator longus, and whose inner side is the pronator teres. In the lower portion it occupies a linear and comparatively shallow depression, between two tendons whose margins the fingers readily recognise through the skin, viz. that of the supinator longus externally, the flexor carpi radialis internally. A line, therefore, from the inner border of the biceps tendon, to the inferior apex of the triangle, indicates with tolerable accuracy the first subdivision of its course; while another from this point, parallel and equidistant to the two tendons above named, marks it in the remainder of the forearm.

(b.) In the wrist. — This part of the artery is considerably shorter than the preceding, being scarcely one fifth of its length: its direction is downwards and outwards from the front of the forearm to the back and lower part of the wrist. In this course, the vessel lies on the external lateral ligament of the wrist joint, and at its termination on the posterior ligament of the same articulation; and corresponds to the scaphoid and triquetrum bones which are beneath these. It is covered by skin and fascia, and at first situated at some distance from the surface, becomes towards its termination considerably more superficial. In its course it is crossed obliquely
by three tendons: in the first instance by two of these placed closely side by side, the extensores ossis metacarpi and primi internodii pollicis; but by the third, the extensor secundii internodii, only just before the artery enters the palm: so that between these two crossings, the vessel runs obliquely downward in the bottom of a groove, which is bounded on each side by these tendons, and whose depth is greatly increased by the action of the muscles with which they are continuous. It finally leaves the back of the hand, by passing between the processes of origin of the abductor indicis.

(c.) In the palm.—The vessel having perforated the metacarpal space, is situated very deeply in the palm of the hand, beneath the flexor brevis pollicis and the different structures superficial to this muscle; namely, the tendons of the flexores sublimis and profundus digitorum, with the lumbricales muscles, the branches of the median nerve, and, above these, the palmar fascia and integuments. Immediately giving off its magna pollicis and radialis indicis branches, it now crosses the palm as the deep palmar arch, or "palmaris profunda," which, slightly convex forwards, lies on the proximal extremities of the metacarpal bones. It runs on the muscles between them; being directed at right angles to them towards the inner side of the hand, and joined in the fourth metacarpal space by the communicating branch of the ulnar, which completes the arterial circle. This latter part is of course uncovered by flexor brevis pollicis, and, just at its junction with the communicae ulnae, it might almost be considered as covered by the flexor brevis minimi digitii.

Branches of the radial artery.—Aside very numerous ramifications, the following are those whose constancy and size require a separate mention.

(1.) Arteria radialis recurrens.—This large branch is given off from the outer side of the radial trunk almost immediately upon its origin from the brachial artery, and whilst it is contained in the triangular hollow before referred to. It passes at first downwards, then outwards, and finally inwards; lying on the supinator brevis and brachialis anticus successively; and then occupying the groove between the biceps and supinator radii longus muscles, but overlapping by the latter, it terminates in the arm by anastomosing with the superior profunda, which descends to meet it after passing beneath the outer head of the triceps. It has thus a curved course, the convexity of which is directed downwards towards the wrist. Its branches are very numerous, and chiefly supply the muscles with which it is in contact, insinuating with the vessels which they derive from other sources, and with the superior profunda as aforesaid.

(2.) Arteria superficialis volae, which usually comes off from the artery just as it leaves the lower border of the radius to turn around the wrist; and, directed almost vertically downwards, proceeds over the annular ligament and immediately beneath the integuments, until it arrives at the muscles of the thenar eminence; amongst or upon which it passes, crossing them at an oblique angle, to join the termination of the palmar artery, or, in other words, to complete the superficial palmar arch. Liable to very considerable though unimportant deviations in its exact position, perhaps one of the most constant is that where the abductor pollicis lies over the vessel, itself placed upon the flexor brevis and opponens muscles. Its varieties in point of size are chiefly connected with the relative proportions of the other arteries, and are deferred to them; but it is usually a very small branch, and, quite as frequently as not, ends in these muscles without any direct junction with the superficial palmar arch.

(3.) Arteria anterior carpi radialis.—This is ordinarily a minute branch which comes off from the radial, either very close to the preceding, or a little above it. It runs directly inwards in contact with the anterior ligament of the wrist joint, or on the radius at a level just above this; to join with a similar branch from the ulnar on the opposite side of the wrist, and with the terminations of the anterior interosseous arch. It supplies the carpal bones and the articulo-carpal structures.

(4.) The arteria dorsalis carpalis radialis, or posterior carpal branch, is considerably larger than the preceding, and is given off from the radial at a lower level, generally while the artery lies in the deep groove formed by the tendons of the extensors of the thumb. Its course is, like that of the anterior carpal, directly inwards beneath the tendons of the different fingers; and like it, at about the middle of the wrist, it terminates by uniting with a similar branch from the ulnar artery, and with the terminal ramifications of the interosseous vessels. Its size and arched shape are usually much more distinct than those of the anterior carpal vessels.

Other small branches are given off from the radial immediately previous to its entering the palm. Thus an arteria dorsalis pollicis is usually present, and divides, after a short course, into a branch for each side of the thumb; and there generally exists a similar twig for the radial side of the index finger, either as a separate branch from the radial artery, or from the ulnar division of the bifurcation just mentioned. A larger branch runs along the interosseous muscle in the second metacarpal space, to divide at its anterior extremity into branches for the opposed sides of the index and middle fingers. The vessels occupying the third and fourth spaces, with the same ultimate distribution, rarely arise from the radial; more usually they come from the posterior carpal arch, and sometimes from the previous metacarpal vessel, or from a similar ulnar branch lying in the fourth space. All these metacarpal branches unite, at the superior extremity of the interosseous space, with the deep arch by means of its posterior perforating branches; and at its inferior termination, with the digital branches.
from the more superficial arch of the ulnar vessel. Their distribution to the fingers corresponds to that of the arteria dorsalis pollicis.

The arteria magna seu princeps pollicis is the first branch given off from the radial in the palm, and, as its name intimates, it is usually of considerable size. From the point of its origin it runs downwards beneath the flexor brevis pollicis and tendon of the flexor longus, lying on the metacarpal bone of the thumb, until near the metacarpophalangeal joint; where it divides into two branches, one of which occupies each border of the phalanges, and joins that opposite in the ordinary manner beneath the sentient cushion which forms the extremity of the thumb.

The arteria radialis indicis—also given off beneath the flexor brevis pollicis, runs yet more vertically downwards than the preceding, beneath that muscle and the adductor pollicis, and on the abductor indicis or first dorsal interosseous muscle, to become superficial at their lower borders. Here it gives off a tolerably large communicating branch to the superficial palmar arch of the ulnar artery, and from this point it passes along the radial side of the second metacarpal bone and index finger to its extremity, having a distribution in all respects like that of the digital branches of the palmar arch; its description is deferred to them.

From the arch itself are given off few branches of any size. Those which proceed downwards, lying on the palmar interossei, are three in number, one for each space, and anteriorly they end by inosculating with the digital branches from the ulnar, like the small twigs already referred to as occupying the same intersosseous position on the dorsum of the hand. They have been named "ante- rior intersosseous" branches. The remaining branches of the radial are the posterior perforating, three twigs which perforate the superior extremity of the same metacarpal spaces, to anastomose on the back of the hand with the posterior palmar and metacarpal branches.

The ulnar artery.—The remaining terminal branch of the brachialis is usually much larger than the preceding, with which it is also contrasted by the more linear direction of its course, and by its situation in the different regions through which it passes; since it occupies the front of the limb from its commencement to its termination, and is placed less superficially in the forearm than in the hand.

Its relations in the forearm.—In this part of its course its direction is nearly straight, but with a slight convexity inwards, and it corresponds to the ulna in its whole length. At first lying on the brachialis anticus, by passing downwards and rather inwards, it next comes into contact with the flexor profundus digitorum which covers the bone; and it continues to lie on it to near the annular ligament. Superficial to the vessel are the skin and fascia of the forearm, together with the first layer of the muscles which occupy this situation, or the flexors which proceed from the inner condyle; viz., the pronator radii teres, flexor carpi radialis, palmaris longus, and flexor carpi ulnaris, successively. It is overlapped by the outer head and border of the latter muscle during about two-thirds of the forearm, being only uncovered where it becomes tendinous; in this lower part the artery lies external to this tendon, situated between it and the two inner tendons of the flexor sublimis; structures which would form a very easy guide to its locality during life. Although thus uncovered, the artery is by no means so superficial as was the case with the radial in the same stage; having in front of it a fascia of great strength, and being placed in a deep depression, from the coming forward of the tendon of the ulnar flexor to its insertion in the pisiform bone.

The median nerve, which lay to its inner side on the brachialis anticus, crosses the situation of the artery; and, after the origin of the latter, the point of decussation exactly corresponding to the coronoid origin of the pronator radii teres, which slip of muscle lying over the vessel, separates the two structures. The ulnar nerve at its inner side above, where it enters the forearm between the condyle and olecranon, is in close contact with it in the lower half of this region, placed somewhat superficially and to its inner side. The ordinary vena comites accompanies the vessel.

In the hand.—In this latter part of its course the artery passes over the annular ligament of the wrist, internal both to the pisiform bone and the muscles of the hypothenar eminence; and next, as the superficial palmar arch, it passes transversely through this part of the hand, crossing superficially to the flexor tendons and the branches of the median nerve, until it arrives at the point to which we conducted the superficialis volae, and the communicating branch sent upwards from the radialis indicis; a point nearly at the inner border of the prominent ball of the thumb. Through passed above the tendons and nerves the artery, however, is far from subcutaneous in any part of its progress; for while on the annular ligament, fibres from the insertion of the flexor carpi ulnaris into the pisiform bone pass outwards over its surface to join that structure external to the vessel lying on it; a little further downwards, the palmaris brevis, where present, is also directed inwards in front of it; and during the remainder of its length, the strong palmar fascia effectually shields it from immediate pressure. The vertical part of the vessel is accompanied by the ulnar nerve, which maintains the relation it had in the lower part of the forearm, and, inferiorly, divides into its digital branches. The arch, like that of the radial artery, previously described, is convex downwards, concave upwards; but it is obvious that its situation is considerably inferior to it, as well as much more superficial. A transverse line across either the middle of the hand or the centre of the metacarpus would tolerably indicate its position, or one continued across
the palm from the forcibly extended thumb might be taken as a more accurate guide to this part of the vessel.

Branches of the ulnar artery.—The first branches of the vessel are two, which usually come off by a common trunk, but are nearly as often separate at their origin. They are called the arteriae recurrentes ulnares anterior et posterior, being so named from their taking a recurved course upwards into the arm; the former in the front of the internal condyle of the humerus, and the latter between it and the olecranon process of the ulna. The anterior recurrent passes upwards from beneath the flexor muscles which cover the artery where it rises, lying on the brachialis anticus, and corresponding to the elbow joint which it partially supplies; its superior termination inosculates with the lowest or anastomotic branch of the brachial. The posterior recurrent, having at first similar relations, passes more laterally as to reach the above interval, being situated beneath the flexor ulnaris, and meeting the ulnar nerve descending from the arm between the two heads of this muscle. Here it breaks up, anastomosing freely with the inferior profunda which has hitherto accompanied the nerve, uniting also by small branches with twigs sent downwards from the superior profunda in the substance of the triceps, and giving many branches to the articulation and the neighbouring muscles.

The next considerable branch is the arteria interossea, which diverges from the trunk of the vessel a little below the coronoid process, and whilst it is covered by the flexor muscles. Directed downwards from its origin, after a course of about an inch in length, it reaches the interosseous membrane in the upper part of the interval between the longus pollicis and the flexor profundus digitorum, and here it bifurcates into two branches. One of these, the anterior interosseous, continues on the front of this membrane, lying deeply in the interval between the two muscles and concealed by them, until, arriving at the pronator quadratus which lies transversely across the lower extremities of the radius and ulna, it passes under this muscle. At its inferior border it reappears, though much diminished in size, and now situated on the anterior ligament of the wrist, it divides into many small branches, which supply the articulation and anastomose with the anterior carpal twigs from the radial and ulnar vessels. In this course, the branch now described supplies the muscle on each side of it, and usually it gives off one or two small branches which penetrate the interosseous membrane beneath it in their passage backwards to the posterior region of the forearm. One of these, by far the largest and the most constant, is frequently named as "the posterior branch of the anterior interosseous;" and it escapes to the back of the forearm, through an aperture which exists in the interosseous membrane, near its inferior border, and about an inch and a half above the radio-ulnar articulation.

The posterior interosseous, the remaining division of the artery, leaves the front of the limb by passing between the radius and ulna above the superior border of the interosseous membrane, and next becomes visible in the back of the forearm, between the inferior border of the supinator brevis and the extensor ossis metacarpi pollicis. In the remainder of its extent it lies on the muscles which arise from the posterior surface of this membrane, and beneath the more superficial layer of extensors and supinators, until it arrives at the wrist. Here, lying on the posterior ligament of the joint, it breaks up into its terminal ramifications, which inosculate freely with the posterior carpal arteries of the radial and ulnar, and with the perforating branch of the anterior interosseous division.

While this vessel is passing between the two bones above the ligament, it gives off the recurrent interosseous branch, which, usually of considerable size, perforates the lower part of the supinator radii brevis to reach the back of the forearm. Subsequently it is directed upwards, lying on this muscle, and beneath the anconeus, until it attains the lower part of the arm, where it terminates by anastomosing with a large branch or branches which proceed from the superior profunda, as it turns round the humerus, and in the substance of the outer head of the triceps. It supplies the muscles between which it is situated, and sends a branch to the articulation of the elbow-joint.

A very constant branch, though usually only of small size, is the twig from the ulnar artery which accompanies the median nerve, continuing along it through the forearm until gradually lost from increasing minuteness. It is the basis of an important variety which will be mentioned hereafter.

Low down in the forearm, the ulnar artery gives off a branch which runs along the ulnar side of the metacarpus, and supplies this side of the little finger with a dorsal twig. Accompanied by a branch of the ulnar nerve, it turns backwards from the vessel just above the inferior extremity of the ulna, beneath the flexor carpi ulnaris tendon; and reaching the inner side of the wrist, continues in a direct line to its termination. It anastomoses with the posterior carpal arch, and, on the metacarpus, with the palmar arch of the ulnar artery.

The remaining branches of the ulnar in the forearm are two, the arteriae carpi ulnares anterior et posterior, which occupy a position closely resembling that of the similar branches from the radial artery on the opposite side of the limb. Each runs transversely outwards on its respective surface of the wrist joint, and unites with the radial branch, and from this union, (which, in the case of the posterior vessels, is a "carpal arch" in size and regularity of arrangement) branches perforate the ligaments to supply the articulations and bones of the carpus. In addition to the
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opposite vessel, the anterior inosculates with the termination of the anterior interosseous and with small branches sent upwards from the superficial and deep palmar arches: while the arch formed by the posterior joins the posterior interosseous, and the dorsal branch of the anterior interosseous; and gives off a small branch which occupies each of the two ulnar metacarpal spaces on the back of the hand.

The *communicans ulnae* is a branch of large size, which passes away from the posterior surface of the ulnar vessel at about the lower border of the annular ligament, and disappears by sinking between the abductor and opponens minimi digiti, to join, deeply in the palm, with the ulnar extremity of the palmaris profundus or palmar arch of the radial, to which it usually approximates in size. It gives small branches to the muscles while passing between them.

In the palm of the hand, the *digital* arteries are the only branches of the vessel which attain any size: there are four of these, the first supplying the ulnar side of the little finger, and the remaining three corresponding each to the opposed sides of two fingers: the most external being between the middle one and the index. They occupy a situation superficial to the nerves and tendons, and continue forwards, each as a single branch, until they reach to the clefts of the fingers; lying in intervals between the commencing sheaths of the tendons, and limited in front by the transverse ligament of the fingers, and behind by the strong ligament on the heads of the metacarpal bones. In this space lies also the similar digital branch of the median nerve, but beneath the artery, and at its inferior termination, each bifurcates into branches for the neighbouring side of the fingers which bound the cleft. Here the vessels are crossed by the nerves, and in the remainder of their length, are situated along the border of the finger, to its termination, the nerve being anterior. At the extremity of the finger, the branch of each side gives off a twig to the under surface of the nail, and the remainder immediately uniting in an arch with the similar branch of the opposite side, breaks up into a network, whose meshes thus form a highly vascular substratum to the sensitive papillary surface which especially occupies this part. In its course along the finger, beside many smaller branches, each digital artery gives off a transverse branch just above the several phalangeal articulations; which, by joining with its fellow, forms an arch whence proceed the smaller vessels to the joint.

**Varieties of the radial and ulnar arteries.**—

The size of these vessels, together with the comparative exposure to mechanical injury which their situation involves, renders an exact knowledge of their distribution absolutely essential to the surgery of the upper extremity; and the same causes also require that the more important varieties, which constitute so large a per centage of their actual numbers, should at least experience some consideration. In sketching out a few of these it is impossible to avoid acknowledging great obligations to Mr. Quain's recent work, "The Anatomy of the Arteries," in which the number of subjects, which serve as the groundwork of the estimates, the evident care with which they have been examined, and the beauty of the illustrations, leave little to be wished for.

**Varieties of origin.**—Rarely does either of the two vessels arise from the brachial at a point lower than the ordinary situation opposite the coronoid process of the ulna: a higher division of this artery, or as it is called, a "high origin" of one of these its branches, is, on the contrary, by no means an uncommon occurrence. It is worthy of notice, that in the majority of these cases, there is no lateral correspondence of the variety,—in the opposite limb the distribution is the usual one.

The most frequent of the two is the *high origin of the radial*, which may come off from the axillary, or from the brachial artery in any part of its course. In this case, the remaining trunk, although directly continuous with the ulnar artery, and lacking the usual means of distinction from it, bears yet the name of brachial, since it generally possesses the ordinary relations and distribution of the latter vessel. Under these circumstances, the radial passes down the arm from the place where it is given off, generally lying rather close to the brachial, and on its outer side, until it reaches the forearm; subsequently it preserves its usual arrangement and termination. But though, for the most part, its course is thus only altered by the possession of an additional portion in the upper arm, this irregularity is sometimes associated with another which concerns its course, viz., a position of the artery superficial to the fascia; and here it would often have a close juxtaposition to the median basilic vein at the bend of the elbow, which carelessness in venasection might render dangerous or even fatal. A similar deviation may obtain in the remainder of its course, placing it superficially to the supinator radii longus, instead of beneath its overlapping inner border; or causing it to cross over the extensor tendons at the wrist instead of under them. The latter variety is frequently associated with another alteration in the course of the vessel, which, after giving off the superficiales volae at a point much higher than usual, immediately turns round the outer border of the forearm, so as to leave this small branch alone occupying its ordinary position at the wrist. Other deviations are comparatively rare:—thus occasionally the vessel enters the palm in the second instead of the first interosseous space.

Variations in its distribution appear chiefly dependent on its relative size. If smaller than usual, a kind of enlarged communicans ulnae reinforces its deep palmar arch, or gives off its radialis indicis and magna policlis branches; or the compensative stream may arrive by another channel, viz., a dilated anterior interosseous to join the artery as it turns round the wrist; or by a large posterior branch of
the same vessel which meets it just before entering the metacarpal interspace. Where, as is by no means infrequent, the radial is larger than ordinary, its increased size is principally expended in supplying, through a large superficialis volae artery*, one or more of the outer digital branches which usually come from the superficial palmar arch: or, by means of a dorsal metacarpal of unusual magnitude, digital branches to the opposed sides of the index and middle fingers.

The high origin of the ulnar is contrasted with that of the radial in another respect beside that of its lesser frequency, since it is almost always conjoined with an important difference in the situation of the vessel in the forearm, which lies superficial to the flexors ordinarily covering it, and immediately beneath the fascia:—sometimes it is even sub-cutaneous. Its course is also somewhat affected by this origin, the vessel approaching the inner side of the forearm at a higher point than usual: in other cases, however, it possesses almost a median position during the greater part of this region, and only turns inwards to its ordinary distribution near the wrist.

In size, its ulnar artery is more frequently diminished than increased by variations. The decrease is compensated sometimes by a radial vessel supplying one or more of its digital branches or contributing to its palmar arch: at others, its long branch which accompanies the median nerve is enlarged to a vessel of considerable size, which similarly assists it; while, in a few instances, the dilated anterior interosseous has an analogous termination.

The origin of the interosseous artery is subject to some variation, being liable to occur as a diversion from the radial or brachial, or though rarely—from the axillary: its enlargement aids a deficient radial or ulnar vessel, just as its diminutive size is supplied by them.

The branch with the median nerve enlarged to a "median" artery, has been already mentioned; it passes under the annular ligament as it enters the hand, and, with greater or less force reinforce the deficient radial or ulnar; but most frequently the latter of the two, by joining the superficial palmar arch.

Finally, as to the varieties in the hand, the mode in which a diminished superficial palmar arch is obviated, has already been described; and an unusually small deep arch is compensated by the ulnar communicating, which is generally little inferior in size to the radial contribution. For individually smaller digital branches are substituted enlarged dorsal metacarpal; and in the case of the magna pollicis the superficial palmar arch, the superficialis volae, or the median artery, may either of them make up the deficiency.

It may be desirable to attempt a generalization of these special variations; in order to this, let us return for a moment to the ordinary anatomy of the vessels of the forearm and hand considering them as a whole. Such a view assisted somewhat, it must be confessed, by our knowledge of these varieties, would discover in the forearm five longitudinal trunks, each possessing some feature, whether of size, length, or constancy, which especially recommends them to our notice. These are: the radial, ulnar, and anterior interosseous vessels, together with the posterior branch of this latter, and the branch with the median nerve. The anastomosis and distribution of the extremities of most of these, forms around the wrist an arterial circle which is much more pronounced posteriorly.* In the hand, two arches which are continuations of the larger vessels occupy its surface of flexion, at different heights and depths; defended from the pressure inseparable from prehension by a strong fascia, whose protective effect is aided during flexion by a tightening muscle. They join by anastomosis with the extremities of the longitudinal vessels, or the imperfect anterior carpal arch. Three branches run lengthwise in most of the metacarpal interspaces; one on the dorsum from the posterior part of the carpal arch, to the depths in the palm from these arches; the dorsal and deeper palmar uniting at the superior extremities of those intervals, and all three insinuating at their inferior terminations near the clefts of the fingers.

All the varieties above mentioned would be referrible to the increased development either of one of these longitudinal branches, or of some portion of this complete and large anastomosis. The several varieties are, in fact, an exaggeration by turns of a different vessel; which in its course towards distribution may return its contents to the ordinary channel by any one of these series of insunctions; whether it be the superficial or deep arch, the posterior carpal arch, or finally, the superior or inferior extremity of the aforesaid interosseous spaces.

The branch of these vessels alone might be deduced the law, of which the origin of the obturator from the epigastric, or the sublingual from the facial, are familiar and important instances; viz. that varieties of arteries occur as the exaggerations of an ordinary anastomosis‡: while it is no less evident that the deviations are compensative in the strictest sense; i.e. that the amount of blood entering the limb is no ways affected, for that an-

*Unless we considered the deep palmar arch as the anterior half of the carpal ring, a view which the comparative infrequency of the minute "anterior carpal arch" would almost allow of.

‡ It may be urged against such a generalization, "that it would scarcely include the varieties of those vessels which immediately spring from the heart or aorta: since anatomy shows the amount of their ordinary anastomosis, and the number, size, and regularity of the vessels effecting it, to be utterly disproportionate to the magnitude of these variations." But a reference to the aorta and brachial arches, from which they are developed in the fetus, would again include them in the category of dilated insocations.
crease of one is a diminution of some other vessel — or vice versa.

The directness of these inosculations, and the frequency of these resulting irregularities together exert an important influence on surgical practice, which may be regarded in three points of view. Firstly, it necessitates unusual care in the ordinary operations; since we may open an artery of dangerous size, where we least expect it. Secondly, it renders operations undertaken on the vessels themselves liable to immediate non-success; for we may find only a twig where we expect an artery of influential magnitude. Thirdly, it may also cause their immediate failure; the width and number of the anastomosing channels rendering deligation of a trunk useless, by filling it in a very short space of time below the ligature. Fortunately, however, the same position that renders them more liable to injury affords somewhat of a substitute for the operation by also exposing them more directly to external pressure.

The diseases and injuries of the radial and ulnar arteries scarcely offer peculiarities sufficient to demand a special notice.

Aneurism as the result of disease, an extremely rare occurrence in the brachial artery, would appear to be here still more infrequent; and this remarkable immunity as compared with the lower extremity has been differently ascribed to a supposed greater vitality of the vessels nearer the heart, or with better reason to the less exposure of the arm to strains or shocks. Even this explanation, however, has so much imperfection about it, that it seems better to avoid theorising on the subject until more is known both of the physical relations of the different tubes to their central engine, and of the differences in the nature and rapidity of the nutrition of their coats, which may be presumed to exist.

False aneurism may occur in any part of their course as the result of puncture or incision of their coats; the sac of the tumour being formed by the nearest investing fascia, and lined by the areolar tissue of the neighbourhood condensed by the pressure of the contents. These consist of blood, which is usually in considerable quantities, and has experienced more or less coagulation subsequently to its discharge from the opening of the artery which occupies some part of the inner surface of the cavity. But neither in these points, nor in the treatment usually adopted is there anything which requires particular specification.

The disease of the arterial system generally, which constitutes so frequent and important a part of the series of changes included in the term "old age," of course includes these vessels. Ossification of the radial artery is by no means rare, although in this extremity it is very unusual to find it occluding the tubes or leading to senile gangrene. Here, from the superficial position of this vessel, it is often a valuable index by which an insight is afforded into the condition of other and more important arteries. In this latter stage of the change the vessel is rather larger than normal, very hard, thick, and tortuous: while the impulse of the heart communicated to it by its contents, and tending to efface these abnormal curves, often almost lifts it from its situation at each stroke. In an earlier stage of the affection it is much less easily recognised, but even here the tactus eruditus may sometimes appreciate the change; and though it is perhaps difficult to translate the sensation into words, such a pulse might be paradoxically described as being at the same time hard to the touch, and comparatively soft and yielding to the pressure, while its beats are associated with unusually little expansion, though they strike the fingers with more force.

(William Brinton).

RADIO-ULNAR ARTICULATIONS.

(Articulations radio-ulnaries—Verbindungen des Ellenbogenbeins mit der Speiche.)—Wherever the anterior extremity is modified to serve as an instrument ofprehension, one chief part of the provision for greater freedom and facility of movement occurs as the correlative modification, not only of the two bones of the forearm, but also of the articulations which mutually connect them at their upper and lower extremities. In man, in whom the arm, losing its locomotive, attains its most complete prehensile development, the radius enjoys a very considerable degree of motion around the ulna by means of these joints. And by the alternate preponderance of either of the two bones in the wrist and elbow joints which are situated at their opposite extremities, this mobility of the radius is increased, while the freedom of movement predictable of it becomes extended to the hand which occupies its distal termination; and thus the rotatory movement which is gradually superadded to the ordinary flexion and extension of the limb finally reaches its maximum.

In each of these articulations we shall separately describe, 1. Its anatomical constituents—the several structures which serve to allow of, or to limit, motion. 2. The result of their functions—the movements of the joint.

(1.) The upper radio-ulnar articulation—whose elements are the head of the radius, the lesser sigmoid cavity of the ulna, the annular ligament, and a synovial membrane.

The round head of the radius—represents in shape the upper part of a cylinder, or rather a horizontal segment of an inverted cone, which becomes continuous below with the shaft of the bone by means of a constricted neck. It thus offers two articular surfaces: one, a shallow cup-shaped cavity which plays on the radial tuberosity of the humerus; another, the side of the cylinder, which has a linear measurement of about a quarter of an inch at its deepest part, where it corresponds to the lesser sigmoid cavity of the ulna and ends below in a prominent margin; elsewhere it is narrower; and subsides more gradually into the neck of the bone. These two smooth surfaces merge into each other at the angle where the base and circumference of the cylinder meet,
but it is to the latter only that our attention is at present directed. The sigmoid cavity of the ulna— is a depression situated on the outer side of its upper extremity, and, in respect of its position, it might be expressed as an articular facet seated on the external margin of the coronoid process. In shape it is somewhat quadrilateral; and is concave in both directions, but most so in the antero-posterior, which corresponds to the convexity of the head of the radius, and is also much the longest surface of the two. With trifling individual variations, it usually forms about the fourth of a circle. Superiorly, it is separated from the greater sigmoid cavity by a smooth elevation directed from before backwards: anteriorly, inferiorly, and posteriorly, the border of this articular surface overhangs the coronoid process of the ulna, the concave upper part of its anterior surface, and its posterior surface respectively. The junction of the two latter sides of its margin is marked by a strong ridge, which commences the external border of the bone; and, frequently the antero-inferior angle gives off a similar prominence; which, after a short course downwards, converges to join the preceding. Articular cartilage covers these surfaces of the radius and ulna.

The annular or orbicular ligament—is the next constituent, and is a strong and somewhat cord-like band of white fibrous tissue, which completes the remaining three-fourths of the articular circle left unaccounted for by bone. Its width is about one third of an inch, its direction is horizontal like that of the sigmoid cavity. It arises behind from the posteriormargin of this surface, and partly from its inferior border, uniting beyond these with the periosteum covering the surfaces of bone overlying them. In front, it is inserted into the anterior margin, in a similar manner. Above, it receives and is continuous with the anterior ligament of the elbow joint; further outward, it is also joined by the external lateral ligament of the same articulation. Its lower border is free around the neck of the radius.

The synovial membrane is a process sent off from that which lines the articular surfaces of the elbow joint. A cul-de-sac sac passes downwards into the lesser sigmoid cavity, extending to its inferior extremity, but around the neck of the radius, and between it and the orbicular ligament, the remainder of this circular pouch has a diminished vertical extent; sufficient, however, to allow it to pass under the orbicular ligament, and appear from beneath its lower border. The movement of the head of the radius at this articulation is one of simple rotation around its own axis; since the articular surfaces in contact with it together form a circle, in which its only movement can be a revolution. And, as above stated, about three-fourths of this circle is formed by ligament; the remainder by bone. But in addition to this chief provision for the limitation and direction of motion, the convex radial tuberosity of the humerus forms a kind of pivot, which is received into the cavity which occupies the upper surface of the radius, and, no doubt, steadies and assists the movement by tending still more to define the axis of this part of the bone. The articulation of the atlas with the odontoid process of the axis, offers many analogies to this of the radius and ulna both in the structure of the joint and in the resulting movements.

(3.) The lower radio-ulnar articulation—is, in many respects, the reverse of the preceding; since instead of presenting a cylindrical extremity of the radius revolving within a concave facet of the ulna, the latter bone itself offers a rounded termination, on and around the outer side of which the radius plays by a concave articular surface. The constituents of the joint are, the surfaces of the radius and ulna just alluded to; a fibro-cartilage which, with a kind of imperfect ligamentous capsule, forms the means of union of the bones; and a synovial membrane interposed between their articular surfaces.

The lower extremity of the radius—approaches somewhat to the form called by geométricians a paralleloiped. Its largest surfaces are the anterior and the posterior: the upper is joined and surmounted by the shaft of the bone, and the lower enters into the formation of the wrist joint. The outer side is occupied by the tendons of the muscles which extend the thumb: and the inner, which looks slightly upwards, articulates with the ulna.

This surface is quadrilateral, and of these the two antero-posterior sides are much the longest. The upper is nearly straight, the lower somewhat concave downwards to adapt it to the convex surface of the radio-carpal joint; but, by this they slightly diverge behind so as to make the posterior vertical border almost twice as deep as the corresponding anterior side. The articular surface itself is concave from before backwards, taking a curve whose extent is about one fifth of a circle.

The lower end or head of the ulna—is of even smaller size than the upper extremity of the radius which was previously described; a condition which is in conformity with its slight share in the wrist joint. The base of this cylindrical head has a smooth surface and is almost circular in shape; internally it offers a depression bounded by the prominent styloid process extending vertically downwards; externally, a margin defines its separation from the articular facet which occupies the outer part of the cylinder.

This convex surface is usually a little longer in the horizontal direction than the corresponding radial convexity, forming about a fourth of a circle; but in all other respects it is, as it were, moulded to it. Above, its margin projects beyond the constricted shaft. A layer of articular cartilage covers both these surfaces. Ligamentous fibres in sparing quantities, and with no very definite direction, unite the upper, anterior, and posterior borders.
of these articular facets so as to result in a species of capsule.

The triangular fibro-cartilage is brought into view by removing the preceding ligament after laying open the wrist joint, and separating the two bones. Arising by a broad base from the sharp margin which separates the ulnar and carpal articulating surfaces of the radius, it passes inwards beneath the head of the ulna with continually diminishing width, until finally its apex is inserted into the base of the styloid process of this bone. At the commencement of this course it is nearly flat, though rather thicker at the margins than towards the middle; indeed, it is by no means unusual to find a "perforation" or deficiency in this part—but towards its apex its thickness is so much increased as to give it almost a cord-like form where it joins the ulna. It belongs to the class of fibro-cartilages, and like most of these, the proportions in which its component tissues are mixed vary greatly in different parts: thus the centre consists chiefly of cartilage, while towards its periphery it is almost purely ligamentous. Its lower surface is covered by the synovial membrane of the carpal articulation, and is in contact with the upper surface of the cuneiform bone. Above, it corresponds to the lower extremity of the ulna, and the structure itself is the medium by which that bone takes its limited share in the wrist joint. Its borders, looking forwards and backwards, are united with the anterior and posterior ligaments of this articulation.

The synovial membrane, "sacciformis," as it is usually called, is large and loose, and is not only interposed between the radial and ulnar surfaces, but is also continued inwards beneath the extremity of the ulna, so as to cover it and the contiguous upper surface of the triangular fibro-cartilage. In passing from one of these apposed surfaces to the other, it lines, for a very short distance, the capsule and the two ligaments of the wrist joint which unite them.

The movement of the lower end of the radius may easily be deduced from the above description, where the shape of the articular surfaces and the attachments of the fibro-cartilage alike indicate a rotatory movement of this bone around the ulna; since there is an almost complete correspondence between the apex of the ligament and the centre of that circle of which these articular surfaces would form a part.

But although the motion at either of these articulations is thus no very difficult deduction from their anatomy, the mutual consistency of the two, or the movement of the radius as a whole, seems to have been much less understood. The somewhat obscure language in which this has been described would allow us to imagine that a kind of rotation of this bone on its axis was supposed to result as the balance of the movements which obtain at the several joints. These anomalies and inconsistencies have been cleared up by Mr. Ward, in his very able work on Osteology; in which he points out that the axes of the head and neck of the radius above, and that of the head of the ulna below (the evident centres of rotation in each case) are continuations of each other, and form different portions of one and the same line, which is thus the real axis of the whole bone in its motions. In other words, the axis of the head and neck of the radius, prolonged downwards, would fall upon a point in the lower surface of the ulna, the centre of the circle whereof the sigmoid cavity is a part. And this, he urges, will alone explain how the partial rotation of the bone is altogether independent of any antero-posterior movement of its head, and occurs "without disturbance to the parallelism of the superior joint."

Thus we might imagine the articulations of the forearm to be the immediate consequence of two chief necessities of movement; one of flexion and extension of this segment of the limb, another of alteration of aspect of the terminal segment or hand; the latter can scarcely be accomplished in any other way than by semirotation. The conditions of powerful flexion and extension are, on the contrary, best suited by a more or less ginglymoid joint at each extremity; and the shape of the interlocking surfaces which forms the chief security of such an articulation, would render it insusceptible of this partial rotation. These requirements, incompatible of fulfilment by one bone, are met by the addition of another, to which the hand is attached. And now a new necessity arises; for the supereroded lever must be associated with the pillar previously existing, so far as regards the first movement, but dismembered from it as regards the second. This is accomplished by giving the radius a very limited participation in the elbow joint, a very considerable one in the wrist; and by making the ulna supply the terminal fixatures of the rotating shaft. The peripheral and complete condition of the upper attachment, the internal or centric and incomplete state of the lower, which, like the shaft itself, is here reduced to a part of a circle; these are provisions which, like many met with in other parts of the body, at once economise means and preserve the symmetry of the limb.

Pronation and supination.—The extremes of this rotation of the lower extremity of the radius constitute the states of pronation and supination. So far as these result from the movements of this bone, they are not quite opposite aspects of its surfaces, or of those of the hand, since the angles which they mutually form in these conditions are scarcely equal to a quadrant and a half, or 135 degrees. And this fact, which the appearance of the articular surfaces alone would lead us to suspect, may be reduced to a certainty by the very simple experiment of bending the forearm, and then from extreme supination pronating the wrist, and comparing the lines formed by its anterior surface in both these positions with each other, so as to take the angle through which the surface has passed. Or better still, since it removes all suspicion of interference with the
muscules that effect pronation, fix the condyles of the humerus by any means, and then repeat the examination of these angles.

Pronation and supination may, however, be carried far beyond this limit of the radial motion; aided by powerful rotation of the humerus inwards and outwards respectively, the surfaces will attain to complete opposition of direction, or 180 degrees of intervening angle, and even to a variable distance beyond this which is, on an average, almost another quadrant.

It deserves also to be noticed, that these movements are often converted into rotation around the axis of the lower part of the forearm and wrist, by a somewhat similar humeral movement. For example, simultaneously with pronation, the lower end of the humerus is carried outwards and upwards, and a similar deviation is thus impressed on the ulna articulated with it, which extending to its lower extremity, results in the rotation of this part of the limb; i.e. in the completion of pronation, without the usual advance of the inner border of the forearm towards the median line of the body.

Dislocations of these joints.—At the upper end of the two radio-ulnar articulations either bone may be thrown out of its place in several directions. Displacements of the ulna, however, chiefly affecting the elbow joint into which it so largely enters, are included amongst those of this part; and though those of the radius are, both in nature and effects, accidents of the radio-ulnar articulation, in practice it is very difficult to avoid considering together injuries which have so close a relation, albeit, strictly speaking, an accidental one. Hence the reader is referred for these to the article “Abnormal Conditions of the Elbow-joint.”

At the lower joint the radius and ulna may be displaced from each other by external force, or by the violent action of the muscles in extreme pronation or supination: but the latter is a very rare occurrence. Looking to this articulation only, it might be difficult to define which bone was dislocated: whether, for instance, the ulna was “dislocated backwards,” or the radius “dislocated forwards,” since, in such a case, either of these phrases would equally express their altered relation to each other. It is most convenient to consider this question determined by the condition of the neighbouring wrist joint, and to instance those cases as dislocations of the radius where the extremity of this bone is located unnaturally forwards or backwards, both as regards the carpus and head of the ulna. And, similarly, where the wrist and radius preserve their ordinary relation, but the lower end of the ulna is displaced with respect to both; here it will be better to consider the ulna as the luxated bone, even though the accidents might sometimes resemble each other in their causes as well as mode of production.

The dislocation of the radius forwards is easily recognized by the styloid process of this bone and the trapezium no longer lying in the same vertical line; and by the situation of the extremity of the radius in front of the bones of the carpus, causing an unnatural prominence there. The luxation backwards would appear to be almost unknown, a reversal of these signs would indicate it. In both, the relative position of the ulna and wrist is little affected.

In the dislocation of the ulna, the ordinary connection of the hand and radius being kept up, the pronation or supination of the limb becomes a feature of a very striking kind. The ulna is, however, luxated by extreme pronation, the head of the ulna projecting beneath the skin at the back of the forearm, and the styloid process of this bone occupying a line posterior to the border of the wrist or the cuneiform bone. The dislocation forwards is of extreme rarity, but the above marks, *mutatis mutandis*, would leave little room for doubt as to the nature of the accident.

The *diseases* of these articulations offer no peculiarities which deserve a separate description.

*(William Brinton.)*

**REN** — THE KIDNEY (Gr. ρήξ; Germ. Nieße; Fr. Rein; It. Ren.). — The kidney is a double gland, having for its office the secretion of a liquid which in common language is called urine. Since the time of Malpighi, the structure of this organ has excited in a more than ordinary degree the interest of the anatomist and the physiologist; but this interest has been much increased by the researches of Mr. Bowman, whose admirable paper on the “Structure and Use of the Malpighian bodies of the Kidney†,” while it has placed the kidney in the list of those organs whose anatomy is most clearly demonstrated, has acquired for its author a reputation which will endure so long as anatomical science is cultivated.

This article is divided into three parts; the first part, containing a brief account of the general form and structure of the renal organs in the lower animals, as introductory to the second part, which contains an account of the anatomy and physiology of the human kidney, with references to such facts in the minute structure of the kidneys of some of the lower animals as will serve to throw light upon the structure and office of the organ in man. The third part contains an outline of the pathology of the kidney.

* In explanation of the use of the Latin word *Ren* as the heading of this article, the Editor deems it necessary to state, that the article was undertaken some years ago by a gentleman who failed to complete his engagement in time for its publication under the title *Kidney*; it was found necessary, consequently, to postpone the subject, and to adopt the present title. The article was subsequently committed to other hands, in which it shared a similar fate to that which it experienced at first, and it ultimately fell into the hands of its present able author. — Ed.

† *Philosophical Transactions*, 1842.
PART I.

RENAL ORGANS IN THE LOWER ANIMALS.

Under this head we purpose to refer briefly to such facts in the anatomy of the urinary organs of the lower animals as will serve to render more intelligible the structure and office of the human kidney.

_Invertebrata._ — That the excretion of urine is a function of great importance is sufficiently manifested by the fact that a special organ for the performance of this office is found in animals very low in the scale of organization.

_Insects_ the urinary glands are usually in the form of long and delicate tubes, but sometimes present the structure of groups of round vesicles, as in the _Carabus_, in which the common duct terminates in a small dilatation; the urinary bladder is likewise present in the water-beetles. The excretion is poured into the termination of the intestine, or evacuated contiguous to the anus.*

In the _Arachnida_, “two long and slender urinary tubes communicate with the beginning of the coecum, which seems to stand to them in the relation of an urinary bladder.”

In the _Lamellibranchiata_, “the returning veins of the body form a remarkable plexus at the base of the gills near the pericardium, which assumes the form of a distinct glandular organ in the higher _Bivalves_. The secretion of this venous body abounds with calcareous particles, and the gland was called by Poli the secreting organ of the shell. Modern analysis has detected a large proportion of uric acid in the peritoneal compartment enclosing this venous plexus, and has thus determined it to be the renal organ.”†

In the _Gasteropoda_, the urinary gland is a follicular organ attached to the walls of the branchial cavity. In some species of _Paludina_ the duct dilates to form a small receptacle.

Among the _Cephalopoda_, the _Nautilus_ presents the supposed analogues of the urinary organs in the form of clusters of glandular follicles of a simple pyriform figure, three clusters of such glands contained in membranous follicles being situated on each of the four branchial veins. The walls of the receptacles exhibit in some parts a fibrous texture, apparently for the purpose of compressing the follicles and discharging their secretion into the branchial cavity by apertures at the base of the gills. The analogues of these organs exist in the higher _Cephalopoda_, in which they are considered to act as kidneys by Mayer; and Prof. Owen remarks ‡, “it is more philosophical to conclude that the organs of so important an excretion should be present in all the class, than that they should be represented by the ink-gland and bag, which are peculiar to one order.”

_Vertebra._ — In _Fishes_ the kidneys are long and narrow; they are situated on each side of the mesial line, immediately beneath the bodies of the vertebrae, and extending through the whole or the greater part of the dorsal region of the abdomen. They are usually broadest and thickest anteriorly, while they become smaller and approach each other as they extend backwards. Sometimes a single common ureter quits the coalesced hinder ends of the kidneys. In some species the kidneys are thickest at their posterior ends. They have not a well-defined capsule, but their ventral surface is immediately covered by an aponeurotic membrane, against which the peritoneum and the air-bladder, when present, are applied. The renal tissue presents a uniform appearance without division into a cortical and medullary portion. The urinary tubes pass immediately into the ureter without the intervention of a pelvic cavity. Malpighian bodies exist in the kidneys of the fish as in those of the higher vertebrata; the structure of these bodies will be fully explained in a subsequent part of this article. The kidneys are supplied throughout their entire length by numerous small branches from the abdominal aorta. In addition to the arterial blood thus supplied to the kidneys, these organs also receive a large quantity of blood from the veins which proceed from the posterior part of the body. This peculiar system of veins, which was discovered by Bovenius, and more fully described by Dr. Ludovic Jacobson*, is found in birds and reptiles as well as in fishes. In its primary form it undergoes, according to Jacobson, three degrees of modification. The first modification exhibits the following form: — From the skin and muscles of the middle part of the body branches arise, which form several trunks, passing separately to the kidneys.

In the second modification, the veins which return from the posterior part of the body are received into this separate system. The caudal vein, which brings back the blood from the skin and muscles of the posterior part of the body, divides into two branches, which, having received some veins returning from the middle part of the body, pass to the kidneys of each side, and distribute their branches in the substance of these glands.

In the third modification, the veins of this system are formed in the same manner as in the preceding, excepting that the caudal, or other vein returning from the posterior part of the body, gives off a branch to the _vena portae_.

The blood, returning from the middle and posterior part of the body in the first and second modification of this system, is conveyed only to the kidneys; but in the third it is divided between the kidneys and the liver. The inferior _vena cava_ of the common venous system, in the second and third modification is composed of the veins returning from the kidneys and testicles or ovaries. In the first modification, the caudal vein receives the veins returning from the kidneys, is united

* Professor Owen’s Lectures on Comparative Anatomy.
† Ibid.
‡ Lectures on Comparative Anatomy.
with the veins of the testicles or ovaries, and in this manner forms the inferior vena cava.

The above is a general description of this peculiar system of veins. With reference to its existence in fishes, it will suffice to add, that in different genera this venous system appears in all its modifications.

In Reptiles, the kidneys are generally situated very far back, even within the cavity of the pelvis, where a sacrum exists, as in the Chelonian and Saurian orders; and in these tribes they are very partially covered by the peritoneum being firmly imbedded in the sacral region. But in serpents, in consequence of the elongated form of the body, and the complete flexibility of every portion of the spine, the kidneys are peculiar both in their position and general structure. The kidneys of an Ophidian are not placed upon the same level, but the right is situated much more anteriorly than the left; a circumstance which much facilitates the packing of the abdominal viscera, and contributes greatly to ensure the free movements of the vertebral column at this place. For the same reason the kidneys of a serpent are divided into numerous lobes of a compressed reniform shape, placed in a longitudinal series upon the external surface of the ureter, and loosely connected to each other and to the spine by cellular tissue and a fold of the peritoneum. The kidneys of reptiles, like those of fishes, have no distinction of cortical and medullary substance; and the urinary tubules pass immediately from the substance of the kidney into the ureter.

The peculiar venous system described by Prof. Jacobson is found in reptiles under the form of the third modification; that is, in which the blood returned by the veins from the back and the posterior part of the body, is divided between the kidneys and the vena portae. The exact distribution of these veins in the substance of the kidney of the Boa has been clearly demonstrated by Mr. Bowman, as will be shown, when we come to speak of the minute anatomy of the kidney. The arterial branches, which are comparatively of small size, are derived from the abdominal aorta.

In Birds the kidneys are elongated in form, commencing immediately below the lungs, and extending symmetrically on each side of the spine, as far as the termination of the rectum. The posterior surface is moulded into the cavities formed by the bones on which it rests. The ureter proceeds from the anterior aspect, the secreting tubules passing immediately, as in fishes and reptiles, into the ureter, so that there is no pelvic cavity in the organ, nor any division into cortical and medullary substance. The outward form of the kidney is very various, and the surface is divided in different species into a variable number of lobes. Each kidney is invested by a delicate capsule, which extends into the substance of the gland between its lobular divisions. Their texture is much more friable than in mammalia, readily yielding under the pressure of the finger, to which they give a granular sensation as their substance is torn asunder.

The peculiar venous system already referred to is described by Jacobson as existing in birds under the form of the third modification. But the arrangement of the veins differs from that observed in reptiles in this respect, that the cranial vein after giving off a superior branch to the superior lobe of the kidney, and an inferior to the ischiatic vein, sends a middle branch direct to the vena cava. All the blood, therefore, which in birds returns from the posterior part of the body, is carried partly to the kidneys, partly to the portal vein, and partly, but in small quantity, is conveyed in a direct manner to the vena cava. There are no regular emulent arteries in birds, the kidneys deriving their arterial blood from various branches of the abdominal aorta.

The kidneys of Mammalia present one character which is common to the whole tribe, and by which they are distinguished from the other classes of vertebrata. The character alluded to consists in a division of the substance of the gland into two portions, a cortical and a medullary, the former being the secreting part and containing, as will be more fully shown hereafter, tubes which are very tortuous, while in the latter the tubes are straight, forming minute excretory ducts, through which the secreted products are conveyed into the ureter.

In many genera the kidneys are composed of a number of separate lobules or renules, (fig. 142, a a a), each lobe consisting of a cor-

Fig. 142.

Portion of the kidney of a porpoise.

* Professor Rymer Jones's Animal Kingdom.

* Vide article Aves by Professor Owen.
cular (\(b\)) and a medullary substance (\(c\)), the latter terminating in a maniliary process (\(d\)) which is received into an infundibular offset from the ureter. All the lobules are thus connected with the ureter, forming a clustered mass like a bunch of grapes. The entire kidney is invested by a cellular capsule (\(e\)), a deep layer of which (\(f\)) passes into the fissures between the lobules, and in the substance of this interlobular tissue the vessels are imbedded. There is no anastomosis between the blood-vessels of neighbouring lobules, as shown by the circumstance that when the artery in any of them has been obstructed in an injected preparation they remain un.injected.* This form of kidney is observed in amphibious Carnivora, as the otter and the seal tribes; it is also found in the bear, and still more remarkably in the cetaceans. The lobular division of the kidney, which in these animals is a persistent condition, exists in the embryo of all the mammalia. In process of development in the greater number of genera, the lobules coalesce, and thus form a solid glandular organ having a smooth continuous surface, and presenting in the normal state no trace of the original lobular divisions. The kidney of the ox presents a condition intermediate between the lobulated kidney and the solid organ of man and most other mammiferous genera. In this animal the medullary portion of the kidney has coalesced, while the cortical part is marked out by deep interlobular fissures. The coalescence of the lobules appears to have been arrested at a certain period of its progress. The manner in which the tubes open into the pelvis of the solid kidney admits of some variety. In some genera they open on a continuous concave surface, as in the horse and ass; in others on a continuous ridge, as in the dog. A more common termination is in a conical projection, the apex of which is received into a calyceiform cavity in the pelvis of the kidney. In some genera, as in the human subject, there are several of these conical processes in each kidney; while in other animals, all the tubes of the gland converge to a single cone, as in the lion, the racoon, the kangaroo, the monkey, the squirrel, &c.

The renal artery, derived from the abdominal aorta, enters the hilum of the kidney. The veins generally follow the arteries, but there are exceptions to this rule. In the lion kind the cat kind, as also in the hyena and in the seal, perhaps one half of the veins yet on the external surface, over which they pass, enclosed in a doubling of the capsule, and so join the trunks from the inside just as the latter are passing out from the hilum.†

PART II.—THE HUMAN KIDNEY.

We now proceed to give a detailed account of the anatomy of the human kidney, with such facts in the minute structure of the gland in certain of the lower animals as serve to throw light upon the structure and office of this important organ in man.

Form.—The form of the kidney being so familiar as to serve for a standard of comparison with other objects, it appears needless to speak of its resemblance to a French bean, the concave margin being directed towards the spine, while the convex margin, which is thick and rounded, is directed outwards. The upper extremity is usually broader and thicker than the lower. The anterior surface is convex; the posterior is flatter and rests upon the muscles and fascia. The two kidneys are occasionally, but very rarely, united by a band of renal substance, extending transversely across the spine in front of the aorta. The two glands thus united have the form of a horse-shoe, the concavity of which is directed upwards.

Dimensions and weight.—The average length of the kidney is from 4 inches to 4\(\frac{1}{2}\) inches, its breadth 2 inches, and its thickness 1 inch. Its usual weight is from 3 to 4 ounces.

Position and relations.—The kidneys are situated deeply in the lumbar region on each side of the spine, occupying a space corresponding to the last dorsal and the two or three upper lumbar vertebrae. The right is usually somewhat lower than the left, being depressed, as it were, by the liver, which is placed just above it. Occasionally one or both kidneys may be found very much out of the natural position, being situated either in front of the spine, or much below the usual position, even as low as the cavity of the pelvis. The kidneys are placed somewhat obliquely, the upper extremities being inclined towards the spine and approaching nearer to each other than the lower. They are imbedded in a layer of adipose tissue, the quantity of which is very variable, being thick and abundant in fat subjects, while in those who have died much emaciated, the loose investment of reticular tissue presents scarcely a trace of fat.

The anterior surface of each kidney looks somewhat outwards; it is partly covered by the peritoneum, chiefly at the upper extremity, and more on the right side than on the left. The right kidney is covered by the ascending colon, and the left by the descending colon. The anterior surface of the right kidney is also in contact with a small portion of the duodenum, and is covered by the right lobe of the liver. In some instances the gall-bladder covers a large part of the anterior surface of the right kidney. The left kidney at its upper part lies in contact with the spleen, and is covered by the great end of the stomach when this viscus is distended.

With reference to diagnosis, it is important to bear in mind the proximity of the kidneys to the colon, and the possibility of disease extending from one organ to the other. Abscess of the kidney has in many instances been known to burst into the colon, and it is not improbable that ulceration of the colon, either simple or malignant, might extend backwards into the kidney.

* This is seen in the kidney of a walrus, No. 1265 in the Museum of the College of Surgeons.
† Hunterian Museum and Catalogue.
The posterior surface of the kidney looks somewhat inwards; it rests upon the quadratus lumborum muscle, from which it is separated by the anterior division of the tendon of the transversalis; it is also in contact with the diaphragm, which separates it from the two or three last ribs, and with the psoas muscle, which separates it from the spine.

From a consideration of these relations, it will be seen that exploration of the kidney, with a view to detect enlargement or tenderness, may best be made in the lumbar region on either side. It will also be evident that abscess originating in the kidney may extend backwards, and become diffused amongst the muscles in this region, or that it may approach the surface, and discharge itself by an opening in the loins. Cases of this kind are known to occur; and when renal calculi have been the exciting cause of the suppuration, these have escaped through the same opening in the lumbar region.

The circumference of the kidney presents, 1st, an external border, thick, convex, semi-elliptical, and directed outwards, backwards, and upwards; 2nd, an internal border, directed inwards, forwards, and downwards, and presenting about its middle a deep notch or fissure, the hilum, as it is sometimes called. This notch is more marked posteriorly, where it corresponds to the commencement of the ureter and the pelvis of the kidney, than anteriorly, where it corresponds to the renal vein. The notch usually contains some adipose tissue, which passes in with the blood-vessels, and occupies the space between the substance of the kidney and the pelvis.

Of the extremities of the kidney, the superior, as before stated, is larger than the inferior, and directed somewhat inwards. It is immediately covered by the supra-renal capsule. The liver is above the right, and the spleen above the left. The inferior extremity of the kidney is directed somewhat outwards, and has below it, but at some distance from it, the crest of the ilium.

The ureter, or excretory duct of the kidney, extends from the hilum of this organ to the base of the bladder. It is a cylindrical canal, with whitish, elastic walls, varying in size from that of a crow-quill to that of a goose-quill. It is usually dilated at its commencement, narrowed in the middle of its course, and again dilated before its entrance into the bladder.

Its direction is obliquely downwards and inwards to the sides of the base of the sacrum; it then passes almost horizontally forwards between the layers of peritoneum forming the posterior ligament of the bladder; lastly it is directed inwards to the side of the base of the bladder, where it takes an oblique course through the wall of that organ, to open on its inner surface by a narrow orifice in one of the posterior angles of the trigone.

The relations of the ureter are the following:—In the notch of the kidney the ureter lies behind the renal vessels. From the pelvis of the kidney to the base of the sacrum it is in contact with the anterior border of the psoas muscle; it is covered by the peritoneum, and is crossed obliquely by the spermatic vessels. The right ureter has the inferior vena cava on its inner side. On a level with the base of the sacrum, each ureter crosses the common iliac, and below this the external iliac artery and vein. In the pelvis the ureter lies in contact with the wall of this cavity, being covered by peritoneum, and crossing successively the umbilical artery or its obliterated cord, the obturator vessels, the vas deferens in the male, and the superior and lateral part of the vagina in the female. In that part of its course which is included in the wall of the bladder the ureter is very close upon the neck of the uterus, and is thus liable to become involved in cancerous disease of that organ.* That part of the ureter which lies in contact with the anterior border of the psoas may become affected by disease extending from the substance of the muscle. The pathological museum of King's College contains a preparation in which an abscess, occupying the substance of the psoas muscle, has opened into the ureter.

The ureter has two distinct coats or membranes. 1. An internal mucous membrane, continuous above with the mucous lining of the pelvis of the kidney, and below with that of the bladder. 2. An external fibrous coat, continuous above with the capsule of the kidney and with the pelvis, and below with the muscular coat of the bladder. The minute structure of the coats of the ureter will be described in a subsequent part of this article.

Blood-vessels of the kidney.—The emulgent or renal arteries are the largest branches of the abdominal aorta, from which they proceed at nearly a right angle. Their origin is about half an inch below the superior mesenteric artery, the right being frequently somewhat lower and longer than the left. Each renal artery divides obliquely downwards, backwards, and upwards towards the hilum of the kidney, giving off in its course branches to the supra-renal capsule, to the ureter, and to the surrounding cellular membrane. At the pelvis of the kidney the artery usually lies between the vein and the ureter, the former being in front of, and the latter behind, the artery. In the hilum of the kidney, where the artery is surrounded by reticular and adipose tissue, it breaks up into four or five branches, and these again subdivide into smaller branches, most of which pass in front of the pelvis of the kidney, while a smaller number pass behind this part; their course and distribution in the substance of the kidney will be described in connexion with the structure of the gland. The right renal artery is covered at first by the vena cava, and then by its corresponding vein; the duodenum and pancreas are also in front of it. It crosses the spine and the right psoas muscle. The artery

* Cruveilhier, Anatomie Descriptive.
† Insulae theorica, quâ urinam vasia secretam ex papillis quadem emulgendo proeli credebatur, ea sic denominandi asam dedit. Schumiansky, de Structura Reniun.
on the left side is covered by its corresponding vein, and crosses the left psoas muscle.

The renal arteries occasionally present some anomalies as to their origin, mode of division, or number. In some instances they arise below the usual situation, from the aorta, or even from the common iliac or hypogastric artery. The two last-mentioned origins are usually associated with an unusual position of the kidney, either in the iliac fossa or in the cavity of the pelvis. Meckel* has observed the two renal arteries arising by a common trunk from the anterior part of the aorta.

The artery sometimes divides into two or more branches immediately after its origin, in which case one branch usually leaves the others to enter one of the extremities of the kidney. This irregularity forms an approach to another, which consists in an increase in the number of renal arteries, each kidney receiving two, three, or four branches having a separate origin from the aorta.

The emulent or renal vein commences in the substance of the kidney by numerous minute branches, which unite into four or five trunks, and these again unite to form a single trunk, either in the fissure of the kidney, or at a short distance from this point. The vein passes almost transversely inwards to the vena cava, the right vein being shorter than the left, on account of the position of the vena cava to the right of the spine; the junction of the right vein with the cava is also somewhat higher than that of the left. The vena cava presents a marked increase of size immediately after receiving the renal veins. Each renal vein is placed in front of the corresponding artery; the vein on the left side crosses over the aorta. The renal veins receive some small branches from the supra-renal capsule, and from the reticular and adipose tissue surrounding the kidney, and the left renal vein is usually joined by the spermatic of the same side.

The lymphatics of the kidney are but little known; they are said to consist of a superficial and a deep set, the latter being the most abundant; they pass from the fissure of the kidney to the lymphatic glands which surround the aorta and the vena cava.

The nerves of the kidney are very numerous, consisting of several small branches from the lower and outer parts of the semilunar ganglion and solar plexus, joined by the descending branches of the small splanchnic nerve. The renal plexus thus constituted accompanies the artery into the fissure of the kidney. This plexus sends numerous filaments to the spermatic plexus, and hence probably the sympathetic connexion which exists between the testicle and the kidney.

Structure of the Kidney. — In order to examine the general structure of the kidney, it is necessary to make a longitudinal section from the convex towards the concave border. On examining the surface of such a section, it will be seen that the substance of the kidney is composed of two portions, differing from each other in their general appearance and arrangement; an external cortical, and an internal medullary portion. It will also be seen that the entire organ is invested by a fibrous capsule, which at the hilum becomes continuous with the peritoneum of the kidney and with the ureter. It appears desirable to examine the general appearance and structure of these several parts before proceeding to the consideration of the minute anatomy of the kidney.

The cortical substance forms a layer about two lines in thickness, which occupies the surface of the kidney, and sends inwards prolongations, from one to three lines in thickness, between the conical divisions of the tubular substance. The colour of the cortical substance is much influenced by the quantity of blood which it contains. It is usually of a lightish red colour, but in anaemic subjects it very frequently presents a yellowish-white appearance, this being the colour of the renal tissue when deprived of blood. The cortical substance is of a softish consistence, readily tearing beneath the pressure of the finger, and

Fig. 143.

Section from the surface of the kidney to the apex of one of the medullary cones. The plate is introduced partly to show how accurate was Schummel's knowledge of the general structure of the organ. c, g, blood-vessels; h, the artery terminating in a cluster of Malpighian bodies; g, s, t, straight tubes, with their dichotomous divisions; o, bundles of these passing towards the surface and then becoming tortuous; p, section of blood-vessels. (After SchumlanSky.)
presenting an irregular granular surface. In an injected specimen there may be seen scattered through the cortical substance, in every part, except near the surface of the organ, numerous minute red granules; these bodies have been named after the distinguished anatomist who discovered them, the Malpighian bodies of the kidney. The great mass of the cortical substance is made up of secreting tubules, the existence of which was first clearly demonstrated by Ferrein; hence they have been named the tubes of Ferrein. The course of these tubes is, for the most part, very tortuous; but near the basis of what will presently be described as the pyramids of Malpighi there is an appearance, visible even to the naked eye, of straight lines radiating towards the surface of the kidney; these lines result from bundles of tubes passing upwards from the pyramids of Malpighi and retaining their straight course until they reach the surface, where they become tortuous, and pass backwards deeply into the cortical substance (fig. 143).

The surface of the cortical portion frequently presents an appearance of lobules, somewhat similar to those of the liver. The form of these lobules varies considerably; in some instances they are circular, but very commonly they have a pentagonal or hexagonal outline; they are usually about \( \frac{1}{2} \) of an inch in diameter (fig. 144).

Fig. 144.

Portion of the surface of the kidney, showing the lobulated appearance which results from congestion of the venous radicles. Natural size; from a specimen prepared by Mr. Bowman.

This lobulated appearance of the surface is produced by the venous radicles which are dispersed at nearly equal distances throughout the cortical substance, each receiving the blood, as will presently be shown, from the plexus surrounding the convoluted tubes. These radicles unite in an irregularly arborescent figure, anastomose, and form the several branches of the renal vein. Those on the surface have a tendency to converge towards a central vessel, which then divides into the interior to join the trunks of the renal vein. Thus are formed the stellated vessels, which are often very conspicuous in diseased specimens, when there has been an impeded circulation through the veins of the kidney. Between the arms of these stellae the convoluted tubes are visible on the surface (fig. 145). Ferrein supposed each of these lobules to form the base of a pyramid, the apex of the same being at the extremity of a mamillary process, and he believed that such an elongated pyra-
monly named the tubes of Bellini, that anatomist having been the first to show their true tubular character; they are united by a firm network of fibrous tissue in the substance of which there are some large veins, which take, for the most part, a straight course between the tubes. No Malpighian bodies exist in the medullary cones.

The capsule of the kidney is a firm, white, fibrous membrane adherent by its external surface to the adipose tissue in which the kidney is imbedded, and connected by its internal face to the entire surface of the kidney. It sends numerous fibrous processes into the cortical substance, and small vessels pass from the substance of the kidney into the fibrous capsule. These connecting bands between the kidney and its capsule are easily torn when the capsule is stripped from the surface of the kidney. At the hilum of the kidney the capsule becomes continuous below with the ureter and above with the fibrous layer of the pelvis; at the same point the blood-vessels receive an investment from this fibrous membrane, which is continued upwards with them until they finally break up into minute branches about the bases of the pyramids.

Calyces, Infundibula, and Pelvis.—The calyces are membranous or fibro-mucous cylinders which receive in their upper extremities the apices of the mamillary processes. Where the membrane is reflected over the apices of the cones, it is perforated by numerous orifices of the tubes of Bellini, from which a liquid may be seen to escape when pressure is applied to the cones. The calyces are less numerous than the mamillary processes, two or three mamillary processes being occasionally received into one calyx. The calyces unite into three small tubes, one corresponding with each extremity and one with the central portion of the kidney; these have somewhat of a funnel shape, and are called infundibula. The infundibula soon unite to form the pelvis of the kidney, which is a membranous reservoir of a flattened oval figure, terminating below in the ureter. The pelvis and infundibula are usually surrounded by loose reticular and adipose tissue. The blood-vessels of the kidney are placed in front of these parts. The fibrous and mucous coats of the ureter are continuous with those of the pelvis, infundibula, and calyces.

Before passing on to the description of the minute structure of the kidney, it is desirable to examine the position of the blood-vessels about the medullary cones, so far as this can be ascertained by the unaided eye.

The renal artery, as it enters the hilum of the kidney, breaks up into four or five branches, and these again subdivide, a few of the branches passing behind the pelvis, while the greater number remain in front; they pass upwards between the calyces enclosed in folds of the fibrous membrane, and so they come in contact with the sides of the medullary cones. Each cone appears to be supplied by two arterial branches, which, passing up one on each side, form an anastomosing arch over the base of the cone (fig. 146). From this arterial arch branches proceed in all directions, the greater number passing into the cortical substance. The venous branches in this situation likewise form arches over the medullary cones, and have the same general arrangement as the arteries; they unite into four or five trunks which are placed in front of the pelvis. There is no anastomosis between the arteries of neighbouring cones; each medullary cone, with its investing cortical substance, corresponds with one of the separate lobules of the embryo kidney; and although in the fully developed human kidney, scarcely any trace of the original lobular division remains, yet the separation of the lobules, so far as their vessels are concerned, remains as complete as it is in the permanently lobular kidney of the porpoise. When an injection is thrown into the vessels of one lobule, that lobule only is injected, without the transfer of the injection through anastomosing vessels to neighbouring lobules. Obstruction of the artery passing to one lobule will effectually prevent the injection of that lobule, while the surrounding parts are completely injected. It occasionally happens during life that the vessels supplying one or two lobules become obstructed, and as a consequence of this obstruction those lobules become atrophied while the rest of the gland is perfectly nourished. Additional evidence of the complete isolation of the lobules of the human kidney is afforded by certain other pathological conditions, which may, with advantage, be briefly alluded to in this place. Fig. 147 represents a section of a kidney, the glanular structure of which has been destroyed by cysts developed in its substance; the part which remains is a framework or skeleton, consisting of the capsule (a) continuous below with the pelvis (b), which is much dilated,

Fig. 146.

Section of the kidney, showing the position of the arterial and venous branches by the sides of the medullary cones. a, a, a, arteries; b, b, b, veins.
while the same fibrous membrane is prolonged continuously through the substance of the kidney to the surface; the septa (c,c,c), which thus divide the kidney into the various closed compartments, occupy the position of the original interlobular fissures in the embryo kidney, and are analogous to the deep layer of the fascia with its interlobular prolongations which exist in the kidney of the porpoise.* In this instance the tissue has been condensed and thickened by disease. At d, d there may be seen the rounded openings through which the apices of the medullary cones projected into the calyces. The lobulated character of the surface of the same kidney is represented in fig. 148; the depressions correspond with the fibrous septa, and indicate the position of the original interlobular fissures; the convexities correspond with the lobules, and have been rendered prominent by a liquid accumulation in the closed cavities formed, as above described, in the substance of the organ.† Reference will hereafter be made to some other morbid conditions of the human kidney which have peculiar characters impressed upon them by these interlobular septa, which are in fact the persistent remains of that interlobular cellular tissue, which is permanently distinct in certain tribes of mammals, while in most animals of this class, as in the human subject, it remains as a distinct and easily recognised tissue only during fetal life. In the completely formed kidney it is blended with and concealed by the surrounding tissues, and manifests its presence as it were indirectly, by the peculiar characters which it impresses on the structure of the kidney as shown by the results of injection or in the course of certain pathological changes.

MINUTE STRUCTURE.—In this division of our subject, we have to consider, in succession, the following structures.

1st, The fibro-cellular matrix; 2ndly, The tubes, their course, division, and termination; 3rdly, The Malpighian bodies, their connexion with the blood-vessels, and with the tubes; 4thly, The epithelium, in different parts of the surface over which the urine passes, commencing with that of the Malpighian bodies, and terminating with that of the pelvis and ureter.

The fibro-cellular matrix of the kidney has been well and accurately described by Professor Good sir.‡ It exists throughout every part of the renal structure. (Fig. 149, c) represents

a,b, renal cells from the urine, distended with oil; c, portion of the fibro-cellular matrix, with one

* Vide ante, p. 233.
† The drawings are about one-third the natural size; the preparation from which they are taken is contained in the Museum of King’s College.
‡ Monthly Journal of Medical Science, May, 1842
large oval space, which contained a Malpighian body, and several smaller meshes in which the convoluted tubes were packed; d, Malpighian capsule and tube, filled with blood from the Malpighian capillaries; e, fibrinous mould of a urinary tube entangling oil globules, from the urine.

a portion from the cortical substance.) It is best examined in a thin section which has been macerated in water for a few minutes, so as to wash away the tubes and Malpighian bodies. The matrix then appears in the form of a fibrous network, the meshes of which have, for the most part, a circular outline. The smaller meshes are of pretty uniform size, and are accurately filled by the tubes, each tube in its tortuous course passing through very many of the cells formed by this curious and beautiful structure. The meshes do not occupy any one plane or position rather than another, but in whatever direction the section of the cortical substance is made, the same regular network presents itself. When the tubes are in situ, they often appear to be mapped out, as it were, into regular circular or oval portions; an appearance which has, doubtless, confirmed some observers in the erroneous notion that the tubes terminate in blind extremities. This apparent isolation of the different parts of what is in reality a continuous tube, is very much influenced by the condition of the tube itself. In the normal state, the colour of the tubes often contrasts with that of the matrix, which when free from blood is of a whitish colour, so that the tubes are visible through the substance of the matrix, and the observer can trace the continuity of the tube between the different meshes of the tissue. The same observation applies to the tubes when filled with blood; in some parts of the specimen portions of the tube appear quite isolated, where they are concealed by the overlying matrix (fig. 150, a, o), while in other parts the tubes are more or less distinctly visible through the intervening fibrous tissue (b, b).

In some parts transverse sections of the tubes are seen, and in other instances a considerable length of tube appears, uncovered by matrix; this tissue having been removed by the knife, while the tube itself has just escaped the section. In a subsequent part of this article reference will be made to certain pathological changes, as a consequence of which the tubes lose their epithelial lining and become more or less transparent; and in this condition, when they are packed in the meshes of the fibrous tissue, they have somewhat the appearance of separate globular or oval cells, and they have actually been described as such by an experienced microscopical observer.* This question will be fully considered hereafter, the object of the present brief allusion to it being to show the importance of studying the arrangement of a tissue which gives peculiar appearances to the parts with which it is connected, and a misapprehension of which may lead, as it has led, to serious practical errors.


The large oval space represented in fig. 149, e, indicates the position of a Malpighian body; these bodies, as well as the tubes, being accurately fitted into meshes of the fibrous matrix. The arrangement of the fibrous tissue in the medullary cones is somewhat different from that of the cortical portion. The tissue in this part is more abundant, so that the tubes are separated by it to a greater distance than in the cortical portion of the kidney. The hardness and greater cohesion of the tissue of the medullary cones, as compared with that of the cortical portion, is in great part due to the more abundant fibrous matrix in which the tubes of this part are packed. A transverse section of the cones shows the matrix in the form of circular meshes surrounding the tubes, as in the cortical portion; but on a longitudinal section the meshes appear elongated, thus corresponding in form with the venous capillary meshes which occupy the substance of the fibrous tissue, and which in this part of the kidney are elongated in the direction of the tubes. There being no Malpighian bodies in the medullary cones, the larger meshes of the matrix which contain these bodies are not present in this part of the kidney. In order to ascertain the relation which the blood-vessels bear to the matrix, it is necessary to examine portions of a kidney which has been artificially injected, or one in which the vessels are filled with blood. It will then be seen, that while the tubes (fig. 151) accurately fill the meshes of the fibrous tissue, the capillary vessels (b b and c), forming a plexus which surrounds the tubes, are contained in the substance of the same tissue (c c). When the blood-vessels are

Convoluted tubes filled with blood, as seen when packed in the meshes of the matrix, magnified 200 diameters.

Fig. 150.
Fig. 151.

Section of the kidney, showing the relation of the tubes and blood-vessels to the fibrous matrix. a, portion of a tube; b, section of a blood-vessel; c, fibrous matrix. Magnified 100 diameters; from a specimen prepared by Mr. Bowman.

is only by the contrast of their colour when filled with blood, or with injection, that it can be ascertained that, in addition to the capillary vessels which surround the tubes, there is a connecting fibrous tissue, the office of which appears to be to support and retain in position the various complicated parts—tubes, Malpighian bodies, and blood-vessels—amongst which it is placed.*

Tubuli Uriniferi.—The tubuli uriniferi are so intimately connected with the Malpighian bodies, that it is not possible to give a complete description of one of these structures without an occasional reference to the other.

The general course and mode of division of the tubes, as well as their connexion with the Malpighian bodies, is best ascertained by the examination of specimens in which the tubes have been filled by injection; but our knowledge of the essential structure of the tubes, and particularly of their epithelial lining, would be very incomplete without a careful examination of uninjected specimens with a high magnifying power.

Mode of injecting the Tubes.—The tubes may be more or less completely injected in two modes: 1st, by a liquid thrown into them from the pelvis of the kidney; and 2dly, by the extravasation of materials forcibly injected into the blood-vessels of the Malpighian bodies. By the first mode the injected materials are made to enter the open mouths of the tubes at one extremity, and to pass towards the other, which, as will presently be shown, is a closed extremity; while by the second method the injection is admitted into the closed extremities of the tubes, whence it flows towards their open mouths, and so in some instances escapes into the pelvis of the kidney. By the last mode the tubes are often completely filled from one extremity to the other, while by the first method of injection they are generally very imperfectly filled, and this even when the air-pump has been used to aid the flow of the injection into the tubes. A consideration of the structure and relation of the tubes will show that this result is a necessary consequence of the anatomical disposition of the parts. Mr. Bowman remarks *, "To those who are acquainted with the practical difficulties of the injection of the ducts of glands in general, and especially of those which are very tortuous, the following considerations on this subject will probably appear conclusive. Even of the testis (where the tubes are far thicker and stronger in their coats, and much more capacious than in the kidney), there are not ten specimens that can be pronounced at all full in the museums of Europe; and there is no evidence that, even in the best of these, the injected material has reached the very extremities of the tubes. In the kidney, the tubes are exceedingly tortuous after leaving the Malpighian bodies, and only become straight, in most animals, in proceeding towards the excretory channel to discharge themselves. The way towards their orifices is so free in a natural state, that their fluid contents exert no distending force upon their walls. Accordingly their walls are exceedingly feeble; the basement membrane on which their strength mainly depends is very delicate, and easily torn. They are therefore incapable of offering much resistance to a fluid impelled into them from the pelvis, but burst easily if it be forcibly urged. But were the coats ten times as tough as they really are, injection could not penetrate far into their convoluted portion, unless pushed with much force; and this for two reasons: 1st, the fluid which the tubes already contain has no means of escape before the injection, since these canals end by blind extremities in the Malpighian bodies; 2dly, the layer of epithelium is, immediately after death, very prone to separate

---

* Mr. Tynbee, in a paper "On the Minute Structure of the Human Kidney," alludes to the presence of "parenchymal cells" in the kidney, to which he assigns an important function in preparing the blood for further changes in the tubuli, in which he says "cells of a character not very dissimilar are seen." He considers that "the relation in which the parenchymal cells stand to the nervous system is a subject of great interest," and he arrives at the conclusion that the nervous filaments "end by becoming continuous with the parenchyma of the organ precisely as he has observed those in the tail of the tadpole to become directly continuous with the radiating fibres of stellated corpuscles, and the filaments from the corpuscles to communicate with each other." He further states that in certain diseased states of the kidney, "the parenchymatous cells will be found not merely increased in size, but adipose depositions will be visible throughout them." The account which Mr. Tynbee gives of these so-called parenchymal cells is not such as will enable me to state with confidence to what particular appearances his description of them applies; but as I have never been able to satisfy myself of the existence of any such cells as those referred to by him, and as I am not aware that they have been recognized by those anatomists who have most carefully studied the structure of the kidney, I cannot confirm Mr. Tynbee's observations as to their function, their connexion with the nerves, or the pathological changes which they undergo.

---
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* Philosophical Transactions, 1842.
from the basement membrane which it lines, and to fall into and block up its narrow channel." It consequently happens that, in face of mechanical obstacles such as those above mentioned, the force employed to inject the tubes sooner or later bursts their coats ere their extremities have been reached.*

Course and Termination of the Tubes.—Tracing the tubes from the apex of a medullary cone, on the surface of which their open mouths may be seen, we find them taking a straight course through the pyramid, branching dichotomously and diverging as they proceed (fig. 143). After reaching the base of the pyramid, their course through the cortical portion is very various; many tubes immediately take a very tortuous course, some of them bending down into the inter-pyramidal portions of the cortical substance, while those near the centre of the pyramid pass onwards in a mass and in a straight line towards the surface, the tubes on the sides of the bundle in their paths passing off successively in a tortuous course through the cortical substance, so that only a few of the central tubes in each bundle retain their straight course quite up to the surface of the kidney; these finally turn backwards, making many convolutions in the cortical substance. After leaving the medullary cones, the branching of the tubes, except in very rare instances, appears to cease; occasionally two tubes in the cortical substance unite in passing towards the cones; and I once saw this occur at a very short distance below the Malpighian bodies, so that two short tubes, each with a Malpighian body at its extremity, united into one common tube. Some distinguished anatomists have maintained that the tubes, after dividing in the cortical substance, reunite in a plexiform manner, and they have described this as their natural

* In opposition to the opinion of Mr. Bowman, supported as it is by facts and arguments which, to most practical anatomists who are acquainted with the structure and relations of the tubes and Malpighian bodies, will appear quite conclusive, Mr. Toynbee states that the possibility of injecting the entire length of the tubes, and even the Malpighian capsules from the pelvis of the kidney, is abundantly proved by many of his own specimens, in which the Malpighian bodies are in this way distended, and that without any extravasation into the vascular tissues. If the account which Mr. Bowman has given of the connexion of the tubes with the Malpighian body be a correct one, it is clearly impossible that the tubes, long, tortuous, closed at their extremities, and always containing more or less liquid, can be completely injected from the pelvis of the kidney, unless the rupture of the tube or of the Malpighian capsule allows the liquid contents of the tube to give place to the injected material. Certainly the Malpighian capsules cannot possibly be injected from the tubes so long as the tubes and the capsules remain entire. If, therefore, Mr. Toynbee is correct in his observation on the correctness of the explanation of the fact must, as I think, be that which I have given. His account of the Malpighian bodies (Med. Chir. Transactions, vol. xxix. p. 311), and of their relation to the tubes, so far as I can comprehend them from the description given, appears to be incorrect; and his diagrams of these bodies (Plate 8, loc. cit.) represent appearances such as I have never observed in the course of my own examinations.

Mode of termination. This opinion is in all probability founded on deceptive appearances, such as must often have presented themselves when the means of observation were less perfect than they now are, and which even at this time are but of too frequent occurrence. It appears to be a general fact that the tubes divide in their course from the apices of the medullary cones towards their opposite terminations, but they never reunite while passing in this direction. Other anatomists have considered the tubes to terminate in free blind extremities unconnected with the Malpighian bodies; and they have based their opinion on the appearances of injected specimens as well as on those of recent ones. With reference to this question Mr. Bowman* remarks, "As the injection always stops short of the real extremities of the tubes, it must necessarily show apparent free extremities—and others may be produced by the section requisite for the examination of the part. As for the false appearances of the recent specimens, they are obviously referable to the sudden bending down of a tube behind the part turned to the observer. In a mass composed of convolutions, many such must continually occur; and their real nature may be easily determined by the use of a high power and varying focus." In addition to the sources of fallacy thus adduced to by Mr. Bowman, there is another, to which I have already referred† in describing the fibrous matrix in which the tubes are packed. To an inexperienced observer, few appearances could be more deceptive than the apparent abrupt terminations of the tubes, as these are seen in the spaces formed by the surrounding tissue, here visible in the meshes of the network, and there suddenly concealed as they pass beneath the fibrous tissue.

The manner in which the tubes actually terminate is by becoming continuous with the Malpighian bodies. This fact, which can be demonstrated in many of the tubes, is a matter of fair inference and of moral certainty in the case of every tube. The proofs of this fact, and the precise mode of continuity, we shall presently proceed to examine.

Structure of the Tubes.—The unirhinner tubes contain the two structures which usually compose the mucous tissue, viz. the basement membrane and the epithelium.†

The basement membrane is a thin transparent homogeneous lamina, simple and entire, without any aperture or appearance of structure. It forms the parenchymal wall of the unirhinner tubes; gives them their form, size, and stability; is in relation, on the one hand, with the vascular system of the organ and the investing fibrous matrix, and on the other, with the epithelial lining of the tubes. The epithelium adheres to the inner surface of the membrane by organic union: it sometimes separates readily after maceration in water, and in some forms of chronic inflammation of

* Loc. cit.
† Vide ante, p. 239.
‡ Vide art. MUCOUS MEMBRANE.
the kidney it frequently happens that the epithelial lining of many of the tubes is entirely removed, or only a few particles of epithelium remain scattered over the inner surface of the membrane. "It sometimes happens, that when the epithelium may seem to be altogether detached, the basement membrane retains, scattered evenly over its surface and at some distance apart, a number of roundish marks, of the size and aspect of the nuclei of epithelium particles. These are most probably the early condition of the new or advancing series of these particles." * The basement membrane is united externally to the capillary venous plexus and the investing fibrous matrix; there is probably some organic connexion between these tissues, which allows of the free transudation of materials from the blood-vessels through the basement membrane to the epithelial cells. When a tube deprived of its epithelium is detached from the surrounding tissue, the basement membrane is readily thrown into folds and wrinkles, and appears to possess a considerable amount of elasticity. The thickness of this membrane, according to Mr. Bowman, does not exceed 1/544 part of an English inch. In certain diseased states of the kidney its thickness is much increased, and simultaneously the cavity of the tube becomes dilated so as greatly to exceed its normal diameter, thus constituting the serous cysts which are so frequently observed in the kidney.

The basement membrane of the tubes is continuous on the one hand with the capsule of the Malpighian bodies, and on the other through the straight tubes of the pyramids with the basement layer of the mucous membrane which lines the pelvis of the kidney. The mean diameter of the tubes is about ⅕ ⅛ inch. The entire diameter of the convoluted tubes in the cortical portion somewhat exceeds that of the straight tubes in the pyramids, although the cavity of the latter is greater than that of the former. The latter fact resulting, as will be seen hereafter, from the difference in the character of the epithelium in these portions of the tubes.

After the brief allusion just now made to the epithelium of the tube and its relation to the basement membrane, it will be more convenient to postpone for the present the particular consideration of this important structure, and to proceed to the examination of the Malpighian bodies. We shall then revert to the epithelium, and we shall find that the varying characters which it presents in different parts of the organ are of the greatest interest and importance in connection with the physiology of the renal secretion, as well as on account of the assistance which they afford in the interpretation of the pathological changes to which the kidney is liable.

**Malpighian Bodies.** The Malpighian bodies have been objects of much interest since their discovery by the distinguished anatomist whose name they bear. Malpighi,

* Art. Mucous Membrane.
† Exercitatio Anatom. de Renibus.

ascertained that these bodies, which he calls internal glands, could be readily injected from the arteries, to the branches of which they are appended. He could not succeed in injecting them from the veins, in consequence, as he believed, of valves in these vessels preventing the passage of the injected material in a backward direction; he, however, considers it a rational inference, that the venous radicles commence in these bodies. Malpighi further endeavoured to demonstrate the connexion which he believed to exist between these bodies and the urinary tubes. He made unsuccessful attempts to inject the tubes from the arteries and from the veins; and, finally, he experimented on a living dog, by tying the renal veins and the ureters. On examination of the kidneys after death, there were some appearances of the renal glandules (the Malpighian bodies) and the tubes being connected and continuous; but he confesses that his opinion on this point was derived rather from analogy than from ocular demonstration, his idea being that the urinary constituents were separated from the arteries of the Malpighian bodies, and that the tubes were the excretory ducts of these glands.

Ruysch * appears to have been the first to show that the urinary tubes may be injected through the arteries of the Malpighian bodies, and he supposed that the arteries become directly continuous with the urinary tubes. Boerhaave † described the cortical portion of the kidney as being composed partly of glandular Malpighian bodies, and partly of blood-vessels, which form a plexus without being connected with the Malpighian bodies; he also inferred the existence of two kinds of excretory ducts, the one kind being connected with the Malpighian bodies, while the others are directly continuous with the blood-vessels; and he supposed that the more watery portion of the urine is excreted by the latter, while the denser portion prepared in the Malpighian bodies is carried off by the first-mentioned ducts. Bertin ‡ agrees for the most part with Boerhaave as to the anatomy of the kidney, but he assigns to the Malpighian bodies the office of secreting the more liquid portion of the urine, and supposes that the denser parts are separated by those blood-vessels which, as he believed, are not connected with the Malpighian bodies, but are directly continuous with the urinary tubes.

Schumansky §, while he confesses the great difficulty of arriving at an accurate knowledge of the structure of the Malpighian bodies and their connexion with the urinary tubes, appears to have had as definite an idea of these parts as it was possible to arrive at with the imperfect means of observation which he possessed. He describes the Malpighian bodies as consisting of a glomerulus of vessels, connected on the one side with the arteries, and

* Thesaurus Anatom.
† Institut. Medic.
§ De Structura Renum. Argent. 1788.
on the other with the veins, and invested by a cellular tissue in a manner which he does not very clearly explain. He believes that there is a close connexion between the Malpighian bodies and the tubes, as manifested by the fact, that the tubes may be filled by a forcible injection of the Malpighian bodies through the arteries: further confirmation of this fact being afforded by the occasional passage of blood and other materials through the same channels, and the tubes being found filled with blood after death. With respect to the last observation, which he quotes from Bertin, he appears to have some doubt, and suggests that the vessels containing the blood may have been blood-vessels, and not uriniferous tubes.

Since the time of Schumansky, whose work above quoted was published in the year 1788, scarcely any addition was made to our knowledge of the structure of the Malpighian bodies until the publication of Mr. Bowman's paper, already so often referred to. In some respects, indeed, the description given of the Malpighian bodies by the best anatomists immediately before the appearance of Mr. Bowman's paper, is less accurate than that of Schumansky, and some of his predecessors. Thus, Müller, who believed it to be closed on all sides except at one point, where it is perforated by the blood-vessels. He accurately described the arterial branch as passing into the cavity of the capsule, where it gives off tortuous branches, which form arches, and then return to the point at which the artery enters, so that the tuft of vessels is free in the cavity of its investing capsule, being connected with the latter only at one point. Mr. Bowman, observing that the capsule of the Malpighian bodies had an appearance precisely similar to that of the basement membrane of the tubes, and seeing these similar tissues in such close proximity, was led to suspect that the capsule was in fact the basement membrane of the tubes expanded over the vessels, and after some time he succeeded in obtaining an unequivocal view of their continuity. This important result was arrived at after the use of the double injection. After the injection of some kidneys through the artery by this method, it was found that the injected material had in many instances burst through the tuft of Malpighian vessels, and being extravasated into the capsule, had passed off along the tube. (Figs. 153, 156, 157.) Mr. Bowman afterwards made numerous injections of the human kidney, and of that of many of the lower animals, and in all, without exception, he met with the same disposition. He also examined thin slices of the recent organ with high powers of the microscope, and in this manner fully corroborated the evidence furnished by injections. This mode of examination likewise led Mr. Bowman to the very interesting discovery of ciliary motion within the orifice of the tube and the contiguous portion of the Malpighian capsule. According to the observations of Mr. Bowman, the circulation through the kidney may be stated to be as follows:—"All the blood of the renal artery (with the exception of a small quantity distributed to the capsule, surrounding fat, and the coats of the larger vessels) enters the capillary tufts of the Malpighian bodies; thence, it passes into the capillary plexus surrounding the uriniferous tubes, and it finally leaves the organ through the branches of the renal vein." (Fig. 152.)

**Fig. 152.**

Plan of the renal circulation in Mammalia.

*(After Bowman.)*

The relative proportions and the character of the several parts are accurately copied from preparations of the human kidney. The artery, \(a\), is seen giving a terminal twig, \(f\), to a Malpighian tuft, \(m\), from which emerges the efferent (or portal) vessel, \(d\). Other efferent vessels are seen, \(e, e, e\). All these enter the plexus of capillaries, \(p\), surrounding the uriniferous tube, \(t\). From this plexus the prominent vein, \(g\), springs. Supposed to be magnified about forty diameters.

Following it in this course, I shall now give Mr. Bowman's description of the vascular apparatus, and the nature of its connexion with the tubes. I shall also refer to some observations which have been made since the publication of Mr. Bowman's paper, premising that Mr. Bowman's description is so singularly accurate that it scarcely requires or admits of any, even the slightest, addition or modification, with reference to those particulars which it embraces.

† J. Müller, de Glandularum Secernentium Structurae Penetrori. Lips. 1820.
‡ Untersuchungen über die Eingeweide der Fische. J. Müller, Berlin, 1845.
With the inconsiderable exceptions above mentioned, the terminal twigs of the artery correspond in number with the Malpighian bodies. Arrived here, the twig, which is usually of considerable length, although occasionally very short, perforates the capsule, and, dilating suddenly, breaks up into two, three, four, or even eight branches, which diverge in all directions like petals from the stalk of a flower, and usually run in a more or less tortuous manner, subdividing again once or twice as they advance over the surface of the ball they are about to form. (Fig. 153.)

Fig. 153.

1. Malpighian tuft.—Horse. The injection has penetrated only to the capillaries. \(a,\) the artery; \(f,\) one of its terminal twigs (or the afferent vessel of the Malpighian body); \(d,\) its dilatation and mode of breaking up of the terminal twig after entering the capsule; the division of the tuft into lobes, \(l, l, I, I,\) is well seen; \(i, i,\) intervals between the lobes. Magnified about eighty diameters.

2. Malpighian tuft.—Horse. The injection has penetrated through the tuft, and has filled the afferent vessel. \(f,\) the afferent vessel; \(d,\) its dilatation and mode of division; \(m, m,\) Malpighian capillaries; \(e,\) efferent vessel springing from them, and leaving the capsule between two primary branches of the afferent vessel. Magnified about eighty diameters.

3. Malpighian body.—Horse. The injection, after filling the primary branches of the afferent vessel, has burst into the capsule, and passed off along the tube. It has not filled the tuft of capillaries, which consequently are not seen, nor has it spread within the capsule over the whole surface of the tuft. \(f,\) the afferent vessel; \(d,\) its dilatation and mode of subdivision; \(c, c,\) the outline of the distended capsule; \(t,\) the tube passing from it; \(m,\) situation of the un.injected Malpighian tuft. Magnified about seventy diameters. (After Bowman.)

The vessels resulting from these subdivisions are capillary in size, and consist of a simple, homogeneous, and transparent membrane. They dip into its interior at different points, and, after further twisting, reunite into a single small vessel (fig. 154. 1), which varies in its size, being generally smaller, but in some situations larger, than the terminal twig of the artery. This vessel emerges between two of the primary divisions of the terminal twig of the artery, perforating the capsule close to the vessel, and, like it, adhering to the membrane as it passes through. It then enters the capillary plexus, which surrounds the tortuous uriniferous tubes. (Fig. 154. 2. and 155.)

Fig. 154.

1. Malpighian body, &c., from the horse. Malpighian tuft, from near the base of one of the medullary cones, injected without extravasation, and showing the efferent vein branching like an artery, as it runs into the medullary cone. \(a,\) arterial branch; \(e,\) the afferent vessel; \(m,\) the Malpighian tuft; \(f,\) the efferent vessel; \(b,\) its branches entering the medullary cone. Magnified about seventy diameters. (After Bowman.)

2. Malpighian bodies, &c., from the horse. The injection has passed, as in fig. 155, but without rupture of the Malpighian tuft. \(a,\) branch of the artery; \(f, f,\) afferent vessels; \(m, m,\) Malpighian tufts; \(e, e,\) efferent vessels; \(p,\) plexus surrounding the tubes; \(t, t,\) straight tube in cortical substance; \(c, c,\) convoluted tube in ditto. Magnified about thirty diameters.

tuft of vessels thus formed is a compact ball, the several parts of which are held together solely by their mutual interlacement, for there is no other tissue admitted into the capsule besides blood-vessels. It is subdivided into as many lobes as there are primary branches of the terminal twig or efferent vessel, and these lobes do not communicate, except at the
root of the tuft. There are, therefore, deep clefts between them, which open when the lobes are not greatly distended with injection or blood. (Fig. 153, h.) The surface of the tuft is everywhere unattached and free, and continuous with the opposed surfaces of the lobes. The whole circumference of every vessel composing the tuft is also free, and lies loose in the cavity of the capsule. These circumstances cannot be seen in specimens gorged with injection, but only by careful examination of recent specimens with a power of 200 or 600 diameters.

The vessels are so perfectly bare, that in no other situation in the body do the capillaries admit of being so satisfactorily studied. It is only where the tuft is large, as in man and in the horse, that its lobulated character can be always discerned. Where the number of primary subdivisions of the afferent vessel is smaller, the detection of lobes is less easy; they may often be seen, however, in the frog. In Birds and Reptiles the afferent vessel seldom divides; but dilates instead into a pouch-like cavity, which, after taking two or three coils, contracts again, and becomes the efferent vessel. There are of course no lobes; but the surface of the whole dilated part is free.

The basement membrane of the uriniferous tube, expanded over the Malpighian tuft to form its capsule, is a simple homogeneous and transparent membrane, in which no structure can be discovered. It is perforated, as before stated, by the afferent and efferent vessels, and is certainly not reflected over them. They are united to it at their point of transit, but in what precise manner Mr. Bowman has not been able to determine. It appears probable that the membrane is reflected to a slight extent upon the afferent and efferent vessels, and that thus the union is effected. The appearance of bulging presented by the distended capsule round the entrance of the afferent vessels in Fig. 156, seems to indicate that the membrane is slightly reflected inward upon the trunks of the vessels, if this term can be correctly applied to such minute vessels as the afferent and efferent vessels of the Malpighian bodies. Opposite to the point where the vessels perforate the capsule, is the orifice of the tube, the cavity of which is continuous with that of the capsule, generally by a constricted neck. Mr. Bowman has specimens prepared with the double injection, showing this continuity in Mammalia, Birds, Reptiles, and Fish. (Fig. 157.) A more satisfactory proof of the direct continuity of the cavity of the tube with that of the Malpighian capsule is afforded by a clear view of the whole of the textures magnified 200 or 300 diameters. The capsule may thus be seen to pass off into the basement membrane of the tube as the body of a Florence flask into its neck (Figs. 158. and 159.).

The basement membrane of the tube is lined by a nucleated epithelium of a finely granular opaque aspect, while the neck of the tube and the contiguous portion of the capsule are covered by a layer of cells much more transparent, and clothed with vibratile cilia. The epithelium appears to be continued in many cases over the whole inner surface of the capsule, while in other instances it is impossible to detect the slightest appearance of it over more than a third of the capsule. When fairly within the capsule the cilia cease, and the epithelium beyond is of excessive delicacy and translucence. Its particles are seldom nucleated, and appear liable to swell by the application of water to the specimen. The cavity existing in the natural state be-

**Fig. 155.**

Malpighian body, tube, &c., from the horse. The injection has penetrated from the artery through the Malpighian tuft into the plexus surrounding the tubes. It has then ruptured the vessels of the tuft, filled the capsule, and passed off along the tube. a, arterial branch; e, afferent vessel; c, capsule distended; t, tube; f, efferent vessel; p, plexus of capillaries, surrounding other tubes not injected. Magnified about thirty diameters. (After Bowman.)

Two Malpighian bodies injected from the human subject. The tufts are burst and the fluid has escaped into the capsule. In one case it has passed also along the tube, the extreme tortuosity of which at its commencement is well seen. a, arterial branch; f, terminal twigs; e, e, Malpighian capsules distended; e, the depression often seen in such cases, at the point where the afferent and efferent vessels pass; the latter are not here injected; t, the tube. Magnified about ninety diameters. (After Bowman.)
tween the capsule and the vascular tuft, is filled by fluid, in which the vessels are bathed, and which is continually being impelled from the capsule into the tube by the lashing movement of the cilia.

Fig. 157.

This specimen has been chosen because it exhibits the termination of a considerable arterial branch wholly in Malpighian tufts, and because the several Malpighian bodies injected show different appearances of a very instructive kind. a, arterial branch with its terminal twigs; at \( \alpha \) the injection has only partially filled the tuft, at \( \beta \) it has entirely filled it, and has also passed out along the efferent vessel, \( \epsilon \), without any extravasation, at \( \gamma \) it has burst into the capsule and escaped along the tube, \( \epsilon \), but has also filled the efferent vessel, \( \epsilon \), at \( \delta \) and \( \epsilon \) it has been extravasated and passed along the tube, at \( \mu \) and \( \nu \), the injection on escaping into the capsule has not spread over the whole tuft. Magnified about forty-five diameters. From the human subject. (After Bowman.)

This very interesting phenomenon of ciliary motion in the neck of the tube and in the Malpighian capsule was discovered by Mr. Bowman in the frog; and at the time when his paper was published he had not observed it in any other animal. Mr. Simon* afterwards observed it, as he says, "at the origin of each uriniferous tubule in the kidneys of various other reptiles, and also with perfect distinctness in the skate." Bidder† has since observed the same phenomenon in the triton; Köllicker‡ has described it in the embryo lizard; and I have seen it in the common snake.

* A Physiological Essay on the Thymus Gland, by John Simon, F.R.S.
† Müller's Archiv. 1845.
‡ Müller's Archiv. 1845.

Fig. 158.

From the frog; viewed by transmitted light. Shows the continuity of the Malpighian capsule with the tube, the change in the character of the epithelium, and the vascular tuft. \( \alpha \), basement membrane of the tube; \( \beta \), epithelium of the tube; \( \alpha \), cavity of the tube; \( \beta \), \( \gamma \), basement membrane of the capsule; \( \delta \), epithelium of the neck of the tube and of the neighbouring part of the capsule, this epithelium is covered with cilia, which were seen in active motion eight hours after death; \( \gamma \), detached epithelial particle, more highly magnified, showing the relative length of the cilia, as they appeared in this specimen. The capillaries, \( \mu \), lie bare in the cavity of the capsule, having entered it near \( \iota \), where the view is obscured by another tube. Magnified about 320 diameters. (After Bowman.)

Fig. 159.

Malpighian body from the newt (Triton). This
specimen shows the abrupt termination of the ciliated epithelium, \( e \ p \), within the capsule, \( a \ a \). Some rounded particles, which are sometimes seen in considerable numbers, either on the surface or in the wall of the vessels \( c \). The basement membrane of the capsule, \( b \ m \), beyond the termination of the ciliated epithelium appears quite naked. Magnified 200 diameters.

I am not aware that ciliary motion has been detected in the kidneys of Mammalia or Birds. I shall presently show that in certain fishes and reptiles the cilia are not confined to the situation in which they were first discovered by Mr. Bowman; but that they exist throughout the greater part, if not the whole length, of the uriniferous tubes.

It appears desirable to allude here to some observations which have been made since the publication of Mr. Bowman’s paper, and to inquire how far certain statements which have been opposed to his account of the Malpighian bodies are worthy of consideration. It is not my intention to occupy time and space, by giving a history of all the contradictory opinions which this subject has elicited. It may be fairly inferred that inability to detect ciliary motion within the Malpighian capsule, or to verify any observation in reference to which several competent authorities are agreed, is the result of some defect in the microscope employed, or in the eye or mind of the observer.

Objections have been made to two parts of Mr. Bowman’s description; first, to his account of the relation which the Malpighian capsule bears to the basement membrane of the tube and to the blood-vessels; and, secondly, to his statement that the Malpighian capillaries lie uncovered within the capsule.

Bidder* made his observations on the kidney of the male triton (Triton tenuius). The anterior part of the kidney of this animal is exceedingly well adapted for the investigation in question, since it is very thin and transparent, and is thus fitted for microscopic examination without further artificial preparation by tearing or other means. Bidder believes that the vessels do not perforate the capsule to enter its cavity, as described by Mr. Bowman; but he considers the basement membrane to be introverted so as to form a covering for the vessels and a complete partition of a semi-lunar form between the cavity of the tube and that of the Malpighian capsule. I have examined the kidney of the triton with great care, and have satisfied myself that Mr. Bowman’s account of the perforation of the capsule by the vessels is strictly correct, and that there is no partition, but, on the contrary, a free communication, between the cavity of the capsule and the orifice of the tube. When the vessels are distended with blood, they almost fill the capsule; on the contrary, when they are empty, they shrink into a small mass. I have examined them under both conditions, and could never detect any appearance of a membrane reflected over them. The free communication between the cavity of the capsule and the orifice of the tube is sufficiently shown by two phenomena which I have repeatedly witnessed: first, when the cilia are in action, the liquid filling that part of the capsule which is unoccupied by the vessels is freely propelled from the cavity of the capsule into the tube; and, secondly, when water is added to the specimen, loose particles of epithelium from the tube are often driven into the capsule, until they fill that part of its cavity which is not occupied by the collapsed blood-vessels.

Dr. Gerlach* describes and figures the Malpighian capsule as being not a blind termination of the uriniferous duct, but a lateral diverticulum of the same structureless basement membrane which forms the duct; and he believes that the capsule communicates with the duct by means of a short neck. It is not impossible that there may, in some rare instances, be a diverticulum from a tube as represented by Gerlach; but as I have never yet seen such a mode of connexion between a tube and a capsule, and as I have seen numberless instances of tubes terminating directly in the dilatation which constitutes the Malpighian capsule, I do not hesitate to declare my decided conviction that Mr. Bowman has correctly described the structures in question.†

With reference to the second point above alluded to, namely, to Mr. Bowman’s statement that the Malpighian capillaries lie uncovered within the capsule, the observations of Gerlach deserve more consideration. He states that when the Malpighian capillary network is examined after the capsule has been entirely detached from it, it may be seen in its whole extent covered by a thick layer of nucleated cells, which are continued from the inner wall of the capsule upon the Malpighian vessels; so that the latter be introverted within a layer of cells like the intestine within the peritoneum (fig. 160.); and he supposes that the secreting structure of the Malpighian bodies differs from the ordinary structure of glands

* Müller’s Archiv. 1845.
† Dr. Gerlach’s opinion of the manner in which the tubes are connected with the Malpighian capsules, is founded upon appearances which he observed after injecting the uriniferous tubes from the pelvis of the kidney. He believes that in this manner he succeeded in filling the Malpighian capsules as well as the tubes, and that, too, as he says, after he had failed in filling these parts by injection of the Malpighian vessels from the artery in the manner before described, (*Archiv. für die Gynäkologie*; p. 211). On a careful consideration of the drawings by which Dr. Gerlach’s paper is illustrated, there seems reason to believe that the appearances which he describes as Malpighian bodies may result from a sudden backward evacuation of the fluid produced by forcible distension with the rejected material. (See Müller’s Archiv., 1845, plate 13.) It cannot be a matter of surprise that a forcible injection of the tubes from the pelvis should give rise to unnatural appearances in these structures; whereas a slow introduction of the fluid from the ruptured Malpighian vessels, or an equally slow extravasation of blood during life, while it fills the capsules and the tubes, leaves these parts as nearly as possible in their normal condition, and affords the most satisfactory evidence as to the nature of their connexion with each other.

* Müller’s Archiv. 1845.
Malpighian tuft of capillaries covered with small transparent nucleated cells. (After Gerlach.)

appearance which every one must have seen in the tuft of vessels extended from the capsule, but which fails to establish the existence of this epithelial investment of the tuft; for at the border of the figure the wall of the capillaries is seen actually bare, as described by Mr. Bowman. The fact, however, seems to be, that there do exist, here and there, upon the outside of the capillaries of the tuft, nucleated particles, of an extremely delicate nature, the nuclei sometimes lying isolated in the fork of two vessels, and the substance of the cell not expanding into a continuous covering of the whole tuft. It is possible that these nucleated particles may be rather the nuclei belonging to the capillary wall, than a modified representation of the epithelium of the tube. It is at least certain that they lie sparingly upon the individual vessels of the tuft, and do not form a membranous investment of it as a whole. Mr. Bowman showed me these particles, as I have now described them, some years ago. Their existence does not affect the substantial accuracy of his account of the anatomy of the tuft, nor his view of its special share in the secretion of urine.

Having thus briefly alluded to certain parts of Mr. Bowman's description of the Malpighian bodies, the correctness of which has been questioned, and having shown, as I hope, that only in one minute part of his clear and accurate account of their structure is any modification required, we may proceed to trace the blood-vessels in their course from the Malpighian bodies.

The blood, leaving the Malpighian tufts, is conveyed by their efferent vessels to the great renal reservoir, the capillary plexus surrounding the uriniferous tubes (figs. 152, 154, and 155.). The vessels lie in the interstices of the tubes, and everywhere Anastomose freely, so that throughout the whole organ they constitute one continuous network, lying on the outside of the tubes, in the substance of the matrix, and in contact with the basement membrane. This plexus is intermediate between the efferent vessels of the Malpighian bodies and the veins.

The efferent vessels of the Malpighian bodies are always solitary, and never insinuate with one another; each one is an isolated channel between its Malpighian tuft and the plexus surrounding the tubes. They are formed by the union of the capillary vessels of the tuft, and emerge from its interior in the manner already explained. After a course of variable length they open into the plexus. Their size is various. In general they are smaller than the terminal twig of the artery, and scarcely, if at all, larger than the vessels of the plexus into which they discharge themselves. But where the Malpighian tuft is larger, the efferent vessel is usually large also, and divides into branches before entering the plexus. This is eminently the case with those situated near the base of the medullary cones, where the medullary and cortical portions of the organ seem to blend. The efferent vessels from these large Malpighian bodies are often three or four times the diameter of those of the plexus, and take a course towards the pelvis of the kidney between the uriniferous tubes (fig. 154.1.). They were formerly mistaken for tubes. They branch again and again in the manner of arteries, and form the plexus with long meshes, which invests this part of the tubes. Some of the veins springing from this plexus form the well-known network on the nipple-shaped extremities of the cones, around the orifices; and thence take, with the remainder, a backward course, likewise parallel to the tubes, to empty themselves into various branches that lie about the bases of the cones. The arrangement of the venous radicles on the cortex and on the surface of the kidney has been already described (fig. 145.). The veins from the capsule and surrounding fat join the renal vein in some part of its course. It is probable that the capillaries of the vasa vasorum, within the substance of the organ, pour their blood into the capillary plexus surrounding the tubes, as those of the hepatic artery do into the portal hepatic plexus of the lobules of the liver.

Thus, there are in the kidney two perfectly distinct systems of capillary vessels, through both of which the blood passes in its course from the arteries into the veins: the first, that inserted into the dilated extremities of the uriniferous tubes, and in immediate connection with the arteries; the second, that enveloping the convolutions of the tubes, and communicating directly with the veins. The former, which may be called the Malpighian capillary system, is made up of as many parts as there are Malpighian bodies. These parts are entirely isolated from one another; and as there is no inosculations between the arterial branches supplying them, the blood enters each in a direct stream from the main trunk. Each separate part also of this system has but one afferent and one efferent channel, and both of these are exceedingly small, compared with the united capacity of the capillary tuft. The artery in dividing dilates; then follow branches which often exceed it in size, and which gradually break up into the finest. The efferent vessel does not usually even equal the afferent, and in size is often itself a capillary. Hence would arise a greater retard-
ation of blood in the tuft than occurs probably in any other part of the vascular system; a delay that must be increased by the tortuosity of the channels to be traversed.

The other system of capillaries, or that surrounding the uriniferous tubes, corresponds, in every important respect, with that investing the secreting canals of other glands. Its vessels anastomose with the utmost freedom on every side, and lie on the deep surface of the membrane that furnishes the secretion.

Mr. Bowman has applied the term "portal system of the kidney" to the series of vessels connecting these two, on account of the close analogy it seems to bear to the vena porta, intervening, like it, between two capillary networks, the first of which answers to that in which the vena porta originates, and the second to that in which the vena porta terminates. The capillary plexus surrounding the tubes differs, therefore, from that of other glands, and agrees with that of the liver, in its receiving blood that has previously traversed another system of capillary vessels.

The correctness of the analogy which Mr. Bowman has drawn between the circulation of the kidney and that of the liver is very beautifully shown by his observations on the kidney of the boa-constrictor, an animal which may be regarded as the type of those in which, besides the renal artery, the kidney receives a portal vein derived from the hinder part of the body.* Mr. Bowman thus describes the organ in question:—"The kidney of the boa, being composed of isolated lobes of a compressed reniform shape, displays all the points of its structure in peculiar simplicity and beauty. At what may be termed the hilum of each lobe, the branches of the vena porta and duct are seen issuing from those of the renal artery and emulgent vein; the two former spreading side by side, in a fan-like form, over the opposite surfaces of the lobe, while the latter enter its substance and radiate together in a plane midway between these surfaces. The lobe is made up of the ramifications of these four sets of vessels, in the following mode (fig. 161). Each duct, as it runs over the surface, sends down a series of branches which penetrate in a pretty direct manner towards the central plane. Arrived there, they curl back, and take a more or less retrograde course towards the surface, and, finally, becoming more convoluted, terminate in the Malpighian bodies, which are all situated in a layer at some distance within the lobe, parallel to the central plane, and nearer to it than to the surface. The ducts never anastomose. The artery subdivides into extremely minute twigs, no larger than capillaries, which diverge on either hand and enter the Malpighian bodies. The efferent vessels are of the same size as the afferent, and, on emerging, take a direct course to the surface of the lobe, and join the branches of the vena porta there spread out. The branches of the portal vein on the surface send inwards a very numerous series of twigs

Fig. 161.

Plan of the arrangement of the elements of the kidney, in the boa constrictor, by Mr. Bowman.

α, arterial branch in the centre of the lobule, sending afferent twigs to the Malpighian bodies on each side. The efferent vessels are seen running to the branches of the portal vein, p, p, p, on the surfaces of the lobule. The plexus surrounding the tubes is seen at p, running from the portal vein to the emulgent vein, v, v, which lies in company with the artery in the centre of the lobule. The uriniferous tube, t, is seen commencing in the M. body, and passing to the branch of the ureter, u, u, u, at the surface of the lobule where it accompanies the portal vein. The M. bodies are seen diminishing in size, as the tubes become shorter towards the thin edge of the lobule b.

of nearly uniform capacity, and only a little larger than the vessels of the capillary plexus, in which they almost immediately terminate. This is the plexus surrounding the uriniferous tubes. It extends from the surface to the central plane of the lobe, and there ends in the branches of the emulgent vein." "Thus the efferent vessels of the Malpighian bodies are radicles of the portal vein, and, through the portal vein, empty themselves, as in the higher tribes, into the plexus surrounding the uriniferous tubes. The only real difference between this form of kidney and that of Mammalia is that there is here a vessel bringing blood that has already passed through the capillaries of distant parts, to be added to that coming from the Malpighian bodies, and to circulate with it through the plexus surrounding the tubes. The efferent vessels of the Malpighian bodies run up to the surface, in order to throw their blood through the whole extent of the capillary

* Vide ante, p. 232-3.
plexus; which they would fail to do if they entered it in any other part."

"I have described the renal artery as being spent upon the Malpighian bodies; but in the luina of the lobe it gives off, as in the higher animals, a few slender twigs to the coats of the excretory ducts, and of the larger vessels. The capillaries of these twigs are easily seen, and, in all probability, discharge themselves into the branches of the portal vein."

It will appear on referring to the plan (fig. 161.), that there is a direct relation between the size of the Malpighian bodies and the width of the lobe. At the apex of the lobe, where the uriniferous tubes are comparatively small, the Malpighian bodies are of small size, while at the base of the lobe, where the tubes are longer, the Malpighian bodies present a corresponding increase of size. It will presently be seen that this and other facts in the anatomy of this form of kidney, afford very important evidence as to the nature and office of the Malpighian bodies.

Mr. Bowman thus draws a comparison between the circulation through the kidney of the Boa and that through the liver: "— The circulation through this form of kidney may be aptly compared with that through the liver, as described by Mr. Kiernan in his invaluable paper on that gland. The plexus surrounding the tubes corresponds with the portal-hepatic plexus, which, in the lobules of the liver, invests the terminal portions of the bile-ducts. Both these plexuses are supplied with blood by a portal vein, derived chiefly from the capillaries of distant organs, but in part from those of the artery of the respective organs themselves. The only difference seems to be, that, while in the liver the branches of the artery are entirely given to the larger blood-vessels, ducts, &c., in the kidney a few only are so distributed, the greater number going through the Malpighian bodies, to perform an important and peculiar function. In both glands, however, all the blood of the artery eventually joins that of the portal vein. The emulgent vein of the kidney answers to the hepatic vein of the liver."

"The comparison between the hepatic and the renal portal circulation may be thus drawn in more general terms. The portal system of the liver has a double source, one extraneous, the other in the organ itself; so the portal system of the kidney, in the lower tribus, has a two-fold origin, one extraneous, the other in the organ itself. In both cases the extraneous source is the principal one, and the artery furnishing the internal source is very small. But in the kidney of the higher tribes the portal system has only one internal source, and the artery supplying it is proportionately large."

Mr. Bowman has ascertained that in all the vertebrate classes the Malpighian bodies have essentially the same structure; the capsule being formed by the dilated extremity of a uriniferous tube, into which a single mass of blood-vessels is inserted. But in some orders of animals there are modifications which merit notice. The most considerable of these regard the size of the Malpighian bodies. The following table from Mr. Bowman's paper exhibits their size in a few species, and subjoined to each measurement is that of the tube soon after its emergence. It will be seen that the diameter of the tubes varies far less than that of the Malpighian bodies.

Table of the Diameter of Malpighian Bodies, and of the Tubes emerging from them, in fractions of an English inch.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Malpighian Bodies</th>
<th>Diameter of Tubes.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Max.</td>
<td>Min.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Man</td>
<td>9&quot;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Badger</td>
<td>12&quot;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dog</td>
<td>15&quot;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lion</td>
<td>7&quot;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cat</td>
<td>12&quot;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kitten</td>
<td>9&quot;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rat</td>
<td>10&quot;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mouse</td>
<td>12&quot;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Squirrel</td>
<td>8&quot;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rabbit</td>
<td>10&quot;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Guinea Pig</td>
<td>8&quot;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Horse</td>
<td>12&quot;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Parrot</td>
<td>10&quot;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tortoise</td>
<td>8&quot;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Basa</td>
<td>12&quot;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Frog</td>
<td>10&quot;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Eel</td>
<td>8&quot;</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

According to Professor Müller* the kidney of the myxinoïd fishes has a very simple structure. Before the publication of Mr. Bowman's paper Müller described the kidney of these fishes, as consisting of a long ureter extending on each side of the intestine, and sending off at intervals a small sac which terminates in a second closed sac, the junction of the two sacs being marked by a constriction. In the cavity of the closed sac there is a globular tuft of vessels, which is free on all sides except at one point, where the vessels pierce the investing capsule (fig. 162.). Prof. Müller, from a comparison of his own observations with those of Mr. Bowman, infers that the short tubes proceeding from the ureter in these fishes are analogous to the uriniferous tubes in the more highly organised kidneys, while the closed sac at the extremity of the tube is analogous to the Malpighian capsule; so that each renulus in the myxinoïd fish consists of an exceedingly short uriniferous tube terminating in a capsule, in which is suspended a globular tuft of vessels. The arterial branches which come directly from the aorta terminate, as in the higher animals, by piercing the capsule and forming a globular tuft within it. Müller had not an opportunity of tracing the exact distribution of the

* Untersuchungen über die Eingeweide der Fische. Berlin, 1846.
blood after leaving the capsule, but he thinks it probable that the veins form a plexus on

Fig. 162.

REN.

1. The anterior extremity of the kidney of the *Bdellostoma Forsteri*, of the natural size.
   a, the ureter; b, a short uriniferous tube proceeding from it; d, the capsule at the extremity of the tube; f, the arterial branch entering the capsule; g, the anterior blind extremity of the ureter.

2. Distribution of the blood-vessels in the kidney of the *Bdellostoma Forsteri*.
   A, the ureter; B, a uriniferous canal proceeding from it; C, section of the capsule covering the blood-vessels; D, the vascular mass injected; a, the afferent vessel of the same; b, the efferent vessel; c, an artery unconnected with the vascular mass distributed to the ureter; d, a branch of the renal vein. This figure is slightly magnified. (After Müller.)

the outer surface of the tubes. It is to be regretted that Müller has not given some account of the microscopic appearances presented by the inner surface of these tubes, since without some observations on this point, and particularly with reference to the character of the epithelium, it is not possible to form a definite notion as to the exact nature of the parts in question.

Epithelium.—In examining the epithelium of the kidney, it will be convenient to commence with that of the Malpighian bodies, and thence to trace this structure through the tubes into the pelvis and ureter. It is scarcely possible to overestimate the importance of a careful study of the epithelial cells in different parts of the kidney, since accurate observations upon this point must form the basis of an exact knowledge of the physiology of the gland, and of the pathological changes to which it is liable.

Epithelium of the Malpighian bodies.—With reference to the epithelium of the Malpighian bodies, it will suffice to recapitulate here what has already been fully detailed in speaking of the structure of these bodies. The epithelium of the Malpighian bodies consists of two distinct portions: first, that which covers the vessels; and, secondly, that which lines the capsule. The vessels of the Malpighian tuft appear to have in many instances a more or less complete investment of small, delicate, and transparent nucleated cells. (Fig. 160.) These cells differ entirely from those on the inner surface of the capsule, as well as from those which line the urinary tubes. The epithelium covering that part of the capsule which is contiguous to the orifice of the tube is very transparent, and clothed with vibratile cilia. This ciliated epithelium covers about one-third of the inner surface of the capsule; beyond this point the cilia cease, and the epithelium is of excessive delicacy and translucence (Figs. 158. and 159.), while in many instances it is impossible to detect the slightest appearance of epithelium beyond the line where the cilia cease. The cilia in this situation have been observed only in reptiles and fishes, but they probably exist in all classes of Vertebrata.

Epithelium of the uriniferous tubes.—The epithelium of the uriniferous tubes presents itself in two distinct forms, the one kind existing in the convoluted tubes of the cortex, and the other in the straight tubes of the medullary cones. The epithelium in that part of the uriniferous tubes immediately continuous with the Malpighian capsule, presents the same characters as that which covers the contiguous portion of the capsule, consisting of delicate transparent particles, which in fishes and reptiles are furnished with vibratile cilia.

In the remaining portions of the tubes which intervene between the neck of the Malpighian capsules and the bases of the medullary cones, the epithelium presents itself under the form to which the term *spheroideal or glandular* is commonly applied. The particles are of a more or less rounded form, and are thus distinguished from the flattened cells of the lamelliform or scaly variety of epithelium. (Fig. 163.) They usually form a single layer

Fig. 163.

a, portion of a convoluted tube from the cortex of the kidney, showing the appearance of its epithelium.

b, portion of a straight tube with its epithelial lining from a medullary cone. Magnified 200 diameters.

* Vide article Mucous Membrane.*
covering the surface of the basement membrane. They are granular and opaque, and appear to contain a considerable quantity of solid matter. The cell wall is very delicate, and when water is added to the specimen, the cells frequently fall in pieces very rapidly. In this respect the cells of the kidney differ remarkably from the hepatic cells, the latter having a much thicker and firmer wall, which offers a greater resistance to the action of water. The cells have a distinct nucleus, and in the centre of this in many instances a nucleolus is clearly visible. (Fig. 164.)

**Fig. 164.**

![Diagram of kidney cells](image)

a, b, c, d, epithelial cells from a healthy kidney. a contains no oil; b, c, d, contain a few small oil globules in their interior. e, f, g, h, epithelial cells from a kidney affected with fatty degeneration; the oil globules are much larger and more numerous than in the cells from the healthy kidney. m, portion of a urinary tube from a kidney affected with fatty degeneration. h, h, fibrinous moulds of the urinary tubes from the urine of a patient with fatty degeneration of the kidney, each cylindrical mould entangles blood corpuscles, and a cell having a considerable number of oil globules in the interior. *Medic. Chir. Trans.* vol. xxix. Magnified 400 diameters.

Another interesting feature in the renal secreting cells consists in their containing in some cases minute particles of oil. In a perfectly healthy kidney, the quantity of oil contained in the epithelium is very small; sometimes, indeed, it is difficult to find any cells which contain even the most minute particles of oil, while in other instances, where there is every reason to consider the organ quite healthy, the quantity of oil is much more considerable. When this material accumulates beyond a certain extent which it is difficult to define, it must be considered as morbid, and a great excess of oil in the secreting cells constitutes a main feature of one of the most serious and intractable diseases to which the kidney is liable.

The epithelium lining the straight tubes of the pyramids differs essentially from that of the convoluted tubes; the latter, as before stated, is the true spheroidal or glandular variety of epithelium; while the former approaches more nearly to the lamelliform or scaly variety. Its particles are smaller and more flattened, so that the epithelium in the medullary cones constitutes a much smaller proportion of the thickness of the tubes than does that in the convoluted tubes of the cortex. (Fig. 163, b.)

The canal of the tubes in the medullary cones is also greater in proportion to the thickness of the wall than in the convoluted tubes. The cells in this portion of the tubes have uniform, smooth, and transparent walls, and their interior is less opaque and granular than in the case with the glandular cells before described. Another distinctive character consists in the fact of these cells seldom, if ever, containing oil.

**Ciliary motion in the tubes.** — The preceding description of the epithelial lining of the uriniferous tubes corresponds in most particulars with the usually received account of these structures. There now remain to be stated certain facts which probably are not generally known even to those who are accustomed to make microscopical examinations of the kidney. In 1845, A. Kölliker published a short paper *, in which he mentions the interesting fact, that in the kidney of the embryo lizard the uriniferous tubes are lined by an epithelium remarkable for distinctly developed ciliary processes, which may be seen in vigorous action for some time after the death of the animal. The ciliated epithelium, according to Kölliker’s observation, exists throughout the whole length of the tubes, except at the extremities next the common excretory duct. He also observed the cilia at the entrance of the Malpighian capsule. In a note appended to the same paper, the editor (J. Müller) states that he has observed the same phenomenon in the uriniferous tubes of a fish (Raia clavata). The cilia are very large and long; they are directed along the axis of the tube, and have a wavy motion like that of a whip-lash.

In the spring of the present year, before I was aware of the observations just now referred to, while examining the kidney of the newt (Triton and Lissotriton), I was surprised to find vibratile cilia in active motion, not only within the Malpighian capsule as described by Mr. Bowman in the frog, but apparently extending throughout the whole length of the uriniferous tubes. I have since looked for this wonderful phenomenon in many of the animals just now mentioned, and have never failed to detect it in any one of the kidneys examined. The part of the kidney most favourable for the examination of this ciliary motion is the anterior extremity, where it is very thin and transparent, so that after being cut away with sharp scissors it requires no further preparation for micro-

scopic examination. In a part thus prepared, I have sometimes seen the cilia in rapid action throughout the whole length of every tube in the field of the microscope, and a more wonderful or beautiful sight can scarcely be imagined. They move directly within the Malpighian capsule; the little particles floating in the liquid of the capsule are darted into the orifice of the tube with marvelous precision, and thence they are directed onwards through the windings of the tube in a current of liquid, which is propelled with great regularity and speed. Much violence in tearing up the specimen for examination appears to arrest the motion; and when water is added to the preparation, the epithelial particles swell and fill up the cavity of the tube, and so the motion is retarded. When the cilia are in slow motion, their form and the direction of their movement may easily be seen; but when the motion has entirely ceased, I have never been able to see them distinctly, even with the best object glasses. The motionless cilia appear to collapse and fall upon the surface of the epithelium, and so become invisible. Since my attention was first directed to the phenomenon in question, I have had but little time to search for it in other animals; but there appears reason to believe that it exists in most of the higher animals, and probably even in man. The result of my own observations may be thus briefly stated: — In the newt I have searched for ciliary motion in the tubes many times, and have never failed to find it in any kidney which I have examined. I have searched for it in the frog twice (i.e., in two individuals), and found the ciliary motion very distinct in a considerable portion of one tube. I have examined one snake, and observed the motion very distinctly throughout a large extent of several of the tubes, as well as in the Malpighian capsules. I have searched for the phenomenon in the kidneys of some of the smaller Mammals, as, for instance, in the mouse and the rabbit, but hitherto without success. I am not aware that any other observations with reference to this subject have been published, but possibly there may be some with which I am not acquainted.

Epithelium of the pelvis and ureter. — The epithelium of the pelvis and ureter requires only a brief mention; it belongs to the lamelliform or scaly variety, and consists of flattened, delicate, transparent scales, having an angular outline caused by their lateral apposition, and a nucleus which is generally eccentric.

Function of the Malpighian bodies and uriniferous tubes. — Before concluding this part of our subject, it appears desirable to make some allusion to the probable office of the several parts of the kidney, whose structure has passed under review. Mr. Bowman, in the paper to which reference has so often been made, has propounded a theory as to the office of the Malpighian bodies which I believe will soon be admitted as a true and well-established doctrine, based as it is upon accurate observation, and confirmed by sound reasoning and analogy. The theory in question, and the facts and arguments in support of it, are thus clearly stated by Mr. Bowman: —

"Reflecting on this remarkable structure of the Malpighian bodies, and on their singular connection with the tubes, I was led to speculate late on their use. It occurred to me that, as the tubes and their plexus of capillaries were probably, for reasons presently to be stated, the parts concerned in the secretion of that portion of the urine to which its characteristic properties are due (the urea, lithic acid, &c.), the Malpighian bodies might be an apparatus destined to separate from the blood the watery portion. This view, on further consideration, appears so consonant with facts, and with analogy, that I shall in a few words state the reasons that have induced me to adopt it. I am not unaware how obscure are the regions of hypothesis in physiology, and shall be most ready to renounce my opinion, if it be shown to be inconsistent with truth.

"In extent of surface, internal structure, and the nature of its vascular network, the membrane of the uriniferous tubes corresponds with that forming the secreting surface of other glands. Hence it seems certain that this membrane is the part specially concerned in eliminating from the blood the peculiar principles found in the urine. To establish this analogy, and the conclusion deduced from it, a few words will suffice. 1. The extent of surface obtained by the involutions of this membrane will by most be regarded as itself sufficient proof. But, 2. Its internal surface is conclusive. Since epithelium has been found by Purkinje and Henle in such enormous quantities on the secreting surface of all true glands, its use cannot be considered doubtful. It never forms less than 1/40th of the thickness of the secreting membrane, and in the liver it even seems to compose it entirely, for there I have searched in vain for a basement tissue, like that which supports the epithelium in other glands. The epithelium, thus chiefly forming the substance of secreting membrane, differs in its general characters from other forms of this structure. Its nucleated particles are more bulky, and appear from their refractive properties to contain more substance, their internal tissue being very finely mottled, when seen by transmitted light. In these particulars the epithelium of the kidney-tubes is eminently allied to the best-marked examples of glandular epithelium.

3. The capillary network surrounding the uriniferous tubes is the counterpart of that investing the tubes of the testis, allowance being made for the difference in the capacity of these canals in the two glands. It corresponds with that of all true glands in lying on the deep surface of the secreting membrane, and in its numerous vessels everywhere anastomosing freely with one another.

"These several points of identity may seem too obvious to be dwelt upon, but I have detailed them in order to show that in all
these respects the Malpighian bodies differ from the secreting parts of true glands. 1. The Malpighian bodies comprise but a small part of the inner surface of the kidney, there being but one to each tortuous tube. 2. The epithelium immediately changes its characters, as the tube expands to embrace the tuft of vessels. From being opaque and minutely mottled, it becomes transparent, and assumes a definite outline; from being bald, it becomes covered with cilia (at least in reptiles, and probably in all classes); and in many cases it appears to cease entirely a short way within the neck of the Malpighian capsule. 3. The blood-vessels, instead of being on the deep surface of the membrane, pass through it and form a tuft on its free surface. Instead of the free anastomoses elsewhere observed, neighbouring tufts never communicate, and even the branchlets of the same tuft remain quite isolated from one another.

"Thus the Malpighian bodies are as unlike, as the tubes passing from them are like, the membrane which, in other glands, secerns its several characteristic products from the blood. To these bodies, therefore, some other and distinct function is with the highest probability to be attributed."

"When the Malpighian bodies were considered merely as convoluted vessels, without any connection with the uriniferous tubes, no other office could be assigned them than that of delaying the blood in its course to the capillaries of the tubes, and the object of this it was impossible to ascertain. Now, however, that it is proved that each one is situated at the remotest extremity of a tube, that the tufts of vessels are a distinct system of capillaries inserted into the interior of the tube, surrounded by a capsule formed by its membrane, and closed everywhere except at the orifice of the tube, it is evident that conjectures on their use may be framed with greater plausibility."

"The peculiar arrangement of the vessels in the Malpighian tufts is clearly designed to produce a retardation in the flow of the blood through them; and the insertion of the tuft into the extremity of the tube, is a plain indication that this delay is subservient in a direct manner to some part of the secretive process.

"It now becomes interesting to inquire in what respect the secretion of the kidney differs from that of all other glands, that so anomalous an apparatus should be appended to its secreting tubes. The difference seems obviously to lie in the quantity of aqueous particles contained in it; for how peculiar soever to the kidney the proximate principles of the urine may be, they are not more so than those of other glands to the organs which furnish them."

"This abundance of water is apparently intended to serve chiefly as a menstruum for the proximate principles and salts which this secretion contains, and which, speaking generally, are far less soluble than those of any other animal product. This is so true, that it is common for healthy urine to deposit some part of its dissolved contents on cooling."

"If this view of the share taken by the water be correct, we must suppose that fluid to be separated either at any point of the secreting surface along with the proximate principles, as has hitherto been imagined, or else in such a situation that it may at once freely irrigate the whole extent of the secreting membrane. Analogy lends no countenance to the former supposition; while to the latter, the singular position and all the details of the structure of the Malpighian bodies, give strong credibility."

"It would indeed be difficult to conceive a disposition of parts more calculated to favour the escape of water from the blood than that of the Malpighian body. A large artery breaks up in a very direct manner into a number of minute branches, each of which suddenly opens into an assemblage of vessels of far greater aggregate capacity than itself, and from which there is but one narrow exit. Hence must arise a very abrupt retardation in the velocity of the current of blood. The vessels in which this delay occurs are uncovered by any structure. They lie bare in a cell from which there is but one outlet, the orifice of the tube. This orifice is encircled by cilia in active motion, directing a current towards the tube. These exquisite organs must not only serve to carry forward the fluid already in the cell, and in which the vascular tuft is bathed, but must tend to remove pressure from the free surface of the vessels, and so to encourage the escape of their more fluid contents. Why is so wonderful an apparatus placed at the extremity of each uriniferous tube, if not to furnish water to aid in the separation and solution of the urinous products from the epithelium of the tube?"

"There is nothing which appears to afford greater support to Mr. Bowman's theory than the structure of the kidney of the boa, when considered in connexion with the fact that the urine in this animal is excreted in an almost solid form. It will be remembered† that the greater part of the blood supplied to the kidney of the boa is derived from a vein which comes from the posterior part of the body; this vein forms the plexus which surrounds the uriniferous tubes, and from which, according to Mr. Bowman, the solids of the urine are excreted. The renal artery, which is comparatively of small size, is distributed to the Malpighian bodies, as in the higher animals, and the efferent vessel joins the portal vein. The solid urine of the serpent seems a necessary consequence of the peculiar distribution of the blood-vessels; the small Malpighian bodies pour out a scanty stream of water sufficient only to carry through the tubes the large quantities of solid matter which the more numerous and larger vessels distributed on the outer surface of the tubes are continually supplying."

* With reference to this point, vide ante, p. 248-9.
† Vide ante, p. 250.
Another fact confirmatory of Mr. Bowman's theory has been observed by myself.* In examining the kidneys of persons who had died jaundiced, and in whose urine there had been a large quantity of bile, I observed that the tubes were stained of a deep yellow colour by the bile in their epithelial cells, and that this yellow colour ceased abruptly at the neck of the Malpighian capsule, and in no instance did it affect any part of the tissue of the Malpighian bodies. There are certain other pathological phenomena, which Mr. Bowman's theory very much assists to explain, and which in their turn afford important evidence in support of the doctrine in question.

The office of secreting the solids of the urine is limited to the convoluted portions of the tubes. The straight tubes of the pyramids probably have no secreting power, but act merely as excretory ducts to convey the secreted products from the cortical portion of the gland. The different function of these two portions of the tubes is sufficiently manifested by two facts:—1st. By the difference in the character of their epithelial lining; 2dly. By the fact, that when the cortical portion of the kidney is the seat of a morbid deposit in consequence of the attempted excretion of abnormal products by the epithelial cells in the convoluted tubes, the medullary portion of the gland is very commonly free from all trace of the same morbid deposit. This is very frequently observed in instances of fatty degeneration, as well as in the earlier stages of the inflammatory diseases of the kidney.

PART III.—PATHOLOGY OF THE KIDNEY.

It will not be possible within the limits of this article to give more than an outline of the pathology of the kidney. The subject is one of such great interest and importance that it requires a much more extended consideration than can here be assigned to it.

The diseases of the kidney may be arranged in two distinct classes: the first class including those which are the result of some cause acting locally, such as retention of the urine in consequence of stricture, the mechanical irritation of a stone impacted in the kidney, or a blow on the loins; while in the second class are included those diseases which are the result of a constitutional cause which acts upon the kidney by inducing an abnormal condition of the blood.

We shall allude very briefly to the first class of diseases, and then proceed to the consideration of those diseases to which the kidney is liable in consequence of a deteriorated condition of the blood.

Disease of the kidney from retention of urine. — Fig. 165. represents a condition of the kidney which commonly results from an impeded escape of the urine. The ureter pelvis and infundibula become much dilated, and the cortical substance expanded and lobular on the surface, the depressions between the lobules resulting from the binding down of the tissue by the interlobular septa, in the intervals of which the glandular structure is protruded by the distending force from within. The mucous membrane frequently becomes ulcerated, inflammatory deposits occur in the substance of the kidney, and so the gland is destroyed by a slow atrophy, or more rapidly by suppurative inflammation. Both kidneys are usually affected, but in different degrees. On a microscopical examination of the kidney thus diseased, pus and other inflammatory deposits are found. The deposits are not confined to the tubes, but they occur irregularly throughout the gland, so as in many instances to obliterate all appearance of tubular structure.

Disease of the kidney from renal calculi.—When a calculus forms in the kidney, it may lead to very different results according to its size and position. If of small size, it may pass down the ureter and so get into the bladder; or if it be too large to pass through the ureter, it may, by becoming impacted in the canal, and so obstructing the flow of urine, give rise to a rapidly destructive suppurative inflammation, or it may lead to complete atrophy of the gland. It sometimes happens that several calculi become impacted in the pelvis of one or both kidneys, causing ulceration of the surrounding tissue, and leading in some instances to a complete disorganisation of the gland.

Disease of the kidney from external violence—is not of common occurrence. One case of the kind has occurred to myself. A strong man in robust health received a violent blow on the loins from a bludgeon; he suffered much pain, and within a short time after the receipt of the injury he had hematuria. The bleeding recurred at intervals during several months, and was succeeded by a discharge of purulent matter with the urine. The purulent discharge continued for a period of more than a year, when the poor man died much emaciated. On a post mortem examination, the right kidney was found completely destroyed by suppurative inflammation; there was no strumous deposit in the kidney or in any other organ. There was no calculus. The left kidney was quite sound.

Extension of disease from other organs to the kidney.—The kidney sometimes becomes involved in malignant or other disease affecting the intestines and other adjacent viscera. Allusion has already been made to a preparation in the Museum of King’s College, in which there is a communication between an abscess in the psoas muscle and the canal of the ureter.

Diseases resulting from a constitutional cause.—Scrofulous disease of the kidney occurs in the form of small scattered deposits of tubercular matter, or it presents itself in the form of a thick curdy deposit which leads to the formation of a large scrofulous abscess, the cavity of which is subdivided by septa formed by the thickened interlobular cellular tissue. (Fig. 166.) The scrofulous deposit commonly extends over the mucous membrane of the ureter, which becomes much thickened.

Acute suppurative nephritis is not a common disease, but it is a very serious and a very fatal one. In one case it supervened upon chronic disease of the kidney, in consequence of the intemperate use of fermented liquors by a man whose general health was much disordered, and who had been subject for several months to successive crops of boils and carbuncles about the neck and shoulders. He died in about a week after symptoms of suppurative nephritis had manifested themselves. The nature of the disease was detected at the very commencement by a microscopical examination of the urine (Fig. 167). Both kidneys were much enlarged, evidently from a recent attack of acute inflammation, numerous small points of suppuration were scattered through them, and the left contained two large recent abscesses. This case occurred in King’s College Hospital, under the care of Dr. Todd.

Acute desquamatine nephritis.—This form of disease occurs very frequently as a consequence of scarlatina, and is occasionally produced by other animal poisons, as for instance that of typhus fever, small-pox, or measles. The same condition of kidney very commonly occurs amongst the poor in large towns and elsewhere, as a consequence of that deteriorated condition of the blood, which results from an insufficient supply of animal food; and it sometimes occurs as a consequence probably of a similarly deteriorated condition of the blood in persons who are much reduced by long-continued disease, as for instance secondary syphilis or chronic abscess.

The kidney in these cases is enlarged, apparently by the deposit of a white material in the cortical substance; the vessels in the cortical portion where they are not compressed by this new material, are injected, and of a bright red hue; the medullary cones are of a dark red colour, in consequence of the large veins which occupy these portions of the gland being distended with blood. The ap-
pearance of the entire organ is quite that of a
part in a state of acute inflammation.

When the kidney has been in a softened
condition before the occurrence of the inflam-
matory disease, as often happens in elderly
persons, the lobules on the surface appear
larger and coarser than natural; the veins
being less compressed than when the natural
texture of the kidney is firmer and more
yielding, are much distended with blood, so
that the entire organ is of a dark slate colour.

On a microscopical examination the con-
voluted tubes are seen filled, in different de-
grees, with nucleated cells, differing in no
essential character from those which line the
tubes of the healthy gland (fig. 168). The

Fig. 168.

Section of a portion of inflamed kidney. The
tubes appear as if divided into distinct globular and
oval portions; this appearance results from the man-
ner in which the tubes are packed in the meshes of
the fibrous matrix, so as to be concealed where they
are crossed by the fibrous tissue, and visible in the
intervals. The tubes are rendered opaque by an
accumulation of epithelium, the outline of the cells
being invisible on account of their being closely
packed. A Malpighian body in the centre of the
mass appears transparent and healthy. Magnified

Malpighian bodies are for the most part trans-
parent and healthy, but the vessels of the tuft
are sometimes rendered opaque by an accumu-
lation of small cells on their surface. Some
of the tubes contain blood, which has doubt-
less escaped from the gorged Malpighian
vessels. There is no deposit exterior to the
tubes.

The condition of the urine in these cases
is clearly indicative of the process going
on in the kidney. After it has been allowed
to stand for a short time, a sediment forms;
and on placing a portion of this under the
microscope, there may be seen blood-cor-
opscles, with epithelial cells in great numbers,
partly free and partly entangled in cylindrical
fibrous casts of the urinary tubes;* and very
commonly numerous crystals of lithic acid
are present (fig. 169).

As the disease subsides, which under proper
treatment it usually does in a few days, the
blood, fibrinous casts, and epithelial cells di-

* The fibrinous moulds of the kidney tubes, as
seen in albuminous urine, were first observed by the
late Dr. F. Simon of Berlin.

minish in quantity, and finally disappear; but
traces of the casts may be seen some days
after the urine has ceased to coagulate, on
the application of heat or nitric acid.

Fig. 169.

Portion of a tube much dilated and divided by
septa which correspond with the rings of fibrous tis-
sue in the microscopic specimen. See fig. 149, b.
The cluster about b includes two fibrinous moulds
of the urinary tubes, entangling epithelial cells and
blood corpuscles, two free epithelial cells, and three
crystals of lithic acid from the urine in a case of
"acute desquamative nephritis."

c, A mass of oily matter from the urine.
d, A cluster of octohedral crystals of oxalate of
lime.

xxx.

The changes above described as occurring
in the kidney are the result of a modification
of the natural process of secretion produced
by the presence of abnormal products in the
blood. These products are eliminated by an
excessive development of epithelial cells which
are thrown into the tubes and washed out
with the urine. The desquamation from the
inner surface of the tubes is analogous to that
which occurs on the skin subsequent to the
eruption of scarlatina. I have, therefore,
proposed to apply the term "acute desquamative
nephritis" to this form of disease.*

Chronic desquamative nephritis is essentially
of the same nature as the acute form of the
disease. Its most frequent cause is the gouty
diathesis, and it very rarely occurs except in
those who are addicted to the use of alcoholic
drinks.† In the earlier stage of the disease
the kidney is of the natural size, or very
slightly enlarged, and the structure of the
organ appears confused, as if from the ad-
mixture of some abnormal product; there is

* See the author's paper on this subject in the Med.
Chir. Trans. vol. xxx.
† This form of diseased kidney was first described
by Dr. Todd, under the name of gouty kidney, in a
clinical lecture which was delivered in June 1846,
and published in the Medical Gazette for June 1847.
In this lecture Dr. Todd alludes particularly to the
destruction of the secreting cells, and the consequent
deficient excretion of the solid constituents of the
urine.
also some increase of vascularity. As the disease advances, the cortical portion gradually wastes, and the entire organ becomes contracted, firm, and granular, the medullary cones remaining comparatively unaffected even in the most advanced stages; simultaneously with the diminution in the size of the kidney there is a decrease of vascularity. These changes occur very gradually; the disease having a duration in most cases of many months, and in some even of several years.

On placing thin sections of the kidney under the microscope, some of the tubes are seen to be in precisely the same condition as in a case of acute desquamative nephritis: they are filled and rendered opaque by an accumulation within them of nucleated cells, differing in no essential respect from the normal epithelium of the kidney. This increase in the number, and this slight alteration in the character of the epithelial cells are the result of the elimination by the kidney of mal-assimilated products, which are being continually developed in gouty and intemperate subjects, and which are not normal constituents of the renal secretion.

There would evidently be a certain limit to the number of cells which can be formed in any one of the uriniferous tubes; for although some of the cells escape with the liquid part of the secretion, and so may be seen in the urine, as in a case of acute desquamative nephritis, yet in many of the tubes the cells become so closely packed that the further formation of cells becomes impossible, and the process of cell-formation, and consequently of secretion within these tubes, is arrested. The cells, thus formed and filling up the tube, gradually decay and becomes more or less disintegrated. While these changes are occurring in the tubes, the Malphighian bodies frequently continue quite healthy, their capsules for the most part transparent, and the vessels in their interior perfect. From these vessels water, with some albumen and coagulable matter, is continually being poured into the tubes; and, as a consequence of this, the disintegrated epithelial cells are washed out by the current of liquid flowing through the tubes, so that, on ex-

amining the sedimentary portion of the urine, we find in it cylindrical moulds of the urinary tubes, composed of epithelium in different degrees of disintegration, and rendered coherent by the fibrinous matter which coagulates amongst its particles. (fig. 170.)

There is reason to believe that when the process of cell-development and of secretion have once been arrested by a tube becoming filled with its accumulated contents, the tube never recovers its lining of normal epithelial cells; but when the disintegrated epithelium has been washed away from the interior of the tube, the basement membrane may be seen in some cases entirely denuded of epithelium; in other tubes a few granular particles of the old and decayed epithelium remain (fig. 171);

Fig. 171.

Section of a portion of kidney, showing the tubes deprived of their epithelium by "chronic desquamative nephritis." The tubes as they lie packed in the meshes of the fibrous matrix have an appearance somewhat like that of globular and oval transparent vesicles or cysts. See figs. 149 e and 150. Magnified 200 diameters. Med. Chir. Trans. vol. xxx.

and again, in other instances, the interior of a tube which has been deprived of its proper glandular epithelium is seen lined by small delicate transparent nucleated cells (fig. 172.),

Fig. 172.

a, Section of a portion of kidney showing the tubes lined by delicate transparent nucleated cells; these cells have taken the place of the normal epithelium which has been destroyed and swept away; b, portion of the basement membrane of a tube deprived of its epithelium, and contracted by its elasticity into an irregular globular form after being detached from the surrounding tissues; c, portion of a tube much dilated, and bulging in the intervals of the matrix; the constricted portions correspond with the surrounding rings of fibrous tissue. Magnified 200 diameters. Med. Chir. Trans. vol. xxx.
very similar to those which may sometimes be seen covering the vessels of the Malpighian tuft. (*Vide ante, fig. 160.*)

After the tubes have lost their normal epithelial lining they may undergo one of the three following changes. 1. In some instances a peculiar whitish glistening material is thrown into the tubes, some of which escapes with the urine in the form of cylindrical moulds of the tubes, the appearance of which as seen in the urine is somewhat imperfectly represented in fig. 173. The effect of this material being effused into the tubes appears to be to obliterate them, and in some instances it apparently becomes organised into fibrous tissue.

2. Another change which the tubes undergo in consequence of losing their epithelial lining, is that of becoming atrophied. The power of separating the solid urinary constituents from the blood resides in the epithelial cells which line the convoluted tubes. After the destruction of the cells the secreting power is lost, and as the normal action of the cells is certainly one of the essential conditions for maintaining the continued flow of blood to the tubes, so the removal of the cells is very commonly followed by a diminished influx of blood, and a consequent wasting of the tubes.

3. Another change consequent upon the destruction of the epithelial cells is, in a certain sense, the reverse of the preceding. The tubes appear to retain the power of secreting serum, which fills and dilates the tube in consequence of its escape being prevented by epithelial debris choking up the lower extremity of the tube. When once a tube is brought into this condition the process of dilatation may proceed to an almost unlimited extent. The tube bulges in the intervals of the fibrous matrix, and assumes the appearance represented in fig. 172 c. These dilated tubes form the serous cysts which are so commonly seen in the cortical portion of the kidney. And it is remarkable that the moniliform appearance of the dilated tubes, as seen in the microscopic specimens, is in many instances preserved even when the tube is so much dilated as to form cysts visible to the naked eye. (Fig. 174.)

Section of a portion of kidney in which serous cysts have been developed. At a there is a series of four cysts which are probably formed by the dilatation of a single tube. Compare this with fig. 172. From a specimen in the museum of King’s College. Natural size.

Mr. Simon, in a paper on “Subacute Inflammation of the Kidney,”* has propounded the theory that these cysts are greatly dilated epithelial germs, which become thus monstrously developed in consequence of the destruction of the basement membrane of the tubes.

If Mr. Simon’s account of these cysts were correct they would be in fact hydatid cysts. I am not prepared to deny that cysts are ever formed in the kidney by the development of isolated cells, as described by Mr. Simon; it is very possible that such an occurrence may be not unfrequent, although it has hitherto escaped my observation. But there can, I think, be no doubt in the mind of any one who will carefully examine the subject, that the appearances described and figured by Mr. Simon are produced simply by the packing of the tubes in the fibrous network which surrounds and partially conceals them. The best safeguard against a misinterpretation of appearances in diseased specimens is a careful study of the healthy tissues. The peculiar cyst-like appearance of the tubes in cases of chronic nephritis results from the transparency of the tubes when deprived of their epithelial lining. This delicate and

transparent appearance of the tubes, which in
the human kidney is the result of disease,
may constantly be seen in the kidneys of some
of the smaller animals; as, for example,
those of a mouse or a young rabbit. On
examining thin sections of the kidneys of
these animals it will be found that the delicate
and semitransparent tubes, embedded in the
surrounding fibrous network, constantly pre-
sent more or less of the cyst-like appearance
represented in fig. 171. It can scarcely be
supposed that these appearances in the kidney
of the mouse indicate the existence of isolated
cells. In short, Mr. Simon’s theory of renal
cysts is so opposed to all analogy, and so en-
tirely unsupported by facts, that it appears
needless to occupy the time of our readers by
a further detail of facts and arguments in
opposition to it.

Renal Haemorrhage. — Under this head I
will allude in a few words to a condition of
kidney which I have never had an opportu-
nity of examining in the dead subject, but
the nature of which is sufficiently manifest by
the symptoms, and particularly by the con-
dition of the urine, as ascertained by a micro-
scopical examination during life. It is well
known that great irritation of the urinary
organs is a frequent consequence of the inter-
nal administration of oil of turpentine, or the
application of cantharides to the cutaneous
surface. The urine in these cases is generally
bloody, and is passed very frequently and in
small quantities; there is great pain and irri-
tation about the kidneys and bladder; but
there are no symptoms of suppression of
urine, such as drowsiness and tendency to in-
flammation of internal organs, symptoms which
are present, in a greater or less degree, in all
cases of “desquamative nephritis.” In the
last-mentioned cases the epithelial lining of
the urinary tubes is the seat of disease, and
the imperfect elimination of the solid consti-
tuents of the urine is a necessary consequence
of the pathological changes which the secret-
ing epithelium undergoes. In the condition
of kidney now under consideration the Mal-
pighian capillaries appear to be the only parts
of the organ primarily affected. The irrita-
tion produced by the turpentine or the can-
tharides leads to engorgement of the Malp-
ighian tublets, which commonly ends in rupture
of the vessels, haemorrhage into the tubes,
and so the admixture of blood with the urine.
On a microscopical examination of the urine
fibrous moulds of the tubes may be seen in
great numbers (fig. 175), blood corpuscles are
entangled in the fibrine, but no epithelium is
found combined with them. The inference
is, that the epithelial lining of the urinary
tubes is unaffected, and this conclusion is
further supported by the fact already men-
tioned, viz., the absence of the usual symp-
toms resulting from a deficient excretion of
urea and the other solid constituents of the
urine. I have never seen a fatal case of
strangury; but when haemorrhage from the
Malpighian capillaries has occurred in con-
nection with other pathological conditions
which have terminated fatally, haemorrhagic
spots are seen scattered over the surface and
through the cortical substance of the kidney.

Fig. 175.

Fibrous moulds of the urinary tubules from the
urine of a patient who had strangury after taking
oil of turpentine. Some blood corpuscles are entan-
gled in the fibrine, as well as some octahedral crys-
tals of oxalate of lime which the patient was ex-
creting at the time the haemorrhage occurred. It is
important to observe that in this form of fibrous
mould there is no epithelium from the tubes. Mag-
nified 200 diameters.

These spots, when submitted to a microscop-
al examination, are found to be composed of
convoluted tubes filled with blood which has
escaped from the Malpighian capillaries, and
after filling the capsule has passed into the tube
(fig. 176). This fact was first pointed out by Mr. Bowman.

Fig. 176.

Malpighian capsule and portions of the urinary
tubes containing blood which has escaped from the
Malpighian capillaries. Magnified 200 diameters.
See also fig. 149 d.

The condition of kidney to which turpen-
tine and cantharides give rise may result from
the irritation produced by certain products developed within the body. I have met with two well marked cases of this kind, in which the characters of the urine, as revealed by a microscopical examination, and the other attendant symptoms were the same. In both cases the symptoms were of short duration. When the blood in cases of haematuria is found to be moulded in the urinary tubes, there can of course be no doubt as to the haemorrhage being renal. During the first few hours of an attack of haematuria it commonly happens that the blood escapes from the kidney before it has coagulated, and at this period of the attack a large quantity of the blood will be found not to have the form of cylindrical moulds when examined by the microscope, but even in this case a careful examination will always detect some moulds, and that will suffice for the diagnosis; and at a later period of the attack, when the haemorrhage occurs more slowly it will be found that nearly all the blood has been moulded into the urinary tubes before it has escaped from the kidney. When renal haemorrhage is produced by the irritation of a calculus impacted in the pelvis or the ureter, the blood does not present the fibrous moulds in question.

**Fatty degeneration of the kidney** occurs under two distinct forms. In the first form of the disease in question, the kidneys are usually large, smooth, soft, pale, and mottled, and frequently they are scattered over with haemorrhagic spots. On a microscopical examination, there is found to be a great increase in the size and number of the oil globules which exist in small quantities in the epithelial cells of the healthy gland. *(See fig. 164.)* The urinary tubes are filled and distended by the gorged epithelial cells, the dilated tubes compress the capillary plexus on their exterior, and hence, in consequence of passive congestion of the Malpighian vessels, the serum of the blood gets mixed with the urine, which thus becomes albuminous; and when the obstruction of the circulation is still greater the colouring matter of the blood escapes from the delicate Malpighian vessels and fills the tubes, giving rise to the haemorrhagic spots before mentioned.

It is only that form of epithelium whose office it is to excrete the solid portion of the urine which becomes gorged with oil; the delicate epithelium covering the Malpighian vessels, as well as that which lines the straight tubes of the medullary cones, retains its normal condition: the reason of these parts remaining healthy while the epithelium of the convoluted tubes becomes greatly changed, as well in cases of fatty degeneration of the kidney as in the desquamative inflammatory diseases before alluded to, will be manifest from a perusal of the second part of this article.

In this form of simple fatty degeneration of the kidney, all the tubes become almost uniformly distended with oil. In a slight degree, and in the earlier stages, it is often found after death in cases where there is no reason to suspect that it has been productive of serious mischief during life; it is not until the fatty degeneration exceeds a certain degree that the functions of the organ become seriously affected. It is this form of fatty degeneration which frequently occurs in animals, as a consequence of their confinement in a dark room, a fact which was first noticed by Mr. Simon.*

The second form of fatty degeneration of the kidney differs from the first in having combined with it more or less of the changes characteristic of desquamative nephritis. The cortical portion of the kidney is soft and pale, and interspersed with numerous small yellow opaque specks. The kidney is generally enlarged; sometimes it is even double the natural size. In some cases the cortical portion is somewhat atrophied and granular; but neither in this nor in the first form of fatty degeneration of the kidney does that extreme wasting with granulation occur, which is so frequent a consequence of chronic nephritis. On a microscopical examination the convoluted tubes are found filled in different degrees with oil, some tubes being quite free, while others are ruptured by the great accumulation in their interior. The opaque yellow spots scattered throughout the cortical portion are neither more nor less than convoluted tubes distended, and many of them ruptured by their accumulated fatty contents. The cells which contain the oil are for the most part smaller, more transparent, and less irregular in their outline than the ordinary healthy epithelium; they are increased in number, and many of them are so distended with oil as to appear quite black. In parts of the same kidney there may commonly be seen some of the appearances already described as characteristic of desquamative nephritis. This form of disease is very commonly associated with fatty degeneration of the liver, but less frequently so than the first form of fatty degeneration of the kidney.

The condition of urine connected with this form of renal degeneration is usually as follows:—The quantity is small, the sp. gr. rather above than below the healthy standard; it is generally very albuminous, and sometimes bloody. On a microscopical examination of the sediment which is deposited after standing for a few hours in a conical glass, there may be seen the fibrous moulds of the tubes so often alluded to, frequently containing black blood corpuscles and epithelium. But the main point to be attended to is this, that many of the epithelial cells are more or less distended with oil. *(See figs. 149 and 164.)* This fatty condition of the epithelium indicates with certainty the existence of one of the most serious and intractable diseases to which the kidneys are liable. The majority of the cases of acute desquamative nephritis, and many of the chronic cases, end in complete recovery; but fatty degeneration of the kidney almost invariably leads to general dropsy and

a fatal termination. It is therefore as important to distinguish between acute or chronic nephritis and fatty degeneration of the kidney as it is to distinguish acute pneumonia or chronic bronchitis from tubercular disease of the lung; and the diagnosis of the renal disease may be made with as much ease and certainty by a microscopical examination of the urine as that of the pulmonary disease by auscultation and percussion of the chest.

The three forms of disease just alluded to, viz. acute and chronic desquamative nephritis, and fatty degeneration of the kidney, include the greater number of those cases to which the term "Bright's disease" is commonly applied.

On an inspection of the plates in the 1st vol. of Dr. Bright's well known Medical Reports, it is evident that more than one form of disease is there described by that distinguished physician. In a paper published two years since*, I maintained that the term Bright's disease should be confined to those cases in which there is fatty degeneration of the kidney, but after a further consideration of the subject, I am of opinion that if the expression "Bright's disease" is retained it should be used only as a generic term to include several diseases, the existence and the importance of which were first made known by Dr. Bright. In order to convey a precise idea of the particular form of Bright's disease alluded to, it is clearly necessary to use some terms having a more definite meaning, and I have suggested some which appear sufficiently expressive for the purpose.

Hydatids are occasionally found in the kidney. Dr. Baillie† was well aware of the distinction between true hydatid cysts as they are found in the kidney and the more common serous cysts, which he correctly supposed to arise from an expansion of some of the natural tissues of the kidney. He mentions one case of hydatids in the kidney, in which there was a discharge of these bodies with the urine. It is probable that in every case of hydatid disease of the kidney, the nature of the affection might be ascertained by a careful examination of the urine. I have already stated that if Mr. Simon's account of the common serous cysts were a correct one, they would be in fact hydatid cysts, and as they would continually escape with the urine, they might be detected by a microscopical examination of the liquid. Assuming, however, that they are dilatations of the tubes, it is not surprising that they should never be found in the urine, and that they cannot be dissected out from the kidney after death.

Cancer of the kidney is less uncommon than it was formerly supposed to be. It is rarely limited to the kidney, and in the great majority of cases, where other parts are implicated, the disease has obviously originated in some one or other of these parts.‡ Can-

† The Morbid Anatomy of the Human Body. By Matthew Baillie, M.D.
‡ The Nature and Treatment of Cancer. By Walter Hayle Walshe, M.D.

viation; thus affording the pathologist and the practitioner an opportunity of ascertaining the nature and tracing the progress of disease which is not presented in the case of any other internal organ.


On the subject of the Development of the Kidney reference may be made to the article OVUM.


REPTILIA. — A very extensive and important class of vertebrate animals, intermediate in their organization and general economy between fishes and the warm-blooded, air-breathing birds and quadrupeds, from both of which reptiles are distinguished by the following characters: *—

Reptiles have the heart disposed in such a manner, that, on each contraction, it sends to the lungs only a portion of the blood which it has received from the various parts of the body, and the rest of that fluid returns to the several parts without having undergone the action of respiration.

From this it results, that the oxygen acts on a less portion of the blood than in the mammals. If the quantity of respiration in the latter animals, in which the whole of the blood passes through the lungs before returning to the parts be expressed by unity, the quantity of respiration in the reptiles must be expressed by a fraction of unity.

In consequence of this low degree of respiration, reptiles have cold blood, and their muscular power is less than that of quadrupeds, and, a fortiori, than that of birds. Accordingly, they do not often perform any movements, but those of creeping and of swimming; and though many of them leap, and run fast enough on some occasions, their general habits are lazy, their digestion slow, their sensations not acute, and in cold and temperate climates they pass almost the entire winter in a state of lethargy. Their muscles preserve their irritability much longer than in the higher classes. Their heart will be, however, several hours after it has been plucked out, and its loss does not hinder the body from moving for a long time. In many of them, it has been observed that the cerebellum is remarkably small, which perfectly accords with their little propensity to motion.

Reptiles are provided with a trachea and larynx, though the faculty of an audible voice is not accorded to all of them. Not possessing warm blood, they have no occasion for integuments capable of retaining the heat, and they are covered with scales, or simply with a naked skin.

The females have a double ovary, and two oviducts. The males of many genera have a forked or double organ of intromission.

Reptiles do not sit upon their eggs; hence the latter have generally only a membranous envelope. In many of the reptiles which lay eggs, especially in the colubri, the young one is already formed, and considerably advanced in the egg at the moment when the mother lays it; and it is the same with those species which may, at pleasure, be rendered viviparous by retarding their laying.

The quantity of respiration in reptiles is not fixed, like that of mammals and birds,

* Cuvier, Règne Animal, t.i.
but varies with the proportion which the diameter of the pulmonary artery bears to that of the aorta. From this proceed differences of energy and sensibility much greater than can exist between one mammiferous animal and another, or one bird and another.

Accordingly, the reptiles exhibit forms, movements, and properties much more various than the two preceding classes; and it is more especially in their production that nature seems to have sported in the formation of fantastic shapes, and to have modified in all possible ways the general plan which she has followed for vertebrated animals.

The comparison of their quantity of respiration and their organs of motion has, however, given foundation for their separation into three distinct orders, viz.: —

1st, The Chelonia, or Tortoises (Chelonia), in which the body, supported on four legs, is enveloped by two plates or shields, formed by the ribs and the sternum.

2d, The Saurians, or Lizards (Sauria), in which the body, supported on four or on two feet, is covered with scales.

3d, The Ophidia, or Serpents (Ophi-
dia), in which the body is always destitute of limbs.

**ORDER I. CHELONIA.**

*Family 1.* Testudinidae.

Testudo (Land Tortoise), Emys (Freshwater Tortoise), Chelonia (Turtle), Chelys, Trionyx.

**ORDER II. SAURIA.*

*Family 1.* Crocodilidae.

Gavial, Crocodilus, Alligator.

*Family 2.* Lacertidae.

Monitor, Crocodylurus, Tupinambis, Ameiva, Lacerta, Algyra, Tachydromus.

*Family 3.* Iguanidae.


*Family 4.* Geckotidae.

Gecko, Platydactylus, Hemidactylus, Tachydy-
dactylus, Pliodactylus, Spheropectus, Stenodactylus, Gymnodactylus, Phyllurus.

*Family 5.* Chamaeleonidae.

Chamaeleo.

*Family 6.* Scincidae.

Scincus, Seip, Bipes, Chalcides, Chirotis.

**ORDER III. OPHIDIA.**

*Family 1.* Anguidae.

Anguis, Pseudopus, OphiocINCTus, Anguis, Acontias.

ra'gus, a lizard.

† eˈgas, a serpent.
case filled up with a cartilaginous membrane. In the carapax of fresh-water tortoises (Emys), and in the Chelides, the interspaces between the ribs in time become completely filled up, and the ribs are connected by suture, throughout their whole extent, to each other and to the marginal pieces (k).

The marginal pieces (fig. 177, v) form a sort of osseous frame composed of a series of bones, eleven in number on each side, which are united together by suture, and likewise connected with the extremities of the ribs. In the Tortoises this connection with the ribs is effected by suture, but in the Turtles and other genera having the extremities of the ribs narrow, their apices are implanted in fossæ excavated in the marginal plates, where they are fixed by a species of spondylosis.

These marginal plates cannot be otherwise regarded than as the representatives of the sternal ribs of the Crocodiles and other Saurians; the two first and the two last, like the abdominal ribs of the Crocodile, being developed without the presence of any dorsal ribs in correspondence with them. In the Soft-Tortoises (Trionyx) the marginal pieces are never ossified, but are represented by a cartilaginous rim, in which sometimes osseous particles are sparingly deposited.

The ventral cuirass of the Chelonian reptiles, called the plastrum, is exclusively formed by the sternum, which in this race of animals seems to attain its maximum of development. It consists invariably of nine pieces, eight of which are pairs; while the ninth, situated between the four anterior ones, is central and azygos.

These elements of the sternum have been well-named by Geoffroy St. Hilaire in accordance with the situations that they occupy. The anterior pair are the episternal pieces, and the pair situated behind these the hyo-sternals. In the centre bounded by the above four bones is the azygos piece named the entosternal. The pair situated immediately posterior to the hyosternal are called the hypo-sternal pieces, and the two which terminate the plastrum xipho-sternals. The sacral and caudal vertebrae return to the usual arrangement, being all free and moveable, having their bodies concave in front and convex behind, and their apophyses as in ordinary vertebrae. Their number varies in different species from eight to twenty-seven.

The scapular apparatus is contained in the interior of the thoracic cavity. It consists of a remarkably shaped three-branched bone (fig. 178.), which is suspended on each side by a ligamentous attachment beneath the second vertebra of the carapax. The branch which is thus suspended (a), notwithstanding its strange position inside the thorax, is the scapula; the branch b Cuvier, after the maturest deliberation, decided to be its acromion process; while the flattened bone c directed backwards, he considers as being incontestably the coracoid bone. This three-branched shoulder, with its almost cylindrical scapula,
and an acromion process that almost equals it in size, is quite peculiar to the Chelonian rep-

*Fig. 178.*

Scapular Apparatus of Chelys.

\(a,\) scapula; \(b,\) acromion process; \(c,\) coracoid bone.

tiles, nothing like it existing in any other vertebrate animals; nevertheless, the relations of these bones, and the muscles derived from them, prove clearly enough their identity, and allow of strict comparison with those of other races of vertebrata.

The **pelvis** is always composed of three distinct bones on each side, which contribute, as in quadrupeds, to the formation of the cotyloid cavity, viz. the ilium (fig. 179, \(a,\)) which is

*Fig. 179.*

Pelvis of the Turtle.

\(a,\) os ilii; \(b,\) os pubis; \(c,\) os ischii.

of an elongated form, and attached by ligaments to the transverse processes of the sacral vertebrae, as well as to the neighbouring part of the eighth pair of dilated ribs: secondly, the pubis \(b,\) and the ischium \(c,\) both of which, expanding as they descend towards

**REPTILIA.**

the plastrum, terminate by joining their fellows of the opposite side.

The cylindrical bones of the extremities resemble those of other four-footed reptiles, and present no peculiarity worthy of special notice, except in a geological point of view.

In the turtles, all the bones of the carpus are flattened, and of a squarish form. In the first row there are two bones (fig. 180, \(e, d,\)) con-

*Fig. 180.*

Anterior extremity of a Turtle. (*After Cuvier.*)

ected with the ulna; and in the second row there are five smaller ones (\(1, 2, 3, 4, 5,\)) to which are appended the five metacarpal bones. In addition to the above, there is an intermediate bone (\(e,\)) situated beneath the ulnar carpal bone (\(c,\)) and above the second and third bones of the last row, (\(2, 3,\)) This piece, Cuvier thinks, corresponds with the dismembered portion of the trapezoid bone, met with in monkeys. Lastly, there is a great crescent-shaped bone (\(f,\)) which is adherent to the ulnar margin of the piece which supports the metacarpal bone of the little finger; this is the os pisiforme, although its situation is so low down.

Between the bone (\(1,\)) which supports the metacarpal bone of the thumb, and the radius (\(a,\)) the connexion during a long period is effected entirely by ligaments, without any appearance of the great scaphoido-semilunar bone which exists in the other sub-genera, but with age a small ossicle makes its appearance in this situation. In very large individuals, the two antepenultimate bones of the second row are consolidated into one.

The metacarpal bone of the thumb is
short and broad; the others are all long and slender. The little finger has only two phalanges, and is not longer than the thumb, so that the whole hand has a pointed shape. The thumb and the index finger only have their last phalanx armed with a nail.

In the land tortoises (fig. 181.), it is neces-

**Anterior extremity of the Tortoise.**

sary to admit that there are only two phalanges to each finger, or else to suppose, either that the last row of carpal bones is wanting, or that the metacarpal bones are deficient. By comparison, however, with the hands of fresh-water tortoises, it is evident that the bones present belong to the carpus and metacarpus.

This being allowed, the carpus is found to consist of a large radial or scaphoido-semilunar bone (a'), of two ulnar bones (c, d.), which are nearly of a square shape, of five bones of the second row (1, 2, 3, 4, 5,) supporting the metacarpal bones, and of an intermediate bone (e), situated between the great radial (a'), the first cubital, and those which support the third and fourth metacarpal bones. This intermediate bone is very frequently consolidated with the great scaphoido-semilunar bone, as represented in the figure.

The bones of the metacarpus in these tortoises are even shorter than the phalanges.

**Hind Feet.** — In the Chelonians, the os calcis does not project posteriorly, so that the tarsus is as flat as the carpus. In the turtles (fig. 182.), it is composed of six or seven bones, according as the last is reckoned as belonging to the tarsus or to the little toe. Two constitute the first row, of which the larger (a'), which is nearly of a rhomboidal shape, and connected both to the tibia and fibula, is the astragalus; the smaller (b), connected to the fibula alone, is the only representative of the os calcis.

In the second row there are four pieces, three of which are cuneiform bones, supporting the metacarpal bones of the great toe, and of the following ones; and the fourth, which is of larger size, appropriated to the two last metatarsals.

The metatarsal bones of the great toe and of the little toe are singularly broad and flat; indeed, that of the little toe (c) might be taken for one of the tarsal bones a little removed from its place, in which last case the little toe would consist of only two phalanges: according to the former supposition it would have three like the middle ones. The thumb or great toe has but two; it is furnished with a nail at its extremity, as well as the finger which is next it; the two following have their terminal phalanges large but without nails; the last phalanx of the little toe is very small.

In the land-tortoises the analogue of the astragalus is more bulky and thicker, whilst the fibular bone or analogue of the os calcis is proportionally smaller. The other four tarsal bones are present, and in this case that which supports the little finger seems to form one of the series, both from its position and its shape; sometimes it supports a rudiment of a little toe consisting of one piece only, but in many species this is wanting.

The metatarsal bone of the great toe is short but not flattened; the others are a little longer: none of the four toes have more than two phalanges.

In the Chelonian reptiles, the os hyoideum varies very remarkably as to its form in
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different genera, and even in different species. It generally consists of a body or centrum, which is sometimes itself divided into several pieces, and of two and sometimes three pairs of cornua; also under the anterior part of its body there is suspended a bone or a cartilage (sometimes double) which is the special bone of the tongue, the analogue of the lingual bone of birds, only in them it is articulated in front of the body of the hyoid bone, whilst in the Chelonia it is suspended underneath.

The greater cornua (the anterior pair, when only two pairs are present, the middle pair when there are three, that which represents the styloid bones) embrace the oesophagus, and mount up behind those muscles which represent the digastric or depressors of the lower jaw, but without being attached otherwise than by their own muscles.

In Trionyx, the body of the os hyoides, is composed anteriorly of a cartilaginous point, beneath which is suspended a large lingual cartilage of an oval form. At the base of each point of cartilage there is attached an osseous piece of a rhombooidal shape, which represents the anterior cornua; behind this are four other pieces, forming a disc, which is concave superiorly, broadest in front, and deeply notched both posteriorly and on each side. To the anterior angles of this disc are appended the middle cornua and to the posterior the posterior cornua. All four of these cornua are considerably ossified. The middle cornua consist of one long piece, which is compressed, of an arched form, and terminated by a little cartilage. The other cornua are broader and flatter; they are eked out by a cartilage, in the thickness of which are enclosed five or six osseous nuclei, all placed in a line with each other, each of a round or oval form, and quite hard and distinct, so that the os hyoides of this reptile seems to consist of twenty different osseous pieces, which apparently remain distinct through life.

The hyoid apparatus of Chelys is equally remarkable. Its body is composed of a single long narrow piece, of a prismatic shape, hollowed above into a canal in which the trachea is lodged. Anteriorly, this central portion expands in order to sustain two additional pieces on each side, four in all, without reckoning the centrum itself. The two middle ones unite in front, leaving a space between themselves and the principal body, which is closed by a membrane upon which the larynx reposes.

The two lateral pieces perhaps represent the anterior cornua; it is at the dilatation that they form with the expanded portion of the centrum that the middle cornua are articulated; these are very strong and prismatic for the internal half of their course; afterwards slender; and they give attachment externally to an additional piece, which is distinct from the rest of the cornua.

The posterior cornua are articulated to the posterior extremity of the prismatic portion of the centrum; they are long, slightly compressed, and curved. Under the anterior and dilated portion is suspended the lingual bone, which consists anteriorly of a semicircular cartilage, and behind of two crescent-shaped osseous pieces, the inner angle of which is prolonged into a kind of tail or pedicle that passes beneath the prismatic body of the hyoid bone.

In the turtles, the body of the hyoid resembles an oblong shield, concave upon its upper surface for the sake of lodging the larynx and the commencement of the trachea; pointed in front, where it forms part of the tongue, laying above the lingual bone. The anterior cornua are very small; the great cornua are articulated to the middle of its lateral margin, and have at their free terminations additional cartilaginous pieces. The posterior cornua are attached to the posterior angles.

The pelvis of lizards (fig. 184) is composed of three bones, which, as in quadrupeds, assist in the construction of the colyloid cavity. The os ili (a) occupies the upper half; its neck is broad and short, and its spinous portion, instead of running forwards, as in mammifers, or being rounded, as in the crocodile, is directed obliquely backwards, in the shape of a narrow band.

Inferiorly, the pubis (b) and the ischium (c) are conjoined with their fellows of the opposite side along the mesial line; but the pubis does not unite with the ischium, and consequently the two infra-pubic foramina are only separated from each other by a liga-

Fig. 184.

**Pelvis of Crocodile.**

a, ileum; b, ischium; c, pubis.
markable, because they terminate in a triangular cartilage, analogous to that which ekes out the scapula.

Vestiges of the pelvis may be traced in Ophisaurus and Anguis, under the shape of a little os ilii, with a vestige of the ischium, but without any symphysis.

The cylindrical bones of the anterior and posterior extremities present nothing worthy of special remark.

The carpus (fig. 185.) consists of nine bones, the disposition of which is not unlike that of the carpal bones of a monkey. In the first row there is a radial bone (c'), a cubital (d'),

which is of large size, and an os pisiforme (e') attached to the inferior extremity of the ulna. In the second row there are five small bones arranged in a curvilinear form, and corresponding with the five metatarsal bones: the ninth (f') is interposed between the two large bones of the first row, and the first, second, third, and fourth of the second, forming a kind of central piece to the carpus.

The tarsus of lizards, like that of the crocodile, is composed of four bones only.

The first row consists of two: one tibial (fig. 187, a'), which is likewise slightly articulated with the fibula; the other fibular (b), of smaller dimensions, which, however, soon unites into a single piece with the former, situated on the same plane.

The second row likewise consists of two
bones, the larger of which \((c)\) supports the metatarsals of the fourth and fifth toes, whilst the smaller \((d)\) is situated between the preceding and the metatarsal bones of the second and third toes. This latter is also slightly connected with the astragalus, which alone supports the metatarsal bone of the internal or representative of the great toe.

The four first metatarsal bones are slender and nearly straight, becoming progressively longer as far as the fourth. The fifth is short, wide, and curved superiorly towards the larger of the two bones of the second row \((e)\), to the side of which it is articulated.

The thumb or internal toe consists of two phalanges, the second of three, the third of four, and the fourth of five; this is the longest toe in the foot of a lizard, giving to it the peculiar elongated and unequal form by which it is immediately distinguished. The fifth toe, although almost as short as the first, is composed of four phalanges.

The ungual phalanges of all the toes are sharp, hooked, and pointed.

The above description, with slight differences as to the proportions, is applicable to all those subgenera of lizards which have their limbs fully developed, with the exception of the Chameleons and certain Geckos.

Even in the chameleon it is the proportions of the carpal and tarsal bones that differ, rather than their number or arrangement. The five bones of the last row of the tarsus are very large and oblong, instead of being flattened. In the state of pronation and torsion in which the foot is placed, the os pisiforme is attached to the inner margin of the ulna, between it and the radius. The ulnar carpal bone \((\text{fig } 188, d)\) and the radial \((e)\) are small, the central bone \((e)\) being the largest of all, and around this the five carpal bones of the last row are arranged like the spokes of a wheel. These five bones are longer than in ordinary lizards, and in fact represent the metacarpal bones as well as the last row of the carpus, leaving the fingers possessed of their proper number of phalanges. This remarkable arrangement permits the foot of the chameleon to be, as it were, split into two divisions. The thumb, the index, and the middle finger are connected by the skin into one group, which is turned inwards, while the two remaining fingers, similarly encased, are turned outwards, thus enabling this remarkable reptile to grasp firmly the boughs among which it lives by a mechanism very similar to that of the foot of a parrot or other scansorial bird.

In the tarsus of the chameleon the mechanism is very similar. The tibial tarsal bone \((\text{fig. } 189, a')\) and the fibular tarsal bone \((b')\)

\[\text{Fig. 188.}\]

\[\text{Anterior Extremity of the Chameleon.}\]

\[\text{Posterior Extremity of the Chameleon.}\]
and the third of four, and the fourth of three, the same as in the hands.

It was an observation made as far back as the time of Aristotle, that the division of the anterior and of the posterior feet of the chameleon is effected in an inverse manner, the latter having the thumb and first finger only conjoined and turned inwards, but the other three turned outwards, whilst, as has been stated above, the anterior limb has three turned inwards and only two turned outwards,—a beautiful provision for ensuring the steadiness of the creature’s grasp.

The dragon (Draco) possesses fourteen pair of ribs, viz., six genuine, short, and curved ribs, which reach the breast-bone, and eight pairs of false straight ribs, which are seated in the wing membrane, and support the same. The posterior extremity of the ribs has a little head, in which there is a small socket of articulation, which is merely inserted upon the spherical articulating surface on the point of the transverse processes, and not at all into the bodies of the vertebrae. Owing to this remarkable mode of insertion, a very free joint is produced, enabling the ribs (especially those that are implanted in the wing membrane) to move forwards and backwards, and upwards and downwards, in different directions. Of the genuine ribs, the anterior ones are the shortest, and the posterior ones the longest; they all terminate in a cartilaginous point, which attaches itself to the breast-bone. Of the eight pairs of false ribs, the five first pairs are very long, and the three following pairs are short, especially the two last pairs, which cannot be seen at all in the wing membrane. The false ribs become gradually thinner, and terminate at the edge of the wing membrane, in very fine cartilaginous points. In the whole animal kingdom, it is the dragon alone that exhibits this isolated and most remarkable structure. The wing membrane of the dragon distinguishes itself from the wing membrane of the flying squirrel by the circumstance of being supported by the ribs, which is not the case in the latter animals: the same circumstance likewise distinguishes their wing membrane from that of the bat, in which the prolonged anterior extremities, particularly those bones which are analogous to the finger joints, are continued into the wing.

The ribs, when flying, are moved by several muscles. Strong triangular muscles spring laterally from the bodies of the dorsal vertebrae, and are inserted into the lower edge of the commencing part of the false ribs. These muscles move the ribs, when flying, together with the wing membrane, downwards and slightly backwards. Other broad muscles, which have their source in the upper surface of the vertebrae, and which attach themselves to the ribs, move the ribs with the wing membrane. The alternating contractions and expansions of these muscles effect the fluttering or flying of the dragons. Thin muscles are likewise seated between the ribs, analogous to the intercostal muscles.

**Osteology of Ophidians.**—In the true serpents, the vertebral column itself constitutes the principal portion of the skeleton, and the number of pieces of which it consists is sometimes prodigious, varying in different species, from about a hundred (Acontias) up to three hundred (Boa) or even four hundred (Python) distinct vertebrae. These have pretty much the same shape throughout the whole length of the spinal column, each presenting the centrum or body, and the spinous, transverse, and articulating processes forming the bonds of connexion between them, or the levers by which they are wielded.

The bodies of contiguous vertebrae are
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Chelonian reptiles*, the cervical portion of the spine is composed of long and very moveable vertebrae, which form a curve, the concavity of which is upwards, whilst the dorsal region is converted into a broad immovable shield by the consolidation of the ribs and vertebrae; there consequently cannot be any muscles of the back, whilst those of the neck, on the contrary, are very distinct; nevertheless, the attachments which they necessarily have beneath the back and the ribs, instead of on the outer side, as is usually the case, renders it exceedingly difficult to compare them with those of other animals. Still some points of relationship may be traced between them and those of birds. Thus, in the horizontal portion of the neck, close to the bones, are the intertransversales, separable, as in birds, into two sets of fasciculi, one upon the dorsal, and the other upon the ventral aspect. These are the intertransversarii colli and transversarii colli obliqui of Bojanus.

There is, moreover, in this horizontal part of the neck, the great transversalis, composed, as in birds, of two fascicles inserted into the transverse process of each vertebra, and derived from the transverse processes of the two preceding vertebrae. The anterior longus colli arises from the first dorsal vertebra; it runs along all the ventral aspect of the curvature of the neck, receiving additional fibres from, and giving off tendons to all.

Another muscle, very similar in its distribution to the longus colli posticus of birds, but slightly different in its insertion, arises from the carapax in front of the last vertebra of the neck, and gives off fleshy fasciculi to four or five of the vertebrae that precede it, but it inserts them into the crests, which represent spinous apophyses: moreover, there is no accessory muscle as in birds. In one circumstance, however, there is a resemblance, namely, its last fasciculus, which is very long; those likewise to the head, where it is inserted into the upper aspect of the head, above the splenius; nevertheless it is not digastric, as that of birds. The larger portion of this muscle is named by Bojanus the spinalis colli, and the slip which it gives off to the head the splenius capitlis: the tortoise has also a small complexus, which is derived only from the transverse apophyses of two or three of the anterior cervical vertebrae, and runs to the head, external to the splenius and to the fasciculus above mentioned. This splenius, which does not exist in birds, arises in the land and fresh-water tortoises from the dorsal crests of the fourth, fifth, and sixth vertebrae, and runs to the head, where, dividing into two portions, it covers the upper surface of the occiput: this is the biventer cervicis of Bojanus. In the turtles its divisions are more widely separated; the internal arises only from the most anterior vertebrae, whilst the external is derived from beneath the anterior edge of the

* Cuvier, Leçons d'Anatomie Comparée, last edition.
carapax; this gives off a fasciculus to the atlas, which is the splenius colli.

So far, even as regards the small muscles of the neck, the analogies are sufficiently satisfactory; but it is not so with the long muscles coming from the dorsal or lumbar portion of the spine, which are replaced by others having a totally contrary position. Of these, in the land tortoises, and in the fresh-water tortoises, the principal is a thin lamina attached within the carapax to the ribs of the fifth and sixth dorsal vertebrae, and running together with its fellow of the opposite side obliquely forwards, and in the interval between the two lungs, on to the sides of the anterior or horizontal portion of the neck, where it is inserted by fasciculi to the transverse apophyses of the third, fourth, and fifth cervical vertebrae; it terminates by a long fasciculus, which is inserted beneath the head to the basilar bone. This muscle draws the neck and head backwards, and to one side; this is the retrahens capitis of Bojanus.

A little more forward, and beneath the articulation of the fourth and fifth dorsal vertebrae, there is a similar muscle, which might indeed be regarded as a portion of the preceding, and which goes to be inserted into the side of the sixth cervical vertebra; this
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draws the head and neck powerfully backwards; it is the rethrazens colli of Bojanus. In the opinion of Cuvier, the former of these two muscles corresponds in function to the sacro lumbalis, and to the transversals; the latter to the longissimus dorsi; but modified in arrangement to suit the disposition of the skeleton. In the turtle they are reduced to a single fasciculus, which runs from the third dorsal vertebra to the basilar bone, performing the office of the rectus capitis anticus.

There is a third still more singular muscle which runs along the spine, receiving fibres from all the vertebrae, and traversing the intervals left between the heads of the ribs and the carapax, and terminating in front upon the anterior surface of the eighth cervical vertebra, which it draws forward, and with it the posterior vertical portion of the neck: its position reminds us slightly of the spinialis dorsi, but its insertion is very different.

A muscular expansion, composed of transverse fibres attached on each side to the sides of the vertebrae, envelopes all the lateral and inferior portion of the neck, including the trachea and the oesophagus, joining in front the mylohyoideus, and connecting itself posteriorly with the inner borders of the plastron: this is a cutaneous muscle, similar to that which envelopes the neck of birds.

In the Chelonian reptiles, the muscles of the head cannot be designated by the same names as those of birds and mammalia, because the carapax gives origin to the greater number of them; we must therefore content ourselves by indicating their attachments. Upon the posterior part of the neck we remark, first, at the anterior edge, towards the angle of its crescentic margin, a broad muscle which runs as far as the lateral and posterior parts of the head, where it is inserted: this will draw the head backwards.

2d. Beneath, and from the middle of the anterior crescentic space, there arises another muscle, which is slender and round, and which, separating itself from its fellow of the opposite side, so as to form a figure of V, runs to be inserted upon the external border of the preceding: its office is similar to that of the last.

3d. The analogue of the splenius capitis arises from the spinous processes of the third, fourth, and fifth vertebrae of the neck by distinct slips, and is inserted into the occipital arch: this is the elevator of the head.

4th. The analogue of the rectus anticus major arises from the inferior tubercles of the four cervical vertebra which succeed the first, and is inserted fleshy into the basilar fossa beneath the condyle.

5th. The trachelomastoideus arises from the inferior tubercles of the second and of the third cervical vertebra, by two thin aponeurotic tendons; it is inserted thick and fleshy into the eminence which corresponds with the mastoid process: this muscle bends the head to one side.

6th. Lastly, at the upper part of the cervical portion of the spine is a short muscle, which runs from the lower border of the hole formed by the temporal fossa to the spinous apophyses of the first, second, and third cervical vertebra.

In front of the neck may be remarked the analogue of the sternomastoideus which arises from the strong aponeuroses which covers the humerus near its articulation with the scapula. Its inferior third only is visible when the skin is raised, the anterior two-thirds being covered by a transverse muscular expansion representing the mylohyoideus, and the platisma myoides. It is inserted underneath the apophysis that corresponds with the mastoid process. Its action will be to draw the head inwards, and slightly to elevate the shoulder.

The rectus capitis anticus arises from the inferior spine of the third vertebra of the back, and is inserted by a thin tendon into the basilar process of the occipital bone.

In the Chelonian reptiles the head is articulated with the atlas by means of a single condyle; in the land-tortoises it is prolonged and divided into two; in the turtles it presents three articulating surfaces resembling the leaf of trefoil. As this tubercle penetrates very deeply into the corresponding cavity of the atlas, the lateral movements of the head must be extremely limited; the other movements of the head in the Cheloniens are those of protraction and retraction: these depend upon the flexion and extension of the neck.

In the Trionyx, Nature has doubly provided against any lateral movement in the posterior region of the neck: first, the articulations of the last cervical vertebra with the first dorsal are disposed so as to form an angular hinge, the posterior articular apophyses of the cervical forming a hollow cylinder, whilst the anterior articulating process of the dorsal is likewise cylindrical; secondly, the body of the eighth cervical terminates anteriorly in two condyles, which are received in corresponding cavities in the body of the seventh. To this form of structure which, instead of bending its neck vertically, bends it by lateral flexion, the disposition of the articulations is entirely different. The body of the eighth cervical vertebra is compressed laterally, and rounded at each end; that of the seventh, on the contrary, is excavated at both extremities; that of the sixth rounded posteriorly, and hollowed in front; the fifth rounded at both ends; and the others, as usual, concave posteriorly and convex before.

It results from this arrangement, combined with the disposition of the articular apophyses, that the neck is capable of a double lateral curvature.

Muscles of the Shoulder.—These muscles in the Chelonian reptiles differ considerably from those of other vertebrate animals: they are four in number. The first is attached beneath the edge of the carapax between the two ribs, and the pieces usually regarded as sternal ribs, from the second to the fifth. It is very thin, and
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1, temporalis; 2, pterygoideus; 3, digastricus maxillae; 14, omohyoideus; 16, hyomaxillaris; 17, genioglossus; 18, hyoglossus; 22, sternomastoideus; 26, trachelomastoideus; 27, rethralens capitis collique; 28, longus colli; 47, extensor caudae; 49, flexor caudae lateralis; 49, flexor caudae inferior; 58, latissimus dorsi; 59, subclavius; 64, subscapularis; 65a, 65c, triceps brachii; 70, flexor profundis; 73, ulnaris internus; 74, ulnaris externus; 76, radialis externus longus; 78, supinatus longus; 79, supinator brevis; 83, extensores quinque breves digitorum manus; 85, abductor digitii minimi; 88, flexores breves digitorum quatuor; 91, iliacus internus; 94, gluteus; 97, triceps abductor femoris; 98, pectineus; 100, vastus externus; 101, vastus internus; 102, crureus; 103, biceps cruris; 104, semitendinosus; 108, extensoris communis digitorum pedis pars; 111, extensoris brevis digitorum pars; 112, extensoris proprii hallucis pars; 116, soleus; 117, flexor longus digitorum pedis; 119, tibialis posticus; 120, interosseus cruris; 123, interossei digitorum pedis plantares.

2d. The elevator of the scapula is inserted at the middle internal portion of the scapula, and derives its origin by seven fleshy slips from the transverse apophyses of the seven last vertebrae of the neck.

3d. Another small elongated muscle is attached beneath the carapax, near the internal extremity of the first rib, and is inserted upon the dorsal extremity of the first bone of the shoulder: this is probably all that remains of the serratus magnus, for it must not be forgotten that here the muscles, as well as the bones, are in an inverse position. The above description is taken from the turtle; in the land-tortoises the second muscle is very strong, and occupies all the length of the border of the scapula. Bojanus considers it as representing the Scalenus.

4th. There is a thin muscle met with in the fresh-water tortoises, of which Bojanus makes no mention; this is inserted upon the anterior margin of the acromium; it runs along the side of the neck, but without any attachment to the bones; it is lost in the general aponeurosis. If this be not regarded as a platysma, it can only represent the trapezius. In the emydes, vestiges of a dorsal cutaneous muscle are inserted into the aponeurosis of the subscapularis.

Muscles of the Arm.—In order to understand the arrangement of the muscles of the shoulder and arm in the Chelonian reptiles, it is necessary to bear in mind that their scapula is styliform, that the acromium and the coracoid are singularly elongated, and that the entire scapula with the humerus are
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12, palpebralis, representing the orbicularis muscle of the eye; 23, splenius capitis; 24, biventer cervicis; 33, transversalis cervicis; 35, spinalis cervicis; 40, obliquus abdominis; 41, 41a, 41b, transversus abdominis; 42, a muscle thought by Bojanus to be analogous to the diaphragm; 45, adducens pelvim; 46, abducens pelvim; 47, extensor caudae; 48, flexor caudae lateralis; 49–51, flexores caudae, inferior, lumbalis et obturatorius; 53, sphincter cloacae; 58, latissimus dorsi; 110, peroneus. The other muscles are indicated by the same letters as in the preceding figures.

so disposed that the coracoid bone, instead of being anterior, as in mammalia, is internal, and that the acromion, instead of being ex-ternal, is anterior; this arrangement, in fact, exists more or less in all oviparous verte-brata.
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5, rectus oculi superior; 8, rectus oculi externus; 11, suspensor oculi; 14, omohyoideus; 16, hyo-maxillaris; 18, hyoglossus; 22, sternomastoideus; 24, biventer cervicis; 25, complexus; 34, scalenus; 37, transversarii colli obliqui. The other muscles as in preceding figures.

The analogue of the great pectoral (fig. 191, 56) is composed of two superficial portions, one of which is attached to a ridge on the anterior part of the plastron, and goes to be inserted into the small tuberosity of humerus: the other is much more extensive; it arises from a great portion of the internal surface of the plastron, and is likewise inserted by a flat-tened tendon into the lesser tuberosity of the humerus, but it is continued by an aponeurotic expansion, which spreads like a fan over the inferior surface of the arm, and even of the fore-arm: its tendon is united to that of the preceding.

The analogue of the deltoid (fig. 191, 60a, and 60b) arises from the extremity of the acromion, and goes to be inserted upon the external surface of the small tuberosity of the humerus, uniting its tendon to that of the infra-spinalis.

The latissimus dorsi (fig. 192. 58) arises from the lateral part of the carapax as far as the articulation of the second rib, and runs nearly vertically towards the humerus, joining its tendon with that of the teres major, to be implanted in a fossa situated at the base of the internal tuberosity.

The supra-spinatus arises from the pos-terior aspect of the spine of the scapula, and runs to be inserted into the external tuberosity. In the turtles it is reinforced by a large muscle derived from the anterior edge and the superior surface of the ex-tremity of the coracoid.

The infra-spinatus arises from the posterior border of the spine of the scapula, and runs to
In the turtles it is prolonged over all the posterior face of the acromion, and is inserted a little higher up than the deltoid.

The subscapularis (fig. 201. 64) is the strongest muscle of the arm; it arises from all the posterior surface of the scapula, and from three-fourths of the superior face of the coracoid, and runs to attach itself broadly to all the anterior face of the internal tuberosity; its coracoid portion describes nearly a quarter of a circle to arrive at its destination. Its action must be powerfully to rotate the arm at the same time that the scapular portion advances it forward.

The teres major arises from the posterior edge of the scapula, and unites its tendon to that of the latissimus dorsi.

In the turtles there is a teres minor, which arises from the anterior portion of the posterior border of the scapula, and runs to be inserted close to the deltoid.

The coraco-brachialis consists of two portions, as in some mammalia, one of which, the larger, arises broadly from the inferior surface of the coracoid bone; the other, much smaller, arises between the preceding and the biceps; both are inserted near the subscapularis into the internal tuberosity of the humerus.

It will be seen from the above account that the muscles of the arm in the Chelonian reptiles are very similar to those of mammalia, only their different portions are more widely separated on account of the great prolongation of the acromion, and of the coracoid.

Muscles of the Fore-arm. — The bones of the arm and the fore-arm not having undergone the same distortion as those of the shoulder, the muscles are less changed from the usual arrangement. The biceps alone coming from the coracoid bone, must necessarily follow its movements; it, however, always arises from its anterior margin, and passes along the bicipital groove when that exists in the Chelonians. It is only fleshy at its coracoidal extremity; all the rest consists of a tendon, which runs along the humerus to be inserted into the radius.

The brachialis internus occupies its usual situation, as also does the triceps brachii; the latter, however, is proportionally small, and
in the turtles appears to have no scapular origin.

**Fig. 197.**
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71, pronator teres (insertion of); 72, pronator quadratus; 75, radialis internus; 88, flexores digitorum breves; 90, interossei digitorum manus interni.

There is only one supinator*, which is inserted into the wrist; it arises from the external condyle, but in the turtles this muscle is wanting. Both the pronators of the forearm are present in the land-tortoises; however, the pronator quadratus is very small, and situated close to the carpus.

**Muscles of the Hand.—** The muscles of the fingers are, in the turtle, few in number, their hand being so flattened out into the shape of a fin or oar as to require neither flexors nor extensors of the fingers; in these, therefore, the analogue of the extensor digitorum communis is confined with the general aponeurosis. The flexor communis is slightly more distinct; and the interossei, the abductors and adductors of the thumb and of the fifth finger exist, the latter serving to expand or to contract the oar.

* Bojanus regards the muscle marked 79 (fig. 192) as a supinator brevis.

In spite of the extreme shortness of the hand in the land-tortoises, the muscles are well developed, and the extensor communis, the extensor, and the long abductor of the thumb, the flexor sublimis, the flexor profundus, the adductor of the thumb, and the abductors of the little finger, as well as the interossei, are met with.

**Muscles of the Pelvis. —** In the tortoise the muscle analogous to the quadratus lumborum spreads out beneath the carapax between the antepenultimate ribs: it is inserted into the ileum near the articulation of that bone with the sacrum, that articulation being in the Chelonians moveable.

This mobility of the pelvis is aided by the analogue of the rectus abdominis, which, instead of spreading out beneath the belly, is attached under the posterior extremity of the plastron by two fleshy bellies, one in front and the other behind; both run to be inserted into the anterior margin of the external ramus of the pubis.

**Muscles of the Thigh. —** In the land and fresh-water tortoises, although the ossa ili are very narrow, the muscles belonging to the thigh are of considerable thickness. The glutæus maximus, which might almost be mistaken for a pyramidalis, is only attached to the ileum by a small proportion of its fibres, the remainder are derived from the transverse apophyses of the caudal vertebrae. The glutæus medius and minimus, united together at their origin, constitute a mass which arises from all the external surface of the ileum, from its anterior border, slightly from its internal surface, and even from the inferior surface of the seventh rib; this muscle divides into two tendons, one of which, that of the glutæus medius, is inserted into the trochanter; the other, that of the glutæus minimus, a little lower down into the body o. of the femur.

The obturator internus is a very strong muscle arising from the upper aspect of the internal ramus of the pubis, and winding around the ischium, as in mammals, to be inserted into the great trochanter.

The quadratus femoris exists, but neither gemelli nor pyramidalis are present.

There is no psoas; but the iliacus is strong, and arises from the upper part of the internal
surface of the pubis, confounding its anterior margin with that of the gluteus medius. The obturator externus (adductor of Bojanus) arises by two portions, one coming from the pubis, the other from the ischium; their two tendons unite to form a broad tendon, which is inserted into the two trochanters.

The adductors of the thigh do not arise from the pubis, but from the ischiadic portion of the symphysis.

A muscle, the analogy of which it is difficult to recognise, arises from the upper surface of the pubis, and goes to be inserted by a strong tendon at the side of the iliacus (iliacus internus of Bojanus, surpubien of Cuvier). In the turtles there is no iliacus, and the suprapubic muscle divides into two fasciculi, the external of which goes to the knee, and joins the rectus of the thigh.

Muscles of the Leg.—The muscles of the leg are more recognisable than those of the thigh.

In the land-tortoises these muscles are the triceps; the sartorius, which is divided into two portions; the semimembranosus, which has a large accessory slip derived from the coccyx; the rectus anticus, which is situated slightly internally, has an origin from the external ramus of the pubis, and is connected with the articular capsule of the knee joint; the gracilis is confounded at its origin from the ischium with the adductors of the thigh, but it separates from them, and is inserted at some distance from the head of the tibia. In the turtles the muscles are not so thick as in the land-tortoises; the advanced position of the pubis gives to the anterior rectus great force in extending the thigh and the leg, for it is inserted into the knee almost at a right angle. The biceps and the semimembranosus arise from the coccygeal region only.

In the terrestrial tortoises the movements of the foot upon the leg, and of the different parts of the foot one upon the other, are very limited, and consequently the muscles which execute them are indistinct.

There is but one peroneus, which is confounded by one of its margins with the extensor communis, and which is inserted into the os calcis and into the cuboid.

The gastrocnemius externus alone takes its origin from the femur; the gastrocnemius internus arises from the tibia and joins itself to the soleus. This latter is divided into three portions, one external, one median, the other internal. These muscles, in conjunction with the peronei and the long flexor of the toes, form beneath the foot a thick tendinous mass; they extend the foot upon the leg, and flex the latter upon the thigh; but it is next to impossible to distinguish the different portions.

The tibialis anticus is distinct.

In the turtles which have the foot, like the hand, flattened into the shape of an oar, the gastrocnemii are disposed as in the land-tortoises, and the soleus is equally strong. There exists, moreover, a slender plantaris longus, which arises from the external tube-
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119, tibialis posticus; 120, interosseus cruris; 122, interosseus digitorum pedis dorsales; 123, interosseus digitorum pedis plantares.

which is inserted partly into the os calcis, and partly into the plantar fascia. This muscle is from its position an adductor of the foot. The tibialis anticus preserves its ordinary relations; but the tibialis posticus runs from without to within, and its tendon becomes lost in the plantar fascia.

The toes of the Chelomians not having more flexibility than their fingers, the muscles of the foot are much confused. The extensor communis longus digitorum, as in all other reptiles, only reaches as far as the bones of the metatarsus. The extensor brevis alone reaches to the phalanges of the toes.

There is, however, a proper extensor for the great toe, which arises from the inferior extremity of the fibula, an abductor of the little toe, and interosseus, which latter, as in mammalia, are both adductors and abductors.

In the turtles the extensor communis spreads out as it approaches the toes, and forms a broad aponeurosis, which covers the whole foot.

The extensor longus, and the abductor of the
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117, tendons of the flexor longus digitorum; 118, flexor brevis digitorum pedis.

the inner toe, arise from the inferior extremity of the fibula, and are inserted into the metatarsal bone that supports this toe, as well as into the first and second phalanges.

Another muscle, which also arises from the inferior extremity of the fibula, is inserted into the whole length of the metatarsal bone of the fifth toe, and upon its first phalanx: it is both an extensor and an adductor.
The flexor brevis digitorum gives off a slip to each of the three middle toes.

*Myology of Ophidian Reptiles. Muscles of the Spine.*—In serpents, as might be expected, the muscles of the spine are very completely developed, and easy to identify.

The spinalis dorsi arises from the lateral surface of the spinous processes of the vertebrae, and likewise receives tendons of reinforcement from the longissimus dorsi, which spread out and are lost upon its inferior surface; this muscle divides itself internally into as many fasciculi as there are vertebrae, each fasciculus terminating in a very long tendon, which runs in an sponenotic sheath to be inserted into the spinous process of the vertebra to which it is destined.

The longissimus dorsi arises by fleshy fibres from the extremities of the articular apophyses, which here perform the office of transverse processes. These slips, after having become united with each other, give off two sets of tendons, one of which runs obliquely to assist in giving origin to the spinalis dorsi; the others descend in like manner, and constitute the only tendons of origin of the sacro-lumbalis, so that this muscle cannot be said to have any direct insertion upon the vertebral column.

The sacro-lumbalis arises from the tendons of the longissimus dorsi just described, and divides itself externally into slips, each of which is inserted by a slender tendon into the posterior edge of the upper third of one of the ribs.

Under the spinalis dorsi is found the semi-spinalis (transverso-spinalis), and beneath this the interspinals.

On the inferior aspect of the vertebral column there is found a muscle in all respects analogous to the longus colli, except as regards its extent, and which might be called the transverso-spinalis inferior: this extends from the inferior spinous process of one vertebra to the transverse processes of the second and third succeeding vertebra.

All the above six muscles exist from the end of the tail as far as the head: their last fasciculi, viz. those inserted into the skull, although their arrangement is slightly altered, cannot be considered on that account as being distinct muscles. The sacro-lumbalis, moreover, on arriving at the caudal region, is inserted into the transverse processes of the caudal vertebrae, instead of into the ribs, so that as the tail becomes attenuated these muscles are blended together: nevertheless, there are always vestiges of them perceptible.

*Muscles of the Ribs.*—These are the transverso-costal muscles, arising from the transverse processes of each vertebra, and running to be inserted into the following rib, for about the superior fourth of its length.

The great lateral costal muscles which cover the side of the trunk of the body, arise behind the insertions of the preceding, each passing obliquely over four ribs, to which it gives off a few fibres, is inserted into the fifth behind that from which it takes its origin. 

---

**Lateral View of the Muscles which move the Ribs of the Boa Constrictor.**

AA, the straight muscles of the back; B, the first set of muscles, which arises from the transverse processes of each vertebra, and is inserted into the rib behind it, close to its head; C, the second set; D D, the third set; E, the fourth set; F, the fifth set; G G, short muscles which pass from cartilage to cartilage; H H, a set of oblique muscles, which pass from the anterior side of the bony extremity of each rib to the posterior edge of each scutum; I I, muscles which pass from the ribs, near their heads, obliquely backwards, to be inserted into the skin at the edge of each scutum; K K, muscles of the scuta. (After Home.)

The great inferior costals take their origin below the preceding, and are inserted in the same manner, only their direction is more longitudinal, so that they occupy a smaller proportion of the length of the ribs.

The smaller costal muscles are placed between the two preceding sets, and pass from one rib to the next behind it.

The intercostal muscles occupy their ordinary position, and, as usual, are arranged in two planes which decussate each other.

In addition to the above, there exists in the interior of the thorax an inferior transverso-costal muscle; this arises from the angle of the tubercle to which the rib is attached, and running obliquely forwards, passing three ribs, is inserted into the fourth a little below the
middle of its length. This muscle is described by Sir Everard Home* as being in the boa constrictor divided into two, an upper and a lower portion; but in other species, although a slight line of demarcation may be detected, such a division is scarcely admissible.

From the ribs of serpents muscular fasciculi are given off, which go to be inserted into the skin: some of these arise from the same point as the great lateral costals. Their course is from before backwards, and from above downwards as they run, spreading out like a fan, to be attached to the sides of the ventral scuta. The others arise from the lower part of the rib, opposite the point of attachment of the long inferior costal muscle; these run from behind forwards to be fixed to the angle of a ventral scutum, about three ribs off. The ribs, moreover, give attachment to a visceral muscle.

In serpents there is only one muscle proper to the head, which seems to represent the complexus; this arises from the articulated apophyses of the five or six anterior vertebrae, and is inserted into the mastoid bone.

The transverso-spinalis is continued as far forwards as the occipital bone, and thus replaces the recti capitis. The movements of the head upon the spine are, indeed, very limited in the ophidia. The body of the atlas presents three articulated facets arranged after the manner of the leaves of a trefoil, which are attached to the occiput beneath the foramen magnum, so that the head is not more moveable upon the atlas than the other vertebrae upon each other.

The muscles of the head of serpents have been carefully dissected by M. Dugès*, M. Duvernoy†, Brandt and Ratzburg‡, and others. The following brief account of this part of their mythology, taken from the last edition of Cuvier's Anatomie Comparée, must, however, suffice for our present purpose.

The true serpents have the zygomatic (typanic) bones (fig. 203, 7) moveable, and suspended from another bone analogous to the mastoid (6), which is attached to the cranium by means of muscles and ligaments that allow of considerable mobility: the two sides of the lower jaw, moreover, are but loosely connected with each other, and the superior maxillary bones (2) are only united to the inter-maxillary bones (1) by ligaments, so that they can be separated to a greater or less extent; a circumstance which confers upon these reptiles the faculty of dilating their rictus, thus enabling them to swallow animals whole which could not otherwise by possibility pass into their mouths. In addition to the above arrangement, the maxillaries (2), the palatine bones, and the ossa pterygoidea (3, 4), are more or less moveable beneath the cranium, so that the animal can raise or depress the palatine or pterygoid arches, as well as those formed by the upper maxilla, and also can separate them, or approximate them to each other.

The muscles subservient to the movements of the jaws are the following:—

All serpents whose mandibular arches are moveable, as above described, have generally three distinct temporal muscles, one anterior, one median, and the other posterior.

The anterior temporal (fig. 204, a) is attached superiorly behind the orbit, and descending downwards and backwards, winds round the commissure of the lips, and turning forward again (c), is inserted into the lower jaw, very considerably in front of the angle of the mouth.

The middle temporal (fig. 204, i) is partly covered by the anterior temporal, it descends nearly vertically from the middle and upper

* Lectures on Comp. Anat., vol. i.

An internal View of the Muscles which move the Ribs in the Boa Constrictor.

A, the muscles which pass from cartilage to cartilage of the different ribs; B, a set of muscles which pass from the point of each rib, over two ribs to the middle of the third; C, a similar set of muscles continued from the opposite side of the rib, passing over three ribs to the body of the vertebra; D D, the abdominal muscles which arise from the anterior edge of each rib, and pass to the linea alba; E, the linea alba; F F, the terminations of the oblique muscles which pass from the bony extremities of the ribs to the edges of the scuta; G G, the muscles of the scuta, consisting of two sets, which decussate each other.

REPTILIA.

In serpents there is only one muscle proper to the head, which seems to represent the complexus; this arises from the articulated apophyses of the five or six anterior vertebrae, and is inserted into the mastoid bone.

The transverso-spinalis is continued as far forwards as the occipital bone, and thus replaces the recti capitis. The movements of the head upon the spine are, indeed, very limited in the ophidia. The body of the atlas presents three articulated facets arranged after the manner of the leaves of a trefoil, which are attached to the occiput beneath the foramen magnum, so that the head is not more moveable upon the atlas than the other vertebrae upon each other.

The muscles of the head of serpents have been carefully dissected by M. Dugès*, M. Duvernoy†, Brandt and Ratzburg‡, and others. The following brief account of this part of their mythology, taken from the last edition of Cuvier's Anatomie Comparée, must, however, suffice for our present purpose.

The true serpents have the zygomatic (typanic) bones (fig. 203, 7) moveable, and suspended from another bone analogous to the mastoid (6), which is attached to the cranium by means of muscles and ligaments that allow of considerable mobility: the two sides of the lower jaw, moreover, are but loosely connected with each other, and the superior maxillary bones (2) are only united to the inter-maxillary bones (1) by ligaments, so that they can be separated to a greater or less extent; a circumstance which confers upon these reptiles the faculty of dilating their rictus, thus enabling them to swallow animals whole which could not otherwise by possibility pass into their mouths. In addition to the above arrangement, the maxillaries (2), the palatine bones, and the ossa pterygoidea (3, 4), are more or less moveable beneath the cranium, so that the animal can raise or depress the palatine or pterygoid arches, as well as those formed by the upper maxilla, and also can separate them, or approximate them to each other.

The muscles subservient to the movements of the jaws are the following:—

All serpents whose mandibular arches are moveable, as above described, have generally three distinct temporal muscles, one anterior, one median, and the other posterior.

The anterior temporal (fig. 204, a) is attached superiorly behind the orbit, and descending downwards and backwards, winds round the commissure of the lips, and turning forward again (c), is inserted into the lower jaw, very considerably in front of the angle of the mouth.

The middle temporal (fig. 204, i) is partly covered by the anterior temporal, it descends nearly vertically from the middle and upper
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portion of the temporal fossa, until it meets the jaw into which it is inserted, either separately or conjointly with the anterior temporal.

The posterior temporal (f), which is always distinct from the two others, descends from the very posterior part of the temporal fossa, along the zygomatic bone (tympanic) (Fig. 205, i), to the lower, into which it is inserted behind the two others.

The mouth is opened by means of a muscle analogous to the digastric (g), which arises from the whole length of the posterior aspect of the zygomatic (tympanic) bone, and terminates on each side at the angle of the jaw beyond its articulation.

There is likewise a cutaneous muscle which powerfully contributes to depress the lower jaw, something like the platysma myoides; this has been named the costo-mandibularis (w). This, moreover, is assisted by a strong fasciculus (s), derived from the spinous processes of the vertebrae immediately behind the cranium, which has been distinguished by the name of the vertebro-mandibularis.

Two sets of muscles are appropriated to the movement of the zygomatic (tympanic) bone which supports the lower jaw: of these one arises on each side from the back of the occipital region, and is inserted into the lower portion of the bone above referred to.

The other (Fig. 205, m) is azygos, and has been named by M. Dugès sub-occipito articulatus, its fibres run across beneath the base of the skull, from the articulation of the lower jaw on the one side, to that on the other. The former pair of muscles will draw the branches of the lower jaw upwards and inwards, the azygos muscle will move them inwards and downwards.

The anterior extremities of the lower jaw can be approximated by a little muscle (fig. 206, v), which passes transversely from one to the other. This muscle, which is tendinous (Fig. 205).

The Muscles of the Head of the Rattlesnake.

a, poison gland and its excretory duct; r, anterior temporal muscle; f, posterior temporal muscle; g, digastricus; h, external pterygoid muscle; i, middle temporal muscle; q, articulomaxillary ligament which joins the aponeurotic capsule of the poison gland; r, the cervical angular muscle; t, vertebro-mandibular muscle; w, costo-mandibular muscle. (After Duverno.)

Muscles of the Pterygo-Palatine Apparatus of the Rattlesnake (Crotalus durissus). (After Duverno.)

1, intermaxillary and nasal bones; 2, 2, superior maxillary bones; 3, external pterygoid bone; 4, internal pterygoid bone; 5, palatine arch; 6, mastoid bone; f, the tympanic bone; a, capsule of the poison-gland; d, duct of ditto; h, h, external pterygoid muscle; k, internal pterygoid muscle; l, spheno-pterigoïd muscle; m, the subocciptoarticular muscle (of Duques); n, the spheno-palatine muscle; v, the spheno-vomerine muscle.

along the mesian line, is analogous to the mylo-hyoides; it likewise gives off a slip v', which is attached to the skin.

The muscles belonging to the maxillary and palatine bones are,—

The external pterygoïd (Fig. 204, k), which, arising from each jaw, runs directly forward as far as the maxillary extremity of the external pterygoid bone, which it draws powerfully backwards. In venomous serpents with anterior poison fangs, which have the external pterygoids very long, and the maxillary bones very short, this muscle is very strong, arising by aponeurotic fibres, from the capsule which encloses the articulation of the lower jaw, whence it runs forwards towards the pouch in which the venomous teeth are lodged, upon which it is partially spread out; its principal attachment, however, is to the posterior apophysis of the superior-maxillary bone, into which it is inserted by a distinct tendon. The use of this muscle is evidently to carry backwards the venomous fangs when they are to be laid flat, and to incline them towards the palate, a position that they retain while in a state
of repose, in which condition it covers them by drawing the inclosing pouch over them.

The internal pterygoid (b), shorter and smaller than the external, runs from the alar bone to the posterior part of the lower jaw, which it consequently draws forwards.

The sphenoid pterygoid (l), which has no analogue in other vertebrata, arises from the mesial portion of the base of the cranium, and runs forwards and backwards to be attached to the inner surface of the pterygoid plate, which it can thus drag forwards and inwards so as to cause the protraction of the superior maxillary bone, thus raising the venom fangs; it will likewise narrow the mouth by causing the approximation of the two internal arches. It is assisted in its action by a muscle, which Cuvier regards as a dismemberment of the temporal, the post-orbital-palatine, which runs from the temporal fossa behind the orbit to the palatine arch.

The sphenoid palate (fig. 205, n) antagonises the two last; it extends from all the length of the palate arch to the mesial line of the base of the cranium; its direction crossing that of the preceding muscle, above which it is placed. By its contraction it brings backwards the entire upper jaw, approximating at the same time the branches that form it.

Two small muscles (fig. 205, o) advance from beneath the sphenoid, and run close to each other to be inserted by a slender tendon into the vomer. These are the sphenoid vomerine muscles of Dugès, for which it would be difficult to find analogues. These muscles depress the muzzle.

In all the true serpents the tongue is enclosed in a membranous sheath, to be described hereafter; and the os hyoides, which in the ophidia has no connexion with the larynx, consists of two simple cartilaginous stems (fig. 206, b, c) running parallel to each other, which bend forwards underneath the sheath of the tongue, where they unite to form a sort of arch of almost membranous consistency. Corresponding with this simple form of the os hyoides; the hyoid system of muscles is very simple. The mylo-hyoides, above described as being an adductor of the two divisions of the lower jaw, has some of its fibres confined with those of the costomandibular muscles (fig. 204, 206, w), which, coming from the anterior ribs, is attached to the lower margin of the inferior maxilla. Its central fasciculi are adherent to the rami of the os hyoides, and more especially to the membranous arch which they form in front. They can therefore draw it either forwards or backwards, accordingly as it is the maxillary or the costal portion which contracts; and thus these fasciculi hold the place of both sterno-hyoides and genio-hyoides. In serpents, therefore, there are no muscles exclusively appropriated to the os hyoides.

The tongue of serpents is slender, cylindrical, and forked at its extremity. It is lodged in a membranous sheath, the opening of which is situated near the anterior part of the mouth, and the animal can protrude it from its mouth to nearly its whole length, using it as an instrument of touch, apparently comparable in

---

**Fig. 206.**

Muscles of the Throat of the Rattlesnake (Crotalus durissus).

A, retractor muscles of the tongue (Hyo-vaginals); b, cornua of the os-Hyoides; h, external pterygoid; u, u, w, w, costo-mandibular muscles; v, v, anterior adductor muscle of the rami of the lower jaw; p, p, portion of the preceding connected with the skin of the throat; z, posterior adductor of the rami of the lower jaw; y, a muscle running from the symphysis of the lower jaw to the sides of the trachea (genio-trachien); z, genio-vaginalis, representing the genio-glossis; z', z', external and internal origins of ditto. Some respects to the antennae of insects. The muscles by the agency of which it is protruded, are the genio-vaginals (fig. 206, z), representing the genio-glossis. These arise by two fasciculi, of which the internal and smallest (z') arises from the tendinous median portion of the adductor of the inferior maxilla (v); whilst the external (z'), which is the strongest, takes its origin from the extremity of the lower jaw itself; these two portions unite and form a narrow band, which becomes applied to the sides of the sheath of the tongue, along which it is continued backwards to its extremity.

The retractor of the tongue (fig. 206, a) are analogous to the hyo-glossis; they arise around the extremities of the rami of the os hyoides, and running forwards conjointly, enter the sheath of the tongue, and its proper investing membrane; so that they constitute the entire
substance of that organ. The flexibility of the tongue seems to depend entirely upon the different muscular fasciculi of which these muscles are composed, having the power of contracting separately, some being longer or shorter than others, accordingly as they terminate successively in the proper membrane of the tongue to which they are attached; for there seem to be no transverse or oblique fibres constituting intrinsic lingual muscles.

The mechanism by which the Cobra de Capello, when irritated and ready to seize its prey, expands the skin of the neck, giving it the appearance from which the snake takes its name, consists entirely of muscles, acting upon the ribs and external skin of the animal.

From the rounded form of the hood, the skin has the appearance of being inflated; but the most careful examination does not discover any communication between the trachea or the lungs, and the cellular membrane under the skin.

In this snake, the ribs nearest the head, to the number of twenty on each side, have a different shape from the rest; instead of bending equally with the other ribs towards the belly, they go out in a lateral direction, having only a slight curvature, and when depressed, lie upon the side of the spine, on one another.

In the extended state of the ribs, the skin of the back is brought over them, forming the hood; and in their depressed state the hood disappears.

The ribs are raised by four sets of muscles: one set from the spine to the upper edge of each rib; a second set from the ribs above, passing over two ribs to the third rib below; another set have their origins from the rib above, pass over one rib, and are inserted into the second below; and a fourth set pass from rib to rib. The combined effect of these four sets of muscles raises and extends the ribs.

The skin of the back is brought forwards on the neck, by a set of very large muscles, going off from each of the first twenty ribs on each side, a quarter of an inch from their head, by a tendinous origin, which soon becomes flesh; the longest of these muscles are two inches long. They are inserted into the skin, and, when the ribs have been first extended, have the power of bringing the skin forwards to a great extent.

Myology of Salamander (Salamandra terr-estr). In order to complete our survey of the myology of the reptilia, it has been deemed advisable to introduce in this place a brief sketch of the muscular system of the amphibia, which is obviously arranged upon the same plan as that of the quadraped reptiles properly so called, and from its comparatively embryonic condition is a subject of much interest.*

Muscles of the Head. — The movements of the eye are effected in the usual manner by means of the four recti and two oblique muscles, the disposition of which is similar to what exists in reptilia generally as they move.

The movements of the jaw subservient to mastication, are performed by the agency of five muscles. Of these the first is a long muscular slip (fig. 207, 1.) that takes its origin from the arch and spine of the first vertebra of the neck, and which, together with a broad triangular muscle (2), corresponding to the temporalis, that arises from the lateral region of the os-frontis and the parietal bones, is inserted in front of the os quadratum into the upper margin of the lower jaw. A third muscle (3), analogous to the masseter, arises at the upper extremity of the os quadratum towards its anterior part, and extends to the external surface. The three preceding muscles serve to close the jaws; they are antagonised by a short muscle (4) derived from the quadrate and temporal bones; whose attachment to the lower jaw is placed behind the centre of motion of the articulation of the jaw, and consequently its effect will be to open the lower jaw.

Lastly, there is an external pterygoid muscle, provided for the lateral movements of the inferior maxilla.

Muscles of the Trunk. — Running along the whole length of the back there is the broad lateral muscle (fig. 265, 5), which likewise forms the principal part of the lateral walls of the abdomen. This muscle forcibly reminds us of the great lateral masses of muscle which form the principal part of the body of fishes, and, in like manner, it is divided by tendinous intersections into as many portions as there are vertebrae in the spine. Its commencement may be traced as far forwards as the occipital quadrates and temporal bones: it likewise has points of origin from the spinous and transverse processes of the whole vertebral column. These two lateral masses are separated above by a deep furrow (5 a), which is filled up with a series of cutaneous glands peculiar to these animals. The dorsal portion is with difficulty separated into an upper and lower stratum, of which the upper and more external may be compared to the sacro-lumbalis, while the lower and broader one seems to represent the longissimus dorsi. The membrane that covers the extremity, having numerous points of attachment in the neck, and likewise the occipital region of the skull, forms several muscular bundles, more or less distinct from each other, which represent the muscles of the neck.

The representative of the external oblique muscle of the abdomen (6), is here evidently merely a continuation of the great lateral muscle above described. In this region, however, it attaches itself more particularly to the rudiments of the ribs and to the contiguous transverse process of the vertebra, extending from the second vertebra of the neck as far back as the pelvis; inferiorly, it is connected with its fellow of the opposite side by a tendinous interlacement, representing the linea alba.

The internal oblique muscle of the abdomen is represented by the inner layer of the preceding. By the partial separation of these two muscular layers, a sheath is formed which partially encloses the Pudo-avoideus.
The last named muscle (Shamzungenbeinmuskul) (fig. 208, 7) arises partly from the os-
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pubis and partly from the outer border of the Y-shaped pelvic cartilage, whence it runs forward along the whole length of the abdomen, enclosed in a sheath, formed from the internal and external oblique muscles of the abdomen as far as the throat, where it is inserted into the middle cornea of the os-

hyoidei.

The rectus abdominis (fig. 208, 8) takes its origin entirely from the Y-shaped pelvic car-
tilage, and, first attaching itself to the triangular lower rudiment of the sternum, over which it passes, it becomes again connected with the upper transverse piece of the sternum, from whence it sends a slip forwards to be inserted into the centre of the lower jaw: this last portion represents the genio-hyoi-
deus.

In its course, this muscle is divided by several tendinous intersections. It is, more-
over, attached with some firmness to the pericardium, in the neighbourhood of which it gives off two additional slips of muscle, one of which passes obliquely outwards to join the pubo-hyoid; the other (10) runs to be inserted into the scapula, becoming like-
wise connected with the scapulo-humeral articulation.

The mylo-hyoideus (fig. 208, 11) fills up the entire space between the arches of the lower jaw, from the angle of which, likewise, arise two cutaneous muscles (fig. 207, 12) and (fig. 

208, 13), one of which extends into the skin of the inferior and anterior region of the neck, whilst the other mounts backwards and out-
wards to be similarly inserted into the skin upon the sides of the cervical region. A muscle (fig. 208, 14) passes from the lower jaw near its symphysis, to be inserted into the extremity of the anterior cornu of the os-
hyoidei; whilst a second slip (15) passes from the anterior to the central cornu of the latter bone.

Muscles of the Extremities. — The pectoralis major (fig. 208, 16) consists of two portions, one of which, 16 a, represents the clavicular portion in the human subject; it entirely covers the lower surface of the shovel-shaped clavicle, so that it seems to form a distinct muscle.

The following muscles are immediately re-
cognisable from their position: The latissi-
mus-dorsis (fig. 207, 11); the levatores-escapu-
e (fig. 207, 18 and 19); a muscle (20), the office of which is to draw the shoulder forwards. This muscle is derived from the sides of the occiput and anterior cervical vertebra, and extends to be inserted into the shoulder-blade near its articulation. The serratus magnus anticus (fig. 208, 21) consists of only two small slips derived from the transverse processes of the second and third vertebrae of the neck, and connected with the great lateral muscle of the trunk. The shoulder likewise possesses a muscle (22) that represents both the supra and infra spinatus, and a subscapularis occupying its usual position.

The muscles of the humeral region are the representative of the biceps, and brachialis
internus (fig. 208, 23), and the triceps extensor of the fore-arm.  
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On the fore-arm may be distinguished the flexor carpi radialis (25), the flexor carpi ulnaris (fig. 207, 26), the extensor carpi ulnaris (27), the extensor carpi radialis (fig. 208, 28), a flexor communis digitorum (29), and an extensor communis digitorum (30).

Muscles of the hinder Extremity. — The thick flexor of the thigh (fig. 207, 31), representing the iliacus internus, arises broadly from the whole inner surface of the os ilei, passes over the os pubis, and is inserted into the femur below its middle. The long extensor and adductor of the thigh (32) arises from the third and fourth caudal vertebrae, and is inserted into the posterior aspect of the femur about its middle.

The long abductor of the leg (fig. 207, 33) arises from the external surface of the os ilei, and is inserted into the tibia about its lower third. The anterior abductor of the thigh (figs. 207 and 208, 34) arises from the anterior and internal surface of the os ilei, and is inserted into a broad tendinous expansion that covers the knee-joint. The thin flexor of the leg (fig. 208, 36) arises from the inferior lateral surface of the os ilei, and is inserted into the outer part of the head of the tibia.

A long muscular slip (figs. 207 and 208, 37) arises from the transverse processes of the third and fourth vertebrae of the tail, and is inserted into the back of the thigh bone.

The chief muscle of the sole of the foot (38) arises from the side of the sacrum, and is inserted into the thick fascia of the sole. The other muscles of the foot are an extensor and abductor of the tarsus (39), which arises from the upper end of the tibia, and is inserted into the outer surface of the tarsal bone. An extensor longus digitorum pedis (40) arising from the fascia of the knee, and the anterior surface of the ligaments of that joint. This furnishes a tendon to each of the five toes. The flexor longus digitorum (41), arising from the upper extremity of the tibia, and dividing into five tendons inserted into the last joints of the toes. A short extensor arises from the entire anterior surface of the bones of the tarsus: its tendons unite with those of the long extensor. The short flexor arises from the ankle joint, and giving off fleshy fibres to the tendons of the long flexors. This is likewise a special extensor and abductor of the great toe, and a similar one appropriated to the little toe. Both these arise from the ligaments of the tarsus. External and internal interossei muscles are likewise present.

The other muscles represented in the adjoining figures are the sphincter ani (42), and a flexor of the tail (43), derived from the transverse processes of the caudal vertebrae.

The Teeth. — The dental apparatus of the Reptilia is so widely different in its construction in the different orders and even genera of this class of animals, that no general description of it is possible. We shall therefore quote Professor Owen's * account of the various arrangements adopted in the principal groups into which they have been divided by naturalists.

In the Deirodon scaber, the inferior spinous processes of certain of the cervical vertebrae are unusually prolonged, and penetrate the

* Owen's Odontography, page 179, et seq.
coats of the oesophagus: their extremities, which are thus introduced into the alimentary canal, are coated with a layer of hard dentine, and form substitutes for the teeth, which, if not always entirely absent, are merely rudimental in the ordinary situations in the mouth.

In the tortoises and turtles the jaws are covered, as is well known, by a sheath of horn, which in some species is of considerable thickness, and very dense; its working surface is trentchant in the carnivorous species, but variously sculptured and adapted for both cutting and bruising in the vegetable feeders.

The development of the continuous horny maxillary sheath commences, as in the parrot tribe, from a series of distinct papilae, which sink into alveolar cavities, regularly arranged (in Trionyx) along the margin of the upper and lower jaw-bones. These alveoli are indicated by the existence of vascular canals long after the originally separate tooth-like cones have become confluent and the horny sheath completed.

The teeth of the dentigerous Saurian and Ophidian reptiles are, for the most part, simple, and adapted for seizing and holding, but not for dividing or masticating their food.

In no reptile are the teeth reduced to so small a number as in certain mammals and fishes, nor are they ever so numerous as in many of the latter class. Some species of Monitor (Varanus) with sixteen teeth in the upper and fourteen in the lower jaw, afford examples of the smallest number in the present class. It is rarely that the number of teeth is fixed and determinate in any reptile so as to be characteristic of the species.

The teeth may be present on the jaws only, as in the Crocodiles and many Lizards; or upon the jaws, and roof of the mouth, and here either upon the pterygoid bones, as in the Iguana, or upon both palatine and pterygoid bones, as in most serpents. As a general rule, the teeth of reptiles are anclylosed to the bone which supports them. When they continue distinct, they may be lodged either in a continuous groove, as in the extinct Ichthyosaur, or in separate sockets, as in the Crocodilians. The base of the tooth is anchlylosed to the walls of a moderately deep socket, in the extinct Megalosaur and Thecodon. In most Ophidians, and in the Geckos, Agamans, and Varanians, the base of the tooth is imbedded in a shallow socket, and confluent therewith. In the Scincoidians, Safe-guards (Tejus), in most Iguanians, in the Chameleons, and most other Lacertian reptiles, the tooth is anchlyosed by an oblique surface extending from the base more or less upon the outer side of the crown to an external alveolar plate of bone, the inner alveolar plate not being developed.

The lizards which have their teeth thus attached to the side of the jaw are termed Pleurodons. In a few Iguanians, as the Isthures, the teeth appear to be soldered to the margins of the jaws: these have been termed Acrodonts. In some extinct Lacertians, as the Mososaur and Leiodon, the tooth is fixed upon a raised conical process of bone.

The completion of a tooth is soon followed by preparation for its removal and succession. The facility of developing new tooth germs seems to be unlimited in the present class, and the phenomena of dental decadence and replacement are manifested at every period of life. The number of teeth is generally the same in each successive series, and the difference of size presented by the teeth of different and distinct series is considerable.

The new germ is always developed, in the first instance, at the side of the base of the old tooth, never in the cavity of the base: the crocodiles form no exception to this rule. The poison fangs of serpents succeed each other from behind forwards; in almost every other instance, the germ of the successional tooth is developed at the inner side of the base of its predecessor.

As the tooth acquires hardness and size, it presses against the base of the contiguous attached tooth, causes a progressive absorption of that part, and finally undermines, displaces, and occupies the position of its predecessor.

In the crocodile the tooth-germ is developed from the vascular membrane covering the base of the internal wall of the socket. It is soon invested by a capsule, and by its pressure causes the formation of a shallow recess, or secondary alveolus, in the contiguous bone. In this alveolus, however, it never becomes inclosed like the successional teeth in most mammalia; for, exerting equal pressure against the fang of the contiguous tooth, which, from being incompletely formed, has a wide pulp cavity with very thin walls, the nascent tooth soon penetrates that cavity, and quits the recess in the alveolar plate, in which it was originally situated. Thus the stage of development corresponding with the eruption of the tooth in the mammalia is immediately followed by the inclusion of the new tooth in the pulp cavity of its predecessor. The rapid succession of tooth germs, which stamps the impress of decay upon their predecessors often before the growth of these is completed, though common to many reptiles, is most strikingly manifested in the crocodiles, in which three and sometimes four generations of teeth, sheathed one within the other, are contained in the same socket.

The order Ophidia, as it is characterised in the system of Cuvier, requires to be divided into two sections, according to the nature of the food, and the consequent modification of the jaws and teeth. Certain species, which subsist on worms, insects, and other small invertebrate animals, have the tympanic pedicle of the lower jaw immediately and immovably articulated to the walls of the cranium. The lateral branches of the lower
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jaw are fixed together at the symphysis, and are opposed by the usual vertical movement to a similarly complete maxillary arch above: these belong to the genera Amphisbaena and Anguis of Linnaeus. The rest of the Ophidian (true serpents), which form the typical members, and by far the greatest proportion of the order, prey upon living animals of frequently much greater diameter than their own; and the maxillary apparatus is conformably and peculiarly modified to permit of the requisite distention of the soft parts surrounding the mouth, and the transmission of their prey to the digestive cavity.

The two superior maxillary bones have their anterior extremities joined by an elastic and yielding fibrous tissue, with the small and single internmaxillary bone; the symphysial extremities of the lower maxillary rami are connected together by a similar tissue, allowing of a still wider lateral separation. The opposite or posterior extremity of each ramus is articulated to a long and movable vertical pedicle, formed by the tympanic or quadrate bone, which is itself attached to the extremity of a horizontal pedicle formed by the mastoid bone, so connected as also to allow of a certain yielding movement upon the cranium. The palatine and pterygoid (d) bones have similar loose and moveable articulations, and concur with the other dentigerous bones of the mouth in yielding to the pressure of the large bodies with which the teeth may have grappled.

With the exception of the Deirodon scaber and some congeneric species, in which the teeth of the ordinary bones of the mouth are so minute as to have been deemed wanting, the maxillary and premandibular in all true Ophidians are formidably armed with sharp-pointed teeth; there is on each side the palate a row of similar teeth supported by the palatine and pterygoid bones. In the great Pythons, and some species of Boa, the internmaxillary bone also supports teeth.

All the teeth, whatever be their position, present a simple conical form; the cone being long, slender, and terminated by an acute apex; and the tooth is either straight, or more commonly bent a little beyond the base, or simply recurved, or with a slight sigmoid infection. The teeth are thus adapted for piercing, tearing, and holding, and not for dividing or bruising. In some species, certain teeth are traversed by a longitudinal groove for conveying an acrid saliva into the wounds which they inflict: in others, two or more teeth are longitudinally perforated for transmitting venom; such teeth are called poison fangs, and are always confined to the superior maxillaries, and are generally placed near the anterior extremity of those bones.

In the genus Deirodon the teeth of the ordinary bones of the mouth are so small as to be scarcely perceptible; and they appear to be soon lost, so that it has been described as edentulous. An acquaintance with the habits and food of this species has shown how admirably this apparent defect is adapted to its well-being. Its business is to restrain the undue increase of the smaller birds by devouring their eggs. Now if the teeth had existed of the ordinary form and proportions in the maxillary and palatal regions, the egg would have been broken as soon as it was seized, and much of its nutritious contents would have escaped from the lipsless mouth of the snake in the act of glutition; but, owing to the almost edentulous state of the jaws, the egg glides along the expanded opening unbroken; and it is not until it has reached the gullet, and the closed mouth prevents any escape of the nutritious matter, that the shell is exposed to instruments adapted for its perforation. These instruments consist of the inferior spinous processes of the seven or eight posterior cervical vertebrae, the extremities of which are capped by a layer of hard cement, and penetrate the dorsal parietes of the oesophagus: they may be readily seen, even in very young subjects, in the interior of that tube, in which their points are directed backwards. The shell being sawed open longitudinally by these vertebral teeth, the egg is crushed by the contractions of the gullet, and is carried to the stomach, where the shell is no doubt soon dissolved by the acid gastric juice.

In the Boa Constrictor the teeth are slender, conical, suddenly bent backwards and inwards above their base of attachment, with the crown straight curved, as in the posterior teeth. The internmaxillary bone supports four small teeth; each superior maxillary bone has eight much larger ones, which gradually decrease in size as they are placed further back; there are eight or nine teeth of similar size and proportions in each premandibular bone. These teeth are separated by wide intervals, from which other teeth similar to those in place have been detached. The base of each of the above teeth is extended transversely, compressed antero-posteriorly, and anchylosed to a shallow alveolus, extending across the shallower alveolar groove. An affinity to the lizard tribes is manifested by the greater development of the outer as compared with the inner wall of the alveolar furrow.

The palatine teeth, of which there are three or four in each palatal bone, are as large as the superior maxillary, and are similarly attached: the pterygoid teeth, five or six in number, which complete the internal dental series on the roof of the mouth, are of smaller size, and gradually diminish as they recede backwards. In the interspaces of the fixed teeth in both these bones, the places of attachment of the shed teeth are always visible; so that the dental formula, if it included the vacated with the occupied sockets, would express a greater number of teeth than are ever in place and use at the same time. In the smaller species of boa the internmaxillary bone is edentulous.

In certain genera of the non-venomous serpents, as Dryophis, Dipaaas, and Bucephalus,
in which the superior maxillary teeth increase in size towards the posterior part of the bone, the large terminal teeth of the series are traversed along their anterior and convex side by a longitudinal groove. In the Bucephalus capensis the two or three posterior maxillary teeth present this structure, and are much larger than the anterior teeth, or those of the palatine or premandibular series; they add materially to the power of retaining their prey, and may conduct into the wounds which they inflict an acrid saliva, but they are not in connexion with the duct of an express poison gland. The long grooved fangs are either firmly fixed to the maxillary bones, or are slightly moveable, according to their period of growth: they are concealed by a sheath of thick and soft gum, and their points are directed backwards. The sheath always contains loose recumbent grooved teeth, ready to succeed those in place.

In most of the Colubri each maxillary and premandibular bone includes from twenty to twenty-five teeth; they are less numerous in the genera Tortrix and Homalopsis, and are reduced to a still smaller number in the poisonous serpents, in the typical genera of which the short maxillary bone supports only a single perforated fang.

In the poisonous serpents the superior maxillary bone diminishes in length with the decreasing number of teeth which it supports. The transverse or external pterygoid bone elongates in the same ratio, so as to retain its position as an abutment against the shortened maxillary, and the muscles implanted into this external pterygoid style communicate, through it, to the maxillary bone the hinge-like movements backwards and forwards upon the ginglymoid articulations connecting that bone with the anterior frontal, and palatine bones. As the fully-developed poison fangs are attached by the same firm basal anchylosis to shallow maxillary sockets, which forms the characteristic mode of attachment of the simple or solid teeth, they necessarily follow all the movements of the superior maxillary bone. When the external pterygoid is retracted, the superior maxillary rotates backwards, and the poison fang is concealed in the lax mucous gum, with its point turned backwards. When the muscles draw forward the external pterygoid, the superior maxillary bone is pushed forwards, and the recumbent fang withdrawn from its concealment and erected.

The peculiar structure of the poison fang was first described by Fontana as it exists in the viper, and subsequently received additional elucidation by Mr. Smith's careful examination of the fangs of the Hydrus, Naja, and Crotalus, and by Mr. Clift's illustrative drawings appended to Mr. Smith's Paper. A true idea of the structure of a poison-fang will be formed by supposing the crown of a simple tooth, as that of a Boa, to be pressed flat, and its edges to be then bent towards each other, and soldered together, so as to form a hollow cylinder open at both ends.

The flattening of the fang, and its inflection around the poison-duct, commences immediately above the base, and the suture of the infected margins runs along the anterior and convex side of the recurved fang; the poison canal is thus in front of the pulp cavity. The basal aperture of the poison canal is oblique, and its opposite outlet is still more so, presenting the form of a narrow elliptical longitudinal fissure, terminating at a short distance from the apex of the fang. The relative position of the two apertures of the poison canal is shown in the figure of the
fung of the large cobra (fig. 34.), where a fine hair is represented as passing through the poison canal; in figure (a) the relative position of the pulp cavity (x) to the poison canal (y) is shown in the plan of a longitudinal section of a poison fang.

The colubriform poisonous serpents of the land have comparatively short venom-fangs, but they are larger than those of the pelagic serpents; and behind the venom-fangs there are likewise some smaller grooved teeth in the maxillary bones: there are three such teeth in the Bungarus pama, and five in the Bungarus annulatus. In the Hamadryas, or great hooded poisonous tree-snake of India, the venom-fang is relatively as large as in typical poisonous serpents, but three or four smaller grooved teeth are implanted behind it on the maxillary bone.

In the most deadly venom-snakes, as the viper (Beras), the puff adder (Vipera), the asps, or hooded snakes (Naja), the rattlesnakes (Crotalus), the cophias and fer-de-lance (Tri- gonocephalus), the poison fangs acquire their largest size, and are associated only with their successors: these are clustered in greater or lesser number behind them, presenting the same structure, but of a size proportionate to their degree of development, and further differing in being loosely imbedded in the thick and wide mucous gum, which likewise conceals the fixed and functional fang in its ordinary position of retraction and repose. This fang is more strongly curved backwards than the ordinary teeth, but its acute and slender apex is frequently bent slightly in the contrary direction, as in the rattle-snake.

The poison glands occupy the sides of the posterior half of the head: each consists of a number of elongated narrow lobes, extending from the main duct which runs along the lower border of the gland upwards, and slightly backwards; each lobe gives off lobules throughout its extent, thus presenting a pin-netted structure: and each lobe is subdivided into smaller secreting caeca, which constitute the ultimate structure of the gland. The whole gland is surrounded by a double aponeurotic capsule (b), of which the outermost and strongest layer is in connexion with the muscles (a), by whose contraction the several caeca and lobes of the gland are compressed and emptied of their secretion. This is then conveyed by the duct to the basal aperture of the poison canal of the fang.

We may suppose, that as the analogous lachrymal and salivary glands in other animals are most active during particular emotions, so the rage which stimulates the venom-snake to use its deadly weapon must be accompanied with an increased secretion and great distention of the poison glands; and as the action of the compressing muscles is contemporaneous with the blow by which the serpent inflicts its wound, the poison is at the same moment injected with force into the wound from the apical outlet of the perforated fang.

The duct which conveys the poison, although it runs through the centre of a great part of the tooth, is, nevertheless, as we have seen, really on the outside of the tooth, the canal in which it is lodged and protected being formed by a longitudinal inflection of the padietres of the pulp cavity or true internal canal of the tooth. This inflection commences a little beyond the base of the tooth, where its nature is readily appreciated, as the poison duct there rests in a slight groove or longitudinal indentation on the convex side of the fang; as it proceeds, it sinks deeper into the substance of the tooth, and the sides of the groove meet and seem to coalesce, so that the trace of the inflected fold ceases, in some species, to be perceptible to the naked eye; and the fang appears, as it is commonly described, to be perforated by the duct of the poison fang.

The poison canal again assumes the form of a groove near the apex of the fang, and terminates on the anterior surface in an elongated fissure.

Development of the Teeth.—In the black alligator of Guiana, the first fourteen teeth in the lower jaw are implanted in distinct sockets; the remaining posterior teeth are lodged close together in a continuous groove, in which the divisions for sockets are faintly indicated by vertical ridges, as in the jaws of the fossil Ichthyosaurus.

The tooth-germ is developed from the membrane covering the angle between the floor and the inner wall of the socket. It becomes in this situation completely enveloped by its capsule, and an enamel organ is formed at the inner surface of the capsule before the young tooth penetrates the interior of the pulp cavity of its predecessor.

The matrix of the young growing tooth affects, by its pressure, the inner wall of the socket, and forms for itself a shallow recess; at the same time it attacks the side of the base of the contained tooth: then, gaining a more extensive attachment by its basis and increased size, it penetrates the large pulp cavity of the previously formed tooth, either by a circular or semi-circular perforation.
The size of this perforation in the tooth and of the depression in the jaw, compared with that of the calcified part of the tooth matrix, proves them to have been, in great part, caused by the soft matrix, which must have produced its effect by exciting vital action of the absorbents, and not by mere mechanical force. The resistance of the wall of the pulp cavity having been thus overcome, the growing tooth and its matrix recede from the temporary alveolar depression, and sink into the substance of the pulp contained in the cavity of the fully formed tooth. As the new tooth grows, the pulp of the old one is removed: the old tooth itself is next attacked, and the crown, being undermined by the absorption of the inner surface of its base, may be broken off by a slight external force, when the point of the new tooth is exposed.

The new tooth disembarrasses itself of the cylindrical base of its predecessor, with which it is sheathed, by maintaining the excitement of the absorbent process so long as the cement of the old fang retains any vital connexion with the periosteum of the socket; but the frail remains of the old cylinder, thus reduced, are sometimes lifted out of the socket upon the crown of the new tooth, when they are speedily removed by the action of the jaws.

No sooner has the young tooth penetrated the interior of the old one, than another germ begins to be developed from the angle between the base of the young tooth and the inner alveolar process, or in the same relative position as that in which its immediate predecessor began to rise; and the processes of succession and displacement are carried on uninterruptedly, throughout the long life of these cold-blooded carnivorous reptiles.

From the period of exclusion from the egg, the teeth of the crocodile succeed each other in the vertical direction; none are added from behind forwards, like the true molars in Mammalia. It follows, therefore, that the number of the teeth of the crocodile is as great when the animal first sees the light, as when it has acquired its full size; and, owing to the rapidity of their succession, the cavity at the base of the fully-formed tooth is never consolidated.

Tongue.—In reptiles the tongue can scarcely be regarded as an organ of taste, and indeed, seeing how little their teeth are adapted for mastication, and how very generally their prey is swallowed entire, such a sense could hardly be usefully accorded to them. The lingual apparatus is, therefore, variously modified in different genera, and converted into an instrument of prehension in some cases, whilst in others it seems to perform functions, the nature of which is not so obvious.

In the Chelonia reptiles the tongue is but little adapted to appreciate savours: it is covered with a thick mucous membrane, the surface of which in the turtles is smooth, but in some tortoises, as, for example, in the Testudo indica, it is remarkably beset with numerous elongated and pointed papillae.

Beneath the mucous membrane which covers this organ, there exists, in this order, a thick stratum of glandular follicles, whilst others situated beneath the tongue pour out their secretion through numerous ducts situated on each side of the frœnum linguae. The body of the os hyoides is cartilaginous, and from its extremity a glosso-hyal or lingual bone is prolonged into the substance of the tongue.

In those lizards which feed upon vegetable substances, the body of the tongue is fleshy, generally bifid at its extremity, and its surface is papillose. In some instances, as in the Iguana, its apex is tipped with horn. In other genera of lizards, which feed principally on insects, the extremity of the tongue is fissured, and the whole organ is remarkably extensible, forming an apparatus wherewith to catch their insect prey.

Perhaps in no animal is the tongue more remarkable than in the Chameleon, where by its extraordinary power of extension, and by the rapidity of its movements, it is made to compensate for the extreme sluggishness which characterises the muscular system of that animal. The chameleon, fixed firmly by means of its bifid feet upon the bough of a tree, and concealed as much as possible by adopting the colours of the branches around,
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has no occasion to move in search of insect prey, but waits patiently until its victims approach sufficiently near to be within reach of its singularly constructed tongue; which, although ordinarily concealed within the cavity of the mouth, is capable of being elongated until it exceeds in length the whole body of the animal. No sooner does a fly approach within five or six inches of the chameleon, than the tongue is slowly protruded for the length of about an inch, so as to expose its thick fleshy extremity, the end of which is divided into two prominent lips, and copiously lubricated with a thick viscid secretion. The whole tongue is then launched out with a rapidity that is perfectly amazing, to the length of six or seven inches, and a fly glued to its extremity is brought into the creature's mouth so quickly that the eye can scarcely follow the movement.

The following is Mr. Hunter's description of the anatomy of the tongue of the chameleon.

"The tongue of the chameleon consists of four parts: first, a long basis; second, a pulpy or bulbous part, at the tip of the tongue; third and fourth, elongating and contracting parts, which run almost through the whole length.

"The basis, or bony apparatus of the tongue, consists of an os hyoides and os linguae, somewhat similar to that of a bird; therefore there is nothing very remarkable in their construction.

"The bulbous, or thick part at the end of the true tongue, is that part which is to manage the food when caught; it is the operator within the mouth, of which it is the pincher or catcher, from its being formed at the end into two opposite points, similar to the elephant's snout. This surface is rough, and covered with a gelatinous slime.

"The basis and true tongue or tip are united by an elongated and contracting medium, which is very extensive. This length of tongue, its extension, and contraction, are very singular, and, if well understood, most probably very curious.

"The cause and mode of the contraction of its length are not uncommon... The elongation of the tongue in this animal is perhaps like nothing that we are acquainted with in an animal body.

"The apparatus for the purpose is a small rounded body which passes from the apex of the os linguae (glosso-lingual) to the bulbous parts, and then through the centre of the bulb. The part between bone and bulb consists of two different substances; one a whitish substance, which is the firmest, and appears to be capable of keeping its form: the other is softer and more transparent. That part which passes through the bulb consists only of one substance, and appears to be a sheath for the reception of the os linguae.

"The first of these (i. e. the whitish firmer substance) appears to be composed of rings, or something similar, placed obliquely in contrary directions, so as to appear to be two spirals crossing one another. Whether the other, or softer substance, has any direction of fibres, I could not observe, but I suspect it is muscular. If I am right in my conjecture, and of its disposition, it will be no difficult thing to show how it may be elongated; for if these rings are placed transversely, they may be brought so near to one another as to shorten the whole very considerably; and if they allow of being placed almost longitudinally, they must of course lengthen it very considerably; and this position can be easily produced by muscles, which I take the pulpy substance to be.

"The contraction of the tongue is owing to a degree of elasticity, but this appears to be only in the cellular membrane, acting as an assistant to the muscular. The muscular contraction is owing to two muscles, one on each side of the tongue: each arises from the os hyoides, on the inside of the os linguae, and passes along the side of the tongue to its bulbous part; but before it gets to the bulbous part, it spreads itself all round.

"If in the centre of each of these two muscles passes a considerable nerve to the bulbous part, and also two arteries. When the two muscles act, they draw the tongue back upon the os-linguae, which, as it were, passes through the middle elongator, then through the centre of the bulb, till the whole tongue is retracted. Although this middle body is drawn upon the os-linguae, yet it does not appear to be hollow, like a pipe; it rather appears to be filled with a very ductile cellular membrane, as in every part of the elongating division of the tongue, in order to allow of the great difference in the situation of parts with respect to one another."
breath with facility whilst only the tip of its

*Fig. 213.*

nose is above the surface of the water, (*fig.*

213.)

Digestive System. — The oesophagus of reptiles is never dilated into a crop, as in birds; it either preserves nearly the same diameter throughout its entire length, or, if its capacity varies, it is insensible, and not by any sudden dilatation. But its diameter is generally much greater relative to the stomach, than in Mammalia or birds. In the Ophidians it is even more capacious than the stomach, at least when the latter is not distended with food: this happens because the walls of the stomach are more muscular than those of the oesophagus, and, consequently, contract more forcibly. When the oesophagus gradually dilates as it approaches the stomach, it often becomes difficult to say where one terminates and the other begins, and, consequently, to assign the situation of the cardia. The stomach is generally without any cul-de-sac, and its form much elongated. Most reptiles living upon prey have the digestive apparatus, and more particularly the stomach, of carnivorous animals. The latter viscus is always single, never multiple; its cavity being simple, never complicated. Even in those reptiles that feed on vegetable substances, the same plan of organization is retained, very slightly modified by such opposite habits.

The oesophagus of some Chelonian reptiles

*Fig. 214.*

presents internally its whole inner surface crowded with long, hard, conical papillae (*fig. 214.*), the points of which are directed backwards towards the stomach, and doubtless serve to prevent the return of substances swallowed towards the mouth. The muscular coat is generally very strong.

The stomach is generally of an elongated form and cylindrical shape; its longest portion is directed backwards; it then suddenly bends at an angle, and runs forwards. The second portion, which terminates at the pylorus, is always shorter than the first; its muscular coat is thicker than in the cardiac portion, and its lining membrane here forms longitudinal folds, which are more numerous and distinct. The pylorus is indicated by a circular elevated ring, which is sometimes very thick, or else by a fold.

Generally the walls of the stomach in the Chelonian reptiles are thick, partly owing to the strength of the muscular tunic, partly to the thickness of the mucous and cellular coats, the latter being penetrated by numerous crypts.
The stomach is closely connected with the liver, and in some species, as, for ex-

**Fig. 215.**

Draco volans.

a, ventricle of the heart; b, the right auricle; c, the left auricle; d, d, carotid arteries; e, e, the vena jugularis; f, f, the subclavian artery; g, the trachea; h, the right lung; i, the left lung; k, the liver; l, l, the lower venous sinus, which commences from the liver and extends to the right venous sinus; m, the biliary duct; o, the stomach; p, the commencement of the small intestine; q q q, the windings of the small intestine; r, the commencement of the large intestine; s, its attenuated region; t, t, the kidneys; u, the cloaca; v, the bladder; w, the anus.

ample, in Emys concina, absolutely imbedded in its substance.

The diameter of the small intestine in the Chelonians gradually diminishes from the pylorus to its termination in the large intestine, the diameter of which is much larger, and its extremities much thicker. The parietes of the whole intestinal canal are indeed thicker than in most other reptiles. The calibre of the intestine is uniform throughout, and its lining membrane presents folds of variable breadths in different species, which are generally united together so as to form a kind of net-work at the commencement of the small intestine, but subsequently these become longitudinal and parallel. In the large intestines these folds become less regular in their arrangement.

It may be added to the above general description, that the alimentary canal of the reptiles belonging to this order presents differences in each genus, and even in some species of the same genus, which are in relation with corresponding differences in the nature of their food. The tortoises and the turtles, which live principally upon herbs or fuci, have the intestinal canal long; the large intestine longer than the small; the latter being inserted into the former laterally, so as to leave a small cæcum behind the point of entrance.

In the different species of Emydes, which are more carnivorous in their habits, and in the Trionyx, the alimentary canal is shorter—at least the large intestine, which is not longer than the small; and the latter is continuous with the large intestine, without there being any insertion of one into the other.

The Crocodilidae differ from all other saurian reptiles in the form of their oesophagus and stomach.

The oesophagus is a narrow canal, easily distinguishable from the stomach on account of the globular form of the latter, and also by the different structure of mucous and cellular coats, the former of which is plicated and villous in the oesophagus, while the latter is very thin, and hardly perceptible.

The stomach is a great rounded globular cul-de-sac (fig. 213), into which the oesophagus opens, at no great distance from the pylorus.

Close to this insertion there is, inferiorly, a small cul-de-sac (g), the cavity of which is separated from the larger cul-de-sac by a narrow passage, and which opens into the intestine by a constricted orifice. Necessarily, alimentary substances must pass through this channel into the pyloric cul-de-sac, in order to escape from the stomach. This structure evidently corresponds to the pyloric portion of the stomach in ophidian reptiles, to be described hereafter.

Generally, the parietes of the stomach are very strong; the mucous lining is smooth, thick, and very glandular, forming here and there broad folds, which run in a serpentine manner, like the convolutions of the brain. The cellular tunic, which was not very distinct in the oesophagus, becomes so in the stomach, whilst the muscular coat almost equals in thickness that of the cellular and mucous tunics combined; it is principally composed of fasciculi, which radiate from the centre towards the circumference, arising from an aponeurotic disc, which exists on both the abdominal and dorsal aspects of the organ. This stomach very nearly resembles the gizzard of a bird; and the resemblance becomes more striking if it be compared with the gizzard of a heron, the walls of which are thin, and which also opens into a little appendage.

The small intestine in the Nilotic crocodile may be distinguished into two portions: the first of these is wide, with thin walls, and is bent four times upon itself, so as to make four permanent folds: this portion is equal in length to about four-tenths of the whole
length of the intestine, and corresponds to the duodenum of birds. The other part is of smaller diameter, and has thicker walls, enclosing between the mucous and muscular tunics a layer of glandular substance, resembling a greyish, semitransparent pulp. The lining membrane of the intestine which covers this glandular layer is disposed in longitudinal zig-zags, connected together by little folds that pass from one to another, so as to constitute a fine net-work. These zig-zags are replaced by delicate villosities in the first portion of the small intestine, where the glandular layer is not perceptible; and towards its termination in the large intestine, they become reduced to undulating folds, rarely joined together by transverse plicae. In the larger intestine itself, they are converted into irregular projections, which form a sort of villous surface.

In the other families of saurian reptiles, the form and structure of the stomach may be referred to the common type which we have already seen in the Chelions. The oesophagus is wide, with very extensive walls, as is indicated by the longitudinal folds of its lining membrane; it is generally of the same diameter with the stomach, which latter forms a cylindrical or conical bowel, directed from before backwards, and generally bent a little towards the right near its termination, so that we may distinguish a pyloric portion extending from the bend to the pylorus, the length of which is very variable, and which is distinguishable from the rest of the stomach by the greater thickness of its coat. At the entrance of the duodenum there is a prominent muscular ring, serving the office of a pyloric valve.

The great curvature, which is generally more dilated, is sometimes, though rarely, prolonged into a small cul-de-sac (Monitor of the Nile).

The small intestine of the Lacertidae is short and sometimes very capacious in the first half of its extent; the other half presents ligamentous bands, which produce puckering and constrictions corresponding internally with transverse ridges that intersect the oblique folds of the lining membrane. This latter in the large intestine forms transverse valves, dividing its cavity into numerous pouches.

The Iguanidae, which live entirely upon fruits, grains, and leaves, have no cæcum, properly so called, indicative of this regimen; but their large intestine is prodigiously developed, and its cavity extended by numerous internal folds of the lining membrane.

In the Ophidian reptiles, the oesophagus and stomach form a continuous canal of variable length, in which it is generally difficult to say where the one terminates and the other begins; it may be remarked, however, that the walls of the oesophagus are thin, and the longitudinal folds of its lining membrane small and few in number, whilst the commencement of the stomach is indicated externally by a strengthening of the muscular fascieuli, and internally by thicker and more numerous longitudinal plicae of the lining tunic, which are often undulating, and here and there irregular. These folds are only visible when the stomach is empty. Sometimes the cardiac commencement of the stomach is indicated by a kind of cul-de-sac.

The stomach of serpents is remarkably short in relation to the length of the animal and the extent of the oesophagus; its situation also is very far back, so that the prey which the animal swallows will be lodged partly in the oesophagus and partly in the stomachal cavity. The latter may be divided into two portions, one of which Cuvier calls the "sack" and the other the pyloric portion. The "sack" has a very different appearance when empty to that which it presents when distended with prey: in the first case, its walls appear thick and muscular, whereas in the second they are very thin and extensible.

Before terminating in the intestine, the stomach becomes considerably diminished in its diameter, and is converted into a narrow channel of variable length in different genera and even in different species, which is but little susceptible of dilation, and into which the food only passes after being digested in the first portion. This second division of the stomach may be continuous with the axis of the former; at other times it seems to be given off from one side. It may be more or less bent upon itself, or even form several curvatures in different directions, or pass straight into the intestine. When the stomach

---

**Fig. 216.**

-Alimentary canal of Draco viridis.-

-a, tongue; b, larynx; c, opening leading into the guttural sac; d, laryngeal sac, e, oesophagus; f, stomach; g, g, small intestine; h, cæcal appendage to the commencement of the colon; i, colon; k, the cloaca.
is empty, the pyloric portion may be distinguished from the "sack" by the thinness of its walls and the absence of longitudinal folds in its mucous membrane, which latter become gradually obliterated as they approach the pylorus. At its termination, this portion of the stomach can hardly be distinguished from the commencement of the intestine, which it resembles both in the transparency of its coats and, in its uniform diameter; generally, however, the walls of the intestine are thinner and more transparent than that of the pyloric portion of the stomach, and its diameter sensibly increased. Internally, there is a very perceptible difference in the structure of the mucous membrane lining the two, which, in the pyloric portion of the stomach, is arranged in small longitudinal rugae, but in the duodenum has a shaggy or villous appearance. Generally there is a valve or circular fold separating the stomach from the intestine, but this is sometimes only represented by a prominent ring formed by the mucous and cellular coats, and occasionally is altogether wanting.

It is in that part of the stomach which Cuvier calls the "sack" that the digestion of food is accomplished. The pyloric portion forms a first obstacle to stop the prey, which descends to the bottom of the stomachal "sack," where the digestive process is most rapidly carried on, for it is here that the dissolution of the animal swallowed always commences. In proportion as this dissolution goes on, the pyloric canal, the diameter of which is always very small, allows the digested portions of food to pass successively into the intestine.

The intestinal canal in the common or ringsnake runs in an undulating manner from the pylorus to the rectum, preserving pretty nearly the same diameter throughout its whole extent, except that it dilates a little to form the colon. The lining membrane of the small intestine forms broad longitudinal laminae, folded like a shirt-sleeve. In the large intestine, which runs straight to the cloaca, the folds are thick and irregular.

In the true serpents the arrangement is different: the first portion of the intestine forms numerous loops, more or less closely bent upon each other, and retained in position by bands of peritoneum passing between them. The whole is enveloped in a long cylindrical cell formed by the peritoneum.

This disposition of a part of the alimentary canal in the true serpents, distinguishes them from all other vertebrate animals; it seems to be rendered necessary by their manner of progressing upon their belly, which, without this precaution, might injure their intestines: it must, however, render slower the peristaltic movements, and thus contribute to produce the extreme lenteror of all their digestive functions. This seems to be proved by the fact that in water serpents (Hydrus, Platurus, Cherzydus) the intestine is a continuous cavity, and not divided into several loops, their movement in the water not requiring such arrangement.

In the Ophidian reptiles we may always distinguish a large and a small intestine; the
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**Fig. 217.**

*Viscera of the Rattlesnake.*

a, the trachea; n, the right lung; o, bladder-like termination of ditto; d, e, f, the oesophagus; g, the stomach; h, commencement of the intestine, 1, h, the heart; m, large arterial trunks; n, n, anterior and posterior vena-cava; o, the liver; p, the gall-bladder, situated at some distance from the liver.

latter generally terminates end to end in the former, and it is rare to find anything like a cul-de-sac or cecum at the place of their union. The small intestine preserves nearly the same diameter throughout. The large intestine, which is shorter, is generally divided into two or sometimes three compartments by one or more sets of valves, or even by one or two partitions, through which there is only a small opening leading from one compartment to another. The first compartment is generally smooth, or only presents internally a few simple folds; whilst the last compartment, or the rectum, properly so called, has its cavity divided by irregular transverse plicae, or even by very broad valvulae conniventes. When there is an intermediate compartment, its sides are
smooth, or nearly so, like the first; but the communication between it and the third is always very narrow. Generally speaking, every arrangement seems to have been made to retard the passage of alimentary substances, and of the residue of digestion; or at least to prevent their passage from being too much accelerated by the act of creeping, and the contractions of the abdominal muscles necessary for its performance. The lining membrane of the small intestine is thrown into longitudinal folds of variable breadth, and more or less thick and numerous, which extend throughout its whole length, but which sometimes are connected together by transverse bands, so as to form cells. Sometimes these cells are beautifully fringed in the first portion, so as to give the mucous lining a villous appearance; and they have been observed quite white, with chyle filling their lacteal vessels.

The liver of reptiles is but indistinctly divided into lobes, and frequently is only irregularly notched upon its free border. Its relative size, in this class of animals, is very considerable. When the body is broad, it occupies a large proportion of both the hypochondriac regions; but when the body is elongated, it is situated in the right hypochondrium only, but extends very far back by the side of or beneath the intestines, in which position it is maintained by folds of peritoneum, resembling those which form the air-cells of birds.

In the Chelonians the liver is divided into two rounded irregular masses; one of which fills the right hypochondrium, whilst the other, which is connected with the smaller curvature of the stomach, extends into the epigastric and left hypochondriac regions; these two divisions are only connected together by two narrow processes, which bound a space through which the principal hepatic vessels pass.

In the crocodiles, whose digestive organs, in many respects, resemble those of birds, the liver consists of two distinct lobes, united together by a narrow central portion.

In the spectacled Caiman (Crocodilus scleropus), the right lobe is the largest, whilst the left is small and triangular. These two lobes separate anteriorly to receive the heart. The gall-bladder is always connected with the right lobe, but is here quite detached and separate from it,—a circumstance which holds good likewise in the Gavials; whilst in the Crocodile it is closely connected with the right lobe.

Among the Lacertidæ, the monitors have likewise two lobes to their liver, which are separated by a deep fissure. In the safeguards (Ameiva) this fissure is less decided, and the right portion of the viscus is prolonged backwards to a long, narrow, pointed appendage. This form conducts us gradually to the shape of the liver most generally met with in other Saurians, in which the organ consists of a single mass, rarely divided by deep fissures, but slightly notched at its mar-
It is frequently connected with the commencement of the intestinal canal. This is the case in the Chelonian reptiles (fig. 218, x), it is fixed to the duodenum, not far from the pylorus, behind the opening of the ductus communis choledochus, and the head of the pancreas (c). In the Trionyx it, together with the head of the pancreas, is inclosed between the layers of the mesentery; and in the Turtle is contained in the first loop formed by the duodenum, close to the pylorus. In the Crocodile of the Nile it is attached to the left side of that portion of the intestine which immediately succeeds the first loop; whilst in the Caiman it is placed between the layers of the mesentery adhering to the second intestinal loop, close to the pancreas. In Lizards its usual position is at the side of the stomach.

The spleen in Ophidian reptiles belonging to the genera Anguis and Cecilia, is situated rather behind than in front of the pancreas, close to the commencement of the intestine; but in all the true serpents it is situated in front of the pancreas, to which it is closely attached, or indeed sometimes imbedded in its substance, receiving from it numerous veins of large size, which sometimes appear to form a sinus between the two organs, which are moreover connected by fibrous bands, and bound down by the same folds of peritoneum.

The abdominal viscera of reptiles are retained in situ by numerous mesenteric folds, the
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arrangement of which varies in different races. It must be remembered that throughout the entire class there is no diaphragm or other septum dividing the viscera of circulation and respiration from those of digestion, all being inclosed in a common cavity, lined by the pleuro-peritoneum, which gives off processes to inclose and to fix them as far as is necessary in their respective situations. In the tortoises, that portion of the mesentery which attaches the small intestines, does not come immediately from the vertebral column, and only forms the mesentery after having fixed the transverse colon by a meso-colon. This remarkable disposition depends upon the general arrangement of the pleuro-peritoneum, and the extent of the cavities that it forms for the lodging of the lungs. The meso-rectum also is derived rather from the lateral regions of the pelvis than from its middle. There are, besides hepato-gastric laminae, which pass from the liver to the stomach, hepato-duodenal laminae, between the liver and the duodenum; transverse gastro-colic laminae, which pass from the stomach to the transverse portion of the large intestine; and duodeno-colic layers connecting the duodenal loop with the ascending colon. On the right of the mesorectum, there is an expansion which descends from the dorsal portion of the abdominal walls to join the proper mesentery.

Lastly, the large intestine commences by a loop which is bound down by peritoneal laminae.

In the Saurian reptiles, the mesentery is well developed, that portion which is connected with the large intestine, as well as that which sustains the small intestine, coming off from the vertebral column. There is no transverse mesocolon.

The pleuro-peritoneum of Ophidian reptiles presents some varieties in its disposition. In the Anguidæ, a mesentery is given off from the whole length of the front of the vertebral column anteriorly: this serves to suspend the oesophagus and stomach, furnishing likewise a mesenteric fold to each lung, and to the liver. After enveloping the liver it forms a suspensory ligament attached to the mesial line of the ventral aspect of the abdominal walls, so that the whole may be regarded as forming two bags connected together, both above and below, along the middle line of the body, and thus dividing the abdominal cavity into two compartments by a vertical septum, extending along its whole length.

In the Cecilia a similar disposition exists.

In the true serpents the pleuro-peritoneum forms a cell around the intestine, which contains likewise small omental folds loaded with fat: the intestine itself, moreover, is folded into numerous festoons connected to each other by fibro-cellular bands. The large intestine in serpents has no connexion with the stomach, or with the commencement of the intestinal canal, as is almost invariably the case in other vertebrata.

Lymphatic System.—The lymphatic vessels in reptiles appear to be completely destitute of valves, except at the points where they terminate in the veins; a circumstance which explains the facility with which they can be injected from trunk to branch.

In the Chelonian reptiles the lymphatics of the alimentary canal, especially those of the stomach and small intestine, form two principal layers, of which the inner one constitutes a very delicate net-work*, so thin as to be well seen with a magnifying-glass, lying close to the inner surface of the intestine, interlaced amongst the blood-vessels, but easily distinguishable from their continuity.

The external layer is made up of larger branches, which are so numerous that they touch each other, and after a successful injection completely cover the intestine: they all affect a longitudinal direction, and have an undulated or wavy appearance.

The lymphatics of these two layers serve to form another net-work placed external to the last, made up of large confluent branches, which convey the lymph into the principal lacteal trunks of the mesentery, which latter form a fourth net-work, the meshes of which are very close and fine.

In the urinary bladder and the oviduct, the arrangement of the lymphatics is similar to the above.

In the lungs they form a superficial layer, made up of large trunks; and a deep-seated layer, composed of very fine branches.

The external net-work of the gall-bladder is made up of very small meshes; whilst that of the spleen, on the contrary, consists of large confluent trunks, resembling sinuses: the latter organ, however, has likewise a smaller deep-seated set of lymphatic vessels which accompany the ramifications of the veins into its interior.

The lymphatics of the testicle have a ramified or arborescent arrangement, increasing in size as they pass from the outer to the inner margin of the organ, the branches forming numerous anastomoses amongst themselves.

The adipose tissue, situated between the peritoneum and the carapax, is full of lymphatic vessels. Those of the peritoneum are very small and numerous: their direction is generally from before backwards.

The liver seems to possess very few lymphatics, and these Panizza was unable to inject, as also those of the oesophagus.

Among the Saurian reptiles the lymphatics have been examined in the Caïman, and in several species of lizards. In the former, the cloaca, the rectum, and the intestinal canal inclose several net-works of lymphatic trunks, the form and disposition of which varies. There is one upon the inner surface, and another upon the outer surface, the meshes of which are very close, and the vessels much convoluted.

In the rectum, the lymphatics form two layers, one superficial, the other deep-seated; in the former the vessels are large and their

---

direction transverse, whilst in the latter the canals are smaller, and their course longitudinal.

In the small intestine, likewise, there are two layers of lacteal vessels, one superficial (the peritoneal), and the other deep-seated. There is, moreover, a third stratum, composed of very fine lymphatics, which penetrate as far as the villi of the mucous membrane of the intestine. In the stomach they are comparatively few in number.

The lymphatics of the lungs form a network, the meshes of which are scattered and are irregular; upon the heart they are very numerous, inclosing rhomboïdal spaces.

In the green lizard the lymphatics form a beautiful plexus around the corpus cavernosum, and a complicated net-work upon the cloaca; but it is remarkable that Panizza was not able to inject the lymphatics of the limbs, nor those of the testicles or kidneys.

In Ophidian reptiles, the whole extent of the alimentary canal, with the exception of the oesophagus, is covered with lymphatic vessels, which are disposed in two layers, one deep-seated, made up of very delicate tubes, the other superficial, the vessels of which are larger.

The kidneys also are very rich in lymphatics.

The central parts of the lymphatic system of reptiles, corresponding with the receptaculum chyli and thoracic duct of mammalia, are extraordinarily capacious. They resemble, in fact, great serous cavities which are never entirely filled with lymph, but which establish a communication between the lymphatics of the viscera and other organs, and the veins situated in front of the heart. These reservoirs embrace the principal arteries, and even the veins that they encounter in their passage, covering them as with a sheath (fig. 219, c.). The lymphatics from the different organs, as they run towards these receptacles, form plexiscose chains or detached branches, which are more or less knotty in their calibre.

In the Chelonia reptiles, according to Hewson, all the lymphatics derived from the hinder part of the body terminate in a plexus which surrounds the right aorta, and from thence open into a reservoir situated further forward beneath the left aorta. This latter

---

**Viscera of the European Tortoise in situ, seen from behind.**

F, the trachea; C O, great central reservoirs of the lymphatic system surrounding the principal arterial and venous trunks; F F, subclavian vessels divided; b b, h h, i i, trunks of the large vessels derived from the arches of the aorta; i i, lateral margins of the liver; z z, the lungs; o o, the kidneys; N, external iliac artery; v v, lateral supplementary bladders; v v, urinary bladder dilated transversely; h h, the penis retracted into the cloaca; n n, termination of the urethral groove. (After Bojanus.)
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gives origin to two thoracic ducts, or rather to several principal trunks, which, as they advance, form two complicated plexuses, extending as far as the subclavian veins on each side, where they receive the lymphatics of the head, neck, and anterior extremities. On the right side, two branches pass from the plexus to open into the jugular vein, near its junction with the subclavian; on the left side there is only a single lymphatic trunk, which opens into the jugular near the same point.

Among the Saurian reptiles the arrangement of the lymphatic system is as follows. In the pike-headed Caiman, there is a sacral plexus formed by the lymphatic vessels derived from the tail, and the posterior extremities under the vertebra, which represents the sacrum; this plexus is continued along the aorta and the vena cava, the former vessel being in some places quite inclosed by it: this forms the principal reservoir of the lymphatic system. Opposite the third and fourth lumbar vertebrae, this reservoir receives the anterior trunks derived from the lateral pelvic plexuses, as well as those of the kidneys and of the loins; it then runs forward and slightly to the left side, above the vena cava, where it receives the lymphatics of the mesenteric plexus.

Arrived opposite the conjunction of the two aortæ, this reservoir divides into four trunks, which represent the thoracic duct; these trunks unite and separate again several times as they advance forward: at last they form two fasciculi of vessels, which separate to the right and left, and terminate in the corresponding subclavian veins, having first received the lymphatics derived from the head and neck and anterior extremities.

In the green Lizards, the central reservoir of the lymphatics commences a little in front of the anus, by a cul-de-sac, which receives the lymphatics of the hinder extremities, of the kidneys, and of the rectum; it then advances forwards in the abdomen, becoming considerably dilated, and collects the lymphatics of the small intestines, and partly those of the stomach. A little in front of the latter viscera there is a constriction which seems to indicate the limit between the reservoir and the thoracic duct. The latter vessel runs between the cesophagus and the vertebral column; and afterwards between the latter and the left lung. Arrived at the heart, it divides into two diverging branches, which, running outwards, terminate in the anterior vena cava.

In the Ophidian reptiles the central lymphatic reservoir commences in front of the anus, and advances forward inclosed between the layers of the mesentery, between the intestines and the vertebral column; becoming much enlarged as it advances forwards, and ultimately terminating in a conical cul-de-sac, opposite the commencement of the stomach. This reservoir receives the lymphatics from the tail, from the penis, from the kidneys, the testicles, the intestine, the stomach, and the dorsal region of the spine. A little before its termination in the cul-de-sac it gives off several branches, which, united into a single trunk, form the left thoracic duct. This runs forward between the stomach and liver, and subsequently between the liver and the cesophagus, to arrive at the region of the heart. The inferior or anterior right thoracic duct commences by a narrow cul-de-sac situated just behind the pancreas, and receives the lymphatics of the pancreatic plexus, as well as those from the spleen and gall-bladder. It runs forward above the vena porta and the vena cava; between the layers of the epiploon it receives three considerable branches from the right thoracic duct, and most of the lymphatics of the stomach; it then expands very considerably to envelope the stomach, and becoming again contracted beyond that viscus, it runs forward beneath the lung as far as the right side of the heart, near the entrance of the vena cava, into the pericardium, where it terminates by a cul-de-sac, after receiving several branches from the lungs.

Three other considerable lymphatic trunks, one mesial and inferior, the two others lateral, run along the whole length of the body from the head to the base of the heart, conveying into the cardiac plexus the lymph from all the anterior part of the body.

The cardiac plexus, which is situated in front of the base of the heart, is formed by the confluence of all the lymphatic trunks, forming as it were a central reservoir, being composed, first, of the three anterior lymphatic vessels mentioned above; secondly, by the left thoracic duct; and, thirdly, by a trunk which combines the lymphatics of the lung and the right thoracic duct.

This reservoir opens into the anterior vena cava.

The lymphatic system of reptiles offers one peculiarity of structure which is very remarkable. Besides the usual termination of the principal lymphatic trunks in the vena cava or in the axillary, subclavian, or jugular veins, it has been discovered that some lymphatic trunks open into small capsules which present alternate movements of contraction and dilatation, and which propel the lymph that they contain immediately into small contiguous veins; these capsules are therefore lymphatic hearts.

Such lymphatic hearts have been found to exist, both in the Saurian, Ophidian, and Batrachian orders of reptiles, the Chelonia, only appearing to be without them. They are generally situated near the posterior extremity of the body, and discharge into the venous system the lymph derived from the most remote parts.

In the crocodile the lymphatic hearts are found on each side lodged between the upper border of the pelvis and the transverse process of the first caudal vertebra. They resemble elongated transparent bladders, and communicate with the veins of the kidney.

In the green lizard they occupy a similar situation, but they open into a vesicle that
empties itself into the principal vein of the corresponding hinder extremity.

The lymphatic hearts are in the snakes situated just above the origin of the tail. They communicate with a branch of the caudal vein, and receive lymphatic vessels from the posterior extremity of the great lymphatic reservoir.

In the Pythons, the situation of the lymphatic hearts is external to the abdominal cavity in a special chamber, which is bounded anteriorly by the last rib; each heart receives the lymph by three canals that open into its dorsal aspect, and it communicates with the caudal veins by two orifices situated at its anterior extremity. Each of these lymphatic hearts is composed of three membranes; an external one, which is cellular; a middle one, which is muscular, the muscular fasciculi being arranged as in the hearts of the higher animals; and an inner coat, which forms valvular folds, serving to prevent the escape of the venous blood into the lymphatic system.

These lymphatic hearts are without pericardium, and adhere to the walls of the cavity which contains them. In a Python Tigris of seven feet long, the length of each lymphatic heart was six lines, and its diameter four lines and a quarter.

**Venous System.**—The veins of reptiles have very thin walls, and exhibit no fibres in their structure, except in the large trunks of species of considerable size. In the Chelonia, and the crocodiles they are furnished internally with a few valves, but these, it would appear, do not exist in the veins of Ophidians, at least they can be injected with facility in any direction.

As in other Vertebrata, the veins of reptiles are more numerous than the arteries, and from the frequency of their anastomoses represent rather a net-work than an arboraceous arrangement. Their circulation, moreover, not being confined to a determinate course through the lungs, as in Mammalia and birds, the venous system in the Reptilia is never overloaded with blood, as must be the case in the two former classes, when respiration is suspended. And it is probably on this account that their veins appear less capacious, as compared with the arteries, than in those Vertebrata which possess a double circulation. For the same reason they are not dilated into reservoirs as they are Mammalia and diving birds, or as in fishes, where the blood has but one route through the branchiae.

The Chelonia have two posterior vena cavae which traverse the liver on each side and receive in their course a multitude of small hepatic veins. Immediately after issuing from the liver, they are each joined by an anterior vena cava of the corresponding side, or by the common trunk of the jugular and subclavian, all of them opening into a kind of reservoir, which communicates with the right auricle of the heart through a slit-like orifice guarded by two valves. The two veins called above posterior vena cavae are the umbilical veins of Bojanus, the analogues of the single abdominal or median vein of the Batrachian reptiles, which become confluent by winding towards each other and assuming a transverse direction in the isthmus that unites the lateral lobes of the liver: it is into this single transverse trunk that the two abdominal veins open.

Each abdominal vein communicates by a pectoral branch with an intercostal vein, and by this intermedium with a cervical branch from the jugular.

Each abdominal vein has, moreover, an anastomosis posteriorly with the inferior common intercostal; it is essentially a continuation from the iliac vein, which receives the blood from the femoral, from the iliac circumflex vein, from the ischiatric, from the caudal, from the hypogastric, and from the renal, through the descending trunk of the vena azygos. This last, after anastomosing in front of the thorax with a cervical branch from the jugular, seems to convey the blood from before backwards, if we may judge from the gradual dilatation of its calibre, as it receives the intercostal veins, the muscular veins of the back, and the branches of the vertebral veins. Its trunk, as it descends towards the kidney, anastomoses with the vein derived from the generative organs, and joins the hypogastric to form the iliac: here, then, we have an arrangement of the venous system which determines the direction of the blood towards the liver, and makes the abdominal vein relatively to the liver what the pulmonary artery is to the lungs. A vein derived from the organs of generation, which, as already stated, anastomoses with the trunk of the vena azygos, likewise runs to the liver, traversing its right lobe like a vena cava, and in the same way receives many small hepatic veins and terminates immediately that it issues from the liver in the great sinus, common to the veins of the body.

**Arterial System.**—In reptiles there are always two distinct aorta given off separately from the heart, and a third artery destined exclusively to the lung, and not to the head, as is the case in the Batrachians. In the Chelonia order, the two aorta, together with the pulmonary artery, are united together for a little space; but the former soon separate to take the position and character, one of the right, and the other of the left posterior aorta. The right aorta gives off, shortly after its commencement, a considerable artery, which might be called the anterior aorta, which soon bifurcates; each division again subdividing into two others, namely, the common carotid, and the subclavian.

The subclavian gives off almost the same branches as in the mammalia; namely,—

1. An artery analogous to the inferior thyroid of Mammalia, which supplies a very vascular cavernous little thyroid body, situated at the bottom of the neck.

2. The common cervical, which runs forwards under the neck internal to, and beneath the carotid, distributing branches to the muscles and other organs of the throat.
3. A little artery appropriated to the subclavian muscle.

The subclavian then bifurcates to form a large ascending branch, and a smaller external branch. From the ascending branch arise —

4. The superior cervical (vertebral of Bojanus) which supplies the muscles of the superior region of the neck, gives off some spinal branches, and at length becomes confounded with the cervical recurrent.

5. Two small spinal branches for the vertebrae of the neck.

6. An intercostal branch, which divides to form the two anterior intercostals.

7. The ascending branch of the subclavian then turns downwards and backwards to form the analogue of the internal mammary, which runs along the external margin of the carapax, receives in succession the intercostal arteries, and ultimately becomes continuous with the epigastric.

8. The external branch, which is the continuation of the subclavian, gives off several arteries to the muscles of the shoulder, and to the great pectoral muscle, and then terminates by becoming the axillary artery, which, after giving off twigs to the muscles of the shoulder, becomes in turn the brachial artery. This latter immediately gives off three branches analogous to the circumflex, and to the profunda humeri. It then runs down, remarkably diminished in size, to the bend of the elbow, where it divides into two feeble trunks, the radial and the ulnar, the small size of which is proportionate to the small dimensions of the muscles and other parts of the fore-arm and hand: upon the palmar surface of the latter the ulnar artery forms an arch, as does the radial on its dorsal surface, and from these arches collateral branches are given off in the usual manner to supply the corresponding margins of the fingers.

Arteries of the Neck and Head.—The common carotid runs forward upon the side of the neck, hidden by the muscles connected with the os-hyoides, and in its course sends

Viscera of the Female Tortoise (Emys Europæus).

A', ventricle of the heart; A, common trunk of the arterial system; B, right auricle; B, left auricle; b, trunk of the right aorta; c, common trunk of the pulmonary arteries; d, trunk of the left aorta; e, trachea; e, e, carotid arteries; f, right and left lobes of the liver; k, the stomach; k, commencement of the intestinal canal; m m, terminations of the right and left oviducts; N, ovarium; t, t, esophagus; u, urinary bladder; u, u, right and left supernumerary bladders; x, external opening of the cloaca; v, the rectum; z, the lungs; c, e, g, h, i, truncated vessels arising from the aorta.
branches to the oesophagus and neighbouring muscles, until it reaches the head, to which it is distributed without previously dividing into two principal branches, representing the two carotids of mammalia.

This difference doubtless depends upon the small size of the encephalon in these reptiles, and it may be remarked that the comparative smallness of the internal carotid, which is here only a subordinate branch of the external carotid, is not compensated by the size of the vertebral artery, which in the Cheloniens does not exist. This last circumstance will not be surprising when it is remembered, that in birds the vertebral artery only supplies the muscles of the neck, the cervical vertebrae, and the spinal chord; furnishing in the cranium only a single small branch, which is entirely expended upon the medulla oblongata.

As in birds, the internal carotid of the Cheloniens supplies all the parts of the encephalon.

There is a posterior communicating branch, which forms, in conjunction with its fellow, a basilar artery; which, as it is prolonged backwards beneath the spinal chord, forms an inferior median spinal artery. This last azygus artery gives off near its origin a recurrent branch, which is the superior lateral spinal.

The external carotid, which is the principal carotid trunk, resembles in its distribution very closely the external carotid of mammalia; it may, however, be remarked, that after giving off the lingual branch this artery penetrates into the temporal fossa through the external carotid canal, and that it there divides into two principal branches, one anterior, the other posterior; the former is appropriated exclusively to the head, and supplies the place both of the internal maxillary and of the temporal of mammalia.

The posterior branch of the carotid represents an occipital artery, of which the cervical branch is very greatly developed, so that this occipital seems to be transformed into a recurrent cervical artery, which runs backwards over all the dorsal region of the neck, giving branches to the muscles, to the vertebrae, and to the medulla spinalis, and ultimately anastomoses with the superior ascending cervical artery, derived from the subclavian. The quantity of blood which is thus furnished to the spinal chord of the neck by the recurrent and ascending cervical arteries is very remarkable.

Branches of the right posterior Aorta.—The two posterior aorta, in the first instance, run upwards and outwards towards their respective sides, and then turning backwards approach each other so as ultimately to unite nearly opposite the fifth dorsal vertebra by a communicating branch which the left aorta furnishes to the right. Before, however, receiving this artery, the right aorta gives off several branches corresponding with the anterior intercostals.

After receiving the communicating artery, the right aorta runs backwards beneath the vertebral column as far as the pelvis, giving off in its course the following branches; —

1st, five arteries on each side analogous to the intercostals; 2d, the sperratic; 3rd, several renal branches to the kidneys on each side; 4th, several small lumbar branches; 5th, a small artery analogous to the posterior mesenteric, which is distributed to the cloaca; ultimately, the right posterior aorta terminates by four branches, namely, 1st, the left external iliac; 2d, the left internal iliac; and 3d, the common iliac of the right side. Between the two latter trunks arises the caudal artery analogous to the middle sacral. In the green turtle (Chelonia Mydas) the six last intercostals are given off immediately from the right aorta; but in the Emys europaea their origin is very different, the five last intercostals being derived from a common anterior intercostal, which arises from the ascending branch of the subclavian. This vessel runs along the spine from before backwards, as is the case in many birds, and ultimately terminates by uniting with a posterior common intercostal: this latter is a branch derived from the iliac artery.

The divisions of the internal arteries resemble very closely what is found in mammalia. These vessels first separate into two branches, one of which gives off vessels to the bladder and to the cloaca; the other plunges into the pelvis, and apparently represents the ischiadial and posterior iliac arteries: the external iliac runs forward along the edge of the pelvis, giving off the analogue of the epigastric, from which arises the anterior iliac. Leaving the pelvis, the external iliac takes the name of crural, and after giving off the circumflex arteries, and the profunda femoris, continues its course, in all respects comparable in the remainder of its distribution to what is found in mammalia and birds.

The left (Visceral) Aorta.—The left aorta furnishes large arteries to the principal viscera of the abdomen, to which it is almost entirely distributed. As soon as it has passed the cardia it divides into three branches; of these the first, which is the smallest, furnishes a twig to the oesophagus, and is then distributed to the stomach, representing the coronary artery of mammalia.

The second, which is almost as large as the trunk from which it arises, supplies the intestines, the spleen, the pancreas, and the liver.

The third branch, intermediate in size between the two others, is the communicating artery, given off to join the right aorta, and from which no branches are furnished.

In the Saurian reptiles the distribution of the arterial trunks differs but little from that above described.

In Lizards the two aortae advance forwards out of the thorax; that of the right side after dividing into three branches, that of the left without any such division. The left aorta winds backward upon the side of the neck, and afterwards runs along the vertebral
of a those and to succession mesenteric, spleen, which throughout limbs, the last-mentioned vessel may fairly be regarded as a continuation of the aortic trunk, from which the iliacs seem to be mere branches; a circumstance which is owing to the excessive proportions of the tail when compared with the extremities.

In the Ophidian reptiles, the absence of limbs, the existence commonly of a single lung, and the extremely slender and elongated form of the body, concur to render the distribution of the arterial trunks very simple throughout this order. These trunks, as in the Chelonians and Saurians, are three in number. Their first divisions, instead of being double and symmetrical, are reduced to single trunks. This is the case, for example, with the pulmonary artery in those serpents that possess but one lung, and also with the common carotid, and the vertebral in the entire order.

It is from the convexity of the right aorta, and very near its origin, that the above branches, destined to supply blood to the head and neck, are derived. The right aorta then winds backwards, passes above the oesophagus, and then running obliquely inwards and backwards, it joins the left aorta at a little distance beyond the apex of the heart.

The right aorta gives off, a little after its origin, a small artery that supplies a small round glandular-looking mass situated in front of the base of the heart, and subsequently to another similar body of elongated form, situated beneath the jugular vein. It then gives off the common carotid, which is single in all the Ophidia. A third artery is given off a little farther on, which is the common trunk of the vertebral and anterior intercostals. No other important artery is given off by the right aorta, and when it joins the left aorta its diameter is very small, so that the greater portion of the blood that this vessel receives from the heart is supplied to the organs which are situated in front of that viscus; it might therefore be properly named the carotid artery.

The carotid artery runs obliquely towards the left side, and advances forward, closely connected to the left jugular vein, between the trachea and the oesophagus, and at length is situated beneath the latter. It gives off a great number of small branches to these parts, and near the head divides into several small arteries, which represent both the external and internal carotids.

When the right aorta approaches the vertebral column, it gives off, as stated above, a considerable branch, which supplies the place both of the vertebral arteries and the anterior common intercostals. This artery advances beneath the vertebral column, giving off branches on both sides, opposite each intercostal space, both to the muscles and to the vertebrae of the region which it traverses, and only enters the vertebral column close to the head. This vertebral and intercostal artery likewise gives off recurrent branches, which furnish intercostal vessels behind its point of origin.

The left aorta runs upwards, backwards, and to the left side: passes beneath the oesophagus, and afterwards beneath the lung until it reaches beyond the apex of the heart, where it receives the right aorta, and continues its course backwards. It continually gives off branches corresponding to the intercostals and the visceral arteries: those which furnish the stomach, the liver, and the pulmonary sac or sacs, are given off successively from the aorta in its course backwards, so that there is nothing like cæolic axis. Nearly opposite the pylorus it gives off the anterior mesenteric, which runs parallel to the intestine for half its length, to which it constantly furnishes branches. Further backwards the intestinal canal receives in succession three other small branches from the aorta, which gives off as it runs backwards arterial branches to the kidneys, ovaries, and other viscera. Arrived at the termination of the abdomen, it passes on beneath the vertebrae of the tail, in which it becomes gradually expended.

Organs of Respiration.—In several species of Lizards the cavity of the fauces is much enlarged by an expansion of the skin in front of the larynx (fig. 216, d.). These laryngeal sacs, as they are called, appear to be receptacles for air rather than food; for, although not connected with the larynx, they are extraordinarily distended in rage, &c.

Before the termination of the trachea, both in the Coluber natrix and thringicus, there is a small blind depression, which, as was first re-
marked by Nitzsch, may be considered a rudiment of the left lung. The right, and in this case sole, pulmonary sac is placed immediately below the spine; it extends posteriorly as far as the region of the kidneys, and in the Coluber natrix is from five to seven inches long, and from one-half to three-quarters of an inch broad. Its parietes are thickest at the point where the rings of the trachea cease, where it is covered externally by a fibrous layer, and lined internally by a fine lattice-like network of vessels. More posteriorly the parietes become gradually thinner, and at last are merely membranous, giving to the whole organ still more of the appearance of a swimming bladder. In the slow-worm (Anguis fragilis) there are two lungs, nearly as in the salamander, though the left is still considerably smaller than the right. The respiratory motion here, as in the amphibia, is unassisted by a diaphragm, and is principally effected by the ribs and abdominal muscles.

In Saurian reptiles the respiratory organs are generally formed pretty nearly as in tortoises. The larynx is tolerably simple, without vocal ligaments, and in the chameleon is furnished with a small sac-shaped appendage; in most Saurians, e.g. the crocodile, it opens by a longitudinal fissure; but in the chameleon by a transverse one. This opening is always unconnected, being placed far back, and somewhat covered by the posterior edge of the tongue in the crocodile, but in other species lying more forwards. Many of the species belonging to this order have the power of emitting a sound by the voluntary tension of the rima glottidis, as is known to be particularly the case in the Geckos, where the tongue, which can be thrown back like that of the frog, appears to serve as an epiglottis. In the larynx we already find, particularly in the crocodile, a large pointed anterior cartilaginous lamina as a rudiment of the thyroid cartilage. The trachea and bronchi are nearly the same as in tortoises, i.e. composed of almost completely circular cartilaginous rings. In the Gecko the trachea is particularly wide and somewhat flattened. The lungs likewise form double cellular sacs, extending downwards far behind the liver; whilst in the crocodile, on the contrary, they remain above the liver, and, consequently, more in the thorax, resembling very nearly, both in their shape and position, the lungs of birds. In the chameleon, the lungs are furnished inferiorly with peculiar finger-shaped appendages. Respiration is effected by the thoracic ribs and their muscles, without the assistance of a diaphragm.

The Circulation of the Blood.—In Tortoises the heart is situated immediately above the liver, and close behind the abdominal scutum: it consists of two auricles and a ventricle, the latter being divided into several communicating cells, and presenting a broad circular depression, having likewise strong muscular parietes, and being connected at its inferior obtuse extremity by means of a tendinous ligament to the pericardium, as is the case in many fishes. The auricles are extremely capacious, either of them being very nearly equal

Fig. 221.

Heart of the Tortoise. (After Bojanus.)

The ventricle opened in front, the left aorta laid open, and a bristle placed in the pulmonary artery. In size to the ventricle: they are divided by a septum, which, however, is perforated in the Testudo scorpiones. The right receives the blood of the body by means of the venae cavae, whilst the oxygenised blood from the pulmonary veins enters the left by a fissure-like valvular orifice. The internal arrangement of the ventricle varies somewhat in different instances; in some, e.g. the Testudo graeca, it is little more than a simple cavity, rendered irregular by the projecting bundles of fibres of its parietes; in others, on the contrary, e.g., the T. imbricata, these fibres are so very prominent, and appear to divide the cavity so completely into several cells, that Mery was induced to admit the existence of a ventricle for the pulmonary artery and aorta, in addition to a right and left ventricle. Whether the cavity, however, be simple or complicated, the course of the blood through the heart is always such, that the pulmonary blood enters at the left side, is mixed with the blood of the venae cavae rather towards the back part of the heart, and then passes on the right side into the aorta, and anteriorly into the pulmonary arteries.

The principal arterial trunks form a circle

Fig. 222.

Heart of the Tortoise. (After Bojanus.)

The ventricle laid open in front, the pulmonary artery slit up, a bristle placed behind a columna carnea, which forms an imperfect septum round the oesophagus, which we must consider as a repetition of the branchial arteries. The aorta, which in the T. imbricata is furnished with two semilunar valves, arises double from
the right side of the heart, a branch ascending from the division to form the axillary and carotid arteries; whilst the two great lateral trunks bend outwards right and left; the left, after giving off some branches to the intestinal canal and liver, unites on the vertebral column with the right and larger branch, forming with it the descending aorta which supplies the other parts of the body, a vascular circle being thus produced precisely as in the frog. A second circle, as has been proved by the observations of Meckel and Munniks, is formed by the pulmonary artery, which, like the aorta, is furnished with two semilunar valves, and immediately after its origin divides into a right and left branch, each of which enters one of the lungs; but, at the same time, communicates with the corresponding branch of the aorta by means of an arterial canal (ductus Botalli), which, probably, is permanently perrvous. As a consequence, a base of the right side of the body is a small part of the blood is exposed to the action of the atmosphere, and the oxidation of the blood would be even less perfect than in fishes, where all the blood passes through the gills; were it not that in the latter the respiration is merely of water, and that probably in these and other amphibia there is, in addition to the pulmonary respiration, a respiration of an aqueous kind performed by the permanently existing alantoid. As to the veins, it is remarkable that here, according to the investigations of Bojanus, the blood of the whole posterior part of the body, the abdominal coverings, posterior extremities, &c. (with the exception of the venous trunk belonging to the kidneys and sexual organs), is carried into the liver by two trunks, in order to circulate partly in this organ, and partly, according to Jacobson, by means of inferior renal veins in the kidneys, previous to arriving at the heart. The venous blood of the body, as well as that of the lungs, is collected into a venous receptacle for each, close to the auricles, which it then enters in the manner already described.

In serpents, the heart is situated towards the middle line of the body, in front of the lungs, and above the liver. Here, also, it is furnished with a left pulmonary auricle, and a right systemic one, which is nearly as large again as the former; both open into the simple and fleshy oblong ventricle, from which arises a double aorta, the branches of which meet again on the vertebral column. The pulmonary artery is single in those serpents where the lung is single.

In lizards, the structure of the heart offers a great similarity to that of tortoises, consisting of two separate auricles, and a single ventricle, which, however, is generally divided into several cells. In several species, e. g. the crocodile, the heart is attached by a tendinous ligament to the pericardium. The situation of the heart is here again usually immediately above the liver; though, according to Cuvier, in the iguana, at a considerable distance from it, and quite in the front part of the thorax. Its auricles are proportionately smaller than in tortoises, and separated by a thin septum, which is perforated in the Lacteria apoda. The ventricle, the form of which is tolerably similar to those of the human heart, is divided, in the crocodile, into three anastomosing cells, in such a manner that the blood of the vein cave passes from the right auricle into the two inferior cells on the right side, from which the pulmonary artery and left ascending aorta arise; whilst, on the contrary, the pulmonary venous blood flows from the left auricle into the left superior cell, which is more distinct from the other two, and which gives origin to the right aortal, carotid, and axillary trunks: the latter vessels, consequently, are not only filled by blood that is more oxidised than that of the left aorta, but also contains a smaller proportion of venous blood than the arteries of the tortoise, liusmuch as but little blood penetrates this branch of the aorta.

According to Mr. N. M. Hentz, the American alligator (Crocodilus lucus) presents a much more perfect structure of the heart than any other of the reptilia, the two ventricles not having any immediate communication. From his description the following particulars are derived. The vena cava superior follows the course of the right subclavian artery in its passage through the chest, and descends to the pericardium to join the vena cava inferior opposite the right auricle. In its course upwards, the inferior cava runs upon the right side of the spine until it reaches a straight channel in the substance and near the edge of the liver, where it receives four or five vena cave hepaticae. A vein analogous to the right subclavian enters the upper part of the right auricle at its left side. The auriculo-ventricular opening of the right heart is furnished with two valves. The right ventricle opens into two arterial tubes, of which one is the pulmonary artery; the other, at the left and upper part of the ventricle, is furnished at its base with two semilunar valves, and terminates in the left aorta. There is not any direct communication between the cavities of the two ventricles. The left ventricle, which is rather smaller than the right, and situated behind and somewhat above it, has also two valves at the orifice by which it communicates with the auricle. Like the right ventricle, also, it opens into two arterial tubes, of which the first leads into the left aorta, and is separated from the corresponding orifice of the right ventricle by a cartilaginous septum only. It is important to observe that this septum interrupts the immediate communication between the cavities of the two ventricles (for they communicate immediately by means of the artery from each opening into the left aorta), and constitutes the most essential variation of the structure of the heart in this, from what is found in other Saurians. This first branch, arising from the left ventricle, is bounded by a valve at its origin that nearly closes its cavity. The second artery from the left heart divides
shortly after its origin into three branches, of which one is the right or systemic aorta, the second the right subclavian, and the third the common trunk of the carotid and left subclavian arteries. The left or splanchnic aorta, previous to dividing among the viscera, gives off a large branch which communicates with the right descending or systemic aorta. The three great arteries, viz. the pulmonary, and right and left aorta, are closely connected together immediately after their origin, and dilate into expansions which are collectively larger than the cavities of the heart. In the common state of circulation the blood passes from the right ventricle chiefly into the pulmonary artery, and partly, also, into the branch arising from it, to enter into the left aorta. The blood of the left ventricle, on the other hand, is thrown into the right aorta, right subclavian, and carotid arteries, a small quantity only passing into the left aorta. When the animal is under water, the action of the lungs being interrupted, and the circulation of blood through them suspended, a larger proportion of the contents of the right ventricle must pass into the branch of communication with the left aorta, and it is probable that under such circumstances only does it happen that the blood sent to the various organs is an admixture of arterial and venous blood, as in the Chelonia and other Sauuria.

In the serpent (Python Tigris, Davel.) the blood of the general system is collected into a large elongated sinus, formed by the union of the inferior with the right superior cava. The left superior cava winds round the back of the left auricle, receives the coronary veins, and terminates in the lower part of the orifice which leads from the above sinus to the right auricle. This orifice is protected by two elongated semilunar valves. The whole of the inner surface of the auricle, with the exception of these valves and the opposite valve of the foramen ovale, is articulated with delicate muscular fasciculi. The left auricle receives the blood from the lungs by a single pulmonary vein, and has a similar muscular structure: there is no valve at the termination of the vein in this auricle. The blood enters the posterior or aortic division of the ventricle by two crescentic apertures, which are each provided with a single semilunar valve, extended from either side of the septum of the auricle. The fleshy septum, which extends from the base of the ventricle to the space between the roots of the pulmonary and systematic arteries is incomplete at its upper and anterior part, and leaves there a free communication between the pulmonary and aortic chambers: these also intercommunicate by several round apertures of different sizes near the apex of the ventricle, which serve to thoroughly blend together the two kinds of blood, before they are expelled, thus mixed, along the three arteries which separately arise from the ventricles. The origins of the pulmonary artery and left aorta are each provided with a pair of semilunar valves.

The carotid arteries are given off from the right aorta, which afterwards unites with the left aorta at some distance below the heart.

Nervous System. — The brain of reptiles, in

Anatomy of the Brain of Turtle. (After Swain.)

a. 1, corpus striatum and a lesser oblong eminence seen on opening the lateral ventricle; on the left side the choroid plexus is seen passing through an opening in the septum, to communicate with that of the right side; part of the striated body has been removed on the right side; 2, thalamus of the optic nerve; 3, optic lobe and ventricle continued forward under the thalamus, forming a resemblance of the third ventricle, and then backwards into the cerebellum, and to the calamus scriptorius.  

b. 1, cut surface, from which the striated body has been removed; it is the crus of the brain, and is somewhat connected with the commissure of the optic nerves; the thalamus on this side has been cut off at its connection with the optic tract. 2, Optic lobe, from which more has been removed than in the preceding figure. 3, Cerebellum, from which more has been removed than in a; two longitudinal bands are continued on from the base of the optic lobes, and terminate near the calamus scriptorius, by being implanted into the anterior portion of the oblong medulla: on each side of these, others less distinct may be observed. 4, fourth nerve.

The completeness of its structure, occupies a position intermediate between that of birds and fishes; it resembles the former in the smoothness of its surface and the small size of the optic thalami, and the latter in the length of the olfactory lobes, and their continuity with the anterior extremity of the hemisphere; its proportionate size relative to the dimensions of the body is, however, far inferior to that of birds, although it still completely fills the cranial cavity.

The olfactory lobe of the brain is hollow, and its cavity communicates with the ventricle contained in the cerebral hemisphere. Each hemisphere, as in birds, consists of a central portion, or corpus striatum, the relative size of which varies in different orders, and of a nervous expansion which incloses the ventricle above and on its inner side.

The optic thalami are small, and occupy their usual position on each side of the third ventricle. The tubercula quadrigemina are situated as ordinarily above the aqueduct: they are of a rounded form, and, as in birds, contain a ventricular cavity, which is in communication with the third ventricle. The anterior and posterior commissures of the
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brain occupy their usual position, but there is no commissura mollis. The cerebellum is generally extremely small, and in some cases is even reduced to a simple transverse lamella, which does not entirely cover the fourth ventricle, formed as usual by the separation of the posterior columns of the

Fig. 224.

c, lateral view of the brain of a turtle; 1, optic tract; 2, crus cerebri.
d, the same; a portion of the optic nerve has been removed to show the crus cerebri passing upwards. (After Swan.)

spinal chord. The inferior surface of the brain is almost smooth, presenting no other elevations than those formed by the union of the optic nerves and by the tuber cinereum. As there are no lateral lobes to the cerebellum, of course no traces of a pons varolii exist. As in birds, a vascular inflation, which seems to represent the fissure of Sylvius, separates each hemisphere into two lobes, into the posterior of which the lateral ventricle penetrates. The pineal and pituitary bodies are met with in all reptiles.

In the Chelonian reptiles the cerebral hemispheres contain as usual a ventricle, in which may be perceived a body analogous to the corpus striatum, presenting an arrangement very similar to what is observed in birds, only it is much less voluminous, so as to occupy a small portion comparatively of the interior of the ventricle. The crura cerebri, when they reach the lobes of the hemispheres, do not, as in mammals and in birds, immediately dilate into large ganglia, but curving upwards and backwards, expand on each side into a tubercle, which is the corpus striatum. The optic thalami are very small, but the pineal gland which lies upon them is of considerable bulk.

The bigeminal tubercles are of a rounded form, and instead of being separated from each other by a slight groove, as in the mammals, a deep fissure is interposed between them which penetrates to the roof of the aqueduct, and contains a fold derived from the pia mater.

The cerebellum is nearly hemispherical in its form, consisting of an arched layer of nervous substance of equal thickness throughout, which spreads over a portion of the fourth ventricle. The remainder of that cavity is covered by a vascular plexus, derived from the sides of the medulla oblongata, which forms a sort of valve, and by becoming united to the margin of the cerebellum, completes the roof of the fourth ventricle, which is large and prolonged very far back. The anterior columns of the spinal chord form a very distinct projection into the floor of this ventricle, as they advance upwards towards the brain. A similar disposition exists in the crocodiles, and in the Sau- rian reptiles generally; the principal differences being that the hemispheres are proportionally larger, and do not separate from each other so as to display the optic thalami; the olfactory bulbs also are less closely approximated to the cerebral hemispheres, with which they are sometimes connected by the intervention of a narrow pedicle, in which, however, a canal is always to be detected, communicating between the ventricles and the cavity of the bulb. The corpus striatum is comparatively larger than in the Chelonians, occupying a considerable proportion of the base of the

Fig. 225.

Brain and Nerves of Boa Constrictor. (After Swan.)

a, anterior lobe of the brain; b, optic lobe; c, cerebellum; d, Schneiderian membrane of the nose; 1, olfactory nerve; 2, optic nerve; 3, third or common oculo-muscular nerve cut short; 4, fourth nerve given to the superior oblique muscle of the eye; 5, first trunk of the fifth; 6, second trunk of the fifth; 7, third trunk of the fifth; 8, hard portion of the seventh nerve; 9, auditory nerve; 10, glossopharyngeal nerve; 11, trunk of the par vagus; 12, ninth nerve; 13, ganglion of the sympathetic nerve, as in fig. 226; 14, a branch of the sympathetic nerve passing to the palatine nerve, as in fig. 226.
hemisphere, and projecting considerably into the lateral ventricle. The furrow which separates the bigeminal bodies is not so deep in the Saurians as in the Chelonian order. The cerebellum is very small, being represented by a transverse layer of nervous substance. In the Ophidian reptiles the two hemispheres form together a mass which is broader than it is long; the olfactory bulb is frequently of very large size, as, for example, in the Python (fig. 225); the corpus striatum is much smaller than in the Saurians. In the Python it is divided. The bigeminal tubercles are almost globular in many species, and much smaller than the hemispheres behind which they are situated. In the Python they are remarkable, inasmuch that they are four in number, and closely resemble the corpora quadrigemina of mammalia.

The cerebellum of serpents (fig. 225, c.) is exceedingly small and flattened; it has the shape either of the segment of a circle or of a thin quadrilateral lamina, which partially covers the fourth ventricle.

In reptiles, as in birds, the medulla spinalis is permeated by a canal, which is lined internally with grey substance. In the Saurian and Ophidian reptiles this canal extends as far as the first coccygeal, but in the Chelonians it is shorter.

The origin of the nerves derived from the encephalon and spinal chord closely resembles what is met with in the higher vertebrata: their general distribution will be best understood by referring to the explanations appended to the annexed figures, copied from Mr. Swan's elaborate work on the Comparative Anatomy of the Nervous System.

Fig. 226.

Nerves of Boa Constrictor. (After Swan.)
1, ganglion of the sympathetic nerve, situated near to, and connected with, the trunk of the par vagum. 2, a branch of the sympathetic nerve passing some way in a canal at the base of the cranium, and forming a small ganglion with a branch of the second trunk of the fifth; it sends filaments to the membrane covering the posterior part of the mouth and palate, one of which communicates again with the second trunk of the fifth

before its termination; the ganglion then sends another branch forward to form another ganglionic union with a branch of the second trunk of the fifth, and from this a branch is sent to the posterior part of the nose to ramify on the Schneiderian membrane; other branches are given to the membrane covering the mouth and palate, and one passes forward and communicates again with a branch of the second trunk of the fifth, and is distributed on the membrane covering the anterior part of the mouth
and palate. It is worthy of remark, that the nerve distributed on the membrane of the mouth and nose communicate so many times with branches of the second trunk of the fifth, and their connexion is so much greater than in the turtle; but in this creature the palate is horny, and not so extensive in proportion to the size of the head. 3, passing through the sympathetic connected with the trunk of the par vagum, but not directly with the ganglion of the sympathetic; it communicates with the ninth nerve, then passes down the spine and communicates with the eleven superior spinal nerves; it emerges on each side at the place the sympathetic branches of the vertebral artery enter to distribute branches in the intercostal spaces; it is continued downwards in a very fine plexiform prolongation with the vertebral artery, as far as the origin from the right aorta; it then branches to each side beneath the membrane connecting the viscera with the ribs and spine, and communicates with filaments of the par vagum; it is afterwards continued downwards, receiving a filament from each spinal nerve; in its course it is a very fine nerve, and has not any more ganglia than the first, and those communicating with the second trunk of the fifth; but at different points from which the nerves pass to the viscera, there is an appearance of a delicate plexiform prolongation from the nerve to certain parts, and becomes much greater about the beginning of the intestine, where it resembles that corresponding with the semilunar ganglion in the turtle; near the kidney it assumes the form of a nervous membrane or retina, before it is distributed on the urinary and generative organs. Branches pass from the plexuses with the arteries to the different viscera. 4, second trunk of the fifth; after communicating with the sympathetic, and giving filaments to the membrane of the mouth, palate, and tongue, it descends in the form of a mononeurium, and terminates in branches on the upper lip. 5, third trunk of the fifth; it gives branches to the muscles of the jaws, the greatest portion of it then passes within a canal in the lower jaw; it sends three branches through the opening at the inferior margin of this part, two of them to communicate with the branches of the par vagum and ninth, distributed on the muscles and parts underneath the jaw; the other to give filaments to the membrane of the mouth as far as the sheath of the tongue; this trunk then divides, and gives branches to the seventh men, near the chin, to divide into branches and terminate on the lower lip. 6, hard portion of the seventh; it communicates with the ganglion of the sympathetic, and then passes through the digestive muscles, and distributes filaments to the great connective tissue of the first spinal nerve, and terminates on the costomaxillary muscle. 7, glosso-pharyngeal nerve; it passes to the ganglion of the sympathetic. 8, trunk of the par vagum; it communicates with the sympathetic, and then with a branch that appears to be the continuation of the glosso-pharyngeal from the ganglion of the sympathetic; it sends a branch to communicate with the ninth, to pass to the nerves of the face; and is then continued downwards along the trunk of the par vagum, ending with each jugular vein; on the left side it also accompanies the carotid artery, and from this a small vessel also ascends with the right trunk; it sends filaments on the large vessels towards the heart, and other filaments, one of which is similar to the recurrent nerves, to be distributed on the trachea and esophagus; each trunk, for a short space, accompanies its corresponding pulmonary artery: a little above the liver it passes in front of the superior part of the lungs, and proceeds a short distance, where it is joined by its fellow to form a single nerve; this is continued downwards under a thin membrane on the liver, and appears to give filaments to this vescus, the lungs, and esophagus: about the termination of the liver it sends a large branch, which has communicated freely with branches of the sympathetic to the left surface of the stomach; this gives filaments to the lowest part of the lungs, and terminates on the stomach. The right division, or the continuation of the sympathetic, having communicated with the left, sends filaments from the plexus of the sympathetic, is continued a short way on the membrane connecting the viscera, it passes on the right surface of the stomach, distributing branches to this vescus, and terminates on the beginning of the intestine, reaching as far as the pancreas. 9, a nerve from the ganglion of the sympathetic; it appears to be the continuation of the glosso-pharyngeal after its junction with the ganglion, it communicates with the sympathetic, then passes along the trunk of the par vagum, and terminates on the glottis and muscles attached to the anterior point of the jaw for drawing forward the trachea. 10, ninth nerve; it receives a branch from the trunk of the par vagum, and from the hard portion of the seventh; after this has communicated with the first cervical nerves, it gives off several branches to the muscles of the tongue and throat, and one that reaches to the end of the tongue, and one to communicate with branches of the third trunk of the fifth, and supplies nerves to the anterior part of the jaw. The glosso-pharyngeal, the trunk of the par vagum, and the ninth, are so connected together that it is difficult to determine precisely to which nerve each branch belongs; they have been with great care ascribed to their respective nerves in this description.

**Sympathetic System.**—The sympathetic system of the tortoise is so feebly developed as to be detected with difficulty, except in the interior of the carapax, where nervous ganglia are distinctly recognisable both in the peritoneal folds and on the bodies of the vertebrae.

The ganglia exactly resemble those of birds; they give off two filaments superiorly and two inferiorly: the latter pass beneath the transverse processes of the vertebrae, which is how connected with the carapax. From the inner margin of each ganglion a splanchnic nerve is given off, which runs to assist in forming a plexus, ramifications from which accompany each of the arteries given off by the aorta, and likewise assist in forming a pulmonary plexus. The intercostal ganglia may be traced as far as the sides of the first vertebrae of the tail.

Bojanus has represented the sympathetic of the European tortoise (Emys europea) as accompanying the carotid artery into the cranium, and uniting with the vidian and the facial nerves. On issuing from the cranium, he describes it as being closely connected with the vagus and with the glosso-pharyngeal nerves, so that it is difficult to say whether a superior cervical ganglion exists or not; and as the cervical vertebrae are here devoid of the vertebral canal, the nerve is equally inseparable from the spinal vagus throughout the whole length of the neck. The sixth cervical vertebra the sympathetic nerve separates itself from the sheath of the vagus, and becomes connected with a middle cervical ganglion, whence issue filaments that are distributed to the aorta, the cardiac plexus, and the carotid plexus. Between the seventh and eighth cervical vertebrae is situated the inferior cervical ganglion, which seems to be merely an elongated swelling of the nerve;
subsequently two dorsal ganglia occur, and further down, towards the middle of the back, there occurs a third and last ganglion, which furnishes the splanchnic nerve; the remainder of the sympathetic is made up of one or two cords, which, in the sacral region, give off a great number of branches, the divisions of which form the renal, hypogastric, and sacral plexuses.

According to Mr. Swan, in the turtle (Testudo Mydas), the sympathetic is free and distinct throughout the whole length of the neck, but it gives off filaments of intercommu- nication to the nervous vagus. One of its branches passes along with the division of the carotid artery into a canal in the base of the cranium, gives off a filament to the facial, and communicates with the second division of the fifth pair.

**Organ of Hearing.** — In all reptiles the organ of hearing is constructed to appreciate sounds communicated through the medium of the atmosphere, and consequently differs from that of fishes in several important particulars, amongst the most obvious of which is the addition of a membrana tympani and tympanic cavity, wherein is lodged an ossicum auditus, the office of which is to convey the vibrations of the tympanic membrane to the labyrinth contained within the skull.

In all reptiles the internal ear consists of the same parts as that of fishes, only they are comparatively of smaller size and more compact in their arrangement. In crocodiles and lizards, the internal ear consists of three semi-circular canals, which exhibit the usual arrangement, each canal forming a considerable portion of a circle, and presenting internally a membranous ampulla before opening into the vestibule.

Towards the interior of the skull, there is an organ appended to the vestibule, which is evidently analogous to the sac met with in the ear of fishes. The walls of this sac are membranous, and copiously supplied with bloodvessels. It is found to contain in its interior three otoliths; but these are very small, and even of softer texture than those of the chondropteriginous fishes.

Besides the above parts, the internal ear of reptiles presents for the first time an additional part, which is undoubtedly a rudimentary **cochlea.** This is an appendage to the vestibule, of a conical shape, and slightly bent towards its extremity; it lies inferior to the vestibule, its apex being directed towards the mesial line of the cranium. On opening this organ, it is found to be divided internally into two compartments by a double cartilaginous septum: the two compartments communicate with each other towards the apex of the cone, whilst at their opposite extremities one of them is found to open into the vestibule, whilst the other terminates at a small orifice closed by membrane, which communicates with the tympanic cavity. This organ, it will be perceived, is precisely comparable to the rudimentary cochlea met with in the ear of birds, the two canals representing respectively the scala vestibuli and the scala tympani of the human ear. In Crocodiles this cochlea is of considerable size, and may be easily exhibited in very young individuals; it is more difficult to find in the Chameleon and in Lizards, whilst in Serpents it is reduced to a very rudimentary condition. In Tortoises, that part of the ear which seems to represent the rudimentary cochlea resembles exactly that part of the ear called by Cuvier the sac, both in its shape, and from the circumstance of its containing otoliths, and he is disposed to consider this sac as truly analogous to the cochlea of the human ear; whilst that portion of it which he calls the sinus, he considers as representing the vestibule.

In all reptiles the membranous labyrinth is enclosed in an osseous sheath, which embraces it more or less closely in different genera; in the Saurians the bony labyrinth is complete, but in Tortoises that portion which separates the vestibule from the cranial cavity is not ossified, but remains partially membranous.

The tympanic cavity, which in reptiles is for the first time interposed between the vestibule and the exterior of the body, varies in its arrangement in different genera. In the Crocodiles this cavity might be divided into two portions, one external, which is very wide, and is closed externally by the membrana tympani and the skin; and an internal portion, which is separated from the former by a constriction. It is in this latter compartment that the two fenestrae are situated, and it contains, moreover, some cavities which are analogous to the mastoid cells, but of much larger size than in mammiferous animals. The position of the tympanum in this reptile is near the upper part of the cranium.

The tympanic cavity of the Chelonia reptiles is situated much more laterally than in the crocodile, and the constriction which separates the external from the internal portion is less remarkable. The internal compartment of the tympanum is here prolonged backwards into a wide rounded cell. At the bottom of this cavity, just opposite the membrana tympani, there is a narrow canal leading to the fenestra ovalis, in which the ossiculum auditus is lodged. The Eustachian tube is a canal of moderate length, which runs downwards and slightly backwards to communicate with the palate just behind and internal to the articulation of the lower jaw.

In the generality of Saurian reptiles, the walls of the tympanic cavity are membranous posteriorly and inferiorly: the Eustachian canal is very short, and opens into the palate. In many genera the tympanic bone is much enlarged superiorly, so that the cavity of the tympanum is made more extensive; this arrangement is most conspicuously seen in the genus Draco.

In Serpents there cannot, strictly speaking, be said to be any tympanic cavity, the handle of the auditory ossicle being imbedded amongst the flesh, so that its extremity only touches the skin close behind the articulation of the lower jaw.
In all reptiles there is but one ossiculum auditus (the columnella), which is generally of a trumpet shape. Its external extremity is in the Saurians connected to the membrana tympani by means of a cartilaginous process; but in tortoises it is implanted directly into the membrana tympani, which has a cartilaginous texture. The inner extremity of the auditory ossicle enlarges into an oval or triangular disc (Patina), which is applied to the fenestra rotunda, in the same way as the disc of the stapes is in the ears of mammals.

It does not appear that there are any muscles implanted into the auditory ossicle of the reptilia. In most reptiles that possess a membrana tympani, it is situated on a level with the general integument. In the crocodile, however, something like an external meatus exists.

Organ of Vision.—In all the reptilia the eye resembles, in its general structure, that of birds and quadrupeds: there are, however, certain modifications rendered necessary by the habits of these animals, many of which are semi-aquatic in their habits, which it will be important to notice.

The sclerotic coat of the eye is very similar
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\(a\), lachrymal gland of a tortoise; \(b\), eye-ball of a tortoise; \(c\), circle of osseous sclerotic plates. (After Bojanus.)

in its composition to the sclerotic of a bird; and in like manner, in many reptiles, contains in its anterior portion a circle of bony plates, which are enclosed between its laminae without being continuous with the substance of the membrane, from which they are consequently easily detached. These plates are generally ten or twelve in number, and are constantly met with in tortoises, and also in the crocodiles, chameleons, and many other lizards. In many genera the sclerotic is divided into two layers, the external being fibrous and of equal thickness throughout its whole extent; whilst the internal layer is of a cartilaginous texture, and is thicker at the posterior part of the eye than it is in front. This layer in the vicinity of the entrance of the optic nerve is perforated by numerous foramina for the passage of bloodvessels.

The structure of the cornea presents nothing remarkable, but its convexity varies considerably in different genera.

The choroid coat of the eye exhibits the usual structure. In lizards and serpents the ciliary processes are scarcely distinguishable; and in the Chelonia their existence would be doubtful were it not for the elegant impression left by them upon the vitreous humour. In the crocodile, however, these processes are well developed, and very beautiful.

The iris, to some extent, resembles that of fishes, having frequently the same metallic splendour. The shape of the pupil varies: in the crocodile it is a vertical slit, like that of the cat; in the tortoise it is round, as likewise in the chameleon and the generality of lizards.

The optic nerve enters the eye externally to the axis of vision, piercing the membranes of the eye, as in the mammiferous classes: arrived in the interior of the organ, it forms a small tubercle, from the circumference of which the retina takes its origin.

In many reptiles the falciform ligament usually met with in the eyes of fishes is still perceptible; and in some genera, such as the lizards, the iguana, and the monitor, there is a cylindrical membranous process covered with black pigment, which passes from the insertion of the optic nerve to the capsule of the crystalline lens, and which is evidently the representative of the pecten common to the eyes of birds.

The aqueous and vitreous humours offer no peculiarity worthy of notice; and the same may be said of the crystalline lens, which, however, differs in the convexity of its facets in different genera.

Appendages to the Eye.—The eye of reptiles is moved by the six ordinary muscles, which are disposed as in fishes; but besides these, there are four smaller muscles representing the suspensory or choroid muscle of quadrupeds: these latter closely embrace the optic nerve, and spread over the convex portion of the sclerotic.

In the Chelonia and Saurian reptiles the upper and lower eyelids are completely developed, and accurately close the conjunctival cavity. There is also a well-developed nictitating membrane, or third eyelid, which is situated vertically at the inner canthus of the eye, and has a horizontal motion over the cornea. In the crocodiles the nictitating membrane is moved by a special muscular apparatus; its muscle, the nictitator, arises from the inner and upper part of the eye-ball, and running backwards and downwards winds round the optic nerve, and the suspensory muscles of the eye (which latter serve to protect the nerve from the pressure of the nictitator muscle), and is inserted into the inferior angle of the nictitating membrane, which it thus draws
outwards over the eye-ball, while at the same time it rotates the eye-ball forwards beneath the membrane, the muscle being attached to move-

**Fig. 229.**

An external View of the Eye, Eyelids, Muscles, &c. of a Crocodile. (After John Hunter.)

1. the external surface of the upper eyelid; 2. the external surface of the under eyelid; 3. point to the edge of both eyelids; 4. the inner angle or canthus of both eyelids; 5. the internal surface of the eyelids covered by the tunic conjunctiva; 6. point, to the two puncta lachrymalia on the inside of the under eyelid; 7. the external surface of the third eyelid, or membrane nictitans; 8. the loose or free edge of the same; 9. the opening of the duct of the lachrymal gland (glandula Harderii) upon the inner surface of the nictitating membrane; this surface has been raised from the cornea, to which it naturally lies contiguous; 10. the muscle, which expands the membrane nictitans, and draws it over the ball of the eye. This is the only muscle which is subservient to the movements of the nictitating membrane; it is analogous to the pyramidalis of birds, the quadratus muscles and its sheath being wanting in reptiles; 11. the levator muscle of the upper eyelid; 12. the portion of the above muscle lost in the tunic conjunctiva; 13. the depressor muscle of the under eyelid; 14. the rectus superior, or attollens oculi; 15. the rectus inferior, or deprimens oculi; 16. the rectus externus, or abducens oculi; 17. the obliquus inferior: only a small portion of it is here seen; 18. the cornea; 19. the globe of the eye behind the cornea; 20. the optic nerve; 21. insertion of the choroid muscle, which consists of four distinct portions surrounding the optic nerve.

**Fig. 230.**

Eye-ball of Tortoise: showing the lachrymal Gland in situ. (After Bojanus.)

The common Lizards have, for eyelids, a kind of circular veil, extended before the orbit, and perforated by a horizontal fissure, which is capable of being closed by a sphincter muscle, and opened by a levator and depressor: its inferior part has a smooth round cartilaginous disc, as in birds. There is, besides, a small internal eyelid, but it has no proper muscle; it is entirely wanting in the chameleon, in which animal, also, the slit of the eyelids is so small that the pupil can scarcely be observed through it. The Gecko has no movable eyelid: its eye is protected by a slight margin of the skin, as in serpents. A similar disposition appears in the Scink.

The horizontal eyelids of the reptilia close exactly; they are generally slightly enlarged at their margins, but are never furnished with cilia.

The eye of Serpents is protected by an eyelid of a very remarkable character; for that it is an eyelid, and not, as is very generally supposed, the cornea, its anatomical relations abundantly prove. It consists of a transparent membranous expansion, which is immovably fixed in a kind of frame formed for its reception by a circle of scales, usually seven or eight in number, disposed around the margin of the orbit. This eyelid is formed of three superposed layers: viz., 1st, An epidermic layer, which is elastic and pretty thick where it covers the middle of the eye, but towards the circumference of the eyelid it becomes thinner, and is manifestly continuous with the epidermis that invests the scales in the vicinity of the orbit. This corneous lamella by its solidity is well adapted to defend the eye, and it is this which becomes detached and cast off with the slough of the snake when it molts its skin. 2dly. Beneath this epidermic layer is situated a second

* Vide Cloquet (Jules), Mémoire sur l'Existance et la Disposition des Voiles lacrymaux dans les Serpents, 4to, Paris, 1821.
membrane, which is the middle tunic of the eyelid. This is very delicate and soft, and perfectly transparent in the centre, but to-

Fig. 232.

Diagram of the Conjunctiva of a Serpent. (After Cloquet.)

wards its circumference it encloses some opaque whitish fibres, supposed by Cloquet to be muscular. This layer, at the margin of the orbit, is manifestly continuous with the dermis: internally it is lined by the third layer, which is mucous, being in fact the membrana conjunctiva, which is reflected on to it from the surface of the eye-ball.

All around the circumference of the eyelid there is a whitish, granular, transparent substance, the nature of which is apparently glandular.

The lachrymal apparatus in serpents consists of a lachrymal gland; of a mucous sac formed by the conjunctiva, into which the secretion of the lachrymal gland is poured; of an excretory duct, or lachrymal canal; and moreover of a large and tortuous cavity, which receives the tears and transmits them into the mouth.

The lachrymal gland is proportionally of very great size, and is situated behind the eye and the post-orbital ligament. By its anterior surface, which is concave, it adheres to the conjunctiva by means of its numerous small excretory ducts. This gland is enclosed in a very delicate cellular capsule. It is made up of rounded whitish granules united together by numerous vessels and nerves.

The conjunctiva lines not only the internal surface of the eyelid, but also a large portion of the cavity of the orbit, from which it is reflected on to the front of the eye-ball, thus forming a complete sac without any opening externally (fig. 232, f). On the anterior part of the floor of this sac there is a single pore, large enough to admit a hog's bristle. This is the punctum lachrymale, which is single like the eyelid, behind and beneath which it is situated: the punctum leads into a very delicate membranous tube, which constitutes the lachrymal canal. This latter passes downwards and forwards, enters an infundibular channel in the lachrymal bone, and passing through this, arrives at the external wall of the nasal fossa, with which, however, it does not communicate, but passes on to open into a wide tortuous cavity, named by Cloquet the internmaxillary sac.

Urinary Apparatus.—The arrangement of the urinary apparatus is very similar throughout all the oviparous vertebrata. The kidneys are invariably situated very far back in the abdominal cavity, where they are suspended beneath the spine. They are distinguished from the same glands in mammalia by the circumstance of their presenting no division into cortical and medullary portions and by the total absence internally of any pelvis or infundibulum, their whole substance seeming to be made up of convoluted excretory tubes.

They vary slightly in the different orders in their form and relative size, the principal differences worthy of notice. In Chelonian order they are short, oval masses, of a somewhat prismatic shape, or else, as in the turtle (Testudo caretta), they are flat and triangular. Examined superficially, they have the appearance of being divided into numerous lobules, so that their surface has a convoluted appearance, somewhat like that of the human brain; but towards the centre of the organ, this lobulated structure is not distinguishable. They are situated very far back, occupying a very considerable space in the pelvic region.

In the Saurians likewise, the kidneys seem externally to be more or less divided into lobules; they are generally almost entirely contained in the cavity of the pelvis, where they are placed side by side beneath the arch of the sacrum, extending backwards even to beneath the tail, so that they are situated immediately above the cloaca. Their shape is also more elongated than in the preceding order.

In the Ophidian reptiles the kidneys are much elongated, so as to adapt them to the slender shape of the body of the animals; and they are composed of distinct lobes, placed one before the other, and connected loosely together, so as not to interfere with the flexibility of the body. For the same reason the two kidneys are not placed upon the same level, but the right is situated considerably farther forward than the left; they are, moreover, only loosely connected with the spine by broad processes of peritoneum, in which they are enveloped; an arrangement which leaves the movements of the spinal column perfectly free.

The kidneys of the reptilia seem to be entirely made up of convoluted uriniferous tubes, which as they issue from the different lobes unite successively to form a common duct, which runs along the external border of the organ, and constitutes the ureter. The common trunks of these urinary canals occupy the fissures between the different lobes of the kidneys, in each of which they divide very regularly as they diverge, so that their ramifications have a pyriform appearance (fig. 233, t t.).

In the embryo and in very young reptiles the kidneys seem to be made up of pyriform vesicles which are arranged transversely, their pedicles terminating at right angles in the ureter; or else they are made of simple tubes disposed in a similar manner. The
arteries of the kidneys penetrate these organs by their inner margin, whilst the trunks of the emulent veins occupy the opposite border. These latter are two in number, one in vicinity of the allantoid sac, if that viscus is present. The allantoid sac, generally called by authors the urinary bladder, in no case immediately receives the terminations of the ureters, and its presence is by no means constant. In the Chelonian order it is usually large, and is divided at its fundus into two portions; but its walls are very thin and membranous. It is likewise met with in the following genera of Saurians; namely, the Iguana, the Tupinambis, Chameleon, Draco, and Stellio; while it is wanting in the Crocodiles, Lizards, Agame, Gecko, and other genera of the same order; it is likewise deficient in all the Ophidians. The fluid contained in this reservoir, when it is present, yields, upon analysis, but very slight traces of urea or uric acid; so that its claims to be considered as being the real urinary secretion have been doubted, although its urinary character has been admitted by Vauquelin and others.

In the Chelonian reptiles the urine is a limpid or slightly-coloured fluid; but in the generality of Saurian reptiles (with the exception of the crocodiles), and likewise in all serpents, it is a white soft substance, which hardens on exposure to the atmosphere into a mass resembling chalk. This solid urine is found on analysis to consist almost entirely of uric acid; it contains besides a very small proportion of ammonia of potash and soda in combination with uric acid, and also traces of phosphate of lime and animal matter.

The Emydidae among the Chelonian reptiles are furnished with two very remarkable accessory bladders, the size of which exceeds that of the urinary bladder itself; but what is very remarkable, these are met with neither in the land-tortoises nor in the turtles. They are likewise deficient in the genus Trionyx. These accessory bladders are of an oval or cylindrical shape, and are so situated, that they can be compressed by the abdominal muscles. Their walls are extremely delicate, and seem to consist only of an external peritoneal coat lined with mucous membrane; no muscular fibres being recognisable in their structure. They are extremely vascular; the blood-vessels forming a rich net-work over their outer surface. Their use is not yet accurately determined, but it seems probable that the tortoises which exhibit this structure are able to fill the accessory bladders with water; and perhaps with air, so as to diminish the specific gravity of their bodies. Should this be the case, it will explain why these organs are deficient in the land tortoises, which never enter the water, and also in turtles, which, from their organisation, are well able to swim without such auxiliaries, more especially as the specific gravity of seawater is much greater than that of fresh. In the Trionyx, also, the extremities form such powerful ears, that additional means of swimming are not required.

Male Organs of Generation. — In all the three orders of reptiles the general arrangement of the generative system of the males is similar.
and conforms very closely to what exists in the class of birds. The testicles are invariably two in number, and situated in the abdominal cavity on each side of the spine, their position being more or less advanced forwards according to circumstances: they are, however, constantly in juxtaposition with the kidneys, beneath or in front of which they are always placed. In the Chelonians they are always found to be connected with the inferior surface of the renal glands, which are here situated at the bottom of the abdominal cavity. In the Saurians they are placed in front of the kidneys on each side of the spinal column. They occupy a similar position in the Ophidian order, except that the right testis is in all serpents advanced further forwards than the left.

The intimate structure of the testis is essentially similar in all the reptilia. Each testis

**Fig. 234.**

*Male Organs of Generation, and Kidney of the Tortoise. (After Bojanus.)*

M, M', the urinary bladder laid open; O, the left kidney; F, the renal capsule; S, uriniferous tubes derived from the kidney, which by their union form the ureter; N, ureter; F, common termination of the ureter and of the vas deferens at the neck of the bladder, close to the commencement of the urethral groove; M, ditto of the opposite side; Y, the testes; C, the vas deferens; R, the bulb of the penis; G, commencement of the urethral groove, just anterior to the openings common to the ureters and the vasa deferentia.

is found to consist of large fascicles of seminiferous tubes, which are connected together by a delicate cellular tissue, and are, generally, easily separable. The seminal ducts derived from all these fascicles unite to form the commencement of the vas deferens, which is very tortuous and folded upon itself, so as to form an epididymis situated at the side of the testis. In the Chelonian reptiles the convoluted mass of tube which forms the epididymis is continuous with a very flexuous vas deferens, which is continued as far as the cloaca, into which it opens close to the root of the penis, and in the immediate vicinity of the grooved canal, which, in these animals, represents the urethra.

In Saurians the epididymus forms a detached mass of a pyramidal form, which is longer than the testis itself. The vas deferens derived from it, runs along the external border of the kidney as far as the cloaca, into which it opens.

In Ophidian reptiles the epididymus is proportionally of smaller size, and is in like manner continuous with a flexuous vas deferens, which terminates in the cloaca.

The terminal orifices of the vasa deferentia are always situated in the upper wall of the cloaca, external to or above the ureters, and

**Fig. 235.**

*Hinder Part of the abdominal Cavity of Draco volans.*

a, a, depressor muscles of false ribs; b, testes; c, vas deferens; d, bladder; e, rectum.

are disposed in such a manner, that when the penis is double, the orifice of each vas deferens is close to the commencement of the urethral groove of the corresponding penis when in a state of erection. When the penis is single, both the orifices of the vasa deferentia open in the vicinity of the single urethral canal. In some Ophidians the vasa deferentia, near their termination in the cloaca, dilate into a kind of ampulla, which seems to be a reservoir for the reception of the seminal fluid.

The cloaca in the reptilia is a wide cavity which receives the terminations of the rectum, of the ureters, of the allantoid bladder, when that viscus is present, and likewise of the vasa deferentia. In the Chelonians and in the crocodiles, which have a single penis, that organ, when in a state of repose, is entirely concealed in the cloacal cavity, the external opening of which is in these genera an oval or longitudinal opening. In the Chelonians the cavity of the cloaca may be divided into two portions: the one anterior, which is of a cylindrical shape, and receives the termination of the rectum, has its mucous membrane gathered into numerous longitudinal folds, and is surrounded with two layers of muscular fasciculi; the external assuming a longitudinal, and the internal a circular arrangement.
This portion of the cloaca is bounded both before and behind by a ring projecting internally, composed of strong muscular fibres, which form two sphincter muscles.

The second portion of the cloaca has its walls thinner than the preceding. The longitudinal folds of the mucous membrane of the first portion suddenly terminate, with the exception of the median fold, which is continued around the termination of the ureter, enclosing it, as it were, between two broad lips, which are then prolonged in the shape of two folds along the median line of the dorsum of the penis, becoming gradually less distinct as the urethral groove which they bound becomes deeper: it is in this second portion of the cloaca that the penis is folded up when in a state of repose.

In the crocodiles the disposition of the cloaca is nearly similar, but in these Saurians there exist on each side of the root of the penis two wide apertures, through which a free communication is established between the exterior and the cavity of the peritoneum.

In the caiman (Alligator sclerops) the cloaca is divided into three compartments, the anterior of which receives the rectum; the second contains the orifices of the vasa deferentia, of the ureters, and of the allantoid bladder; whilst the third is appropriated to the lodgment of the penis. In this case the dorsal groove of the penis is bounded by two folds of mucous membrane, which are prolonged backwards into the middle chamber, so as to establish a communication with the openings of the vasa deferentia.

In those reptiles which have the penis doubled, viz. the Saurians (minus the crocodiles) and the Ophidians, these organs are not enclosed in the cloaca; in such races the external opening of the cloaca is always a transverse slit, bounded by two lips, the posterior of which is more or less moveable: it is between these lips, just within their lateral commissures, that the two male organs are situated.

The posterior lip of the cloaca encloses in its substance a series of orifices which are the openings of the excretory ducts of as many little glands, which seem to represent the anal glands of other vertebrata: they secrete a thick sebaceous matter.

Besides these, there are in many genera of reptiles a series of crural glands, situated near the orifice of the cloaca; these exist in all the Lacertidae. In many Iguanidae and other Saurians these glands become largely developed as the season for impregnation approaches.

In the Chelonic reptiles the penis is very large, and both in its structure and form somewhat resembles that of the ostrich. It is long, nearly cylindrical in its shape, and enlarged towards its extremity, which terminates in a point. A deep groove extends along the whole length of its dorsal surface, which becomes gradually deeper as it approaches the glans, near the middle of which it terminates by a kind of orifice, divided into two by a papilla. From the depth of this groove it is evident that the mere approxi-

![Fig. 236.](image)

**Penis of the Tortoise. (After Bojanus.)**

E, bulb; L, corpus cavernosum; H, urethral groove; K, its termination near the centre of the glans; G, glans penis; P, retractor muscle. The condensation of its edges will convert it into a complete canal.

This penis is composed of two corpora cavernosa, the fibrous walls of which are blended together throughout some part of their extent. They commence by two vascular enlargements, analogous to the bulb of the urethra in the penis of mammalia. The erectile tissue is prolonged from this bulb (fig. 236),

![Fig. 237.](image)

**Male Organs of Generation of the Tortoise. (After Bojanus.)**

a, the rectum; c, convolutions of epididymus terminating in the vas deferens; N, which likewise indicates the point where the urethra enters the cloaca; O, P, the kidney; y, the testes; z, the bulb of the urethra; K, cavernous portion; m, the urinary bladder; g, the left supernumerary lateral bladder; i, r, r', s, x, z, blood-vessels; P, retractor muscle of the penis.

along two canals, the walls of which are fibrous, and at first very thin; but they soon increase in thickness considerably, their cavity becoming diminished in the same proportion. All the enlargement that constitutes glans is composed of this vascular tissue, prolonged from the cavernous body, which is covered by a loose and wrinkled skin, and, moreover, supported by a prolongation of the fibrous wall of the corpus cavernosum, which is continued to its point.

The skin which lines the urethral groove has also a layer of this erectile tissue placed beneath it; but this is equally a prolongation from the erectile tissue contained in the cavernous body.

There is on each side of the dorsal groove
of the penis a canal which at one extremity communicates with the cavity of the peri-

toneum on each side of the bladder, and by its other end it is prolonged into the substance of the penis as far as the glans, where it terminates in a cul-de-sac, without being perforated by any orifice throughout its whole extent.

The penis of the Chelonia is furnished with two retractor muscles (fig. 239. 55), which arise from the pelvis, and are prolonged as far as the under surface of the glans; these fold up the organ into the cloaca in such a manner that it closes up the orifice of the rectum, and also that of the urinary bladder, as in the ostrich.

Erection is doubtless produced by the action of the sphincter muscle of the cloaca.

In Crocodiles the penis is likewise single, and not enclosed in a sheath like that of other Saurians and of Ophidians. This penis is conical in shape, and is grooved along the whole length of its dorsal region by a deep urethral furrow; it is principally composed of a fibrous and elastic corpus cavernosum, the texture of which is very firm. That portion which represents the glans is softer than the rest, being composed of vascular and erectile tissue; it advances above the apex of the corpus cavernosum, and is prolonged beyond it, so that there are two points thus formed, one situated above the other; these points are united together on each side, and also in the middle by a vertical septum which divides the interspace between them into two culs-de-sac. The urethral groove is continued as far as the extremity of the upper point. The substance of this penis is, generally speaking, solid, and composed of a very dense fibrous substance, without any intermixture of erectile tissue; in this respect the penis of the crocodile resembles that of the ostrich. There is no erectile tissue discernible except at the root of the corpora cavernosa,
with recurved spines (fig. 233, k). Essentially, these organs are merely a derivation from or a modification of the skin, which is here lined with erectile tissue. When in a state of repose, these organs are inverted and retracted beneath the skin of the tail, immediately behind the anus.

Each penis is provided with a special muscle derived from beneath the first caudal vertebra; this muscle is inserted into the bottom of the pouch when the organ is retracted, and serves to retain it in this position.

The contraction of the muscles of the tail contributes with the state of erection to make them protrude from the opening of the cloaca.

It seems to be an axiom universally applicable, that in those genera of reptiles having the external opening of the cloaca placed transversely, a double penis exists, constructed upon the principle above described.

Each lateral penis has a longitudinal groove that extends from its base to its extremity, the extremity of which, when the organ is in a state of erection, is continuous with a groove in the cloaca.

In those reptiles that have the extremity of the penis bifurcated, as, for example, rattle-snakes (fig. 233, k), the urethral groove; likewise bifurcates, sending a branch along each division as far as its extremity.

The armature of the glans varies in different genera; sometimes it is smooth or simply covered by papillae, or it may be covered with finely pointed spines or cartilaginous plates.

Female Generative Organs.—The reproductive organs in the female reptilia are constructed upon a plan of great simplicity, consisting merely of the ovaria and oviducts, through which the eggs are conducted out of the body. The ovaria are two in number, and are found situated upon the sides of the spine in the thoraco-abdominal cavity, where they are suspended by a fold of peritoneum, by which they are invested; they are situated

... further backward or forwards in the different orders, according to circumstances. In the Chelonia they are symmetrical upon the two sides, and their shape is flattened, broad, and short; but in the elongated bodies of many lizards, and more particularly in the Ophidiants, these organs are long and narrow, and their right ovary is situated considerably in advance of the left.

The ovaria of reptiles are constructed in accordance with two different types, each of which will require notice. In the Chelonia the structure of the ovaria resembles that of the birds, and has a racemose appearance; the ova, as their development proceeds, becoming pedunculated, so that they hang like a bunch of grapes, by pedicles formed from their calyx; this capsule, when the egg is mature, becomes lacerated along a line that divides the globular ovum, like an equator, into two hemispheres, exactly as in birds, and the ovum escapes into the abdominal cavity, there to be taken up by the oviduct.

In the second type of structure, the ovary forms an elongated sac or tube, in the delicate walls of which the ova are developed. As the ovules become matured, they project more or less into the cavity of the ovary; and when they break loose it is into that cavity they escape, and ultimately make their exit through an opening that is formed at its anterior extremity for that purpose at the proper period.

In the former of these kinds of ovary the ovules, in order to escape, have to rupture not only the proligerous membrane or calyx, but also the peritoneal tunic, with which they are enveloped. In the second form, which is common to the Ophidiants, the ovules have only to tear through the proligerous membrane, in order to escape into the cavity of the ovary, the peritoneal covering of which gives way at the proper season to allow them a passage out.

The oviducts are invariably two in number, and at their commencement are, as in all other vertebrata, completely detached from the ovary. Each oviduct is a membranous tube which is connected by means of a broad mesentery fold of peritoneum to the side of the vertebral column; it commences by a wide aperture, by which the ovule is taken up; its walls are at first extremely thin and delicate, but subsequently become thicker and present a glandular appearance. The oviducts of reptiles are proportionally longer than in birds, but they are much puckered and folded up when in the unimpregnated state. Each oviduct is retained in situ by a broad peritoneal fold, which performs the functions of a mesentery.

The two oviducts in all reptiles open separately into the cloaca, which thus represents the vulva of mammiferous animals, giving passage to the ova, and likewise receiving the seminal fluid of the male during copulation.

During the passage of the ovule through the oviduct, it progressively becomes furnished with additions to its structure, the formation of which is due to the oviduct itself; a circumstance which will account for the ex-
extraordinary and apparently unnecessary length of its canal. In the upper part of its course, the walls of the oviduct secrete the albumen, in which the yolk becomes enveloped, and subsequently the membrana putamitis and the egg-shell are supplied by its inferior portions. In correspondence with these changes of function, its lining membrane is found to differ in appearance and structure in different regions of the oviduct. Towards the commencement of that canal (fig. 65, p), it is exceedingly delicate, gathered into longitudinal folds, and covered with vibratile cilia lower down (o); the walls of the oviduct become evidently glandular, and towards its termination (n), where the outer investments of the egg are secreted, it is thrown into broad irregular ruge, which are continued as far as its termination in the cloaca (m). External to the mucous membrane, there is a stratum of muscular fibres, by the contractions of which the ovum is propelled along the oviduct; and externally it is invested with a peritoneal tunic that extends throughout its whole length.

The oviducts in the reptilia are very extensible, and in many genera are constructed to contain numerous ova at the same time, as for example in lizards (fig. 240, e). In serpents, owing to the slenderness of their bodies, the numerous ova thus contained in the oviduct are arranged in a very remarkable manner; those lodged in the right oviduct correspond with an unoccupied space in the left, and vice versa those in the left are lodged in an inter-space between the ova contained in the right.

The reptilia proper differ in a very important particular from the Amphibia in the manner in which their eggs are fecundated: in the latter, the fertilisation of the ova is effected after their exclusion, so that the envelope of the egg consists merely of a thin chorion: but in the former, where impregnation takes place internally, the ova, after being fecundated, are provided with an external covering, the nature of which varies in different races. Among the Chelonia reptiles, the land and fresh-water tortoises produce eggs covered with a hard calcareous shell like that of birds; but in the turtles, the outer shell remains soft, presenting a texture something like that of parchment.

In crocodiles the egg-shells are calcareous and brittle, but in the generality of Saurians they are flexible and pergamentaceous. In the Ophidia the egg-shells are made up of superposed layers of soft membrane, secreted by the walls of the oviduct.

Some reptiles are generally but improperly styled viviparous. The common viper, for example, derives its name from the circumstance of its sometimes producing its young alive. In this, and in all similar instances, however, such an occurrence is merely fortuitous, and depends upon the length of time the eggs are retained in the oviduct prior to their expulsion. If they are not expelled before the young are hatched, of course the creatures bring forth their progeny alive; and the same animal may, from the nature of its food, be made to produce eggs at one time and living animals at another.

The females of those reptilia whose males are provided with a single penis are furnished with a clitoris, but in those genera which have the penis double or invaginated, this organ is deficient. In the female Chelonia the clitoris has very much the same structure as the penis of the male, from which indeed it only differs in its smaller proportional size: it is long, grooved throughout its whole length along its dorsum, and terminated by rounded glans on each side: it contains peritoneal canals similar to those of the male, and is moreover provided with muscles resembling those of the male penis, by which it is retracted into the cloaca.

The female crocodiles have likewise a clitoris, very similar to the male penis, but of much smaller proportional dimensions.

Development of the Embryo. — As relates to the internal structure of the egg, and development of the embryo, the Reptilia differ in no essential circumstance from the warm-blooded Ovipara. Within the calcareous or pergamentaceous egg-shell there is a considerable quantity of exceedingly transparent albumen, which so completely fills the shell that no air bubble is to be detected in its
interior, except after some of the fluid contents have been permitted to evaporate. The

Fig. 242.

Egg of the Monitor laid open at a late period of Incubation.

a, the yolk; b, the amnion; c, umbilical cord; d, the embryo, remarkable for the beautiful "packing" of its limbs and tail; e, the pergamentaceous egg-shell. (After Carus.)

vitellus exhibits a cicatricula, surrounded with a double zone.

When the embryo arrives at a sufficient state of maturity, the disposition of the allantois and of the vitelline sac is found to be precisely similar to that of these structures in the egg of a bird, as will be at once evident on reference to the annexed figure, representing the anatomy of the ovum of the Monitor at a very advanced state of maturation.

The allantoic sac, which serves for the respiration of the embryo during the earlier stages of its growth, is richly vascular, and communicates as usual with the anterior part of the cloacal cavity, the so-called urinary bladder being, in fact, merely a remnant of this apparatus.

The vitelline sac communicates freely with the abdominal cavity at the umbilicus, its contents being conveyed into the commencement of the intestinal canal through a ductus vitello-intestinalis (fig. 244, c): at a still later

Fig. 244.

Anatomy of a very young Fetus of the Viper (Vipera Berus). (After Otto.)

a, the yolk-bag; b, the amnion; c, the umbilical cord; d, ductus vitello-intestinalis; e, opening of the ductus vitello-intestinalis between the longitudinal folds of the mucous membrane of the small intestines; f, intestine partially laid open and cut across; g, h, continuation of the intestine as far as the anus; i, j, rudiments of the ovaria; k, k, the kidneys; l, anus.
period the vitelline sac, together with its remaining contents, is gradually taken into the cavity of the abdomen through the umbilical aperture, and before the egg is hatched it has entirely disappeared.

In Fig. 246, the condition of these parts is represented as they appear just before the egg is hatched, the vitelline sac being already completely introduced into the abdominal cavity; the yolk of the egg, b, now reduced to a very small size, is now seen to communicate with the intestine f, g, by the extremely short passage, d, to which the long ductus vitello-intestinalis, represented in Fig. 244., is now reduced.

**Tegumentary System.** — In all reptiles the blood is cold, and the general temperature of the body corresponds with the imperfectly oxygenated state of the circulating fluid; instead, therefore, of being clothed in hair or feathers, their bodies are invested with plates or scales of horny cuticle, better adapted to their manner and mode of life. In lizards the cuticular covering is cast off at intervals in small detached portions; but in serpents, where it forms a thin continuous stratum that envelopes the whole surface of the body, it is cast off in a single piece.

Beneath the cuticle, the skin of reptiles presents the usual structure, consisting of the corium, and of an interposed mucous layer, upon which the various colours of the surface of the body depend, which in some species are of great brilliancy.

The chameleon and other lizards are remarkable for the changes of colour of which the surface of the body is susceptible, in accordance with the intensity of the light to which it is exposed, or the nature of the locality in which it happens to be placed. These changes seem to a considerable extent to be voluntary, and under the control of the animal; and various hypotheses have been framed in order to account for them, but without any very satisfactory result.

In the rattlesnakes (Crotalus) the cuticle in the vicinity of the tail presents a very peculiar modification of structure; instead of forming imbricated scales, as in other parts of the body, it is arranged in a series of rings loosely connected together, so as to constitute the remarkable rattle which characterises these dangerous snakes. This singular organ is made up of many pieces, from one to thirty or more, which are perfectly similar to each other in their form, and are articulated together by a very beautiful mechanism.

The piece of the rattle immediately connected with the body seems to be moulded on the last vertebra of the tail, which it encloses, and from which it is only separated by an interposed layer of the dermis or true skin, by which it is secreted. Its surface presents three circular elevations corresponding to three protuberances: of these the first, or that nearest to the body of the animal, is the largest; the other two rings are encased in the succeeding piece, which is connected
in a similar manner to the next ring, and so on throughout the series, the posterior two-thirds of each ring being embraced by the following, so that of the three prominent rings that project from each piece the anterior only is visible, the two posterior being contained in the next ring, with the exception of the ultimate one.

The two last rings of each piece thus enclosed in the two first of the succeeding retain it in its place; but as the diameter of the former is less than that of the latter, each piece is quite loose and plays freely about upon the two which envelops. None, except the first, are connected with the skin of the animal by any muscle, nerve, or vessel. It is, therefore, merely an external appendage, moved, as any foreign body would be, when the end of the tail is agitated.

The pieces of the organ are formed successively on the skin of the tail, receiving from it the materials necessary for its development, and adhering to it until its growth is complete. A second piece, entirely similar to the first, is formed under it, and detaches it from the end of the tail. It is pushed backwards, leaving between its edge and the skin of the tail an interval occupied by the first ring of the new piece, of which the second and third rings are covered by the first piece. The latter is retained by this connexion, but plays freely round the first piece. A third piece is formed under the second, as that was under the first; pushing the second backwards, but retaining it by its two posterior rings being included in the cavity of the second piece.

If the vertebrae of the tail continue of uniform diameter, all the pieces will be of the same size, and the rattle, consequently, is of one breadth throughout. On the contrary, if the vertebrae grow while the rattle is being formed, the pieces increase in size, and thus the rattle tapers to its end.

It is evident from the preceding description that one piece only can be formed at each partial mounting of the end of the tail; but as we do not know whether these mountings coincide with the general separation of the epidermis from the body, nor the period of their recurrence, the number of pieces not only affords no proof of specific difference, but also indicates nothing about the age of the animal.*

Musk-gland of the Crocodile.—In crocodiles there is a peculiar gland lying under the skin of the lower jaw, on each side about its middle. It is small, of a homogeneous whitish tissue, and is covered by a tendinous sheath. It secretes an unctuous blackish-grey fluid, smelling most strongly of musk, which accumulates in a small bag that opens externally by a wide orifice.

Anat. glands have also been observed in the crocodile and alligator, as well as in several serpents: they are of considerable size in female colubers, and are situated under the tail, behind the cloaca, near the part occupied by the penis of the males. They contain a thin yellow substance of a very peculiar odour.


(T. Rymer Jones.)

RESPIRATION (Germ. Atmung).—Before the nutritious juices of organized bodies can be properly elaborated and rendered fit for maintaining the vitality of the tissues through which they move, it is indispensable that certain chemical changes take place between them and the atmospheric air. All organized bodies, therefore, vegetable as well as animal, require a supply of atmospheric air for the continuance of life, and the amount of this is proportionate to the number and energy of their vital actions. These chemical changes between the nutritious juices of organized bodies and the atmospheric air constitute the important function of Respiration.

In studying the chemical actions that occur in respiration in different organized bodies, it is necessary to keep in mind the constitution of the atmospheric air, both in its free state and when dissolved in water. The atmospheric air, in its free state, is, as is well known, chiefly composed of nitrogen and oxygen, in the proportion of about 21 parts of oxygen to 79 of nitrogen by volume; or by weight, in the proportion of 23.1 of oxygen to 76.9 of nitrogen. Dumas and Boussingault, in their accurate experiments, found the average proportion of these gases to be, by volume, 20.81 of oxygen, and 79.19 of nitrogen; or by weight, 23.01 of oxygen, and 76.99 of nitrogen. The quantity of carbonic acid gas in the atmospheric air is very much smaller than that of the oxygen and nitrogen. Theod. De Saussure,† discovered in his experiments, that the average proportion of carbonic acid gas in the atmospheric air is only one-fifth of that of the oxygen and nitrogen.

* Annales de Chimie et de Physique, troisième série, tom. iii. p. 257. 1841.
† Or, what would be sufficiently accurate, 20.8 oxygen and 79.2 nitrogen.
‡ Annales de Chimie et de Physique, tom. xxxviii. p. 411. 1828.
found the maximum quantity of carboonic acid gas in 10,000 parts of atmospheric air to be 6/2, the minimum 3/7, and the average 4/9 or nearly 1 part, by volume, of carboonic acid gas in 2000 parts of atmospheric air. Results similar to those procured by Saussure, who experimented at Geneva, have been obtained by Boussingault and Thenard‡ at Berne, and Verger§ at Groningen in Holland, so that we have the strongest grounds for believing in their general accuracy. The variable quantity of watery vapour that exists in the atmosphere must also be taken into account in examining the function of respiration. A quantity of ammoea, so small however that its usual proportion cannot be ascertained, is constantly present in the atmospheric air, which, when it descends to the earth dissolved in water, serves, according to Liebig, an important purpose in the nutrition of vegetables. There are, besides the above substances, numerous others in the gaseous form, exhaled from the surface of the earth, too minute to be detected by analysis, but sometimes recognised by their effects upon the living organism. No doubt the miasmata and effluvia, which can inflict such disastrous evils on the human race, are diffused through the atmosphere.

Though the proportions of the three gases, viz. nitrogen, oxygen, and carboonic acid, usually regarded as forming the constituent parts of our atmosphere, are not quite uniform at all times and in all places, chiefly from local disturbing causes, yet these differences are to a small extent, when its free circulation is permitted. Dalton¶ maintained, that in elevated regions the proportion of oxygen to azote is somewhat less than at the surface of the earth; but this is not confirmed by the more recent experiments of Dumas, Boussingault, and Brunner. In the experiments of Lewy¶ and Morren**, the composition of the air near the surface of the sea differed in its amount of oxygen from that over the land. Saussure detected a somewhat smaller quantity of carboonic acid gas in the air during the day than during the night, and a larger quantity in the air of the town of Geneva than in that taken in the country three-fourths of a league distant, in the proportion of 100 to 92 ; and Boussingault and Lewy, in their later experiments, observed a similar difference between the air taken from the densest parts of Paris and that of the country. Lewy detected a considerable increase of carboonic acid gas, no doubt of volcanic origin, in the air of Guadaloupe, but without any diminution in the usual relative proportions of the oxygen and nitrogen. As a portion of the oxygen of the atmospheric air is combined with carbon to form carboonic acid gas in the respiration of animals, in ordinary combustion, and in numerous other chemical processes going on at the earth's surface, it is obvious that when individuals of the human species are surrounded by a limited quantity of air which is not renewed so rapidly as it is vitiated by respiration, the proportion of oxygen gas will be diminished and the carboonic acid increased, and this the more rapidly if any other process of deoxidation of the confined air be at the same time in operation. Dalton analyzed the air of a room where 50 candles had been kept burning and 500 people had been collected for two hours, and found that it contained 1 per cent. of carboonic acid gas. Leblanc made a number of analyses of the air taken from the rooms of some of the public buildings in Paris. He collected some of the air of one of the wards of La Pitié, the area of which was 70,632 cubic feet, containing 34 patients, after it had been shut during a whole night, and procured from it 3 parts of carboonic acid gas, by weight, in the 1000, or about 5 times as much carboonic acid as is usually present in the atmosphere.† The oxygen gas had suffered a corresponding diminution. In one of the sleeping apartments of the Salpêtrière, the carboonic acid gas amounted to 6 parts, by weight, in the 1000 parts of the contained air, and in another sleeping apartment to 8 parts in the 1000. In the Amphitheatre of Chemistry at the Sorbonne, the air collected at the end of the lecture furnished 10/6 of carboonic acid, by pools of sea-water abounding in algae, exposed to the sun's rays.

† Boussingault (opus cit. tom. x. pp. 464, 465) obtained similar results; but he admits that more extended observations are required on this point.

‡ Annales de Chimie et de Physique, tomo. xii. p. 5. 1844.

¶ Opus supra citat. tom. x. p. 462. 1844.


‡‡ Annales de Chimie et de Physique, tomo. xii. p. 405. 1843. Lewy found the quantity of oxygen in the air near the surface of the North Sea on an average 22.6 by weight in the 100 of air, while the air over the land contained 23 of oxygen in the 100.

** Annales de Chim. et de Phys., tomo. xii. p. 5. 1844. Morren states that the air resting upon the surface of the sea, in calm weather, may contain from 23 to 24 parts, by volume, of oxygen instead of 20/6, the usual quantity; and this increased quantity of oxygen, under the circumstances mentioned, is connected, as we shall see immediately, with the action of the marine vegetation upon the atmospheric air. The experiments of Lewy and Morren are not contradictory; for in those of the former the air was taken from the surface of the deep sea at some distance from the shore, and in those of the latter the air analyzed had been resting for some time over
weight, in the 1000. The air collected in the pit of the Opéra Comique a short time before the termination of the performance contained 2.3; while in another experiment the air from one of the boxes contained 4.3, by weight, of carbonic acid gas in the 1000. In one of the stables at the Ecole Militaire, the air collected after it had been kept closed for a night yielded 1.05 in the 100; and the air from another which was better ventilated yielded about 2 parts in the 1000, by weight.*

If, according to the opinion of Leblanc and others, carbonic acid gas exerts a prejudicial effect upon the vital actions in the human species when it has accumulated to the extent of 1 per cent. in the air to be breathed, the above facts, to which many others might readily have been added, point out the importance of securing sufficient ventilation both in our private and public buildings.

As the gases held by water in solution supply the means of aquatic respiration to many animals and plants, a knowledge of the quantity and composition of these gases is also necessary for the full comprehension of the function of respiration. Humboldt and Gay Lussac state that the water of rivers, and distilled water well aired, held in solution about \( \frac{1}{3} \)th of their volume of air composed of about 32 of oxygen and 68 of azote, by volume;† Morren ‡ concludes from his experiments that sea-water contains in solution between \( \frac{2}{3} \)th and \( \frac{3}{4} \)th of its volume of air, a quantity sensibly less than that obtained from fresh-water, which usually contains from \( \frac{2}{3} \)th to \( \frac{3}{4} \)th, or even \( \frac{3}{4} \)th of its volume. § He found that the air obtained from fresh-water under ordinary circumstances, whether distilled and again perfectly aerated, or the limpid water of a moderately rapid stream, contains 32 parts of oxygen, and from 2 to 4 of carbonic acid, by volume, in the 100; while the air obtained from sea-water yielded 33 of oxygen and from 9 to 10 of carbonic acid in the 100. The relative proportion of the gases obtained both from fresh and sea-water varies considerably under certain conditions. In fresh-water ponds abounding in plants or green animalculae, and in shallow parts of the sea, where numerous algae flourish, the proportion of oxygen gas may be considerably increased during sunshine, especially if the water be at the same time still. Morren analyzed, in a bright day in July, the gas dissolved in the water of a fish-pond of a green colour, chiefly from the numerous animalculae it contained, and found in that procured in the morning 25, at mid-day 45, and in the evening as much as 61, of oxygen in the 100 parts. * Similar changes, but to a less extent, were detected by Morren in the air of sea-water, and they are chiefly dependent upon the action of the algae. In one experiment, performed on a fine sunny day, when the sea was at the same time calm, the air obtained from the water yielded 40 per cent. of oxygen in the early part of the day, and 53 in the evening. The total quantity of air obtained from both kinds of water varied at different times of the day; and its increase was chiefly dependent upon the addition of oxygen, the carbonic acid at the same time suffering a decrease, but not in the same proportion, while the nitrogen † seemed to suffer little change. This increase of oxygen will partly contribute to the supply required for the respiration of the numerous aquatic animals which usually frequent the localities where it is evolved, and be partly given off to the superincumbent air, and thus assist in maintaining the purity of the atmosphere.

Notwithstanding the large quantity of oxygen daily removed from the atmosphere by the respiration of animals and other causes, yet from the great extent of the atmosphere, and the rapid mixture of its different parts, a long period of time must necessarily elapse before it suffers any marked deterioration, even were there no compensating operation in the vegetable kingdom. The oxygen gas in the atmosphere is equal in weight to a column of 7.8 feet of water pressing upon every part of the earth’s surface; and it has been stated that it would require 10,000 years, supposing the earth peopled with 1,000,000,000 of men to produce a perceptible effect upon the eudiometer of Volta, even though vegetable life was annihilated; and that to suppose all the animals on the surface of the earth could by

---

* According to the experiments of M. Lassaigne (Comptes Rendus, 13th July, p. 198. 1846) the carbonic acid gas, formed by respiration in apartments where the ventilation is very imperfect, is not confined to the parts nearest the floor, but is diffused nearly in equal proportions through every portion of the mass of air in the apartments.

† Journal de Physique et de Chimie, par Dela-mitherie, tom. ix. p. 158. The percentage of oxygen from the air of water of the Seine was 31.9; of distilled water which had again absorbed air, 32.8; and of rain water, 31.0. (p. 159.)

‡ Annales de Chim. et de Phys., tom. xii. 1844.

§ M. Lewy (Comptes Rendus, 29th Sept. 1846) states that, in his experiments, one litre (6192 cubic inches English) of Seine water yielded about 40 cubic centimetres (2440 cubic inches) of air, and the same quantity of water from the ocean furnished only 30 cubic centimetres (1229 cubic inches). The water of the ocean, in consequence of the salts it holds in solution, absorbs much less atmospheric air than fresh water.

---

* Opus cit. p. 9. Wöhler (Poggendorff’s Annalen der Physik und Chemie, band ivi. S. 308. 1842) analyzed the gas exhaled from the greyish yellow mass, consisting of a great many small porphyria mixed with some conchias, which collects in a salt spring at Rodenberg in Hesse, and found it to be composed of 51 per cent. of oxygen, and 49 of nitrogen.

† M. Lewy (Comptes Rendus, 28th Sept. 1846) has observed similar changes, but not to the same extent, in the relative proportions of oxygen and carbonic acid in the air of sea-water under the circumstances mentioned by Morren. According to the results of Lewy, the waters of the ocean contain a small quantity of sulphuretted hydrogen gas, apparently evolved from the bodies of certain molluscos animals, which may be imparted to the air resting upon the surface of the water; and Dumas, in his paper upon Lewy’s Memoir, has given some remarks on the possibility of the sulphur contained in this gas serving an important purpose in the nutrition of plants.
their respiration deteriorate the air to the extent of removing in a century the 8000th part of the oxygen in the atmosphere, is to make a supposition very much beyond the truth.*

Respiration of plants.—The results of the chemical actions between the atmospheric air and the vegetable kingdom, are chiefly influenced by the presence or absence of light, and the condition of the plants at the time. When a plant is surrounded by the ordinary atmospheric air, and exposed to the sunshine, the green parts of the plant, and especially the leaves, decompose the carbonic acid contained in the atmosphere, seize upon the carbon, and liberate the oxygen; while the same plant in the dark, not only ceases to decompose carbonic acid, but actually exhales into the surrounding atmosphere a portion of this gas.

A quantity of nitrogen gas is also given off by plants along with the oxygen.1 Plants, therefore, during exposure to light, purify the air by removing carbonic acid and adding oxygen, while during the night they, like animals, deteriorate the air by exhaling carbonic acid gas. As, however, the quantity of oxygen gas liberated during the day from the decomposed carbolic acid is more than sufficient to counteract the quantity of carbolic acid formed during the night, plants on the whole must counteract, either entirely or in part, the accumulation in the atmosphere of the carbolic acid gas formed by the respiration of animals, and in various chemical processes going on at the earth’s surface. Indeed, nearly the whole of the carbon which enters so largely into the formation of the vegetable tissues, appears to be obtained through the decomposition of the carbolic acid of the atmosphere.

The parts of a plant which are not of a green colour, such as the roots, &c., absorb oxygen from the atmosphere, and give out carbolic acid gas even in the sunshine; and this process seems essential to the vigorous growth of the plant. The flowers of a plant also absorb oxygen, and exhale carbolic acid, and the quantity of the latter gas evolved during inflorescence is considerable. The seeds of plants during germination also absorb oxygen and give out carbolic acid.2 The

Fungi evolve carbolic acid gas in large quantity from all parts of their structure, and at all periods of their growth, even when exposed to a bright sunshine, and these plants derive their supply of carbon from the soil in which they grow.* It is also maintained that a quantity of oxygen is absorbed by the surface of plants during spring and summer, to assist in the elaboration of their acids, resins, and volatile oils. We thus perceive that the chemical actions between the atmospheric air and plants are varied, and differ in some important respects from those that occur in animals. Attempts have been made to show that the respiratory function is essentially the same in these two great divisions of the organic kingdom; that the fixation of carbon and the liberation of the oxygen gas by the leaves, and other green parts of plants during their exposure to the rays of the sun, form a part of their digestive process; while the evolution of carbolic acid, which proceeds during the day as well as during the night, from seeds during germination, from the flowers, from the surfaces not coloured green, and also, it is asserted, partly from the leaves, is their true respiratory process.3 According to others, the actions of the leaves upon the atmospheric air, by which they are changed from the crude to the fully elaborated sap, and rendered fit for the nutrition of the plant, constitute the function of respiration, then the green surfaces, and especially the leaves,

* Marret (Bibliothèque Universelle de Genève, (Sciences et Arts) tom. iv. p. 393. 1834; and Annales de Chim. et de Phys., tom. viii. p. 407. 1835) ascertained that Fungi, when confined in a limited quantity of air for some time, disengage a larger quantity of carbolic acid gas than could have been formed by the combination of carbon with the oxygen which has disappeared from the air; that when confined in a small quantity of carbolic acid gas is evolved, and in some cases a small quantity of nitrogen is absorbed; and that when confined in oxygen gas a larger quantity of this gas is absorbed than what is sufficient to constitute the carbolic acid gas evolved, and that this is replaced at least in part, by a quantity of azote disengaged from the plants. We thus perceive that if certain of the lower organized bodies, generally regarded as belonging to the animal kingdom, effect the same changes upon the atmospheric air by their respiration as the higher vegetables do, there are, on the other hand, certain of the lower organized plants that resemble in this respect the higher organized of the animal kingdom. Other cryptogamic plants have a green colour, such as the Ferns and Algae, liberate oxygen gas when exposed to the sunshine. Vide Morren’s Experiments on Algae, already referred to; and those of Daubeny, upon Ferns and Algae, in London Philos. Transact. vol. xii. p. 166. 1836.

† Burnett, in the Journal of the Royal Institution of Great Britain, vol. i. p. 83. 1831. Mr. Burnett also maintains that the analogy further holds good "between the functions of respiration and digestion in animals and plants, for to both is carbolic acid delivered when breathed, and to both it is investigated to the digestive system when absorbed as food." p. 100. Professor Draper (London and Edin. Philos. Magazine, 1844) proceeds still farther, and asserts that the whole of the action of the leaves upon the atmospheric air constitutes a true digestive and not a respiratory function.
are the true respiratory organs of plants. *

Besides, it has been alleged that the evolution of the carbonic acid gas from the leaves during the night is not attended by an absorption of oxygen, as in the respiration of animals; that it is a mechanical process, having no connection with the nutrition of the plant; and that it depends upon the carbonic acid absorbed along with the water by the roots and leaves, escaping into the air along with the water evaporated during the periods when the plant, as in the absence of sunshine, is incapable of fixing the carbon.†

As the respiratory process in animals forms a part of the great Nutritive Function, for preparing, elaborating, and assimilating the nutritious juices, and as the two functions performed respectively by the digestive and respiratory organs in the higher animals are not definitely separated in the vegetable kingdom, we can readily understand that the same structures in the vegetable kingdom which carry on the process of respiration, may also at the same time assist in the performance of other parts of the nutritive function.

In some of the lower organized plants every part of their surface is probably equally efficient in the performance of the function of respiration; while in the higher plants, though the whole of the external surface may still aid, the leaves are the chief organs of respiration. Botanists are not agreed as to what extent the spiral tubes, usually regarded as analogous to the trachea of insects, act as organs of respiration. These spiral vessels do not form continuous canals, and do not open upon the stomata, so that the air cannot enter them without having previously permeated a greater or less thickness of vegetable tissue covering them. Their share in the performance of the function of respiration cannot, probably, be great.

Respiration in animals. — The function of respiration varies greatly in activity, and in the external form and position of the apparatus by which it is effected, in the different divisions of the animal kingdom. In all animals, except some Infusoria, the nature of the chemical changes between the atmospheric air and the nutritious juices is pretty uniform, and essentially consists in the evolution of carbonic acid gas and the absorption of oxygen. Azote may be exhaled by, or absorbed at, the respiratory organs in small quantities; but these changes seem to be of secondary importance in the function of respiration, do not appear to be uniform in the same animals at different times, and occasionally cannot be detected. The evidence, however, preponderates in favour of the opinion that a small quantity of azote is exhaled at the respiratory organs.

The function of respiration in animals includes two distinct processes — the evolution of one gas from the nutritious juices, and the absorption of another; and while the former is an act of excretion necessary for the maintenance of the purity of the nutritious juices, the latter is an act of absorption necessary for their proper elaboration. These two acts are of equal importance in supporting the vitality of the organism, are so closely linked together, and are so reciprocally dependent for their continued action, that they have been regarded as belonging to the same function, though in a logical point of view they are parts of two distinct functions, viz. 1st, the absorption by the organism of new materials from the surrounding medium for completing the elaboration of the nutritious juices; and, 2dly, the excretion from the organism of those substances which are of no further use, and would even prove prejudicial if retained. Many of the definitions given of the respiratory process are liable to strong objections in consequence of its compound character not having been kept strictly in view. These mutual actions between the nutritious juices and atmospheric air are purely chemico-physical, take place wherever the air and the fluids are brought into contact, and do not require the agency of vitality for their manifestation. When a urinary bladder has been filled with venous blood and placed in atmospheric air, the oxygen of the atmospheric air, and the free carbonic acid in the blood, mutually permeate the walls of the bladder, the oxygen gas being absorbed by the blood, and the carbonic acid escaping into the surrounding atmosphere. This interchange depends upon the strong tendency that different gases have to intermix or diffuse themselves through each other, and as this action in this particular case takes place through a permeable membrane, it may be regarded as a kind of endosmose and exosmose.

It necessarily follows, that wherever the nutritious juices of organized bodies are separated from the atmospheric air by tissues permeable by oxygen and carbonic acid gas, the function of respiration may be performed. The energy of this function will be regulated by the following conditions: — the greater or less thickness and permeability of the tissues interposed between the atmospheric air and the nutritious fluids; the quantities and constitution of these substances thus brought into action; the extent of surface over which they operate; and the rapidity with which these portions of both are brought into contact, in the place of those whose mutual actions have been completed. In the higher animals, where this function is performed in greatest perfection, the apparatus for effecting it is very complicated and extensive, and consists, 1st, of a special organ — the lungs, affording an immense extent of surface where the blood flows in innumerable minute streamlets only separated by very thin membranes from the atmospheric air; 2dly, of an assemblage of muscles, bones, and nerves, for efficiently renewing the air in the lungs; and, 3dly, of a series of vessels with a contractile propelling organ attached to them — the pulmonary arteries and veins and right side of the heart, — for rapidly

changing the blood in the lungs, and bringing successive portions of it into contact with the atmospheric air. On the other hand, in some of the most simple forms of animal life, which, with the exception of some of the entozoa, are all aquatic, the function of respiration is effected by the external surface, and they have no special organ for exposing their nutritious juices to the action of the atmospheric air, no apparatus for bringing fresh supplies of the surrounding fluid into contact with their bodies, and no canals or tubes for securing a more rapid change of those portions of the nutritious juices exposed to the action of the atmospheric air.

Numerous and interesting modifications of the respiratory apparatus, each wonderfully adapted to the wants of the individual animal, and the medium in which it lives, and in admirable relation to its other nutritive functions, fill up the wide interval between the most complex and the simplest methods of carrying on the function of respiration. This, like the other functions of the body, is, in proportion to the energy of its manifestations, more concentrated upon individual organs chiefly or entirely constructed for this purpose, and it thus becomes more and more specialized as we ascend in the zoological scale.

The position of the respiratory apparatus is chiefly regulated by the circumstance of the animal being terrestrial or aquatic, or, in other words, by its supply of atmospheric air being in the gasiform condition, or held in solution by water. In the greater number of aquatic animals, the respiratory apparatus is placed on or near the external surface of the body; while, in the terrestrial animals, it is situated more or less deeply in the interior of the body. The medium in which the animal lives also influences the size and complexity of its respiratory organs. As the quantity of atmospheric air in contact with respiratory organs of the same extent of surface must be much smaller in aquatic than in terrestrial animals, a more extended respiratory organ is required in these cases than in the latter to effect the same amount of respiration, just as a more extended digestive apparatus is required in herbivorous than in carnivorous animals to extract the same amount of nutritious matters from their food.

As water cannot furnish to terrestrial animals an adequate supply of atmospheric air, their vital actions are brought to a stand when their respiratory organs are immersed in that fluid, and this the more quickly in those immediately dependant, as the birds and mammals, upon large and frequent supplies of atmospheric air. The respiratory organs of aquatic animals are, on the other hand, inadequate for the performance of respiration in the atmospheric air, but from very different circumstances. The most obvious of these are, 1st, their respiratory organs, from their external position, are either freely exposed or only partially covered, so that when they are removed from the water into the atmosphere they become dry in consequence of the evaporation of their moisture, and this the more rapidly as there is little or no provision independent of the water in which they live, for keeping these surfaces moist by a secretion, as in air-breathing animals: 2dly, in those cases where the respiratory organ consists of numerous membranous plates or laminae that float apart in the water, and have every portion of their external surface bathed in this fluid, removal into the atmospheric air causes them to fall together, so that comparatively a small quantity of their surface is now in contact with the air. In some of the Crustacea, and in some fishes, as the eels, the branchiae, or respiratory organs, being covered to a great extent, desiccation proceeds slowly, and life may be prolonged for a considerable time in the atmospheric air. In one of the groups of the Crustaceans, the land-crabs or Gecarcinians, though the respiratory organs have a close resemblance to the branchiae of the aquatic tribes, yet as they inhabit damp situations, and have a provision for keeping the respiratory surface moist, they are enabled to live as terrestrial animals.

It has already been stated that the respiratory apparatus in all the higher animals consists of three distinct parts;—of an expanded membrane, through which the atmospheric air and the nutritious fluid the blood, act chemically on each other; of organs for renewing the atmospheric air in contact with the external surface of this membrane; and of organs for circulating the nutritious fluid along channels placed upon the inner surface of this membrane. Of these three portions of the respiratory apparatus, the first, or the expanded membrane, which may be termed the respiratory membrane, is the most essential, and the other two may be considered as merely accessory to it. In those animals, as the Infusoria, the Polypes, &c., that have no special organs of respiration, the surfaces, bathed by the fluids in which they live, act as a respiratory membrane: the atmospheric air in the surrounding fluids is there brought into contact with the nutritious juices, and the function of respiration is effected in the feeble manner in which it is manifested in such animals. In those animals possessing special organs of respiration, the respiratory membrane is formed in almost all cases by prolongations, folds, or reduplications of the internal or external tegumentary membrane, and all of these different arrangements are evidently with the view of increasing the extent of surface of that membrane. In the pulmonate Medusæ the margin of the disk, though smooth, and presenting no prolongation of the external tegumentary membrane, acts more efficiently in the function of respiration than the other parts of the surfaces of the body, and may be considered as a respiratory organ, in consequence of a large quantity of the nutritious juices flowing through numerous vessels distributed there. In some of the Echinodermata, as in the starfishes (Asteridae), and in the sea-urchins (Echi-
nider), the internal integumentary membrane is materially aided in the performance of this function by the aqueferous canals in the former, and by the peritoneal cavity in the latter; indeed, the peritoneal cavity may be considered the special organ of respiration in the Echinidae.

The respiratory membrane, in most cases, presents one of three forms, which have received the names of gills or branchiae, of tracheae, and of lungs. In the gills or branchiae the tegumentary membrane is prolonged outwards, in the shape of lamellae, tufts, or branches; and this arrangement is found in aquatic animals. This form of the respiratory membrane is not, however, universal in those aquatic animals possessing special organs of respiration. In the Holothuridae, one of the tribes of the Echinoderma, the chief respiratory organ consists of two aqueferous tubes, of an arborecent form, that open upon the surface of the cloaca.*

In the Ascidians, among the Mollusca, the chief respiratory organ is a large cavity, regarded by some as a dilatation of the oesophagus; and in certain of the aquatic Gasteropoda it consists of a sac, with lamellae on its inner surface, opening upon the external surface of the body. The small cavities placed along the sides of the body of the leech, and opening externally, are also believed to be respiratory organs.

The arrangement of the respiratory membrane, termed tracheae, is present in the Articulata, among the Myriapods, insects, spiders, and also, with a few exceptions, among the larvae of insects living in the atmosphere; and is observed in greatest perfection in the adult insects. It consists of a prolongation of the external membrane into the interior of the body, in the form of tubes, often extensively subdivided and ramified, kept open by fibres rolled round their walls in a spiral manner, and commencing at the external surface of the body by orifices termed stigmata. In certain of the larvae of insects, this arrangement of the respiratory membrane is modified to adapt it for aquatic respiration. In the larvae of the Ephemera, these tracheae, instead of terminating in stigmata, are prolonged outwards into a foliaceous expansion of the external integument, where they are subdivided and ramified, and terminate in short extremities. A constant interchange between the air in the tracheae of these larvae, and the atmospheric air dissolved in the water, will go on through the membranes interposed between them.† In the larvae of the Libella the tracheae are distributed in a similar manner in a membrane placed within the anus, and the animals draw in and expel the water with considerable force from that cavity, so that these respiratory movements act at the same time in causing locomotion.

The arrangement of the respiratory membrane called lungs consists of the prolongation of the tegumentary membrane inwards in the form of sacs, and is destined for aerial respiration. In some of the terrestrial gastropodous Mollusca, the lung is formed by a single, large, and simple sac, opening by an orifice on the right side of the body. In the Arachnida the lungs are composed of two or more separate cavities, lamellated on their interior, opening on the external surface of the body, and are analagous to the branchial cavity in some of the aquatic Gasteropoda. In all the air-breathing Vertebrata, the respiratory membrane is formed by a prolongation of the internal tegumentary or mucous membrane from the upper part of the digestive tube, and this also holds in the aquatic Vertebrata, or the fishes. When the expanded respiratory membrane is placed at some distance from that portion of the mucous membrane of the digestive tube with which it is continuous, as is especially the case in the Mammalia and birds, this mucous membrane is prolonged to the part where its expansion occurs, in the form of a tube, strengthened on the outer surface by elastic textures to enable it to withstand the atmospheric pressure. Along this tube (trachea), and its branches (bronchi and bronchial tubes), the air passes to and from the proper respiratory membrane on the inner surface of the lungs. In the water-nurt the lungs consist of a pair of elongated sacs, without any internal laminae or folds. In the frog these membranous sacs present ridges on their inner surface, especially at the upper part; and in the lungs of the turtle and crocodile these ridges increase in number and in size, and form partitions dividing the interior of the lungs into numerous cells communicating with each other.

In birds the bronchial tubes on entering the lungs have numerous parietal cells on their inner surface; and this extension of the respiratory surface is still further increased by some of the tracheae opening into membranous bags, often presenting a cellular appearance, and communicating with the interior of certain of the bones. In the lungs of man and the other Mammalia, the bronchial tubes divide and subdivide into minute branches, each of which ends in a cluster of terminal cells, forming one of the small lobes into which the lung may be divided. By this arrangement an immense extent of respiratory surface is packed up in a small space.*

* Hales (Statical Essays, vol. i. p. 242. 1769) estimates the inner surface of the whole lungs in the calf at 289 square feet, equal to 19 times the surface of a man's body; and Lieberkühn calculates (as quoted by Schultz in his System der Circulation, p. 288) that the whole surface of the air-tubes and air-cells in the human species amounts to 1400 square feet. Monro, on the other hand (Essays of Monro Secundus, p. 50. Edinburgh, 1840) calculates that the inner surface of the human lungs is only equal to 440 square feet, or nearly thirty times

† This modification of the tracheal respiratory organ has been designated tracheo-branchiate by Straus-Durckheim.
In those animals possessing special organs of respiration, this function is not necessarily restricted to these organs; on the other hand, there are generally other parts of the organism which serve as auxiliary organs of respiration. We have already seen that respiration may take place wherever the atmosphere and the nutritive juices are not separated by tissues impermeable to gases. When these tissues are feebly permeable by gases, or when the quantity of nutritive juices in these tissues is small, their respiratory qualities must be feeble, however abundant the amount of atmospheric air in contact with them may be; while under more favourable physical conditions of the tissues, the amount of respiration effected may be considerable. We can readily understand, therefore, how the external cutaneous surface in fishes and in the batrachian reptiles may considerably assist the special organs of respiration; and how, in some fishes, the mucous surface of the digestive tube may act as an accessory organ of respiration when they rise to the surface of the water, and swallow a quantity of air. As in the crocodiles, and in certain cartilaginous fishes, there are apertures by which the water may enter the peritoneal cavity, it is believed that in these animals the large abdominal serous membrane, which is the chief respiratory organ in the Echinida, serves as an auxiliary organ of respiration.* In fishes the air-bladder, formed by a prolongation of the internal tegumentary membrane, and constituting a rudimentary lung, is generally considered to be an accessory respiratory organ. Even in the higher Mammalia, the external tegumentary membrane, and the internal tegumentary membrane of the digestive tube, but more especially the former, may be regarded as auxiliary organs of respiration, but the aid they afford to the special respiratory membrane in the lungs is so feeble, that in a practical point of view they may in most cases be disregarded, and they can under no circumstances supply the place, even for a brief period of time, of the special respiratory membrane.

A moist condition of the respiratory membrane appears to be essential to the proper performance of its functions, and this is obtained in those animals which breathe atmospheric air, by its deep position, and by the fluid secretions poured out upon its surface. The structure of that portion of the respiratory apparatus which acts in bringing fresh supplies of atmospheric air into contact with the respiratory surface, is chiefly regulated by the animal being terrestrial or aquatic, and by the amount of respiration required. In many of the lower aquatic tribes the respiratory surface is external and floats in the water, and any movements on the part of the animal, and currents in the water, must change, more or less rapidly, the fluid in contact with the respiratory surface. In such cases, the only structural provision for promoting such movements in the water, is the presence of numerous cilia on the surface of the respiratory membrane, which by their incessant action produce currents in their neighbourhood. In those aquatic animals, where the respiratory organ assumes the form of branched tubes or of cavities, the water in their interior is constantly undergoing a gradual renewal by the incessant action of the cilia upon the inner surface, and it is at other times expelled or renewed much more rapidly by the action of the surrounding contractile tissues. In some of the Crustacea where the branchiae are lodged in a cavity placed under the lateral portions of the carapace, the renewal of the water is effected by the movements of distinct appendages, belonging more especially to the masticatory and locomotive organs; and in the Cephalopoda, where the branchiae are placed in a cavity beneath the mantle into which the rectum and generative organs also open, the water is chiefly renewed by the contractions of the mantle. In fishes, whose demand for atmospheric air is greater, a complicated apparatus of muscles, bones, and nerves is arranged around the branchiae, for keeping up a constant stream of water over the respiratory membrane. In insects the air in the tracheae is chiefly renewed by the contractions and dilatations of the abdominal segments of the body.

In all the vertebrata that breathe by lungs, the muscles for renewing the air in contact with the respiratory surface are numerous, are called into action involuntarily and by excitations conveyed through the nervous system, and contract more or less frequently according to the wants of the organism. In batrachian reptiles, where the ribs are wanting, and in chelonian reptiles whose ribs are soldered together and immovable, the air is not drawn into the lungs, as in birds and the Mammalia, by the dilatations of the walls of the cavity enclosing them, but it is forced into the lungs chiefly by the action of the muscles attached to the hyoid bone as by a forcing-pump, from which it is again expelled chiefly by the abdominal muscles, as in the Mammalia and birds.*

The manner in which the nutritious juices are carried to and from the respiratory membrane is usually regarded as a part of the function of the circulation, and has already been described in the article on that function. The position and extent of the respiratory membrane, and the degree of activity required of it, are in some degree influenced by the arrangement of this portion of the circulatory apparatus, and the quantity and velocity with which the nutritious juices are circulated through it. When the respira-

---

* In the Holothuria the tentacula appear to act as auxiliary respiratory organs. I have observed an active circulation of the nutritious juices in the tentacula of the Oenoc brunnescens of Forbes.

* Detailed accounts of the respiratory organs in the different divisions of the animal kingdom are given in the articles under these heads. See also the article PALMO, supplement.
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tory membrane is closely packed in a particular part of the organism, and the function of respiration is at the same time energetic as in the Mammalia, the blood is circulated with great activity, and in great quantity, through vessels distributed in this membrane, and appropriated solely to this purpose. When the respiratory membrane is extensively diffused, as in insects, throughout the organism, and the atmospheric air is brought into contact with it in the different tissues, a particular set of canals for carrying the nutritious juices to and from the respiratory membrane is not required; and were we, in such animals, to examine the circulatory apparatus without any reference to the nature of the respiratory apparatus, we could not understand how a circulatory apparatus, apparently so imperfect, is yet equally efficient in carrying on the nutritive processes as in other animals where its mechanism is much more complicated.

Apparatus for renewing the air in the lungs in the human species. — In man, as in the other Mammalia, this consists of three distinct parts: — 1st, of a movable framework composed of articulated bones and cartilages, but chiefly of the former, termed the thorax; 2dly, of muscles for enlarging and diminishing the capacity of the thorax; 3dly, of nerves through which the movements of these muscles are excited and regulated. The uses of this apparatus are not, however, restricted to respiration. The bones of the thorax furnish a certain degree of protection to the lungs, heart, and other important parts enclosed by them; and during certain violent efforts of the voluntary muscles, as in lifting a weight, they are no longer mobile as in the respiratory movements, but are rendered fixed, and afford a firm and steady point d’appui to the powerful muscles passing between the external surface of the thorax and the thoracic extremities, during their contraction. The same muscles which act involuntarily in dilating and contracting the chest in respiration, are frequently engaged in the performance of voluntary muscular movements, as in articulate speech, straining, &c. They also, in connexion with other muscles, or even alone, perform various involuntary muscular movements which are not respiratory, as in the excito-motory movements of coughing, sneezing, defecation, and urination, and in the sensational and emotional involuntary muscular movements of laughter, sighing, yawning, vomiting, &c.

The thorax can be enlarged in all its diameters by the action of its muscles, — in the vertical or atlanto-sacral, in the antero-posterior or vertebro-sternal, and in the transverse. Its enlargement in the antero-posterior and transverse directions is effected by the elevation of the ribs, and its enlargement in the vertical direction by the descent of the diaphragm, and by the elevation of the upper part of the thorax, but chiefly by the former. As the ribs in the human species differ in length, in the degree of their inclination to the spine, in the form and extent of their curvature, in the manner in which the anterior extremities of their cartilages of prolongation terminate, and in some other anatomical points which must influence their mode of action, the phenomena attending the elevation of the ribs are not the same over all parts of the chest, but it will be sufficient for our present purpose to state the general effects of these movements. As the osseous arches formed by the ribs are so inclined upon the vertebral column that their lower edges form acute angles with that column, and their anterior or sternal are placed lower than their vertebral ends, and as their vertebral or posterior ends have a very limited extent of motion, their elevation brings them to or near the horizontal plane, and carries forward their sternal extremities; and as the greater number of the ribs are attached to the sternum through their cartilages of prolongation, this bone must by this movement be pushed forwards, and the antero-posterior diameter of the thorax be enlarged.

The transverse diameter of the thorax is increased by the circumstance that the ribs during their elevation do not simply ascend, but perform a slight rotation round an axis passing between their anterior and posterior extremities, by which two effects are produced: 1st, their lower, which form a segment of a somewhat larger circle than their upper edges, are turned somewhat outwards, and the upper slightly inwards, so that the concavities of the arches formed by the ribs are now perpendicular, or nearly so, to the median plane of the body, instead of being oblique as before their elevation; 2dly, the middle portion of the greater number of ribs, which before was placed below a straight line passing through their two extremities, in consequence of the shaft of the rib bending upwards near the sternal end at what has been termed the anterior angle, is now placed on the same plane with the two extremities, and the whole rib rendered horizontal. This rotatory motion is greater at the middle of certain of the ribs as they rotate upon their two extremities, so that each rib in the performance of this movement may be considered as forming two levers, the two extremities being the pivots, and the middle of the ribs the ends of the levers most remote from the pivots. The forward movement of the sternum is greater at its lower than at its upper part, in consequence of the greatly differing inclination of the lower vertebro-sternal or true ribs, and the greater length of their cartilages, and the more acute

* Mr. Silson has lately (Philos. Transact. of London, Part IV. for 1846, p. 528) given an elaborate analysis of the movements of the thorax in respiration. Dr. Hutchinson has also lately (Medico-Chirurgical Transactions of London, vol. xxix. 1846) published some of the results of his observations on this subject.
† According to the observations of Haller (Element. Physiologie, tom. iii. p. 23. 1766) the greatest movement at the vertebral extremity of a rib is scarcely the one-sixth part of a line.
‡ These observations do not apply to the inferior ribs, especially the two last or floating ribs, as they are depressed in inspiration, and not elevated.
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angles formed by their articulation with the sternum; and this difference in the extent of movement in the two portions of the sternum must be still greater before the mamillarium and the body of the bone are united by osseous matter. * Though this description of the movements of the sternum in respiration, which is that given by Haller †, has been called in question by some modern anatomists, there can be no doubt of its correctness, for it can be proved, by an appeal to the mechanism of the thorax, that, in the upward and forward movement of this bone, its upper and lower ends will pass through paths which differ considerably in their curvature and direction. ‡ Though Haller was wrong in maintaining that the first rib is the most im-
portant of all the ribs; for however favour-
able the nature of its vertebral articulation may be for motion, this is counteracted by the mode in which its cartilage of prolongation is united to the sternum. §

The position and form of the diaphragm is well adapted for enlarging, by its contraction, the vertical diameter of the thorax; and being placed in the most capacious part of the thorax, even a slight elongation of the vertical diameter there will add considerably to the area of its inner surface. The convex or upper surface of the diaphragm, in its relaxed state, projects upwards on each side of its central or cordiform tendon into the thorax, and is higher anteriorly than posteriorly, and on the right side than on the left. This cordiform tendon is made a fixed point for the arched fibres that run from it to the ribs during their contraction, since it is pulled upon from below and behind by the two crura of the diaphragm, and in front by the short muscular fibres which pass to it from the point of the sternum and the lower edges of the cartilages of the ribs. If the lower ribs have been previously rendered steady by the action of the quadrati lumborum and serrati postici inferiores muscles, the arched muscular fibres of the diaphragm have another fixed point during their contraction. As the heart rests on the upper surface of the cordiform tendon, and the base of the lungs on the upper portion of the arched part of the diaphragm, the descent of the arched muscular fibres and their change to the horizontal position, causes a considerable enlargement of that part of the chest occupied by the lungs, while the position of the heart is comparatively little affected when the respiratory movements are moderate; but in forcing the inspiration the heart recedes deeper into the chest, and during expiration it again comes forward. * The vertical diameter of the chest may be increased in inspiration by the pulling up of its superior portion, by the strong muscles of the neck attached to it, at a time when the lower portion is prevented from ascending, but an increase in the vertical diameter by an elongation of its upper part must have a much less effect in enlarging its capacity than an elongation of its lower part seeing that the thorax is at least four times as large at its lower as at its upper end. In ordinary respiration, and when the body is at rest, the ribs move little in the male, and the muscular movements of inspiration are chiefly carried on by the diaphragm. †

The ribs are elevated, in ordinary respiration, by the levatores costarum, external and internal intercostal muscles ‡, and also, more

* In the article HEART, Vol. II, p. 578, in stating this circumstance, the word inspiration was inadvertently used for expiration, and vice versa.
† Dr. Hutchinson (Medico-Chirurg. Transact. of London, vol. xxix. p. 187. 1846) by a delicate instrument measured the costal movement during ordinary respiration in healthy individuals of the male sex, and found it not to exceed from two to four tenths of a line. The costal movements in the female sex, especially at the upper part of the chest, are considerably more extensive. Dr. Hutchinson states that the difference between the circumference of an ordinary man’s chest measured over the nipples in the two states of a deep inspiration and a deep expiration, amounts to 8 inches (Opus cit. p. 292); and Valentin, under the same circumstances, found the average difference in the circumference of the chest, measured over the scrobiulus cordis, in seven individuals of the male sex between 17½ and 33 years of age, 1 circle and 13½ tenths of a line of circumference. (Lehrbuch, &c. erster band, S. 541. 1844.)
In old age, when the costal cartilages of prolongation become ossified, the mobility of the chest must be diminished.
‡ The mode of action of the intercostal muscles has been a subject of discussion since the time of Haller,—many entertaining the opinion of Haller, that both the internal and external sets act simultaneously as muscles of inspiration; some, that they are muscles of expiration; while others, again, assert that one set act during inspiration, and the other set during expiration. Those who maintain the last opinion are not agreed among themselves as to what set act as muscles of inspiration, and what as muscles of expiration. The mode of action of these muscles has lately been carefully examined by MM. Beau and Maissiat and Mr. Sibson (Opus cit.); and the two former (Archives Générales de Médecine, 4 série, to. i. p. 288. 1843), conclude
especially in the female, by the scaleni muscles. When the respiration becomes hurried or more laboured, the diaphragm and the muscles that elevate the ribs not only act more vigorously in inspiration, but numerous other muscles, which may be termed auxiliary muscles of inspiration, act in unison with these.* In cases of great dyspnoea, as in a fit of asthma, the shoulders are fixed, the head is thrown back, and all the auxiliary muscles of inspiration are brought into violent action. When the shoulders are fixed by the action of the levatores anguli scapulae, the rhombodiæ majores et minores, and the humeri also fixed by the scapulo-humeral muscles, or by the person grasping some fixed object by the hands, then the muscles, or portions of them which pass between the thoracic extremities and the anterior and lateral walls of the chest, as the serrati magni, the pectorales minores et majores, the subclavi, and perhaps the costal portion of the latissimi dorsi, act as muscles of inspiration, by pulling the ribs upwards and outwards; and while this action is performed by the ribs, the diaphragm is also dilated by the numerous muscles capable of performing this action, then the sterno-cleido-mastoideï, the sterno-hyoid, and sterno-thyroid muscles, may aid the scaleni muscles in drawing the superior part of the thorax upwards.† The serrati postici superiores, and the cervicalis descendentes, are also accessory muscles of inspiration, if the former be not, at times, in fact a muscle of ordinary inspiration. The superior aperture of the larynx is dilated during inspiration by the crico-arytenoidei postici muscles when the breathing is in the least hurried; and in laboured breathing the nostrils are expanded by the contraction of the muscles, which draw the alæ of the nostrils outward. The greater or less demand for fresh air in the lungs regulates the number of these accessory respiratory muscles brought into play, and the energy of their contraction.

A diminution of the capacity of the thorax or an act of expiration, by which part of the air is expelled from the lungs, follows immediately each inspiratory movement. In ordinary respiration, after the muscles of inspiration have ceased to contract, the elasticity of the thoracic walls, especially of the cartilaginous portion, causes it to return to the state in which it was before its dilatation; and when the contracted diaphragm has relaxed, the elasticity of the parts displaced by its descent, is sufficient, without much, if any, aid from the abdominal muscles, to push the diaphragm again upwards. The gas present in greater or less quantity in the digestive tube, being compressed during the descent of the diaphragm, will, from its elasticity, assist in pushing upwards the relaxed diaphragm. * In more forcible expirations, when the walls of the chest are compressed beyond the state they assume when the muscles of inspiration are relaxed, the compressing muscles experience considerable resistance from the elasticity of the walls of the chest.

When the expirations are performed more forcibly than ordinarily, the diaphragm is pushed up, and the sternum and ribs depressed by the contractions of the three broad muscles of the abdomen, by the recti abdominis, and by the triangularis sterni muscles. The levator ani, one of the antagonist muscles of the diaphragm, assists also in pushing the abdominal viscera upwards. In hurried or laboured expirations the diaphragm is pushed more forcibly upwards by the muscles mentioned, and the ribs are pulled downwards, and the chest compressed, by the quadrati lumborum, serrati postici inferiores†, sacro-lambales and longissimi dorsi muscles.

M.M. Beau and Maissiat‡ have described three extraordinary respiratory movements: 1. the abdominal, in which the abdominal walls chiefly act: 2. the costo-inferior, in which the movements chiefly take place in the lower ribs, from the seventh inclusive, downwards: 3. the costo-superior, in which the superior part of the chest is carried upwards by the elevation of the superior ribs and the sternum. The first kind, or the abdominal type, is observed in infants up to the end of the third year in both sexes; but after this period the costo-superior type in girls, and the costo-inferior and abdominal types in boys, generally prevail, and this difference becomes more marked as they advance in years. Almost all men, therefore, breathe by

---

* Maissiat, in his Etudes de Physique Animale, and Beau and Maissiat in Arch. Génér. de Méd. tom. iii. p. 263. 1843.
† Dr. Hutchinson informs us that the body is considerably shortened during violent expiration. (Op. cit. pp. 191, 192.)
the lower part, and women by the upper part of their chest, and this independently of the effects of particular articles of dress!* This difference in the mode of respiration in the two sexes is, in general, maintained even in dyspnea, unless it be very severe. As the costo-inferior and abdominal types of respiration would be impeded in the female when pregnant, the ordinary costo-superior type of respiration in the female has apparently a reference to that condition.†

Valentin‡, Dr. Hutchinson§, and Mendelssohn∥ have lately made experiments upon the force of the muscular movements of inspiration and expiration. Those of Dr. Hutchinson are much the most extensive, and are 1500 in number. He found that the power of expiration is nearly one third stronger than that of inspiration; and he states that whenever the expiratory are not stronger than the inspiratory muscles, that some disease is present. He tested the force of the two classes of respiratory muscles by causing persons to make the most powerful efforts of which they were capable when breathing through the nose into an instrument constructed for the purpose, and the subjects of experiment were taken from individuals of the male sex, following very different occupations. In examining the results of the whole experiments, and including all the thirteen classes of men subjected to experiment, the power of the inspiratory muscles is found greatest in men of 5 feet 9 inches in height, their inspiratory power being equal, on an average, to a column of 2'-75, and their expiratory power to 3'-97 inches of mercury; while in four of these classes, composed generally of active, efficient, and healthy individuals, viz. Firemen, Metropolitan Police, Thames Police, and Royal Horse Guards, the inspiratory power of the men of 5 feet 7 inches was the greatest, being equal to 3'-07 inches of mercury, and those of 5 feet 8 inches to 2'-96 (nearly 3 inches). The average power of the 5 feet 7 inches and 5 feet 8 inches men of all the thirteen classes was only 2'-65 inches of mercury. The inspiratory power of twelve six-feet men in the first battalion of Grenadier Guards was only 1'-92 inches, while that of thirty-one of the same

* These observations of Bean and Maissiat upon the differences in the respiratory movements in males and females are confirmed by Dr. Hutchinson (Op. cit. p. 193), and they were known so far to Bechaine and Hallier.

† These authors also state that this difference in the respiratory movements of the two sexes have impressed upon the chest certain anatomical differences; for while the intercostal spaces at the upper part of the chest are larger in the female, those at the lower part are larger in the male; and while the first rib is movable in the female, it is almost or entirely immovable in the male.

‡ Lehrbuch der Physiologie des Menchen, band i. S. 524. 1844.


∥ Der Mechanismus der Respiration und Circulation, S. 116—120. Berlin, 1845.

height in the Blues (Life Guards) was 2'-71 inches. He infers from these experiments that a healthy man of 5 feet 7 inches or 5 feet 8 inches, should elevate by inspiration 3 inches of mercury. The force of the expiratory muscles is more liable to be affected by the ordinary occupation of the individual than that of the inspiratory muscles, and therefore the state of the former is less to be relied upon in judging of the health of the individual than that of the latter.* The elasticity of the walls of the chest is, no doubt, one cause of the greater force of the expiratory over that of the inspiratory muscles. In inspiration the pressure of the elastic air in the lungs causes these organs to expand, so as to keep their outer surface in contact with the inner surface of the dilating thorax; and by this the air of the lungs becomes rarified, and a quantity of fresh air rushes along the trachea and bronchial tubes to restore its equilibrium; in expiration, on the other hand, the lungs are compressed, and a portion of air is forced outward along the same passages. In these movements the lungs are not quite passive. The external surface of the lungs, and of the numerous lobes into which they may be divided, is covered with an elastic membrane, and this, conjoined with the weight of their tissues, must favour the expulsion of the air during expiration, and present a certain amount of resistance to its entrance during inspiration.†

* Valentin’s experiments upon the respiratory forces were performed upon six males between 18 and 32 years of age. In ordinary tranquil respiration the force of each of the acts of inspiration and expiration was equal to the weight of a column of mercury of from 4 to 10 millimetres (or from 1-574 to 3-957 of an English inch); in the least forcible respiration it ranged between 20, 25, and 40 millimetres (or from 0-787 to 1-574 of an English inch). In ordinary tranquil respiration in the same individual, at different periods, the range of the respiratory force was even more than between 5 and 10 millimetres (or between 1-968 and 3-957 of an inch). The average force of an ordinary inspiratory respiration, when the nose was held and the individual inspired and expired through the mouth, was 4'-45 mill. (2539 of an inch); when they inspired through the nose and expired through the mouth alone, it was 10'-66 mill. (4173 of an inch); and when they inspired through the nose and expired through the nose and mouth, it was 9 mill. (1968 of an inch), or about one half of the strength when they expired through the mouth alone. He found that the strongest inspiration of which these individuals were capable was equal to 144'-9 mill. (5'-9812 inches) of mercury, and the strongest expiration to 294 mill. (8'-9316 inches) of mercury. Mendelssohn’s experiments were performed upon seven individuals, and they breathed through one nostril, the other nostril and the mouth being shut. He found that the force of the most powerful expiration was greater than that of the most powerful inspirations. The most forceful expirations were on an average between 4'-4 and 4'-8 inches of mercury. In performing such experiments it is necessary to breathe through the nose, the mouth being shut, as in those of Dr. Hart and Mendelssohn, if we wish to obtain the force of the muscles of the chest, apart from that of those of the cheeks.

† Dr. Carson (Philos. Trans. of London for 1820, p. 42), states that in his experiments on calves,
When the external air is admitted freely into the sac of the pleura, by an opening in the pericardium of the thorax sufficiently large to permit the air to pass through it in greater quantities than it can enter the lungs by the trachea, the lung collapses rapidly and is compressed against the spine; and if this take place on both sides of the chest, the respiratory process is arrested, and the individual dies, as from suffocation. When the lungs lose their elasticity, and the air-cells become dilated and their septa partially broken down, as in emphysema, the respiratory membrane is not only diminished in extent, but expiration is more difficult, and when the chest is laid open after death, the lungs collapse imperfectly or not at all. It is evident that still more serious evils must follow interlobular emphysema, or effusion of air into the cellular tissue surrounding the smaller lobes of the lungs, if this occurs to a considerable extent.

Though the trachea, the bronchi, and even the smaller bronchial tubes are provided with distinct muscular fibres which can be thrown into contraction by direct excitation, and even, according to some experimenters, by excitation of their nerves, yet the notion entertained by many of the older, and even by some modern physiologists, that the lungs have an active power of contraction and dilatation synchronous with and aiding the movements of inspiration and expiration, is undoubtedly untenable. These muscular fibres of the bronchial tubes are endowed with that kind of contractility termed simple contractility, which manifests itself by more slow and prolonged contractions and relaxations than that of the voluntary muscles and the heart.* The possession of this property of simple contractility unfitls these muscular fibres from acting simultaneously with the muscles of respiration moving the thorax, but fits them for effecting these changes on the capacity of the air-tubes, which may aid in the expulsion of substances from their interior, as in coughing. The movements of the cilia placed on the inner surface of the respiratory organs, can assist little, if at all, in renewing the atmospheric air in the lungs. The passage of the air into and from the lung has an important effect upon the muscular respiratory movements. When a lung, or a considerable portion of it, is prevented from expanding by disease or any other cause, the pressure of the air on the inner surface of that portion of the chest covering the unexpansible

lung is not now exercised during its dilatation; in other words, this portion of the chest in expanding must do so in opposition to the whole of the atmospheric pressure on its outer surface, amounting to 15 pounds on the square inch. This pressure appears to be too great for the muscles of inspiration, acting upon that part of the chest, to overcome, for the ribs are there motionless or nearly so, and if the lung is in a state of collapse, the walls of the thorax covering it fall in.

The muscular movements of inspiration and expiration are, in the natural and healthy state of the body, performed without the intervention of volition, and even without our consciousness, and belong to the class of movements which have lately received the appellation of excito-motory. When, however, the free aeration of the blood in the lungs is impeded, a sensation, urgent and imperious in its demands, is felt, which in our language is somewhat clumsily designated "the sensation of the want of fresh air in the lungs," and more elegantly in French, le besoin de respirer. These respiratory movements, therefore, depend upon the transmission inwards of certain excitations along afferent nerves to the central organs of the nervous system, whence a motive influence is sent outwards along the motor or efferent nerves distributed in the muscles to be moved. One of the principal excitors or afferent nerves of respiration is the par vagum; and the medulla oblongata is the portion of the central organs of the nervous system to which all the excitations of the nervous system capable of producing a respiratory muscular movement must be brought. The motor or efferent nerves that convey outwards from the medulla oblongata the motive influence which stimulates the muscles of respiration to contract are the phrenic, and part of the anterior roots of the dorsal and lumbar spinal nerves, the recurrent laryngeal, the portio dura, the spinal accessory, and some branches of the cervical and upper part of the axillary plexus besides the phrenic, especially the branch distributed in the serratus magnus muscle, termed by Sir Charles Bell the external respiratory. Some of these efferent nerves, like the muscles in which they are distributed, are habitually engaged in carrying on the respiratory muscular movements, while others act these only when the respiration requires to be carried on more vigorously than usual.

We have already pointed out the extent to which the nervus vagus acts in conveying to the central organs of the nervous system those impressions that excite the besoin de respirer and the muscular movements of inspiration. (Vide art. Par Vagum.) It is impossible to determine whether or not the pulmonary ganglionic nerves can convey inwards to the central organs of the nervous system impressions capable of exciting the respiratory muscular movements; but that impressions capable of exciting such movements to a certain extent may be re-

* Vide experiments of Wedemeyer (Untersuchungen über den Kreislauf, p. 70), and of Dr. C. J. R. Williams (Transact. of British Scient. Assoc. for 1840, p. 411), upon the contractility of the bronchial tubes.
ceived by other nerves than those distributed in the lungs, is proved by the fact, which we have witnessed, that a few distinct respiratory movements may be observed in an animal after its lungs have been removed. That portions of the posterior roots of the spinal nerves distributed in the external cutaneous surface do act as exciters of respiration under certain circumstances, is proved by the effects of dashing cold water on the surface of the body, especially on the face. It is also probable that the circulation of venous blood in the arteries of the medulla oblongata may also cause the transmission of the motive influence outwards to the respiratory muscles. What are the excitations which lead to the performance of the muscular movements of expiration? Do the same excitations that occasion the muscular movements of inspiration, operate in the production of the expiration which immediately follows, so that they are to be considered two stages of the one and the same muscular action? These are questions which we are not prepared to answer. When the functions of the medulla oblongata are arrested, the motive influence of volition cannot pass downwards from the encephalon to the motor nerves that move the chest in respiration; and as all the excited or involuntary movements of respiration of the same muscles must, for the reasons already stated, instantly cease, immediate death is the consequence. Destruction of a portion of the spinal chord below the medulla oblongata and above the origin of the phrenic nerve will also produce the same result, for though the excitations that lead to the performance of the respiratory muscular movements reach the medulla oblongata, the motive influence cannot pass downwards to reach the motor nerves distributed in the muscles which act on the thorax.

Frequency of the respiratory muscular movements.—The frequency of the respirations varies in different individuals, and at different ages, and is so much influenced by the condition of the body and the mind at the time, even when the individual is in perfect health, that it is a much more difficult matter to determine their average frequency than may at first be imagined. Quetelet* has constructed the following table on the frequency of the respirations, at different ages, per minute, from observations made on 300 individuals.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Inspirations</th>
<th>Average</th>
<th>Max.</th>
<th>Min.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>At birth</td>
<td>44</td>
<td>70</td>
<td>23</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5 years</td>
<td>26</td>
<td>32</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15-20</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>24</td>
<td>16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20-25</td>
<td>18-7</td>
<td>24</td>
<td>14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>25-30</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>21</td>
<td>15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>30-50</td>
<td>18-1</td>
<td>25</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>


Mr. Hutchinson* gives the following table of the number of respirations per minute in adults when in the sitting posture, in 1714 adults of the male sex, considered to be in a state of health.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Number of Respirations per Minute.</th>
<th>Number of Cases.</th>
<th>Number of Respirations per Minute.</th>
<th>Number of Cases.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>28</td>
<td>8</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>27</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>28</td>
<td>30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>29</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12</td>
<td>19</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>31</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14</td>
<td>21</td>
<td>32</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>33</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16</td>
<td>216</td>
<td>34</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>17</td>
<td>95</td>
<td>35</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>18</td>
<td>181</td>
<td>36</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>19</td>
<td>70</td>
<td>37</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20</td>
<td>510</td>
<td>38</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>21</td>
<td>120</td>
<td>39</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>22</td>
<td>135</td>
<td>40</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>23</td>
<td>41</td>
<td>41</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>24</td>
<td>220</td>
<td>42</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>25</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>43</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Total 1714

From Mr. Hutchinson’s table it would appear that the majority of male adults breathe between 16 and 24 times per minute, and that of these a great number make 20 respirations per minute.†

According to Prevost and Dumas‡, the ratio of the respirations to the pulsations of the heart is as 1 to 4. According to Mr. Hutchinson§, “the prevailing numbers run as four beats of the heart to one respiration.” Quetelet|| states, that “it does not appear that there is

† The following results upon the frequency of the respiration in a state of rest have been obtained by others; but as these were made upon their own persons, they possess only the value of individual cases. Dalton (Memoirs of the Literary and Philosophical Society of Manchester, 2nd series, vol. ii. p. 26, 1813) found the number of his respirations to be 20 per minute; Thomson (System of Chemistry, vol. iv. p. 604, 1820), to be 19; Sir H. Davy (Researches chiefly concerning Nitrous Oxide and its Respiration, p. 424, 1810), to be 26 or 27; Magendie (Compendium of Physiology, translated by Milligen, p. 390, 1831), to be 15; Dunglison (Human Physiology, vol. iii.), to be 16; and Allen and Pepys, on one of themselves (Philos. Trans. of London for 1808), to be 19. Menzies (Teutamen Physiol. Inang. de Respiration, 1790), found them to be 14 in the minute in the person on whom he experimented; Vierordt (Article “Respiration” in Wagner’s Handwörterbuch der Physiologie, band ii. S. 834), in his own person, found them on an average to be 11 $\frac{1}{2}$, when sitting, and the mind disengaged; while their maximum was 15, and their minimum 9. Dr. Guy (Hoeper’s Vade-Mecum, edited by Dr. Guy) ascertained that the respirations in his own person were 22 in a minute while standing, 19 when sitting, and 13 when in the recumbent position.
‡ Vide Burdach’s Traité de Physiologie, traduit de l’ Allemand par Jourdan, tom. vii. p. 88. 1887.
a determinate ratio between the pulsations and respirations; however, in many individuals, and I am of the number, it is as 1 to 4." Dr. C. Hooker* informs us that, from numerous careful observations, he has arrived at the conclusion, that the numerical relation between the beats of the heart and the respiration (except in infancy) is as 1 to 43, and that any marked deviation from this relation indicates some mechanical or structural impediment to the free play of the lungs. According to Burdach†, the same circumstances which diminish the frequency of one of these movements acts equally upon the other; but it is proved by the recent observations of Dr. Guy, that these variations do not bear the same proportion to each other. In Dr. Guy's experiments‡, the proportion between the respirations and the pulse has varied from 1: 2'60 to 1: 5'23; and whereas the pulse becomes less frequent as the day advances, the respiration increases in frequency, so that there are 18 respirations in the evening for 17 in the morning. The chief cause of the variation in the ratio of the respirations and the pulse is the position of the body. Thus, for a pulse of 64, the proportion standing was 1: 2'95; sitting, 1: 3'35; and lying, 1: 4'97. In the sitting posture, but from different frequencies of the pulse, it has varied from 1: 2'61 to 1: 5'00. The proportions morning and evening for the same frequency of the pulse are about 1: 3'60 and 1: 3'40. The proportions which the respiration bears to the pulse decreases as the pulse increases. Thus, for a pulse of 54 the proportion was 1: 3, for a pulse of 72 it was 1: 4."

"Quantity of air drawn into the lungs at each inspiration, and expelled at each expiration; and the average quantity of air in the lungs at different times.—During ordinary respiration in a state of health, and when the body is at rest, a small quantity only of the air which the lungs can contain is exchanged by each act of inspiration and expiration. The average amount of air in the lungs in the state of ordinary respiration, may be considerably increased or diminished by forced inspirations and expirations, but the whole air contained in the lungs cannot be expelled by the most powerful action of the muscles of expiration. The quantity of air drawn into the lungs by each inspiration and again expelled by expiration, in the state of ordinary respiration, not only varies in different individuals, but in the same individual in different conditions of the body, so that the results obtained by physiologists on this point must necessarily be dissimilar, and the more especially as the greater number of these have experimented only upon a single, or a very limited number of individuals. The difficulty of ascertaining the average quantity of air exhaled at an ordinary

expiration, and the great range that occurs in this respect, may be judged of by the statement of Vierordt, that the variation in his own person is as great as 1 : 4'75.* The probable average quantity of air drawn into the lungs at each inspiration even in healthy individuals, at different ages and in different states of the body and of the physical conditions under which it may be placed, can only be ascertained by the performance of a much more extended series of experiments than we at present possess; and the ascertaining of the causes which determine these variations from the average quantity will be still more difficult, and of still more importance. All such experiments are liable to many sources of fallacy, both from imperfections in the instruments used in conducting them, and from the muscular movements of respiration being unwittingly influenced by the attention of the persons experimented upon being fixed upon these movements; but the later experiments on this point are more trust-worthy than the earlier, as the instruments employed are better suited for the purpose, and by frequently repeating the experiment on the same persons, they at last become accustomed to the artificial circumstances under which they are placed, and they breathe more naturally.

Herbst, from his experiments, concluded, that a healthy adult of average size should in an ordinary inspiration inhale from 20 to 25 Parisian cubic inches (24-211 to 30-263 English cubic inches), and exhale the same quantity in expiration; while an individual of a feeble constitution of body should inhale from 16 to 18 Parisian cubic inches (19-368 to 21-789 English cubic inches).† Valentin gives as the result of his experiments upon eighteen males between 17 and 33 years of age, that the quantity of air expired in ordinary up to a somewhat quickened respiration, ranges between 239-3 and 1567-7 cubic centimetres (14'-603 and 95'-672 English cubic inches), the average of which was 653'-11 c. (40'-081 English cubic inches).§ Vierordt, in repeated experiments upon himself, ascertained that at each expiration, when in a state of rest, he expelled from the lungs on an average 507 cubic centimetres (30'-940 English cubic inches), and that the average of the five highest values was 699 c. (42'-657 E. c. inches), and of the lowest 177 c. (10'-801 E. c. inches).∥ Bourgery, from experiments upon

* Wagner's Handwörterbuch der Physiologie, band ii. s. 896.
† Mockel's Archiv für Anatomie und Physiologie, band xiii. S. 83. 1828.
‡ Lehrbuch der Physiologie, band i. S. 538. These calculations of Valentin rest on the supposition that the expired air is fully saturated with moisture—a supposition invalidated by the experiments of Molechott.
§ Wagner's Handwörterbuch der Physiologie, band ii. S. 835. Vierordt elsewhere states that he is of the middle height, and has no particularly roomy chest, was 50 kilogrammes in weight and 25 years of age when he performed his experiments.
∥ The following estimates have been drawn from a limited number of experiments upon a single individual, or upon a very small number of in-
fifty males and twenty females*, with the view of ascertaining the relation between the intimate anatomical structure of the lungs, and the functional capacity of these organs in the two sexes, concludes that the volume of air required by an individual in ordinary respiration augments gradually with the age, being least in youth (from 5 to 15 years), in consequence of the extreme vascularity of the lungs; increased from 15 to 30 years of age, in consequence of the proportional diminution in the closeness of the pulmonary capillary network of blood vessels; and to a much greater amount in old age, in consequence of the more rapid diminution of the extent of the respiratory membrane, which begins to take place after the lungs have arrived at their full development, or the age of 30.

It is obvious that we are not yet in possession of data to enable us to venture upon an estimate of the average quantity of air inspired and expired at an ordinary respiration, when the body is at rest and the mind undisturbed, at different periods of life, in the two sexes, and in different physical configurations of body. It is equally apparent that this is liable to considerable variation, and that the different results obtained by most experimenters, setting aside those where an obviously faulty method was pursued, depends as much upon the inherent differences in the extent of the respiratory movements in the individuals experimented upon, as upon errors in the mode of experimenting, and that the chief error committed by some of them consists in deducing averages from the few and insufficient experiments performed by themselves, and casting doubts upon the results obtained by others, simply because individuals, and are therefore of little value in enabling us to ascertain the average quantity of air taken into the lungs and again expelled in ordinary respiration. Besides, some of these experiments are liable to obvious faults. Boswell (1795), in his Essay on Man, sec. 3, p. 118, Lugdani, 1685, who appears to have been the first who attempted to ascertain this by experiment, estimates it at 15 cubic inches. Turin (Diss. p. 41, 42, as quoted by Haller), from experiments on his own person, at 40 cubic inches; and this is the estimate also formed by Menzies (op. cit. p. 28), from his experiments. Goodwyn (The Connexion of Life with Respiration, &c., p. 36, 1788), from experiments on three individuals, estimates the quantity inspired at 12 cubic inches, which he supposed to be increased to 14 in the lungs by the increase of temperature. Sir H. Davy* (Researches Chemical and Philosophical, &c., p. 433, 1800) informs us that he threw out of his lungs at each ordinary inspiration nearly 13 cubic inches; Mr. Abernethy (Surgical and Physiological Essays, Part II, p. 142, 1788), that he inspired 12 cubic inches; Dalton (Memoirs of the Literary and Philosophical Society of Manchester, 2nd Series, vol. ii. p. 26), also from experiments on his own person, estimates an ordinary inspiration at 30 cubic inches; Allen and Pepys (London Phil. Trans. for 1800), from experiments on one individual, at 163 cubic inches; and Thomson (Animal Chemistry, p. 612, 1843) estimates his own inspirations at 16 cubic inches.


they do not accord with their own. It also necessarily follows that we are not in a position to form an estimate of the average quantity of air which passes out and in from the lungs in twenty-four hours in ordinary respiration. Vierordt*, from experiments on his own person, calculates that he respires 6034 cubic cent. (368'074 English c. inches) of atmospheric air in one minute, or 8,688,960 cubic cent. (530,026'560 Eng. c. in.) in the twenty-four hours. As, however, the respiration is rendered more energetic by speaking, walking, &c., any estimate drawn, as this by Vierordt is, from observations made when the body was in a state of rest, will be, as he was aware, too low; and proceeding on some of the results of Scharling's experiments, he makes allowances for this increase, and estimates the quantity of air inspired in the twenty-four hours at 624,087'401 English cubic inches. Valentin† calculates that in his own person, after making allowances for temperature and watery vapour, he respires 469'9755 litres (28681'948 English cubic inches) in an hour, and 688,346'8761 English cubic inches, or nearly 396 cubic feet of atmospheric air in the twenty-four hours.†

The quantity of air drawn into the lungs during quickened or forced inspiration, and again expelled during expiration, also varies very considerably in different individuals of the same age. Sir H. Davy§, in many experiments upon himself, ascertained that at a temperature from 35° to 62° Fahr. he threw out of his lungs by a full forced expiration, Cubic inches.

After a full voluntary inspiration, from 189 to 191.
After a natural inspiration, from 78 to 79.
After a natural expiration, from 67 to 68.

So that, making corrections for temperature, he calculates that his lungs, in a state of voluntary or forced inspiration, contained about 254 cubic inches; in a state of natural inspiration.

---

† Op. cit. p. 570. The effects of exercise, digestion, &c., are included in this estimate.
‡ researches Chemical and Philosophical, &c., p. 419, 1800.
§ Researches Chemical and Philosophical, &c., p. 419, 1800.
spiration about 135; in a state of natural expiration about 118; and in a state of forced expiration 41.\textsuperscript{1} Goodwyn,\textsuperscript{1} in his experiments on the capacity of the lungs upon four individuals after a natural death, found the residual air in the lungs to vary from 90 to 125 cubic inches, giving an average of 109, and as the chest, after a natural death, may be regarded as in a state of natural or ordinary expiration, this result differs very little from that of Davy. Allen and Peys,\textsuperscript{1} in one experiment on the capacity of the lungs in a middle-sized man after death, also obtained a little more than 100 cubic inches of residual air. Vierordt\textsuperscript{6} supposes that the residual air in the lungs, after the deepest expiration, is about 600 cub. cent. (36\textsuperscript{6} 600 Eng. cub. in.), which differs but little from the estimate of Davy.

Herbst\textsuperscript{4} made experiments upon 11 males, between 16 and 30 years of age, with the view of ascertaining the quantity of air drawn into the lungs in forced inspiration. The smallest quantity observed was in a Jew aged 22, of small stature, and feeble muscular system. He inspired between 60 and 70 Parisian cubic inches (between 72\textsuperscript{6} 633 and 84\textsuperscript{7} 738 Eng. cub. in.) after an ordinary expiration; between 102 and 118 (125\textsuperscript{4} 476 and 142\textsuperscript{8} 844 Eng. cub. in.) after a strong expiration; and 120 (145\textsuperscript{4} 266 Eng. cub. in.) after the strongest expiration. The largest quantity inspired was by a young man of 25 years, of middle height with a broad chest and large and powerful muscles, who inspired by a forced inspiration, about 169\textsuperscript{7} 4 English cubic inches, without any previous voluntary expiration; about 290\textsuperscript{3} after a strong expiration; and about 290\textsuperscript{3} or 29\textsuperscript{3} 4 after the strongest expiration. A young man of 23 years of age, 6 feet high, with broad chest and large muscles, inspired, without any previous voluntary expiration, 121 English cubic inches, and 280\textsuperscript{4} 72 after the fullest expiration. The quantities of air drawn into the lungs in forced inspiration in the other eight males, were intermediate between the highest and lowest mentioned above, and the average was about 202 English cubic inches.\textsuperscript{7} Herbst also satisfied himself that the lungs of females have a considerably smaller capacity for air than those of males. He states that robust females, about the age of 30, may inspire without a previous voluntary expiration, 72\textsuperscript{4} English cubic inches, after an ordinary expiration nearly 109, and after the strongest expiration, from about 157\textsuperscript{4} 4 to 174\textsuperscript{3} English cubic inches.\textsuperscript{8} Herbst had an opportunity, in two of these experiments on males, of ascertaining the effects of tight clothing on the extent of the respiratory movements. One individual who inspired 128 and another 116\textsuperscript{1} 16 English cubic inches, without a previous expiration after the clothes were loosened, could before this only inspire 96\textsuperscript{8} 0 and 60\textsuperscript{4} English cubic inches.\textsuperscript{9} The most extensive experiments by far, made with the view of ascertaining the quantity of air which can be thrown out of the lungs by forced expiration, after the deepest inspiration, are those of Mr. Hutchinson.\textsuperscript{10} These experiments were performed upon 1923 males, and they were made to breathe into an instrument constructed for the purpose, and which he has called a "spiro-meter." He has inferred from the data he has collected on this point, the rule, that "for every inch of height (from 5 feet to 6) 8 additional cubic inches of air at 60° Fahr. are given out by a forced expiration;" so that he believes that from the height alone of an adult male, he can tell what quantity of air he should breathe to constitute him healthy, and that this method may be turned to important practical application in ascertaining disease of the lungs, and healthy individuals, a man at 30 will, by a forced inspiration, draw into the lungs 2:50 to 4:30 litres (or 152\textsuperscript{4} 567 to 262\textsuperscript{4} 416 English cubic inches), and a woman from 1:10 to 2:20 litres (or 67\textsuperscript{4} 129 to 134\textsuperscript{4} 259 English cubic inches), and has inferred from his experiments, that at the same age the amount of forced respiration of the male doubles that of the female, and this conclusion accords with the results of Mr. Thackrah (The Effects of Arts, Trades, and Professions, &c., on the Vital Capacity, 2nd edit. p. 181, 1850), who states that "extensive examination shows us that, while healthy men exhale by the pulmometer 200 cubic inches and upwards, women rarely exceed 100, and often do not reach that amount." Mr. Hutchinson admits that this is rate of respiration, to a considerable extent, to tight lacing by females.

\textsuperscript{1} Bourgery (op. cit.) states, that in well formed and healthy individuals, a man at 30 will, by a forced inspiration, draw into the lungs 2:50 to 4:30 litres (or 152\textsuperscript{4} 567 to 262\textsuperscript{4} 416 English cubic inches), and a woman from 1:10 to 2:20 litres (or 67\textsuperscript{4} 129 to 134\textsuperscript{4} 259 English cubic inches), and has inferred from his experiments, that at the same age the amount of forced respiration of the male doubles that of the female, and this conclusion accords with the results of Mr. Thackrah (The Effects of Arts, Trades, and Professions, &c., on the Vital Capacity, 2nd edit. p. 181, 1850), who states that "extensive examination shows us that, while healthy men exhale by the pulmometer 200 cubic inches and upwards, women rarely exceed 100, and often do not reach that amount." Mr. Hutchinson admits that this is rate of respiration, to a considerable extent, to tight lacing by females.

\textsuperscript{2} Sir H. Davy states that this capacity is most probably below the medium, as his chest was narrow.


\textsuperscript{5} Herbst found that a boy of 15 years inspired 116\textsuperscript{1} 16 English cubic inches after a strong expiration, and expired the same quantity after a full inspiration. Another boy of 13 years, but of the size of one of 15, likewise expired 116\textsuperscript{1} 16, while a boy of 11 years inspired without a previous expiration, 36\textsuperscript{3} 30; after a strong expiration he inspired 72\textsuperscript{4} 60 English cubic inches, and expired the same quantity after a full inspiration.

\textsuperscript{6} Journal of the Statistical Society of London, vol. vii. 1844, and Medico-Chirurgical Transactions of London, vol. xxix. p. 157. 1846. The memoir in the last publication contains a more extensive series of experiments than that in the former. These researches would require to be still farther extended upon both sexes at the various periods of life, and under varied circumstances, before they can yield all the information on this subject that is desirable.
RESPIRATION.

under circumstances where the ordinary methods fail. Mr. Hutchinson has given the following table to show the quantity of air expelled by the strongest expiration after the deepest inspiration for every inch of height between 5 and 6 feet, as ascertained by actual experiment (column 1) by his spirometer, and as calculated according to the rule mentioned above (column 2).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Height.</th>
<th>From Observation.</th>
<th>Regular Progression.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>ft. in.</td>
<td>cub. in.</td>
<td>cub. in.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>174</td>
<td>174</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5 1-5</td>
<td>177</td>
<td>182</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5 2-5</td>
<td>180</td>
<td>190</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5 3-5</td>
<td>193</td>
<td>198</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5 4-5</td>
<td>201</td>
<td>206</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5 5-5</td>
<td>214</td>
<td>214</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5 6-5</td>
<td>229</td>
<td>222</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5 7-5</td>
<td>228</td>
<td>230</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5 8-5</td>
<td>237</td>
<td>238</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5 9-5</td>
<td>246</td>
<td>246</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5 10-5</td>
<td>247</td>
<td>254</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5 11-6</td>
<td>259</td>
<td>262</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Mr. Hutchinson has found that two other conditions of the body besides the height, regulate the quantity of air that passes to and from the lungs in forced voluntary respiration, and these are age and weight. He states that weight does not affect the respiratory power of an individual of any height between 5 feet 1 inch and 5 feet 11 inches until it has increased 7 per cent. above the average weight of the body in persons of that height, but beyond this it diminishes in the relation of 1 cubic inch per pound for the next 35 pounds—the limit of the calculation. In males of the same height the respiratory power is increased from 15 up to 35 years of age, but from 35 to 65 years it decreases nearly 1/3 cubic inch for each year.† Bourgery concludes from his experiments already referred to, that the measure of respiration (by which he apparently means the quantity of air which may be drawn into the lungs by a forced inspiration) is greater the younger and thinner the person is; that its maximum in both sexes occurs at the age of 30; that the relation of a forced and ordinary respiration diminishes with the age of the individual, being, he says, from 1 to 12 at three years of age, as 1 to 10 at fifteen, as 1 to 9 at twenty, as 1 to 3 at sixty, and as 1 to 4 1/2 at eighty years; whence it follows that in youth there is an immense respiratory power in reserve for any violent exertion, while in old age the individual under such circumstances is at once out of breath.*

Changes upon the atmospheric air in respiration.—One of the most obvious changes, under ordinary circumstances, upon the air that enters the lungs in respiration is an increase of its temperature, and consequently an augmentation of its bulk. As a quantity of water is readily supplied by the fluid secretions of the inner surface of the air-passages, and by the blood in the pulmonary capillary blood-vessels, this augmentation of the temperature of the air is also necessarily attended by an increase of its watery vapour, and consequently by an additional increase in its bulk and elasticity. The expired air, therefore, contains more calorific, more watery vapour, is more elastic, and is of less specific gravity than the inspired air. Valentin performed 12 experiments on his own person by breathing through an apparatus invented by Brunner and himself, to ascertain the temperature of the expired air, and he obtained the following results. In breathing atmospheric air of a temperature varying from 55° to 53°3 Reaumur (51°-125 to 107°-375 Fahr.), he observed a difference of 1°-75 R. (3°-937 F.) in the temperature of the expired air. While breathing in the lowest temperature, viz. 51°-125 F., the temperature of the expired air was 96°-687 F., and was warmer than the inspired air by 45°-562 F.; and when breathing in the highest temperature the expired was colder (Opus cit. p. 104), and Mr. Hutchinson, the mode of determining the quantity of air which the lungs are capable of containing during life in any particular case, by measuring after death the quantity of air which can be thrown into them by inflation, is fallacious. This is probably chiefly due to the congestion of the depending parts of the lungs by blood, so frequently found after death. Both Herbert and Mr. Hutchinson have performed experiments to show the extent to which the quantity of air in forced respiration is diminished in phthisis.

* Among the proofs of these conclusions, advanced by Bourgery, it is stated that the measure of respiration of a boy of 15 years of age is 2 litres (122-954 Eng. cubic inches), and a man of 80 years 1-35 litre (82-386 Eng. cubic inches); that while a boy of 10 years and a man of 80 inspire by a forced inspiration the same quantity of air, viz. 1-35 litre, yet the ordinary respiration of the former is only 1 declitire (8-102 Eng. cub. in.), while that of the latter is 9 declitires (549-918 Eng. cub. in.); so that with a mass three times smaller, the child possesses an energy of hematose eight times greater.

† Mr. Hutchinson has not observed any direct relation between the circumference of the chest and the respiratory power or what he terms the vital capacity. According to the experiments of Herbst (Opus cit. p. 104), and Mr. Hutchinson, the mode of determining the quantity of air which the lungs are capable of containing during life in any particular case, by measuring after death the quantity of air which can be thrown into them by inflation, is fallacious. This is probably chiefly due to the congestion of the depending parts of the lungs by blood, so frequently found after death. Both Herbert and Mr. Hutchinson have performed experiments to show the extent to which the quantity of air in forced respiration is diminished in phthisis.
than the inspired air by 6°-75 F. In the last experiment, though the inspired air was 7°-875 F. warmer than the internal temperature of the body, the expired air was only about 1°-125 F. warmer than what it is when air of the ordinary temperature is breathed. The average temperature of the expired air is, according to Valentin, 99°-2 F. when breathing in an atmosphere of moderate temperature.* According to his calculations, when a person breathes 100 cubic centimeters of atmospheric air at the temperature of 60° F., their bulk is increased to 107°-87975 cubic centimeters when raised to the temperature of 99°-5 F. in the lungs, since the expansive co-efficient of atmospheric air is 0°-3665. As the expired air, however, contains 4°-4 per cent. of carbonic acid gas, and as the expansive co-efficient of this last gas is 0°-369087 the expansion of the expired air will differ slightly from what it would be were it composed of oxygen and nitrogen only, and will be 107°-89297 cubic centimeters.†

It is difficult to obtain an accurate estimate of the quantity of wetary vapour that escapes from the body along with the expired air. Were the inspired and expired air always fully saturated with moisture, and were their quantities, barometric pressure, and relative temperature accurately ascertained, the absolute and relative quantities of wetary vapour which they contain could be calculated by certain algebraic formulæ. The atmospheric air which we breathe is sometimes saturated with moisture, more frequently the dew-point, or that at which the precipitation of the atmospheric moisture can occur, is considerably below the temperature of the air, and the number of thermometric degrees between the actual temperature of the air and the dew-point shows the degree of dryness in the air, or in other words how much it is below the point of saturation with moisture.‡

* Moleschott (Holländische Beiträge zu den anatomischen und physiologischen Wissenschaften, band i. heft i. S. 86. Utrecht und Düsseldorf, 1846) has more lately made experiments on the temperature of the air in the back part of the mouth, and ascertained that in a range of temperature in the external air to the extent of 12°-6 F. that there was scarcely any difference in the temperature of the expired air. In 26 experiments,—three of which were upon women,—upon individuals between 19 and 42 years of age, he found the average temperature of the expired air to be nearly 98°-6 F. The longer or shorter time which the inspired air remains in the lungs will modify the results in such experiments.

† Opus cit.

‡ According to the calculations made by the late Professor Daniell (Elements of Meteorology, vol. ii. p. 316. London, 1845) from meteorological tables, kept for 17 years consecutively, the mean temperature of London is 49°-54 F., while the mean dew-point is 44°-91, giving 5°-63 upon the thermometric scale, and 827 upon the hygrometric scale, as the degree of dryness. The mean elastic force of this wetary vapour is, he says, 342 of an inch of mercury, and a cubic foot contains 3-806 grains of moisture. The greatest degree of dryness was 49°-6 F., or the least degree of moisture when the hygrometric scale was 235. According to Dalton's observations (Manchester Memoirs, 2nd series, vol. ii.) the medium of the loss of wetary vapour by the lungs will evidently be regulated by the temperature of the inspired air, the quantity of wetary vapour it holds in solution, the volume of air inspired, and the length of time it remains in the lungs. The lower the temperature of the inspired air, the less it approaches to the point of saturation with moisture, and the greater its volume, the greater will be the loss of wetary vapour by the lungs. When the respirations are more rapid, and the sojourn of the air within the lungs is short, the same volume of expired air will probably contain less water in solution, than when its sojourn there is more prolonged, but the more frequent renewal of the air within the lungs will be more than sufficient to compensate for this.

The most correct and trust-worthy experiments to ascertain by the direct method the quantity of wetary vapour in the expired air are those of Valentin and Brunner. These experiments were performed upon seven males between the ages of 17½ and 33 years, and the maximum of wetary vapour exhaled was 131·6·323 Troy grains in the 24 hours; the minimum 451·374 grains, and the average 781·922 grains. The quantity of wetary vapour in the expired air within a given time varied in the same individual; and in one experiment it was increased after drinking. In these experiments the entire quantity of water in the expired air was ascertained, so that the actual quantity given off by the fluids of the body must have been less than this; and Valentin calculates that if a person breathes atmospheric air saturated with moisture, at the temperature of 60° Fahr., and if the expired air be at the temperature of 99°-5 Fahr., and also saturated with moisture, about ⅔ of the wetary vapour contained in the expired air will be furnished by the fluids of the body.† We have seen that aqueous vapour in this climate (that of Manchester) may be estimated at 30 of an inch of mercurv due to the temperature of 44° F. This vapour, he says, is increased below the temperature of 38° in the lungs from 30 to 1·74 inch of mercury, being an increase of 1·44 inch; but it will only be equal in weight to air of 1 inch of force, as the specific gravity of vapour is less than that of air in the proportion of 7 to 10. Valentin calculates (Opus cit. p. 535) that 100 cubic centimeters of dry air under a barometric pressure of 29·922 English inches, raised to the temperature of 99°-5 F., and saturated with moisture, would be expanded to 106·488 cubic centimetres.

Opus cit. p. 536. Lavoisier has given different estimates of the quantity of wetary vapour in the expired air in his papers on respiration and inspiration in the Mémoires de l'Académie des Sciences. Hales, Menzies, and Abernethy, from experiments on themselves, and employing different kinds of apparatus, all more or less imperfectly suited for the purpose, have respectively estimated it at 5792 grs. or about 20 oz., 2880 grs. or about 6 oz., 4320 grs. or about 9 oz. Dalton and Thomson, from calculations based upon the relative quantities of wetary vapour required to saturate the inspired and expired air, have estimated it respectively at 1·55 or nearly 1·1 lb. Troy or 8640 grs. and at 19 oz.

† Opus cit. p. 533. Vierordt (Physiologie des Athm., &c. S. 155. 1845) calculates from the quantity
several of the calculations of the amount of the watery vapour exhaled from the lungs proceed on the supposition that the expired air is saturated with moisture, but this has not been substantiated by the only experiments made with the view of determining this point. In M olecshott’s experiments, the amount of water held in solution varied. In five out of seven experiments the watery vapour in the expired air was appreciably less than what is sufficient to saturate air of the same temperature, while in one experiment it was saturated. On taking the average difference in the seven experiments performed, as much as possible under similar circumstances, between the actual quantity of moisture in the expired air, and in air of the same temperature saturated with moisture, he found that 2420 cub. cent. (147-620 Eng. cub. inches) of the expired air would require a quantity of watery vapour additional to that already existing in it equal to 10 milligrammes (‘150 Eng. Troy grains) to saturate it. From these experiments he concludes “that in the greater number of instances the expired air in man is not saturated with watery vapour, but sometimes such a saturation occurs.”

Magendie observed, in experiments on dogs, that the escape of an increased quantity of watery vapour from the mouth follows the injection of water into the veins, caused, as he supposes, by the transpiration from the lungs being considerably increased. Animal matters in quantities too minute to be subjected to analysis are also exhaled from the lungs, and escape along with the expired vapour. The condensed vapour from the lungs, when collected in a vessel, and kept for some days, putrefies, and emits an ammoniacal smell. We are also often sensible of the escape of different substances, previously taken into the stomach, along with the expired air, by their smell; and the experiments of Nysten, of air resired by himself in a state of rest, supposing the temperature of the expired air to be 98°-6 F., and saturated with moisture, the temperature of the inspired air to be 57°-2 F., and containing only its average quantity of moisture, that the quantity of water in the expired air will amount in the 24 hours to 5555-880 Troy grains, of which, on an average, 4535-933 grains may be allowed for the loss of water from the inner surface of the lungs and air passages, and 601-887 grains for the quantity previously contained in the inspired air. As, however, the body is not at rest during a considerable part of the 24 hours, the loss of watery vapour must be greater than this.

* Hоландійські втілення до анатомічних і фізіологічних наук, окс. 1. 96. 1846.

† Compendium of Physiology, translated by Milligan, p. 335. 1831.

‡ Valentin and Brunner (Opus cit. pp. 571, 572), in their experiments on the human species, detected the presence of a minute quantity of organic matter in the expired air. This was ascertained by the sulphuric acid, through which the expired air was made to pass, becoming red. Marchand (Journal für praktische Chemie, von Erdman and Marchand, band xxxiii. S. 129. 1844), in his experiments on frogs, also observed this.

§ Recherches de Physiologie, &c. p. 145.

Magendie, Tiedemann, and others, prove that various organic and mineral substances, when injected into the veins, escape in part by exhalation from the lungs.

If the inspired air, during its sojourn in the lungs, becomes increased in bulk from an increase in temperature and an addition of watery vapour, it suffers a small diminution from the absorption of part of its constituent gases. The older experimenters observed a diminution in the air respired, but as they experimented with imperfect apparatus, and transmitted the expired air through water which would absorb part of the carbonic acid gas, little confidence is to be placed in their results. There can be no doubt that a greater amount of oxygen disappears from the inspired air than what is sufficient for the formation of the quantity of carbonic acid gas in the expired air, and that there is a slight diminution in the bulk of the expired air from this cause; but we cannot speak so decidedly regarding any changes in the quantity of the nitrogen. Provençal and Humboldt, in their experiments on the respiration of fishes, and Spallanzani, in his experiments on snails, observed an absorption of azote: while Jurine and Nysten, in their experiments on the human species, and Berthollet, Despretz, Dulong, and Martin in their experiments on warm-blooded animals, and Treviranus, in his experiments on the cold-blooded animals, observed an exhalation of azote. Dr. W.F. Edwards, in * Opus cit.

† Zeitsschrift für Physiologie, band v. 1855. This paper is translated in the British and Foreign Quarterly Review, vol. i. p. 214. Tiedemann, in this paper, has given an account of all the experiments previously performed on this point by others.

‡ Goodwyn (Opus cit. p. 51), Plaff (Nicholson’s Journal of Natural Philosophy, vol. xii. p. 249. 1803), Dr. Alex. Henderson (Nicholson’s Journal, vol. viii. p. 40), and Sir H. Davy (opus cit.), in their experiments on the human species, observed a diminution. Table VII. p. 337. 1824. Dr. Edwards and Henderson, Plaff, and Davy, supposed that part of this diminution was caused by the absorption of nitrogen at the lungs.


** Mémoire sur la Respiration, traduit par Senebier, pp. 162, 184, and 230. 1803. An absorption of azote was not uniformly observed by Spallanzani.

†† Mémoire couronné en 1787, par la Société Royale de Médecine, as quoted by Nysten.

* Opus cit. p. 185.


Annales de Chimie et de Physique, tom. xxxvi. p. 337. 1824.

§§ Magendie’s Journal de Physiologie, tom. iii. p. 45. 1823.

¶¶ Attent’s Journal, tom. x. p. 337. 1824.

¶¶¶ Zeitschrift für Physiologie, band iv. Treviranus says, “in some of my experiments there was more azote than carbonic acid exhaled, and this not only in the aterbetra, but also in the frog.” p. 33.

** De l’Influence des Agents Physiques sur la Vie, p. 420. Tableau 63, 64, and 65. 1824. Dr. Edwards concludes from his experiments that there is both a constant exhalation and absorption of azote at the lungs, and that these two actions are sometimes equal, while at other times the one preponderates over the other.
his experiments upon warm-blooded animals and reptiles, found that in some cases the quantity of azote in the air expired was increased, in others diminished, while in others it remained unchanged; but these changes in the quantity of azote did not equal the difference between the amount of oxygen absorbed and of carbonic acid exhaled. Lavoisier and Seguin*, Allen and Pepys†, Valentin and Brunner‡, and Dr. Thomson§, in their experiments on the respiration in the human species, detected no change upon the quantity of azote.\textsuperscript{||} Boussingault¶, by a series of comparative analyses of the aliments consumed, and of the excrements in a turtledove, arrived at the conclusion by this indirect method of research that azote was exhaled.

Marchand**\textsuperscript{**,} in his carefully-conducted experiments on frogs, detected a quantity of ammonia in the tube of his apparatus, containing the concentrated sulphuric acid, and concludes that nitrogen in this combination is exhaled from the lungs and skin.

From a review of all the experiments upon the nitrogen of the expired air, we perceive that though the evidence preponderates in favour of the exhalation of a small quantity of nitrogen from the lungs \textsuperscript{††}, yet that it is not sufficiently conclusive to justify us in stating that its operation is constant. It appears,

\begin{itemize}
  \item Mém. de l'Académie Royale for 1789, p. 574.
  \item Opus cit.
  \item Animal Chemistry, p. 612. 1843. Dr. Thomson says, in experimenting upon animals placed in vessels in which the air was renewed during the experiment, no diminution of the volume of air took place, but the case was very different when the animal was obliged to breathe confined air. Nysten (Opus cit. p. 230) observed an evolution of azote in the human species, both in a state of health and disease, when the same air was breathed several times. Marchand, on the other hand (Journal für praktische Chemie, band xxxiii. S. 196), from his experiments on frogs placed in close vessels, concludes that it is exceedingly probable, if not certain, that, under this condition, these animals absorb part of the azote of the atmospheric air.
  \item Vierordt remarks upon Valentin and Brunner’s experiments, and the same observation applies to the others on the human species, that the evolution of a minute quantity of nitrogen, not readily detected during the short time each of these experiments was carried on, might amount to a notable quantity in the 24 hours.
  \item Annales de Chimie et de Physique, tom. xli. p. 483. 1844. In taking the mean of the result of his experiments, he found a turtle-dove, weighing 2885-971 English Troy grains, evolved in 24 hours from the lungs 288-397 grains of carbonic acid gas, and 2-469 grs. of azote, or in volume 376-155 English cubic inches of carbonic acid and 7-989 cubic inches of azote,—a considerably smaller quantity than was obtained by Dulong and Despretz in their experiments by the direct method. This quantity of azote, according to Boussingault, constitutes the one-third of the whole of this substance which enters into the composition of the aliment of the pigeon.
  \item Opus cit. It must, however, be remembered that in the great majority and in the most trust-worthy of these experiments in favour of the increase of the nitrogen, the exhalations from the skin were mixed with those from the lungs.
\end{itemize}

however, from the evidence adduced, that the nitrogen in the expired air is at least frequently increased in quantity in ordinary respiration, but not to the extent of affecting materially the percentage of this gas in the expired air.* Valentin and Brunner, in their carefully conducted experiments, could detect no traces of hydrogen, carbonic oxide, or carburetted hydrogen, in the expired air.

By far the most important chemical change the atmospheric air undergoes during its sojourn in the lungs, is a diminution in the quantity of its oxygen and an increase of its carbonic acid gas; and it may be safely affirmed that all the other changes in the expired air are of trivial importance in the function of respiration, when compared with this. There can be no doubt that the conclusion drawn by Allen and Pepys from their experiments, that the amount of oxygen which disappears from the inspired air is exactly equal to the quantity required to form the carbonic acid that appears in the expired air, is incorrect; for all the latest and most accurate experiments have confirmed the general accuracy of the results obtained by Lavoisier and Davy on this point, and have satisfactorily determined that a larger quantity of oxygen disappears from the inspired air than what is sufficient to form the carbonic acid gas present in the expired air.

\begin{center}
\textbf{Percentage and absolute quantity of carbonic acid gas in the expired air.—The results of the earlier experimenters on this point are of so little value that we need not refer to them. The following results have been obtained by some of the later experimenters:—}
\end{center}

\begin{table}[h]
\centering
\begin{tabular}{|c|c|c|c|}
\hline
& Average & Max. & Min. & Difference between Maximum and Minimum \\
\hline
Prout & 3-45 & 4-10 & 3-30 & -80 \textsuperscript{†} \\
Coathup & 4-02 & 7-98 & 2-91 & 4-07 \textsuperscript{††} \\
Brunner & 4-580 & 5-495 & 3-299 & 2-196 $\$ \\
Vierordt & 4-334 & 6-220 & 3-358 & 2-86 $\$ \\
Thomson & 4-16 & 7-16 & 1-71 & 5-45 $\$ \\
\hline
\end{tabular}
\end{table}

* Even supposing the nitrogen of the expired air to remain unaltered in quantity, yet as the quantity of oxygen absorbed is somewhat greater than what is necessary to form the carbonic acid exhaled along with the expired air, the percentage of the nitrogen in the inspired air will be slightly greater than in the expired air when estimated by volume.

† Thomson’s Annals of Philosophy, vol. ii. p. 338. 1818. In some subsequent experiments by Prout (same work, vol. iv. p. 331) the range in the quantity of carbonic acid gas in the expired air was between 2-80 and 4-70, the minimum number occurring once only, and while he was sleepy. Prout’s experiments were performed upon himself, and at every hour of the day and night.

‡ London, Edinburgh, and Dublin Philosophical Magazine, vol. xiv. p. 401. 1839. These experiments...
The results obtained by Brunner and Valentin, and by Vierordt, appear especially trustworthy; and though the number of experiments is too small to enable us to deduce averages with any confidence, yet we may in the meantime consider that, in an adult male of middle age, the average quantity of carbonic acid in the expired air is about 4.35 per cent.* The quantity of carbonic acid gas in the expired air is not uniform in the same individual, but varies repeatedly, even in the course of the twenty-four hours, and these variations are determined by certain conditions of the body and of the surrounding media.

Period of the day.—Dr. Prout believed that he had discovered that the quantity of carbonic acid formed during respiration is always greater at one and the same period of the day than at any other; that this maximum occurs between 10 A.M. and 2 P.M., or generally between 11 A.M. and 1 P.M.; and that the minimum commences about 8th 30' P.M., and continues nearly uniform till about 3rd 30' A.M. The beginning and end of the period of minimum evolution of carbonic acid he believed to be connected with the beginning and end of twilight, and he adduces some experiments in favour of this opinion. In these experiments Prout attended only to the percentage of the carbonic acid in the expired air, and took no means to ascertain the volume of air passing through the lungs at the time,—an omission which seriously diminishes their value.† Prout's results do not accord with the previous experiments of Brande ‡ nor with the subsequent experiments of Coathupe * and Vierordt. † It would appear, therefore, that the variations in the quantity of carbonic acid in the course of the day do not occur at uniform periods, independent of other circumstances, as Prout supposed. It is, however, proved by the experiments of Scharling ‡ upon the human species, by Boussingault § upon the turtle dove, and by Marchand || upon frogs, that the absolute amount of carbonic acid exhaled is very considerably less during the night than during the day. Scharling gives in the following table the relative proportion of the carbon exhaled during the day and night in six individuals upon whom he experimented:—

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Night</th>
<th>Day</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1. Scharling</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2. Thomson</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3. A Soldier</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4. An adult Female</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5. A Boy</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6. A Girl</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The average proportion is 1 during the night to 1 237 during the day, or, in other words, nearly a fourth part more carbonic acid is evolved during the day than during the night.¶ How much of the diminished evolution of carbonic acid during the night is dependent upon the languor and drowsiness incident to that period, and how much upon the absence of the sun's rays and other causes, is at present impossible to determine. It appears that this diminished evolution of carbonic acid during the night does not require the occurrence of sleep, though no doubt it is increased by sleep.

Digestion.—Seguin and Luvoisier **, in their experiments upon Seguin found that when he was in a state of repose and fasting he vitiated only 1210 cubic inches of oxygen gas in an hour, while, during digestion, this was raised to between 1800 and 1900 cubic

---

* Opus cit.
† Physiologie des Athmns, &c., S. 66.
* Annalen der Chemie und Pharmacie, band xiv. S. 236.
** Mémoire de l'Académie Royale for 1789, p. 574, 575. Jurine (Encyclopédie Méthodique, Médecine, article Art, tom. iv. p. 497. 1787) has also maintained that a greater quantity of air is vitiated during digestion.

---
inches. Spallanzani observed that snails, after a redundant repast, exhaled considerably more carbonic acid gas than when fasting. Similar observations have been made upon insects by Sorg and Newport, upon the Mammalia by Zimmermann, and upon the human species by Scharling, Valent"in, and Vierordt. The most complete experiments on this point are those of Vierordt, performed on himself, the results of which are contained in the following tables. His dinner lasted from 30 minutes past 12 to 1 o'clock:

Notwithstanding, therefore, that Prout failed to observe any decided increase in the quantity of carbonic acid gas thrown off by the lungs during digestion, and that Mr. Cothupe maintains from his experiments that the carbonic acid in the expired air increases with increased abstinence from food, and that its maximum quantity is before breakfast and immediately before dinner, we must consider the evidence detailed above perfectly conclusive in proving that the quantity of carbonic acid evolved in respiration is considerably increased after a full meal.

**Fasting.** — In describing the effects of digestion upon the quantity of carbonic acid evolved from the lungs, we were led to refer to the manner in which the opposite condition of the body, or that of fasting, operates. That fasting diminishes the quantity of carbonic acid in the expired air is not only proved by the facts already mentioned, but also by the experiments of Scharling upon the human species, of Boussingault upon the turtle dove, and of Marchand upon frogs. The two last experimenters found that in very prolonged fasting the quantity of carbonic acid was greatly diminished.

**Alcohol.** — Dr. Prout states that alcohol, and all liquors containing it which he had tried, have the remarkable property of diminishing the quantity of carbonic acid gas in the expired air much more than any thing else he had made the subject of experiment, and its effects were most remarkable when taken on an empty stomach. Vierordt mentions, in confirmation of Prout's observations on this point, that in four experiments, after having taken from one half to a bottle of wine, the percentage of carbonic acid had fallen, a quarter of an hour after this, from 4:54 to 4:01, and it continued to exercise this effect from one to two hours.†

The quantities of atmospheric air and carbonic acid are calculated in the original tables in cubic centimeters. Reducing these to English cubic inches, one cubic centimetre has been considered to be equal to 0.0102533 of an English cubic inch.

† London, Edinburgh, and Dublin Philos. Magaz. vol. xiv. p. 409 and 413. The number of meals and the times at which they were taken explain the results obtained by Mr. Cothupe. He dined at 1 o'clock P. M., and at 2 r. m. the average percentage of carbonic acid gas was raised from 3:92 to 4:17, and thus so far in accordance with the experiments mentioned above. At 5:30 r. m. he took a good dinner, with a pint of wine. Now, as alcohol diminishes the quantity of carbonic acid evolved from the lungs, this might have counteracted the effects of digestion for a time. It must also be remembered that Mr. Cothupe ascertained only the percentage, not the absolute quantity of carbonic acid evolved; and Vierordt, in his experiments (Physiologie des Athmens, &c. S. 93) that when he drank wine at dinner the percentage of the carbonic acid in the expired air was diminished; and that, though its absolute quantity was increased, this was not nearly to the same extent as when no wine was taken. Were experimenters always to detail minutely the circumstances under which they performed their experiments, it would frequently be found, as in the present case, that results, apparently most discordant, are not so in reality.

† Wagner's Handwörterbuch, band ii. S. 884; and Physiol. des Athmens, &c. S. 97.

---

### Table 1: Volume of Air Expired in One Minute

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Hours</th>
<th>Pulse per minute</th>
<th>Volume of air expired in one minute</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>12</td>
<td>66.5</td>
<td>31.43</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>82.3</td>
<td>41.17</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Difference</td>
<td>15.8</td>
<td>83.0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**To ascertain that this increase in the quantity of carbonic acid evolved from the lungs was really dependent upon digestion, and not upon any other cause, the experiment was repeated at the same period of the day when he had not dined, and had eaten nothing since his breakfast at 7 o'clock, and the following results were obtained:**

### Table 2: Volume of Air Expired in One Minute

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Hours</th>
<th>Pulse per minute</th>
<th>Volume of air expired in one minute</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>12</td>
<td>63</td>
<td>33.25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>64</td>
<td>32.16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>62.5</td>
<td>35.08</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Memoires sur la Respiration, p. 217—222.**

* Disquisitio Physiologica circa Respirationem insectorum et Vermium. 1805.

† London Phil. Trans. for 1836 and 1837.

§ The result of Zimmermann's experiments is given on Vierordt's authority in Wagner's Handwörterbuch, band ii. S. 884.

‖ Opus cit. In Scharling's experiments the total quantity of carbonic acid exhaled from the body during a given time was determined, and they are, therefore, not liable to the errors of those observations where the percentage only was ascertained.

†† Opus cit. In Scharling's experiments the total quantity of carbonic acid exhaled from the body during a given time was determined, and they are, therefore, not liable to the errors of those experiments where the percentage only was ascertained.

\* Physiologie des Athmens, &c. S. 91 und 94.
A strong infusion of tea has, according to Prout, an effect similar to alcohol.

According to Dr. Fyfe, when a person has taken mercury or nitric acid for some time, the quantity of carbonic acid is diminished.

Conditions of the mind.—Prout found that anxiety and the depressing passions diminish the percentage of carbonic acid in the expired air; and Vierordt, on two occasions, observed this effect, for a short time at least, from mental emotions, both of a joyful and of an opposite nature. Scharling remarked that in those persons who felt very anxious on being enclosed in the box used by him in his experiments, the evolution of carbonic acid gas from the body was much diminished.

Exercise.—Prout states that moderate exercise, as walking, seems always at first to increase the evolution of carbonic acid, but when continued it ceases to produce this effect, and when carried the length of fatigue the quantity is diminished: that violent exercise appears to lessen the quantity from the first, or if any increase occurs, this is trifling and transitory; and that, after violent exercise, the quantity is much lessened. In Prout’s mode of experimenting, the percentage of carbonic acid having been alone ascertained, we have no certain means of judging of the changes in the absolute quantity of carbonic acid evolved, as the increase in the number of respirations and in the bulk of the air respired, occasioned by exercise, was not taken into account. In the experiments of Seguin and Lavoisier already referred to, it was found that Seguin, when fasting and at rest, vitiated in the hour 1210 cubic inches of oxygen gas: by an amount of exercise equal to raising 15 lbs. to a height of 613 feet, this was increased to 3200 while still fasting, and to 4600 cubic inches, while digesting food. In Scharling’s experiments, where the absolute quantity of carbonic acid gas evolved from the whole body in a given time was ascertained, the quantity of carbonic acid was increased during exercise. Vierordt ascertained that during the increased respiratory movements occasioned by moderate exercise, that on an average there was an increase per minute of 18’978 English cubic inches in the expired air, containing an increase of 1’197 cubic inch of carbonic acid gas, giving, however, an increase of carbonic acid gas in the expired air of only 0’140 per cent. There can, therefore, be no doubt that the evolution of carbonic acid gas from the lungs can be considerably increased by exercise.*

Temperature.—The effects of low temperatures upon the respiratory process, as ascertained by Spallanzani and Treviranus upon snails and insects, by Marchand upon frogs, and by different observers upon the hypernating warm-blooded animals, are not applic

cable to the human species, since the reduction of the temperature to a certain extent induces in these animals a lethargic condition, well known under the term hypbernation, altogether different from its effects upon man and the other warm-blooded animals. Seguin and Lavoisier state that in their experiments, Seguin, in a temperature of 82° Fahr., fasting and at rest, consumed, in the space of an hour, 1210 French cubic inches of oxygen; while in a temperature of 57° Fahr., he consumed in the same time 1344 cubic inches.* Crawford,+ in experiments upon guinea-pigs, ascertained that these animals, in a given time, deteriorate a greater quantity of air in a cold than in a warm medium. The most perfect experiments on this point, at least on the human species, are those of Vierordt.† He ascertained, by numerous trials upon himself, the effects of temperature from 37°-4 to 75°-2 Fahr. From a table, showing the results obtained, both upon the respiration and the pulse, at each degree of the centigrade thermometer within the limits mentioned, he has constructed the following shorter table, where the first table is arranged in two divisions,—the one containing the average of all the lower, and the other the average of all the higher temperatures. In the following table the measures of the expired air and carbonic acid have been reduced to English cubic inches.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Pulse</th>
<th>Respiration</th>
<th>Volume of an expiration</th>
<th>Expired air</th>
<th>Carbonic acid gas in the 100 parts of the expired air</th>
<th>Barometer, in English inches</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>per minute</td>
<td>per minute</td>
<td>in cubic inches</td>
<td>per minute</td>
<td>inches</td>
<td>inches</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>72-93</td>
<td>12-16</td>
<td>11-57</td>
<td>33-44</td>
<td>31-76</td>
<td>1-68</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12-16</td>
<td>11-57</td>
<td>33-44</td>
<td>31-76</td>
<td>1-68</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>40-99</td>
<td>18-25</td>
<td>15-72</td>
<td>2-53</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>36-97</td>
<td>4-48</td>
<td>4-28</td>
<td>0-20</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0-20</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Average of the lower temperature, 40°-24° F.</th>
<th>Average of the higher temperature, 100°-92° F.</th>
<th>Difference between the higher and lower temp.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>29-719</td>
<td>29-647</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The experiments of Letellier§ on warm-blooded animals agree in their results with

* Mémoires de l’Académie Royale for 1789.
† Experiments and Observations on Animal Heat, p. 311—315. 2nd ed. 1788.
§ Letellier has thrown the results of his experiments into the following table. He does not state whether he measured the temperature by Reamur, or the
those of Vierordt. He found that the quantity of carbonic acid gas evolved from the body at the freezing point, was double of that at an elevated temperature, in the two mice and guinea-pig, and a little more in the canary and pigeon. There can, therefore, be no doubt that more carbonic acid gas is evolved from the body in a cold, than in a warm temperature.

**Effect of the seasons.**—Dr. W. F. Edwards* ascertained, by several well-devised experiments, that birds placed under exactly the same circumstances, and with the surrounding air of the same temperature, consumed more oxygen in winter than in summer, and this appears to be connected with that change in the constitution of the warm-blooded animals in the colder regions of the earth, by which they are enabled to generate more caloric in winter than in summer.

**Barometric pressure.**—Legallois found that when warm-blooded animals breathed air in a vessel under an atmospheric pressure reduced to 30 centimetres (11·811 English inches), the quantity of oxygen gas consumed was diminished.† Prout, on the other hand, informs us, that in every instance in his experiments, any remarkable increase in the percentage of carbonic acid in the expired air was accompanied by a sinking barometer.‡ Vierordt tested the effects of a range of the barometric scale between 330' (29·309 English inches) and 340' (30·197 English inches), and has thrown the results into a tabular form. The measure of the expired air was calculated under the ordinary pressure of 336' (29·841 English inches). He found that a rise of 5'67, (the mean between the experiments at the lower and those at the higher pressures,) produced the following effects:

It increased the pulsations in one minute 1·3 respirations

" expired air (cubic in.) 35·746

As, however, the percentage of the carbonic acid in the expired air was greater at the lower than at the higher pressures, in the

---

Centigrade scale, but we believe that it was the latter.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Centigrade scale, but we believe that it was the latter.</th>
<th>Surprising Temperature.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>From 15° to 20°</td>
<td>From 30° to 40°</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>grammes</td>
<td>grammes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>For a Canary</td>
<td>0·250</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>For a Pigeon</td>
<td>0·684</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>For two Mice</td>
<td>0·498</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>For a Guinea Pig</td>
<td>2·090</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

* De l'Influence des Agens Physiques sur la Vie, chapitre vi.
† Annales de Chimie et de Physique, tom. iv. p. 113. 1817.

---

* Dr. Hutchinson (Medico-Chirurgical Transactions of London, vol. xxix. p. 228) has given some experiments upon the effects of an increased barometric pressure upon the frequency of the respiratory movements. These were made upon six persons before and after descending a mine, 1488 feet deep, where the barometric pressure was 1·54 inch more than at the level of the sea. As there was a difference of 10 degrees in the temperature at the top and bottom of the mine, this ought to be taken into account in judging of the results. The pulse was increased at the bottom of the mine on an average 1·3 per minute, and the respirations 2·4 per minute. The accounts given by travellers of the effects upon their respiration in elevated regions are so discordant that we can deduce no very satisfactory conclusions from them.

† Annales de Chimie et de Physique, tom. viii. p. 129. 1843.
‡ Annales de Chimie und Pharmacie, band xlv. S. 214. 1845. Translated in Annales de Chimie, et de Phys. tom. viii. p. 475. 1845. In Scharling's experiments, as in those of Andral and Gavarret, the absolute quantity and not the percentage of carbonic acid gas in the expired air was determined. In Scharling's first experiments, the carbonic acid gas given off at the external surface of the body was mixed with that given off by the lungs.
acid evolved from the lungs to one hour, being perfectly aware of the fallacy of attempting to estimate from experiments so limited as to time, the quantity given off in the twenty-four hours. Scharling conducted his experiments in a different manner. He enclosed the individuals experimented on in a box, perfectly air-tight, and so large as to permit a person to work, read, or even sleep, during the experiment. Tubes were fixed in the box, to admit the external air freely, and to conduct the expired air into an apparatus fitted for determining the amount of the carbonic acid. The individuals experimented on remained in the box generally for an hour at a time, sometimes an hour and a half, but also often from thirty to forty minutes only; and precautions were taken to keep up a free circulation of atmospheric air through the box during the whole of the experiment. His experiments were performed upon six persons, of different ages and of both sexes.

Andral and Gavarret have drawn the following conclusions from their experiments:

1. The quantity of carbonic acid gas exhaled from the lungs, in a given time, varies according to the age, the sex, and the constitution of individuals; and that, independently of the weight of the body.

2. At all periods of life extending from 8 years (the earliest age subjected to experiments) up to the most advanced old age, the quantity of carbonic acid evolved from the lungs differs in the two sexes, but, ceteris paribus, the male exhales a considerably larger quantity than the female. This difference is most marked between 16 and 40 years of age, during which period the male generally evolves nearly twice as much as the female.

3. In the male, the quantity of carbonic acid exhaled goes on continually increasing from 8 to 30 years of age, and becomes suddenly very great at the age of puberty. After 30 years of age it begins to decrease, and this so much the more decidedly as the person approaches extreme old age, at which period it may be reduced to the quantity evolved at 10 years of age.

4. In the female also, the evolution of carbonic acid increases from infancy up to puberty; but at this period, contrary to what takes place in the male, it remains stationary, so long as the menstrual secretion continues natural. At the time the menses cease, the evolution of carbonic acid gas from the lungs undergoes a marked augmentation; but after a while it begins to decrease, as in the male, and proportionally as she advances towards old age.

5. In the female, during gestation, the exhalation of carbonic acid from the lungs equals the quantity exhaled at the period of the cessation of the menses.

6. In both sexes, and at all ages, the quantity of carbonic acid is so much the greater, as the constitution is stronger and the muscular force more developed.

The most important of the data upon which the above inferences are founded are as follows:

In the male child, in his progress upwards from his 8th to his 15th years, the quantity of carbon given off by the lungs was raised, on an average, from 5 grammes (77-165 Troy grains) to 8-7 grammes (134-267 Troy grains) per hour; while in the female at the same age it was on an average 1 gramme (15-433 Troy grains) less per hour. In the male at 16 years of age, or soon after puberty, it suddenly increased to 157-316 Troy grains, on an average, per hour; and from this period up to the age of 20 and 25 it gradually increased, on an average, to 172-849 and 191-369 Troy grains per hour. At this point it remained nearly stationary until about 40 years of age, when it began to undergo a slight diminution, but not to any great extent until 60 years of age.

Adult females, who menstruated regularly, lost, on an average, 96-771 grains only of carbon, by the lungs, in an hour,—a quantity not greater than that lost by girls. Take the average loss of carbon, by the lungs, in the male at 174-392 grains between the ages of 15 and 20 years, it is, on an average, 153-873 grains between 40 and 60 years; and 141-953 grains between 60 and 80 years. In the female, at the period of the cessation of the menses, the loss of carbon is suddenly elevated from an average of 96-771 to 129-637 grains per hour; and a similar elevation, and nearly to the same extent, was observed in four females during pregnancy. In females between 50 and 60 years of age, the loss was 112-660 grains, and between 60 and 80 it was, on an average, 104-944 grains in an hour. In one female of 82 years, it was 92-595 grains, and in a male of 102, but remarkably hale for his years, it was 91-590 grains. In a male, aged 26, and remarkable for his muscular development, the loss was as high as 217-105 grains, while in another male, aged 45, of moderate height, but extremely feeble muscular development, it amounted on an average only to 132-723 grains an hour.* Scharling, after allowing seven hours for sleep to an adult, and nine for a child, calculates, from his experiments on six individuals, the amount of the loss of carbon from the body as follows:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Age</th>
<th>Weight of body in Troy lbs.</th>
<th>Quantity of carbon exhaled in grains.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>In 24 hours</td>
<td>In 1 hour</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Male</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>154-73</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>28</td>
<td>219-70</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>35</td>
<td>175-49</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Average of men</td>
<td>26.4</td>
<td>183-80</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Boy</td>
<td>92</td>
<td>58-96</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Girl</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>61-64</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Aver. of children</td>
<td>94</td>
<td>60-30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Woman</td>
<td>19</td>
<td>149-41</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

* Brunner and Valentin (opus cit. p. 567), from
In these experiments of Scharling the evolution of carbonic acid by the skin was included, with that evolved through the mouth and nostrils; and the quantity is calculated for the twenty-four hours. But in some subsequent experiments, by uniting the use of the mask used by Andral and Gavarret with the box, he has been enabled to ascertain the relative amount of the loss by these two different channels in an hour. In other respects, he has endeavoured to assimilate his experiments, in regard to the hour of the day, &c., to those of Andral and Gavarret, and has given the following comparative view of the results:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Total quantity of carbon from the whole body in Troy grains.</th>
<th>Carbon from general surface of body.</th>
<th>Carbon expired through the mouth and nostrils in Troy grains.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Scharling.</td>
<td>Andral and Gavarret.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1. Male aged 28 years</td>
<td>181.183</td>
<td>5.756</td>
<td>175.426</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2. — 16</td>
<td>169.763</td>
<td>2.793</td>
<td>166.969</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3. Boy 94</td>
<td>101.986</td>
<td>1.913</td>
<td>99.172</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5. Girl 10</td>
<td>96.822</td>
<td>1.913</td>
<td>93.709</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Influence of the respiratory movements upon the evolution of carbonic acid from the lungs. — This point has been particularly examined by Vierordt in 171 experiments upon himself, and he has ascertained that the frequency, extent, and duration of the respiratory movements have a marked effect, not only upon the relative proportion of the carbonic acid gas in the expired air, but also upon the absolute quantity evolved from the lungs in a given time. We shall afterwards find, when we come to describe the theory of respiration, that the results obtained by Vierordt are of considerable importance in a theoretical point of view.

Frequency of the respiratory movements. — When the number of respirations is less than usual, the percentage of the carbonic acid in the expired air is increased, while its absolute quantity is diminished; on the other hand, when the respirations are more frequent than usual, the percentage of carbonic acid in the expired air is diminished, while its absolute quantity is increased. Vierordt endeavours to point out that the diminution in the percentage of the carbonic acid gas in the expired air when the respirations are more frequent, probably bears a certain proportion to their frequency or length per minute, supposing their bulk to be the same. The operation of this law, according to Vierordt, may be illustrated as follows. Let us take the average number of respirations in a state of rest as 12, and suppose these to be doubled or increased to 24, the relative percentage of carbonic acid will be diminished by 0.8; if the number of respirations be again doubled, or increased to 48, the carbonic acid will suffer a still further diminution of 0.4 per cent. ; and if the respiration be again doubled, and increased to 96 per minute, the carbonic acid will suffer a further reduction of 0.2 per cent. On the other hand, if the number of respirations be less than 12 (here taken as the normal number of respirations by Vierordt) by one half or reduced to 6 in the minute, the relative percentage of carbonic acid will be increased above what it is in the normal frequency by 1.6. If the percentage of carbonic acid in the expired air be 4.1, when the respirations are 12 in the minute, it will be 5.7 per cent. when the respirations are 6, and 2.7 per cent. when they are 96 in the minute. Proceeding upon the existence of this law, he supposes that if the respirations were increased from 96 to twice that number, or 192, the percentage of the expired air would suffer a farther reduction of only 0.1 per cent.; in other words, it would be reduced from 2.7 to 2.6 per cent. This last ratio, viz. 2.6, he believes to be the smallest percentage of carbonic acid gas that the expired air can present. If Vierordt be correct in supposing that the percentage of carbonic acid in the expired air has a fixed arithmetical proportion to the frequency or length of the respiratory movements, we could, after determining the normal number of respirations, the bulk of air expired, and the percentage of carbonic acid
gas, when the body is in a state of rest, be able to determine both the relative and the absolute quantity of carbonic acid gas in the expired air from the number of respirations alone, when these are either increased above, or diminished below the normal number, provided the bulk of each respiration continues equal. He has constructed the following table to illustrate the variations in the absolute quantity of carbonic acid gas occasioned by alterations in the frequency of the respiratory movements. The normal number of respirations is supposed to be 12, the average bulk of each respiration to be 500 cubic centimetres (30.5 English cubic inches), and the percentage of carbonic acid to be 4.1.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Number of respirations in a minute</th>
<th>Percentage of carbonic acid in the expired air</th>
<th>Volume of the expired air in a minute</th>
<th>Volume of carbonic acid gas in the expired air in a minute</th>
<th>Volume of carbonic acid gas in each expiration</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>5-7</td>
<td>183-000</td>
<td>10-481</td>
<td>1-73</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12</td>
<td>4-1</td>
<td>396-000</td>
<td>15-006</td>
<td>1-850</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>24</td>
<td>3-8</td>
<td>728-000</td>
<td>24-156</td>
<td>1-906</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>48</td>
<td>2-9</td>
<td>1464-000</td>
<td>42-456</td>
<td>0-884</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>96</td>
<td>2-7</td>
<td>2928-000</td>
<td>79-056</td>
<td>0-823</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Measured in English cubic inches at a temperature of 98°-6 F., and under a barometric pressure of 29-841 English inches.

Bulk of the air expired.—The quantity of air thrown out of the lungs at each expiration has also an influence upon the percentage and absolute quantity of carbonic acid gas in the expired air. Vierordt, in six experiments, found that while the average of carbonic acid gas in the expired air in a normal expiration in a state of rest was 4.78 per cent., in the deepest expiration he could make, it was 4.95 per cent.

The stoppage of the respiratory movements for a time has also a marked effect upon the quantity of carbonic acid in the expired air. Vierordt has made four series of experiments upon himself to ascertain the extent of this influence upon the quantity of carbonic acid evolved from the lungs. In the first series he shut his mouth and held his nose from 20 to 60 seconds (the longest period he could continue the experiment), and then made the deepest possible expiration. In the second series he made the deepest inspiration possible, then suspended the respiratory movement for a longer or shorter time, at the termination of which he made the deepest expiration. This experiment he was able to prolong to 70, 90, and even 100 seconds. In the third series he made an ordinary inspiration before suspending the respiratory movements, and after this suspension had continued for different periods up to 30 seconds, he made an ordinary expiration. The fourth series of experiments was to ascertain the period of time after the stoppage of the respiratory movements when the percentage of carbonic acid gas becomes uniform in the different parts of the lungs and air passages, and this he found took place after 40 seconds. He has arranged the results of the three first series of experiments in several tables, exhibiting the difference between the percentage and absolute quantity of carbonic acid gas in the expired air at various periods, after the suspension of the respiratory movements under the circumstances mentioned, and when the respiratory movements proceed in the normal manner. In the first series of experiments, the percentage of the carbonic acid in the expired air, after the respiratory movements had been suspended 20 seconds, was higher by 1.73 than when these movements were normal, but the absolute quantity evolved from the lungs had diminished by 2.642 English cubic inches, and at the end of 55 seconds its percentage had increased 2.32, but its absolute quantity had diminished to the extent of 12.382 cubic inches. In the second series of experiments, where the deepest possible inspiration preceded, and the deepest possible expiration followed, the suspension of the respiratory movements, the absolute quantity of carbonic acid gas evolved from the lungs, for the first 15 seconds, was somewhat more than what would have occurred had these movements proceeded in the normal manner, but after this it began to diminish; and when the respiratory movements had been suspended for 95 seconds, it was diminished to the extent of 14.078 English cubic inches, though its percentage had considerably increased. At the end of the 100 seconds, the percentage of the expired air was 3.08 above the normal quantity in ordinary respiration. In the third series of experiments, the carbonic acid in the expired air, at the end of 30 seconds, was 1.55 per cent. above the normal quantity. These experiments prove, therefore, that when the respiratory movements have been suspended for a time, the percentage of carbonic acid in the expired air will increase, but the absolute quantity evolved from the lungs will be diminished, so that the increase in the percentage of this gas does not by any means compensate for the diminished quantity of air passing through the lungs.

When the same air is breathed more than once, the quantity of carbonic acid in it is increased. Allen and Pepsy state that air, passed 9 or 10 times through the lungs, contained 9.5 per cent. of carbonic acid gas; and the greatest quantity obtained, in air breathed as often as possible, was 10 per cent. Mr. Coathupe found the average quantity of carbonic acid gas, in air in which warm-blooded animals had been confined until they were becoming comatose, to be 10.42 per

* Philos. Transact. of London for 1808.
† Opus cit.
to ascertain the quantity of carbon lost at the lungs and skin in the 24 hours by the indirect method of research, which he maintains to be by far the most trust-worthy. He proceeded to ascertain the quantity of charcoal in the daily food and drink of a body of soldiers, and after deducting the comparatively small quantity of this substance that passes off in the feces and urine, the remainder was taken as the amount of carbon that unites with oxygen, and escapes in the form of carbonic acid gas by the lungs and skin. From the data thus obtained he calculates that an adult male, taking moderate exercise, loses 13 oz. of carbon daily by the lungs and skin; and that 37 oz. of oxygen gas must be daily absorbed from the atmospheric air for the purpose of converting this charcoal into carbonic acid gas. From similar experiments upon the inmates of the Bridewell at Marienschloss (a prison where labour is enforced), he calculates that each individual lost in this manner 10 oz. of carbon daily; while in another prison, where the inmates were deprived of exercise, this loss amounted only to 8 oz. daily. * Allowing that this indirect method of research is more accurate than the direct,—a point which we are not at present prepared to determine,—the accuracy of the data upon which Liebig’s inferences rest regarding the quantity of carbonic acid exhaled from the lungs and skin in an adult using moderate exercise, has been called in question by Scharling.† He endeavours to prove, by an analysis of the food and drink allowed to the sailors on board of his Danish Majesty’s vessels of war, that the whole carbon taken daily into the body of each of these individuals must be somewhat less than 10 oz.; yet these sailors are subjected to harder work than ordinary men. †

The quantity of carbonic acid gas evolved from the body in respiration varies greatly in the different divisions of the animal kingdom. It is greater in birds, in proportion to their bulk, than in the cold-blooded vertebrae, and still smaller in the invertebrata, with the exception of insects.§ The ascertainment not

---

* Vide table given in p. 350.
† The estimates of the average loss of carbon, in the form of carbonic acid gas, from the lungs in the twenty-four hours by other experimenters, differ considerably. Lavoisier and Seguin estimated the loss of carbonic acid gas at 14,590 cubic inches, which they believed would yield 2779:504 grains Troy; Messers. Allen and Pepys at 39,584 cubic inches of carbonic acid gas, containing rather more than 11 oz. Troy of carbon; and Mr. Coathupe at 10,666 cubic

---

feet of carbonic acid gas, yielding 2386-27 grains, or 5-45 oz. avoirdupois. Vierordt, from numerous experiments on himself, ascertained that when in a state of rest the quantity of carbonic acid gas exhaled from the lungs per minute was for the maximum 452 cubic centimetres (27-572 Eng. cub. in.), for the minimum 177 cub. cent. (10-757 Eng. cub. in.), and for the average 261 cub. cent. (12-261 Eng. cub. in.), so that the relation of the minimum and maximum was 100:255. If the quantity of carbonic acid evolved from the lungs differs so much at different times in the same individual in the minute, and is so materially influenced by the varying conditions of the body, how difficult must it be to ascertain the average quantity during the twenty-four hours.

† Animal Chemistry, &c., edited by Dr. Gregory, p. 13; 3rd edit. 1846.
§ Opus cit. p. 46.
† Annalen der Chemie und Pharmacie, von Wöhler und Liebig, Band ivi. S. 1. 1846.
‡ Opus cit. p. 9.
§ The results of the various experiments upon A A
only of the absolute quantity of carbon which escapes from the body in the form of carbonic acid gas in the different classes of animals, but also the relative proportion of this to the weight of the body, is a matter of considerable physiological interest, especially with reference to the source of animal caloric. From the experiments of Scharling, Andral, and Gavarret, it is evident that the young of the human species relative to their weight consume considerably more oxygen gas, and evolve more carbonic acid gas by respiration, than the middle-aged; and that the latter again evolve more carbonic acid than those far advanced into old age. Valentin and Brunner have calculated, from experiments performed on Valentin, who at the time was 33 years of age, that for every gramme weight (15'433 Troy grains) of his body, there was evolved '0089 Troy grain of carbonic acid gas, containing '0024 Troy grain of carbon; and this calculation approximates pretty closely to one based upon the results of Andral and Gavarret upon the evolution of carbon, combined with those of Quetelet upon the average weight of the body at this period of life. * The following table, calculated from the experiments of different observers, to show the quantity of carbon consumed in the 24 hours for every 100 grammes weight (15'433 Troy grains) of the body in the four divisions of the vertebrata, is given by Hierordt: —

Troy Grains.

| Tench (Provençal and Humboldt) | 370 |
| Frog (Marchand) | 1'342 |
| Man (Scharling) | 4'506 |
| Pigeon (Boussingault) | 42'317 |

**Quantity of oxygen absorbed at the lungs.** — That a quantity of oxygen gas greater than what is necessary to form the carbonic acid gas in the expired air disappears from the inspired air, is now placed beyond a doubt. The quantity of oxygen gas that disappears from the inspired air by absorption at the lungs is not uniform, even in the same individual, for any length of time, and the variations in this respect are in all probability determined by the same circumstances which affect the evolution of carbonic acid gas, the absorption of oxygen being increased when the evolution of carbonic acid is increased, and vice versa. Dalton calculated that he himself respired 500 cubic feet of atmospheric air, containing 105 cubic feet of oxygen, in the 24 hours, and that 25 cubic feet of the oxygen, weighing 15,120 grains, or 2'6 lbs. Troy, were absorbed at the lungs. Valentin and Brunner, in 34 analyses of the air expired by 3 individuals between 33 and 54 years of age, found the average quantity of oxygen gas to be 16'033, the maximum 17'216, and the minimum 14'968 parts by volume in the 100 parts of the expired air. * Proceeding on these results of Valentin and Brunner, we may estimate the average amount of oxygen that disappears from the inspired air at 4'78 by volume in the 100 parts.

While the experiments upon the relation of the quantity of oxygen absorbed at the lungs to that of the carbonic acid gas evolved, made by Lavoisier, Sir H. Davy, and Dalton on the human species, by Legallois, Dulong, Despretz, and Dr. W. F. Edwards upon the warm-blooded animals, by Treviranus upon several cold-blooded animals, and by Marchand upon frogs, all concur in making the oxygen absorbed greater than what is necessary to form the carbonic acid exhaled, they exhibit very considerable differences in the relative proportions of the absorbed oxygen and exhaled carbonic acid gas. In some of these experiments, the oxygen absorbed was considerably greater than what is necessary to form the carbonic acid gas. In Marchand's experiments on frogs subjected to prolonged fasting, the relation of the oxygen absorbed to the carbonic acid evolved constantly increased, until it amounted to between 410 — 430 : 100. * Valentin and Brunner, in their experiments on the human species, found the relative proportions of these two gases to approximate so closely to their diffusive volumes, that they believed the small difference between the results obtained by actual experiment and when calculated according to the law of the diffusion of gases, discovered by Graham, arose from incidental circumstances; and as the diffusive volume of carbonic acid gas is to oxygen gas as 1 : 1'1742, they maintain that for every 1 volume of carbonic acid gas evolved from the blood, 1'1742 volume of oxygen gas is absorbed. Valentin has given the following table, constructed from facts furnished by Quetelet, Andral, and Gavarret, conjoined with calculations of the relative quantities of oxygen absorbed and carbonic acid evolved according to the law of the diffusion of gases, to exhibit the weight of the body, the quantity of carbon consumed in respiration, and the probable amount of oxygen absorbed and carbon consumed at the different periods of life in the human species †: —

---

* At page 563 of Valentins Lehrbuch are two tables exhibiting the relative proportions of oxygen gas absorbed and carbonic acid evolved, as ascertained by direct experiment, and as calculated according to the law of the diffusion of gases. We shall have occasion to make some remarks on this subject when we come to discuss the theory of respiration.

† Opus cit. p. 571. The weights and measures in the original table are here reduced to Troy weight and English cubic inches.
### RESPIRATION.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Years of age</th>
<th>Average weight of body in Troy pounds</th>
<th>Carbon consumed, in Troy grains</th>
<th>Quantity of oxygen which disappears from the inspired air</th>
<th>Overplus of oxygen above what is necessary to form the carbonic acid gas</th>
<th>Volume of oxygen that disappears from the inspired air under a pressure of 29.92 inches, and a temperature of 32° F. in English cubic inches</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>In 1 hour.</td>
<td>In 24 hours.</td>
<td>In 1 hour. 24 hours.</td>
<td>In 1 hour. 24 hours.</td>
<td>In 1 hour. 24 hours.</td>
<td>In 1 hour. 24 hours.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>59-62</td>
<td>77-165</td>
<td>1864-306</td>
<td>249-955</td>
<td>5782-806</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15</td>
<td>124-34</td>
<td>134-267</td>
<td>3222-410</td>
<td>419-292</td>
<td>10602-059</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16</td>
<td>145-05</td>
<td>166-076</td>
<td>4000-283</td>
<td>539-447</td>
<td>12490-852</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>18—20</td>
<td>164-13 (164-13)</td>
<td>175-936</td>
<td>4229-468</td>
<td>549-599</td>
<td>13184-782</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>175-49</td>
<td>175-49</td>
<td>141-983</td>
<td>3407-606</td>
<td>443-34</td>
<td>10640-250</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

From the details given above we may obtain information of considerable importance on several practical points. A consideration of the large quantity of atmospheric air passing through the lungs in the 24 hours, and the extent to which it is vitiated by this in the removal of a part of its oxygen and the substitution of a quantity of carbonic acid gas, will assist us in acquiring definite information regarding the amount of ventilation required in the apartments of our private and public buildings. It appears that between 400 and 500 cubic feet of atmospheric air pass daily through the lungs of an adult enjoying moderate exercise; and the estimate of Dalton, that 23 cubic feet of oxygen gas are, during the same period, absorbed at the lungs, is probably not far from the average. The same air cannot be breathed twice without inducing prejudicial effects, so that at each inspiration entirely fresh air ought to be supplied, or the air already breathed ought to be so largely diluted by the admission of fresh air as to be restored very nearly to its original composition. Leblanc informs us, that in the Chamber of Deputies in Paris, where the system of ventilation is based upon the principle of furnishing to each individual from 10 to 20 metres cubes (353-316 to 706-331 English cubic feet) of air per hour, the air issuing from the apartment contained from 2 to 4 of carbonic acid gas in the 1000 parts by weight.

The quantity of pure atmospheric air here furnished is probably somewhat insufficient, if the presence of 1 part of carbonic acid in the 100 of atmospheric air be likely to act prejudicially when breathed for a long time continuously. From Dr. Snow’s experiments, it appears that the prejudicial effects of breathing air deteriorated by respiration, is not entirely due to the presence of an increased quantity of carbonic acid gas, but also in a considerable degree to the diminution of the oxygen. He found that birds and mammalia introduced into an atmosphere containing only from 16 to 10 1/2 per cent. of oxygen soon died, though means were adopted for removing the carbonic acid formed by respiration.*

The increase of the carbonic acid gas to 12 and 20 per cent., provided the oxygen gas was still as high as 21 per cent., did not appear to enfeebles the vital actions more rapidly than the diminution of the oxygen to the extent above stated. Any notable diminution in the percentage of the oxygen gas, even when no carbonic acid is present, cannot take place without danger to the warm-blooded animals†, and the carbonic acid in the air respired acts more or less energetically in destroying life, as it has been produced at the expense of the oxygen of the air, or been added to it already formed.‡

* Edinburgh Medical and Surgical Journal, vol. Ixv. 1846. A green-linnet was confined in a vessel containing 2000 cubic inches of air, consisting of 16 of oxygen and 84 of nitrogen in the 100 parts by volume, and it died in ten minutes. A mouse was introduced into the same vessel filled with air containing 10 1/2 per cent. of oxygen, and in five minutes it was no longer able to stand.

† There is a marked difference in this respect between the cold-blooded and warm-blooded animals. Quaquelin (Annales de Chimie, tome xii. p. 271. 1792) in his experiments upon some snails, found that when confined in a quantity of air, all the oxygen had disappeared at the time of their death; and Spallanzani observed the same thing in a few of his experiments on the same animals. Matteucci (Leçons sur les Phénomènes Physiques des Corps Vi-vants, p. 116. 1847), obtained similar results on a torpedo confined in a limited quantity of water.

‡ Dr. Snow infers from his experiments on the lower animals that in the human species “five or
The experiments on the effects of diminished frequency of the respirations in reducing the amount of carbonic acid gas evolved from the blood in a given time, are in accordance with observations made on the state of the blood and its circulation, when this condition has been induced in man or in the other warm-blooded animals. A diminution in the frequency of the respiratory movements occasionally occurs to a notable extent in the course of some diseases, and this deserves the careful attention of the practitioner, as it is likely to lead to very serious consequences.*

The greater length of time that the respirations may be suspended without inducing insensibility, when a deep expiration followed by a deep inspiration has immediately preceded, affords additional illustration of the procedure which a person ought to adopt when he wishes to suspend, during diving, &c., the respirations for the longest period consistent with his safety. The manner and the order in which the vital actions are brought to a stand when the chemical changes between the blood and the atmospheric air are arrested, have been discussed under the article Asphyxia.†

Experiments have been made by Nysten*, by Mr. Macgregor†, Dr. Malcolm‡, and by Hannover§, upon the quantity of carbonic acid gas evolved from the lungs in some diseases, but these have not yet been carried sufficiently far to furnish us with any practical or theoretical conclusions of importance.

Differences between arterial and venous blood.
— A knowledge of the chemical and physical differences between arterial and venous blood, or, in other words, between the blood immediately before and immediately after it has passed through the lungs and been subjected to the action of the atmospheric air, constitutes part of the data requisite for discussing the Theory of Respiration. Although many able chemists and physiologists have of late years directed their attention to this subject, yet, from its inherent difficulties, much discrepancy of observation and conflicting evidence still require to be cleared up and reconciled. Most, if not all, of the comparative analyses of the venous and arterial blood hitherto published are of considerably less value for our present purpose than they may at first appear, since only those of the venous blood flowing from the right side of the heart, and the arterial blood flowing from the left side of the heart or along the arteries, ought properly to be taken into account. The blood returning along the veins of the abdominal viscera, and entering the heart by the cava inferior, differs in composition from that entering the heart by the cava superior, for, independently of other reasons, a quantity of water and certain substances taken into the stomach are absorbed by the mesenteric and gastric veins. The composition of the blood in the large veins at the lower and lateral parts of the neck must also be somewhat affected by the lymph and chyle poured into that portion of the venous system. The analyses of venous and arterial blood taken at the same time from the carotid artery and the jugular vein,—the plan most generally followed in these researches,—are better fitted for throwing light upon the changes the blood undergoes in the perform-

six per cent. by volume of carbonic acid gas cannot exist in the body without danger to life, and that less than half this amount will soon be fatal, when it is formed at the expense of the oxygen of the air." (Opus cit. p. 54.) Leblanc ascertained that an addition of 3 or 4 per cent. by weight of carbonic acid formed by the combustion of charcoal, and at the expense of the oxygen of the air respired, proved instantly fatal to dogs, while it required the addition of 30 or 40 per cent. of pure carbonic acid gas to the atmospheric air to produce the same effect. The great activity of air deteriorated by the burning of charcoal in producing asphyxia, Leblanc attributes to the presence of carbonic acid. Asphyxia in birds placed in air containing one per cent. of this gas, die in two minutes (Opus cit. pp. 240 and 245). Legallois (Annales de Chimie et de Physique, tom. iv. p. 131. 1817) had previously performed experiments, from which it may be inferred that an addition of somewhat more than 20 per cent. of carbonic acid to the atmospheric air, is sufficient to bring the evolution of carbonic acid from the blood in the lungs to a stand in the warm-blooded animals, and that, when the percentage of carbonic acid in the inspired air is increased to above 30, part of this gas is absorbed by the blood.

* We have given some illustrations of this in pointing out the manner in which division of the vagi nerves causes death. (Edinburgh Medical and Surgical Journal, vol. ii. p. 298 to 302. 1839.)

† We have published a series of experiments (Edinburgh Medical and Surgical Journal, vol. iv. 1841) which go to support the account given of the manner in which the vital actions are arrested in asphyxia in the article referred to. In this we obtained satisfactory proof of the opinion of Bichat upon the effects of the venous blood in suspending the sensorial functions. In an excellent experimental essay upon this subject, published subsequently to our essay (Edinburgh Med. and Surg. Journal, vol. ixii. 1845), the author maintains, in opposition to the doctrine laid down in the article Asphyxia, "that the flow of blood through the lungs is arrested in consequence of the venous blood acting as an excitant to the minute branches of the pulmonary veins and causing their contraction." In our experiments we found that, when the suspension of the respiration had been carried so far as to arrest the flow of blood through the lungs, the admission of atmospheric air was instantaneously followed by the renewal of the passage of the blood to the left side of the heart,—a fact incompatible with this opinion, seeing that the blood-vessels are endowed with that kind only of contractility which manifests itself by slow contractions and equally slow relaxations.

‡ Recherches de Physiologie et de Chimie Pathologique. Seconde section, 1811.


# Transactions of British Scientific Association, for 1840, p. 87.

§ De Quantitate relativa et absoluta Acidii Carbonici ab Homine sano et agroto exhalati. 1845. Hannover, in his experiments, employed the apparatus of Scharling, and was enabled to ascertain the absolute quantity of carbonic acid evolved from the body; while the other experimenters ascertained its percentage only. There can be no doubt that the plan adopted by Hannover is the one which ought to be followed.
The most marked difference, more especially in warm-blooded animals, between arterial and venous blood is that of colour,—arterial blood being of a scarlet red, and venous blood of a dark Modena hue. The extent of this difference of colour between the blood in the arteries and in the veins varies in the different vertebrata, and is greater in birds and in the mammalia than in reptiles and fishes; and it also varies in different conditions of the body and surrounding media in the same animal. In animals exposed to artificial high temperatures*, or living in warm climates†, when the energy of the respiratory function is naturally diminished, the venous blood may be of a brighter colour than usual, while the arterial may be less so, and it may then be difficult to distinguish the one kind from the other. In certain cases of high febrile excitement of the circulation, as in acute rheumatism when the blood passes rapidly and abundantly through the lungs, the blood in the veins may be of a scarlet colour: on the other hand, where the aeration of the blood is imperfect, as during the state of hibernation, in certain diseases, or from some mechanical impediment to the free passage of the air into the lungs, the blood flowing along the arteries approaches more or less the dark colour of venous blood.

The temperature of the arterial blood in the left side of the heart, aorta, and large vessels springing from it, is higher than the venous blood by from $1^\circ$ to $2^\circ$ Fahr., according to Dr. John Davy‡, and $1^\circ$ to $2^\circ$ Fahr. on an average, according to Becquerel and Breschet.§ According to Dr. Davy, the capacity of venous blood for calorics is 802, that of arterial blood 839. ||

The specific gravity of venous is somewhat greater than that of arterial blood. Dr. Davy gives the specific gravity of arterial blood as 1050, that of venous as 1053.¶ Some of those who have published analyses of both kinds of blood, procured more solid materials and less water from venous than from arterial blood; others again have obtained the opposite result; while Denis, in his analysis of the blood of a dog, observed no difference in this respect. The number of instances,—taking the more trust-worthy analyses only into account,—where the quantity of water was greater in the arterial than in the venous blood decidedly preponderates. In all probability the relative quantity of water in the two kinds of blood is determined by the relative extent of the loss of that fluid by the arterial blood at the kidneys, lungs, skin, &c., and of the supply entering the veins from without, but chiefly through the mesenteric veins.

A larger quantity of fibrin has been obtained by some analysts from arterial than from venous blood in man and in the domesticated animals; others again have procured a larger quantity from venous than from arterial blood; while a few have obtained dissimilar results in their analyses of these two kinds of blood in different genera of animals, and even in different individuals of the same species.*

In the greater number of the analyses, however, more fibrin was obtained from arterial than from venous blood.† According to Denis and Scherer, the fibrin of the two kinds of blood differs in regard to its solubility in nitre. When a portion of well-washed fibrin from venous blood is triturated with a third part of nitre, and four times its weight of water, and a small quantity of caustic potash or soda is then added, it dissolves into a gelatinous mass, having the chemical characters of albumen; while the fibrin from arterial blood similarly treated undergoes no such changes.

The blood-corpsesles are more abundant in arterial than in venous blood, according to Prevost and Dumas, Leeanu and Denis; according to Meyer, Hering, and Nasse, they are more abundant in the venous blood; while the analyses of Letellier and Simon tend to show that the proportion is fluctuating. According to Simon, the blood-corpsules of arterial contain less haematin than venous blood, while the quantity of globulin is variable. Mulder states that the chemical composition of haematin is the same whether derived from arterial or venous blood.‡

The statements made regarding the relative proportions of the albumen, fat, osmazone, and salts in the two kinds of blood, differ too much to justify us in attaching any importance to them,—a remark which, as yet, we are afraid applies with too much truth to most of the other statements regarding the chemical differences between the two kinds of

† Dr. J. Davy. London Phil. Transact. for 1828, p. 28.
‡ Researches, Physiological and Anatomical, vol. i. p. 147. 1839. At page 211 of the same volume, and in a series of experiements is given, in which the difference in temperature varied from $1^\circ$ to $2^\circ$ F.
§ Annales des Sciences Naturelles, 2me serie, tom. vii. p. 94. 1837. Becquerel and Breschet, in their experiments, used a thermo-electrical apparatus. They found the difference of temperature between the two kinds of blood diminished as much as the blood-vessels are more distant from the heart.
|| Researches, Physiological and Anatomical, vol. i. p. 146.
¶ Opus cit. vol. ii. p. 22.

* Nasse (article Blut, in Wagner's Handwörter-buch der Physiologie, Band i. S. 171) states that the difficulty of conducting a correct quantitative analysis of the fibrine of the blood is sufficient to account for these discrepancies.
† We refer those who may wish to obtain more detailed information upon this and some other points connected with the chemical differences between the arterial and venous blood, with references to the different authors who have investigated this subject, to Nasse's Treatise, entitled Das Blut, &c., and the article by him in Wagner's Handwörter-buch already referred to, and the first volume of Simon's Animal Chemistry, translated for the Sydenham Society, by Dr. Day.
‡ The Chemistry of Vegetable and Animal Physiology. Translated from the Dutch by Fromberg. Part II. p. 534.
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blood, mentioned above. Michaelis*, and Marceyt Mcaire†, in their ultimate or elementary analyses of both kinds of blood, found more carbon and less oxygen in venous, and less carbon and more oxygen in arterial blood; but Berzelius has adduced sufficient reasons to induce us to doubt whether, in such investigations, at least as at present conducted, the distinctive characters of the two kinds of blood can be preserved during the analysis, and that they are deserving of any confidence.‡

A larger quantity of fixed carbonic acid has been obtained from venous than from arterial blood by Mitscherlich, Gmelin, and Tiedemann.§

It is now placed beyond dispute that free gases exist in the blood, and it becomes a point of great importance in deciding upon the true theory of respiration to ascertain their nature, quantity, and relative proportions in the two kinds of blood. Four methods have been followed in procuring the free gases from the blood. 1. By the application of heat. 2. By the use of the air-pump. 3. By agitation of the blood with other gases. 4. By the expiration of other gases than atmospheric air.

The first of these methods is imperfect, as the albumen coagulates when the temperature is raised towards the boiling point, and may retain gases present in the blood. The second method is also liable to lead to negative results, unless the air-pump employed be of the best construction, for, according to Magnus, it is not until the pressure of the air within the bell-glass is reduced to one inch, that the gases begin to escape from the blood. In such experiments it is also necessary to employ blood from which the fibrin has been removed, for coagulated blood will retain the free gases, and prevent their escape.

Sir H. Davy stated that by raising the temperature gradually to 200 Fahr., he obtained from 12 cubic inches of the arterial blood of a calf 1 ½ cubic inch of carbonic acid gas, and ¼ of a cubic inch of oxygen; and that he procured carbonic acid gas from human venous blood heated to 112 Fahr.¶ Enschut assures us that, by subjecting blood to the temperature of boiling water, he obtained carbonic acid gas both from venous and arterial blood, and a greater quantity from the former than the latter kind of blood.* It is alleged that Brande obtained carbonic acid gas both from venous and arterial blood in considerable quantity by the use of the air-pump; and Scudamore states that he procured it by the same means in variable quantities from venous blood.¶ Colard de Martigny§ and Enschut¶ procured carbonic acid gas both from venous and arterial blood, by placing them in the Torricellian vacuum, and a larger quantity from the former than from the latter. Nasse, sen.*, Stevens**, Dr. G. Hoffman††, Enschut‡‡, Dr. Maitland§§, and Bischoff|||| obtained carbonic acid gas from venous blood on agitating it with hydrogen, or by allowing this gas to stand over the blood for several hours.

The existence of free carbonic acid gas in the blood was still, however, regarded by some physiologists as very problematical, since several trust-worthy and careful experimenters, such as Dr. J. Davy §§§, Mitscherlich, Gmelin,

* Dissertatio Physiologico-Medica de Respirations Chimismo, p. 96 to 99. 1836. Enschut, in one set of experiments, obtained in this manner from 40 cubic inches of English cubic inches of each kind of the blood, 2 to 4 cubic centimetres (12205 to 24410 English cubic inches) of carbonic acid gas from venous blood, and 1 to 2 ½ cubic centimetres (601025 to 125266 English cubic inches) of the same gas from arterial blood, p. 99. Enschut points out various precautions necessary to be observed to ensure accuracy in such experiments, a want of attention to which, he believed, was the cause of the failure of Dr. J. Davy, Muller, and others, in their attempts to obtain carbonic acid gas from blood by heat, p. 100—104.

† Sir Everard Home, in London Philos. Trans. vol. xxix. p. 172. 1818. It is stated by Sir Everard (p. 181), that Mr. Brande obtained carbonic acid in the proportion of 2 cubic inches for every ounce of blood,—a quantity so large, and obtained apparently with such facility, as to raise insuperable suspicions regarding the accuracy of the experiments. Sir Everard Home (29th vol. Philos. Trans. p. 189) and Scudamore state that they observed the escape of free carbonic acid gas from the blood during its coagulation,—an observation not confirmed by others. It appears that Vogel also obtained carbonic acid from blood by means of the air-pump. (Schweigger's Journal de Physiologie, tom. x. p. 127. 1830.)

‡ An Essay on the Blood, p. 108. 1824. The largest quantity of carbonic acid gas that Scudamore procured from venous blood, was half a cubic inch of gas from six ounces of blood.

§ Magendie's Journal de Physiologie, tom. x. p. 127. 1830.

¶ Opus cit. p. 115.

¶ Meckel's Archiv, Band ii. 1816. Nasse allowed the hydrogen to stand over blood from 24 to 48 hours.


†† Medical Gazette, for 1832—1833, vol. xi. p. 881.

‡‡ Diss. de Respirations Chimismo, p. 124 to 126. Enschut obtained carbonic acid by this means also from arterial blood, but in smaller quantities than from venous blood.


¶¶ Commentatio de Novis quibusdam Experimentis Chemicis-Physiologicis ad Illustrandum De- trinum de Respirations institutis, pp. 17, 18. Heidelberg, 1837. Bischoff also procured carbonic acid gas from arterial blood by means of the air-pump, pp. 11, 12.

and Tiedemann*, Stromeyer†, Müller and others‡, failed in obtaining any carbonic acid gas from the blood by the air-pump and other means, and it was not until the publication of the important experiments of Magnus, confirmed as they have been to a certain extent by other observers, and strengthened by evidence collected both before and since on the results of the respiration of animals in hydrogen and nitrogen gases, that the existence of any free gas in the blood has been generally admitted. Bertuch and Magnus procured carbonic acid gas from human venous blood by agitating it with hydrogen.§ Magnus has not only obtained carbonic acid gas from both kinds of blood in some of the domesticated animals, but also oxygen and azote by means of the air-pump. The two latter gases were also procured from both kinds of blood by agitation with carbonic acid gas. The quantity of gases obtained from the blood by the air-pump in these experiments by Magnus amounted to 1/10th, and sometimes to 1/4th of the volume of the blood employed; but from the difficulty of liberating the gases from the blood, he believes that this quantity forms but a small part of that actually held in solution in this fluid. In some experiments with hydrogen, the quantity of carbonic acid obtained amounted to 1/4th of the volume of the blood employed. The relative quantity of oxygen gas to the carbonic acid gas is greater in arterial than in venous blood. In venous blood the oxygen was as 3/4th, and often 3/4th, while in arterial blood it was at least as 4/5th and sometimes 3/4th to the carbonic acid.§ Magnus, in a second memoir on this subject, states that he obtained the following quantities of oxygen and nitrogen from the arterial blood of two old horses, by agitating it in carbonic acid gas:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Oxygen.</th>
<th>Azote.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>10-5</td>
<td>2-01</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>3-3</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

By adding together the total quantity of gases collected from each kind of blood in his different experiments by means of the air-pump, and then comparing the relative proportions

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Arterial blood.</th>
<th>Venous blood.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Cubic centimètres.</td>
<td>Cubic centimètres.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Carbonic acid gas 39/5 or 62/8 per cent.</td>
<td>47/5 or 71/6 per cent.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Oxygen -</td>
<td>14/7 - 23/2 = 10/1 - 15/3 =</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nitrogen*</td>
<td>9/2 - 14/2 = 8/7 - 13/1 =</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The quantity of oxygen gas procured from the blood of calves, oxen, and horses, previously agitated with atmospheric air, was never less than 10 per cent, and not more than 12 per cent. The blood can, however, absorb a greater quantity of oxygen and nitrogen than was collected in the experiments last-mentioned, for by repeatedly shaking blood with renewed quantities of carbonic acid gas to remove the whole of the oxygen and nitrogen gases it contained, and then agitating it in measured quantities of atmospheric air, he ascertained, by again measuring the atmospheric air, that the minimum quantity of oxygen absorbed amounted to 10 per cent., and the maximum to 16 per cent. The quantity of nitrogen procured in numerous experiments on the blood of calves, oxen, and horses, previously agitated with atmospheric air, was, when reduced to the temperature of 32 Fahr. and the mean barometric pressure, from 1-7 to 3-3 per cent. of the volume of the blood employed. The quantity of oxygen gas which blood is capable of absorbing from the atmospheric air, is, according to Magnus, from 10 to 13 times more than water can do under the same circumstances.† The experiments

* Poggendorff’s Annalen, Band lxvi. S. 189. Gay Lussac (Annales de Chimie et de Physique, 3me série, tom. x. p. 1845), has brought forward various objections against the inferences drawn by Magnus from his experiments. He asserts that they lead to the conclusion that more carbonic acid gas exists in arterial than in venous blood. Magnus has replied, and on the whole successfully, to these objections of Gay Lussac (Opus cit. Band lxvi). He contends that as the quantity of gases procured was only a part of what the blood actually contained, and as the experiments were of different duration, it must lead to error to compare, as Gay Lussac has done, the relative quantities of carbonic acid gas obtained from corresponding quantities of the two kinds of blood; and that the legitimate mode of procedure under the circumstances of the case, is to compare, as has been done in the above table, the relative quantities of the whole of the gases procured from each of the two kinds of blood.

† Poggendorff’s Annalen, Band lxvi. S. 202. In some experiments the quantity of nitrogen absorbed by the blood, when previously agitated with carbonic acid, was 6-5 per cent. Though these various results obtained by Magnus in his experiments have not been fully confirmed by others, indeed several experimenters, such as Enschut, Bischoff, and Dr. J. Davy, who succeeded in procuring carbonic acid gas both from venous and arterial blood, failed in obtaining decided evidence of the presence of oxygen gas, yet they appear to have been so carefully and repeatedly performed, that a belief in their general

---

* Loc. cit.
† Dissertatio Liberumne Acidum Sanguine continetur. Göttingen, 1831.
‡ Two at least of these experimenters, viz. Dr. Davy and Gmelin, have since satisfied themselves that carbonic acid gas is evolved from blood under the air-pump. Dr. Davy (Philos. Transact. for 1838, p. 391) obtained it in small quantities both from venous and arterial blood, and Gmelin (Preface to Bischoff’s Commentatio deNovis quibusbus Experimentis, &c.) also in small quantity from venous blood.
§ Poggendorff’s Annalen der Physik und Chemie, Band xl. S. 583. 1837.
|| Poggendorff’s Annalen von der Physik und Chemie, Band lxxi. S. 208. 1845. Enschut had, previous to Magnus’s experiments, obtained azote from both kinds of blood, and in greater quantity from venous than from arterial blood. Opus cit. p. 159.
of Dr. J. Davy, Mitscherlich, Gmelin and Tiedemann, Enschut and Magnus, prove
that venous blood can absorb considerably more than its own volume of carbonic acid
gas; and according to Mitscherlich, Gmelin and Tiedemann, and Enschut, more of this
gas can be absorbed by arterial than by venous blood.*

Lehmann has endeavoured to ascertain the
relative quantities of free and combined car-
bonic acid in the blood. In twelve experi-
ments upon bullock's blood the average quan-
tity of free carbonic acid in 1000 grammes
(15433·0 Troy grains) of blood, was 0·132
gram. (1·937 grains) of free, and 0·6759 gram.
(10·431 grams) of combined carbonic acid:
or, estimating these quantities by volume, in
61·250 English cubic inches of blood, there
were 4·271 cubic inches of free, and 21·968
cubic inches of combined carbonic acid.†

The results obtained on causing animals to
breathe gases devoid of oxygen are in unison
with those derived from direct experiment, and
furnish additional evidence in proof of the
existence of free gases in the blood. That a
quantity of carbonic acid gas may be exhale-
d from the blood during the respiration of gases
devoid of oxygen is proved by the experiments
accuracy is justly almost universally entertained by
physiologists. Marchand (Journal für praktische
Chemie, Band xxxv. S. 391) is the only other chem-
ist, as far as we are aware, who has procured
oxygen gas from the blood. He ascertained, by
qualitative but not by quantitative analysis, that
oxygen gas is contained in the venous blood of the
dog.

It has been argued, and the objection is antici-
pated and examined by Magnus, that part of the
carbonic acid gas obtained from the blood in the
above experiments may not have existed in the free,
but in the combined state in the blood. It has been
proved by the experiments of Heinrich Rose (Pog-
gendorff's Annalen, Band xxxiv. S. 149. 1835), and
Marchand (Journal für praktische Chemie, Band
xxxv. S. 393. 396. 1845), that when a solution of
bicarbonate of soda is agitated with, or even exposed
for some time to, atmospheric air or hydrogen, it gives
off part of its carbonic acid, and becomes a sesqui-
carbonate; and if heat be now applied, an additional
quantity of carbonic acid is given off, and it is re-
duced to the state of carbonate of soda. If, there-
fore, bicarbonate of soda exists in the blood, part
of the carbonic acid gas obtained in the experiments
of Magnus and others may have been derived from
this source. The exact condition of the carbonates
of soda in the blood is not known; indeed their ex-
istence there has lately been called in question by
Enderlin (Annalen der Chemie und Pharmacie, Band
xlix. S. 317) and Liebig (idem opus, Band i. 185. 1846),
but without sufficient reason, as Marchand (Journal für praktische Chemie, Band
xxxvii. S. 321. 1846), Lehmann (idem opus, Band
x.), and Moleschott (Holländische Beiträge, Band 1.
heft ii. S. 163. 1847) have shown.‡

* Dr. J. Davy (Philos. Transact. for 1808, p. 298) has made an important observation on the absorbing
capacity of the blood for carbonic acid under different circumstances. In two animals, one of which was
killed by strangulation, the other by exhaustion of the air of the lungs by the air-pump, the blood of the
former absorbed only 150 per cent., that of the latter 870 per cent.
† Journal für praktische Chemie, von Erdmann und Marchand, Band xi. S. 133. 1847.
‡ Philos. Trans. 1809, p. 494.
†† Recherches, &c. p. 230, 231.
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conditions of the red corpuscles can be changed by the action of various agents, such as pure water, and solutions of certain neutral salts. By the action of the former, the corpuscles swell, become more globular, and reflect less light; by the action of the latter, they become smaller, thinner, somewhat bent and notched, and reflect more light. These changes are apparently dependent upon endosmotic and exosmotic currents, between the fluid contents of the red corpuscles and the surrounding fluid. It has been maintained that the red corpuscles of venous and arterial blood differ in their external form,—the former approaching in their shape those acted upon by water, the latter those subjected to the action of solutions of the neutral salts; and this change in the form of the corpuscles has been adduced as the cause of the difference in colour between arterial and venous blood. Kaltenbrunner *, Schultz †, H. Nasse ‡, Scherer §, Reutter ||, Mr. Gulliver ¶, and Harless **, have described various differences in the external form of the red corpuscles of the two kinds of blood, as observed by them under the microscope, from which some of them infer an increase in their power of reflecting light ††; while Burdach ‡‡, Müller §§, Bruch ¶¶, and Marchand ♂, have failed in detecting any difference in their external form in the two kinds of blood.***

Those observers who have described differences in the shape of the red corpuscles in arterial and venous blood do not quite agree in their account of these. They agree, however, in this, that the red corpuscles are more turgid and less clear in venous than in arterial blood. Scherer describes the red corpuscles in arterial blood as biconcave, and those in venous blood as biconvex and decidedly swollen. Mr. Gulliver states that in all his experiments "the red corpuscles were reduced in size, both in breadth and thickness, by neutral salts, and in a less degree by sugar and oxygen; while the first effect of water and of carbonic acid was to swell the corpuscles and make them more globular." Nasse says that the red corpuscles of the arterial blood in the mammalia, on the contact of carbonic acid gas, become muddy in the middle, the ring formed by the colouring matter becomes broader, they become darker and somewhat thicker, at least on one side, and they adhere closer together. Harlass gives measurements of the corpuscles of the blood of the frog, when brought into contact with oxygen and carbonic acid, to show that they become somewhat broader and thicker when exposed to the action of the latter gas. He also states that while the corpuscles in the former are finely granulated on the external surface, those in the latter are smooth.

Theory of respiration.—The actions between the blood and the atmospheric air in the performance of the function of respiration are regulated entirely by chemico-physical laws. No doubt the blood and air are conveyed to and from the lungs through the instrumentality of the vital properties of the nervous and muscular tissues, but the changes they there undergo do not appear to be influenced by vitality. When venous blood and atmospheric air are brought into contact out of the body, the same actions apparently occur as in the lungs during life, viz., the atmospheric air loses part of its oxygen, acquires in its place a quantity of carbonic acid gas, and the blood assumes the arterial hue. The distribution of the blood in innumerable minute streamlets upon the surface of the air-cells, filled with atmospheric air, affords much more advantageous means than can be obtained in experiments out of the body, for facilitating the mutual actions of the blood and atmospheric air. From the known rapidity with which gases permeate both living and dead animal membranes, the moist delicate membranes that intervene between the blood contained in the capillaries of the lungs, and the atmospheric air in the air-cells, will readily permit the endosmose of a portion of the atmospheric air, and the exosmose of a portion of the gases held in solution in the blood.

The rest of our remarks on the theory of respiration may be arranged under three heads: viz. 1st, the manner in which the air in the upper and in the lower parts of the respiratory apparatus is intermixed; 2dly, the nature of the immediate actions between the blood and atmospheric air in the lungs, in which a quantity of carbonic acid gas appears in the expired, and a quantity of oxygen disappears from the inspired air; 3dly, the nature of the changes the blood undergoes in passing from the venous to the arterial condition.
RESPIRATION.

On the manner in which the air in the upper and lower parts of the respiratory apparatus becomes intermixed.—The respiratory qualities of the other parts of the inner surface of the air-passages must be very feeble when compared with the membrane of the air-cells of the lungs; and there can be no doubt that almost all the carbonic acid present in the expired air is derived from the blood circulating in the capillary blood-vessels of the air-cells; and that this evolution of carbonic acid gas is continuous, going on during expiration as well as during inspiration. As a portion only of the atmospheric air, probably not much more than a fourth or a fifth part, is renewed at each ordinary respiratory movement when the body is in a state of rest, the air expelled during expiration will chiefly consist of that occupying the larynx, trachea, and the larger bronchial tubes; so in the same manner, the air drawn in by inspiration will chiefly occupy the same parts of the respiratory apparatus. It is well known that the air expelled in the first part of an expiration contains less carbonic acid than that expelled towards its close; thus the air in the deeper parts of the respiratory apparatus must be richer in carbonic acid and poorer in oxygen than that in the upper parts. The amount of intermixture of the gases in the different parts of the respiratory apparatus effected by the muscular movements of the chest would, in all probability, be too imperfect for the proper arterialisation of the blood, were this not aided by the well-known tendency of gases to diffuse themselves through each other. As the air in the air-cells differs from that in the higher parts of the respiratory apparatus in containing more carbonic acid and less oxygen, the nitrogen being nearly the same in both, this diffusion of gases is probably chiefly confined to the two former. From the oxygen being of lighter specific gravity than the carbonic acid gas, the descending current of oxygen gas will exceed the ascending current of carbonic acid, and 81 parts of carbonic acid will be replaced by 95 of oxygen, for according to the law regulating the diffusion-volumes of gases under such circumstances, established by Graham, in the case of each gas this is inversely proportional to the square root of its density.*

On the nature of the actions between the blood and the atmospheric air in the lungs, by which a quantity of oxygen is removed from the inspired air, and a quantity of carbonic acid gas added to the expired air.—Four views have been maintained on this point.—1. That of Lavoisier, La Place, and others; that the oxygen which disappears from the inspired air unites directly in the lungs with hydrocarbon furnished by the venous blood, and forms the carbonic acid gas and watery vapour that escape along with the expired air.†

2. That of La Grange and Hassenfratz; that free carbonic acid gas is present in a state of solution in the venous blood before it arrives at the lungs, where this gas is exhaled; that nearly the whole of the oxygen gas abstracted from the inspired air is absorbed at the lungs, and held in solution by the arterial blood; and that the combination of the oxygen with the carbon and formation of carbonic acid chiefly take place when the blood is passing through the capillaries of the systemic circulation.*

3. That the oxygen that disappears from the inspired air enters into chemical combination with one or more of the constituent parts of the blood in its course through the lungs, that in the passage of the blood through the capillaries of the systemic circulation this oxygen leaves the substance or substances to which it had united itself, and combines with carbon to form carbonic acid, or with carbon and hydrogen to form carbonic acid and water, and that the carbonic acid thus formed does not combine chemically with any of the constituent parts of the venous blood, but is held in solution by it, and is evolved while passing through the capillaries of the lungs.

4. That not only the oxygen that disappears from the inspired air is united chemically in the arterial blood, but also the carbonic acid formed during its circulation through the systemic capillaries enters into chemical combination with some one of the constituent parts of the venous blood; that the combination thus formed is decomposed in the pulmonic capillaries by the agency of the absorbed oxygen, and the carbonic acid thus set free is evolved and escapes in the expired air.

The first view, viz. that the carbonic acid that appears in the expired air is formed in the lungs by the combination of part of the oxygen of the inspired air with the carbon of the venous blood, must now be regarded as untenable. The existence of free gases in the blood, the evolution of carbonic acid from the blood at the lungs in animals made to breathe gases devoid of oxygen, the small increase of

† Seguin and Lavoisier "Sur la Transpiration des Animaux," in Mémoires de l'Académie des Sciences for 1790, p. 601. It is still maintained by some chemists and physiologists, who appear to regard the function of respiration simply as a process of combustion, but who do not uphold the opinion that this combustion takes place in the lungs and that the watery vapour in the expired air is immediately derived from this source, that a part of the oxygen that disappears from the inspired air unites with hydrogen to form water. No satisfactory evidence is offered in support of this opinion, and in the present state of our knowledge it must be regarded as a mere conjecture.
* This doctrine, as propounded by Hassenfratz (Annales de Chimie, tom. ix. p. 261. 1791), which has received various modifications since his time, was based on the view that the purple colour of the venous blood is the result of the combination of oxygen with the carbon and hydrogen of the blood, while the scarlet colour of arterial blood is caused by the solution of oxygen gas in it, and consequently there can be little combination of the carbon and hydrogen of the blood with the atmospheric air in the lungs.
temperature the blood acquires in its change from the venous to the arterial condition, and the result of observations made upon the blood out of the body, when subjected to alternate applications of oxygen and carbonic acid gas, are all opposed to the supposition that the formation of carbonic acid gas takes place to any great extent in the lungs. The existence of a quantity of free carbonic acid in the venous blood, more than sufficient to furnish the whole of this gas thrown off at the lungs, and the avowedly conjectural explanation of the manner in which the carbonic acid is combined and the agency by which its combinations are decomposed in the lungs, given by those who advocate this view, justify the adoption of the opinion that the carbonic acid gas evolved at the lungs exists in a free state in the venous blood before it reaches the lungs.

At interchange, therefore, takes place between the air in the cells of the lungs and the blood in the pulmonic capillaries, the latter receiving oxygen and giving up part of the free carbonic acid held by it in solution. These gases, from their solubility, readily permeate the thin moist membranes interposed between the blood and the atmospheric air contained in the cells of the lungs. We have already mentioned that Valentin and Brunner have concluded from their experiments that this interchange of oxygen and carbonic acid gas is regulated by the law of the diffusion of gases established by Graham; but besides the objections that may be urged against this view, drawn from the considerable diversity in the relative proportions of these gases interchanged during respiration as ascertained by different experimenters, the conditions under which the two gases are placed in respiration are very different from those in the experiments instituted by Graham.† In respiration the gases are separated by moist animal membranes, and one of these, viz. the carbonic acid, is held in solution in a fluid subjected to an increased pressure caused by the action of the heart.*

We are not, in the present state of our knowledge, in a condition to form any thing like an accurate estimate of the various circumstances which regulate this interchange between the oxygen of the air and the carbonic acid gas of the blood, but it is obvious that it will be affected in a most important manner by the relative proportion of these gases in the air contained in the air-cells of the lungs and in the blood, and by the quantities of atmospheric air and blood transmitted through the respiratory apparatus.

We have seen, from the experiments of Victor, that when the air is rapidly renewed in the lungs, though the percentage of carbonic acid in the expired air is diminished, yet the total amount of this gas thrown off from the lungs within a given time is proportionally increased; while, on the other hand, when the respirations are diminished below the natural standard, though the percentage of carbonic acid in the expired air is increased, yet the total quantity thrown off from the lungs in a given time is proportionally diminished. When the atmospheric air in the lungs is rapidly renewed by an increased frequency of the respiratory movement, the diffusion of the oxygen in the higher, and of the carbonic acid in the deeper, parts of the air tubes will proceed more rapidly, and the air in the deeper parts or in the air-cells will contain a less percentage of carbonic acid, and a greater percentage of oxygen, than when the respirations are carried on with the usual frequency and force. This diminution of the usual quantity of carbonic acid gas and increase of oxygen in the deeper parts of the lungs will accelerate the interchange between the oxygen of the air and the carbonic acid of the blood, provided the blood holds its normal amount of free gases in solution, and a larger quantity than usual of carbonic acid will be separated from the blood at

* Dr. J. Davy ascertained (Lond. Philos. Trans. for 1838, p. 298) that oxygen gas shaken with venous blood out of the body raised the temperature of the latter from 1° to 2° Fahr. Marchand (Journal führ praktische Chemie, Band xxxv. S. 400) adduces reasons for believing that this increase in temperature arises from the mere absorption of the gas, and not from any chemical action between it and the blood.

† Graham's first experiments, from which he deduced his law that "the diffusive velocities of different gases are inversely as the square root of their densities," were made by interposing a porous septum of stucco between the gases experimented upon and the external air. The equivalent diffusion-volumes of oxygen and carbonic acid gas calculated according to this theory, with which the experimental results closely agree, are—air being equal to 1 oxygen 0·9487, and carbonic acid 0·8931. (Transactions of Royal Society of Edinburgh, vol. xii. p. 222. 1834.) In some later experiments Mr. Graham ascertained that this law also held when gases pass through minute apertures in a thin plate into a vacuum, while, on the other hand, the discharge of the same gases through tubes into a vacuum has no uniform relation to the density of the gases. (Philosophical Transactions of London for 1846, p. 373.)
the lungs, and carried out in the expired air. If, then, we add an increased flow of blood through the capillaries of the lungs to an increased frequency of the respiratory movements, as occurs in exercise, the interchange between the oxygen of the air and the free carbonic acid of the blood will be carried on with greater activity. When, on the other hand, the air is renewed in the lungs less frequently than usual, as happens when the respiratory movements are diminished in number and in extent, the air in the deeper parts of the lungs will contain less oxygen and more carbonic acid than usual, and the interchange between the oxygen of the atmospheric air and the free carbonic acid of the blood will proceed more slowly. When the respirations are reduced to about one half of their normal frequency, as occurs in the course of some diseases, and after division of the vagi nerves, the carbonic acid gas gradually accumulates in the blood, less oxygen is absorbed, and the individual generally sooner or later dies of asphyxia. When the quantity of carbonic acid gas in the air-cells reaches a certain amount, the evolution of this gas from the blood will cease; and when this is carried still farther, there will be an absorption of a part of the carbonic acid gas by the blood.

The interchange between the nitrogen and the other gases at the lungs is very small in the normal condition of the respiration, but there is every reason to believe that this is regulated by circumstances similar to those which determine the interchange of the oxygen and carbonic acid. The nitrogen is much more soluble in the blood than the oxygen and carbonic acid, and we presume that its power of permeating moist animal membranes is much inferior to these gases, and that the smaller quantity of it held in solution in the blood may be in this manner explained. We have already pointed out that, in the experiments made to determine whether nitrogen is absorbed or exhaled at the lungs, opposite results have been obtained, but that the evidence preponderates in favour of the opinion that a small quantity of this gas is evolved from the blood during respiration. By an alteration of the usual relation between the quantities of nitrogen present in the air and in a free state in the blood, the evolution of nitrogen from the blood may be increased or suspended, or it may be absorbed by the blood instead of being evolved by it. In a previous part of this article we have referred to experiments which prove that when animals breathe oxygen or hydrogen gases, or a mixture of both, azote is evolved in greater quantity than usual from the blood in the lungs; and that when they breathe azote alone, part of this gas is absorbed at the lungs.

The exact condition in which the whole of the oxygen absorbed at the lungs exists in the blood, notwithstanding the light thrown upon this point by recent researches, is still not free from considerable difficulties. Previous to the experiments of Magnus upon the gases of the blood, already referred to, the opinion of Le Grange and Hassenfratz, that the greater part of the oxygen gas absorbed at the lungs is dissolved in the blood and carried along with it in that condition to the systemic capillaries, was considered untenable by many celebrated physiologists, the more especially as the attempts to detect free oxygen in the arterial blood had failed in all the more trust-worthy experiments. Different opinions as to the kind of chemical combination formed by the oxygen in the arterial blood have been entertained by those who believe that the portion of this gas that disappears from the inspired air does not unite with carbon in the lungs to form carbonic acid, and that little or none of it is simply dissolved in the arterial blood. In the greater number of these hypotheses, however, the oxygen is supposed to unite itself in whole or in part to the red corpuscles, and especially to the iron contained in these: and as the exact state in which the metal exists in the red corpuscles is still undetermined, this has given rise to very different notions regarding the changes effected upon it by the oxygen. According to other views, the oxygen in whole or in part is united chemically to some of the other constituent parts of the arterial blood, and from these it is again separated in passing through the systemic capillaries, and unites with carbon to form carbonic acid.*

* We shall here very shortly notice a few of the more recent theories of respiration, which proceed on the supposition that the oxygen abstracted from the inspired air is combined, in whole or in part, with some of the constituents of the arterial blood. Gmelin, Tiedemann, and Mitscherlich (Zeitschrift für Physiologie, Band v.) supposed that the oxygen absorbed at the lungs partly unites with carbon and hydrogen to form carbonic acid and water which is exhaled, and other substances in the blood to form acetic and lactic acids: that these acids decompose some of the carbonates of soda brought to the lungs in the venous blood, and that the carbonic acid thus set free is also exhaled. The arterial blood in its course through the tissues, more especially those of the kidneys and skin, loses part of its acetic and lactic acids; and the soda with which they were combined, being set free, unites with the carbonic acid formed during the process of nutrition, and these carbonates are again decomposed in the lungs in the manner described. Dumas (Statique Chimique des États Organisés, pp. 43, 44, 2ne ed.) believes that the absorbed oxygen combines with certain matters of the blood and forms lactic acid, the lactic acid combines with soda to form lactate of soda, and this latter salt, by a real combustion, is converted into carbonate of soda, which is decomposed in its turn in the lungs by a fresh portion of lactic acid. Liebig (Organic Chemistry of Physiology and Pathology, edited by Gregory, p. 265. 1841) supposes that carbonate of protoxide of iron exists in the red corpuscles of venous blood, and that in its passage through the lungs, part of the absorbed oxygen unites with it, forms hydrated peroxide of iron, and sets the carbonic acid free. Mulder (The Chemistry of Vegetable and Animal Physiology, translated by Fromberg, Part II. p. 337) affirms that an alternate change into carbonate of the protoxide of iron and peroxide of iron in respiration is impossible, and maintains that the absorbed oxygen combines with the proteine compounds of the blood and forms oxy-proteines, which being conveyed by the
The presence of a larger quantity of free oxygen gas in the arterial blood than what is sufficient to form the carbonic acid gas evolved at the lungs, amounting in some cases to rather more than 10 per cent, of the volume of the blood in the experiments of Magnus, naturally leads to the conclusion that the greater part, at least, of the absorbed oxygen is not chemically combined in the arterial blood, and is simply held in solution by it. We are not, however, quite prepared to concur in the opinion of Magnus, that the whole of the absorbed oxygen is held in solution in the arterial blood, and that an interchange between part of the free carbonic acid of the venous blood, and part of the oxygen of the atmospheric air, embraces the entire changes in the blood as it passes from the venous to the arterial condition: for, if the opinion be correct that the elaboration of the materials of the chyle into blood is completed in the lungs, and that certain marked differences in the fibrin of the two kinds of blood, noticed above, really exist, something more than this is probably necessary. Though the experiments of Marchand appear to prove that the absorbed oxygen does not enter into any chemical combination with the constituent parts of the arterial blood in the lungs, by which carbonic acid gas is formed; yet, while the greater part of the absorbed gas is held in solution in the arterial blood, a small portion of it may enter into chemical combination in a manner hitherto not definitely ascertained.*

It is almost universally believed that the free carbonic acid gas in the blood is formed by the combination of the absorbed oxygen with carbon in the blood, chiefly if not entirely in the course of its circulation through the systemic capillaries; but this opinion, however plausible it may appear, and though it apparently accounts for the evolution of animal caloric in a satisfactory manner, does not rest upon any direct evidence. There are no facts that militate against the existence of such a combination, and there can be no doubt that in the present state of our knowledge it affords the readiest and most complete interpretation of the phenomena referred to it, but still it is quite possible that the carbonic acid may be formed during the process of nutrition differently from what is generally supposed.

Respiration. —

The manner in which the changes of colour in the blood is effected as it passes through the pulmonic and systemic capillary vessels, has not yet been satisfactorily determined. It seems now to be pretty generally admitted that the haematosine or colouring matter of the blood is enclosed within the enveloping membrane of the red corpuscles; that this haematosine, though it may be combined with iron, does not derive its colour from the presence of this metal; and that all attempts to explain the change in the colour of the blood in the lungs by the formation of certain oxides and salts of iron must be abandoned. It is well known that various substances, besides oxygen gas, can impart a bright red colour to venous blood when mixed with it, and without being attended with any evolution of carbonic acid gas. The best known of these are solutions of the sulphate of soda, nitrate of potass, phosphate of soda, carbonate of soda, carbonate of potass, and sugar.

The opinion of Stevens*, that the change from the venous to the arterial hue in the blood is to be attributed to the actions of the salts dissolved in the blood upon the haematosine, after the removal of the free carbonic acid of the venous blood through the attractive force of the oxygen of the atmospheric air, has not been confirmed by subsequent researches. It has been ascertained that the removal of carbonic acid from venous blood, by means of the air-pump†, or by agitation the inferences in favour of the opinion, that the oxygen absorbed at the lungs partly enters into combination with the constituents of the blood in the lungs and forms or liberates carbonic acid gas, drawn from the experiments of Scherer (Annalen der Chalme und Pharmacie, Band xl. 1841) upon the action of oxygen gas upon fibrin, and those of Berzelius (Lerbuch der Chemie, Band iv. S. 94. 1831), and Maack (De Ratione que Colorem Sanguinis inter, p. 55. Killian 1834) from the experiments of Magnus, is not to be regarded as sufficient proof that a part of the oxygen absorbed at the lungs does not enter into chemical combination with the constituents of the blood before it reaches the capillaries of the systemic circulation.

† Dr. J. Davy and others.
with hydrogen gas * and the addition of a saline solution, of the same strength as that existing in the blood †, will not impart to it the arterial hue, if oxygen gas be not at the same time present. The oxygen gas, therefore, acts directly, and not indirectly by removing the carbonic acid, in changing the colour of the blood; but as a small quantity only of this gas is sufficient, when the salts are present in their usual quantity, to produce this effect ‡, the action of the oxygen, in changing the colour of the blood in respiration, will be aided by the presence of the salts.

In the present state of our knowledge, there is some difficulty in deciding whether the reddening of the blood by the absorbed oxygen be entirely a physical action, or whether it be partly physical and partly chemical, seeing that several accurate observers, who have recently investigated this point, have arrived at very different conclusions. The opinion, first promulgated by Dr. Wells §, that the change from the venous to the arterial hue arises from an increased reflection of light in the red corpuscles, caused by the presence of the absorbed oxygen, and without any chemical change upon the haematoxine, has of late obtained several supporters. Those who have adopted this view do not, however, agree in their explanation of the manner in which this increased reflection of light is effected; some maintaining that it arises from an alteration in the form of the red corpuscles, and that this change consists in the biconvex corpuscles of the venous blood, becoming biconcave in the arterial blood ††; while others believe that the action of the oxygen on the blood is analogous to that of the nitrous oxide on the solutions of the salts of iron, changing their colour without entering into chemical union with them.*

We may, in the meantime, conclude that the change in the blood from the venous to the arterial hue in the lungs, is a physical and not a chemical action; and that though there is pretty strong evidence in favour of the opinion that this physical change consists in an alteration of the form of the red corpuscles, yet it is not free from doubt.

The various systematic works on Physiology are not included in the following Bibliography of Respiration.
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* Bischoff, Dr. Martin, Nasse, and Marchand, † Gregory and Irving (vide London Medical Gazette, vol. iii. p. 814, 1894). Nasse (Wagner's Handwörterbuch, &c., Band i. S. 182) affirms that even concentrated solutions of muriate of soda, nitrate of potassa, and carbonate of potassa, cannot impart the true arterial hue to venous blood, without the presence of salts (p. 187). ‡ London Philos. Transact. for 1797, p. 416. § Scherer, Reuter, and Gulliver. Mulder (The Chemistry of Animal and Vegetable Physiology, p. 341, 342) also contends that the arterial hue depends upon the red particles assuming the biconcave form, without the presence of light; but he gives a very different explanation of the cause of the change in the form of the red particles from the other supporters of this view. According to Mulder, part of the oxygen absorbed unites with some of the proteine compounds in the blood in the lungs, and forms oxygenated albumen, and this furnishes a thin envelope to the red corpuscles, and by its contraction causes them to assume the biconcave form. This opinion is supported neither by direct observation nor by experiment. Marchand (Journal für praktische Chemie, Band xxxvii, p. 276, 277), and Dumais (Comptes Rendus for 1849, tom. xxi. p. 900) after separating the red corpuscles from the other constituents of the blood, and washing them in a solution of sulphate of soda, found that they still changed from the venous to the arterial colour on the addition of oxygen. Dumais concludes, that nature furnishes the red corpuscles of the blood with a power of enabling them to assume the arterial hue, and Marchand, after a careful experimental investigation, affirms that the supposed change in the red corpuscles is a chemical action, and is attended with insuperable difficulties (opus cit. Band xxxviii. S. 275). † Magnus and Marchand.
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RODENTIA (Glires, Linn.) (Fr. Rongeurs).

—An important order of mammiferous Vertebrata, distinguishable by the remarkable structure of their incisor teeth, which are adapted to perform the office of chisels by cutting and gnawing away the hard vegetable substances, which form their principal food. The animals of this order, indeed, appear to be specially appointed to devour the hardest substances, generally living upon the wood and bark of trees, as well as upon nuts and other shelled fruits. The incisor teeth, which characterize the animals of this order, are situated in both jaws, and are separated from the molar by a considerable space, so that they are ill-adapted to seize living prey, or to devour flesh, notwithstanding that certain genera of rodents exhibit decidedly carnivorous propensities. These incisors, also called dentes scapularis, are only provided with enamel upon their anterior surface, so that the posterior portion of the tooth being worn away more rapidly than the anterior, these teeth always present a chisel-like edge. The lower jaw is articulated to the cranium by a longitudinal condyle, in such a manner that it has no horizontal motion except from before, backward, and vice versa; a movement adapted to effect the act of gnawing. The molar teeth have their crowns flattened and traversed by plates of enamel, arranged transversely, the better to antagonize the backward and forward movement of the jaws.

Those genera in which these layers of enamel are simple plates, and which have the crowns of their molar teeth very flat, are more particularly frugivorous; those in which the eminences of these teeth are divided into blunt tubercles, are omnivorous; whilst a small number of genera, which possess pointed molars, will attack other animals, and in some of their habits approximate the Carnivora.

This order comprises the following genera:

**Bones of the cranium.**—The bones of the cranium in the Rodentia present several peculiarities in their arrangement, which it will be necessary to notice. The bones of the cranium are united into one, in front of which the sphenoid forms a single vertical lamella, an evident approximation to what is found in birds. In the hare*, the anterior sphenoid is very remarkable, inasmuch as the two optic fora-

---

* Cuvier, Anatomie comparée, last edition.
by a long process, between the ascending point of the inter-maxillary bone and that portion of the maxillary which forms the cheek: the parietals remain for some time distinct from each other, and from the inter-parietal; which latter, in the rabbit, is small, and resembles an ellipse placed transversely: in the hare this last bone can only be detected in very young specimens, when it is found to consist of two small pieces, which are separated by a prominent angle of the occipital. The petrous portion of the temporal bone occupies a large triangular space in the occipital region of the skull. The mastoid process is entirely formed by the occipital bone; but the os petrosum furnishes a parallel process, which embraces the temporal externally, and at an early period it becomes united therewith. The tympanic portion of the temporal is considerably arched, but is far from reaching the pterygoid processes. The temporal alæ of the posterior sphenoid do not mount up very high, and do not reach the frontal, from which they are separated by the anterior sphenoid and by the temporal, still less do they approximate the parietal bones, which do not descend so low as the temporal.

In the marmot, the frontal and the parietal bones are at a very early age consolidated into a single piece, and an inter-parietal bone is not discoverable even in very young marmots. The frontal bones, which are extensively penetrated by the two ossa nasi, penetrate deeply between the parietals, which latter are narrow, and the sutures which connect them to the temporal remarkably straight and parallel. The occipital suture is situated a little in front of the occipital crest, with which it runs nearly parallel.

One-third of each side of this crest is formed by the petrous bone, which infringes slightly upon the occipital surface of the cranium. External to the tympanum, and a little behind it, there is a mastoid process; behind which is another (the paramastoid), formed by the occipital bone. The tympanic bones are round and much inflated: they are consolidated at an early age with the petrous bones. In the temple the posterior sphenoid mounts considerably upwards, but nevertheless only joins the temporal and the frontal, the parietal not descending sufficiently low. The orbital ala of the sphenoid enters but little into the composition of the orbit.

In the squirrel the separation between the parietals and the frontal bones is likewise obliterated at a very early period. The inter-parietal also becomes soon confounded with the parietal; but in very young subjects its presence is well-marked; it is of semi-circular form. There is, moreover, a special point of ossification in the centre of the cross, formed by the frontal and parietal bones. The glenoid cavity is more deeply excavated than in the marmot.

In the beaver, the frontals are consolidated together at a very early age; the parietals also unite to each other and to the frontals, even before the inter-parietal has become blended with them. The inter-parietal is triangular, and in very young subjects is double. The glenoid cavity is broader than it is long; its external border only is formed by the jugal bone; its posterior margin is altogether free. The tympanum is altogether formed by the tympanic bone. Between the two tympana the basilar region of the cranium is hollowed to such an extent as to be partly membranous, even in very old animals.

There are two mastoid tubercles placed near to each other; one formed by the petrous bone, the other by the occipital. The petrous bone becomes united at an early period to the tympanic bone, a pointed apophysis of the temporal insinuating itself between them, behind the external auditory foramen.

The posterior sphenoid joins to the frontal in the temporal region; the anterior sphenoid then mounts up very high; and in adult specimens, when the molar teeth have come down, and the maxillary bones are no longer distended, there is inferiorly a compressed portion, by which the sphenoid joins the maxillary and the palatine bones, and which forms a partition pierced with several holes between the bottom of the two orbits.

In the Cape mole (Bathyergus) the sutures at the upper part of the cranium are disposed much in the same way as in the beaver, only in the larger species the temporals are broader anteriorly, and encroach upon the frontal in front of the parietal. The inter-parietal is of an oval shape. The temporal presents, posterior to its arch, a large fissure, which is not closed by the os petrosum: the latter bone, however, on the other hand, fills up a deep notch, which exists on the external border of the occipital bone. The paramastoid apophysis is dilated into a prominent plate.

Fig. 252.

Skull of the Bathyergus maritimus.

The anterior sphenoid, which enters but little into the composition of the orbit, forms beneath it a simple lamella, but which is not perforated. The posterior sphenoid does not ascend into the temporal, but a considerable prolongation of the frontal bone comes down to unite with it, about the level of the edge of the glenoid cavity; it also furnished a process to be articulated both with the palatine and the maxillary bones.

In the ondatra and the water voles the parietal bones are, as it were, imbedded in the shape of a disk between the temporals. The temporal, moreover, furnishes a prominent projection, that might be mistaken for the
post-orbital apophysis of the frontal, which latter does not exist. The frontal bones, which are consolidated together long before the parietal, are much reduced in size, in consequence of the extension of the temporals, and the narrowness of the inter-orbital space.

The inter-parietal remains for a long time distinct, it is very large, and is situated between the two pariels, the two temporals, and the sphenoid.

The posterior sphenoid mounts much higher into the temporal region than in the genus Bathiergus, and joins both the temporal and the frontal. The parietal does not reach within a considerable distance of it. The tympanum is prominent, and rests posteriorly upon a well-marked paramastoid process. The suture between the tympanic and the petrous bone exists till a late period. The occipital portion of the petrous bone forms no tubercle, but penetrates deeply into the occipital.

In the rats, properly so called, the frontals which remain separate for a long period, are distinguished from the parietal by the intervention of a straight transverse line. Their inter-parietal is rectangular and placed transversely, but does not reach as far as the temporal bones. The posterior sphenoid does not mount into the temporal region to a greater height than the anterior; it there joins the frontal, but remains separated by a considerable space from the parietal.

In the gerbilles the fronto-parietal suture forms the arch of a circle. The inter-parietal is broad transversely; its suture with the pariels is nearly straight, and it is embraced posteriorly and laterally by the occipital. The temporal, upon the sides of the cranium, is comparatively small in front; it touches the frontal at the extremity of the frontoparietal suture; posteriorly it continues the suture, which, descending from the inter-parietal angle, separates the parietal from the occipital: the latter bone is deeply notched to receive the os petrosum, which it separates from the interparietal by a quadrilateral process. The arrangement of the bones in the orbit resembles that of the genus Mus. The tympana are extremely vesicular and prominent; they bound posteriorly the glenoid cavity, which resembles a deep furrow. There are small paramastoid apophyses closely applied to them.

In the hamster (Cricetus) the inter-parietal is a small triangular bone; the temporal is extended at the expense of the parietal, and stretches as far back as the occipital. The orbital and temporal alae of the sphenoid are arranged in the orbit as in the rats. There is no paramastoid process behind the condyles of the lower jaw.

The same observations are applicable to the dormice, but their inter-parietal bone is elongated transversely, so as to touch both the occipital, the parietal, and the temporal; the posterior sphenoid, moreover, only touches the maxillary by its apex. A little process, derived from the palatine, separates them below. These animals have the zygomatic arch situated lower down and broader than the hamsters. Their tympana are much larger, well rounded, and in contact with the internal pterygoid processes.

In the rat moles (Spalax) the occipita bone is flanked by the osa petrosa and the temporals, to form the occipital surface of the cranium; but the occipital suture is as usual situated in front of the occipital crest—a circumstance which encroaches much upon the parietal bones. This disposition is in relation with the strength of the muscles that support the head. The parietal encroach upon the frontal by a pointed process. The temporal ridges unite together to form a single sagittal crest, and the zygomatic arches are very prominent, externally corresponding to the great size of the temporal muscles. There is no inter-parietal bone. The tympana are but slightly arched.

In the rhizomys of Sumatra, on the contrary, it is the frontal which extends by a pointed process between the parietal; and, moreover, the temporal bones mount upwards very high upon the cranium, so as to join the frontal; there is no inter-parietal bone visible. The os petrosum is visible upon the occipital aspect of the cranium. A process derived from the temporal, which contributes to form the occipital ridge, is interposed between the os petrosum and the external auditory tube. The tympanum is lofty and well-rounded, and separated from the petrous bone behind by a process of the occipital, which terminates in a paramastoid tubercle.

In the jerboas (Dipus, Gmel.), the lines of separation between the frontal and parietal
bones form a perfect cross; the inter-parietal bone is large and of a rhomboidal shape.

In the alactaga (Mus jaculus, Lin.), a species of the same genus, the inter-parietal is

Fig. 255.

Skull of the Dipus hersipes.

separated from the temporal by a broad process divided from the occipital, which runs to join the parietal, as in the gerbilles (Gerbillus, Desmar. Meriones, Ilg.). The os petrosum occupies a considerable space in the occipital region; but in the jerboa (Dipus) the great development of the ear renders important changes in the structure of this portion of the skull indispensable. All the hinder portion of the temporal bone is reduced to a thin osseous band, which is closely connected with the dilated tympanum and with the os petrosum, surrounding entirely the auditory canal. Another narrow band is derived from the summit of the occipital bone, which runs to become united at a right angle with the above process derived from the temporal, so that a small triangular space is formed between the parietal, the occipital, and the temporal, in which is visible, at the upper part of the skull, that great vesicular mass, which occupies a part of its base and its posterior aspect. The paramastoid apophysis is a little tubercle which leans against the tympanum, and bounds posteriorly the articulating surface of the lower jaw.

In the helamys (Cape jerboa, or jumping hare), the structure of the skull in the vicinity of the ear is analogous to that of Dipus. The petrous bones arise to the upper part of the cranium, and there occupy a considerable space between the temporal and the inter-parietal bones, so that the temporals only give off a narrow band posteriorly, which does not reach the occipital bone, and does not surround the auditory passage, as in the jerboa. From the absence of any slip derived from the occipital bone, the upper portion of the os petrosum is not divided into two parts, as it is in the jerboa. The tympanum also is much less developed and in its vicinity there is a very distinct paramastoid process. The inter-parietal, which is triangular, moreover, touches the parietals, the osa petrosa, and the occipital. The lines of separation between the frontals and the parietals form a cross; the former are much larger than the latter. The anterior sphenoid is perforated at the bottom of the orbit. The temporal ala do not ascend higher than the orbital, and remain widely separated from the parietal.

In the echimys (or porcupine rat of Azurara), the line which separates the frontal from the parietal bones is straight. The inter-parietal is obliterated at an early age. A very distinctive character peculiar to the echimys is, that the occipital bone, as it descends laterally towards the ear, bifurcates in such a way as to enclose the ascending portions of the tympanic bone and of the os petrosum, forming by itself both the mastoid tubercles instead of the posterior one only, as is usually the case in the case.

The anterior sphenoid gives off an orbital plate, which is moderately elongated, but the posterior is almost excluded, both from the temporal region and from the orbit, owing to the length of the temporal front of the suture in this part. It is hardly visible except at the base of the cranium. The articulating surface for the lower jaw is of a transverse form without any marginal boundary behind.

In the capromys the bifurcation of the occipital bone is equally distinct, but its two processes join inferiorly in such a way, that only a small hole is left occupied by the os petrosum. The orbital wing of the sphenoid is also less extensive.

In the porcupines the frontal bones are very wide in front between the lachrymals. In young animals, a large semi-oval inter-parietal is met with; but this bone, as well as the parietals and the frontals, unite at a very early period into one piece; they also at an early age become consolidated with the osa nasi, so that these seven bones not only form one piece, but even become united to the temporals and to the occipital long before the bones of the face are ankylosed with each other. The os petrosum is scarcely discoverable at the back of the cranium, where it only forms a small tubercle embraced by two processes of the occipital, the interior of which represents the mastoid process of the temporal bone, and forms, external to the condyles of the lower jaw, a broad paramastoid apophysis. The posterior sphenoid does not reach so far as the orbit, or rise above the anterior, which latter is but slightly visible upon the exterior of the skull.

In the coendou the parietal bones are prolonged by a pointed process between the frontals; the suture between them, and also between the inter-parietal and occipital, is obliterated. The tympanum is much arched; the os petrosum hardly appears in the occipital region of the skull, but is slightly visible a little behind the tympanum above the paramastoid apophysis, which is of moderate size.

In the pacca the frontal bones are much elongated; the suture between them and the parietals is transverse; the temporal extends backwards as far as the occipital ridge, and descends behind the tympanum over the base of the mastoid process, the point of which belongs to the occipital bone. The relations of the sphenoid orbital plates are as in the agouti, but the tympana are less prominent.

In the fictus, and in very young subjects, there are two parietal and two inter-parietal bones; but these four pieces become at an early age consolidated into one.

In the Guinea-pig (Cavia) the parietal
bones and the inter-parietal, which is large, and of a semi-oval shape, are at an early period consolidated into one piece. The occipital bone extends beyond the occipital crest in the upper region of the skull, but the sides are formed by the temporal. The petrous bone, which is in early age consolidated with the tympanie, is slightly visible by a narrow slip in the occipital region.

The tympanae are much arched, but the pterygoid processes do not touch them, because the foramen lacerum anterius, which is very large, separates them. The superior maxillary bone is articulated posteriorly with the posterior sphenoid above the palatine, upon the occipital region of the cranium.

In the couia (Myopotamus, Commerson) the sutures between the frontal and parietal bones form a complete cross. The inter-parietal is united to the surrounding bones at an early age, but in young individuals it is very large, and divided into two pieces; in the adult animal the zygomatic processes of the temporal bone formed at their extremities a strong hooked process, which winds down beneath the jugal bone. The posterior sphenoid does not enter into the composition of the orbit; the os petrosum is visible externally in the occipital region of the skull, situated between the two mastoid processes, which are both formed by the occipital bone, but are of very unequal length; the external is pointed, the inferior and internal is of much greater size, running backwards and outwards, compressed, pointed, and recurved.

In the agouti, the frontal and nasal bones remain separate, although the parietal and inter-parietal are united into one piece; in young subjects the inter-parietal is of great size, and semicircular in its shape. The orbital plate of the sphenoid enters largely into the composition of the orbit, where it articulates by it posteriorly with the temporal. In the preceding genera it is to be remarked, that the posterior sphenoid is joined to the frontal, which is interposed between the temporal and the orbital ala of the sphenoid; the tympana regularly arched. The os petrosum does not appear externally, but in addition there here re-appears a small portion of the ethmoid, interposed between the orbital ala of the sphenoid, the frontal and the lachrymal bones.

In the capybara the hinder portion of the cranium, as well as the occipital bone and the inferior region of the temple, resemble what is met with in the kerodon of Patagonia. The paramastoid apophysis is excessively long, the tympana are small. The petrous bone does not appear at all in the occipital region of the cranium. The parietals and inter-parietals are consolidated into one piece at a very early age, and separate, by a process more acute than in any of the preceding genera, the cranial portion of the temporal bone into two branches; the frontal are likewise united together in very young animals.

In the viscache the squamous portion of the temporal bone is likewise deeply indented by a point derived from the parietal. The posterior branch of this bifurcation, which is narrow at its commencement, enlarges as it approaches the occipital ridge. The inter-parietal and the parietals are united into one piece, the frontals are distinct, and the coronal suture is transverse. The zygomatic process of the temporal is directed almost horizontally, and this bone remains widely separate from the maxillary; the posterior sphenoid unites with this latter bone, external to the palatine, which does not penetrate into the temple or into the orbit; the posterior sphenoid has no temporal ala, so that it reaches neither the frontal nor the parietal bone—a circumstance which has been already remarked in preceding genera.

In the kerodons, the frontal bones remain separate after the parietal and inter-parietal are conjoined. The fronto-parietal suture is transverse. The superior margin of the occipital is bent upon itself at a right angle, as in the hares, and articulates at the side of the cranium with the temporals, terminating laterally by a long, slender, vertical, paramastoid process. The temporal gives off posteriorly a lamina, or apophysis, which descends more or less in different species between the tympanum and the petrous bone. The latter bone is not visible externally in the occipital region, but is apparent upon the side of the head, above and behind the auditory passage. The connections of the bones in the orbit are not less remarkable than in the Guinea-pig. The temporal is in like manner developed at the expense of the posterior sphenoid; but it is the former which becomes united by its apex to the extremity of the maxillary bone, the sphenoid which runs parallel with it only approaching the maxillary, from which it is separated by a slip derived from the os palati. The temporal, as in the preceding genera, is united in the orbit to the anterior wing of the sphenoid in the Guinea-pig, with this difference, however, that the temporal leaves it free externally. The petrous bone occupies a considerable surface in the occipital region of the skull, and likewise furnishes a mastoid tubercle at the base of the paramastoid apophysis, which resembles that of the couia; and which, at first, running outwards and backwards, suddenly bends inwards and forwards. The petrous bone occupies a large part of the occipital region, where it presents a flattened surface; it also furnishes a mastoid tubercle at the base of the paramastoid apophysis, which resembles that of the couia, and which, at first, directed outwards and backwards, afterwards suddenly bends inwards and forwards.

In the chinchilla the connection of the frontal and of the parietal bones, as well as those of the sphenoid with the maxillary and with the temporal, are the same as in the viscache, but the great development of the ear causes differences in the posterior region. The paramastoid apophysis, which is strongly marked, is closely applied against the tympanum, and does not project inferiorly. The petrous bone, instead of presenting a flat sur-
face in the occipital region of the skull, is extremely dilated, insomuch, indeed, that this dilatation appears in the upper wall of the skull, in the shape of two large projections, bounded in front by the parietals, internally by a plate common to them and the occipital bone, and posteriorly by a long narrow transverse projection from the occipital, which is in contact with the petrous bone, and externally by another thin and pointed slip, which forms the posterior termination of the temporal bone, and which projects above the auditory meatus to join that derived from the occipital. We have seen, above, that in the jerboa a similar disposition exists.

**Bones of the face.**—In the Rodentia the intermaxillary bones are of enormous dimensions, on account of the great size of the incisor teeth, so that the maxillary bones are pushed very far backwards; these latter form a large portion of the inner wall of the orbit, into the composition of which the os palati enters, but slightly, and sometimes, indeed, not at all. The anterior boundary of the orbit is formed by a process of the maxillary bone, which proceeds to contribute to the formation of the zygomatic arch in such a way that the os male is, as it were, suspended in the centre of the arch between the apophysis, derived from the maxillary and the zygomatic process of the temporal bone.* It joins neither the frontal nor the sphenoid. The elongation of the os male is such that the opening of the nose is situated quite at the extremity of the snout.

In the guinea-pigs the bones of the nose are short and broad. The intermaxillaries mount up along their sides by a broad process, which occupies part of the snout, and are articulated to the frontal by a tolerably broad space; they touch, likewise, the lachrymal which encroaches upon the cheek; while the canal situated between the latter bones, the maxillary, and the jugal, is out of the orbit. The jugal apophysis of the maxillary arises opposite the second molar tooth, and the boundary of the jugal bone is placed at the anterior base of the zygomatic arch. It articulates with the lachrymal, both within and without. The orbit is very broad, and furnishes a large post-orbital apophysis, which joins that derived from the frontal bone. The palatine bone advances but a little way into the palate, terminating by a straight suture between the last molar teeth. The palatine portion of the pterygoid alae is simple; their sphenoidal portion is divided into two laminae, the external of which is prolonged as far as the tympanum, to which it is articulated, as well as to the inner border of the glenoid surface. In the temporal region, the palatine bone remains behind the posterior margin of the maxillary, between the latter bone and the two sphenoids, only touching the frontal by its apex.

In the hare, the intermaxillary bone presents, besides its palatine portion, which is large, a long ascending palatine process, which is at first imbedded between the maxillary and the os nasit, and subsequently between the latter and the apophysis of the frontal, to which latter it is connected. All that portion of the maxillary bone which forms the cheek is, in the adult animal, riddled with holes, so as to have the appearance of lace-work. The lachrymal in the orbit is tolerably large; externally, it gives off a blunt hook, beneath which is the lachrymal canal, situated upon the very edge of the orbit. The zygomatic portion of the maxillary bone is short; its inferior margin forms a ridge, which projects slightly externally, and presents a flattened surface, from which arises one of the portions of the masseter muscles. It is this surface which we shall see in other Rodentia become rounded into a more or less oblique vaulted space, and in others become transversely into a wide ring. The union between the maxillary and the jugal bones is sometimes obliterated, that unless we examine very young individuals we should be tempted to believe that no jugal existed. This latter bone is arched internally, and extends by means of a process beneath the zygomatic portion of the temporal bone. Besides the floor with which it covers the roots of the teeth, the maxillary gives off a narrow plate, which mounts into the orbit as high as the os frontis, between the lachrymal, from which, however, it is separated by a membranous space and the anterior sphenoid. The vomer is visible at the hinder part of the septum, which separates the foramina incisiva. The palatine occupies beneath the anterior sphenoid in the orbit a much greater space than in other Rodents; inferiorly it extends as far as the third molar tooth, and is deeply indented as far as the fourth. The pterygoid alae extend to the azygos portion, or to the body of the anterior sphenoid, but they are separated from that of the posterior sphenoid by a membranous space on each side. The posterior sphenoid has on each side two pterygoid plates, which are both of them contiguous to those of the palate bones; the internal ones terminate in a slender point or style.

In the lagomys, the base of the zygomatic arch gives off a process, which is directed downwards; and the jugal bone, after having passed beyond the zygomatic process of the temporal, is prolonged directly backwards into a lengthened point.

In the marmot, the two nasal bones constitute the middle of the upper vault of the snout. On each side of them the ascending apophysis of the intermaxillary bones, which are broader than in the hares, run up to be articulated with the frontal, the anterior border of which is transverse and only slightly festooned. The external surface of the maxillary is concave beneath a ridge, which is continuous with that of the zygomatic arch, extending as far as the intermaxillary suture. Setting off from this point, the intermaxillary suture descends vertically to embrace the

* It will be seen from the details that follow, that the part played by the os male in the construction of the cheek is not always so simple.
palate, of which it occupies rather less than a third. The jugal bone reaches to the anterior base of the zygomatic arch, where it articulates with the lachrymal as well as with the maxillary bone; it is connected with the zygomatic apophysis of the os temporis by a horizontal suture, which occupies all the second half of the arch, so that it extends as far back as the glenoid cavity, the external margin of which it fills. The lachrymal is of moderate extent in the orbit, but is scarcely visible beyond the margin of that cavity; besides its canal, which is altogether within the orbit, there is a small unossified space between it and the maxillary bone, situated very near to the posterior opening of the sub-orbital canal. The large space occupied by the maxillary in the orbit keeps the lachrymal widely separated from the palatine bone, with which it articulates so extensively in the Carnivora. The palatine bone occupies, posteriorly, about one-fifth of the extent of the palate. After having formed the root of the pterygoid alæ, it is prolonged between them for about half their length laterally; it mounts up into the temporal region as high as just beneath the optic foramen; it there spreads out backwards as far as the sphenio-orbital foramen, and forwards, as the foramen which represents the sphenopalatine. The internal pterygoid process is not detached from the sphenoid, and terminates posteriorly in a long hook. The external pterygoid plate is very distinct; although but little prominent, it covers the vidian foramen, and touches with its point the extremity of the maxillary.

In the *squirrel*, the lachrymal hook is formed by the bone of that name; but it is also doubled by a similar unciform process, derived from the jugal. There is no membranous space between the lachrymal and the maxillary. The prolongations of the palatine bone between the pterygoid alæ are shorter. In other respects the relations of the bones to each other are very similar to what exists in the marmot.

Fig. 256.

Skull of the Beaver (Castor Fiber).

In the beaver, the post-orbital apophysis of the os maxillae is very large and blunt, and all this portion of the bone very broad; it occupies the greater portion of the zygomatic arch. The two nasal bones are broader in their middle, and both the intermaxillary and maxillary bones reach up as far as the frontals. The lachrymals are small, especially that portion of them which is situated without the orbit, to which the jugal bones touch. The vaulted portion of the maxillary bone is very extensive and well circumscribed in adult animals; on its external margin, by the ridge, which is continuous with the inferior edge of the zygomatic arch, and internally by another ridge, which commences close to the sub-orbital foramen, and mounts up on the cheek to join the ridge last mentioned. The palatine bone occupies in the palate a triangular space, extending as far forward as opposite the second molar tooth; it terminates posteriorly between the two pterygoid alæ. The external pterygoid apophysis is of moderate length, nearly rectangular in its shape, and is pierced at its base by the vidian canal: it articulates broadly with the posterior part of the maxillary in such a way as to exclude the palatine both from the orbit and from the temple. The internal pterygoid apophysis is of a hooked form, the point of the hook reaching as far as the tymanum.

In the *onycteris*, the jugal bone commences at about the anterior fourth of the length of the zygomatic arch, and consequently remains widely separated from the lachrymal. The osa nasi constitute scarcely half the breadth of the snout, in which the maxillary occupies much less space, it being here the inter-maxillary which principally forms it. The last-mentioned bones mount up upon the forehead higher than the bones of the nose—a circumstance which is the reverse of what occurs in the beaver. The concavity of the maxillary beneath the base of the zygomatic arch is reduced to a slight oval depression; but its zygomatic apophysis is very long; it is the maxillary bone and the frontal, to which it is joined by a long suture, which forms almost alone the osseous walls of the orbit. There is no lachrymal suture visible, although the lachrymal canal is distinct enough. The external pterygoid apophysis presents neither crest nor prominent angle; the internal resembles that of the beaver.

In the *ondatra* and the *water voles*, the bones of the nose, which are pointed at their summits, are considerably enlarged at their inferior extremities. The intermaxillaries occupy a smaller portion of the snout than the preceding pieces, the oblique excavation at the root of the zygomatic arch exists; but it is separated from the cheek superiorly by the vertical prolongation of the sub-orbital foramen. The molar apophysis of the maxillary extends beneath the jugal until it almost reaches that of the temporal; so that the jugal is only free at its lower margin for a very small space, and is very far removed from the lachrymal, which latter bone does not appear external to the orbit, it being concealed in the sub-orbital canal. The os palati extends into the palate as far as the first molar tooth, but is not visible either in the orbit or in the temple, in which latter region the maxillary is connected to the two sphenoids and to the
frontal, as far as the lachrymal. The two pterygoid alae are well developed and of equal size; the internal are connected with the tympanic bones, as are the external; and by their anterior margins the latter are connected with the maxillary to a greater extent than in the beaver, so that no part of the palatine is visible externally.

In the rats, properly so called, the bones of the nose likewise increase in breadth, towards their extremity, to an extent which varies in different species. The intermaxillaries are joined to the frontal by a suture consisting of extremely fine and numerous indentations: they form scarcely the half of the snout, comprehending the vault and the roof of the zygomatic arch, which is here directed much further outwards, and is separated from the rest of the check by a deep groove; in front of this groove the maxillary is excavated into a sort of pouch; its zygomatic process is very long, the jugal bone short and slender. The lachrymal is entirely contained within the orbit, no part of it being visible at the point of union between the frontal and maxillary upon the margin of the orbit, but a prominent hook-process, situated within the edge of the orbital cavity. The palatine fills up half the space situated between the foramina incisiva and the hinder margin of the palate; its pterygoid wings, moreover, are considerably prolonged between those of the sphenoid, but the external pterygoid alae of the latter bone entirely cover it externally by passing to join the maxillary, as in the ondratra, nevertheless it shows itself in the floor of the orbit embraced in a fissure of the maxillary bone. The points of the internal pterygoid apophyses do not reach as far as the tympanum. There is between the pterygoid alae a membranous space.

In the gerbilles, the bones of the nose and the intermaxillaries are prolonged in front, a little beyond the incisor teeth; the suture between the intermaxillary is composed of radiated indentations; the maxillary bone expands into a very thin lamina at the anterior margin of the orbit; and this lamina is continuous with another given off at this point by the lachrymal; the jugal bone is very slender; the palatine runs forward in the palate as far as the middle of the first molar tooth; posteriorly it is not visible in the orbit, the articulation of the external wing of the sphenoid with the maxillary concealing it on the outer side, as in the preceding genera. The internal pterygoid apophysis reaches as far as the tympanum.

In the hamsters, the bones of the face closely resemble in their disposition those of the rats properly so called. In the dormice (Myoxus), as in the gerbilles, the end of the snout projects beyond the incisor teeth; and the intermaxillary bone occupies a large portion of the snout; whence it results that it is prolonged upwards by a short ascending branch. In Myoxus nitida the maxillary presents beneath the sub-orbital hole a prominent tubercle, which does not exist in the dormouse (Myoxus Glis). Both of them have a membranous space in each of their palatine bones; and, moreover, this bone retakes its usual position between the maxillary and the sphenoid upon the outer side of the pterygoid ala, so that the latter is only in contact with the maxillary by its apex, nearly in the same manner as in orycterus.

In spalax (the rat mole), the bones of the nose become at an early period consolidated together for a portion of their length, they expand inferiorly, and are proportionally of larger size than in orycterus. The process of the maxillary which surrounds the infra-orbital hole is broad and thin; the jugal is very slender, and does not at all contribute to form the inferior rim of the orbit; the external pterygoid apophysis almost covers the foramen ovale.

In the rhizomys of Sumatra, the fronto-maxillary suture continues the line of union between the frontal bone and the other bones of the face. The bones of the nose are separate, and the frontals consolidated together: the bones of the nose are here of a triangular form. The lachrymal is entirely contained in the orbit; the jugal, which is broad, occupies the centre of the zygomatic arch; the palatine is small, and of a triangular shape in the region of the palate; it is not visible in the orbit, on account of the union between the ala of the sphenoid and the maxillary bone, which is as extensive as in the ondratra. The internal pterygoid apophysis is prolonged into a long hook.

In the jerboa, properly so called, and in the alactaga, the jugal ascends at a right angle along the posterior edge of the great pre-orbital ring as far as the lachrymal, with which it is connected. In the jerboa this part is enlarged into a broad lamina; in the alactaga it is a simple, stem-like process. The maxillary takes beneath the sub-orbital hole the form of a large ring, which might almost be mistaken for an orbit. The lachrymal forms towards the upper part of this ring a broad hood-like process. The bones of the nose cover the whole upper part of the snout, and are even bent a little into a tubular form at their extremity. The ascending ramus of the intermaxillary is very narrow at its origin, between the nasal and the maxillary; it afterwards spreads out as it approaches the frontal, with which it is connected on a level with the bones of the nose by a finely serrated suture.

In the parphagomys the jugal is broad, it gives off a post-orbital apophysis, and does not mount along the pre-orbital ring. The face of this animal offers a very remarkable peculiarity. A cylindrical tube, bent into an arched shape, traverses the great ring, and is applied beneath the orbit against the alveolar arch. In this genus, as in the preceding, the maxillary is connected with the sphenoid.

In the helamys the jugal is broader, and extends along a little more than half of the ring; the rest is completed by the lachrymal, and even by the frontal bone. The lachrymal in this genus has no hook-like process: after having shown itself external to the orbital
ring, it occupies a considerable space in the orbital cavity; but the entrance of the lachrymal canal is concealed by the sub-orbital arch. The bones of the nose are singularly robust; the ascending ramus of the intermaxillary is, on the contrary, very narrow, even at the point where it joins the frontal. The pre-orbital ring is of large size, and the malar apophysis of the maxillary arises close to the intermaxillary suture. A few lines behind the incisor teeth the palatine interposes itself, under the shape of a round shield-like plate, between the sphenoid and the maxillary.

In the *echinmys* the jugal is very long, and tolerably broad; the lachrymal is small, and is furnished with a little hook-like process; the maxillary presents, inferiorly, in front of the molar teeth, a small fossa and a malar apophysis, the margin of which is broad and flattened. The bony arch of the pre-orbital ring is simple, and not doubled posteriorly by an ascending apophysis of the jugal, as is the case in the jerboa; or by the latter and the lachrymal, as in the helamys and the viscacha. The palatine is deeply indented posteriorly, but it ascends into the orbit, and likewise appears in the pterygoid ala, between the sphenoid and the maxillary. The external pterygoid alae do not extend transversely beneath the foramen ovale.

The *capromys* very nearly resembles the preceding genus in the construction of its face, but in it the jugal bone is broader, and almost rhomboidal in its shape. The sphenoid also is in contact with the maxillary, above the point of union between this bone and the pterygoid portion of the palatine.

**Fig. 257.**

*Skull of the Porcupine (Hystrix cristata).*

In the common porcupine (*Hystrix cristata, Lin.*), the bones of the nose are very large and broad, the suture connecting them with the frontal mounts much higher up than the intermaxillary sutures. The intermaxillary bones have their ascending ramus much less narrow than in the preceding genera. The maxillary is hence a pre-orbital ring, which is much broader than it is high; and the inferior horizontal portion of its circumference is much more slender than the vertical posterior portion. The lachrymals consist of a small portion situated external to the orbit, which furnishes a little hook-like process, and of another portion situated within the orbit, which is also of small size. The jugal is of moderate dimensions, and broader in front than it is posteriorly; the palatine is deeply indented, and only sends off a little tongue-like pointed process to penetrate the orbit; but it completely separates the sphenoid from the maxillary. The internal pterygoid processes end in hook-like terminations, the extremities of which are united to the tympanum; the external ones only represent a transverse bar, into the composition of which the palatine slightly enters.

In the *cuendu* (*Hystrix prehensilis, Lin.*), the bones of the nose are short and flattened at their anterior portion; they are likewise remarkably broad and mount very high up. The pre-orbital ring is higher than it is broad. The internal pterygoid process extends as far as the tympanum. In the *uroxus* (*Hystrix dorsata, Lin.*), the pre-orbital ring is larger than in either of the preceding genera, and its two arches are of equal strength; the bones of the nose are short, flat, and one third narrower than those of the cuendu. In both genera, the lachrymal is united, at an early age, both with the maxillary and the frontal. The intermaxillary suture is straight and almost vertical. In the *coni* (*Myopotamus, Commerson*; *Mus coipus, Molin.*), the bones of the nose are broad and much elongated; they do not mount higher than the intermaxillaries. The suture between the latter bones forms a very rounded arch, which is conceived posteriorly. The maxillary has the inferior edge of its malar apophysis very much flattened. The pre-orbital ring is large. The palatine is in contact with the maxillary below, but above the sphenoid joins that bone likewise, as in *Orycterus* and other genera.

In the *agouti* (*Chloromys, Fred. Cuv.*; *Dasypus, M."
pre-orbital ring, causes the latter to be much elongated transversely. And towards its inner angle there is an excavation resembling a long furrow or semi canal, which is really the infra-orbital canal. The jugal is much higher than it is broad; the palatine extends into the palate as far forward as the first molar tooth; in the orbit it is almost hidden by the projection of the maxillary; nevertheless, it is interposed between that bone and the sphenoid, and at the posterior extremity of the alveolar arch.

In the Guinea-pigs (Anaema, Fred. Cuv.; Cavia, lig.; Mus porcellus, Lin.), the lachrymal is large; but it does not entirely form the upper root of the pre-orbital ring, and the maxillary is not interrupted at this point. The pre-orbital ring is much wider than it is high. We may remark in this genus both the groove of the paca and the fossa of the agouti; but the latter is situated higher up, as in the rats. The ascending branch of the maxillary is long and narrow. The bones of the nose are broader in front than behind. The jugal only commences towards the middle of the zygomatic arch; the palatine, which superiorly does not penetrate either into the orbit or into the temporal region, extends in the palate only as far forward as the interval between the second and the third molar teeth.

In the kerodons, a small point of the frontal insinuates itself above, between the bones of the nose and the intermaxillaries, the ascending branch of the latter being very long, and extremely narrow at its origin, in the Brazilian species. In this species, likewise, the pre-orbital ring is oval, and much elongated transversely, but formed entirely in the maxillary bone as it is in the Guinea-pig; whilst in the kerodon of Patagonia the lachrymal forms by itself nearly the whole vertical portion of its arch, so that the lachrymal is necessarily of very great size. Posteriorly, the maxillary touches by its apex a long point derived from the temporal external to the palatine; the latter, however, is enclosed between the sphenoid and the maxillary, and mounts up into the floor of the orbit, when it is connected with the lachrymal bone. In the palate it is very deeply notched.

In the capybara (Hydrochærus, Erxleben), the jugal is still shorter than in the Guinea-pig. The lachrymal is largely developed at the root of the vertical arch of the pre-orbital ring, but does not assist in forming it. The bones of the nose are very large and rectangular. The ascending ramus of the intermaxillary, on the contrary, is extremely narrow, and is only united by its point to a point derived from the frontal. The inferior horizontal arch of the ring is broad and flattened, with a little fossa at its base, as in the kerodons; the maxillary is connected behind with the temporal, near the glenoid facet, external to the palate bone; but what distinguishes capybara from them is, that this articulation is much more extensive, and that we cannot see, within, the long pterygoid apophysis and that portion of the palate alluded to above. The external pterygoid alae are obliterated; the internal alae terminate by a rounded plate, which is very far from reaching as far as the tympanum. The palatine encroaches upon the palate as far forward as the third molar.
tooth, and is interposed behind, between the maxillary and the sphenoid.

In the viscache and the chinchilla, the bones of the nose are oval and elongated; the ascending branches of the intermaxillaries very narrow at their origin; but they enlarge as they approach the frontal, as in the jerboas. The maxillary, in both, forms the entire pre-orbital ring; but in the viscache the vertical portion of the arch is doubled posteriorly, as in the helamys, by an ascending branch of the jugal, by the lachrymal, and by the frontal bones. At the bottom of the ring there is a deep groove, almost entirely separated from it by a vertical plate, as in the alactaga. In the chinchilla, the jugal does not reach as far as the lachrymal, and in the pre-orbital ring there is only a very superficial furrow, with no vertical plate of separation. In both species the palatine is very deeply notched, it articulates with the maxillary, except externally, where a point of the posterior sphenoid touches the latter bone: moreover, on account of the entire absence of the external wall of the pterygoid fossa, the palatine is found to occupy a considerable space in the floor of the orbit, between the orbital alae and the maxillary: it does not, however, mount upwards, as in the kerodon, between the latter bone and the frontal, to become connected with the lachrymal. The internal pterygoid apophysis is largely connected with the tympanum.

Bones of the carpus.—Generally, in the Rodentia, the os magnum is divided into two, as it is in the monkeys; in the porcupine this is not the case, but there is a supernumerary bone interposed between the os pisiforme and the metacarpal bone of the fifth finger connected with the os unciforme.

The hare and some other Rodents have one carpal bone more than the human subject; it is situated between the scaphoid, the trapezium, and the os magnum, of which last it appears to be a dismemberment; but the beaver, the marmot, the squirrel, the rats, and the agoutis have, like the Carnivora, a single bone representing the scaphoid.

The supernumerary bone is as large as the ordinary pisiform, and often much larger. Sometimes, as in the jerboa and the marmot, there are two supernumerary bones, so that, on each side of the wrist, there is a bone of equal size out of rank.

In the capybara the scaphoid and the semilunar bone are united without any supernumerary ossicle; a small one, however, exists in the Guinea-pig. The paca, the agouti, and the capybara have the os magnum divided; these three animals possess, as the rudiment of the thumb, a small bone situated upon the trapezoid, with which it is articulated.

In the marmot and the agouti this rudiment is composed of three ossicles; and there is, moreover, an internal supernumerary bone.

Fig. 261.

Base of the skull of the Chinchilla.
b, b, tympanic portion of temporal bone; f, occipital bone; m, mastoid bone; n, palate bone; o, the sphenoid; p, the superior maxillary bone.

Fig. 262.

Skeleton of the Hare (Lepus timidus).
In the order Rodentia the structure of the thumb differs in different genera; there is a complete but short thumb in hares, beavers, and jerboas; an incomplete thumb, consisting of only two phalanges, in squirrels, rats, porcupines, pacas, and agoutis; and a thumb, represented by only a single ossicle, a thumb, in the capybara, the Guinea-pig, the marmot, &c.

In connection with the fore-arm it may be observed, that the rabbit has only one pronator of the wrist, corresponding to the pronator teres; a circumstance easily accounted for by the very small degree of motion permitted between the bones of the fore-arm; in most other Rodentia, however, both the pronators are present.

Fig. 263.

The terminal phalanges of the fingers are generally very slender, elongated, almost straight, and pointed, except in the capybara, which has its last phalanges of a triangular shape, and enclosed in strong horny hoofs.

In those Rodentia which have a complete clavicle, the muscles of the shoulder resemble very nearly in their disposition those of the human subject. The humerus resembles that of the Carnivora in its mode of articulation with the fore-arm; but in those genera that are without clavicles, the articulation of the elbow joint resembles more nearly what is met with in herbivorous quadrupeds, being a simple hinge joint. The humerus of the beaver is much expanded at its ulnar extremity, and the deltoid crest is prolonged inferiorly into a prominent point; a circumstance which is likewise observable in the rat, the water vole, the ondrata, and in many other genera.

In the hares, the porcupine, the paca, and the agouti, the humerus near the elbow joint is completely perforated.

Fig. 264.

In the Rodentia the general form and position of the pelvis is nearly similar to what exists in the Carnivora.

The femur is in the beaver very broad, flattened from before to behind, and exhibits along its outer surface a sharp crest, which represents the linea aspera, and which is prolonged towards its middle into an apophysis, which has been named the third trochanter. This third trochanter is also met with in other rodents, as, for example, in the musk rat; in the hares it is placed so high up, that it appears to be a derivation from the great trochanter; in other genera, as in the water vole, the rats, the squirrels, and the marmots, it is a simple crest, or external linea aspera; in all the Rodentia the great trochanter is very prominent, and the neck of
the thigh bone considerably narrower than its head.

The Rodentia have the *fibula* situated quite behind the *tibia*; in rats, voles, jerboas, the beaver, the helamys, and the rabbit, it becomes consolidated with the tibia towards the lower third of its length, a wide triangular space being left between the two bones at the upper part of the leg; the anterior crista of the tibia in all the above genera is remarkably prominent, as is the internal edge; and upon that, viewed from behind, the tibia exhibits, in the upper half of its length, two deep fossæ for the attachment of the *tibialis* posticus and the *flexor longus pollicis*. This structure is more particularly remarkable in the *ondatra*.

In the beaver the fibula gives off from its upper extremity a strong recurrent apophysis, which is directed slightly outwards. In some genera the fibula is excessively slender, and does not reach so low down as to become connected with the lower extremity of the tibia.

In those Rodents which have the fibula consolidated with the tibia towards its tarsal extremity, the tarsus seems to be articulated with the latter bone only; but if very young individuals are examined carefully, it is perceptible that the external malleolus is formed by the fibula.

In Rodentia the *os calcis* is very much elongated posteriorly.

In such genera as have five complete toes the following circumstances may be remarked:— In the beaver the *os scaphoides* is divided into two portions, one placed in front of the astragalus, which supports the second and third cuneiform bones, and one placed internal to the astragalus, to which is attached the cuneiform bone that supports the great toe,
and a supernumerary flattened bone situated along the inner margin of the tarsus. The same disposition of these bones exists in the genera spalax and capromys, in the marmot, squirrels, and porcupines; but in the four latter genera the supernumerary bone is of smaller size.

The rats and the paca have their os scaphoidei divided, but are without any supernumerary bone. Among those genera which have only four toes, such as the helamys, or Cape jerboa, which has its foot exceedingly elongated, the inferior tubercle of the scaphoid, which is observable in the sole of the foot of all rodents, is very long and prominent. Upon the internal margin of the tarsus there are in this animal some elongated flat bones, which are the rudiments of the great toe.

In the jerboa, properly so called, both the internal and external metatarsal bones are extremely small, and the three others are consolidated into one bone, upon the distal extremity of which are three articulating surfaces which support the phalanges of the toes.

In the rabbit and the hare, animals which resemble the jerboa in the great size of the tubercle of the scaphoid, the rudiments of the great toe become consolidated at an early age with the metatarsal bone of the second toe.

In the capybara, the Guinea-pig, the mara, and agouti, which have only three toes, the internal portion of the scaphoid supports a single bone, representing the cuneiform and a rudiment of the inner toe; the cuboid likewise supports a small bone, which is a rudiment of the outer toe. The disposition of the toes varies considerably in the different genera of Rodents; in the beaver, the inner toe is nearly of equal length with the others; in the marmot, the porcupine, and the rats, it is considerably shorter; in the paca it is nearly obliterated; and in the Cape jerboa it is a mere rudiment, consisting of but a single bone; in the hares not even this rudiment is perceptible.

In the capybara, the agouti, and the Guinea-pig both the inner and outer toes are reduced to a single bone.

The jerboa (Mus jaculus) and the alactaga (Mus sagitta) have their three middle metatarsal bones consolidated into one piece. The two lateral toes are distinct in the jerboa, but of comparatively small size; in the alactaga they are quite wanting.

Teeth. — The distinguishing character of the order of quadrupeds under consideration is the remarkable arrangement of their dental system, by which they are enabled to erode the hardest vegetable substances. The chief food of many genera, indeed, consists of the bark, wood, and even the hard fruits of trees, to devour which necessarily requires great strength of jaw, and such a disposition of their incisor teeth as to convert them into strong chisel-like cutting weapons, the edges of which never become blunted even to the latest period of life.

These incisor teeth, called also dentes sculpvrii, are situated in the front of the mouth, and are generally two in number in each jaw, except in the genus Lepus, embracing the hares and rabbits, which possess two small additional incisors, situated behind each of the large ones contained in the upper jaw.

Between the incisors and the molar teeth there is a considerable vacant space, by which arrangement the play of the anterior chisels is much facilitated, their action being likewise materially assisted by the mode of articulation of the lower jaw, which allows of considerable movement from behind forwards, and by the great power of the pterygoid and masseter muscles. The molar teeth are likewise exceedingly strong, and vary considerably in their mode of implantation in the jaws of different genera.

The incisors* are always regularly curved, the upper ones describing a larger segment of a smaller circle, the lower ones a smaller segment of a larger circle; these are the longest incisors, and usually have their alveoli extended below or on the inner side of those of the molars to the back part of the lower jaw. Like the molars of the Megatherium, and other teeth of unlimited growth, the implanted part of the long and large incisors retains the form and size of the exposed part or crown to the widely open base, which contains a long, conical, persistent dentinal pulp, and is surrounded by the capsule in a progressive state of ossification as it approaches the crown, an enamel pulp being attached to the inner side of that part of the capsule which covers the convex surface of the curved incisor. The matrix is here noticed in connection with the tooth, because it is always found in full development and activity to the time of the Rodent's death.

The calcification of the dentinal pulp, the deposition of the earthy salts in the cells of the enamel pulp, and the ossification of the capsule proceed contemporaneously; fresh materials being added to the base of the vascular matrix as its several constituents are progressively converted into the dental tissues in the more advanced part of the socket. The tooth thence projecting consists of a body of compact dentine, sometimes with a few short medullary canals continued into it from the persistent pulp cavity, with a plate of enamel laid upon its anterior surface, and a general investment of cement, which is very thin upon the enamel, but less thin in some Rodents, upon the posterior and lateral parts of the incisor. The substance of the incisor diminishes in hardness from the front to the back part of the tooth; the enamel consisting of two layers, of which the anterior and external is denser than the posterior layer, and the posterior half of the dentine being by a modified number and arrangement of the calcigerous tubes less dense than the anterior half.

The abrasion resulting from the reciprocal action of the upper and lower incisors pro-

---

* Owen, Odontography, p. 398.
duces accordingly an oblique surface, sloping from a sharp anterior margin formed by the dense enamel, like that which slopes from the sharp edge formed by the plate of hard steel laid upon the back of a chisel; whence the name dentes scaprarii given to the incisors of the Rodentia.

The varieties to which these incisors are subject in the different Rodents are limited to their proportional size, and to the colour and sculpturing of the anterior surface. Thus in the Guinea-pig, jerboa, and squirrel the breadth of the incisors is not half so great as that of the molars, whilst in the coypa they are as broad, and in the Cape mole rats (Bathyergus and Orycteromys) broader than the molars.

In the coypa, beaver, agouti, and some other Rodents, the enamelled surface of the incisors is of a bright orange or reddish brown colour. In some genera of Rodents, as orycteromys, otomys, meriones, gerbilla, hydrochoerus, lepus, and lagomys, the anterior surface of the upper incisors is indented by a deep longitudinal groove. This character seems not to influence the food or habits of the species; it is often present in one genus and absent in another of the same natural family; in most Rodents the anterior enamelled surface of the scalpriform teeth is smooth and uniform.

The molar teeth are always few in number, obliquely implanted and obliquely abraded, the lateral series converging anteriorly in both jaws; but they present a striking contrast to the incisors in the range of their varieties, which are so numerous that they typify almost all the modifications of form and structure which are met with in the molar teeth of the omnivorous and herbivorous genera of other orders of Mammalia.

In some Rodents the molar teeth are rootless, like those of the wombat, the toxodon, and elasmothere; some have short roots tardily developed, like the molars of the horse and elephant; and some soon acquire roots of the ordinary proportional length.

The Rodents which have rootless molars comprise the families of the hares, chinchillas, Chili rats, and cavies; most of the voles, the houtias (Capromys), and the Cape jerboa (Helamys).

The genera which have molars, with short or incomplete roots, developed late, are Castor (beaver), Hystrix (porcupine), Ccelogenys (spotted cavy), Dasyprocta (agouti), Spalax (blind rat), Myopocanus (coypa), Eurytus, Accromys, and Apodontia.

The families of the squirrels, dormice, rats, and jerboas have rooted molars.

The differences in the mode of implantation of the molar teeth relate to differences of diet. The Rodents, which subsist on mixed food, and which betray a tendency to carnivorous habits, as the true rats, or which subsist on the softer and more nutritious vegetable substance, as the oily kernels of nuts, suffer less rapid abrasion of the molar teeth; a minor depth of the crown is therefore needed to perform the office of mastication during the brief period of existence allotted to these active little mammals; and as the economy of nature is manifested in the smallest particulars as well as in her grandest operations, no more dental substance is developed after the crown is formed than is requisite for the firm implantation of the tooth in the jaw.

Rodents that exclusively subsist on vegetable substance, especially the coarser and less nutritious kinds, as herbage, foliage, the bark and wood of trees, wear away more rapidly the grinding surface of the molar teeth; the crowns are therefore larger, and their growth continues by a reproduction of the formative matrix at their base, in proportion as its calcified constituents, forming the exposed working part of the tooth, are worn away. So long as this reproductive force is active the molar tooth is implanted, like the incisor, by a long undivided continuation of the crown; when the force begins to be exhausted the matrix is simplified by the suppression of the enamel organ, and the dentinal pulp continues to be reproduced only at certain points of the base of the crown, which by their elongation constitute the fangs. The beaver and other Rodents in the second category of the order, according to the implantation of the molar teeth, exemplify the above condition; but in the capybara, dolichotis,
and other Rodents with rootless molars, the reproduction of the molar, like that of the incisor teeth, appears to continue throughout the animal’s existence. The rootless and perpetually growing molars are always more or less curved; they derive from this form the same advantage as the incisors, in the relief of the delicate tissues of the active vascular matrix from the effects of the pressure which would otherwise have been transmitted more directly from the grinding surface.

The complexity of the structure of the crown of the molar teeth, and the quantity of enamel and cement interblended with the dentine, are greatest in the rootless molars of the strictly herbivorous Rodents. The crowns of the rootless molars of the omnivorous rats and mice are almost as simple as the tuberculate molars of the bear, or of the human subject, which they appear to typify. They are at first tuberculate; when the summits of the tubercles are worn off, the inequality of the grinding surface is for a time maintained by the deeper transverse folds of enamel, the margins of which are separated by alternate valleys of dentine and cement; but these folds, sinking only to a slight depth, are in time obliterated, and the grinding surface is reduced to a smooth field of dentine, with a simple border of enamel. A similar change in the grinding surface, consequent on age and use, is shown in the molars of the souseil, or ground squirrel; as also in those of the gerbille, and is common to all that possess roots. It will be seen that these folds have a general tendency to a transverse direction across the crown of the tooth.

Baron Cuvier has pointed out the concomitant modification of the shape of the joint of the lower jaw, which almost restricts it to horizontal movements to and fro, in the direction of the axis of the head, during the act of mastication. When the folds of enamel dip in vertically from the summit to a greater or less depth into the substance of the crown of the tooth, as in those molars which have roots, the configuration of the grinding surface varies with the degree of abrasion, of which examples have already been cited; but in the rootless molars, where the folds of enamel extend inwards from the entire length of the sides of the tooth, the characteristic configuration of the grinding surface is maintained without variation, as in the Guinea-pig, the capybara, and the Patagonian cavy.

The whole exterior of the molar teeth of the Rodentia is covered by a cement, and the external interspaces of the enamel folds are filled with the same substance. In the chinchilidae and the capybara, where the folds of enamel extend quite across the body of the tooth, and insulate as many plates of dentine, these detached portions are held together by the cement; such folds of enamel are usually parallel, as in the large posterior lower molar of the capybara, which, in shape and structure, offers a very close and interesting resemblance to the molars of the Asiatic elephant.

The partial folds and islands of enamel in the molars of the porcupine and agouti, typify the structure of the teeth of the rhinoceros; the opposite lateral inclusions of enamel in the molars of the gerbille and Cape mole-rat represent the structure of the molars of the hippopotamus; the double crescentic folds in the jerboa sketch out, as it were, the characteristic structure of the molars of the Anoplotherae and Ruminantia.

Although, as has been shown, the molar teeth in many Rodents are rootless and of unlimited growth, as in the Edentata, in none is enamel absent; or vascular dentine, as the chief constituent of the tooth, present. These essential differences characterise the molars of those Rodents, which by use have their grinding surface reduced to a simple depression bounded by a raised circular margin, as in the great Cape mole; that margin being formed by true enamel, but in the slothys by hard dentine.

It is peculiar to some of the Rodents with rootless molars to have the sockets of these long curved teeth open at both extremities, so that, in the dry skull, the base of the tooth protrudes as well as the grinding surface; the matrix in such instances adheres to the peri-
RODENTIA.

osteum, which covered the portion of bone absorbed from the bottom of the alveolus. The jumping hare (Helamys capensis), when full grown, offers a good example of this curious structure.

The molars are not numerous in any Rodents; the hare and rabbit (Lepus) have 6–6; i.e. six molars on each side of the upper jaw, and five on each side of the lower jaw: the pika (Lagomys), has 5–5; the squirrels have 4–4; the families of the dormice, the porcupines, the spring rats (Echinosuidae), the octodonts, chinchillas, and cavies, have 4–4 molars; in the great family of rats (Muridae), the normal number of molars is 3–3; but the Australian water rat (Hydromy) has but 2–2 molars, making with the incisors twelve teeth, which is the smallest number in the Rodent order; the greatest number of teeth in the present order is twenty-eight, which is exemplified in the hare and rabbit; but thirty-six teeth are developed in these species, six molars and two incisors being deciduous.

In all the Rodents, in which the number of molars excesses three in a series, the additional ones are anterior to these, and are premolars, i.e. they have each displaced a deciduous predecessor in the vertical direction, and are what Cuvier calls dents de remplacement. This is what constitutes the essential distinction between the dentition of the marsupial and the placental Rodent; the latter, like the placental Carnivora, Ruminantia, and ordinary Pachydermata having never more than three true molars. Thus the Rodents, which have the molar formula of 4–4, shed the first tooth in each series; and this is succeeded by a permanent pre-molar, which comes into place later than the true molars; later, at least, than the first and second, even when the deciduous molar is shed before birth, as was observed by Cuvier in the Guinea-pig. In the hare and rabbit the three anterior teeth in the upper jaw, and the two anterior ones in the lower jaw, succeed and displace, in like manner, deciduous predecessors, and come into place after the first and second true molars are in use, and contemporaneously with the last molar.

It does not appear that the scapiform incisors are preceded by milk teeth, or, like the pre-molars of the Guinea-pig, by uterine teeth; but the second incisor was observed by Cuvier to be so preceded in the genus Lepus, and he has figured the jaw of a young rabbit, before that deciduous tooth was shed, when six incisors are present in the upper jaw. This condition is interesting, both as a transitory manifestation of the normal number of incisive teeth in the Mammalia series, and as it elucidates the disputed nature of the great anterior scapiform teeth. Geoffroy St. Hilaire contended that the scapiform teeth of the Rodents were canines, because those of the upper jaw extended their fang backwards into the maxillary bone, which lodged part of their hollow base and matrix. But the scapiform teeth are confined exclusively to the intermaxillary bones at the beginning of their formation; and the smaller incisors, which are developed behind them in our anomalous native Rodents, the hare and rabbit, retain their usual relations with the intermaxillaries, and, a fortiori, prove the tooth which projects anterior to them to be also an incisor.

The law of the unlimited growth of the scapiform incisors is unconditional, and constant exercise and abrasion are required to maintain the normal and serviceable form and proportions of these teeth. When, by accident, an opposing incisor is lost, or when by the distorted union of a broken jaw the lower incisors no longer meet the upper ones, as sometimes happens to a wounded hare, the incisors continue to grow until they project like the tusks of the elephant, and the extremities, in the poor animal's abortive attempts to acquire food, also become pointed like tusks. Following the curve prescribed to their growth by the form of their socket, their points often return against some part of the head, are pressed through the skin, then cause absorption of the jaw-bone, and again enter the mouth; rendering mastication impracticable, and causing death by starvation. In the Museum of the College of

Fig. 269.

Incisor teeth of the upper jaw of a Rabbit, showing the effects of unchecked growth on the scapiform incisor (i.), and the accessory incisor (i., 2.).

Surgeons there is a lower jaw of a beaver in which the scapiform incisor has, by unchecked growth, described a complete circle; the point has pierced the masseter muscle and entered the back of the mouth, passing between the condyloid and coronoid processes of the lower jaw, descending to the back part of the molar teeth, in advance of the part of its own alveolus, which contains its hollow root. The upper jaw of a rabbit with an analogous abnormal growth of the scapiform and accessory incisors is represented in fig. 269.

Organs of digestion. — The order of Rodent quadrupeds comprehends animals which are nourished by various kinds of food, both animal and vegetable substances forming the nutriment of some genera, whilst others live exclusively upon the fruit, bark, or leaves of...
trees, or upon tender succulent plants. The differences observable in the structure of the stomach and intestinal canal correspond to the variety of their food, and bear a relation to the structure of their dental apparatus.

Fig. 270.

Cheek pouches of the Canada Rat (Geomys bursarius).

Some genera, as, for example, the Canada rat (Fig. 270.) are remarkable for the possession of capacious cheek pouches, in which considerable quantities of food can be stored up, and which, like the crop of birds, may be considered as reservoirs, wherein nutriment can be retained preparatory to its introduction into the stomach.

The type of stomach most common in this order is the following: the stomachal bag is formed by two distinct pouches, which are more or less separated from each other; one portion, situated to the left of the cardia, is placed longitudinally, and is generally of a cylindrical or conical shape. This portion is frequently larger than the right portion; it is lined internally with a thick epidermis, which terminates suddenly, and clearly indicates by its margin the boundaries of this compartment of the stomach. The right compartment, which is situated more transversely and further back, is of a conical shape, the apex of the cone terminating at the pylorus. This second portion has its walls thicker and more muscular than the former; its mucous membrane is not lined with epidermis, but presents the ordinary appearance. The distinction between these two portions is indicated externally by a constriction. The oesophagus enters the first compartment very near to the point where it communicates with the second.

Such may be said to be the typical form of the stomach in this extensive order, but many families recede from it to a greater or less extent.

In the squirrels (Sciurus) for example, the stomach is not divided into separate cavities, but is of a pyriform or oval shape, giving off a conical or cylindrical portion, which terminates in the pylorus. The first compartment is lined internally with a thick epidermis, which forms two oval lips, as it is prolonged around the opening into the second compartment, the lining membrane of which is simply mucous, without any apparent epidermic covering. The ondatras (Fiber, Cuv.), campagnols (Arvicolæ), and the lemings (Georychus, Il linger), present a similar arrangement.

Fig. 271.

Stomach of the Water Vole (Arvicolæ amphibia).

g, oesophagus; a, f, cardiac extremity of the stomach; c, its median constriction; b, dilated pyloric extremity of ditto; e, pyloric pouch; d, duodenum.

In the Hudson’s Bay lemming (Mus Hudsoni us, Gm.), the shape of the stomach is slightly different, it is situated transversely and much elongated, without any division into cavities; the cardia opens at about the upper third of its anterior border; the left cul-de-sac is cylindrical and of uniform size with the pyloric portion, which is bent forward and to the left side.

The stomach likewise varies from the common type in the jerboa (Dipus, Gm.), and in the leaping hares of the Cape (Holamys). In the former it is globular, in the latter pyriform and longitudinal, with a large cardiac cul-de-sac directed forwards, a pyloric cul-de-sac, and a short cylindrical pyloric portion, which is bent forwards.

The rat moles (Spalax, Guldensleid.) are approximated to the lemings and to the campagnols in the shape of their stomach, which is divided into two pouches, having the oesophagus closely approximated to the pylorus.

In the muscardin (M. acelleanarius, L.) the stomach offers a peculiarity in its structure, which distinguishes it not only from the other species of this genus, but also from all other Mammalia,—the oesophagus immediately beyond the diaphragm terminates in a globular pouch, the walls of which are thick, glandular, and exhibiting internally numerous pores leading into crypts: this structure is separated by a constriction from the stomach properly so called. This latter organ forms a large cul-de-sac of a slightly oval shape, which gives off anteriorly, and to the right side, a short bowel-like pyloric portion. In this animal, therefore, there are two stomachs, one of which corresponds with the glandular stomach of birds, as will be seen further on. The beaver exhibits traces of this structure.

The stomach of the hamster (Cricetus, Cuv.) approximates the common type described above, the stomach being divided into two pouches, separated by a deep constriction; the left pouch is cylindrical, the right globular. The cardiac orifice is situated in
the former to the right of its base, opening on the constriction itself, so that aliment can pass immediately into the second compartment by the assistance of a fold, which is prolonged from the cardia into this cavity; and the pyloric portion may be distinguished, which is more muscular than the rest, and terminates in the intestine by a slightly prominent pylorus.

The Cape mole (Bathyergus, Iliger) likewise conforms to the preceding type of structure; the left compartment of the stomach is of enormous size, elongated and pierced at its base by the cardiac orifice; the left compartment is of smaller dimensions, of a globular form, and separated from the preceding, both by an external constriction and an internal fold of the mucous membrane. There are, moreover, two additional folds nearer to the pylorus, which seem to form a third compartment. The orycteres of the Downs (Bathyergus maritimus) has its stomach slightly different; its position is more longitudinal, so that the left compartment is anterior, and the right posterior; the pyloric portion short, cylindrical, and directed forwards.

In the beaver (Castor) the stomach is transverse and elongated in that direction, the right portion being larger than that which is situated to the left of the cardia; the oesophagus is inserted into the first third of its anterior margin by a narrow opening, surrounded with pointed processes, which are analogous to the fringes formed by the epidermis in many other Rodents. At the point where it terminates around the opening of the first compartment of the stomach into the second, numerous largely developed culs-de-sac are distinguishable, which project more or less beyond the cardia in different individuals. On the right of this orifice commences the pyloric portion, the termination of which is indicated by an external constriction, and by an internal thickened ring. The pylorus is approximated very closely to the cardiac orifice. This pyloric portion, which is more muscular than the rest, is sometimes dilated into a distinct pouch, separated by a constriction from the pyloric cul-de-sac. The internal membrane presents every where the same appearance, except that in the pyloric portion it appears to be more smooth, and its folds take a different direction. On the right of the cardia there is a very thick fold, separating the left from the right compartment.

In the rabbit and the hare (Lepus, Lin.) the stomach is very much elongated, particularly in that portion which is situated to the right of the cardiac orifice. This latter portion forms a bulb, the muscular wall of which is thicker than elsewhere, especially in the vicinity of the pylorus, where it is swollen into a muscular ring. In the other parts of the stomach the existence of this layer is scarcely perceptible.

In the lagomys (Cuv.) we have again the common type of structure, as also in the agoutis and the pacas.

In the pteromy (F. Cuv.) the stomach is situated more transversely, and the two culs-de-sac are more distinct; the right compartment is the largest, and gives off at an angle a short conical pyloric portion.

In the sciuropteres (F. Cuv.), the stomach is round, deep from before to behind, and having the bottom of the cardiac culs-de-sac formed into a little pouch, and extending slightly beyond the cardia; the pyloric portion is conical, very muscular, and lined internally with a yellowish mucous membrane, whilst the lining membrane of the rest of the stomach is white and arranged in folds, which form arches parallel to the curvatures of the viscous. There are two other folds running longitudinally on the right and on the left of the cardia, but which probably do not exist when the stomach is distended: these would seem to indicate traces of a division of the cavity into three pouches.

In the dormice (Myoxus, Gm.) the stomach differs in shape in accordance with the appetites of the different species. In the common dormouse (Mus Glis, Lin.) it is conical, with a small pyloric portion directed forwards; its membranes are thick and muscular, approximating the type of a carnivorous stomach. In Myoxus Nivalis, on the contrary, it is globular, and consists of a single sac; the crypts, the orifices of which open into the cavity of the stomach, form a thick disc in the vicinity of the cardia; these crypts are evidently small culs-de-sac, formed by the mucous membrane and the cellular layer beneath it, which here appear folded upon themselves in irregular festoons, when a section of this glandular disc is examined. The liganeous substances upon which the beavers feed have rendered necessary this superabundance of the secretions furnished by this gland. A constriction separates the pyloric portion from the remainder of the straight part of the stomach. The pylorus consists of a prominent ring projecting into the intestine.

In the family of the porcupines (Hystrix, Lin.) we have another example of the differences which the stomach may present in different genera. In the cuendu (Syntheres, F. Cuv.) this viscous resembles that of the orycteres of the Downs, above described; it is elongated, longitudinal, with one compartment anterior and the other posterior; the oesophagus is inserted into the right side; the cardia is placed far back, and approximated to the pylorus; the pyloric portion is short, cylindrical, and directed forwards, terminating by a ring, which projects into the intestine. In the European porcupine (Hystrix cristata, Lin.) the stomach is globular, forming from before to behind a deep and wide bag.

Intestinal canal.—The tract of the small intestines offers nothing remarkable in the Rodentia; its walls are very thin, and its diameter pretty even throughout. On coming to the large intestines, the most striking feature is the enormous size of the cecum, which, in many genera, itself fills up a great proportion of the abdominal cavity. There are, moreover, many interesting modi-
fications to be noticed, both in the construction of the caecum and of the commencement of the colon, which generally presents the same appearance as the caecum itself for a short distance from its commencement.

The greater or less development of the caecum is in relation to the nature of the food appropriate to each individual. In one genus only, namely, the dormouse (Myoxus), it is altogether wanting; those Rodents that live upon grass and herbs have it most remarkably developed; and in the hare it has been calculated that the capacity of the caecum is ten times as great as that of the stomach itself. In the granivorous genera its size is likewise very considerable; so that, in the hamsters, lemmings, Guinea-pigs, and allied genera it has been estimated to be four times larger than the stomach.

Another remarkable peculiarity may be observed in the caecum of the Rodentia, namely, that it frequently has its cavity divided into regularly arranged cells disposed in several rows, or else forming a single series. In other cases the cavity of the caecum is divided into compartments by a broad spiral valve, as is the case in the hares; or, as in the marmots, by circular folds of its lining membrane. In some species again, as in the jerboa, &c., the interior of the caecum is a simple cavity, without any division or internal complication. All these diversities of structure seem to be in relation with the different kinds of food devoured by these animals.

The proportionate length of the small intestine as compared with that of the large, is frequently the reverse of what holds good in carnivorous quadrupeds; but the diameter of the latter, except in the immediate vicinity of the caecum, is scarcely greater than that of the small intestine (fig. 273. m, n).

The intestinal villi have the shape of leaflets of fringed laminae, or sometimes of very fine filaments; the entire inner surface of the small intestine is villous, whilst that of the large intestine is quite smooth.

![Fig. 272. Cæcum of the Squirrel.](image)

a, termination of the small intestine; b, d, the caecum; e, dilated commencement of the colon.

Stomach and intestinal canal of the Rat (Mus Rattus).

f, oesophagus; a, b, d, compartments of the stomach; e, pylorus; g, h, i, small intestine; k, l, caecum; p, commencement of the colon; m, n, colon; e, anus.

It is worthy of observation that in those species that have the caecum most largely developed, that organ is furnished with very remarkable glandular appendages; this structure is met with in the genera Lepus and Lagomys.

In order to illustrate the above general description of the digestive organs of the order of quadrupeds under consideration, we shall select a few examples illustrative of the principal varieties which it presents in different genera.

In the squirrel (Sciurus) the small intestine (fig. 272. a) is nearly of the same diameter throughout; the caecum (b, c, d) is of moderate dimensions, of a conical shape, and destitute of any cells or partitions internally.
The colon (c) is for a short distance almost of the same diameter as the caecum, but it soon diminishes in size, and throughout the rest of its extent is scarcely wider than the small intestine. Internally, it presents no septa or valvulae conniventes. The intestinal papillae form small lamellae, the borders of which are fringed with delicate filaments; these papillae extend throughout the whole length of the small intestine, but towards its termination becomes smaller and less perceptible.

In the rats, the alimentary canal would be nearly of the same calibre throughout, were it not for the interposition of the caecum between the ileum and the colon. The caecum in this family of Rodents rather resembles a second stomach (fig. 273. k, l) than a bowel; it is capacious, short, and slightly curved upon itself, but without any constrictions, tapering gradually towards its blind extremity. The walls of the intestinal canal are throughout thin, delicate, and transparent;

Fig. 274.

Cæcum of the Water Vole (Arvicolā amphibius).

l, m, end of the small intestine; n, o, p, q, caecum; r, dilated commencement of the colon; s, point at which the colon becomes contracted.

In the water-rat (Arvicolā amphibius) the small intestines are of equable diameter throughout their whole extent, but their calibre is small, as indeed is that of the large intestine. The caecum is, however, of enormous proportions (fig. 274. n, o, p, q), and is divided at intervals into pouches by deep constrictions. The commencement of the colon (r) is extremely voluminous, but it soon diminishes in its diameter, and is twisted in a remarkable manner, so as to form several close spiral turns; the walls of the small intestine (l, m) are very thin and transparent; at the commencement of the colon its lining membrane is thrown into regular folds, which, as they appear through the transparent coats of the intestine, resemble a series of spiral muscular fibres.

In other species belonging to the genus arvicola, the same disposition is observable.

In the Cape moles (Bathiergus) the structure of the caecum varies. In the orycterurus of the Downs (Bathiergus maritimus) the caecum is short, and has its walls sacculated and puckered up, as it were, by tendinous bands. The colon begins by a wide pouch, and preserves through nearly its whole length a considerable diameter and sacculated appearance, but on approaching the anus it becomes contracted and of equable diameter.

In the white-spotted orycterurus (Bathiergus capensis) the caecum is much longer in proportion and of more equal calibre, although still very wide, in proportion to the size of the small intestine, and much sacculated; the commencement of the colon is at first of the same diameter as the caecum, but it soon becomes narrower and spirally convoluted, much in the same way as in the water-rat.

In the hare and in the rabbit the small intestine is nearly of the same diameter throughout its whole length; the caecum is of a very remarkable size, and forms an enormous elongated conical sac, divided, at intervals, by deep constrictions into numerous compartments, as far as about the distance of two or

Fig. 275.

Cæcum of the Hare.

c, termination of the ileum; a, d, a spirally convoluted caecum; b, d, its terminal glandular portion; f, dilated pouch, close to the termination of the small intestine; e, capacious commencement of the colon which, at g, becomes considerably diminished in size.
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three inches from its extremity (fig. 275.). The constrictions, apparent externally, correspond to the windings of a spiral valve, which runs nearly along the whole length of its cavity. The small intestine, at the point where it is about to enter the colon, dilates into a cavity (f), the walls of which are thick and glandular. At its commencement (e) the colon is quite as capacious as the cæcum, but it soon begins to contract in its diameter. (g) At its commencement there are three rows of sacculi, divided by as many tendinous bands, but further on these sacculi disappear. The rectum is much dilated, and contains, at intervals, small pellets of excrement moulded in the sacculi of the colon. In all the species belonging to this genus, as well as in the rats and hares, including the Lagomys, the extremitv of the cæcal bag, opposite to that which receives the termination of the small intestine, is terminated by a long, smooth, cylindrical appendage (fig. 275.d, b) the walls of which are glandular, and somewhat resemble those of the glandular stomach of a bird.

The above examples will suffice to put the reader in possession of the general structure of the alimentary canal in the rodent order of quadrupeds; and for farther details we must refer him to the last edition of Cuvier's Leçons d'Anatomie comparée, where the principal varieties met with in the different genera are recorded.

Liver.—In the Rodentia the liver is very largely developed, and presents the usual division into five principal lobes. The gall-bladder, though generally present, is sometimes wanting, a circumstance more particularly observable in the family of rats. Another circumstance which may be noticed is that the bile is frequently poured into the intestine at a point remote from that where the pancreatic fluid enters it; when such is the case, the biliary secretion enters the duodenum very near to the pylorus, above the entrance of the pancreatic duct.

In the porcupine the ductus communis choledochus is formed by the union of two hepatic canals with the cystic duct; it enters the intestine close to the pyloric ring, opening into a furrow excavated in the latter, in such a manner that the bile would seem to flow as easily into the stomach as into the duodenum. The opening of the pancreatic canal is at a considerable distance from the pylorus. The pancreas is very large, and generally divided into two portions.

The spleen occupies its usual position suspended from the stomach by the gastro-splenic omentum.

The lymphatic system of the Rodentia conforms in all respects to the usual arrangement of these vessels met with in other quadrupeds, and exhibits nothing worthy of particular remark.

The arterial system, as far as the general distribution of the blood-vessels is concerned, offers a few peculiarities worthy of notice. In all those genera of rodent quadrupeds which become dormant during the winter months, the vertebral artery considerably surpasses in size the internal carotid; to such an extent, indeed, that some authors have described the latter vessel as being entirely wanting. In this case the basilar artery forms by itself a very considerable part, and sometimes the whole of the circle of Willis, giving off the anterior cerebral arteries as well as the posterior arteries of the brain.* The arrangement of the carotids, moreover, varies remarkably in different genera.

In the beaver the internal carotid is larger than the vertebral.

In the porcupine the internal carotid, after following for some distance the direction of the internal maxillary, without undergoing any sinuous flexures, enters the cranium through the foramen lacerum anterius, where it immediately joins with the basilar, which surpasses it in size, to form the circle of Willis.

In the Guinea-pig and the agouti there is, properly speaking, only an external carotid, of which the internal carotid is but a small branch. This little cerebral branch is derived from the internal maxillary, of which it seems to be a continuation; it enters the cranium through the foramen ovale of the sphenoid bone, and joins the circle of Willis, which is here principally formed by the vertebral artery.

In the squirrel the internal carotid enters an osseous canal in the tympanum, through the jugular foramen, passes between the crura of the stapes, and then penetrates the cranium through a hole in the petrous portion of the temporal bone; it there divides into two branches, the smaller of which enters a deep groove in the os petrosum, issues from the cranium through the foramen lacerum anterius to enter it again through the oval foramen of the sphenoid bone. It is only after all these windings that it divides into small branches, and of these only one or two go to form the circle of Willis, the rest being meningeal arteries. The continuation of this branch subsequently becomes the representative of a portion of the ophthalmic artery. The other branches usually given off from the ophthalmic artery are derived from the second branch of the internal carotid above mentioned, which previously gives off branches to the dura mater. It will thus be seen that the internal carotid supplies very little blood to the brain, and this blood only arrives at its destination by a very circuitous route. †

In the marmot the internal carotid at first follows the same course as in the squirrel; it enters the canal of the tympanum through the jugular foramen, and then traverses the opening between the crura of the stapes, after which it divides into two branches: of these the internal, which is the smallest, runs

---

† Vide Barkow, Disquisitions circa originem et decursum arteriarum animalium. Lipsia, 1829.
through an ascending canal, which enters the cavity of the skull close to the sella turcica, arriving at the brain much in the same manner as the internal carotid of the human subject. This branch is smaller than the vertebral artery. The other or external branch enters the cranium through a canal that opens upon the anterior surface of the petrous bone, and divides into the middle meningeal and ophthalmic arteries.

In the dormouse the distribution of the internal carotid very nearly resembles what is described above, as occurring in the squirrel and in the marmot. In some genera of Rodents the internal condyle of the os humeri is perforated by a canal through which the ulnar artery passes in company with the median nerve: this arrangement exists in the squirrel, the hamster, and the helenys.

Venous system.—In most of the Rodentia, instead of a single anterior vena cava, there are two principal anterior trunks of the venous system, one of which, namely the right, occupies the usual position of the vena cava anterior, whilst the left runs along the furrow that separates the base of the ventricle of the heart from the left auricle, to reach the right auricle, into the upper and left side of which it opens.

In those genera which hibernate the external jugular vein likewise presents a very remarkable arrangement. This vein receives a considerable proportion of the blood derived from the brain through a wide canal, situated between the os petrosum and the temporal bone, into which the anterior division of the transverse sinus opens, so that it is only the smallest moiety of blood derived from the vein which escapes through the jugular foramen into the internal jugular. The vertebral vein likewise communicates with the external jugular, carrying off its share of the blood from the interior of the cranium.

Although this disposition of the cerebral veins is common to all hibernating animals, as Cuvier very justly remarks, it is by no means peculiar to quadrupeds that pass the winter in a state of torpor; on the contrary, it is met with in many Rodents that do not hibernate; as, for example, in the rats; it also occurs in the horse, as well as in many Edentata, Ruminantia, and Carnivora. Cuvier believes this arrangement to be in relation with the situation and direction of the head, the difference between these quadrupeds and man rather depending upon the position of the latter standing on four legs, than upon any cause connected with the habit of hibernation.

Nervous system.—The brain in the Rodent order of quadrupeds presents two principal forms; in the feebler, and more strictly herbivorous species, such as the hare, the rabbit, the agouti, paca, &c., it presents a great resemblance externally in its shape to that of birds, the cerebral hemispheres being broad behind, and gradually tapering towards the anterior lobes. In others, such as the beaver, porcupine, capromys, &c., the contour of the brain is nearly circular (fig. 276.), as in carnivorous quadrupeds. Between these extreme forms there are, however, intermediate gradations, such as are met with in the squirrel, the marmot, the water-rat, and others.

Fig. 277.

Base of the brain of the Porcupine (Histrix cristata). (After Serres.)

a, anterior pyramid, exhibiting the interlacement of their internal fasciculi; b, olivary bodies; c, trapezoid bodies; p, pons Varolii; h, the lobe of the hippocampus; g, middle portion of the hemisphere; r, olfactory tract; x, external root of olfactory lobe; y, internal root of ditto. The nerves are indicated by corresponding numbers.

The most striking circumstance presented by the brains of these animals is the almost complete deficiency of cerebral convolutions. The hemispheres are almost completely smooth upon their surface, presenting only a few shallow lines instead of the numerous sulci which characterise the brain of the Carnivora.
The cerebellum is of moderate proportions, and is scarcely at all overlapped by the posterior lobes of the cerebrum.

RODENTIA.

The organs of the sense conform strictly in their anatomical structure to the general type common to mammiferous quadrupeds, and consequently need not occupy our attention in this place.

The structure of the kidneys, and the general disposition of the urinary apparatus afford nothing deserving particular description.

Male organs of generation.—The Rodentia are amongst the most prolific of all quadrupeds; a circumstance which may, perhaps, account for the extraordinary development of the appendages to the male generative system, which are met with throughout the order. It is, indeed, difficult to identify the precise anomalies of some of the accessory genital organs, which are much more complex in structure than those of other Vertebrata.

In the greater number of Rodents, as for instance in the rats, the Guinea-pigs, the agoutis, the porcupines, the beaver, the ondatra, and the squirrels, the testicles are not contained in a scrotum, but during the season of impregnation are lodged beneath the skin of the perineum, which is tightly stretched over them. In the hares, however, two distinct scrotal pouches exist (fig. 281. k, l), situated in the vicinity of the anus, in which
the testes are contained. The testes are moreover, remarkable for their great size, which generally exceeds that of the kidneys; a circumstance which is more remarkably evident during the season of copulation.

From the testicles situated as above, the *vasa deferentia* ascend into the abdominal cavity, along with the spermatic vessels, through the external abdominal ring. In some tribes, a little above their insertion, the walls of the *vasa deferentia* become manifestly thicker, and the cavity of their duct considerably dilated; in some cases they join together, and seem to form but one canal; but this appearance is merely external, the ducts continuing separate throughout their whole length.

The *vesiculae seminales*, or their analogues, exist in all the Rodentia. In the hares they are simple bags (*fig. 281. d*); but, generally speaking, their cavity is more or less convoluted, or branched out into ceca, as, for example, in the agouti (*fig. 282. i, i*), and in the beaver (*fig. 284. a, p*). In most of the genera of this order of quadrupeds the *vesiculae seminales* are remarkable for their great development; in the Guinea-pig they form two long conical tubes, which taper much towards their extremities, but are slightly sacculated for a portion of their length; the excretory ducts in this animal open into the urethra by an orifice common to them, and to the *vesicula deferentia*.

In the agouti each opens separately into the common cavity of the verumontanum, in which are alsosituated the separate orifices of the *vasa deferentia*, and of the excretory canals of the accessory vesicles; so that all these canals are brought into communication by means of this chamber.

In the Alpine marmot, the *vesiculae seminales* contain internally a very complicated cavity, the walls of which are glandular.

In the rats, properly so called, the *vesiculae seminales* consist of large membranous bladders of a flattened conical form, with their inner margins sacculated and uneven, something like a cock's comb. In these animals they are in great part situated out of the pelvis on account of their very large size; in the hamsters, the *vesiculae* (*Arvicole*), the dormice, and the jerboas they present a similar structure, and become remarkably developed during the season for copulation.

---

**Male generative organs of the Hare.**

*a*, glans penis; *b*, body of penis; *c*, prostate gland; *d*, *vesiculae seminales*; *e*, the urinary bladder; *f, g*, testicles; *h, i*, epididymis; *k, l*, the two scrotal pouches; *p, q*, *vasa deferentia*.

---

**The generative organs of the male Agouti.**

*a*, a stylet introduced into the cul-de-sac, at the extremity of the penis; *b, b*, serrated bony plate, situated on each side of the glans penis; *c, c*, *vesicula deferentia*; *d*, the body of the penis; *e, e*, the *prostates*; *f*, canal of urethra laid open; *g, h*, a style introduced through the prostatic duct into the urethra; *i, i*, the *vesiculae seminales*; *l, m*, a wire passed along their duct *k*, into the urethra; *o, o*, Cowper's glands, communicating with the urethra by means of the duct, *p*, into which a style *g* has been passed; *n*, the anus; *r, r*, anal gland with the style, *s, t*, passed into its duct.

In the hare and in the rabbit these organs are represented by the single sac already alluded to (*fig. 281. d*), the size of which is considerable; this sac is of a triangular shape, two of its three corners being sometimes considerably elongated; its walls are membranous, except for about two thirds of its upper side, where they are formed by a thick glandular substance something resembling in texture the prostate gland. This sac opens into the urethra by a single orifice excavated in the centre of the verumontanum, which receives
likewise the terminations of the two vasa deferentia.

In the lagomys (Lepus pusillus, ogotonus, and alpinus, Pall.) the vesicular seminales are double and separate.

In the common squirrel each seminal vesicle consists of a short canal folded upon itself. This approximates its fellow on the opposite side between the prostate and the canal of the urethra; and, contrary to what is usual in this order, internal to the vasa deferentia.

The prostate glands. — The name of prostate gland is restricted by Cuvier to those glandular masses of analogous structure to the human prostate, the excretory canals of which open by one or several orifices into the commencement of the muscular portion of the urethra, or into the first portion of that canal. In some cases, however, the representatives of the prostate are made up of numerous ramified and complicated tubes, in which case they are called tubular prostates. In the hare and the rabbit, this gland is represented by the glandular mass, which, as above described, forms a portion of the walls of the vesicular seminales, and which extends for some distance upon the muscular portion of the urethra (fig. 281. c).

In the Alpine marmot it forms a considerable mass situated above the commencement of the urethra, divided posteriorly into two roundish lobes.

In the squirrel the prostate gland is as long as the muscular portion of the urethra, to which, however, it is only adherent at the two points where its excretory ducts penetrate that canal; in this animal its shape is oval, flattened above, and bilobed posteriorly.

In the agouti the prostates (fig. 282, e, e) assume the tubular form, each gland being composed of a common trunk, divided into branches and ramosculi, ending in vascular enlargements.

In the numerous family of rats, the prostates are represented by several packets of ramified tubes, situated around the commencement of the canal of the urethra. Two others are connected with the inferior surface of the vesicular seminales: these consist of a principal trunk, which has but few ramifications. These latter organs exist likewise in the lagomys, and may perhaps be considered accessory seminal vesicles.

The Guinea-pig is furnished with numerous ramified and convoluted tubes, connected together by a loose cellular tissue, which occupy the situation of the prostate gland of other quadrupeds.

![Diagram of the male Beaver organs](image-url)

**Male organs of the Water Vole (Arvicola amphibius).**

a, glans penis; o, the urinary bladder; d, e, the testicles; f, g, epididymis, situated at some distance from the testes; h, l, vesicular seminales; m, n, o, p, q, r, the prostates; s, the rectum, the extremity of which is surrounded by a glandular mass, t, from which a milky fluid is poured into the rectum in the vicinity of the anus, v.

In the male Agouti, these glands are two round, flattened, and very vascular bodies (fig. 282. o), which open into the bulb of the urethra by separate ducts (p). In the Guinea-pig their structure is similar, as like...
wise in the beaver, only they are of much smaller proportionate size.

In the squirrel, Cowper's glands are represented by two large conical bladders twisted upon themselves, the summits of which are evidently of a glandular nature, and are divided internally into numerous small cells. Each of these organs opens by a large orifice into a cul-de-sac, which occupies the interior of the bulb of the urethra, and which is prolonged into a canal, that, becoming gradually narrower, opens into the urethra near the angle formed by the bend of the penis. The walls of the conical bladders, which constitute the substance of these glands, contain muscular fibres, which serve to constrict their cavities. In the Alpine marmot and in the boback, these glands present a similar structure.

In the rats they are of very large size and of a pyriform shape, their substance being enveloped in an aponeurotic sheath.

**Penis.** — The penis in the Rodentia is differently arranged in different genera. In the Guinea-pig and the agouti, this organ, after running forwards in the ordinary manner as far as the anterior margin of the symphysis pubis, bends back again upon itself beneath the skin of that region towards the anus, so that the opening of the prepuce is situated very little in front of the anal orifice. Muscular fibres, derived from the cremaster muscles, are inserted into the penis near its curvature; and others, derived from the external oblique muscle of the abdomen, are connected with the same point. The former probably contribute to effect the protrusion of the penis from its sheath, whilst the latter draw it back again into its concealment.

In the marmot, the penis, when it arrives in the sub-pubic region, does not bend back again to approximate the anus, but curves directly downwards; in which position it is retained by ligamentous attachments.

In many genera of Rodents, as, for example, in the rats, the voles, the dormice, the jerboa, the hares, and the lagomys, the penis, after issuing from the pelvis, does not run forwards beneath the symphysis of the pubis, but passes directly backwards towards the anus, immediately in front of which the orifice of the prepuce is situated (fig. 281. a).

In most of the Rodentia the penis contains a bone, imbedded in the substance of the corpus cavernosum. But the most remarkable part of the penis in the order before us, is the glans, which in many species is armed with such a formidable apparatus of spines, saws, and horny spikes, that it must indeed be a rather stimulating instrument of excitement.

In the Alpine marmot it is conical, and terminated by a sharp point, formed entirely by the extremity of the os penis. On the right of this point is situated the opening of the urethra, and on the left there is a small but deep cul-de-sac.

In the common rat, the extremity of the penis, in its relaxed state, resembles a second prepuce, there being here a wide cavity excava-

vated in the centre of the glands, enclosing a bone, the extremity of which projects beyond it, and is furnished with two small, cartilaginous, lateral appendages. Beneath this is situated the cavity of the urethra. Most of the genera allied to the rats, such as the hamsters, the voles, the dormice, &c., have their penis constructed upon the same plan; but in some the surface of the glans is smooth, whilst in others it is covered with papillae, or studded with fine hairs.

The glans penis of the beaver is cylindrical in shape, but flattened at its extremity, which is studded with large papillae, the orifice of the urethra being situated near its centre.

In the Guinea-pig, the penis is supported by a flat and slightly curved bone imbedded in its upper portion, which reaches as far as the extremity of the glans above the canal of the urethra. Behind and below the termination of the urethral canal is a wide pouch, in the bottom of which are lodged two long cartilaginous horns. This pouch, during erection, is everted, so that the horns protrude externally. Two tendons are connected with the bottom of this pouch, which run along the penis inferiorly, and are connected with a thin layer of muscular fibres, derived from the bulb of the urethra and the rami of the corpora cavernosa. These tendons, either by their own elasticity, or by the action of the muscular fibres connected with them, serve to invert the pouch and draw it back again within the glans. The whole surface of the glans is covered with cornaceous scales, which, with the two horns above mentioned, give it a formidable appearance.

*Fig. 285.*

Penis of the spotted Cary (Calogenys subfusca). (Fred. Cuv.)

Yet even this is an innocent weapon when compared with the penis of the agouti and other allied genera, which, besides containing a pouch inclosing strong horny spikes like that of the Guinea-pig, has the whole surface of the glans covered with sharp recurved
spines, and is, moreover, provided on each side with a broad plate of horn, adherent to the glands by its inner border, while all its outer free edge is armed with strong sharp teeth resembling those of a saw (fig. 285.); a structure which is additionally remarkable from the circumstance, that in the females of the species thus barbarously armed, the vagina offers no peculiarity in its appearance.

In connection with the male organ of generation may be noticed the preputial glands, which, in some of the Rodentia, are very largely developed. This is more especially the case with the beaver, in which animal they secrete the drug castoreum, once much used in medicine. These glands form

![Fig. 286. Preputial glands of the Beaver.](image)

\(a\), the prepuce laid open; \(b\), attachment of the prepuce around the neck of the penis; \(c\), body of penis; \(d\), opening of the inferior preputial glands; \(e\), \(f\), \(g\), \(h\), \(i\), \(k\), \(l\), \(m\), stylets passed into the ducts of these glands; \(n\), \(o\), \(p\), the glands which on the right side are laid open, to show their internal structure; \(q\), superior large glandular sac; \(r\), ditto of the opposite side, laid open to show its interior; \(s\), opening of these sacs into the preputial canal.

several wide pouches (fig. 284. \(a\), \(b\), \(g\), \(h\), \(i\), \(k\)), situated on each side of the preputial sheath.

The structure of these glands is shown in fig. 286.; they are arranged in two sets, of which the lower, three in number on each side \((h, l, o)\), are found when opened, as represented on the right hand side of the figure, to be hollow, the walls enclosing their central cavity being made up of numerous small glandular masses, that secrete a thick yellowish fluid. The upper set consists of two capacious bags \((p)\), which, when opened, are seen to have their lining membrane \((r)\) deeply rugose. The secretion of these pouches is of a deep grey colour, and, if possible, more disagreeable.

Female organs of generation.—The ovaria in the female Rodents occupy the same position as in other Mammifera, and are chiefly remarkable on account of the prominence and number of the ova which they contain, giving

![Fig. 287. Generative organs of the female Hare.](image)

\(a\), vulva; \(b\), vagina; \(c\), orifice of the urethra; \(d\), urethra; \(e\), \(f\), cornua uteri; \(g\), termination of the cornua uteri by two separate orifices \((ora uteri)\), into which the probes, \(h\), \(i\), have been introduced; \(k\), \(l\), the ovaria; \(m\), Fallopian tubes; \(n\), the anus; \(q\), anal gland; \(r\), cavity situated between the vulva, \(a\), and the rectum, \(s\).

them a somewhat racemose appearance. The uterus is always deeply divided into two long cornua, and this division is in some cases carried to such an extent that the body of the uterus constitutes but a very insignificant part of this viscus, and is even absolutely wanting, as, for example, in the hare and in the rabbit, in which animals the cornua uteri open separately into the upper part of the vagina, so that the uterus is literally here double, as represented in the appended figure (fig. 287.), where two probes \((h, i)\) are introduced into the two distinct openings, whereby the two cornua uteri communicate with the vagina.

The vagina presents no peculiarity of structure, even in the females of those genera in which the penis of the male is furnished with the remarkable armature described above.

The mammary glands in the Rodentia vary much in number, some, as the agouti, having as many as from twelve to fourteen nipples; whilst in others, such as the Guinea-pig, there are but four.

(T. Rymer Jones.)

**ROTIFERA, or ROTATORIA**., the name of a class of invertebrate animals which are characterised by the absence of a medullary chord and pulsating vessels; by the possession of a simple tubular alimentary canal; a definite form; a reproduction neither fissiparous nor gemmiparous; the reproductive organs of both sexes in the same individual. Their movements are effected by peculiar rotating organs, and they have no true articulated feet, but mostly a single false foot. The creatures thus constituted are often called wheel-animalcules, from the wheel-like motion...
of their ciliated rotatory organs. They were formerly classed together with the polygastric animalcules (Polygastria), under the common name of Infusoria, on account of their frequent presence with these animals in vegetable infusions. Recent researches, more especially those of Ehrenberg, have shown that the Rotifera possess a much higher and more complicated organisation than the Polygastria; so much so, that in any linear arrangement of the animal kingdom, if the Polygastria were regarded as the lowest beings, several classes might properly intervene between them and the Rotifera. We shall, however, see that there are transitional forms from the lower to the higher family, sufficiently indicative of their relations and the common circumstances under which they are produced.

For the discovery, and our knowledge of the structure, of the Rotifera, as well as the Polygastria, we are almost entirely indebted to the use of the microscope. Although, generally, the former creatures are much larger than the latter, they were not discovered till after the Polygastria. We are, however, indebted for the first observation of both the same great observer Leeuwenhoek, who, in 1675, first saw the Vorticella convallaria, and, in 1702, described the Rotifer vulgaris. Previous to this period, no accurate knowledge of creatures so small existed, although the speculations of Plato and the older Greek philosophers, subsequently followed up by Descartes, on the doctrine of living atoms, indicated that the human mind had already felt the possibility of the existence of such conditions of organic matter. Aristotle, too (Hist. Anim. v. c. 19.), as Ehrenberg has pointed out, was not unaware of the fact, that coloured water was produced by worms of some kind, which would seem to indicate a knowledge of the existence of some of the forms of Infusoria.

As the discovery of the first Rotifer must be regarded as an era in the history of zoology, we give it in the words of Leeuwenhoek himself:—"On the 25th of August I saw in a leaden gutter, at the fore part of my house, for the length of about five feet, and the breadth of seven inches, a settlement of rain water which appeared of a red colour. . . . I took a drop of this water which I placed before the microscope, and in it I discovered a great number of animalcules. Some of them red, and others of them green. The largest of these viewed through the microscope did not appear bigger than a large grain of sand to the naked eye, the size of the others was gradually less and less: they were for the most part of a round shape; and in the green ones the middle part of their bodies was of a yellowish colour. Their bodies seemed composed of particles of an oval shape; they were also provided with certain short and slender organs, or limbs, which were protruded a little way out of their bodies, by means of which they caused a kind of circular motion and current in the water: when they were at rest, and fixed themselves to the glass, they had the shape of a pear with a short stalk. Upon more carefully examining this stalk, or rather this tail, I found that the extremity was divided into two parts, and by the help of these tails, the animalcules fixed themselves to the glass; the lesser of these appeared to me to be the offspring of the larger ones." This animalcule, which was the Rotifer vulgaris, is so accurately described by Leeuwenhoek in the same paper, as to leave little to be added by future describers. Subsequently to the time of Leeuwenhoek, who in addition to the Rotifer vulgaris discovered the Melicerta ringens, a number of species were described by Joblot, Hill, Baker, Rösel, Brady, and others; so that, in 1824, Bory St. Vincent was enabled principally, from the writings of others, to describe eighty species. Up to this time no distinction had been made between the wheel and other animalcules as a class. This separation was effected by Ehrenberg, who has not only examined the structure of these creatures with great care, but has added many new species to the list.

In his work on infusory animalcules, he describes 189 species in fifty-five genera and eight families.

The Rotifera, undoubtedly, deserve to be called Infusoria as much as the Polygastria, as they are found very generally with the latter in various kinds of infusions. There are some circumstances, however, under which the Polygastria are developed, in which no Rotifera have yet been found; thus the Polygastria have been found inhabiting water, containing sulphuretted hydrogen and other gaseous constituents, where no Rotiferous animalcules have been found at all. As a general statement, it is true that the Rotifera are the last to appear in infusions; but there are many instances in which Polygastria are developed without the subsequent appearance of Rotifera, and they disappear from infusions sooner than the former. Of the 722 species of Infusoria, described by Ehrenberg, he found that forty-one only were commonly present in the various artificial infusions, which he made in various parts of the world. Of these only three species belonged to the class Rotifer, viz. Colurus uncinitus, Iothydium podura, and Lepadella ovalis. It is the appearance of these animalcules in infusions, which among other things have led to the question of equivocal generation (Generation); but whatever ground the low organisation of some of the Polygastria might afford for a belief in this doctrine, the Rotifera have an organisation too high to allow of doubt on this point. The fact of creatures so highly developed being produced in infusions, would create a doubt with regard to the whole theory of equivocal generation, which only positive observation could set aside.

The Rotifera, although classed with the Polygastria as "infusory animalcules," must not be regarded as performing a common function with them in the economy of creation, for not only are there fewer species of Rotifera, but they also exist in much smaller numbers.
Whilst the Polygastria descend in structure to a point where it may be well questioned, whether they partake most of the animal or vegetable character, the Rotifers have always a decided animal character. The Polygastria are even said to perform functions, such as the absorption of carbonic acid and the evolution of oxygen, which would seem to throw doubt on their animality altogether; but no such function can possibly be attributed to the Rotifers. They appear to be distributed as widely on the earth as the Polygastria; and Ehrenberg has recorded their existence in various parts of Europe, Asia, and Africa. They have also been found in America. They inhabit both salt water and fresh, although the species which inhabit the latter are by far the most numerous. Like some of the higher animals, the same species are found inhabiting both salt and fresh water, whilst others are peculiar to brackish water. Although they are capable of pursuing their way in the open water, they are generally found swimming around, or attached to, the leaves and other parts of aquatic plants. In our own country the leaves of Ceratophyllum are found to be a favourite resort of species of Linnia, Masticocerca, Dinocaris, Monura, and others. The floating roots of the various species of Lemma are also the favourite resort of several species, whilst others are found in abundance amongst the fibriliform fronds of the fresh-water algae. Some of them even take up their residence in the interior of the cells of plants. Röper first discovered them in the cells of Sphagnum obtusifolium. Subsequently Unger described a peculiar movement in certain tubercles which he had observed to be developed upon the stalk of Vaucheria elevata. The same phenomenon was witnessed by Professor Morren, of Liege, who, on investigating the subject more closely, found that the movements of the tubercles was due to the presence in their interior of the Rotifer vulgaris. Others, again, are found in turfy and bog waters; whilst some, especially the species of Notonmata, are found parasitic upon other animals.

The Rotifers are more susceptible to the influence of either high or low temperatures than the Polygastria. Ehrenberg observed the latter constantly come to life after the water in which they were contained had been frozen. Species of Digidena, Metopida, Colurus, and Lepadella frequently came to life after they had been frozen for a short time. Other species experimented on, as Hydatina senta, Brachionus urecolaris, and species of Salpina, all died. Although they are easily destroyed by being frozen, some of them will bear a great variety of temperature. Thus, the Philodina roseola, which we have found in the streams of Yorkshire, has been discovered by Professor Agassiz amongst the red snow of the Alps, where it must have been exposed to a higher temperature than in the former habitat. Polygastria bear also a higher degree of heat than Rotifers. Brachionus urecolaris and Hydatina senta were found alive after having been exposed for thirty seconds to a temperature of 104° Fah. Higher temperatures speedily destroyed them.

One of the most remarkable points in the economy of the Rotifers is the power they possess of recovering their vitality after having been apparently perfectly desiccated. This fact was first made known by Leeuwenhoek, who, at the same time that he discovered the existence of the common Rotifer, had an opportunity of observing this remarkable property. In one of his original papers, contributed to the Royal Society of London, he says:—

"In October, 1702, I caused the fifth or dirt of the gutters, when there was no water there, and the dirt was quite dry, to be gathered together, and took about a teaspoonful of the same and put it into a paper upon my desk, since which time I have often taken a little thereof, and poured upon it boiled water, after it had stood till it was cold, to the end that I might obviate any objection that should be made, as if there were living creatures in that water. These animalcula, when the water runs off them or dries away, contract their bodies into a globular or oval figure. After the above-mentioned dry substance had lain near twenty-one months in the paper, I put into a glass tube, of an inch diameter, the remainder of what I had by me, and poured upon it boiled rain water after it was almost cold, and then immediately viewed the smallest parts of it, particularly that which subsided leisurely to the bottom, and observed a great many round particles, most of which were reddish, and they were certainly animalcula; and some hours after I discovered a few that had opened or unfolded their bodies, swimming through the water; and a great many others that had not unfolded themselves, were sunk to the bottom, some of which had holes in their bodies; from whence I concluded that the little creature called the mite had been in the paper, and preyed upon the aforesaid animalcula.

"The next day I saw three particular animalcula swimming through the water, the smallest of which was 100 times smaller than the above said animalcula.

"Now, ought we not to be astonished to find that these small insects can lie twenty-one months dry, and yet live, and as soon as ever they are put into water fall a swimming, or fastening the hinder parts of their bodies to the glass, and then produce the wheels, just as if they had never wanted water. In the month of September I put a great many of the last-mentioned animals into a wide glass tube, which placed itself on the sides of the glass, presently whereupon I poured the water out, and then observed that several animalcula, to the number of eighteen or nineteen, lay by one another in the space of a coarse sand, all which, when there remained no more water, closed up themselves in a globular figure.

"Some of the bodies of these animalcula were so strongly dried up, that one could see the wrinkles in them, and they were of a
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reddish colour; a few others were so transparent, that if you held them up between your eye and the light, you might move your fingers behind them, and see the motion through their bodies.

"After that these animalcula had lain thus dried up a day or two, I invited some gentlemen to come and partake of the agreeable spectacle with me, that is, to see how the said animalcula would divest themselves of their globular figure, and swim about in the water. According to which, after my friends had satisfied their curiosity in viewing the animalcula in their oval or globular form, some of which were so nêllucid as if they had been little glass balls, I poured some water into the glass tube, whereupon they presently sunk to the bottom, and then the gentlemen took the said tube into their hands, and viewing it one after another through a microscope, they saw the animalcula, after the space of about half an hour, beginning to open and extend their bodies, and getting clear of the glass to swim about the water, excepting only two of the largest of them, that stayed longer on the sides of the glass before they stretched out their bodies and swam away."

Since the period that Leeuwenhoek made these observations, this subject has been one of great interest to naturalists; and a question has been raised as to the condition of the dried animalcula. Leeuwenhoek seems first to have raised this question, by declaring that complete desiccation must involve the death of an animal, and as it could not come to life after once dead, that the revivified animalcula were not completely desiccated. The experiments of Leeuwenhoek were repeated by other observers, and the same results obtained. Needham not only saw it in the Rotifers, but also in the Vibrio of blighted wheat. His opinion was, that the desiccation was quite complete. Needham's experiments were repeated by Baker, who also came to the same conclusion. These observers were followed by Spallanzani, who, in a most elaborate series of investigations, confirmed the conclusions at which Needham and Baker had arrived. He, however, points out the fact, that the revivification of the animalcula was much more constant when they were dried with sand than when dried on a smooth surface. He found also that animalcula when in this desiccated state would bear a much greater heat, as well as a much more intense degree of cold, than when in an active state. Animalcula that, whilst living, would not bear a higher temperature than 100° Fahr., when dried were resuscitated after having been exposed to a temperature of 144° Fahr. They also recovered after being exposed to a degree of cold 24° cent. below zero. Although numerous facts of the same kind were recorded by subsequent observers, the accuracy of these observations have been doubted by several eminent naturalists, at the head of whom stands Bory St. Vincent, who, in the article Rotifères, in the Dictionnaire Classique d'Histoire Naturelle, says, that the desiccated animals have not been resuscitated at all, but that they are developed from eggs, in the same way as the Daphnia and other minute entomostracous crustacea are developed after the first shower of rain which falls on the soil in which their ova are contained. The correctness of these observations can now hardly be doubted; and since the time that Bory St. Vincent wrote, a great number of observers of undoubted accuracy, have repeated the experiments of Spallanzani and others, and have arrived at the same conclusions. Doyère, a French naturalist, published a very extended series of investigations on this subject, in the Annales des Sciences Naturelles for 1842, in which various species of animalcula were perfectly desiccated and resuscitated under circumstances which would entirely prevent the supposition of a development such as was suggested by Bory St. Vincent. Experiments of the same kind have been performed by observers in our own country. Dr. Carpenter says, "In the summer of 1835, I placed a drop of water containing a dozen specimens of the Rotifer vulgaris on a slip of glass, and allowed the water to dry up, which it did speedily, the weather being hot. On the next day I examined the glass under the microscope, and observed the remains of the animals coiled up into circles; a form which they not infrequently assume when alive, but so perfectly dry that they would have splintered in pieces if touched with the point of a needle, as I had observed before in similar experiments. I covered them with another drop of water, and in a few minutes ten of them had revived, and these speedily began to execute all their regular movements with activity and energy. After they had remained alive for a few hours, I again allowed the water which covered them to dry up, and I reviewed it on the following day with the same result. This process I repeated six times; on each occasion one or two of the animals did not recover, but two survived to the last, and with these I should have experimented again had I not accidentally lost them."

Professor Owen in his Lectures, after alluding to the experiments of Professor Schulze on this subject, says, "I myself witnessed at Freiburg, in 1838, the revival of an Arcticson, which had been preserved in dry sand by the professor upwards of four years." We must, however, quote one great authority against the view that a perfect desiccation of the resuscitated animals has ever taken place, and that is Professor Ehrenberg himself. He does not go so far as Bory St. Vincent, but regards the desiccation spoken of as an assumption, and supposes that the rotiferous and other animalcula which are revivified have the power of living in both water and air; although they do not perform their functions so actively in the latter, yet that they still perform them. He says that he has seen the stomachs of Rotifera filled with granules of a conferva which was growing in the sand in which they were supposed to have been desiccated. Although we feel that the opinions of
Ehrenberg on the subject of animalcules are entitled to great respect, we think that he has not investigated this subject with the candour that would entitle his conclusions to confidence. There is no a priori evidence why a perfect desiccation and suspension of the functions of life should not take place. This is the natural condition of the embryo of the seeds of many plants, which, after hundreds of years, when placed in proper circumstances, will exhibit all the functions of vegetable life. Amongst the highest forms of animals we often witness a suspension of the functions under special external circumstances, which, although not amounting to the extent found amongst the Infusoria, would yet prepare us to admit a far more intense degree of the same phenomenon amongst those beings in which animality was less decided, and the vegetative functions more predominant. There is no necessity to regard the condition of desiccation in which those animals may be placed as one of death. The conditions of the existence of the vitality of the animal, whatever they may be, are undoubtedly secured in this state, and the conditions of the activity of this vitality are alone withdrawn.

Although many of the species of Polygastria are as large as the Rotifera, the structure of the latter is much more easily discernible, on account of the transparency of the lorica, or shield, in which they are enclosed, and the distinctness of their individual organs. The external covering, though always clear like crystal, has varying degrees of density, in some instances forming a horny kind of case, insusceptible of movement, and, in others, a skin susceptible of transverse corrugations. Into this dense external membrane the animal is capable of drawing in its tail and rotatory organs; hence this class of animals has been called Systolides. In none of the species does there appear to be a deposit of earthy salts, either in the skin or other parts of the body.* This will account for the fact, that few or none of the Rotifera have been found in a fossilised state. Those forms alone of the Polygastria have been discovered in the chalk and subsequent formations, which, in their living state, possess a siliceous or calcareous skeleton.

In the classification of the Rotifer we shall follow Ehrenberg, as no separate arrangement of these creatures existed previous to his profound investigation of their structure; and although other attempts have been made, since the appearance of his work, on the Infusoria, none of them seem better adapted for the purposes of further inquiry. At the same time we would, with the utmost dexterity, express our doubts as to the correctness of much of the terminology employed by Ehrenberg, implying, as it frequently does, views of the structure and functions of the parts of these animals which the facts themselves, so remarkably correctly observed, do not always seem to warrant. The following is a table of the eight families of Rotifera according to Ehrenberg:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Family</th>
<th>Margins of the wheels</th>
<th>Skin or soft, or naked.</th>
<th>Margin of the wheels</th>
<th>Skin hard or loricated.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>A single, continuous, ciliated wheel. (MONOTROCHA.)</td>
<td>(HOLOTROCHA.)</td>
<td>Ichnyadina.</td>
<td>Margins of the wheels</td>
<td>(HOLOROCHA.)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A compound, or divided, ciliated wheel. (SOROTROCHA.)</td>
<td>(SCHIZOTROCHA.)</td>
<td>Megetractechoa.</td>
<td>Many-parted wheels</td>
<td>(POLYTRROCHA.)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(GOTRROCHA.)</td>
<td>Hydatina.</td>
<td>Two-parted wheels</td>
<td>(ZYR)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

It will at once be seen that this is an exceedingly artificial arrangement; for although the rotatory organs are the most striking external character of the Rotifera, the function they perform does not seem to be of that fundamental importance in the economy of the animal, so that a change in their form would be attended with corresponding changes in their general structure. In fact, in this arrangement, forms are separated which are nearly related by the affinities of more important organs. In the next place, the families are arranged according as they are naked (panzerlose), or loricated (gepanzerte). The condition of the integument here employed as a means of classification, cannot be regarded as absolute; and there are species which it would be difficult to refer to either group. Some of the species secrete around them an external tube, in which they dwell, as Stephanoceros (fig. 292.) and others, which is an entirely different thing from the hardened integument called by Ehrenberg the lorica, or shield, and yet these are classed as a loricated family. It is, however, but due to Ehrenberg to state that he is not unaware of the defects of this arrangement, and that he has pointed out that both the structure of the alimentary canal, and even the teeth and jaws, would afford characters by which the species might be arranged. Dujardin, in a recent work on the Infusoria, proposes the four following families:

1. Rotifers having the posterior part of their bodies fixed. Examples: Floscularia, Stephanoceros.
2. Rotifers having but one means of locomotion, that of the vibratile cilia, and which are consequently always swimmers. Examples: Pitygia, Lacumularia, Meliicera.
3. Rotifers which have two modes of locomotion: one creeping like the leech, the other swimming as the last. This family includes the largest number of genera, as Brachionus, Dinochairs, Pterodina, Salmonia, Lepadella, Euchlanis, &c.

* Ehrenberg states that the remains of some Rotifera having been chemically examined; they were found to contain phosphate of lime, which he supposes was deposited in their jaws and teeth.
4. Rotifers without vibratile cilia, but which are supplied with nails, by means of which they walk. Examples: Hydatina, Notomala, Furcularia, &c.

Dujardin, in his work, also objects to the characters on which Ehrenberg has constituted the various genera belonging to his eight families, these genera being principally determined by the presence or absence of little red spots, which Ehrenberg designates as eyes. (Fig. 292. a; fig. 303. a; fig. 296. a; fig. 294. a; fig. 298. a; fig. 299. b.)

The following is a description of the families adopted by Ehrenberg:

Family 1. — Icthydina. Character. Naked Rotifers, with a single continuous rotatory organ, not lobed at the margin.

In the genera Ptygura and Glenophora, the rotatory organ is circular, and serves as a means of locomotion. In Chaetonotus and Icthydium it is elongated, elliptical, band-like, and seated on the ventral surface. Chaetonotus and Icthydium possess a furcated foot, Ptygura and Glenophora a simple one. Icthydium and Chaetonotus have a simple conical intestine, with a long thin oesophagus without teeth (?) Glenophora, a short oesophagus with two teeth; Ptygura, a constricted stomach with three teeth (fig. 288.). Pancreatic glands are only seen in Chaetonotus and Ptygura. Cecum, gall-ducts, and male sexual organs not observed. In two genera, the female sexual system consists of an ovarium with a few large ova. The evidence of the existence of a nervous system is seen in the two large red frontal eyes of Glenophora. Chaetonotus has a hairy back.

Analysis of the genera:

\[
\begin{align*}
&\text{Eyes absent.} \\
&\quad \begin{cases} 
&\text{A single foot. Ptygura.} \\
&\text{No hair. } \text{Icthydium.} \\
&\text{Foot. } \text{Chaetonotus.} \\
&\text{Hairy. } \text{Glenophora.}
\end{cases}
\end{align*}
\]

These genera embrace six species, some of which have been known to microscopic observers under various names, from a very early period. Icthydium podura was described by Joblot, as poisson à la tête treffée, in 1718. The Chaetonotus larus was described by Müller in 1776 as Trichoda acarus.

This family embraces some of the simplest forms of the Rotifera. It may perhaps be doubted as to whether this class at all is the place for the genus Chaetonotus. They have no distinct rotatory organ, and their bodies covered with cilia, they are in very close alliance with some forms of the Polygastria, especially the Euplota, from which they are distinguished by their symmetry, and distinctly furcated tail. Dujardin places Chaetonotus amongst his symmetrical Infusoria, which do not include the Rotifera or Systolides.

Family 2. — Gecistina. Character. Rotiferous animals, with a single rotatory organ entire at the margin, enclosed in a shield. The organs of motion consist of internal muscles and an entire foot or tail. The organs of nutrition are an apparatus with rows of teeth for chewing (fig. 289. a, a), two pancreatic glands. Ova and ovaria have been observed in the two forms of which the family consists. Vessels, two filiform tremulous organs (called by Ehrenberg "gills"); nervous
fibres, with ganglia, are seen in Conochilus, and two red eyes are seen in both genera.

Lorica, or shield. 

Confined to an individual. 

Common to many. Conochilus.

In the less circular rotatory organ than in Pygura we see the tendency in these animals to the more compound forms of that organ. The lorica, in this family, is not homologous with this organ in many of the other liriculated species; but a case formed by a secretion from the surface of the body of the animal, as is seen in some Annelides, and occasionally in the aquatic larvae of insects. The social habit of Conochilus is very remarkable in this group, as many as forty individuals being frequently found together, attached by their tails, and the consequence of the action of their rotatory organs is a circular movement of the whole mass (fig. 290.). This habit is not confined to Conochilus amongst the Rotifera; but it is interesting as connecting this class in habit with the compound Polygastria on the one side, and the Cirripedia and compound Ascidia on the other.

Fig. 290.

The animals of Conochilus volvox, half contracted, forming a circle. (After Ehrenberg.)

Family 3. — Megalotrocha. Character. Monotrochous rotatory animals, with the margin of the rotatory organ incised or flexuous, not inclosed in a shield.

The flexuous extended rotatory organ is used for locomotion, swimming, and the supply of nutriment. Muscular bands are evident in the interior, by which the form of the body is changed. In Megalotrocha, the alimentary canal is supplied with a stomach, two ceca, jaws with a double row of teeth, and two pancreatic glands. In the other two species there is a single canal, without stomach or ceca. Microcodon has jaws with two teeth. Cyphonautes is toothless. The reproductive organs consist of an ovarium. The ova in Megalotrocha are attached to the parent by a thread. Vessels, and tremulous gill-like organs, are observed in Megalotrocha. The organs of the senses are in two genera — the red eyes. Megalotrocha exhibits radiated nervous masses, and above these four dark glandular bodies in the neighbourhood of the mouth. These have been erroneously regarded as eyes (fig. 291.).

Analysis of genera.

Eyeless.

Cyphonautes.

With eyes.

One eye. Microcodon.

Two eyes. Megalotrocha.

Of these three genera, Megalotrocha is the only one that is well known, or that appears to answer to the description of the family. Cyphonautes is a marine animal, of which Ehrenberg has seen but two specimens. Microcodon has also doubtful characters. Megalotrocha, of which there is only one species, M. alboclavicans, has often been described by the older observers.

Fig. 291.

Megalotrocha alboclavicans. (After Ehrenberg.)

a, a, nervous ganglia; b, jaws; e, ovum; d, d, bodies whose functions are unknown; e, e, e, e, transverse vessels.

Family 4. — Floscularia. Character. Monotrochous liriculated Rotifers, with a rotatory organ, with sinuous lobed or multifid margins.

The rotatory organ is divided more or less deeply into two, four, five, or six divisions. In the last case they may be almost said to be compound. The alimentary canal generally exhibits a stomach, and is supplied with jaws and teeth. Floscularia has no stomach. Lacinularia has two caeca. Semilunar pancreatic glands are seen in all the species. A short ovarium, producing a few ova at a time,
is found near the foot in all the genera. Male organs, as glands, exist in Lacinularia and Melicerta, perhaps also in Floscularia and Stephanoceros. Vessels are seen in Lacinularia. Tremulous gill-like organs in Stephanoceros and Lacinularia. Eyes are seen in all except Tubicolaria. Nerve-like ganglia may be found in Lacinularia, Limnias, and Melicerta. Two pairs of muscles contract the body posteriorly (fig 5).

Analysis of the genera.

Eyes not present.

One eye.

Two eyes (when young).

Wheels 2-parted. Segregate. Lacinularia.

Wheels 4-parted.

Wheels 5-or 6-parted.

Fig. 292.

Stephanoceros Eichornii. (After Ehrenberg.)

a, single eye; b, b, nervous ganglia; c, crop, containing a navicula and other infusory animalcules; d, jaws; e, anal orifice; f, f, ova.

Fig. 293.

Hydatina senta. (After Ehrenberg.)

c, brain; b, nervous cords; c, ganglia; d, alimentary canal, containing infusory animalcules; e, e, c, muscular fibres; f, f, f, transverse vessels; g, respiratory orifice; h, seminal tubes; i, anal orifice.
Although, at first sight, this might appear a very natural group, a little examination of their so-called rotatory organs will, suggest the propriety of separating from the rest the genera *Floscularia* and *Stephanoceros*. The organs which are called rotatory in those genera are evidently, as Dujardin has pointed out, more like the bristles or setae of the lorica of other species, than to the true rotatory organs. The cilia, as they are called, of *Floscularia*, do not move at all. The bristle-like organs of *Stephanoceros* are covered with cilia, which appear to be vibratile. The lorica of these animals also consist not of the integument rendered horny, but of a case secreted from the outside of the body of the animal. The animal has the power of retiring into this case, and in *Stephanoceros* this habit, combined with its structure, give to it a strong resemblance to some of the Cilio-brachiate Bryozoa. This external resemblance is so great, that many of the earlier observers referred it to the Polypifera. Oken referred it to the hydroid polys, and placed it between *Hydro* and *Tubularia*. Goldfuss referred it to a position in the same class between *Coryna* and *Cristatella*.

In the genus *Lacinularia*, the same tendency to association exists, as is found in *Conochilus*.

The genera *Floscularia* and *Stephanoceros* constitute the first family of Dujardin. The remaining genera, previously noticed in this and the other families, are referred to his second family.

**Family 5.—Hydatinae.** Character. Naked Rotifers, with a many-parted rotatory organ.

All the species of this family agree in the divided condition of their wheels, which do not consist of a circular or semi-circular row of cilia, but of several distinct rows or circles of such cilia, which are distinctly separated from each other. All the three forms, except *Polyarthra*, have an elongated pincer-like process, proceeding from the abdomen, which resembles a tail, but is no proper continuation of the dorsal integument. In many species, a muscular apparatus is visible, by which the form of the body is changed. The nutritive organs in all cases are very obvious. It is mostly a simple conical intestine, which, in the great proportion of species, is without the constriction, which forms a kind of stomach (fig. 293. d). *Triarthra longiseta* (fig. 307.) is, however, an exception, and exhibits a stomach formed by the constriction of the alimentary canal; whilst *Notommata myrmes* (fig. 303. c) with some other species have a kind of gastric enlargement, terminated by a narrow anal orifice. The commencement of the alimentary canal, with one or two exceptions, in all the genera, is supplied with jaws and teeth. Pancreatic glands are constantly present. The reproductive system is hermaphrodite. The ovary (fig. 303. i) is elongated; the eggs few. The male organs consist of two filiform elongated glands (fig. 303. g), and two contractile vesicles. The ova appear under two forms, one smooth and soft, the other hard and spinous. *Notommata brachionus*, and the genera *Polyarthra* and *Triarthra*, bear their ova, like the *Crustacea*, attached to their sides. In several of the genera a vascular system has been observed (fig. 293. f, f, f, f), in the form of transverse and longitudinal vessels, the latter supplied with the tremulous organs called gills (fig. 303. f, f). With this system, a kind of tap, or simple opening, in the neck (fig. 293. g) is connected. In fifteen of the genera, the two eyes, with their accompanying nervous ganglia (fig. 293. c), indicate the existence of a sensationary system. In *Hydatina* and other genera, nervous ganglia are seen in other parts of the body.

**Analysis of the genera.**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Eyeless.</th>
<th>With teeth.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>No teeth.</td>
<td>Teeth many.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Teeth single.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Eye frontal.**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Foot styliform.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>With style.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>With hooks.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**One eye.**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>No foot, divided</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>fins.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>A furcate foot.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Bearded.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Not bearded.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**With eyes.**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Eyes frontal.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Eyes in neck.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Foot furcate.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>In neck.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Two frontal, one</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>in neck.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Eyes more</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>In single heaps.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>than three.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>In two heaps.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

This family contains a larger number of species than any of the others. They are very generally diffused; and Ehrenberg, in his microscopic labours, in many parts of the
world, observed them in the north of Africa and the north of Asia; they are commonly distributed throughout Europe. The localities they inhabit are very various, some are found in fresh water, other in salt. They are fond of confervæ, and may be easily found nesting among these plants. They sometimes are in great numbers, so that they discolour the waters in which they exist. The species of Triarthra give a milky opacity to the water in which they are found. The species of Polyarthra are interesting on account of the finlike organs which are developed at their sides, and by which they are able to move about. Several of the Notommatata are parasitic on other animals, and thus approach in habit some of the higher epizoa. The elongated setæ or bristles of the species of Triarthra are also worthy of notice (fig. 297.).


All the species of this family are clothed with a lorica, which resembles the exoskeleton of tortoises or crabs. Many of the species are remarkable for the appendages of the shield, as setæ in Euchlanis and Stephanops, hooks (uncini) in Colurus, horns (cornicula) in Dinocharis, spurs or respiratory tubes (calcar sipho) in Euchlanis (fig. 294.) and Salpina, a helmet (cucullus), in Stephanops. Most of the species have a furred foot, some few of them have styloform feet. The interior of these animals is not so well observed as in families where the shield is of a less dense character. A muscular system, consisting of both longitudinal and transverse fibres, and muscles to move the foot, can be seen in most species. The nutritive organs consist of a muscular oesophageal head, furnished with two jaws bearing teeth. The oesophagus is mostly a short tube. In eight genera the alimentary canal assumes a conical form, in the remainder it is constricted into a gastric organ. Two round or egg-shaped intestinal glands are present in all the species. The anal orifice is situated at the back of the basis of the foot (fig. 302. a). An ovarium with small ova, in four genera, Euchlanis, Monostyla, Stephanops, and Squamella, are seen, in the form of

---

*Fig. 294.*

Euchlanis triqueta.

*Fig. 294.*

a, single eye; b, band of muscles with transverse striae; c, ovarium; d, alimentary canal.
two strap-shaped sexual glands and contractile vesicles. Traces of a vascular system are seen only in a few species. The sensory system is indicated by the presence of eyes, which are visible in ten genera and thirty-three species.

**Analysis of the genera.**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Eyes absent.</th>
<th>Foot furcate.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Styliform foot.</td>
<td>Depressed shield.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Shield gaping beneath.</td>
<td>Shield horne.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Shield closed beneath.</td>
<td>Shield without horns.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Eyes present.</th>
<th>Foot furcate.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Styliform foot.</td>
<td>Shield somewhat compressed or prismatic.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Shield depressed Hooded. or cylindrical.</td>
<td>Not hooded.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

In this as in the preceding family, there can be little doubt that the artificial character, the number and position of the so-called eyes, on which the genera are founded, separates species which are united by much more important characters. Thus Dujardin remarks, that the genera Lepadella, Metopidia, Stephanops, and Squamella are separated only by characters which vary according to the nutrition of the animal and the time of the year. The same remark will apply to many of the genera of the preceding family Hydatinea. The species of this family are found in both salt and fresh waters, and have a wide distribution over the surface of the earth. The genus Lepadella is developed sometimes in stagnant water in such quantities as to give it a milky appearance.

**Family 7. — Philodina.** Character. Naked Rotifers with two rotatory organs.

The body of these animals is mostly of a teniform, cylindrical, or spindle-shape, with false articulations, by which, through its muscles, the animal is enabled to withdraw the parts of its body one within another, like the tube of a telescope. The double rotatory organ, so evident in Rotifers (fig. 301.), is seen in all the species. In every species there is a furcated foot. In the genera Callidina, Rotifer, Actinurus, and Philodina, appendicular hooks are found on the false articulations (fig. 295.). A muscular system is seen in Callidina, Actinurus, Rotifer, and Philodina. Three of the genera have two jaws with two teeth, and two jaws with a row of teeth. A filiform intestine, with a vesicular enlargement at the end, is seen in four of the principal genera. Intestinal glands are seen in four genera. The reproductive system is hermaphrodite in four genera, with an ovarium and male sexual glands, and contractile vesicles. The last are only seen in Rotifer and Philodina. These two genera and Actinurus sometimes produce living young. Traces of a vascular system in the transverse vessels of Rotifer and Philodina, and also in the respiratory tube or opening of these genera, and of Actinurus and Monolobus, are seen. Nervous masses are found under the eyes.

*Fig. 295.*

Philodina roseola. (After Ehrenberg.)

- a, respiratory tube; b, alimentary canal; c, cellular mass; d, terminal intestinal pouch; e, anal orifice.
This family, which includes the true Rotifers of Dujardin, embraces some of the least known, as also the most common, animals of the class. The genera Hydras and Typhlina were found during the travels of Ehrenberg in Asia. Callidina and Monolabis have been found by Ehrenberg at Berlin only. The Rotifer vulgaris was the first wheel-animalcule ever seen, and is certainly the most common of the whole class. It was described with great accuracy by Leeuwenhoek in his early papers on its discovery. It is this animal which has also been most frequently the subject of the desiccating experiments to which we have alluded. Actinurus Neptunius was known to the earlier observers of these creatures as the wheel-animalcule with the long foot, on account of the extension of its foot or tail. The Philodina, though not an infrequent genus, was first described by Ehrenberg in 1838. The articulated character of the integument in the species of this family, give them a habit different from the rest of the group: by means of their proboscid mouth and prehensile tail, they can successively grasp the object on which they are placed, and are thus enabled to crawl in the same way as the leech and other Annelida. The affinity between the Rotiferæ proper and the Arcticoæ and whole family of Tardigrades, which are not admitted as Infusoria by Ehrenberg, has been pointed out by Doyere; and there can be little doubt that we have, through this group, a transition from the Rotiferæ to the Annelida.

The Rotifer vulgaris is found very commonly in the ponds and ditches of England, where it attaches itself to the Conferæ, the various species of Lemna, and the Ceratophyllum, which are so abundant in these places. M. Morren, of Liege, has recently pointed out a curious habitat for this animal. Reper, many years ago, observed that this animalcule sometimes penetrated the cells of Sphagnum, and even lived in those parts of the plant which were not immersed in water. Unger described, in 1828, some vesicles in the structure of Vacheria clavata, which had the power of moving about spontaneously, and which he discovered were produced by an animalcule in their interior. The subsequent researches of Morren showed that this animalcule was truly the Rotifer vulgaris. It seems to prefer such a situation to its liberty, for Morren says, "One day I opened a protuberance gently; I waited to see the Rotifer spring out and enjoy the liberty so dear to all creatures, even to imprisoned animals; but no, he preferred to bury himself in his prison, descending into the tubes of the plant, and to nestle himself in the middle of a mass of green matter, rather than swim about freely in the neighbourhood of his dwelling."

The species of Philodina are beautiful animalcules. P. roseola has a rose colour of its whole body; and the ova, when deposited, have a reddish colour. The ova of this animalcule are deposited in little heaps, which the parent attends to, and even remains with the young ones after they are hatched, which Ehrenberg attributes to a kind of social instinct. Professor Agassiz found this creature amongst the animalcules which contribute to the colour of the red snow. It was at one time supposed that this colour was due to a species of Alga, the Protococcus niveus. Mr. Shuttleworth, of Berne, was the first to announce that he had found, in addition to the cells of a plant, several species of Polycystis, belonging probably to the genus Astasia. Subsequently to this announcement, Professor Agassiz discovered the presence of this animalcule in the same situation. The author of this article has found Philodina roseola in company with a red animalcule, apparently a species of Astasia, in waters slightly impregnated with sulphuretted hydrogen. Ehrenberg says this animal sometimes occurs entirely colourless, so that its colour may depend on its food.

Family 8. — BRACHIONEÄ. Character, Loricated Rotifiers, with a double rotatory organ.

The external covering of these animals is a testula, such as is possessed by the tortoises, not a scutellum, as found in the Crustacea. The motory system consists partly of external organs, and partly of internal muscles. The rotatory apparatus is often apparently composed of five parts—three in the middle and one on each side. The latter only can be regarded as the true rotatory organs; the middle portions are only ciliated frontal processes. In the genus Synchctæ there are two setæ in the rotatory organs, which are also possessed by the Brachioneæ. Noteus and Brachionus have a furcate foot, Anurea is footless, and Pterodina has a kind of sucker in its place. The nutritive organs are very similar to those of the Hydatineæ and Euchlanidæ. Intestinal glands have been observed in all the species. The reproductive organs consist of an ovarium, with a few large eggs, which are not hatched internally, but, with the exception of Pterodina, are externally attached to the parent after expulsion. The male organs consist of glands and contractile vesi-
ROTIFERA.

A vascular system is composed of tremulous gill-like organs, and a respiratory spur or tube in some species. Noteus has no eyes, but a large cerebral ganglion; the other genera have eyes.

Analysis of the genera.

Eyeless, with furcate foot. Noteus.

Without foot. Anuraea.

Foot furcated. Brachionus.

Styliform foot. Pterodina.

With the exception of Noteus, the genera of this family were known to the older observers. Three species of Anuraea were described by Müller in 1776, and Joblot discovered the Brachionus pala (fig. 296.) in 1716.

Doyere has constructed a family which he calls Tardigrades, and which are most properly included in the class of Rotifera. The animals of this family have an elongated body, contractile like that of the Rotifer, with four pairs of short legs, each bearing two pairs of small claws. The alimentary canal is narrow, prolonged into a siphon at its anterior extremity, with an internal maxillary apparatus, moveable, and consisting of a muscular bulb traversed by a straight canal, furnished with horny articulated pieces. Until this family was investigated by Doyere, it was supposed to consist of but one species, the Water-bear (Wasser-bär) of Eichorn; but under the name

Fig. 296.

Brachionus pala. (After Ehrenberg.)

The Pterodina patina was described by Eichorn in 1775. The genus Brachionus is, of all the Rotifers, the most remarkable for the density of its lorica. The thickness of this organ prevents their internal structure from being so plainly observed as that of many other genera. The species of Brachionus often occur in so large quantities that they render the water turbid in which they exist.

The thickness of its lorica, the older observers as that of many other genera. The species of Brachionus often occur in so

of Macrobiotus, Arctiscon, and other names, which were supposed to be synonymous, it appears that several animals were confounded, for which Doyere proposes the generic terms Emydia, Milnesia, and Macrobiotus. These animals are found in the same localities as the common Rotifer, and like it possess the
same faculty of resuscitation after desiccation. On account of the slow movement of *Macrobiotus*, they have been called Tardigrada; an objectionable term, because applied to a family higher up in the scale of development. On account of their habit of crawling, and not swimming as the great mass of Rotifers, Dujardin names them *Systolides marcheurs*. They are interesting as connecting the Rotifers, not only with the Annelida, but also, through their four pair of feet, with the higher forms of the Articulata, and on the other side with the Helminthidea. Ehrenberg regards Macrobiontus not as a Rotifer, but as an animal related to *Lernaea*. This epizoon and its congener have undoubtedly more affinity with the articulate than with the molluscoous tribes; and the relation of the Tardigrades with the Rotifers establishes for that family a more decided tendency towards the articulate groups than any other.

Although the organisation of the Rotifera is included in too small a space to permit of dissection, the transparency of their integuments is so great as to permit of an easy examination of their internal organs. From the previous descriptions of the families of this order, it will be seen that their organisation is very complicated, and that their size is by no means the measure of their position in the animal scale.

**Tegumentary system.**—The Rotifers are all covered with a resisting tegument, more or less flexible, and which is the last part of the body to decompose. The composition of this tunic, although possessing various degrees of density, appears to be entirely organic; and the absence of siliceous or calcareous matter will account for these animals being never seen in a fossilised state. The investing membrane is open in front, to allow of the contact of the fleshy interior with the water in which the creatures live. There is, also, an anal orifice. In those species in which this membrane is not hardened, so as to form a shield, it is capable of being folded by the action of the muscles, and possesses a number of false articulations. The anterior part, to which are attached the vibratile cilia constituting the rotatory organ, is capable of being retracted into, or thrust out from, the rest of the body. All the parts of the body retract within the skin into a kind of globule, when the animal is removed from the water. The tegument has attached to it various organs, as the claws in *Eumyida*, the cirri, or fins, of *Polyarthra*, and the elongated setae of *Triarthra* (*fig. 297*). The teeth in the dense tegument, or loria, of *Brachiomna* (*fig. 296, g, e*). The tail, or foot, must be regarded as an elongation of the tegument. It varies much in size and length. Sometimes it consists of a single styliform seta, as in *Triarthra longiseta* (*fig. 297*); in the genera *Monura* and *Monostyla* it is styliform, but is also articulated. In some of the species of the genus Anurae there is no tail at all. In most instances the tail is forked, as in *Hydatina*, *Euchlanis*, *Philodina*, *Rotifer*, *Brachionus*, &c. (Figs. 293—296.). Sometimes the tail is divided from the point of its origin with the tegu-
in others, as *Dinocharis paupera* (fig. 302.), and many of the Philodinaea. The tail is often furnished with supplementary setæ, or bristles, and in *Pterodina* it is terminated with a row of vibratile cilia. The tail is used as a rudder, an oar, and a hold-fast. When styli-form, it seems used as a rudder, although in some cases apparently employed to propel the animal. When furcate it has the power of opening and closing the processes on each side, and apparently holding on to any object by their means. Many genera, as *Conochilus*, *Floscularia*, *Stephanoceros*, and others, have no fork, but remain fixed by their tails. Even in species which have forked tails, as in the Philodinaea, the creatures seem to have the power of fixing themselves independently of their fork. It would thus seem not improbable that the tail in these cases acts as a kind of sucker.

**Fig. 298.**

*Notommata longiseta.*

*a*, single eye; *b*, anal orifice.

**Fig. 299.**

*Rotifer vulgaris.* (After Ehrenberg.)

*a*, orifice of proboscis; *b*, eyes; *c*, proboscis process; *d*, spur or respiratory tube; *e*, jaws; *f*, alimentary canal; *g*, *g*, *g*, transverse vessels; *h*, muscular fibres; *i*, *i*, seminal canals; *k*, young animal.
Projecting from the upper part of the external tegument, in many species, is a little process, which Ehrenberg calls a spur, or siphon (fig. 299, d), and which he thinks is connected with the function of respiration, and therefore calls it a respiratory tube. It corresponds with an orifice in some species (fig. 293, g), which Ehrenberg calls the respiratory orifice. He has also hinted that they may be connected with the reproductive function. Two of these organs are seen in some of the Notommatia and other genera, and they are sometimes covered with cilia. Dujardin thinks that they resemble more closely the palpi and antennae of the Entomostraca.

The rotatory organs, or wheels, must be also regarded as a portion of the tegumentary system. They are fleshy retractile lobes, covered with vibratile cilia, capable of being contracted or expanded at the will of the animal. The movement of the cilia when the lobes are expanded gives the appearance of a wheel moving upon its axis, an appearance which was a source of much wonder to the earlier observers of these creatures. In addition to the vibratile cilia, there are frequently found, on the rotatory lobes, setæ, or bristles, which have not the power of moving. This is the case in Floscularia, if, indeed, the organs called rotatory in that genus are truly homologous with the rotatory organs in other species. The true homologue of the rotatory apparatus in Floscularia appears to us to be seated within the external ciliated lobes, where an evidently active motion is constantly going on. The form of the lorica varies greatly; in some species it is flat and depressed, as in Pterodina and Monostyla; in others it is prismatic, as in Mastigocera, or gaping, as in Euchlanis (fig. 294.). Some species, as Ste- phanocerus (fig. 292.), Floscularia Melicerta, and others, have a soft skin, very contractile, which secretes externally a case, and which Ehrenberg calls a lorica; but this is essentially a different organ from the lorica. Where this case occurs, it seems to stand in the same relation to the animal as the Polypond of the zoophytes. The animals which form these cases are also fixed, and retract their bodies within their case in the same manner as the Polyptera. The Floscularia may be compared to the Hydroid Polyps, while Stephanocerus, with its ciliated tentacula-like processes, would appear to have a relation with the Ascidial polyps.

Motory system. — As the movements of the Rotifers are rapid and various, so we find their muscular system complicated. The principal organs of locomotion are the rotatory organs, by which alone the great mass of the Rotifers appear to move. The movements effected by these organs are performed principally by the agency of the vibratile cilia. Although no tissue has yet been discovered in the cilia of the Rotifer and Polyygastria, Professor E. Forbes has observed fibrous tissue in the cilia of a species of Meduse, and there can be little doubt that the movements of the cilia, like those of organs to which muscles are attached, are of two kinds, one of which is under the control of the will, and the other not. In the Rotifers, the vibratile cilia of the rotatory organ appear to be under the control of the will of the animal. The extension and contraction of the rotatory apparatus is under the influence of longitudinal muscular bands, which are very evident in most of the species (fig. 293. e, e, e, e; fig. 296.: fig. 294. b). Not only is it evident, from the action of these muscles, that they are under the control of the will of the animal, but Ehrenberg has described some of these muscles as possessing the striated character of the voluntary muscles of animals higher in the scale of organisation. Euchlanis triquetra (fig. 294. b) and the species of Borphora are those in which striated muscles have been observed. This fact is interesting in connection with Mr. Busk's observation of the existence of muscular striae in Anguinaria spathulata, a form of ciliobrachiate polyps. It affords a proof not only of the relation of these two families, but also of both, to the articulate tribes rather than to the Mollusca. Mr. Busk, after the most patient research, has not been able to discover the presence of striae in the muscular system of the Mollusca. Not only have the longitudinal bands been regarded as active agents in the movement of the rotatory organ, but also certain transverse bands. These bands (fig. 293. f, f, f: fig. 299. g, g) have been described by Ehrenberg as transverse vessels. There seems to be little proof that such is their office.

In many of the Rotifers, more especially the Philodineæ, the tail is employed for the purposes of progression. In order to effect this, it is supplied with distinct muscular bands (fig. 293. c). Muscular fibres have also been described by Ehrenberg surrounding the cesophagus and apparently assisting the jaws in their movements, in Conochilus (fig. 299.), Pleurotrotcha, and other species.

Digestive system. — This apparatus is perhaps more highly developed than any other part of the Rotifer. An oral and an anal orifice indicate the commencement and end of this system. It is furnished with jaws and teeth, an cesophagus, sometimes a distinct stomach, and various forms of intestinal glands. At the commencement of this system, we find a distinct masticatory apparatus, which consists generally of two semicircular pieces, to each of which is attached one or more

Fig. 300.

Jaws of Brachionus brevissimus. (After Ehrenberg.)

...teeth, which act upon a central plate (fig. 300.: fig. 299. e; fig. 289. a, a; fig. 296. b: fig. 292. d;
fig. 291, b). To the semicircular pieces are attached some of the longitudinal muscles, which, by their action, cause the teeth to work upon the central plate. The general structure of the jaws is, in all instances, the same, but the number of processes, called teeth, varies considerably. Sometimes no such processes are discoverable, as in Cyphonautes; in others, there is but one tooth on each side, as in species of Syncheta, Dipogena, Lepadella, and Monostyla. Some have two on each side, as Monocerca, Mastigocerca, and Rotifer (fig. 301.). Others, again, present three, four, or seven teeth on each side, as in Brachionus brevisimus (fig. 300.), Triarthra longiseta (fig. 297.), Brachionus pala (fig. 296.). Such are the characters afforded by the teeth in this family, that Ehrenberg gives an arrangement of the earlier observers for the action of a heart. Although, in most instances, the food is brought to the jaws of the animal by the rotatory apparatus, yet we have often observed, in species of Brachionus, that they have the power of projecting their jaws beyond the margin of the tegumentary membrane, and bringing them immediately in contact with the substances on which they are feeding.

The form of the alimentary canal varies: it is sometimes a simple tube, as in Dinocharis paupera (fig. 302. b). In many species, an enlargement of the middle portion takes place from constriction of the canal, above and below, forming a kind of stomach, as in Notomnata myrmeleo (fig. 303. c), Brachionus pala (fig. 296.). Sometimes there are two enlargements of the canal, as in Triarthra longiseta (fig. 297.). When the enlargement takes place below alone, as in Rotifer vulgaris (fig. 299.), and Philodina roseola (fig. 295. d), Ehrenberg calls this portion a rectum. Ehrenberg points out the form of the alimentary canal as a mode of dividing the Rotifers, as follow:—

1. Tracheogastria, those with a long simple alimentary canal.
2. Cælogastria, with a short cæsophagus and an oblong conical alimentary canal, as in Hydatina.
3. Gasterodela, in which the alimentary

Rotifer vulgaris enlarged.
(After Ehrenberg.)

a, hornlike process (respiratory tube); b, muscles of the jaws; c, c, intestinal glands.

Dinocharis paupera.
Back view.

a, anal orifice; b, alimentary canal.

The teeth seem to form the most dense part of the body of the Rotifer, and, after the crushing of the animalcule, may be obtained for separate examination under the microscope.

The whole masticatory apparatus is attached to the upper part of the alimentary canal, the cesophageal head, where it may be observed, being constantly in motion. This movement, which goes on whether the animal is partaking food or not, was mistaken by the
canal is constructed into a bag or stomach, as Brachionus.

4. Trachelocystica, with a simple alimentary canal, enlarged at the lower part, as in Rotifer.

The upper part of the alimentary canal below the jaws is called by Ehrenberg the oesophagus, and is said to be either long or short, according to the distance which intervenes between the jaws and the further enlargement of the alimentary canal. In some cases, as in Stephanoceros (fig. 292. c), there is an enlargement anterior to the origin of the jaws, which is called the crop or gizzard. Into this cavity the food is taken before it passes into the lower portions of the alimentary canal. The same organ is seen in Floscularia. In this animal it is evidently clothed with vibratile cilia, whose movements seem to make up for the deficiency of a true rotatory apparatus. The whole of the alimentary canal seems to be lined with vibratile cilia, for although they are too minute, in most instances, to be seen, yet the movement of objects in the interior of the canal, as well as the force and direction with which substances are occasionally propelled from the oral orifice, would lead to this conclusion. The whole of the alimentary canal is often inclosed in a mass of cellular substance, as seen in Philodina roseola (fig. 295. c), and Dinocaris panpera (fig. 302.).

Attached to the intestinal tube, and apparently enlargements of its walls, are various appendages, about whose functions there is much difference of opinion. The most constant of these bodies are seated on each side of the termination of the oesophagus. They are mostly two in number, one on each side (fig. 297. c, c; fig. 289. c, c; fig. 296. h, h.) Sometimes they are four in number, as in Notomnata myrmeloe (fig. 303. c, c), and in other cases more numerous. Ehrenberg originally regarded these as spermatic glands, but, subsequently, he called them pancreatic glands. Grant and others have called them indifferently pancreatic or salivary glands; and if they are secreting organs at all, they probably perform the functions of these glands in higher animals. Seated lower down the alimentary canal than these, are sometimes seen other projections, having the appearance of follicles, and these have been supposed to secrete bile. Dr. Grant describes what we have called a cellular mass in Philodina roseola, as a number of "short, straight biliary follicles," such as are seen in many of the higher forms of Annelides. Professor Ryder Jones regards the superior as well as the lower of these appendages, as the "first rudiments of a liver." Dujardin is inclined to regard these appendages rather as caca than glands.

Vascular and respiratory systems. — Although Ehrenberg has pointed out several structures in the Rotifera as indications of a vascular system, it is very questionable whether any circulation takes place through vessels at all. In Hydatina senta (fig. 293.), Notomnata myrmeloe (fig. 303.), Rotifer vulgaris (fig. 299.), and many others, can be seen a series of transverse bands, lying directly under the tegument; in Hydatina senta, these are connected with a longitudinal band, and these are regarded as a dorsal vessel and its branches. Doyere, with much propriety, regards these as a musculo-cutaneous system, analogous to a system of the same kind which he has described in the tardigrade Infusoria. In Hydatina senta, Notomnata myrmeloe, and some other species, there are some free longitudinal cords, connected with a fine vascular network near the mouth, and which send filiform prolongations to the alimentary canal, which Professor Owen thinks may, with more probability, be regarded as "sanguiferous organs." We must, however, express our doubts as to the existence of a vascular system in these animals at all. In some of the Rotifera, internal tubes are seen, called by Ehrenberg seminal tubes, and upon these are often placed a row of little projecting tremulous processes, on which he has bestowed the name of gills. These processes are not very numerous in Hydatina senta (fig. 293.); but they are more numerous in Notomnata myrmeloe (fig. 303. f, f). The tubes on which these gills are placed, communicate in some instances with vessels at the back part of the neck, which are again in relation with the siphon to which we have before alluded, and the whole is supposed to
constitute the rudiments of a respiratory system. Whatever may be the true function of these parts, it cannot be supposed that the oxygenation of the nutritive fluid, takes place entirely in these organs. Not only is the alimentary canal supplied with vibratile cilia, but its peritoneal surface, and the cavity in which it is placed, so that on these surfaces the respiratory changes might take place quite independent of these organs. Dujardin refers the office of certain contractile vesicles (fig. 297. b; fig. 298. a.), regarded by Ehrenberg as connected with reproduction, to the respiratory function.

Nervous system and organs of the senses. — The undoubted existence of a muscular system, and in some cases exhibiting undoubted indications of the striæ seen in the voluntary muscles of the higher animals, would prepare us for the existence of a nervous system in the Rotifera. Such a system has been pointed out by Ehrenberg, and indicated in several species by ganglia and nervous cords. In Hydatina senta (fig. 293.) there is a large mass occupying the place of the supra-oesophageal ganglia in other families, and to which Ehrenberg has given the name brain. From this mass there proceed several cords, which are presumed to be nervous. There are also other ganglia in various parts of the same animal (fig. 293. c). In the expanded rotatory organ of the Megalotrocha flavicans, we also see nervous ganglia, from which cords diverge in several directions (fig. 291. a, c). Masses of the same kind are visible in the Stephanoceros Eichorüii (fig. 292. b, b).

A more complicated arrangement of ganglia and nerves has been described by Ehrenberg in Notomnata clevulata. Whilst some naturalists have admitted the correctness of Ehrenberg's conclusions with regard to these organs, others have thrown doubts on his observations altogether. It is not improbable that, with regard to some of the parts he has figured as nervous cords, that they may be more correctly referred to other systems. But, a priori, it was not improbable that a nervous system should exist in these animals; and it is more probable that the organs in some parts, called nerves by Ehrenberg, should be so, than that they should be anything else. Under these circumstances, we are disposed to regard the conclusion, that these knots and cords perform the functions of nerves, as the most philosophical. An objection has been urged, against regarding the white masses as nervous ganglia, that ganglia are only seen under certain circumstances, such as the association of nerves, the concentration of nervous energy, or acting as centres of perception. Ehrenberg has pointed out the frequent co-existence of what he calls ganglia with the red spots, which he regards as eyes. These spots, which are seen also in the Polygastria, are very common in the Rotifera. Sometimes there is but one, at other times two, and not unfrequently three or more. It is upon the characters afforded by the presence or absence, and situation of these eyes, that Ehrenberg has constructed his genera of Rotifera. These eyes have been attacked from many quarters. Morren has seen their red colour distributed over the whole body in various Polygastria. Dujardin objects that they are present in some species and absent in others; that they enlarge and decrease, or disappear altogether with age. Rymer Jones says, that they possess no organisation that would lead us unhesitatingly to designate them organs of vision. At the same time, the resemblance between these eye-speckles and those of the Medusae and the Mollusca, which are admitted to be organs of vision, would still, we think, give the balance of probabilities in favour of regarding these red spots as true rudimentary eyes. If then we may regard these red spots as eyes, the masses near them, on the same grounds, may be looked upon as associated nervous ganglia.

Reproductive system. — Although all observers are agreed that the Rotifera are truly hermaphrodite, they have not agreed upon the functions of many parts supposed to belong to the reproductive system. The female organs consist of an ovigerous sac or ovary, which exists very generally in the family (fig. 294. c; fig. 289. d, d); fig. 296. c, fig. 303. i; fig. 292. f.f.). It is sometimes a simple sac, at others provided with two projecting processes, terminating by a narrow opening in the common cloaca. In some cases the ovary produces but one ovum; in others there are several ova. Sometimes the young burst the shell before they leave their parent, as in the Rotifer vulgaris. In the Hydatina senta and others, the eggs are deposited some hours before the young are hatched.

The development of the ova can be seen with great distinctness through the transparent shells of many of the Rotifera. Ehrenberg has detailed this process as it occurs in the Hydatina senta. At first the ova are seen as little vesicles filled with a glairy fluid, probably albumen. In the course of a few hours a dark speck is seen in the vesicle, which may be called the yolk (fig. 303. n). In this state the ovum becomes fecundated, and is extruded from the cloaca. Three hours after extrusion the germinal vesicle, which had before been pushed to one side by the yolk, disappears, and the yolk occupies the whole of the egg. Six hours after extrusion, a dark spot appears upon the yolk, which can be discerned to be the head of the young animal with its masticatory apparatus. In eleven hours the rotatory organs are developed, and their cilia beginning to work, the young creature moves about in its shell. At the end of twelve hours the movements become so powerful as to burst the shell.

According to Ehrenberg, the male organs consist, first, of a series of tubular prolongations, some of which we have seen are covered with the tremulous gills, and, second, of vesicles which are capable of contracting. In some cases the tubes are present without the vesicle; in other cases, as in Pseudura melitae- cera (fig. 288. a), the vesicles a reseen but not the tubes. Those who regard these as a male
apparatus, suppose that the spermatic fluid is secreted in the tubes, and passed on to the vesicle, where it is projected into the cloaca, and fecundates the ovum. The constant contraction of the vesicle seems opposed to the view that its function is that of merely fecundating the ovum, and Dujardin thinks it is connected with the function of respiration. Hitherto no spermatozoa have been found in these organs, although Doyere states that he has found zoospores in the tardigrade Infusoria. The spermatic tubes are seen in Rotifer vulgaris (fig. 299, i, i), in Hydatina senta (fig. 293, h), and Notommata myrmeneo (fig. 303, f, g).

After the extrusion of the ova from the cloaca in many species, they are attached to the loricca, as in Brachionus pala (fig. 296, f), in the same way as in some Crustacea. The rapidity with which the ova are produced is very great; and one individual, in the course of a few days, will be the parent of many millions. Their reproductive powers, however, are small compared with those of Polyastralia.

In this brief sketch we have occasionally alluded to the affinities of the Rotifera, and we think that there can be little doubt, that these are decidedly the Articulata, standing perhaps between the elio-branchiate Polyps on the one side, and the Cirrhopoda on the other. Ehrenberg has summed up the general relations of these creatures in the following manner. They are Polyastralia, with a single intestinal canal, without the power of spontaneous fission. Acelpha, with a simple intestinal canal, and rotatory organs. Nematoid worms, with rotatory organs and united sexes. Bryozoa, without genniparous reproduction. Molusca, without vascular pulsations. Ecdymostraca, without pulsation or articulated feet, and hermaphrodite reproduction. Fishes without a backbone or a heart, and with rotatory organs and united sexes.


Ruminantia. (See Supplemetnt.)

Saliva. (la Salive, Fr.; der Speichel, Germ.; la saliva, Ital.). — The saliva is a fluid secreted by a series of glands placed about the maxillary region. These glands, viz. the parotid, submaxillaries, and sublinguals, pour their secretions into the cavity of the mouth on either side. In consequence of this arrangement, it has always been a matter of difficulty to obtain saliva in a perfectly pure state, the secretion of the mouth interfering, by admixture, with the exhibition of the natural qualities of the saliva, and more especially with its microscopic characters. It occasionally happens that the fluid can be obtained more directly from the gland in cases of salivary fistula affecting the parotid duct, but it is to be doubted whether we ought to look for the secretion in its natural state in such instances. No attempts have, as yet, been made to determine whether or not saliva, as obtained from the different glands, is identical in character; but so far as general observation guides us, there appears no variation in its constitution as secreted from these different sources.

Quantity. — The quantity of saliva secreted during the day has never been very accurately ascertained. It has been said that about twelve ounces are produced during the twenty-four hours, but it is highly probable that much more than this is excreted by the adult in health. The data for the statement above mentioned are most imperfect. Mitscherlich made experiments on a patient suffering from fistula of the stenonian duct, and succeeded in obtaining about 21 ounces troy of saliva from the one parotid in twenty-four hours. The saliva collected during the same time from the mouth amounted in this experiment to six times more than that collected from the one gland: we may, therefore, conclude that the subject of this experiment was secreting from 16 to 20 ounces troy of saliva during the twenty-four hours. Mitscherlich observed that when the nerves were not excited by the motion of the muscles of mastication, or of those of the tongue, no saliva flowed, but that motion of these parts induced secretion.

The presence of food in the mouth caused a rapid flow of saliva, which was more especially noticed when the first portions were introduced. Long mastication appeared to cause excessive secretion, and the more stimulating the nature of the food, the larger was the quantity of saliva produced.

The uses of the saliva will be best considered when we have described its general qualities.

Physical qualities. — The constitution of saliva has been investigated by several chemists. It possesses the following general physical characters: — When freshly obtained from the mouth it is opalescent, viscous, and colourless. It separates by rest into an upper stratum of clear fluid, and a lower portion made up of the same fluid in admixture with epithelium scales and mucus. Under the microscope, saliva shows the presence of epithelium scales swollen mucus globules, and substances of various forms, apparently shreds of scales and ruptured cells. There are also fatty particles, varying in size, and bright granules. Some of the mucous
globules are remarkably transparent, and smaller than the more opaque.

Specific gravity. — The specific gravity of healthy saliva is about 1007.9, according to the experiments of Dr. Wright. It is denser after food has been taken. Mitscherlich gives the specific gravity of saliva at 1006'1 to 1008.8, which agrees with Dr. Wright's observations.

Some discrepancy of opinion exists as to the reaction of saliva in respect to alkalinity or acidity. Tiedemann and Gmelin, and also Schultz, state fresh saliva to be alkaline. The latter chemist, has, indeed, attempted to define its saturating power. He also considers that it may become acid if retained long in the mouth, and that its alkalinity when fresh is dependent on ammonia. This is denied by Mitscherlich, who says that no ammonia is given off when fresh saliva is heated, and that the alkalinity depends on the presence of a fixed alkali.

I have myself found that saliva, so far from losing its alkalinity by evaporation, has this quality increased, and am inclined to regard the reaction as dependent on the presence of trisaccharide phosphate of soda (a salt reacting on test paper as an alkali), as has been stated by Enderlin.

Chemistry. — Berzelius estimates the solids of saliva at about 1 per cent. From the solid residue he extracted osmazome, an alkaline lactate, and chlorides of potassium and sodium by digestion with alcohol. That portion which the alcohol left undissolved consisted of soda, mucus, and a peculiar animal matter, which has been called "salivary matter," or "ptyalin." The mucus can be separated from this salivary matter and soda by digestion in cold water, which dissolves the two latter. The mucus thus separated by Berzelius yielded on incineration a large proportion of phosphate of lime.

The following is his analysis of saliva:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Component</th>
<th>Percentage</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Water</td>
<td>992.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ptyalin</td>
<td>2.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mucus</td>
<td>1.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Animal extractive matter and alkaline lactates</td>
<td>9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chloride of sodium</td>
<td>1.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Soda</td>
<td>2.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Total</strong></td>
<td><strong>1000.0</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Tiedemann and Gmelin obtained from 1.14 to 1.19 per cent. of solid residue by evaporation of saliva. From this, 0'25 parts of ash were obtained, of which 0'203 were composed of salts soluble in water, the remainder consisting of earthy phosphates.

The following is a list of the constituents of the saliva, according to the above-mentioned chemists:

1. Water.
2. A substance soluble in alcohol, and insoluble in water (fat containing phosphorus).
3. Matters soluble both in alcohol and water (osmazome, chloride of potassium, lactate of potash, and sulpho-cyanuret of potassium.
4. Animal matter soluble in boiling alcohol, but precipitated during cooling, with sulphate of potash and some chloride of potassium.
5. Matters soluble in water only (salivary matter with abundant phosphate, and some sulphate of an alkali, and chloride of potassium).
6. Matters soluble neither in water nor in alcohol (mucus, probably some albumen, with alkaline carbonate, and phosphate).

Mitscherlich gives the following analysis of the saline ingredients of saliva:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Component</th>
<th>Percentage</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Chloride of potassium</td>
<td>per cent. 0'18</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Potash (in combination with lactic acid)</td>
<td>0'094</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Soda</td>
<td>0'047</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lactic acid</td>
<td>0'15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Soda (combined with mucus)</td>
<td>0'164</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Phosphate of lime</td>
<td>0'017</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Silica</td>
<td>0'015</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Alumen, mucus, and cells</td>
<td>1'400</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Water</td>
<td>991'225</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Simon* adopted the following process in order to complete the above analysis. A known weight of saliva was first evaporated to dryness; the loss of weight thus indicated the proportion of water. The residue was treated with ether, which extracted the fats. The solid mass remaining was next treated with water, which dissolved out the ptyalin, extractive matters, and salts, leaving behind mucus, albumen, and cells.

Dr. Wright has experimented on saliva most industriously, and has entered at some length on the peculiarities of ptyalin, but evidently speaks of a very different constituent to that described by Berzelius and Simon. According to the mode of analysis adopted by these two latter chemists, the ptyalin of Wright will be estimated with the fatty constituents, among which it most probably holds its proper place.

His process of extraction is as follows:— To pass saliva through ordinary filtering paper, and after filtration shall have been completed, to exhaust the residue with sulphonic ether; the ethereal solution contains a fatty acid and ptyalin. It is to be allowed to evaporate spontaneously, and the residue left by evaporation is to be placed upon a filter and acted upon by distilled water, which dissolves the ptyalin and leaves the fatty acid. If the aqueous solution be carefully evaporated to dryness, the salivary matter will be obtained in a pure state. Ptyalin, thus prepared, is a nearly solid matter, adhesive, and of a yellowish colour; it is neither acid nor alkaline, readily

* In framing this article, much valuable information has been derived from Simon's work on Physiological and Pathological Chemistry, translated by Dr. Day for the Sydenham Society.
soluble in ether, alcohol, and essential oils, but more sparingly soluble in water. It possesses the odour of saliva, and is precipitated by diacetoxylead, nitrate of silver, and slightly by acetate and nitrate of lead, and by tincture of galls; neither bichloride of mercury nor the strong acids precipitate it. The latter decreases its solubility, and heightens its odour, while alkalies render it more soluble, and give it the odour of mucus. Ptyalin, when pure, may be kept a length of time, at a moderate temperature, without undergoing decomposition. 23

According to Dr. Wright, saliva possesses the property of absorbing oxygen gas, and he states that he has known as much as 2-25 times the bulk of the saliva to be taken up. This quality varies, however, in different specimens; in Dr. Wright's opinion, according to the quantity of carbonic acid gas contained in the secretion.

He states he has succeeded in obtaining oxygen from saliva by applying heat, and considers its presence of great value in assisting the action of the secretion during the process of digestion, inasmuch as he found that, after exposing saliva to oxygen, so as to enable it to absorb the gas freely, he was enabled to convert, by its use, a much greater quantity of starch into sugar and gum (an action of which I shall hereafter treat), than by using saliva which had not been exposed to oxygen.

Dr. Wright's analysis of saliva is as follows:

Water
Ptyalin
Fatty acid
Chlorides of potassium and sodium
Albumen combined with soda
Phosphate of lime
Albuminate of soda
Lactates of potash and soda
Sulpheycyanide of potassium
Soda
Mucus, with some ptyalin

The ptyalin contained in the organic matter amounted to only 1.1.

Male and Female Saliva.—L'Heritier states that he could detect no difference between the saliva of men and women. Enderlin has made several analyses of the ashes obtained from different specimens of saliva, and has found them to be similarly constituted.

In his opinion, the tribasic phosphate of soda it contains is valuable as a solvent of the protein compounds. He denies the existence of alkaline lactates, not only because the ashes of saliva yielded no carbonate in his experiments, but because he failed in detecting them by direct observation before incineration. His analyses of the ashes of saliva, as obtained from a large quantity of the secretion from different persons, yielded the following result:

Tribasic phosphate of soda
Chlorides of potassium and sodium
Sulphate of soda
Phosphate of lime
Phosphate of magnesia
Peroxide of iron

The existence of the sulphocyanide of potassium in the saliva is a matter of importance, and some difference of opinion is observed among chemists on the subject. The discovery was originally announced by Treviranus, who noticed that saliva, when mixed with a neutral solution of the peroxide of iron, produced a dark red colour. This he regarded as produced by an acid, to which the name of "acid of the blood" had been given by Wинтер, and which was afterwards known as the sulphuretted chyazic acid of Porrett. Tiedemann and Gmelin examined into this question, and found that the reaction described by Treviranus really occurred on adding peroxides of iron to saliva, and made experiments to discover whether the colouration was produced by a sulphocyanide. After lengthened observation, these physiologists arrived at the conclusion that such was the case, and procured other reactions besides such as were obtained by testing with iron, which satisfied them of the presence of sulphocyanogen.

Dr. Wright mentions sulphocyanide of potassium in his analysis of saliva, and states that its quantity is always increased by locally stimulating the salivary glands, as by smoking or chewing sialogogues. The internal use of prussic acid or salts containing cyanogen increases its quantity. It is also greatly increased by the use of sulphur. Dr. W. says the presence of this salt is best detected in the alcoholic extract obtained from dried saliva. The sulphocyanide of potassium constitutes, according to his observations, from 0.051 to 0.008 of the secretion. Kuehn tried to detect the presence of a sulphocyanide in saliva, but failed. He could not prove the presence of sulphur either by the processes of Gmelin or Ure. Müller, also, was not satisfied by his observations that the red colour produced in iron resulted from the presence of sulphocyanogen.

E E
The properties and physiological uses of the saliva have been examined into by a great number of observers, and we find much valuable and curious matter for consideration in their general results.

**General Properties.** — Boerhaave and Hoffman ascribed a peculiar fermentative power to saliva, a subject which was subsequently more fully entered upon by Sir John Pringle and Dr. Macbride. The former observer experimented on certain anti-putrescent qualities of the secretion, and found that raw meat putrefied slower after admixture with saliva. Another experiment of Sir John’s deserves description in detail. He took two drachms of fresh meat, and the same quantity of bread, and to these added as much saliva as he supposed might be necessary for digestion. He beat up this mixture in a mortar, then enclosed it in a phial, and set it in a warm atmosphere for about two days. No signs of fermentation could be detected at the end of that time, but during the third day the bread and flesh rose in the water, a sediment formed, and bubbles were observed mounting in the liquor. The mixture now possessed a vinous smell. This action was observed to continue about twice as long as in a similarly conducted experiment made without saliva. In the former case the fermentation was more gradual, and when complete the mixture possessed a pure acid flavour, and had no disagreeable smell.

Notwithstanding that the subject has been laboriously investigated by some of the most ingenious experimenters of the day, the uses of the saliva in the economy are evidently still but imperfectly ascertained. Spallanzani was inclined to believe in a solvent action which this fluid was capable of exerting on animal matters, and thought that food, when inclosed in a tube perforated with numerous small holes, and placed in saliva, was more rapidly broken up and dissolved than when water only was used. The further observations of Berzelius and Müller tended, however, to impugn the correctness of this opinion, pure water acting, according to their experiments, quite as efficiently as saliva.

Some experiments have been made by Hünefield, by which he thinks he has shown saliva to possess a peculiar action on fibrin: this, however, requires confirmation. In the year 1831, Lenchis made a most important discovery in connection with the history of saliva, viz., that when boiled starch is added to it, and the mixture is kept at a temperature of 98°, the starch becomes converted into sugar. This action has been since investigated by Mialhe, who attributes the phenomenon to the presence of a peculiar proximate principle existing in saliva, to which he has given the name of animal diastase, in consequence of its possessing the qualities of that principle as it exists in the vegetable kingdom, in germinating seeds. In order to obtain this substance the saliva is to be filtered, and then precipitated by the addition of absolute alcohol, of which generally from five to six times the weight of the saliva are required to effect the purpose. The animal diastase falls in the form of a flocculent precipitate, which may be collected and dried on a filter. It forms about 0.2 of the whole saliva. It is a white substance, insoluble in alcohol.

A series of experiments have been lately made by M. Bernard, with a view of determining what the action of saliva may be in the digestive process.

He first satisfied himself that the saliva of the horse and the dog, as well as that from the human subject, possessed the property of decomposing starch into sugar, under the conditions of temperature above described. The saliva of the dog, however, effected the conversion but slowly, that of the horse more quickly, but neither nearly with the rapidity of human saliva. The dog’s saliva required nearly eight times as long as that from man, and that of the horse nearly four times as long. Care was taken in these experiments to employ the same quantities of saliva and of starch.

Pure saliva, obtained from the parotid and submaxillary glands of the dog, were found by Bernard quite incompetent to effect the transformation of starch. This agrees with the observation of Lassainge, who found that pure saliva from the parotid of horses possessed no transforming power of the kind, though mixed saliva taken from the esophagus acted well on starch. According to Bernard’s experiments, the explanation of this rests on the fact that the power of transformation is a property of the secretion from the mucous membrane lining the mouth, for on placing layers of that membrane in contact either with starch or sugar he obtained decomposition, and lactic acid was produced.

He thus reduces the importance of saliva, as an adjunct in digestion, to little more than that of a lubricating fluid.

**Saliva of Animals.** — The saliva of animals has not been much experimented upon. Berzelius remarks as follows on the saliva of the dog*: — "As obtained from the parotid, it is a pale yellow fluid of mucilaginous consistence, resembling white of egg in its physical characters. It leaves 2-58 per cent. of solid matters on evaporation. These solids form a transparent pale yellow varnish on the surface of the evaporating dish, which becomes moist by exposure to air. Alcohol extracts principally chloride of sodium from this mass, and, by evaporating the alcoholic solution, crystals of the chloride can be obtained nearly in a pure state, being, however, mixed with a small proportion of a yellowish substance, composed principally of lactate of soda and osmazome. Sulphocyanogen cannot be detected with certainty in the alcoholic extract, and but a trace only of its reaction with the salts of iron can be observed.

The portion of solid matter which is in

soluble in alcohol contains salivary matter, combined with soda, and its reactions accord perfectly with those of the salivary matter found by Gmelin in human saliva. Phosphate of potash, phosphate of soda, and a small proportion of carbonate of lime, also exist in this saliva.

The saliva of the sheep, according to Berzelius, is clear, and not adhesive, like that of the dog. It has a feeble saline taste, and a faint alkaline reaction. When dried, it leaves 1.65 per cent. of solid matter, which forms an opaque white membrane, and becomes moist by exposure. Chloride of sodium is extracted from this mass, in octahedral crystals, by digestion with alcohol. The salts of iron yield ample evidence of the presence of sulphocyanogen in the alcoholic solution. The portion of solid matter insoluble in alcohol, when treated with water, yields little else than salts. So completely is this the case, that the evaporated aqueous solution scarcely gives out an empyreumatic odour while being heated to redness. The mass, which is insoluble both in water and alcohol, is brittle and membranous, insoluble in acetic acid, and not gelatinised when moistened by it. The acid, however, dissolves out phosphate of lime, after which it is precipitable by the addition either of ammonia or oxalate of lime, but not by infusion of galls.

The following is an analysis of the saliva of the sheep:—

**Water**

Matters soluble in alcohol (extract of meat, a matter which crystallises chloride of sodium in octahedra, chloride of sodium, and a small proportion of sulphocyanide of sodium).

Matters soluble in water only (traces of ptyalin, a considerable quantity of phosphate of soda and chloride of potassium, and carbonate of soda).

Matters insoluble in water and alcohol (mucus or coagulated albumen, and a small quantity of phosphate and carbonate of lime).

The peculiar quality possessed by saliva of becoming mucilaginous and adherent, was attributed by Tiedemann and Gmelin to a solution of mucus in alkaline carbonate. This last is present in the saliva of the sheep in such abundance, that when dry it effervesces on the addition of acids. The saliva of the dog, however, contains most, and the saliva of man the smallest quantity of the salt. According to Tiedemann and Gmelin, the alkaline carbonate of human saliva is a potash salt, while the saliva of the dog and sheep contains carbonate of soda.

The alkaline phosphate contained in saliva exists in larger proportion in that of man, and of the sheep, than in that of the dog. All three contain chloride of sodium in large quantity. The sulphocyanide which exists in the saliva of man and of the sheep cannot be satisfactorily detected in the dog. Ptyalin is almost wanting in the saliva of the sheep, while that of the dog is deficient in animal extractive matter.

Lassaigne and Leuret found the same quantity, viz. about one per cent. of solid matters, in the saliva of man, the horse, and the dog.

The saliva of insects has been collected by Reuzzer*, but not in quantity to admit of analysis. It was found, however, to yield an alkaline reaction.

---

**SALIVA IN DISEASE.**

**Salivary Calculi.**—As the result, in all probability, of some defect in secretion, the saliva occasionally gives rise to the formation of calculous matter. Thus, what is commonly called tartar, tends to deposit upon the teeth. Berzelius has examined this substance, and found that water extracted ptyalin from it, and that the remainder was soluble in hydrochloric acid, only a small residue composed of mucus being left unacted upon. Caustic ammonia precipitated phosphate of lime, and ammoniacal-magnesian phosphate from the acid solution.

Analysis yielded the following result:—

Ptyalin

Salivary mucus

Earthy phosphates

Animal matter soluble in hydrochloric acid

___

100.0

Vauquelin and Langier found one of these masses to contain

Water

Salivary mucus insoluble in acids

and in water

Phosphate of lime, with traces of magnesia

Carbonate of lime

Animal matter soluble in hydrochloric acid

___

Calculous calculi only occasionally occur in the human subject, but are frequently observed in animals. One of these substances from the human subject yielded, according to the analysis of Poggiale, 94 per cent. of phosphate of lime, the remainder being mucus and other animal matters. Wurzer found, in a concretion from the submaxillary gland of a man, carbonate of lime, earthy phosphates, oxide of iron, and manganese.

Calculous concretions, obtained from the salivary ducts of the horse and ass, have been analysed by Lassaigne, Henry, and Caventon, with the following results:—

---

silk moistened in the mouth of a hydrophobic animal. There appears but little doubt that hydrophobia is really a disease produced by a morbid poison circulating in the system; nor does the long period which occasionally elapses between inoculation and the development of the disease in any way militate against the correctness of such a view, for we are aware, from the history of other well-recognised morbid poisons, how various the period required for development of action is; probably hearing some relation to the temperament and general habits of the subject affected.

Dr. Wright believes that there is no chemical difference (or, rather, none admitting of detection) between healthy saliva and that secretion which is capable of producing hydrophobia. He has succeeded in producing rabies by injecting healthy saliva into the veins of animals, and it appears probable from his observations, that the difference between saliva capable of producing hydrophobia, and the fluid in its normal state, must be regarded rather as one of degree than in kind.

**Infection.**—Saliva is said to have produced disease by contact in a variety of ways; with how much truth appears most uncertain, but the following statements are related as matters of fact:

SYPHILIS. Syphilis is said to have been communicated by kissing, and by the morbid saliva adhering to a drinking cup. Lassius, Wedelius, and Victor Schneider are of that opinion. Pithisis, according to Bernhard Glabach, has been communicated by means of the saliva; and seury, also, according to Rolfincius, Sennetus, and Michael. Ledelius states that an old woman infected a boy with ague by giving him bread to eat which she had previously mumbled. Many other equally strange and disgusting statements of this kind have been put forth by old writers, which show little else than the imperfect method of inquiry which satisfied the older investigators, and a lamentable inclination on their part to regard coincidences as of necessity bearing the relation of cause and effect.

The saliva is stated to become coloured occasionally, but the subject requires further investigation. Drs. Thomson and Christison have noticed it of a blue colour under the use of lead, and Dr. Wright says that ordinary medicinal doses will produce that effect. The same observer has noticed a deep blue coloured saliva in purpura and advanced stages of fever, and is of opinion that prussian blue is the cause, but has not yet examined the point. Great acridity of saliva has been observed in maniacal patients. Dr. Wright has recorded that such saliva is sometimes so irritating as to be capable of excoriating the hand when applied to it.

Children’s saliva may become so acrid as to excoriate the nipples of any nurse who may suckle them.

**Mercerual Salivation.**—Simon has obtained acetic acid from saliva discharged during salivation, and believes it may also exist in rheu-
matism. Donné says the saliva becomes acid in many forms of disease. Brugnatelli found oxalic acid in the saliva of a phthisical patient. The following is Simon's analysis of the saliva of mercurial salivation (it contained acetic acid which was volatilised during evaporation):

| Water          | - | - | 974·12 |
| Yellow viscid fat | - | - | 6·94   |
| Ptyalin, extractives, and traces | - | - | 3·60   |
| Alcoholic extractives, and salts | - | - | 7·57   |
| Albumen         | - | - | 7·77   |

This saliva, therefore, differed from that of health in containing excess of solid constituents, arising from excess of fatty matter, extractives, albumen, and salts. The ptyalin remains much as in health.

L'Heritier gives the following as the mean of three analyses of the saliva in mercurial salivation:

| Water          | - | - | 970·0 instead of 986·5 health. |
| Organic matters | 28·6 | 12·6 |
| Inorganic matters | 1·1 | 1·9 |

L'Heritier, like Simon, found no great variation in the amount of ptyalin.

Dr. Wright found a great increase in the quantity of mucus contained in the saliva during mercurial salivation. He could not detect mercury in the secretion. His analysis is as follows:

| Water          | - | - | 988·7 |
| Ptyalin        | - | - | 1·9   |
| Fatty acid     | - | - | 0·4   |
| Albuminate of soda | - | - | 0·6   |
| Mucus, with a trace of ptyalin | - | - | 3·8   |
| Lactates       | - | - | 2·4   |
| Potash         | - | - | -     |
| Soda           | - | - | -     |
| Hydrochlorates | - | - | -     |
| Lime           | - | - | -     |

Gmelin found a considerable variety in the saliva of patients who had been salivated by mercurial inunction. In one case a large quantity of fat was detected by him. He obtained mercury from this saliva.

Spontaneous Salivation. — The saliva of spontaneous salivation has been examined by Vogel, who found it constituted as follows:

| Water          | - | - | 991·2 |
| Ptyalin, osmazome, fat, and albumen | - | - | 4·4 |
| Salts of soda, potash, and lime | - | - | 4·4 |

This shows no great variation from the natural standard.

Mitscherlich and Guibourt, who also examined the saliva of spontaneous salivation, found no increase in the solid constituents, while the sulphocyanogen and ptyalin were deficient.

Simon examined the saliva of a patient suffering from inflammation of the pancreas (?). It was a clear viscid fluid secreted in great abundance. It contained mucus, and was of alkaline reaction. Its specific gravity was 1005.

Under the microscope, numerous oil vehicles were visible, besides ordinary mucus, globules, and epithelium scales; 1000 parts of this saliva yielded 10 parts of solid matters.

L'Heritier examined the saliva of chlorosis, and found it to suffer from watery degeneration, in the same manner as the animal tissues and secretions generally.

In dropsy, with albuminous urine, the saliva was found by L'Heritier to contain:

| Water          | - | - | 985·9 |
| Organic matter | - | - | 18·6 |
| Inorganic matter | - | - | 3   |

The amount of water contained in saliva appears to diminish in inflammatory affections. The following is a mean result obtained from six analyses made on the saliva of cases of inflammatory fever, pneumonia, and erysipelas:

| Water          | - | - | 986·9 |
| Organic matters | - | - | 30·0 |
| Inorganic matters | - | - | 1·1 |

The proportion of ptyalin was found increased.

Scherer analysed the saliva of a girl suffering from a scorbutic affection of the mouth. There was a large secretion, forty ounces flowing in the twenty-four hours. It was fetid and alkaline, and of specific gravity 1004.

Analysis yielded the following result:

| Water          | - | - | 988·8 |
| Casein         | - | - | 6·5   |
| Fat            | - | - | 0·6   |
| Extractive matter and ptyalin | - | - | 1·8 |
| Carbonate of soda | - | - | 1·2 |
| Chloride of sodium | - | - | 0·7 |
| Phosphate of lime | - | - | 0·4 |

ConfervoiId growths and inffusoria were detected in this saliva as taken fresh from the patient.

A specimen of saliva from a phthisical patient was examined by Lunderer, who found it to contain a great number of small fat globules aggregated into a viscid mass. These globules exhibited the properties of oleic acid.

Several kinds of diseased saliva have been analysed by Dr. Wright, and I shall subjoin his analyses.

**Fatty Saliva.**

| Water          | - | - | 987·4 |
| Ptyalin        | - | - | 7   |
| Adventitious fatty matter and fatty acid | - | - | 3·9 |
| Albuminate of soda | - | - | 1·5 |
| Sulphocyanide of potassium | - | - | a trace |
| Mucus          | - | - | 2·4 |
| Lactates       | - | - | 1·8 |
| Hydrochlorates | - | - | -     |
| Potash         | - | - | -     |
| Soda           | - | - | -     |
| Phosphates     | - | - | -     |
| Lime           | - | - | -     |

**Sweet Saliva.**

| Water          | - | - | 986·9 |
| Ptyalin        | - | - | 3   |
| Fatty acid     | - | - | 2   |
| Muco-saccharine matter | - | - | 5·6 |
| Albuminate of soda | - | - | 4   |
| Sulphocyanogen | - | - | a trace |

* Heller's Archiv. 1846, p. 297.*
Mucus, with trace of ptyalin - 2.6
Lactates - { potash } - 1.9
Hydrochlorates - { soda } - 1.7
Phosphates - { lime } - 2.3

An excessive sweetness of the saliva has been observed in some cases of phthisis. It was an indication to which some importance was attached by the late Dr. Cholmeley, of Guy's Hospital.

BILIOUS SALIVA.

Water - - - 986.7
Ptyalin - - - 0.5
Fatty matter and fatty acid - - 1.3
Biliary matter - - - 3.2
Cholesterine - - - 0.4
Albuminate of soda - - 1.9
Mucus - - - 1.6
Carbonates - { potash } - 2.3
Hydrochlorates - { soda } - 1.7
Phosphates - { lime } - 2.3

GELATINOUS SALIVA.

Dr. Wright considers this variety of saliva was known to Baglivi. He describes it as imperfectly transparent, dingy-looking, viscid, and tremulous when cold. It decomposes readily, and is above the natural specific gravity, being 1009 to 1010. It has a mawkish taste and greasy odour, giving no odour of ptyalin when heated. It contains that principle, as well as sulphocyanogen, however, though in smaller proportion than healthy saliva.

Gelatinous saliva is neutral, or faintly acid; absorbing oxygen sparingly, and possessing but little digestive power. Dr. Wright considers it indicative of a depraved and debilitated state of system. He saw one instance in a case of scurvy, and another in a case of carcinoma uteri. The analysis is as follows:—

Water - - - 987.2
Ptyalin - - - 8.6
Fatty acid - - - 8
Gelatine - - - 3.6
Albumen and soda - - 1.3
Sulphocyanogen - - a trace
Mucus - - - 2.5
Lactates - { potash } - 1.7
Hydrochlorates - { soda } - 2.3
Phosphates - { lime } - 2.3

MILKY SALIVA.

This kind of saliva has been noticed by several authors. A case is related by Nuck in which, during four months, milky saliva was secreted by a woman who became gravid during lactation. When the flow of milky saliva commenced, an intumescence of the breast was observed to decline. Richard, speaking of milk fever (Ann. Clin. de Montpellier), says the malady occasionally terminates favourably by the occurrence of a salivation consisting of milky saliva. Other authors also have noticed the occurrence of milky saliva, in connection with a suppressed flow of milk from the mammary gland.

Dr. Wright describes milky saliva as white, completely opaque, neutral to test paper, and rendered curdy by acetic acid.

URINARY SALIVA.

This variety of saliva has been described by Dr. Prout. The salivation occurred spontaneously. The patient suffered anorexia, and was weak, but otherwise healthy. The renal secretion was diminished, and the saliva had a urinous taste. It was opalescent, foamed when agitated, and was slightly. Its specific gravity was 1005. It restored the blue colour to reddened litmus paper. The soluble salts of lead, mercury, and silver, caused precipitates when added to it, as did also the mineral acids. Dilute acetic acid caused a precipitate, but no further precipitate could be obtained by subsequent addition of a solution of ferrocyanide of potassium. Therefore no albumen was present. 1000 grains of this saliva, when evaporated to dryness at a temperature between 219° and 300°, left 8.65 grains, which were composed as follows:—

Animal matter peculiar to saliva - 3.33
Alcoholic extract, apparently similar to that from the blood - 1.06
Sulphuric acid - - 0.90
Hydrochloric acid - - 0.75
Phosphoric acid - - 0.06
Alkali—partly potash and partly soda - - - 2.55

8.65

In this case, when the urinary secretion was restored by the use of diuretics, the salivary discharge was proportionally diminished.

(G. Owen Rees.)

THE SALIVARY GLANDS (Les Glandes Saliéuces, Fr.: Die Speichel-Drüsen, Germ.; Le Glandule Salivales, Ital.). A series of conglomerate glands, arranged in a curved manner, and following the circumference of the inferior maxilla from the posterior border of one side to that of the other, and pouring their secretion into the mouth by means of excretory ducts, are thus denominated. They present a distinctly lobulated granular appearance, the component lobes and lobules being more or less loosely connected together by areolar tissue derived from the surface, and which, though serving the purpose of an investing membrane, is not of a sufficiently definite character to constitute a distinct capsule. They have a yellowish or greyish-red appearance, and are thus at once distinguished from the soft structures with which they are in immediate connection, namely, the cellular membrane and the lymphatic glands, the former being perfectly white, and the latter pale brown.

They are three in number on either side, and are named from above downwards the Parotid, Submaxillary, and Sublingual, and have in the same direction a relation as to their size, the parotid having the largest, the sublingual the smallest, and the submaxillary an intermediate volume. Though usually separated from each other by a slight interval,
they not unfrequently impinge the one upon the other, the lower edge of the parotid appearing to be structurally connected with the posterior border of the submaxillary, and the latter forming a junction with the sublingual. An uninterrupted glandular chain then in these instances surrounds the lower jaw.

The saliva secreted by them is poured by the ducts of the two last into the floor of the mouth, and by the duct of the first into the posterior part of the side of the cavity between the cheek and the upper and lower dentar arches.

The Parotid Gland is so named from its situation in the immediate vicinity of the external ear (περικεφαλή, near, and ὀτός the ear). It fills up the space of the same name, and is consequently bounded in front by the posterior edge of the ramus of the lower jaw, behind by the meatus auditorius externus above, and the mastoid process, digastric and sterno-mastoid muscles below; internally by the styloid process and muscles attached to it, together with the internal and external pterygoid muscles: superiorly by the posterior or parotidian division of the glenoid cavity within, and the zygomatic process without: inferiorly by a line continued on a level with the lower border of the horizontal ramus of the jaw from its angle to the anterior border of the sterno-mastoid muscle. The dimensions and form of the gland can only be well ascertained after removing it from its various connections, and so doing it will be found that its posterior surface adheres very strongly by condensed cellular membrane to the cartilaginous portion of the meatus auditorius externus, while from its inner edge will be observed a process extending between the styloid muscles and the internal pterygoid as far as the pharynx. A dense fibrous septum, the stylo-maxillary, constituting one of the fixed points of attachment of the deep cervical fascia, separates it usually from the submaxillary gland. It has a triangular or pyramidal form. The base, which is superficial and slightly convex, represents its external surface, and is covered over by a dense areolar tissue, known as the "parotid fascia," from which the different processes which separate the component parts of the gland are observed to proceed. The apex is the deepest-seated portion of the gland, and is represented by the prolongation already alluded to. The gland is bent, as it were, upon itself from behind forwards, so that its anterior surface presents a deep vertical groove, corresponding with the convexity of the ramus of the jaw, which is consequently overlapped by it externally and internally, in the former situation extending to a greater or less degree over the masseter, in the latter over the internal pterygoid muscle, and stylo-maxillary ligament. The part overlapping the masseter externally gives off above a process which runs between the zygoma and the duct of the gland, is horizontal in direction, and somewhat triangular in form, and is known as the Accessory Parotid Gland or "Socia Parotidis." It varies as to size, extent, and relation with the gland itself. It is ordinarily about two-thirds of an inch in length, a third of an inch in the longest part of its vertical diameter, and from one-sixth to one-eighth of an inch in thickness. It is generally, as it were, an offset from the body of the gland, and has no immediate connection with Steno's duct: at other times it is distinct from the body of the gland, and opens by one or more excretory ducts into this canal. It occasionally becomes hypertrophied when the body of the parotid itself is atrophied. Cruveilhier has observed two small accessory glands, one at the middle and the other at the anterior part of the masseter muscle. The parotid measures in a vertical direction from an inch and a half to two inches, from before backwards from an inch and a quarter to an inch and a half, and from without inwards about an inch. The lobes which enter into its composition are irregularly rounded, and considerably smaller than those of the submaxillary gland. They range from the one-eighth to the one-fifth of an inch in diameter; and these again are constituted of lobules having an average diameter of about \( \frac{1}{10} \) inch, the smallest measuring \( \frac{1}{20} \) and the largest about \( \frac{1}{10} \) inch across.

The relations of the external carotid artery, and its terminal branches, the external jugular vein, the facial and the anterior auricular nerve, and the further relative anatomy of the gland, have been already fully entered into.* We may mention, however, that in the substance of the parotid, i.e. in the cellular tissue between its lobules a little below the surface, are embedded one or more lymphatic glands which can at a glance be recognised from the structure of the parotid by their brown colour, smooth surface, and comparative density. These glands not unfrequently undergo morbid changes, and by their gradual enlargement cause progressive atrophy of the parotid itself, and ultimately assume its anatomical position. This circumstance constitutes therefore an important element in the inquiry as to the nature of any morbid growth occupying the parotid space, but which it would be out of place here further to allude to.

The Duct of the Parotid Gland, called also the Duct of Steno, emerges from above the middle of its anterior border, accompanied by several branches of the portio dura, runs horizontally forwards across the masseter muscle as far as its buccal border, passing about half an inch below the zygoma, and immediately below the accessory gland and transverse facial artery. Having reached the anterior border of the masseter, it curves over a mass of fat between it and the buccinator; forming then a very obtuse angle, it perforates the latter, and glides between it and the mucous membrane of the mouth, which it perforates opposite the second upper molar tooth.

This terminal oblique portion is about the fifth of an inch in extent, and has justly been compared by Cruveilhier to the vesical portion of the ureter, which, after having perforated

* See Parotid Region.
the muscular tunic of the bladder, runs for the extent of an inch between it and the mucous membrane.

The parotid duct is from two and a half to three inches in length, and is covered over by a prolongation of the areolar tissue which forms the investment of the body of the gland. This can be distinctly traced as far as the point at which it perforates the buccinator, and here it is surrounded by an aponeurotic expansion derived from the tendon of that muscle, and by a series of glands continuous with the genial glands, the ducts of which open partly into it and partly into the mouth. Having removed the external cellular covering of the duct, its true middle or fibrous coat is observed, giving it a distinctive opaque white appearance. It is strong, dense, and elastic. Its thinnest portion is over the oblique part of the duct that glides between the muscular and mucous lining of the buccal cavity, its thickest that covering that part of it between the buccinator and the masseter, the remainder of the duct having this coat developed to an intermediate extent. Beneath the middle coat is the mucous lining, the cylindrical epithelium of which commences, according to Henle, suddenly at the excretory orifice, and continues as far as the delicate divisions of the duct in the substance of the gland. The cells of this epithelium in the main duct range from the $\frac{1}{20}$ to the $\frac{1}{10}$ part of an inch in their long diameter.

The parotid derives its arterial supply from the main trunk of the external carotid, the superficial temporal, transverse facial, anterior and posterior auricular: its venous, from vessels of the same name. The lymphatics terminate in the superficial and deep facial and cervical glands. The nerves are derived from the facial, the anterior auricular, and the external carotid plexus.

The Submaxillary gland, much smaller than the parotid and larger than the sublingual, is situated in the anterior portion of the digestaric space. It is irregularly oblong in form, and is enclosed in a loose investment of areolar tissue more delicate than that covering the parotid. Its long axis is directed from before backwards, and is about an inch and a half in extent. Its external or maxil- lary surface is slightly concave, is lodged in a groove in the bone, and is in immediate contact with the mylo-hyoid nerve. The inferior or platysma surface is in relation with the platysma-myoides and superficial cervical fascia, constituting, in fact, that part of the gland which is seen on reflecting that muscle. The internal surface, which looks slightly upwards, is in relation with the posterior third of the mylo-hyoid muscle, the tendon of the digestaric, and the stylo-hyoid and stylo-glossus. The anterior extremity, which is smaller than the posterior, impinges on the anterior belly of the digestaric. The posterior border is deeply grooved by the facial artery and vein, which are occasionally surrounded entirely by the structure of the gland. From the narrowest portion of the gland, which would be represented by the confluence of the inner and outer surfaces above, generally proceeds a process, longer than the gland itself, and passing along the upper surface of the mylo-hyoid muscle in company with the excretory duct, but above it, as far as the sublingual gland in front, with which it is occasionally incorporated. This process may be regarded as analogous to the accessory gland of the parotid, and like it varies considerably in size and relation to the body of the gland. In a subject recently examined, we found it represented by two accessory glands, the upper or larger being about the size of a horse-bean, embracing the posterior half of the lower border of the sublingual gland, and grooved behind by the trunk of the gustatory nerve. It opened by a distinct duct, more than half an inch in length, into the main canal about the middle of its upper border: the other accessory gland, very small, situated half an inch further back, and also communicating with the lower border of the main duct by a canal one-sixth of an inch long. The primary lobes of the submaxillary gland are much larger than those of the parotid, and the lobules have an irregularly triangular arrangement.

A quarter of an inch below the part at which the accessory process is ordinarily given off, appears the commencement of the excretory canal, or Wharton's duct, winding behind the posterior border of the mylo-hyoid muscle. It first lies below the gustatory nerve between it and the lingual, and after a course of a quarter of an inch, crosses the former at an acute angle, and again gets below it, resting on the hyo-glossus muscle. It accompanies the gustatory towards the tip of the tonguebe tween the sublingual gland and the genio hyo-glossus muscle to the side of the frenum lingue, where it terminates. In the terminal part of its course it is directed forward, lies immediately beneath the mucous membrane, and opens by a very narrow orifice into the mouth, in the centre of a papilla of mucous membrane. This papilla forms an obvious prominence by the side of the frenum lingue, and is situated above the eminence formed by the anterior part of the upper edge of the sublingual gland, behind the incisor teeth. The duct is about two inches in length, its coats much more delicate, and consequently more extensible, than those of the parotid. Its calibre exceeds that of the parotid duct, and, like it, its narrowest portion is that immediately beneath the mucous membrane, and this gradually contracts more and more, so that the terminal orifice becomes so small as scarcely to be visible by the naked eye. The arteries and veins that supply the submaxillary gland, are derived from the facial and lingual. The nerves are from the mylo-hyoid branch of the dental, and the gustatory, but chiefly from the submaxillary ganglion. The lymphatics communicate with the deep cervical glands.

The Sublingual gland forms a distinct eminence underneath the anterior part of the tongue by the side of the frenum. It
can be felt in the floor of the mouth, and forms a prominent ridge which elevates the mucous membrane. Its long axis is from before backwards, following, in fact, the direction of the horizontal ramus of the jaw, to which the gland is applied. The inferior surface rests upon the mylo-hyoid muscle; the external is received into the sublingual fossa; the internal is in relation with the genio-hyo-glossus and hyo-glossus below, and the mucous membrane above, the upper edge being covered by the latter. It is shaped somewhat like an almond, flattened from side to side, having its large extremity anteriorly. It is more compact in front than behind, in which latter situation its component lobes are occasionally separated the one from the other, and exist under the form of distinct irregularly rounded glands, with separate excretory ducts about a quarter of an inch in length, coming from their upper surface. The sublingual gland is from one inch and a half to two inches in its long axis, three quarters of an inch in the length of part of its vertical diameter, and about a quarter of an inch from side to side. It has a more granular feel, and its lobules, which are mutually connected by a very delicate areolar tissue, are more distinct, harder, and smaller than in either the submaxillary or parotid.

The ducts of the sublingual are very numerous, and their orifices can be seen without much difficulty, opening into the floor of the mouth, behind the movable papilla of Wharton's duct, and along the crest of mucous membrane which is elevated by the upper border of the gland from which they take their origin. They are extremely thin and delicate, and pour out, when pressure is made on the body of the gland, a distinctly viscid saliva. They range from one-tenth to one-third of an inch in length, vary much in their direction and relative situation, and are in number from 7 to 15. The anterior are very short, curve slightly on themselves from behind forwards, are about four or five in number, and some of them, according to many anatomists, form a communication with Wharton's duct, the remainder piercing the mucous membrane of the mouth. The ducts from the middle and posterior part of the gland arise at unequal intervals from each other, run in a parallel, divergent, or convergent direction, and pierce the mucous membrane by straight orifices, the posterior two or three not being longer than the one-tenth or one-eighth of an inch. They are known under the name of the Ducts of Rivinus. Bartholinus* has described another duct in connection with the sublingual gland, and which sometimes proceeds from the accessory gland of the submaxillary. It runs parallel to Wharton's duct, and pierces the mucous membrane by the side of it. It frequently opens, however, into Wharton's duct, and both terminate by a common mouth. It is by no means usually met with. In a young male, whose salivary glands we recently dissected, the duct of Bartholinus was very distinct (aa, fig. 139).
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aa, the ducts of Bartholinus; bb, the ducts of Wharton; cc, the inner surface of the sublingual gland; d, inferior surface of the tongue.

It arose from a large lobe at the upper third of the internal surface of the sublingual gland, midway between its anterior and posterior extremity. It was nearly equal in calibre to the duct of Wharton, and was more than half an inch in length, and opened on the left side close to the orifice of that duct in the centre of the loose papilla of mucous membrane. The two orifices were so closely approximated that it was difficult to determine their individual identity. The duct of Bartholinus of the right sublingual, on the other hand, although arising from the corresponding part of the body of the gland, and being of the same length and calibre, opened at the anterior part of the crest of the mucous membrane, the one-eighth of an inch behind the orifice of Wharton's duct.

The sublingual gland derives its arterial supply from the sublingual branch of the lingual, and the submental. Its nerves are derived from the gustatory branch of the fifth. Its lymphatics communicate with the deep cervical glands.

The salivary glands, according to the researches of Huschke, are more voluminous, in proportion to the bulk of the body, in the infant than the adult, the submaxillary and sublingual, however, being proportionately larger than the parotid. In the adult, on the other hand, the parotid is, in proportion to the bulk of the body, larger than the other two.

The subsidiary salivary glands.—The labial, buccal, molar, palatine, posterior, and interior lingual glands may without any impropriety be reckoned among the glands of the salivary apparatus, being identical in their structure, and provided with excretory ducts opening on to the free surface of the mucous membrane. Varying materially in size, and irregularly rounded or flattened, they exude a
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slightly viscid saliva by their orifices, which are visible to the unassisted eye.

We have already stated that the posterior part of the sublingual gland is occasionally represented by one or more distinct glands in juxta-position, each furnished with a very short excretory duct. These distinct lobes of the gland are in every way analogous to one of the molar glands or larger labial. It will thus be observed that the transition of the primary to the subsidiary glands is by no means rapid, but that they run the one into the other by insensible gradations, the sublingual gland passing from the one series into the other. A molar, labial, or buccal gland, with its excretory duct, might then be not inaptly compared, according to its size, to a secondary or tertiary lobule of the parotid, or submaxillary.

The labial glands form a series of closely packed small spheroidal glands, of considerable density, situated in the areolar tissue between the mucous membrane of the mouth and the orbicularis oris muscle, and in relation above and below, consequently, with the upper and lower lip. They are not of uniform volume or number. Sebastian* has observed as many as fifty-seven in the lower lip, and in other instances from thirteen to twenty-one, their size increasing in the inverse ratio to their number. They are more numerous in the infant than in the adult. Their excretory ducts open perpendicularly or obliquely into the vestibule of the mouth on the posterior or free surface of the labial mucous membrane. They are not visible to the eye when the lips are in their natural lax position, but when the latter are everted, so that the mucous membrane is rendered tense, they form considerable projections.

The buccal glands are exactly analogous to the labial glands in form and position, being irregularly spheroidal, and placed between the buccinator and mucous membrane, and open by the orifices of distinct ducts on to the free surface of the latter. They are, however, smaller.

The molar glands — two, three, or four in number — form an exception as regards their situation to the above glands, being placed between the buccinator and masseter muscles. They are also larger and more dense, being composed of several lobes. The ducts terminate by opening on to the mucous membrane at the posterior part of the cheek. In a subject we recently examined, their terminal orifices were arranged horizontally at unequal distances from each other, on a level with the orifice of Steno's duct, but more than half an inch behind it. They were five in number. We have not succeeded in observing the communications which the ducts of one or more of these glands is stated by some anatomists to establish with the duct of the parotid.

The palatine glands are very numerous and small, and situated partly between the mucous membrane and the palatine arch, and partly between the mucous and muscular layers of the soft palate. The former are situated on either side of the median line, and form a thick layer, being more closely aggregated together in the front and behind than in the middle, opening on to the mucous membrane by distinct orifices. The latter, smaller than the former, exist both on the upper and lower surface of the velum, and are continuous below, where they are more numerous than above, with the glands of the hard palate.

The posterior lingual glands are placed at the back part of the tongue, directly behind the large papillae, which form a distinct prominence at this part. They are spheroidal, and have remarkably short excretory ducts, the circular orifices of which, however, are distinctly visible.

The last glands to which we would direct attention are two in number, and from their situation may be appropriately termed the anterior lingual glands. They have been recently described by Blandin, Nuhn*, and Schlemm, as being situated below the apex of the tongue, between the lower longitudinal and transverse muscular fibres, and pouring their secretion during the movements of that organ on to the mucous membrane beneath the tip. They have only as yet been discovered in man and the orang-outan. We have observed them on the inferior surface of the tongue, half an inch behind its anterior border, immediately above the longitudinal muscular fibres, one on either side of the median line, and about two-thirds of an inch long. Broad behind and narrow in front, they are separated from each other in the former direction by an interval of about half an inch, in the latter are almost in mutual contact. Their direction therefore is obliquely from behind forwards and inwards (fig. 305, b). Each gland is fur-

*a. Bristles in the orifices of the ducts of the left anterior lingual gland. b. The right anterior lingual gland. c. The raphe of the tongue.

* A. Nuhn, über eine bis jetzt noch nicht nüchter beschriebene Drüse im Innern der Zungenspitze. Mannheim, 1845, quoted by Valentin in Physiologie der Menschen, 1847, zweite Auflage.
which only one gland was present, running at right angles to the middle line. It was convex in front and concave behind, having a transverse diameter of one-third of an inch, an antero-posterior one-eighth of an inch. It gave off three delicate ducts.

The minute structure of the glands in general has been already fully inquired into *, and to the type on which they are formed the salivary glands offer no exception. A simple ceal lamellous prolongation is the model to which they can all be referred, however complex each individual series of glands may appear. This grand generalisation, by which the extreme simplicity of the operations of nature is remarkably illustrated, has mainly been the result of a minute inquiry into developmental and comparative anatomy. We are particularly indebted, however, to Müller and E. II. Weber for the exposition of the evolution and minute structure of the salivary glands.

Müller thus describes the first appearance of a salivary gland in Mammalia, and his observations were taken from the embryo of a sheep, two inches long:—Its form is that of a simple canal with bud-like processes, lying in a gelatinous nidus or blastema, and communicating with the cavity of the mouth. As the development of the gland advances, the canal becomes more and more ramified, increasing at the expense of the germinal mass or "blastema," in which it is still enclosed. The blastema soon acquires a lobulated form, corresponding to that of the future gland, and is at last wholly absorbed. Valentin remarks that a portion of this blastema, which contains nuclei and cell-formations, and which is not converted into glandular structure, is changed into blood-vessels, nerves, and connecting cellular tissue; and he has, further, accurately determined that the secondary tubes are formed independent of the primary, at the expense of portions of the blastema, in the vicinity of the main duct, with which, by a centripetal development, they ultimately communicate. Thus, in the first stage of their development, the salivary ducts can be seen to constitute an independent closed system of tubes. The investigations of E. Weber † carry us a step further in the inquiry. He found, by a successful injection of the parotid in a human fetus, that the excretory duct, after having undergone its ultimate state of subdivision, by an extensive ramification of its secondary tubes, terminated in microscopic twigs, each twig having appended to it one or more minute cells or vesicles, forming small group-like lobules or bunches. These cells have not a uniform size, their long diameter, which is more or less in a line with the axis of each of the terminal divisions of the duct with which the cells are structurally continuous, is, on the average, almost \( \frac{1}{37} \) of a Paris line. Gerber * states these vesicles or cells are variously shaped, from \( \frac{1}{36} \) to \( \frac{1}{37} \) of a Paris line in diameter, and upon the periphery of the gland appear mutually to compress each other and to become polyhedral in their outline. They are united together into small lobules, from four to seven times greater than each individual vesicle, the latter consequently being almost three times, the former about twelve times the diameter of the capillary blood-vessels which ramify on the surface. They form, in fact, the ceal terminations of the branches of the excretory tubes, without having of necessity an individual narrow connecting pedicle, as figured by Berres † in the minute anatomy of the parotid.

Such, then, is the essential structure of the salivary glands; and in the full state of organisation of each we recognise the elements of a mucous membrane, constituting the internal lining of the excretory duct and continuing throughout the series of its ultimate ramifications as far as the terminal vesicles; a middle elastic coat, and an external covering of areolar tissue. The mucous membrane consists of an epithelial layer, and a basement membrane. The epithelium is of the columnar variety, and maintains this character along the track of the excretory duct as far as its delicate divisions, where it gradually changes its character, so that the lining of the interior of the vesicles is of the pavement type. This transition of columnar into pavement epithelium would appear gradual; so that it is difficult to determine the point at which the one form terminates and the other commences. The basement membrane is continued along the entire track of the tubular ramifications, as far as the vesicles, the form of which it would appear to determine. There can be little doubt that this is the membrane which Berres alludes to as the proper wall of the vesicles, and describes as a small transparent membrane, covered over with molecules, and which also has been represented by Henle as homogeneous, but which he at the same time considers as composed of filaments of cellular tissue solidly united together. ‡

Considerable difference of opinion has existed as to the nature of the middle coat of the glandular tubes, according as the largest or smallest have been examined. Valentin remarks that in the first case it has been considered fibrous, in the second simply homogeneous. In by far the greater number of the terminal extremities of the glandular tubes the intermediate membrane appears clear and transparent, and gives neither in the fresh state, nor when reagents are applied, any indication of a fibrous character. In all the large tubes the intermediate coat is formed of distinct flat fibres, together with the characteristic fibres of cellular tissue, *
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* Vide Article Gland.
† Wagner's Handwörterbuch der Physiologie, Article Gewebe.
‡ Meckel's Archiv. für Anatomie et Physiologie, 1827.

† Anatomia Microscopica Corporis Humani, tab. ix. fig. 2.
‡ Müller's Archiv. 1838, p. 105.
studded at intervals with elongated or rounded nuclei, which present a great analogy with the fibres of organic muscle, if they be not completely identical with it. We are at present, however, in doubt as to whether the intermediate membrane of small glands, and of the terminal portion of the large, be really a simple transparent membrane, or whether it acquire, as the tubes which it envelopes enlarge, cellular and muscular fibres externally, whilst the previously transparent membrane disappears or remains as a basement membrane towards the epithelium; or whether a separation or splitting of the transparent membrane into fibres takes place. In the opinion of Henle, all the true glands having a vesicular termination, from the smallest to the most complicated, have an intermediate muscular tunic, with a series of longitudinal fibres situated within, and circular fibres without, the former being much more highly developed than the latter, and entirely absent in the more delicate ramifications of the duct. Müller, admitting the great difficulty of determining by the microscope the muscular character of the intermediate coat, is nevertheless of opinion that such is its nature, and appears inclined to believe that the frequent sudden expulsion of the saliva is attributable to it.

The cellular or areolar tissue forms an intricate network throughout the whole structure of the salivary glands, and can be distinctly traced to proceed along the course of the duct and its primary, secondary, and ultimate subdivisions. It unites together, more or less firmly, the different lobes and lobules, ultimately expanding over the primary aggregations of the vesicles of the gland, where it is lost to observation, not appearing to extend between each individual vesicle. The spaces, then, between the lobes and lobules are filled up with areolar tissue, which forms a kind of rete for the ramifications of the arteries, veins, and nerves.

The vascular supply.—This is derived from small branches which penetrate the areolar tissue at different points of the surface, and are conducted, as it were, by this tissue through the interlobular spaces as far as the primary aggregations of the vesicles, where they form a network, which is distributed over the elementary parts of the gland, as seen in fig. 306, the vascular arrangement in the parotid of a pig, from a preparation of Mr. Quekett's, and in which the capillary vessels range from the \( \frac{1}{16} \) to \( \frac{1}{32} \) of an inch.

The nervous supply.—The nerves are derived partly from the cerebro-spinal, and partly from the sympathetic system, and form a plexus around the arteries, which is ultimately lost in the interior of the gland. Their exact distribution, however, has not yet been accurately determined.

The arrangement and course of the lymphatics have yet to be made the subject of investigation.

The salivary glands are particularly called into play during mastication; and in order clearly to understand their relative importance, it will be necessary briefly to consider the nature of that process.

The food having been taken into the mouth, is, in the first instance, coarsely divided by the incisor teeth; and this division takes place by the alternate elevation and depression of the lower upon the upper jaw. This having been accomplished, the food is next submitted to the action of the molars, reaching the back part of the dental arches, where the rotatory or grinding movement, brought about by the pterygoid muscles, is peculiarly exerted. Here its ultimate mechanical reduction and intimate admixture with the saliva from the parotid takes place in the following manner:—By the elevation of the jaw and the rotatory movement of the above muscles, it is alternately passed from between the two sets of teeth to between the latter and the cheeks on the one hand, and the tongue on the other. The buccinator contracting, urges it again between the two sets of teeth, from which it passes between them and the tongue, and is pushed, by the contraction of the muscles of that organ, again to its original position, between the dental arches. These different movements are alternately kept up until the entire mass of food has assumed its requisite state of mechanical reduction, and during them the saliva flows down from the orifice of Steno's duct, becoming intimately incorporated with it, and aiding most materially in its integral subdivision.

It is worthy of remark, that the position of the terminal portion of Steno's duct, or rather that part of it which passes between the fibres of the buccinator muscle, is such that it must be pressed upon during the contraction of the muscle at that particular time when by the same action the food would be placed between the two sets of molar teeth, and the saliva not be immediately required. During the relaxation of the buccinator, on the contrary, and when the food
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would be situated between the check and the teeth, the quantity of saliva amassed in the canal of the duct, by its temporary obliteration, would flow down and become intimately mixed up with the particles of the food, which would now entirely surround its orifice. This relation, then, of the buccinator with the duct of the parotid would seem to regulate the supply of saliva, which, if this view be correct, flows down only at a time when it can be most thoroughly incorporated with the material during its mastication. The relation of the ducts of the submaxillary and sublingual glands to this process would seem to be of far less importance. The orifices of Wharton's ducts and the sublingual ducts situated behind the incisor teeth, would appear to hold a direct relation only to the primary stage of mastication, that is to say, lubricating with the saliva the larger masses into which the food is broken up during that process, and probably after its completion, immediately prior to the passage of the whole mass into the stomach.

The position, then, of the duct of the parotid, which is so situated that mechanical means are brought into play, in order to insure the thorough incorporation of its saliva with the food, and the great comparative size of the gland itself, lead naturally to the inference that the parotid is by far the most important gland in the series, the submaxillary and lingual having but a subordinate function. This deduction has been experimentally proved by Bernard*, who, having made an aperture at the lower part of the oesophagus of a horse, administered to the animal about sixteen ounces of oats. Fifteen or sixteen seconds after the commencement of mastication, a rounded mass made its appearance at the oesophageal opening, well triturated, perfectly moist, pasty in the interior, and covered on the exterior by a moderately thick layer of tenacious mucous and saliva. A fresh quantity of the oats, in a similar condition, was projected every three-quarters of a minute. At the end of nine minutes, the mastication of the entire quantity having been finished, the ducts of the parotid were divided, so that the saliva that was secreted could be conducted out of the mouth. The same quantity of oats was again given to the animal. In this second experiment mastication did not appear to be attended with any particular inconvenience, and was performed as easily as in the first. It was exerted, however, a much longer time; for a minute and a half elapsed before the first mass made its appearance at the opening; this, though well triturated, and covered on its external surface with much mucus, was considerably smaller than those masses which had escaped from the oesophageal opening prior to the division of the ducts of the parotid. The interior of the mass, also, instead of being, like them, well moistened and pasty, had but slight tenacity, and was comparatively dry. Mastication and deglutition now became more and more difficult, lengthened, and laborious, so that an interval of from two minutes and a half to three minutes frequently occurred between the exit from the oesophagus of the successive masses. The horse, in its endeavours to swallow the oats which appeared to adhere to the palate, frequently gulped down a quantity of air, which escaped with noise from the oesophagus prior to the exit of the oats that had with such difficulty passed into the canal. At the end of twenty-five minutes, but little more than eleven ounces of the oats had been masticated and swallowed, whereas, prior to the division of the parotid ducts, sixteen ounces had been well triturated and swallowed in nine minutes. Bernard further remarks, that he collected during the second experiment the saliva that flowed from the parotid ducts, and he found that it came away in an almost continued current; but that during the time that he administered water to the animal not a single drop of saliva escaped. The circumstance of the smallness of the masses passed in the second experiment, and the dryness of their interior, taken together with their exterior envelope of tenacious mucus and saliva, which was as abundant as before the division of Steno's ducts, lead to the inference that the former condition was owing to the absence of the aqueous secretion of the parotid; the latter condition, to the fact of the submaxillary and sublingual glands being mainly engaged in the secretion of a tenacious saliva. Further experiments bring about the conclusion that the fluid from the parotid on the one hand, and from the submaxillary and sublingual on the other, are regulated by conditions special to each. Thus, the quantity of saliva secreted by the parotid of a horse is in direct ratio to the dryness of the food and the difficulty experienced in its mechanical division. The mastication of straw and hay causes the flow of more than that of oats and farinaceous matters; the mastication of moist forms of food, hardly any. This, however, is by no means the case with the saliva from the sublingual and the submaxillary ducts. This always flows nearly in equal abundance whether mastication be exerted on dry or moist forms of food, and, owing to its comparative tenacity, is not easily imbibed into the centre of the masticated material, but gathers round the surface of the mass, thus favouring its passage along the alimentary canal. In a mechanical point of view, then, there are two forms of saliva: the one clear and aqueous, secreted from the parotid, and which may be denominated the "saliva of mastication," because its secretion is directly related to this act; the other tenacious and secreted by the submaxillary and sublingual, "the saliva of deglutition," because it always lubricates the surface of the alimentary mass, whether it be submitted to mastication or not. The above views of Bernard are materially strengthened by the fact of the high development of the parotid in animals that masticate.

* Mémoires sur le Rôle de la Salive dans les Phénomènes de la Digestion. Archives Générales de Médecine, Janvier, 1847.
SALIVARY GLANDS.

and its absence or mere rudimentary condition in those that swallow without masticating. Its comparative smallness, in relation to the submaxillary and sublingual in the human infant, is also corroborative.

Without entering into the physiology of the secretion of the saliva, which will be found treated of elsewhere (see Saliva, Secretion), it may be interesting to remark, that the salivary glands, although immediately surrounded by muscles, are not necessarily compressed in the different movements of the jaw. This conclusion has been arrived at by a series of interesting experiments and inductions due to Berdeu, but into the analysis of which it would be beyond the limits of this article to enter.*

MORBID ANATOMY. — The parotid gland is far more frequently the subject of disease than either the submaxillary or sublingual. The idiopathic inflammation of these glands is known under the name of Cynanche parotidea, vulgarly translated "mumps." The submaxillary is occasionally, and the sublingual but rarely implicated. The surrounding soft parts, particularly the lymphatic glands, participate in the inflammation, tending greatly to increase the swelling. On account of the intimate relation of the glands with the jaw, considerable pain and inconvenience form a prominent symptom. The saliva is at first increased, and subsequently diminished in quantity. Suppuration very rarely occurs. Secondary inflammation takes place as an occasional complication of the different forms of fever. In eighteen cases of typhoid Louis observed one in which the parotid was implicated. The man died on the thirty-ninth day of the attack; and nine days prior to death pain supervened in the parotid glands, which were found after death to be twice their ordinary volume, and studded throughout with small purulent deposits.

The chief point of interest, however, to the surgeon and anatomist, in connection with inflammation of the parotid, is the formation of abscess in the region of the gland. This may either take place in the subcutaneous cellular tissue superficial to the parotid fascia, or in the substance of the gland beneath that fascia. It generally occurs, in the one form or the other, in connection with phlegmonous erysipelas of the face and neck. Abscesses forming in the latter situation demand the prompt attention of the surgeon, inasmuch as they are attended with the most severe constitutional symptoms, which are only relieved by a free incision through the dense fibrous envelope of the gland: unless thus treated, the matter either makes its way through the external auditory canal, by passing between its bony and cartilaginous divisions, or, after the most severe symptoms, bursts externally in the parotid region. It may even extend deeply into the neck as far as the trachea, and terminate by effusion into the chest and — death. Independent of this extensive burrowing, matter pent up beneath the parotid fascia may exert a most injurious influence by compression of the larger vessels of the neck, the structure of the gland itself, and the facial nerve. Examples, in fact, are on record of almost complete destruction of the gland itself, and incurable facial paralysis, from neglect of incising the parotid fascia at an early period of the formation of pus beneath it.

In inflammation of the salivary glands, whether primary or secondary, the areolar tissue of the gland is most usually affected; in a few instances, however, the true structure of the gland is implicated. Berard* relates a remarkable instance of this kind, in which both the areolar and glandular tissue were affected. When the parotid was pressed, pus flowed into the mouth from Steno's duct.

Abscesses connected with disease of the ear now and then make their way into the substance of the parotid gland.

Encysted tumours are occasionally observed in the body of the parotid, and in all probability are more in connection with the lymphatic glands than the gland itself, except in those cases where they arise from isolated collections of saliva, owing to obstruction in some part of the excretory canal. The latter formations are, however, but rarely met with, and, when so, occur usually in the track of Steno's duct.

The parotid and submaxillary undergo also fibrous and carcinomatous degeneration. The latter affection, as a purely idiopathic change, is extremely rare; and, although the records of surgery afford ample illustration of such in the parotid, according to the assertions of the authors of individual cases, the evidence in some must be received with considerable reserve. Carcinoma originating in the lymphatic glands, superficially to or beneath the parotid fascia, or, lastly, in the parenchyma of the gland itself, has been, in fact, indiscriminately described as carcinoma of the parotid gland. This subject has been minutely inquired into by Berard, as also the extirpation of the gland† in a great number of the cases on record. He concludes his observations, by remarking that scirrhous of the parotid generally calls for the extirpation of the parts affected; and supports this conclusion by observing, that relapses after the operation are comparatively rare. This inference is at variance with the opinion of many practical surgeons; and it would require a much more extensive and impartial series of statistics than we at present possess to arrive at a definite conclusion on the subject. No greater difficulty exists than to obtain the subsequent history of apparently successful cases in surgery, and that of those in which the parotid has been extirpated forms no exception to the remark. In the case related by Mr. Luke‡,

† Loc. cit.
‡ London Medical Gazette, Feb. 5, 1831.
and in which there is every thing to show that the parotid was entirely extirpated, the disease returned at the end of a year, and terminated fatally. In Mr. Solly's case*, in which the ascending ramus of the jaw was removed, in order to extirpate the gland as completely as possible, the disease, instead of being confined to the parotid gland, was found, a few months afterwards, by the death of the patient, to have proceeded from the brain. Other cases, again, have been described as carcinomatous affections of the parotid, but in which their details by no means indicate that such was their nature. The case related by Larrey, for example, and which he considered to be one of carcinoma, will appear, we think, on a careful perusal, to have been nothing more than a stramineous affection of the lymphatic in the substance of the gland, or possibly of the gland itself, which had degenerated into a dense yellow lardaceous substance.†

A remarkable case of hypertrophy of the parotid is related by Tenon.† It had the form of a tumour, of the size of the fist, extending from the ear to the angle of the lips; it was soft, white, indolent and movable, some large vessels here and there ramifying on the surface. The arteries, on the death of the child, were found considerably enlarged, which circumstance, in all probability, accounted for the condition of the gland.

Berard also met with a similar case in a child three years old. The tumour was of almost the same volume, but simulated an erectile tumour. The veins were found very much enlarged and the arteries normal, the cellular tissue reddish and granular, and the true tissue of the gland remarkably hypertrophied.

Salivary fistulae occur in the course of the excretory duct of the parotid, in it or its smaller ramifications, and arise from accidental injury, the result of inflammation, or from ulceration of a salivary tumour, which has gradually enlarged in consequence either of inflammatory obstruction at some part of the duct, or the presence of calculi.

Martii relates the case of a congenital deformity of the parotid duct (simulating fistula) in an otherwise healthy female infant.§ The orifice opened on the exterior of the right cheek, down which the saliva flowed.

The exact nature of ranula has not been clearly determined. It consists of a sublingual tumour, varying considerably in size and density. Some consider it as a mere dilatation of the duct from obstruction at its orifice; others as a submucous tumour, external to the duct, causing its compression; and others, again, as an encysted tumour developed in its interior. Although the analysis of the contained fluid (see Saliva) would appear to indicate that the last opinion were correct, it is by no means certain whether mere obstruction at the orifice of the duct may not give rise to a similar change in the quality of the saliva.

The morbid condition of the labial glands has been made the subject of distinct inquiry by Sebastian*, who arranges their affections under the heads of—1. Obstruction of the excretory duct. 2. Atrophy. 3. Tumefaction with hyperaemia. 4. Ulceration.

The first affection occurs under two forms: The one as a transparent painless tumour of a bluish tint, resembling a vesicle or hydatid in the substance of the lip, of the size of a pea, and containing a transparent viscid fluid.

He has only met with it in the lower lip, on the right side, near the angle of the mouth, and always solitary, and of quick formation. The other form is comparatively frequent, and appears as small round elastic, more or less transparent indolent tumours, frequently as many as fifteen in the lower lip. They exude on puncture a thick, viscid, gritty matter. The second affection is distinctly remarked in the incipient stage of cancer of the lip, which, according to his opinion, commences in the cellular tissue. The third occurs in follicular duodenitis; and typhoid fever, as observed by him in children. He has frequently met with the fourth affection in phthisical individuals, &c.

Comparative Anatomy.—The first appearance of a salivary apparatus has been observed by Owen, in a genus of Entosoba found in the stomach of the tiger, and named by him Gnathostoma. It consists of four elongated straight blind tubes, each about two lines in length, placed at equal distances around the commencement of the alimentary canal, having their small extremities directed forward, and opening into the mouth.†

Among the Echinodermata the salivary organs in Holothuria regalis are represented by elongated caecal processes, surrounding the oesophagus, and continued into the branched tentacles around the mouth. They exude a viscid secretion, which assists in entangling the objects which constitute the food of the animal, lubricating them, and adapting them for deglutition.

In Myriapoda the salivary glands consist of small transparent vesicles, constituting in Julus terrestris, for example, a clavate mass, the small extremity of which terminates in a twisted excretory canal opening into the pharynx. They are large and very vascular in the Scolopendridae.

In the Insecta the salivary glands evacuate themselves either into the mouth, or the commencement of the intestine in front of the stomach.

They are arranged by Burmeister as follows‡:

* Loc. cit.
† Proceedings of the Zoological Society, 1836. P. 125.

ANATOMY. (see Saliva)
A. Salivary vessels opening into the mouth, generally beneath the tongue, and more seldom at the base of the mandibles. They take the following forms:—

1. Simple, long, undivided, twisted tubes: thus in the majority of insects, viz. all butterflies, many beetles and flies.

2. As a narrow vessel which empties itself into one or two bladders, whence the salivary duct originates (Nepa, Cimex, Sarcophaga).

3. As a ramose vessel with blind branches (Blaps).

4. As two long cylindrical pipes, which unite into one excretory duct.

5. As four small round bladders, each pair of which has a common duct (Pulex, Lycoges, Cimex).

6. As a multitude of such vesicles in Nepa.

7. As capitate tubes, in the free ends of which many very fine vesicles empty themselves (Tabanus).

8. As tubes which at intervals are surrounded by twirling blind bags (Cicada).

9. As granulated glands which on each side unite into a salivary duct, both of which join into a single evacuating duct (Gryllus).

B. Salivary glands which empty themselves into the commencement of the stomach, as short or long bags, either simple or furnished with processes (Bu prestis); other forms as well as those just cited, are found among the Diptera:—

1. As two capitate tubes, into the free ends of which many delicate vessels open (Hemerobius perla).

2. As two short processes of the same width as the stomach (Leptis and Acheta).

3. As two bags covered entirely with short blind processes (Bombylius, Bu prestis).

4. As triangular processes, each edge of which is occupied by a row of vesicles (Chrysotoxum).

5. As six narrow tubes which surround the commencement of the stomach (Gryllus).

6. The blind processes which clothe the stomach in the predaceous beetles.

In Cirripoda the salivary glands are two in number and of considerable size, opening into the commencement of a short esophagus.

Among Pteropoda they are found in Clio as two long and slender glands placed at the sides of the esophagus, and pouring their secretion into the mouth. They " present in the Gasteropoda different forms and degrees of development bearing the ordinary relations to the construction of the mouth and the nature of the food. In the Calyptrae they are represented by two simple elongated secreting tubes. In the whelk they present a conglomerate structure, and are situate at each side of the esophagus at the base of the proboscis, along which they transmit their slender ducts to terminate on each side the anterior spines of the tongue." (Owen.) In the snail they are flattened, elongated, and irregular in form, and conglomerate in structure, diminishing in breadth as they proceed upwards to the pharynx, where their ducts terminate. In the Vaginulus an additional slender tube which lies first on the stomach, passes through the nervous collar to join the duct by which the saliva is discharged.

The salivary glands are present in all the Cephalopoda, with the exception of Loligo. In the Onychotenthis two glands are situated at the root of the tongue. They are in general, however, four in number, two at the root of the tongue, which give off distinct ducts which terminate at the commencement of the esophagus; the other pair, generally longer than the superior, is lodged in the visceral sac, on each side of the upper part of the crop. The ducts of the last form a single tube which opens in the neighbourhood of the spiny portion of the tongue.

The salivary glands are absent in Pisces. Among reptiles in the Chelonia, Saurian, and Batrachian orders, the substance of the tongue seems principally made up of a glandular mass formed by a multitude of little tubes united at their bases, but becoming separate towards the surface of the tongue. In the Ophidian reptiles two glandular organs placed immediately beneath the skin of the gums surround the margins of the upper and lower jaw, and pour an abundant salivary secretion into the mouth. (Rymer Jones.) In many genera the salivary apparatus is deficient. The poison glands of serpents can hardly be reckoned among the salivary organs, being destined for a special secretion, and forming the analogues to similar glands in the Arachnida.

In Aves the salivary glands present considerable variation in their number, position, and degree of development. In the crow the only indication of a salivary apparatus is a series of simple cone-shaped follicles, placed along the sides of the oral cavity, upon the mucous membrane of which they open by distinct orifices. In general, however, there are four pairs, two sublingual on each side beneath the tongue, two maxillary divided each into an anterior and posterior, and opening by special ducts in front of the tongue, and a gland which can be compared to the parotid. These are generally all present in the Rapaces, Passeres, and Gallinae; and appear to be absent in Sula, Carbo, and Phaenicopterus, and but slightly developed in the Grallae and Pamily pedes generally. In the goose they occupy the entire space included between the rami of the lower jaw, being closely united in the median line, and opening into the mouth on each side of this by a series of orifices. In the watercoot and Hirundo esculenta, the parotid is highly developed, in the latter the secretion serving for the preparation of
its edible nests. In the woodpecker the glan-
dular mass is of extraordinary size, extending
from the angle to the symphysis of the jaw on
each side, and opening by the confluence of
the two duets into a single orifice at the apex
of the mouth.

In Manniathia the salivary glands present
considerable variation. In the Monotremata
they are partially deficient; in the Echidna
there appears to be no parotid; the submax-
illary, on the other hand, is highly developed,
extending from the meatus auditorius along
the neck, and upon the anterior part of the
thorax. Its ducts terminate by numerous
orifices on the membranous floor of the
mouth, and pour out a secretion for the
lubrication of its long and slender tongue.

In the Cetacea the salivary glands are absent.
In the Dugong, however, one of the herbo-
rious Cetacea, the parotids are highly de-
veloped. In the Ruminantia the three pairs are
highly developed, particularly the parotid;
and in addition to these there is a group,
apparently continuous with the molar, which
mounds up along the superior maxillary bone,
beneath the zygoma, to the globe of the eye,
as observed in the ox, the sheep, and the
horse. The excretory ducts pierce the mu-
cous membrane near the posterior margin of
the superior alveolar ridge.

In the armadillo, among the Edentata, the
submaxillary gland has appended a reservoir or
bladder, receiving the saliva by small ducts,
which open into it posteriorly in a valvular
manner. A single duct comes off from its
anterior part, and terminates just behind the
symphysis of the lower jaw. The saliva is
very tenacious, the serous part being prob-
ably absorbed during its detention in the
reservoir, and is expelled at the extremity of
the mouth, in order to lubricate the tongue,
which is by this means rendered subservient,
as in the ant-eater, to the catching of insects.
In the latter animal the salivary secretion
takes place from two glands, situated, accord-
ing to Cuvier, the one in contact below with
the upper edge of the masseter, and filling up
a great part of the temporal, zygomatic, and
orbital fossae; the excretory duct opening
into the mouth behind the superior maxilla:
the other, probably furnishing the viscid secre-
tion that coats the tongue in front of the
tendon of the masseter, behind the angle of
the lips, and then running along the edge of
the lower lip as far as the middle. Its canal
opens externally at the commissure of the lips.

In the Carnivora the variations of the sali-
vary glands are but slight. The submaxillary
in them, as in the Rodentia and Ruminantia, are
large. The sublingual gland is absent in the cat.

The writer of this article has to acknowledge
his obligations to the mentioned sources,
for the preceding account of the comparative
anatomy of the salivary glands. — Cuvier, Le-
çons d’Anatomie comparée; Owen’s Lectures
on the Invertebrata; Rymer Jones, General
Structure of the Animal Kingdom; Wagner,
Elements of Comparative Anatomy, trans-
lated by Tulk; Kelp, De Systemate Salivali,
and the various articles on Comparative Ana-
tomy in this Cyclopedia.
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(Nathaniel Ward.)

SCAPULAR REGION (DESCRIPTIVE
AND SURGICAL ANATOMY OF).—The term
scapular region is intended by some anatomists
to comprise all the structures which lie on
the scapula, on its anterior as well as on its
posterior surface; but, in accordance with the
arrangement of Velpeau and others, we limit
the term scapular region to the posterior as-
pect of the scapula, regarding its anterior,
or subscapular, surface as appertaining to, and
forming one of the boundaries of, the axillary
region. Under the denomination then of
scapular region, we include a portion of the
posterior aspect of the shoulder, presenting a
triangular outline, to which the following
boundaries may be assigned. Its base, which
is placed internally, is constituted by the ver-
tebral margin of the scapula; its apex, placed
externally, becomes continuous with the re-
gion of the shoulder joint; inferiorly, it is
limited by the lower oblique edge of the lat-
tissimus dorsi muscle, which likewise separates
it from the region of the axilla; and above,
the superior costa of the scapula constitutes its
extreme boundary, and separates it from the
great posterior triangle of the neck.

Between the integuments and the dorsum
of the scapula, which forms the floor of the
region under consideration, lie numerous
muscles, layers of fasciae, vascular inoscula-
ations, branches of nerves, &c., which we shall
describe in the order in which they present
themselves in dissection.

The muscles, which are numerous, may be
divided into the extrinsic and the intrinsic;
the latter are, the fleshly portions only of the
supra- and infra-spinati, and of the teres major
and the teres minor muscles. Under the former
class, we shall have to speak of portions of
the trapezius, latissimus dorsi, and deltoid
muscles. Numerous other dorsi are attached
to the different borders of the scapular
region; but these have been already described
in the several articles treating of the regions
to which they more properly belong (vide
NECK, BACK, ARM). The projection back-
wards of the spine of the scapula naturally
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divides the scapular region into two distinct parts, termed by anatomists the supra- and infra-spinal fossae; and in this article we shall describe, *seriatim*, the anatomical relations of the structures which occupy these two fossae respectively.

The subcutaneous layer of areolar tissue, throughout the whole of the scapular region, is dense, and much more closely connected to the integument than to the aponeurosis beneath. Very free motion of the skin on the deeper seated structures is thus allowed. In this layer, superiorly, we find some of the superficial descending branches of the cervical plexus of nerves passing towards the region of the shoulder, where they become lost in the integument. Beneath the skin, subcutaneous areolar tissue, and superficial layer of fascia, the trapezius muscle covers all that portion of the scapular region which corresponds to the supra-spinal fossa. The fibres of this muscle take a direction downwards, outwards, and forwards, across this region, to the upper edge of the spinous process, and angle of junction between the acromion process and clavicle, into which they are inserted; the more posterior fibres are oblique; the anterior, coming from the superior crest on the occipital bone, descend more perpendicularly.

This muscle acts powerfully as an elevator of the shoulder joint, its anterior fibres drawing the entire scapula upwards and backwards, and with it the upper extremity, whilst its posterior fibres effect the same purpose by producing a motion of rotation in the scapula, in virtue of which the posterior angle of that bone is depressed, and the anterior, or acromial extremity, proportionately elevated. In cutting through the trapezius muscle, the anatomist will probably meet with some of the terminal branches of the spinal accessory nerve distributed to this muscle; as also descending branches of the supra-spinal artery, which, becoming superficial, maintain around the acromion process an anastomosis with the ascending (inferior acromial) branches of the acromial axis, and the circumflex branches of the axillary trunk.

Beneath the trapezius muscle, and separating it from the fascia which covers the supra-spinatus muscle, a layer of fatty areolar tissue is always placed, which varies, however, in its amount, in different persons. In chronic disease of the shoulder joint, such as ulceration of the articular cartilage, and, in fact, in all cases where inflammatory action has existed in the articulation for any considerable length of time, this intermuscular fatty stratum becomes absorbed; and to this circumstance, as also probably in some degree, to atrophy of the muscular fibres, is due the peculiar flattening, or even the depression, so constantly observed above the spine of the scapula in such cases; appearances analogous to the flattening of the gluteal region, which is one of the most remarkable external features of "morb".

Deeper still is placed an aponeurosis of great strength, which forms, with the smooth concave surface of the supra-spinal fossa, an osteo-fibrous canal, containing the fleshy portion of the supra-spinatus muscle. This fascia is stretched between the superior costa and the spine of the scapula; by its under surface, posteriorly, it affords attachment to the fibres of the supra-spinatus; whilst anteriorly it accompanies the tendon of that muscle, under the acromial end of the clavicle and the triangular ligament, losing itself on the capsular ligament of the shoulder joint.

By the removal of this fascia, we bring into view the supra-spinatus muscle, filling accurately the fossa from which it derives its name, and from nearly the entire of which it derives its origin; anteriorly, however, the muscular fibres have no ossific attachment. They here glide over the smooth, pulley-like surface presented by the bone, and then, bending downwards and outwards, they form the tendon of the muscle, which is inserted further on into the upper facet of the great tuberosity of the humerus, becoming also incorporated with the capsular ligament. In this part of their course the supra-spinatus muscle and tendon are concealed by the acromio-clavicular articulation, and more externally by the coraco-acromial, or triangular ligament, which is stretched in the form of an arch above them; a bursa of large size intervenes between the under-surface of the ligament and the superficial, or upper aspect of the tendon. By the removal of the trapezius muscle we are also enabled to see the attachments of several muscles to the edges of the supra-spinal fossa; thus the insertion of the levator anguli scapulae into the posterior superior angle of the scapula becomes apparent; also the attachment of the upper fibres of the serratus magnus anticus to its superior costa; and that of the omo-hyoid muscle to "the ligament of the notch," and the base of the coracoid process. In this situation also the supra-spinous nerve and artery enter the supra-spinal fossa, usually separated from one another by "the ligament of the notch." The nerve, in the majority of instances, being beneath, and the artery above, the ligament, the nerve is transmitted through a foramen, formed by the notch in the upper edge of the scapula and the ligament of the notch, whilst the artery enters the fossa through a small triangular interval, the respective sides of which are constituted by the ligament of the notch, coracoid process, and the posterior belly of the omo-hyoid muscle.

The *supra-spinatus nerve* is a branch from the upper division of the brachial plexus; in the neck it follows the course of the omo-hyoid muscle to the scapula, passes beneath the origin of that muscle and through the foramen above described; after which it enters the supra-spinal fossa, and is distributed, firstly, to the supra-spinatus muscle; secondly, to the infra-spinatus and teres minor muscles, by a branch which passes beneath the acromion process; and, thirdly, by a few twigs to the exterior of the capsule of the shoulder joint.
The supra-scapular artery (sometimes designated arteria transversalis humeri) has elsewhere been described as arising from the thyroid axis of the subclavian trunk; it passes at first downwards, and then nearly transversely outwards, anterior to the phrenic nerve, and between the sterno-cleido mastoid and the anterior scalenus muscles; it next runs along the base of the supra-clavicular triangle in the areolar tissue of the subclavian vein, behind the clavicle and subclavian muscle, and below the level of the subclavian artery, here in the third stage; more externally it crosses this great trunk near the commencement of the axillary; it then passes in front of the brachial plexus of nerves, running along with the supra-scapular branch, parallel to the omo-hyoid, and covered by the trapezius muscle, to the superior costa of the scapula, where it enters the supra-spinal fossa above "the ligament of the notch." Whilst under cover of the trapezius muscle, the supra-scapular artery gives off a large muscular branch, the ramifications of which have been alluded to as assisting to form the acromial anastomosis. The final distribution of the artery is by two branches.

1. The supra-spinal branch, which is distributed to the supra-spinatus muscle, and which anastomoses near the posterior superior angle of the scapula, with branches from the posterior scapular artery.

2. The infra-spinal branch, which enters the infra-spinal fossa by passing beneath the acromion process, and the "spino-glenoid ligament" of Sir Astley Cooper; here it is distributed to the deep surfaces of the muscles of this region, and anastomoses freely with the termination of the posterior scapular, and with the posterior branch of the subscapular arteries.

The structures thus shown to be contained in the supra-scapular division of the scapular region are the following:—1. Integument, dense areolar tissue, and superficial nerves; 2. A thin aponoeosis covering; 3. The trapezius muscle; 4. A layer of fatty areolar tissue; 5. The strong supra-spinal aponoeosis; 6. The supra-spinatus muscle; 7. The supra-scapular vessels and nerve; 8. The smooth concave surface of the bone (fossa supra-spinata).

Below the spine of the scapula portions of the trapezius, deltoid, and latissimus dorsi muscles overlap the scapular region, and partly conceal from view the intrinsic muscles of the infra-scapal fossa. These muscles are covered by an eponoeotic expansion, which is thin over the trapezius and latissimus dorsi muscles; more dense and strong where it covers that part of the deltoid which belongs to the region of the shoulder; and much stronger still, where it invests the infra-spinatus and teretes muscles; superiorly, it is attached to the lower edge of the spine of the scapula; posteriorly, it is connected with the tendinous expansion of the trapezius muscle, and the base of the scapula. From its deep surface, septa are detached, which pass in between the subjacent muscles, and contract firm adhesions to the bone; whilst, at the posterior edge of the deltoid muscle, it divides into two laminae, between which that muscle is enclosed; the superficial layer covers the outer surface of the deltoid, and so becomes identified with the fascia of the arm; whilst the deeper layer, passing beneath the deltoid muscle, becomes continuous with the capsule of the scapulo-humeral articulation.

The trapezius and latissimus dorsi muscles overlap—the one, the posterior superior, the other, the inferior angle of the scapula. The trapezius is tendinous where it glides upwards and forwards over the smooth triangular surface situated behind the spine of the scapula. A bursa here intervenes between the bone and the flat tendinous expansion of the muscle. The latissimus dorsi, by its fleshy fibres, overlaps the inferior angle of the scapula. The direction of the muscle at this part of its course is nearly horizontal. As these fibres pass off the scapula, they are joined by those of its costal origin, and thence they all run upwards and forwards, presenting a twisted appearance to their insertion, which takes place by a narrow flat tendon into the bottom of the bicipital groove of the humerus. Both these muscles, from their peculiar relation to the scapula, serve to compress it against the thorax, and so to prevent its being unduly separated from the trunk in the varied and extensive movements which it enjoys.

A peculiar displacement of the scapula, the result of accident, has been described by Velpeau, who supposes it to depend on paralysis of the serratus-magnus from injury of the great posterior thoracic nerve (external respiratory, Ch. Bell), which is distributed to that muscle. The appearances observed in the case detailed by Velpeau were, remarkable projection backwards of the scapula, especially of its posterior border, and inability on the part of the patient to bring it in contact with the side of the thorax: cases corresponding in their general features to this description have been seen by almost every surgeon. In those which have occurred in the writer's experience, the projection of the posterior edge and of the lower angle of the scapula was very remarkable, and the movements of the upper extremity were greatly impeded. Mr Adams has suggested, as a more plausible explanation of the deformity in these cases, that the lower angle of the scapula escapes from under the latissimus dorsi muscle; an accident which may occur from too great elevation and abduction of the upper extremity; and the more easily, as, in the majority of instances, either the muscle is not attached to the bone at all, or else it adheres to it by a few small fibres only.

The deltoid, trapezius, and latissimus dorsi muscles, where they overlap the scapular region, circumscribe a triangular space, in which may be seen part of the posterior edge of the scapula, with the attachment to it of the rhomboid muscle, and also a portion of the infra-spinatus and of the teres minor muscles.
By the removal of so much of these superficial muscles as encroach on the scapular region, and of the strong fascia already described, the deeper seated muscles of the infra-spinous fossa, viz. the infra-spinatus and the teres major and minor, are completely exposed.

The *infra-spinatus muscle* arises from the upper four-fifths of the dorsum of the scapula below its spine. The strong fascia of investment already described also furnishes an extensive surface of origin to its fibres; the muscle is triangular, the fibres all converging anteriorly to their common tendon, which, passing beneath the spine of the scapula and the acromion process, approximates closely to the tendon of the supra-spinatus muscle, and is inserted immediately beneath it, into the great tuberosity of the humerus.

The *teres minor muscle* seems to be little else than a fasciculus of the last described muscle, to which it is parallel, and along the lower edge of which it is placed: anteriorly, it is inserted by a separate tendon into the lowest portion of the great tuberosity of the humerus. The teres minor and *infra-spinatus muscles* might be regarded as different portions of one and the same muscle, not only from the similarity of their anatomical relations, but also from the identity of their physiological functions; both draw downwards and backwards the humerus, and produce the rotation outward of the arm at the shoulder joint. The teres minor is placed between the *infra-spinatus superiorly and the teres major inferiorly*, in close contact with the former, from which an aponeurotic septum and branches of blood-vessels alone separate it; whilst a very considerable space, containing the long head of the triceps, and some important nerves and vessels, intervenes between it and the teres major.

The *teres major* and the *teres minor muscles* arise close together from the lowest portion of the dorsum of the scapula. The *teres major* (the more superficial of the two at its origin) is attached to the rough surface on the outer aspect of the inferior angle of the scapula, whilst the teres minor arises more anteriorly, from a narrow but well-marked groove, situated just above the axillary margin of the bone. At their origin the teres minor is concealed by the teres major, but as they pass towards the humerus they gradually diverge, and are inserted on different aspects of the bone, and at different levels, so that the long head of the triceps firstly, and the neck of the humerus secondly, intervene between them. The teres minor is inserted on the outside of the humerus into its great tuberosity, below the insertion of the *infra-spinatus muscle*, whilst the teres major, in company with the latissimus dorsi, passes on the inner aspect of the humerus, and is inserted along with it into the bottom of the bicipital groove: at their insertion, the tendon of the teres major is posterior, and a little inferior to the tendon of the latissimus dorsi.

The teretes muscles, in diverging to the humerus, form with the upper part of that bone a triangular space, of which the base is at the humerus, and the apex at the inferior angle of the scapula. The scapular origin of the triceps extensor muscle in its vertical course down the arm, crosses this space, and divides it into compartments. A posterior triangular, and an anterior quadrilateral one, through both of which the axillary cavity communicates with the posterior region of the scapula and shoulder.

The *triangle compartment*, overlapped posteriorly by the deltoid muscle, is bounded, above, by the teres minor and axillary edge of the scapula; below, by the teres major. Its base, situated externally, is formed by the long head of the triceps; whilst its apex, directed internally, corresponds to the point of contact of the teretes muscles, where they arise together from the scapula. In this compartment is seen the posterior branch of the sub-scapular artery (*circumflexus scapule, Sæmmering*), forming here a curve, the convexity of which is directed downwards and backwards. The artery leaves this space by bending upwards and backwards, beneath the teres minor and *infra-spinatus muscles*. It thus arrives in the *infra-spinous fossa, lies next the bone, and ramifying minutely anastomoses, superiorly with the descending branch of the *subscapular artery*, and posteriorly with the termination of the posterior scapular artery. *(Vide Axillary Artery.)*

The *quadrilateral compartment* is bounded above, by the capsular ligament of the shoulder joint, by the prominence of the head of the humerus, and by the tendinous attachments of the teres minor and of the sub-scapularis muscles; below, by the teres major and *latissimus dorsi*; externally, by the neck of the humerus; whilst, internally, it is separated from the *triangular compartment* last described by the long head of the triceps muscle; it transmits, from within outwards, the *circumflex nerve* and *posterior circumflex artery.* This artery contributes to form the great scapular anastomosis; some of its branches ascending in the substance of the deltoid muscle, inosculate freely with the superior acromial branches of the *infra-spinular artery*, whilst others pass backwards and unite in the *infra-spinous fossa*, with branches of the sub-scapular and the posterior scapular arteries. The *circumflex nerve* is distributed almost exclusively to the deltoid muscle; but two collateral branches are detached from it, which are distributed in the scapular region; the first, a branch to the teres minor muscle; the second, a cutaneous filament, which escapes from beneath the posterior edge of the deltoid muscle, and is distributed to the integument.

The *posterior scapular artery*, although placed beyond the limits of the scapular region, may, nevertheless, be here described, as it is distributed chiefly to the parts contained within it. Under the name of *transversalis colli,* this artery arises in the neck from the thyroid axis, near to, and sometimes by a common trunk with, the *transversalis humeri;* it sometimes comes from the sub-
SCAPULAR REGION.

clavian, external to the scaleni muscles,—an irregularity which is by no means uncommon. When derived from its more usual source, this branch runs transversely across the scalenus anticus muscle and the phrenic nerve, covered by the clavicular portion of the sternocleidomastoid muscle: it then traverses the apex of the supra-clavicular triangle, lying above the level of the curve of the subclavian artery, and placed before or between the formative roots of the brachial plexus; passing still further outwards it gets under the trapezius muscle, and here gives off its ascending central branch; at the posterior superior angle of the scapula, the artery bends backwards, under cover of the levator anguli scapulae; here it changes its direction, and inclining downwards, runs along the vertebral edge of the scapula. Its course may, therefore, be divided into two stages; the first extends from the origin of the artery to the superior angle of the scapula, and so far its direction is nearly horizontal, and it is properly designated the "arteria transversalis collis." In its second stage, the artery runs vertically, parallel to, and about an inch distant from, the vertebral margin of the bone. This portion of the artery, which alone should be termed "posterior scapular," is covered by the greater and the lesser rhomboid muscles, and by the trapezius. To these, and to the other muscles attached to the scapula, it furnishes numerous branches, and at the inferior angle of that bone, it anastomoses very freely with the posterior branch of the sub-clavicular artery.

The structures which occupy the infra-scapinal fossa may here be briefly recapitulated: first the integument and the sub-cutaneous layer of areolar tissue; secondly, the fleshy edges of the deltoid and the latissimus dorsi muscles, and the triangular tendinous expansion of the trapezius, covered by their respective portions of fascia; in the interval between these muscles, and partly covered by them, lie, thirdly, the infra-spinatus, the teres major, and the teres minor, muscles; these are contained in distinct sheaths, formed by their investing fascia, and the aponeurotic septa detached from its deep surface; fourthly, the anastomoses of branches from all the scapular arteries; fifthly, the bone (fossa infra-spinata).

Around the margins of the scapula there exists, as has thus been shown, a chain of large blood-vessels, which, by numerous branches, anastomose freely at the angles, and on the different aspects of the bone, forming a vascular circle of great interest to the surgeon; for by means of it the upper extremity is mainly supplied with blood, when the current through the subclavian is interrupted, at the distal side of the branches which spring from its first stage. At the acromial end of the scapula two series of anastomoses may be observed; the first, superficial to the acromion process, is formed by the union of the superior acromial branches of the supra-scapular artery with the ascending (inferior acromial) branches of the circumflex, and with the acromial thoracic divisions of the axillary artery.

Secondly; an anastomosis occurs beneath the acromion process and behind the glenoid cavity, between the supra- and the sub-scapular arteries.

Thirdly; at the posterior angle of the scapula, the supra- and the posterior scapular arteries anastomose, in the posterior part of the supra-spinous fossa.

Lastly; at the inferior angle, a free communication exists under cover of the infra-spinalus muscle, between the supra-, the posterior, and the sub-scapular branches, aided by the posterior circumflex.

Through all these channels the sub-clavial and the axillary trunks communicate with each other, and experience has shown that full reliance may be placed on the capability of this anastomosis to maintain the circulation in the upper extremity after a ligature has been placed on the subclavian artery in the second or third stage.

The veins of the scapular region merit no particular description; they are very numerous, and communicate freely with each other. They accurately follow the course of the arteries. Those which lie above the spine of the scapula form one or two trunks of considerable size, which accompany the supra-scapular artery, and unite with the subclavian vein, external to the scalenus muscle; those of the infra-spinous fossa constitute a very large trunk, the sub-scapular vein, which enters the axilla and joins the axillary vein, as it lies on the posterior wall of the axilla; the sub-scapular vein here forms an important anterior relation to its accompanying artery.

The lymphatics of the scapular region are arranged in two sets; the superficial which pass to the ganglia of the axilla, and a deep set which closely correspond to the course of the bloodvessels, and terminate, as do the venous trunks, in the supra-clavicular and in the axillary regions.

The scapular region participates in the remarkable mobility of the bone which supports it, but as its motions cannot be regarded independently of those of the shoulder joint, we refer to the article on that subject for their elucidation.

The uses of the scapula may be briefly stated as follows:—In the first place it connects the upper extremity to the trunk, and participates in, and is subservient to, many of the movements enjoyed by the upper extremity. Secondly, it furnishes, by its flat surface, a lateral protection to that portion of the thorax against which it is applied. Thirdly, it is concerned in the mechanism of respiration, furnishing processes and surfaces for the attachment of numerous muscles, which are capable of altering the capacity of the thorax. This latter function of the scapula is well illustrated by cases where the upper extremities are totally wanting, in which the muscles, passing from the scapula to the thorax are well-developed, and act with vigour in effecting the full expansion of the thorax.
This fact is mentioned on Sir Charles Bell's authority, from whom we also quote the following short passage:—"We would do well to remember this double office of the scapula and its muscles, that whilst it is the very foundation of the bones of the upper extremity, and never wanting in any animal that has the most remote resemblance to an arm, it is the centre and "point d'appui" of the muscles of respiration, and acts, in that capacity when there are no extremities at all.

Percussion and auscultation are constantly practised over the scapular region, the superficial position of the spine of the scapula causing it to furnish satisfactory results when percussed, whilst the nature of the respiratory sound, in the subjacent portions of the lung, may be easily learned by applying the stethoscope to the supra- or infra-scapal fossa.

The scapular region is sometimes the seat of furuncular inflammation, and of anthrax, which selects in general the posterior aspect of the body, where the sub-cutaneous areolar tissue is most dense, often shows a special preference for the scapular region. Here likewise practical surgeons are well aware that chronic abscesses ("abces froid") not unfrequently occur.

Collections of matter in this situation are generally unconnected with any other local disease, but at the same time indicate constitutional derangement, more or less profound. Chronic abscess in this locality is not always superficially seated; it may have for its site the loose areolar tissue beneath the scapula, which connects the sub-scapularis to the serratus magnus muscle. Here it may attain a great magnitude, and displace the scapula outwards to a considerable distance from the trunk.

Fractures of the body of the scapula are met with as the result of direct violence only, and occur less frequently than the slenderness of the bone would lead one a priori to expect. The numerous muscles covering the bone, which form for it an elastic cushion, and its strong projecting spine, are sources of protection to which the scapula is indebted for its comparative immunity from this form of injury.

Ablation of large portions of the scapula, or even the complete removal of that bone with part of the clavicle, and the scapulo-humeral articulation, has been had recourse to in cases of extensive injury of the shoulder, as from gunshot wounds. (Larrey.)

In the Hôpital des Invalides at Paris may be still seen living examples of the success which sometimes attends even such severe mutilations; whilst the records of British surgery also furnish successful instances of the complete removal of the scapula, scapular end of the clavicle, and upper extremity, for tumours of great magnitude occupying the region of the shoulder, of which the cases by Mr. Ferguson and the late Mr. Liston are amongst the most remarkable.

(B. Geo. McDowell.)

SCROTUM. Latin, per metath. a scrotum, i.e. pellers; κροτος, βροτος, ροτες, Gr.; der Hodensack, Germ. Neither the English nor French language appears to have retained any word exclusively significant of this part of the body. In the former tongue, the Saxon word "cod," a husk, or shell, or bag, seems to have been originally applied to it in common with other tegumentary tissues; e. g. "peascods." Subsequently, however, the meaning of the word was extended, and from the containing tissues came to imply the contents. It is now obsolete, and the only term popularly retained in both languages is "the purse," "les bourses," either in allusion to the scrotum resembling a purse, or from its tegumentary nature (βιτος, pellis).

The scrotum is the pouch or fold of integument in which the testicles are placed, where they occupy an external position. It is composed of skin and areolar tissue, and is plentifully supplied with vessels and nerves. It contains the testicles, their cremaster muscle, and serous membrane, together with their arteries, veins, nerves, and efferecent duct, and a considerable length of the spermatic cord, which continues these into the abdominal cavity.

The skin of the scrotum is continuous above and in the middle line with that which covers the inferior or urethral surface of the penis, and on each side with that of the lower part of the belly, the inguinal region, and the inner side of the thigh; behind, it is continuous with the perineum. Its colour is darker than the neighbouring integument, and in the adult its surface is sparingly occupied with hair; in health it is rendered irregular by the presence of numerous rüge or furrows, the larger of which take a transverse direction. The median line offers a prominence which extends backwards to the anus, and which, from its likeness to a suture, modern anatomists have named the raphe (sâghi, sutura).

The areolar tissue of the scrotum is continuous with, or, in anatomical language, derived from, that of the perineal and inguinal regions. The more superficial or subcutaneous fascia, together with that deeper layer which is attached to Poupart's ligament and to the ramos of the pubes, converges towards the scrotum; the two layers uniting to ensheath the spermatic cord and testicle of each side in a cylindrical prolongation, the apposition of the two bags in the middle line forming a common partition, the septum scroti.

The texture of this covering of areolar tissue is peculiar, or even sui generis, and perhaps led to its receiving the appellation of the dartos (βιτος, tunica). It is very delicate, and highly elastic, and is usually of a reddish or pink colour; but it is not unlikely that this phenomenon may be of post-mortem occurrence; and it has the additional peculiarity of being destitute of the fat which is

* Its proper Greek name is βροτος. The etymology of the word is unknown, but it is used by Aristophanes and Galen.
found in connection with this tissue in most parts of the body. Later researches have shown a still further difference, viz. the possession of another structure - the unstriped or organic muscular fibre - which is either not present in the subcutaneous textures of other regions, or is in far more sparing quantity. The contractility which is the function of these fibres is quite independent of the will, and is not only readily developed on the application of a direct stimulus, but is also producible by cold, and is associated with general tonic effect of the system. And in opposite conditions of warmth or debility, a relaxation of these fibres effaces the rugae which their contraction had previously produced.

The vessels of the scrotum are numerous, but of little surgical importance; they are derived from those of the thigh and perineum. The superior and inferior external pudic, from the femoral artery, terminate by sending many small twigs to the integuments of the penis and scrotum; while, posteriorly, the internal pudic of each side sends forwards a superficial perineal branch, which likewise ends in these tissues, by ramifying and Anastomosing with the preceding. The accompanying veins have in all respects a corresponding distribution.

The nerves are chiefly the anterior terminations of those seen in the perineal space. Thus on each side is the inferior pudendal, which leaves the sacral plexus with the small sciatic nerve; while, nearer the median line, are the two superficial perineal nerves (external and internal perineal). The branches of these are very numerous, and are traceable to the front of the scrotum. The ilio-in- guinal, a small branch from the higher part of the lumbar plexus, and which perforates the abdominal muscles, together with a part of the genito-crural nerve from the same source, terminate near the front of the scrotum, but extend very little on it.

For the anatomy of the contents of the scrotum, as well as its morbid appearances, the reader is referred to the article "Testicle," in which they will be included.

(William Brinton.)

SECRETION.-This term is usually employed to designate the process of separation of those matters from the nutritious fluids of the body, which are destined, not to be directly applied to the nutrition and renovation of its organised fabric, but (1) to be either at once removed as injurious to its welfare, or (2) to be employed for some ulterior purpose in the chemical or physical processes of the economy itself, or to exert some kind of action upon other beings. The term is often used, also, to designate the products thus separated.

The nature of this process of separation is essentially the same in all cases, whatever may be the destination of its products; and we shall consider it, therefore, in the first place, without any further reference to them, than may suffice to indicate the boundaries of the three groups under which we have arranged them. It is probable that in almost every act of secretion a double purpose is served, the blood being freed from some ingredient whose accumulation would be superfluous, if not injurious; and the fluid separated having some secondary purpose to answer. Thus, whilst biliary matter becomes a positive poison if it be retained in the blood, it serves an important purpose, when poured into the duodenum, in completing the digestive process, and in preparing the nutrient contents of the intestinal canal for absorption. So, again, the cutaneous exhalation not only removes the superfluous water of the blood, but is one of the chief means of regulating the temperature of the body; whilst the sebaceous matter, poured forth by the glands near the skin, serves to lubricate its surface, at the same time that it relieves the blood of matter which, not being nutritive, is extraneous. Even the urine, which seems to be eliminated merely for the removal of noxious matters from the blood, is sometimes made to serve an additional purpose, its acidity, or its peculiarly offensive odour (increased under the influence of terror), frequently rendering it an effectual means of defence. On the other hand, the substances which are separated from the blood for the purpose of discharging some important office in the economy, usually, if not always, contain some substances whose retention in the blood would be injurious, and which are therefore advantageously got rid of through this channel. Thus the salivary, the gastric, and the pancreatic fluids all contain an animal principle nearly allied to albumen; but this principle seems to be in a state of change, or of incipient decomposition; and it would seem not improbable, that whilst this very condition renders the albuminous matter useful in promoting the solution of the aliment, it renders it unfit to be retained within the circulating current.

It is impossible, therefore, to divide the secreted products strictly, as some have attempted to do, into the excrementitious and the excrementitious; that, is, into those which are purely excretory in their character, and those which are subservient to further uses in the economy; most, if not all of them, partaking more or less of both characters. Still we may group the secreting processes for practical purposes, according to the predo-ninance of one or other of the objects enumerated above; those being arranged under the first division, in which the depuration of the blood is manifestly the chief end, any other being rendered subservient to this, as is the case pre-eminently with regard to the urine; those being classed under the second, in which the ulterior purpose of the separated fluid would seem to be the principal occasion of its production; and this second group being subdivided, according as this ulterior purpose is connected with the operations of the economy itself, as is that of the tears, the saliva, the gastric fluids, &c., or is destined to act upon some other, as is the case with the milk, the odorous secretions, &c.
Another classification has been proposed, of which the foundation is the degree of resemblance of the secreted products to the normal constituents of the blood; those being associated into one group, whose characteristic ingredients are altogether unlike those of the blood; and a second group being formed of those, whose elements seem nearly allied to those of the blood. This classification is practically almost the same with the preceding; for, as we shall hereafter see, all the cases in which the secreted products are very unlike the constituents of the blood, are those in which they are most directly and speedily removed from the body; whilst those in which they serve some ulterior purpose, are for the most part also those, whose elements differ least from the components of the blood.

The first group of these processes corresponds with that which has been elsewhere treated of under the head of Excretion; and the resultant products have been termed excrementitious secretions, or more briefly excretions, in contradistinction to the recrementitious secretions, which are the products destined for ulterior uses.

There is another group of processes, which corresponds so completely with the secreting operations in its general nature, that it is difficult to avoid placing it under one category with them; the more especially, as the instruments by which it is effected correspond with the organs of secretion in the most essential features of their structure. We refer to that elaborating agency, which is now generally believed to be exerted upon certain materials of the blood by the spleen, thymus, and thyroid glands, and suprarenal capsules (which are sometimes collectively termed vascular glands), and also by the glands of the absorptive system. The "vascular glands," as will presently appear, exactly correspond with ordinary glands in all that part of their structure by which they withdraw or eliminate certain matters from the blood; and they differ only in being unprovided with excretory ducts for the discharge of the product of their operation. These products, instead of being carried out of the body, are destined to be restored to the circulating current, apparently in a state of more complete adaptiveness to the wants of the nutritive function; in other words, these vascular glands are concerned in the assimilation of the materials that are destined to be converted into organised tissues, instead of being the instruments of the removal of the matters which result from the disintegration or decay of those tissues. And in regard to the entire absorptive system, with its glandulae, reasons will be presently advanced for regarding it all as one great secretory apparatus, whose relations are essentially antagonistic to those of the excreting apparatus; the materials of its operation being derived from the external world, and its products being poured into the blood; and its purpose being to supply fresh pabulum to the circulating fluid, whose effete matters are being drawn off by the eliminating agency of other glands, whose products are carried back to the external world.

The line of demarcation between the functions of nutrition and secretion can scarcely be drawn with definiteness; so close is the affinity between the two sets of operations, both in their nature and in their purpose. For, as will presently appear, every act of true secretion is really a part of the nutritive process, the selection of the materials on which the secreting organ acts being effected by the development of certain groups of cells, which, during their short period of existence, form a part of the solid constituents of the body; so that, as was first pointed out by Professor Good sir, the functions of nutrition and secretion are essentially the same in their nature. In regard to the objects of the two functions, moreover, there is not that difference which might at first sight appear; for although the nius of the nutritive functions is directed towards the increase and maintenance of the solid fabric, and that of the secreting operations to the removal of certain fluids from the circulating current, the retention of which would be injurious, yet here again there is much common ground. For, as was first pointed out by Treviranus, "each single part of the body, in respect of its nutrition, stands to the whole body in the relation of an excreted substance;" in other words, every part of the body, by taking from the blood the peculiar substances which it needs for its own nutrition, does thereby act as an excretory organ, inasmuch as it removes from the blood that which, if retained in it, would be injurious to the nutrition of the rest of the body. Thus the phosphates which are deposited in our bones are as effectually excreted from the blood, and prevented from acting injuriously on the other tissues, as are those which are discharged in the urine.

The application of this idea has been thus felicitously extended by Mr. Paget*: "The influence of this principle may be considered in a large class of outward growing tissues. The hair, in its constant growth, serves, over and above its local purposes, for the advantage of the whole body; in that, as it grows, it removes from the blood the bisulphide of protein, and other constituents of its substance, which are thus excreted from the body. Now this excretive office appears, in some instances, to be the only one by which the hair serves the purpose of the individual; as, for example, in the fetus. Thus, in the fetus of the seal, and I believe of most other mammals, removed as they are from all those conditions against which hair protects, a perfect coat of hair is formed within the uterus, and very shortly after birth is shed, and replaced by another coat of wholly different colour, the growth of which had begun within the uterus. Surely, in these cases, it is only as an excretion, or chiefly as such, that this first growth of hair serves to the advantage of the

individual. The lanugo of the human fetus is an homologous production, and must, I think, similarly serve in its economy, by removing from the blood, as so much excreted matter, the materials of which it is composed.

"Now if this be reasonable, we may carry this principle to the apprehension of the true import of the hair, which exists in a kind of rudimental state on the general surface of our bodies, and to that of many other permanently rudimental organs, such as the mammary glands of the male and others. For these rudimental organs certainly do not serve, in a lower degree, the same purposes as are served by the homologous parts which are completely developed in other species, or in the other sex. To say they are useless, is contrary to all we know of the absolute perfection and all-pervading purpose of creation; to say they exist merely for the sake of conformity with a general type of structure, is surely unphilosophical; for the law of unity of organic types is, in larger instances, not observed, except when its observance contributes to the advantage of the individual. No; all these rudimental organs must, as they grow, be excretions serving a definite purpose in the economy by removing their appropriate materials from the blood, and leaving it fitter for the nutrition of other parts, or adjusting the balance which might else be disturbed by the formation of some other part. Thus they minister to the self-interest of the individual; while, as if for the sake of wonder, beauty, and perfect order, they are conformed with the great law of unity of organic types, and concur with the universal plan observed in the construction of organic beings."

We cannot have a better example of the close affinity between the functions of nutrition and secretion, in regard alike to their essential nature and to their purpose, than that which is afforded by the structure, growth, and offices of the adipose tissue. Fat, wherever it exists, whether in large isolated masses, or dispersed through areolar tissue, is made up of an aggregation of minute cells, whose peculiar province it is to draw into themselves the superfluous oleaginous matter of the blood, as a part of the history of their own development. Since they form constituent parts of the organism, and may possess as great a duration as that of any other of the elements of the soft tissues of the body, the growth of fat cells is commonly regarded as an act of nutrition. But it may also be considered as an act of secretion; for it is the means of separating from the blood a product which is not destined to undergo any further organisation, and whose accumulation in the circulating fluid, beyond a very small and limited amount, would be positively noxious. This very same act of elimination of fatty matter, when performed by the cells of the liver, or of the sebaceous follicles of the skin, or (abnormally) by those of the kidney or of the intestinal glandulae, is recognised as forming part of the function of excretion, the difference being simply in the position and relations of the secreting cells. For whilst those of the glands are placed upon or near the free surfaces of follicles or ducts, and are destined from the first to a speedy evaporation, those of fat are woven up with areolar fibres and membranes, and form solid masses of tissue. A distinction might be drawn, on the ground that the contents of the fat cells are destined to be again taken into the circulation; whilst those of glandular cells, having been once eliminated from the blood, are never to return to it. But this would not hold good; for the fat cells appear to have an indefinite duration, the reception of their contents into the circulating current seeming entirely to depend upon the demand for these in the blood; and there is now sufficient evidence that a considerable part of the bile that has been secreted and poured into the intestinal canal is destined for re-absorption. And if we admit that the spleen, thymus and thyroid bodies, and supra-renal capsules, are to be regarded as possessors of a peculiar character, although the products of their elaboration are destined to be received back again into the current of the circulation, it is difficult to find a reason for the exclusion of a mass of adipose tissue from the same category.

Of the organs of secretion. — In order that we may duly understand the real nature of the secreting process, as elucidated by recent discoveries, it is requisite that we should examine into the nature of the instruments by which it is effected. There can scarcely be a more beautiful illustration of the doctrine that physiology is as capable as any other science of being reduced to general principles, and that these principles must, if valid, be of universal operation, than the fact that the process of secretion — common as it is in all its essential features to the animal and vegetable kingdoms — is everywhere performed by the same agency, namely, the development of simple cells, each possessing its own independent vitality; these bodies forming the really operative part of every secreting * May not this re-entrance be governed simply by physical laws? There can be no question that the chief purpose of fat is to serve as a store of combustible matter, for the maintenance of the heat of the body, which is a deficiency of materials in the blood. A certain proportion of fatty matter (from 4 to 6 parts in 1000) seems normally to exist in the blood; and this is usually renewed from the food as rapidly as it is eliminated by the respiratory process, or by the nutrition of the nervous tissue. But if the supply be withheld, a diminution of the quantity of oleaginous matter in the circulating current must rapidly take place; and it is then that we find the contents of the fat-cells reabsorbed into the blood. It has been shown by Matteucci that oleaginous matter will pass through a membranous septum towards a slightly alkaline fluid, such as the blood; and it does not seem difficult to understand, therefore, how the fat-cells should give up a portion of their contents when the alkalinity of the blood is no longer neutralised by the fatty matter which it normally contains, and how just that amount should pass back again, which is necessary to keep up the due proportion of fatty matter in the blood, and no more.
organ, however complex its structure may be. The progress of comparative anatomy has shown that neither the form nor the internal arrangement of the parts of a gland could have any essential connection with the nature of its product (see GLAND); since even those glands (the liver and the kidney, for example) in which there is the greatest complexity of structure, make their first appearance at the lower end of the animal series, as in the early embryo of the very highest, in the simplest possible form. Still something was wanting to prove that the structural elements immediately concerned are in all instances the same; and there seemed no analogy whatever between the secreting membrane of the animal and the secreting cell of the plant. The doctrine was first propounded by Purkinje * and Schwann †, adopted and extended by Henle ‡, and fully confirmed by the researches of Goodsir § and Bowman ‖, that the true process of secretion under whatever form it may present itself—is always performed by the intervention of cells; which, as part of their own regular vital actions, select and withdraw certain ingredients from the nutritive fluids, and afterwards set them free again, generally by the rupture or dissolution of the cell-wall, but sometimes perhaps by a simple act of transudation. For: the proper comprehension of this doctrine in all its generality, it is necessary to give some attention to the history of cell-development, as manifested in the simplest forms of organic existence; those cryptogamic plants, namely, in which every cell is a distinct and independent individual.

The earliest condition of such a cell is a minute molecule, which cannot be discerned except under a considerable magnifying power, and in which even the highest amplification fails to exhibit any distinct parts. When placed under circumstances favourable to its development,—namely, when supplied with the materials of its nutrition, and stimulated by the requisite degree of warmth,—this germ increases in size; and a distinction becomes apparent between its transparent exterior and its coloured interior. Thus we have the first indication between the cell-wall and the cell-cavity. As the enlargement proceeds, the distinction becomes more obvious; the cell-wall is seen to be of extreme tenuity and perfectly transparent, and to be homogeneous in its texture, whilst the contents of the cavity are distinguishable in the Algæ by their colour, which is green in the Chlorococci, and bright red in the Hæmatococci; but in the simple fungi, such as the Torula cæresiæ, or yeast plant, they are colourless. The contents of the cell-cavity have no relation whatever to the material of the cell-wall. Of this we have a remarkable example in the cases just cited; for whilst the red and green coloured products of the Algæ are probably nearly related to each other and to the chlorophyll of higher plants, being simple ternary compounds of water and carbon, the cell-contents of the yeast-plant are closely allied to the protein compounds; and yet the cell-walls in both instances are composed of the same material, cellulose. It is evident, then, that the inherent powers of the cell are not confined to the application of nutrient materials to the extension of its own walls, and the consequent enlargement of its cavity; but that they are exercised also in selecting from (and it may be in combing or modifying) the same materials, in order to fill this cavity with a certain product, which may be altogether different in its constitution and its properties from that of which its wall is composed. This latter process is as essential to the idea of a living cell, as is the growth of its walls; and must never be left out of view when the history of cell-development is being considered.

The nature of the compound thus stored up in the interior of a cell depends in part upon the original inherent endowments of the cell itself, derived from its germ; and, in part, upon the character of the nutritive supplied to it. Thus we find that the simple Algæ will grow wherever they can obtain, from the air and moisture around, the elements of their cell-walls and of their cell-contents; which elements they have themselves the power of combining into those peculiar compounds, of which analysis shows that they are composed. But out of the very same materials, and under circumstances to all appearance identical, the Chlorococcus manufactures a green product, and the Hæmatococcus a red one. On the other hand the yeast-plant, like the fungi in general, will only grow where it meets with an external compound already formed; and from this it elaborates the product which occupies its cell-cavity, its cell-wall being apparently formed by the same process as that of the simplest Algæ. It could no more vegetate, as they do, upon cold damp surfaces, than they could develop themselves in a solution of fermentible matter secluded from the light.

A similar variety of function is seen amongst the cells, whose aggregation makes up the structure of any one of the higher plants, and which are all the descendants of the single cell which constituted its original germ. Thus we have in the green cells of the leaves the representatives of the simple Chlorococci; these, under the influence of solar light, combining the carbon which they derive from the atmosphere, or from the soil, with the water transmitted from the roots, and elaborating these elements into a variety of new products, amongst which chlorophyll and cellulose are still prominent; but also operating upon the azote which they draw from the atmosphere.

---

* Isis, 1838, No. 7.
† Froriep's Notizen, Feb. 1838.
‡ Müller's Archiv, 1838, p. 104—108; 1839, p. 45.
§ Trans. of Royal Society of Edinburgh, 1842.
¶ Art. Microcos Membraete; and Phil. Trans. 1842, "On the Structure and Uses of the Malpighian Bodies of the Kidney."
or from the soil, and combining this with the other three elements into quaternary compounds, that seem destined rather for the nutrition of animals than for any special purpose in the economy of the plant itself. The contents of the cells of the leaves are thus of a very complex nature; their life not beginning and ending with themselves, as is the case with that of the independent organisms, which in other respects they resemble; but having relations to the rest of the structure, for which, in fact, it is their function to prepare the pabulum. For the elaborated sap or nutritious fluid, which is the product of their agency, is transmitted through the entire fabric, and furnishes each portion with the materials of its development and extension, which in every instance is effected by an act of cell-growth. All parts select from it the same substance for the formation of the cell-walls, but the cell-contents are different in every organ and variety of tissue. Thus we find one set of cells drawing in starch, another fixed oil, another resin, another volatile oil, another colouring matter, another sclerogen, another protein compounds, and so on; and this with the greatest uniformity and regularity. We may frequently see that even contiguous, and in other respects similar, cells, in the same organ, either select from the common pabulum a different compound, or exercise upon the same compound a different influence. Thus we observe in the part-coloured petal of a hearts-ease or tulip, certain stripes or patches of different hues, which, when examined with the microscope, are found to consist of cells that differ from each other only in the colour of their contents. A precisely similar phenomenon is presented by the epidermic cells, which constitute the scales of the wings of Lepidoptera.

In all these cases, however, the products which are separated from the circulating fluids are stored up within the component cells of the fabric, instead of being cast forth from it; and although the term secretion is commonly applied to the process, yet it would be just as correct to regard it as part of the function of nutrition. It is, in fact, exactly on the same footing with the production of fat in animals.

The absence of necessity for any other form of excretion in plants, than that which is carried on through the respiratory process, may be accounted for without much difficulty. A large proportion of the vegetable fabric is (from the nature of its chemical constitution) but little prone to decomposition, and possesses a character so permanent, that it may remain almost unchanged for an indefinite time; and those parts which are of softer texture and more actively employed in the vital processes, and which are therefore more prone to decay, are periodically thrown off and renewed. In animals, on the other hand, all the softer tissues have a strong tendency to disintegration, in virtue of their peculiar composition; and in some of them a destructive chemical change seems to be the very condition of their functional activity. For the maintenance of their vital energy, therefore, there is needed not merely a constant supply of new material, but a continual removal of the effete particles. On this last operation, indeed, the continuance of the vital activity of animals is more closely and immediately dependent, than it is upon the supply of aliment; for whilst the latter may be interrupted for a period of considerable duration without producing more than debility, the former cannot be checked for many hours (in the warm-blooded animals at least) without a fatal result. Indeed, if we consider respiration as one of the excreting processes (which it undoubtedly is in a broad and philosophical acceptation of the latter term), we must say that the liberation of effete particles may not be suspended for more than a few minutes without death ensuing.

Turning our attention, then, in the first instance, to the excretory organs of animals, we may define them to be groups of cells, placed on the free surface of a membrane, which is directly continuous with that of the exterior of the body, whilst its attached surface is in relation to the blood-vessels, &c. of the interior; so that these cells, having grown and developed themselves at the expense of the materials supplied by the blood, are either cast off entire and conveyed away, or give up their contents by the rupture or deliquescence of their walls; the products which they have selected or eliminated being thus, in either case, entirely got rid of from the interior of the fabric. The disposition of the membrane on which the cells lie, whether it be spread out on a plane surface, depressed into short rounded follicles, or extended into long and convoluted tubes, is a matter of secondary consequence; nor is it of more importance whether the follicles be isolated, and discharge their contents by separate outlets, as those of the skin or mucous membrane (fig. 307.), or whether they are aggregated in clusters, and

Fig. 307. (Fig. 209. Vol. II.)

Glandular follicles in ventriculus succenturiiatus of Falcon and other birds. (After Müller.)
open into a common channel, like those of the liver of the lobster or cray-fish (fig. 308.)

**Fig. 308. (Fig. 214. Vol. II.)**

Lobule of the liver of Astacus fluviatilis. (Müller.)

nor, again, whether the tubes are few and of great length, lying loose in the cavity of the body, and passing from one end of it to the other, like the biliary vessels of insects

**Fig. 309. (Fig. 431. Vol. II.)**

Alimentary canal of Pontia brassica.

(fig. 309.); or whether they are very numerous, of less proportional length, and aggregated in a compact mass, as in the kidney of the higher animals.

In all instances, then, the excretory organ essentially consists of a limitary membrane, which forms part of the integument of the body, or of one of its involutions; and of cells covering the free surface of that membrane, and, consequently, in direct relation with the external surface. Thus we have the limitary membrane of the true skin, and of the mucous membrane of the alimentary canal which is directly continuous with it, sunk into follicular depressions; and the free surfaces of these are lined with cells, the layers of which are continuous with those of the epidermis and of the gastro-intestinal epithelium respectively. (See MUCOUS MEMBRANE.)

We trace inwards another extension of the same membrane along the genito-urinary passages, up to the kidneys, where it forms the walls of the tubuli uriniferi; and there, too, its free surface is covered with an epithelial layer of cells, which is the efficient instrument of the selection of the constituents of the urinary fluid, and which, when exciliated, is conveyed along the urinary passages to the exterior of the body. So, too, the hepatic cells, by which the biliary matter is eliminated from the blood, are brought into direct continuity with those of the external surface, through the hepatic ducts and gastro-intestinal mucous membrane.

The case is not different, in any essential respect, with regard to the organs by which the recrementitious secretions are formed. Thus the lachrymal, salivary, pancreatic, and mammary glands are in like manner composed of a continuation of the limitary membrane of the true skin, or of the mucous membrane lining the alimentary canal, involuted into tubes and follicles, the free surfaces of which are covered with epithelial cells. These cells, drawing into themselves certain constituents of the blood, are cast off when they have completed their full development; and their contents, set free by the disintegration of the cell-walls, are carried off by the ducts, which collect them from different portions of the glandular structure, and deposit them in the situation where the purposes of the secreted product are to be answered.

If we attentively consider the character of what is commonly designated as the absorbent system, we shall see that this, too, may be regarded as a glandular apparatus; possessing, as it does, the essential characters of a gland in regard to its structure, and being analogous to the true glands in its mode of performing its function, and the difference of its purpose in the general economy being accordant with the difference of its anatomical relation. Putting out of view for the time the absorbent glands, or ganglia, we find the absorbent system to consist of two series of long tubuli, one set extended through almost the entire body, whilst the other is distributed upon the intestinal canal. These tubes appear to commence either in caecal origins or in loops; they coalesce with each other; and at last discharge themselves into a common receptacle, just as do the tubuli of the kidney. That their origins should be widely scattered, instead of being bound together in one compact mass, is a fact of no physiological importance; having reference only to the remoteness of the sources, whence are derived the materials on which the particular agency of this apparatus is exerted. These materials are of two kinds; for they consist in part of the crude materials selected by the lacteal division of the system from the contents of the alimentary tube, over whose walls the origins of the
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lacteals are dispersed; and in part of substances taken up by the lymphatic or interstitial division, and probably consisting chiefly of particles which are set free by the continual disintegration of the living structure, but which, not being yet decomposed, are capable of being again employed for the purposes of nutrition. The materials derived from these sources appear to require a considerable preparation or elaboration, before they are fit to be introduced into the current of the circulation; and this elaboration is effected by an agency of precisely the same nature with that which is concerned in the removal of various products of secretion from the blood; for the tubuli of the absorbent system, like those of the kidney or the testis, are lined by epithelial cells, and their duty seems to be altogether analogous. The alterations which the absorbed matters undergo during their passage along this system of tubes, and the evidence that these alterations are in great part due to the elaborating action of cells, having been heretofore considered (see Nutrition), need not be again dwelt on; but a few words may be added respecting the structure and functions of the glandulae or ganglia, with which the absorbent vessels of man and the mammalia are copiously furnished. These bodies are composed of lacteal or lymphatic trunks, convoluted into knots, and distended into cavities of variable form and size, which are known as the "cells" of these glands. Amongst these cells there is a copious plexus of blood-vessels, but there is no direct communication between their cavities. According to Prof. Goodsir, the epithelium which lines the absorbent vessel undergoes a marked change where the vessel enters a gland, and becomes more like that of the proper glandular follicles in its character. Instead of being flat and scale-like, and forming a single layer in close apposition with the basement membrane (as it does in the lacteal tubes before they enter the gland, and after they have emerged from it), we find it composed, within the gland, of numerous layers of spherical nucleated cells, of which the superficial ones are easily detached, and which appear to be identical with the cells that are found floating in the chyle and lymph, especially after their passage through these bodies. The absorbent glands may be regarded, therefore, as concentrating within themselves that agency, to which the whole system of tubuli is more or less subservient. Such an idea is strictly accordant with the facts of comparative anatomy; for in reptiles, in which there are no glands, the tubuli or vessels are enormously lengthened by the convolutions which they present along their course, as if to furnish a sufficient extent of epithelial surface.

There is strong reason for regarding the spleen, the thymus and thyroid glands, and the supra-renal capsules, as parts of the same assimilative apparatus, their office apparently being, to withdraw certain crude matters from the blood, to submit these to an elaborating action whereby they shall be rendered more fit for the nutrition of the tissues, and then to restore them to the circulating current. The details of the structure of these organs will be found under their respective names; and it will be sufficient to state here, that they all show an essential correspondence with the true and recognised glands in every respect but this, that they have no efferent ducts. Each of them may be described as consisting essentially of a number of vesicles, which are either closed and isolated, or open into a common reservoir, which is itself closed; the vesicles in either case are lined with epithelial cells. Around these, as around the follicles or tubuli of the true glands, blood-vessels are copiously distributed; and the elimination of products from the blood appears to be effected by their agency, precisely as if these products were destined to be cast out of the body. The mode in which they are taken back into the circulation, after they have been subjected to the elaborating process, is not very clear; both blood-vessels and absorbents have been supposed to participate in the operation; and this idea may not be regarded as improbable, when the large size and number of the lymphatics distributed to these organs is considered.

Having thus taken a general survey of the principal varieties of secretory structure, and of the chief aspects under which the secreting function presents itself, we shall pass on to a more particular consideration of the mode in which this operation is performed, and of the instruments by which it is effected. For this purpose it will be preferable to select a particular gland, and to examine the minutiae of its structure in the most diverse forms and conditions under which it presents itself; and there is none which suits our purpose so well as the liver, which is the gland of most universal existence throughout the whole animal series, and which presents almost every leading variety that is found in the whole series of glandular structures. And we gladly avail ourselves of the opportunity thus afforded, of bringing the account already given of that gland (see Liver) into conformity with the increased knowledge of its structure that has been since acquired.

There are few animals possessed of a distinct digestive cavity, in which some traces of a biliary apparatus (recognisable by the colour of the secretion) may not be distinguished. Thus in the Hydra, some of the cells that form the lining of the stomach contain a brownish-yellow matter, strongly resembling bile, which is probably poured into the cavity on the rupture of the cells. In the walls of the stomach of the Actinia, Dr. Thomas Williams has described a fluid formed by duplicatures of the lining membrane, in which are lodged a set of cells of glandular appearance, some
of them containing scarlet-red, and others bright yellow granules; the latter are regarded by Dr. W., and probably with justice, as the diffused rudiments of a liver.* In the Bowerbankia densa, and in other Bryozoa, very distinct spots may be seen in the parietes of the stomach, which seem to be composed of clusters of biliary cells contained within follicles; and during digestion, the contents of the stomach are seen to be tinged with a rich yellow-brown hue, derived from the matter discharged from these follicles.† In the Asterias the digestive cavity is surrounded by a more complicated glandular apparatus, but it seems difficult to determine the precise portion of this which discharges the function of a liver. The central stomach is furnished with a pair of glandular appendages, each composed of a cluster of follicles, which open into its fundus; and these, from their dull yellow colour, have been thought to be a liver. Dr. Williams states, however (loc. cit.), that their ultimate structure does not sanction that idea, the terminal vesicles abounding in a white elastic tissue, in the meshes of which are entangled a number of small, compact, and granular cells, which are by no means hepatic in their aspect. He is disposed to agree with Dr. Grant, who hints that this organ may be a rudimentary pancreas; we should, ourselves, regard it as more probably a salivary gland, its secretion being apparently mingled with the food immediately upon the ingestion of the latter. In the walls of this central stomach, proper gastric follicles have been detected by Dr. Williams; and he regards in the light of an hepatic organ the dilated culs-de-sac, filled with large glandular cells, which are disposed in great numbers along the ramifying caecal prolongations of the central stomach that are extended into the rays.

In the lower groups of the Articulated series, we meet with a diffused form of the biliary apparatus, not unlike that which has been just described in the lower Radiata. Thus in the Earthworm, the large annulated alimentary canal is completely encased in a flocculent external coating, which, when examined with the microscope, is found to consist of a mass of minute flask-shaped follicles, held by tubular peduncles, several of which coalesce to form the excretory canals for the discharge of the secretion into the digestive cavity. These follicles are composed of a membrane of extreme tenuity, and their interior is filled with cells containing granular matter and oil globules, which are the constituents of the hepatic secretion. In the Leech and some other Annelida, the alimentary canal is furnished with large sacculated appendages; and in the walls of these, as well as of the central canal, the biliary cells are closely disposed. These cells, according to Dr. Williams, are not included within follicles, as in the earthworm; the absence of caecal multi-

* Guy's Hospital Reports, 1846, p. 280.
† Dr. A. Farre, in Phil. Trans. 1837.

**Fig. 310. (Fig. 69, Vol. I.)**

Alimentary canal of Leech, with caecal prolongations.

the biliary system. In the Myriapoda, there is a decided advance from this diffused form of hepatic structure, towards that more concentrated and isolated condition, in which we find the liver of Insects. The general distribution of the biliary organs in this class has already been described. (See Insects, Vol. II, p. 974.) They consist of a number of distinct filiform tubes, usually of a yellowish-brown colour, placed in close apposition to the sides of the alimentary canal, and opening into it near the pyloric extremity of the stomach, usually by separate orifices, but sometimes after the junction of two or more with each other, to form short common trunks. Their number varies considerably; the fewest, namely four, existing in the Diptera, six being found in the Lepidoptera, and many more in the Orthoptera and Hymenoptera. When few in number, they are very long, sometimes three or four times the length of the alimentary canal, and are tortuous and convoluted; when numerous, they are proportionally short, and are more delicate in structure. In many larvae, they are furnished with lateral cæca, but these almost always disappear as the insect approaches the imago state. The following is the description recently given of the minute structure of the biliary tubuli, by a well qualified observer:—

"When more intimately examined, these tubes are found to consist of a delicate tube of clear, transparent, amorphous basement membrane, the inner surface of which is covered with secreting cells. From the thinness of the tube, the cells often project, so as to give it a granulated appearance when
viewed by the naked eye, as in the flesh-fly, *Musca carnaria* (fig. 311. a, b); and generally

Fig. 311.

**Biliary Organs of *Musca carnaria***.

a, portion of a trunk and two branches of one of the biliary tubes of the flesh-fly, viewed by reflected light, and magnified eight diameters; b, portion of a biliary tube of the flesh-fly highly magnified, exhibiting the arrangement of the secreting cells, and the mode of distribution of the tracheae; c, a secreting cell from the liver of the flesh-fly, very highly magnified. (After Leidy.)

towards the free extremities the sides of the tubes are so irregular, that they appear as if merely folded upon the secreting cells to keep them together. The secreting cells are round, oval, or nearly cylindrical from elongation. Their average measurement is about 0.09 millim. The contents are white, yellowish, or brownish, and consist of a finely granular matter, numerous fine oil globules, a granular nucleus, and a transparent nucleolus. The cells in the extremity of the tubes are not more than half the size of those a little further on (or nearer the termination), and contain less granular matter and no oil globules, so that they are more distinct, and the nucleus more apparent. Upon advancing a very little, the cells are found to be of an increased size, and full of granular matter, so as considerably to obscure the nucleus from view. A little further, we find the addition of fine oil globules, readily distinguishable by their thick, black outline when viewed in a certain focus. Sometimes the cells become so filled with oil, as to be distended with it, rendering the granular matter and nucleus so transparent as totally to destroy all appearance of the former, and the latter only is to be perceived in faint outline. Such a state I have frequently observed in *Dermestes, Ateluchus*, &c. The nucleus (fig. 311. c) is generally central, globular, and pretty uniform in size in the same species, averaging in measurement about 0.025 millim. The nucleolus is always transparent, and measures about 0.006 millim. The central passage of the tubes, or separation of the cells in the middle line, is usually found filled with fine granules, and a great amount of oil globules. The biliary tubes of insects are bathed in blood, or the nutritive fluid, and the respiratory tracheae are distributed to them with extreme minuteness, but are separated from the secreting cells by the intervention of the basement membrane.*

**According to Dr. T. Williams (op. cit.), some at least of the large cells which give the sacculated appearance to a biliary tubulus are really parent cells, filled with a second generation of hepatic cells; they are, therefore, analogous to follicles, save that they have no proper outlet, for we shall hereafter see that the follicle in its earliest condition is probably nothing else than a parent cell. From the above description, it would appear that the hepatic cells originate towards the upper or caecal end of the tubulus, that they are gradually being pushed onwards towards the outlet by the growth of new generations behind them; and that, as they thus advance, they acquire an increase in size by their own inherent powers of development, at the same time drawing into themselves the peculiar matters which they are destined to eliminate from the circulating fluids. The cells, having attained their full growth, and completed their term of life, give up their contents by the rupture or deliquescence of their walls, and these pass down the central lumen of the tube, to be discharged into the alimentary canal.**

In the higher **Crustacea** we find a condition of biliary structure much more closely allied to that of Mollusca than to that of Insects; the liver being a pair of massive lobulated bodies, each of them made up by the aggregation of numerous caecal follicles, from every one of which passes off a narrow duct, to join a trunk that is common to all the vesicles on one side. "In structure," says Dr. Leidy (loc. cit.), "the caeca resemble the tubes of insects, being composed of a sac of basement membrane, within which, originating from the inner surface, are numerous secreting cells (fig. 312. a). The cells are more or less polygonal in form, from mutual pressure. At the bottom of the caeca the cells are small, with an average diameter of 0.02 millim., and contain a finely granular matter of yellowish hue, with a granular nucleus, and a transparent nucleolus. As we proceed from the bottom upwards, the cells (f, e, d, c, b) are found to increase in size, and to obtain a gradual addition of oil globules, until beyond the middle of the tube, where they are found filled with oil, so as to have the appearance of ordinary fat cells, and have a diameter averaging 0.06 millim. From this arrangement of the cells, when a caecum is viewed beneath the microscope, its lower half appears filled

* Leidy, in American Journal of the Medical Sciences for Jan. 1848.
with a finely granular matter, intermingled with nucleo-nucleated bodies, and the an-
terior half with a mass of fat cells, the nucleus hardly visible, from the property of oil re-
dering organic tissues more or less transparent. The central cavity of the caeca is filled with fat globules, and a finely granular matter corresponding to that in the interior of the cells." In some of the lower forms of Crustacea, the liver is reduced to the simple condition which it presents in insects; and there is one very curious group, that of Pyc-
nogonida, in which the biliary apparatus is as much diffused as in the Radiata. In these animals, the stomach sends caecal prolongations into the legs, and these extend nearly to their terminal claws. The walls, both of the central stomach and of its tubular exten-
sions, are studded with brownish-yellow cells; but beyond this there is no rudiment of any organ for the secretion of bile.

In the Molluscan animals, the general structure of the liver closely corresponds with that which has just been described in the higher Crustacea. Among the Compound Tunicata, however, to which the Bryozoa are so nearly related that many naturalists asso-
ciate them together in one group, the struc-
ture of the liver is the same as that of Bower-
bankia; the hepatic follicles being isolated from each other, and lodged in the walls of the stomach, into the cavity of which they pour their secretion by separate orifices. In the Solitary Ascidiana, the hepatic follicles are more developed, and cluster round the ex-
terior of the stomach, so as to give it a shaggy appearance, very much as in the earthworm. In the Conchifera, the liver presents itself as a distinct organ, composed of numerous lobules; each of these is made up of a cluster of tubes, terminating at one extremity in flask-shaped follicles, whilst at the other they coalesce into a few larger trunks, which discharge themselves into the digestive cavity. The follicles are filled with cells containing the biliary secretion. The structure is nearly the same in the Gasteropoda; the ducts of the several lobules coalescing, so as to form two main trunks, by which the secretion is poured into the duodenum. The following is Dr. Leidy's account of the minute structure of the liver of the snail; a portion of which, moderately en-
larged, and showing the arrangement of the lobules, is shown in fig. 313. a. "When one 
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**Fig. 312.**

*Biliary Organs of Artacus affinis.*

a, caecum of the liver of Cray-fish, with its contained cells; b, c, d, e, f exhibit the progressive changes of the cells, as they advance from the bottom of the tube. (*After Leidy.*)

---

**Fig. 313.**

*Biliary Organs of Helix albolabris.*

a, portion of the liver of the snail, moderately mag-
nified, exhibiting the arrangement of the lobules; b, a biliary caecum from the same liver, highly magnified.

---

of the bulbiform caeca (*fig. 313. b*) is examined beneath the microscope, it is found to have a structure differing in no important particulars from that of the cray-fish. The cells at the bottom of the sac (*fig. 314. a, 1, 2*) average
those 449 the a and fat innumerable the contain others suiring be seen distended size the centre producing, calculated, Williams being initially nature be forming, with oil; e, a cell containing nothing but six deep yellow consistent oil globules; f, a cell containing a hard yellow mass of fat; g, a cell rupturing, and its contents escaping; h, nuclei of hepatic cells, highly magnified.

the fully ripe cells (b, 1, 2) are filled with innumerable minute globules of oil, hardly distinguishable from the granular matter; others (c, 1, 2, 3) with globules of a larger size; some are found with from one to ten or more large, deep yellow, oil globules in the centre; a few (f) with a hard or crystallised mass of fat in the centre; and many (d) are distended with oil. By pressing the cells (g) between two plates of glass, the contents will be squeezed out, and the structure will be seen as follows:—the vesicular transparent, amorphous cell-wall, finely granular matter, fat globules, and a granular nucleus (h), measuring about 0·01 millim, and containing a hard transparent nucleolus. A few of the cells contain two nuclei. The blood-vessels, consisting of arteries and veins, form a rete around the bulbiform caeca, but do not appear to come in immediate contact with the secreting cells" (loc. cit.). The general plan of structure of the liver of the Cephalopoda is essentially the same; the hepatic ducts and follicles being clustered as in a raceme, and the follicles being crowded with biliary cells. In the Loligo, these follicles are described by Dr. Williams (op. cit.), as being themselves sacculated, by duplications of their membrane; and some of the biliary cells appear as if producing a new generation within themselves.

A very remarkable departure from the general type is presented by certain of the Nautilbranchiate Mollusca, of which Eolis may be taken as the type. In these animals, the stomach gives off on either side a number of branches, which usually redivide, and then give off smaller tubes, which are continued into the branchial papillae that cover the dorsal surface (fig. 315)." The prolongations of the branches that enter the papillae undergo a considerable enlargement and change of form; and from the variety and brilliancy of their colouring are the chief attraction of these elegant little animals. The simplest form of this peculiar organ is met with in Eolis concinna, where it is a mere dilated tube, having its walls slightly waved, and the inner surface sprinkled with darkish granules. In E. Farrani (fig. 316, a) it still retains a considerable simplicity of structure, but becomes decidedly sacculated. The complexity is much increased in E. olivacea, in which it is produced into puckered follicles or sacculi; but in E. papillosa (fig. 316, b) it appears to attain its highest development. The central canal is there somewhat tortuous, and gives off on all sides variously sized, irregular, blind sacs, which are crowded with little compound follicles. The whole of the inner surface is lined with a thickish layer of irregular vesicles or globules, filled with numerous granules. These last, when submitted to a high magnifying power, are seen to be of various sizes, transparent, rounded, and nucleated. The whole of the internal surface of the gland is covered with vibratile cilia. These compound glands are evidently biliary organs, diffused throughout the several papillae, and supplying the place of a compact liver, which is wanting in the body of these animals. The stomach

Fig. 314.

Hepatic cells of Helix albolarbis.

a, 1, 2, two cells from the bottom of the caecum; b, 1, 2, two cells more advanced, containing numerous oil globules; c, 1, 2, 3, three cells, containing larger oil globules; d, a cell distended with oil; e, a cell containing nothing but six deep yellow consistent oil globules; f, a cell containing a hard yellow mass of fat; g, a cell rupturing, and its contents escaping; h, nuclei of hepatic cells, highly magnified.

Eolis Farrani, showing the branchial papilla. (After Alder and Hancock.)
and biliary organs are so intimately connected in this genus, that it is not easy to point out

* Alder and Hancock's Nudibranchiate Mollusca, Part I, p. 11.

the limits of each; they appear to differ in different species. In *E. papillosa*, the central canal is evidently a continuation of the stomach, and the plicated internal membrane is not only continuous throughout it, but also passes into the lateral branches, which thus appear to form part of the same organ. On the other hand, we find in some species coloured granules, similar to those of the papillae, partially lining the ramifications, as in *E. gracilis* and others; while in *E. despecta*, the central canal, all the ramifications, and the glands of the papilla, are coloured and granulated alike, implying a greater diffusion of the biliary function. The food, after being partially digested in the stomachal pouch, is driven in detached portions through the alimentary system, by the alternate contractions of the pouch and great trunks leading from it; these contractions are only of a nature to produce an oscillatory motion, which serves to promote that intimate mixture of the alimentary matters with the hepatic and other secretions, necessary to the process of digestion."

* Guy's Hospital Reports, 1846, p. 323.
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tion of the bile-ducts in the left lateral liga-
ment, which he considers as in itself a rudimental liver, exhibiting the structure of the entire organ in its most simple form. By Mr. Bowman it was supposed, that the limiting membrane forming the wall of the minute biliary ducts is not continued into the sub-
stance of the lobule, but that the epithelial lining of the ducts is continuous with the mass of hepatic cells which forms its parenchyma. There is an *a priori* improbability in such an idea, which would leave the glandular cells in immediate contact with the surface of the blood-vessels; an arrangement which does not exist in any other gland. We have been accustomed, therefore, to accord with the opinion of Dr. Thomas Williams*, that the limitary membrane of the bile-ducts is pro-
bably expanded over the whole of the paren-
chymatous portion of each lobule, moulding itself upon, and identifying itself with, the capsule or sheath of the vessels, and thus forming a sort of irregularly reticulated cavity, which may be described as the whole space occupied by the lobule, minus the series of passages containing the capillary plexus. The manner in which the lining membrane of the uterine sinuses with the cellular decidua are prolonged into the placenta, and reflected over the capillary tufts of the fetal vessels, so as to divide the whole cavity of the placenta into a series of irregularly shaped chambers, freely communicating with each other, into which the maternal blood is conveyed, will convey an idea of this method of viewing the disposition of parts in the liver; the uterine sinuses representing the bile-ducts; the cellular cavities of the placenta, corresponding with the spaces occupied by the cells of the hepatic parenchyma; and the fetal vessels occupying the place of the capillary plexus from which the secretion is formed.

The observations recently published by Dr. Leidy harmonise precisely with the view promulgated by Mr. Kiernan, and seem to confirm the idea that here, as elsewhere, the hepatic cells are enclosed in a limitary membrane. "The lobules are composed of an intertexture of biliary tubes (fig. 317); and in the inter-
spaces of the network the blood-vessels ramify and form among themselves an intricate anastomosis, the whole being intimately con-
ected together by a combination of the white fibrous and the yellow elastic tissue. In

![Fig. 318.

*Biliary plexus in human Liver.*

A small portion of the same section more highly magnified. The secreting cells are seen within the tubes; and in the interspaces of the latter, the fibrous tissue is represented. (After Leidy.)

structure, the biliary tubes (figs. 318, 319) cor-
respond with those of Invertebrata, consisting

![Fig. 319.

*Biliary tubulus of human Liver.*

Portion of a biliary tube from a fresh human liver, very highly magnified. The secreting cells are seen to be polygonal from mutual pressure. (After Leidy.)

of cylinders of basement membrane, containing numerous secreting cells, and the only differ-
ence exists in the arrangement, the free tubes of the lower animals becoming anasto-
mosed on forming an intertexture in the Ver-
ebrata. The tubuli vary in size in an un-
important degree in different animals, and also in the same animal, being generally from two

---

to two and a half times the diameter of the secreting cells. The tubes of one lobule are distinct from those of the neighbouring lobuli, or only communicate indirectly by means of the trunks or hepatic ducts, originating from the tubes, and lying in the interspaces of the lobuli. The secreting cells (fig. 320.) are irregularly angular or polygonal in form, from mutual pressure, and line the interior surface of the tubes. They vary in size in a moderate degree in different animals, and also in the same animal, appearing to depend upon certain conditions of the animal and liver."*  

We have ourselves verified these important observations to a certain point, not having been able to obtain a view of the regular and complete plexus of ducts figured and described by Dr. Leidy, but having satisfied ourselves that a system of canals, prolonged from the bile-ducts, exists in each lobule. The recently published observations of Dr. Natalis Guillot† are to the same effect. He has not been able, any more than ourselves, to distinguish membranous parietes around these canals; and he considers that they are simply channelled out in the parenchyma of the liver, the particles of which form its sole borders. It appears probable to us, however, that these canals correspond to the spaces left in the centre of the biliary tubuli of insects, &c.; and that the membranous walls, if they exist at all, would be found to invest the cells which immediately bound these passages.

The biliary cells of the Mammalia (fig. 320.) usually contain a certain number of adipose particles; their size and number, however, vary considerably according to the food of the animal, the amount of exercise which it has been taking, and other circumstances. If an animal be very fat or well fed, especially with farinaceous or oleaginous substances, the proportion of adipose particles is much greater than in an animal moderately fed and taking much exercise. The size of the globules varies from that of mere points, scarcely distinguishable from the granular contents of the cells but by their intense blackness, up to one-fourth of the diameter of the cell. The finely granular matter is the portion from which the colour of the cell is derived; it seems to fill the space not occupied by the oil globules; and it often obscures the nucleus, so that the latter cannot be distinguished until acetic acid is added, which makes the granular matter more transparent without affecting the nucleus.

The following are the dimensions of the hepatic cells in various animals, according to the measurements of Dr. Leidy (loc. cit.).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Long Diam.</th>
<th>Short Diam.</th>
<th>Nucleus</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Centipede</td>
<td>0.125</td>
<td>0.125</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><em>Julus impressus</em></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tumble bug</td>
<td>0.125</td>
<td>0.06</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><em>Ateneus volvencs</em></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Katydid</td>
<td>0.13</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><em>Platyphillum concaveum</em></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>House-fly</td>
<td>0.09</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><em>Munca domestica</em></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Flesh-fly</td>
<td>0.06 to 0.92</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><em>Musca carnaria</em></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Grayfish</td>
<td>0.04 to 0.92</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><em>Astacus affinis</em></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Snail</td>
<td>0.06 to 0.93</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><em>Heliz albolabris</em></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Slug</td>
<td>0.06 to 0.93</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><em>Limax variegatus</em></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rockfish</td>
<td>0.125</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><em>Labras lineatus</em></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Minnow</td>
<td>0.09</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><em>Hydragira ornata</em></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Catfish</td>
<td>0.125</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><em>Pimelodus catus</em></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lizard</td>
<td>0.09</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><em>Triton niger</em></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Frog</td>
<td>0.02</td>
<td>0.02</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><em>Rana haleicina</em></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Terrapin</td>
<td>0.03</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><em>Emys terrapin</em></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Snake</td>
<td>0.02 to 0.0275</td>
<td>0.02</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><em>Tropinotus sirtalis</em></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Boa</td>
<td>0.09</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><em>Boa constrictor</em></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Duck</td>
<td>0.125</td>
<td>0.02</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><em>Anas acuta</em></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Owl</td>
<td>0.15</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><em>Strix brachyotos</em></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chick</td>
<td>0.014</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><em>Gallus domesticus</em></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ground Squirrel</td>
<td>0.075</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><em>Seiurus striatus</em></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gray Squirrel</td>
<td>0.03 to 0.015</td>
<td>0.02</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><em>Seiurus Carolinensis</em></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rabbit</td>
<td>0.03</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><em>Lepus Americanus</em></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sloth</td>
<td>0.013</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><em>Bradypus tridactylus</em></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Leopard</td>
<td>0.0125</td>
<td>0.02</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><em>Felis leopards</em></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Monkey</td>
<td>0.03 to 0.015</td>
<td>0.02</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><em>Simia</em></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Man</td>
<td>0.03</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

* See American Journal of the Medical Sciences, Jan. 1848. Dr. Leidy does not specify the mode in which his preparations have been made; but we understand that his plan is to dry a small portion

of injected liver, then to make as thin a slice of this as possible, and to examine this slice when restored to its original condition by moisture.

† Annales des Sciences Naturelles, Mars, 1848.
When the foregoing facts are duly weighed, the conclusion seems irresistible, that the cells containing the biliary matter are the only invariable constituents of the hepatic apparatus; and that the manner in which these cells are arranged, and brought into relation with the blood-vessels, may vary indefinitely without producing any change in the character of the product. Consequently we cannot but look upon the biliary cells as the essential portion of the secreting structure; and we must, in like manner, consider their agency as the essential part of the secretory function.

The same result has been obtained in all other cases in which the character of the secreted product is such, that it can be detected, when in a finely divided state, by the assistance of the microscope. Thus Prof. Good sir has shown* that the pigmentary matter of the "ink" of the cuttle-fish is contained within the cells that line the ink-bag; that the purple fluid secreted from the edge and internal surface of the mantle of Lanthina fragilis (which is supposed to have furnished the Tyrian dye) is contained within a layer of nucleated cells situated on the secreting surface; and that a fluid resembling milk may be found in the cells contained within the ultimate follicles of the mammary gland in a lactating animal. We seem perfectly justified in concluding, therefore, that in cases where the transparency and freedom from colour of the secreted product prevent our distinguishing it in the cells of the organ by which it is eliminated (as in the case of the urine), it is nevertheless contained within them and eliminated by their agency.

It would probably be too much to affirm, that the elimination of the secretion always involves the continual exuviation of the cells, which are the instruments of the process. On the contrary, it seems probable that where the solid matter of the secretion bears a small proportion to the liquid, and is in a state of perfect solution, the secreting cells may be continually drawing in their peculiar pabulum on the side nearest to the capillary network, and may be as constantly allowing it to transude by the free surface, so as to permit its passage into the cavity of the tube or follicle,—the cells themselves remaining attached to its walls, and continuing to perform this function for a considerable time. Such is probably the case with regard to the epithelial cells which line the tubuli of the kidney, and which eliminate the secretion of urine; and those which line the tubes of the perspiratory glandules are probably as permanent.

In the case of cells, however, whose secretion contains a large quantity of solid matter, and especially where this is of an adipose character, it seems impossible to suppose that their contents can be given up, without the rupture or deliquescence of the cell-walls. This may take place either whilst the cells are yet in the follicles within which they were generated, or after they have been cast entire into the ducts, or have been even conveyed through them to their outlet. We have seen that in the biliary follicles of the Invertebrata, the discharged contents of secreting cells are usually to be met with, indicating that this rupture or deliquescence has taken place within the follicles; and this is probably the fact in regard to the biliary cells in general. An extreme case of another kind is furnished by Mr. Harry Good sir, in regard to the cells of an organ which is essentially one of secretion as to its structure, though its function has a different direction; the peculiarity of this case being, that even after the complete exuviation of the cells, they retain so much of independent vitality, as to proceed in their own development to a stage much beyond that at which they were set free. The case referred to is that of the seminal secretion of the decapodous crustaceans; the cells of which, when thrown out of the oeca of the testis, are very immature, and undergo important changes in their progress along the tubuli of that gland. The final changes, however, whereby they are fitted for the fertilisation of the ova, only take place after they have been discharged from the male organs, and have been lodged in the spermotheaca of the female.*

Now in every case in which the secreted product can only be given up by the rupture or solution of the cell-wall, it is obvious that there must be a continual succession or new production of the secreting cells; and a question naturally arises as to their origin and mode of development. Few facts are as yet known upon this subject. It may, however, be stated with some certainty, that, in many of the simpler glands at least, the follicle with its contained secreting cells was originally a single closed cell, of which the secreting cells are the progeny. This is the case with the Peyerian glands, which are best known to us in this condition, but which afterwards open and discharge their contents into the intestinal canal. Dr. Allen Thomson has ascertained that the primitive condition of the gastric gland also is that of a closed vesicle; and Henle has extended this view to the terminal follicles of the more complex secreting glands, which he considers to have originated in the same condition. The observations of Prof. Good sir upon the testis of Squatufis cornutus show that this is the true account of the changes occurring in that organ; the following stages being distinguishable in its structure, when it is in a condition of activity,—1st. Isolated nucleated cells attached to the side of the duct, and protruding as it were from its outer membrane (fig. 321. a). 2nd, A cell containing a few young cells grouped in a mass within it, the parent cell presenting itself more prominently on the side of the duct. 3d, A cell attached by a pedicle to the duct, the pedicle being tubular, and communicating with the duct; the cell itself being pyriform, but closed and full of nucleated cells (b).

* Trans. of Royal Society of Edinburgh, 1842.
4th. Cells larger than the last, assuming more of a globular form, still closed, full of nu-

![Fig. 321.](image)

**Progressive development of vesicles of testis of Squalus cornutus.**

a, portion of duct with a few nucleated cells, the primary or germinal cells of the future acini, attached to its walls; b, c, d, e, f, primary cells, or acini, in successive stages; g, one of the secondary cells in an immature state; h, a secondary cell elongated into a cylinder, each cell of its composite nucleus elongated into a spiral; i, k, the spiral cells or spermatozoa free. *(After Goodsiir.)*

cleated cells, and situated more towards the surface of the lobe (c). 5th. The full sized vesicles situated at the surface of the lobe, with their contents in various stages of development (d, e, f). These vesicles are spherical and perfectly closed; that part of the wall of each, which is attached to the hollow pedicle, forming a diaphragm across the passage, so that the vesicle has no communication with the ducts of the gland. The contained cells are at first spherical (g); but as the spermatozoa are gradually formed within them, they present a cylindrical form (h), and they are arranged within the vesicles in somewhat of a spiral manner (f). When the development has advanced to this stage, the diaphragms across the necks of the vesicles dissolve away or burst; and the bundles of spermatozoa float along the ducts of the gland, some of them separating into individual filaments (i, k). Besides the bodies now described, Prof. Goodsiir has observed what he considers to be vesicles which have discharged their contents, and which are in a state of atrophy (fig. 322. a).

The testis of *Squalus cornutus*, the functional history of which has been now given, is considered by Prof. Goodsiir as a type of a number of glands, whose action takes place after the same manner; and he lays down the following general facts, which he has ascer-
tained in regard to glands of this order.

"1st. The glandular parenchyma is in a constant state of change, passing through stages of development, maturity, and atrophy."

"2d. The state of change is contemporaneous with, and proportional to, the formation of the secretion, being rapid when the latter is profuse, and *vice versa.*"

"3d. The acinus is at first a single nucleated cell. From the nucleus of this cell others are produced. The parent-cell, however, does not dissolve away, but remains as a covering to the whole mass, and is appended to the extremity of the duct. Its cavity, therefore, as a consequence of its mode of development, has no communication with the duct. The original parent-cell begins to dissolve away, or to burst into the duct, at a period when its contents have attained their full maturity. This period varies in different glands, according to a law or laws peculiar to each of them."

"4. The secretion of a gland is not the product of the parent-cell of the acinus, but of its included mass of cells." *

An ideal representation of these successive changes is given in fig. 322. At b is seen a

![Fig. 322.](image)

**Ideal representation of changes occurring in vesicular glands.**

a, a bunch of acini in various states of development, maturity, and atrophy; b, c, d, are diagrams, arranged so as to illustrate the intimate nature of the changes which occur in vesicular glands when in a state of functional activity. *(After Goodsiir.)*

portion of gland with two acini; one of them being a simple primary cell, the other being in a state of development, its nucleus producing young cells. At c, both acini are advancing; the second has almost reached maturity. At d the second acinus is ready to pour out its contents, and the first to take its place; and at e, the second acinus is thrown in a state of atrophy, whilst the first is become fully matured.

There is another set of glands, in which the follicles remain persistent for a much longer period, and continue to produce many successive generations of secreting cells; of these, the liver of the Crustacea may be taken as the type. From the appearances presented by these follicles, which have been already figured and detailed (fig. 312.), it seems fair to conclude, that the development of these cells

* Anatomical and Pathological Observations, p. 39.
takes place from the caecal extremities; and Prof. Goodsir considers that they originate in a "germinal spot," which is the persistent nucleus of the parent cell, whose enlargement and connection with the gland forms the follicle. Growth in glands of this kind is regulated, according to him, by the following laws:

"1st. Each follicle is virtually permanent, but actually in a constant state of development and growth.

"2d. This growth is contemporaneous with the function of the gland; that function being merely a part of the growth, and a consequence of the circumstances under which it occurs.

"3d. The vital action of some follicles is continuous, the germinal spot in each never ceasing to develope nucleated cells, which take on the action of, and become, primary secreting cells, as they advance along the follicle. The action of other follicles is periodical.

"4th. The wall, or germinal membrane, of the follicle is also (probably) in a state of progressive growth, acquiring additions to its length at the blind extremity, and becoming absorbed at its attached extremity. A progressive growth of this kind would account for the steady advance of its attached contents, and would also place the wall of the follicle in the same category with the primary vesicle, germinal membrane, or wall of the acinus, in the vesicular glands.

"5th. The primary secreting cells of the follicle are not always isolated. They are sometimes arranged in groups; and when they are so, each group is enclosed within its parent-cell, the group of cells advancing in development according to its position in the follicle, but never exceeding a particular size in each follicle." *

Prof. Goodsir further expresses the opinion, that there is an order of glands with very much elongated ducts, which do not possess "germinal spots" in particular situations, but in which these spots are diffused more uniformly over the whole internal surface of the tubes. To this order he refers the kidney in Man and the higher Vertebrata.

We have thought it right to give Prof. Goodsir's statements in full, as being in the main unquestionably correct; but we must express our own doubts as to that part of the doctrine which relates to the production of the secreting cells from distinct "germinal centres." We have examined a great number of membranes bearing an epithelial covering, without being able to discern these; and our own impression is, that the membrane itself is in a continual state of change, deriving from the blood-vessel, on the one side, the elements of the new growth, and yielding these up on the other.

Of the first development of secreting structures, a partial account was formerly given (see Gland); and as this is on the whole in conformity with our present views, it is only requisite to add here the principal facts, ascertained by microscopic research since that article was written.

The "plastic mass" of which the entire gland consists in its early condition, is now known to be composed of nucleated cells, which appear to be the parent-cells within which the true secreting cells are afterwards to be formed; these parent-cells themselves becoming the vesicles or follicles of the gland, by the establishment of communications between their cavities and the branches of the duct. It seems probable that some of the original component cells of the gland coalesce or break down altogether, so as to form the smaller ducts, the development of which has been observed to be quite independent of the protrusion of the principal duct, and of its primary branches, from the cavity of which it is a diverticulum. These last are properly intercellular passages; which, as Prof. Goodsir justly observes, "is an important consideration, inasmuch as it ranges them in the same category with the intercellular passages and secreting receptacles of vegetables."

Sources of the demand for the secreting function.—We must now consider in more detail, the causes which render the performance of this function essential to the active existence of every living being.

1. In the first place, nearly all the solids and fluids of the animal body are liable to continual decomposition and decay, in virtue of their peculiar chemical composition. That the living state antagonises this decay, and that decomposition can only take place after death, is a doctrine which long held undisputed sway in physiological science, but which is now generally admitted to be completely untenable. The resistance to decay which living organised structures present, is rather apparent than real; for it only continues so long as the circulating current continues to pass through or near them, carrying off the products of incipient decomposition, and replacing these by matter that is newly organised.

2. In the second place, a continual decomposition and decay of an organised fabric is involved in its mere vegetative existence. For every portion of it has an individual and independent life, and a limited duration of its own: each part, like the simple isolated cell of the lowest Cryptogamia, grows from a germ, arrives at maturity, and finally dies and decays; its debris being directly cast off, if the organ be external; but being taken again into the current of the circulation, to be eliminated by another channel, if the part have no direct communication with the surface of the body.* Perhaps the most obvious example of this general fact is presented to us in the vegetable

* The author believes that he may claim the credit of having been the first to enunciate this doctrine in definite terms, and as more than a mere hypothesis. (See Mr. Paget's Lectures on Nutrition, &c. Medical Gazette, 1847.)
economy. The cells of the woody stem have a long and almost indefinite duration, especially after they have become consolidated by the filling-up of their cavities with resinous or sclerogenous secretions; but those of the leaves, which are much more actively concerned in the vital operations, have a short and limited term of existence. The "fall of the leaf" is not the cause of the death and decay of the organ, but its result; for the decomposition of its tissues is already far advanced, when its detachment occurs: — its functions have been fulfilled; its term of life is expired; and it is cast off, to be replaced by a new development of cellular parenchyma, which in its turn will discharge the same important function, that of preparing the materials for the growth of the more permanent parts of the fabric. This kind of passive change is more constantly going on in the animal body than is usually supposed, especially during the period of its growth and increase. A good illustration is afforded by the deciduous or milk teeth. "We trace each of these developed from its germ, and, in the course of its own development, separating a portion of itself to be the germ of its successor; then each, having attained its due perfection, retains for a time its perfect state, and still lives though it does not grow. But at length, coincidently, not consequently, as the new tooth comes, the deciduous tooth dies; or rather, its crown dies, and is cast out like a dead hair; while its fang with the bony sheathing, and the vascular and nervous pulp, degenerates, and is absorbed. It is here especially to be observed, that the degeneration is accompanied by some spontaneous decomposition of the fang, for it could not be absorbed unless it was first so changed as to be soluble. And it is degeneration, not death, which precedes its removal; for when a tooth fang really dies, as that of the second tooth does in old age, then it is not absorbed, but is cast out entire, as a dead part. Such, or nearly such, it seems almost certain, is the process of assimilation everywhere; these may be taken as types of what occurs in other parts, for these are parts of complex organic structure and composition; and the teeth-pulps, which are absorbed as well as the fangs, are very vascular and sensitive, and therefore, we may be nearly sure, are subject to only the same laws as prevail in all equally organised parts."* All the epidermic and epithelial structures, including the secretory substance of glands, are continually undergoing the same change, by the exuviation of the old cells when their term of life is accomplished, and by the production of new ones; the durability being different according to the particular endowments of the part, but also varying with changes in the supply of blood, which increase or decrease its vital activity. Generally speaking, those parts which live most slowly are those of which the duration is the greatest, and in which there is consequently the least frequent change. Of the exuviation of epidermic structures en masse — a process altogether comparable to the fall of the leaf — we have striking examples in the entire desquamation of serpents, the molting of the plumage in birds, and the shedding of the hair in the mammalia; and in the shedding of the antlers of the stag, we have an example of the exuviation of a highly organised and vascular part, which periodically dies, and which, being external, is cast off entire. "What means all this," says Mr. Paget, "but that these organs have their severally appointed times, degenerate, die, are cast away, and in due time are replaced by others, which in their turn are to be developed to perfection, to live their life in the mature state, and in their turn to be cast off?" There can be little doubt that a similar change is continually taking place, with more or less activity, in every part of the internal structure; the products of decay, however, not being at once thrown off, because there is no direct means of getting rid of them; but being received back into the current of the circulation, to be eliminated by instruments expressly provided for that purpose. Now, this interstitial change must take place constantly, during the whole life of the entire structure; but its activity varies according to certain conditions to which the fabric is subjected. One of the most important of these conditions is heat. It is well known that the tendency to decomposition, which is characteristic of organic compounds, is dependent upon the heat to which they are subjected: thus a compound which passes rapidly into decomposition at 100°, shall be much less prone to decay at 60°, and shall be permanent at 32°. And again, the vital activity of the several parts of the organised fabric is so dependent upon the same stimulus, that a very moderate depression of temperature serves to reduce it, or even to suspend it altogether. Now, when the activity of a part is thus reduced, so that it lives more slowly, its duration is proportionally increased, and interstitial change and renewal are scarcely required. We have obvious examples of this in the activity of all the functions in warm-blooded as compared with cold-blooded animals; in the superior energy of all the vital operations of birds, whose temperature is 10° or 12° above that of the Mammalia; and, on the other hand, in the torpor of cold-blooded animals, and of hibernating Mammalia, when the temperature of their bodies is depressed nearly to the freezing point. In the state of greatest activity, all parts of the body live fast; their duration is proportionally diminished; interstitial death and decomposition are continually taking place; the results of this decomposition have to be got rid of from the body; and a corresponding demand is set up for nutrient materials, to be applied to the renovation of the structure. On the other hand, a reduction of temperature, which di-
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* Paget, Lectures on Nutrition, &c.  
* Loc. cit.
minishes the vital activity of the living tissues, tends also to increase their duration; and this not merely by causing them to live more slowly, but by obstructing the spontaneous decomposition of their organic constituents. This reduction may be carried to such an extent as, on the one hand, to suspend all vital action, whilst, on the other, it prevents decomposition; so that the body remains in a state of dormant vitality, undergoing no change whatever for an indefinite period, but ready for a renewal of its vital activity whenever an increase of temperature shall awaken its slumbering energies. (See Life.) The more nearly a living structure is reduced to this condition, the less interstitial change does it undergo; the less nutrient, therefore, does it require; and the less effete matter is there to be thrown off.

The activity of that spontaneous interstitial change, which takes place as a part of the mere vegetative life of the animal organism, further varies in accordance with the period of life of the fabric taken as a whole. Thus all the tissues, even those most consolidated, are undergoing continual changes in the young animal, in which the processes of decay and renewal go on much faster than in the adult; and in the adult, than in the aged person. Thus we have seen that the duration of the deciduous teeth is very limited; whilst that of the permanent teeth may be coeval with the life of the entire animal, little or no interstitial change taking place in them during the whole of that period. So also the component parts of the bony structure, which in the adult are almost permanent, and in the aged become so remarkably solidified that little or no interstitial change can take place in them, are liable in the growing child to continual decomposition; no part of the substance of a long bone having any permanence, but the interior layers of the shaft being removed (by absorption, it is commonly said, but the absorption being probably in reality preceded by degeneration), so as to enlarge the medullary cavity, in proportion as new layers are formed on the external surface. This may be partly accounted for by the imperfect degree in which, so long as the entire organism is undergoing rapid increase, the normal structure is developed in any one portion of it; for as the degree of consolidation is less, the tendency to decay will be greater. But this explanation is not in itself sufficient, and we must be content, for the present, to regard it as a general law, that, with the advance of life, the duration of the individual components of the organism increases, whilst their functional activity diminishes. (See Age.)

3. But, in the third place, the exercise of the Animal functions seems to be essentially destructive of the structures which are their instruments; every operation of the muscular and nervous systems appearing to require, as its necessary condition, a disintegration of a certain portion of their tissues, probably by the union of their elements with the oxygen supplied by arterial blood. The duration of the existence of these tissues may be clearly shown to vary inversely with the use that is made of them, being less as their functional activity is greater. Hence, when an animal is very inactive, it requires but very little nutrition; if in moderate activity, there is a moderate demand for food; but if its nervous and muscular energy be frequently and powerfully called into exercise, the supply of aliment must be increased, in order to maintain the vigour of the system. In like manner, the amount of the effete matters, which result from the disintegration and decay of those tissues, must increase with their activity, and diminish in proportion to their freedom from exertion.

4. A necessity for the secreting process may further arise within the system from the ingestion of superfluous aliment. This would not be the case, if the amount of food prepared by the digestive process, and taken up by absorption into the current of the circulation, were always strictly proportional to the demand for nutrient created by the wants of the system. There can be no doubt that almost every individual who is not restrained by considerations of economy, or by fear of unpleasant consequences, from indulging his natural appetite, really takes in more food than the wants of his system absolutely require; and all that is not appropriated to the reparation of the waste, or to the increase in the weight of the body, must be thrown off by the excreting organs, without having ever been converted into organised tissue. The superfluous portion of the non-azotised constituents of the food may be deposited as fat in those individuals who have a disposition to the production of adipose tissue; but the azotised constituents cannot be applied in like manner to the unlimited increase of the muscular and other tissues; and that which is not speedily converted into organisable material, and drawn off from the blood by conversion into organised tissue, would accumulate injuriously in the circulating current, and would taint it by decomposition, if it were not continually removed by the excreting processes.

5. Again, it cannot be deemed improbable that the changes which the crude aliment undergoes, from the time of its first reception into the absorbents and blood-vessels, to that of its conversion into organised tissues and into the materials of secretions eliminated for some special purpose in the economy, involve the liberation of many products, of which the elements are superfluous, and therefore injurious to the system if retained within it. The condition of organic chemistry, however, is not at present such as to admit of anything being advanced with certainty under this head.

From these various sources, then, a large amount of effete matter is being continually received back from the tissues into the current of the circulation, or is generated in the blood by the changes to which it is itself subject; and it is one great object of the secreting apparatus, to free that fluid of the products which would rapidly accumulate in it, but for the
provision which is thus made for their removal.

The first product of the decay of all organised structures is carbone acid; and this is the one which is most constantly and rapidly accumulating in the system, and the retention of which, therefore, within the body, is the most injurious. Accordingly, we find two organs, the lungs and the skin, specially destined to remove it; and their action is so contrived, that whilst eliminating a noxious product, they shall be subservient to the introduction into the system of the vivifying element, oxygen, without a continued supply of which the animal functions cannot be long kept in activity, nor the heat of the body sustained.

The skin, again, is one of the organs for the removal of the superfluous water from the body; and the exhalation from its surface, the amount of which varies with the degree of external heat, serves the additional purpose of keeping down the temperature to its normal standard. The lungs also regularly throw off a considerable quantity of water, of which the amount is but little subject to variation, and of which some portion may have been actually generated in the blood by the union of hydrogen and oxygen. And the kidneys, the structure of which is beautifully adapted to eliminate the superfluous fluid by simple mechanical transudation, draw off the residue; the amount of water which they remove being the complement of that exhaled by the skin.

All azotised substances have a tendency, during their decomposition, to throw off nitrogen; and in the animal body this element is for the most part eliminated by the kidneys, entering largely into the composition of the urinary secretion. Thus we find urea to contain a larger proportion of nitrogen than exists in any other organic compound; and uric acid, hippuric acid, kreatine and kreatinine, and other compounds, which are characteristic elements of this secretion in different animals, are all rich in nitrogen. But it is not only by the kidneys that azotised substances are thrown off, for the solid matter exuded from the skin closely corresponds in composition with that of the urinary secretion; and urea has been detected in it.

The biliary secretion is peculiarly rich in hydrocarbon, and may probably be regarded as the complement of that of the kidneys; it having been shown by Liebig, that if the empirical formulae for the bile and urine be added together, the result comes very near to the empirical formula for blood. Of this secretion, a part is certainly destined to be immediately carried off through the intestinal canal; but another part seems to be re-absorbed, in combination with the fatty matters of the food, and to be subsequently thrown off by the respiratory process. What proportion is applied to each purpose cannot be definitely stated, and probably varies much with circumstances.

But besides the metamorphosis of the organised tissues, and of the organic elements of the blood, into the definite (generally crystalline) compounds, which are the characteristic elements of the secretions already mentioned, it would seem that a portion of the effete matters take on a putrescent state; and that for the elimination of these a special and most appropriate apparatus is provided, namely, the extensive system of glandulae in the wall of the intestinal canal. As this point has been much less attended to than its importance deserves, it seems desirable to dwell upon it here in some detail. It has been too much the custom to regard the fecal evacuations as little else than the indigestible residue of the food, mingled with portions of the biliary and pancreatic secretions; whereas we think that a little consideration will show, that the peculiarly fecal matter is a real excretion, which must have been eliminated from the blood by the intestines and glandulae. The undigested residue of the food may vary in greater or a smaller proportion of the bulk of the evacuation, according to the nature of the ingesta and the completeness of the digestive process. When the alimentary canal is in an irritable state, and the aliment is hurried through it without time being allowed for the proper action of the gastric secretions, a considerable part of it may be recovered from the feces in an almost unchanged condition. It has been found that even starch vesicles, if not ruptured by the masticating process, or by the heat employed in the preparation of the food, resist the digestive process so completely as not to give up their contents; being readily detectable in the feces, in an entire state, by the assistance of the microscope. Further, there is no evidence whatever, that the undigested residue of the food could acquire the fecal character, during the short period which suffices in the state of health for its transmission along the alimentary canal; and there is every reason to believe the contrary, since the substances which resist the action of the gastric solvent are precisely those which have the least tendency to this kind of decomposition. Moreover, in purely Carnivorous animals, and in Man when he adopts the same diet, fecal matter is still voided, though in smaller quantity than in Herbivora. The case is still stronger in regard to sucking animals; since the milk by which they are supported is pure nutriment, of which no part can be supposed to pass directly into the feces. The continued evacuation of fecal matter when little or no food has been taken in, the large quantity brought off by purgative medicines after the bowels have been completely emptied of their solid contents, and the colliquative diarrhea which so frequently occurs at the close of exhausting diseases and previously to death by starvation, are so many obvious confirmations of the same view. And Dr. Williams* has pointed out many pathological phenomena, which indicate that the inflammation and ul-

* Principles of Medicine, 2d ed. p. 248. note.
fection of the intestinal glandule, which is so frequent a complication of fevers and of other diseases induced by the presence of a morbid poison in the blood, results from the continued operation, upon their own structure, of the noxious matter which these glandule are endeavouring to eliminate from the system. This view has derived important confirmation from experiments recently made by Prof. Liebig; these having indicated that the substances to which the feaces owe their peculiar factor may be artificially produced by the imperfect oxidation of albuminous compounds.* The immense relief frequently given by an attack of diarrhoea, which spontaneously eliminates morbidic matters that were operating prejudicially on the system, and the corresponding effects of mild purgatives, which excite the secreting action of these glandule, furnish additional evidence, if such be required, to the same effect. It is obviously important in a therapeutic point of view, that definite ideas should be entertained on this subject; and although it may be difficult to obtain positive proof of the position here advanced,—that it is the special function of the glandule of the lower part of the small intestines, and at the upper part of the large, to eliminate from the blood the putrescent matter which results from the disintegration of the tissues,—it will scarcely be denied that a strong probability has been established by the foregoing evidence, in favour of such a view.

The interruption of any of these excreting processes, by causing an accumulation of effete matters in the blood, occasions speedy death (see Excretion); and Dr. Marshall Hall was perfectly correct in affirming†, that the functions of egestion are more immediately necessary to the maintenance of life than those of ingestion. For whilst most animals may live for a considerable time without food, and many without oxygen, there are none which are not speedily killed (unless previously reduced to a state of torpidity) by the complete suspension of the excretory operations.

In all the cases hitherto considered, the necessity for the secreting function arises out of the changes which are continually taking place in the system at large, and which tend to produce an injurious effect upon the character of the blood. We have seen, however, that even the act of liberation of effete or superfluous matters is frequently made to answer some ulterior purpose in the economy; and we are thus led to notice the other class of secretions, in which this ulterior purpose appears to be the principal, if not the sole, object of their separation. The variety of these, however, is so great, and their uses are so different, that no general statement can be made regarding them. It must suffice to refer to a few examples, such as will show their importance in the economy of the different animals which form them. The secretion of tears for the cleansing and lubrication of the surface of the eye; the salivary, gastric, and pancreatic secretions for the reduction and solution of the food; the mammary secretion for the nutrition of the offspring; the sebaceous secretions for the lubrication of the skin; the mucous secretions for the protection of the mucous membranes; the poisonous secretions of certain serpents, insects, &c.; the glutinous secretion with which the silkworm weaves its cocoon and the spider its web; the pigments of the cuttle-fish; the colouring matter secreted by the mantle of many of the mollusca for imparting various hues to their shells; the strongly odorous secretions of many animals, which seem generally attractive to those of their own kind, but repulsive to others; together with many others that might be cited, are sufficient to indicate that the formation of even a very small amount of some peculiar product may be essential to the well-being of the animal which furnishes it; by contributing to the due performance of one or more of its vital functions, or by the protection it affords to some important organs.

Existence of the elements of secretions in the blood.—The chemical proofs which have been recently obtained of the presence of the characteristic elements of certain secreted fluids in healthy blood, have afforded the most complete evidence of that which was previously highly probable, namely, that the office of the secreting organs is more that of selection and separation than that of conversion. The proof is most complete and satisfactory in regard to the chief elements of the urinary secretion; but inferential evidence scarcely less conclusive exists with regard to several other substances.

The presence of urea in the blood was first clearly shown by Prevost and Dumas*, who found that when the functions of the kidneys were destroyed, either by the extirpation of those organs, or by ligature of the renal arteries, urea could be detected in the circulating fluids after a short period. Similar results have been obtained by other experimenters; and pathological observation, in cases where the normal secretion has been suspended or greatly diminished (as in the advanced stages of Bright's disease), has equally shown that under such circumstances the presence of urea manifests itself in the blood when duly analysed.† An interesting case has lately been put on record by Dr. Shearman, in which the secretion of true urine being temporarily suspended, in consequence of accident (a watery fluid, containing neither urea, uric acid, nor the urates, being all that was passed for some days), urea was obtained in considerable quantity from the serum of blood drawn from the arm.‡ It would be difficult to explain such facts in any other way, than by supposing that urea is constantly being generated in the system, and
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being received into the circulating current; that being eliminated by the kidneys, in the state of health, as fast as it is formed, it has no time to accumulate in the blood; but that when such elimination is checked or diminished, whilst its formation continues, the minute quantity originally present gradually increases, so as at last to become usually detectible by chemical processes. However probable such an explanation might be felt to be, it is yet satisfactory to find it confirmed by direct experiment.* Simon and Marchand some time since obtained satisfactory evidence of the presence of uric in the healthy blood of the cow; and Dr. Garrod has lately succeeded in obtaining uric from the serum of healthy human blood. The amount, as might be anticipated, was very small, only 1-200th of a grain of uric being procurable from 1000 grains of serum.†

The pre-existence of uric acid in the blood might in like manner be inferred from the well-known fact of its deposition in gouty concretions: this inference, also, has been confirmed by Dr. Garrod, who has discovered uric acid in the blood of gouty subjects. It might be not unreasonably asserted, however, that the presence of uric acid in the blood is the result of a disordered condition of the system generally; and it is hence satisfactory to find that in this case also Dr. Garrod has succeeded in obtaining the substance itself from healthy blood. He states that the amount seems liable to considerable variation, and to have some relation to the period that has elapsed since food was last taken, being least where this was longest: thus in one instance, where food had not been taken for twenty-four hours, 1000 grains of serum yielded only 2-1000ths of a grain of uric acid; whilst a similar quantity of serum from the blood of other healthy subjects yielded 7-1000ths; and a like amount of serum from the blood of a man of full habit, but otherwise healthy, yielded 37-1000ths of a grain of uric acid.

Of hippuric acid, which exists in small quantity in human urine, but in much larger amount in the urine of herbivorous animals, Dr. Garrod states (loc. cit.) that he thinks he has detected traces in the blood.

There can be no reasonable doubt that kreatine and kreatinine are normal elements of healthy blood, since they are constituents of the "juice of flesh," which seems to be the result of the disintegration of the muscular tissue, and must be taken into the circulating current to be conveyed from the muscles into the urine, where we again meet with these substances.

In like manner it is probable that lactic acid

* Dr. Prout states (On Stomach and Renal Diseases, 5th ed. p. 551. note), that when engaged in examining the blood in the year 1816, he found urea (or a substance having most of its properties) in that fluid; but not crediting the fact, and thinking it might be accidental, he did not pursue the enquiry, though he made a memorandum of the circumstances.

† Lancet, July 8. 1848.

is normally present in the blood in very minute proportion; for it abounds in the juice of flesh, and must be taken into the current of the circulation, in order to be eliminated from the body. In the healthy state it seems to be eliminated through the respiratory organs as fast as it is generated; being converted by oxidation into carbonic acid and water. It was formerly supposed to be a normal constituent of the urine; but it has been clearly proved by Liebig not to have a real existence there. Even when lactate of potash has been introduced by the stomach, the potash is thrown out by the kidneys in combination with other acids, the lactic acid not being eliminated in the urine, but passed off through the lungs. In certain diseased states of the system, however, lactic acid unquestionably presents itself in the gastric, urinary, and cutaneous secretions; and as it has been shown to be one of the results of the disintegration of the muscular tissue, its pre-existence in the blood cannot be reasonably doubted.

The less definite nature of the constituents of bile prevents them from being as certainly recognised in the blood as those of urine have been; nevertheless, the evidence of their pre-existence in the circulating fluids is sufficiently clear. Thus choleserine may be obtained from the serum of the blood by an analytical process of no great complexity; and its presence there is also manifested by its occasional deposit, as a result of diseased action, in other parts of the body, especially in the fluids of local dropies, as hydrocele, ovarian dropisy, &c. Again, the colouring matter of the bile seems to be nearly identical with certain normal elements of the blood, since the hue exhibited by a departing ecchymosis is identical with the characteristic colour of bile. In cases of jaundice, the presence of the colouring matter in the blood is often made evident, not merely by the communication of its peculiar hue to the several tissues and secretions of the body, but also by the tint visible in the serum of the blood itself. It would seem probable, however, that in many of these cases there has been an actual re-absorption of the biliary matter subsequently to its elimination by the liver, as a consequence of obstruction to its exit by the gall duct. But in the most severe and rapidly fatal cases of jaundice, as pointed out by Dr. Alison*, the secreting process has never taken place, and the colouring matter must then have been generated in the blood itself. Neither choleserine, nor the colouring matter of bile, seem to exert the poisonous influence on the nervous system which is manifested in the cases alluded to; and it is probable that this must proceed from the accumulation of the peculiar organic constituent of the bile. As the precise nature of this, however, is still a matter of discussion amongst chemists, we cannot be surprised that it has not yet been obtained by analysis from the blood.

The proof that the constituents of the milk pre-exist in the blood, is rather inferential than direct. That the caseine (although so like the albumen of the blood that we might imagine it to be a mere modification of it, effected in the act of secretion) is, in reality, specially prepared in the circulating current, would appear from the fact that, during pregnancy, a substance, kiestein, having a close relation to it, is eliminated by the urine, and that this substance disappears from the urine within a few days after parturition, the mammary secretion being then fairly established. Perhaps, however, the most remarkable evidence to the same effect is afforded by cases of metastasis of the mammary secretion, of which an account will be presently given; and on the same kind of evidence rests the proof of the pre-existence of the other characteristic elements of the mammary secretion in the blood.

With regard, however, to the elements of other secretions, the evidence is less clear as to the state in which they exist previously to their elimination by the secreting apparatus. The fact would appear to be, however, that the solid constituents of most of them are little else than constituents of the blood itself, either pure or but slightly altered. Thus in the lachrymal fluid, the saliva, the gastric and pancreatic juices, and the serous fluid of areolar tissue and of serous and synovial membranes, we find little else than saline matters, which are normal constituents of the serum of the blood, with one or more organic compounds, that seem like albumen in a state of change. The repression of these secretions does not produce any deleterious effect upon the general system, otherwise than as impairing or preventing the performance of the function to which they are subservient; whence it may be inferred, that the selection of the secreted products from the blood is made in these cases, not for the sake of purifying the circulating fluid from any matter that would be noxious if retained, but merely for some minor purposes in the economy, to which these simple fluids are adequate.

Metastasis of secretion. — Although the number and variety of the secretions become greater in proportion to the increased complexity of the nutritive processes in the higher classes, and although each appears as if it could be formed by its own organ alone, yet we may observe, even in the highest animals, some traces of the community of function which characterises the general surface of the lowest. It has been shown that, although the products of secretion are so different, the elementary structure of all glands is the same; that wherever there is a free secreting surface it may be regarded as an extension of the general envelope of the body, or of the reflexion of it which lines the digestive cavity; that its epithelium is continuous with the epidermis of the integument, or with the epithelium of the mucous membrane from which it is prolonged; and that the peculiar principles of the secreted products pre-exist in the blood, in a form at least closely allied to that which they assume after their separation. Now, it may be stated as a general law in physiology, that in cases where the different functions are highly specialised (that is, where every one has its special and distinct organ for its own purpose alone), the general structure retains, more or less, the primitive community of function which characterised it in the lowest grade of development.* Thus, although the functions of absorption and respiration have special organs provided for them in the higher animals, they are not altogether restricted to these, but may be performed in part by the general surface, which (although the special organ for exhalation) permits the passage of fluid into the interior of the system, and allows the interchange of gases between the blood and the air. In the same manner, we find that the functions of secretion being equally performed in the lowest animals by the whole surface, whilst in the highest there is a complicated apparatus of glandular organs, to each of which some special division of the function is assigned, either the general muco-cutaneous surface, or some one of its subdivisions or prolongations, is able to take on in some degree the function of another gland whose functions may be suspendet. This truth was well known to Haller, who asserted that almost all secretions may, under the influence of disease, be formed by each and every secreting organ.† This statement, however, needs to be received with some limitation, and it would be probably safest to restrict it to the excretions, whose elements pre-exist in the blood, and accumulate there when the elimination of them by their natural channel is suspended. We shall now consider some of the more remarkable examples of the metastasis of secretion.

It seems to be established by a great mass of observations, that urine, or a fluid presenting its essential characters, may pass off by the mucous membrane of the intestinal canal, by the salivary, lachrymal, and mammary glands, by the testes, by the ears, nose, and navel, by parts of the ordinary cutaneous surface, and even by serous membranes, such as the arachnoid lining the ventricles of the brain, the pleura, and the peritoneum. A considerable number of such cases was collected by Haller ‡: many more were brought together by Nysten §; more recently Burdach has furnished a full summary of the most important phenomena of the kind ||; and Dr. Laycock has compiled a valuable summary of cases of urinary metastasis occurring as complications of hysteria.¶ The following table

* See the author’s “Principles of General and Comparative Physiology,” 2d ed. § 243.
† Elementa Physiologise, tom. ii. p. 369.
‡ Ibid. p. 370.
§ Recherches de Physiologie et de Chimie pathologiques, p. 265.
|| Traité de Physiologie (Jourdan’s Translation), vol. viii. p. 248, et seq.
of cases referred to by the last of these authors will give some idea of the relative frequency of the different forms of this curious affection:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>33</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>34</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>124</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

It is to be borne in mind, however, that cases of hysterical ischuria are frequently complicated with that strange moral perversion, which leads to the most persevering and ingenious attempts at deceit; and there can be little doubt that a good many of the instances on record, especially of urinous vomiting, are by no means veritable examples of metastasis. The proofs of the fact we are seeking to establish are, therefore, much more satisfactory when drawn from experiments upon animals, or from pathological observations, about which, from their very nature, there can be no mistake.

Thus Mayer* found that when the two kidneys were extirpated in the guinea-pig, the cavities of the peritoneum and the pleura, the ventricles of the brain, the stomach, and the intestinal canal, contained a brownish liquid having the odour of urine; that the tears exhaled the same odour; that the gall-bladder contained a brownish liquid not resembling bile; and that the testicles, the epididymis, the vasa deferentia, and the vesiculæ seminales, were gorged with a liquid perfectly similar to urine. Chirae and Helvetius are quoted by Haller as having tied the renal arteries in dogs, and having then remarked that an urinous fluid was passed off from the stomach by vomiting. A remarkable case is quoted by Nysten from Zeviani, in which a young woman having received an incised wound on the external genitals, which would not heal, the urine gradually became more scanty, and at last none could be passed even with the assistance of the catheter; at last dropsy supervened, with sweats of a urinous odour, and vomiting of a urinous fluid, which continued daily for thirty-three years. On post-mortem examination, the kidneys were found disorganised, the right ureter entirely obliterated and the left nearly so, and the bladder contracted to the size of a pigeon’s egg.

In some other instances, the urine appears to have been secreted, and then re-absorbed in consequence of some obstruction to its exit through the urinary passages. Thus Nysten quotes from Wrisberg a case in which, the urethra having been partially obstructed for ten years by an enlarged prostate, the bladder was so distended as to contain ten pounds of urine; and the serosity of the pericardium and of the vesicles of the brain exhaled a urinous odour. He cites other instances in which the presence of calciuli in the bladder prevented the due discharge of the secretion; and in which a urinous liquid was ejected from the stomach by vomiting, or was discharged by stool. A still more remarkable case is recorded, of a girl born without either anus or external genitals, who nevertheless remained in good health to the age of fifteen years, passing her urine from the nipples, and getting rid of faecal matters by vomiting. There are cases, moreover, in which it would seem that the mucous lining of the urinary bladder must have had a special power of secreting urine; the usual discharge having taken place to the end of life, when, as appeared by post-mortem examination, the kidneys were so completely disorganised that they could not have furnished it; or, having been prevented by original malformation, or by ligature of the urethra, from discharging it into the bladder. A considerable number of these have been collected by Burdach.* In all the older statements of this kind, there is a deficiency of evidence that the fluids were really urinous, urea not having been obtained from them by chemical analysis, and the smell having been chiefly relied upon. The urinous odour, however, when distinct, is probably nearly as good an indication of the presence of the most characteristic constituent of human urine, as is the sight of the urea in its separated form. The passage of a urinous fluid from the skin has been frequently observed in cases in which the renal secretion was scanty; and the critical sweats, by which attacks of gout sometimes terminate, contain urates and phosphates in such abundance as to form a powdery deposit on the surface. It has lately been ascertained, that in warm climates urea is an element of the perspiration even of healthy persons.†

The metastasis of the biliary secretion is familiar to every practitioner, as being the change on which jaundice is dependent. It is not, however, in every case of yellowish brown discolouration of the tissues, that we are to impute such discoloration to the presence of biliary matter; and we can only safely do so, when we have at the same time evidence of concurrent disturbance of the biliary apparatus. This disturbance may be of two kinds: either the secreting function of the liver itself may be diminished or suspended, so that the original elements of bile accumulate in the blood; or, the secretion being formed by it as usual, its discharge may be prevented by obstruction of the gall-ducts, so that it is re-absorbed into the blood. The former condition is much the most dangerous of the two; the re-absorption of the secretion after it has been once eliminated not being

† Landera in Heller's Archiv. vol. iv. p. 196.
nearly as injurious as the cessation of the eliminating process. In either case, the urinary apparatus is the principal channel through which the biliary matter is eliminated; the urine becomes tinged with the colouring principle of bile, being sometimes of a yellowish or orange hue, and sometimes of a brown colour with a considerable sediment; and the presence of the most characteristic constituents of the bile has been determined in the urine. The same result presents itself when the biliary duct has been artificially obstructed by ligature. Other secretions have been found tinged with the colouring matter of bile: thus the pancreatic fluid has been seen of a yellow colour in jaundice; and the milk has presented not merely the hue, but the characteristic bitterness, of the biliary secretion. The cutaneous transpiration is not unfrequently so much impregnated with biliary matter, as to communicate the tinge to the linen covering the skin; and even the spuata of patients affected with bilious fevers have been observed to be similarly coloured, and have been found to contain biliary matter. The secretions of serous membranes, also, have been frequently seen to present the characteristic hue of bile; and biliary matter has been detected, by analysis, in the fluid of the pleural and peritoneal cavities.

Biliary matter, however, when unduly present in the circulating current, is not removed from it by the secreting organs alone; for it seems to be withdrawn also in the ordinary operations of nutrition, entering into combination with the solid tissues. Thus, in persons affected with jaundice, we find the skin, the mucous and serous membranes, the lymphatic glands, the brain, the fibrous tissues, the cartilages, the bones and teeth, and even the hair, penetrated with the colouring matter of the bile, which they must have withdrawn from the blood, and which seems to have a particular affinity for the gelatinous tissues.

Many instances are on record, in which the secretion of milk has apparently been transferred from the mammary glands to some other surface. It might be expected, from what has been already stated regarding kistine, that the kidneys should eliminate the constituents of the secretion when the mammary glands are unable to do so. Several cases in which this happened are referred to by Voigtel.* One of these, strange to say, was a male, who was suffering under tumefaction of the mammary glands, accompanying an attack of catarrh. It is well known that the secretion of milk may be formed by the mammary gland of the male under particular circumstances; but it could scarcely have been anticipated that it would be produced and eliminated through any other channel. A case has been recorded by Koller, however, in which this was unequivocally the case. A young man, suffering under various ailments, was affected with a vesicular eruption on the skin of the serotum, which was considerably distended, and on the thighs; and these vesicles discharged a large quantity of a whitish fluid, of somewhat spermatic odour, in which Löwig detected butter, caseous matter, sugar of milk, and alkaline and earthy salts. A fluid, having the appearance of milk, has also been transuded from the skin of the umbilicus, of the axillae, of the groins, and of the back; from the gastro-intestinal mucous membrane; from the mucous membrane of the genitals; and from the surface of an ulcer. The following seems an unequivocal case of the vicarious secretion of milk by a very unusual channel.

"A lady of delicate constitution (with a predisposition to pneumonia) was prevented from suckling her first child, as she desired, by the following circumstance. Soon after her delivery she had a severe fever, during which her breasts became very large and hard; the nipples were swollen and firm; and there was evidently an abundant secretion of milk; but neither the sucking of the infant, nor any artificial means, could draw a single drop of fluid from the swollen glands. It was clear that the milk-tubes were closed; and as the breasts continued to grow larger and more painful, purgatives and other means were employed to check the secretion of milk. After three days the fever somewhat diminished, and was replaced by a constant cough, which was at first dry, but soon after was followed by the expectoration of simple mucus. After this the cough diminished in severity, and the expectoration became easy; but the spuata were no longer mucous, but were composed of a liquid which had all the physical characters of genuine milk. This continued for fifteen days, the quantity of milk expectorated amounting to three ounces or more in the twenty-four hours. The breasts gradually diminished in size; and by the time that the expectoration ceased, they had regained their natural dimensions. The same complete obstacle to the flow of milk from the nipples occurred after the births of four children successively, with the same sequel. After the sixth, she had the same symptoms of fever, but this time they were not followed by bronchitis, or the expectoration of milk; she had in their stead copious sweatings, which, with other severe symptoms, reduced her to a cachectic state, and terminated fatally in a fortnight."**

Although the menstrual flux cannot be regarded in the light of an ordinary secretion, since it consists in great part of actual blood, yet there are indications that it is the means of removing from the body something that is more injurious to it than a mere superfluity of the circulating fluid. A sudden suppression of the catamenia is frequently followed by symptoms of constitutional disturbance, which neither general nor local abstraction of blood suffices to relieve, and which are only abated

* Handbuch der Pathologischen Anatomie, tom. i. 583.

** Bulletinio delle Scienze Mediche, Apr. 1889.
by the restoration of the uterine flux, or by the establishment of a similar discharge from some other organ. Hence cases of vicarious menstruation may really be placed on the same footing with those of metastasis of secretion; and they serve to illustrate and establish the same general truth. Such cases are by no means uncommon, the menstrual flux being replaced by hemorrhages from various parts of the skin, from the mucous membranes, or from glandular surfaces, especially the mammae.

The following case, quoted by M. Briere de Boismont* from the "Medecine Pratique" of Pinel, is of peculiar interest from the variety of phenomena which it presents.

"Madame A. had been subject, from the age of eleven, to attacks of hysteria, which were followed by vomiting of blood. She menstruated at fourteen; her health was re-established, and the catamenia continued to flow regularly for several months. A sudden fright suppressed the menses, and again hysteria came on. Vicarious menstruation now occurred. The legs swelled and were covered with vesicles, and during six months blood was regularly discharged from them. The left arm swelled, and the legs recovered; and for a year there was a regular sanguineous discharge from the arm. A third deviation occurred from the left thumb, which had been slightly wounded; the catamenia flowed from this opening for six months. In the fourth year two wounds were formed on the face from an attack of erysipelas; one, on the side of the nose, the other on the upper eyelid. For two years the periodic discharge took place from these openings, and it no longer occurred from the thumb. The abdomen in its turn was attacked with erysipelas, and for five months regularly there was a discharge from the navel at each menstrual period. For four months the discharge proceeded from the inner ankle of the left foot; for two months from the left ear; for three from the left nipple. When the discharge did not flow from any one part, bleedings at the nose and vomitings of blood took place, preceded by convulsions, pains in the head, and giddiness. After remaining some time at the Salpêtrière, the health of this young female improved, and regular menstruation was established."

It is probable that although the statement of Haller, already quoted, is universally true as a possibility, yet that it is practically verified only in the case of the excretions, the materials of which differ considerably from the nutritious elements of the blood, and accumulate in it when their usual exit-pipe is no longer open, forcing their way (so to speak) through other channels. If it be true, as we have suggested, that the materials of the recrementitious secretions, as they have been termed, are nothing else than the materials of the blood itself, slightly modified for their special purpose in the very act of elimination, we see why, when they are suspended, there is no accumulation of their materials in the circulating system, and no attempt at the separation of them by other organs.

Influence of the nervous system on the secreting process.—That the eliminating action of the various secreting organs, and the amount and nature of their products, are greatly influenced by the conditions of the nervous system, cannot be doubted by any one who takes a general survey of the facts of this department of physiology. For although we can artificially increase, diminish, or otherwise alter any one of our glands by a mere effort of the will, than we can, "by taking anxious thought, add one cubit unto our stature," yet there is ample evidence that the state of the feelings has a powerful influence upon many of them, increasing or diminishing their amount, or altering their character.

A brief review of the phenomena which manifest this influence, will serve as the most appropriate foundation for an inquiry into its nature and extent.

The mammary secretion affords, perhaps, more remarkable evidence than any other, of the influence exercised over it by states of mind, in increasing or diminishing it, or in producing a complete change in its properties. Of the increase in the development of the gland at puberty, and still more during lactation, no definite explanation can be given; to say that it takes place by "sympathy" with the genital organs, being obviously a mere verbal evasion of the difficulty. But the activity of its function, when once it has been fully established, is mainly dependent upon the sensations and emotions connected with the act of suction, and with the thought of the offspring. Although the formation of milk may be constantly going on, yet it is greatly increased by the application of the infant to the breast. The quantity which can be squeezed from either breast at any one time, and the secretion of which may have occupied several hours, is about two ounces; and yet during a quarter of an hour's suction, an infant may draw three or four times that amount.

* True it is that there are cases in which secretions would seem to be voluntarily produced, as when real tears are shed by performers on the stage, in the personation of their assumed characters. In such instances, a strict investigation of the mental state leads to the conclusion, that the emotions proper to the assumed character are for a time really felt; the effort of the will being rather exerted in the change of individuality (so to speak) than in the production of the several movements of gesture or expression which are significant of the mental state. And it is always observable that where the actor, possessing the requisite qualifications, can thus transform himself into the character he is personating, so that his tones, looks, and gestures shall be the spontaneous and natural expression of his temporary feelings, he produces a much greater influence upon the spectators, than he can do by the most careful voluntary realisation of his intellectual idea of the mode in which the character should be manifested. In these cases, then, as in all others, it is through the emotions, not directly by the will that the secretion is really excited.
SECRETION.

When the child is applied to the breast, a sudden turgescence is experienced in the organ, known to nurses as "the draught;" this is probably due to an increased afflux of blood, produced by the mental state, as in linear blushing. The "draught" will often take place, and the secretion begin to flow spontaneously from the ducts, at the mere sight of the infant, or at the thought of him when absent, especially if this be associated with the idea of nursing. Analogous phenomena are observed in domesticated Mammalia. Thus a good milch-cow will yield far more at a single milking, than the udder could have contained, so that the secretion must have been rapidly formed during the process. There are certain breeds of cows which will only yield milk when their calves are in sight; and in some instances if a calf should die, its skin is placed over a living calf, the presence of which has the same effect. The most curious instances, however, of the power of irritation of the nipple and of mental emotions to excite the secretion, are those in which its production has long ceased, or has never taken place. Numerous cases are on record in which young women who have not borne children, and even old women past the period of child-bearing, have had such a copious flow of milk, as to be able to act as nurses. In all these instances, the flow appears to have been brought on, in the first instance, by the continued suction of the child, which had been applied to the breast to pacify it; or by the influence of strong mental emotions, or by both causes combined. It has been lately mentioned by Dr. Mc. William*, that the inhabitants of Bona Vista (one of the Cape de Verd islands) are accustomed to provide a wet nurse in cases of emergency, in the formation of any woman who has once borne a child, and is still within the age of child-bearing, by continued fomentation of the mammea with a decoction of the leaves of the jatropha curcas, and by suction of the nipple. Still more remarkable proofs of the same influence are furnished by the cases, of which several have now been narrated by credible witnesses, in which males have acted as efficient nurses.† The following, related by Dr. Dungilton,‡ is one of the most recent and at the same time most satisfactory upon record; "Professor Hall, of the University of Maryland, exhibited to his obstetrical class, in the year 1837, a coloured man, fifty-five years of age, who had large, soft, well-formed mammea, rather more conical than those of the female, and projecting fully seven inches from the chest; with perfect and large nipples. The glandular structure seemed to the touch to be exactly like that of the female. This man had officiated as wet nurse, for several years, in the family of his mistress; and he represented that the secretion of milk was induced by applying the children intrusted to his care to the breasts during the night. When the milk was no longer required, great difficulty was experienced in arresting the secretion. His genital organs were fully developed." Corresponding facts are also recorded of the male of several of the lower animals.

The secretion of milk may be entirely checked by mental emotions, especially those having reference to the offspring. Thus a mother sees her infant in sudden danger, either from illness or accident; the secretion is entirely suspended, and does not return until the child, having been restored to her safe and sound, is applied to the breast. The death of the infant will frequently occasion the sudden and complete cessation of the secretion. The same result will sometimes happen from powerful emotions unconnected with the infant; thus Sir A. Cooper mentions two instances in which the secretion, though previously abundant, was suddenly arrested by terror. It has been observed by medical men who practise much among the poor, that the apprehension of the brutal conduct of a drunken husband will put a stop for the time to the secretion of milk; the breast feels hard and knotted, and flaccid from the absence of the fluid; and some time elapses before the proper amount returns. It may be stated, generally, that whilst a tranquil, cheerful state of mind has a tendency to increase the secretion, the depressing emotions diminish it.

The mere increase or diminution of the secretion, from an influence communicated through the nerves, may possibly be accounted for by the influence they seem to exercise over the calibre of the smaller arteries, as shown in the act of blushing, to which "the draught" seems to have considerable resemblance. But no such explanation accounts for the important fact, that not only the quantity but the quality of the milk is changed by mental emotions. Grief, anxiety, fits of anger, or a continual fretfulness, tend to render the milk thin and serous, and to impart to it qualities that excite intestinal irritation, griping, and fever in the child that ingests it. It might be difficult to detect any noxious elements in it by chemical analysis; but the effect of the fluid upon the delicate system of the infant is a sure indication of their existence. With this knowledge, derived from almost daily observation, we can have no reasonable ground for refusing to credit accounts of still more remarkable results proceeding from the influence of mental emotion on the mammary secretion, such as the following:—"A carpenter fell into a quarrel with a soldier billeted in his house, and was set upon by the latter with his drawn sword. The wife of the carpenter at first trembled from fear and terror, and then suddenly threw herself furiously between the combatants, wrested the sword from the soldier's hand, broke it in pieces, and threw it away. During the tumult, some neighbours came in

† See the case described by the Bishop of Cork in Phil. Trans. vol. xli. p. 513; one mentioned by Capt. Franklin (Narrative of a Journey to the Polar Sea, p. 157.); and one witnessed by Humboldt (Personal Narrative, vol. iii. p. 56.).
and separated the men. While in this state of strong excitement, the mother took up her child from the cradle, where it lay playing and in the most perfect health, never having had a moment’s illness; she gave it the breast and in so doing sealed its fate. In a few minutes the infant left off sucking, became restless, panting, and sank dead upon its mother’s bosom. The physician who was instantly called in, found the child lying in the cradle as if asleep, and with its features undisturbed; but all his resources were fruitless. It was irrecoverably gone.\*\* Such a case might be regarded as a mere coincidence if it stood alone; but several others of similar character are upon record. Mr. Wardrop mentions\* that having removed a small tumour from behind the ear of a mother, all went well until she fell into a violent passion, and the child being suckled soon afterwards, died in convulsions. He was sent for hastily to see another child in convulsions, after taking the breast of a nurse who had just been severely reprimanded; and he was informed by Sir Richard Croft that he had seen many similar instances. Burdach cites two cases of a similar kind; in one of which the infant put to the breast of its mother, just as she had received some very alarming intelligence, died in her arms before the eyes of the messenger; whilst in the other, the child having been nursed when the mind of the mother was in violent agitation, suddenly became extremely pale, and after some hours was attacked with paralysis on the right side, and convulsions on the left. Another of a very similar character has been more recently put on record. “A woman while suckling her child became violently excited by the loss of some article which had been stolen from her. She gave her child the breast while in a state of violent passion. The child at first rejected it, but subsequently took a quantity of milk. Soon afterwards violent vomiting supervened. In the course of some hours, the child took the other breast, when it was attacked with violent convulsions, and died in spite of medical aid.”\*\*

It will not be requisite to enter into similar details in regard to other secretions, the influence of emotional states on which is a familiar fact. Thus the flow of saliva is stimulated by the sight, the smell, the taste, or even by the idea, of food; whilst it may be entirely arrested by strong emotion, as is shown by the well known test often resorted to in India for the discovery of a thief among the servants of a family. All the parties being compelled to hold a certain quantity of rice in the mouth during a few minutes, the offender is generally distinguished by the comparative dryness of his mouthful at the end of the experiment. The gastric secretion is greatly influenced by the emotional states being usually increased by moderate exhilaration, and diminished by depression of the feelings. Any very strong emotion, however, usually suspends it for a time. The lachrymal secretion, which is continually being formed to a small extent for the purpose of bathing the surface of the eye, is poured out in great abundance under the moderate excitement of the emotions, either of joy, tenderness, or grief. It is checked, however, by violent emotions: hence in intense grief the tears do not flow. It is a well known proof of moderated sorrow when the flow returns: tears, however, do not bring relief, as commonly supposed, but they indicate that the violence of the emotion has passed off. The odoriferous secretion from the skin, which is much more powerful in some individuals than in others, is increased under the influence of certain mental emotions, such as fear or bashfulness, and commonly also by sexual desire.\* That the formation of this secretion is due to changes occurring in the blood itself, and that the function of the cutaneous glandulae is rather to eliminate than to produce it, would appear from the fact that the characteristic smell of different animals may be detected in their blood when it is treated with sulphuric acid. The influence of fear or of sexual desire on the odoriferous secretions of many of the lower animals is well known; the emission of a powerful and disgusting smell being not unfrequently a chief means of defence. The odoriferous matter is sometimes poured into the internal cavities, and discharged with the normal excretions, imparting to them their peculiar scent: thus the urine of a cat, voided under the influence of alarm, possesses a strong and disagreeable smell, which is with difficulty got rid of. The halitus from the lungs is in some persons so affected by mental emotions, that a piece of bad news shall almost instantaneously produce fetid breath. A copious secretion of fetid gas not unfrequently takes place in the intestinal canal, under the influence of any disturbing emotion; or the usual liquid secretions from its walls are similarly disordered. The tendency to defecation, which is commonly excited under such circumstances, is not simply due therefore to relaxation of the sphincter ani, as commonly supposed, but is partly dependent on the unusually stimulating character of the secretes themselves. It is a prevalent, and, perhaps, not an ill-founded, opinion, that melancholy and jealousy have a tendency to increase the quantity, and to vitiate the quality, of the biliary fluid; and amongst the causes of jaundice are usually set down the indulgence of the depressing emotions, or an access

* Dr. A. Combe’s Treatise on the Management of Infancy, p. 222, quoted from Dr. Von Ammon, “Die ersten Mutterspflichten und die erste Kinderspflege.”
† Lancet, No. 516.
‡ Caspar’s Wochenchrift, 1845, S. 204.

\* A series of glandulae in the axillary region, bearing a general resemblance to the sudoriferous glands, but of larger size, have been supposed by Prof. Horner (Amer. Journ. of Med. Sci. Jan. 1846.), and by M. Robin (Gaz. Med. Sept. 13, 1843), to be specially concerned in the elimination of the peculiar odoriferous secretion of this region. These glandulae have been shown by Prof. Horner to be unusually large in the negro, whose axillary odour is peculiarly strong.
of sudden and violent passion. There can be no doubt, however, that a disordered state of the biliary secretion is frequently rather the cause than the consequence of a melancholic state of mind; the blood being sufficiently vitiated by a deficient elimination of bile, to have its due relations with the nervous system seriously disturbed, before any obvious indications of that deficiency make their appearance in the jaundiced aspect of the cutaneous surface.

These and similar phenomena afford clear proof of the influence exerted over the secreting processes by mental states; and it is scarcely to be imagined that this influence can be exerted through any other channel than the nervous system. If we further inquire to which division of the nervous system we are to attribute the conveyance of this influence, we shall find reason to regard it as chiefly, if not entirely, operating through the portion commonly known as the sympathetic. For there are many secreting organs which are supplied with no other nerves than those which they receive from this division, so that they cannot possess any connection with the cerebro-spinal centres except through its medium. The mammary glands, which are supplied by the spinal nerves as well as by the sympathetic, may be considered as requiring such a direct communication with the cerebro-spinal centres, inasmuch as their secretion is made, for obvious purposes, greatly dependent upon sensations directly affecting themselves, which is rarely the case elsewhere. The lachrymal and salivary glands would seem to have a more direct and exclusive connection than most others, with the cerebro-spinal centres; but perhaps this may be more apparent than real, for the fifth pair, from which they are supplied, seems in many respects to combine the attributes of a sympathetic with that of a proper cranial nerve; and bearing in mind the minuteness and the universality of the distribution of the sympathetic plexuses upon the trunks of the blood-vessels, we see that even these glands, like others, may be subjected to its influence.

If we further examine into the mode in which that influence is exerted, we shall, perhaps, find reason to attribute it to the effect of nervous agency, rather upon the walls of the blood-vessels and upon their contents, than upon the secreting structures themselves. For, as already remarked, the variations in the quantity of a secretion may be accounted for by such an increase or diminution in the access of blood as we know to take place, through an alteration in the calibre of the vessels, in the act of blushing or the paleness of fright; and the feelings experienced by the nursing female harmonise well with this supposition. On the other hand, the perversion of the quality of a secretion, which may take place as a result of mental emotion, would seem rather due to an alteration in the constituents of the blood previously to the elimination of the secretion, than to the exercise of any influence upon the secreting structure itself. For we find, in the case of the peculiar odorous matter for example, that it may be eliminated in a vaporous form by the air-passages, or by the intestinal canal; or that its taint may be imparted to the liquid secretions of the intestinal glandule; or, again, that it may be communicated to the urinary excretion; and this variety in the channels of escape of the same kind of material, pretty clearly indicates that it must have pre-existed in the blood. There are many other facts which confirm this view, by indicating that the condition of the blood whilst circulating in the vessels may be influenced by mental emotions, which probably act upon it through the medium of the sympathetic nerve; but of these it is scarcely the place to speak.

Another class of evidence, as to the exertion of an influence by the nervous system upon the secreting function, is furnished by observation of the results of the interruption of that influence, either by a diseased condition of the nervous centres or nerve trunks, or by experimental interference. One of the most familiar of these, on account of its frequent occurrence, is the change in the character of the urine in cases of paraplegia; resulting, as it would seem, from the secretion of an undue quantity of alkaline mucus from the lining of the bladder. Various experiments have been made upon the nerves of the kidney, which seem to indicate that the normal secretion of urine is dependent upon their integrity. Thus Kriner states, that division of any of the nerves of the kidney occasioned albumen and the red colouring matter of the blood to pass into the urine, their proportion increasing as that of the regular constituents of the urine diminished. Division of the vagus did not put a stop to the secretion of urine; but rhubarb and prussiate of potass taken by the mouth ceased to pass off by the urine, which at the same time acquired greater specific gravity from containing serum of the blood. After division of the spinal cord in the dorsal or lumbar region, the urine became limpid like water; and division of the sympathetic nerve in the neck caused it to become alkaline and albuminous. Brachet and Müller have both experimented on the effects of the division of the sympathetic nerves which are distributed upon the renal artery. The former divided the trunk, and connected the divided ends by a canula, so as to allow of the continued passage of blood, whilst the nervous influence was completely intercepted; the latter produced the same condition by applying a ligature around the renal vessels, so tightly as to destroy the texture of the renal arteries at that point, and then relaxing it again, so as to permit the re-establishment of the circulation. In both cases the effect was similar; the secretion of true urine being interrupted, but a sanguineous fluid passing into the urine.

* The nature of this change has been elsewhere considered. See Vol. III. p. 721 T. art. Nervous System.

† Quoted in Müller's Physiology (Baly's Translation), p. 470.
ureter. Müller states that a remarkable softening of the kidney was always one of the results of these experiments.

Numerous experiments have been made to determine the degree of dependence of the secretion of the gastric fluid upon the nervi vagi; to these experiments copious references have elsewhere been given*, and we shall therefore only here allude to their results. The temporary suspension of the digestive process appears to be an invariable result of the complete division of the par vagum on both sides; and many of those who have witnessed this result have somewhat hastily concluded, that the secretion of gastric fluid is dependent upon nervous agency conveyed through that nerve. But it has been observed, in several instances, that the digestive powers have returned after a time, animals which were becoming much emaciated having recovered their flesh; and it is obvious, therefore, that the secretion of the gastric fluid can *not be dependent* upon the supply of nervous agency through the par vagum, as some have supposed it to be. It is true, that in a large proportion of the experiments made to determine this question, there has been no appearance of any return of the digestive power, after complete section of the par vagum on both sides; but there are various modes of accounting for this fact. The animals on which this experiment has been made, usually live for only a short time afterwards, on account of the disorder of the respiratory processes, which is one of the results of the operation; so that all which is proved by the great bulk of the experiments is, that the digestive process is generally arrested during the short time that the animal lives after the vagi have been divided or tied. And such negative results, as Dr. J. Reid has very justly observed, "can never overthrow the results derived from positive experiments, provided that these have been accurately performed, and are free from all sources of fallacy." †

With these facts before us, it is much to be desired that the experiments just cited, as to the influence of section of the renal nerves upon the secretion of the kidney, had been sufficiently prolonged to ascertain whether the effects described are transient, and whether the real secretion would be restored if time were permitted. And it is obvious that, as they at present stand, no such experiments can serve as an adequate foundation for the hypothesis entertained by some, that the act of secretion is dependent upon nervous influence, or, in other words, that nervous agency supplies a condition without which it cannot take place.

There is another group of phenomena bearing upon this question, though less closely related to it,—namely the changes in the state of nutrition in parts whose nerves have been injured, and which are thereby rendered insensible. The close affinity, however, already shown to exist between the functions of Nutrition and Secretion, is sufficient to make it apparent that they must stand upon the same footing in this respect, and that whatever is true as to the relation of either of them to the nervous system, must be true also of the other. Now it is an observation very frequently made, that parts whose nerves have been paralysed are peculiarly disposed to suffer from destructive inflammation, or to undergo a gradual wasting. The latter of these changes is easily accounted for on the general principle dwelt on under the head of Nutrition, that the degree of nourishment which any organ or tissue receives, depends upon its functional activity; and thus not merely the muscles, but all the textures of a paralysed limb gradually waste away, the disuse of its muscles occasioning a stagnation in the circulation through the entire part. Of the former result it is necessary to make a careful examination, that we may be prepared to estimate it at its true value. One of the cases most frequently quoted in this connection, is the effect of section of the trigeminus in producing destructive inflammation of the eye-ball, as first shown by Magendie, and confirmed by many subsequent experimenters. A full account of these effects has been already given in another part of this work (see FIFTH PAIR), and it is therefore unnecessary to repeat them here. A corresponding result may be produced by disease. A case is related by Mr. Stanley*, in which there was impairment of the whole nutrition of one side of the face, with frequent attacks of erysipelatous inflammation, bleeding from the nose, central penetrating ulceration of the cornea, and, at last, destructive inflammation of the tunics of the eye, in consequence (as it would appear) of destruction of the trunk of the trigeminal nerve of that side by the pressure of a tumour near the pons. No such destructive effects ensue on section of any of the other cranial nerves; the only injurious influence exercised on the eye by any such operation, being the tendency to inflammation from irritants which the paralysed orbicularis palpebrarum does not shut out or help to remove. But, on the other hand, cases are occasionally to be met with (of which the author has himself witnessed more than one) of the complete paralysis of the ophthalmic division of the fifth pair, which has existed for some time without any other result than a degree of dryness of the surface of the eye from deficient secretion, and a disposition to superficial inflammation from irritating particles of whose presence no warning was given by sensation, and for whose removal there was consequently no provision. Such exceptional cases must be admitted as proving that, however unfavourable may be division or injury of the trigeminus to the continued healthy nutrition of the eye, still this *may* be maintained; and that it is consequently no more essentially dependent upon "nervous influence," supplied through that channel, than is the secretion of gastric fluid upon the

power supposed to be transmitted by the par vagum.

That the nutritive operations of other parts, however, are usually less vigorously and correctly performed when the nerves have been paralysed, than when they retain their entire integrity, would appear from numerous other facts, of which the following are examples. A case is related by Mr. Swan* in which a man's wrist having been injured by a cord having been very lightly drawn round it, there was partial paralysis of the hand, with constantly repeated ulcerations of its dorsal surface; and on amputation seven years afterwards, there was found to be induration of the median nerve, with adhesion of the tissues beneath the annular ligament. The following case, stated by Mr. Paget † on the authority of Mr. Hilton, is still more remarkable. "A man was at Guy's Hospital, who, in consequence of a fracture at the lower end of the radius, repaired by an excessive quantity of new bone, suffered compression of the median nerve. He had ulceration of the thumb, and fore and middle fingers, which had resisted various treatment, and was cured only by so binding the wrist, that the parts on the palmar aspect being relaxed, the pressure on the nerve was removed. So long as this was done, the ulcers became and remained well; but as soon as the man was allowed to use his hand, the pressure on the nerves was renewed, and the ulceration of the parts supplied by it returned."

That the reparative processes are affected, as well as those of ordinary nutrition, by the loss of nervous power, is a matter of familiar observation. A striking example to this effect is mentioned by Mr. Travers.‡ A man was rendered paraplegic by fracture of the lumbar vertebrae, the same accident having also fractured his humerus and hisibia. The former, in due time, united; the latter did not.

This peculiar affection of the nutritive processes appears rather dependent upon lesion of the sensory than of the motor nerves. Thus we have seen that the disorganisation of the eye after section of the fifth pair, takes place when only the sensory nerve of the part is affected, and that no such result occurs when only the motor nerves of the orbit are divided. In cases of disease or injuries of the spine, it has been noticed that sloughing of the bladder or other parts has occurred earlier and more extensively when sensation, than when motion alone, has been lost. And Mr. Curling has noticed § that two men having been taken at nearly the same time to the London Hospital with injury of the spine, one of whom had lost only the power of motion in the lower extremities, whilst the other had lost both motion and sensation, at the end of four months the atrophy of the lower extremities had advanced much further in the latter case than in the former. These phenomena

would seem to harmonise with the view, that it is especially through the sympathetic system of fibres that the peculiar influence is exerted, whose continual agency we only recognise by the results of its withdrawal. For if, as already remarked, the fifth pair may be considered as the sympathetic of the head, the Gasserian ganglion may probably be regarded as belonging to the sympathetic system; and it has been observed by Magendie, and confirmed by Longet, that the destructive inflammation of the eye ensues more quickly after division of the trigeminal nerve in front of the Gasserian ganglion, than when the division is made between that ganglion and the brain. If this be true of the Gasserian ganglion, it is probably true, also, of the ganglia on the posterior roots of the spinal nerves; and thus the disordered nutrition which results from injury to the trunks of these nerves, and which is not to be accounted for by the mere disuse of parts, may be attributed, with some show of probability, to the interruption of the connection with the sympathetic system, which is specially established by these ganglia and their communicating cords. But it is to be remembered, on the other hand, that defective or disordered nutrition is a marked result of injuries of the spinal cord, whilst the sympathetic centres remain uninjured; and that general atrophy is a frequent consequence of chronic diseases of the brain. Fresh evidence is much required, therefore, to determine the relative shares of the cerebro-spinal and sympathetic centres, in regard to the influence exerted by them over the organic functions.

By the survey we have now taken, we are in some degree prepared to estimate the degree and nature of the influence exerted by the nervous system on the nutritive and secretory functions, and to inquire into the validity of the several doctrines which have been propounded on the subject:—

1. The first of these theories may be stated in the words of Dr. Wilson Philip, one of its most distinguished advocates:—"It appears," he says, "that the nervous influence is necessary to the function of secretion. It either bestows on the vessels the power of decomposing and recombining the elementary parts of the blood, or effects those changes by its direct operation on this fluid. From many facts stated or referred to in my inquiry, it appears that the vessels possess no powers but the muscular and elastic; and that the former, as well as the latter, is independent of the nervous system. Nor is it possible to conceive any modification of these powers by which they could become chemical agents, and thus be enabled to separate and recombine the elementary parts of the blood. The first of the above positions may, therefore, be regarded as set aside, and the necessary influence seems to be, that in the functions of secretion the vessels only convey the fluids to be operated on by the nervous influence." It will, perhaps, be sufficient to say of this hypothesis, that having been put forth at a
time when the real nature of the secreting structure was altogether unknown, and when the choice seemed to lie only between the influence of the nerves and that of the vessels, it is totally fallacious now that a third agent has been discovered, to which all analogy would lead us to refer, at any rate, the chief instrumentality in the operation. The principal experiment adduced in support of this hypothesis, and of the identification attempted by Dr. Philip between nervous agency and galvanism, was the effect of section of the par vagum in checking the secretion of gastric fluid, and the renewal of the process under the influence of galvanism. We have already shown the utter invalidity of this result as a ground for any such inference; and it only remains to show the inconsistency and insufficiency of the hypothesis itself, which is easily done. For, as Dr. Frichard has justly remarked *, "if we begin by supposing the existence of the cause assigned, we shall find that there is one agent, namely the galvanic fluid, operating on one material, which is the blood, and effecting its decomposition. How, then, we may ask, does it happen that so many different substances are, in different examples of the same process, the results of this single operation? In other chemical decompositions, as when water is decomposed by the galvanic fluid, the result is the same and uniform. But in the instance supposed, the operation of the same chemical agents upon each other is followed by the formation of products of the most different descriptions: in one part of the vascular system the blood is converted into bile; in another, by the operation of the same chemical agent, into milk; in another, into tears." This variety of effects can only be explained by attributing them to the special endowments of the several secreting organs through which the nervous power is supposed to act; and if it be thus necessary to admit that such special endowments do exist, by which the particular nature of the secretion is determined, the question naturally arises, Of what use is the nervous power at all?

2. The second hypothesis, framed to meet this objection, supposes, to use the language of Prof. Müller, that "the influence of the nerves on the glands merely enables the secreting substance, in each gland, endowed with peculiar properties, to exert its chemical action." In order to sustain this hypothesis, it is necessary to show that the processes of secretion and nutrition are not only modified by the division of the nerves by which their organs are supplied, but that they are altogether suspended by that operation; the secreting or growing structures having no functional power of their own, save when connected with certain nervous centres, which are supposed to transmit to them the requisite vital force: much as in a factory there may be seen a great variety of machines, each of them constructed to perform a certain special action, but all of them dependent for their power of carrying it into effect upon a general motive power transmitted to each. We shall, perhaps, more conveniently and satisfactorily examine into the merits of this hypothesis, by bringing it into comparison with the next.

3. The third doctrine, of which Dr. Alison has been one of the most philosophical and consistent advocates, is to the effect that the whole organic or vegetative life of animals,—i.e. every thing which goes on in them without the intervention of any sensation or other mental act, including the functions of nutrition and secretion,—may go on without the intervention of the nervous system, and stands in no relation of dependence to any changes in nervous matter; but that these changes exert a powerful controlling and modifying influence on the organic functions, increasing or diminishing their activity, or even altering their character; just as, to use the appropriate illustration of Dr. John Reid, the movements of a horse are influenced by the hand and heel of the rider, although they are in themselves independent of him, being executed in virtue of the power inherent in the animal.

Now, in support of this last view of the subject, it may be urged, in the first place, that in one great division of the organised world, namely, in the vegetable kingdom, the functions of nutrition and secretion are performed, not only independently of, but without any kind of influence from, the nervous system; each act being the result of the properties inherent in the several parts of the structure itself, called into play by the appropriate stimuli. We should have a right to expect, therefore, that the corresponding functions in animals should be adequately performed by a similar mechanism; and it is fair, therefore, to throw the burthen of proof upon those who maintain the contrary. If we follow out in this case the great general principle of Cuvier, which every day’s experience only shows to be more strictly correct and more widely applicable,—that the different classes of animals may be considered as so many experiments ready prepared for us by nature, who adds to or takes from their several organs, just as we might wish to do in our laboratories, showing us at the same time the various results of these combinations,—we see that a comparison of different organisms affords us a much better ground for the determination of this question, than can be obtained from the results of such experiments as have been already cited; it not being possible to make such experiments, without such injury to the organism as is of itself a serious disturbing cause. We notice, on looking at the highest animal, that the organic functions are brought into very close relation with the animal powers, and are liable to be considerably modified by the exercise of the latter. But, as we descend the scale, we find the nervous system constituting a less and less predominant part of the organism, and the apparatus of organic life becoming more and
more disconnected from it; until, in zoophytes, we are scarcely able to distinguish a nervous system at all, whilst all the operations of growth, nutrition, and secretion take place very much as in plants, in which no nervous system exists. Thus we find that "the nervous system lives and grows within an animal, somewhat as a parasitic plant does in a vegetable," deriving its nutrition from the structure in the midst of which it is developed, and capable of exercising a certain action upon it, but being strictly a superadded part, and having rather an adaptive than an essential connection with that structure.

Now this view has derived from late discoveries in minute anatomy, as complete a confirmation as any such facts are capable of affording. For it has been shown, not merely that the functions of nutrition and secretion are common to animals and plants, but that the component elements of the organs by which they are performed are in both instances essentially the same. We have seen that the act of secretion is effected, even in the most complex gland, by the agency of aggregations of cells, each of which lives for and by itself, and appears to be dependent upon no other external conditions, than those which are required for the growth of the simplest cellular plant, namely, food and warmth. And it is difficult to conceive how, over that most essential part of the secreting process — the development of the secreting cells — the nervous system can exert any direct influence.

Another natural experiment, whose immediate bearing is rather upon the physiology of nutrition than upon that of secretion, but which is really as conclusive in regard to the latter as the former, is exhibited to us in the early growth and development of the embryonic structure; which makes considerable progress, especially in invertebrate animals, before any trace of the nervous system can be detected. And in the human species the case is not unfrequent, of the fetus coming to its full size with the usual variety of textures in its composition, but without either brain or spinal cord. It has been said, however, that in such instances the ganglia of the sympathetic system probably exist, and supply the influence supposed to be needed; but there are cases on record, in which these would seem to have been carefully look'd for and not detected.* And moreover, even if their uniform presence were to be admitted, and the power of sustaining the operations of nutrition and secretion be supposed to reside in them, how are we to explain the effects of injuries of the brain and spinal cord, the ganglionic centres being left intact? We can see no other consistent account of these phenomena, than that which is presented by the last of the three hypotheses enumerated; the functions of nutrition and secretion (like the contractility of muscular fibre) not being regarded as dependent for their ordinary exercise upon any power supplied by the nervous system, but being considered to be modified by causes operating through it.

And that this is the true view of the matter, would further appear from a careful examination into the nature of the phenomena which follow the section or injury of nerve-trunks or centres, and which have been supposed to indicate the impossibility of the continuance of true nutritive operations after the withdrawal of the hypothetical nervous influence. In the first place, the effect produced by section of those nerves which are supposed to exert the greatest influence, is probably not in any case a simple suspension of the nutritive operations, nor a death of the part; but it is of the nature of inflammatory action, involving disordered nutrition and perverted secretion. Further, this disordered condition does not seem to be the direct result of the paralysis of the nerves, so much as an indirect consequence of the want of power to resist morbid causes. "If the section of the sensitive nerves of a part," it has been observed (with special reference to the inflammations of the eye, the lungs, and stomach, consequent upon section of the fifth pair and par vagum), "were the direct cause of its inflammation, we should expect to see inflammation in all parts of which the sensitive nerves are cut; whereas the phenomenon in question is seen only in a few parts; and in those parts it originates, and is chiefly seated, in a single texture, viz. the mucous membrane: that membrane is distinguished from others in the body by its power of bearing the contact of air, of foreign substances, and of excretions elaborated within the body, with impunity. This power seems obviously connected with its vital power of throwing out, when irritated, a mucous secretion, which protects it equally as the cuticle protects the true skin; and this adaptation of the quantity of protecting mucus to the irritation which may act on a mucous membrane, may be very naturally supposed to depend on its sensibility, and to cease when its sensitive nerves are divided, and allow the mucous membrane to inflame and slough, equally as a serious membrane would do from the irritations which, in the natural state, excite only a healthy action upon it. On this supposition, the inflammations in question depend, not simply and directly on the division of nerves, but on the action of the air, the food, the bile, &c., on mucous membranes deprived of their sensibility, and thereby in great measure of their protecting mucus; and bear an analogy to the inflammations of the same membranes which frequently take place from deficiency of the mucous secretion, in cases of death by starvation, and towards the close of lingering and exhausting diseases."

And lastly, even supposing the inflammatory changes to be the direct result of the paralysed state of the nerves, they in themselves afford conclusive evidence against the doctrine, that the nervous influence is essential to the nutritive and

* Elber, de Acephalis, pp. 31, 35, 46.

secretory operations; for, as Bichat observed, respecting the inflammation and suppuration of the testicle after its complete isolation from the larger masses of the nervous system, the establishment and maintenance of a morbid secretion was just as conclusive evidence of the independent character of the process, as if the normal product of the testis had been continued.*

Upon all these grounds we feel justified in asserting, that no adequate ground has yet been furnished by pathological observation and experiment, for the establishment of any other doctrine as to the relation between the nervous system and the organic functions, than the last of those just stated. It is perfectly conformable to the facts supplied by comparative physiology, and by the history of development; and may be said to rest upon them as upon a broad foundation. It harmonizes sufficiently well with the results of experiment and pathological observation on man and the higher animals, to be considered as giving the most satisfactory interpretation of them which, in the present state of our knowledge, seems likely to be attained; and if it be not the whole truth, is evidently not far from it. On the other hand, the doctrine that nervous influence is essential to the performance of the nutritive and secretory operations, is opposed to the mass of phenomena presented in the vegetable world, in the lower tribes of the animal creation, and in the history of the development of the higher; to the exact knowledge we now possess of the structure of glands themselves; and even to the results of those experiments and pathological observations which have been relied upon to prove it, when these are carefully sifted. (W. B. Carpenter.)

SEMEN.—Sperma; Sperm, Engl.; Gr. σπερμα; Germ. Samen; Fr. Sperme. Male animals, when perfectly developed and capable of procreation, secrete a thickish white fluid in their testicles, which possesses the faculty of inciting the generative parts of corresponding female individuals to a series of processes, the ultimate result of which is the development of the embryo. This fluid, so indispensably necessary as the medium of sexual generation, is the seed or semen.

Histological elements of the semen. Microscopic analysis proves that the most essential morphological constituent of the semen consists in the spermatozoa (animalcule spermatica), a number of corporeal elements, distinguished by their specific shape, and by their peculiar phenomena of vitality. The attention of physiologists and others has been actively directed towards them, ever since their discovery by Ham and Leuvenhök; and the most varied and frequently the wildest assumptions and conjectures have been occasioned in consequence. In spite of the intimate relation which they evidently occupy with regard to the procreative capacity of the semen, they have been considered, even up to the most recent period, as independent animal organizations, or parasitical animals. The reason adduced for such a conjecture is the peculiar motion which may be observed in almost all of these formations, and which in many cases bears a striking resemblance to voluntary motion. This assumption, however, is perfectly irreconcilable with our present knowledge of the quality and development of these bodies, based as it is principally upon the discoveries of R. Wagner, Von Siebold, and Kölliker.

With our present means of a scientific diagnosis, it can be proved that the formations in question are mere elementary constituents of the animal organization, like the ova, constituents equally as necessary for the spermatic fluid as the blood-globules are for the blood. The remarkable phenomena of the life of spermatozoa are quite analogous to those phenomena of motion observable not only in animal formations, but also in vegetable structures; as, for instance, in the spores of the algae and of the lower species of fungi, in the so termed vibromes, which grow out into the fibres of the conerva called "hygrograms." The denomination of "animalcule spermatica, spermatozoa," is based upon the assumption that these moveable elements of the semen are animated organizations endowed with all the attributes of animals; and they were, accordingly, classified among the Infusoria or Helminthen. Kölliker *, the first who most distinctly expressed the assertion that the so called spermatozoa are mere elementary parts of the organization, mere histological elements, applied to them the name of filo spermatica; a designation which would certainly be appropriate, if all the formations in question possessed a linear form. V. Siebold, rejecting the old name on the same grounds, has proposed that of spermatozoides, which, however, we consider as still less happily chosen. We confess that we cannot exactly see the necessity of creating a new designation for these spermatie elements at all, the less so as many names in our scientific nomenclature specify something quite different from that which they immediately indicate. We shall therefore principally use for the future the old name of spermatozoa, admitting at the same time that it is not quite a suitable one, and that it might probably be better expressed by the designation of corpuscula seminis, or spermaticocci, by which they have occasionally been distinguished.

The spermatozoa, or corpuscula seminis, are not merely normal, but in fact the essential constituents of the procreative semen. Indeed, it appears, in many cases, especially among the lower animals, that they are its only constituents. The presence of a fluid, liquor seminis, to hold them in sus-

* Beiträge zur Kenntniss der Geschlechtsverhältnissen und der Samenflüssigkeit wirbellosen Thiere. Berlin, 1841.
pension, is not perceptible in these cases; and it would be perfectly unnecessary, when procreation takes place, without sexual connexion, in the water. The presence of such a medium can certainly not be denied among the vertebrates; but it remains to be proved whether it is of specific importance to the semen, or whether it does not perform a subordinate part both in a histological and physiological point of view. It is not quite improbable that the presence of this liquor seminis is merely incidental, and that it stands in a certain connexion with the process of development*, and perhaps also with the formation of the spermatozoa. In a physiological point of view, it may perhaps serve as the medium of a more easy and safe transmission of the spermatozoa to the ovaries. It may form for the spermatozoa a medium, which serves partly for the better development of their peculiar motions, and partly to afford them an immediate protection against the external influence of many injurious agencies.

At any rate, the liquor seminis appears to be much more an accessory product of secretion in the glandular elements of the testicles than a necessary and essential constituent of the semen. A comparison with the liquor sanguinis would therefore not be applicable. We would rather draw attention to the fact that a peculiar fluid is also secreted in the female generative organs. For instance, among the mammalia the fluid contents in the Graafian follicles, which, taking it in all its bearings, we feel inclined to consider as analogous to the liquor seminis.

The liquor seminis, wherever it occurs, exhibits itself as a homogeneous, transparent fluid, existing always only in a small quantity. It is frequently only observed after the addition of a re-agent, as acetic acid and alcohol, when it coagulates and forms a fine, delicate, granular matter betwixt the spermatozoa.

Formerly, one of the authors of this article, R. Wagner, distinguished, in addition to the spermatozoa, other particular globular formations†, which he called granula seminis, and which he considered at that time as independent elements. At the present moment, however, it may be looked upon as decided that these formations occupy a relation of development (genetischen Beziehung) to the spermatozoa‡, being, in fact, the vesicular elements which have since been generally acknowledged as the formative cells of the spermatozoa. The former opinion of R. Wagner, at a time when the formative processes of the spermatozoa was so little known, was apparently justified by the circumstance that these bodies are found not merely in the testicles, but likewise in the vasa deferentia. This fact is even at the present moment of great interest. It proves that the developing cells of the testicles are not all of them used for the production of the spermatozoa, but that a number of them are removed in their primitive state, such removal being either accidental, or caused by their incapability of a further development.

We need not enter here into other irregular and fluctuating constituents of the semen. They are principally found only in the duct of the generative organs, and generally consist of fatty globules, of several epithelial cells, &c., which, from their characteristic appearance, are readily perceived to be incidental admixtures.

Periodical development of the spermatozoa and testicles.—The development of the spermatozoa in the interior of the testicles does not take place constantly and uniformly during the whole of life; but a genuine semen, with its characteristic histological elements and physical peculiarities, is only secreted at the period of sexual maturity, and then only during the period of rutting. It is likewise only at this period that the semen is capable of acting with fructifying influence upon the female organs of reception. In those cases where the periods of rutting repeatedly occur in one year, where, as in human beings, and among most of the domestic animals, they are hardly separated by any perceptible or distinct intervals, the spermatozoa are certainly found at all times from the period of puberty throughout life. But even in these cases it may be assumed that the production of the spermatozoa is principally confined to the respective periods of rutting, although not perhaps entirely limited to it.

The spermatozoa, like all other elementary constituents of the animal body, are likewise subjected to a process of re-formation (Rückbildungsg-process), if they do not make their exit from the body. If the periods of rutting are separated from each other by longer intervals, this process affects likewise the organs for the transmission and for the preparation of the liquor seminis. The testicles and vasa deferentia in these cases decrease considerably in size and development until the commencement of a new sexual period leads them towards a new state of turgescency, and anew capacitates them for the production of spermatozoa.

The period of rutting among most animals, at least in our climate, is associated with the commencement of the warmer season. The testicles then receive a larger influx of blood; they increase in size; the walls of the spermatic canals become thicker, their lumina larger. These changes of the generative organs

---

* This modifies or changes the view respecting the function of the liquor seminis, which was formerly entertained. See Rudolph Wagner’s Elements of Physiology; translated by Robert Willis. Part I. p. 74. 3d German edition, S. 53.
‡ Stein likewise is at present of this opinion. (Vergleich. Anat. und. Phys. der Insektt. S. 107.) after having previously represented these formations in the shape of a peculiar theory of procreation.
SEmen.

may be most readily traced among birds, the increase of size of the testicles being very striking with them at the period of copulation, as proved by the researches of Hunter, as quoted by Owen*, to which we may add our own, which likewise have been instituted with the sparrow.

During the winter the testicles only possess a very small size. In a specimen which we examined in the middle of January, they scarcely measured a millimeter. Both testicles were equally developed, had a globular shape, and weighed together (in a fresh state) about 3 milligrams. The vasa deferentia, which we were only enabled to discover after a very accurate examination, appeared in the shape of a couple of thin and almost solid strings. Henceforward the testicles and spermatic ducts begin to grow, although at first but very slowly. The increase of the testicles during this period however extend itself in all directions. It is limited principally to the longitudinal diameter, thus causing the subsequent kidney form of these parts. Towards the end of the month of January they reach the length of about 1½ Mm., whilst the transverse diameter is not materially changed; weight of both testicles = 4 Mgrs. In the middle of February the length reached about 2 Mm., the width 1½ Mm., the weight 6 Mgrs. By the end of the month the organ enlarges itself to a body of 2½ Mm. in length, 1½ Mm. in width, with a weight of 8 Mgrs. At the commencement of the next month the testicles measured 2½ Mm. in length, 2 Mm. in width. They had a weight of 15 Mgrs., which increased at the middle of the same month to 48 Mgrs., the length simultaneously increasing to 3½ Mm., the width to 2½. The subsequent development of the testicles is much more rapid and extensive. At the commencement of April we found them to be of a considerable size, with a longitudinal diameter of 8 Mm., a width of almost 7 Mm. The weight, we are sorry to say, we did not note down. The microscopic analysis now for the first time exhibited to our view spermatozoa in the different stages of development. The former stages of development had not been capable of producing such formations.

The testicles obtain their perfect development towards the end of this month (April), when they measure 10 Mm. in length, with a width of 8 Mm., and a weight of nearly ½ Gramme (0.575 Gramme.).

The researches which we have now communicated are of course only of an average value or validity, and cannot be applied to all individual cases. Deviations from them are therefore by no means rare. Individual specimens exhibit either a very premature or a very late development. Thus we met with, for instance, as early as the middle of January, specimens, the testicles of which had a length of 2 Mm., a width of 1½, and a weight of 6 Mgrs., such occurring usually only four weeks afterwards. Towards the end of the same month the testicles of another individual measured a length of 2½, a width of 2 Mm. As an opposite instance, we may mention that we found at the end of the month of February, in the testicles of a sparrow, a length of 1½ Mm., a width of 1 Mm.

Form and history of development of the spermatozoa. — The first thing that strikes the observer, on entering into a microscopic research of the semen of a great number of animals, is the difference of the shape of the spermatozoa. The specific shape of these elements generally corresponds with the individual classes, genera, and species, and this so distinctly, that one may often safely venture to infer from it the systematic position and the name of the animals investigated. We will not, however, venture to determine whether this variety of the shape is connected with the rich variety of animal formations, or whether the specific shape of the spermatozoa has a determining influence upon the development of the germ into a certain specific form. Such a conjecture, however, would certainly not be supported by the circumstance that a corresponding shape of the spermatozoa is frequently met with in animals very far removed, indeed quite different, from each other. The variety of form in the spermatic elements is the more striking, because the female generative elements, throughout the animal creation, are distinguished by a uniform development.

Most of the spermatozoa have a slender, linear body, either filiform throughout, or swollen and enlarged at one end, which for convenience we designate the anterior end. This swollen extremity is differently developed, and frequently grown into a peculiar independent part, as, for instance, into a head or body, from which the other thin and longer part is extended as a whip-like tail. Various other forms of the spermatozoa cannot, however, well be reduced to this type, or at least only by the assumption that the filiform body is abridged in its longitudinal axis, to compensate for which it afterwards increases much in width and thickness. Hence the short dense thick corpuscles of a different shape, which are occasionally found in the genuine semen instead of the filiform spermatozoa. The size of the spermatozoa, like the size of all the elementary constituents of the animal body, is only very slight. It is only in a few cases that it exceeds the length of a line, a much shorter dimension being however much more general.

Let us now trace the different histological formations of the semen, according to form and connexion in the principal groups in the animal creation.

Man. — In man (in which the spermatozoa (fig. 323.) are composed of head and tail), as indeed generally in the whole division of the Vertebrata, the size* does not often amount to more than ½", at the outside ¾".

* We always refer in our measurements to Parisian lines; a millim. = 0.438 of a Paris line.
Of this by far the greatest part is occupied by the filiform tail. For the anterior body there hardly remains more than $\frac{1}{2}$” to $\frac{1}{4}$”. The body is rather flattened on the sides, so as to represent the shape of an almond. Viewing it from the surface (fig. 323. A), it looks like an oval disc, the longitudinal diameter of which exceeds the greatest width by flattened oval. The spermatozoa of the monkey tribe are very similar to those of man; likewise those of the cat, in which the body has a similar inverted oval shape; as also those of the hedgehog. The body of the spermatozoa in the mole, as also in the horse, is uniformly rounded off at both extremities. In the Rhinolophus it presents the same regular form, but at its anterior extremity it seems to be furnished with a short and thin appendix, resembling a point. In other mammalia the posterior extremity of the body, which is in connexion with the tail, is the narrower one, whilst the free anterior end appears to be rounded off, or even to be more or less flattened. If the anterior extremity decreases gradually, the body assumes the usual egg form (Cervus, Lepus), whilst it exhibits more the shape of a pear in cases where that extremity is rounded off (Canis, Sciurus).

The width of the body, as well as the lateral flattening off, likewise increases with the enlargement of the longitudinal diameter. Its extreme development is reached, as it seems, in Sciurus (fig. 324.). Here the body is very expanded and thin, like a fine, transparent leaf. The lateral surfaces are hollowed out, like a spoon, or shovel. The margins, or edges, however, do not participate in this. They appear, especially at the anterior end, much thickened.

Another very remarkable form is seen in the body of the spermatozoa of the Muridae. It is attached to the anterior end of the caudal appendix, like the blade of a knife, but in such a manner that the tail, when viewing the body on the surface, is not situated as usual in the central longitudinal axis of the body, but passes over into one of the lateral margins. It might almost give rise to the conjecture that the one lateral half of the body had arrived at its full development, whilst the other had dwindled away and been lost. In fact, the whole appearance of the body seems to justify the assumption of such a non-symmetrical kind of development. At the point which usually corresponds to the centre of the body, the lateral part, distinguished by its thickness, is prolonged into the tail. The thickness gradually decreases towards the upper extremity, which is bent in an arched manner, presenting a convexity towards that

---

* Vid. R. Wagner's Icon. Physiolog. Table I. Elements of Physiology, p. 12.
margin of the body which projects at the posterior part into an obtuse angle. In the rat (fig. 325, A) the body is very long, but narrow in proportion, and bent like a sabre at the anterior extremity. The body of the spermatozoa of the domestic mouse is shorter, and may be compared to a bent bistoury. The anterior end, however, is likewise drawn out into a short point, which in the field mouse is very slightly developed. The differences in the caudal appendages of the spermatozoa among the mammalia may be reduced to mere differences in length and thickness. In all of them the anterior part attached to the body distinguishes itself from the posterior part by its thickness, but not always to the same extent. Wherever the spermatozoa distinguish themselves by their length, the tail is likewise proportionally thick.

Dujardin* occasionally observed in the spermatozoa of men, at the commencement of the tail part, a small irregularly shaped protuberance, which Kölliker (who had likewise observed this in the semen of rabbits) supposes to be a mere temporary phenomenon—only a phenomenon of development—and that it subsequently disappears, whilst its adhesive matter is expended in the prolongation of the tail. This assumption likewise appears to us possible, although it is remarkable that such swellings or protuberances are so rarely met with, and, therefore, certainly cannot be considered as constant associates of the development. We have only observed a few cases of this description, and that principally in the semen of rabbits. The swellings, which in their physical condition, especially in their refracting power, coincide entirely with the anterior body, have generally a globular shape, but exhibit otherwise many differences in size and position. They are found sometimes at the commencement of the tail part, sometimes rather remote from it. It appeared to us as if the respective appendages were formed less by a swelling of the tail fibre, than by a peculiar enclosing matter. It seemed to us, at least in a single spermatozoon, as if the tail could be clearly distinguished in the interior like a peculiar fibre. Further investigations on this subject are still necessary.

The spermatozoa of the mammalia generally lie very irregularly and confusedly. At times, however, they are grouped together (as we have especially found in the rat, the guinea pig, and rabbit, and as others have likewise observed in men) in very regular fascicles or bundles, which are formed by the bodies of the spermatozoa adhering by their lateral surfaces, as may be often observed with the blood globules.* It is uncertain, however, whether this group-like association of the spermatozoa is dependent, like that of the blood globules, on definite physical processes.

The development of the spermatozoa takes place among the mammalia in the interior of vesicle-shaped globules, which fill up the separate little canals of the testicles in great quantity. Kölliker has traced this mode of development first of all in the guinea pig (which is very convenient for these investigations); likewise in the domestic mouse; but has subsequently, after more extensive researches, determined that the mode of development in all the mammalia is the same. These developing vesicles have pretty uniformly a size of about \( \frac{1}{3} \) "**, but intermixed with them there are frequently found vesicles of a smaller and of a larger diameter (to \( \frac{1}{4} \) "**). Taken from a fresh dead body, and when examined without being treated with water or any other agent, they are as clear as glass, possessing a delicate contour, and perfectly homogeneous contents. The latter, however, coagulates very readily, assuming thereby a granular quality; but this we cannot consider as its natural condition.

Most of these vesicles are free within the little seminal canals (fig. 326, A, B, C). They are frequently surrounded by a cellular enclosure,

---

*a Annal. des Sciences, 1837, t. vii. p. 291.

* Vide Wagner, Icones Physiolog. tab. I. fig. 2. Elements of Physiology, p. 10, fig. 4.
either singly (fig. 326. d) or in numbers of three, four, six, or seven (fig. 326. e). A more con-
siderable number of them in one common cyst is unusual; but they may, according to Kolliker's statement, amount to twenty. The size of the cyst naturally depends on the number and stage of development of the vesicles it encloses. Ordinarily it amounts to about $\frac{1}{10}''$ to $\frac{3}{10}''$.

On pursuing the genesis of the vesicles of development, it will be found that they are produced in the interior of cells, according to the law of endogenous formation. The various circumstances which present themselves during the microscopical analysis support the probability of this opinion. It is certainly often difficult to determine whether an individual vesicle is destined for the production of other cells (tochter-Zellen), or immediately for the formation of a spermatozoon. But we shall see presently that the daughter cells are furnished with the same capacities as the free vesicles of development; they are like them in every respect, and justify the inference of a perfect identity with them. Wherever, therefore, we find these free vesicles of development, they have, in our opinion, likewise been produced in the interior of other cellular formations, and have only become free by the dissolution of the former. The real process of formation of the spermatozoon in the interior of the vesicles of development cannot be reached by our observation. The spermatozoon does not possess at its commencement those sharp, distinct contours—that great refracting power, which afterwards so much distinguish it. Like a slight linear shadow it is seen lying in the interior (fig. 327. a, b); in addition to which it is covered by the granules, which are so readily deposited from the liquid part of the content. It is only gradually that it assumes a distinct appearance. At first the body only is seen, being recognisable by its specific form. The tail becomes visible subsequently. The entire spermatozoon lies in a curved shape close to the wall of the vesicle, until it has reached its full development, when it becomes free by the bursting of the vesicle of development. Sometimes (fig. 327. c, d) individual vesicles may be seen, from which the tail of a spermatozoon is projecting, whilst the body is still situated in the interior. The vesicle of development generally retains, however, its original round shape, even when the spermatozoon has reached its perfect development, and begins to stretch itself. Angular vesicles of development, which occur so frequently in other animals, probably never occur here. It is only in rare cases (fig. 327. d) that the vesicle extends itself into a thin tail-like appendix, which then encloses the posterior part of a spermatozoon, and which is evidently only produced by the stretching of the latter. A law, which Kolliker first pronounced as correct, may here be enumerated, viz. that only one single spermatozoon, and never a greater number, is developed in each vesicle of development.

The formation of the spermatozoon takes place in exactly the same way in the vesicles of development, even in those cases where the latter have not become free, but remained enveloped by their mother cells. The spermatozoon, in this case, are not, however, immediately set free by the dissolution of the vesicles of development; but they arrive, first of all, in the cavity of the external cyst. The number of the enclosed spermatozoa therefore depends on the number of the enclosed vesicles of development, a single fibre only being formed in each vesicle. The presence of several spermatozoa in the interior of a vesicle, therefore, affords us an immediate proof, that the latter histologically possesses the function of a mother cell, and is not itself the vesicle of development.

But likewise in this case the process terminates with the dissolution of the cyst that surrounds the spermatozoa, and which prevented their becoming free immediately after the dissolution of the vesicle of development.

According to analogy with other animals, it is very probable that the above-mentioned association of groups of the spermatozoa into fascicles is caused by the longer persistence of the vesicles of development in the interior of a common mother cell. At all events, such an occurrence is traceable in almost all other cases in which a similar association in groups takes place; and it also happens among the mammalia, to judge from the fact, that a delicate cyst-like enclosure is often perceived at the circumference of the bundles.

Aves.—The spermatozoa of birds possess uniformly, instead of the short oval and flattened body which distinguishes them in mammalia, a body of a long and slender
shape, which gradually passes off into the posterior tail-like portion. The body, in most birds prolonged into a cylinder, is distin-

Fig. 328.

Spermatzoa of the Cock (Gallus domesticus).
guished by a greater thickness from the thin and filiform tail, which is twice its length (fig. 328.). In other instances, how-
ever, it makes a number of spiral twists, generally four, which make it look like a corkscrew. The anterior end, in that case, is generally point-
ed, and the posterior end is gradu-
ally extended into a long and straight tail (fig. 329.). The latter form is generally peculiar to the singing birds, and, indeed, an exclu-
sive characteristic of them, en-
abling us, even by this circum-
stance, to detect the Picari of Nitzsch from the true birds of song.

Fig. 329.

Birds of the genera Coracias, Cρ-
primulgus, Alcedo, at all events, show this corkscrew form as little as those of the genera Cuculus, Picus, &c.; whilst the birds of the raven tribe exhibit this same characteristic in common with the singing birds.

The number of separate twist-
ings or turnings of the body, and their distance from each other, is different, however, in the several families and genera of singing birds. Among the thrushes, for instance, the spiral is very extended, and almost undulating, whilst the numerous twinnings pass into one another at an obtuse angle. The twinnings are less in number (from 4 to 5), in the Lanius (the Shrike); they are very narrow, and almost acutely angular, whilst they are at a greater distance from each other, among the Finches, where their number is still less (3 to 4). The upper windings are, in most cases, the most considerable, and likewise the most constant, whilst the lower become continually slighter, extending themselves sometimes (espe-
cially in Turdus, and likewise occa-
sionally in Fringilla) throughout the greatest part of the tail extremity of the spermatozoon. The length and thickness of the tail, like the number and arrangement of the windings, is subject to many changes and fluctuations among the several genera.

It is particularly strong and rigid among the Fringillidae, the spermatozoa of which (as in Fringilla coelebs, the Chaffinch) attain some-
times a length of 4", whilst in other cases they are much shorter (in Fr. Spinus = 6", F. Canaria = 3", F. domestica = ½'). The tail part of the spermatozoa of the Laniidae is, on the other hand, very short and fine, its length scarcely measures ½", which of about 3/10" to 1/10" goes to the anterior spiral body. The spermatozoa of Oriolus are only slightly larger. Among the Thrushes the length is about 3", of which the anterior spiral body occupies quite one third. The same is the case among most other singing birds, as Sturnus, Hirundo, Parus, Alauda, Artius, Certhia, &c. Motacilla and Emberiza have spermatozoa of 3'”, Sylvia (Phoenicurus vibratilax) and Saxicola of 1'”. Among the last-mentioned genera, the spermatozoa form by their shape a kind of approach to the cor-
responding formations of the Fringilla, whilst the spermatozoa of others remind us more of these formations in the thrushes and the Laniidae. In other words, the formations just alluded to form a medium between the latter mentioned birds and the Fringilla.

The spermatozoa with a simple cylin-
drical body are much more uniform in size and shape, and differ from each other chiefly as regards the length of the tail, very little as to the length of the body.

The body generally measures from 3'2"—3'7" (Picus, Falco, Columba, Gallus, Pavo, Anas, &c.), but seldom less (in Vanellus and Cuculus = 3'1/2”). The tail is very thin, and can usually only be traced to its ter-
rmination with difficulty. The anterior part, which is connected with the body, is but little distinguished from the posterior, and is always without any remarkable thickening. Its length is always more considerable than the length of the body, the entire fibre generally measuring 3'5", and rarely less (Va-
nellus, Cuculus) or more (Gallus, Co-
lumba).

It is an interesting fact that the difference of form of the spermatozoa in birds is associated with a difference in the man-
ner in which they adhere to each other. Those which have a simple cylindrical body, are constantly dispersed about in the canals of the testicles without any order, whilst the spermatozoa of the singing birds are generally met with in regular bundles. The spermatozoa in each of these bundles, as in the mammalia, lie together in parallel lines, and with their tails all in the same direction. It is only in their passage through the vas deferens that the bundles gradually lose their regular connexion.

The genesis of the spermatozoa of birds, is essentially the same as among the mam-
malia. Their proportions are, however, much more distinct, and therefore more easy to trace. The examination of the domestic fowl is much to be recommended in this respect; some time ago we described
the development of the spermatozoa of this bird. The vesicles of development, in this instance, have a size of \( \frac{1}{100}'' - \frac{1}{10}'' \). They are as clear as glass when in a fresh state, and the spermatozoon in the interior can very readily be observed. At the commencement they are globular. Subsequently the shape becomes more irregular; sometimes it assumes that of a pear, until finally the enclosure bursts (which generally takes place at the sharp extremity), when the spermatozoon makes its exit with the tail end first (fig. 330).

**Fig. 330.**

*Spermatozoa of the Cock partly enclosed by the Cell of Development.*

For some time afterwards, the remainder of the vesicle of development may be seen adhering to the separate spermatozoa. All the cells of development, however, are not free. We often find large cystiform globules, enclosing a number of three, four, eight, twelve, or sixteen cells of development, much more frequently than among the mammalia; these generally have a diameter of \( \frac{1}{100}'' - \frac{1}{10}'' - \frac{1}{40}'' \). But the persistence of these mother cells does not hinder the development of the spermatozoa in any way. The enclosed cells of development are equally as capable of producing these formations as the free ones, as one may readily convince oneself by observation through the microscope (fig. 331). On the destruction of the membrane of the cells of development, the spermatozoa get into the interior of the cysts (fig. 332.), where they lie together often in a great number, but never in regular fascicular groups. Finally, this cyst also gets dissolved, without, however, having changed its shape in any remarkable way previously. The spermatozoa common to each cyst, however, remain together for a time, being connected by means of the tough albuminous contents of the mother cell. Thus, at least, we feel inclined to explain the occurrence of irregular groups of spermatozoa, which, kept together by one common cement, not unfrequently occur in the semen of the cock.

According to our observation, the development of the spermatozoa of the woodpecker and of the pigeon takes place in precisely the same manner; and this may be said likewise of singing birds.* The cells of development of the latter are however still more rarely to be met with free, and are perhaps always enclosed by mother cells. The number of the enclosed cells is generally very considerable (fig. 333.).

**Fig. 331.**

*A Mother Cell from the Cock, with three Spermatozoa still enclosed in their Cells of Development.*

**Fig. 332.**

*A Mother Cell from the Cock, with Spermatozoa free in its interior.*

**Fig. 333.**

*Cyst of the House Sparrow, with enclosed Cells of Development.*

The formation of the spermatozoa in the interior of the individual vesicles of development is likewise very difficult to be traced, principally because the contents of the latter coagulate very readily, thus covering the spermatozoa, and rendering them indistinct. We have, however, succeeded several times in observing the spermatozoa in the house sparrow in the interior of their cells of formation (fig. 334.). It certainly requires some practice to discover the windings of the body between the granules of the contents, the

* Vide R. Wagner's figures in Müller's Archiv. 1836, S. 225, in Fragm. zur Physiol. der Zeugung; in Lehrbuch der Physiolog., § 17, S. 25; as also in the Icon. Phys. tab. 1, fig. 5. (copied in the article, Entozoa, Vol. II. p. 112.), which, however, in consequence of our recent researches, require some correction.

* Lehrbuch der Physiol. 3d edit. § 18. S. 27.
more so as the characteristic spiral twistings have not yet assumed that distinctness and regularity, which they subsequently attain. The presence of the spermatozoa can only be proved with certainty, when they have become free, after the dissolution of their formative cells, the mother cyst still continuing to encircle them. Thus we may also explain the former conjecture of one of us, R. Wagner, who thought that the spermatozoa of the singing birds had their origin immediately in the interior of the large cysts.

The spermatozoa of the singing birds do not however lie together irregularly in the interior of these cysts, as in the cock, the pigeon, &c., but are associated in very definite fascicles, as already described. We are ignorant as to the cause of this arrangement. The number and grouping of the cells of development in the interior of the cysts do not present any remarkable differences from those in the cock, &c., although the spermatozoa of the latter are constantly devoid of such a regular arrangement. The spermatozoa of the singing birds likewise remain enclosed for some time by the membrane of the mother cysts. At the commencement they lie with reverted tails close to the interior wall of the cysts, which then assume an oval form (fig. 335.). Subsequently the tail ends of the spermatozoa remove themselves further and further from the anterior bodies. The cyst bursts where the points of the tails are situated, and the bundles, which are still covered at the anterior end by the remains of the cyst, as if by a cap, then assume the shape of a retort, or of a knee-shaped bent cylinder. Even in cases in which the spermatozoa have perfectly separated themselves (fig. 336.), this remainder of the former cyst can generally be traced. We may also see very distinctly a tough albuminous substance between the individual spermatozoa, from which the tail ends project freely.

These proportions experience a small modification in those singing birds, in which the tails of the spermatozoa are shorter than among the Larinae. The cysts here retain almost entirely their original form, or do not enlarge to any extent (fig. 337.).

FIG. 334.

Cells of Development with Spermatozoa of the House Sparrow.

FIG. 335.

Mother Cell with a Bundle of Spermatozoa from Fringilla domestica.

FIG. 336.

A Bundle of Spermatozoa from Fringilla cælebs.

FIG. 337.

Bundle of Spermatozoa in the interior of a Cyst of Lanius.
Spermatozoon b, Fig. 338., in the lizards tail. However, at the of the terise about to the toises tilia a here selves Spermatozoa until not small thin circumstances. (fig. even naturalists, suppose considerable the here. Scales. The differences of the form of the spermatozoa are however much greater in the group of the Batrachia, which likewise distinguish themselves in other respects by various deviating circumstances. A staff-like body with a very thin and proportionately short tail characterise the spermatozoa of Rana and Bufo (fig. 339.). The length of the spermatozoa here amounts to about $\frac{1}{10}$, of which the body occupies more than the anterior third. Among the Salamanders the body is likewise cylindrical, but much longer ($\frac{1}{5}$"), bent in the shape of a sabre, and thickest at its posterior end.* Towards the anterior part it becomes gradually thinner, and (in Salamandra at least) furnished at the point with a very small globular knob. The tail is likewise of a considerable length. In the anterior part, which passes into the body, it possesses a not inconsiderable thickness. Towards the posterior part it becomes finer and thinner, until at last it can only be traced with difficulty. The end of the tail is, however, not straight, nor curved like the anterior part, but turned up in a remarkable manner, and wound in very numerous narrow spirals round the commencing part of the tail, and even round the body. At least so we may explain the peculiar structure of the spermatozoa of Salamandra, and in this we agree with V. Siebold.† Others, especially French naturalists, as, for instance, Pouchet, merely suppose the slender fibre, which is so twisted round, to be the contour of a ridge-like formation, which is assumed to be seated on the body lengthwise, and which is said to be bent in a zig-zig manner to the right and left. It is true that this fibre is frequently only seen to rise on one side of the spermatozoon, and in a shape which would encourage the conjecture just now alluded to (fig. 340.); but in other cases the twistings are so distinct that they are not to be denied. We are of opinion that, whenever the tail has been lying only on one side of the spermatozoon, a partial twisting off has taken place. This notched appearance may be attributed to the tail fibre retaining its spiral twistings. It is, however, remarkable that the tail never moves further from the trunk of the body, constantly maintaining only a certain distance from it. We do not venture to decide the cause of this, yet we cannot see in it a positive proof of the correctness of Pouchet’s view.

The length of the spermatozoa is very considerable. From the anterior point of the body down to the region where the tail bends itself, they measure in the Salamander $\frac{1}{5}$"., in Triton even $\frac{1}{10}$". The spermatozoa of the Proteus seem to possess a still greater length, according to an imperfect statement of Valentin.*

* Vide copies in R. Wagner; Fragment. Tab. II. † Froriep’s Neuen Notizen, vol. ii. S. 281. No. xl. SEMEN.

** Repertorium fur Anat. &c. 1841, S. 356.
The posterior end is continued into the tail, which latter is tolerably thick, and almost straight at its commencement. It gradually, however, assumes a very thin appearance, becoming a very attenuated hair-like appendix, which exhibits the same spiral windings that occur among the Salamanders. The length of the spermatozoa, as far down as where the tail bends itself, amounts to \( \frac{1}{2} \) " to \( \frac{1}{3} \) ".

Another very singular form of spermatozoa is met with in Pelobates fuscus. The spermatozoa measure \( \frac{1}{2} \) " to \( \frac{1}{3} \) ". There is no boundary perceptible between the body and tail part, but one-half of the spermatozoon distinguishes itself from the other by a considerable thickness. Both, however, gradually pass into one another. The thicker part exhibits from its commencement a number (generally eight) of spiral windings, which increase in size towards the anterior free end (fig. 342). The anterior end itself does not however participate in this formation. It is of a more delicate quality, paler, and has a constant vibrating motion, which gives to it a varying form. It generally appears to be wound in an undulating manner.

A fascicular group of the spermatozoa is only found among the Reptilia in Batrachians; Bombinator, however, forming an exception. In the latter, as well as in the scaly Reptilia, the spermatozoa lie confusedly together. In the latter instances we can readily trace their production in the interior of separate solitary cells of development; as, for instance, in Anguis fragilis, or Bombinator igneus. The cells of development of the latter animal (which to the number of two or four are enclosed by a mother cell, when in the earlier stages of development) measure in a developed state about \( \frac{1}{14} \) ". At first, when the spermatozoon forms itself in the interior of these cells, it lies curled up close to the wall. Subsequently the fibre stretches itself, and changes the cell into an obtuse cylindrical enclosure, which finally bursts in the anterior and posterior part, to enable the spermatozoon to make its exit. The remains of the cell of development continue for a long time adhering to the body of the spermatozoa, generally in the centre, exhibiting the appearance of a comb-like appendix of a variable shape and size.

The formation of the spermatozoa in the interior of independent cells of development likewise takes place in a similar manner in the Lacerta crocea. We have but rarely seen that the same cells are enveloped by larger cysts at the period of the production of the spermatozoa, which is commonly the case in former stages of the development. The number of cells contained in one common cyst is generally only very small, seldom exceeding eight. The same is found, according to the observations of Kölliker, in Testudo graeca; but the external cyst in this instance is said generally to persist for a longer period. The persistency of this enclosure is very general among the Batrachians, which distinguish themselves by the spermatozoa being associated in fasciculate groups. The number of the enclosed cells of development here is generally a larger one (from ten to twenty). The development of the spermatozoon in other respects does not, however, exhibit anything peculiar. They are formed as usual, separately in the enclosed cells of development (fig. 344). It is only afterwards, when these cells have been dissolved, that the spermatozoa get into the interior of the mother cyst, in which they congregate in fasciculate groups. By their so doing the cyst loses its original round shape, and assumes the form of a pear, until it bursts at the pointed extremity, and the tail-ends of the spermatozoon immediately project. The remains of the cyst continue recognisable for some time at the anterior end of each bundle. This is the case in the frog at any rate. In Pelobates, on the other hand, the filiform tails of the spermatozoa do not project from that part of the cylindrical enclosure which is burst, but the anterior vibrating body does so (fig. 345).

The external cyst of the bundles of spermatozoa of the Salamander constantly retain its original globular shape, as the sperma-
Spermatozoa do not stretch but remain wrapped up. It is a remarkable sight to see the cyst burst-

Fig. 345.

A bundle of Spermatozoa of Pelobates.

ing on being treated with water. The whole mass of spermatozoa suddenly bursts forth, and only remain attached to each other by the heads, as if imbedded in one common substance. The separate fibres radiate in all directions, each being wrapped up in a spiral form.

Fig. 346.

Spermatozoa of Perca fluviatilis.

Spermatozoa of Cobitis fossilis.

Fishes. — In the class of fishes, the spermatozoa occur in two forms. The first is found throughout the osseous fishes, and also in Amphioxus. The other form is found among the Plagiostomes. In the former case the spermatozoa consist (fig. 346) of a very small globular body (of $\frac{1}{30}$", or even smaller, down to $\frac{1}{150}$", as in Perca fluviatilis), and an extraordinarily thin, hair-like tail, which, however, possesses comparatively a very considerable length. Sometimes the body at the point of insertion of the tail has a small knotty appendix, as in Cobitis (fig. 347), which gives to it a pear-like shape. The body in some genera is so small that it can hardly be perceived with any distinctness.

Fig. 347.

Spermatozoa of Perca fluviatilis.

Spermatozoa of Cobitis fossilis.

This also applies to the spermatozoa of Petromyzon, in which the form of the body is, however, different. In P. marinus* the body is egg-shaped; in P. fluviatilis (fig. 348) staff-shaped. The length of the body in P. fluviatilis is $\frac{1}{12}$.". The spermatozoa among the Plagiostome fishes are similarly formed to those of the birds. They are long, filiform, and furnished with an anterior cylindrical body. In Scyllium Canicula the body is stiff and quite straight, and tapers at both ends. The tail is thin, and of an equal length to the body ($\frac{1}{4}$").

* J. Muller, Untersuch. uber zu Eingewerde der Fische, Berl. 1845, S. 6.

The spermatozoa of Scymnus niceansis (fig. 349, a) are similar but rather longer, whilst the body, instead of being straight, describes two long spiral windings. Four more narrow spiral windings are found round the body of the spermatozoa in Spiniura acanthi, which measures $\frac{1}{13}$", whilst the length of the whole spermatozoon amounts to $\frac{1}{8}$". A similar number of spiral twistings are likewise seen in the body of the spermatozoa of most of the rays, in Torpedo narce (fig. 349, b), Raja rubus, &c. In Raja oxyrhynchus it is only the anterior part of the body which is spirally wound in a length of about $\frac{1}{13}$", whilst the posterior part is straight. The number of the windings is nevertheless, however, more considerable, viz. 7 or 8. The length of the whole spermatozoon amounts to $\frac{1}{3}$". Chirina monstrosa likewise exhibits these windings, notwithstanding the comparatively short body ($\frac{1}{15}$") of its spermatozoa, which have a length of $\frac{1}{8}$". The number of windings is three.

The development of the spermatozoa in fishes has as yet only been observed in the Plagiostomes. It is exactly the same as in frogs and birds, as the statements of Hallmann* lead us to infer. Almost all of the spermatozoa are united with one another in bundles. According to our researches in Torpedo Narce, the spermatozoa are produced sepa-

Fig. 350.

Cysts, with developing cells from the testicle of Torpedo Narce.

* Muller's Archiv., 1840, S. 467.
enclosed by a lesser or greater number of cyst-like mother cells (Fig. 350.). The size of each of these cysts amounts to about $\frac{\text{1}}{\text{350}}$, wherever the number of the enclosed cells is small; but in the reverse case it may increase to $\frac{\text{1}}{\text{350}}$. The cells of development dissolve after the formation of the spermatozoa, and the latter then get into the interior of the cyst (Fig. 351.). The spiral windings of the body seem to be still wanting at this stage, or, at least, not to be perfectly developed. If the number of spermatozoa is only small in one cyst, they never group together into a bundle, whilst this is constantly occurring in the reverse case (Fig. 352.).

We will not venture to decide, however, whether this difference is entirely attributable to the greater number of the cells of development; and we are the less inclined to do so, as we have already seen, when investigating the spermatozoa of birds, that, even with an equal number of the formations alluded to, the grouping of the spermatozoa in the interior of the cyst may be different. This much, however, is certain, that the number of the enclosed cells is not entirely without influence. The fact of the fascicles of spermatozoa always coinciding in one cyst with a greater number of the cells of development, seems, at all events, to favour this conjecture.

Previous to the period of procreation, we also find, in the testicles of the osseous fishes, that the cells of development are enclosed in the interior of larger cells (Fig. 353.); but here, as well as in the Lacerta, &c., the formation of the spermatozoa only takes place subsequently to the destruction of the cyst, and to the consequent independence of the cells of development. We infer this from the circumstance that we have never seen in them any real bundles of spermatozoa. The statement of Kölliker that the spermatozoa of Amphioxus develop themselves from little cells (of $\frac{\text{1}}{\text{350}}$--$\frac{\text{1}}{\text{350}}$), which lie together in groups of from six to twenty-five, also seems to support the correctness of our conjecture. Each of such groups appears to us to be the brood of a single mother cell. The mother cells themselves, however, are of such a small size, that the formation of such brood in their interior is not to be traced or perceived. It can only be seen that these cells gradually lose their round shape, and that they assume a pear, or spindle-like form. This, unquestionably, is merely the consequence of the endogenous development of a spermatozoan, which gradually stretches itself, thereby causing (as in Gallus, Rana, &c,) the change of shape of the external enclosure.

Thus much of the proportions of form, and of the mode of development of the spermatozoa among the Vertebrata. We have treated this subject somewhat elaborately, partly because the spermatozoa of these animals are those which may be most frequently obtained for observation,—partly also because it is in them that the stages of development can be better traced and recognised. We have invariably met with in them a common type, not merely in the external shape, but also in the mode of development of the spermatozoa; and these are circumstances which will be of importance to us in interpreting the stages of development of the spermatozoa in the lower animals, in which they are as yet enveloped in great obscurity.

MOLLUSCA.—Among the Invertebrata, the division of the Mollusca uniformly possesses (as in the Vertebrata) filiform spermatozoa, which are enlarged at the anterior extremity. This anterior extremity does not, however, every where form a particular division, as a body, distinct from the posterior thinner part or tail. On the contrary, the one passes in many cases so gradually into the other, that it is impossible to determine the boundary between the two. The tail then appears to be a mere pointed continuation of the anterior enlarged part. The two thus distinct forms of spermatozoa are, however, again united with one another in various ways.
Cephalopoda.—In the Cephalopods we meet with the former form of spermatozoa with a distinct body and a thin and long hair-like tail, as among the scaly reptilia, &c. The body is cylindrical, or staff-shaped, in the spermatozoa of Octopus vulgaris (fig. 354.), which have a length of $\frac{1}{3}$, of which $\frac{\pi}{3}$ belongs to the anterior body. The spermatozoa in Sepiola are shorter, and furnished with a body which measures $\frac{1}{5}$.

The development of these spermatozoa occurs just as in birds, according to Kölliker. The separate spermatozoa may be perceived very distinctly in the interior of their cells of development. The fascular grouping is wanting, although the spermatozoa remain enclosed for some time by the mother cells.

These fibres in the Cephalopods are, however, surrounded in their passage through the vas deferens by peculiar sack-like enclosures or Spermatothores, which are formed from the secretions of the gland contained within the walls of that channel. These enclosures gradually assume a very strange complicated structure, which we have only become acquainted with, within a recent period, through the excellent researches of Milne Edwards.* They assume the shape of cylindrical bags of a not inconsiderable size, so that they may readily be perceived with the naked eye. They contain at the posterior extremity a peculiar apparatus (besides the Spermatozoa, which are accumulated at the anterior thicker end), which is distinguished by a particular mechanism adapted for the expulsion of the seminal liquor.

Gasteropoda.—The spermatozoa of the Gasteropods exhibit, only in rare cases, as it seems, a similar form to those of the Cephalopods. This is the case, for instance, in Chiton and Patella (fig. 355.). The spermatozoa of the former consist of thin delicate fibres of $\frac{1}{30}$, the anterior body of which has an oblong shape, measuring about $\frac{\pi}{30}$. The body in Chiton is broader, almost pear-shaped, and of a more considerable size ($\frac{1}{15}$). Similar ceraria-like spermatozoa are possessed by Halyotis and Bermetus, as also by Trochus and Pataludina impura. The strict distinction between body and tail is, however, wanting in most of the other Gasteropods. The spermatozoa then have a filiform shape, and increase gradually in thickness from the posterior, pointed, towards the anterior end. The head or cephalic end is flattened. It is thus, for instance, in Carinaria; also among the Nudibranchiata, Hypobranchiata, Pomatobranchiata, and Pteropods. At the same time the spermatozoon usually exhibits a number of light spiral windings, which diminish uniformly from the anterior to the posterior end (fig. 356. a). In Pataludina vivipara (which, from the form of the spermatozoa, likewise belongs to this description, although the thinner tail part is distinguished by a greater length) the spiral windings are closer, as among the singing birds, and confined to the anterior body only (fig. 356. b). The spermatozoa of most of the other species of this genus possess quite a different form. In Turbo, Buccinum, Purpura, they are simply filiform, and equally pointed towards both ends. In Turbo they measure $\frac{3}{5}$—$\frac{1}{10}$, in Thedys, Aplysia $\frac{1}{5}$, in Pleurobranchia Meckelii even $\frac{1}{8}$, &c.

The spermatozoa of pulmonarv Gasteropods are usually still larger, extending to $\frac{1}{5}$, as in Helix. As in the Nudibranchiata, they likewise become gradually enlarged towards the anterior part, but not flattened at the cephalic end, being, on the contrary, furnished with a short point (in Helix of $\frac{1}{30}$), with an appendix, which must be viewed as a peculiar form of body (fig. 357.). The same is thickest at the posterior part, thicker than the body, and gradually gets thinner towards the end. In most cases (Helix, Arion,
Clausilia, &c.), it exhibits two easy spiral windings, almost in the form of an S. Some Fig. 357.

Spermatozoon of Helix pomatia.

ey spiral windings are also not unfrequently observed at the enlarged body.

The mode of formation of these spermatozoa can usually be traced without any great difficulty. It usually takes place in the same way as in the animals already described, as proved by KölIicker's excellent researches. Even in the Gasteropods we may observe the development of the spermatozoa in the interior of particular vesicles. The arrangement of these parts only exhibits some deviation.

In Helix or Clausilia, in which the stages of this mode of development can best be observed among our native snails, we meet with in the interior of the testicle, besides the developed spermatozoa, numerous larger and smaller aggregations of vesicles (in number varying from ten to forty), which are seated on the external surface of a round or oval globule (fig. 358.), which is in diameter $\frac{1}{15}$ to $\frac{1}{12}$.

On a nearer research, it will be found that this globule is not a cell, as one might suppose at first sight, but merely a mass of a Fig. 358.

Group of vesicles from the testicle of Helix pomatia.
tough substance, in which a number of small brown granules are embedded, exhibiting a great similarity with the yolk molecules from the eggs of Helix. There is no external enclosure around this globule. The peripheral vesicles or cells, which adhere to it fre-

quently in an irregular manner, generally measure $\frac{1}{15}$, but are sometimes larger, to the extent of $\frac{1}{10}$ and above it. In the interior of these cells we meet again with vesicular formations, generally measuring $\frac{1}{30}$. The contents of these vesicles coagulate on being treated with water, &c., into a fine granular mass, exhibiting sometimes a simple or double granule of extraordinary size. The number of the enclosed vesicles, which evidently were produced in an endogenous way, is usually very small, mostly 1 or 2, more rarely 3, 4, or 6.

The development of the spermatozoa takes place in the interior of these last-mentioned vesicles (fig. 359.). According to the Fig. 359.

Spermatozoon of Helix pomatia in the interior of its developing cell. (After KölIicker.)

observations of KölIicker, the head is produced first, being at first of a less regular, unwieldy shape. The tail is formed subsequently, attaching itself in spiral windings to the internal surface of the cell wall. On the spermatozoa being sufficiently developed, the vesicle of development is dissolved, and the spermatozoa get into the cavity of the external cell (fig. 360.). Here they may usually Fig. 360.

Spermatozoon of Helix pomatia in the interior of their mother cells.

be perceived with great distinctness, whilst they can but rarely be distinguished in the interior of the real cells of development.

At first the mother cells retain their original round form, even after the reception of the spermatozoa. They soon, however, on the windings of the fibres being stretched, extend themselves lengthwise, and assume an elliptical or pyriform shape. At a still later period the cell pushes forward (at the point where the heads of the spermatozoa are situated) a long pedicle-formed process, which contains the anterior extremity of the spermatozoa (fig. 361.). The point of this process or continuation constantly remains connected with the central globule of the former mass of vesicles, whilst the posterior belly-like part of the cell removes itself further and further from it. The same attachment takes place afterwards with the heads of the spermatozoa, on their being projected from the anterior end of this process, which usually happens soon. At this period the mass of vesicles reminds us
strongly, owing to its shape, of a group of vorticelles (fig. 362.).

As soon as the heads of the spermatozoa have projected, the remainder of the mother cell lengthens itself, and becomes a delicate cylindrical envelope. This remains still adherent to the spermatozoon when completely extended, exhibiting the appearance of a couple of larger or smaller knobs on the tail: the same thing occurs in the spermatozoon of the frog.

This mode of development is not changed by the presence of a greater number of spermatozoa in the interior of the mother cell. All the difference that may be seen is, that one spermatozoon comes forth rather earlier than another. The free spermatozoa are, however, by no means distributed without order over the surface of the central globule to which they still adhere. On the contrary, they are grouped together into one common fasciculate mass, in the same manner as we have already described in the singing birds. This circumstance is remarkable, because it shows us that the formation of a bundle of spermatozoa is not occasioned everywhere by the same means, and therefore does not always justify the inference of the persistence of an enclosing cell.

A separation of the bundles of spermatozoa happens in Helix: the central globule (which forms the common cement that holds together the individual spermatozoa, in the same way as the tough albuminous mass in the cysts of the singing birds) gradually passes away.

The development of the group of vesicles in Helix is very interesting and important. It is at once apparent that the same has originated from the brood of a single, originally simple, cell, and that through a continual endogenous increase. Our researches have afforded us the immediate proof of the truth of this, confirming, at the same time, the conjecture of Kölliker; viz. that the primitive spermatic cells are the same formations which have been described as epithelial cells of the follicles of the testicle. In the interior of these cells, the contents of which consist of a brownish granular homogeneous substance, a certain number of vesicles are gradually produced, which continually increase in an endogenous manner, until the bursting of the mother cell, when the daughter cells deposit themselves around the globular remainder of the cellular contents (fig. 363.).

The development of the spermatozoa in the other Gasteropods is similar to that described, although not in all cases so distinct as in Helix. The endogenous formation of the spermatozoa can only with difficulty be perceived in Lyma, Lymnaeus, &c.; it would rather appear as if they were produced by immediate growth from vesicular elements. The general rule is, that they are united with each other into groups, in which, however, the interior central globule is sometimes wanting (as in Cyclobranchiata, in Turbo, Buccinum, &c.); but this does not change in any way the development and mode of grouping together of the spermatozoa. We have also, in this instance, in the united vesicles of a group, unquestionably only the brood of a common mother cell, which group may have enlarged after the destruction of the external membrane that surrounded it. The only difference would consist, in the circumstance that the entire contents of the mother cell are employed for the structure of the daughter cells, leaving no remainder, which perhaps might induce a more firm connection of the separate vesicles in the shape of a round mass.

Acephala. — In comparison with the variety in the form of the spermatozoon among the Gasteropods, we meet with but slight differences in the class of the Acephala, at least among the Lamellibranchiata.* The spermatozoa of these Mollusca consist of delicate fibres of about $\frac{1}{32}$ in length, the anterior end of which supports a short and distinct body of variable size (from $\frac{1}{12}$ to $\frac{1}{32}$) (fig. 364.). This body is usually (as in Unio, Cyclas, Clavagella) cylindrical; in other cases (for instance in Mytilus, Pholas) pear-shaped.

Respecting the formation of these fibres we only know Kölliker's opinion of it, viz. that they are produced in bundles from round cellular masses, and through an apparent prolongation of the vesicles; as, for instance, in Chiton, &c.: our examination of Unio was not calculated to give us an insight into it.

* Vide V. Siebold in Müller's Archiv. 1837, S. 381.
Semena.—Among the Semena the Ascidia possess spermatozoa quite similar to those of the Lamellibranchiata, having a distinct head of different shape and a slender tail. The size of the spermatozoa is, however, usually rather larger (fig. 365); the head is usually $\frac{1}{10}$", the tail fluctuating between $\frac{1}{5}$" and $\frac{1}{30}$". The spermatozoa seem to want a body in the Salpes, according to the observations of Kölliker.

The endogenous formation of the spermatozoa in the Ascidia is as little distinct as among the Lamellibranchiata. It seems, also, with regard to the former, that the developing vesicles simply extend themselves into the spermatozoa. At a previous stage of development, these vesicles are, however, contained (either singly or in a greater number) in the interior of cells.

Articulata.—In the second great division of the Invertebrate animals, among the Arthropoda, the filiform shape of the spermatozoa, if indeed it occurs at all, is generally still more marked in its development than in the Mollusca. The spermatozoa are long and slender fibres, which, perhaps in all cases, are deficient of a real, distinct, and separate body, being at the utmost only slightly enlarged at the anterior end. The spermatozoa of some few groups, however, differ from this, and exhibit so striking a form and arrangement that one can hardly at first recognise in them the genuine spermatic elements. The question, indeed, arises, whether these parts are really in all cases the developed spermatozoa, or whether they do not constitute mere stages of development. We shall subsequently return to this question; let the remark suffice for the present, that in some cases the circumstances observed seem to favour the latter hypothesis.

Insecta.—The spermatozoa among the hexapod insects are of great uniformity. They appear, without exception, as filiform fibres (fig. 366.), which are frequently distinguished by being extremely slender in proportion to their length (the latter exceeds $\frac{1}{10}$" in Staphylinus, but is generally less; in Culex $\frac{1}{5}$"; in Agrion Virgo $\frac{1}{20}$"—$\frac{1}{30}$"). The anterior end is probably always rather thickened for a considerable extent, and thereby distinguished from the posterior pointed end of the fibre. Remarkable deviations from this fundamental shape occur but rarely, but are nevertheless not entirely wanting. We may mention, for instance, that a peculiar angular appendix is found in the spermatozoa of the Locustinae at the anterior end of the body, this appendix being formed of two short crura, which converge and pass into one towards the anterior part, like the head of an arrow.

The spermatozoa of the Hexapods are developed in the same endogenous manner, as among the Vertebrata. This process may very easily be observed. The vesicles of development, which measure pretty uniformly, when in a developed state, $\frac{1}{10}$" (they are smaller in many Diptera, Culex ($\frac{1}{30}$"), Musca, &c.), are in a variable, generally, however, in considerable number (twenty, thirty, forty), enveloped by larger cysts (fig. 367.). These cysts or enveloping cells, frequently attain the size of $\frac{1}{15}$" (Carabus, Staphylinus, Locusta, &c.), and they are evidently the mother cells of the enclosed vesicles. In the upper division of the testicle, the
number and size of the latter is generally much smaller than in the lower part. It follows, of course, that the size of the mother cells themselves is influenced by the size and number of their contents: wherever the number of the enclosed vesicles is small, the cyst never attains a considerable size. In Culex, for instance, it seldom exceeds $\frac{1}{3}$"—$\frac{1}{5}$".

The vesicles surrounded by the cyst are as clear as glass, and, when uninjured, contain an entirely homogeneous material, which, however, appears granulated on being treated with water, and then also it sometimes forms a large nucleus-like body in their interior. In each of these vesicles, as V. Siebold* has shown, a single spermatozoon is usually produced (fig. 368). It attaches itself in numerous windings to the inner surface of the cell wall, until it has reached its full development. In the mean time the vesicle loses its original round shape, becoming stretched, and assuming the most various forms (fig. 369). At last the vesicle bursts at some place, and allows the spermatozoon to come forth. (Fig. 370.)

The spermatozoon having thus become free, group themselves together into regular bundles, still enclosed by the mother cell of the vesicle of development. This at least seems to be the case invariably wherever the cyst persists long enough. It, however, sometimes disappears at an early period, as, for instance, according to Kölliker, in Musca, in which case the vesicles of development form loose groups, as in Amphioxus.

**Fig. 369.**

_Spermatozoon in the interior of the vesicles of development of Nepa cinerea._

**Fig. 368.**

_Developing cells of the Spermatozoon of Culex._

The bundles in many cases disperse as soon as the mother cells are destroyed. But it still more frequently occurs that these bundles survive the existence of the cyst, the remainder of which then covers for some time to come (as in the singing birds, &c.) the anterior end of the bundle in a cap-like form. (Instances—Coleoptera, Neuroptera, &c.) In this part, which is generally lengthened, the separate spermatozoa lie together in a remarkably dense manner, being almost united together into one common mass. It is different, however, in most cases with the posterior division of the bundles (fig. 371 A.), where the separate fibres start away from each other. In this way the usual pear, club, or retort shape of the spermatozoon bundles is produced.* It is but rarely the case that the spermatozoon present, in their whole length, an arrangement similar to that which is usual at the anterior end. The whole bundle of spermatozoa then appears as (fig. 371 B.) a homogeneous structure, and might readily be taken for a single colossal spermatozoon, if the observation of the development had not taught us otherwise. Of this, however, we may convince ourselves by ma-

**Fig. 370.**

_Spermatozoa partially expelled from the vesicles of development of Nepa cinerea._

*A We are inclined to regard as bundles of spermatozoa of this kind, those formations from the testicle of Paludina vivipara, which V. Siebold described as a second form of spermatozoon. Müller's Archiv. 1896, S. 246.
nipation, pressure, &c., whereby the separate constituent elements can be demonstrated. In Staphylinus cyanus (fig. 371. n) these bundles are wrapped up into one roundish knot (excepting the anterior ones, which are still covered by the remains of the cysts); in Panorpa communis they have curled arrangement.

In many cases, several of such fibres join themselves lengthwise into one restiform mass, which is still covered in the interior of the testicles by a common gelatinous enclosure. This produces the long vermiform bodies, which are so frequently met with in the testicles of the butterflies, but which also occur in some few other insects, as in Diptera (e.g. in Scatopsis).

In their gradual advance through the vas deferens, the spermatozoa lose this mode of grouping;—their bundles separate. In the place of this they are, however, very frequently enclosed in masses by peculiar baglike enclosures, the so-called Spermatophora*, such as we find in the spermatozoa of the Cephalopods, only of a much more simple structure. By the aid of these formations, the spermatozoa are transferred into the female generative organs. Formerly it was usual to look upon the remains of these bags as the torn-off generative organ of the male. The spermatophora of insects have usually the form of a pedunculated globule (for instance, in the Locustinae and Lepidoptera). Through a series of transition-forms they reach ultimately the shape of a long thin cylinder, of which a striking example is afforded in Clivina Fosser. The spermatophora lie either irregularly in the interior of the spermatophora, or united into regular bundles. This mode of grouping has an extremely elegant appearance in the Locustinae. The tails of the fibres join together on either side of a furrow, from which the several fibres start to the right and left like the barsb from the shaft of a feather. Spermatophora are wanting in many of the Hexapoda. Instead of them we sometimes find (as in Carabaea, Tittigoria, &c.) a number of long and rather broad bandlike transparent strings, which are frequently wound in the shape of a spiral, and, like the spermatophora, are also formed in the vas deferens of the male. These strings, on being treated with water, separate into a great number of spermatozoa, the separation taking place either gradually from the ends, or more suddenly in their whole extent. The entire mass thus proves itself to be one large seminal string, a formation which, in its whole quality, approximates very nearly to the second form of the seminal bundles from the interior of the testicles enumerated by us.

The cause of such an arrangement and grouping of the spermatozoa is equally as unknown to us as that of the formation of the bundles of spermatozoa in the cysts. Whether they are peculiar phenomena of attraction, or whether they are other relations caused by external influences and circumstances, we know not. We must therefore for the present be satisfied with a simple statement of the facts.

Although, from the great uniformity of the spermatozoa in the class of Insects, we might reasonably expect a corresponding similarity in the other groups of the Arthropoda, observation teaches us that such is not the case.

Instead of the filiform formations, which, however, are here the usual constituents of the seminal liquid, there are found in some cases quite peculiar bodies of a remarkable shape. The history of their development alone can prove that the elements alluded to are not, as one might perhaps suppose, morphologically different formations, but that they owe their origin to a mere modification in the application of the ordinary stages of development. It can be proved that the bodies in question in most cases are immediately connected with the former stages of development of the spermatozoa. Thus our conjecture (above expressed) gains in probability, that many of such-like little bodies are mere forms of development of ordinary filiform spermatozoa. The following investigations, however, will afford us a confirmation of the truth of our conjecture:

Araechnida.—In the class of the Arachnida, the usual filiform appearance of the spermatozoa has only been observed among the scorpiions. The spermatozoa of these animals are about 0.03 long, and rather thickened at one end. They develop themselves, according to Kölliker, in the usual manner in the interior of vesicles, which are contained, in numbers, in a larger cyst-like cell.

In the Araneae, on the other hand, which, owing to the difficulty of an anatomical examination, have hitherto but rarely been submitted to a careful inspection, the spermatozoa are said to present a very different shape. V. Siebold*, to whom we are indebted for the only statements regarding them, describes them as round or reniform cellular bodies, on the interior wall of which a round or oblong nucleus is situated. We have also met with such corpuscles, and that in great quantity, in the testicles of the most different species of spiders; we must however dispute the assumption of V. Siebold, viz. that such are the developed spermatozoa, since we have succeeded in discovering filiform bodies besides these formations, which former undoubtedly develop themselves from the latter, and are the real spermatozoa. These relations we have recognised most distinctly in Clubiona claustraria. The contents of the testicles here consist of a large number of small round cells of 0.08 in which a very perceptible nucleus is contained. The nucleus is at first round (fig. 372. a), but gradually elongates

* Vid. Stein.

itself, and then becomes a short, and generally curved, cylinder (b), one end of which

![Fig. 372.](image)

Seminal cells in the testicles of Clubiona claustraria.

is frequently club-shaped. The nucleus at the same time generally urges itself towards the outside, its point penetrating through the external cellular membrane. The projecting part of the nucleus generally appears like a protuberance at the margin of the cell, the greater part of it being still situated in the interior (c, d). In some cases, however, it breaks forth in its whole length (e). It then looks like a peduncle-shaped appendix.

We have not been able to discover further stages of development in the interior of the testicles; but we have succeeded in detecting, besides the already mentioned corpuscles, a number of distinct linear fibres of $\frac{3}{4}'' - \frac{1}{4}''$ (fig. 373.) in the spoon-shaped capsules on the palpi of the males, which, no doubt, were developed spermatozoa. The anterior half of these was generally bent in an arched cylindrical form, and thicker than the posterior tail-like part. Very similar, only rather longer, seminal fibres are likewise found in the seminal capsules of the palpi in a species of Tetragnathus.

It can hardly be doubted that these fibres have originated from the previously described spermatic cells. The changes of form to which the nucleus is subjected in the course of development present a gradual approximation to this form of spermatozoa, at least to the form of the anterior thickened corpuscles, with which the nucleus moreover corresponds in its physical characters. In order to render the metamorphosis of the nucleus into spermatozoa complete, it certainly is necessary that the external cellular wall should disappear; but this is a general rule in the development of spermatozoa, and probably also takes place here, although we cannot furnish any immediate proof of it. It must, however, appear remarkable that we have never met with developed spermatozoa in the testicles themselves. We could only trace in them cells of development, formations which, besides the spermatozoa, also occur in the capsules of the palpi. The question might be asked whether this would not render the inference justifiable that the spermatozoa only attained their final development at the latter spot, and therefore at a distance from the place of their formation. From our described observations we cannot yet venture to decide this question with certainty. The circumstance is, at all events, very remarkable, and would be the more so in case V. Siebold's statement that the cellular seminal corpuscles are to be met with even in the receptacula seminis of the female spiders, were to receive confirmation.

In our description of the development of the spermatozoa in Clubiona we have left the question undetermined, whether they originate directly from a metamorphosis of the nucleus, or through endogenous formation in the interior of it. We have not been able to arrive at any decisive result respecting it with regard to Clubiona, although the latter appeared to us more probable from analogy.

Of some importance in this respect are our observations on the development of the spermatozoa in a large species of Epeira. The seminal cells measure (fig. 374, A) $\frac{1}{100}''$, the nucleus which they contain $\frac{1}{50}''$. The cells are enclosed in larger cysts (of $\frac{1}{100}'' - \frac{1}{50}''$); but besides these there is also no want of individual solitary cells.

The most interesting circumstance connected with this is, that the spermatozoa are produced quite distinctly in the interior of the nucleus of the spermatic cells. At first they are lying (b) like a bent cylinder at the interior surface of the wall, so much bent that both ends nearly touch each other. We have never perceived a change of shape in the nucleus, nor does the same ever or any where penetrate beyond the cell. It constantly remains round, and in the interior of the cell, until it is dissolved, which takes place pretty rapidly after the formation of the spermatozoa. The spermatozoon now arrives in the cavity of the cell (c–f), where it increases in size (to $\frac{1}{100}''$). It usually exhibits here some slight and irregular windings, which sometimes change the form of the cell into an oval. The spermatozoon only becomes free afterwards, when the membrane of the cell has disappeared. It is only if the external cyst happens to persist that the spermatozoon still remain enclosed for a time (h), but always in a greater number, which naturally is equal to the number of the cells formerly contained in
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Development of the spermatic cells of Epeira.
it. A tail part we have, however, never been able to discover in the spermatozoa of Epeira. The form was uniformly cylindrical, and of a tolerable thickness, similar to the body in the spermatozoa of Clubiona.

Quite the same mode of development of the spermatozoa we have also found in one species of Theridiina. It can be traced that it does not deviate at all in the formation of its spermatozoa from other animals. But even the process of development in Clubiona, which we have described, does not exhibit any very material differences, which is proved by the observation, instituted by us in a small Dysdera, as also in Tegenaria domestica. The mode of formation of the spermatozoa, in fact, in these instances, occupies almost the medium between the former two.

In Dysdera the seminal cells containing the nucleus (fig. 375. A) measure only \( \frac{1}{15} \)".

They are round at first until the nucleus elongates itself, enlarges, and finally assumes a kidney form, the external cell taking on the same shape (B, C, D). One end of the nucleus not infrequently projects outwards (E), but never in so striking a manner as in Clubiona. The same changes of shape are exhibited in the nucleus in the seminal cells of Tegenaria, which measure \( \frac{1}{30} \)"; they, however, never lose their original round shape in the course of the change.

We have not been able to discover filiform spermatozoa in the two last-mentioned spiders; but we nevertheless believe that they likewise occur here, as in Clubiona.

Respecting the spermatozoa of the Aracinae, we have as yet had but few observations; it appears, however, from the statements of V. Siebold, that similar stages of development take place as among the genuine Araneae. V. Siebold observed in the testicles of Ixodes ricinus a large number of rather long and large rods, which had an arched curvature, and were enlarged at one end in a clubbed shape. These rods were probably the developed spermatozoa, and of a similar nature to those we have found in Epeira. We do not venture to determine whether the same inference may be drawn with regard to the club-shaped corpuscles, which V. Siebold discovered in the Hydrochææ and Gamaseæ. From the description given, however, viz. of these corpuscles enclosing an oblong spot in the enlarged end, and of their having been produced by the metamorphosis of round nucleated cells, we would rather suppose that they were mere stages of development of the seminal cells, similar, perhaps, to the pedunculated seminal corpuscles in Clubiona. In addition to this we may mention that Dr. Frey has communicated to us an observation, from which it appears that Hydrachna likewise possesses spermatozoa of a filiform shape.

The contents of the testicles in other Acarine (Trombidium, Zeta, Orbibaten, Hoplophora, &c.), consist of small globules, which in Bdeila assume a cylindrical shape. We are inclined to consider such as the free nuclei of seminal cells. We, at least, believe we have seen in Phalangium that they were surrounded by a cellular vesicle.

**Myriapoda.** — The remarkable spermatozoa of the Chilopoda, which appear either as cylindrical corpuscles when in a developed state (in Glomeris), or (as in Iulus) as short conical formations with a rounded point, are, according to our observations, of the same nature as the foregoing.

In Iulus terrestris, in which we have traced the development of these parts through all phases, the primitive contents of the testicles consist of a great number of small round cells of \( \frac{1}{15} \)"; containing a very clear nucleus (of about \( \frac{1}{15} \)"), which lies close to the cell wall, and is highly refracting (fig. 376. A). In the course of the development, the nucleus enlarges, and, in so doing, gradually converts itself into a short cone (B, C, D), which, with its point, extends beyond the surface of the cell. For a time the cell continues to be attached to the surface, until it dissolves, rendering the seminal corpuscles free (fig. 377.). The basal part of the developed spermatozoa has a diameter of \( \frac{1}{15} \)" — \( \frac{1}{60} \)", and is rather protuberant and enlarged at the edges. The height of the spermatozoa is always less than the width, generally by one half.

On comparing the phenomenon in the formation of these bodies with the first changes of the nucleus in Clubiona, the analogy between the two will clearly be seen. The relative value only of the two is changed. The corresponding conditions in Clubiona form mere stages of transition necessary for further development, whilst the development in Iulus does not proceed further than the stage described.
The differences in the form and development of the spermatozoa of Iulus fabulosus are very interesting. The formation of these parts does not confine itself, as in Iulus terrestris, to the mere metamorphosis of the nucleus into spermatozoon. Previous to the latter projecting over the external surface, the cell membrane gets enlarged on the opposite side (fig. 378, A, B, C) into a corpuscle, which assumes the same shape as the nucleus. The spermatozoa in I. fabulosus do not, therefore, consist in one short cone, but rather in two such formations (fig. 378, D, E, F), which are turned towards each other with their broad surfaces partially touching. One of these is not unfrequently distinguished from the other by a more considerable size. In a developed state, when the original cell membrane, in which the cone was formerly imbedded, has disappeared, the two parts sometimes separate, each having a perfect resemblance to the spermatozoa of I. terrestris.

V. Siebold, to whom we are indebted for the first accurate statement respecting the Chilopods *, was not acquainted with the developed forms of these parts in I. fabulosus. He describes as such the stages of development of the spermatic cells illustrated by us in fig. 378, A to E, comparing them with the shape of snuff-boxes, in which the lower surface is much thickened, whilst the upper surface contains in the centre a roundish nucleus.

The spermatozoa of the Chilognatha † are filiform and of a very considerable length and thickness; e.g. in Geophilus, where they measure 142". Towards one end they gradually become finer, and usually rather undulating or spiral, particularly at the anterior thick part. In Geophilus these fibres are rolled up separately into one ring-like curl; in Scolopendra, on the other hand, they are straight, and united in small numbers into string-like bundles. Nothing certain is as yet known respecting the development of these fibres; but, with V. Siebold, we think it very probable that they originate from the larger cells (measuring in Geophilus 30", in Lithobius 30"—40"), which contain a single, double, or treble nucleus (of 12"—10") with a nucleolus, and which are found in great quantity in the testicles. From analogy we may infer that it is in the nucleus within the vesicle that the fibres are produced. The association of the groups of spermatozoa in fascicles in Lithobius has, however, no intimate connection with the manner of their production, because the enclosed nuclei never equal in number the united fibres enclosed in one bundle. It is probably the result of a subsequent transition (like the formation of the seminal fibrous strings in the Hexapods).

Crustacea.—Among the Crustacea, to which we now proceed, we likewise meet with, as in the Myriapoda and Araehnida, many varying forms of the seminal elements. The most remarkable are the so-called radiating cells of the Decapods*, small, strangely formed corpuscles of a variable shape (and generally of a size of 50"—80"), which owe their origin to a metamorphosis of spermatic cells containing nuclei. By the different development of the nucleus and cell membrane (fig. 379, A, B, C, D), they are usually divided into two portions of different shape and size, and are furnished at the boundary between the two with delicate and fibrous rays, which vary in number from one to four, but are generally three; but this is effected in such a manner that the rays constantly remain connected with the division produced from the metamorphosis of the original cell membrane, and never with the nucleus part.

These radiating cells are produced from the original simple seminal cells in the following manner:—The nucleus (as in Clunia and the Iulides) gradually projects further and further towards the outside, thereby metamorphosing itself into a roundish (in Calappa, Hyas, Stenorhynchus, Scyllarus, Astacus fluviatilis, &c.) or spiral (in Crangon, Pisa, Galathea, Pagurus) appendix of the cell wall, which frequently enlarges itself considerably, especially in Pagurus, where it reaches 30". In the mean time, the cell membrane has likewise undergone some changes. It either gets flattened more or less (Palæmon, Stenorhynchus, Pica, Calappa), or it lengthens itself into a cylindrical corpuscle (Galathea, Astacus marinus). It is sometimes the case, however, that it retains its original round form (Ilia, Pilumnus, Pagurus, Astacus fluviatilis).

At the anterior end of this last corpuscle, where the part containing the nucleus adheres to it, the rays now gradually dart forth,

† See Stein. Müller's Archiv. 1842, S. 258.
at regular intervals, which give to the corpuscle sometimes an angular appearance, as in Pisa. The length of the rays holds an inverse ratio to the size of the cells, and is, in most cases, either equal to, or double, their diameter.

The peculiar form of these seminal elements naturally provokes the question, whether they really represent the developed spermatoozoa, or whether they are not perhaps mere phases of development. The relation in which they stand to the simple spermatic cells suggests a conjecture of this kind; and the more so as the rays attached to them already present the greatest similarity with the usual filiform spermatooza. We regret to say, that we are not yet in a position to decide this question with perfect certainty. From various observations, however, the latter assumption gains in probability. Kolliker has observed (in Calappa) that the adhering nucleus is lost at a later period; further, that in Portunus corrugatus, the cell membrane gradually gets very much contracted; whilst, on the other hand, the rays considerably lengthen themselves. If we consider, in addition to this, that radiated cells are found in IIia Nucleus, which (fig. 380.)

possess extraordinarily long fibres on a very small body; that finally in Pagurus, as it seems, the rays perfectly sever themselves from the corporules; that, at all events, developed radiating cells, without rays, are often found in the latter, it must induce us to share Kolliker's opinion, that the radiating cells, at this stage of their formation, are not yet perfected; but that they are more likely to be instrumental in the development of ordinary spermatooza. Such spermatooza, however (if we except the genus Mysis, which is certainly unjustly divided from the Decapods), have not yet been proved to exist in any of the animals belonging to this class. Kolliker has succeeded only in Dronia Runmphi in discovering a great number of fine pale fibres of $\frac{1}{10}$" in the lowest part of the vas deferens, which probably owe their origin to the rays of the seminal corporules, which, however, are much shorter than those fibres, hardly measuring above $\frac{1}{10}$".

Such a negative result can, however, the less determine our judgment on the nature of the radiating cells, since the observations, which one of us (R. Leuckart, together with Dr. Frey) has instituted, with regard to the development of the spermatooza in Mysis, have brought the question pretty nearly to a decision. V. Siebold was already acquainted with the filiform spermatooza in this crawfish, which are distinguished by their great length (of $3^\prime\prime$).

This animal possesses the more interest for us, owing to the remarkable mode of formation of the spermatozoa, which is extremely similar to the development of the radiating cells in the other Decapods.

The primitive seminal cells in Mysis appear as round pale nucleated vesicles of about $\frac{1}{10}$" in diameter (fig. 381.). In the course of their further development, a small wart-like process (b) rises somewhere on this vesicle, which gradually lengthens itself (c, p), and grows into a long cylindrical tube of $\frac{1}{10}$".

The nucleus does not participate, in any way, in this metamorphosis. It retains its original form, and remains at its original place in the interior of the seminal cell, which is seated on the cylindrical staff like a globular appendix.

In spite of their rather peculiar shape, we do not hesitate to pronounce these seminal elements of Mysis as parallels of the radiating cells of the other Decapods. Excepting the rays, we can find no material difference between them. That the wall of the cell is not immediately metamorphosed into the cylindrical body, is equally as little material as the circumstance that the nucleus remains without change, and does not project outwards. Indeed, we also find the same relation in the radiating cells of Astacus marinus (fig. 382.), where the nucleus likewise remains in the interior of the cylindrical radiated corpuscle.

To judge from their form, these seminal corporules would have most resemblance to the radiated cells of Pagurus; but, according to Kolliker's observations, it would appear that the long cylindrical appendix has originated from the metamorphosis of the cellular nucleus.

The nucleus in Mysis, together with the surrounding head-shaped part of the seminal corpuscle, is subsequently destroyed, the same as Kolliker has found it in Calappa. There merely remains, then, a simple long cylinder (fig. 383. A), which represents the radiating corpuscle. The formation of the spermatooza takes place in the interior of this cylinder; they consist of long linear fibres, which lie in
The thickness, on the other hand, is comparatively only slight, being most considerable in the centre, whence the fibre gets gradually thinner towards both ends. Kölliker describes, in the spermatozoa of Iphimedia and Hyperia, a thicker cylindrical and oval end, like a peculiar corpuscle. V. Siebold does the same with regard to Asellus aquaticus. We believe, however, that such an appendix (Fig. 384.), or this so-called corpuscle, is merely the adhering remainder of the mother cell, from which the spermatozoa project. Of this we have convinced ourselves in Gammarus Pulex. It is certainly difficult to distinguish the seminal fibre in the interior of it, but it appears to us that our observations are sufficient to render doubtful the interpretation of Kölliker, when we consider that this corpuscle occupies so variable a position with respect to the fibre, now lying in the same line with it, and at other times passing into it at a larger or smaller angle, quite in the same manner that we have observed in the cylinder of the seminal corpuscle of Mysis.

The variable shape of the body, which Kölliker describes in Hyperia, and which we have also found, although less remarkably so, in Gammarus Pulex, might also speak in favour of our opinion.

The formation of the seminal fibres in the O niæideæ, according to our observation, also takes place in the interior of transparent cells, which reach \( \frac{3}{10} \) and fill up by their number the sacs of the testicles. As soon as the development of the spermatozoa has commenced in the interior, the cells grow to the extent of \( \frac{3}{10} \), and in so doing assume an oval shape. The contents then usually become rather granular, but the windings of the transparent spermatozoa can nevertheless be recognised now and then. The vesicular seminal elements of Gammarus Pulex, on the

* The large egg-shaped corpuscles (of \( \frac{3}{10} \)) which possess, besides nucleus and nucleolus, dark granular contents, and which form the epithelium of the vas deferens, but which are wanting in the genuine seminal tubes, should not be confounded with these seminal cells. Similar cells, only smaller (of about \( \frac{2}{5} \)), are likewise found in the spiders; but, although they occur in the seminal corpuscles of the palpi, they are not in any way connected with the production of the spermatozoa.

**Fig. 384.**

Spermatozoa of Gammarus Pulex.
has discovered in Calligus. The production of these elements, which could be observed in the latter case, is the same as in Iulus. They at first appear as roundish nuclei in the interior of the seminal cells, which have a size of $\frac{1}{3}$". At this period the nuclei measure $\frac{1}{10}$"; they subsequently grow, change their shape to an oval, and in so doing not unfrequently project outwards a little beyond the cell wall.

Vesicular seminal elements are also possessed by Branchipus*, and oblong cylindrical corpuscles by Staurosoma.†

In their passage through the vas deferens, the spermatozoa in Cyclopsina, as well as in the Cephalopoda, &c., are enclosed by one common jelly-like spermatophore. In some other cases, on the other hand (as in Oniscus), the spermatozoa unite into long flat ribbon-like strings (of 1"), which present quite an uniform structure, betraying at the ends only that they are composed of separate seminal fibres.‡

Annelida.—The spermatozoa, in the division of the Annelida, also possess very generally a hair-like form, excepting among the Nematoda. They are thin delicate fibres, generally without any very considerable length (in Hirudo $\frac{1}{10}$", Planaria variocosa $\frac{1}{2}$", in Branchiobdella, on the contrary, quite $\frac{7}{10}$"), which are either pointed towards the ends, or every where equally thick (in the Trematoda, Acanthocephala, and Cestoidea), or enlarged at one end.

In Lumbricus (fig. 386. A) the enlarged part is of an oblong cylindrical form; in the Nemertine (n) and the branchedi Annelida, on the other hand, they are round or pear-shaped. In some few cases the spermatozoa among the Annelida exhibit some spiral twinings; as, for instance, in Planaria verrucata (c), Leptoplena atomata, and especially

† Will in Wiegman's Archiv., 1844, Th. I. S. 340.
‡ Vide Siebold in Müller's Archiv. 1836.

**Cirripeds**, the size of which, in Chthamalus Philippii, amounts to about $\frac{7}{10}$". They are produced from smaller nucleated cells (of $\frac{1}{10}$"—$\frac{1}{10}$"), which would seem, from external appearances, simply to grow out into seminal fibres (fig. 385). An exact research into the mode of their production is prevented by the smallness of the cells; but we need the less hesitate in inferring the usual endogenous mode of formation, since we know how often spermatozoa, on liberating themselves from a mother cell, present, in a most deceiving manner, the appearance of vesicles that are growing out.

Little is as yet known respecting the spermatozoa of the Entomostraca. Here also, however, the usual filaments occur in the seminal liquid, in some instances. This may be proved in the genus Cypris, in which such formations can readily be traced.* They are of a considerable length (about 1"), and usually wrapped up in the shape of a reel. Such a form of the spermatozoa does not, however, seem to be the only one among the Entomostraca. V. Siebold†, in Daphnia rectirostris, describes oblong semilunar spermatozoa, whilst Cyclopsina, and probably also Acanthocereus‡, possess small finely granular corpuscles of an oval shape, as the elements of the semen. Similar corpuscles one of us (R. Leuckart with Dr. Frey§)

* We beg to direct attention to the simultaneous appearance of eggs together with the spermatozoa in the same individual; and therefore to the hermaphroditic condition of the genitals in Cypris.
† Vergleich; Ann. S.488.
‡ According to Schöller, in Wiegman's Archiv., 1816, Th. I. S. 367.
§ Ibid. p. 135.
in the Branchiobdella. In the latter, these windings are, however, confined to the anterior half; but they are so close and numerous that they formerly gave rise to the erroneous opinion of one of us*, namely, that the fibres of this part were jointed or articulated.

These fibres are in all cases produced separately from small cells, containing nuclei (generally of \( \frac{1}{12} '' \) - \( \frac{1}{10} '' \)), which lie together in round masses; being generally situated on the circumference of a large central ball among the bristled worms and Hirudines, as among

* Wagner in Müller's Archiv. 1835, S. 222.
+ Kölliker, Die Bildung der Samenfäden, u. s. w. S. 37.

Fig. 387.

Development of the spermatozoa in Lumbricus.

the Helicinæ (fig. 387. A). According to analogy with the higher animals the spermatozoa are also unquestionably produced in an endogenous way, and, as is shown by the observations of Kölliker† on the development of the spermatozoa in Lumbricus and Distoma, in the interior of the nuclei. We cannot, however, trace the process of formation with decisive certainty owing to the smallness of the elements in question. The external appearance (b) leads us, however, to infer that the cellular formations grow out into a long fibre. The cells gradually assume a fusiform shape, but still remain united together in one group. It is the peripheric end which seems to get extended in forming the spermatozoa. Wherever a central ball occurs, for instance, in Lumbricus and Hirudo, the group of cells at this stage of the development presents a very pretty appearance. The spermatic fibres radiate towards all directions from the central ball, into which their thickened extremity is inserted; they have then made their exit in a still imperfect state (c). They soon, however, get grouped together into bundles, the points of the fibres gradually converging towards one common point (d); the central ball in the mean time gradually dissolves. Similar fasciculated groups are likewise seen in the spermatozoa of Annelids in most cases even where the central ball is wanting — in the Trematoda, &c. for instance. The same facts we have already noticed when speaking of the Gasteropoda. We then proved that the separate elements in the groups of cells originate through the continued endogenous formation from one single, and at first simple, cell. It is easily traceable that the same takes place in the Annelida, when we compare the different constituents of the semen, for instance, in Lumbricus. Here, as in the Gasteropoda, we meet with numerous formations, which in one continued series of transitional development lead to the form of groups of cells, taking their origin from one single nucleated cell containing some brownish granules. In the interior of this cell numerous daughter cells are produced, the number of which continually increases. Finally the wall of the mother cell bursts, the enclosed cells become free, and deposit themselves around the remainder of the cellular contents, which latter have not participated in the formation of the daughter cells.

Whenever the central ball is wanting in the group of cells, the mother cell generally gets destroyed at an earlier period. This view is supported by an observation of Kölliker, from which it appears that the groups in Spio consist at first only of few and large cells, which subsequently increase in number whilst their size decreases. It is impossible, however, to draw a very strict boundary here. Even in the former case the increase of the daughter cells frequently seems to take place after the membrane of the mother cell has been destroyed, which may also be seen in the Helicinæ. In other cases the mother cell not only survives the endogenous formation of daughter cells, but also the process of the development of the spermatozoa. We are at least led to this inference by the observations which we had the opportunity of making in some small species of Terebellaria from the North Sea, namely, that the bundles of spermatozoa are sometimes still enclosed by one common oval cyst.

Bryozoa.—A similar series of phenomena we find in some Bryozoa (which would be perhaps

† Kölliker, Die Bildung der Samenfäden, u. s. w. S. 37.
‡ Wid. Von Beneden in the Méun. de l'Acad. de Bruxelles, tom. xv. and xvii.

Fig. 388.

Spermatic cells of Flustra carnosa; (A) still contained in the mother cyst; (B) partially free.

Fig. 389.

Development of the spermatozoa of Flustra carnosa. (After Kölliker.)

most correctly classed among the Annelida, for instance, in Laguncula and Alecyonella*.

* Wagner in Müller's Archiv. 1835, S. 222.
+ Kölliker, Die Bildung der Samenfäden, u. s. w. S. 37.
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whilst the formation of the spermatozoa in others (for instance, in Flustra, Erisia, Bowerbankia) only commences when the separate cells of development (a) have become free through the destruction of the large \( \frac{7}{4} \) cyst-like mother cell (fig. 388. a.). The spermatozoa even here, however, are produced by the apparent growing out of the small cells of development (of \( \frac{7}{4} \)) containing nuclei (see fig. 389.). When developed they are linear and proportionately thick and long (in Flustra about \( \frac{7}{4} \)), and frequently, it seems, furnished with a roundish or oval corpuscle.

Rotifera.—The spermatozoa of the Rotifera, at least of Megalotrocha, have a similar pin-like form, if we may judge from the observation of Kölliker *, which is the only one before us, and this does not seem to be quite decisive. His statement, that these formations had partially been fixed in the interior of the cavity of the body, makes us at least look upon his observations with mistrust, and leads us to suppose that they have been confounded with the remarkable vibratile organs, which are certainly not spermatozoa. Kölliker's observation, however, is interesting, inasmuch as he also states that these fibres are apparently produced through the growing out of small solitary cells.

Spermatozophora have not yet been met with in the division of the Annelida. On the other hand, however, we have observed that the spermatozoa in some species of Semonis (Tubifex) unite into transparent homogeneous strings (as in many insects) in their passage through the vas deferens. These formations have a cylindrical shape, almost vermicular, getting thinner towards both ends. They are also not unfrequently met with in the receptaculum seminis of the female apparatus. A similar mode of grouping seems to take place with regard to the spermatozoa of the Hirudines, in the so-called secondary testicles. The spermatozoa of the Nematoda (excepting the paradoxical genus Pentastomum, in which we find the ordinary linear spermatozoa) possess very deviating shapes. They consist of a roundish or oval corpuscle of about \( \frac{7}{4} \), and a short rigid peduncle, which projects more or less outwards, and has a varying thickness (fig. 390.). The spermatozoa in the very same formations again, in a perfectly unchanged shape, in the female individuals. We must therefore characterise Kölliker's supposition of these corpuscles being mere stages of development of seminal fibres, as one that cannot be relied upon.

The development takes place in the same way as in Iulus. At first we find simple cells containing nuclei, which, according to Reichert's researches, are produced in the interior of large mother cells * (fig. 391.). The nucleus

![Fig. 391.](image)

*Spermatic cell of Ascaris acuminata, with four vesicles of development. (After Reichert.)

has at first a roundish shape (fig. 392.), but gradually stretches itself more and more, and projects more or less outwards with its point, thus metamorphosing itself into the peduncle-like appendix of the spermatozoa, the body of which is formed from the persisting membrane of the seminal cell. This last circumstance, but which does not invariably occur, is the only distinction that can be found between the Nematoda and the Eulidae.

Radiata.—Echinodermata.—The spermatozoa, in the division of the Echinodermata, possess, it seems throughout, a pin-like form (fig. 393.), with a small

![Fig. 393.](image)

*Spermatozoon of Holothuria tubulosa.

roundish body (of \( \frac{7}{4} \)), and a very slender tail appendix of about \( \frac{7}{4} \). It is only in rare cases (as Spatangus) that the body has an oblong form, and is rather pointed at the anterior end.

The developing cells of these spermatozoa are very small, and lie in groups, as in the Bryozoa, inclosed in large cyst-like mother cells. The development of the spermatozoa undoubtedly takes place according to the usual mode, although it cannot be proved with certainty, and although the appearance

* Froriep's Neuen Notizen, S. 506.

* Müller's Archiv. 1847, S. 88.
seems rather to indicate a gradual elongation of the cells. The spermatozoa lie together in bundles, either enclosed by the cysts or free.

*Aculea* and *Anthozaa.*—The Aculea and Anthoza exhibit quite a similar series of phenomena. The bodies of the spermatozoa are usually round, frequently however, especially among the Meduse (fig. 394.), oblong, cylin

### Fig. 394.

Spermatozoon of *Pelagia denticulata.*

lindroid. Little is as yet known respecting their development. The spermatozoa have generally a fasciliated style of grouping together, and mostly so at a period when they are still enclosed by cyst-like cells. Previous to the maturity of the generative capacity, these cysts contain, as has been proved with regard to the Meduse, numerous small vesicles, which subsequently pass through apparent prolongation into spermatozoa.

*Infusoria.*—The Infusoria are especially distinguished by the want of a sexual mode of propagation. There is no trace of either spermatozoa or ova to be discovered in them. *Ehrenberg,* it is true, describes in these animals particular organs of procreation, both male and female; but there is no foundation for the assignment of such an import to these particular parts of their structure, it being altogether an arbitrary one. The proof of the existence of spermatozoa and ova — the characteristic structures — is indispensably necessary to prove the embryo-preparing function of certain parts, and to justify their being interpreted as generative organs.

General conclusions respecting the morphology and development of the spermatozoa. — A review of the description now lying before us, of the form and development of the seminal elements in the several divisions of the animal kingdom, and of the mutual relations of the respective formations, must unavoidably lead us to claim for them a different morphological value.

By far the greater part of the spermatozoa, all the so-called seminal fibres, which are distinguished by the linear form of the body, are produced in an endogenous way, and that (with the exception of the spermatozoa in the Decapoda) separately in the interior of vesicular elements. *Köllichter* was the first who directed attention to the wide extension of this mode of production, hav

* Die Bildung der Samenfäden.
† The doubts which Reichert recently raised against the correctness of the statements and obser-

### SEMEN.

499 but yet, for male together, paring of spermatozoa and pensably previous city, us with who Anthozoa sion of these, in drawing the same inference as Kölliker; the more so, as observation has proved that many animals, the development of whose spermatozoa was formerly accounted for by the latter methods, evidently also follow the endogenous type.

It is difficult to trace the intimate development of the spermatozoa in the interior of these vesicles; but it appears probable that it is brought about by the junction of molecular corpuscles, which join each other linearly, and which have been deposited from the contents of the vesicles. Indeed, such a mode of procedure does not seem to be at all singular in the history of development of organic tissues. By saying this, we do not exactly mean to allude to the mode of formation of the muscular fibrils in the interior of the sarcolemma of a so-called primitive fasciculus, since at present we know too little about it; yet, we cannot help reminding our readers of the process of lignification in the vegetable world, or of the production of the so-called spiral vessels, which essentially seem to be founded on a perfectly analogous deposit of a firm substance, from that which was at first fluid.

The decision of the question respecting the histological significance of the vesicles of development is much more difficult. In many cases, especially when they are situated separately or in small numbers in the interior of the spermatie cells, they have evidently the value of nuclei. Whether this however is always and everywhere the case, as Kölliker supposes, we would not assert; the less so because the appearance and the vesicular form of these structures do not by any means enable us to distinguish them properly from cells void of nuclei.

By the laws of analogy, we are, however, perhaps justified in forming a judgment on the nature of the respective elements even in such doubtful cases. We ourselves might perhaps even venture to pronounce that the vesicles of development of the spermatozoa are in all cases nuclei. The unity in the mode of development of the spermatozoa which would thus be established is certainly very attractive; but we dare not conceal it from ourselves that this inference from analogy is the less to be depended upon, since the genesis of the spermatozoa in the Decapoda furnishes us with a proof that the formation of these elements may also take place immediately in the interior of cells, without the nuclei at all participating in it. We are confirmed in this opinion from the circumstance that in many Decapoda, for instance in *Mysis,* it is not the cell itself in which the spermatozoa are produced. The cylindrical

vations of Kölliker we certainly must consider as entirely unfounded.
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staff, in the interior of which the spermatozoa are developed, is the produce of the metamorphosis of this cell; a metamorphosis which here appears in its extreme form, but which in other cases is less striking, and may even be entirely wanting. And then it is the cell in its unchanged form which appears as the vesicle of development of the spermatozoon.

Under such circumstances it might for the present be venturing too much to sever the mode of development of the spermatozoon in the Decapoda, as a particular form, from the ordinary endogenous formation of these elements. We are not justified in so doing, until we have proved that in other animals mere nuclei exist as the mother cells of the spermatozoon. It is possible that such a proof may yet be established, indeed even probable, when we consider that there is also in other respects a difference in the formation of the seminal fibres between the Decapoda and other animals, inasmuch as the vesicles of development in the former generally and almost constantly produce a greater number of spermatozoa, whilst in other animals they only produce a single fibre.

As a circumstance of subordinate import, which need not influence our judgment respecting the nature of the vesicles of development, we may specify a difference in the histological characters of these parts, which certainly at first sight must appear very striking. We meet with them either in an independent free state, or separate, or enclosed in a variable number within cells, which themselves not unfrequently hang together in groups, or are even situated in a cyst-like enclosure. But all these differences result solely from a different development and application of all the plastic capacities inherent in the cells. They are due to the occurrence of an endogenous multiplication, and are readily explained by the intimate unity and connection which this method of development presupposes.

The formative elements of the semen appear to us in their primitive form as simple nucleated cells. But it is only rarely that they retain this original form. As a rule they present only the starting point of a series of metamorphoses, which essentially are limited to a new formation of nuclei, or even of perfect nucleated cells in the interior of the primitive spermatic cell: a new formation, which, however, not unfrequently occasions the destruction of the mother cell.

It is not yet decided in all cases in what manner the formation of the daughter cells takes place, whether in the usual mode of endogenous cell formation, or by enclosure of portions of the contents. It seems, however, that the former mode of production is by far the more frequent one. Reichert has been the only one who has hitherto discovered a formation of daughter cells round portions of the contents (like the formation of cells in the minutely divided yolk) in the spermatic cells of the Nematoda. If such discovery should be confirmed—should it even have a greater extension—we may then further presume (as Külliker already observes) that these two modes of development are not essentially different from each other.

The description we have just now given may, at all events, be sufficient to prove of what a merely subordinate significance are these differences in the histological arrangements of the formative elements in the seminal fluid. By a series of intermediate stages, we can almost every where readily trace the connexion in which the arrangement of the vesicles of development stands with the simple primitive spermatic cell. Such a relation, however, is not only interesting on account of its enabling us to recognise an internal typical structure and development of the seminal contents, and that in spite of their external variety, but also because we thereby discover that the primitive form of the male progenitive elements is precisely the same—namely, a simple cell—as that of the female generative product, which is designated "the ovum."

Having thus, by our preceding researches, arrived at the result that the development of the spermatozoa always and everywhere originates from the same primitive formation, namely, from the simple cell, another question now arises, viz. the question respecting the relation of this simple cell to the epithelial lining of the seminal tubes.

This claims our attention the more, as our conception of the epithelium, within a recent period, begins to be more and more indefinite, owing to the accumulation of observations, by which the so-called epithelial cells of the glands have been proved to be mere vesicles of secretion, the workshops for the preparation or expulsion of the products of secretion.

The recognition of the connexion of the spermatic cells with the real epithelial cells is rendered very difficult by the various metamorphoses of the former in the tubuli seminiferi. Nevertheless, some observations that have been made may perhaps already justify the inference that the simple spermatic cells are, in many instances, at least, identical with the so-called epithelial cells of the seminal tubes.

This appears with particular distinctness in the Gasteropoda, in which Meckel* and Külliker have already assumed such a relation, without, however, pronouncing it with that degree of certainty which our observations enable us to do. We may as readily convince ourselves of this fact in the Annelida, in Hirudo or Ascaris, as also in the Insects, Spiders, and Arthrostracans: it being evident in all of them that the spermatic cells constitute the only vesicular contents of the testicles, and form, in their primitive shape, a complete epithelial layer, the elements of which frequently even assume a polygonal shape by close adaptation to each other.

* Muller's Archiv. 1844.
This connexion is, however, least distinct among the higher Vertebrata; in which, independently of the spermatic cells which exist free in the semen of the seminal canals, there likewise occurs a special and generally well developed stratum of epithelial cells, which are distinguished from the former by size and appearance. But this arrangement is only to be met with during the period of generative maturity. Previous to it, free spermatic cells do not exist, and the canals of the testicle have then uniform contents, consisting of small cells of 3-5 of a line in diameter, in which one or two small granules are contained. We have not been able to trace the history of the real seminal cells, but we do not consider it as altogether improbable that they are produced from the former epithelial cells, and most likely are developed in an endogenous manner. The possibility can certainly not be denied, that they may have been produced independently and free in the interior of the seminal canals. But even in this latter case it is unquestionable that the vesicle in which they develope themselves is furnished by the epithelial cells and has formerly been contained in their interior. The difference even in this instance, therefore, would not be so very material, and might be reduced to a mere difference in the periods of formation. In both cases the seminal cells might be assumed to be produced from the contents of the epithelial vesicles, either at a period when such contents are still contained in the interior of them, or after they have become free.

Our preceding remarks respecting the histological relations of the seminal cells apply in an equal measure to all animals, and not merely to those the spermatozoa of which possess a linear form and are produced in the interior of the vesicles of development. The Chilopoda, Acarina, Entomostraca, and Nematoda furnish us with sufficient proofs of this,—proofs which contradict the assumption of Kölliker*, that a linear form of spermatozoon is common to all animals. Although many of the differently-shaped seminal elements may, after a more accurate research, be proved to be mere forms of development of the real spermatozoon, even this cannot be asserted with regard to all of them. These differently-shaped seminal elements are the very ones that here more particularly concern us; we know that they differ in their development from the ordinary seminal fibres. They are solid massive corpuscles, which, as we have already shown, have been produced simply and immediately from a metamorphosis of nuclei.

But even here it is the nuclei of the seminal cells, which serve for the development of the spermatozoa. The whole difference consists in this, that the nuclei are metamorphosed altogether into the fructifying elements of the semen, whilst otherwise they produce the spermatozoon in the interior, they themselves getting dissolved when the latter are about to be liberated. The external cellular membrane which encloses these nuclei remains, however, without any immediate participation in the formation of the spermatozoa. It gets destroyed in the course of the development, in order to enable the nuclei, which in the mean time have been converted into spermatozoa, to make their exit. This at least holds good in most of these cases, the Nematoda only being an exception. The membrane of the cells belonging to the metamorphosed nuclei, persists in the latter-named animals.

According to this we have a threefold mode of development of the spermatozoon, viz.:—

1st. The cell membrane and nucleus of the formative vesicles convert themselves immediately into the spermatozoon.

2d. The nucleus of the formative vesicles alone metamorphoses itself into the spermatozoon.

3d. A new formation, which takes place in the interior of the nucleus (or immediately in the cell cavity), performs the functions of a spermatozoon.

On comparing the spermatozoa developed in these different ways, we cannot deny that they have a different stage of development in a morphological point of view. The spermatozoa resulting from endogenous formation are most highly developed; they are the produce of a perfectly new generative process, whilst the other forms of spermatozoa owe their origin to a persistency and further development of structures, which, first of all, were mere transitory elements, and were only of importance as the seat of that neoplastic process. Under such circumstances we may assume, then, that all these forms of spermatozoa, according to the morphological relation in which they stand, are mere different stages of development in one common continued series,—mere variations of one them, in which the differences seen are not essential, but only of a relative import. Taking into consideration this unity, we cannot agree to the objection that may possibly be made to us, as if we had described the spermatozoa (which, essentially and in fact, are identical formations) to have been produced in different ways. The mutual relation of these differences is in perfect union with the laws of organic architecture, which every where (when a common plan is made the basis of a series of formations) exhibits the variety of the concrete form principally through a variable development and perfection of the ideal type.

It might not be without interest to reflect upon the important part which the nucleus plays in the formation of the spermatozoa, since it is an element which is usually only important for the formation of cells, and does not participate in their subsequent metamorphoses. This at least is the rule; a rule, however, by no means without exception. We already know that in many cases the nucleus is important for the development of certain parts; we know that the nucleus
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in many glandular cells of the insects gradually assumes a remarkable ramified shape*; and that it even converts itself in other cases into peculiar fibrous formations — into the so-called nuclear fibres (Kernfasern).† Still more remarkable is the metamorphosis of the nucleus in the development of the so-called prickle or nettle organs — those interesting microscopical formations, which are so frequently imbedded in the skin of the lower animals (e. g. Polyps and Medusae), and which present so great a similarity to certain forms of the seminal fibres, that they were even taken for such by one of us on their first discovery. Kölliker's ‡ observations, as well as our own more recent ones, instituted upon Hydra, convince us beyond doubt that it is the nuclei of cells which gradually metamorphose themselves into the capsules of the prickers, and which ultimately become free through the dissolution of the cell membrane surrounding them. The same genetic process therefore takes place here in every essential point of view, as that by which the formation of the spermatozoa in the Chilopoda is effected. But the development of the prickers is never limited to this metamorphosis of the nucleus. There is formed at the same time in its interior a peculiar linear or fibrous part, which however constantly enters into combination with the persistent external vesicle of the nuclei or with the capsule. Thus we may see that the formation of the prickers is closely connected with that scheme which we have laid down as a formula for the development of the spermatozoa. It occupies the medium between the second and third mode of development of the spermatozoa established by us.

On examining the external coverings of Hydra, we shall readily be enabled to convince ourselves of the formation of these organs. The most different stages of development may here be seen, viz. developed prickers, either free or still enclosed by a cell membrane, from which the organ itself, and especially the fibre enclosed in its interior, recedes more and more, until it finally appears as a mere simple nucleus. In several Planaria the organs are contained, in an imperfect state, in considerable numbers in one common cell. The nuclei in the interior of the cells have therefore multiplied here, as in the seminal cells of the vertebrata.

Organization of the spermatozoa. — At the period when the spermatozoa were still considered as individual animated creatures, it was natural that those qualities should be sought for, which distinguish animals generally; and it was frequently asserted that the distinct traces of an internal organization had been found in them. Even Lewsenheko *, the oldest observer of these structures, describes in the body of the spermatozoa of the ram and of the rabbit, indications which were subsequently interpreted by Ehrenberg † and Valentin ‡ to be intestines, stomachic vesicles, and even generative organs. Other histologists, for instance, Schuwan and Henle, thought themselves justified in calling a dark spot, which shows itself occasionally in the body of the spermatozoon in men, but which is decidedly a mere accidental formation, as a sectorial cavity. But all these statements are now no longer believed in, as our present knowledge of the development of these formations has entirely removed the idea of their parasitic nature. Indeed the subject requires no further refutation, as an unprejudiced observation will prove that the spermatozoa are every where void of a special organization, and consist of an uniform homogeneous substance, which exhibits, when examined by the microscope, a yellow amber-like glitter. The above mentioned investigators have by this time undoubtedly seen their error.

Motions of the spermatozoa. — The opinion of an internal organization of the developed seminal elements was not a little supported by the various remarkable phenomena of motion, which were frequently perceived in them. In former times, when people had no idea of the existence and extent of the so-called automatic phenomena of motion, which take place without the intervention or influence of the nervous system; when nothing was known of the motion, very similar to a voluntary one, which exists even in plants; this movement was certainly calculated to place the independent animal nature of the spermatozoa almost beyond a doubt. But it is different now. We now know that motion is not an exclusive attribute of animals, and that an inference respecting the animal nature of the formations in question, however similar the motion observed in them may be to that of animal organizations, is a very unsafe and venturesome one. We know that certain elementary constituents, animal as well as vegetable, possess a power of movement, and that they even retain it for some time after having been separated from the organisms to which they belonged. We only here need remind our readers of the so-called ciliated epithelia, the severed cells of which swim about in the fluid surrounding them, and which, when in this state, have not unfrequently, and that even quite recently, been considered as independent animals §; how,
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† Infusorienstherieien, S. 465.
§ For instance, Nordmann, has described the several ciliated cells from the sals of the larvae of Nudibranchiata as parasitic Infusoria (Cosmella hydralhoides). (Versuch einer Monographie der Tergipes Edwardsii. Petersburg. S. 97.)
Further, the spores of the algae possess motion by the aid of a ciliated investment*, or of a single or manifold long whip-like fibre, until they eventually become fixed, and develop themselves into a new plant.† Such spores as these may be found described and illustrated in the well-known magnificent work of Eltenberg, classified as Infusoria under the groups of Monadina, Volovocia, &c.

Under such circumstances we may consider ourselves perfectly justified in declaring every attempt to prove the parasitic nature of the spermatozoa, by the characteristic of their peculiar motions, as futile and inadmissible. Development, structure, and composition are the decisive characteristics in this respect, and these prove the frustrating elements of the semen to be mere elementary constituents of the body in which they are formed. The motions of the spermatozoa are therefore in their essence identical with the above mentioned automatic motions of cilia, &c. But the knowledge of the movement of the spermatozoa will always be interesting and important; because, of all these phenomena, it is undeniably most closely connected with the locomotive motions of animals.

We must not, however, lose sight of the fact, that these motions are not possessed in equal perfection by all spermatozoa, but that in many cases they are scarcely visible, and hardly equal the motions of the cilia. Indeed there are many spermatozoa which are perfectly motionless, particularly all those forms which owe their immediate origin to a metamorphosis of the nucleus, or of the wall of the primary cells. Only those spermatozoa which have been produced by an endogenous and new development are capable of independent motions, and even not every one of these. No such movements have as yet been perceived in the spermatozoa of the Malacostraca (Isopoda and Amphipoda). They appear motionless and rigid. The same holds good with regard to the body of the spermatozoa when it has a short, round, or pyriform shape. It never then participates in the motions, which are in such cases altogether effected by the thinner, whip-like, caudal extremity. It is different, however, with those spermatozoa which possess a cylindrical body. The body here participates in the motion; at least very frequently, as, for instance, among the scaley amphibia, among the birds (excepting among the singing birds), &c. But the motions of the body are less rapid, energetic, and various than those of the tail. They are principally limited to a bow-shaped curvature, similar to the motion of the Vibriones, which, like the Monadina, belong to the vegetable kingdom, and may undergo a further development into fibrous fungi.

* Vid. Unger, Die Planze im Moment der Thierwendumg; also Von Siebold, Dissert. de Finibus inter Regnum Animale et Vegetabile constituentes.
† Fresenius, Zur Controverse über die Verwandlung von Infusorien in Algen.

In order to observe the movements of the spermatozoa properly, they ought to be investigated under different circumstances. On putting a drop of thick semen from the vas deferens under the microscope, a slow motion only can usually be observed in the accumulated masses of spermatozoa. They present an appearance as if they had some difficulty in disentangling themselves from the tough fluid by which they are surrounded. On adding blood serum to it to dilute the mass, the movement becomes more lively, either instantaneously or gradually. Separate spermatozoa writhie once or twice, turn round on their axis, lash with their tail, and creep about in all directions over the field. The motion gradually imparts itself to greater numbers. Here and there, simultaneously all the individuals of a group begin to move; or particular parts of the mass commence the movement. The remainder perhaps exhibit no motion, and sometimes this quiescent state is permanent.

If the movement of the spermatozoa be rapid, it assumes, for the most part, an accurate rhythm like a pendulum. The filiform tail vibrates like a whip, and the small corpuscle or head follows the impulse. Frequently a peculiar trembling, dancing, or jumping is exhibited by the latter when the rest of the spermatozoon remains fixed and unmoved. A serpentine creeping in all directions is produced during a slow motion, and is caused by an undulating contraction of the caudal appendix. These undulating motions are perhaps the most frequent which the spermatozoa (and even the thread-like forms which possess no visible body) present to our view. They often move in one straight direction, without turning aside, and altogether in such a way and with such a regularity as to resemble the locomotive motions of many of the lower animals.

The same regularity is met with in the motions of the long and rigid spermatozoa with a spiral body among the singing birds, which very frequently turn rapidly round their axis, and thereby advance with a screw-like or boring movement. Pendulum-like lateral motions are but rare.

Very peculiar and different are the motions of the spermatozoa in the Salamanders, which usually lie wrapped up like a watch spring, flat on a level. For a time they remain quiet until suddenly, by fits and starts, a trembling motion takes place, by which they turn themselves round in a circle, pretty nearly on the same spot. Some few (as the Bombinator) stretch themselves out, and travel with a slow undulating motion over the field of the microscope. The most remarkable phenomenon, however, consists in a peculiar wave-like motion on the surface, and which is solely caused by the rapid succession of undulating motions. We have also perceived a perfectly similar undulating motion in the very long, coiled-up spermatozoon of Geo-

philus, which is occasionally so powerful as
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to cause the whole fibre to be moved round in a circle.

The normal movements of the spermatozoa just described must be distinguished from various other remarkable and irregular pheno-
mena of motion which are perceived on treating them with water, particularly in the long and hair-like spermatozoa of the Insects, Gas-
teropoda, Helmintha, and Cirripeda, and also sometimes, although in a slighter degree, in those of the Reptilia and Mammalia. Siebold was the first who estimated these latter phe-
nomena at their proper value, attributing to them their real cause, viz. the hygroscopic quality of the spermatozoa.

These phenomena take place only on the addition of fresh water, whilst sea water exercises but little influence on the sper-
matozoa, which may be accounted for by the difference in the saline constituents of these fluids. This fact, however, is of the greatest importance, in a physiological point of view, because the fecundation of the ova in many marine animals does not take place by copulation, but is accomplished through the transfer of the spermatozoa by means of the sea water, and the influence of this me-
dium should not be such as to destroy the power of motion on the part of the sperma-
tooza. In cases where the fecundation takes place in the same manner in fresh water, for instance in the muscles, the spermatozoa are but slightly hygroscopic, so that their in-
tegrity remains undisturbed.

These abnormal phenomena of motion, caused by the influence of water, exhibit something similar to that which is seen in a rope turned by a wheel in a rope yard. The spermatozoa roll themselves out in larger or smaller windings, and form simple or com-
pound coils of the most variable kinds. Fre-
quently they turn back again after some time, and re-assume their original shape; they fre-
quently also remain in the position they have at first assumed. In short, changes take place every moment. When the fibres lie in a straight position, a number of coils are sud-
denly produced; but they disappear as quickly, and it is only after some hours, when all the spermatozoa have rolled themselves into these coils, that the movements finally cease.

It is interesting that the normal undulating motions of the spermatozoa, where they lie together in regular masses without being able to change their position, very frequently coincide in a remarkable manner, appearing to be carried out, as it were, by one common will. But although this may appear strange at the first glance, it cannot surprise us when we consider that the same behaviour is ob-
served in the ciliated cells. We here see the motions in the clia of one epithelium regu-
lated, as it were, by one common plan; we ob-
serve how these coincide with the move-
mements of the clia of others, and thus unite into one regular motion of the whole. A

peculiarly beautiful sight is afforded by the aggregate motion of the spermatozoa in the semen of the earth worm, which resembles the undulating motion of a corn field. Among the insects we have also various opportunities of observing this kind of aggregate motion.

A similar aggregate motion is frequently (especially among the Invertebrata) found in the separate bundles of spermatozoa, even when they are still surrounded by their cyst-
like enclosures. At first sight it creates an impression as if an undulating fluid were agitated in the interior of the cysts, whilst it is merely the winding motions of the sperma-
tooza, which follow each other in quick and regular succession, imparting the impulse to the whole mass.

Motion, however, is entirely wanting when (as is especially the case among the insects) the spermatozoa are united into simple and uniform cords. A slight curving or trembling is only observed now and then, which is evidently the consequence of hygroscopic conditions.

We know as little of the cause of the movements of the spermatozoa as we do, in point of fact, of the remote cause of every motion. But that it depends on certain relations of structure and composition, is evident from the circumstance, that it is wanting in the unde-
veloped spermatozoa, only gradually taking place with progressive development. A slight vibration or beating with the tail is first of all observed in them. The most lively, most vigorous, and most combined motion takes place, on the other hand, during the period of ruttling, when the developement of the fructi-
fying spermatic elements has reached its height.

But the motion of the spermatozoa is not even then unlimited. The death of the ani-
mal in whose spermatic organs they are con-
tained, or their removal from it, only allows the motions of the spermatozoa to survive for a time, which, however, is of a different dura-
tion in different animals. It seems to be shortest in the birds, where the motion fre-
quently is extinguished fifteen or twenty mi-

utes after death; at least it can but rarely be observed after some hours. In the mam-
mal they motion survives some time longer, especially if they remain enclosed in their natural organs.

Death, or removal, seems to have a different influence on the spermatozoa of the cold-
blooded animals; among the fishes, for in-
stance, they continue moving for days after having been expelled from the body. The mode of death of the animals has no influence at all upon the duration of the motion in the spermatozoa. It remains all the same whether the animals are decapitated, strangled, or poisoned.

The motion of the spermatozoa survives longest of all in the interior of the female generative organs. The insects (in whom, as in Gasteropoda and some other animals, parti-
cular pockets or capsular organs are deve-
loped during the period of procreation) furnish

* Müller's Archiv. 1836, S. 19.
The most striking proof of this. The spermatozoa, when enclosed in these, frequently retain their full vitality for months. Among the mammalia, likewise, the motions of the spermatozoa remain uninjured in the vagina, or in the uterus, for some days after copulation.

The mucous coat which covers these organs has no prejudicial effect on the motion and vigour of the spermatozoa*, and equally as little so the addition of other animal fluids, as the secretion of the prostate, the serum, milk, &c. Common saliva, and even bile or pus, does not exercise any impeding influence upon the motions of the spermatozoa.

The addition of urine, especially when having an acid reaction, seems to have a rather more injurious influence upon them, for their motion ceases soon afterwards, although for some hours slight traces of it may still be perceived.

We have already treated of the influence of common water upon the spermatozoa. Diluted saline solutions or sugar and water, on the other hand, either do not produce these injurious effects at all, or, at least, only in a very slight degree. The chemical agents are the only ones which have a positively injurious effect on the spermatozoa, changing and destroying their structure and composition; as for instance alcohol, acids, metallic salts, &c. Diluted aqueous solutions of narcotic vegetable substances, of strychnia, morphia, &c., have the same effect as common water.

The electric spark destroys the motion of the spermatozoa instantaneously, unquestionably because it changes their structure. Galvanism, on the other hand, remarkable to say, has no effect upon them, as Prevost states. A high or low temperature likewise causes the motions to cease, or at least to slacken, although the motions of the spermatozoa of frogs and fishes continue when the surrounding medium sinks below zero. The same has been observed in the spermatozoa of Limnaeus and Planorbus on treating them with hot water of 70°—80° (Centigrade).

Chemical composition of the semen. — The semen in most animals is a tough, thick, white, yellow, or darkish grey fluid, heavier than water, falling to the bottom when shaken with it. Its taste is sharp and astringent. The peculiar smell, which is usually attributed to it, is comparable with the smell of bone filings, and has its origin, perhaps, in the secretions mixed with it. Pure semen in man and animals does not seem to give forth any decidedly striking smell.

The chemical analyses of semen are dated from a period when our knowledge of organic combinations was still very imperfect, and far from having attained that elevation, by which it has become equally important to physiology as the study of morphology. The works of Poucroy, Vauquelin, Jordan, John, andlassagne, are still the sources from which we derive our knowledge of the chemical nature of the semen.

Vauquelin, whose analysis is the most elaborate, found in the human semen ninety parts of water, one part of soda, three of phosphate of lime and chloride of calcium, and six parts of a peculiar substance (spermatine). These statements were afterwards confirmed by John and Lassaigne. Spermatine, however, the more intimate knowledge of which would have possessed the principal interest, was no further investigated than it had been previously by Vauquelin.

Under such circumstances it appeared desirable to undertake a new chemical analysis of the semen, especially as the former researches had embraced the whole mass, without paying regard to the morphological constituents, or to the admixture of the prostatic secretion. To remove this defect, a series of researches has been instituted by Dr. Frevichs at our request, in the new chemical laboratory of the physiological institute of Göttingen, respecting which the following has been communicated to us for publication.

The most careful of these analyses was made on the semen of the carp, it being a fish which is perhaps best calculated for an investigation of this nature. The testicles were cut into pieces, and crushed, in order to press out the semen. Thus obtained, it presented a whitish, glutinous, or viscid mass, from which the membranous fragments were carefully removed. The residue of pure semen consisted of the spermatozoa, suspended in a fluid, and a few epithelial cells. It was perfectly neutral.

The corpuscular parts of the mass of semen were now separated from the fluid by filtration, and both were separately examined.

The fluid was colourless and clear, of a neutral reaction. The fluid at first filtered exhibited no coagulation when boiled, nor was it precipitated by nitric acid. Albumen, therefore, was not present. The liquid which subsequently passed through, however, on washing the mass, precipitated a small quantity of albumen on being subjected to a boiling heat, as also on being treated with nitric acid. Acetic acid, tannic acid, alum, and acetate of lead likewise precipitated albumen.

On being evaporated, the fluid left a yellowish, gum-like mass with a strong fishy smell. It re-dissolved partially in water, but was precipitated from it by tincture of galls. The insoluble residue was easily dissolved by diluted solution of potash, and precipitated by acetic acid, without being again dissolved by an excess of it.

A part of the evaporated semen was burnt; there remained an ash, consisting of chloride of sodium, as also of slight quantities of phosphates and sulphates of the alkalies.

The spermatic fluid therefore resembles a thin solution of mucus.

The spermatozoa which were left after

* For numerous researches on the influence of reagents on the movements of the spermatozoa, vid. Donné's Nouvelles Expériences sur les Animaux Spermat., Paris, 1837; as well as Kramer, p. 17. In some cases, however, our own researches have furnished a different result.
filtration were carefully washed with water: they were thus quite pure, excepting the admixture of some few epithelial cells. The subject used in the investigation had attained full generative maturity, and was almost devoid of vesicles of development.

The spermatozoa were dissolved by cold solution of potash; a certain cloudiness which remained was due to epithelia that were slowly dissolved. The alkaline solution exhibited a copious precipitate on the addition of acetic acid; but the precipitate was insoluble in the excess of the acid, even by digestion. It was filtered off, and the acidulated fluid treated with potash, iron, and cyanic acid, but no cloudiness was produced. The substance of the spermatozoa coincides, therefore, with the "binoxide of protein" of Mulder; it contains no albumen or fibrin.

A part of the spermatozoa were dried in a water bath, pulverised, and treated with ether. During this process they yielded a not inconsiderable quantity of fat (4·05 per cent.) of a yellowish colour and butter-like consistence. The spermatozoa, liberated from this fat, left, on being burnt, a black coal, which could not be made white by burning, and had an acid reaction, which was due to free phosphoric acid. The total quantity of fixed constituents, in which, besides the phosphoric acid, lime was recognised, amounted to 5·21 per cent.

Another portion of the expressed semen was treated with a concentrated solution of nitre. It thereby became considerably tougher, more viscid, and filtered with difficulty. On adding water, a milk-like cloudiness was produced in the filtered portion; it was, however, precipitated in the same manner as the simple watery extract by the infusion of galls. Nitric acid caused a slight precipitate of albumen.

A second series of experiments was instituted on the semen from the testicles of a cock, in which, however, the spermatozoa were only scantily developed. The contents of the seminal tubes principally consisted of cells of development, which could only be separated with difficulty from the tissues of the testicles.

The filtered solution abounded in albumen, but contained, on the other hand, only a slight quantity of the matter (mucus), which was precipitable by acetic acid, and insoluble in excess of it.

The residue on the filter (cells of development and spermatozoa) was dissolved in solution of potash. The solution yielded a white precipitate with acetic acid, which principally dissolved in excess of the acid (albuminous substance), whilst only a slight quantity remained undissolved (binoxide of protein).

An old rabbit, when in the period of rutting, was subjected to a third series of experiments. The moderately turgid testicle was cut into pieces, and the milky semen expressed. It consisted of spermatozoa and numerous epithelial cells. The reaction in the testicles was neutral, in the epididymis it was slightly alkaline. It could only be filtered imperfectly. The filtered solution was cloudy, and contained many spermatozoa. The presence of a slight quantity of albumen could be perceived on the application of boiling heat.

The residue of spermatozoa left on the filter, and which were only imperfectly separated from the fluid, dissolved with tolerable ease in solution of potash, and were precipitated by acetic acid. A very slight quantity only dissolved in an excess of this acid. Only a slight cloudiness was produced in the acetic solution by ferro-cyomite of potassium.

These different experiments yield the following results:

1. The pure semen presents the appearance of a milky fluid, of a mucous consistence, and neutral reaction. A slight alkaline reaction was perceived only once.

2. The developed spermatozoa consist of binoxide of protein, the same substance which Mulder has proved to be the principal constituent of the epithelia, as well as of the horny tissues in general.*

3. The spermatozoa contain about 4 per cent. of a butter-like fat, as well as phosphorus in an unoxydized state, and about 5 per cent. of phosphate of lime.

4. The fluid part is a thin solution of mucus, which, in addition to the animal matter, contains chloride of sodium and small quantities of phosphate and sulphate of the alkalies.

5. The imperfectly developed spermatozoa are composed of an albuminous substance, the quantity of which diminishes in proportion to the progress of the morphological development.

6. The perfectly developed semen contains no longer any albuminous compound.

7. The semen in fishes, birds, and mammalia possesses, essentially, the same chemical composition.

Such are the statements of Dr. Freireich. The most important inference derivable from them appears to us to be the fact, that the spermatozoa, in their chemical composition, belong to the same category as the epithelial cells of the animal body. This fact removes every doubt respecting the nature of these formations,— every idea of their being independent animals. The spermatozoa are therefore (as proved both by chemical analysis and by microscopical investigation) mere elementary constituents of the male animal body, which, like their equivalents in the female animal, the ova or contents of the ovaries, are distinguished from other histological elements by their having a different physiological purpose; they have less influence on the individual in which they are produced, but are intended, when separated from that individual, to give rise to the formation of a new one.†

† In spite of this functional difference we cannot help regarding spermatozoa and ova as constituents of the animal organization. Reichert, who declares them to be organizations of quite a peculiar kind,
It is probably no false inference on our part, when we express the opinion that the developed seminal elements present every where, and not merely in mammalia, birds, and fishes, the same composition. Indeed, we do not see any reason for assuming that this differs even in cases where the proper fluid is wanting, and where it is only the spermatozoa which constitute the seminal mass.

Physiological office of the semen. — Although these results of chemical analysis appear very important for the knowledge of the nature and quality of the semen, yet they afford but little assistance to an investigation respecting its modus operandi in the process of fecundation. Indeed, it would almost seem that an answer to such an inquiry is farther off than ever, inasmuch as we now know that a peculiar substance of a specific quality exists, which we may indeed consider as the bearer of the fructifying principle,—but that an effective spermatozoe does not exist. The truth is, "the how" of the fecundation is as far from our knowledge today as it was thousands of years ago; this process is still enveloped in what we feel inclined to consider "its sacred mystery." It would be different if we could prove that the spermatozoes really yielded the material foundation for the body of the embryo; that they penetrated into the ovum, and were developed into the animal (which was the assumption of Leweisnoooc, Andry, Gautier), or else, that they become metamorphosed into the central parts of the nervous system.

However, we are now convinced that all these assumptions are without any foundation. The import of the spermatozoe must be a very different one. But this is the very point of which we know nothing with any certainty.

Leaving these views, which require no special refutation, to oblivion, the following two opinions on the nature of fecundation have taken a tolerable position in our physiology:—One of them consists in the opinion that the fructifying principle is lodged in the liquor seminis; the other, that it is centred in the spermatozoe. Both, however, agree in this, that an actual material meeting, an immediate contact of semen and ova, is indispensable to effect fecundation. The doctrine of an Aura seminallis has long since, and most justly, been cast aside.

It was natural that the former of these two opinions (viz. that which sought the essentials of fecundation in the fluid and its mode of action) should have found its advocates at a period when the existence of the spermatozoe was hardly known, or when, at all events, they were supposed to be mere parasitic animal forms.

Indeed, this assumption is at first sight supported by arguments of a seductive nature. The liquor seminis, it was thought, comes into contact with the membranes of the ovum, and transudes them. It mixes itself with parts of the yolk, and enters with them into many chemical combinations, which fit them for a change in their capacity for organization, for the formation of cells, and for the development of the embryo. This opinion did not, indeed, suffer at first from the recognition of the normal nature of the spermatozoe. It was indeed possible, as Burdach thought, to find in this very circumstance a proof of the great organizability of the semen, of the ready mode of dispersing it, which such an operation upon the ovum would a priori require.

Even up to the present day this hypothesis of the influence of the liquor seminis has not met with any direct refutation, although, as we shall see presently, it appears to us now, for many reasons, less admissible than it did to one of us former.* The presence of certain elementary structures in the seminal fluid cannot yet be connected with the part which they are intended to perform. It was indeed possible that the remarkable qualities of these structures had reference to the seminal fluid alone; that they, as it were, formed isolated, free, ciliated epithelia, and that they were intended, by means of their movement, to bring the liquor seminis into contact with the ovum; or, as Valentin supposed, that the state of mixture of the semen, so readily disturbed, was preserved in its integrity through their motions. The circumstance of meeting now and then with motionless spermatozoe is not in itself sufficient to refute this conjecture. For it might be said that in these cases such a provision might not be necessary, or that the object sought might be gained in another way, and that the spermatozoe merely existed as morphological equivalents of the moveable seminal fibres, without a similar physiological importance.

The following fact, however, appears to us of more real importance, viz. that a liquor seminis is positively not at all traceable in many, and especially not in many of the lower, animals, in worms, insects, &c.; but that, on the contrary, the whole mass of the semen is formed by the spermatozoe alone. Another reason against the former assumption is this, that an action of the liquor seminis on the ova would be impossible in many cases, where, for instance, the fecundation takes place in the water, and without any real act of copulation, the semen being ejected from the male animals, and then left to chance whether it comes in contact with the ova or not.

Such facts speak too powerfully in favour of a specific purport of the spermatozoe in the act of impregnation to allow us to venture to say a word in support of the older assumption. In addition to this, it must be granted that the spermatozoe in the male individuals are, in a morphological point

* R. Wagner, Physiologie, S. 88.
of view, the representatives of the female generative products — the ova; and that, as explained in the commencement of our article, we are enabled to pronounce the presence of a particularly large quantity of liquor seminis as a fact of subordinate significance in a histological point of view.

Under these circumstances we do not hesitate any longer to coincide with Kölliker and Bischoff (the latter changed his opinion only recently) "that it is the spermatozoa which, by their contact, fructify the ovum." How this is done remains as much an enigma as the real essence, the remote cause, of every thing else that is done. We are certainly able to watch growing life in its first commencement, to fathom the laws of the successive phases of its development; but the internal relation of all these processes is hidden from our perception.

It is possible, and, indeed, even probable, that the material constitution of the spermatozoa is somehow concerned in fecundation. Whether, however, as Bischoff supposes, the act of impregnation merely takes place according to the laws of the so-called catalytic power, that a certain internal motion is transferred from the spermatozoa to the molecules of the ova, which till then were in a dormant state, we do not venture to decide. At all events, the circumstance, that it is not the spermatozoa of every animal which are capable without any distinction of fructifying every egg, is sufficient in itself to prove that we have not here to deal with such very simple relations. It is an established fact, that only animals of the same species enter voluntarily into sexual connexion, and produce prolific young ones. The importance of this law, for the preservation of once created definite forms of life, is evident.

Exceptions to this law are but rarely found, and generally are due to the interference of man. — Animals of a different species scarcely ever enter into sexual connexion in their natural state; and, indeed, this act, when it does take place under such circumstances, remains generally without any consequences. Fecundation only takes place when the respective individuals approximate towards each other in point of genius, and even then the hybrids produced are generally unfruitful. A fructifying act of procreation is known in them only in very rare cases, and that usually only when it takes place with one of the original stock, not among themselves.

This infertility or barrenness of the hybrids, coincides in a very interesting manner with an imperfect development of the spermatozoa, a relation which we might certainly at once infer from the functional significance of these formations. In many cases there does not even seem to be any production of spermatozoa; a fact proved by the older statements of Bonnet and Gleichcn, as well as by the more recent researches of Prevost and Dunns*, as well as of Hausmann †, with regard to the mule. One of us ‡ found the same in the hybrids of goldfinches and canary-birds. In others, real spermatozoa develop themselves; but they remain smaller than in the stock species (x′, x′′) and without the characteristic cork-screw spirals. The thicker end is generally oblong, and frequently curved at the point, or of an irregular club form. In addition to this, the spermatozoa of the hybrids do not group together in bundles, owing perhaps to their being usually only small in number, even in the interior of the separate cysts. The microscopical examination of the semen in hybrids, the capacity of propagation of which has been confirmed, would be of importance. It is very probable that the spermatozoa in these cases have a regular development, and their usual form.


(Rud. Wagner and Rud. Leuckart.)

SENSATION. — (Fr. Sensation; Germ. Empfindung.) — The improved state of our knowledge of the physiology of the nervous system makes it imperative that physiologists should adopt and adhere to a precise definition of the term which forms the heading of this article.

Perhaps the simplest definition of sensation which can be given is the following; namely the perception by the mind of a change wrought in the body. According to this definition, then, sensation involves, first, a bodily change, from some cause, whether inherent or external; and, secondly, a mental change, whereby the perception of the bodily change is accomplished. A hot substance is applied to the skin sufficient to burn; a visible change is produced on the part to which the application has been made, shown by the increased redness of the cutaneous surface, and the nerves of the part are so irritated that pain must be felt if the perceiving power of

* Annal. des Sciences Nat. i. p. 182.
† Ueber Mangel der Samenthierchen bei Hausthierehen; Hannover, 1841.
‡ R. Wagner's Physiology, § 20. Translation by Willis, § 12.
the mind be unimpaired. But unless the mind is conscious of the irritation excited we cannot say that a sensation has taken place. The person on whom the injury is inflicted may be comatose, or in a profound sleep, or under the influence of intoxicating or anaesthetic agents, and consequently his perceptive powers are in abeyance. Nevertheless, the same physical changes take place, whatever be the state of the mind, and all the physical phenomena, which may flow from or succeed to those which are capable of exciting sensation, may ensue upon them, and yet true sensation will not take place, unless the mind perceives and takes cognisance of the physical change induced.

It must then be regarded as a cardinal point in reference to the acceptance of the term Sensation in Physiology, that an action of the mind is necessarily involved, that act being of the nature of a recognition or perception of the physical changes associated with the sensation.

The true organ of sensation is the organ of the mind — the brain, and especially that part of the brain which constitutes the centre of sensation, and which extends into the spinal cord, forming the posterior horn of its grey matter. When an impression is made upon a nerve or nerves which communicate directly or indirectly with any part of this centre, a sensation is excited, provided the intracranial portion of it be in a normal state, and provided also the connection between the cranial and spinal portions be complete and uninterrupted.

Sensations depend, as to their nature, on that of the exciting, and nerves are adapted to receive impressions from various agents, ponderable or imponderable. The mechanical qualities of bodies, heat, cold, electricity, light, sound, &c., are capable of exciting their appropriate sensations, which the mind soon learns to appreciate and distinguish. Sensations thus distinguished receive the appellation of pleasurable or of painful, according as they are agreeable or the reverse. These sensations are infinitely varied in kind and degree. It is impossible, a priori, to determine how a pleasurable or a painful sensation may be excited. Nor will the experience of one person be always a guide for another, inasmuch as a sensation which may be agreeable to one, may be painful or disagreeable to another.

Physiologists distinguish sensation as common and special: the former being that which is excited by ordinary mechanical or chemical stimuli; the latter is excited by special stimuli, and is exemplified in the special senses of vision, hearing, smell, taste, and touch. The nerve of vision does not, when irritated, communicate simply a feeling of pain or of pleasure; its chief effect is to excite the sensation of a flash of light. When the electric stream passes through the retina, a sensation is caused similar to that which the sudden presentation of a luminous object would produce. In like manner the mechanical or electrical stimulation of the other nerves of pure sense will create, not pain, but a feeling closely allied to that which would be excited by the application of the stimulus proper to each. This is remarkably illustrated by the effects of mechanical or electrical stimulation of the nerve of hearing and of the nerve of taste. Mechanical impulses against the tympanum occasion the sense of a dull sound, and the electric current develops a musical note. Galvanic excitation of the gustatory papilae of the tongue causes a peculiar sour taste, and, as Dr. Baly has pointed out, the mechanical stimulation of them by a sharp tap with the fingers, occasions a taste sometimes acid, sometimes saline.

The nerves which minister to special sensation, differ from the nerves of common sensation in no essential point of their anatomy, except in their mode of organisation at the periphery of the body. Each of them has, probably, likewise some peculiarity of connection with the brain: this is obvious as regards the olfactory and the optic nerves; less so as regards the nerves of taste, touch, and hearing. The physiological peculiarity of these nerves is then, in all probability, due to their central and peripheral organisation; and especially, perhaps, to the latter, which, doubleless, renders them peculiarly susceptible of the influence of those delicate physical agencies to which each of them is exposed.

The nerves and organs of special sensation, especially those of touch, are so comprehensive in their objects, that it would almost seem that little was left for the so-called nerves of common sensation.

These latter nerves, nevertheless, serve many important objects; they doubtless excite in the mind many feelings, agreeable or disagreeable, of pain or of pleasure, or even feelings neutral as regards pain and pleasure, which could not be developed through the nerves of special sense. The consciousness of the integrity of our limbs and of the general framework of our bodies, is secured, in a great measure, through the instrumentality of these nerves. Injuries to various parts—disturbances in their nutrition, as inflammations, ulcers, &c. — are made known to the mind by the painful sensation excited through these nerves. The sensibility of organs and textures — i.e. the degree to which affections of these parts are capable of inducing corresponding affections of the mind — depends upon the number of these nerves which are distributed to them — the degree of sensibility being in proportion to the number of the nerves. Hence these nerves of common sensation exercise a conservative influence over the several textures and organs to which they are distributed, and serve to afford warning of the approach or of the existence of danger.

What some have called the muscular sense, i.e. the knowledge which we have of the state of our muscles, is generally attributed to these same nerves. As the sensibility of the muscles is doubtless due to these nerves, we may reasonably impute to them the faculty of informing the mind of the state and degree of contraction or relaxation of the muscles, and thus of contributing to that power of adjust-
ment which is necessary to give precision to our muscular efforts. This sense comes greatly in aid of that of touch, and of those powers which we derive from the sense of touch.

It admits of question whether this sense really requires the presence of true nerves of sensation in the muscles, and whether it may not be due to the reaction of the muscular force upon the proper muscular or motor nerves, through which, by reflection at the centre, the centre of sensation becomes affected. (See Nervous System, Physiology of.)

All nerves of sensation are excitors of motion under certain circumstances, but especially when they are organised at their peripheral distribution in a peculiar manner.

Objective and subjective sensations.—In the ordinary mode of exciting sensations the presence of an object is necessary. This object creates an impression on the peripheral parts of the sensitive nerves; and the change caused by this impression, being duly propagated to the centre of sensation, is perceived by the mind. Thus is produced what some metaphysicians call an objective sensation.

Such sensations are durable or transient, according to the force of the primary impression. The mind may continue conscious of the sensation long after the exciting object shall have been withdrawn; or the sensation having ceased, the mind may recall it, with more or less exactness, without the renewal of the original stimulus. This is one form of subjective sensation, in which a mental act can develop a sensation independently of any present object, but resembling a previously experienced objective sensation. Other forms of subjective sensations are caused by physical changes in nerves themselves, or in those parts of the centres in which they are implanted. These changes are caused by alterations in the quantity, but more frequently in the quality, of the blood, the deficiency in some of its staminal principles, or the presence of some abnormal element in it, or by modifications in the nutrient actions of the nerves or nervous centres. Subjective sensations of this kind are those most commonly met with. As examples of them we may refer to the motes or flashes of light occasioned by disturbed conditions of the retina, mechanically or otherwise; or of the optic nerve; or of those parts of the encephalon in which the optic nerve is implanted; tinnitus aurium, or singing in the ears, resulting from some analogous affections of the auditory nerve, or of parts of the brain with which it is connected; pains, or feelings of tingling or creeping in the limbs (formication).

Reflex sensations.—The physical change developed in the production of an objective sensation at one part may give rise to what may be compared to a subjective sensation in another and a remote part of the body. The irritation of a calculus in the bladder will give rise to pain at the end of the penis, or to pains in the thighs. The object by which the irritation of the bladder is excited cannot exercise any direct influence on the nerves of the penis or of the thigh; through the nerves of the bladder it excites that portion of the cord in which both the vesical nerves and the nerves of the penis and of the thigh are implanted, and thus the latter nerves are stimulated at their central extremities through the influence of the peripheral stimulation; in other words, the physical changes excited in the first are reflected into the second.

Sometimes distant and apparently wholly unconnected parts may be affected in this way. Thus irritation of the ovary will cause pain under the right or left mamma; stimulation of the nipple, whether in male or female, gives rise to peculiar sensations referred to the genital organs; ice suddenly introduced into the stomach will cause intense pain in either supra-orbital nerve; acid in the stomach is apt to cause a similar pain, which may be very quickly relieved by the neutralisation of the acid. Phenomena of this kind imply some closeness of connection between the nerves of the sympathising parts in the centre, probably by means of commissural fibres connecting the respective points of implantation of the nerves with each other.

For further remarks on the subject of this article see Nervous System, Physiology of; and the articles on the Senses,—Hearing, Smell, Taste, Touch, Vision. (R. B. Todd.)

SENSIBILITY.—(Fr. Sensibilité; Germ. Empfindlichkeit).—This term, like Sensation, should be limited to signify the power which any organ or tissue of the body has, of causing changes inherent or excited in it to be perceived and recognised by the mind. The greater this power is in any tissue or organ, the more sensitive it is,—the greater the sensibility of the organ or tissue; the less this power is, the less the sensibility of the organ, &c.

Sensibility, like Sensation, involves the power of affecting the mind through the body; but as the mind, of its own mere motion, may excite the centre of sensation, so, by directing the attention specially to some particular tissue or organ, it may create a sensation which, will be referred to that part, and which, by frequent repetition, may assume the nature of pain. No doubt many instances of hysterical pain are greatly aggravated by the mind being constantly directed to, and dwelling upon, the painful part.

The term Sensibility is sometimes confounded with Irritability, especially by Psychological writers. Haller has, with great precision, laid down the distinction between these two properties of tissues in the following words:—

"Irritabiliem partem corporis humani dico, quae ab externo aliquo contactu brevior fit; valde irritabiliem, quae a levi contactu, parum quae a valente demum causam in brevissatem dierum. Sentientem partem corporis humani
SEROUS AND SYNOVIAL MEMBRANES.

appellos of cujus contractus animae representatur; et in animalibus bruis, de quorum anima non perinde liquet, eas partes sentientes dico, quibus irritatis animal doloris et incommodi signa ostendit; insensilem contra partem qua usta, scissa, puncta, ad destructionem usque casa, nullum doloris signum, convulsionem nullam, nullam in totius corporis sita mutationem excitat.*

The sensibility of any part must be judged of by the readiness with which changes in it are perceived by the mind. In general, highly sentient parts, when stimulated, are capable of exciting movements in the muscles of neighbouring parts; thus, stimulation of the sole of the foot excites motions in the whole lower extremity; the stimulation of any other part of the leg, whilst it might excite movements, would not produce them to the same extent. The difference is due to the greater, sensibility of the sole of the foot than of any other part of the integument of the lower extremity, and also to the peculiar connection of its sentient nerves with the papillary texture of the skin.

The anatomical condition necessary for the development of the greater or less sensibility in an organ or tissue, is the distribution in it of a greater or less number of sentient nerves. Thus the anatomist can determine the degree to which this property is enjoyed by any tissue or organ by the amount of nervous supply which his research discloses; and physiological experiments and surgical operations furnish us with abundant evidence in confirmation of the, as it were, à priori suggestions of the anatomist.

The sensibility of tissues is modified by disturbances of their nutrition, and thence inflammatory affections tend to increased sensibility, and will even make parts sensitive which before were but slightly so. Thus the periosteum, which in health is but slightly sensitive, becomes, under the influence of inflammation, exquisitely sensible.

It is necessary to add that the word sensibility is also used, as applied to nerves, to signify their power of evoking the nervous force. Excitability is a better word for this purpose, and ought to be generally used, to ensure a greater exactness in the application of physiological terms than has hitherto prevailed.

(R. B. Todd.)

SEROUS and SYNOVIAL "MEMBRANES.—(Membranes sèvreses, Fr.; Servus Haute, Servus Ueberzüge, Wascherhaute, Germ. Membranae synoviales, Fr.; Synovial-Kapseln, Synovial Haute, Germ.)—The names by which these structures are designated seem to have originally derived from the appearances presented by fluids which are frequently found after death in the so-called cavities formed by their continuous interior surface.

Thus, for instance, rejecting those cases

where marked symptoms of disease of these tissues precede death, the structures first named, where they offer any contents at all, present a fluid the colour and composition of which greatly approximate to that of the serum of the blood; and thence the fluid so found names the tissues yielding it as the "serous" membranes; while the interior of the joints constantly affords a small quantity of a fluid, the viscid consistence of which, resembling that of the white of an egg, gives rise to the application of the name "synovial" membrane (synov) to the tissue which immediately lines the articulation, and is presumed to yield it.

But neither do these circumstances, nor that of their membranous form, by which the terms at the head of this article are completed, sufficiently express their most important characteristics. A serous membrane essentially consists of an endogenous cell-growth, covering a thin expansion of areolar tissue. The compound structure which results from this arrangement of these two tissues is thrown around the more moveable organs of the body, and also lines the cavities which they fill. By thus affording to these two opposed surfaces uniformity of texture and smoothness of surface, it greatly diminishes their mutual friction; or, in other words, facilitates their movements upon each other.

It will, I think, be advantageous to defer for the present all consideration of the possible or probable function of these membranes, as implying by that word an immediate organic operancy in virtue of their intimate structure; and to fix our attention chiefly on their mechanical use in reference to motion.

In the living man, there are many processes which necessitate changes in the relations to space of the different parts of the body. The actions of locomotion, digestion, circulation, and respiration, for instance, all imply some degree of movement in the organs which are their immediate agents, often in the more important parts to which they immediately minister; and, in many cases the protection of delicate organs appears to be partly accomplished by an increase of their mobility upon neighbouring structures. The necessity of movement thus comes to be more or less participated in by almost all the tissues, organs, and segments of the body; and supposing, what is above stated, that it is the most obvious want for which serous membranes are destined to provide, we might naturally imagine, either that these structures would pervade as universally as this requirement, or that those of similar import which should be substituted for them would sufficiently approximate in their nature and composition to be referrible to the same class of tissues: a class, in which the degrees of resemblance afforded by the different members should somewhat accord with the varying mechanical requirements of those different parts of the body, to the movements of which they were subservient.

An appeal to facts abundantly confirms
such an inference. Observation shows that in the human body a variety of structures exist, which are united by the characteristics not only of considerable analogy of office, but also of similarity of structure, almost complete identity of chemical composition, and intimacy of pathological relations.

Adopting the possession of these common properties as a natural and safe basis of classification, we form a group in which are included all those tissues which serve to limit, define, or facilitate movement. The class of structures thus constituted was formerly termed "the Cellular System;" but the cellularity which the name connotes, as it was never supposed to be predicable of all its members, so it is now known to be erro-

neously used of that part of them to which it was originally applied; and they have therefore been preferably arranged under the head of "Passive Organs of Locomotion." And if any should consider this term open to the lesser objection of specifying a general, but not essential fact, that of "Passive Organs of Movement" might be again substituted.

On this view we may regard serous membranes as forming one of a group of tissues. A further analysis of this group shows it to be composed of several members, separated from each other by differences, in which we may recognise a progressive, though some-
what interrupted, series of gradations. These differences we shall now proceed rapidly to trace.

Two important microscopical elements pervade all these structures, and will there-
fore demand some attention. These are the white and yellow fibrous tissues.

The white fibrous tissue (fig. 395. a) consists of bands or bundles of a very variable width, which, unless artificially stretched, take a sinuous or wavy course; and, at distant inter-

vals, include cell-nuclei in their substance. They are marked with strie, which take the direction of their length, and, by their mutual proximity, give a fibrous or fibrillated ap-

pearance to the whole mass. But these markings are not exactly parallel to the borders of the band; and since the tissue, though easily divided longitudinally to almost any degree of minuteness, cannot be split up into uniform and definite fibris of a diameter corresponding with the transverse width which intervenes between one of these strie and another; and since it is also swelled up into one shapeless and semitransparent mass by the action of acetic acid; it seems highly probable that they are limited to the surface of the bundle, or its immediate neighbourhood. At any rate, they do not sufficiently divide the mass to give it a filamentous constitution, or to render it "fibrous" in the true sense of the word.

The yellow fibrous tissue (fig. 395. b) is contrasted with the preceding form, not only by its colour, but equally by its minute struc-
ture and properties. It consists of separate fibres, the size of which varies considerably in different parts, and, in a lesser degree, in any one specimen. They are exceedingly disposed to curl up, often assuming almost a spiral form; and are rendered very distinctly visible by the dark margin which their great refracting power gives them. Their branchings are generally dichotomous, and the processes thus given off are of a size which nearly equals that of the original stem; and they may often be traced to their union with neighbouring ones, so as to form a kind of trellis-work.

The first form exists alone in tendons, ligaments, and the stronger fasciae late; its inextensibility and strength admirably adapting it to the use of mere passive resistance to an external force. The second is highly elastic, whence it is often termed "the elastic tissue;" it is chiefly found where, along with a certain amount of yielding, is also required a complete restoration of the previous state without any further expenditure of muscular force, the long duration of an action often rendering it advantageous to avoid the fatigue which the constant exercise of volition and muscle would imply. And as these conditions are much rarer than the simply mechanical wants which the preceding form is destined to supply, so also is the tissue which fulfils them, being found separately in but a few parts of the body; viz. in the ligamenta subflava, and in certain portions of the vocal and respiratory apparatus. Here it is in sparing quantity; but in the vast ligamentum nuchae, which suspends the ponderous heads of the horned graminivora, the uses of the tissue are exemplified in a very striking manner.

Chemically, they are distinguished by the white fibrous tissue containing much gelatine, or rather yielding it by boiling; while, from the yellow, none can be obtained. They are both little disposed to putrefaction, and retain their peculiar physical properties almost unimpaired by time.*

* In an Egyptian mummy, I lately found these tissues (after moistening) displaying as perfect a structure as a specimen of yesterday could have done.
A mixture of these two elements constitutes the areolar tissue, which enters so largely into the formation of almost all the organs. The bands of the one and the fibres of the other are closely interwoven, although without mutual continuity; each giving off branches which again unite with the other neighbouring subdivisions of the same kind, so as to form a complicated interlacement of the two networks. This arrangement results in an innumerable series of meshes, which everywhere communicate with those in their immediate proximity, and the size and shape of which varies within very wide limits. And these limits are frequently still further extended, since the separation of some of these microscopic meshes, and the approximation and condensation of others, gives rise to the formation of a secondary net-work, which is visible to the naked eye, and which, though still open in every direction, possesses, especially in inflated and dried preparations, an appearance sufficiently resembling that of cells to remind one of the name formerly applied to this structure, which was called, as if with "*d*~*k*~*y*~*p*", "the cellular tissue."

The proportion in which these two constituents are mixed varies greatly in the areolar tissue of different parts of the body; the preponderance of one over the other following that of the conditions which were previously stated to regulate their separate presence. Thus, the likelihood of its frequent and great distension is often a requisition of increased elasticity, and is then accompanied by an increased proportion of the yellow element.

Similarly, the amount of this compound structure present in different parts appears to depend mainly on its uses.

Its offices of uniting the different textures, and of conveying the vessels and nerves, render it necessary that more or less of the tissue should always be present on the exterior of an organ; and the same circumstances would lead us to expect a slight penetration of its surface.

In the interior of organs, however, its absence is by no means infrequent, and is very significant of its use. Thus, the minute elements of the osseous tissue are physically insusceptible of movement; the permissive and facilitating structure becomes unnecessary and impossible; and is therefore absent. The highly delicate nervous pulp not only possesses no inherent mobility, but, by the extreme delicacy of its structure, offers a physiological obstacle to movement of equal importance with the preceding, and is accompanied by a similar absence of the tissue. The intimate mutual connection of the muscular fibres of the heart, and their association in a common and nearly simultaneous movement, is associated with a like deprivation of this interstitial structure. The same absence at once of the necessity and of the tissue is seen in glandular organs, the situation of which shields them from injurious external force, as appears to be the case with the liver.

But where opposite circumstances obtain, where extent and variety of movement imply considerable mobility of the neighbouring muscles of a limb, or situation exposes an organ to external violence, a large quantity envelopes these different textures, penetrating between the different muscles and isolating their several fibres, or breaking up the gland into numerous subdivisions, movable on each other: of this latter, the mamma is a familiar instance.

A similar relation might be traced in the wider circumstances of its application. Not only does it form a web of union to the whole body, but it also presents a special layer of considerable thickness, which invests its surface, and partitions which isolate its muscles. And something of a corresponding minimum is found in those animals whose locomotive movements are few and simple, or whose situation and habits little expose them to external violence. So that a rough gradation might be traced through fishes, cetaceans, and reptiles, to mammals; in which last class man stands pre-eminent in the number and complexity of his voluntary motions, and in the remarkable amount of this subservient tissue.

An increase in the freedom of movement of contiguous parts is associated with an increased laxity of this web, the meshes of which become both longer and wider, so as to be more capable of stretching. They thus allow a greater amount of separation to take place between the parts which are attached to the extremities of their irregular net-work.

**Bursae.**—Here and there throughout the body, where integument or tendon glides over a bony prominence, a further provision occurs, as the development of distinct cavities, which are lined by a smooth shining surface. By dissecting their parieties from the surrounding looser cellular tissue, they may be artificially exhibited as a membrane; and hence these sacs, closed at all points of their circumference, have received the appellation of bursae. In the majority of instances, their interior is almost void of contents; but, in exceptional cases, they contain a considerable quantity of a glairy, mucus-like fluid, which closely resembles that before alluded to, as naming, from its consistence, the synovial membranes. This similarity of their contents was till lately supposed to be the only analogy borne by these structures to the synovial membranes of the articulations; and hence they have been included by Henle* and other systematic writers in a class of "Pseudo-serous membranes," and characterised as lacking an epithelium on their inner surface.

Reichert†, however, detected a layer of nucleated cells lining their interior. He stripped off a fine layer from this surface under water, and, upon expanding and compressing it, found that it was covered by numerous darkish nuclei, of somewhat elongated shape, and upon which acetic acid

* Allgemeine Anatomie, S. 364.
exerted its ordinary effect; defining their outline, and deepening their colour. But although the existence of a stratum of nuclei was sufficiently distinct, the contour of the cells themselves he does not seem to have determined.

The resemblance of these bursæ to the membranes which form the special subject of this article is thus rendered so complete as to deserve a brief notice of their structure in this place; and the more so, perhaps, that the writer is enabled to add a few details which place this similarity in a still more striking light.

The subcutaneous bursæ are the simplest form of these structures, and are very numerous in the human subject, but seem much less frequent in other animals.

The areolar tissue which immediately invests these sacs is, for the most part, very lax, and contains an unusual quantity of the yellow fibrous element, the fibres of which are here of large size.

On removing this from the outer surface of the bursa, it is seen to be composed of a more compact and whitish tissue, which is tough and much less extensible than the looser texture which surrounds it. The microscope shows this to consist of the white and yellow fibrous tissues. The latter is generally in much less considerable proportion than in the ordinary areolar tissue, while at the same time its constituent fibres are of a smaller size: they possess their ordinary arrangement, and branch and unite sparingly with each other.

The white fibrous element is disposed in wavy bands of varying size. These take a course parallel with the surface of the bursa, and, apparently, with few interstices or reticulations; thus forming a dense laminated structure, which cannot be broken up without much difficulty. In this structure, at a little distance from the interior, are arranged the blood-vessels, the capillary meshes of which are of tolerably large size, and generally take a more or less quadrangular shape. It is by no means unusual to find one, two, or more fat cells lying comparatively isolated in this mass of tissue, with a loop or curve of capillary thrown around them in the ordinary manner. Of the nerves of these membranes I am not qualified to speak. As the white fibrous tissue approaches the internal or free surface which limits the cavity, the bands appear somewhat to differ from this description, and become more refractile, acquiring a yellowish colour, and seeming more solid.

The interior of the bursa forms a cavity which is very rarely a solitary and regular one, being almost always complicated by the possession of membranes and threads, which run across its interior, and thus shut off incomplete secondary cavities. The number and situation of these is quite irregular in different subjects; and, of the two complications, the first is the most common, giving rise to the production of folds, which project into the general cavity in a manner which may be compared to those processes of dura mater, which form the tentorium and falx cerebri. The surface itself is hard and smooth, and the blade of a knife removes little or nothing from it by scraping with any ordinary force.

It deserves to be stated that in examining different specimens differences are seen, both in the amount of the yellow or elastic tissue, and in the degree of condensation of the white element, which ought to be called considerable, i.e. that they seem to range, from tough, inextensible, white sacs, of comparatively simple form and composed of little but white fibrous tissue, to a highly elastic membrane, containing a tolerable quantity of the yellow fibrous tissue, and a cavity much complicated by numerous threads and processes. How far these diversities are associated with differences of age or habit, it is impossible to state.

The whole of this internal surface is covered by a cell-growth, but the exact shape and arrangement of the constituent particles are rendered difficult of observation by one or two physical peculiarities not devoid of interest. On examining the free aspect of a thin horizontal section, made just below the surface, the dark mass of fibrous tissue upon which the cells are placed, obscured and intersected by the numerous lines which mark its fibres, very seldom allows more than a layer of nuclei to be observed. And the application of acetic acid, which swells up this tissue, and renders it transparent, at the same time dissolves the cell-wall, and leaves the dark nucleus alone occupying its place. On the other hand, scraping the surface, instead of obtaining a layer of cells, mutually adherent by the adapted sides of their polygonal margin, and easily separated from the subjacent tissue, as is the case with the subjacent membranes,—instead of this, little or nothing is stripped off, save a few scattered cells with much debris and many oil-globules. If greater violence be used, a portion of the subjacent structure is torn off, and offers the same optical difficulties as the thin section alluded to.

The careful and repeated examination of different portions and fragments, both with and without the application of dilute acetic acid, leads to the following results.

I have been unable to verify the existence of a basement membrane, although, on analogical grounds, it might perhaps have been expected that such a structure was present. On getting a favourable view of a vertical section, the surface immediately beneath the epithelium appears to be smooth and defined; but there is nothing which resembles the other surface of a membrane intervening between the cell-growth and the fibrous tissue. The latter appears to be immediately subjacent to the cells, and is continued outwards without any interruption to the surrounding areolar tissue, in which course it is subject to the modifications already described.

In one instance only many elongated nuclei were observed, which were of extreme delicacy, and were seated upon or in a mem-
brane of little more than their own breadth; this membrane was prolonged at their opposite poles into ribbon-shaped processes, of excessive tenuity and considerable length. Such a description greatly approximates to that given by Mr. Good sir*, of the torn-up "germinial membrane" of the serous tissues; but I have not studied these objects sufficiently to be able to affirm or deny the complete applicability of his description to them. In the instance where I saw it, I rather inclined to consider it a distortion and elongation of the ordinary epithelium, due to accidental mechanical violence, inflicted during the examination of the specimen.

The characters of the cells.—The different individual cells which may be found floating in the field of the microscope exhibit great diversities of appearance, so as to offer almost every gradation of cell-growth. The first form visible (fig. 396. a) is that of a delicate flat, flat, cytoblast, which is either unaffected by the application of acetic acid, or is even rendered somewhat more transparent by it. The next gradation (b) is still a cytoblast, i.e. uncomplicated by the addition of an outer cell-wall; but dilute acetic acid renders it yellowish, and much more distinct. In the next variety (the next stage of development, I think it may safely be termed), two outlines are visible (c), one of the nucleus or cytoblast, another of a cell-wall exterior to this; and the distance between the two gradually increases in different individuals by an increase in the size of the cell, which, however, retains its flattened oval shape. Its contents are either transparent, or very faintly granular; and the succeeding modification mainly consists in the increased granularity of the contents of the cell, and in the assumption of a more or less polygonal outline. This is seen in the figures marked d, e, f, g; and these diagrams also illustrate another detail, viz. that the polygon is anything but a regular one, offering a variety of forms, some of which approximate to a triangle, others to a trapezium or a pentagon. And though sometimes (as in those marked e), they may be seen apposed in groups of two, or even three, yet it will be recollected that many of these forms are physically insusceptible of the neat tesselated adaptation which is seen in the hexagonal cells of serous membrane. The wall of the cell is still soluble in acetic acid, and the outline of the nucleus is darkened by its application as usual. The subsequent alterations consist in a gradually increasing flattening and widening, both of the cell and nucleus, but especially of the former, which finally more than doubles the diameter of the polygonal cell, and at the same time reduces its depth to a mere scale. The granular or mottled appearance of the contents before spoken of now reaches its maximum, often forming yellow refractile dots or beads, which appear to be incompletely fluid (h). The nucleus, during this process of flattening, becomes somewhat larger, and much less distinct; and in the larger and more mottled scales, it completely disappears, an effect which might at first be supposed due to the obscuring of its outline by the granular contents, but which is evidently independent of this cause. A further difference is presented by the action of acetic acid, which fails to affect these broad squamous epithelia in any perceptible degree.

The arrangement of the cells.—Hitherto we have merely enumerated and distinguished the different forms of cell-growth which may be detected after tearing up casual portions of the tissues lining the cavity; we have next to determine the relative quantities of the different varieties, and to specify their arrangement, both with respect to each other and to the surface which they clothe.

The forms which appear greatly to predominate in quantity, are those represented in the figure as c, d, f. Some of these are nucleated cells of a flattened oval shape, and others are probably similar cells, in a stage immediately subsequent to the preceding, when the oval vesicle becomes more or less angular by the lateral pressure of its neighbours opposing its own inherent expansion; or, regarding a number of such bodies, when a simultaneous expansion obliges their yielding walls to adopt that shape which presents the fewest interstices, and thus allows of the greatest amount of mean area. Were the process conducted with mathematical accuracy, this shape would obviously be a hexagon, and in the serous membranes it will be seen with how few exceptions the cells approximate to that form; but in the outline of these bursal epithelia, as has been already seen, the oval or circle glides into the polygon by many gradations.

Generally speaking, there is but one layer of cells, and these are usually more or less polygonal; but not unfrequently a few oval ones are seen in close proximity to each other, and only distinguishable by the smaller distance between their nuclei, and the occasional overlapping of their curved borders.

The chief exceptions to the unity of the layer are twofold, one at each extremity of the cell-life, so to speak. For instance, pale flat cytoblasts (a), in sparing quantity, sometimes underlie the stratum; while, on the other hand, it is often covered by the very large polygonal squames (k). In either case,

---

* Anatomical and Pathological Observations, p. 41.
it is almost impossible to observe both these
different layers in situ, from the transparency
and flatness of the objects just named causing
them to be effectually shrouded and lost in
the outline of the granular polygonal layer;
but, from various reasons, I have little doubt
that the preceding description may be re-
garded as tolerably correct. It is especially
claiming, as the preceding facts, that on looking
directly upon the three surfaces, I have never
seen cells referrible to either of the two ex-
tremes, but always such as from their shape,
their size, and the mutual distances of their
nuclei, would be included in the varieties
(\(c, d, f\)); while, nevertheless, a careful tearing
up of the same specimen often afforded the
cytoblasts and scales. The latter were in
much greater quantity than the former, but
whether they existed over the whole surface
of the bursa, or on particular parts only, I am
unprepared to state. And whether the cyto-
blasts chiefly underlie the oval or the poly-
gonal forms, is a question equally impossible
to answer satisfactorily, yet by no means so
insignificant an inquiry as it may seem at first
sight. On the whole, their usual appearance
in conjunction with the younger forms, and
their comparative absence from the polygonal-
celled serous membranes, somewhat tend to
associate them more with the oval than with
the polygonal epithelia.

The subluminous bursae. — It frequently
happens that, where tendons in passing to
their insertion lie upon a bone, the action of
the muscle with which they are continuous
gives rise to considerable friction of the two
surfaces against each other: and, in some
cases, the projecting surface of the bone is
even made the pulley by means of which the
direction of the muscle’s action is altered,
through a similar change in the course of the
tendon; a condition which necessarily implies
a yet greater amount of resistance and fric-
tion. In these circumstances, bursae are
found interposed between the osseous and
tendinous surfaces. These bursae have*
hitherto been regarded as in all respects
similar to the subcutaneous sacs just de-
scribed, and the possession of an epithelial
lining has been denied them equally with these.
But while they apparently present the same
form, that of a shut sac, continuous with itself
in every part, and are, in the majority of in-
stances, indistinguishable from them by the
naked eye, they are yet separated from them
by important differences. They present, it
is true, a cell-growth analogous to that de-
scribed in the preceding structures; but they
differ from these in the extent of surface on
which that growth obtains, in the nature of
the tissues which are substituted where it is
absent, and, in a lesser degree, in the general
characters of the membrane where it is pre-
sent: the general effect of these differences
being greatly to liken the anatomy of these
structures to that of the joints.

On laying open one of the least complicated
of these bursae, such as they are generally
seen in the dog and cat, we gain entrance to a
simple cavity, which everywhere possesses
a smooth and shining interior. Above is the
tendon, below the periosteum of the bone; on
either side, a delicate continuous membrane
separates it from the neighbouring areolar
tissue. It might be expected that this mem-
brane covered the neighbouring opposed sur-
faces of tendon and periosteum; and, indeed,
the description usually given by authors affirms
the existence of such a covering, to which it
attributes the smoothness of their surfaces.
But this is not the case: a careful examination
of these structures with the microscope dis-
tinctly shows that their surfaces of friction
are quite devoid of this membrane, and have
assumed more or less of the structure of
cartilage.

The membrane, then, may be described as
preserving the continuity of the inner surface
of the bursae in the interval between the two
rubbing surfaces. It is attached to the ten-
don and periosteum by a mingling of its
areolar tissue with these structures. Like
its neighbouring areolar tissue, it is extremely
elastic and delicate; so that its tenuity often
equals that of the serous membranes. It is
plentifully supplied with blood-vessels; and,
generally, there is a considerable amount of
adipose tissue on its attached surface, the
capillaries of which are arranged in the same
manner as those in the bursae previously men-
tioned, or those which supply the fat cells of
the so-called “Haversian glands” in the
joints;—viz. the same capillary plexus, which
immediately underlies the epithelium, gives
off occasional loops to surround the adipose
vesicles. The epithelium itself resembles that
of the subcutaneous bursae in the intimacy
of its adhesion to the subjacent tissue, as well
as in the comparatively slight connection
which subsists between the cells themselves:
but it appears to differ from it in the greater
quantity of the oval cells and cytoblasts, of
the former especially: and in the immediate
neighbourhood of the fat vesicles this shape
seems to predominate to the comparative ex-
clusion of polygonal forms.

In the human subject, the surface of bone
on which the tendon plays often presents a
covering of what has all the appearances of
fibrous tissue mingled with cartilage, or
“fibro-cartilage”; and even in smaller animals
(as the cat), in whom the tissue offers no
visible difference from the neighbouring peri-
osteum, its intimate structure exhibits a simi-
lar transition. The bursa beneath the tendon
of the obturator internus, where this turns
over the border of the ischium in its pro-
The crossing of two strata at right angles to each other, which is witnessed in the modified periosiosteum, is a frequent anatomical peculiarity of the original tissue, and not essential to the modification. And something very similar is seen in the tendon. The tendinous bundles to which the several muscular fibres are attached, are successively received into the border of the oblique tendon; and very frequently, in joining it, a certain proportion of their fibres swerve aside from its track, scatter themselves, and strengthen the cord as a whole, by crossing its surface at a varying angle, and forming a thin stratum superficial to it. Where the tendon assumes the peculiarities just alluded to, the markings and corpuscles of this superficial layer are seen decussating those of the larger and deeper mass which take the direction of the tendon. This crossing of two strata is indicated in fig. 397.

The chief differences between the cells on the surface and those at a greater depth have been already indicated; viz., that the former are more numerous, flatter, and more oval. But the shapes and appearances of the deeper layer deserve further consideration, since they present the phenomena of a fissiparous genesis of cells, which the upper stratum does not; so that it is perhaps difficult to avoid attributing the increase of numbers and alternation of shape which is seen near the surface to the gradual advance of the multiplied corpuscles in that direction. The stages of the process are the same as may be observed in other tissues. An elongation of the nucleus is followed by an hour-glass constriction of its middle; a dark line across the corpuscle then testifies to the fission of both cell and nucleus; and, finally, the two new cells separate, and their walls surround the nucleus at a more equal distance in every part. Most of these steps may be observed in fig. 397.
SEROUS AND SYNOVIAL MEMBRANES.

The conjecture just mentioned derives considerable support from a comparison of their structure in the adult with their younger and fetal conditions in the same animal. In the latter especially, the quantity of cell-growth on the surface is so great, as, in respect of mere continuance, afloat to merit the appellation of an epithelium. But though its constituent cells lack the angularity, and somewhat the size, of those which belong to the interior strata; yet, like the same cells in the adult, they are quite distinguishable from the epithelial covering of the bursa, not only by their appearances with and without acetic acid, but by the distance to which the shifting focus follows them. At successive depths, they are seen to become somewhat larger, more angular, and wider apart; and the same process of fissiparous multiplication may be detected in them as in the adult cells. We shall see that these differences at the different stages of the animal's life experience a close parallel in articular cartilage.

In a few instances, I have witnessed another form of cell-multiplication in this tissue. It occurred in one or two cats of a few months' age, but I cannot say whether it is limited to any particular period of their life. It is represented in fig. 398, and consists of an oval or elongated vesicle or cell of limitary membrane, which is filled with, and usually more or less bulged by, a number of cytoblasts. These compound vesicles were sparingly scattered through the cartilage-like tendon and periostium; similar masses of cytoblasts, of a spherical form, may occasionally be seen in young articular cartilage; and, indeed, instances of this form of cell-multiplication might be addeduced from many structures, temporary, permanent, and morbid, but their introduction would be foreign to the province of this article.

The constitution of the synovial sheaths of tendons resembles that of these bursae in many respects; and, on the whole, offers a still closer approximation to the structure of a joint. In many places, the sheath consists only of a delicate transparent membrane, the tenue of which approaches that of the serous membranes, and which, like them, rests on a stratum of loose areolar tissue, and is reflected from the parietes of the cavity to the tendon where it enters it. Here they possess an oval or slightly angular epithelium, which constitutes only one layer. But almost every such tendon, in some part or other of its course, offers an alteration of direction implying considerable friction, and effected either by a projection of bone, or by a pulley of thick and strong fascia. Such are the grooves and posterior capsular ligament for the extensors at the back of the wrist. And here is again discovered the condition which was previously stated of the obturator tendon, but with some slight modifications; firstly, that the approximation to the structure of cartilage, here visible to the naked eye, affects equally the whole periphery of the tendon, instead of being limited, as heretofore, to one of its surfaces; and, secondly, that the cell-growth is more plenteous, sufficiently so as to offer scarcely a point of the surface unoccupied by cells; of which the shape, size, and disposition almost exactly resemble those of the surface of articular cartilage in the young mammal or the adult reptile.

In the cartilaginous-looking portions of the sheath, a similar, but less extensive depth of cell-growth obtains; and I believe I have recognised the same condition in the surface of the crucial ligaments of the knee-joint.

The vessels of these synovial sheaths are very numerous, and their capillaries exhibit a tortuous arrangement which is identical with that witnessed in the articular synovial membranes hereafter to be described. But this copious supply of vessels is limited to the delicate membranous portions of the sheath, and to those mesentery-like reflections which here and there pass from the parietes to the contained tendon. Wherever the tendons are subject to much friction, and evince the partially cartilaginous structure already described, there the vessels are absent from those superficial and cell-containing strata, and, so far as I know, are limited to the deeper and non-cellular parts of the tendon.

SYNOVIAL MEMBRANES.—The synovial membranes are structures exceedingly analogous to the preceding, and consist of a layer of cell-growth, which covers the inner surface of the ligaments that connect the different segments of the skeleton in the diarthrodial joints, and which thus partially lines the "cavity" or interior of these articulations.

They have been usually described as resembling the bursa mucosa both in the nature and consistence of their secretion, and in their constant adherence to the morphological character of a shut sac; while the absence of epithelium predicated of these bursae, has been laid down as the chief anatomical distinction between the two structures. And, on the other hand, they have been likened to the serous membranes by the common possession of a tesselated epithelium, and by their continuity over the whole surface of the cavity and its contents; while they have been severed from them by the difference in the composition and consistence of their secretion,—a viscid alkaline fluid, instead of a more limpid and neutral one. Most of these statements can only be received with some modification.
In the following sketch, such details as are more or less common to the synovial membranes in general will chiefly be treated of. For a description of their more salient peculiarities in the different joints, the reader is referred to the articles headed with the names of the several articulations.

The epithelium of these structures presents characters which afford some grounds for distinguishing it both from that of the bursal and serous membranes. It forms, for the most part, but one layer, the forms of the constituent cells of which vary to the same extent as those witnessed in the bursa. But the broad, squamous, polygonal epithelia are comparatively rare; and in by far the larger extent of its surface, the predominant shape is that of a slightly flattened spheroidal, or oval, or somewhat angular cell, such as the majority of those represented in fig. 399, in some of which are seen decussations of two convex outlines, caused by the margin of one cell slightly overlapping that of its neighbour. Acetic acid exerts an unusual effect upon the cell-membrane, swelling up its outline very much before dissolving or rupturing it; an appearance which obtains in the more flattened and polygonal epithelia of the serous membranes, but, so far as I have seen, in a much smaller degree. Like those of the bursa, they are firmly attached to the subjacent tissue, and possess little mutual adhesion; though here and there a cluster of two or three more polygonal than usual may be found. Cytoblasts are rare, the cells appearing to be completed by the addition of the outer membrane when yet extremely small. (fig. 399. b.)

All these peculiarities might perhaps be generalized in the statement, that the cells which cover the general surface of these membranes are in a younger and more active stage of cell-life than those of the bursa. And a slight yet perceptible difference in the same respect has been already indicated as existing between the subcutaneous and subteninous members of this class of structures. Immediately beneath these cells lies a stratum of looser areolar tissue, which connects the membrane with the inner aspect of the ligaments of the joint. It includes little of the yellow fibrous tissue, and its meshes are comparatively few and close: exteriorly, they unite, by a gradation of structure, with the dense white fibrous tissue of which the ligaments are composed.

The vessels of the membrane are exceedingly numerous, and its capillaries form a horizontal plexus, which ramifies immediately beneath the epithelium in the areolar tissue just mentioned. The great vascularity of the tissue has long been known, but the capillaries are not only very numerous, but offer a much more remarkable peculiarity.* They are greatly increased in their length, so as to be everywhere extremely tortuous, and sometimes this tortuosity almost amounts to a spiral disposition. On looking at the broad surface of well-injected specimens, an exaggeration of this disposition here and there, gives rise to small patches of tortuous capillaries; but the arrangement is clearly a general one, and extends, in some degree, to every individual capillary of the net-work. But though the length of these vessels in a given space is thus greatly augmented, the frequency of their inosculations does not seem to experience a corresponding increase. Their tortuous form is represented in fig. 400.

The preceding description of the vascular, fibrous, and areolar constituents of synovial membrane applies only to the simplest form of that tissue, which consists of a plain flat expanse of membrane. In special joints, as well as in special parts of every joint, each of them experiences modifications deserving of notice. Over the cartilage of the articulation, for instance, all of these cease; and deferring for the present a consideration of the analogous structure which here supplies the place of epithelium, we come to consider the anatomy of the synovial membrane where it reaches the border of articular cartilage.

The fibrous tissue exterior to the mem-

* I have here to express great obligations to Mr. Quekett, of the Royal College of Surgeons, since his kindness supplied me both with specimens, and with many further details of this arrangement, till then unknown to me. The joint from which fig. 400. was sketched, was taken from a hand admirably injected by him.
brane, and with which its areolar tissue is mingled, passes to the side of the articular cartilage, and immediately becomes inextricably interlaced with its fibrous tissue or perichondrium. The plexus of capillaries, somewhat more tortuous here than on the plain surface, runs up to the edge of the cartilage, or may even advance a very short distance over it, where it is not exposed to friction during the movements of the joint. Its various branches then suddenly stop short, and each taking a looped course, returns upon itself in the same tortuous manner. This distribution is represented in fig. 400.

The layer of epithelium offers equally remarkable appearances; a few of its particles are very slightly flattened, but most of them are spherical, and of very various sizes, of which some are extremely large. All of the larger contain a pale and rather flattened nucleus, which is in contact with a part of their inner surface. The cells are also of singular delicacy and transparency, and are, to all appearance, distended with a fluid, the refractility and colour of which closely approximate to that of water. The areolar tissue which forms the foundation of the membrane being diverted at this point to join with the ligaments and perichondrium, the vessels are left comparatively naked; and so far as I have been able to make out, upon these bare capillaries the cells are seated, without the intervention of any membrane. They thus form what is indeed a covering for the vessels (since there is no part of them upon which large or small cells or cytoplasm are not placed); but, as is evident from their shape only, they constitute a layer in a very different sense from those in which the epithelium of the serous membranes does so.

In some of the more complex joints, another modification occurs, which is in many respects very similar to this, viz. distinct folds or involutions of synovial membrane, which project into the cavity of the joint. The best instances of this are seen in the knee-joint, where they form what are called the "mucous" and "alar ligaments." The folds which constitute these come off horizontally from the synovial membrane in the front of the articulation, but with a considerable interval between their upper and lower layers, which is filled with adipose tissue. They contain besides, a plexus of vessels, of which some, lying immediately beneath the membrane, ramify in the flexuous manner described; while the deeper are distributed to the fat vesicles, throwing loops around each in the manner peculiar to this tissue. A very small quantity of fine areolar tissue is present, chiefly as a covering and protection to the vessels. Gradually going backwards, they lose their adipose tissue, and taper to an edge, which accurately fits into the interstice between the condyles of the femur and head of the tibia. Here the upper and under layers come into contact, and in the middle line pursue their way backwards as the ligamentum mucosum, a flat, thin duplication of the membrane; until, finally, at the anterior termination of the notch between the condyles, they terminate by joining the synovial covering and fibres of the neighbouring crucial ligament. On either side of the middle line, the process of synovial membrane terminates, by a convex margin, a little beyond the point where it ceases to contain fat: these are the "alar ligaments."

On the ligamentum mucosum, the cells are of a similar appearance to those of the general surface of the membrane, though they seem rather more delicate and transparent.

The projecting edge of the so-called alar ligaments offers still more marked characters. Owing to the congestion of its vessels from some unknown cause, it is frequently seen after death of a bright red colour, its surface is minutely rough or velvety, and its consistence soft or almost pulpy. On examining it with the microscope, many minute and villus-like processes are seen studding its border, and directed backwards towards the commissure of the femoral and tibial articular surfaces. These processes appear to consist chiefly or entirely of two structures, viz. bloodvessels and cells. The vessels are numerous long tortuous capillaries, which pass to the margin of the villus, and then, taking an arched or looped course, return upon themselves, and pass, with few anastomoses, into the general plexus of the fold. The cells, equally with the vessels, resemble those already described as existing at the border of the articular cartilage. They are of various sizes, the more numerous and larger ones are spherical, transparent, and contain a tolerably large nucleus: they are distended with fluid, and the slightest pressure on their singularly delicate cell-wall bursts the cell, and causes the fluid to exude. In this condition, the action of the surrounding water seems to impress on it something like a partial coagulation, giving it a mottled or minutely granular appearance.

The smaller cells exhibit the same shape and general appearances, except that the nucleus is proportionally larger; a few cyto blasts are also present, and a granular blastema completes the covering of the vessels. One would fancy this to be a favourable situation for verifying the existence of a basement membrane, did such a structure exist here; but I have been unable to detect it. On the contrary, I have often seen the curved border of a large cell seated directly on a capillary, the dark line of the wall of this tube alone separating its cavity from the delicate sphere in contact with it.

Fig. 401. represents such a villus-shaped process.

The relation of the synovial membranes to the diarthrodial cartilages, or the question of "Whether the membrane is continued over the articular surface of the cartilages, or not?" has been long a matter of dispute among anatomists. But a résumé of the history of this discussion having been already given in an earlier part of the work, the reader is
referred to it for a statement of the arguments on both sides of this interesting question up to that date. (See Articulation.)

The rapid progress of histological anatomy, and the use of the microscope, have since thrown much light on the subject, yet perhaps with a less immediate effect than might have been anticipated.

**Fig. 401.**

*Villus-shaped process from the free Margin of the Alar Ligament. From the Cat. (Magnified 300 diameters.)*

From the impossibility of injecting the vessels of the synovial membrane beyond the margin of the cartilage, it had long been known that they did not extend over this articular surface; and one might almost imagine that a looped termination of the vessels in this situation must have been suspected. And the researches of Mr. Toynbee concerning the vascular arrangements of the deep or osseous surface of the cartilaginous lamina, showed a similar disposition of the vessels in this situation. Everywhere a thin plate of bone, impermeated by vessels, separates them from actual contact with the cartilage; and the capillaries themselves, as they approach this osseous lamella, appear somewhat dilated, and finally, taking an arched course, they return upon themselves into the neighbouring extremity of the bone. The truth of this description as a whole is readily tested and confirmed by examining any part of the substance of a diarthrodial cartilage. Such a fragment, torn up in any manner, and submitted to a sufficiently high magnifying power, evinces no trace whatever of vessels, or of their easily recognisable contents.

But although the absence of vessels is thus proved, the absence of the synovial membrane by no means necessarily follows. The less so, indeed, that modern physiological research exhibits almost all structures as essentially extra-vascular: *i.e.* it shows that in almost all, the characteristic substance of their tissue is separated from their vessels by an interval; an interval which, though always minute, is nevertheless an appreciable, and often a measurable one, and which the pabulum derived from the blood has to traverse in order to effect their nutrition.

The continuity of the synovial membrane, or the reverse, can only be settled in one way; to wit, by an appeal to observation: and since the naked eye fails to give sufficient information, it remains to the microscope to decide its presence on, or absence from the articular surface.

Henle* affirms the continuity of the membrane over the cartilage, as a tesselated epithelial covering of nucleated cells, resembling those which line the serous membranes and the other parts of the joint.

Professors Todd and Bowman in their more recent work†, state that they have been unable to detect such a covering in the adult, but that, on the contrary, they have usually observed an irregular surface, presenting no cells beyond the ordinary scattered corpuscles of the cartilage. In the factus, however, they have found it readily visible.

A comparative examination of those cartilages in different genera of animals, or in the same animal at different stages of life, partly confirms, partly modifies, each of these statements.

In a specimen of diarthrodial cartilage, taken from an adult mammal, if we make a thin section parallel to the articular surface, and look directly upon this part of the interior of the joint, we see appearances similar to those represented in fig. 402. A number of cartilage corpuscles, at irregular distances from each other, and separated by the intercellular substance of this tissue, constitute the only cell-formation visible, and the existence of similar corpuscles at varying depths in the substance of the cartilage may easily be verified. The chief difference noticeable between the deeper and more superficial of these cells is, that those in the latter situation contain in their interior many yellow and highly refractile granules, which are of comparatively uniform size, and occupy their cavity about midway between their tolerably central nucleus and the inner surface of the cell-membrane. This appearance becomes still more manifest as the corpuscles approach the articular surface. A thin vertical section of the cartilage shows that the cells are in greater numbers near this surface, and the edge which borders the joint exhibits an irre-

* Allgemeine Anatomie, S. 236, et seq.
† The Physiological Anatomy and Physiology of Man, vol. i. p. 90.
gular outline, from which cells may often be seen projecting. The attrition which these appearances would seem to denote appears to be exerted upon the cells equally with the interstitial substance of the cartilage, but is more difficult to verify in the former tissue, since such a cell that has suffered a partial destruction of its form, has, at the same time, lost a valuable optical means of detection. Occasionally, however, as in fig. 402, on looking directly at the free surface of the tissue, we see a darkish nucleus, lying very superficially, and surrounded by a clear space. In all probability, this was such a cell ground down to a hemispherical cavity. More rarely, a profile view of such a hemisphere is obtained.

On examining similar specimens from animals of the same species at successively younger ages, the intercellular substance becomes gradually more scanty, and finally altogether disappears, leaving the whole of the surface occupied by a cell-growth, which is a covering, but not an epithelium; unless we extend the application of this objectionable word, and call the whole cartilage itself, what indeed we might with perfect truth, "a modified epithelium."

The accuracy of this description of the cartilage of very young animals is easily verified by a vertical section; and, if it be made sufficiently deep, it will include a portion of another structure, and a different process, with which it may be advantageous to compare it. At the furthest extremity of such a section, we see the ossification of temporary cartilage actively going forward. First comes the formation of cancelli, and the enclosure of cells; next, a little nearer the articular surface, the greatly dilated cells are arranged in closely-packed rows, the bottoms of which rest in cups of bone, which will soon become cancelli. Still approaching the articular surface, we find the cartilage corpuscles smaller, more refractile, and flatter; but yet with a distinctly linear arrangement. The loss of this arrangement in rows seems to indicate the limit of the ossifying cartilage and the commencement of the articular lamina; and I have often seen the distinction still further marked out by a horizontal fissure in this situation,—the effect of accidental violence, no doubt, but perhaps indicative of some deficiency of cohesion dependent on structure.

Immediately beyond this situation, the cartilage cells are scattered irregularly but closely through the transparent intercellular substance. They are angular and refractile, and they contain a large granular nucleus. Many of them are elongated, and somewhat spindle-shaped, while many more are triangular; and these two forms appear respectively to precede and follow a fissiparous multiplication of their numbers, the constancy and accuracy of which would almost allow of its being termed a bisection. The details of this process have been already alluded to in speaking of the subtendinous bursae, and are too well known to need any recapitulation here. From hence onwards to the articular surface, the cells become more numerous, larger, and less angular in shape, until finally, on the surface itself, the increase of their number and size results in a continuous layer. But the appearances of this multiplication are not seen in the most superficial stratum of all, although the prevalence of the hemispherical outline still indicates the binary nature of the fissure; whence it seems probable, that just upon the surface the increase is one of bulk only.

In fig. 403. is represented a vertical view of the superficial and of a deeper layer, which contrasts them in the particulars just mentioned. The condition of these cartilages in the adult fishes and reptiles closely resembles this description of their appearance in the young mammal, in the complete cellularity of their surface. For the knowledge of this fact, I am indebted to Mr. Quekett.

**SEROUS MEMBRANES.**—The serous membranes, presenting a structure which offers a close general parallel with that of the preceding tissues, are yet contrasted with them in many important respects. The first and most obvious distinction, and one on which the other structural differences are to a great extent based, is, that in place of their maintaining a direct relation to the locomotive apparatus, or being connected with the segments of the skeleton in the diarthrodial joints, the organs to which they are more immediately subservient are those concerned in the organic or vegetative life.

The serous membranes of the human body are seven in number; three being median and single, while two are double and lateral. They are the arachnoid, pericardium, and peritoneum, with the pleurae and tunicae.
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vaginales. Thus they are connected with the organs of respiration, circulation, digestion, generation, and innervation. Perhaps, under this accurate allotment of serous membranes to these several functions, many important analogies lie hidden, but the interpretation of these hieroglyphics of nature scarcely belongs to the present elementary sketch; and it will be both safer and more profitable to regard their relations to the three first of these functions as being determined mainly by the necessity of movement which a high development of any one of them implies, although the general protection which mobility affords must not be lost sight of. The relation of a separate membrane to the function of generation seems, as it were, the accidental result of position: the tunica vaginalis, an offshoot of the peritoneum, is prolonged from it by the testicle in its descent from out of the abdominal cavity, and is subsequently isolated by a degeneration of the serous membrane into areolar tissue along the spermatic cord which connects this gland with the interior of the belly. So the arrangement of the arachnoid around the nervous centre is, perhaps, more related to the comparative delicacy of its structure, and the movements inseparable from circulation, than to the function of innervation itself.

A prominent feature in the anatomy of all these structures is the remarkable continuity of surface which they exhibit. With a single exception, indeed; their interior surface, like that of the subcutaneous bursae, is everywhere a continuous one; and hence the definition of a serous membrane always includes the statement, that it is "a shut sac," while this peculiarity of arrangement is constituted their "morphological character."

A complete description of the serous membranes would comprise two chief divisions of the subject. One of these would include the relative situation and arrangement of the neighbouring textures, as well as the various folds or processes by which the membranes preserve their continuity in the intervals between the viscera which they cover and the cavities which they line. The other would limit attention to their general structure; and to any variations in the nature, proportions, or arrangement of their constituent tissues, which may be obtained by a comparison of the several membranes with each other. In the present instance, the latter only of these divisions will be briefly attempted; for the former of the two, the reader is referred to the articles under the several headings of Pleura, Peritoneum, Heart, Nervous Centres, Testicle, &c.

The epithelium of serous membranes consists of flattened cells. The shape of most of these is roundish-polygonal, and many of them closely approximate to the hexagonal form; and they are arranged in a single layer, so as to form a tesselated pavement, which everywhere constitutes the free surface of the membrane. Their diameter varies considerably, but, generally speaking, is about one 1000th of an inch. Their depth is nearly one-fourth of this width; but it tapers away towards the edge of the particle, and is greatest at its centre, where it is usually somewhat bulged by the presence of a tolerably large nucleus, which is contained in the cavity of the cell, but is placed nearer its inferior or attached surface than the opposite or free one. This nucleus is of an oval or spheroidal form, and contains a single bright refractile spot or nucleolus; but not unfrequently there are two of these. Besides the nucleus, the cell includes a small quantity of contents, which are of somewhat viscid consistency, and are usually almost transparent, but sometimes, and especially after exposure to the action of water, become mottled or faintly granular. The attachment of these cells to each other is very remarkable, but their adhesion to the textures on which they are placed is much less considerable; and this preponderance of their adhesion in the horizontal direction renders it very easy to strip off a number of them, and exhibit the layer which they form by their union. In this circumstance they offer a marked and probably important difference from the cells which clothe the interior of bursae and synovial membranes. Acetic acid exerts its ordinary effects, causing the cells to swell out, and thus defining their polygonal shape more accurately than before.

The exceptions to these general characters are few. In one instance, namely in the peritoneum of the female, the form of the cellular covering is said to differ from the above; the ciliated epithelium, which lines the Fallopian tubes, being continued for an exceedingly short distance over the margins of their fibrillated extremities. The size of the cells also experiences slight variations: thus, they are largest in the peritoneum, and smaller in the pericardium, especially in its visceral layer. Their arrangement as a single cellular stratum is also interrupted in some parts: thus, the arachnoid exhibits one or two layers, the outer of which is composed of cells which are more flattened and elongated than usual.

Basement membrane.—The existence of a basement membrane immediately beneath these cells is still a matter of doubt. It rests chiefly on the affirmation of Professors Todd and Bowman, and Goodwin—high authorities on such a question. By the first of these anatomists it is regarded as "a continuous transparent membrane of excessive tenuity," and "homogeneous, or nearly so."* The latter describes it in much the same terms, but considers it sometimes, or generally, separable into component cells, which are of a rhomboidal and extremely flattened shape; and it has been named by him as the Germinal Membrane.† As somewhat corroborative of these statements, it may be urged, that such a structure is easily seen to exist in the very

† Ibid. p. 41.
similar mucous membranes; and that the cell-lining of the arteries, which becomes deficient where these pass into the capillaries, and thus leaves the latter vessels with a simple membranous wall, seems to exhibit a kind of natural analysis of a yet more similar compound structure. And it must be recollected that failure of recognition is by no means a satisfactory argument against the presence of such a delicate structure; i.e. that one such affirmation as those above ought to outweigh many denials. Still those who, after repeated and careful examination, have failed to recognise it, are no doubt justified in continuing to doubt its existence. 

Arterial Tissue.—A stratum of areolar tissue occupies the outer or inferior surface of the preceding cellular structure, and includes in and amongst its meshes the remaining constituents of the serous membrane. The inner surface of this lamina is smooth and condensed, where it immediately underlies the cells: exteriorly, it can scarcely be considered as possessing a defined surface, but gradually merges into the areolar tissue of the neighbouring organs. The separation of the two structures is, however, generally indicated by an interval, in which their texture is somewhat looser. This is called the "subserous cellular tissue."

As this layer constitutes the chief thickness of the membrane, and is the constituent on which its physical properties are mainly dependent; so its varieties of constitution and arrangement, correlative with the requisite differences of these properties, are both numerous and important.

One of the most common of these alterations is an augmented quantity of the yellow fibrous element; indeed, in many portions of the serous membranes, this increase is so considerable as to constitute a continuous special layer of the elastic fibre, which occupies a horizontal plane immediately beneath the epithelium. The fibres of this layer are delicate, of a smaller diameter, and somewhat paler colour, than those which are found in the ordinary areolar tissue: they branch at acute angles in every direction, and unite with those in the immediate neighbourhood; while beneath, and partly amongst them, are seen the white fibrous bundles, with their ordinary arrangement. The advantage of such a predominance of the yellow element is obvious; it confers an increased elasticity on the membrane, and better adapts it for distention, or for a return to its original bulk after this force is removed. The situations in which it is found are in exact conformity with this view: in the peritoneum, which lines the anterior abdominal wall and covers the bladder, it attains its maximum; in the detached folds of the mesentery, in the costal pleura, and in the so-called suspensory ligaments of the liver, it is still very prominent; but on the posterior wall of the belly, and in the serous membranes where they cover many of the viscera, such as the heart, brain, lungs, liver, &c., it is almost completely deficient.

On the lungs, the necessity of its presence is probably superseded by the large quantity, both of the texture and of the property, which is inherent in these organs themselves: the remaining viscera are all organs of a size which is either little variable, or of uniform variety.

In the areolar tissue beneath the spinal and cerebral arachnoid, another modification occurs. Between the vascular pia mater, which closely envelopes the nervous centre, descending into its sinuosities of surface, and the visceral layer of the arachnoid, a considerable interval exists, in which the meshes of this tissue are exceedingly long and lax; while, in many parts, the distance between them is so much increased as to form cavities, which have received the name of "the subarachnoid spaces." They are filled with the fluid of the same name; and by its presence the visceral and parietal layers of the serous membrane are maintained in contact, pressure generally becomes equalised, and large portions of the nervous centre hang suspended in fluid. The chief interruption to this arrangement obtains at the summit of the cerebral convolutions, where the arachnoid and pia mater are strongly adherent to each other: but the more minute description of these spaces or cavities belongs to the special anatomy of these membranes.

The fat cells which are so often deposited in the intervals of areolar tissue frequently occupy its meshes in the serous membranes. In most of these instances, however, it would be more correct to regard the subserous or connecting areolar tissue as the seat of the deposit, than that more condensed portion of it, to which an artificial separation would limit the term "serous membrane." It is plentifully found in connection with both layers of the peritoneum, while it is comparatively absent from the arachnoid. In the case of the other serous membranes, the parietal layer is that which is most liable to its presence; indeed, on the lungs, it appears to be completely and invariably absent. This latter circumstance has been ascribed to a supposed local antagonism of respiration to the deposit, analogous to that which is known to be exerted by this process generally. But this supposition seems quite untenable, since the lungs themselves are not nourished by the blood which it is their function to depurate, but by the ordinary arterial fluid, which exhibits the usual changes in the bronchial veins; and one can hardly imagine respiration to exert an influence on the tissue, apart from, or greater than that which it exerts on its blood. Here, as elsewhere, the necessities of movement seem to be the circumstances which chiefly regulate the locality of the deposit: excessive mobility, as in the scrotum, penis, and eyelids, seeming to contraindicate the formation of adipose tissue. The amount present in these membranes generally exhibits a direct relation with that which is contained in the whole body.

The vessels of the serous membranes ramify in their areolar tissue, and by their numerous anastomoses with each other constitute a
plexiform arrangement, which occupies, for the most part, a plane parallel to the surface of the membrane. Lymphatics in considerable numbers exist in the same situation.

Nerves.—Little is known of the manner in which these tissues generally are supplied with nerves. In the case of most of them, anatomy sufficiently shows that the amount of nervous tissue which they receive for distribution is but small; and at present, even the aid of the microscope does not seem materially to affect this statement. The observations of Purkinje *, and more recently of Volkmann † and Rainey ‡, however, agree in verifying the existence of a large number of nerves in connection with the cerebral and spinal arachnoid. They appear not to communicate with the roots of the spinal nerves, but to persist exclusively to the sympathetic system; and they branch and form plexuses in the areolar tissue beneath the arachnoid. But how far they are related to this membrane, or the serous membranes generally, or whether they belong more to the pia mater and other subjacent textures, seems at present incompletely determined, and is a question which will require an extended comparison with the other serous tissues.

The very painful nature of the diseases of these membranes is singularly contrasted with the slight amount of sensation of which they are capable in a state of health. It is probable that, as in the bowels, bones, and some other tissues, this contrast mainly depends on the minutiae of the anatomical arrangements of the nerves relatively to the tissue. In the serous membrane, this may perhaps receive some explanation when we call to mind that almost every morbid change to which they are liable has the immediate effect of converting a smooth, moist, and plane surface into one the nature and disposition of which implies a vast amount of friction, and the abnormal character of which draws this important distinction between it and other normal surfaces which rub with far more force: viz. that no provision has been made to guard against it. And if the arrangement of the nerves, whatever be its other features, allots to them as great a proximity to the surface as is granted to the vessels, it seems tolerably obvious, that any such friction would, in reality, amount to a serious injury of these delicate nervous filaments, and would be quite sufficient to account for the intense pain experienced.

In addition to the preceding tissues included in the ordinary enumeration of the serous membranes, there are other parts of the body which present structures so closely resembling these, as to render it perhaps doubtful whether this title can justifiably be withheld from them. The ventricles of the brain are lined by a membrane which exhibits the characteristic smooth and shining appearance of the serous tissues; the posterior surface of the cornea is occupied by a similar layer; and, according to Henle, there are considerable grounds for conjecturing the existence of some such structure on the inner surface of the membranous labyrinth and semicircular canals. But without here entering into the question of a possible transition of mucous into serous membranes being represented by these tissues, it will be sufficient to point out that while the ventricular and corneal membranes present a stratum of epithelial cells analogous to those described above, they are almost or entirely deficient in the important element of areolar tissue,—and that this constitutes a difference according to which the line of distinction is drawn, excluding them from the serous membranes. The epithelium which lines the general surface of the cerebral ventricles consists of flattened polygonal cells which are covered with cilia; but where it passes over the choroid plexus, it varies so considerably from this description as to merit a special notice.

The choroid plexus occupies the descending cornua of the lateral ventricles, and forms the margins of the velum interpositum, the intimate structure of which it resembles in many respects. It consists chiefly of an interlacement of capillaries and capillary arteries. The former are of large size and great tortuosity; and, in this last respect, they are similar to those of the synovial membrane already described. A little areolar tissue surrounds and supports the vessels, and a stratum of cells covers the surface of the plexus. Besides these structures, a large number of nerves have been described by Mr. Rainey as ramifying beneath the cells, but Purkinje and other observers deny the existence of nerves in this situation. Concerning the shapes of the cells which cover the plexus, similar differences of opinion and description obtain; Henle *, Valentin †, and other high authorities speak of them as being in general polygonal, but somewhat flattened and curved where they cover the fringes of the plexus; while, on the other hand, Mr. Rainey attributes to them a spherical shape and faintly granular contents. The following are their appearances as noted by the writer of this article.

At the margins of the fringes are seen many long and tortuous capillaries, the general course of which is parallel to the border of the plexus, and interrupted by few anastomoses. No basement membrane can be detected interposed between these vessels and the cells. The cells themselves are of a spherical shape, and of the very large size represented in the sketch (fig. 404.), many of them being one five-hundredth of an inch in diameter, a magnitude rarely paralleled by any cells but those of the adipose tissue: they contain a tolerably large nucleus in contact with their inner surface. Where exposed to the slightest pressure, they take a polygonal shape, but I

* Müller's Archiv. 1845.
† Wagner's Handwörterbuch der Physiologie, artikel "Nervenphysiologie."
‡ Medico-Chirurgical Transactions for the year 1845.
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have never seen such an appearance except under these circumstances; and at the edge of the fringe, which is usually more or less shielded from pressure by the prominence of the neighbouring surface receiving the weight of the upper lamina of glass, this perfect globularity is readily verified. The cell-wall is extremely delicate and thin; its contents are difficult to infer such complicated functions as are sustained by the nervous matter from such simple physical properties as sphericity, faint granularity, and the like, unaided by other structural analogies.

Development of serous membranes. — The steps of this process are little known, a circumstance which seems partly to depend on the extreme readiness with which it occurs, partly on the comparative simplicity of its nature: the cell being retained as the permanent form of the tissue, the mere apposition of a number of these in connection with a surface of areolar tissue is all that is required to complete the visible phenomena of its development.

In the animal kingdom, serous membranes are almost invariably present. They mostly appear in immediate connection with some higher development of the several viscera around which they are grouped. In this manner, first the peritoneum, and next the pericardium and arachnoid, appear. The first indication of the pericardium is in the molusca, and its appearance seems to be immediately preceded by a mechanical provision of a very different kind, although perhaps of similar import: the heart is suspended in the centre of a muscular cord, which is attached by its two extremities, and thus fixes the viscus and steadies its movements. The peritoneum and pleure are united in one in the reptiles; afterwards, the latter membranes are shut off by the formation of a diaphragm. The tunica vaginalis is absent in those animals, in whom the testicles occupy a position within the belly.

Generally, there is the same obvious relation of their presence to mechanical uses which is seen in the human subject. But the ciliated serous membranes of many reptiles, and the urinating pericardium of cephalopods, offer, at present, such great and inexplicable differences from the human serous membranes, that one might almost doubt, especially in the latter of these instances, how far textures contrasted by such manifest differences of structure, and probably of function, can justifiably be called by the same name.

In the human foetus, their development is also little understood. This period of life, however, adds the amnion to the list of serous membranes, the structure of which it closely resembles. Its cavity is occupied by a saline and albuminous fluid in large quantity. It is subject to fluctuations in amount, and one or two analyses appear to show that the proportion of albumen which it contains is considerably diminished in advanced pregnancy.

Development by friction. — Besides these two forms, the development of some of these structures is witnessed in another condition, perhaps more peculiar than either; viz., in answer to the application of mechanical force. The subcutaneous bursae which are ordinarily found over some of the various prominences of bone indicate the nature of their relation to these localities by their reproduction after

---

**Fig. 404.**

Cells of the Choroid Plexus. From the adult Cat.

The upper figure represents their arrangement in situ; in the lower, a, nuclei of ruptured cells; b, cells detached. (Magnified 320 diameters.)

fluid, and usually nearly transparent, and of a refractility not much different from that of water. So great is the delicacy of the membrane, and so little aid to observation is given by its colour or refractility, that at first it requires careful scrutiny before its presence is verified; and its recognition is often retarded by the excess of light which the modern achromatic condenser affords. From this, which is the ordinary size, they pass by few gradations to a plentiful blastema, which fills up the interstices, and more or less completes the covering of the vessels. On tearing up such a fringe, most of these cells disappear, and their collapsed membranous walls may be found here and there, flattened and folded upon themselves, or burst at one extremity, and giving vent at the rupture to a faintly granular mass and their nucleus. The nuclei found in multitudes in such a specimen are round and pale, and contain granular matter and a single small bright yellow nucleolus; or, rarely, there are two such spots. Many of these free nuclei exhibit a flattened or truncated surface, which indicates the extremity previously seated on the inner surface of the cell.

Whatever may be the import of this peculiar structure, it is interesting to observe how closely, both in the arrangement of the vessels and the structure of the cell-covering, it resembles the synovial fringes previously described. The view of Mr. Rainey, that these spherical cells are nerve vesicles, seems to rest at present on the very insufficient basis of a slight external resemblance. But it appears
excision; while in other situations of the same kind, but in which they are not usually present, the application of long-continued pressure and friction gives rise to their production. If we add to these phenomena the development of diarthrodial false joints, it will appear that a certain amount of pressure is capable of determining the formation of a cavity, and the growth of a cell-covered membrane, which secretes a synovial fluid; and that, exerted in a higher degree upon the more resisting bones, it clothes their extremities with a substance which presents all the appearances of cartilage. The presence of blood plasma is no doubt a necessary condition of both processes, but in neither are the subsequent minute changes known. In the case of the areolar tissue which is converted into a bursa, we may indeed infer, that mechanical violence exerted upon it would produce an increase of vascularity or an active congestion; but we can scarcely conjecture how this alone should result in an increased vital activity, in the removal of some of the partitions of its net-work, the compression of others, the formation of a cavity, and the regular cell-covering of its inner surface.

But while the production of this structure in answer to pressure is exceedingly interesting, and offers a remarkable analogy to its general development in the fœtus and animal kingdom, there is perhaps a danger of our exaggerating the resemblances, and becoming too mechanical in our views. On closer consideration, their ordinary and extraordinary formation will be found to exhibit a difference, which may teach us caution in our conclusions as to the method in which mechanical force acts. It is this: that while, in the latter case, their development appears to provide for a want already experienced; in the former instance,—in the young embryo,—we may observe a very similar development occurring, which is a provision for a necessity that has never yet existed, and cannot therefore be the immediate cause.

Physiology of the serous and synovial membranes. — At present, the physiological import of the preceding minute structural details is so little recognised or understood, as to leave scarcely anything to be said under this division of the subject. But, in this respect, these textures present so close a parallel to many others in the human body, that to consider this imperfect knowledge as demanding a complete silence, would be to interpose an insuperable barrier to almost all conclusions on any physiological subject. In truth, the question of the abstract truth or falsity of physiological conjectures by no means involves the question of their usefulness; and the difficulty of retaining mere details, the danger of considering them as essentially knowledge, the possibility of allowing a philosophic suspension of judgment to merge into slothfulness,—all these circumstances taken together perhaps claim that such anatomical minutiae should at least be considered with a view to their explanation; even while they demand that the various shades of probability possessed by these conjectural explanations should, as far as possible, receive their due estimation; and that their adoption should never interrupt the collection of fresh facts.

Some attempt has already been made to discriminate between the physical and vital properties of these membranes; and the mechanical advantages conferred by some of the former were enumerated as constituting their most prominent use. Their secretory function has next to be considered, together with any relations which this process may possibly bear to the organism generally, as the further use of these structures.

A most important feature, and one which belongs to all these membranes, is their peculiar arrangement. The general statement, that they are so disposed as to form shut sacs, has been already alluded to, and was at no late period considered their characteristic distinction. But as mere form could scarcely be thought of such essential importance, various attempts have been made to explain this morphological character, by referring it to some other term, which should either express a real cause, or should approximate to this by enunciating some physiological purpose itself implying the fact. Many of these, however, such as its being the result of the universal presence of epithelium, &c., are little more than re-statements of the fact in another form. But to the exception of the female peritoneum, long known, must now be added (unless the definition of these structures be arbitrarily extended so as to include many varieties of cartilage) all the articular synovial membranes, and many of the bursæ; in which the interruption to the continuity of the membrane constitutes the phrase "shut sac," an inaccurate expression as applied to them.

In short, all that the term really implies is, that there is no visible outlet by which the cavities these tissues form, or assist to form, can communicate with the exterior of the body. And even in the case of the apparent exception at the extremity of the Fallopian tube, it is exceedingly probable that the small size of the aperture of communication, the ciliated lining which it possesses, and the direction in which the current of ciliary motion sets, constitute it, in effect, a closure. The internal position of the serous membranes is followed by this important physiological consequence, that the contents of their cavities are never directly eliminated from the body; but that such portions of the substance of the membranes, or of its separated products, as may become effete in the course of the vital changes, can only be discharged from the system after a previous reception into the general mass of the circulating fluid. This fact at once establishes a broad line of distinction between these tissues and the mucous membranes, or true glands; while at the same time it tends to prove that their secretion, whatever it may be, possesses little of the deleterious quality, or excretry
composition, which marks many of the products of the mucous system.

Contrast of serous and synovial membranes.
— The shape of the cell of serous membrane may afford some indications of its history. In flatness, it occupies a position about midway between the squamous outer epithelial particles of the skin, and the columnar intestinal cells. The conditions which lead to the excessive horizontal extension of the former appear to be, a vertical pressure acting upon them during their growth, and aided by an evaporation which diminishes the cell-contents, themselves originally small in quantity. On the other hand, the immediate cause of the prismatic or columnar shape is, no doubt, a horizontal pressure mutually exerted by the growing cells themselves. This pressure appears generally to limit their diameter to that of the contained nucleus; a smaller diameter, which implies the existence of a greater number of cells in a given space. Their longitudinal extension similarly involves a greater amount of contents; so that, on the whole, this might be termed the highest form of cell-growth, the development and filling of a large number of cells simultaneously.* Comparing the serous epithelium with these two extremes, we may recognise in its flattened shape the effect of vertical pressure on a cell containing but little in its cavity; while the comparatively small number of cells in a given space, and the oneness of the layer, are further indications of the moderate activity of the cell-growth. The uniform size and polygonal shape of the constituent cells, together with their great mutual adhesion by their edges, or in the horizontal plane;—these are circumstances which seem to point to the simultaneous development of the whole layer, and to the previous causes of flatness determining its growth almost exclusively in this direction.

The little aid afforded by the composition of these cells is derived from observations which are chiefly of a negative kind:—since they show that the cells do not offer any considerable chemical differences from the liquor sanguinis, but consist chiefly of albuminous and fibrous materials.

The nature of the serous secretion seems little understood. In health, the quantity of fluid present in the interior of the membranes is only sufficient to moisten their free surface; while where its amount is enough for the purposes of analysis, the accompanying diseased conditions would prohibit our assuming its identity with the normal fluid, even if the supposition were not rendered untenable by the varying composition of the fluids themselves. But, on the whole, the very small quantity of fluid naturally present, its comparatively limpid consistence and transparent appearance, together with the absence of the cell-form in which secretions are involved, probably refer it immediately to the simple physical process of transudation; a process which is present everywhere in the body, but is favoured by the thin parietes of these structures, while their position prevents the removal of the fluid by evaporation.

But the fluid yielded by this supposed process appears to be chiefly aequous; and the question therefore readily suggests itself, whether any mere transudation could filter off the dissolved constituents from a perfect solution, such as the liquor sanguinis is known to be; and whether the elective affinities of the tissue itself may not constitute the main agents of the process, by retaining certain materials, and allowing others to obey this physical law. Valentin * mentions some experiments in which dried serous membrane was used as the filter, and albumen, so far suspended in water as to constitute a homogeneous fluid under the microscope, was passed through it. The result was, that it retained a thicker portion, while only a thinner or more dilute part passed through. But saline solutions transuded entire, and perhaps the doubtful state of solution of the organic constituent will not permit much reliance to be placed on these experiments. In connection with this subject, Mr. Paget † has pointed out that the different serous membranes seem to effect this “filtration” with different degrees of fineness. And, possibly, the diminution of albumen noticed in the liquor amnii of advanced pregnancy may be ascribed to a similar subtraction from this fluid by the serous membrane in the cavity of which it is situated. The share which the cells as such take in this process can scarcely be conjectured; but that their disposition in such a form is not absolutely essential to the fluid, is shown by its occurrence in the areolar tissue, where such a stratum is absent. And while we know next to nothing of the process itself, and have no name by which it may be exclusively indicated, it is important to recollect that the words used above, “elective affinity,” “subtraction,” “filtration,” are probably alike inaccurate; that the first seems to imply chemical combination, the second represents the subtracted materials as too passive, the third is the name of a physical process by which solid objects are left behind after the removal, by capillary attraction, of the fluid in which they were suspended. The processes to which it seems most analogous, and to which it may best be compared, are those curious varieties of heterogeneous adhesion existing between bodies of different cohesive forms, of which the action of charcoal or platinum upon certain gases are familiar instances.

The period of duration of the cell-growth, and the manner of its renewal, can only be conjectured. But from the constant absence of shed epithelium from the interior of the membrane, and the uniform shape and mutual

* For some further remarks on the subject of cell-growth, the reader is referred to a future article, "STOMACH AND INTESTINAL CANAL."

† Report on the Progress of Human Anatomy (Brit. and For. Review, year 1843-4, p. 10.)
adhesion of the cells, one might imagine that the stratum ordinarily lasts a considerable period without experiencing any desquamation or substitution of new cells. And although the ease with which a layer of cells is stripped off by slight force might at first sight seem opposed to such a notion of their durability, yet it is tolerably certain that the mechanical relations of the cells are so adjusted as to allow the free gliding movements of their moist, smooth surface with perfect impunity. While, on the other hand, where the presence of the tissue seems to fulfil its main object, a mechanical one, and where the flattened epithelium does not include the elements of a secretion in any quantity, and consequently would hardly fulfil any secretory purpose by its occasional or exceptional separation; to what purpose should it be ever shed at all? The serous membrane exhibits one layer of solid cells, all of which are related by one (the nucleated) surface with the neighbouring vascular supplies, while they present their opposite surface to receive a slight friction; and it does seem possible that the effete materials may be removed, the losses of friction made up, and, in a word, the gradual exchange which constitutes the nutrition of a tissue accomplished, without the disruption of the old cell and the substitution of an entire fresh one. The cell-form does not necessarily imply evanescence, and the centre of attraction which it constitutes can hardly be supposed unfitted for the processes of ordinary nutrition, because it sometimes collects materials which imply its destruction, or is thrust away from the sources of nourishment by its fellow vesicles. And if it should be asked, "Why is the serous membrane constituted of cells, if the ordinary form of nutrition would suffice?" it might be pointed out that, although the form of nutrition be the same, its pace may and probably does attain a greater rapidity in cells than in the more permanent textures, and that by their instrumentality the rubbing surfaces are everywhere separated by an appreciable interval from the delicate capillaries, a condition that could scarcely obtain in areolar or ligamentous tissue, however it were disposed; and that in addition to this, cells offer the mechanical advantage of forming a smooth tesselated pavement, while they possess the physiological merit of readily repairing the accidents to which this tissue seems comparatively more liable than others.

The synovial membranes seem to differ from the serous membranes in most of these respects. The cells which cover the general surface of the membrane are more spherical, less uniform in size, and less accurately tesselated; while on the highly vascular fringes, the large, globular, and distended epithelia, with their plentiful blastema, strengthen the indications of active secretion thus afforded. The presence of synovia in considerable quantity, and the recognition of the ordinary secretory process, by the detection in it of relics of cells, chiefly nuclei, form another ground of distinction. This secretion of viscid fluid appears to be indirectly referrible to the greater pressure exerted on these surfaces, and the consequent necessity of a further protection against friction; while it is no doubt immediately the result of the separation of this active cell-growth, alone, or accompanied by fluid derived from the vessels. The bursting of the distended and delicate cell is probably the agent of the separation, and may be due solely to a distention beyond the physical power of resistance which its wall possesses.

The resistance of the cells on the general or capsular part of the synovial surface, and the irregular and isolated manner in which force detaches them, have been previously noticed, and contrasted with the facility of removing the whole layer of serous cells. They seem to denote, not only a mechanical adaptation to greater friction, but perhaps a corresponding independency of the cells, which possibly form a continuous and active growth, scarcely any two portions of which are exactly of the same age.

And not only is the secretory activity of these membranes much greater, but there is every reason to suppose their absorptive functions are still more increased. Assuming, from the preceding appearances of active cell-growth, that a greater quantity of fluid is secreted by them into the cavity of the joint than the amount of serum which finds its way into the interior of the serous membranes;—since only a tolerably uniform and small quantity is discovered to be present there,—it will follow, that the rapidity of its removal has corresponded with that of its introduction; and as this removal cannot be attributed to any other cause than that of absorption, we must therefore regard its increase as parallel with the increase of secretion.

But there is another circumstance which renders it likely that the former of these two processes is even disproportionally greater. However carefullly the surfaces of diarthrodial cartilage may be lubricated by the synovial fluid, a very slight knowledge of mechanics would inform us, that some friction of these must of necessity obtain; and that from the conditions of its density, homogeneous nature, &c., it is probable that the amount of this is, though diminished, yet by no means inconsiderable. So also, from the structure of this substance, it is physiologically probable that its tissue grows towards this surface, and that the arrival of any one particular portion at this point is, mediately or immediately, the cause of the termination of its existence. While the anatomy of this free edge abundantly confirms the fact of such an attrition: vertical sections show an irregular border, from which some cells are seen slightly projecting, while others appear (as in fig.102) ground down to its level.

Whatever be the amount of cartilage which is thus rubbed off and set free in the cavity of the articulation, or whatever may be the cohesive form which it assumes, the thick and solid cartilaginous lamina which is interposed between this "débris" and the
vessels at the osseous surface (the vessels to which in the first instance the formation of the tissue was due) seems to constitute an effective barrier to the performance of its absorption by them. And since the process no doubt occurs, the only remaining vascular surface, or that of the synovial membrane, is clearly indicated as the agent by which it is effected.

Hence, the synovial membrane possesses, so to speak, a double absorptive function: one, which is essentially its own, counter-balancing the active progress of secretion, of which it is the seat; another, which is, as it were, delegated to it by the cartilage, and is the result of the physical incapacity of the latter tissue.

And in a sketch of the morbid anatomy of these structures which occupies the subsequent part of this article, it will be seen that the mutual dependence thus supposed to exist between the articular cartilage and synovial membrane in health, finds, in all probability, a close parallel in some forms of disease. The chief difference noticeable here is, that the preliminary breaking up of structure which appears to be chiefly physical or atritional in the normal cartilage, is a vital process which is inherent to the diseased texture.

The subcutaneous and subteninous bursæ present a similar fluid, which is usually in much smaller quantity. They seem, in most of the preceding respects, placed midway between the serous and synovial membranes; but many of the preceding remarks, mutatis mutandis, are applicable to them.

The close resemblance of the choroid plexus to the synovial fringes was pointed out in speaking of the former structure; but it is obviously almost impossible to conjecture a similar mechanical import of its secretion; nor, indeed, have we any reason for asserting the separate existence of a fluid secreted by it.

In respect of their internal situation, all the preceding tissues resemble that recondite class of structures, the glands without ducts; and their similarity of form has also a physiological parallel; viz., that all their constituents are returned into the blood, either unchanged in their composition, or elaborated, or effete. They differ from them, however, both in the greater perfection or maturity of their cell-form, and in the lesser activity of their secreting power.

In the degree, and perhaps in the nature, of this resemblance, some distinctions may be drawn. Thus, the serous membranes, in the possession of a solid attenuated epithelium, and in the probable absence of a secretion, are at the lowest or most distant extremity of the scale; raised very little above areolar tissue. The synovial membrane, with its much more active cell-growth, and its fluid secretion, comes somewhat nearer; albeit, the secretion seems mainly developed in answer to the mechanical requirement of a lubricating fluid. Still, the possibility of a less physical function of both these tissues must not be lost sight of. In the choroid plexus, the approximation is made yet more close by the negation of this mechanical import; and we are left in complete doubt, whether it is a provision for quantitative or qualitative fluctuations in the blood which supplies it; whether, in either of these cases, the cell-growth operates a chemical change or elaboration on the materials submitted to its action; or, finally, whether it returns these to the circulation, or surrenders them at once to the neighbouring nervous tissues.

**Morbid Anatomy of Serous and Synovial Membranes.** — The following sketch of the diseased appearances of these tissues is necessarily limited to their more general features. At present, it is scarcely possible to discriminate between the very analogous pathological conditions of the two classes of serous and synovial membrane; although it is probable that an advance of knowledge will at no distant date enable us to do so. And even where the distinctions of appearances are sufficiently palpable, our ignorance of their general nature allows few inferences to be drawn from these varieties.

Thus, the remarkable immunity from mechanically-produced effusions which the synovial membranes enjoy is little understood, although one may perhaps doubt whether it is quite so complete as it is generally supposed to be. The only conjecture that seems at all probable is, that the nature and activity of the cell-growth which covers their surface may have some relation to the difficulty with which such fluids transude. So, also, the comparative infrequency of adhesion in their inflammations is, at present, a vague fact, the cause of which is unknown; — it may either be referred to an explanation similar to the preceding, or may, as Professors Todd and Bowman suggest*, depend upon the presence of a viscid secretion in their interior.

**Serous or dropsical effusions.** — One of the most frequent of the morbid appearances seen in these tissues is the presence of a serum-like fluid in their cavity. It occurs in a very large number of deaths from various diseases. In most instances, however, the serous membrane only shares in a dropsy which is common to other structures, and especially affects the areolar tissue. Thus, for instance, when death has resulted from some immediate or immediate obstruction to the passage of blood through the right cavities of the heart, and has been preceded for some time by general anasarca, it is usual to find a considerable quantity of fluid occupying the pleura, peritoneum, and other serous membranes. In other diseases, as in cirrhosis, the serous effusion is not only a more direct result of a greater venous obstruction, but it also assumes a higher import than in the previous instance, and becomes both of earlier occurrence in the history of the dis-

* Physiological Anatomy and Physiology of Man, vol. i. p. 131.
order, and of weightier influence upon its termination. Here, an accompanying dropsy of the areolar tissue is less frequent and prominent, but it still generally follows at a certain stage of duration and intensity; it is usually ascribed to the pressure of the distended belly acting upon the vena cava, and producing a secondary dropsy from the branches of the systemic circulation which join that vein.

In another class of cases, the serous effusion is still common to the areolar tissue and the serous membranes, but it arises from a different cause; one which is no longer a mechanical impediment, but a chemical alteration. The dropsy of chlorosis is a good example of this species of effusion, and to it may probably be also referred that seen in the latter stage of phthisis and other exhausting disorders. Analysis shows, that in these anemias the blood is rendered much poorer by the loss of a considerable proportion of its albumen, and the serum of the thus diluted fluid possesses a greater tendency to transude the membranous walls of the vessels, and pervades the surrounding structures in an undue quantity. Below a certain percentage of albumen, Andral affirms the occurrence of dropsy to be tolerably constant.

To these two classes may be added a third, in which serum is found in these structures without any sign or symptom of its presence having been detected during life. These cases are so numerous, that, even after subtracting a considerable number as possibly due to neglect or difficulty of recognition during life, a large number still remain, in which the effusion may be fairly presumed to have taken place after death. And in many instances, they are not only affected by gravitation, but, like the very analogous condition of the areolar tissue, their occurrence seems to be favoured by it. Yet, as such appearances are absent from a large majority of post-mortem inspections, it will follow, that the effusion of this fluid is to be ascribed, at least in part, to some conditions other than mere gravity. These are probably similar to the circumstances which conduce to the production of the preceding class of effusions, a deficiency of the albuminous constituent in the blood, or, with lesser likelihood, the condition of the walls of the containing vessels themselves. They thus appear to be due to both a mechanical and chemical affection of the blood, and so seem to offer an union of the two causes to which the preceding classes have been severally ascribed.

Many of the serous fluids which are found in the ventricles of the brain and beneath its arachnoid membrane, offer sufficient distinctions in their nature and causes to merit recognition as a separate variety. They are alike independent of physical obstruction of the vessels, or of a qualitative alteration of their contents; while their quantity, which is frequently a considerable one, and the corresponding diminution of the size of the brain, together clearly indicate that they are not due to mere post-mortem phenomena. But while, on the one hand, they are unattended by these, the ordinary causes of such effusions, and are devoid of all symptoms which would indicate them as in themselves morbid; so, on the other, they are not present in the healthy subject. Hence we may deduce, first, that they are related to some abnormal condition; and secondly, that this relation is not an immediate one. This may be confirmed by considering that the organ bathed by these fluids is one which, from its physical and physiological properties, its soft consistence and important functions, is both peculiarly susceptible of disturbance from pressure, and ready to give signs of such disturbance; so that the absence of these indications betokens a nicety of adaptation of the fluid to the cranium and its contents which is hardly to be explained in any other way than by supposing that this adaptation is itself the object which the presence of the serum fulfills, or that the want of it is the condition which necessitates the effusion, if indeed it does not more immediately give rise to it.

In the cerebro-spinal fluid itself, we are presented with a more normal counterpart of this scarcely morbid effusion; since a fluid more similar constitution, in lesser quantity, is here a constant phenomenon. In the loose and vascular areolar tissue between the arachnoid and the spinal cord, this perpetual dropsy is the natural condition of the part; and is perhaps due to the greater mobility enjoyed by the vertebral column where it surrounds these parts of the nervous centre, a freedom of movement which requires that they, in their turn, should be more carefully protected from external violence.

Physical and chemical properties. — The appearances of the fluid found in the circumstances above mentioned are tolerably uniform, and the few variations that occur are chiefly of an accidental nature. It is usually a limpid, colourless, and transparent fluid, of a faintly alkaline reaction; and, in a state of purity, it offers no trace of organization, either to the naked eye or the microscope. In its consistence, however, it is susceptible of great differences. It varies from the limpidity of water to the viscosity of synovia; and when containing very much albumen, is sometimes even thicker and more tenacious than this liquid. Its colour is very frequently and greatly affected by admixture with blood, bile, and other matters; or by the partial precipitation of its albumen; or, more rarely, by the solidification or crystallisation of fatty constituents. Many of these causes also affect its transparency, giving it more or less opacity, as well as colour. Its alkalinity is less liable to variation; but occasionally it is neutral, and very rarely acid. Its unorganized character is only interfered with by accidental impurities similar to those above noticed.

The chemical composition of these fluids is much more variable; indeed it is very probable that scarcely any two of them are
exactly alike in this respect. The following table exhibits four analyses, contrasted with that of the serum of the blood:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Serum of Blood.</th>
<th>Pithi-</th>
<th>Ascle-</th>
<th>Ascites</th>
<th>Ascites</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Water</td>
<td>995</td>
<td>988</td>
<td>988</td>
<td>926</td>
<td>704</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Albumen</td>
<td>78</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>29</td>
<td>290</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Extractive</td>
<td>4 2</td>
<td></td>
<td>9</td>
<td>2</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fat</td>
<td>3 8</td>
<td></td>
<td>9</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Salts</td>
<td>9</td>
<td></td>
<td>8</td>
<td>4</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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The difference in the amount of albumen which these analyses exhibit is very striking; and the large quantity present in the latter is especially remarkable as offering nearly four times the quantity which is present in the serum of the blood. The anomaly of an unorganized liquid, derived from the blood, possessing more of this important constituent than the parent fluid, has been attributed by Vögél to a reabsorption of the watery parts subsequently to the effusion. The varying methods of analysing these fluids leave less room to remark quantitative differences of their other constituents. The quantity of salts seems, however, pretty constant; although the following analysis‡ exhibits a singular increase in one of the most common saline ingredients. It was taken from the dropsical belly of a woman aged 40, and the urine is stated to have contained about 6 parts in the 1000 of the same salt.

<p>| | | | | | |</p>
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Water</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>950</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Extractive, with traces of albumen</td>
<td>5 97</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fat</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>-84</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Almost pure chloride of sodium</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>44</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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The small number of analyses hitherto made, and the incompleteness of the pathological notice with which they are usually accompanied, render it at present too early to arrange the composition of these fluids in any real connexion with the various morbid states which have regulated their production. But the possible cause of an excessive preponderance of albumen has been already alluded to, and on the whole it seems likely that the cases where this substance is of a less remarkable, but still a considerable amount, belong chiefly to the category of dropsy from mechanical obstruction; while the dropssies of anemizae, post-mortem translation, and the like, seem to be characterised by the possession of a very small quantity of albumen; thus the second analysis in the table exhibits only three parts in the thousand;

* Reduced from an analysis by Karl Fruea, Heller's Archiv, 1845, S. 363. The fluid was found in the abdominal cavity.
† An analysis by Vögél, from whose "Pathologie" the remaining analyses by von Bibrn, Dublanc, and Lecanu, are quoted at second-hand.
‡ Heller's Archiv für Phys. und Path. Chemie, 1844, S. 47.

and two or three others are given by the same author, which have a very similar composition. In the serous fluids of the cerebral ventriciles, the quantity of albumen appears still smaller, as is exemplified in the following analysis by Berzelius.*

<p>| | | | | | |</p>
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Water</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>988 3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chloride of sodium and potassium</td>
<td>7 99</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Albumen</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>1 86</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lactate of soda, with alcohol extract</td>
<td>2 92</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Soda</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>-28</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Extractive, with traces of phosphates</td>
<td>-35</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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In respect of their diminished quantity of albumen, it is difficult to avoid noticing their approximation to the characters of the cerebrospinal fluid, the vitreous humor, and other healthy effusions.

The question that next suggests itself is, "What relations do these fluids bear to the serous membranes?" From a comparison of the analyses quoted above, it is sufficiently obvious that amid multiform phases of composition all these fluids preserve a close resemblance to the serum of the blood; a feature which sufficiently testifies to their origin and import, and which refers their production to the conditions of the blood, and their consideration to the pathology of this fluid, rather than to the serous membranes in contact with which they are found. And the bearing of this evidence is corroborated by several other facts. In a vast majority of cases, as above mentioned, their occurrence may be directly traced to blood disorders; either a qualitative affection of this fluid, or a mechanical distention of its containing vessels,—a mutual dependence which tends still more to allot them to the blood rather than to the serous membranes. Again, instead of their presenting the cellular form, in which the elements of secretion, morbid as well as healthy, are usually involved, and which they might be expected to assume were they essentially the product of the cell-growing membrane, they are devoid of all appearances of such organization. While in place of being peculiar to these membranes, it is found that an identical effusion obtains in the areolar tissue; a structure which is alike destitute of their membraneous form and epithelial covering.

Inflammatory or fibrinous effusions. — A large number of the fluids which are found diffused in the interior of the serous membranes offer characters which essentially distinguish them from the dropsical effusions above described. The first and most prominent differences are those presented by their appearance and chemical composition. In addition to the albumen and salts which form the main constituents of the serous effusions, they also offer a greater or lesser quantity of fibrin; and as this substance retains its ordinary power of spontaneous coagulation, its presence is readily recognized by the eye.

* Simon's Chemie, Band ii. S 581. The case is mentioned as "Hydrocephalus."
To these physical differences accede equally important pathological grounds of discrimination. The effusion of the fibrinous fluid is usually attended by more or fewer of those symptoms, the aggregate of which is known by the name of inflammation; and in the few instances where these normal indications are absent, the presence of the fluid is itself considered sufficient evidence of the previous occurrence of the inflammatory process; while the mechanical causes, which often appear meditately or immediately to determine the occurrence of the simply albuminous effusion, seem to have no influence in the production of these phenomena. Lastly, the fibrinous effusion is distinguished by this important quality, that it is susceptible of organization, or capable of an apparent conversion into tissues, the structure of which closely approximates to that of some one or other of the normal and permanent textures of the human body.

The class of effusions characterised by the possession of the common properties of fibrinous composition, inflammatory origin, and susceptibility of organization, is a very large one, and includes a great variety of fluids. The extremes of these numerous gradations offer some contrast; in one the symptoms of inflammation are well marked, and the effusion chiefly consists of matters which are plastic: *i.e.* which pass rapidly from a fluid state, through that of an uniform pasty mass, into a solid form; and which for the most part experience a rapid and complete organization, being converted either into pus or into some more permanent structure. In the other subdivision, the symptoms of inflammation are usually less marked, the fluid contains less fibrine, is less susceptible of organization, and not only remains chiefly fluid, but, in a large number of instances, does not deposit any part of its contents in a solid form until subsequently to its removal from the living body, or after the death of the patient.

In the earliest stage of inflammation, and before effusion has yet occurred, the morbid appearances of the serous membranes are limited to an injection, or active congestion of their vessels. Most of these, it will be collected, are arranged as a flattened plexus in the areolar tissue which forms so large a part of the membrane; and the injection of this plexus, at first in isolated points, and afterwards in larger patches, gives to these parts of the free surface a heightened red colour, which is clearly visible through the thin and almost transparent layer of cells, alone intervening between the capillaries and the interior of the membrane. But although a superficial, patchy, and well-marked redness, dependent on congestion of the minutest vessels, constitutes a tolerable presumption of the presence of inflammation, yet such a state can be so closely imitated by conditions which are not inflammatory,—such as a merely passive venous congestion, due to position of the body, mode of death, and a variety of other causes,—as to be, in a majority of cases, of little value as evidence of this process. And even in instances where the symptoms during life have rendered the existence of inflammation probable, an examination after death has often detected no such appearance; whence it would seem that this vascularity is capable of disturbance or removal, either during the phenomena of death, or after that event has happened. And it is also to be noted, that the different serous structures seem liable to this appearance in a very different degree: some, as the arachnoid, scarcely ever presenting any trace of such a suffusion; while in others, as the pleura, it is much more frequent. So that, on the whole, it may be stated that neither does its presence affirm, nor its absence deny, the occurrence of inflammation; still less, where present, is its amount to be considered any measure of the intensity of the process.

An alteration in the texture of the membrane itself is probably immediately subsequent to this injection in the order of time, and is generally seen in connection with it. Its surface, instead of the smooth and shining appearance which it ordinarily possesses, becomes dull and dim, while it is dry and almost rough to the touch; and at the same time the thin and transparent expanse of its texture acquires a milky opacity, and an increased thickness, which in the more delicate serous membranes is especially well marked. The former of these appearances probably indicates some affection of the epithelium, which clothes the free surface of the membrane; but the latter is due to the commencement of effusion. This process begins where we should naturally expect it, viz. in the immediate neighbourhood of the vessels, or in the subserous and neighbouring areolar tissue in which they ramify; and by the filling and distention of the meshes of this net-work, it gradually communicates its own appearances to the surrounding tissue generally.

The next stage is constituted by the appearance of the products of inflammation on the inner or free surface of the membrane, or the effusion of a plastic fluid into their cavity. This effusion is at first a clear transparent fluid, of a tolerably limpid consistence. It is true that we are rarely able to verify this transparency in the exudation of the larger serous membranes; but the condition of the blood plasma from which it is derived, and the similar appearance which is visible in the case of fluid effused into the inflamed anterior chamber of the eye, together leave no doubt of the fact.

In a space of time which is a very short one, this uniformly fluid state usually gives place to a greater or less opacity and solidification; and in this, the earliest stage in which the effusion is generally recognized, it offers the appearance of a milky semifluid substance, which either forms the whole of its mass, or is mixed with a variable quantity of serum, from which it has thus already begun to separate.

The composition of this effused fluid exhibits...
A comparison of the composition of this fluid with that of the serous effusion which was previously described, not only exhibits the addition of a new constituent, fibrine, but it shows the quantity of albumen to be increased in an important degree; it being, on the average, nearly trebled. Contrasting it with the normal liquor sanguinis, it is seen to possess a considerable proportion of its albumen and fibrine, although less than this fluid itself contains. And it is important to notice, that the former of these two constituents is not only present in larger quantity than the latter, as might be expected from its very different amount in the parent fluid, but in a much greater proportion of its respective quantity, i.e. that only two-sevenths of the fibrine of the liquor sanguinis appears in the inflammatory exudation, while five-sevenths of its albumen is present. And in all probability, were the diseased liquor sanguinis of the same subjects the object of comparison, its increased quantity of fibrine would render the disproportionately small transudation of this constituent a still smaller one. Although the number of analyses from which the average is taken will allow little stress to be laid upon these facts, yet they have seemed to deserve especial notice, as having some bearing upon a question which is of the greatest importance to pathology, and which cannot yet be considered as settled, viz. "What is the relation of fibrine to the process of organization?"

The further progress of the exudation arranges the plastic or fibrinous constituent as a more complete coagulum, which is in contact with the inner surface of the serous membrane. The colour of this portion of the exudation is yellowish, or sometimes reddish from mixed blood; its thickness varies from that of a scarcely perceptible deposit to one of half an inch or more in thickness. The uniformity with which it covers the interior of the membrane is also subject to great differences; sometimes it is arranged as a stratum of tolerably equal thickness over the whole or a greater part of its extent, at others it is limited to the formation of raised points or patches which here and there stud its surface. These conditions apparently indicate a corresponding diffusion or limitation of the inflammation. In like manner, the state of surface of this stratum is liable to great differences, being sometimes level and comparatively smooth, while in other instances it offers every conceivable degree of roughness, from a trifling irregularity of surface to those long, large, and shaggy processes which are so often seen in acute pericarditis, and which have been well compared to the villi of an ox's tongue. Considerable difference of opinion prevails as to the exact mode in which this curious state is produced: thus some imagine it to be the result of the mutual movements of the visceral and parietal layers of the membrane; or that, in separating from each other, they draw out a thread of the viscid and coagulating paste, until it breaks, and thus leaves a projecting process attached to each of these surfaces. But the fact, that an elongation very similar to that of those processes is seen in solitary warty deposits on the valves of the heart, in situations where no such physical causes as this can be supposed to obtain, renders this explanation more than doubtful; and, on the whole, the interpretation of Vögel seems much more probable, that they result from a want of uniformity of the effusion in the first instance forming small scattered patches of lymph, on and around which, as around foreign bodies, the subsequent continuous effusion tends to deposit itself.

The first layer of fibrine thus deposited on the inner surface of the membrane forms, if it is complete, a kind of sac, in which the more serous part of the exudation is included. But this liquid part generally contains a considerable further portion of the fibrinous element; and the resulting phenomena appear to depend in some measure on its amount. Thus, if the exudation be almost wholly of plastic material, large irregular masses of fibrine are found in the cavity of the membrane; the serous fluid being only in sufficient quantity to moisten these loose coagula. If the serum be superabundant, the fibrine may remain almost or entirely dissolved in it; or may only be visible as a slight disturbance of its transparency, imparting to it a white colour, or forming a few scattered flakes which float hither and thither in the fluid. A medium between these two extremes is perhaps more common, in which the plastic element coagulates in a loose irregular kind of net-work, the meshes of which enclose the serum. And with this more general precipitation there is usually a special deposit upon the peripheric or oldest layer before mentioned, which imitates its irregular or shaggy form. But as this process of coagulation is often a very slow one, the extent of lamination is by no means limited to these two layers; five, ten, or twenty thin strata often appearing to be laid down from the fluid, one after another. In all these cases, the denser and stronger layer, in contact with the surface of the serous membrane, is the original plasma, the first which was deposited, and the earliest to be organized. Rarely the completeness of this coagulation leaves the serous part entirely
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devoid of fibrine, and, in respect of composition, closely resembling some of the tropical fluids previously described.

Organization of the effusion. — In some very few instances, in which the exsudation is only in a limited quantity, absorption occurs prior to the deposit of the fibrinous portion; but after this change has once occurred, and the fluid has been separated into a serous and solid portion, the former only is susceptible of removal, the latter or fibrinous constituent being either absolutely incapable of absorption, or, what is perhaps more probable, being removed so slowly as to be replaced by the organization of new tissues long before its withdrawal is completed. When the quantity of fibrine is small, organization is on the whole both less frequent and rapid. Still it may occur; and even where this substance is retained in solution, the fluid containing it is susceptible of this change.

But although the products of inflammation generally progress towards organization, yet the steps and results of this further development differ very widely from each other.

In the majority of these effusions, one of two processes occurs. In one class of cases, the free surfaces of the membrane are glued together by the coagulable lymph diffused upon them; and this cementing substance is either itself converted into a permanent structure which obliterates the cavity, or it forms a nidus or stroma in which the structure is developed. In another set of cases, the plasma experiences a rapid development into a number of cells, floating in a thin fluid. These are termed the adhesive and suppurative forms of inflammation respectively; or sometimes, with perhaps less correctness, the "terminations" of this process.

In some instances, however, a process similar to the first of these takes place independently of adhesion. Sometimes, the plastic layer on the inner aspect of a serous membrane experiences a transition into a structure which resembles areolar tissue, and presents an irregular or shaggy surface, like the fibrine for which it is substituted. In other instances, a thinner layer, with a more regular surface, is formed, and clothes the normal structure with a new serous or fibro-serous membrane, which can readily be peeled off from the subjacent tissue. This layer is rarely of uniform thickness, and when limited to small isolated patches forms the "white spots" which are so frequently seen in the pericardium. In these instances, the effusion is evidently in very small amount, and probably consists almost wholly of the plastic materials of the blood, with very little accompanying serum.

Another class of cases may be mentioned here which, in respect of the absence of adhesion, are somewhat similar to this condition. They differ from it, however, in the fact of their presenting a large quantity of a serous or little fibrinated fluid, and in the very slow organization of their solid matter, which, in some instances, advances so little in a considerable lapse of time, that we might almost doubt the occurrence of any further development. In these instances, the small amount of plastic material present is irregularly deposited here and there in the shape of small granules of fibrine which are scattered over the surface of the serous membrane. This condition frequently occurs in the peritoneum, and has been called "tubercular peritonitis." It offers, however, such wide distinctions from the really tuberculous inflammation, that it is difficult to imagine that the term was ever used to express more than the shape of the deposit; and in order to avoid the confusion caused by designating two such different diseases with one name, Mr. Simon has suggested that of "granular peritonitis," a term which avoids this objection, but equally indicates the peculiar form which the fibrine exhibits.

When the plastic material has been mainly deposited on the walls of the cavity, and has included a considerable quantity of serum in its interior, an absorption of this fluid necessarily precedes the contact and adhesion of the opposed surfaces. But in the more diffuse and irregular coagulation previously alluded to, in which the serous portion occupied the meshes or interstices of the fibrinous net-work, the latter may become organized, and may thus form cyst-like cavities, which are permanently filled with this fluid.

In most instances, the serum having been absorbed, and the walls of the cavity having been united by coagulable lymph, the latter becomes slowly organized into a substance which resembles areolar tissue, but contains comparatively little of the yellow fibrinous element. Cotemporaneously with this change, vessels are developed in the mass by a series of processes, which, in all probability, closely approximate to those of their formation in the embryo. The resulting structure occupying what was previously the cavity of the serous membrane, effectually prevents the repetition of such an effusion; although there is no reason to believe that it confers an abstract immunity as respects the inflammatory process.

The suppurative inflammation of the serous membranes frequently offers, in its symptoms or causes, few differences from the adhesive variety; but the formation of pus is sometimes discoverable at so early a stage of the disorder, as to render it doubtful how far it may not be considered, not so much a mere form or termination of the disease, but an inflammation sui generis. Where pus has been received into the blood-vessels, and circulated with their contents, large collections of this fluid are sometimes seen in these tissues; these are, however, to be distinguished from the suppuration which occurs primarily as the result of an inflammatory process. In the latter case, the cavity of the inflamed serous membrane is usually lined by a soft, irregular, and membraniform exudation, resembling the wall of an abscess, to which the altered tissue may, under these circumstances, be fairly com-
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pared. The appearances of the pus present the varieties met with in this fluid generally.

In the most favourable cases, the fluid rapidly diminishes in quantity; and the pus-cells, which are incapable of further organization, disappear, the substances which compose them being, in all probability, absorbed subsequently to the breaking up of their structure; while the remaining parts of the exudation become organized together with the adhering walls of the cavity, and result in the complete obliteration of the serous structure.

In other instances, the suppurrative process takes a more unfavourable course; the pus assumes a serous appearance and a very offensive smell; and, finally, after ulceration or sloughing of the serous membrane, is discharged through the opening into the cavity of the viscera, or into a neighbouring serous membrane, or on the surface of the body.

Sometimes this process appears to be modified by the occurrence of a less complete absorption. The pus, deprived of certain of its constituents, is slowly transformed into a mortar-like mass, lining the membranous wall by which it appears to be secreted. The sandy or gritty consistence of this substance shows that it contains chiefly the inorganic constituents of the exudation; and sometimes the fluid, gradually thickening, passes into a cheesy pullicate mass, and thence, by long duration, into a cretaceous substance, resembling that into which tubercle often degenerates.

The so-called chronic inflammation presents no differences which can be called essential; most of them chiefly referring to the duration and intensity of the process, rather than to any peculiarities in its nature and appearances. For instance, if the general symptoms are less prominent than usual, and the disease progresses slowly, with frequent remissions and exacerbations, it is called "chronic." So, also, the same name would be applied to a case which, originally "acute" in the intensity of its symptoms, and the rapidity of its progress, had overpassed the violence of the first attack; the effusion remaining with diminished constitutional disturbance. Or a recurrence of the inflammation, pouring forth a new effusion in and within the already dense and hardened layer of a previous exudation, is called chronic. In such a relapse, the unorganized exudation has been said to be the seat of the secondary inflammation; but it may be questioned how far the inflammatory process can occur in a tissue which is as yet unprovided with vessels: and even were the absence of these as complete as it seems to be, the inflammation of the lymph would scarcely be a necessary supposition, since it would be difficult to deny the possibility of a physical transudation of fluid, derived from the nearest vascular surface, or that of the original membrane.

Besides these divisions of inflammation according to its duration and results, there are others, in which the process is complicated by its occurrence in connection with other diseases, or by its dependence upon some specific cause. Amongst these the "hemorrhagic" effusion, first recognised by Leenae, holds a very conspicuous place. In this disorder the inflammatory exudation is mingled with more or less blood, which communicates its colour and appearances to the whole mass, in a degree varying with the quantity in which it is present. By longer duration, it separates into two parts: a periphrastic layer of whitish or slightly-coloured lymph, which covers the serous surface; and a fluid which contains the greater part of the blood corpuscles and serum, and is included in the cavity formed by the plastic layer. This liquid portion is only capable of a very slow absorption, and prior to this event it passes through marked gradations of colour and appearance. Generally, it slowly loses its red colour; but in the case of the hemorrhagic inflammations of the peritoneum, it very frequently becomes darker, and, finally, almost black; a change which seems due to the action of the intestinal gases. This conjunction of inflammation and hemorrhage occurs in many diseases, but with the greatest frequency in tubercular cachexia, in fevers, and in other exanthemata. In all these disorders, the mass of the blood is greatly affected, and in many of them sufficiently so to exhibit marked deviation from the composition and properties of the healthy fluid. And in addition to these, the general conditions of its occurrence, Rokitansky \* points out a local circumstance which greatly favours its access; viz. the previous existence of a plasma, in which organization is commencing. And he refers this aptitude for hemorrhage to the probable state of its vascular apparatus, which, in this early stage of its development, offers simultaneously the greatest delicacy in the texture of its walls, and a deficiency of anastomosis with the neighbouring vessels; two conditions which would respectively diminish its capacity of resistance to any distensive force, and increase the amount and duration of this distension. And in illustration of this his opinion, it may be pointed out, that a granulating surface on the exterior of the body seems closely to imitate these local conditions; while the resulting hemorrhage, often traceable to the congestion mechanically producible by posture, often depending on exciting causes of a more recon- dite nature, affords a parallel to some of the effusions noticed above.

a slight effusion, which is followed by an adhesion of its visceral and parietal layers; an effect which is usually attributed to an "irritation" of the part by the disease. And as this process generally precedes any similar extension of ulceration to these membranes, it has the salutary result of sealing up their interior, and thus of preventing what would otherwise be a serious or even fatal effusion into their cavity. Their destruction by the communication of an ulcerative process in their immediate proximity may be called by the same name; but it often more resembles sloughing in the rapidity of its course, and in the imperfect absorption of the broken down textures. So also where softening of these tissues happens, it almost invariably depends upon an action which primarily affects the subjacent visera, and gradually implicates their serous covering.

Tubercle. — The deposit of this morbid product in the cavity of a serous membrane constitutes but a part of the general tubercular cachexia; and in the majority of instances, it only occurs after the disease has been localised in some other organ; often, indeed, after it has already implicated the respiratory apparatus. And even in those cases in which its symptoms precede other manifestations of the disease, it appears extremely probable that the lymphatic glands of the immediate neighbourhood have been the original seat of the deposit, and that from thence it has, as it were, extended to the particular serous membrane.

Occasionally, the tubercular matter is deposited in and amongst the effused products of inflammation, so that the two processes appear to merge into each other, with a similar mingling of their products. This occurrence of tubercle in connection with inflammatory exudation has been minutely described by Rokitansky, who considers that a complete metamorphosis of the latter substance into the former does, in some instances, obtain. But from the difficulty of procuring direct evidence upon this point, i.e. of examining different portions of the same effusion at different periods of its duration, one may be allowed to doubt whether such a transmutation, or even a substitution, is really effected.

Generally speaking, the coexisting inflammation plays a more subordinate part. Where the tubercular matter is thus comparatively uncomplicated, it occurs in the form of greyish semi-transparent granulations, of about the size of a millet-seed, or rather larger. The situation of these is usually on the inner surface of the membrane, which they render irregular by their presence, so that on removing a tubercle (which is easily peeled off from the subjacent texture), a depression of a size which corresponds to it is exposed, in which the serous membrane has lost its smooth and shining character, and has become dull and somewhat opaque. Besides this, which is the ordinary form of tubercle in these textures, other and smaller varieties often occur; and where a large quantity of the deposit is present, more or less exsudation unites the whole into a layer; in which, however, the granularity of their development can still be discerned. Usually, a certain amount of serous fluid is also present, the quantity of which has some relation to the extent of the disease. In the peritoneum, however, its quantity is for the most part insignificant; and the cavity of the serous membrane is completely filled by a thick and solid, yet granular mass of tubercle, by which the visera and abdominal parieties are completely matted together. Sometimes, but rarely, the texture of the serous membrane itself, or the subserous areolar tissue, becomes the seat of the deposit; in these cases its quantity is small. The after-changes of tubercle in these tissues may lead to suppuration and ulceration, or to a slow absorption of the organic constituents of the mass, and a cleftification of the remainder; but in the greater number of cases, the patient dies of the general disease without either of these events having happened.

Cancer of these tissues is comparatively rare; and of those instances which do occur, many are scarcely affections of the serous membranes themselves, but ought rather to be considered as secondary, and dependent on a mere local proximity. Thus, a neighbouring cancerous tumour, by the progress of its growth, comes into contact with a serous membrane, and, as its size increases, gradually implicates this structure in its own diseased mass. Sometimes they are primarily attacked; yet even here, other organs generally suffer at the same time, and either complicate or mask the local disease.

The carcinomatous deposits themselves offer few special peculiarities of appearance. The harder or scirrhus forms are seldom seen; the softer varieties, viz. the gelatiniform or areolar, the medullary, and the melanotic, being those to which they are most liable. For a description of these the reader is referred to the article Adventitious Products.

Ossification of the serous membranes is also infrequent. Like the same process elsewhere, the deposit of bony matter never occurs alone, but is a very slow change, which appears to require the existence of a previous tissue. Hence, it is limited to two forms, neither of which primarily affect the cell-growing membrane. In the first, the fibrous exsudation of a preceding inflammation is gradually transformed into ossific matter. In this case, the shape of the deposit is rough and irregular, and sometimes it forms a kind of nucleus, which occupies the centre of the tough fibrous mass. Its appearances sometimes approximate to those of the cleftification before alluded to, as possibly do the several processes which form these substances. In the second variety, the subserous and neighbouring areolar tissue is occupied by the deposit; but here also
a fibrous or fibro-cartilaginous thickening, which is itself the development of an exu-
dation, is probably the immediate seat of the 
change; and a variable quantity of this mor-
bid tissue is generally seen around and upon 
the bony matter. The shape which, under 
these circumstances, it assumes, is somewhat 
more regular than that of the preceding 
variety, it being often flattened and extended 
in thin plates, the roughly tuberculated sur-
face of which is, for the most part, parallel 
with the surface of the membrane.

The pleura is the most frequent site of 
these ossifications, as it is also of the adhe-
sions in which they mainly occur: but they 
are also found in the subarachnoid tissue 
and pia mater; and, more rarely, in the peri-
toneum and the synovial sheaths of the ten-
dons.

Cysts are often found in these membranes, 
but their great differences of nature and 
causes claim a longer notice than can be 
accorded in this brief sketch. Three chief 
varieties may be distinguished. One of these 
is inhabited by parasitic animals, as the echi-
nococcus. These are usually found in great 
numbers, and may occur in any of the serous 
membranes, although the peritoneum is their 
most frequent locality, probably from its 
proximity to the intestine by which they are 
introduced into the body. Sometimes they 
occupy the cavity of the membrane, and are 
in contact with its interior by a slightly flat-
tened part of their surface; in other instances, 
they project into the cavity, carrying the 
membrane before them; and at least one 
layer of their wall is formed by lymph de-
rived from the neighbouring vessels. An-
other form is not recognised as parasitic, but 
in the present state of our knowledge might 
rather be described as a gigantic cell, which 
often includes a vast progeny of smaller ones. 
The whitish powder which some of these 
contain, may frequently be seen to be com-
pletely composed of small cells, which are de-
void of a nucleus, of uniform size and spher-
ical shape, and exhibit a clear sharp outline. 
These characters alone would, perhaps, indi-
cate their merely cellular nature, as above 
stated; but the general appearance of these 
contained globules is suspiciously like the 
ova of entozoa. In other cases, the included 
cell again includes a smaller one, and this yet 
another, so as to form a series of concentric 
hollow spheres; an arrangement which has 
named them as the pill-box hydatid. In their 
general appearances, they closely resemble 
the preceding variety. The fluid contents of 
both are limpid and transparent, and are 
composed of water, with blood salts (chiefly 
chloride of sodium), and an exceedingly small 
quantity of albumen. Yet the effusion of 
this apparently harmless fluid into the serous 
cavities gives rise to an inflammation of the 
greatest violence and fatality. In a third 
class of cases, the cysts are usually in much 
fewer numbers than the preceding; they occur 
for the most part in the neighbourhood of 
the female reproductive organs; and this 
their situation, together with their contents, 
which often consist of teeth, hair, bone, fat, 
and other products of an abortive develop-
ment, sufficiently indicate a relation to the 
generative process. The fluids which they 
contain are albuminous, often sufficiently so 
to possess a glairy consistence. They exist 
within the cavity of the serous membrane, or 
in its texture, indifferently; when developed 
in or beneath the subserous areolar tissue 
their gradual enlargement causes them to 
reach the free surface of the membrane, and 
then to dilate and extend this tissue before 
them, until finally the cyst, still covered by 
the serous layer, hangs freely in the cavity 
by a more or less elongated peduncle, which 
is formed by this covering where it becomes 
continuous with the rest of the serous 
membrane.

The subserous areolar tissue has been men-
tioned as implicated in most of these diseases; 
but other morbid conditions are not wanting, 
in which it appears to be affected without the 
esential participation of the remainder of the 
tissue. Such are the little masses of fat 
which are occasionally found projecting into 
the serous cavities; they are covered by the 
smooth and apparently healthy membrane, 
and their form is generally pedunculated, or 
sometimes tuberculated and arborescent. The 
development of this shape corresponds with 
that of the subserous cysts just mentioned. 
The fibrous Pacchionian bodies of the cere-
bral meninges have been similarly explained 
as arising from the pia mater, and gradually 
invested with a layer of arachnoid which 
becomes converted into a peduncle, the rupture 
of which leaves them adhering to the dura 
mater, or even projecting into the longitudinal 
sinus.

Loose cartilages. — The cavities of the serous 
and synovial membranes sometimes contain 
morbid products in the shape of certain free 
or unattached substances, which, from their 
usual appearance and consistence, are best 
known as “loose cartilages.” The most 
frequent situation of these bodies is in the 
knee-joint, and next to this, in the synovial 
sheaths of the flexors and extensors of the 
hand or foot; but they are not uncommonly 
found in the subcutaneous bursa over the 
patella, trochanter, or acromion. More rarely 
they are seen in connection with the serous 
membranes; for instance, in the tunica va-
ginalis testis, or in hernial sacs. They may 
also exist in the diarthrodial species of false 
joints.

Their appearances offer great variety in 
different cases. In some instances, as often 
happens in the knee-joint, only one, or per-
chance two such bodies are present. Here 
they are of considerable size, assuming the 
magnitude of a large bean or almond; their 
shape is a more or less flattened oval, and 
their surface is smooth and slippery. Their 
consistence is firm and elastic, their appear-
ance whitish and cartilaginous, their substance 
uniform and structureless.

When comparatively recent, or of only a
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few weeks' or months' standing, they may vary somewhat from this description by the possession of a rough surface on one side, which indicates the seat of their previous attachment to one of the bones of the leg. The observations of Cruveilhier * have furnished us with a knowledge of the stage which, at least in some instances, immediately precedes this condition. He has shown that, in some cases, the development of these bodies occurs in the subserous or rather subsynovial tissue; that their enlargement carries forward the synovial membrane; and that a peduncle is thus formed, the rupture of which sets them free, in the articular cavity.

There are other cases which possibly represent a different class, and which are distinguished from these by the characteristics of the greater number, lesser size, and, for the most part, much softer consistence of these bodies. Their general features have long been known to anatomists, and recently the minute descriptions of Bidder† and Hyrtl ‡ have added important, though apparently conflicting, details concerning them.

In the case which Bidder has narrated, the morbid product was removed from the knee-joint during the life of the patient, so that the appearances of the synovial membrane are necessarily wanting. The mass consisted of granules, the shape of which was always a flattened oval; and their size offered a similar uniformity, the length of the oval being about one-eighth of an inch, and this about double and treble its width and depth respectively. Their surface was smooth and shining, their colour yellowish-white, and a viscid fluid in sparing quantity (probably synovia) united them into small clumps or masses. In consistency, they were softish, yet highly elastic, resuming their original size and shape immediately after the removal of a flattening pressure. A microscopic examination showed them to consist of an uniform substance, and to be entirely devoid of all traces of organization. Their chemical reaction was that of an albuminous solid; — viz. they were unchanged by water or ether, were shrunk by the application of alcohol, and were swelled out into a transparent mass by acetic acid. The substances described by Hyrtl differed in many important respects from the preceding granules. The synovial sheath of the flexor tendons was distended, so as to form a protuberance above and below the annular ligament of the wrist. Pressure on either of these swellings alternately gave rise to a predominance of the other one, and was attended by a kind of crepitating sound. On laying open the sheath, its interior was found to be occupied by upwards of a hundred small bodies, which in their colour and general appearance seem to have greatly resembled those described above; but their consistence appears to have been softer, their size less uniform, varying from that of a hempseed to a lemon-pip, and their flattened shape was, in most instances, altered by the possession of an elongated extremity, although others were more globular. The sac itself exhibited very interesting appearances. The tendons, where they passed through it, were greatly diminished in bulk. The parietal portion of the sac appeared to consist of two layers, a serous and a fibrous, the latter of which was dense. (Probably this appearance was partly due to a condensation of the neighbouring areolar tissue by pressure into a membranous form, similar to that seen in the sac of an aneurism.) The synovial membrane, where it covered the tendons, was looser than natural, and had lost its smoothness and polish, while in many places it had acquired a villous appearance. In the subserous areolar tissue, little knots were seen, many of which projected into the sac, carrying before them a covering of the serous membrane; others of them had rather a constricted neck; and, finally, in others this constriction had increased so as to form a peduncle of little more than the thickness of a hair. The severance of this connection brings these bodies to the same condition as the granules which were found free in the cavity; but the bulk of many of these was larger, while those yet in connection with the sac were uniformly of small size. This larger size of the unattached bodies was also noticed by Morgagni. The minute anatomy of both the free and attached substances was the same. Their surface was clothed with an epithelium of angular flattened cells, and their interior contained areolar tissue and fat, with a grumous conglutinated substance. These two normal tissues, however, were not in a healthy state; the fat cells were wrinkled, their contents half solidified, almost opaque, and of a sordid yellow colour; the areolar tissue was alike destitute of regular arrangement and of its ordinary wavy lines; while with all this was mingled much amorphous debris.

Concerning the mode of formation of these substances considerable differences of opinion have prevailed, which may justify a slight notice in this place.

The descriptions of Cruveilhier, Hyrtl, and others, leave no doubt as to what is the process of their development in at least a large proportion of instances. These exhibit them as affections of the subserous, or rather subsynovial areolar tissue; while the circumstances under which they are found, such as the arrangement of the deposit in small masses, which are plentifully scattered over a large surface, the aged and debilitated constitutions in which they are chiefly present, &c., indicate with tolerable clearness that they are the result of disease, as contradistinguished from external violence.

But it may be doubted whether this expla-
nation will apply to these unattached bodies universally: it seems more probable that amongst these substances are included some which have not only a different origin, but also a different relation to the synovial membranes.

Thus, it was imagined by Hunter* that "the loose cartilages usually found in the knee-joint originated from a deposit of coagulated blood upon the end of one of the bones, which had acquired the nature of cartilage, and had afterwards been separated." He conjectured that their pedunculated shape during the period of their attachment depended on the movements to which such deposits were liable during their soft condition; and in confirmation of this he adduces an instance in which some blood effused in the abdominal cavity acquired a peduncle half an inch in length before it lost its red colour, and, when washed, exactly resembled a pendulous tumor. And as to the possibility of the transformation of such an effusion into a cartilaginous-looking substance, reference is made to "an examination of joints which had been violently strained or otherwise injured, where the patients had died at different periods after the accident. In some of these there were small projecting parts, preternaturally formed, as hard as cartilage, and so situated as to be readily knocked off by any sudden or violent motion of the joint." The frequent connection of this variety of loose cartilage with external violence has long been known, and in some of these cases symptoms of local inflammation mark the period of their formation; while, after a certain interval, the accident of their separation occurs, attended by the ordinary effects on the movements of the joint.

These facts, however, while they afford a great probability that external violence may operate as a cause of these growths, by giving rise to an effusion, which in some instances consists, it is most likely, of blood; yet they do not exhibit the relation of this effusion to the synovial membrane. But it may be conjectured from the situation and arrangement of the vessels, that a sudden hemorrhage, to any perceptible amount, would necessarily imply the rupture of this delicate tissue, and the consequent presence of the effusion in its cavity; while a smaller or slower process would carry the membrane before it; or, in other words, that the presence or absence of the serous covering would chiefly depend on mechanical conditions; and that, in either case, the result would be little affected.

Indeed, the synovial membrane itself cannot be considered immediately essential to the formation of these substances; another vascular surface may be substituted, the result continuing the same. Thus, Sir Everard Home† mentions a case in which thirty or forty such substances were found loose in the cavity of a false joint, having apparently been mechanically broken off from a number of projecting portions of cartilage, which studied the broken ends of the bones, leaving exposed interstices. Although slight variations in the size and shape of these substances, and more considerable differences of their consistence, are spoken of, yet their description essentially coincides with that of the preceding bodies examined by Bidder.

Taken altogether, these facts seem to indicate that the unattached substances which are found in these tissues include the products of very different pathological conditions and processes. They appear to show that morbid deposits beneath the synovial membrane, effusions the result of violence, and either occurring beneath it, or by mechanical extension in its cavity, and finally, irregularly formed cartilage, may all, under certain circumstances, give rise to the production of these substances.*

The conditions essential to their transformation seem to be of a twofold nature, mechanical and physiological; exposure to pressure and movement, and the presence of a synovial fluid. It is doubtful how far the acquisition of the peduncle noticed in some, may depend on the joint influence of their extensibility, and the mechanical violence which must be exerted on such isolated prominences. But the separation, whether of these, or of those seen in the false joint, is obviously the direct result of violence. Pressure seems an important condition, so much so, that a close relation may probably be traced between its amount and the degree in which they have assumed the cartilaginous form and consistence; the synovial sheath, the knee-joint, and the false joint appear to present gradations in both these respects. And as to the operation of the synovial fluid, similar probabilities may be deduced. The mere permanence of these bodies seems to point out that they possess some kind of nutrition; and the increased bulk noticed by Hyrtl in the unattached as compared with the attached substances, would still further necessitate such a supposition; their structure sufficiently denying the suggestion that the increase is due to the union of two or more. And in the case described by Hyrtl, the structure of these bodies seems to show that the results of a previous organization are not exempt from this transforming process, but may undergo a degeneration into a cartilaginous substance. And in the absence of any inherent or chemical capacity of their contents for such a change, this would yet more require the supposition of an agent of nutrition, which should supply the materials, if it did.

* Transactions of a Society for the Improvement of Medical and Surgical Knowledge, vol. i. p. 291.
† Loc. cit.

* Perhaps, mention, that since writing the above, I believe myself to have verified the conversion of bone into these structures. The change was partial, and the vessels seem the immediate agents of the process, since not only did a superficial stratum of cartilage occupy the whole surface of a pedunculated and cartilaginous structure, but a layer of nearly equal thickness surrounded the vessel in each Haversian canal. See Medical Gazette of Dec. 8, 1848.
not effect the metamorphosis. While the complete isolation of these bodies from the vessels which are the immediate channels of nutrition, leaves only one supposition, viz., that the synovial fluid is the pabulum from which they derive the materials essential to their permanence, growth, or alteration. The composition of this fluid as compared with their own, perhaps sufficiently warrants this conclusion.

Other conjectures as to the mode of their development are offered by Bidder, such as the possible precipitation of synovia around an epithelial cell, the gigantic development of a cell, or, what much approximates to this, their hydralid nature.

In certain abnormal conditions of the articular cartilages, peculiar appearances of the synovial membranes are seen, although it is somewhat doubtful how far they can be regarded as essentially morbid.

Thus, for example, in the ulceration of diarthroidal cartilages, it appears probable, that the removal of their substance is chiefly accomplished by the synovial membranes. Cruveilhier* narrates a case in which purulent fungities of this tissue replaced the destroyed cartilages of the ankle-joint; and the general connection of hypertrophy of the membrane with ulceration of the cartilage has long been known. More recently, Mr. Good-sir's† investigations have thrown much additional light on this subject. He has shown that the preternaturally active growth of the cartilage, and the similarly rapid change of its properties and appearances, are to be regarded as inherent in this tissue itself; that where the destruction of its substance occurs at its margin, or in the immediate neighbourhood of the vessels, a fungous enlargement or extension of these accurately fits into the eroded part; but that in the ulceration of the centre of the cartilaginous lamella, such a physical adaptation is absent. From these circumstances it seems probable that the absorption which is accomplished in the former case by the local enlargement, is in the latter shared by the vessels of the synovial membrane generally.

A somewhat similar, but much less prominent affection of vascularity has been described by Dr. Todd‡ in the porcelain-like condition of these cartilages, which often obtains in the chronic gout of the aged. The highly injected vessels of the synovial membrane were covered by a whitish powder, which was doubtless a frictional detritus of the diseased cartilage. How far this congestive state is connected with the absorption of this powder, is unknown.

(William Brinton.)

SESAMOID BONES. By this name are designated the small bones met with in the neighbourhood of certain joints, generally in the tendons of the adjacent muscles. They owe their name (σεσαίον εὐκός) to the figure which they usually possess, resembling that of an Indian grain called sesame. But the present application of the term regards the character of their situation in the course of a tendon, rather than their form; for instance, the patella is often said to be a sesamoid bone, not because it resembles sesame, but because it is placed in the tendon of the extensor cruris muscles. This character of their situation in the course of tendons constitutes their chief point of interest; it is in this that they are peculiar, and different from other bones.

In the human subject these bones are usually met with only on the palmar aspect of the metacarpo-phalangeal joint of the thumb and the homologically corresponding part of the great toe, in both of which situations there are usually two. These are not constantly present, and, according to Cloquet, are not met with in children, owing, probably, to their becoming ossified late, though in young Ruminauts and Solipeds, as well as in other animals, I have found their ossification as far advanced as it was in the other bones. They are more frequently absent in the hand than in the foot, and in females than in males. The long flexor tendon of the thumb or great toe passes between them, and the two are bound together above and below it by dense fibrous tissue, so that they assist in forming its sheath.

The sesamoid bones of the thumb are very small — usually not bigger than the half of a large pea. They have a somewhat oval outline, are convex on their palmar, and slightly concave on their dorsal aspect, which is articular, and covered with cartilage. They articulate with the head of the metacarpal bone. Those of the great toe are each as large as a horse bean, of a long oval outline, convex on the plantar aspect, and presenting a concave cartilage-covered surface to the head of the metatarsal bone, to which they are adapted.

The little pieces of bone, situated and shaped as above, are enclosed in the tendons of the short flexor muscle of the thumb or great toe, the fibres of which have the following relation to them: — Some of the tendinous fibres pass over them, and some on each side, whilst their articular cartilage, as I have verified by microscopic examination, becomes mixed with tendinous fibres, passing on their arthrodial aspect, as it approaches the bone. The greater part of the tendon, however, is inserted into their proximal, and arises again, so to speak, from their distal end. The arthrodial surface of their articular cartilage forms part of the synovial surface of the subjacent metacarpo phalangeal joint, and they are held in their place by the strong fibrous tissue of the common synovial capsule.

Structure. — The sesamoid bones consist of finely cancelled osseous tissue, enclosed in a shell of denser bone. The main direction of the osseous columns that surround the cancelli is longitudinal, but they intercommunicate in all directions. These columns are much

† Anatomical and Pathological Observations.
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stouter towards the external part than towards the inner or that which is in contact with the long flexor tendon.

A microscopic examination of sections, taken in the three cardinal directions, shows that they possess much the same minute structure as other similarly shaped bones. The lacunae are large and expanded*, the canaliculi distributed arborescently, except a few in the immediate neighbourhood of the cancelli and Haversian canals, where they have the straight and parallel arrangement met with in the shafts of the long bones. The Haversian canals are but few in number, their place being plentifully supplied by the numerous cancelli. The dense surrounding shell is stratified parallel to the surface, very markedly so on the articular aspect, where it is thickest. At the points where tendinous fibres are attached, it appears to be laminated at right angles to the strata and the surface, as though the fibres of the tendon were received between the plaitings of osseous laminae, or conversely as though the ossification had extended up in laminae between the tendinous fibres. The lacunae that occur in this crust are mostly large and clumsy, elongated and directed vertically or obliquely towards the surface, particularly the articular surface, and all of them destitute of canaliculi; a condition met with in the superficial osseous crust of other articular surfaces, and points of attachment of tendons, especially in old subjects. — It is probably the form of osseous tissue that results from the ossification of permanent cartilage or white fibrous tissue; but my researches, in order to ascertain this point, have not been sufficiently extensive.

Development (examined in young Ruminants). — A small mass of temporary cartilage precedes the osseous condition of these little bones. This becomes ossified from a single central point in the manner of an epiphysis, as described at page 857. Vol. III. art. Osseous Tissue.

Disease and injury. — I am not aware that the diseases or accidents affecting the sesamoid bones have ever been noticed, unless the patella be considered a sesamoid bone, which, indeed, it is in structure, by situation in a tendon, and in function. This bone comports itself in disease just as other bones do (see Knee Joint, Abnormal Anatomy). When fractured transversely, it presents the peculiarity of uniting, by white fibrous tissue, instead of by bone. I cannot regard this non-union by osseous tissue as resulting from any deficiency of nutritive or reparative power in the patella, for new fibrous tissue is always, and when the fracture is longitudinal, even new bone is usually, formed; nor from want of apposition, for in many ununited specimens the apposition is very perfect. Osseous union, as a result of reparative inflammation, never occurs in situations where the new material of repair is not subjected to pressure, as in the skull, acromion, olecranon, heel, — a hole made in the scapula does not become filled up with bone. I therefore regard the non-union by bone of transverse fracture of the patella as due to the absence of that stimulus (pressure) which I conceive to be necessary in order to determine the reparative material to assume the osseous form; whilst I attribute the union by ligament to the presence of the stimulus (tension) which I regard as necessary, in order to direct the metamorphosis of the adhesive lymph, or rather the mass of new corpuscles or cells, which is formed for the purpose of repair, soon after any accidental breach of continuity has been produced, towards the ligamentous form. These remarks would, of course, apply to transverse fractures of the sesamoid bones properly so called, in case such accidents ever occur.

Other sesamoid bones. — Sesamoid bones are occasionally met with in the human subject in other than the above-named situations. One is sometimes found at the distal joint of the thumb and great toe; two at the proximal joint of the forefinger and second toe; and one at the corresponding joint of the little finger and toe. There is pretty frequently one, or even two or three, in the heads of the gastrocnemius, just at the posterior part of each condyle of the femur. An ossification often takes place in the tendon of the peroneus longus, just where it doubles round the os cuboidei; and a small bone is not infrequently found in the tendon of the tibialis anticus, near its insertion into the scaphoid.

Comparative anatomy. — Sesamoid bones at the metacarpo-tarsus-phalangeal joints exist in much greater number in the quadruped mammalia than in man; and they seem to be largest in animals that are digitigrades in their progression. I have not had an opportunity of scrutinizing their condition in the Quadruped; none are preserved in the skeletons, and as the thumbs are somewhat rudimentary they are probably absent. In the Seal, a pair is situated on the metatarsal joints of both the hallux and the fifth toe, which greatly exceed the other toes in size; but there are none in the fin-like hands. They do not exist in the paddles of the Cetacea nor in the singularly modified extremities of the Sloth. In all, or nearly all, other Mammalia a pair occurs opposite every metacarpo- and metatarsal-phalangeal joint. The two bones of the pairs are not unfrequently anchylosed together, as in the outer digit of the hand and foot of the Elephant. They are always situated in the course of the tendons of the interosseus muscles. Often, however, as in Ruminants, their large size is enormously disproportioned to the small tendons on which they are placed, which, in this order with their muscles, are quite rudimentary, and the large sesamoid bones seem to be embedded in the sheath of the long flexor tendons. In Birds their place is occasionally supplied by large masses of fibro-cartilage. In Reptiles they are wanting.

The patella exists in all placental Mammals,
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but is absent in many Marsupials. In Birds it is usually, but not invariably, present; there are even sometimes two, one placed above another. In those aquatic birds which have the tuberosity of the tibia prolonged upwards as a large process, a patella is always found placed just behind it,* sometimes closely adapted to it, and extending beyond it so as apparently to form its summit.† No patella has been met with in any reptile.

Other sesamoid bones. — Opposite the plantar aspect of the distal joint of the fore and hind foot of Solipedes, there is a long super-numerary bone, called by farriers the shuttle bone, placed transversely. This, like the sesamoid bones above described, enters into the composition of the subjacent joint; a broad slip of the perforans tendon is inserted into its proximal side, whilst on the distal side a portion of the synovial capsule alone, and that not so strong as one would expect, attaches it to the ungual phalanx; the main part of the tendon passes over it to be inserted into the ungual phalanx, leaving a cavity lined by a synovial membrane between itself and the sesamoid bone in question. This bone reminds one of that which, as above mentioned, is occasionally found at the distal joint of the thumb and great toe in the human subject.

Small bones are found in one or both heads of the gastrocnemius in all Mammalia except Man, the Selsa, Pig, and all Ruminants but Cervus, in which genus they are found, yet only in the external head of the muscle.

A sesamoid bone is met with in the insertion of the tendo Achillis of certain Birds, as the capercaillie;‡ and the tendons of the legs of birds are very commonly ossified, not, however, where they correspond to the joints.

Use. — Sesamoid bones serve much the same purpose as processes for the muscles that are inserted into them, without the inconvenience inseparable from a process, of giving an angular form to the joint. They also protect the long flexor tendons at points where perhaps they might be injured. But after all, taking into consideration all the facts related above, and many others that have presented themselves to me in the course of this inquiry, I cannot but believe, that some higher law than that of adaptation concurs in determining the presence, if not the size, of even these little bones.

(S. R. Pitillard.)

SEVENTH PAIR OF NERVES (Siebenthe Nerv, Germ.; Le Septième Nerve, Fr.). In laying the foundations of the natural sciences, few circumstances would seem to have occasioned more serious and permanent embarrassments than the immediate necessity of indicating the various new objects which they presented by specific names, and the difficulty of finding suitable ones. A nomenclature based upon their properties, would, perhaps, readily have suggested itself; but, generally speaking, the recognition of the object so greatly preceded the discovery of its properties, that this attempt was almost impossible. In the science of anatomy, this was especially the case; and a large proportion of the human structures were named, either according to their form, or, if this was not sufficiently defined, by their real or fancied resemblance to some previously known object; or failing this, by the proper names of their discoverers, however polysyllabic or uncouth they might happen to be.

In some one or other of these modes, the different parts of the complicated nervous centre received their various designations. But the cerebral nerves, although very similar to each other in the outward properties of their shape, size, and appearance, yet offered, by their fewness, a sufficient ground of distinction in the application of the ordinal numbers. By denying the claims of the olfactory lobes, and overlooking the fourth and sixth, the earlier anatomists made a smaller number; but the arrangement of Willis, which is more usually adopted in the present day, counts nine of these soft round cords, and reckons them from before backwards.

Yet even this apparently simple method of distinction comes far short of real accuracy. Thus, some of the so-called nerves offer the essential structure of nervous centres; and include, in addition to the ordinary nerve-fibres, those globular vehicles which modern physiology recognizes as the generators of the nervous force. In others of them, the limited resemblance implied by this numerical arrangement is modified by their arising as two or more roots, which subsequently, by their junction, form one nerve. While in the seventh nerve, which forms the subject of the present article, the close proximity of two such cords during a part of their course has led to their being united under one name; although in their distribution, properties, and functions, they present a marked contrast with each other.

The facial and auditory nerves proceed together from the medulla oblongata to the bottom of the meatus auditorius internus in the petrous portion of the temporal bone. Up to this point they are included in the term seventh nerve; but beyond this situation their courses widely diverge. In conformity with these differences, the following short account will describe them separately from each other. It will first mention such of their anatomical features as are manifest on simply laying bare their surface, and will afterwards refer to the appearances afforded by a more artificial dissection or separation of their fibres. Subsequently we shall briefly examine the bearing of these their structural peculiarities, and the effect of their morbid changes, with a view to attempting the deduction of their function.

The auditory nerve is of a considerably softer texture than the facial; a difference which is in great part attributable to the much more delicate neurilemma by which it is enveloped, but which is, no doubt, to some extent the result of a peculiarity of its constituent nerve-
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fibres. From the fact of its lesser consistence, it is frequently termed the \textit{"portio mollis"} of the seventh nerve.

Its apparent \textit{origin} is close to that of the facial. At the upper part of the lateral surface of the medulla oblongata, a somewhat triangular depression exists, which is bounded in front by the olivary body, above by the lower border of the pons varoli, and behind by the restiform body. This shallow cavity has been termed by Vicq d' Azyr \textit{"the fossa of the olivary eminence,"} and in it appears the commencement of the auditory nerve.

On dissecting out this origin, however, it may be separated into two portions or roots. One of these immediately penetrates the restiform body at a right angle to its surface, and sinks into the central grey matter of the medulla oblongata; while the other, continuing backwards superficially to the restiform body, winds round it to reach the floor of the fourth ventricle, where this structure is deficient.

By this latter root, the nerve seems to be directly continuous with the transverse white fascicules of the calamus scriptorius; and near the middle line, it sinks into the posterior part of the same grey mass of the olivary columns, into which the other portion was followed.

But considerable variations appear to prevail in the degree of the visible continuity of this root with these transverse white striae. Thus Meckel and Prochaska remarked that they are sometimes wanting; while Longet \textit{confirms} their statements, and adds, from the experience of himself, Serres, and others, cases which show that not only is their number variable within certain limits, but that, even where present, they may not unite with the root of the auditory nerve, but may curve upwards at their extremity, and pass up the posterior surface of the mesencephale. One or two examinations made by the author of this article seem to show that this is by no means unusual.

Other and more complicated origins have been ascribed by various anatomists to the auditory nerve. Thus, according to Foville \textit{†}, a thin and white nervous lamina, which is continued from its roots and from those of the fifth nerve, is spread over, and as it were lines, the interior of the cortical grey matter of the cerebellum, in addition to covering the whole surface of the fourth ventricle and medullary velum. But in this and other descriptions of a like tendency, it seems difficult to distinguish how much of the connection observed was referrible to a mere physical contiguity of the soft nervous matter, apart from that unbroken continuity of nerve-tubules which we are probably justified in predetermining of the cerebral nerves and their more immediate processes of origin.

From the place of its first appearance at the surface of the encephalon, the nerve passes, in a direction which is at once forwards, outwards, and upwards, to the inner surface of the petrous portion of the temporal bone, where it enters the internal auditory meatus. In this course, the flocculus, an isolated lobule of the cerebellum, is in close proximity with its outer side; while on its inner side, and in front of it, is the portio dura, which slightly grooves this surface of the somewhat flattened auditory nerve.

After entering the auditory canal, it continues along it to its termination; and, finally, at the bottom of the meatus, it divides into two branches. The anterior of these is distributed to the cochlea: and the posterior, which exhibits a small gangliform enlargement, supplies the vestibule, dividing into three branches; one for the posterior vertical canal, another for the sacculus, and a third for the utriculus, and remaining semicircular canals. These several divisions perforate the numerous foramina which are found at the bottom of the meatus to enter the internal ear; but as an account of their further arrangement with respect to the parts they supply would require a description of the auditory apparatus itself, the reader is referred to a previous article, \textit{"Organ of Hearing,"} in which these details will be found included.

The \textit{facial nerve}, the \textit{"portio dura"} of the seventh pair, emerges from the same depression in the restiform body which was above described as giving rise to the auditory. It is of a much firmer and harder consistence than the latter, the tubules which compose it being connected by, and included in, a firm and strong neurillemma. Its real origin is generally referred to that central grey matter of the olivary columns to which so many of the encephalic nerves are traced. It is difficult to follow it any depth beyond these in a satisfactory manner; but Foville considers that it may be traced in the transverse direction around the olivary column and anterior pyramid, and hidden beneath the lower margin of the pons varoli, to an origin from the inner border of the pyramid. He corroborates this by a reference to its comparative anatomy; and states that the various stages of this course are successively laid bare by that diminished development of the lower arches of the pons which occurs in many of the mammalia. The description given by Morganti \textit{somewhat} differs from this, since he describes its roots as radiating by many filaments, ascending, descending, and transverse; and the latter joining more deeply the central grey substance of the medulla oblongata near the floor of the fourth ventricle.

The description of the facial nerve may be conveniently separated into three parts: each representing a distinct stage of its course, which is accurately defined by its anatomical relations to the skull. The \textit{first} of these is \textit{intra-cranial}, and extends from the surface of the encephalon to the termination of the internal auditory canal. The \textit{second} is \textit{extracranial}, and reaches from the latter point to the stylo-mastoid foramen, which forms the exit
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of the nerve from the aqueduct of Fallopius. The third is extra-cranial, and includes its distribution on the exterior of the skull beyond this aperture.

In the cranium, the course of the facial nerve is comparatively short. From the restiform body it passes forwards, lying immediately beneath and in contact with the pons varolii, and taking the same direction as the portio mollis, which is external and posterior to it. It next enters the meatus auditorius internus in company with this nerve; and finally leaves it by passing through the aperture at the upper part of the termination of this canal, and entering the aqueduct of Fallopius.

Portio interna.—With this part of the auditory and facial nerves a third portion is visibly associated; which is, in all probability, essentially distinct from both. Wrisberg first announced the existence of this nerve as a separate branch; and from its occupying a position between the "porto mollis" and "porto dura" of the seventh, he named it the "porto media" or "intermedia." It arises by two or three filaments from the restiform body, in the same locality as the neighbouring facial nerve, from which its deeper origin can scarcely be separated. Fo-ville, however, describes its ultimate visible fibres as traceable to a situation which is intermediate between that of the facial on the one hand, and that of the auditory on the other. He thus considers these three nerves, the facial, intermediate, and auditory, as arising respectively from the anterior pyramid, the olivary column, and the restiform body; or to use his own language, from the anterior, the lateral, and the posterior tracts of the medulla oblongata. Morganti's view of its origin closely approximates to this; but he places it more in connection with the vestibular nerve, and hence more externally. But whatever may be the differences of opinion as to its exact mode of commencement, it is tolerably agreed that it is in very close proximity to the facial nerve, so much so as at first hardly to be separable from it; and that, at a further stage of its course, it is attached to the vestibular branch of the auditory nerve. Concerning its behaviour subsequently to this point, anatomists are less unanimous. Thus, some imagine that it continues engaged in the auditory nerve, and accompanies it into the internal ear. Others regard it as returning to the facial nerve, and passing with it into the aqueduct of Fallopius. It is, however, sufficiently evident, that the only correct foundation of any of these views must be anatomical; and since this method of investigation requires not only the artificial unravelling of the trunks, but also necessitates a frequent reference to portions and branches of the facial, as yet undescribed, its consideration is deferred until these shall have received some notice.

In the temporal bone.—The facial nerve, entering the aqueductus Fallopii from the internal auditory meatus, passes, for a very short distance, in a direction forwards, outwards, and slightly upwards, until it reaches the margin of the hiatus Fallopii on the upper surface of the petrous bone; it then suddenly bends backwards upon itself in the horizontal plane. Its next curve differs from the preceding both in character and direction, being much more gradually effected, and occupying a vertical plane. The termination of this bend reaches the perpendicular, and opens by the stylo-mastoid foramen on the under surface of the petrous bone, or between the styloid and mastoid processes. In the middle of this course the osseous tube of the aqueductus Fallopii projects into the cavity of the tympanum; and the nerve thus passes successively along its roof, above the fenestra ovalis, and then behind the pyramid on the inner side of the cavity; and, finally, down its posterior surface.

At the anterior of the acute angle formed by the first bend of the facial nerve in the aqueduct of Fallopius, it experiences a slight enlargement, which has been called, from its position and shape, the "intumescentia genu-formis." A dense and strong neurilemma here ensheaths the nerve, being a prolongation of dura mater, which is sent inwards on a minute vessel from the middle meningeal artery to enter the canal at the hiatus Fallopri. The swelling itself is of a greyish-red colour, but it is somewhat obscured by this thick covering of fibrous tissue. Its nature will be spoken of hereafter.

Just at this point, the superficial petrosal nerve is connected with the facial. Tracing it forwards from the intumescence, it is seen to pass at once through the neighbouring hiatus Fallopii, and thus it immediately gains the interior of the skull. Within the cranium it passes forwards, downwards, and inwards, lying in a groove on the outer or anterior surface of the petrous bone, and situated beneath the Gasserian ganglion of the fifth nerve. According to some anatomists, it occasionally passes amongst or through the meshes of the gangliform structure. Still beneath and internal to the ganglion, it is next placed immediately external to the internal carotid artery, where this vessel, emerging from the canal of the same name in the temporal bone, springs vertically upwards to form the commencement of the posterior limb of the sigmoid turn on the side of the sphenoid. It thus enters the foramen lacerum basis crani, perforating the cartilaginous substance which closes this bony orifice; and in this manner it gains the posterior extremity of the vidian canal, which opens into the anterior aspect of this irregular opening. Finally, it continues along this canal to its anterior termination; and is then prolonged horizontally forwards for a short distance to join Meckel's ganglion, which occupies this part of the sphenopalatine fossa.

Another nerve comes off from the same knee-shaped bend of the portio dura; and as it appears from the same horizontal slit, or hiatus Fallopii, whence the preceding emerged, and occupies a very similar position with respect to the temporal bone, it has also been named "superficial petrosal," but is distin-
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guished, from its lesser size, as the "small petrosal nerve." From the hiatus it is continued forwards and slightly inwards for about half an inch, running along the same surface of the temporal bone, but placed a little external to the preceding nerve. Arriving at the greater wing of the sphenoid, it perforates the bone by an oblique and minute orifice, which is situated between the foramen rotundum and ovale: and appearing on the inferior surface of the base of the skull, it immediately unites with the otic ganglion which lies on the inner surface of the third division of the fifth. During the latter part of this course it is accompanied by a filament from Jacobson's nerve of the glosso-pharyngeal. This branch, however, leaves the tympanum by a special canal, and is next placed externally to the lesser petrosal nerve on the petrous bone; but, finally, it joins or runs with it to enter the same ganglion.

A branch to the membrane which closes the fenestra ovalis is sometimes described as coming from the facial, where it passes, in the aqueduct, above this orifice.

The minute filament to the stapedius muscle is the next branch of this nerve. It leaves the portio dura and aqueductus Fallopii at about the middle of their second or vertical curve, or nearly on a level with the base of the promontory; it next enters a small canal in this prominence, which conducts it to the proper osseous cavity for the muscle: it then breaks up and is lost in its substance.

The chorda tympani, the next connection of the portio dura, is a much larger nerve than any of the preceding branches; it leaves the trunk of the facial at a distance of about the third of an inch from the stylo-mastoid foramen. Tracing the portio dura in the upward direction, it is first seen to experience a slight thickening, and gradually, by the increasing laxity of the connecting arcular tissue, a tolerably large branch seems to extricate itself from the trunk at a very acute angle. Diverging still more, it now altogether quits the aqueductus Fallopii, and enters a short canal which is appropriated to it, and which is placed anteriorly and externally to the inner cavity, occupying the base of the promontory. While yet at a considerable distance from the apex of this prominence, the nerve emerges from its canal by an orifice very near the osseous ring to which the tympanic membrane is fixed. It now crosses the tympanum from its anterior to its posterior part, and lying close to its outer wall, but covered by a reflection of its mucous membrane, and ascending as it goes, it passes between and at right angles to the long process of the incus and the handle of the malleus, to reach the processus gracilis of the latter bone; along this process it continues during the remainder of its course in the tympanum. It next leaves the anterior wall of this cavity, and occupies a minute canal in the petrous portion of the temporal bone; but it is still in close proximity to this process of the malleus, being only separated by a small interval of bone from the Glassarian fissure which contains it. It is next seen external to the cranium, after coming through the aperture of this canal anteriorly and internally to the fissure. In the remainder of its course it lies deeply in the pterygoid fossa beneath the ramus of the inferior maxilla, and is directed for about an inch downwards, forwards, and inwards, beneath the spinous process of the sphenoid, and the internal lateral ligament of the lower jaw attached to it, to join, at an acute angle, the outer side of the gustatory branch from the third division of the fifth.

Very near the termination of the aqueduct of Fallopius, a minute twig connects the facial and vagus nerves. Following it from this cavity, it is seen to enter a small pore on its anterior surface, which conducts it by a short canal to the under surface of the petrous bone, where it emerges a very short distance in front of the stylo-mastoid foramen, and between it and the jugular fossa. The nervous filament now turns inwards and forwards in front of the jugular vein, and terminates by connecting itself with the pneumogastric, just below its ganglion in the dura mater of the foramen lacerum posticus.

Besides these branches of the facial within the aqueduct, it appears pretty constantly to give off, while yet contained in this canal, a filament which passes inwards behind the jugular vein, and joins with the glosso-pharyngeal just below the ganglion of Andersch. Lenort states that this branch, after its junction with the glosso-pharyngeal, may generally be traced to the diastiga or stylo-hyoid muscle, in which it often unites for the first time with this nerve by a kind of plexiform arrangement.

External to the cranium.—On leaving the Fallopian canal, the facial nerve immediately enters that portion of the parotid gland which dips downwards behind the styloid process to reach the structures lying deeply at the base of the skull. The nerve next continues through the substance of the gland, being directed forwards and inwards to about its middle, where it divides into its temporofacial and cervicofacial portions, the ramifications of which cover the whole side of the face, with part of the neck below and the head above. In its short course previously to this bifurcation, it gives off three branches, the posterior auricular, the diastiga, and the stylo-hyoid nerves.

The posterior auricular, the first branch of the nerve without the skull, passes upwards from the trunk of the nerve, and turns round the front of the mastoid process, lying at first rather deeply in a depression between the art.icle of the ear and this prominence, and being enveloped in a dense cellular tissue. Having gained the side of the head, it divides into two branches; one of these continues backwards in the horizontal direction, above the insertion of the sterno-mastoid, and crossed by the lesser occipital nerve of the cervical plexus, to reach the posterior belly of the occipitofrontalis muscle, which it supplies; in this course it is covered by a dense fascia, and is
in close proximity to the artery which bears the same name. The remaining branch of the nerve takes a vertical direction, ascending perpendicularly behind the ear through the fleshy bundles of the retrahens auriculi. To this muscle it is chiefly distributed; but a few of its filaments continue to the posterior surface of the auricle, probably to supply its transverse muscular fibres. The trunk of the posterior auricular nerve, or some one of these its branches, is usually found to be joined by filaments of the great auricular nerve from the cervical plexus, and more rarely by some twigs from the lesser occipital branch of the same plexus. Arnold also describes a filament of the auricular of the pneumatico-gastric uniting with it.

The two following branches not frequently arise by a common trunk. The digastric, the larger of the two, leaves the facial nerve to penetrate the posterior belly of the digastric muscle, and supply it with many filaments. One of its branches, of more considerable magnitude, perforates its substance, and passing directly forwards, joins the glosso-pharyngeal immediately on its emergence from the skull. Other filaments of smaller size are said to join the superior laryngeal of the pneumatico-gastric.

The stylo-hyoid branch, leaving the trunk of the portio dura near the preceding, passes downwards, forwards, and inwards; crossing the stylohyoid process obliquely, then running along the upper border of the muscle, and finally penetrating its fibres to be distributed to its interior. It is believed to unite, by numerous minute twigs, with the sympathetic around the neighbouring carotid vessels.

At the place of its division, the nerve occupies a position in the parotid gland which is superficial to the many other vessels and nerves found here; and especially, at right angles to the external jugular vein and carotid artery.

The temporo-facial division or branch is larger than the cervico-facial; it passes forwards and upwards over the condyle of the lower jaw, and joins, towards the zygoma, with one or two large branches of the auriculo-temporal nerve. This comes from the third division of the fifth in the pterygoid fossa; and the place of its union with the portio dura is in close proximity to the external carotid artery. The intimacy of the junction which connects the two nerves has probably led some anatomists to describe this temporo-facial branch as giving many filaments to the front of the ear. These, however, with many others which ramify in the gland itself, belong to the associated branch of the fifth, and not to the portio dura.

Beyond this its junction with the fifth, it is no longer possible to trace any special nerve, or to indicate its subdivisions by names, since, on the masseter, a succession of diverging branches are given off from it, each of which, by uniting with its neighbours above and below, and giving off fresh ramifications from the branches of union, forms part of a complicated network, in which the original constituent branches, and the respective shares which they take in the new loops, can scarcely be recognized. Cruveilhier and Bonamy have traced this looped arrangement still more minutely, having followed it into the smallest branches of the nerve, and especially into those which supply the orbicularis; and it has been likened by them to the mode in which the mesenteric arteries break up to reach the intestine.

Notwithstanding this free communication, however, the different portions of this reticulated arrangement may be conveniently regarded in succession, in order the better to appreciate their distribution.

Superiorly are the temporal branches; these emerge from beneath the upper border of the parotid, and cross the zygoma to be distributed to the superficial muscles of the auricle, the atollens and retrahens auriculi, and to the anterior belly of the occipito-frontalis beyond these. The orbital branch of the second division of the fifth joins, by its long ascending filaments, with these branches of the facial; so also a perforating filament from the deep temporal of the third division, with others from the auriculo-temporal of the same portion of the fifth, are usually traceable to an union with this nerve.

Anteriorly to these are the numerous orbicular or supra-orbital branches. They pass obliquely forwards and upwards over the malar bone, to supply the orbicularis palpebrarum, and corrugator supercilii muscles. Their connection with the fifth occurs chiefly by the supra-orbital and lachrymal of the ophthalmic division; but others join the malar branch of the second division, where it emerges from its foramen in the malar bone near the outer angle of the orbit.

The infra-orbital filaments pass almost horizontally forwards from the temporo-facial division towards the side of the nose. In this course, accompanied by the parotid duct, they cross over the masseter muscle; and more anteriorly, they pass beneath the different muscles which descend to the angle of the mouth and upper lip, and are distributed to them by numerous filaments which enter their deep surface. In this manner the greater and lesser zygomatic, with the proper and common elevator of the lip, and the elevator of the angle of the mouth, receive their nervous supply; and the pyramidalis and transversalis nasi also obtain filaments from this part of the facial. Many of these, in passing forwards, unite at right angles with the radiating bundles of filaments into which the infra-orbital nerve divides after leaving the foramen of the same name. Besides this union with the second division of the fifth, it unites with the ophthalmic by a small twig of its nasal branch, which appears between the lateral cartilage and the nasal bone, and generally by an infra-trochlear filament of the same portion in the angle of the eye.

The buccal branches, with the same direction as the preceding, occupy a position at a somewhat lower level on the face, in the neigh-
bourhood of the transversalis faciei artery. They mostly terminate in the upper half of the orbicularis oris, and in the buccinator, on which muscle they join with the buccal branch of the inferior maxillary division of the fifth. This latter nerve is distributed to the mucous membrane and integuments, and probably has no share in the supply of the muscle. The lower of these buccal branches join another portion of the network, which results from the ramification and union of the next division of the facial.

The cervico-facial division, of smaller size than the temporo-facial, passes downwards and forwards from the seat of bifurcation of the portio dura, and emerges from the parotid gland near the angle of the lower jaw. Here it divides and subdivides in the same manner as the preceding portion. It is divided into a facial and cervical, or a supra and infra-maxillary part.

Its supra-maxillary part is constituted by one or two large branches, which, breaking up as they pass forwards to the interval between the jaw and mouth, enter beneath the platysma and triangularis menti; and besides supplying these and the other muscles of this region, they join with a branch of the inferior dental which comes through the mental foramen.

The infra-maxillary, or cervical portion of the facial nerve, consists of two or three branches, which, directed still more obliquely downwards, soon divide into very numerous filaments. These pass beneath the platysma to gain the upper and anterior part of the neck, where they form looped ramifications, the most inferior of which are traceable in a vertical direction to a short distance below the hyoid bone. They are chiefly distributed to the platysma, and above they join with the neighbouring supra-maxillary branches just mentioned. They unite beneath the platysma with one, or more usually with two, branches from the superficial cervical nerve of the cervical plexus, which turns round the posterior border of the sterno-mastoid muscle to supply the integuments of the same part of the neck.

Little can be said with respect to the exact nature of these very numerous junctions of the facial nerve, either with the terminal branches of the various divisions of the fifth, or with the cutaneous nerves of the cervical plexus. They offer a very obvious anatomical resemblance to that intermingling of different nerves which constitutes a plexus; but without here specifying other distinctions, it may suffice to point out that, in many instances, the branches of the facial seem visibly continued in their previous direction beyond their connections with the fifth. In the absence of more minute investigations, this apparent independence can only be received as indicating a partial involvement of the two nerves, or an incomplete mixture of their fibres, in which one gives to the other, or each gives to each, a small number of its filaments, but retains the large majority.

We next proceed to consider those minute features in the anatomy of the seventh nerve, which require a more artificial dissection or examination for their verification.

The origin of the portio intermedia, rather more externally than the facial, has been already spoken of, and the nerve was then traced to an union, more or less complete, with the neighbouring vestibular portion of the auditory nerve. Beyond this point the views adopted respecting it, from being somewhat conflicting, become absolutely discordant.

The very different nature of the numerous opinions upheld by various anatomists precludes the possibility of enumerating them here at full length. Some of these, however, have been already very briefly noticed; and perhaps, on the whole, the most prevalent was that which supposed the portio intermedia to give a branch which united with the vestibular nerve, while the remaining portion passed itself into the facial.

More recently, the anatomy of the distribution and connections of this nerve seems to have been fully made out by Morganti in an elaborate monograph on the Geniculate ganglion*; which is, I believe, chiefly known in this country through the medium of an excellent analysis contained in one of Mr. Paget's Reports.† By careful dissection of the nerves, which he had previously hardened in nitric acid, Morganti succeeded in unravelling their filaments; and thus in separating the portio intermedia from the facial and vestibular nerves to a much greater extent than had hitherto been accomplished. The general result of this process was, that many of the so-called anastomoses were shown to be mere relations of propinquity, due to an intricate entanglement, but not implying any real junction or interchange of fibres.

In the human subject.—The portio intermedia (fig. 405, b), shortly after its origin, and

![Diagram of the Portio intermedia and its branches. (After Morganti.)](image-url)

† Report on the Progress of Human Anatomy and Physiology in the year 1844-5. British and Foreign Medical Review.
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while lying closely by the side of the vestibular branch of the auditory nerve (c), gives off a filament (d), which passes towards it. Before joining with it, however, a similarly small branch which comes off from the latter nerve, unites with that previously given from the portio intermedia, and the common trunk thus formed passes into and is lost in the vestibular nerve.

The intermediate nerve next emits two small filaments (e), which join the portio dura, and cannot be satisfactorily traced through its trunk.

The description is now complicated by the introduction of a large branch of the facial (f) which emerges from it to take a spiral course around the portio intermedia, and which, after running with it for some distance, returns to the facial at a lower point than that from which it set out.

Setting aside this fictitious junction, the whole of the portio intermedia, after the giving off of the facial and auditory branches, was traced into the genuiform intumescence: this, it will be recollected, is seated on the first bend of the facial in the Fallopian canal, and close to the hiatus of the same name.

The nature of this intumescence is the next question to which the description directs itself, and is perhaps even more important than the preceding dissections. The appearances of this swelling, and its reddish-grey colour, had long given rise to conjectures of its ganglionic nature. Many anatomists, indeed, have affirmed its identity with the true ganglions. By others, however, it has been somewhat obscurely described as intermediate in structure between a ganglion and a ganglionic enlargement: a description which can only be understood as indicating their doubt of its ganglionic character, since the supposition of such a gradation of texture is perfectly gratuitous. And others have altogether denied its ganglionic characters; attributing its colour to the minute vessels which pass through the hiatus Fallopian to the facial nerve and internal ear, and explaining the appearance of enlargement or intumescence by the divergence of the fibres of the superficial petrosal nerve where it joins the facial.

With the question of the ganglionic structure of this body has necessarily been mixed up that of the course taken by the nerves which arise from it, and their relation to the facial. Indeed, the negative side of the argument — the denial of the ganglion — perhaps requires its advocates to explain the real nature of the swelling, and to show the arrangement of its supposed constituent nerve-fibres. But in the present day at least, the affirmative of the question may be justifiably reduced to the detection, in the so-called ganglion, of the globular vesicles which are essential to the structure of a nervous centre.

It is singular that for a considerable time this simple method of settling the disputed nature of the intumescence should either have escaped notice or failed to afford any satisfactory results: the latter seems to have been sometimes the case; but more frequently, perhaps, this method of proof or disproof was overlooked. The discovery of the ganglion corpuscles, and thus the establishment of its ganglionic nature, belongs to Morganti. He describes it as consisting of meshes or reticulations of nerves, the intervals of which are filled by a yellowish ash-coloured substance. In the latter, he states himself to have verified the existence of these bodies.

The essential part of this description I am able to confirm. It appears difficult to obtain specimens from the human subject in a state sufficiently fresh to observe these delicate and easily decomposed corpuscles. In the lower animals, however, this difficulty is no longer met with; and many of them present the additional advantage of a much less dense neurillemma than that which is present in the human structure. After removing the brain of the sheep, the ganglion may thus be easily exposed and removed, preferably with the nerves still attached to it. Cutting off the attached extremities of these, and very gently and imperfectly tearing up the ganglion which remains, completes the preparation of the specimen. Under these circumstances, the corpuscles of the grey matter are readily visible. They are of an oval or roundish shape, and of a very large size, which amounts in the average to about the 1-200th of an inch. In the uninjured parts of the specimen, they appear to be disposed with considerable regularity, each being in contact with several others by a part of its surface. On a rough calculation, the ganglion contains about three or four hundred of these corpuscles. The contents of the corpuscles are of the ordinary kind. A nucleus occupies some portion of their inner surface, and a large quantity of the inner granular substance fills up the remainder of their interior. Most of them also contain a quantity of pigment towards one extremity of their ovoid cell-cavity. This is disposed as a dark brown mass of an oval form, and some of these masses, when seen isolated by the accidental rupture of their containing vesicles, have exhibited a defined and sharp outline, which induces me to suspect their inclusion in a cell membrane, separating them from the rest of the contents of the vesicle. Rarely there are appearances of short processes from these vesicles. Nerve tubules in rather sparing quantity are found in contact with these large cells, mostly occupying their interstices, or coiled around their circumference; and the periphery of the ganglion itself is surrounded by a kind of layer of them: these appearances, however, seem distinctly traceable to the mechanical violence employed in the examination, which forces the tubes into the situations of least pressure; and one cannot, therefore, regard them as affording the least insight into the mode in which the nerves are arranged with respect to the vesicles.

From this ganglion emerge, or rather to it are attached, the following branches: — 1. and 2. The superficial petrosal nerves, the greater of which (fig. 405, h) passes to the
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sphenopalatine, and the lesser \(i\) to the otic ganglion; the first of these Morganti has described receiving a filament \(d\), which comes from the facial, and in its course to the petrosal nerve passes over the ganglion without joining it. The second or lesser of the two appears to be derived solely from the ganglion.

3. A large branch \(m\) which forms the great bulk of the chorda tympani; but, in order to this, is also joined by one or two filaments \(n\) from the facial nerve, which accompanies it in the Fallopian canal. 4. Branches \(l\) which passing downwards are lost in the trunk of the portio dura.

The annexed diagram, (fig. 406.) with the letters attached to it, will assist the reader in following this otherwise intricate description. It is taken from a drawing by Morganti in the essay referred to; but it has been reduced in size and simplified, so as better to allow of its introduction here.

The same author has examined into the comparative anatomy of the ganglion and the nerves connected with it in many of the other mammals, as the dog, calf, lamb, mule, and dormouse.

The general results of these examinations abundantly verify his description of the arrangement in the human subject. Indeed, these animals offer by far the most favourable subjects for exemplifying the truth of the preceding description, being, as Morganti remarks, natural preparations of these parts.

Not only is the dense and intimately adherent sheath of fibrous tissue, which is present in man, much looser in the ganglion and nerves of these animals, but the position of this body with respect to the nerve is considerably altered. The much less marked anterior bend of their portio dura occurs at some little distance from the hiatus Fallopi; and the ganglion, which is in immediate proximity to this aperture, is thus no longer geniculate in its position, being removed from the knee of the facial. Hence it is, as it were, out of the way of the facial branches, and ceases to be entangled amongst them, as in the human subject.

The author of this article can bear testimony to the accuracy of these statements; indeed, any one may easily verify them for himself, in most of these animals, with scarcely more trouble than removing the brain and osseous roof of the Fallopian canal, and then stripping off the comparatively lax neurilemma from the subjacent ganglion and nerves. The accompanying sketch (fig. 406.) was taken from the left side of a sheep's head. With as little artificial separation as possible, it represents the arrangement of the ganglion and nerves in situ, especially the manner in which the trunk of the portio intermedia crosses the facial nerve without joining it, and the apposition or proximity, without mingling, of the ganglion and the latter nerve.

The varieties of arrangement which obtain in the different animals whose nerves Morganti examined, are chiefly, as might be expected, differences in the degree of inter-

![Auditory, Facial, and Intermediate Nerves of a Sheep as seen in situ. Magnified about 2½ diameters.]

a, portio dura; b, portio intermedia; c, portio mollis; e, origin of the superficial petrosal nerves; f, chorda tympani; g, geniculate ganglion.

vestibular nerve is sometimes so complete and intricate, as to render it in such instances difficult to ascertain from their examination only, whether the former of these nerves gives branches to the latter, or, vice versa, this to that. In the mule, he exhibits a filament from the facial to the ganglion; but thinks this a possible restitution of one or both of the two previously given to it by the portio intermedia.

The general anatomical conclusion to be drawn from these details is, that the facial nerve—as implying in this term both the portio dura and the portio intermedia—arises by two roots. Upon the smaller of these a ganglion is formed, while the latter is entirely devoid of such a structure. The branches of the facial nerve in the Fallopian canal are mixed nerves, being formed partly by filaments from the ganglion; partly also by filaments from the aganglionic root; the latter being in considerably lesser numbers. And the trunk of the facial itself, beyond the ganglion, is also a mixed nerve, since, although by far the greater part of its bulk consists of fibres from the greater root, yet it also contains one or two filaments which come from the ganglion. The analogy of this arrangement to that of the spinal nerves is sufficiently obvious, and will be hereafter again referred to.

It deserves to be mentioned in this place, that many other accounts of the arrangement of these nerves might easily have been added from various authors, but that all of them are more or less at variance, both with the above description by Morganti, and with each other. It has seemed fit, however, to assign these a very subordinate position in the present short article, since the verification of a ganglion belonging exclusively to the portio intermedia includes not only the denial, but I think we may add the disproof, of many of these descriptions. So far as our knowledge of the structure of ganglia at present extends, and whether the late brilliant researches of Rudolph Wagner* apply universally or not, we are at least justified in viewing with great

incredulity any account of the unaltered passage of a nerve through a ganglion, as viewed by the unassisted eye; and, in the particular instance before us, the microscope disproves this supposition. So, also, concerning the various theories of the derivation of the superficial petrosal nerves which have been set forth as based on dissections. Let it be granted that there are two ganglia,—the sphenopalatine and the geniculate,—which are united by an intervening nervous cord: in such a case, I cannot see how any merely anatomical skill would enable one to predicate a definite direction as taken by the connecting nerve. Indeed, any statement of this kind really amounts to asserting a special direction or quality of the nervous force, and to the affirmation or denial of such a view, the scalpel affords no assistance.

The unravelling of the nerves themselves, even as performed in the above dissections, requires, perhaps, to be received with considerable caution; and that natural separation or simplification which is afforded by their comparative anatomy must be regarded as vastly increasing the value of the results obtained. The chorda tympani affords a good instance of the conflicting results of these dissections, when unaided by this latter method of inquiry. Some have considered, with H. Cloquet and Longet, that, after remaining a short time in contact with the gustatory or lingual branch of the fifth, the whole of this nerve passes away from it, to form one of the roots of the submaxillary ganglion. Others have described it as only giving a filament to this ganglion, and uniting itself by the remainder of its bulk with the branch of the fifth; while others have failed to detect any direct transition of the chorda tympani into the ganglion, but, on the contrary, have found the two nerves inextricably mixed up below the situation of their visible junction. And more recently it has been traced by Guarini* to the lingualis muscle. On general grounds, the first of these notions is liable to much objection, since it seems singular that a nerve so far removed from the facial as the chorda tympani is at the base of the skull, should be involved in such an accidental proximity as this would make it, or should run so closely to the gustatory without any interchange of fibres. Again, the total passage of the nerve to the ganglion appears very improbable, when the relative size of the entering and emerging branches is considered,—that is, on comparing the bulk of the chorda tympani with that of the two or three filaments which join the ganglion, it may be seen that the former is larger than all of them together. This is especially the case in some of the lower animals, as the dog; in whom the submaxillary ganglion and its roots from the cerebral nerves are so greatly reduced in size as to be scarcely visible to the naked eye, while the chorda tympani continues a comparatively large branch. But these general objections will not apply to the supposition of a partial connection of the chorda tympani with the submaxillary ganglion, and the question must accordingly still remain in doubt.

Physiology of the seventh nerve. — The functions sustained by the auditory nerve are recognised with sufficient certainty. The anatomy of its distribution, its variations in the different classes of the animal kingdom, and the results of experiment or disease affecting its structure, all unite to indicate it as the nerve which, specially adapted at its periphery in the organ of hearing to receive impressions from the vibrations of the external air, conveys them to the brain, and by exciting corresponding impressions there, gives rise to the production of a sensation which we term a sound. For the further details of its function, reference is made to the article Hearing.

The facial nerve. — It has been seen from the preceding description, that the facial nerve is distributed almost exclusively to muscular structures; and, although these are very numerous, yet they all admit of being reduced to one class, viz. the muscles of the face. A further subdivision would next separate them into several groups, which serve to enlarge or diminish the size of the various apertures by which impressions are admitted to the organs of the special senses, as the eye, ear, nose, and tongue. But these orifices are also the pathways of food and air, so that the muscles which regulate their size have thus far an influence on the functions of respiration and digestion. In man, they fulfil the further purpose of organs of expression; their various and complicated adjustments conveying, for the most part, a tolerable index of the passions or emotions of the presiding mind.

This prominently muscular distribution of the facial would lead us to expect à priori that the nerve was chiefly motor in its function; and, if we turn from its anatomy in the human subject to its varieties of arrangement and appearance in the animal kingdom, this view will be abundantly confirmed. Not only is its peripheric distribution almost exclusively muscular, and in connection with the same facial set of muscles, but it also experiences a development which is co-equal with that of these organs, increasing with their augmented development, or disappearing with their suppression. Thus, in Fishes, the facial scarcely exists as a separate nerve. In Reptiles and Birds, its small size corresponds with the bony and immobile state of the face. In the Mammalia, it becomes much more considerable, and both the nerve and muscles experience various degrees of augmentation. Thus, in the monkeys it attains a large size, in accordance with the number and magnitude of the facial muscles generally; and the trunk of the elephant, and the muscular apparatus connected with the blowholes of Cetaceans, are supplied by large branches from this nerve, which here experiences a partial development, to meet the special exi-
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In the human subject the failure of the galvanic stimulus to affect the muscle through the buccal nerve, indicates that the filaments of the facial are in all probability the only motor nerves which are distributed to it.

Many of those cases of paralysed facial nerve, which occur in the human subject as the effect of disease involving their structure, approximate closely to the results obtained by an artificial division of the nerve in animals; but in consequence of the much more expressive character of the human countenance in the normal state, the deviations produced are even of a more striking appearance. One half of the face forms a perfect blank, its muscles hanging passively from the subjacent structures; while the movements of the opposite side are distorted by the absence of their proper antagonist motions, and are exaggerated in appearance by the contrast.

In the experiments above mentioned, Sir Charles Bell found that immediately on dividing the nerve the muscular aperture of the nostril, which had previously been subject to an alternate dilatation and contraction during the periods of inspiration and expiration respectively, suddenly lost this movement. He has termed the portio dura the respiratory nerve of the face; since it presides over these and other motions of the facial muscles, which are developed independently of the will, and in answer to the necessities of respiration.

The section of the facial nerve indirectly affects the sense of smell. This fact was also first pointed out by Sir Charles Bell, and has since been confirmed by many other observers. Under these circumstances, the power of discerning strong odors, as tobacco and ammonia, appears to be much diminished on the affected side, although scarcely absolutely lost. This loss of smell has been ascribed to the absence of two causes greatly conducive to the exercise of this faculty in health. The muscular contraction of the nostril which accompanied the effort of snuffing effects a considerable narrowing of the aperture; and in the deep inspiration which accompanies the act, the rapidity of the entering current of air is thus greatly augmented, and in this greater velocity is implied an increased contact of the odorous vapour with the sensitive surface. Besides this, the direction of the current of air seems to be somewhat altered; the muscles, tending much more to constrict the posterior than the anterior parts of the orifice, appear to direct the current more upwards or anteriorly than in the ordinary inspiration. The mechanical nature of the action has been illustrated by Dikay*, who has shown that dilatation of the nostrils by a glass tube, through which the air may be respired, equally prevents the perfect exercise of the olfactory sense; and Longet confirms his experiments.

The effect of division of the portio dura on

† The lesser development of the facial muscles of the lower animals allows the distribution of the small buccal nerve to be more easily traced. Thus, in the dog, the two small filaments which form it pass, as is evident on dissection, almost exclusively to the mucous membrane and buccal glands.

the eye is still more important. There is complete inability to close the eyelids of the affected side. This permanently open state is due to the action of the levator palpebrae, unopposed by the paralysed orbicularis palpebrarum; and the eye itself, no longer preserved from the contact of foreign bodies, or swept over by the conjunctiva which lines the eyelids, is often irritated into inflammation. The hazy vision which accompanies this condition is partly attributable to this cause; but more frequently depends on the imperfect removal of the lachrymal secretion, which becomes irregularly diffused in a more or less solid or dried state over the globe. The general relaxation of the orbicularis perhaps aids this, and it has also the effect of altering the position of the puncta lachrymala, and thus preventing the natural exit of the secretion, which is sometimes poured down the face. But these effects are on the whole rarely so complete as is above stated; the aperture between the eyelids is usually small, and movements of the globe of the eye are to some extent substituted for those of the lids; so that the general results offer the most marked contrast to the rapid disorganization which follows the section of the fifth nerve which forms the sensitive supply of these parts.

Besides the influence of the facial nerve on mastication, as shown by the result of its paralysis or artificial division; the sense of taste appears to be considerably impaired on the corresponding side. This fact has been well illustrated by M. Claude Bernard *, who has collected nine or ten cases of this kind. The manner in which the sense is affected seems to vary. Thus, he describes it as an impairment, in which the most sapid substances failed to excite their ordinary impressions, and are only perceived after a considerable interval of time. Professor Roux has left a recital of his sensations during a rheumatic facial hemiplegia; and in his description, which Longet quotes †, he mentions that everything on the affected side tasted strongly metallic; whereas it would appear that this diminution of taste is sometimes substituted by a perversion or depravation of the function.

And M. Bernard has conclusively shown that the chorda tympani is the immediate instrument of the change. He has adduced instances of paralysis from experiments, in which the facial nerve being divided above the point where this nerve diverges, the taste was constantly impaired; while in the facial paralysis due to disease of the nerve below its origin, the sense was unaffected.

In connexion with these facts may be mentioned the motor function of the chorda tympani. It has been previously stated that, among other courses ascribed to this nerve after its union with the gustatory, Guarni has succeeded in tracing its filaments to the lingualis muscle. But in addition to this, he has adduced experimental evidence of a much more conclusive character. He found that galvanising the fifth, ninth, and facial nerves affected the muscles of the tongue in a very different manner. When the sensitive nerve was stimulated, the tongue remained without movement; but in the case of the ninth and facial, an upward and downward movement was perceptible. When the hypoglossal was galvanised, a backward and forward motion was added to this common movement; while on stimulating the facial nerve, the middle tract of the tongue, which had remained tranquil in the previous experiments, was agitated in a vermiform manner. This latter movement was instantly annihilated by section of the chorda tympani.

The region which it occupied was that of the lingualis muscle, and to it he traced some branches of the nerve: while the upward and downward movement belonged to the styloglossus. The cause of the affection of the taste is very imperfectly understood; since, in the case of the tongue, it seems difficult to connect such an impairment of the special sense with any mere loss of motion. Bernard has, however, offered such an explanation; in which, as a preliminary, he supposes a vermiform movement like that observed to be necessary to taste, and that it acts by increasing the contact of the papillae of the tongue with the sapid particles. And although this is sufficiently unlikely, yet it is advisable to recollect that, unless guided by experience, we might have asserted the same improbability in the instance of smell; while this sense has been seen to experience an equal impairment, and in a method very similar to this which Bernard has supposed: — viz. by a diminution of effective contact between the object of the special sense and the distribution of its nerve, which contact is itself in part the result of the contractions of certain muscles, supplied by branches of the facial.

The mixed nature of the chorda tympani, as laid down by Morganti, may perhaps explain these effects in a different manner; by suggesting that the paralysis of this nerve involves the loss of some of the sentient as well as motor filaments distributed to the tongue. And the varieties in the nature of the affection which were indicated above, perhaps render this explanation a more probable one.

A connection has also been traced between the paralysis of the portio dura and an abnormal state of the soft palate: — the curtain of the palate itself being somewhat relaxed, while the uvula is drawn towards the unaffected side. In a great number of facial palsies, however, this deviation is absent. But although materials on this point are yet somewhat few, it may be safely stated that its presence or absence varies according to the seat of the disease causing the paralysis: if above the geniculate ganglion, the deviation appears pretty constantly present; if below, it is absent. The light which ex-
periment affords is somewhat uncertain and conflicting. Mechanical irritation of the root of the facial nerve in various animals has failed to excite contractions of the muscles of the palate, both with Valentin* and Hein.† The stimulus of galvanism has also acted irregularly and variably, being sometimes followed by contractions, sometimes not. It is, on the whole, difficult to avoid coming to the conclusion that the facial nerve is intimately associated with the movements of the palate by its greater petrosal branch; but the actual transmission of its uninterrupted filaments through the sphenopalatine ganglion is, on anatomical grounds, exceedingly doubtful. And the experiments above mentioned, together with others in which Hein found that its division did not affect pre-existing movements from other nervous sources, render the term "motor nerve" clearly an inapplicable name.

Concerning the influence of the facial nerve on hearing, little is known at present. Longet, in quoting the above case of M. Roux, in which comparatively faint sounds were painfully distinct, has given a very probable and ingenious explanation of the fact, by pointing the derivation of the nerve to the tensor tympani from the otic ganglion, which is itself associated with the geniculate ganglion and facial nerve. Regarding this muscle as the regulator of the acoustic drum, and the tension of this as the means of moderating excessive stimulus, just as the iris does in the eye, he shows the probability that the paralysis of the tensor in this manner deprives the ear of an important protection, and increases the loudness of the sound received.

It has thus been deduced that the facial is chiefly a nerve of motion; or, in other words, that by its central and peripheral organization it is adapted to determine the contraction of the facial muscles. It has next to be considered whether it is exclusively motor, or whether, on the contrary, it contains a certain proportion of nervous filaments, the office of which is the production of sensations.

The highly sensitive integument which forms the surface of the face, evidently receives its nervous supply solely from the different divisions of the fifth; and the anatomy of the distribution of these branches is confirmed by comparing the results which are obtained by artificial section of the facial and fifth nerves. In the case of the divided portio dura, it was previously mentioned, that while motion is lost, sensibility is unaffected; while in the common instance of the divided fifth, mobility remains, but the sensibility of this surface completely vanishes, and no expression of pain can be obtained even by cauterising large portions of the integuments.

The facial is thus excluded from all share in the tactile sensibility of this surface; yet it by no means follows that the nerve itself is wholly insensible. On the contrary, the experiments of most physiologists from the time of Bell agree in verifying the fact of its sensibility; as shown by the expressions of pain which are called forth on mechanically irritating the nerve in the living animal. Thus, pinching the trunk of the facial, or any of its larger branches, or the act of section itself, have been constantly found to be accompanied by the most unequivocal indications of suffering.

From the evidence above stated, it is manifest that the sensory filaments which we must suppose the trunk of the facial to contain, are not distributed to the cutaneous surface of the face. But although the skin is the chief organ of common sensation, it is by no means the only seat of the function: a variable but necessary share is possessed by the whole body, and accomplishes the general purpose of protection, perhaps also confers the muscular sense. Thus, by means of sensation, the injury of any particular part determines the occurrence of pain which is referred to that situation; and in this manner attention is directed to the seat of injury, and its duration or increase is prevented by a voluntary act. And it is probable that the sensitive branches which accompany the portio dura are of this kind; branches which, although very different in function, travel with the motor nerve, because they experience a distribution in its immediate neighbourhood. Indeed it is perhaps not unlikely that some of the sensory filaments which are included in the facial may bear a protective relation to this important nerve itself, possibly by a virtual distribution among its fibres:—a notion which would thus far approximate to the supposed "nervi nervorum" of the old authors.

But although the sensibility of the facial nerve is well ascertained, the origin or immediate cause of this endowment is still a matter of considerable dispute. The numerous views adopted by different authors offer many slighter modifications, but they are all reducible to two chief theories. One of these considers that the facial nerve is insensible at its origin from the brain; and that whatever amount of sensibility it subsequently exhibits is due to foreign filaments, which come from the acknowledged sensitive nerves of the fifth and pneumogastric; and which, joining the portio dura in different parts of its course, accompany it beyond these points included in its substance. The other regards the facial nerve as arising by two roots, whereof the larger is motor, the smaller sensitive; and that the sensibility of the nerve as a whole is the result of its double constitution, and is effected by its own sensory filaments.

Each of these theories has received the sanction of distinguished anatomists. Thus, amongst many others, the first has obtained the support of Magendie, Cruveilhier, Eschricht, Lund, &c.; while the latter numbers amongst its advocates, Arnold, Bischoff, Goedechens, Barthold, and, more lately, Morganti.

The dispute scarcely involves the function

* Lehrbuch der Physiologie, B. ii. S. 678.
† Muller's Archiv. 1844. Heft 3, 4.
of the portio dura in that larger sense, in which we generally use this word of nerves; and hence the changes effected by disease afford very little aid to the settlement of the question. The inquiry therefore limits itself to a judgment on the two remaining kinds of evidence: firstly, the results of experiment; and secondly, the anatomical appearances. With this latter means of proof, a third is intimately associated in the present instance; viz. the analogies offered by the structure of the facial to other nerves, of which the functions are better ascertained. These analogies, where present, will argue a similarity of function; and in a degree of probability varying with the degree of the resemblance.

On the supposition that the sensory filaments are borrowed from neighbouring nerves, the very numerous junctions of the facial and fifth would naturally point to the latter as constituting one of the most probable and important sources. There are two ways of instituting the question experimentally. If these filaments come from this nerve, the destruction of its continuity will annihilate the sensibility alike of the facial and itself. Again, if the portio dura be insensible until joined by these branches of the fifth, irritation or section of the former nerve, previous to the point of junction, ought to be unattended by pain. In both these methods, the fifth is functionally separated from the facial; but in the second instance, the natural isolation of this nerve behind the situations where the fifth joins it, supplies the place of the artificial isolation practised in the first. And in both the continuance of sensibility would imply that the portio dura possessed inherent sensitive fibres.

The division of the fifth nerve within the skull, or close to its origin from the encephalon, has been attended with insensibility of the facial, in the hands of Magendie*, Eschricht, Lund and Longet; and I am not aware of any such experiments which have contradicted their statements. The latter author states that, under these circumstances, the insensibility of the portio dura is perfect; but Lund and Eschricht, although they seem to deduce the same conclusion that he does, viz. that the sensibility of the facial nerve is entirely due to its anastomoses with the fifth, —yet, nevertheless, distinctly state that in their experiments the insensitivity produced extended only from the ear forwards; while behind this situation the portio dura still evinced a well-marked sensibility. Apparently, Longet would explain this contradiction by supposing that the nerve behind the ear, which they found to be still sensible, was an ascending filament of the cervical plexus; but it seems very unlikely that they should confound the facial trunk with so very small a twig as one of these cervical branches would be. It must be observed that the results afforded by section of the fifth are only valid when the whole of the nerve has been divided, since in any other case there is a possibility that the sensibility of the facial, which remains after the operation, is due to the reception of filaments from the uncut branches.

These anatomical considerations apply even more forcibly to the second series of experiments. Thus, in some of them, conclusions are sought to be drawn from the observed sensibility of the larger branches of the nerve in the face; but the numerous anastomoses with the fifth, of which mention has previously been made, and especially that large union with the auriculo-temporal nerve of its third division, immediately in front of the ear, invalidate all these results.

Similar contradictory evidence obtains concerning the sensibility of the facial at its emergence from the skull, or behind its more visible junctions with the fifth. Thus, Valentin regards it as insensible in this place, while the experiments of Longet, Morganti (and probably Eschricht and Lund, as above stated), induce them to maintain the opposite opinion. So that, perhaps, on the whole, the balance of evidence inclines towards the statement that the irritation of the facial nerve at the stylo-mastoid foramen is attended with expressions of pain, and, therefore, that the nerve is possessed of sensibility at this place.

The reception of this fact considerably narrows the question; since the only branches connected with the facial above this point are, the greater and lesser superficial petrosal nerves, and the auricular filament of the pneumogastric. But Morganti has laid bare the chorda tympani in the tympanicum, and has proved its sensibility to irritation. And this nerve, it will be recollected, comes* from the portio dura at a point above its junction with the auricular filament; and since the latter is thus not essential to the sensibility of this branch of the facial, so in all probability it is not necessary to the sensibility of this trunk itself. Thus the superficial petrosal nerves only remain; and many who consider one or both of these to join the facial, explain the sensibility of the nerve in the Fallopian canal by supposing that they convey to it branches of the second or third division of the fifth, which pass through the spheno-palatine and otic ganglia respectively. But, as has been previously stated, anatomy fails to recognise such a direct passage to the facial; and, on the contrary, by showing the unequivocally ganglionic nature of the genuiform intumescence, renders it highly improbable. And on physiological grounds, it seems difficult to imagine that a nerve or nerves should pass unchanged through two successive nervous

† Dictionnaire des Sciences Médicales, Journal Complément, tom. xxvi. p. 204.
‡ Loc. cit.

Some have supposed the chorda tympani to pass from the gustatory to the facial nerve, conveying sensitive fibres to it. But numerous arguments, especially its anatomy and function as above mentioned, combine to render this supposition quite untenable.
centres, of which they form such large and important roots: while, allowing them to be affected in their functions, we are at least not justified in calling them "sensitive branches of the fifth."

By this elision of one sensitive anastomosis after another, sensibility still remaining, we have been led, in a retrograde course, to the ganglion at the hiatus Fallopii: at and above this point the evidence afforded by experiment fails us.

Magendie states himself to have succeeded, in one instance, in exposing the facial nerve within the skull, or where it enters the auditory meatus; and adds that it was insensible to irritation. But the experiment stands alone, and it appears doubtful whether the portio intermedia was included in the irritation.

But the anatomical discoveries of Morganti may somewhat supply the deficiency of direct evidence. He has pointed out the complete analogy of the facial to a spinal nerve; and hence deduces the probability, that the portio intermedia, which exclusively forms the geniculate ganglion, is, like the posterior or gangliform root of the spinal nerve, the source of sensitive fibres to the compound nerve.

The observed insensibility of the facial after section of the fifth militates strongly against this view. But it will be recollected that although affirmed by some, it has been denied by others. And even granting it to be as complete as Longet states it, yet possibly it would constitute a less conclusive objection than might at first appear. For when we consider the violent nervous shock which division of the important trifacial must produce on the parts in the immediate neighbourhood of its origin, and the close proximity of the two nerves at their roots, we are perhaps justified in considering the result an insufficient testimony to their more immediate connection. A comparison of the lesion and symptoms in many cases of cerebral hemorrhage would almost parallel the occurrences of such an anaesthesia; while, in such an instance, a direct continuity would scarcely be admitted.

But even granting that the facial nerve, as thus constituted, possesses an inherent sensibility, it is still probable, from its numerous anastomoses, both with the fifth and with the cervical nerves, that it subsequently receives many additional sensory filaments. These junctions differ from a plexus like the cervical, or brachial, in the fact that, in place of forming communications between the mixed nerves of different segments of the body, they connect nerves of different endomments. The exchange appears to be at the expense of the sensitive nerve; that is, more filaments seem to pass from the fifth to the facial than from the latter to the former. The amount of these filaments given to the different branches of the seventh is said to differ: thus, Longet affirms the insensibility of the "mentonnier," or supra-maxillary portion.

Little can here be said of the more minute ramifications of Morganti's theory. But nothing that is known at present, either of the facial generally, or of the chorda tympani, or superficial petrosal branches, is absolutely incompatible with his views. All of these branches, except the lesser petrosal, he shows to be mixed nerves: the experiments and observations above quoted tend to indicate all as more or less directly subservient to motion; and in none are we able to deny the possibility of sensation. But the petrosal nerves would probably be likened to the branches which connect the roots of the spinal nerves to the sympathetic ganglia on the side of the spine; and the obscure and uncertain results obtained by experiment on these filaments of the facial are closely analogous to the effects of similar experiments on the spinal nerves in connection with the sympathetic of the trunk. But the anomaly of the tensor tympani being apparently supplied solely from the sensitive portion of the facial nerve, is very much weakened by the physiological facts of the involuntary character of its movements, and the interposition of a second ganglion.

The more important effects of disease of the facial nerve have already been spoken of in treating of its functions. For its morbid anatomy, in which it offers no especial peculiarity, reference is made to the article Nerve.

BIBLIOGRAPHY. See NERVOUS SYSTEM.

(William Britton.)

SHELL.—This term is commonly employed to designate the hard envelopes in which the bodies and members of many animals belonging to the Radiated, Molluscosus, and Articulated sub-kingdoms are enclosed. Generally speaking, it is applied to those only into whose composition mineral matter enters: thus, we speak of the shell of a Crustacean, whilst we do not give that appellation to the dermo-skeleton of an Insect or Myriapod. Still this rule is not strictly observed; for there are many Crustacea and Mollusca which are commonly spoken of as possessing shells although these bodies are entirely destitute of calcareous matter, being as horny in their texture as the envelope of a beetle or a centipede. Among radiated animals, the class of Echinodermata is the only one in which shells are met with; and these are by no means universally present throughout the group. In the molluscosus series, we meet with shells in every class save the Tunicata; all the animals of the class Conchifera, whether lamellibranchiate or palpibranchiate, being furnished with them; a considerable proportion of Gasteropoda (all of them, it would seem, in the embryonic state) possessing them;
whilst they are occasionally found in the delicate little **Pteropoda**, and in the comparatively gigantic **Cephalopoda**. In this last class, however, the shells are not unfrequently *internal*; an approach to this arrangement being seen in certain Gasteropoda and Pteropoda, in which the shells are covered-in by folds of the mantle, whilst really external to the body. In the **articulated** series, the presence of a shelly covering, according to the usual acceptance of the term, is more restricted. It is possessed by a few **Annélida** (e.g. *Serpula*, *Spiroirba*, &c.), whose shelly tubes so much resemble those of certain Mollusks as to be readily confounded with them. It is usually found, too, in the **Cirripedia** (a class whose articulate members, 1841 is now quite settled); and it is generally present in the **Crustacea**, although it is only in the larger and more highly developed forms of this class, that the shell is consolidated by mineral deposit, and really deserves the appellation.

The external configuration of the principal varieties of shelly covering having been sufficiently described under the several heads above referred to, it is not requisite here to revert to that subject; our present purpose being to give an account of the **intimate structure** of shell, on which an entirely new light has been thrown by microscopical enquiries. The prevalent doctrine respecting the nature of shell, as expressed even by the most recent conchological writers, has been that it is not only **extravascular**, but completely **inorganic**, being composed of an **exudation** of calcareous particles, cemented together by animal glue. It may now, however, be stated as an ascertained fact, that shell always possesses a more or less distinct organic structure*; this being in some instances of the character of that of the **epidermis** of higher animals, but in others having more resemblance to that of the **dermis**, or true skin. The nature of the organic structure is so entirely different in the Mollusca, Echinodermata, and Crustacea respectively, that a separate description is required for each; indeed, even in the subordinate divisions of these groups very characteristic diversities are frequently observable; so that, as in the case of teeth, it is often possible to determine the family, sometimes the genus, and occasionally even the species, from the inspection of a minute fragment of a shell, as well fossil as recent; whilst the degree of correspondence or difference in the intimate structure appears to be, in many groups, more valuable than any other single character as a basis for classification, because more indicative of the general organisation of the animal. Examples of both these applications will be presently given.

**Mollusca.**—The shells of Mollusca may always be regarded as **epidermic** in their character; being formed upon the surface of the mantle, which answers to the true skin of other animals. As might be anticipated from this description, they are essentially composed of **cells**, consolidated by a deposit of carbonate of lime in their interior; but, as in other tissues, we frequently find that the original cellular organisation is obscured by subsequent changes, and we sometimes lose all traces of it. We shall first examine it in what may be considered its typical condition, which is most characteristically seen in certain bivalves.

If a small portion be broken away from the thin margin of the shell of any species of *Pinna*, (this margin being composed of the outer layer only, which projects beyond the inner), and it be placed without any preparation under a low magnifying power, it presents on each of its surfaces, when viewed by transmitted light, very much the appearance of a honeycomb; whilst at the broken edge it exhibits an aspect which is evidently fibrous to the eye, but which, when examined under the microscope with reflected light, resembles that of an assemblage of basaltic columns. The shell is thus seen to be composed of a vast number of prisms, having a tolerably uniform size, and usually presenting an approach to the hexagonal shape. These are arranged perpendicularly (or nearly so) to the surface of the lamina of the shell; so that its thickness is formed by their length, and its two surfaces by their extremities. A more satisfactory view of these prisms is obtained by grinding down a lamina until it possesses a high degree of transparency; and it is then seen (**fig. 407.**) that the prisms themselves appear to be composed of a very homogeneous substance, but that they are separated by definite and strongly-marked lines of division. When such a lamina is submitted to the action of dilute acid, so as to dissolve away the carbonate of lime, a tolerably firm and consistent membrane is left, which exhibits the prismatic structure just as perfectly as did the original shell (**fig. 408.**); the hexagonal divisions being evidently the walls of cells resembling those of the pith or bark of a plant, in which the cells are frequently hexagonal prisms. In very thin natural laminae, the nuclei of the cells can often be plainly distinguished; but we cannot expect to find these, when the two ends of the cells (at one of which they are generally situated) have been removed by grinding. By making a section of the shell perpendicularly to its surface, we obtain a view of the prisms cut

* The idea that such would prove to be the case was expressed by the author of this article in the 3rd edition of his "**Principles of General and Comparative Zoology**," (published in 1841), as follows:—"The dense calcareous shells of the Mollusca, and the thinner jointed envelopes of the Crustacea, have been commonly regarded as mere exudations of stony matter, mixed with an animal glue secreted from the membrane which answers to the true skin. The hard axes and sheaths of the Polyphera, however, have been also regarded in the same light; and yet, as will hereafter appear, these are unquestionably formed by the consolidation of what was once living tissue. From the analogy which the shells of Mollusca and Crustacea bear to the epidermic appendages of higher animals, there would seem reason to believe that the former, like the latter, have their origin in cells, and that these are afterwards hardened by the deposition of earthly matter in their interior." P. 33.
in the direction of their length (fig. 409.); and it is then seen that whilst many of them pass
continuously from one surface of the layer to the other, some terminate in points midway.

Hence it happens that the number of the reticulations is smaller on the interior than on the exterior of the layer; their size, on the contrary, being greater. The prisms are seen to be marked by delicate transverse striae, closely resembling those observable on the prisms of the enamel of teeth, to which this kind of shell-structure may be considered as bearing a very close resemblance, except as regards the mineralising ingredient. If a similar section be decalcified by dilute acid, the membranous residuum will exhibit the walls of the prismatic cells viewed longitudinally; and these will be seen to be more or less regularly marked by the transverse striae just alluded to. It sometimes happens in recent, but still more commonly in fossil
shells, that the decay of the animal membrane leaves the contained prisms without any con
necting medium; and being then quite isolated, they can be easily detached from one
another without any fracture. A group of three such prisms, found in a fragment of chalk, is shown in fig. 411.: it is seen that these also exhibit transverse striae of a similar aspect. By submitting the edges of the membranous walls of the prismatic cells divided longitudinally (as in fig. 410.) to a high magnifying power, the cause of the transverse

**Fig. 407.**

Section of the shell of Pinna parallel to the surface, showing prismatic cellular structure, cut transversely. Magnified 185 diameters.

**Fig. 408.**

Lamina of decalcified membrane of prismatic cellular structure, from shell of Pinna. Magnified 185 diameters.

**Fig. 409.**

Vertical section of prismatic cellular structure, from external layer of shell of Unio occidentis. Magnified 40 diameters.

**Fig. 410.**

Vertical section of cellular structure of Pinna; at its lower part the membrane is splitting into thin layers. Magnified 74 diameters.
striation is seen to be a thickening of the cell-wall in those situations; which will of course produce a corresponding series of indentations upon the contained prisms. This thickening seems best accounted for by supposing (as first suggested by Prof. Owen) that each long prismatic cell is made up by the coalescence of a pile of flat epidermic cells, the transverse striation marking their lines of junction; and this view corresponds well with the fact that the shell-membrane not unfrequently shows a tendency to split into thin laminae along the lines of striation, as shown in the lower part of fig. 410; whilst we occasionally meet with an excessively thin natural lamina, composed of flat pavement-like cells resembling those of the epithelium of serous membrane, lying between the thicker prismatic layers, with one of which it would have probably coalesced but for some accidental cause which preserved its distinctness. That the entire length of the prism is not formed at once, but that it is progressively lengthened and consolidated at its lower extremity, would appear also from the fact that where the shell presents a deep colour (as in Pinna nigrina) this colour is usually disposed in distinct strata, the outer portion of each layer being the part most deeply tinged, whilst the inner extremities of the prisms are almost colourless.

The prismatic arrangement of the carbonate of lime in the shells of Pinna and its allies has been long familiar to conchologists; but it has been usually regarded as the result of crystallisation. It is now, however, perfectly evident that the calcareous prisms are nothing else than casts of the interior of the prismatic cells; the form of which, however irregular, they constantly present; whilst the markings of the membrane are faithfully transferred to the surface of the prism. Further, the prisms in a thick layer of shell frequently present a decided curvature, which would not be the case if their form were due to crystallisation. Not unfrequently, moreover, they are altogether destitute of angular boundaries; the large quantity of animal matter disposed between the contiguous cells giving them a rounded contour, as seen in fig. 412, and thus causing the calcareous casts of their interior to be cylindrical rather than prismatic.

It is only in a few families of Bivalves, however, that the cellular structure is seen in this very distinct form, or that it makes up a large part of the substance of the shell; and these families are for the most part nearly allied to Pinna. In all the genera of the Margaritaceae, we find the external layer of the shell formed upon this plan, and of considerable thickness; the internal layer being nacreous. In the Unionidae, on the contrary, nearly the whole thickness of the shell is made up of the internal or nacreous layer; but a uniform stratum of prismatic cellular substance is always found between the nacre and the periostracum. In the Ostreacea the greater part of the shell is composed of a sub-nacreous substance, the successively-formed laminae of which have very little adhesion to each other; but every one of these laminae is bordered at its free edge by a layer of the prismatic cellular substance, distinguished by its brownish-yellow colour: this structure presents itself again in the family Pandoridae, which belongs to quite a different section of the class; and it is curious to observe that the marked difference in the structure of the shells of Pandora and Lyonsia from that of the Anatinae and other neighbouring families, harmonises completely with the peculiar combination of characters presented by the animals of these two genera. In all the foregoing cases, a distinct cellulo-membranous residuum is left after the decalcification of the prismatic substance by dilute acid; and this is most tenacious and substantial where, as in the Margaritacea, there is no proper periostracum,—as if the horny matter which would have otherwise gone to form this investment had been diffused as an intercellular substance between the proper cell-walls.

In many other instances, a cellular arrangement is perfectly evident in sections of the shell; and yet no corresponding structure can be distinctly seen in the delicate membrane left after decalcification. In all such cases, the animal basis bears a very small proportion to the calcareous deposit, and the shell is usually extremely hard. A very characteristic example of this is presented by the outer layers of the shells of the genus Thracia and other Anatinae. But there are numerous other cases, in which no traces of cellular structure can be detected in the fully-formed shell, and in which we can only be guided by analogy in

thus it is found occasionally in Anomia and Pecten, and generally in Chama, Cleidotherus, and some other genera. The phenomenon is thus explained.

**Fig. 414.**

*E. Williams.*

Section of the hinge-tooth of *Mya arenaria,* showing radiating arrangement of carbonate of lime within the cells, and the gradual disappearance of the cell-boundaries, so that the texture becomes homogeneous. Magnified 80 diameters.

Trigonia, Anatina, Solen, Glycimeris, Solemya, &c. In the last-named genus it is very firm, and leaves a distinct membranous residuum after the calcareous matter has been removed by acid, which is not the case with the others. The cells of which the outer layer of the shell is made up are frequently rather fusiform than prismatic in their shape, and are disposed with their long axes nearly parallel to its surface, so that their extremities "crop out" very obliquely on its exterior, where their rounded terminations, containing nuclei, may often be distinguished when the surface has not suffered abrasion. (See *fig. 416*.)

The internal layer of Bivalve shells rarely presents a distinct cellular structure, when examined in a thin section; and the residuum left after decalcification is usually a distinct but structureless membrane, closely resembling the "basement membrane" of Mr. Bowman. (MUCOUS MEMBRANE.) This form of shell-substance may consequently be distinguished as membranous. In the Margaritaceae and many other families, this internal layer has a nacreous or iridescent lustre, which depends (as Sir D. Brewster has shown *) upon the striation of its surface with a series of grooved lines, which usually run nearly parallel to each other. As these lines are not obliterated by any amount of polishing, it is evident that their presence depends upon something peculiar in the texture of this substance, and not upon any mere superficial arrangement. When a piece of nacre is carefully examined, it becomes evident that the lines are produced by the cropping-out of laminae of shell situated more or less obliquely to the plane of the surface. The greater the dip of these laminae, the closer will their edges be; whilst the less the angle which they make with the surface.

* Phil. Trans. 1814.
the wider will be the interval between the lines. When the section passes for any distance in the plane of a lamina, no lines will present themselves on that space. And thus the appearance of a section of nacre is such as to have been aptly compared by Sir J. Herschel* to the surface of a smoothed deal board, in which the woody layers are cut perpendicularly to their surface in one part, and nearly in their plane in another. Sir D. Brewster appears to suppose† that nacre consists of a multitude of layers of carbonate of lime alternating with animal membrane; and that the presence of the grooved lines on the most highly-polished surface is due to the wearing away of the edges of the animal lamina, whilst those of the hard calcareous lamina stand out. If each line upon the nacreous surface, however, indicate a distinct layer of shell-substance, a very thin section of mother-of-pearl ought to contain many thousand laminae, in accordance with the number of lines upon its surface; these being frequently no more than 1-7500th of an inch apart. But when the nacre is treated with dilute acid, so as to dissolve its calcareous portion, no such repetition of membranous layers is to be found; on the contrary, if the piece of nacre be the product of one act of shell-formation, there is but a single layer of membrane. The membrane is usually found to present a more or less folded or ploited arrangement; but this has generally been obviously disturbed by the disengagement of carbonic acid in the act of decalcification, which tends to unfold the plaits. There is one shell, however,—the well-known Haliothis splendens,—which affords us the opportunity of examining the plaits in situ, and thus presents a clear demonstration of the real structure of nacre. This shell is for the most part made up of a series of plates of animal matter, resembling tortoise-shell in its aspect, alternating with thin layers of nacre; and if a piece of it be submitted to the action of dilute acid, the calcareous portion of the nacreous layers being dissolved away, the plates of animal matter fall apart, each one carrying with it the membranous residuum of the layer of nacre that was applied to its inner surface. It will usually be found that the nacre-membrane covering some of these horny plates will remain in an undisturbed condition; and their surfaces then exhibit their iridescent lustre, although all the calcareous matter has been removed from their structure. On looking at the surface with reflected light under a magnifying power of 75 diameters, it is seen to present a series of folds or plaits more or less regular; and the iridescent hues which these exhibit are often of the most gorgeous description. But if the membrane be extended with a pair of needles, these plaits are unfolded, and it covers a much larger surface than before; and the iridescence is then completely destroyed. This experiment, then, demonstrates that the peculiar lineation of the surface of nacre (on which the iridescence undoubtedly depends, as first shown by Sir D. Brewster), is due, not to the outcropping of alternate layers of membranous and calcareous matter, but to the disposition of a single membranous layer in folds or plaits, which lie more or less obliquely to the general surface.

There are several bivalve shells which present what may be termed a sub-nacreous structure, their polished surfaces being covered with lines indicative of folds in the basement membrane; but these folds are destitute of that regularity of arrangement which is necessary to produce the iridescent lustre. This is the case, for example, with most of the Pectinidae, also with some of the Mytilaceæ, and with the common Oyster. Where there is no indication of a regular corrugation of the shell-membrane, there is not the least approach to the nacreous aspect; and this is the case with the internal layer of far the greater number of shells, the presence of nacre being exceptional, save in a small number of families.

The membranous shell-substance, some form of which constitutes the internal layer of most bivalve shells, is occasionally traversed by tubes, which seem to commence from the inner surface of the shell, and to pass towards the exterior. These tubes vary in size from about the 1-20,000th of an inch, or even less, to about the 1-2000th; but their general diameter, in the shells in which they most abound, is about 1-4000th of an inch. The direction and distribution of these tubes are extremely various in different genera. Thus, in Anomia Ephippium they are scantily distributed in the internal nacreous lamina; but in the yellow outer layer they are very abundant (fig. 415.), forming an irregular network, which spreads out in a plane parallel to the surface. In Cleidothærus chamoides, on the other hand, the tubes are abundant in the internal layer of the nacreous lining, where they form an intricate but irregular net-work parallel to the internal surface of the shell; and from this arise a series of straight tubes, which pass nearly at right angles with the surface, at a considerable distance from each other, through the external portion of the nacreous layer, towards the cellular structure which constitutes the exterior of the shell. This, however, they do not penetrate; stopping short as they approach it, just as the tubes of dentine cease at its plane of junction with the enamel. The diameter of the tubes is tolerably uniform, even when they divericate; the trunk not being much larger than either of the branches. In other instances, however, no such net-work is formed, but the tubes run at a distance from each other, traversing the shell layers obliquely, and are then usually of comparatively large size: this is the case, for example, with some species of Arca and Pectunculus. That these tubes are not mere channels or excavations in the shell-substance, is proved by the fact that they may be frequently seen very distinctly in the decalcified shell-membrane. They often present, in their beaded aspect, indications of a cellular origin, as if they had been formed

† Loc. cit.
by the coalescence of a series of cells arranged in a linear direction. They are generally

Fig. 415.

Tubular shell-structure from external surface of Anomia Ephippium. Magnified 250 diameters.

most abundant in shells whose exterior has a foliated or sculptured character; and not unfrequently they may be distinctly seen to pass directly towards the prominences of the surface, — as in Lima scabra and various species of Chama. They are by no means restricted, however, to shells thus characterised; nor are they universally present in them.

Of the origin and mode of formation of the membranous shell-structure, it is rather difficult to give an exact account. Possibly, after the epidermic cells have undergone calcification, so as to form the external cellular layer, the basement membrane itself may become detached from the surface of the mantle, in combination with a layer of calcareous matter.

Even in nacre, however, which may be considered as the most perfect form of this substance, indications of cellular structure are not unfrequently to be seen, especially in univalve shells: these are particularly evident in Haliotis, the nacreous laminae of which, when carefully examined under a sufficiently high magnifying power, are found to be composed of minute cells of a long oval form (fig. 416), their short diameter not being above 1-5000th of an inch. Their boundaries in many parts are very indistinct, or even disappear altogether, so that every gradation can be traced, from the obviously cellular arrangement shown in fig. 412, to the homogeneous aspect presented by the nacre of bivalve shells. The same cellular structure, and the same gradation to a homogeneous stratum, may be made apparent in the decalcified membrane; so that here we seem to have evidence that even the membranous shell-substance is originally formed by the agency of cells, although the boundaries of these have usually been subsequently obliterated, so that the structure comes to present a homogeneous aspect. Indications of the same cellular organisation may be detected in the nacreous lining of the shell in Turbo and Nautilus. We seem justified in concluding that nacre has everywhere a similar origin; and if one variety of membranous shell-substance be thus

Fig. 416.

Cellular structure of nacre of Haliotis splendens: the cells cut transversely at a, longitudinally at b, and showing their terminations (with nuclear spots) at c. Magnified 450 diameters.

proved to have been formed by the agency of cells, little doubt can be entertained as to the corresponding organisation of others. The fact may probably be, that, as maintained by Professor Good sir, the basement membrane is itself composed of cells more or less perfectly developed, the boundaries of which usually disappear. Of this view a very good illustration is afforded by the various examples of shell-membrane; which present every gradation, from the most perfectly homogeneous pellicle, to a distinct stratum of cells.

The loss of the original boundaries of the cells, and the consequent obscurcation of the real nature of the structure, are by no means peculiar to shell; for the physiologist is familiar with this change as occurring in various other tissues. Thus, in dentine, the cases in which the vestiges of the original cells are preserved are few in proportion to those in which they are obliterated; and yet these isolated examples are sufficient to mark the real nature of the transformation of the soft dentinal pulp into the dense ivory. It would seem as if, in the process of calcification, the cell-walls have a tendency to liquefy or dissolve away, unless supported by additional deposits of animal matter, thus allowing the complete fusion of their contents. The peculiar tenacity of the decalcified shell-substance in the Margaritaceae and certain other tribes seems due, not so much to the strength of the original cell-walls, as to the interposition of an intercellular substance between them. In Perna we not unfrequently find, between the calcified layers, membranous laminae consisting chiefly of horny matter interposed between rounded cells that are more or less widely separated from each other: here the animal substance

* Anatomical and Pathological Observations, p. 3, note.
would seem to be peculiarly abundant, being apparently of the same kind as that of which the byssus of these animals is composed.

The ordinary account of the mode of growth of the shells of Bivalve Mollusca,—that they are progressively enlarged by the deposition of new laminae, each of which is in contact with the internal surface of the preceding, and extends beyond it,—does not express the whole truth; for it takes no account of the fact that most shells are composed of two layers of very different texture, and does not specify whether both these layers are thus formed by the entire surface of the mantle whenever the shell has to be extended, or whether only one is produced. An examination of fig. 417, will clearly show the mode in which the operation is effected. This figure

represents a section of one of the valves of Unio occidentis, taken perpendicularly to its surface, and passing from the margin (at the right hand of the figure) towards the umbo (which would be at some distance beyond the left). This section brings into view the two substances of which the shell is composed; traversing the outer or prismatic layer in the direction of the length of its cells, and passing through the nacreous lining, which is seen to be made up of numerous laminae, separated by the lines a a', b b', c c', &c. These lines evidently indicate the successive formations of this layer; and it may be easily shown, by tracing them towards the umbo on the one side, and towards the margin on the other, that at every enlargement of the shell its whole interior is lined by a new nacreous lamina, in immediate contact with that which preceded it. The number of such laminae, therefore, in the oldest part of the shell, indicates the number of enlargements which it has undergone. The outer or prismatic layer of the growing shell, on the other hand, is only formed where the new structure projects beyond the margin of the old; and thus we do not find one layer of it overlapping another, except at the lines of junction of two distinct formations. When the shell has attained its full dimensions, however, new laminae of both layers still continue to be added; and thus the lip becomes thickened by successive formations of prismatic structure, each being applied to the inner surface of the preceding, instead of to its free margin. The same arrangement may be well seen in the Oyster; with this difference, that the successive layers have but a comparatively slight adhesion to each other.

The shells of Terebratula, and of several other genera of Brachiopoda, or Pseudobranchiate Bivalves, are distinguished by peculiarities of structure, which serve to distinguish them from all others. When thin sections of them are microscopically examined, they present a very peculiar texture, (fig. 418, a.)

---

**Fig. 417.**

Vertical section of shell of Unio occidentis, near the lip, showing the arrangement of the outer or prismatic, and the internal or nacreous layers: a a', b b', c c', successive lines of growth; d, margin of the valve. Magnified 8 diameters.

**Fig. 418.**

Portion of the shell of Terebratula australis, showing the orifices of the perforations, and the peculiar structure of the shell: at a the shell is traversed by the section; at b is shown its internal surface. Which might be referred either to long flattened cells, or to plications in the shell-membrane; on the other hand, the natural internal surface of these shells always exhibits an imbricated aspect of great regularity (b). If the section pass very obliquely towards this surface, it becomes evident that these imbrications are formed by the outercrop of the long flattened cells or folds, which were seen when the plane of the section has passed in the direction of o o 2.
their length. A great variety of appearances is presented by this structure, according to the direction in which it happens to be traversed by the section; but they are all indicative of its peculiar character, which is readily recognisable even in the minutest fragment, although its nature yet remains doubtful. The cells, if cells they be, must be excessively flattened; and no vestige of them can be traced in the decalcified shell; whilst, on the other hand, the membranous residuum does not give any distinct indication of having been plicated with the regularity necessary to produce such a remarkable appearance. When any recent species of Terebratula is examined, save Ter. psittacea (which is now generally excluded from the genus on other grounds), an additional peculiarity is observed; consisting of the presence of a large number of perforations in the shell, generally passing obliquely from one surface to the other, and terminating internally by an open orifice (fig. 418.), whilst on the exterior they are covered in by the periostracum. Their diameter, which is greatest towards the external surface, varies in different species from about 1-1800th to 1-500th of an inch; and there is a considerable difference, also, in their degree of proximity to each other. In some fossil species, as Ter. bulata, the interval between the passages is scarcely greater than the diameter of the passages themselves. When a portion of one of these shells, which has been preserved with the animal in spirit, has been completely decalcified by the action of dilute acid, the membranous residuum presents a very remarkable structure, no vestige of which is seen in the ordinary bivalves. Attached to the membranous films are a series of tubular appendages, corresponding in diameter to the perforations of the shell, and arranged at the same distances (fig. 419.): the free extremities of these appendages have distinct cecal terminations; and when a sufficient magnifying power is employed, it is found that their contents are distinctly cellular, resembling the cells in the interior of glandular follicles. These cecal tubuli lie in the perforations of the shell, and open on its inner surface; but there does not appear to be any system of tubes or canals for collecting the matter poured out from them, each cœcum having its distinct and independent termination on the internal surface of the shell. The surface of the mantle in contact with the shell is found to be studded with minute cells, corresponding in size and aspect with those contained in the cecal tubuli. The physiological purpose of this curious structure is at present a mystery; but there can be little doubt that it is a very important one in the economy of the animal, when we see the shell thus rendered subservient to the special protection of the cecal appendages. The perforations are wanting in a large proportion of the very numerous species of fossil Terebratula; and there would appear strong reason for regarding their presence or absence as a character of fundamental importance in the subdivision of this important genus.* In most of the non-perforated species, the shell is readily divisible into thin micaceous plates, which exhibit the characteristic texture of the shell in great perfection; and as this texture undergoes remarkably little change in the act of fossilisation, it is often possible to recognise a Terebratula from a very minute fragment, imbedded even in the palaeozoic strata. A very similar structure exists in several genera allied to Terebratula; and in some of these, also, as Orthis and Spirifer, the distinction has to be established between the perforated and non-perforated species; whilst in Airyops (to which the recent Ter. psittacea properly belongs), all the species are destitute of perforations.

There is not, by any means, the same amount of diversity in the structure of the shell in the class of Gasteropoda, as that which exists among the several tribes of Conchifera; a certain typical plan of construction being common to by far the greater number of them. The small proportion of animal matter contained in most of these shells is a very marked feature in their character; and it serves to render other features indistinct, since the residuum left after the removal of the calcareous matter is usually so imperfect, as to give no clue whatever to the explanation of the appearances shown by sections. Nevertheless, the structure of these shells is by no means homogeneous, but always exhibits indications, more or less clear, of an original organic arrangement. The porcellaneous shells, as formerly stated (vol. ii. p. 384.), are composed of three layers, all presenting the same kind of structure, but each differing from the others in the mode in which this is arranged. This structure was described by Mr. Gray † as the result of rhomboidal crystallisation; each layer being com-

† Phil. Trans. 1853, p. 780.
posed of thin laminae placed side by side, which separate from one another in the planes of cleavage when the shell is fractured. As first pointed out, however, by Mr. Bowerbank, each of these laminae really consists of a series of cells in close apposition; and the plates are disposed alternately in contrary directions, so that each series of cells intersects the one beneath it nearly at right angles, as seen in fig. 420. Although the intimate structure of each of the three layers of the shell is essentially the same, yet the disposition of the laminae is not the same in any two adjoining ones,—an arrangement which adds greatly to the strength of the shell. The planes of the laminae are always as nearly as possible either parallel or at right angles to the lines of growth; those of the inner and outer layers always having the same direction with each other, but those of the middle layer being set at right angles to them. When, therefore, a section is made parallel to the surface of the shell, it will cut the edges of the laminae of which the layers traversed by it are composed; but if the section be made in a direction perpendicular to the surface, and pass through the middle layer in the plane of its laminae, it will cut through the edges of the laminae making up the interior and exterior layers; whilst if the section traverse the two latter in the plane of their laminae, it will cut across the laminae of the middle layer.

The principal departures from this plan of structure are seen in Patella, Chiton, Haliotis, and Turbo and its allies. In Patella, the inner and outer layers are composed of large and irregular laminae, by no means firmly adherent to one another; but the middle layer is made up of tolerably regular polygonal cells, which form only a thin stratum in some parts, whilst in others they are elongated into prismatic cells; and the directions of the laminae, of which the inner and outer layers are composed, instead of being conformable with each other, are at right angles. In Chiton, the external layer, which seems to be of a delicate fibrous texture, but which is of extreme density, is perforated by large canals, which pass down obliquely into its substance, without penetrating, however, as far the middle layer. The middle layer, as in Patella, is distinctly cellular; whilst the internal has the same nearly-homogeneous texture as the external, but shows no trace of perforations. The peculiarities of structure presented by Haliotis have been already described. In Turbo and its allies, the inner layer is nacreous, and the middle one is made up of large cells: the cellular structure is also very evident in the solid operculum of Turbo, when reduced to sufficient thinness.

That the shell-substance in Gasteropoda is formed in the first instance by the agency of cells, however indistinct their traces may subsequently become, is further apparent from the researches of Mr. Bowerbank on the growth of the shell of the common garden-snail (Helix aspersa); and his observations further confirm the opinion already expressed, that the formation of each layer of shell is a progressive operation; new matter being added to its interior after the exterior has been consolidated.

Passing by the Pteropoda, whose delicate membranous shells present no very distinct structure, we come to the testaceous Cephalopoda, of which there are but few species now existing. The shell of Nautilus pompilius bears more resemblance to that of bivalves in its intimate structure, than to that of the Gasteropodous univalves; the three layers of perpendicular laminae, so characteristic of the latter, not making their appearance here; and of the two layers of which the shell is composed, the inner one being nacreous, whilst the outer one is made up of an aggregation of cells of various sizes, those which are nearest the external surface being generally the largest. In the thin shell of Argonauta, the same kind of irregular cellular structure can be easily distinguished, as in the outer layer of the shell of Nautilus; but there would seem to be nothing comparable to the inner layer of the latter. The shell of Sepiola must be considered to bear a greater resemblance, as regards its relation to the animal, to the Sepiostaire of the Cuttle-fish, than to the chambered shell of the Nautilus; although it so closely approximates the latter in its own conformation. This being the case, it is interesting to find that the intimate structure of the shell has a much greater resemblance to the Sepiostaire than would be supposed from its general aspect. For although its texture seems uniform, and its minute parts are composed of an aggregation of calcified cells, yet its surface is marked by sinuous lines, closely resembling those which are seen upon the transverse plates of the Sepiostaire; and these lines or bands project in such a degree, that they might be considered as rudiments of the vertical partitions
which connect these plates. The _Septiostre_ having been formerly described in some detail (vol. i., p. 346), it will only be requisite here to mention, that the calcified layers which alternate with horny membranes to form the shallow cone or cup, exhibit a distinct cellular structure, when the section is made sufficiently thin; and that indications of a similar structure may also be perceived in the delicate and fragile plates which are arranged obliquely upon one another in the hollow of this cup. Few of the numerous fossil shells referable to this class have yet been examined; it may, however, be stated as an interesting result of microscopic observation, that the "spatose guard" of the _Belemnite_ is thereby proved to be composed of long prismatic cells, radiating from the centre to the circumference; closely resembling in their general arrangement those of the massive tube of _Septaria gigantea_, the great sand-boring _Teredo_ of Sumatra.

The structure of the shells of the testacea _Annelida_, and of the pedunculate _Cirrhopoda_, does not essentially differ from that of Mollusca; but in most of the sessile _Cirrhopods_, such as the common _Balanus_, we find a _cancellated structure_ or _diploë_ intervening between the inner and outer plates of the shell (vol. i., p. 683). A less regular

**Fig. 421.**

*Cancellated structure from the shell of Hippurite, as seen in transverse section. Magnified 5 diameters.*

diploë has been described by Mr. J. E. Gray* as existing between the laminae of _Ostrea purpuraea_; but in no other shells of existing Mollusca has any approach to it been yet discovered. A very regular cancellated structure, however, is exhibited in the singular extinct group of _Rudistes_, where it makes up nearly the entire thickness of the shell (fig. 421.). The cancelli are usually short hexagonal prisms, terminated at each end by a flat partition; consequently, a section taken in one direction (fig. 421.) will exhibit the walls of the chambers disposed in a hexagonal network; whilst a section that passes at right angles to this will bring into view the transverse partitions (fig. 422.). The cancelli are frequently occupied by calcareous infiltrations; which might lead to the belief that, like the cells of the _Pinna_, they were so consolidated in the living state. But they are also to be met with entirely empty, or with their walls merely lined by calcareous crystals; so that there can be no doubt that they were originally hollow. The presence of this structure assists in determining the zoological position of the curious group in question, which many considerations would lead us to regard as having been intermediate between the Bivalve Mollusca and the sessile _Cirrhopoda_. And it may be added that, by the same evidence, the place of the curious _Pleurorhyncus hibernicus_, a fossil which has been assigned to a different tribe by almost every naturalist who has examined it, would unquestionably be determined as amongst the _Rudistes_.

**Echinodermata.**—The structure of the skeleton in this class is entirely different from that which we have found to be characteristic of the Mollusca; whilst, in its essential features, it presents a remarkable uniformity throughout the various members of the group. The general arrangement of its components is the same, for example, in the firm plates which make up the testa of the _Echinida_, in the joints of the stems and branches of the _Crinoidea_, and in the scattered calcareous deposits which are met with in the integuments and in the teutacula of the _Holothurida_.

The elementary structure of the skeleton of the Echinodermata may be described as a _net-work_, composed of calcareous and animal matter intimately united; the former, however, being greatly predominant. In this net-work, the interspaces or _areoles_, and the solid structure which surrounds them, may bear an extremely variable proportion to one another; so that, in two masses of equal size, the one or the other may greatly pre-
dominate, and the texture may have either a remarkable lightness and porosity, or a considerable degree of compactness and brittleness. We may take the plates making up the shell of the Echinus as presenting a typical form of this structure; from which the transition is easy towards either the more solid or the more open character which it elsewhere presents. When we obtain a very thin slice of one of these plates, taken parallel to the surface of the shell, we find that it is composed of a lamina, apparently in itself destitute of structure, perforated with considerable regularity by apertures of a circular or oval form. The diameter of these apertures (fig. 423.) varies to a certain extent in different parts of the same shell, the reticulation being much coarser in the inner than in the outer layers: from numerous measurements, the extremes may be stated at about 1-450th and 1-2500th of an inch. The entire thickness of the shell is made up of an immense number of such plates, which lie parallel to each other, but not in contact; for they are separated from each other by little pillars, which rise up vertically from each plate to support the next, and which thus connect the different plates whilst holding them apart. The broken bases or ends of these minute pillars are commonly to be seen upon the surfaces of the perforated plates, at the spots intermediate between three or four of the apertures (fig. 423. b, b). The successive plates are always so disposed, that the centres of the perforations of one shall correspond with the intermediate solid structure of the next (fig. 423. a, a); and their transparency is such, that, when we have reduced a section to such a degree of thinness as to contain a small number of the reticulated layers, it is easy, by a proper adjustment of the focus of the microscope, to bring either one of them into distinct view. In whatever direction we slice the shell of the Echinus, we always meet with a sort of reticulated structure; for if our section be parallel to the surface of the plates, it brings into view one or more of the perforated laminae just described; whilst, if it be perpendicular to the surface, it passes vertically through a series of these laminae, and in the direction of the pillars that connect them, which thus constitute an areolar structure of a tolerably regular form. The testa is thus of an extremely porous character, the areolae having the freest communication with each other. Even in the living state, however, the areolae appear to be empty, the ingress of the fluid with which the surface of the shell is in contact being prevented by the delicate membrane that covers it. At the same time, it possesses a remarkable degree of strength, in proportion to the amount of solid matter employed in its construction; for every part at the same time supports, and is supported, by the surrounding fabric.

The skeleton of the Echinodermata contains very little organic matter. When it is submitted to the action of dilute acid, so that the calcareous matter is removed, the residuum is very small in amount; indeed, unless the acid be so weak as only just to dissolve the carbonate of lime, the organic matter also will be dissolved, and no animal basis will be apparent. When, however, it is obtained in a state fit for examination, it is found to possess the reticular structure of the calcareous shell; the meshes or areolae being bounded by a substance in which a fibrous appearance, intermingled with granules, may be discerned under a sufficiently high magnifying power, as was first pointed out by Professor Valentin. This tissue bears a close resemblance to the areolar tissue of higher animals; and the shell may probably be considered as formed, not by the consolidation of the cells of the epidermis, as in the Mollusca, but by the calcification of the fibro-areolar tissue of the true skin. This calcification of areolar or simply fibrous tissue, by the deposit of mineral substance, not in the meshes of areolae, but in intimate union with the organic basis, is a condition of much interest to the physiologist; for it presents us with an example, even in this low grade of the animal kingdom, of a process which seems to have an important share in the formation and growth of bone, viz. the progressive calcification of the fibrous tissue of the periosteum.

Not only the entire shell, but the framework by which the teeth of the Echinus are enclosed and supported, is composed of a calcareous reticulation similar to that now described; nor is it confined to these solid structures. It has been pointed out by Professor Valentin, that the buccal membrane contains isolated patches of extreme delicacy; and the same eminent observer has detected a most beautiful example of this

* See Dr. Sharpey's Introduction to the Fifth Edition of Dr. Quain's Anatomy, p. 148, et seq.
structure in the calcareous rosette, with which, as long since observed by Monro, the sucker at the extremity of each ambulacral tube is furnished. But it is in the spines with which the shell is beset, that the most remarkable displays of it are to be met with; for it is there disposed in connection with solid ribs or pillars, which increase the strength of these organs, in such a manner as to constitute a most regular and elaborate pattern, which appears to differ in every distinct species. When we make a thin transverse section of almost any spine belonging to the genus Echinus, we are at once made aware of the existence of a number of concentric layers, arranged in a manner that strongly reminds us of the layers of wood in the stem of an exogenous tree. The number of these layers is extremely variable; depending, not merely upon the age of the spine, but upon the part of its length from which the section is taken. The centre of the spine (fig. 424. a.) is filled up with the same kind of calcareous net-work as that of which the shell is composed; and this is sometimes so delicate, as to appear as if made up by the interlacement of mere threads. This medullary centre is bounded by a row, more or less circular according to the form of the spine (which is sometimes angular), of open spots (b, b, b), in which it is deficient: these, on a cursory inspection, might be supposed, from their transparency, to be void spaces; but a closer inspection makes it evident that they are the sections of a circular row of solid ribs or pillars, which form the exterior of every layer. Their solidity becomes very obvious when we either examine a section of a spine whose substance is pervaded (as frequently happens) with a deep colour, or when we look at a thin section of any spine by polarised light. Around the first circle of these solid pillars, we find another layer of the fibro-calcareous net-work, which again is bounded by another circle of solid pillars, whose transverse sections are seen at c, c, c. The same arrangement may be repeated many times, (d, d, e). On looking at the outer border of the section, we observe that the rounded sides of these pillars (f, f) form a series of projections with hollows between them; and these exactly correspond with the projecting ribs and furrows which we may notice running along the natural surface of the spine when we examine this with a magnifying glass, or even (in some instances) with the naked eye.

Although there is nothing like interstitial growth in the shell or spines of the Echinus, yet both are progressively enlarged by the addition of new matter. The polygonal plates of which the shell is composed are separated from each other by a membrane that passes into every suture; and the margins of each plate appear to receive periodical additions, by calcareous deposit in the substance of this membrane. In this manner the globular form of the entire shell is preserved, whilst it undergoes progressive enlargement; new plates being added, as they may be required, round the anal orifice of the shell (Agassiz). There can be little doubt that the spines are, in like manner, periodically augmented in diameter by successive formations or acts of growth, which take place in the investing membrane; and a longitudinal section of the spine makes it evident that these additions not only surround the preceding deposits from the base upwards, but pass considerably beyond them, thus adding to the length of the spine. The consequence is, that a transverse section taken near the base of the spine will exhibit all the layers of which it is made up, each layer being narrow, and the central medulla small. A section taken at about the middle of the length may very probably not cut across the original spine nor the older layers, which do not reach so far; and a section taken across the spine near its apex will only traverse the one or two layers last formed. Nevertheless, in many species, the spine is larger at that part than near its base; but the large size is due to the great expansion of the medullary centre, which is composed of a very loose calcareous reticulation.

The structure of the shell of the Echinus is repeated in that of the three genera which may be regarded as the types of the principal subdivisions of the order Echinida, — namely, Cidaris, Clypeaster, and Spatangus: there can be no reasonable doubt, therefore, that it is universal throughout the group. The spines, however, of Cidaris, present a marked variation from the plan of structure exhibited in Echinus; for they are usually nearly cylindrical in form, destitute of concentric layers, and composed of a calcareous reticulation enveloped in a cylinder of a solid, apparently homogeneous substance, chiefly calcareous.
which rises up in ridges upon the exterior. Hence it would appear that, like endogenous trees, whatever additions these spines may receive in length, they can receive little or none in diameter. The slender, almost filam-
entous species of the Spatangaceae, and the innumerable minute hair-like processes at-
tached to the shell of the Clypeasteridae, are composed of a like regular reticulated tissue; many of these are extremely beautiful objects when examined with the microscope without any preparation. It is interesting also to remark, that the same structure presents itself in the Pedicellarkae, which are found upon the surface of many Echinida, and which have been so great a source of perplexity to naturalists. The complete conformity which exists between the structure of their skeleton, and that of the animal to which they are attached, would seem to remove all reasonable doubt that they are truly appendages to it; as their actions also would indicate.

The same structure presents itself in the calcareous plates which form the less perfect skeletons of the Asteridae, and also in their spines, when these (as in the large Geaster equestris) are furnished with a calcareous frame-work, and are not mere projections of the hard integument. It is also met with in the family Ophiuridae, which forms, in some respects, the transition to the Crinoidal group; but the calcareous skeleton is here generally subordinate to the firm and almost hornless integument. In the Crinoidae, on the other hand, the calcareous skeleton is highly developed, and its structure is extremely characteristic. This is well displayed in the recent Pentacrinites Caput Medusae, the stem and branches of which are made up of a calcareous net-work, closely resembling that of the shell of the Echinus. There is exhibited, moreover, in a transverse section of the stem of Pentactiunis, and in the spines of Echinus, a certain regular pattern, which results from the varying dimensions of the areole in different parts. This pattern, formed by the extension of five pairs of rays (strongly reminding us of the medullary rays of plants) from the centre towards the circumference, is frequently well preserved in the fossilized stems of Pentacrinius, and varies in different species sufficiently to serve as a distinctive character. In the round-stemmed Encrinutes, a transverse section of the joints exhibits a simple concentric arrangement.

It only remains for us to notice the order Holothuridea, in which, as is well known, the calcareous skeleton of the other Echinoder-
mata is reduced to its most rudimentary condition; never forming a complete and connected framework, but only showing itself in detached pieces, the disposition of which is extremely variable. In the typical Holothuria, there are five solid calcareous plates around the mouth, in which the calcareous reticulation is very characteristically seen. Each of the tentacula, also, has a small cal-
careous disk at its extremity, which presents a sort of rude sketch of the beautiful struc-
ture of the rosette that supports the ambu-
lateral suckers of the Echinus.

There can be no reasonable doubt that this peculiar arrangement is universal throughout the group, since it has been detected in char-
acteristic examples of every one of its principal subdivisions. And, consequently, as no similar calcareous reticulation is found in the internal or external skeleton of any other animal, even the minutest fragment which distinctly presents this structure may be referred with certainty to an Echinoderm. And this structure is perfectly preserved, even after the substance has been infiltrated with calcareous matter in the act of fossilization, and has become so completely mineralised, that the disposition to rhomboidal fracture makes it difficult to obtain a section in any other direction than that of the plane of cleavage. As already remarked, the elementary structure is essentially the same every-
where; so that it might not be possible to determine from a very minute fragment whether it formed part of the shell of an Echinus, Cidaris, or Spatangus,—a portion of the framework of an Asterias, Ophiura, or Holothuria,—or entered into the composition of the stem of an Encrinite. But where any regular pattern is displayed, this is frequently sufficient to distinguish the genus, or even the species, to which the fragment belonged. This is certainly the case in regard to the spines of Cidaris and the stems of Pentactinides; and will probably be found no less true in other instances, when these beautiful structures shall have been more extensively investigated.

Crustacea. — The structure of the shell in Crustacea has been hitherto examined only in the Decapod order; and that of the common crab (Platycarcinus pagurus) alone has been subjected to a minute investigation. It is in the Decapod order that the shell attains its most perfect development, and contains the largest proportion of mineral matter: the special respiratory apparatus in this order being so elaborate as to render unnecessary any participation of the general tegumentary surface in the function of respiration. (See vol. 1, p. 752.)

The shell of the Decapod Crustacea consists of three layers;—namely, 1. a horny epidermic membrane covering the exterior; 2. a cellular or pigmentary stratum; and 3. a calcareous or tubular substance. The horny epidermic membrane is easily detached from the subjacent layers, after the shell has been immersed for a time in dilute acid; it is thin but tenacious, presenting no trace of structure, though it may exhibit markings on the under surface, derived from its contact with the cell-
ular layer beneath. The pigmentary stratum is very thin in the crab and lobster; but in some other Decapods it is much thicker. In Scyllarides latus, it is stated by M. Lavalle to be the thickest of the three layers of the shell; and in the cray-fish and many other species, according to the same observer, it seems made up of a considerable number of layers, its ver-
tical section being traversed by several ex-
tremely fine lines, passing in a direction parallel to the surface of the shell and to each other. The number of these is usually from six to fifteen; but they sometimes amount to as many as thirty, or even sixty, their number not being in relation either to the thickness of the pigmentary layer, nor to the size of the species observed; but appearing to augment with age. The cellular layer is that in which the colouring matter of the shell is solely contained; but it does not always contain pigment, its structure being precisely the same on the white under-surface of the crab as on the reddest portion of its carapace. When examined with a low magnifying power, it presents an areolar aspect; but when a sufficiently thin section is viewed by transmitted light with a high magnifying power, the character of the net-work, and of the dark spaces it encloses, becomes at once apparent. It is

**Fig. 425.**

Cells of pigmentary layer of shell of Crab; a, papillary elevation of subjacent layer. Magnified 400 diameters.

then obvious that the nearly colourless polygonal reticulations are the thickened walls of cells, each of them being divided by a distinct line, which marks the junction of the contiguous boundaries; whilst the dark spaces or areolae are the cavities of the cells, filled with colouring matter, or with some other semi-opaque substance. This cellular layer is not uniformly disposed over the entire surface of the crab-shell; for the calcareous layer beneath rises up through it in little papillary elevations (fig. 425 a), to the summit of which the epidermis adheres. It is from the deficiency of the pigmentary layer at these points, that the shell derives its minutely speckled appearance.

The internal layer is that which constitutes by far the thickest part of the shell of the crab, and which must be regarded as its fundamental or essential element, since (according to M. Lavalle) it is never wanting in the Decapod Crustacean, whilst other layers are sometimes deficient. It is in this internal layer, that the calcareous matter is chiefly deposited; but even after this has been removed, a very distinct animal basis is left, possessing considerable firmness, and closely resembling that which is left after the decalcification of dentine. When a thin section of it is made parallel to its surface, and subjected to a high magnifying power, it is seen to be composed of an apparently homogeneous substance, studded with minute points, each surrounded by a clear space, which correspond with those seen in a section of dentine cut at right angles to the course of its tubuli, and which would seem to possess the same essential character with them. A thin section of the shell taken in the opposite direction (i.e. from surface to surface) leaves no doubt, when examined with a sufficient magnifying power, of the nature of these markings; for they are then clearly seen to be the orifices of tubuli, which pass with great regularity from one surface of the shell to the other, lying nearly parallel to each other, and having their usually straight course interrupted at tolerably regular intervals by minute sinuosities resembling the "secondary curvatures" described by Prof. Owen in the dentinal tubuli. These sinuosities correspond with bands which are seen to traverse the section, running parallel to the surfaces of the shell; and they appear, like those of dentine, to indicate the successive stages of calcification of the animal basis. This structure is particularly well seen in the black extremities of the claws of the common crab, in which the intertubular substance is quite transparent in a thin section, and of which the hardness and density are as great as in many varieties of dentine; and as the tubuli are seen, in a transverse section of the claw, to radiate from the central cavity towards the surface, the resemblance to a section of a tooth is altogether so close, as quite to deceive an observer unacquainted with the substance he is examining. The same structure exists, however, in the remainder of the shell; but from some difference in its molecular constitution, the intertubular substance has a less dense and tenacious character, and has an opaque chalky aspect, which renders even a very thin
section of it impermeable to light, unless it be saturated with Canada balsam, which then very commonly enters the tubuli, and prevents them from being readily distinguishable. The purpose of the extraordinary density possessed by the extremities of the claws, is evidently to adapt them to the various mechanical uses to which the animal applies them: and it is interesting to see that this is attained without any variation in the organi: structure of the part, but merely by a more intimate union, as it would seem, of the solidifying mineral matter with the organic basis. It does not seem improbable that the phosphate of lime which is known to be present with the carbonate in the shells of Crustacea, may exist in larger proportion towards the extremities of the claws than in other parts of the shell; a question well worthy of chemical investigation.

The periodical exuviation of the shell does not appear to be common to all Crustacea; for, according to Mr. Couch, it does not take place in many of the sessile-eyed tribes, whose cases are as dense as those of the pedunculate orders. It is much to be desired that careful observations should be made on the formation of the new shell in the Crab; since these would probably throw light on much that still remains obscure in the development of dentine.

The author of the foregoing article is desirous that it should be understood that all the statements contained in it, except such as are expressly made on the authority of others, are the result of his own observations; the general facts regarding the organic structure of the shells of Mollusca, Echinodermata, and Crustacea, having been determined by him in the year 1842, and embodied in a paper read before the Royal Society, Dec. 22 of that year, of which the first of the memoirs cited is an abridgment; and the subject having been subsequently worked out by him in detail, with the aid and encouragement of the British Association, to the reports of which he would refer the reader who may desire additional information as to the results of his researches.


(W. B. Carpenter.)

SHOULDER JOINT (NORMAL ANATOMY OF). † The scapular and the axillary regions are each limited externally by the region of the shoulder-joint; the latter also unites the two former regions to each other. The region of the shoulder joint (le mougon de l'épaule) exhibits a rounded projection, due to the angle formed by the union of the arm with the shoulder; and to the surgical anatomist it possesses extreme interest, because its skeleton is formed by the shoulder-joint.

Some difficulty arises in assigning to this surgical region precise limits. Anteriorly, it is separated from the pectoral region, by the narrow space between the deltoid and the great pectoral muscles (the coraco-deltoid groove, Velpeau); above, it is limited by the convex projection of the acromion process, and by the outer end of the clavicle; posteriorly, it is confined with the scapular region; whilst inferiorly, it extends as far as the insertion of the folds of the axilla.

The elements of which this region is composed, are the following: under the superficial coverings lie the deltoid muscle (the greater portion of which belongs exclusively to this space), and in it and beneath it, the branches of the circumflex arteries, and of the great circumflex nerve; still deeper are situated the exterior of the capsule of the shoulder-joint, the neck and tuberosities of the humerus, the acromion and coracoid processes, with the attachment to them of numerous muscles and ligaments.

In this article it is proposed to notice, first, the structures in the scapulo-humeral region which are superficial to the joint; and, secondly, to describe the anatomical characters of the shoulder joint itself.

In removing the integuments and subcutaneous layer of areolar tissue which covers the deltoid muscle, the anatomist brings into view numerous small branches of nerves from the cervical plexus (supra-acromial twigs), some of the fibres of origin of the platysma myoides, and some small venous branches which, after anastomosing freely with one another, terminate in the cephalic or axillary trunks.

By the removal of its investing fascia, the deltoid muscle is next exposed: in its origin it corresponds accurately to the insertion of the trapezius; hence these two muscles are direct antagonists of each other. The fibres of the deltoid muscle arise from the anterior edge of the outer third of the clavicle and of the acromion process, and from the lower margin of the spine of the scapula: from this extensive line of origin, the fibres in descending converge to the humerus, and are inserted on the outer aspect of that bone into a rough surface called the deltoid impression. The insertion of the muscle is outside the limits of the scapulo-humeral region, and belongs to that of the arm, whilst its posterior portion is contained in the scapular region; so that the anterior, upper, and central portions of the deltoid alone belong to the region under consideration. Immediately beneath the clavicle, the anterior edge of the deltoid is separated from the pectoralis major by a triangular interval, of which the base, placed superiority,
is formed by the bone, whilst the edges are constituted by the adjacent muscles; inferiorly, the interstice becoming smaller degenerates into a groove, which continues to separate the muscles from each other, until at length the clavicular fibres of the great pectoral unite with the deltoid, and are inserted conjointly with it into the humerus. In this muscular interstice the cephalic vein is lodged, which, ascending to the triangular space below the clavicle, there dips into the axilla, and joins the axillary vein. The descending branch of the thoracica acromialis (arteria thoracica humeraria) descends in the same groove, twisting in a spiral manner around the cephalic vein. More deeply still the ligamentum bicone, enclosing between its layers the subclavus muscle, may be seen. The axillary vein and artery, brachial plexus of nerves, and inferior to these and crossing before them, the lesser pectoral muscle, may also be made apparent in this space; but to bring these latter parts into view, the anatomist must first freely separate the muscles from each other.

It has been proposed by Hodgson, in order to place a ligature around the axillary artery in the first stage, to cut between the pectoral and deltoid muscles, and then to separate the clavicular attachment of the great pectoral to an extent sufficient for insulating and tying the artery.

As in other radiated muscles, the tendinous structure of the deltoid is chiefly placed in its interior; as many as three or four laminae attached to the bone above, penetrate into the substance of the muscle, and multiply the points of origin of its fleshy fibres. The fasciculi, of which the deltoid muscle is composed, like those of the gluteus maximus, which is its analogue in the lower extremity, are remarkably coarse and large.

When the deltoid is cut across and reflected, the following parts are found in relation with its deep surface; anteriorly is seen the coracoid process and the insertions of the pectoralis minor, of the coraco-brachialis, and of the short head of the biceps into its inner edge, and of the ligamentum bicone (coraco-clavicular ligament) into its summit; external to the coracoid process is a triangular space, the sides constituted by the opposed edges of the coracoid and acromion processes, the apex placed superiorly at the clavicle, the base inferiorly formed by the convex prominence of the head of the humerus; this space, filled by the coraco-acromial or triangular ligament, should be familiar to the surgeon, as the point of the knife must be here introduced when disarticulation at the shoulder-joint is being performed after the method of MM. Champneys and Lisfranc. Immediately beneath the coraco-acromial triangle the capsular ligament is situated, and a large bursa (subdeltoid) which intervenes between it and the deep surface of the deltoid muscle; still lower down, the insertions of the capsular muscles into the tuberosities of the humerus, also the neck of the humerus, and the bicipital groove, present themselves. The bicipital groove looks directly forwards and lodges the long tendon of the biceps; into its anterior edge the tendon of the pectoralis major is inserted, whilst those of the latissimus dorsi and teres major take attachment to the very bottom of the groove, passing a little below the level of the former. The anastomosis of the circumflex arteries, and the circumflex nerve in a great part of its course, constitute also remarkable relations to the deltoid, separating it from the neck of the humerus; and under the posterior division of the muscle are placed the infra-spinatus, teretes and latissimus dorsi muscles, with the triangular and quadrilateral spaces which they circumscribe. (Vide Scapular Region.)

The anterior and the posterior fibres of the deltoid may act independently of each other, and draw the arm forwards and upwards, or backwards and upwards, respectively. The central portion of the muscle is the principal abductor of the upper extremity; although its insertion is at a considerable distance from the fulcrum, and the power arm of the lever on which it acts is therefore of considerable length, yet the efficient power of the muscle, relatively to its size, is feeble, owing to the fibres whilst in action being invariably parallel to the lever which they are raising. In this action the deltoid is assisted by the supraspinatus muscle.

Scapulo-Humeral Articulation.—The scapulo-humeral articulation is formed by the contact of the head of the humerus with the glenoid cavity of the scapula. This, the principal articulation of the upper extremity, is placed at the superior and external portion of the trunk, behind the line of the axis of the hip-joint; an arrangement which is productive of this advantage, that the most important motions of the upper extremity (those in the direction forwards) have a more extensive range than if the articulation had been located nearer to the anterior aspect of the thorax.

The arrangement of the articular surfaces and of the ligamentous structures belonging to the shoulder joint, accords with the general plan on which the bones and articulations of the upper extremity are constructed; “the disposition and structure of the bones of the upper extremity afford a marked contrast to those of the lower; the latter are organs of support, and therefore are solid, firm, strong, and withal elastic. The former are destined to perform extended motions, as well as minute and nicely adjusted ones, and therefore, while they possess all the requisite strength, they are light, present little expanse of surface, and are articulated by numerous very moveable articulations.” (Todd and Bowman’s Physiological Anatomy, vol. i. p. 147.)

The varied uses fulfilled by the upper extremity, added to its remarkable mobility, especially predispose the shoulder joint to accidents; but as we proceed we shall take
occasion to point out the abundant provisions which exist to counteract this tendency.

As regards its motions, and the anatomical dispositions of its connecting media, the shoulder joint belongs to the class of "Enarthrodial Articulations"; but, if its bony constituents alone be considered, it seems more nearly allied to the "Arthrodia." This is owing to the imperfect development of the glenoid cavity which is opposed to the head of the humerus.

The shoulder joint is constructed after the same plan in all vertebrate animals whose anterior extremities are developed.

In this article the several components of the scapulo-humeral articulation shall be described in the following order:


1. Bones. We shall speak of these briefly, as they have been already described in the article Extremity.

The bones which enter into the formation of the shoulder joint are, the head of the humerus, and the glenoid cavity of the scapula. These opposed surfaces are of very disproportional size, the shallow cavity of the scapula not exceeding in dimensions one-third of the head of the humerus.

The glenoid cavity is placed at the anterior superior angle of the scapula, below and between the acromion and coracoid processes; a slight constriction, the neck of the scapula, separates it, together with the coracoid process, from the body of the scapula; superiorly, the neck of the scapula traverses the notch in the superior costa of the bone, behind the base of the coracoid process; inferiorly, it terminates close to the lower extremity of the articular surface. The aspect of the glenoid cavity in the quiescent state of the scapula, is upwards, forwards, and outwards; it presents an ovoid outline, the larger end below, and the smaller above. A vertical line falling upon the axillary margin of the scapula divides this articular cavity into two unequal portions, of which the inner is the larger. This arrangement in some degree diminishes the tendency to displacement inwards of the head of the humerus, to which, for other reasons, the joint is strongly disposed.

An "arrest of development" may cause a deficiency of either the outer or the inner lip of the glenoid cavity, resulting in a congenital dislocation of the head of the humerus, inwards or outwards, according to the portion of the cavity which is deficient. These constitute the "sub-acromial" and "sub-coracoïd" dislocations described by Dr. R. Smith.*

Boyer supposes that a deficient develop-


ment of the outer lip of the glenoid cavity must pre-exist, in order to permit the dislocation backwards on the dorsum of the scapula to occur.*

A little external to its apex, a slight notch in the margin of the glenoid cavity marks the place of attachment of the long tendon of the biceps; whilst on its upper and inner side a shallow groove points out the passage of the tendon of the subscapularis muscle.

The head of the humerus presents a convex hemispherical surface, the aspect of which is upwards, backwards, and inwards. An irregular wavy line separates the head from the anatomical neck of the bone, the latter intervening between the head and the tuberosities. The line which marks the union of the upper epiphysis with the shaft of the humerus has been long incorrectly described, as though it were identical with the anatomical neck. The upper epiphysis comprises not only the head of the bone, but also the tuberosities; for though, doubtless, the line of junction between the upper epiphysis and the shaft corresponds internally to the anatomical neck immediately beneath the cartilage of incrustation, yet from this its direction is chiefly outwards, so that externally it passes below the greater and the lesser tuberosities, traversing the bicipital groove which is included between them.

This anatomical fact, and the practical inferences derivable from it, have been clearly pointed out by Dr. R. Smith.†

2. Structures which facilitate motion in the joint. a. The border of the glenoid cavity has attached to it a fibro-cartilaginous rim (glenoid ligament) by which the depth of the cavity is somewhat increased. This structure is thickest at its attachment to the bone; its free edge is very thin; a section of it made at right angles to the bone gives it a triangular outline. Both its surfaces are lined by synovial membrane, which consequently separates it externally from the capsular ligament; superiorly, many fibres of the biceps tendon become continuous with the fibrous portion of the so-called "glenoid ligament," and after prolonged maceration the tendon will separate from the bone along with this structure, but to describe the glenoid ligament as formed by the splitting of the tendon of the biceps, would be erroneous. The glenoid ligament is subservient to the following purposes: it deepens the shallow glenoid cavity, and so lessens the liability to dislocation; it prevents the bony surfaces of the neck of the humerus, and the edge of the glenoid cavity, from being unduly pressed against each other in the extensive motions of the joint; and it gives a more extended, and therefore a more secure attachment to the tendon of the biceps.

b. The articular surfaces are invested with cartilage of incrustation, which, in accordance with a very general rule, is much thicker at the centre of the convex head of the humerus

* Traité des Maladies Chirurgicales, tom. iv. p. 176.
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than at the circumference; whilst the reverse is true of the glenoid cavity, the cartilage being there of greater depth at the circumference than at the centre.

The anatomical disposition of (c.) the synovial membrane, can be more conveniently studied after the ligaments have been examined.

3. Connecting Media. Capsular ligament.— This is a fibrous expansion which in its general character resembles the capsular ligament of other articulations. The capsule of the shoulder joint is remarkable for its capaciousness, and consequent laxity—an arrangement which permits the great freedom of motion enjoyed by this articulation. It embraces the margin of the glenoid cavity above, and is prolonged upon the tuberosities of the humerus inferiorly; hence it may be described as a sac having two apertures, of which the lower is by far the larger. Viewed externally, its form is that of a hollow cone, the base of which is placed inferiorly. The fibres which compose the capsule are extremely irregular in direction, nor are they of uniform strength or thickness. The capsule is very thin, posteriorly and also internally; in the latter direction, it is almost aways deficient, so that the cavity of the joint is continuous with that of the synovial bursa, beneath the tendon of the subscapularis muscle; more rarely, an opening in the capsule establishes a communication between the serous cavity of the shoulder joint and a bursa under the infra-spinatus muscle. The capsule possesses considerable strength anteriorly and above, being there reinforced by a thick bundle of fibres, sometimes described as a distinct ligament, under the name of coraco-humeral, or accessory. These fibres are attached superiorly to the under surface of the coracoid process, they thence follow an oblique course downwards and outwards, become incorporated with the proper fibres of the capsule, and are traceable inferiorly to the great tuberosity of the humerus, crossing anterior to its bicipital groove. Inferiorly, or towards the region of the axilla, the capsule possesses much intrinsic strength, though here totally devoid of any muscular or tendinous coverings. When the arm is much abducted, the head of the humerus presses strongly against this part of the ligament, which sometimes gives way, and the head of the bone escaping from the glenoid cavity, between the subscapular muscle, and the long head of the triceps, dislocation into the axilla is produced. In this accident, the head of the humerus generally detaches the subscapular muscle from the bone, and lies between that muscle and the subscapular fossa. The anatomist will not fail to observe that the subscapular nerve, as it runs from the brachial plexus outwards, to wind round the neck of the humerus, is closely related to this portion of the capsule which may be seen from the axilla, between the triceps and subscapularis muscles; and can, therefore, easily understand why the nerve in question should be sometimes torn or compressed, when the head of the humerus has been dislocated downwards and inwards; this complication of the axillary dislocation gives rise to paralysis of the deltoïd muscle, partial or complete, temporary or permanent, according to the degree of injury which the nerve may have sustained.

The exterior of the capsular ligament is in close relation superiorly with the supra-spinatus, and posteriorly with the infra-spinatus and teres minor muscles; inferiorly, it is connected with the scapular origin (long head) of the triceps; whilst anteriorly, it is covered and partly replaced by the subscapularis. With the intervention of the capsular muscles, it is also related on its external, anterior, and posterior aspects to the deltoid muscle, and above to the coraco-acromial triangle. A large bursa is situated beneath the deltoid, and separates this muscle from the exterior of the capsule; it also gives an extensive investment to the tendons of the capsular muscles, and is evidently designed to favour the very free motions which those parts enjoy.

The long tendon of the biceps, placed exactly upon the anterior aspect of the bone, escapes from beneath the lower edge of the capsule, which here arches across the bicipital groove, and converts it into a canal; the capsule is not therefore perforated by the tendon of the biceps, as is stated by many anatomists. A portion of the synovial membrane descends with the tendon below the edge of the capsule, is again reflected on the groove, and so re-ascends into the joint, having formed a small "cul-de-sac," without the articulation.

From these relations with the surrounding muscles, the capsule derives much of its strength: the tendons of the four capsular muscles are inseparably united to the fibres of the ligament, which are prolonged inferiorly, as far as the lowest portion of the humeral tuberosities; posteriorly, it derives some fibres from the triceps; and from the upper edge of the tendon of the great pectoral muscle, (at its insertion into the anterior lip of the bicipital groove,) a fibrous fasciculus ascends, and likewise becomes identified with the capsule; this prolongation has been described, under the name of "suspensory frumen," by Winslow.

It must be obvious from this description, that the capsular ligament alone cannot maintain the bones of the shoulder joint in opposition; from its great laxity, it permits a considerable separation of the osseous surfaces, and they are maintained in contact with each other mainly by the tonic contraction of the surrounding muscles (which are placed in the most favourable position to accomplish this important object). Accordingly, in analysis of the upper extremity, the limb becoming elongated, one or two fingers can be pressed into the joint towards the glenoid cavity, now abandoned by the head of the humerus; and, owing probably to a somewhat similar condition of parts, spontaneous dislocation of the humerus has been known to occur in the debilitated state of the sys-
Within the capsular ligament, and at the upper and outer part of the joint, two structures are found, which may, with propriety, be described as inter-articular ligaments; these are the tendon of the long head of the biceps, and the gleno-humeral, or Flood's ligament.

The long tendon of the biceps has been described already, as attached to the apex of the glenoid cavity, and to the fibrous portion of its circumferential fibro-cartilage. Surrounded by synovial membrane, it passes downwards and outwards, forming an arch over the head of the humerus, then descends in the bicipital groove, where it is retained in situ by the fibres of the capsular, and of the accessory (coraco-humeral) ligaments.

Cruveilhier mentions that in two cases he found this tendon united by a strong adhesion to its groove, "thus justifying the name of 'inter-articular ligament': the tendon for the long head of the biceps took its origin from the same groove." This condition, Cruveilhier supposes to have been the result of injury; but as the appearance in question has been seen by the writer, as the result of chronic rheumatism, affecting the scapulo-humeral articulation, he is compelled, although reluctantly, to dissent from such high authority, and to express his opinion that this change originated in rheumatism, not in accident; his opinion is further borne out by the state of the inter-articular portion of the tendon in Cruveilhier's cases, for it is stated, that "the bicipital groove was depressed, and the inter-articular ligament flattened, and, as it were, lacerated."

The inter-articular portion of the tendon of the biceps, by itself, could scarcely protect the head of the humerus from displacement upwards, a use very commonly assigned to it, as the smooth convex head of the bone would readily slip from beneath it; but in the interior of the joint, a second band, the "gleno-humeral ligament," described by the late Dr. V. Flood, is thrown across the head of the humerus, and may contribute to oppose this luxation; we quote the following description of this ligament from Dr. Flood: -

"It may be easily exposed," he says, "by cutting through the inferior part of the capsule transversely, and throwing back the arm over the head, you thus expose the interior of the upper part of the capsule, also the biceps tendon. Parallel to the inner edge of the latter, this ligament may be felt and exposed by a little dissection. The tendon of the subscapularis in passing to its insertion, rests in a notch in the superior and internal part of the edge of the cavity; from the edges of this notch, the ligament arises broad and flat, then proceeds along the internal edge of the biceps tendon, and becoming smaller and rounder, is inserted into a distinct pit in the anatomical neck of the humerus, at the inner edge of the bicipital groove. In its triangular form, its origin at a notch in the articular fossa, and its insertion into a pit, it strongly resembles the 'ligamentum teres' of the hip-joint."

In nearly all the specimens examined by the writer, the upper half of this ligament had both its surfaces invested by the synovial membrane. This enables the dissector readily to distinguish it from the capsule; but inferiorly, its fibres are generally identified with this structure, and therefore it loses the appearance of a distinct ligament, before arriving at the humerus.

With the mode of its origin, and its intracapsular position, all resemblance between this structure and the "ligamentum teres" in the hip-joint, ceases; the latter has little of the structure, and fulfils none of the uses of a ligament. Not so the "gleno-humeral ligament:" its structure is distinctly fibrous, it possesses great powers of resistance, and it is an auxiliary to the tendon of the biceps, so that both together are enabled to restrain the undue ascent of the humerus; an object which it seems probable neither of them could accomplish, unaided by the other.

Synovial membrane. — In its arrangement and general characters, the synovial membrane of the shoulder joint differs in no way from that of other articulations. As the fibrous capsule is lax, so the serous membrane, which lines it, presents a cavity of large size. Having covered the articular cartilage of the head, it passes downwards on the neck and tuberosities of the humerus, as far as the lower attachment of the capsule, to the inner surface of which it is thence reflected: having lined the capsule, the synovial membrane arrives at the glenoid cavity, the articular surface of which it similarly invests; it forms sheaths for the inter-articular ligaments, for the long tendon of the biceps, and for the gleno-humeral ligament: that for the former, as has been already described, extends along the bicipital groove, even beyond the limits of the capsule. Internally, where the capsule is deficient, the synovial membrane covers the corresponding portion of the tendon of the subscapularis, and here a communication is established between the cavity of the serous membrane of the articulation and that of the bursa mucosa, which is found beneath that muscle. A similar communication sometimes exists posteriorly between the cavity of the joint and the bursa, which is subjacent to the infra-spinatus muscle. A few fatty folds are generally found attached to the reflections of the membrane.

In connection with the scapulo-humeral articulation, the remarkable vaulted arch placed above it remains to be described. This is constituted by the acromion and coracoid processes, and the intermediate ligament. It may be regarded as supplemental to the
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shoulder joint, and as being intended to compensate for the incomplete reception of the head of the humerus by the glenoid cavity. The centre of this arch is formed by the coraco-acromial or triangular ligament, of which the apex is situated at the acromion, and the base at the outer edge of the coracoid process. The ligament consists of two bundles, separated by a cellular interval, and placed more anteriorly the one than the other. The acromion and coracoid processes constitute respectively the extremities and the points of support to the arch, whilst its under surface is accurately adapted to the convexity of the head of the humerus, the tendon of the supraspinatus muscle intervening. The existence of the large bursa (elsewhere noticed) between this tendon and the coraco-acromial ligament, abundantly proves that considerable motion takes place between them; the upper surface of the ligament is concealed by the deltoid muscle.

In this arrangement may be recognised a provision for protecting the shoulder-joint against violence from above (Voute protéatricie, Blaudin), and the humerus against displacement from below, either directly upwards or with an inclination backwards or forwards. And for such a provision there is the greater necessity, as the upper extremity is constantly exposed to forces which act upon it from below.

Mechanical functions. — In common with other synarthrodial articulations, the shoulder joint enjoys the following varieties of motion: 1. Flexion; 2. extension; 3. adduction; 4. abduction; 5. circumduction; and 6. rotation.

1. Of the opposed motions of flexion and extension, the former possesses the greater latitude. When carried to its utmost extent, the humerus appears to move through the arc of half a circle of which the centre is at the joint; for the arm from being parallel to the trunk in the direction downwards, may by this motion be raised vertically upwards.

2. Extension, on the other hand, is much more limited, being restrained by the great strength of the anterior portion of the capsule, by the inter-articular ligaments, and by the contact of the head of the humerus with the coracoid process, which are all calculated to check the advance of the head of the humerus, the necessary result of extension.

Flexion and extension, although apparently performed in the scapulo-humeral articulation solely, are really distributed over a much more extended surface, being shared by the scapula, and by the articulations of the clavicle with the acromion and with the sternum.

When extreme flexion or extension takes place, the scapula undergoes a motion of rotation upon its axis (an imaginary line passing through the centre of the bone); and the result is, that when the humerus is flexed the superior angle of the scapula moves backwards, and its inferior angle forwards; whereas, in extension of the arm, a change of position the reverse of this is produced in the scapula. This rotation of the scapula is favoured by the looseness of the ligamentous connections of the acromio-clavicular articulation, whilst it is restrained within bounds by the coraco-clavicular ligaments (conoid and trapezoid). The trapezoid limits the advance of the upper angle of the scapula; the conoid checks the rotation which would carry it in the opposite direction.

The muscles which chiefly effect the rotation of the scapula are, the trapezius, latissimus dorsi, levator anguli scapulae, rhomboidei scapulae, serratus magnus anterior, and the pectoralis minor. Of these the trapezius and serratus magnus rotate the scapula, so as to elevate its acromial end; whilst the rhomboidei muscles and the pectoralis minor produce the contrary effect; the latissimus dorsi can only act on the scapula when it takes an origin from its inferior angle. If it were possible for the levator anguli scapulae to act independently of the other scapular muscles, it would depress the acromion; but as this rarely, if ever occurs, its ordinary action is to assist those muscles which elevate the entire scapula, and, consequently, the shoulder joint.

3. The motions of adduction and abduction are remarkably contrasted; the former can hardly, with strict propriety, be said to exist, being prevented by the immediate contact of the arm with the side; adduction, however, in an oblique direction forwards and inwards, is permitted. This motion is limited by the projection of the thorax: when the arm is placed in this position the head of the humerus is strongly pressed against the posterior portion of the capsule, and if force were to be applied to the distal extremity of the lever under these circumstances, dislocation backwards might be produced.

4. The motion of abduction is the most extensive of those enjoyed by the shoulder-joint; it permits the separation of the arm from the side, until it becomes parallel to the trunk in a direction upwards; flexion has been stated to be capable of the same range, but the latter owes much of its freedom to the mobility of the scapula, whereas in abduction the scapula moves but little, and nearly all the motion takes place in the scapulo-humeral articulation.

Abduction is limited by the contact of the neck of the humerus with the acromion, and by the resistance of the capsular ligament. When fully performed, the head of the humerus revolves in the glenoid cavity, and in its descent presses strongly against the inferior portion of the capsule; if force be now applied to the upper extremity from above, the ligament may give way and dislocation be effected. More frequently this accident occurs when the arm is moderately abducted, and the mechanism by which, under such circumstances, it is effected, may be briefly explained. When a person falls on the inside of the elbow, whilst the arm is abducted, the upper extremity represents a lever of the third order, of which the fulcrum is at the point of contact of the elbow with the ground, and the power at the "folds of the axilla;" the at-
tachment of these muscles at right angles to the lever, and at a considerable distance from the fulcrum, enables them to act at a great mechanical advantage, and their sudden contraction makes the upper end of the humerus to become the moveable extremity of the lever, and presses it against the capsule, which giving way between the triceps and the sub-scapularis muscles, allows the bone to escape into the subscapular fossa. The long diameter of the glenoid cavity being vertically placed is favourable to the motion of abduction, and in some degree lessens the liability to dislocation, to which the joint is so prone in this position, whilst on the other hand the comparative fixity of the scapula when the arm is being abducted, explains in some degree the frequency of dislocation of the humerus downwards.

5. **Circumduction** is compounded of the preceding motions, the flatness of the humeral tuberosities and the shallowness of the glenoid cavity rendering it very extensive in subservience to the variety of uses of the upper extremity. Circumduction is much more limited in the hip-joint, as there, the anatomical conditions which favour this motion in the shoulder are wanting, freedom of motion being sacrificed to security.

6. **Rotation** is imperfectly developed in the shoulder joint, but it exists in great perfection in the hip, as a necessary consequence of the great development of the neck of the femur.

(Ben. Geo. McDowell.)

**SHOULDER JOINT, ABNORMAL CONDITIONS OF.**—The alterations from the normal condition of the shoulder joint, which we have observed, may be classed under the three following heads: — First, those which are produced by disease; secondly, those caused by accidental injury; and, thirdly, those which are the result of congenital malformation.

**SECTION I. — Disease.** — The abnormal appearances observed in the joints in general, and in that of the shoulder in particular, resulting from disease, owe their origin to some local injury done to the joint, or to some specific irritation, such as gout, rheumatism, syphilis, struma, &c. Whether the disease first commences in the bone, the cartilage, or synovial membrane, it soon involves all the structures of the articulation in the same morbid action, and with the local affection is usually associated some form of inflammation, either acute or chronic.

**ACUTE ARTHRITIS OF THE SHOULDER.** — The symptoms of acute inflammation of the shoulder joint will be found to be similar to those we have elsewhere in this work described as being present, when some of the other large articulations have been affected by it. The patient will feel considerable pain in the shoulder joint, to the front of which he will point as the seat of his most acute suffering. This pain is aggravated by the slightest touch, or when any movement is communicated to the joint. The patient himself carefully preserves his arm immovably in one posture as he lies in bed, with his elbow abducted from his side, and his hand supported in the state of supination. Effusion of altered synovia, or purulent matter, rapidly takes place into the synovial sac of the articulation. There is much heat of the surface and tension of the skin. The pain which, as already mentioned, is felt on the front of the shoulder joint, soon extends down the arm to the inside of the elbow-joint, and the patient complains of spasmodic startings of the limb, and oedema of the whole extremity may supervene. The distention of the synovial sac of the articulation increases, and the surgeon can discover a fluctuation along the anterior or posterior border of the deltoid region, and he may find it expedient, with the view of relieving pain and tension, to make an incision into the joint, and thus give exit to a large quantity of purulent matter. Irritative, or it may be in some constitutions inflammatory, fever accompanies these symptoms, and the patient may be carried off even before the period when the purulent matter shall have made its way to the surface; or the acute inflammation may subside into chronic arthritis, and articular caries of the shoulder joint be established, to run its subsequent course as a chronic disease.

The acute form of the disease only differs from the chronic in the former being more intense in its attack, and in being accompanied with swelling of the joint — in being more rapid in its course, and more speedily producing complete disorganisation of the articular textures.

**Anatomical characters of arthritis of the shoulder.** — Very few opportunities are offered to the anatomist of witnessing the appearances which the several tissues of the shoulder joint present when they have been the seat of acute inflammation; we may, however, safely infer, that the articular structure of this joint will be altered in a similar manner in consequence of an attack of acute arthritis, as the corresponding tissues in other joints have been already described.*

**CHRONIC ARTHRITIS OF THE SHOULDER.** — We meet, in practice, with two forms of chronic arthritis of the shoulder. The first of these occurs as an example of slow inflammation passing into either articular caries or ankylosis of the joint, and is analogous to the well-known scrofulous disease of the hip. The second furnishes us with a specimen of a chronic disease, which the writer has elsewhere in this work denominated chronic rheumatic arthritis †; a disease, the effects of which are to be traced in all the articulations, but its peculiarities are in no joint better exemplified than when the shoulder becomes the seat of it. We shall first treat of the abnormal appearances produced by the disease we call

* See **Hip Joint**, Vol. II. p. 790.
† See Vol. III. pp. 49—55; **Hip Joint**; also Vol. II. pp. 788—792.

**Vide Vol. III. p. 54.**
† See **Hand; Hip Joint; Elbow, &c. &c.**
simple chronic arthritis of the shoulder; secondly, we shall describe those which belong to chronic rheumatic arthritis of the same articulation.

While the two chronic diseases of the hip, namely, the scrofulous affection and the chronic rheumatic arthritis of this joint, have of late years attracted much attention from the profession, it appears to the writer of this article that the corresponding diseases of the shoulder joint have been much overlooked. He hopes, therefore, he shall be excused if he deems it necessary to enter into more than ordinary details relative to the two chronic affections of the shoulder joint, which he will now endeavour faithfully to delineate.

Simple chronic arthritis of the shoulder may be the result of a sprain or contusion: the synovial and fibro-synovial structures are in this case principally affected. If, however, the inflammatory action be not arrested, the bones, as well as their cartilaginous incrustations, become ultimately engaged, and true articular caries is established. The disease sometimes begins in the shoulder joint, without the patient being able to assign any cause for it; and in this case it may have a constitutional origin, and be the result of struma, or acute rheumatism, which last having subsided in the other joints, has concentrated itself on this one articulation, assuming the form of an articular caries. We have known it also appear in a young female during the convalescence from a long-continued gastric fever.

Symptoms.—The first symptoms the patient suffers from, who is affected with simple chronic arthritis, or articular caries of the bones which enter into the formation of the shoulder joint, is a sensation of weight, weariness, and aching in the affected arm. These signs of the disease are at first not constantly present; they appear and then disappear, to return again in some days. Some stiffness in moving the affected arm is next complained of, to which is soon added pain, which the patient says is deeply seated in the joint, and which is augmented by using the articulation, or when the articular surfaces are pressed against each other. These symptoms are seldom so severe as to prevent the patient from following his ordinary occupations.

So far the disease may be said to be merely in its commencement; but very soon we observe it to pass into the second stage, when it may be discovered, on minute inquiry, that there is some sympathetic disturbance of the system—some heat of skin and slight acceleration of the pulse.

On examining the affected joint, we observe that the patient habitually carries it higher than the opposite shoulder; and the clavicle at the affected side is observed to pass, as it were, obliquely upwards and outwards, the adipose and cellular tissue, as well as all the muscles around the shoulder joint waste. The deltoid muscle, in a state of atrophy, appears stretched longitudinally, and the affected shoulder to have lost much of its normal roundness. The acromion process projects (see fig. 427.), and the arm of the affected side appears, and is usually found, on comparative measurement, to be really lengthened; the anterior fold of the axilla is deepened by the descent of the humerus from the glenoid cavity. The pain increases, and extends downwards from the shoulder to the inside of the elbow and wrist.

In the third period of the disease, the wasted condition of the muscles around the shoulder joint, as well as those of the whole upper extremity, becomes still more obvious, and now the arm, which was really longer than natural, becomes gradually shorter. It is quite possible that, after the limb has become shortened, any pain or uneasiness felt in the joint may subside, and a process of true ankylosis be established before suppuration takes place; but it much more frequently occurs, that about the time of the shortening of the limb, or subsequently, a chronic symptomatic abscess will make its appearance, and perhaps open spontaneously, in the axilla, or on some point along the outline of the deltoid, or inferior margin of the pectoral muscle; and then the disease may be said to be in the fourth stage.

This very serious chronic disease of the shoulder may be sometimes arrested in its early stage, and the patient recover the use of the joint; but, on the other hand, the disease frequently ends unfavourably by hectic fever, with its fatal consequences supervening. The more usual course for the disease to run will be found in general to be, that suppuration will take place, abscess after abscess will form, their purulent contents escaping and continuing to flow, greatly exhausting the strength and spirits of the patient; but under the influence of good air and judicious management, the discharge from the abscesses may cease, the constitution improve, and true bony ankylosis of the shoulder joint be established.

The history of the two following cases of simple chronic arthritis of the shoulder, at this moment (June, 1848) under treatment at the Richmond Hospital, will serve to illustrate some of the preceding observations as to the symptoms which patients usually labour under when affected by this chronic disease.

Case 1. Chronic arthritis of the right shoulder joint of four years' duration. The disease in the second stage.—Margaret Moore, aged 27, servant, admitted March 8th, 1848, under the writer's care. She complained of stiffness and weakness of her right shoulder (fig. 427.), and of pain, which was much worse at night than during the day; she had also a constant uneasiness at the inner side of the right elbow, and her nights were restless, her sleep interrupted by spasmodic starting of the whole limb, and pain extending down to the wrist and back of the hand; she stated that she has really more pain in the elbow and wrist than in her shoulder, and that these pains are increased when the arm is moved, or the articular surfaces are pressed against each other. When-
ever she moves her arm in the slightest degree the scapula follows the humerus, so that in the voluntary movements of the upper extremity really no motion takes place in the shoulder joint; but if we grasp the scapula, and thus firmly fix it, and at the same time move the humerus, a distinct crepitus is occasionally elicited, of which the patient herself also is conscious. When the arm is permitted for a moment to hang down by her side unsupported, she has great pain, and she feels the advantage of keeping it constantly in a sling, with her hand as high as her opposite collar bone. The muscles surrounding the right shoulder joint were observed to be in a wasted condition; this shoulder seemed higher up than the other, and the clavicle of this side to have a corresponding obliquity. The history she gives of the origin and progress of this disease is, that she has had a certain degree of pain and uneasiness in the articulation for the last four years, but that it never swelled much nor became inflamed, nor did it prevent her from following her occupation as housemaid, until three months ago, when she felt compelled to give up her situation. She referred the aggravation of her distress latterly to an injury the joint received from a severe fall she got down an entire flight of stairs. The latter circumstance in the history of her case made us more particular in our inquiries as to whether any fracture or dislocation could have occurred at the moment of this accident, and have been left unreduced. We were readily satisfied that there had been no fracture, as the affected arm was longer than the other.

The deltoid muscle was flattened and the acromion was seen presenting an angular projection as in an old luxation; yet the head of the humerus could be felt below the acromion; the anterior fold of the axilla was deeper than natural, but the elbow in this woman was placed habitually close to her side, and the long axis of the humerus could be traced by the eye to run nearly perpendicularly upwards towards the site of the glenoid cavity, and not more inwards towards the axilla, as in the case of luxation.

The atrophy we observed to affect the muscles in the vicinity of the diseased shoulder joint in this case, was not confined to the deltoid and capsular muscles; but the great pectoral was so much wasted that the ribs and intercostal interstices were seen conspicuously on the right side, while the corresponding spaces on the left side of the front of the thorax were sufficiently covered by muscle, &c. The right arm and forearm were more wasted than the left or unaffected limb, while the former extremity, measured from the acromion to the outer condyle of the humerus, shows an addition of length, or rather a descent of the humerus from the glenoid cavity, for the space of one inch. This woman has been subjected to the ordinary treatment for such cases; she feels the necessity of supporting her arm, and not allowing it out of the sling during the day, while she walks in the open air.

The foregoing case presents us, as we have said, with a good specimen of the simple chronic arthritis, or articular caries of the shoulder in the second stage of the disease. It is probable that a slow process of bony ankylosis will be ultimately established; and the woman after a time may lose all pain, regain her general health, and ultimately recover, but with the impediment which must ever attend an ankylosed shoulder joint. The course of the disease is not always so favourable; on the contrary, when the disease has arrived, as in the case of Moore just related, at the second stage, the pain is in some instances increased, the head of the humerus becomes wasted by caries as well as the surface of the glenoid cavity, when it will be found that the affected extremity, which was really longer than the other, shall have become shorter. This shortening, which marks the third stage of the disease, is frequently thought to be the result of complete dislocation; but this occurrence, the possibility of which we do not deny, we believe, however, to be exceedingly rare. The shortening may be the consequence of caries and absorption of the head of the humerus, as well as of the surface of the glenoid cavity. Under such circumstances the head of the bone may lean towards the axilla and subscapular fossa, or backwards towards the dorsum of the scapula; or it may be elevated, so as to reach the concavity of the coraco-acromial vault, and be maintained there by the tonic force of the elevator muscles; but we have not found it completely dislocated as a result of caries.

Case 2. Articular caries at the shoulder joint in the fourth stage of the disease. — Mary Ann Malloy, art. 21, servant, admitted into the Richmond Hospital 25th July, 1847, under the care of Dr. Hutton. She has been now (June, 1848) eleven months.
in hospital, and her left shoulder joint has in this period gone through all the stages of chronic arthritis; and a process of ankylosis, with shortening of the left upper extremity, appears to have been nearly completed. Her general health seems at the time but little affected: several depressions along the margins of the deltoid muscle, anteriorly and posteriorly, mark the situation of the numerous openings, most of which are now closed, through which purulent matter had escaped from the joint. The history which we collected of her case was, that about two months previously to her coming to the hospital she fell backwards on her left elbow, to which accident she ascribes her disease; that subsequently to this fall she felt pain in her left shoulder, but she cannot recollect that the joint swelled or became hot; on the contrary, the shoulder always seemed to her, from the first, to waste, and to be colder (as it is at this moment) than the other; except when the period of the formation of the abscesses arrived. She states that the movements of the joint, during the progress of the disease, were most painful, and that she had a sensation of something grating in the joint whenever the surgeon, in examining it, moved the arm. The arm is half an inch shorter than the other, and is closely approximated to the side; whenever abstraction, flexion, or extension of it is attempted by the patient, the scapula invariably moves also. The patient has no power of rotation of the head of the humerus on the scapula, nor can any movement of the kind be communicated. The head of the humerus in this case has not been dislocated, but its tendency is certainly backwards towards the infraspinatus fossa, where some fulness is perceived. The partial absorption of the head of the humerus, as well as the removal of a portion of the surface of the glenoid cavity by caries, which we believe has occurred here, will sufficiently account for the shortened condition of the arm.

The most favourable prognosis we can form as to this case is, that a bony ankylosis of the shoulder joint will be established.

In the first of these cases (M. Moore) it was very manifest that the limb was elongated; and in this second case (Malloy), when the disease of the shoulder joint had arrived at a much more advanced stage, it was equally evident that the length of the affected extremity was diminished. We have adduced these cases as examples of what may be frequently expected to be seen by those who watch the course of articular caries of the shoulder joint; but we must be prepared to meet with examples in which it may be observed, that during the whole progress of the disease the length of the limb will be neither increased nor diminished. Varieties analogous to this we notice in the symptoms and progress of articular caries when it affects other joints (see Hip Joint); and therefore we need not be surprised, when the shoulder joint is the seat of chronic arthritis, that sometimes the extremity of the affected side is shorter, sometimes longer, and that sometimes during the whole course of the disease but little alteration as to increase or diminution of length is appreciable.

Anatomical characters of chronic arthritis of the shoulder.—The specimens we have an opportunity of examining anatomically, which show the ultimate effects of chronic arthritis on the several structures composing the shoulder joint, cannot be considered very rare; but it must be confessed that we seldom can ascertain the condition of the different structures of the shoulder joint which have been affected by chronic arthritis, excepting in cases in which the disease has arrived at its last stage, and has been the cause of the death of the patient. On making the post-mortem examination of the affected shoulder in cases where the disease has arrived at its last stage, we usually notice that the skin has been perforated by numerous fistulous openings; these are sometimes to be seen in the axilla, or ranged along the line of the margin of the deltoid muscle, perhaps at points more distant from the joint, as on the lower margin of the pectoral muscle near the mamma (case of Malloy). The subcutaneous cellular structure we have not found infiltrated, as it is in cases of white swelling of the knee, or of the other joints, with a gelatinous glairy matter; on the contrary, the cellular structure itself has always seemed to us to be in a wasted condition, containing no aedeps; the deltoid as well as the articular muscles have been found in a state of atrophy. The bursa underneath the deltoid muscle has been observed to have been the seat of an effusion of fluid, quite distinct from that contained within the capsule of the joint; the internal surface of the bursa as well as the synovial lining of the fibrous capsule have been also found coated with lymph.

Sometimes in advanced cases the fibrous capsule has been found much contracted as well as thickened, and having numerous perforations in it, which had been the internal orifices of several fistulous canals, which having opened externally had acted as excretory ducts, as it were conducting purulent matter from the different points of the carious surfaces of the bones of the joint, and even from the centre of the diseased head of the humerus. In all of the advanced cases that we have examined, the tendon of the biceps, so far as its intra-articular portion is concerned, has been removed. The articular surfaces have been always divested of their cartilaginous incrustations, and the reticular structure of the head of the humerus, and of the scapula where it forms the glenoid cavity, usually exposed and bare sometimes coated with a layer of puriform lymph. Part of the head of the humerus has been removed, and in what remains of it deep digital depressions have been observed, and foramina, which penetrate even into the centre of the head of the bone.

M. Bonnet, of Lyons, states, "that on making the post-mortem examination of one
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of his patients, who died of articular caries of the shoulder joint, he discovered, when a vertical section was made of the humerus, that in the centre of the head of this bone there was contained a cavity or cell, the size of a hazel nut, filled with tubercular matter, in the middle of which were found fragments of necrosed particles of bone. In this case also, he adds, tubercular matter was found in the axillary glands. * Bony nodules and stalactiform osseous productions are observed to be produced from different parts of the scapula and head of the humerus, in the vicinity of the shoulder joint. The coracoïd process and acromial end of the clavicle we have found in these cases carious; the alterations of the osseous structure do not seem confined to the bones in the immediate vicinity of the joint itself. The whole scapula and humerus seem specifically lighter than they should be normally. We have tried the experiment of placing the diseased bones in water, and have seen them float, while the normal bones of the same region sink. The ribs, too, have been found sometimes carious simultaneously with the bones which constitute the scapulo-humeral joint.

These observations refer merely to the local condition of the articular structures themselves. The state of the constitution of many of these cases affected with chronic arthritis of the shoulder deserves the attentive consideration of the physician and surgeon.

The prognosis to be formed as to any advanced case of articular caries of the shoulder joint should be a guarded one, as the following facts may convince us. In the first case which we shall now adduce, fatal disease of the lungs seemed coincident with the articular caries of the shoulder; and at last it was doubtful which of the two diseases was the immediate cause of the death of the patient. In the second case disease of the brain, with paralysis, came on, and was the immediate cause of the death of the individual, who had been previously much reduced by articular caries of the shoulder.

Case 3. Chronic arthritis or articular caries of the shoulder joint, lasting thirteen months.

—Matthew M'Cabe, a labourer, aged 38, was admitted into the Richmond Hospital, Sept. 2, 1846, under Dr. Hutton's care.† He stated that about nine months previously he was seized with a pain in his left shoulder, which soon extended to his elbow; he was able to work for two months after the first attack of pain, but after this period the arm became stiff, and remained powerless by his side; the muscles around the shoulder and of the whole extremity were wasted; fistulous openings existed beneath the coracoïd process, and through the deltoid muscle; the limb was of its normal length. When the joint was pressed the patient complained of pain; the motion of the head of the humerus on the glenoid cavity of the scapula appeared much limited; he had cough and hectic fever, of which the prominent symptoms, beside the cough, were a quick pulse and diarrhea. He died Jan. 25, 1842.

Post-mortem examination.—The body was emaciated. Before making the examination, a plaster of Paris cast was taken of the left shoulder joint, which is preserved in the hospital museum: this shows especially the wasted condition of all the muscles around the shoulder joint, and the consequent prominence of the spine and acromial process of the scapula, usual in cases of articular caries of the shoulder. For the space of two inches along the anterior wall of the axilla and line of the humerus an oblong depressed scrofulous ulcer existed, in which were seen the orifices of three or four fistulous canals, which led from the interior of the joint. The elbow was placed somewhat backward, and the long axis of the humerus was consequently directed from below upwards and forwards; the convexity of the head of the humerus, without being dislocated, was placed somewhat more forwards and inwards than natural. Upon removing the deltoid muscle, which was wasted and perforated by fistulous openings, it was found that the capsular ligament was contracted and thickened, and had several openings in it, and that purulent matter was effused both into the joint and under the deltoid muscle, which thus formed the sac of an abscess. The cartilages had been entirely removed from the articular surfaces. The intra-capsular portion of the tendon of the biceps had disappeared; the highest part of this tendon which remained was attached to the inside of the capsular ligament. The bones had been injected with size and vermillion, and presented in their interior as well as on their carious surfaces a reddish colour; but they did not appear softened; when after maceration they had been dried, they seemed to be preternaturally light. The superior hemispherical portion of the head of the humerus had been removed very nearly to the level of the anatomical neck, or situation for the attachment of the capsules; and the surface was red, porous, and much roughened from caries. Towards the highest part of the humerus, just within the line which separates the great tuberosity from the head of the humerus, there existed two very deep digital or alveolar depressions, which penetrated into the cellular structure of the head of the humerus: the anterior part of the upper extremity of this bone, where the bicipital groove exists, was rough and porous; the groove was much deepened, particularly in the situation of the lesser tuberosity, which was elevated into a bony nodule, and enlarged about one inch below the lesser tuberosity. On the front of the surgical neck there existed another bony nodule, but smaller.

The surface of the glenoid cavity seemed to have been somewhat worn away and rendered more than naturally concave; the anterior or inner margin of it was rounded off by caries. The oval outline of the glenoid cavity was elongated from above downwards, and somewhat

* Traité des Maladies des Articulations.
† The writer is indebted to Dr. Hutton for the notes of this case.
narrowed transversely. The axillary margin of the scapula, where the long head of the triceps arises, was furnished with the friable stalaractiform osseous productions, which we have already noticed to have existed around the articular surfaces of all the other articulations, when they had been for a long time the seat of strumous arthritis, or scrofulous caries of the joint.* The rest of the scapula had a rough scabrous aspect; the coracoïd process presented the appearance also of having been in a commencing state of caries. The external lamina of the bone had been absorbed; the exposed reticular structures of it were so friable, they would crumble under the slightest pressure.†

The lungs presented the ordinary appearances of phthisis in its last stage; there were tubercles and tubercular excavations in both lungs.

In this case the disease of the shoulder joint seemed to have arrived at its last stage, and to have been in itself sufficient to have induced a fatal hectic fever. However, coincident with the articular caries appeared the disease of the lung, which caused, or at all events hastened, the death of the patient.

Case 4. Articular caries of the shoulder in the fourth stage. | Edward Brady, a baker, was admitted into the Richmond Hospital, 6th of May, 1828, labouring under disease of the right shoulder joint. It appeared that he had had for some time previously a chronic inflammatory affection of this articulation, for the origin of which he knew no cause; that an abscess had formed, and that matter had made its way through the skin just beneath the point of insertion of the pectoralis major into the humerus, where a fistulous aperture existed, which daily gave exit to a considerable discharge of purulent matter. On admission into the hospital, the right shoulder joint was swollen, the man was emaciated and in a state of debility, his pulse quick and weak; he complained of pain when the slightest pressure was made on the joint, or motion communicated to it. From the short notes of the patient’s symptoms during the two last months of his life when in hospital, we learn, that after five weeks’ treatment, such as local bleeding and counter-irritations, as blistering, &c., he was not really better. On the contrary, “the patient was much debilitated, the hectic symptoms had increased, the shoulder was flattened, the motions of the joint were circumscribed within very narrow limits, the acromion was prominent as in axillary dislocation.” In another month, viz. July 12, we find entered the following report: —“No improvement either locally or constitutionally; the shoulder is more emaciated, and a crepitating, grating sound is elicited on rotating the humerus; the hand is slightly oedematous, yet the discharge is less profuse, and considered of a more healthy appearance.” Eight days subsequently to this report the patient became comatose, and died in the course of a few hours.

Post-mortem examination. — The subcutaneous cellular structure which covered the deltoid muscle of the affected side was destitute of all adipose tissue; the deltoid was pale and thin; the sub-deltoid bursa contained a sanguous fluid, which being removed it was seen that the bursa had been lined with lymph; the fibrous capsule, ulcerated at one point, was thickened, as was the synovial membrane, which was pulpy; the articular cartilage was entirely removed from the head of the humerus and surface of the glenoid cavity of the scapula. The superior extremity of the former was almost totally destroyed, the bone having been crumbled down into many small portions. The surfaces were covered with unhealthy looking pus and lymph. The long tendon of the biceps had disappeared; the surface of the glenoid cavity was curiously; the small muscles about the joint resembled the deltoid as to the state of thinness and atrophy they had been reduced to. The sinuses leading to the point in the axilla already mentioned was lined with lymph.

The disease of the shoulder joint in this case, it appears, had, as in the preceding, arrived nearly at its last period, and we might have supposed that the morbid state here described of so important an articulation was of itself sufficient to cause a fatal result, when the affection of the brain suddenly supervened, and became the immediate cause of the death of the patient.

It was very desirable that we could assign to the four periods of this disease of the shoulder joint, when affected by chronic arthritis, the anatomical characters which belong to each stage respectively; but we repeat, we are as yet only truly acquainted with those appearances which the post-mortem examinations exhibit of the ultimate result of the disease as it has affected the articular textures, when it has been the cause of the death of the patient.

The pathological condition, therefore, of the different tissues which enter into the composition of the shoulder joint, as they are affected in the early stages of this chronic disease, is as yet, we believe, but little known. The most remarkable features of the second stage of chronic arthritis of the shoulder joint we notice, is the descent of the head of the humerus from the glenoid cavity, and consequent elongation of the upper extremity of the affected side. This, we conjecture, may be accounted for by recollecting that the deltoid and articular muscles, which in their normal state maintain the head of the humerus close up against the glenoid cavity, are now in a state of atrophy. They have from want of use, and perhaps, also, from sympathy with the diseased state of the articular structures, lost all tonic force. Although these muscles are not really paralysed, still they seem not to have
power enough to resist the influence of the weight of the upper extremity; and hence the head of the humerus, unrestrained by the naturally loose capsular ligament, descends to the extent of half an inch or an inch from the glenoid cavity. There can be but little doubt, also, that in the second period of the disease we are now considering, an effusion takes place into the interior of the synovial capsule of the joint; this may be altered synovial fluid or lymph, or purulent matter to a small amount; but whatever the effusion be, it also will have the effect of partially displacing, and causing an elongation of, the upper extremity.

It may be asked how it happens that the head of the humerus, once partially displaced downwards, does not become subjected to a secondary displacement upwards, under the influence of the contractions of the pectoral and other muscles? The answer may perhaps be, that, in the second stage of this disease, the long tendon of the biceps retains its form, place, and functions; so long as this tendon remains in its state of integrity, arching over the head of the bone, and then passing in a perpendicular line down along the humerus, the head of this bone cannot be partially elevated above its normal situation, nor even drawn inwards or backwards by either of the great muscles which form the anterior or posterior walls of the axilla; but when the long tendon of the biceps is destroyed, as it very generally is in the third stage of this disease, then the head of the humerus may be moved in whatever direction the inclination of the new plane formed by the altered surface of the glenoid cavity may give, or the muscles may draw it in.

In the third stage of chronic arthritis of the shoulder, the bones which compose the joint are carious, and their surfaces are partially and unequally removed; the length of the extremity may be diminished. The long tendon of the biceps is removed, and hence no longer influences the position which the head of the humerus is ultimately to take, whether the bone in this third stage be partially displaced upwards, forwards, or backwards.

Some of the surrounding muscles are in this period of the disease in a state of atrophy, while others retain their form and functions. The proper articular muscles, whose normal function it is to keep the head of the humerus close to the glenoid cavity, are, in the third stage of disease, wasted; and besides, as their capsular attachment is usually in this advanced stage of the disease destroyed, their influence becomes annihilated.

The pectoralis major may draw the head of the bone towards the median line anteriorly; the latissimus dorsi and triceps posteriorly towards the dorsum of the scapula; and several muscles, such as the attenuated deltoïd, the coraco-brachialis, &c., may elevate the head of the humerus, so as to bring its upper surface into contact with the acromion and coracoid process.

We cannot pretend to say what it is which determines the line of direction the head of the humerus in these partial displacements which occur from disease may take, or explain why the bone should in some cases take one direction, and why occasionally another; no more than we can assign any cause for the various directions the head of the femur takes in the third stage of serofulous caries of the hip joint, a disease we consider analogous to this we are now considering.

Anchoylosis of the shoulder joint.—Anchoylosis of the shoulder joint may be observed to be one of the terminations of an attack of acute or chronic arthritis of this joint. It may, we think, be remarked generally as the result of true bony anchoylosis of any of the joints of an extremity, that shortening of the limb shall have taken place. This observation seems to be exemplified by what we commonly observe in studying the characters of true bony anchoylosis of the shoulder joint. Most of the specimens preserved in our collection at the Richmond Hospital museum and elsewhere, present examples of solid union of the bones which compose the shoulder joint, partial displacement upwards of the head of the humerus, and slight shortening of the extremity having previously taken place. There is at present in the museum of the Richmond Hospital a specimen of complete bony anchylosis of the shoulder joint, which was exhibited by Dr. R. Smith to the Pathological Society on the 13th March, 1841, along with some other examples of anchylosis of this joint. The "specimen," observes Dr. Smith, "was taken from the body of an individual aged 90, who had been confined to bed for many years before his death. The external appearance of the shoulder joint resembled somewhat those of luxation of the head of the humerus into the axilla, so far as the acromion process having been prominent, and the joint in the region of the deltoid completely flattened; the arm was rotated inwards; the glenoid cavity and head of the humerus formed one continuous bone; the greater tubercle was anchylosed by bone to the acromion process, while the coracoid process was similarly joined to the lesser tubercle." Consequently the humerus must have been partially displaced upwards, and the arm shortened. The supra-spinatus and infra-spinatus muscles, as well as the sub-scapularis, had undergone fatty degeneration from want of use; a change very commonly observed in cases of true anchylosis of long standing, no matter which of the joints has been the seat of this termination of arthritis. In the example just adduced the humerus was observed to have ascended, and the greater and lesser tuberosities had formed a solid union with the coracoid and acromion process; but in some examples the anchylosis has been found to have taken place directly between the surface of the glenoid cavity and the head of the humerus; and a vertical section of the bony structures running through the consolidated joint exhibited the cells of the original head of the humerus and the diploe of the scapula.
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freely communicating with each other, just as we have already noticed as exemplified in complete bony ankylosis of the hip joint (see Vol. II. of this work, p. 796.). It may not be uninteresting to transfer our attention from the appearances disclosed by the post-mortem examination of an ankylosis of the shoulder joint to the signs by which we recognise this state of the articulation in the living.

A labourer, Thomas Rooney, aged 24, appeared among the extern patients at the Richmond Hospital on Thursday, 8th June, 1848, seeking relief for some internal ailment; we noticed the wasted condition of the right shoulder joint. We learned that after three years previously he had fallen on the right shoulder and injured it; he applied for relief to an ignorant person called a bone setter, in whose hands he suffered severely, having been subjected to violent dragging, with the view, as he was told, of reducing a supposed dislocation of his shoulder; violent inflammation of the joint succeeded, for the treatment of which he was admitted into Steeven's Hospital. While in the house suppuration of the joint occurred, and purulent matter made an exit beneath the anterior fold of the axilla, where the tendon of the pectoralis major is inserted into the humerus. The pain and swelling then became less, and he returned to the country, the abscess and sinus leading from it closed up, and his general health became gradually as good as it had been before he met with the accident, and remained so until he became affected with the trivial ailment he now sought advice for as an extern patient at the Richmond Hospital.

The shoulder joint, on a superficial examination, might be said to resemble somewhat the appearance presented in a case of an old unreduced auxiliary dislocation, but the resemblance was but slight. It is true that the acromion process stood out laterally, that the deltoid was flattened, that the anterior fold of the axilla was deeper than natural, and that the angular appearance the right shoulder presented was strongly contrasted with the natural rounded contour of the left shoulder joint; but the head of the humerus could be felt underneath the acromion process; the elbow, instead of being separated from the side as in dislocation, seemed habitually approximated to it. The biceps muscle, in consequence of the atrophied condition of the elevators of the extremities, had double duty to perform, and hence had been greatly hypertrophied at its lower part. The man can hold the plough, and can perform all the under movements of the arm very well, but cannot elevate it, nor place his forearm behind his loins.

In this case the arm is habitually approximated to the side, directed somewhat forwards, and strongly rotated inwards. The most striking features in the case are the wasted condition of the shoulder joint from the atrophy of the deltoid and articular muscles, and the extraordinary development of the lower part of the belly of the biceps, the cause of which hypertrophy is easily understood.

We have seen cases in the living subject of perfect ankylosis of the shoulder joint, in which it seemed doubtful whether any shortening of the extremity existed. In these cases we must suppose that the head of the humerus became directly consolidated with the surface of the glenoid cavity, and without the more usual union having been established between the upper extremity of the bone and the superincumbent processes.

One of the most important points which engages the attention of the practical surgeon, in the treatment of cases of diseased joints at the period when it is expected that a process of ankylosis is going on, is to preserve the affected limb in that position which will be found most convenient to the patient, when true bony ankylosis of the joint shall have been established; for example, under such circumstances we take care to preserve the knee and hip joints extended, the ankle and elbow joint bent to a right angle; but the shoulder joint, when ankylosis is taking place, may be left to nature, so far as the position of the limb is concerned, because the humerus in these cases habitually remains nearly parallel to the long axis of the body, somewhat rotated inwards; and, in a word, in a position which will be found most favourable to the performance of those functions it shall be called upon to execute when the scapulo-humeral joint is in an ankylosed state.

CHRONIC RHEUMATIC ARTHRITIS OF THE SHOULDER JOINT.—The shoulder joint is sometimes the seat of this peculiar disease, though by no means so frequently as many of the other articulations. The origin of it we have known to be attributed to accident, such as a fall on the shoulder, or to a sprain of the joint. On some occasions the sudden exposure of the person, when overheated, to currents of cold air, has been referred to as its cause; and in others the chronic disease of the shoulder joint has been supposed to have originated in the lingering remains of a rheumatic fever. These are, indeed, the ordinary exciting causes of this disease in general, no matter in what particular joint it may show itself.

Symptoms.—The patient complains of feeling pains in the shoulder joint, which, like those of rheumatism, are variable, and seem to be under the influence of changes in the atmosphere. He states that he feels a stiffness in the joint, and is conscious of a "crackling" sensation in it; particularly when he first moves it in the morning. The muscles around the articulation fall into a state of atrophy, while the bony prominences around the joint generally become conspicuous from their enlargement.

If only one shoulder joint be affected with the ordinary form of the disease, and we compare it with that of the opposite side, the head of the humerus of the affected side will
be observed to be somewhat elevated, advanced, and very generally approximated towards the middle line. When we view the articulation in profile (as it were), the amount of the advancement of the head of the humerus is more readily appreciated. And when we look at the shoulder joint from behind, a very remarkable abnormal depression may be seen, which corresponds to the space or interval which exists between the posterior part of the glenoid cavity and the head of the humerus. After a time, the voluntary motions of the joint become restricted within very narrow limits. The patient cannot well abduct the elbow from his side, nor elevate it nearly to an horizontal level. The motions he is himself capable of communicating to his arm are chiefly confined to under movements, yet the head of the humerus is in some of these cases susceptible of an abnormal degree of mobility. Although in the ordinary form of this disease the head of the humerus will be found to be placed above its normal level, and is observed to be several lines higher than the coracoid process, still if the arm be grasped by the surgeon it can be drawn down, and the head of the bone will place itself beneath the coracoid process; the joint will then assume all the appearances usually assigned as the marks of the case styled by Sir A. Cooper "Partial luxation of the head of the humerus forwards and inwards." In cases of long standing, the capsular ligament becomes wider than natural, and the articular surfaces are so altered that partial dislocation of the head of the humerus occurs in other directions besides those above alluded to; but any observations we have to offer upon this part of our subject it will be more convenient to defer until we come to speak of the anatomical characters of this disease.

Although the patient may complain of pain in the middle of the arm, and of spasms of the muscles, of the whole extremity of the affected side, even to the fingers, yet if the surgeon elevate the arm at the elbow, and press the humerus even rudely against the glenoid cavity of the affected articulation, the patient experiences no uneasiness.

It is very remarkable that this peculiar affection of the shoulder joint has never, as far as we have known, terminated in ankylosis, nor proceeded to suppuration; nor has its presence excited any sympathetic disturbance in the constitution of the patient; yet from year to year the disease slowly but gradually increases, until the patient is carried off by some other complaint, or dies from the mere effect of age alone.

Diagnosis.—This peculiar affection of the shoulder joint, particularly when the history of the case is known, cannot well be confounded with any other disease of the articulation with which we are acquainted. Scrofulous cartes of the bones of the shoulder joint may have some symptoms in common with the chronic disease we are describing; but there is more pain and more wasting of the muscles of the arm and fore-arm, and more sympathetic disturbance of the constitution in the case of articular cartes of the shoulder than in that of chronic rheumatic arthritis of this articulation; and while the former case usually proceeds to suppuration, or to ankylosis of the joint, these processes never take place in the latter.

In the chronic rheumatic disease, the opposite shoulder joint will, in general, be found symmetrically affected; a circumstance we have never yet known to have been the case in a chronic arthritis, or articular cartes, of the shoulder.

The history of the case of chronic rheumatic arthritis usually betray its nature by the general rheumatic pains the patient reports himself to have suffered from; by the disease not being confined to the one articulation; by the enlargement of the bony prominences about the joint, although the muscles are wasted. In both cases there may be crepitus felt on moving the joint and on making pressure; but the efforts to elicit crepitus, and the pressing together of the articular surfaces cause, in the case of chronic arthritis, or articular cartes, so much pain, that the patient shrinks back from our attempts at making these trials; while in the ordinary case of chronic rheumatic arthritis of the shoulder, when even it appears as a local disease confined to one or two articulations, we find we can even rudely press the head of the humerus against the surface of the glenoid cavity without causing the patient pain, just as we can, in the case of the same disease when it affects the hip joint, press the head of the femur against the acetabulum without causing the least uneasiness to the patient (see Vol. II. p. 799.).

No doubt some few cases of chronic rheumatic arthritis of the shoulder joint in the living and in the dead have been mistaken for partial dislocation of the head of the humerus, the result of accident; but we are of opinion that, as the chronic rheumatic affection is daily becoming better known to the profession than formerly, such errors will no longer be committed, particularly when the anatomical characters of this disease have been more fully studied by the profession.

Anatomical characters. — When we anatomically examine the shoulder joint of a patient who has long laboured under this chronic disease in the articulation, we notice on removing the integuments that the deltoid muscle is unusually pale, and that the interstices between its fibres are occupied by an unhealthy-looking fat. This and the subjacent capsular muscles are in a state of atrophy. The capsular ligament is generally altered in form and structure, and it will be sometimes found to have abnormal attachments above to the acromion or coracoid process; and, below, its attachment to the anatomical neck of the humerus is sometimes partially interrupted, allowing of an interval which in some forms of the disease permits the head of the humerus to pass through it.
The capsular ligament is occasionally increased in thickness, and its fibres are hypertrophied; and it is generally more capacious than natural, showing that effusion of synovia to a considerable amount had existed, although the external signs of this phenomenon are not usually evident. When the interior of the synovial sac is examined, it will be found to present evidences of having been the seat of chronic inflammation. Bunches of long organised fringes hang into the interior of the synovial sac; and many of these vascular fringes, which in the recent state are of an extremely red colour, surround the corona of the head of the humerus. We also notice rounded cartilaginous productions, appended by means of membranous threads attached to the interior of the various structures which compose the joint. Some of these foreign bodies are small, others large. Some are round; but their shapes are various. Besides these rounded cartilaginous bodies, we occasionally find osseous productions of a multangular form added to the edges of the glenoid cavity, deepening it, and increasing the articular surface for the reception of the head of the humerus, which usually is in such cases much enlarged.

The intra-articular part of the long tendon of the biceps is very seldom to be seen in the interior of the joint; but immediately outside of the capsular ligament the latter tendon will generally be found to have contracted a firm adhesion to the superior extremity of the bicipital groove (fig. 428. a.).

Bones.—The head of the humerus assumes a very characteristic appearance as a consequence of this peculiar disease, and acquires a form which cannot be easily mistaken for the effects of any other disease or accident. The usual angle at which the head and neck of the humerus join the shaft of the bone is often altogether effaced; so that instead of the axis of the head and neck of the humerus being directed, as it normally is, upwards, inwards, and backwards, it seems to run vertically, or, as it were, in a continuous line with that of the shaft of the bone. The articular surface is usually much enlarged, and in the ordinary form of this disease occupies the whole summit of the humerus, extending itself even over the greater and lesser tuberosities and the highest part of the bicipital groove; effacing in this direction part of the circular line which marks the anatomical neck of the humerus and insertion of the capsular ligaments. Some of the articular cartilage is removed from the head of the bone, which, in some places, presents a porous appearance (fig. 428.).

In other parts, in place of the cartilage, there is a polished ivory-like surface. The portion of the bone which thus presents this polished surface is the very summit of the humerus; and this is the part of the bone which will be found evidently to have been for years in habitual contact with the under surface of the acromion and coracoid process, where these bones assist in forming portions of the new and abnormal cavity for the reception of the head of the humerus. The

*Fig. 428.*

Chronic rheumatic arthritis: a, tendon of the biceps basis of the head, in the line where it joins the shaft of the humerus, is studded round by granular osseous productions, which give to it a characteristic appearance (fig. 428.). By these vegetations of bone, we are reminded of the analogous appearance which the corona of the head of the femur presents when affected by the same species of morbid action;* but of course much variety may be expected to be found in the form the head of the humerus will assume under the influence of this disease: we have found the articular surface in some cases formed completely on the summit of the humerus, sometimes on the side of the head. Very generally the head of this bone is much enlarged, but exceptions to this rule occur. One of the most remarkable alterations of form we have noticed as the result (as we imagine) of this disease we found in the anatomical museum at Leyden. In the specimen to which we allude, the head of the humerus appears bifurcated at its upper part, or divided longitudinally into two surfaces for articulation with the scapula.†

Lastly, we have to advert to the anatomical characters of the new and abnormal socket formed for the reception of the altered head of the humerus. This new cavity is composed of two portions, which however will be found to have become almost continuous with each other. The original glenoid cavity (generally much enlarged) forms one of these portions; the coraco-acromial vault the other.

* Vol. II, fig. 317. page 802.
† Sandifort in his fourth volume has given a delineation of the head of the humerus in this case as well as of the scapula the glenoid cavity of which was enlarged very much in the direction downwards, and was surrounded with a margin of osseous granules.
By the coraco-acromial vault we mean a concave surface, looking downwards, formed internally by the coracoid process, and externally by the acromion; the intervening space being filled up in front by the proper triangular ligament of the scapula, and completed behind by a portion of the under-surface of the acromial end of the clavicle. This coraco-acromial arch in the normal state overhangs much the head of the humerus, and its inferior surface is not articular, but, on the contrary, is separated from the head of the humerus, which is beneath it, by an interval of about three or four lines, measured in vertical height. This interval is normally occupied by the long tendon of the biceps and the capsular ligament, as they pass from the upper margin of the glenoid cavity to the humerus—the capsular ligament having above it the tendon of the supra-spinatus, a special bursa mucosa, much cellular tissue, and the fibrous bands, which pass from the humerus to the coracoid and acromial processes.

Under the influence of the most usual form of this disease, all these parts intervening between the head of the humerus and the coraco-acromial arch or vault are absorbed; and the superior extremity of the head of the humerus at length comes into immediate contact with the concavity of the arch. The first effect of this morbid process in bringing about the remarkable changes which we have been describing, may be to cause the absorption of those tendons, viz. the supra-spinatus and the long tendon of the biceps, which pass over the head of the humerus, and which, by virtue of their muscular attachments, restrain within proper limits the degree of elevation which the head of the humerus is normally susceptible of. When, however, these tendons are absorbed, and consequently the muscles to which they belong have lost all power of repressing the humerus, the latter is then dragged upwards, and its head being constantly pressed against the under-surface or concavity of the coraco-acromial arch, not only do the processes of the scapula which form this arch at length show manifestly the effects of friction, but the outer portion of the acromial end of the clavicle does so equally. All these portions of bone are rendered concave, and are usually covered by a porcelain-like deposit, corresponding to an analogous polished surface which covers the concavity of the summit of the humerus. In many cases in which the shoulder joint has long been the seat of this chronic disease, the acromion process has been found traversed in the line of junction of its epiphysis, by a complete interruption of its continuity, as if fractured; we say as if fractured, for we are convinced that this solution of continuity of the acromion process is not really a fracture produced by violence, but a lesion, which so frequently exists in combination with chronic rheumatic arthritis of the shoulder, that we are compelled to look upon it, in these cases, as a peculiar organic change, the result of chronic rheumatic disease. We do not pretend to account for the separation of the acromion process into two portions; nor can we say why it is that the division usually occurs in the original line of the epiphysis, particularly at the late period of life at which we generally witness this phenomenon. In some of these cases we have found the acromion in a state of hypertrophy; in others in a state of atrophy; but in no case did there seem to be any attempt at osseous deposition on the contiguous surface of the separated portions of the acromion, a circumstance which might be expected if a fracture had occurred.

The glenoid cavity of the scapula, under the influence of this disease, is generally much enlarged; and by becoming wider above, it loses much of its ordinary ovoidal figure, approaching in its outline more to a circular form. The surface of the cavity appears preternaturally excavated, its rim being elevated into a sharp margin. The cartilage of incrustation, as well as the glenoid ligament, are generally removed altogether, some parts of the surface are porous, and some covered with porcelain-like enamel. Near the margins of the glenoid cavity, where the capsular ligament arises, we may often find osseous productions attached to the capsular ligament, adding depth to the receptacle for the enlarged head of the humerus. The glenoid cavity will of course be found to present much variety of form. Sometimes the head of the humerus occupies its upper portion, and habitually remains in contact with the under surface of the acromion and coracoid process, thus leaving the lower part of the glenoid cavity unoccupied. Sometimes part of the head of the humerus remains within the glenoid cavity, while the remaining portion of it occupies the neighbouring part of the subscapular fossa. Occasionally the head of the humerus will be found to have descended on the axillary margin of the scapula, while in other cases equally rare, which we shall hereafter have occasion to refer to, the head of this bone may, under the influence of this disease, pass backwards on the dorsum of the scapula; under all these circumstances, the glenoid cavity must undergo special changes of form adapted to each variety.

Those who carefully study the anatomical characters of chronic rheumatic arthritis of the shoulder, cannot fail in the course of their investigation to observe many deviations from the normal state of the joint; the result of this disease, which are well calculated to mislead those who are unacquainted with it; to which we may here advantageously advert.

It has been repeatedly remarked, that one of the most constant anatomical observations we had to make in post-mortem examinations of the shoulder joints of those who had been
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affected with chronic rheumatic arthritis was, that the long intra-articular portion of the tendon of the biceps was absent from the joint, although adherent outside to the highest point of the bicipital groove (fig. 428.). This removal of a large portion of the tendon of the biceps strikes the observer who is unacquainted with this disease as a direct proof that the tendon had been ruptured by accidental violence, and that a partial luxation of the head of the humerus has been the consequence.

Another character of this disease is, that the humerus has a very general tendency to pass upwards towards the coraco-acromial vault; and besides the removal of the tendon of the biceps, the superior part of the capsular ligament is observed to be deficient. Those who do not know that this perforation is a consequence of slow disease, immediately take it for granted that the same accident which ruptured the tendon of the biceps had also caused the head of the humerus to be partially dislocated upwards, perforating as it passed the superior part of the capsular ligament.

If, in addition to these abnormal appearances, small portions of bone, as if fragments broken off from the margins of the glenoid cavity, are found to be present, as they frequently are, this also is an appearance calculated to confirm an erroneous impression, that some external violence has been the source of it; and if in addition the bicipital process be found divided into two portions, as we have frequently noticed it, the prejudice in the observer's mind may at first be strongly in favour of the idea, that accidental violence has been the source of these many and combined phenomena.

But notwithstanding all these lesions, namely, the total disappearance of the articular part of the tendon of the biceps; the perforation of the superior part of the capsular ligament by the head of the humerus, and the separation into two portions of the acromion process, we feel convinced that all these phenomena combined should by no means be considered as proof of any accident having occurred to produce them; but, on the contrary, should be looked upon as the usual result of chronic rheumatic arthritis of the shoulder.

The tendon of the biceps in all those cases of presumed accidents is said to be ruptured; yet the chronic disease of the shoulder joint is frequently found to affect both shoulder joints in the same individual, and the long tendon of the biceps, in these cases, to be removed on both sides. It is easy to conceive that this double lesion may be the effect of disease, but difficult to imagine how any accidents could occur to "rupture" the tendons of the biceps in both shoulder joints. Nor is it easy to admit that the long tendon of the biceps can be readily ruptured in partial dislocations of the humerus from accident, when we know that this tendon is rarely if ever ruptured, even in complete luxation of this bone. The statement made in the report of various cases in surgical works, and in the catalogues of museums, in which we find it briefly noted, "that the tendon of the biceps was found ruptured," has been made by the writers confessedly without any knowledge of the previous history of the case, the anatomical characters of which they are describing. On this account we feel the less delicacy, after long and patient consideration of the subject, in expressing our conviction that the tendon of the biceps, in the numerous cases published, was not (as supposed to be) ruptured by accident, but absorbed as the result of disease.

We have stated that the bones entering into the formation of the shoulder joints are very generally enlarged as a consequence of this chronic disease having for a considerable time existed in the articulation. It is right, however, here to observe, that very extensive inquiry into the pathological anatomy of this peculiar affection as it presents itself in the shoulder joint, will prove that some few exceptions to this rule may be occasionally met with; and that, instead of the bones entering into the formation of the shoulder joint being found hypertrophied, they may be discovered, on the contrary, to be in a state of atrophy; or portions of these bones may be removed altogether, as the apparent result of this chronic rheumatic disease.

That the writer may not appear to have been singular in having observed the changes which the acromion process and neighbouring bones have undergone as the result of this chronic rheumatic disease, he may refer to the dissection of a case mentioned by Cruveilhier, in which the affection we have called chronic rheumatic arthritis was so general that there was scarcely any articulation in the body exempted from its effects. When adverting to the anatomical changes observable in the region of the shoulder in this example, he says, the external extremity of the clavicle and the neighbouring part of the acromion were in a great part destroyed, &c.*

In the museum of the College of Surgeons in Dublin will be found a preparation of a shoulder joint, which is styled by the late Dr. Houston in his catalogue, a specimen of chronic rheumatic arthritis of the shoulder; and that it was justly so styled may also be inferred from the "bunches of synovial fibrie," which hung into the synovial cavity of the joint; the existence of hydrop synovial articles, or over-distension of the synovial sac by an albuminous fluid; and from the deficiency of the intra-articular portion of the tendon of the biceps, mentioned in the account given of this case:—all these show the disease to have been correctly designated. The writer finds upon examining this preparation with the intelligent curator, Mr. Carte, that the acromial end of the clavicle is unsupported, and that the acromion process has been removed for the amount of an inch in extent; that which remains for this process

* Cruveilhier, livraison ix. p. 12.
is thinner than natural, and in a state of atrophy.*

The coracoid process is not usually found so much altered by the existence of this peculiar disease in the shoulder joint as the acromion; but we have found its under concave surface in some cases to have entered into the formation of the shoulder joint, and to have presented a broad glenoid-shaped surface, which had been smoothed off from frequent contact with the head of the humerus, while the breadth of the process had been at the same time much increased.

We have thought it necessary to enter into this subject thus minutely, because we are convinced that, up to the present hour, these remarkable appearances, when met with, have been misunderstood even by some of the most intelligent anatomists and physicians. This circumstance may appear perhaps capable of explanation, by recollecting that the disease generally runs a long course, is not in itself fatal; and hence, although the practical medical man may have had numerous opportunities of witnessing the symptoms of this disease in the living, he may never have had any opportunity in any case of informing himself of the true relation subsisting between the symptoms of this disease of the shoulder joint as observed in the living patient, and the phenomena which the post-mortem examination of the same shoulder joint might have presented. On the other hand, when anatomists have heretofore discovered in dissection appearances which are stated to be truly those of chronic rheumatic arthritis of the shoulder, they have not at that time been able to learn the previous history of the case.

The following case may contribute somewhat to supply this deficiency:

Case. Chronic rheumatic arthritis of the shoulder. — J. Byrne, a servant, aged 55, was admitted into the Whitworth Hospital House of Industry in 1834. Dr. Mayne, at that time resident clinical clerk in the hospital, informed the writer that, besides the disease of the lungs, for which the man was admitted, he also had an affection of the right shoulder joint, which presented all the characters attributed to the case of partial luxation of the humerus, and was kind enough to invite the writer to examine him.

The man complained of an inability to use his right arm well, in consequence of his having for some years an affection of his right shoulder joint, in which he felt almost continually a dull boring pain. He could however perform, without much inconvenience, all those motions of the arm which did not require it to be raised near to the horizontal line. The joint felt to his own sensation somewhat stiff; and he was conscious, under certain movements of the arm, of a sense of something crepitating or crackling in the joint. Upon viewing the shoulder in front, it had a wasted appearance; the acromion process was more prominent, rendering the bony eminences around very conspicuous; the head of the humerus seemed to be a little higher than usual, and to have advanced somewhat forwards. The amount of advance was best seen by viewing the joint in profile or laterally. In this aspect a slight elevation and the increase of the antero-posterior measurement of the joint became very obvious. When the arm was pressed by the surgeon, and very slight force used, the humerus could be easily made to descend somewhat, and at the same time to pass a little beneath the outer margin of the coracoid process; and the finger could be readily pressed into the outer half of the glenoid cavity, into the space which the head of the humerus was found to have abandoned. When again the shaft of the humerus was elevated vertically, its superior extremity could be felt to strike against the under surface of the acromion. In a word, the symptoms strongly resembled those usually assigned to the partial luxation forwards and inwards.

This patient remained in the Whitworth Hospital until the pulmonary affection proved fatal. Dr. Mayne and the writer carefully examined the joint, which is still preserved in the museum of the Richmond School (fig. 429.).

We found the deltoid and other muscles around the joint in a wasted condition, and much rarer than those of the opposite shoulder. When the capsular ligament was exposed, it was found to have superiorly a much wider and more extensive adhesion than natural. Instead of this fibro-synovial sac having its ordinary attachment all round to the limited circumference of the glenoid cavity of the scapula, its adhesion to the upper margin of this cavity did not exist, but the superior and outer portions of the capsular ligaments seemed to have acquired new attachments, and to be connected superiorly and externally with the anterior margin of the coraco-acromial arch; and thus the space in which the head of the humerus had been permitted to move, had been rendered much more extensive than natural. The capsular ligament was much thickened, and when opened more synovia than usual flowed out. This membrane was lined with cellular floculi, and several small cartilaginous bodies, rounded, and of the size of ordinary peas, were seen to float in the interior of the synovial sac, appended by means of fine membranous threads. All those parts which, in the normal condition, intervene between the superior part of the head of the humerus and under surface of the coraco-acromial arch, were completely removed. No remnant or trace of the supra-spinatus tendon, nor any portion of the capsular ligament to which this tendon is attached, was to be found. The entire of the articular portion of the tendon of the biceps was absent, and the highest point of the remaining portion of the tendon was attached to the summit of the
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bicipital groove. It was remarkable that the acromion process and other portions of bone, although their under surfaces were much worn and excavated where they formed an arch which overhung the humerus. These appearances showed the great degree of friction and pressure from below upwards which these bones had been subjected to, from the head of the humerus being constantly drawn upwards by muscular action. We also noticed that the acromion process was traversed from within outwards by a perfect solution of continuity, completely dividing it into two nearly equal portions. This might be supposed by some to have been a fracture which never had been united by bone — an opinion which, however, we did not entertain; the two pieces of the acromion were on a perfect and uniform level, and the edges of the separated portions of bone exhibited no evidence of any ossifie deposit, nor any such appearances as would lead us to infer that a fracture had existed.

The glenoid cavity of the scapula was larger and deeper, and more of a cup-like form than usual. The cartilage of encrustation and glenoid ligament were removed, the surface of the cavity presented a porous appearance. Along its inner margin were arranged, several round and firm cartilaginous granules.

The head of the humerus was somewhat enlarged. The articular surface had become extended over the superior margin of the greater and lesser tuberosity. Much of the cartilaginous investment of the head of the bone had been removed, and its place supplied by means of a porcelain-like deposit. The line which marks the junction of the head of the bone to the shaft, was studded all round with granular elevations of bone (fig. 429).

Our knowledge of the anatomical characters of this disease has now arrived at a degree of precision quite sufficient, we might suppose, to save us henceforth from falling into the error of confounding the morbid results of chronic rheumatic arthritis of the shoulder with the consequences of chronic or acute osteitis, or with the ultimate effects of accidents sustained during the patient's lifetime. Nevertheless we feel called upon now to allude to some cases of partial luxation of the shoulder joint which have been published as the result of accident, but which we consider to be specimens of the chronic rheumatic disease of the shoulder joint which we are endeavouring to describe.

Among these authors we find Sir A. Cooper, who, in his description of the accident called by him "partial luxation of the shoulder joint, forwards and inwards, to the coracoid process," gives a case which he supposed to be one of this accident, and relates the symptoms to teach us how it may be recognised; but for its anatomical characters he refers to an example found in the dissecting room, the history of which was unknown. He says, "The only dissection of this accident which I have had an opportunity of seeing was the following, for which I am indebted to Mr. Patey, surgeon in Dorset Street, who had the subject brought to him for dissection at the anatomical room, St.Thomas's Hospital. The following is Mr. Patey's account:

"Partial dislocation of the head of the os humerus. — The head of the os humeri on the left side was placed more forward than is natural, and the arm could be drawn no farther from the side than the half way to an horizontal position.

"Dissection.—The tendons of those muscles which are connected with the joint were not torn, and the capsular ligament was found attached to the coracoid process of the scapula. When the ligament was opened it was found that the head of the os humeri was situated under the coracoid process, which formed the upper part of the new glenoid cavity; the head of the bone appeared to be thrown on the anterior part of the neck of the scapula, which was hollowed, and formed the lower portion of the glenoid cavity. The natural rounded form of the head of the bone was much altered, it having become irregularly oviform, with its long axis from above downwards: a small portion of the original glenoid cavity remained, but this was rendered irregular on its surface by the deposit of cartilage. There were also many particles of cartilaginous matter upon the head of the os humeri, and upon the hollow of the new
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In all these details we find a very complete account of the anatomy of the shoulder joint which had been the seat of chronic rheumatic arthritis.

On the other hand, such appearances afford no evidence whatever that an accidental luxation was the cause of them; certain it is that appearances exactly resembling those described in Sir A. Cooper's case have been met with in cases in which their cause could not be attributed to accident, because no injury had been received; while in others it was useless to refer to accident, inasmuch as the morbid action had similarly affected both shoulder joints; so that by the dissection of such cases we have convinced ourselves that disease, not accident, was the source of the morbid appearances. If the reader will compare the woodcut (fig. 429.), which is designed to represent the anatomical appearances presented by the examination of a case (J. Byrne) already detailed, of chronic rheumatic arthritis of the shoulder, with the engraving of Sir A. Cooper's case of partial luxation of the head of the humerus, we will, think, agree with us that the writer, in believing that whatever causes influenced the production of the morbid appearances in the one were identical with those which produced them in the other. Sir A. Cooper, in our opinion, somewhat gratuitously supposes that his specimen was the much sought-for example of the anatomy of the accident called partial luxation. We say gratuitously, because the previous history of the case he alludes to was unknown, and the accident supposed to have occurred.

In the case the writer has adduced (J. Byrne, (fig. 429.), the history was known, and has been preserved, with the account of the post-mortem appearances which the examination of the shoulder joint presented.

At the meeting of the British Association at Bristol in September, 1836, the author gave an account of this chronic rheumatic disease, as it engages most of the joints. When speaking of its effects on the shoulder, he alluded to this case published by Sir A. Cooper; and then demonstrated, as he thought, to the satisfaction of the meeting, that the specimen (fig. 429.) of this chronic rheumatic disease which he then laid before them for inspection, corresponded exactly to the appearances found in the supposed case of "partial luxation of the humerus" delineated in Sir A. Cooper's work. The opinion which he at that time expressed (now twelve years ago) has since been amply confirmed by his subsequent experience, and by the opportunities he has had of further investigating the nature of this disease.

In the Museum Anatomicum of Sandifort, 1827, we find delineated the bones of the shoulder joint which present all the cha-

* See Sir A. Cooper on "Dislocations," p. 449. Plate 21, fig. 2; also octavo edition of this work by Mr. B. Cooper, p. 401.


* See Sir A. Cooper on "Dislocations," p. 449. Plate 21, fig. 2; also octavo edition of this work by Mr. B. Cooper, p. 401.
racters of the chronic rheumatic arthritis, with partial displacement upwards of the head of the humerus. Sandifort also, we feel sure, has fallen into the error of concluding without proof, that this specimen of the bones of the shoulder constituted an example of partial luxation from accident ("luxatio ossis humeri ab injuriæ externa"). The subject of this case, he says, was a robust man: the head of the humerus having been driven upwards between the coracoid process and the acromion, a new articular surface was produced, partly on the upper narrow part of the glenoid cavity, and partly on the root of the coracoid process. This new articular surface, in its centre porous, was as to its circumference hard, polished, and ivory-like ("partim porosa sed caetera valde polita ac quasi eburnea"), and had been in habitual contact with the head of the humerus. The latter was much enlarged, and its circumference near the corona of the head was much increased by the addition of a hard rounded margin ("marginé revoluto calloso"). The wearing away of the upper part of the great tuberosity, the eburnisation of the summit of the humerus where it came in contact with the concavity of the coraco-acromial vault, the preternatural contact of the head of the humerus with the under surface of the acromial extremity of the clavicle, are also noticed. "Caput ossis humeri amplitudine auctum, marginé revoluto calloso, in superficie articulari affert eandem præternaturalem glabritiem et duritiam, dum in vertic, ubi tuberculum majus occurrit, superficie exhibit partim glaberrimam, partim inequalitatem, rugosam, quæ juxta sumnum humerum movebatur trituratione, etiam locum habuisse inter marginem inferiorem claviculae, et verticem capitis humeri manifeste appararet; subluxatio in superiora ergo hipocentrica habitavit."

Here we find the description of the bones unaccompanied with any account of anatomical characteristics of the other structures of the joints; nor is there any proof adduced that any accident had occurred to produce the appearance noticed; we may therefore, we think, conclude, that the history of the case was unknown. When we compare Sandifort's description of the above case, accompanied as it is with an engraving, with the account given by us in the preceding pages of the dissection of other cases of the chronic rheumatic arthritis as it affects the structures of the shoulder joint, we think we may safely conclude that this case, adduced by Sandifort as an example of partial luxation of the head of the humerus upwards from external injury, must be considered as presenting in the bones described the anatomical characters of chronic rheumatic disease, as it very commonly affects the bone of the shoulder joint. In the anatomical examination of advanced cases of this disease of the shoulder joint, which we have witnessed, in which there had been partial luxation of the head of the humerus upwards—when the deltoid muscle has been cut through, the head of the humerus has been usually found exposed, and in absolute contact with the under surface of this muscle, having passed through the upper part of the capsular ligament. In such cases, the head of the humerus has been found to present the usual characteristic appearances of this chronic rheumatic disease; that is to say, the cartilage has been absorbed, and its place supplied by an ivory-like enamel. The articular portion of the tendon of the biceps has also been removed, as well as all those parts which in the normal state intervene between the summit of the head of the humerus and the under surface of the coraco-acromial arch. The superior portion of the capsular ligament itself has been found perforated; and the under surface of the coraco-acromial vault excavated, and has become a new and supplementary socket for the head of the humerus (fig. 429.).

The explanation of the circumstance why the superior and external part of the capsular ligament has been found perforated by a large circular opening, through which the head of the humerus can pass, appears to be, that the effects of the loss of the tendon of the biceps are such, that the head of the humerus is at once elevated by the deltoid, and kept habitually pressed up against the under surface of the acromion. The coraco-acromial vault now becomes the articular socket for the head of the humerus, more than the original glenoid cavity. The head of the humerus assumes altogether a new form; its summit is expanded, and at the same time smoothed by the constant effects of use and friction; the anatomical neck is encroached upon, and gradually the whole summit, including the great and lesser tuberosities, becomes articular, these latter eminences being, as it were, ground down and covered with a porcelainous deposit (fig. 428.). As the upper portion of the circular groove, called the anatomical neck of the humerus, which normally gives attachment to the capsular ligament of the joint, has been removed, this attachment of the capsule must be destroyed, and a large opening will be found in it. This occurrence is well illustrated by a case of chronic rheumatic arthritis of the shoulder joint, described by Mr. Hamilton Labatt, who entitles the case, "An excellent specimen of that chronic disease of the shoulder joint which old people are liable to; as also an example of partial luxation upwards, the result of slow disease." *

The history of this case, as of almost all of the same kind published, was unknown. The subject was a female aged 60, brought into the College of Surgeons for dissection; the muscular system well developed. The common inguinations had been removed when Mr. Labatt was called to witness the dissec-
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When a specimen of chronic rheumatic arthritis of the shoulder joint, such as the preceding, has been met with, by anatomists not familiar with the ordinary anatomical characters of the disease, it is usually mistaken for a case of partial displacement of the humerus upwards, the result of accident. We find many such cases and such mistakes recorded. Although the history of Mr. Labatt's case was unknown, the appearances which the head of the humerus presented were sufficiently characteristic to clearly designate the true nature of the affection, independently of the condition alluded to of the coraco-clavicular and other articulations, so many concurring circumstances sufficiently proved that, in the above case, the shoulder had been long affected by the chronic rheumatic arthritis, and that this, and not accident, was the source of the partial luxation upwards which existed.

In April, 1840, Dr. Robert Smith, who is well acquainted with this disease, laid before the Surgical Society of Dublin an account of the post-mortem examination he had made of an aged female, who died of an internal organic disease in the House of Industry. She had been long affected with a partial displacement upwards of the right humerus, which was the result of chronic rheumatic disease. He presented a cast of the upper part of the body, taken after death, showing the degree of elevation of the summit of the humerus on the affected side; and also exhibited a preparation of the shoulder joint to the meeting. The post-mortem examination had been made a few weeks previously to Dr. Smith's communication of this case to the society. "It may be seen," he said, "from the cast, that in this case there was a remarkable contrast in the appearance the two shoulder joints presented: on one side, the head of the humerus was placed far above the level of the coracoid and acromion processes. Many persons," he added, "in viewing the cast and accompanying preparation, might consider the specimen as one of some unusual form of congenital malformation, or the result of accident; but the abnormal appearances were clearly the result of that peculiar affection of the joints, of which so many specimens had been elsewhere brought forward by the president in the chair (Mr. Adams), and which disease he has denominated 'chronic rheumatic arthritis.'" Dr. Smith added that his chief reason in bringing forward the case was, that it presented some peculiarities he had not observed in other specimens of the same disease, as it affects the shoulder joint; he had often before noticed the elevation of the head of the bone as a symptom of this affection, but had never seen the elevation to the same degree it had amounted to in this case. The head of the humerus was displaced upwards, even to a point above the level of the clavicle and acromion process. The capsular ligament was enlarged, and as thin as if the synovial membrane alone constituted it. Superiorly, this capsule was altogether deficient: a large aperture was here found, which permitted the head of the humerus to pass upwards, as already mentioned; the tendon of the biceps was perfect, but was thrown off the head of the bone inwards. The cartilage of the head of the bone was abraded in several places, and osseous depositions had been formed in the vicinity of the bicipital groove, and around the margin of the articular head of the humerus, as is usually the case in examples of chronic rheumatic disease. Mr. Smith observed, that the preparation showed a large deficiency in the upper part of the capsular ligament—a fact not before observed by him, until he had seen Mr. Labatt's preparation; and even then he was disposed to attribute the deficiency to some injury received in removing the parts. He had therefore taken the greatest care in removing the preparation just exhibited to the society, and had found that in dividing the deltoit muscle he had cut at once into the cavity of the joint.

Dr. Smith and the writer have lately carefully examined this preparation, and find that the acromion process has been much reduced in thickness; its under surface is excavated, and demoulded of all periosteal covering; this process is divided into two portions, as if a fracture had traversed the original line of the junction of the epiphysis with the rest of the process; half an inch in extent of the bone is thus separated from the rest, and seems merely retained by a ligamentous connection. The deltoit and triangular ligament were

relaxed:—"The shoulder joint presented a remarkable degree of mobility in this case; and the head of the humerus of the affected side could be pushed half an inch higher than its fellow." The great peculiarity in this case Dr. R. Smith thought consisted in the circumstance that the tendon of the biceps was not, as it usually is in cases of this chronic disease, absorbed, but was in a perfect state of integrity as to structure.

This tendon having been thrown off the head of the humerus, and displaced inwardly, its normal function to restrain the ascent of the humerus, through the medium of its muscular connection, was as much annulled as if it had been removed altogether, as it usually is, under the influences of this chronic disease.

Questions here naturally arise: Can the tendon of the biceps be dislocated from its groove by accidental violence? and if so, Shall the consequent dislocation of the head of the humerus be in the direction upwards, exactly as it was in the preceding case, which was evidently an example of the displacement of the tendon from disease.

Mr. John Soden, junior, of Bath, has published a case, accompanied by some interesting remarks, the objects of which are to prove that the tendon of the biceps may be dislocated by accident, and that a partial displacement of the head of the humerus upwards must immediately follow.

**Mr. John Soden's case. — Partial dislocation upwards.** "Joseph Cooper, aged 59, was admitted into the Bath United Hospital, November 9, 1839, on account of a compound fracture of the skull. His death afforded an opportunity of examining an old injury of the right shoulder, the symptoms of which had been always involved in great obscurity, and which occurred in the following manner:

"In the month of May, 1839, the deceased (six months before his death) was engaged in nailing down a carpet, when, on rising sud- denly from his occupation, his foot slipped, and he fell backwards on the floor. In order to break the force of the fall, he involuntarily placed his arm behind him, and by so doing received the whole weight of the body upon his right elbow; that joint, the only one struck, received no injury, for the shock was instantly transmitted to the shoulder, and there the whole effects of the accident were sustained. Acute pain was immediately experienced, and the man supposed he had either suffered a fracture or a dislocation, but finding that he could raise the arm over his head, he felt reassured, and endeavoured to resume his work. The pain, however, com- pelled him to desist, and he went home." "When I saw him," says Mr. Soden, "on the following morning, the joint was greatly swollen, tender to the touch, and painful on very slight motion. There was then no pos- sibility of his placing his arm over his head, as he had done immediately after the acci- dent. I satisfied myself that there was nei-

ther fracture nor dislocation of the bones, and not suspecting the existence of a more specific injury than a severe sprain, I set down the case as such, and avoided the unnecessary pain of further examination. Unusually active means were necessary to subdue the inflammation, and at the end of three weeks, though the swelling was much reduced, the tenderness in the front of the joint, and pain on certain motions of the limb, were scarcely less than on the day after the occurrence of the accident.

"On comparing the joint with its fellow, now that the swelling had subsided, a marked difference was observable between their respective outlines. The injured shoulder was evidently out of drawing, but without present- ing any glaring deformity: when the man stood erect with his arms dependent, the distin- ction was very manifest, but difficult to define. There was a slight flattening on the outer and posterior part of the joint, and the head of the bone looked as it were drawn up higher in the glenoid cavity than it should be. Examination verified the appearance in two ways: first, on moving the limb, with one hand placed on the shoulder, a crepitating sensation was experienced under the fingers, simulating a fracture, but in reality caused by the fric- tion of the head of the humerus against the under surface of the acromion; secondly, on attempting abduction, it was found that the arm could not be raised beyond a very acute angle with the body, from the upper edge of the greater tubercle coming in contact with that of the acromion, and thus forming an obstacle to all further progress. The head of the bone was also unduly prominent in front, almost to the amount of a partial dislocation. For all useful purposes the arm was power- less. The pain caused by the action of the biceps was acute, extending through the whole course of the muscle, but felt chiefly at its extremities. When the joint was at rest the pain was referred to the space in front, be- tween the coracoid process and head of the humerus; which spot was marked by extreme tenderness and some puffy swelling.

"The patient being of a rheumatic habit, in- flammatory action of that character was soon established in the joint, so that the peculiar symptoms of the injury were marked by those of general articular inflammation, which added greatly to the man's suffering, and to the diffi- culty of diagnosis. On examining the joint the accident was found to have been a dislo- cation of the long head of the biceps from its groove, accompanied by any other injury. The tendon was entire, and lay enclosed in its sheath, on the lesser tubercle of the humerus; the capsule was but slightly ruptured: the joint exhibited extensive traces of inflam- mation; the synovial membrane was vascular and coated with lymph; recent adhesions were stretched between different parts of its surface, and ulceration had commenced on the cartilage covering the humerus, where it came in contact with the under surface of the acromion; the capsule was thickened and ad-
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herent, and in time, probably, anchylosis might have taken place." 

Observations on this case. — In this interesting case, recorded by Mr. Soden, it is true that the tendon of the biceps was dislocated; but, we may ask, are the appearances noticed during life, as well as the condition of the shoulder joint found on examination after death, capable of any other explanation than that given to them by Mr. Soden? Upon such a matter we feel ought to speak with the greatest diffidence, because this case is so far unlike almost every case of partial luxation yet published in this circumstance, that its history was known before the post-mortem examination of the joint was instituted. However, we must confess that we do not as yet feel convinced that the case of partial displacement upwards of the head of the humerus, as the immediate and direct result of accident, has been fully proved by Mr. Soden. If we analyse the symptoms the patient himself reports to have observed immediately after the accident, we find that he at first supposed he had either suffered a fracture or a dislocation, but finding that "he could raise the arm over his head," he felt re-assured, and endeavoured to resume his work. It would appear to us, that if the tendon of the biceps were accidentally dislocated the patient would not be able, immediately after the accident, to raise his arm over his head; while the circumstance here noticed seems quite reconcilable with Mr. Soden's own impression, that there was in this instance no other injury than a severe sprain of the joint. The symptoms under which the patient subsequently laboured were those of an inflammatory character, such as might have been expected where so severe a sprain had occurred, as we may suppose the shoulder joint in this instance to have suffered. The appearance the joint presented externally when the disease became subsolate, or chronic, namely the flattening of the outer and posterior part of the joint, and the appearance of the head of the bone, which had been drawn up higher in the glenoid cavity, the crepitating sensation caused by the friction of the head of the humerus against the under surface of the acromion, the pain felt in the whole course of the biceps muscle, the difficulty experienced in abduction of the elbow from the side, the prominence of the head of the bone in front, almost to "the amount of a partial dislocation," — all these symptoms we have repeatedly noticed to belong to the affection of the shoulder joint which we have called chronic rheumatic arthritis, and all these have been present in patients who have had this disease in both shoulder joints at the same time, and in whom they could not by any means be referred to accident. Finally, before we leave our analysis of the symptoms of this case, we must not omit to allude to the author's own observation — "The patient being of a rheumatic habit, inflammatory action of that character was soon established in the joint, so that the peculiar symptoms of the injury were masked by those of general articular inflammation, which added greatly to the man's suffering, and to the difficulty of diagnosis."

The patient being, as we are told, of a rheumatic habit, or predisposed to this articular disease, it may be readily conceived that any injury this man, aged fifty-nine, might receive in the shoulder joint would be well calculated to give rise to the disease which we have called chronic rheumatic arthritis.

As to the anatomical examination of the joint, it will be recollected that the disease had been only six months established, and there are those the more striking results of chronic rheumatic disease should be found was not to be expected. Those which were noticed, however, were such as might be supposed to represent the anatomical characters of chronic rheumatic arthritis of the shoulder in an early stage.

As to whether Mr. Soden's interpretation of his own case be the correct one, or the doubt we have ventured to express should be considered to have a just foundation, we must leave to the judgment of others, to time, and to the result of future investigations to determine; but the subject must be confessed to be one of a truly practical nature, and therefore worthy of further inquiry.

We had written thus much on the subject of partial dislocation of the head of the humerus upwards, with displacement inwards of the long tendon of the biceps, when (on the 12th of August, 1848) an opportunity occurred to us of examining anatomically both shoulder joints of a patient who had died in the North Union Poorhouse the day before, who had been for eight years one of the poorest sufferers the writer had ever known from chronic rheumatic arthritis in almost all his joints. The disease existed in an aggravated form in his hips and knees, wrists and elbows, and of late years began also to affect equally both shoulder joints. It was very remarkable that, on examining anatomically the shoulder joints in this case, we discovered the same displacement of the head of the humerus upwards, with dislocation of the tendon of the biceps inwards, as in Mr. Soden's case, in both shoulder joints, and with the dislocation of the long tendon in both shoulder joints in this case, which we shall now relate, were found associated the ordinary anatomical characters of chronic rheumatic arthritis in rather an early stage of the disease; while in the other articulations of this same individual the chronic rheumatic disease was in a very advanced state.

Case. Charles Mailly, aged 48, had been a farming servant in the country, and was remarkable for his strength and activity. He was addicted to drinking ardent spirits to excess, and it was stated of him that he frequently lay whole nights in the open air in a state of insensibility from drunkenness. To these circumstances he attributed the origin of his disease, which disabled him from earning his bread; he was therefore admitted into the poor house, in 1840. For the last five years he...
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has been altogether confined to his bed, as he could not stand upright, much less walk, when the writer visited him in August, 1847. His hips, knees, and elbow joints were semiflexed and rigid, his wrist extended, his fingers and toes presented the ordinary characteristic distortion belonging to rheumatic gout, or chronic rheumatic arthritis.* Although the shoulder joints in this case had lost much of their muscular covering, the deltoid and capsular muscles being in a state of atrophy, yet the bones of the articulation seemed much enlarged, and the heads of both humeri were evidently situated much above the level of the coracoid process. He did not complain of much pain in the shoulders; the constant torture he endured in the right hip and both his knees quite distracted his attention from all minor suffering. He stated that he had a "crackling" sensation in all his joints whenever they were moved; that his sufferings were influenced by the weather, and that he endured more pain during the frost of winter than at any other time. The patient died worn out by pain and irritative fever, attended with severe diarrhoea.

Post-mortem examination.—Dr. R. Smith assisted the writer in this examination. As the body lay on its back on the table, the hips, the elbows, and knee joints were semiflexed, and could not be extended, but they permitted of flexing to a very trivial degree. When any of the affected joints were moved, the characteristic crepitus, or crackling, so often alluded to, was elicited now as during life. The head of the os humeri of each side was drawn up much above the level of the coracoid process, and was preternaturally advanced. Upon rotating the humerus, a marked crepitus was evident in these as well as all the other joints. On removing the integument over the right shoulder joint, the deltoid muscle was found pale, and forming a thin attenuated layer of muscular fibres covering the articulation. When this was removed, the sub-deltoid bursa was seen to be of a yellowish colour, and it had a fibrous appearance externally, like to a capsular ligament. When this bursa was freely cut into by an incision parallel to the margin of the acromion, its cavity was observed to be more capacious than usual. The posterior or inferior wall of the bursa was found to have identified itself with the external and superior part of the fibrous capsule of this articulation, and both seemed here to have become degenerated into thin cellular structure, which adhered to and formed a periosteal covering for the summit of the humerus near to the upper part of the great tuberosity. The capsular ligament was elsewhere somewhat thicker than natural, particularly at the upper and anterior part, where it seemed to have identified itself at its origin with the coraco-humeral ligament, which was much thickened. As to its attachment to the humerus, the capsular ligament, superiorly and posteriorly, was very short, having become adherent to the head of the bone before this capsule had reached its usual point of insertion into the anatomical neck of the humerus. Anteriorly and inferiorly the capsule descended on the neck of the humerus below its normal level (fig. 430.). When this ligament was cut into and examined posteriorly, several broad patches of adhesion were found to exist (as in Mr. Soden's case) between its internal surface and the head of the bone posteriorly, so that in these parts the synovial cavity was completely obliterated by the adhesion of the opposed surfaces of the membrane which lined the capsular ligament, and invested the posterior part of the head of the humerus, just as we find occasionally the pericardium partially adherent to the surface of the heart. When the capsular ligament was fully opened anteriorly, where it is covered by the tendon of the subscapularis, it was seen, more evidently than it could have been previously, that the head of the humerus had been placed habitually above the level of the coracoid process and the highest point of the glenoid cavity from which the long tendon of the biceps springs (fig. 430.). The tendon of the biceps lay entirely to the inside of the head of the humerus; indeed, such was its position, that it might rather be said that the humerus was displaced outwards, and elevated above the level of the course of the tendon of the biceps, than that the latter was displaced inwards. A semi-circular groove marked the course of the tendon of this muscle as it arched across from the highest point of the glenoid cavity to the summit of the bicipital groove. The portion of the head of the humerus which was situated
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It does not appear to us necessary to enter into any details here, relative to the condition the other articulations were found in. The lungs and other viscera were sound. Whether the patient ever had rheumatic fever or not we are not now able to learn; but we may mention that upon looking to the state of the heart and its membranous coverings we found the pericardium adherent to the heart on all its surfaces except where it lay on the diaphragm. It seems to us plain that hereafter, when the tendon of the biceps shall be found displaced internally, we are not at once to refer the dislocation to accident, but that inquiry must be made as to whether chronic rheumatic arthritis may not have been its cause. That the tendon of the biceps should, under the influence of changes which the structures of the joint may have undergone from disease, be thus thrown off the head of the humerus over which it arches, does not appear to us extraordinary, because we have known similar displacement of tendons under analogous circumstances; indeed, we have generally found the extensor tendons of the fingers displaced, and the ligament of the patella and patella itself are sometimes thrown on the outer side of the external condyle of the femur when the knee joint has been the seat of chronic rheumatic arthritis.

In Mr. Soden's case accident may have had just so much to do with the displacement of the tendon, that the injury was the immediate exciting cause of the development of a local disease, a predisposition to which had previously existed in the constitution of the patient.

The writer regrets much that he has not as yet had any opportunity of examining the preparation of the shoulder joint presented by Mr. Soden to the museum of King's College, London; but he requested his friend Dr. Macdowell, at the time in London, and who was familiar with the many preparations of chronic rheumatic arthritis contained in the Richmond Hospital Museum, to report to him his opinion on the appearances the preparation presented, and he writes to say, "that from the partial examination he could make of the preparation he had only to remark, that the head of the humerus is considerably enlarged, and that the long tendon of the biceps, which has been dislocated internally, is in a state of atrophy." In these two additional circumstances, as well as those already mentioned, the preparation resembles those of the shoulder joints in the case of Mailly.

Although we have as yet said but little of any displacement of the head of the humerus occurring as a consequence of this chronic rheumatic disease, except in the direction upwards, and upwards and inwards, yet we would now call attention to facts to prove that the head of the humerus, under the influence of the changes induced by this disease in the structures of the shoulder joint, may suffer a partial displacement directly inwards under the coracoid process.

above the course of the tendon of the biceps was divested of all cartilaginous covering, was of a yellowish colour, and remarkably hard, and presented an appearance as if the summit of the humerus had been prepared for the polish of eburniation, but as yet no ivory-like enamel had formed, because as yet bone had not come in contact with bone.

The head of the humerus was much enlarged and altered from its normal figure, particularly above, in the neighbourhood of the great tuberosity, which bulged out much externally; the usual deep groove above, separating the tuberosity from the head, and here marking the anatomical neck of the humerus, was effaced.

The under surface of the neck of the humerus was furnished with a vast number of the synovial fimbriae before noticed by us when describing the anatomical characters of chronic rheumatic arthritis of the shoulder and other articulations.* These were in the recent state of a very red colour. The humerus seemed habitually to have remained in contact with the glenoid cavity, rotated inwards, and in this position these synovial fimbriae lay in contact with the inferior and broadest part of the glenoid cavity; and it was very remarkable that wherever these red synovial fimbriae had been in exact apposition with the cartilage of incrustation of the glenoid cavity, exactly in the extent of the contact the cartilage had been removed, satisfactorily proving that these vascular fimbriae had been absorbing villous surfaces.

The glenoid articular surface presented but little worthy of notice, except a porous appearance where its cartilaginous investment had been removed by the absorbing villi, and the commencing state of disintegration of the glenoid ligament. The cartilage which remained on a portion of the head of the humerus, as well as that which still adhered to the surface of the glenoid cavity of the scapula, was rough, and altered from its natural state. The acromio-clavicular articulation of this side seemed enlarged externally, the peristeme about it thickened. When the articular surfaces were exposed, it was found that the cartilaginous covering had been removed, and that the articular surfaces were nearly double their normal size.

It is quite plain that the movements of the head of the humerus in the glenoid cavity in this case had been confined to those of a species of semi-rotation only; the adhesions which were found to exist between the head of the humerus and the inner surface of the synovial membrane of the joint sufficiently suggest this, as well as the new form which the head of the humerus had assumed.

The left shoulder joint in almost every respect was symmetrically affected with the right, but particularly as regarded the dislocation of the tendon of the biceps, the existence of fimbriae, &c. &c., and therefore it does not require a separate description.
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partially downwards, enlarging the axillary margin of the scapula, so as to form a new glenoid cavity; and lastly, that the infra-spinatus fossa of the dorsum of the scapula may become the new situation, to which the head of the humerus may be transferred from the effects of chronic rheumatic arthritis of the shoulder.

The writer has after much investigation seen but two examples of this last displacement, and, curious to observe, these were in the right and left shoulder joint of the same individual.

Partial dislocation of the head of the humerus inwards. — In the museum of the College of Surgeons, Dublin, we find a specimen presented by Professor Hargrave, which he considers one of partial luxation inwards from accident. The accidental origin of the affection, however, cannot be proved, as the history of the case is unknown; and the specimen presents so many of the features of the chronic rheumatic disease combined with the partial luxation, that we are of opinion that Professor Hargrave's specimen cannot be considered the result of accident; but that all the appearances it presents are the consequence of long established chronic rheumatic arthritis. We shall here give an abstract of Dr. Hargrave's case, referring for a fuller account to the Edinburgh Medical Journal.

The capsular ligament presented a perfect state of integrity along the superior and posterior part of the joint. It was very dense and strong, extending from the acromion process downwards and forwards towards the humerus. When the capsule was opened on its internal aspect, the head of the humerus was seen to be in part external to the joint, and was divided into two unequal portions by a deep groove extending for the entire length of its head in a perpendicular direction. Of these two portions the internal and larger one passed a small distance beyond the corresponding edge of the glenoid cavity into the subscapular fossa, while the posterior and smaller one remained in the glenoid cavity, occupying its internal surface.

The groove now mentioned fitted on the inner edge of the glenoid cavity, which did not present its usual well defined border, but was rounded off, so as to present a thick lip, from the constant pressure and frequent motion of the humerus upon it. The head of the humerus in its superior aspect was in close apposition with the coracoid process, and had altered in a remarkable degree its form, which in place of being beaked and pointed, was much expanded, flattened and slightly hollowed.

When the articulation was first opened, the tendon of the long head of the biceps could not be seen; but on more particular examination it was found to have been ruptured, the portion connected with the muscle being intimately attached to the bicipital groove of the humerus, while the portion belonging to the glenoid cavity was much diminished in size, and presented a mere rudimental character in the capsular cavity.*

When we carefully observe this specimen, we notice that it presents many of the general anatomical characters of the chronic rheumatic arthritis, these appearances being of course modified, as to the external shape of the surfaces, by the special peculiarity of the partial displacement which had in this case occurred.

The head of the humerus was much enlarged and mis-shapen. It was found that a large portion of the new articular cavity for the head of the humerus lay on the subscapular fossa, but that a portion of the old glenoid cavity remained, and that the head of the humerus, divided into two surfaces, articulated with both the new and old glenoid cavity. The effects of friction during the movements which took place between the bifid head of the humerus and the double articular cavity, which corresponded to it, were such that perfect and complete eburnisation of parts of the contiguous surfaces took place. This last circumstance could not be said to amount to proof, that chronic disease rather than accident had caused the partial luxation. In addition to the ivory-like enamel, we find also that bony vegetations, or granular nodules of new bone, surround the outline of the new articular surface formed for the head of the humerus; and that small foreign bodies, like sesamoid bones, are seen bordering the edge of the articular cavity posteriorly. All these minor circumstances remind us of the anatomical characters we have found in examining cases of chronic rheumatic arthritis of the shoulder. The coracoid process, we are informed, had altered in a remarkable degree its form, which had become expanded, flattened, and slightly hollowed; in a word, it became articular, as we have often before found it to be, as the result of chronic rheumatic arthritis. The glenoid ligament (Professor Hargrave's case) was absent; and the following description, which we may be excused for recopying, may well be applied, we think, to the ordinary condition of the tendon of the biceps in most of the cases of chronic rheumatic arthritis of the shoulder.

"When the articulation was first opened, the long tendon of the biceps could not be seen, but on more particular examination it was found to have been ruptured, the portion connected with the muscle being intimately attached to the bicipital groove of the humerus, while the portion belonging to the glenoid cavity was much diminished in size, and presented a mere rudiment."*

We have already made the remark, that when the shoulder joint is the seat of chronic rheumatic arthritis, the neighbouring acromio-clavicular articulation is frequently affected with this same disease. Now, in carefully examining Professor Hargrave's specimen, we shall find that not only do the anatomical characters which belong to chronic rheumatic
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arthritis exist in this shoulder joint, but also that the acromio-clavicular articulation in the same specimen is enlarged externally; and that, on examining it internally, it presents undoubted traces of this chronic rheumatic disease. Upon the whole, therefore, we feel convinced that this specimen produced by Professor Hargrave as an example of a case of partial luxation inwards, the result of accident, does not really afford any proof that external injury was the cause of the partial luxation.

In thus differing from Professor Hargrave, we would make the same remarks which we have already made in allusion to Sir A. Cooper's case, at page 591 of this article. The progress of science will soon settle the question.

**Partial displacement of the head of the humerus downwards** has been observed to be the result of chronic rheumatic disease of long standing; but after much diligent inquiry in museums and in books, I can find but two well-marked specimens of this mould change.

The most remarkable of these specimens is a left scapulo-humeral articulation, which is contained in the museum of the College of Surgeons, Dublin. The history of the case is unknown: the preparation formed part of the collection presented by Dr. Kirby to the College of Surgeons in Dublin. The head of the left humerus in this specimen is greatly enlarged, and a proportionate glenoid cavity has been formed to receive it. The head of this bone had descended so much beneath its ordinary situation, that a new glenoid cavity had been formed to receive it on the axillary border of the scapula. The lower part of the old glenoid cavity was still partially occupied by the enlarged head of the humerus, but the new addition to the cavity extends downwards for the space of an inch and half below its ordinary situation. The new glenoid cavity is enamelled on its surface, and enlarged on its posterior margin by several irregular-shaped bones of new formation. The capsular ligament in this case has been partly ossified.

If we look over the engravings in Sandifort's Museum Anatomicum, we shall find, we think, a specimen of partial displacement of the head of the humerus downwards, the result of this chronic rheumatic disease. The writer of the catalogue considers the specimen to have been the result of accident, and has appended a history to the case, giving an account of somewhat equivocal symptoms. Whether these symptoms,—such as extensive effusion into the cavity of the joint, of crepitus having been felt on the motions of the bones on each other,—were the result of accident or of disease, their origin is referred to accident. When we carefully compare the engraving with what we have seen of other specimens of this disease elsewhere, we must, we think, come to the conclusion, that this example adduced by Sandifort must be considered as the result of chronic rheumatic disease. **Fig. 431.**

Scapula and portion of the clavicle connected to it, viewed externally.*

*a, glenoid cavity; b, a fragment of bone apparently of new formation; c, anterior part of acromion separated from the spine of the scapula and reunited to it; d, extremity of the coracoid process; e, clavicle adhering to the acromion broken off from the spine of the scapula. The acromion process was depressed, and "omnem motum claviculo sequatur." (After Sandiford.)

arthritis of long standing, with partial displacement of the altered head of the humerus downwards (Fig. 431). Upon looking at the woodcut we notice the acromio-clavicular articulation enlarged as if from chronic rheumatic disease. The acromion process is divided into two portions; a phenomenon we have so frequently noticed to accompany this disease of the shoulder joint (see p. 587.) We also notice the additional portions of bone of new formation attached to the capsular ligament so common in this disease, and the addition of an osseous margin to the glenoid cavity; all these circumstances, so well seen in the original drawing to be found in Sandifort's work as large as nature, we have attempted, in a reduced form, to repeat here.

Finally, the head of the humerus may be not only displaced partially upwards as the result of this chronic rheumatic disease, partially inwards, and, as we have just proved, also partially downwards, but the most remarkable abnormal appearances the writer has witnessed from this chronic disease, has been in two specimens contained in the Museum of St. Bartholomew's Hospital, in which it will be found that the head of the humerus, which had been affected by this chronic disease, was thrown completely backwards on the dorsum of the scapula. In this case the displacement was double, and two new glenoid cavities had

* See Catalogue of the Museum of the College of Surgeons, Dublin, pp. 406—905. &c. See also plate IX. fig. 7. of a work on chronic rheumatic arthritis, shortly to be published by the writer; illustrated by lithographic drawings of natural size.

* Diminished drawing from one in Sandifort's Museum Anatomicum, vol. iv. table 26, fig. 2.
been formed for the reception of the enlarged heads of the humeri behind the glenoid cavities, and partly beneath the bases of the spines of the scapula just where the head of the humerus has been found to rest in the ordinary dislocation backwards from accident; but in this case, although the history was unknown, that these appearances were not the result of accident is almost certain, as similar abnormal appearances are observable on each side. The notice of this preparation in the catalogue of the museum is as follows (p. 108—32):—" The bones of both the shoulder joints of an adult. In each joint there has been 'ulceration,' or such absorption as occurs in chronic rheumatism of the articular surface of the head of the humerus, and the glenoid cavity. The heads of the humeri are flattened and enlarged by growths of bone around their borders; and the glenoid cavities, enlarged in a corresponding degree, and deepened, extend backwards and inwards to the bases of the spines of the scapula. The articular surfaces, thus enlarged, are mutually adapted, and are hardened, perforated, and in some parts polished and ivory-like. The changes of structure are symmetrical, except in that the articular surfaces of the right shoulder joint are more extensively polished than those of the left."

SECTION II. — Accident. — The principal accidents the shoulder joint and the bones in its immediate vicinity are liable to, are fractures and luxations.

Fractures. — A fracture may traverse the acromion, the coracoid process, or detach the glenoid articular portion of the scapula from the body of this bone by passing directly across the neck of the scapula.

A. Fracture of the acromion process. — A fracture of the acromion process may be caused by the fall of a heavy body on the superior surface of the acromion; but this accident most usually occurs in consequence of falls in which the patient is thrown from a height on the point of the shoulder. The fracture of the acromion will be generally found to have taken place at a point behind, and within, the junction of the clavicle with this bony process; its direction we always observe to be in the original line of the junction of the epiphysis with the rest of the bone. In this accident, if the distance be measured from the sternal end of the clavicle to the extremity of the shoulder, it will be found lessened on the injured side. Considerable ecchymosis of the shoulder may be expected soon to succeed the injury, and the patient will be unable to elevate the arm. Sometimes the periosteum of the acromion is not torn, and then, although the fracture of the bone has been complete, there is no displacement of the fragments. If, however, this fibrous investment of the acromion, above and below, be completely torn across, the acromion process will be found to be depressed, because it will be pulled down by the weight of the extremity and contraction of the deltoid muscle. The portion of the acromion thus detached is generally very moveable, following the clavicle whenever the arm is moved. This accident is best recognised by the surgeon first taking hold of the elbow of the affected side, and elevating the whole arm perpendicularly. "Having thus restored the figure of the part, he places his hand upon the acromion, and rotates the arm, when a crepitus can be distinctly perceived at the point of the spine of the scapula." *

Fractures of the acromion unite by bone, sometimes with much deformity, arising from ossific depositions, which however do not, after a time, interfere much with the motions of the arm. This union has sometimes been known to take place in forty-eight days, and in other cases in a much shorter time. The union, however, is frequently only ligamentous. Sir A. Cooper speaks of a false joint being occasionally the result of a fracture. Malgaigne, alluding to a case in which a false joint was the consequence of a fracture of the acromion, says that the fractured surfaces presented a polished appearance, and were covered with an ivory deposit, the effects of friction. He adds, that the union was not simply a ligamentous connexion, but that an articular false joint had been formed. In all the specimens of this fracture examined by Malgaigne, the superior border of the fracture was surmounted with small bony crests of new formation, of which the more considerable number grew from the scapular portion of the acromion, while those produced from the detached extremity of this process were but few, no doubt in consequence of its lesser degree of vitality. This remark of Malgaigne coincides with the observations to be found in Sir Astley Cooper's Work, that the disposition to ossific union is very weak in the detached acromion. Malgaigne, however, refers to a preparation in the Museum of Dupuytren, in which the external fragment possessed a thickness almost double that of the portion of bone from which it had been detached. This thickness the writer of the Catalogue of the Museum thought was caused by an overlapping of the fragments of the broken portions of the acromion; but Malgaigne supposes it to have arisen from simple hypertrophy of the detached fragments.

B. Fracture of the coracoid process.—is a rare accident, and when it does occur, it is generally the result of a severe injury, in which the fracture of the bone is the least of the evils attendant on the compound injury. Thus Boyer† gives us the account of a fracture of the coracoid process produced by the blow of a carriage pole; the patient died in a few days afterwards, in consequence of the severe contusion he suffered at the moment of the accident. The coracoid process, when fractured at its basis, is pulled downwards and forwards by the lesser pectoral coraco-brachialis and short portion of the biceps muscle. We are told† that if the contusion accompanying this accident be slight, we can seize

* Sir A. Cooper.
† Maladies Chirurgicales.
‡ Sanson.
the fragment between the finger and thumb, and prove at once the mobility of the fragment and the existence of crepitus.

If, says Boyer, the soft parts were in the natural state, we could easily recognise the fracture of the coracoid process, when it has occurred; but so much force is necessary to produce this fracture, that the considerable swelling which always accompanies it, prevents us from being able to recognise the characters of the injury, so that it is not generally ascertained except in the dead body.

C. Fracture of the neck of the scapula.—

By a fracture of the neck of the scapula is meant a fracture through the narrow part of the bone immediately beneath the notch on the coracoid margin of the scapula, by which the glenoid or articular portion of the bone, together with the coracoid process, becomes detached from the rest of the scapula; the head of the humerus falls into the axilla, with the glenoid cavity attached to it by means of the capsular ligament.

Sir Astley Cooper says the diagnostic marks of this injury are three: first, the facility with which the parts are replaced; secondly, the immediate fall of the head of the bone into the axilla when the extension is removed; and thirdly, the crepitus which is felt at the extremity of the coracoid process when the arm is rotated. The best method for discovering the crepitus is as follows: let the surgeon's hand be placed over the top of the shoulder, and the point of his forefinger be rested on the coracoid process; the arm being then rotated, the crepitus is distinctly perceived, because the coracoid process being attached to the glenoid cavity, and being broken off with it, although itself uninjured, crepitus is communicated through the medium of that process. We believe this accident to be exceedingly rare.

D. Fracture of the superior extremity of the humerus.—

The superior extremity of the humerus may be broken across, in the line of its anatomical neck, or through the head of the bone above this oblique line. In both cases the fracture will be intra-capsular.

Secondly, the fracture may be extra-capsular, passing through the tubercles; beneath the anatomical neck of the humerus, yet above the line of the junction of the epiphysis, with the shaft of the bone.

Thirdly, a fracture may traverse the humerus in the line of junction of the epiphysis with the shaft of this bone, or close to this line.*

Fourthly, the humerus may be fractured in the part called the surgical neck, beneath the line of junction of the epiphysis with the shaft.

1. Intracapsular fracture of the humerus.—

We find on record fractures of the head of the humerus, which were altogether intra-

* Dr. R. Smith has exposed well the error of confounding together as the same the line of the anatomical neck of the humerus, and the line by which the superior epiphysis is united with the shaft of the bone.

articular; and in these cases the head of the bone was separated at the proper anatomical neck. Boyer states he has met with many such cases, most of which were fatal from the severity of the injuries which accompanied the fracture. He mentions the case of a woman who lived for seven days, after having received one of these severe injuries. On making a post-mortem examination of the shoulder, the separated head of the humerus had suffered a great loss of substance; it was hollowed out as to its fractured surface, so as to represent a complete hollow cap or "calotte." It seems to be the opinion of many, that in cases of intra-capsular fractures of the superior extremity of the humerus, unless some portions of synovial membrane and periosteum remain unbroken, no bony consolidation can occur. This may be true as to some fractures; but, on the other hand, we have evidence of cases in which the head of the humerus must have been completely broken, as well as all its membranous coverings severed; and yet perfect reunion of the portion of bone which had been detached was established; but in these cases it is to be observed, that impaction, to a certain degree, of the head of the humerus into the shaft, had occurred.

The possibility of the consolidation, by bony union of a fracture of the anatomical neck of the humerus had been long doubted. Upon this subject, J. Cloquet observes: "I have, some years ago, made known a case of fracture of the humerus through its anatomical neck, which had been perfectly united. Reichel had before published a similar fact: sometimes the consolidation in these cases would appear to be accomplished by the agency of the inferior fragment, from which spring up stalactiform productions, which surround and encase the superior fragment." He adds, "we have also met with examples, in which consolidation did not take place. In these last cases, the head of the bone has been found to have been hollowed out, by contact with the inferior fragment, so that a false joint had been formed in the situation of the fracture; and the superior fragment, by its inferior surface, represented a hollow cup, or 'calotte articulaire.'"*

The following cases will show that a fracture through the anatomical neck of the humerus may occur, in which the head of the bone may be subsequently impacted into the shaft, and be then consolidated by bony union.

A female, aged 47, was admitted into the Richmond Hospital, under the care of the late Dr. Macdowell, for an injury of the humerus, the result of a fall upon the shoulder. The case had been merely entered in the Hospital Case-Book, "a fracture of the humerus." Five years afterwards, the woman was admitted into the same hospital, under the care of Mr. Adams, for another injury, a fracture of the thigh, of which she died. Post mortem, the shoulder was care-
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fully examined. The arm was slightly shortened. The contour of the shoulder was not as full nor as round as that of its fellow, and the acromion process was more prominent than natural. Upon opening the capsular ligament, the head of the humerus was found to have been driven into the cancellated tissue of the shaft, between the tuberosities, so deeply as to be below the level of the summit of the great tubercle; this process had been split and displaced outwards; it formed an obtuse angle with the outer surface of the shaft of the bone. The distance to which the superior fragments had penetrated into the shaft is well seen in the wood-cut (fig. 432.)

The head of the humerus impacted.

Nelaton and Smith* have alluded to cases of intra-capsular fractures of the head of the humerus, in which the detached head of the bone became inverted on itself, and was thus impacted into the shaft of the humerus. Nelaton observes:—"Dr. Dubled showed me a specimen, in which the cap which the summit of the head of the humerus forms had been broken from the shaft, and afterwards inverted on itself, so that the broken surface of the upper fragments looked upwards and downwards, while the smooth polished articular part looked downwards, and in this position was buried into the shaft or inferior fragment. Notwithstanding this displacement, consolidation had taken place." The superior fragment was enveloped by stalactiform produc-

* Dr. R. Smith's work on Fractures.

tions, which had sprung up from the shaft of the humerus.

In the year 1813, Dr. Robert Smith laid before a meeting of the Pathological Society of Dublin, a remarkable specimen of a fracture of the neck of the humerus, in which the head of this bone was driven into the shaft, splitting asunder the bone in the situation of the tuberosities. The subject of the observation was a woman, aged 40, who, many years before her death, had met with the accident. On proceeding to make the post-mortem examination of this case, it was remarked that the acromion process was prominent; the deltoïd flattened; the glenoid cavity could not be felt; the shaft of the humerus was drawn upwards and inwards, so as to be almost in contact with the coracoid process; the motions of the joint were limited; and the capsular muscles atrophied.

Dissection.—When the soft parts were removed, and the capsular ligament was opened, the traces of a fracture having long ago passed through the anatomical neck of the humerus were obvious. The head of the humerus was solidly united to the shaft. But, upon examining further, what struck Dr. Smith as very remarkable was, that the head of the humerus was found reversed, or turned upside down, in the articulation; or, in other words, the fractured surface was turned upwards towards the glenoid cavity, and the cartilaginous articulating surface turned downwards, as in Nelaton's case, towards the shaft. The only explanation of this circumstance which can be given is, that the head of the bone, at the time of the accident, had been completely separated from the shaft by a fracture through the anatomical neck; that thus rendered free in the interior of the joint, the head of the bone became inverted on itself, and was thus subsequently driven into the cancellated structure, between the tubercles.

It appears that in the Museum of the College of Surgeons of Dublin, a third specimen of this complete inversion of the upper fragment of the broken humerus is to be found;—

2. Extra-capsular fracture through the tubercles.—The fracture may be extra-capsular; passing through the tuberosities beneath the anatomical neck of the humerus, yet above the line of the junction of the epiphysis, with the shaft of the bone.

This fracture is usually the consequence of severe falls on the outside of the shoulder; it may occur at all ages, but is most frequently met with in elderly persons. The line of the lesion may be transverse, but usually the bone is broken into many fragments. There is some shortening of the arm, but very little if any transverse displacement of the bony fragments. The long tendon of the biceps, in front, and the strong fibres proceeding from the bony attachment of the capsular ligament and capsular muscles, will retain the fragments in their place. The shortening is the result of the mutual impaction into each other of

* See Dr. R. Smith's work on Fractures.
the superior and inferior fragments. As the fracture thus generally exists without any very obvious displacement of the fragments, and as it is usually accompanied by much swelling of the shoulder joint, the diagnosis may be very obscure.

**Symptoms.** — The patient will complain of severe pain in the shoulder, which is much increased by the least pressure, or by communicating any movement whatever to the arm; and he cannot, by any voluntary effort of the muscles of the injured arm, elevate it; on making a methodical examination soon after the accident has occurred, crepitus can be elicited. As to the degree of power which the patient possesses of moving his arm in these cases, some variety may be noticed, particularly if some days have elapsed since the receipt of the injury.

The following case of fracture through the tuberosities of the humerus was very recently under observation at the Richmond Hospital, and may be here adduced, to show the difficulty that may occur in making our diagnosis if the case is not seen soon after the occurrence of the accident.

**Case.** — Mary Trainor, aged 60, was admitted into one of Mr. Peile's wards in the Richmond Hospital on the 19th of May, 1848. She complained much of the left shoulder, on which she had fallen fourteen days before. She had never used her arm since the accident, nor left it unsupported. The patient pointed to one part close to the head of the humerus anteriorly, which was particularly painful, and here a small bony projection was detected, whether a spicula of bone or a small exostosis could not be known. She could elevate, or abduct her arm some inches from her side, and could rotate it freely herself, without these movements causing her any pain. Although many examinations had been made since her admission into the hospital, no satisfactory evidence of crepitus could be detected; there was some tumefaction, and heat showing inflammation of the shoulder joint. She died suddenly of apoplexy on the fourth day after her admission.

**Post-mortem.** — Before the shoulder joint was examined, it was ascertained by careful measurement from the posterior angle of the acromion to the outer condyle of the humerus, as well as from the scapular extremity of the clavicle to the same point below, that the left or injured arm was fully one quarter of an inch shorter than the right. On removing the muscles and their tendons, a fracture was seen to have traversed the superior extremity of the humerus: the line of this fracture was somewhat irregular; posteriorly it passed along the basis of the head of the humerus, or nearly as high as the level of the anatomical neck, and anteriorly along the basis of the lesser tuberosity, which was thus left attached to the head, while the greater tuberosity was detached, and broken into fragments; and it appeared as if this last was the mechanical result of the impaction of the head into the cancell of the shaft of the bone; the amount of this impaction was to the extent of one quarter of an inch. The synovial membrane was perforated or punctured in one or two points by spicula of the broken humerus, and this membrane showed decided traces of having been the seat of inflammatory action. The cartilaginous covering of the head of the humerus seemed to have been somewhat thinned — the result of the inflammation which had engaged the joint more or less ever since the occurrence of the accident.

The diagnosis in this case was very difficult, for there was some swelling and decided inflammation of the shoulder joint: fourteen days had passed since the accident occurred, and no crepitus, although carefully sought for, could at this period be detected. Apparently self-persuaded that no fracture existed, the woman repeatedly showed to Mr. Robert Macdonnell (the resident pupil, who had immediate charge of the case) how freely she could rotate the injured humerus; she could also abduct the elbow some inches from her side. A fracture through the superior part of the humerus was suspected; but as there was no obvious displacement of the fragments, the principal indication seemed to be to reduce the inflammation of the shoulder joint, and this line of practice was pursued. The expedient of making a comparative measurement as to the relative length of the two arms was not thought necessary as an aid in the diagnosis of this case; yet the result of this experiment would have shown in the living as it did subsequently in the dead body, a decided shortening of the left arm to the amount of a quarter of an inch, an observation which would no doubt have confirmed the idea already existing in the minds of the attendants, that a fracture of the humerus existed, as well as an inflammation of the shoulder joint.

3. Fracture of the superior extremity of the humerus through the line of junction of the epiphysis with the shaft of the bone, or close to this line.

This is a species of fracture which not unfrequently occurs in early life. In the old subject we occasionally witness cases of fracture in the same situation. This accident is so far unlike that last adverted to, that while in the former there is no displacement, the latter accident is attended with considerable deformity. We may make this general remark with respect to fractures above the line of junction of the epiphysis, whether the fracture be extra-capsular or intra-capsular. — There is little or no deformity, and crepitus (a symptom of fracture, the possibility of eliciting which usually exists), and shortening to a small amount of the length of the humerus, are the only positive signs to which we can refer to establish our diagnosis; but when a fracture of the humerus, either at the line of junction of the epiphysis with the shaft of the bone, or below this line in the surgical neck, occurs, then much displacement of the fragments may generally be observed.

Sir A. Cooper has described an assemblage
of symptoms belonging to a class of cases of fracture of the superior extremity of the humerus, which we have no doubt he conjectured to belong to the separation of the superior epiphysis from the shaft of the humerus in the young subject. In the adult, a fracture through the original line of junction of the superior epiphysis with the shaft of the humerus would be attended with nearly similar symptoms. In alluding to the injury in question, Sir A. C. observes, that in children it is the result of falls upon the shoulder. The signs of it are as follow: — The head of the bone remains in the glenoid cavity of the scapula, so that the shoulder is not sunken as in dislocation; when the shoulder is examined a projection of bone is perceived upon the point of the coracoid process, and when the elbow is raised and brought forward this projection is rendered particularly conspicuous. By drawing down the arm the prominence is removed, but it immediately re-appears upon ceasing to make the extension, and the natural contour of the shoulder is lost.

All the movements of the shoulder joint are painful, and the patient cannot raise the arm unless by the aid of the other hand. The elbow is with difficulty withdrawn from the side, and the arm requires support. Sir A. Cooper adduces a case illustrating the above symptoms in a child aged 10, who had fallen on the shoulder into a sawpit the depth of which was eight feet.

The writer has witnessed many examples of fracture of the humerus in the line of junction of the superior epiphysis with the shaft of the bone, or in the immediate vicinity of this line. In these cases the youth of the patient, and the situation of the fracture, led him to conjecture that a separation of the superior epiphysis of the humerus had occurred; but he had no opportunity of ascertaining anatomically the true nature of the lesion.

The principal deformity noticed by the writer in these cases is attempted to be delineated in (fig. 433.), the representation of one of the plaster casts which he has preserved of one out of many of these cases. The prominence here delineated is found to be owing to a very remarkable projection forwards of the upper extremity of the inferior fragment of the humerus. This was best seen by viewing the shoulder in profile, or sidewise. The antero-posterior measurement of the shoulder was much increased. Sir A. Cooper, in reference to the cases he has seen of this kind, observes, that when the shoulder is examined a projection of bone is perceived "at the front of the coracoid process;" in four cases which the writer has witnessed, the projection of bone formed by the superior extremity of the lower fragment of the humerus was situated exactly in the centre of a line stretching anteriorly from the acromion-clavicular articulation to the lower margin of the anterior fold of the axilla. This remarkable projection of the bone, formed by the lower fragment, was in two cases engaged in the deeper layers of the integuments covering the deltoid muscle near to its anterior margin, and hence the deltoid muscle must have been itself perforated. In these latter cases it was found impossible to disengage the bone from its faulty position, or from the fibres of the deltoid muscle, and deeper layer of the integuments.

The following case of the above description has been recently seen by the writer.

Case.—Fracture through the humerus immediately below the tuberocities, or through the original line of junction of the epiphysis and shaft of this bone.—Charles Austin, aged 14 years, on the morning of the 12th April, 1848, fell from a height of seven feet off a ladder, and was thrown on the posterior part of his left shoulder on uneven ground. He was not seen until next morning, when the injured shoulder presented the following appearances *: — "There was a great deal of ecchymosis and swelling about the joint; the acromion process appeared prominent, and in viewing the shoulder sidewise the measurement of its antero-posterior diameter appeared greatly increased. The patient supported the hand and fore-arm of the injured arm with the opposite hand; the elbow was slightly abducted, but it could be readily pressed against the side. He could not himself make the least effort to move the arm, and the attempt to raise it from the side, or to deprive it, even for a moment, of the support of the right hand, was productive of much pain. On placing one hand over the joint, and rotating the humerus with the other,

* For the notes of this case, the writer is obliged to Mr. W. Court, resident surgeon to Steeven's Hospital, with whom he examined it.
a distinct crepitus could be perceived. The head of the bone could be felt in the glenoid cavity, and when the shaft of the humerus was rotated no motion was communicated to the head. On the seventh day after the accident all swelling had subsided, and the appearances noted were as follows:—On viewing the shoulder in front, a very remarkable angular projection of bone forwards is observed. This prominence is very near the anterior margin of the deltoid muscle, and near the centre of a line drawn from the scapular end of the clavicle to the margin of the anterior wall of the axilla. This projection is evidently the abrupt termination of the upper extremity of the lower fragment of the humerus; every movement communicated to the shaft of the bone also moves this projecting point, a little below, and to the outside of which, an indentation or slight puckering of the skin is observable. This last we can readily suppose has been produced by the lower fragment having perforated the deltoid muscle, and engaged itself in the deeper layer of the integument.

"On viewing the joint sidewise or in profile, the posterior angle of the acromion projects much behind, while the abrupt prominence already mentioned, formed by the shaft of the humerus, is very salient in front; so that in this side view, the antero-posterior diameter of the joint is seen to be much increased. The long axis of the arm is directed from above downwards and backwards, very slightly also outwards. By measurement from the acromion to the external condyle of the humerus, the injured side is found to be a quarter of an inch shorter than the opposite. The patient cannot himself perform any of the movements of the shoulder joint, except that of rotation to a small extent, but can permit the humerus to be freely moved by another. Although crepitus was evident at first, now, seven days having elapsed since the accident, it can no longer be elicited.

"May 17th.—Nearly a month has passed since he received the fall; he has regained considerable power of motion over the left arm, can even raise his hand to the top of his head. On the 6th of June he left the hospital, being able to use his arm; the deformity, consisting in the abrupt projection of bone, was somewhat reduced."

4. Fracture of the surgical neck of the humerus below the tuberosities and original line of junction of the epiphysis with the shaft of the bone.—In this case there is much deformity to be observed. The head and tuberosities form the superior fragment, which in general remains in its natural situation, while the upper extremity of the lower fragment, which last is constituted by the principal part of the shaft of the humerus, is drawn upwards and forwards under the pectoral muscle. When the arm is grasped at the elbow by the surgeon, and pushed upwards, the upper extremity of the broken shaft of the humerus is made to project at the inner side of the coracoid process of the scapula, and is felt to roll whenever the arm is rotated.

Fracture of the humerus in its surgical neck occurs at different heights in this bone. The most common situation for the fracture is where the spongy portion of the bone unites with the rest of the shaft; and here it is that the humerus, considered anatomically, would seem to be the least capable of resisting external violence. The direction of the fracture is generally transverse, more rarely is it oblique, and, in this last case, the obliquity is generally in a line from without inwards, and from above downwards, parallel to the line of the anatomical neck of the humerus, but below it, and the nature of the displacement is variable. Most frequently the inferior fragment is drawn inwards towards the axilla; but the inferior fragment has been also observed to be displaced and become prominent in other directions. Desault has seen it thrown backwards; Dupuytren, Patleeta, Duret, and others, have seen it raised and even perforate the deltoid muscle outwards; finally, it more frequently still has been observed to become prominent in front towards the coracoid process.

Mons. Gely has, in the Journal de chirurgie, mentioned a case of fracture of the surgical neck of the humerus, in which the fracture was oblique, the obliquity running parallel with, but below, the anatomical neck of the humerus. The inferior fragment had perforated in front the deltoid muscle, very near to the interstice which separates the deltoid from the pectoral muscle; the arm was shortened an inch. These observations refer to the altered position of the inferior fragment, resulting from a fracture through the part of the humerus called the surgical neck. It is said that usually the superior fragment remains in its normal position in these fractures, but this is not always the case. Malgaigne narrates a case of a man, aged 78, in whom the humerus was fractured transversely in its surgical neck, about an inch and a half above the folds of the axilla. There was an overlapping of the bones; the injured arm was consequently one inch and a half shorter than the other. The fracture during life could not be reduced; he died on the twenty-sixth day after the injury. The inferior fragment was drawn inwards and forwards, and indeed during life had raised up the soft parts towards the union of the deltoid and pectoral muscles, more internally than the situation of the coracoid process; the overlapping of the fragments was to the amount already mentioned. The fracture through the humerus was beneath the tuberosities, the longitudinal axis of the lower fragment was in the direction upwards and inwards, and the longitudinal axis of the upper fragment was directed downwards and outwards. In a word, the superior fragment was in a position which would correspond to the highest elevation of the arm in the normal state; and the inferior, on the contrary, was in a position which corresponded to its greatest depression.

Dislocations.—The head of the humerus
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may be dislocated from the glenoid cavity of the scapula as the result of accident, in three different directions; namely, downwards and inwards, into the axilla.

Secondly, forwards and inwards.

Thirdly, backwards on the infra-spinatus fossa, or on the dorsum of the scapula.

Partial dislocations, or subluxations of the head of the humerus, as the result of accident, have been much spoken of, and accounts of such supposed accidents are to be found in the works of practical surgeons. While we would not deny that cases deserving the name of partial luxations of the head of the humerus do occasionally present themselves to the surgeon, in our experience all such cases have been found, on strict inquiry, not to have been the direct effect of accident, but the result of chronic disease, or of congenital malformation of the shoulder joint. And we here formally deny that the case of partial luxation of the head of the humerus, as the result of accident, has ever been satisfactorily proved, either in the living or the dead subject.

1. — Dislocation downwards and inwards into the axilla.—The dislocation of the humerus downwards is unquestionably the most common, and is generally produced by a fall on the elbow, or palm of the hand, the arm being at the time extended from the body. The humerus, therefore, immediately prior to the accident, would be so related to the glenoid cavity as to form with it an acute angle inverted; and the head of the bone, thus gliding from above downwards, is forced violently against the lower part of the capsule, which is stretched and lacerated so as to allow the head of the humerus to escape; this result is further aided by the weight of the body, and by the contraction of the great pectoral, latissimus dorsi, and teres major muscles. The new position assumed by the head of the dislocated bone is on the inner side of the anterior margin of the scapula, between the subscapular muscle anteriorly, and the long head of the triceps, posteriorly. The pectoralis major, latissimus dorsi, and teres major muscles act upon the arm as on a lever, of which the elbow is the fulcrum, and the point of resistance is at the articulation; while the elbow rests on the ground, and the weight of the body presses on the lower part of the capsular ligament of the shoulder joint, the muscular folds of the axilla being instinctively thrown into violent action, make an effort to approximate the arm to the side; but as these muscles cannot move the lower extremity of the humerus, on account of the elbow resting on the ground, the head of the bone becomes the moving point, and bursts through the lower part of the capsular ligament, and is dislocated into the axilla. Dislocation downwards may, according to some authors, be produced by a violent blow on the outer part of the shoulder, below the acromion; but in that case it is often complicated with fracture of the scapula or humerus. It is further possible that it may result from simple muscular action, as in the act of lifting a heavy weight, or during an attack of epilepsy; in either case a violent effort is required, whether the effect be attributed to the agency of the deltoid, in depressing the head of the bone, or, as Boyer supposes, to the action of the great pectoral, latissimus dorsi, and teres major muscles, simultaneously cooperating with the elevators of the arm.

Symptoms.—The usual signs of this dislocation into the axilla, are the following:—A hollow is formed below the acromion, in consequence of the displacement of the head of the humerus from the glenoid cavity. The deltoid muscle is flattened and dragged down with the depressed head of the bone, so that the natural roundness of the region of the shoulder is lost. The arm is somewhat longer, and the anterior fold of the axilla is deeper than natural, because the new situation occupied by the head of the bone on the subscapular fossa of the scapula, is below the level of its natural position in the glenoid cavity (fig. 434.). The elbow is with difficulty made to touch the patient’s side; this movement is the source of much pain, as it causes the head of the dislocated bone to compress the nerves in the axilla; and upon this account the patient himself supports his arm at the wrist with the other hand. The head of the os humeri can be felt in the axilla, but not except the elbow be considerably removed from the side. “I have,” says Sir Astley Cooper, “several times seen surgeons deceived in these accidents, by thrusting the fingers into the axilla, when the arm is close to the side, when they have directly said, ‘This is not a dislocation;’ but upon raising the elbow from the side, the head of the bone could be distinctly felt; for that movement throws the head of the bone downwards, and more into the axilla.” The surgeon finds some difficulty in overcoming the fixedness of position of the humerus in its new situation. The patient’s voluntary power of abduction of the arm, and of rotation, are lost; the motion of the limb forwards and backwards is preserved. There is great difference in respect to the movements which can be communicated to the limb, depending on the tone of the muscles; because, if the muscles are relaxed and feeble, from age or any other cause, the surgeon may be able to move the patient’s arm freely, and to raise it up to the head, and even press the elbow close to the side. On moving the limb, a slight crepitus will sometimes be felt, but by a continuance of the motion, this soon ceases; the crepitus, however, in these cases is never like the rough grating which is felt when a fracture is examined. The direction of the longitudinal axis of the arm is changed; for the lower extremity of the humerus being placed outwards from the side, its longitudinal axis, if prolonged upwards, instead of passing towards the glenoid cavity, may be observed to be directed inwards towards the axilla. In this accident, numbness of the fingers is sometimes complained of, arising from the pressure of the head of the
bone upon some of the nerves of the brachial plexus.

Anatomical characters of the dislocation into the axilla.—Sir Astley Cooper informs us that he dissected two recent cases of this dislocation:—"First case: A sailor fell from the yard-arm on the ship's deck, injured his skull, and dislocated the arm into the axilla. He was brought into St. Thomas's Hospital in a dying state, and expired immediately after. On the next day the shoulder joint was minutely examined, and the following were the appearances found:—On removing the integuments, a quantity of extravasated blood presented itself in the cellular membrane, lying immediately under the skin, and in that which covers the axillary plexus of nerves, as well as in the interstices of the muscles, extending as far as the cervix of the humerus, below the insertion of the subcapsularis muscle. The axillary artery and plexus of nerves were thrown out of their course by the dislocated head of the bone, which was pushed backward upon the subastylis muscle. The deltoid muscle was sunkken, with the head of the bone. The supra- and infra-spinati were stretched over the glenoid cavity and inferior costal of the scapula. The teres major and minor had undergone but little change of position; but the latter, near its insertion, was surrounded by extravasated blood. The coraco-brachialis was unjured. In a space between the axillary plexus and coraco-brachialis, the dislocated head of the bone, covered by its smooth articular cartilage and by a thin layer of cellular membrane, appeared. The capsular ligament was torn on the whole length of the inner side of the glenoid cavity, and would have admitted a much larger body than the head of the os humeri through the opening. The tendon of the subscapularis muscle which covers the ligament, was also extensively torn. The opening of the ligament, through which the tendon of the long head of the biceps passed, was rendered larger by laceration, but the tendon itself was not torn. The head of the os humeri was thrown on the inferior costal of the scapula, between it and the ribs, and the axis of its new situation was about an inch and a half below the centre of the glenoid cavity from which it had been thrown. The second case," adds Sir Astley Cooper, "which I had an opportunity of examining, was one in which the dislocation had existed five weeks, and in which very violent attempts had been made to reduce the dislocated bone, but without success. The subject of the accident was a woman, fifty years of age. All the appearances were distinctly marked; the deltoid muscle being flattened, and the acromion pointed; the head of the bone could also be distinctly felt in the axilla. The skin had been abraded during the attempts at reduction, and the woman apparently died from the violence used in the extension. Upon exposing the muscles, the pectoralis major was found to have been slightly lacerated, and blood was effused amongst its fibres; the latissimus dorsi and teres major were not injured; the supra-spinatus was lacerated in several places; the infra-spinatus and teres minor were torn, but not to the same extent as the former muscle; some of the fibres of the deltoid muscle, and a few of those of the coraco-brachialis, had been torn, but none of the muscles had suffered so much injury as the supr-spinatus. The biceps was not injured. Having ascertained the injury which the muscles had sustained in the extension, and, in some degree, the resistance which they opposed to it, I proceeded to examine the joint. The capsular ligament had given way in the axilla, between the teres minor and sub-scapularis muscles; the tendon of the sub-scapularis was torn through at its insertion into the lesser tubercle of the os humeri, and the head of the bone rested upon the axillary plexus of nerves and the artery. Having determined these points by dissection, I next," says Sir Astley Cooper, "endeavoured to reduce the bone; but finding the resistance too great to be overcome by my own efforts, I became very anxious to ascertain its origin. I therefore divided one muscle after another, cutting through the coraco-brachialis, teres major and minor, and infra-spinatus muscles. Yet still the opposition to my efforts remained, and with but little apparent change. I then conceived that the deltoid must be the chief cause of my failure, and, by elevating the arm, I relaxed this muscle; but still could not reduce the dislocation. I next divided the deltoid muscle, and then found the supra-spinatus muscle my great opponent, until I drew the arm directly upwards, when the head of the bone glided into the glenoid cavity. The deltoid and supra-spinatus muscles are those which most powerfully resist reduction in this accident." This dissection explains the reason why the arm is sometimes easily reduced, soon after the dislocation, by raising it suddenly above the horizontal line, and placing the fingers under the head of the bone, so as to lift it towards the glenoid cavity, which will sometimes prove effectual, because, in this position, the muscles are relaxed, so as no longer to offer any resistance to reduction. Sir Philip Crampton has adduced an example of dislocation of the shoulder joint, which illustrates in a satisfactory manner the anatomy of a recent case of dislocation into the axilla.

Case.—"In the year 1808, a labouring man was brought into the County of Dublin Infirmary in a dying state: the persons who carried him stated that he had been engaged in digging under the foundation of a house that had been burned; that a part of a partition wall fell upon him, and that they had found him buried under the rubbish: the man did not survive more than two hours. On examining the body eighteen hours after death, it was observed, that in addition to the injury of the head, which had proved fatal, the right humerus was dislocated into the axilla. To this part I directed the whole of my attention. I made a careful dissection of the joint, previously to reducing the dislocation, and was so fortunate as to obtain a drawing of the
parts, executed upon the spot, by a distinguished artist. On removing the integuments of the axilla, the cellular membrane, which was extensively ecchymosed, formed a kind of cap, closely embracing the head of the os humeri, which, when the axilla was cleared, was seen lodged on the inferior costa of the scapula, or rather, on its neck; the head of the bone, in escaping from its socket, had pushed the teres minor downwards, and burst through the lower part of the subscapularis muscle, some of the fibres of which closely embraced the neck of the bone, while the bulk of the muscle was pushed upwards, and detached from the inner surface of the scapula (fig. 434).

**Fig. 434.**

*Axillary dislocation; recent case.* (After Sir P. Crampton.)

The neck of the humerus, therefore, was in some degree embraced by the divided fibres of the subscapularis muscle, while a portion of its head rested on the neck and part of the venter of the scapula, without the intervention of any muscular substance. The short head of the biceps, and the coraco-brachialis, were forced to describe a curve outwards, over the neck of the humerus on the sternal side, while the long head of the triceps crossed the neck of the bone obliquely on the dorsal side; this stranulation of the head of the bone, by the surrounding muscles, was made most apparent when extension was applied to the fore-arm. The biceps and triceps seemed then to close behind the head of the bone, and interpose themselves between it and the glenoid cavity; the tendon of the long head of the biceps remained in its groove, but the sheath in which it runs was partially ripped up. The capsular ligament was completely torn from the lower part of the neck of the humerus, to the extent of more than half its circumference, the torn edge appearing like a crest over the head of the bone. The great nerves and blood vessels of the arm were forced to describe a curve backwards, by the pressure of the head of the bone, which was in contact with them. But the greatest injury had been sustained by the 'articular muscles,' as they have been called, which lie on the back of the scapula. The tendons of the supra-spinatus, the infra-spinatus, and the teres minor, were completely torn off from the humerus, carrying with them, however, a scale of bone, which was ascertained to be the surface of the greater tubercle into which they are inserted."

In order to ascertain the nature of the obstacles which oppose the reduction of the dislocated humerus, the scapula was fixed, and the arm being raised to nearly a right angle with the body, extension was slowly applied to the arm by pulling at the wrist; it then appeared that so long as the hand was held *supine*, the head of the bone remained immovable; the chief resistance appearing to be caused by the closing of the biceps and triceps behind the head of the bone. The muscles of the back of the scapula being detached from the greater tubercle, could of course afford no resistance; but, on turning the hand into the *prone* position, and giving a motion of rotation inwards to the whole limb, the extension being still maintained, the head of the bone glided easily into its socket. The appearances observed in this case are nearly identical with those which are described by Mr. Henry Thompson, in the *Medical Observations and Inquiries*, while they differ materially from those which were found by Sir Astley Cooper; establishing an important fact, which, indeed, might have been inferred *a priori*, that in *apparently* similar dislocations of the humerus, there may be very different kinds as well as degrees of lesion, and consequently very different causes of resistance to reduction. "In Mr. Thompson's case," Sir P. Crampton adds, "as in mine, the head of the bone was found lodged on the inside of the neck of the scapula, between the subscapularis and teres major muscles; but, during the eighteen days which had elapsed since the injury had been received, the cellular substance of the axilla had formed a kind of capsular ligament, which embraced the head of the bone, and contained a small quantity of mucus resembling synovia. In Mr. Thompson's case, the capsular ligament was completely torn from the whole circumference of the humerus. In mine it was detached to the extent of more than half the circumference. In both cases, the attachments of the tendons of the supra- and infra-spinatus muscles were torn off with the part of the bone they were inserted into; in both cases, some fibres of the subscapularis muscle embraced the neck of the bone." In Sir Astley Cooper's cases, on the contrary, although the tendon of the subscapularis was torn through, the supra- and infra-spinatus muscles retained the connection with the greater tubercle, and "until this muscle was relaxed, by raising the arm, the humerus could not be reduced by any efforts which he (Sir Astley) could make." In cases of dislocation of the humerus into the axilla, which have been left long unreduced,
the head of the bone is found altered in its form, the surface towards the scapula being flattened, a complete capsular ligament en-

tirons the head of the os humeri. The glenoid cavity is filled entirely by ligamentary matter, in which are to be found small portions of bone. These must be of new formation, as no portion of the scapula or humerus is broken. A new cavity is formed for the head of the os humeri on the inferior costa of the scapula, but this is shallow, like that from which the os humeri had escaped.

2. Dislocation forwards.—This species of dislocation is much more distinctly marked than the former. The acromion is more pointed, and the hollow below it, from the depression of the deltoid, is more considerable. The head of the os humeri can be felt through the skin and pectoral muscle, and its convexity seen, in thin persons, just below the clavicle; and when the arm is rotated, the protuberance may be observed also to rotate and accompany the motions of the arm. The coracoid process of the scapula is placed above and on the outside of the head of the bone, which we know is covered by the pectoris major muscle. The elbow is thrown out more from the side, and further back than it is in the case of dislocation into the axilla (fig. 436).

Much difference of opinion seems to prevail as to whether the arm is lengthened or shortened, as the result of this dislocation of the head of the humerus forwards. Malgaigne and Dupuytren both assert that the arm on the dislocated side is longer than natural; Sir A. Cooper expresses himself in opposite terms; he says, that in the dislocation forwards and inwards of the head of the humerus, the arm is shortened. In our experience we have never found in the living subject the arm shortened; and in the specimens from which fig. 436. has been taken, the centre of the new glenoid cavity is several lines below the centre of the original cavity, and the arm therefore must have been by, so much, longer than natural. The direction of

the longitudinal axis of the limb passing from below upwards, is much altered, being thrown inwards towards the middle of the clavicle. The pain attending this accident is less than it is in the case where the head of the bone is thrown into the axilla, because the nerves of the axillary plexus are less compressed; but the motions of the joint are much more materially affected. The strongest diagnostic marks of the dislocation are these. The elbow is separated from the side and thrown backwards, and the head of the humerus can be felt to move below the clavicle when the arm is rotated. Sir Philip Crampton has adduced the following example of the ordinary dislocation forwards, in which the head of the bone was thrown at once on the neck of the scapula, without previously passing into the axilla.

" James Wilson, at. 30, fell into a limekiln, in the immediate neighbourhood of the Meath Hospital, while the lime was still burning; he was drawn up by ropes, but just as he reached the top of the shaft, the rope broke, and he again fell to the bottom, a distance of about fifteen feet, on the ignited stones. It appeared, on examination, made in the Meath Hospital, that in addition to several extensive burns and lacerations, there was a dislocation of the humerus, under the pectoral muscles. Mr. Macnamara, without assistance, reduced the dislocation, by merely drawing the arm gently forwards and downwards with one hand, while he pushed the head of the bone towards the glenoid cavity with the other. The man died in the course of the day, from the conjoint effects of the burn and the fall. Eighteen hours after death the
shoulder joint was dissected by Mr. Macnamara, from whom I take the description of the appearances, with the advantage of having the preparation before me while I write.

The dislocation was unattended with rupture of any muscle, or the separation of any tendon from its insertion into the bone; by a slight effort the dislocation was reproduced, and the pectoral muscles being removed, the polished head of the bone was now seen lodged on the cervix of the scapula, at the root of the coracoid process, but extending nearly as far as the notch in the superior margin of the scapula. The head of the bone had passed out through a rent in the capsular ligament, over the upper edge of the tendon of the subscapularis, detaching this muscle from its connection, which is at this point but slight, with the inner surface of the scapula, and pushing its fibres downwards, so that they formed a curve, which partly embraced the neck of the humerus (fig. 437.). The supra- and infra-spinatus muscles were on the stretch, but had suffered no injury. The cellular substance covering their tendons was deeply ecchymosed, so as to mark their course most distinctly. On replacing the head of the bone, the opening in the capsular ligament through which it had escaped from its socket, could be distinctly seen. It was formed, by a separation of the ligament from the interior side of the brim of the glenoid cavity from top to bottom, it was bounded at the top by the tendon of the supra-spinatus, and at the bottom by the inferior edge of the tendon of the subscapularis; the rent was continued as far as the root of the lesser tubercle of the os humeri, and was of sufficient extent, but no more, to permit the head of the bone to pass easily through it. The inferior part of the capsular ligament, however, the part corresponding to the axilla, was perfect. The great blood vessels and nerves lay to the sternal side of the head of the humerus, and were forced a little out of their course. The axis of the head of the bone in its disturbed position was scarcely a quarter of an inch higher than the axis of the glenoid cavity.

Sir P. Crampton observes, "the anatomy of the recent case of dislocation forwards settles the long disputed question as to whether or not the humerus can be dislocated primitive in any other direction than downwards, or into the axilla; it is plain, that in the case of Wilson, the head of the bone was thrown at once forwards, into the situation into which it appears under the clavicle; as the inferior portion of the capsular ligament was not ruptured, and the attachment of the subscapularis and teres minor muscles to the inferior costa of the scapula remained undisturbed."

Mr. Key has given the following account of the appearances observed in dissection of the right shoulder joint of a patient who had had for seven years an unreduced dislocation of the head of the humerus, in the direction forwards and inwards. The specimen is preserved in the museum attached to St. Thomas's Hospital. The head of the bone was thrown on the neck and part of the venter of the scapula, near the edge of the glenoid cavity, and immediately under the notch of the superior costa; nothing intervened between the head of the humerus and the scapula, the subscapularis muscle being partly raised from its attachment to the venter. The head was situated on the inner side of the coracoid process, and immediately under the edge of the clavicle, without having the slightest connection with the ribs; indeed, this must have been prevented by the situation of the subscapularis and serratus magnus muscles between the thorax and humerus. The tendons of all the muscles attached to the tubercles of the humerus were perfect, and are shown in the specimen preserved. The tendon of the biceps was not torn, and it adhered to the capsular ligament. The glenoid cavity was completely filled up by ligamentous structure, still however preserving its general form and character; the tendons of the supra- and infra-spinnati and teres minor muscles adhered by means of bands to the ligamentous structure occupying the glenoid cavity, and, to prevent the effects of friction between the tendons and the glenoid cavity in the motions of the arm, a sesamoid bone had been formed in the substance of the tendons; the newly formed socket reached from the edge of the glenoid cavity to about one-third across the venter; a complete lip was formed around the new cavity, and the surface was irregularly covered with cartilage. The head of the bone had undergone considerable change of form, the cartilages being in many places absorbed, and a complete new capsular ligament had been formed."

The accompanying wood-cut (fig. 438.) is taken from a scapula preserved in the museum of the College of Surgeons in Dublin, and re-
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it resembles much the specimen alluded to by Mr. Key. The newly formed socket reached from

Fig. 438.

Dislocation forwards and downwards. (Original, from the museum of the College of Surgeons, Dublin.)

the edge of the glenoid cavity, to about one-third across the subscapular fossa; a deep cup was formed for the reception of the dislocated head of the humerus; the inner margin of this cup was fully half an inch above the level of the subscapular fossa; the glenoid cavity had lost all cartilaginous investment; it was rough on its surface from bony deposition, and its inner margin was elevated somewhat into a sharp ridge, so as to form part of the margin of the new articular cavity for the head of the humerus.

3. Dislocation backwards of the head of the humerus on the dorsum of the scapula, the result of accident.—In this dislocation the arm is directed from above downwards, inwards, and forwards. The deformity of the joint is well seen by viewing it in front, where a deficiency is noted of the normal roundness of the articulation. When we look at the shoulder sideways, the head of the bone may be seen to form a remarkable saliency behind the posterior angle of the acromion. In this dislocation the head of the bone is thrown on the posterior surface of the scapula immediately below the spine of this bone, and there forms a very remarkable protuberance, and when the elbow is rotated as far as practicable this protuberance moves also. The dislocated head of the bone may be easily grasped between the fingers, and distinctly felt resting below the spine of the scapula; the motions of the arm are impaired, but not to the same extent as in the other luxations of the shoulder, and the longitudinal axis of the humerus may be observed to run upwards, backwards, and to a point, evidently behind the situation of the glenoid cavity. In Guy's Hospital Reports * Sir A. Cooper has published a case of this species of dislocation, from which we abstract the following.

Case.—"Mr. Key has given me the particulars of the following case. Mr. Complin was 52 years of age, and had been the subject of epileptic fits; one of them, which was particularly severe, occurred one morning while he was in bed, and in his violent convulsive struggling his shoulder became dislocated on the dorsum of the scapula, presenting the ordinary symptoms of this accident in which dislocation had never been reduced." The circumstance most peculiar in this case was, that the head of the bone could by extension be drawn into its natural situation in the glenoid cavity; but so soon as the force ceased to be applied it slipped back again in the dorsum of the scapula, and all the appearances of dislocation were renewed. The second peculiarity consisted in a sensation of crepitus as the bone escaped from its socket, so as to lead to a belief that the edge of the glenoid cavity had been broken off. The patient was unable to use or even to move the arm to any extent, nor could he by his own efforts elevate it from his side, and although he lived seven years after the occurrence of the epileptic fit, he never recovered the use of the limb. Mr. Key sent the following note of the dissection of the dislocated shoulder in this case to Sir A. Cooper:—"The dislocation of Mr. Complin's shoulder arose from muscular action alone in a paroxysm of epilepsy, and during his life it was thought probable that a portion of the glenoid cavity had been broken off, or a piece of the head of the os humeri, or perhaps the smaller tubercle, and that either of these injuries would account for the head of the bone not remaining in its natural cavity when reduced. But the inspection, post-mortem, proved that the cause of this symptom was the laceration of the tendon of the subscapularis muscle, which was found to adhere to the edge of the glenoid cavity, and was much thickened and altered in its character from its laceration, and from its very

* Astley Cooper on Dislocations, &c., page 884, 5th edition 1842, by Mr. B. Cooper.
imperfect and irregular union. The muscles of the dorsum scapulae were diminished, by being thrown out of use, and the tendon of the long head of the biceps muscle was entire, but glued down by adhesion." Upon further examination of the scapula and os humeri, Sir A. Cooper found the muscles and the situation of the bones to be as follows:—"The head of the os humeri was placed behind the glenoid cavity of the scapula, and rested upon the posterior edge of that articular surface, and upon the inferior costs of the scapula, where it joins the articulation. When the scapula was viewed anteriorly, the head of the os humeri was placed in a line behind the acromion but below it, and a wide space intervened between the dislocated head of the bone and the coracoid process, in which the fingers sunk deeply towards the glenoid cavity of the scapula. When viewed posteriorly, the head of the os humeri was found to occupy the space between the inferior costa and spine of the scapula, which is usually covered by the infraspinatus and teres minor muscles. The tendon of the subscapularis muscle, and the internal portion of the capsular ligament, had been torn at the insertion of that muscle; but the greater part of the posterior portion of the capsular ligament remained, and had been thrust back with the head of the bone, the back part of which it enveloped. The supraspinatus muscle was put upon the stretch, the subscapularis was diminished by want of action, and the infraspinatus, and teres minor muscles were shortened and relaxed, as the head of the bone carried their insertions backwards. The tendon of the long head of the biceps muscle was carried back with the head of the bone, and elongated; but it was not torn. As to the changes in the bones, the head of the os humeri, and the outer edge of the glenoid cavity of the scapula, were in direct contact, the one bone rubbing upon the other when the head of the os humeri was moved; and this accounted for the sensation of crepitus at the early period of the dislocation, as there was no fracture. The glenoid cavity was slightly absorbed at its posterior edge, so as to form a cup, in which the head of the bone was received, and this latter bone and the articular cartilage had been in some degree absorbed where it was in direct contact with the scapula, as well as changed by attrition during the seven years the patient lived." The surface of the original glenoid cavity, instead of being smooth and cartilaginous, was rough and irregular, having elevations at some parts, and depressions at others. The extremity of the acromion was sawn off, to look for any little fragment of bone which might have been broken off, but not the smallest fracture could be perceived.

Mr. Key, in his account of another case of dislocation of the os humeri backward on the dorsum of the scapula, writes as follows:—"I found a very stout man sitting up in bed in great pain, and complaining more than patients commonly do under dislocation, and I concluded it to be some fracture about the cervix, especially as at first view nothing could be seen of a hollow under the deltoid muscle, the joint appearing round as usual. On passing to the man's side to examine the limb, the deformity of the shoulder became visible, the forepart appeared flattened, and the back of the joint fuller than natural: the head of the bone could be seen as well as felt, resting on the posterior part of the cervix scapulae. The elbow could be brought to the side, or raised on a level, with the acromion. Rotation outwards was entirely impeded, in consequence of the subscapularis being stretched, all motions of the limb giving him extreme pain, which was referred to the lower part of the deltoid muscle, in the direction of the articular nerves, which were probably injured by the pressure of the head of the bone."

The dislocation of the head of the humerus backwards on the dorsum of the scapula is said to be very easily recognised, yet the writer has seen two examples of it which had been overlooked at the moment of the accident, and he has heard of two others. When the swelling, the result of the laceration of parts, has subsided, the nature of the injury becomes very evident indeed. A gentleman, Mr. A. F., aged about 35 years, called upon the writer four years ago to examine his shoulder. He stated that he was thrown off a jaunting car about three months previously, and injured his shoulder, and that ever since he had had but very imperfect use of his arm. The patient had been educated as a medical man, had practised surgery, but did not himself suspect the nature of the injury, when,

**Fig. 440.**

Case of Mr. A. F.—Dislocation of the head of the humerus backwards on the dorsum of the scapula. About ten weeks after the accident, he called upon the writer. The nature of the injury...
was very manifest. The arm was placed close to the side, was neither lengthened nor shortened; he had no pain in the shoulder joint, but had very imperfect use of the limb. The shoulder had not the flat appearance externally surmounted by the prominent angle formed by the acromion, which characterises the axillary dislocation; nor had he the fulness beneath the clavicle and in front of the acromion which are noticed in the dislocation forwards; on the contrary, a deficiency was observed in front beneath the acromion; and here the fingers could be sunk into a deep fossa, which seemed to extend even to the unoccupied glenoid cavity; while behind the posterior angle of the acromion a tumor as large as an orange could be seen and felt (fig. 440.). This rounded prominence moved with the shaft of the humerus; a well-marked vertical groove showed the distinction between the convexity which belonged to the head of the dislocated humerus behind and that which formed the posterior angle of the acromion (fig. 440.).

An energetic attempt was made at the Richmond Hospital to reduce the dislocation in this case three months after the accident had occurred, but without success.

**Diagnosis between fractures of the superior extremity of the humerus and dislocations of the shoulder-joint.**—As we have already pointed out the symptoms which are peculiar to each of the forms of scapulo-humeral dislocations, we may here direct attention to the fact, that these symptoms are very similar to those which belong to fracture of the upper extremity of the humerus: so that in many cases the difficulty of distinguishing between these different injuries is such as to lead not uncommonly to a false diagnosis. Every person labouring under either a fracture or luxation of the superior extremity of the humerus, informs us that he has fallen on that side of the body on which the injury exists; but the position of the arm at the moment of the accident will be found to have been different in the case of fracture and dislocation: so that if we know how the limb was placed at the moment of the fall, we may be led to conjecture from this alone the nature of the accident which has occurred. If, for example, when the patient is falling, his arm is separated from his body directed forwards, or downwards, as it were instinctively to break the fall, and save the upper part of the body, if under these circumstances displacement of the upper part of the humerus occurs, the existing deformity will be found to be the result of dislocation; but if, on the contrary, the fall takes place when the arm is by the side, as, for instance, in the breeches pocket, and no effort is made by the patient, at the moment of the fall, to raise the arm, the momentum and weight of the body have been received on the point of the shoulder, the resulting injury has been most probably a fracture of the head and upper part of the humerus. In both cases the pain experienced at the shoulder is severe, and gives rise to the impression, on the patient's mind, that he fell on that part; but if the patient has met with a dislocation, it will be found that in reality he has fallen on the palm of the hand, evidences of which the surgeon will be better able to discover in the excoriations which the palm has suffered, than by any report which the patient himself may be enabled to make. When the patient has met with a fracture, we shall, on inquiry, discover that the fall has taken place on the outside of the shoulder; there is, in this case, no abrasion of the palm of the hand, while considerable tumefaction and extensive ecchymosis, the effects of contusion, are observable along the outer side of the arm. When called to the patient immediately after the accident, we notice those circumstances as to the hand and clothes which will instruct us as to the probability, whether the patient had fallen forwards on the palm of the hand, or completely outwards on the stump of the shoulder. In case of fracture, moreover, there is extensive ecchymosis; in simple dislocation, little, if any; but if it should exist, it is rather on the anterior and internal part of the limb, than on the outside, as in fracture. In both fracture and luxation the acromion is salient, and the deltoid flattened; but as the displacement is more complete in luxation than in fracture, the prominence of the acromion and the depression beneath it are more marked in the former than in the case of fracture. When there is a luxation, and we wish to impart movements to the limb, the humerus often moves in connection with the scapula, as if the two bones made but one body. If there is a fracture, there is abnormal mobility at one point in the upper part of the humerus. This mobility is ordinarily accompanied by a crepitus which is best elicited by seizing the inferior extremity of the humerus at the elbow and rotating it on its long axis.

Finally, great efforts are frequently necessary to effect a reduction of the dislocated humerus; but once replaced, the bone remains in its proper articular cavity, and the deformity of the shoulder does not recur; but in fracture, although the bone may be replaced with comparative facility, yet, if it be left unsupported, the deformity will almost immediately recur. In the case in which it is not easy to distinguish a fracture from a luxation, Dupuytren gives the precept — "Rendez au membre, par des manoeuvres convenables, sa forme et sa longueur naturelles; retournons aupres du malade sept ou huit heures apres: si vous trouvez l epaupe deforme, soyez assure que vous avez a faire a une fracture."*

Malaigne has made the observation, that in all luxations of the head of the humerus, the head of the bone must descend below its ordinary level, and consequently that, no matter which of the three dislocations has occurred, the dislocated arm must be longer than the other. This appears to us

* Leçons Orales.
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to be a point, by attention to which we may be assisted in our endeavours to establish the diagnostic marks between dislocation and fracture, because, in fracture of the humerus, we have almost invariably found, whether from some overlapping of the bones, or impaction of one of the fragments into the other, that some shortening of the arm exists. If there be dislocation, the arm is sometimes abnormally lengthened, and never shortened. In the measurement of the injured limb we have therefore a simple means to resort to, which will no doubt assist us much in making our diagnosis.

4. We have heretofore adverted only to the ordinary symptoms and anatomical characters belonging to the three dislocations which the head of the humerus is liable to; but practical surgeons have, however, noticed that a dislocation of the head of the humerus is sometimes combined with a fracture of this bone. In this case the fracture may sometimes engage merely the tuberosities, sometimes the anatomical, and sometimes the surgical neck of this bone. It has been long ago noticed by Thompson*, that when the head of the humerus is dislocated into the axilla, the greater tuberosity of this bone, which gives attachment to the three posterior capsular muscles, is torn off from the shaft of the humerus, and left attached to these muscles. This observation of Thompson has since been repeated by others, from amongst whom we have already quoted a case adduced by Sir Philip Crampton, of an axillary dislocation, in the dissection of which it was found that the tuberosities were detached. Such a complication with a dislocation of the humerus would no doubt facilitate the reduction of the dislocated bone, but its subsequent maintenance in its place would be thereby rendered very difficult.

We have reason to believe that a fracture, completely detaching the greater tuberosity of the humerus, may be combined with a dislocation forwards; and in this case, although the dislocation may be reduced, the head of the humerus cannot be maintained in the glenoid cavity. We have for some time considered this to be the explanation of the specimens contained in the Richmond Hospital Museum, an account of which we find given by Dr. R. Smith, and from which we abstract the following:—"Upon removing the soft parts, the head of the bone presented itself, lying partly beneath, and partly internal to the coracoid process. The greater tuberosity, together with a very small portion of the outer part of the head of the bone, had been completely separated from the shaft of the humerus. This portion of the bone occupied the glenoid cavity, the head of the humerus having been drawn inwards, so as to project upon the inner side of the coracoid process; it was still contained within the capsular ligament, which was thickened and enlarged, and bone had been deposited in its tissue. A new and shallow socket had been formed upon the costal surface of the neck of the scapula, below the root of the coracoid process, and the inner edge of the glenoid cavity, the tuberosity was united to the shaft only by ligament. The injury had occurred many years before the death of the patient, but the history of the case was not precisely known."*

But fracture of the greater tuberosity may also occur, as a consequence of falls on the outer side of the shoulder, or otherwise, without any dislocation following.

Fracture of the lesser tuberosity of the humerus may, we suppose, be an accident likely to attend on dislocations of the head of this bone, and would, we imagine, be attended with consequences similar to those which followed the laceration of the tendon of the subscapularis muscle in a case of dislocation on the dorsum of the scapula, noticed by Sir A. Cooper and Mr. Key.

Dislocation of the head of the humerus, accompanied with a fracture of the neck of the humerus.—Sometimes the luxation of the humerus is complicated with a fracture of the anatomical or surgical neck of this bone; we have then one of those rare lesions to deal with, for which nature and art can do but little. In such a case it is plain that the dislocation has first occurred. When there is both a dislocation and fracture, Sir A. Cooper says, the symptoms resemble those which usually accompany the dislocation into the axilla, the head of the bone being there felt; but there is somewhat less of the hollow to be observed below the acromion, and the deltoid muscle does not seem much depressed, because the broken extremity of the bone quits the head and lodges in the glenoid cavity of the scapula. Upon rotating the arm, the broken shaft of the bone can be perceived to move under the acromion; there is but little power of motion; and considerable pain is felt not only in the shoulder, but in the arm and hand. The head of the os humeri can be felt when the arm is raised, and the surgeon's fingers are introduced into the axilla; but when the arm is rotated at the elbow, the head of the bone remains entirely unmoved, or very little obedient to the motions of the elbow. In some cases, but not always, a distinct crepitus can be perceived.

The broken end of the os humeri is drawn somewhat forwards, but is easily pushed into the glenoid cavity, from which, unless it be supported, it is again drawn by the pectoralis and coraco-brachialis muscles.

The arm, measured from the acromion to the elbow, is shorter than the other.*

As this accident is produced by great violence, the parts are much obscured by the effusion of blood, and by the inflammation which speedily follows; but, for the first three hours, the muscles are so lax, that but for the pain it occasions, considerable motions of the limb might be produced.

* Medical Obs. and Enq. vol. ii. p. 349.

* Smith on Fractures.
In one case detailed by Sir A. Cooper, the tubercles were broken off with the head of the bone, and the fractured extremity of the neck of the os humeri was placed in the glenoid cavity of the scapula. In another case, the fracture was intra-capsular, and the head of the bone was at the same time dislocated forwards, under the pectoral muscle, and placed at the inner side of the coracoid process.

Delpech * gives the history of a case of fracture of the anatomical neck of the humerus, combined with a dislocation. The case was remarkable, and differed from all the others recorded, in being an example of that rare form of dislocation, where the bone is thrown on the dorsum of the scapula. The history of the case is accompanied with an engraving.

With regard to the case of dislocation into the axilla, complicated with fracture, Sir A. Cooper says, "I would observe that in this case the fall and depression of the shoulder is less striking than in the case of simple axillary dislocation, as the shaft of the bone fills up the glenoid cavity; also, that in the case complicated with fracture, the head of the bone can still be distinctly felt in the axilla, and that as it does not move when the os humeri is rotated from the elbow, this becomes the principal diagnostic mark.

"That a grating sensation can generally be felt, and sometimes a very distinct crepitus, especially if the elbow be raised outwards during the rotation of the arm."

"That the upper extremity of the shaft of the humerus can be felt advancing to the coracoid process; but that it is easily returned into the glenoid cavity, and that it there rotates with the arm, but easily again slips forward."

"That the accident which produces it is much more severe than that by which simple dislocation into the axilla is produced; and there is, therefore, more contusion, more swelling, and more pain."

Muscles.—If in some cases the tuberosities of the humerus are broken off and remain connected with the muscles when the head of the humerus is dislocated, in others, we may be prepared to expect that in the dissection of cases of dislocation, the capsular and other muscles will be found lacerated. If, as has been stated, the supra-spinnatus be the muscle which is most put on the stretch when the head of the humerus is dislocated downwards, we need not be surprised to learn that this muscle is very frequently found to have been ruptured, or to have torn away a fragment of bone from the head of the humerus.

In the dislocation on the dorsum of the scapula, the dissection of which is detailed in Sir A. Cooper's work, we find the following observations made by Mr. Key, with reference to a very peculiar phenomenon noticed in that case: namely, "that, during the patient's life-time it was thought probable that a portion of the glenoid cavity had been broken off; or a piece of the head of the os humeri, or perhaps the smaller tubercle; and that any of these injuries would account for the head of the bone not remaining in its natural cavity when reduced; but the inspection post-mortem proved that the cause of this symptom was the laceration of the tendon of the subscapularis muscle, which was found to adhere to the edge of the glenoid cavity, and much thickened and altered in its character from its laceration, and very imperfect and irregular union."

The tendon of the long head of the biceps is sometimes altered, as to its direction, in cases of complete dislocation, and adhesions between it and the contiguous parts occur; but there are very few cases recorded, or to be found in museums, which prove that in true dislocation from accident, the tendon was found ruptured. In this respect, the effects of accident and disease on this tendon are strongly contrasted; for, as the result of disease, the tendon, so far as its articular portion is concerned, is very generally removed altogether.

Besides lesions affecting the bones, muscles, and tendons, injuries of other tissues may be found occasionally to accompany or succeed to dislocations of the shoulder.

A dislocation of the head of the humerus may be accompanied with an edematous swelling of the arm and forearm; with a paralysis of the dislocated extremity, or with a laceration of the axillary artery, and a diffused aneurism; it is said also that occasionally an emphysematous swelling of the shoulder has followed the reduction of the dislocation; and on other occasions, that the articular structures have been attacked with very severe inflammation. For example, as to this last: Mr. Hunter gives an account of a case of dislocation of the shoulder-joint, which he dissected three weeks after its reduction, from which, if we could be influenced by one case, we might infer that inflammation, though latent, may sometimes be the consequence of a dislocation of the head of the humerus. Mr. Hunter's observation is as follows: "What was very remarkable, and what I did not expect, there was a good deal of pus in the joint."*

Partial or general paralysis of the muscles of the arm has also been observed as a consequence of a dislocation of the head of the humerus, particularly when either the circumflex nerve alone, which is that most usually injured, or all the nerves of the brachial plexus have been violently contused, or greatly stretched; or even torn across either at the time of the accident, or by the violence of the means used to restore the luxated humerus, when the dislocation has been left long unreduced. Blaibert, of Rouen, speaks of an emphysema of the chest succeeding his efforts to reduce an old luxation of the humerus; *
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and it is known that Desault had already ob-
served a similar occurrence. A Memoir, con-
taining six cases published in the Repertoire d’Anatomie et de Chirurgie, by M. Flaubert, sur-
gon in chief to the Hôtel-Dieu de Rouen, is not well calculated to encourage practitioners
to attempt the reduction of old dislocations.
In five of these cases the reduction was fol-
lowed by serious accidents. M. Flaubert ob-
erves, that in many cases when para-
alysis of the upper extremity had been attrib-
uted to the dislocation itself, he believes it
was rather owing to the violent efforts made
for its reduction; laceration of muscles and
extensive abrasion of the skin have been not-
ticed as the consequence of these efforts, and
even death from diffuse inflammation has oc-
curred; but these accidents, whether the
result of dislocation, or of the means used to
restore the bone to its place, must be con-
sidered rare in this country, as from the
comments of Mr. Mar, and the observations
of the Editors of the Leçons Orales of Du-
puytren, they seem to have been in Paris.
The latter observes, "Le hasard qui a fourni
à M. Flaubert, dans le court espace de trois
ou quatre ans, un ensemble de tous les acci-
dens les plus graves qui puissent déterminer
la réduction, est vraiment extraordinaire; il
faut sans doute en chercher la cause dans des
circonstances particulières, qui sont incon-
nues."

Alterations of the nerves.—We have noticed
as belonging to the symptoms of dislocation
of the head of the humerus, that the patient
complains of pain extending down the course
of the nerves of the arm and the forearm,
and also of numbness. These symptoms
generally disappear when the dislocation is
reduced, but sometimes they persist.
The pressure which the nerves of the axillary
plexus undergo has naturally been referred to
as the cause of these unpleasant symptoms.
The nerves, besides being stretched, have been
sometimes even torn across; when this has oc-
curred the effects produced must long remain;
such cases are very rare. Among all the nerves
in the vicinity of the shoulder-joint which
have been referred to as the seat of injury the
result of luxation of the humerus, the circun-
flex nerve, which supplies the deltoid, is that
which has been found most frequently injured.
Indeed, from the manner it winds round the
neck of the humerus to arrive at its destina-
tion at the under surface of the deltoid mus-
cle, it can scarcely escape being stretched and
elongated, and such a lesion of this nerve
we may well expect to be followed by a pa-
ralysed condition of the deltoid muscle.
The circumflex nerve has been found compressed by the dislocated head of the humerus, flat-
tened, and firmly adherent to the capsule of the
joint. We find in the Museum of Bartho-
lomew’s Hospital, (Catalogue, p. 124, vol. i.,
No. 42.,) a preparation of a shoulder-joint,
exhibiting a dislocation of the humerus, which
occurred eighteen months before death. "The
head of the humerus rests on the anterior
surface, near the inferior border of the sca-
pula. The tendons of all the capsular mus-
cles were entire; the long tendon of the biceps retains its attachment to the glenoid
cavity. The circumflex nerve is compressed by
the head of the dislocated bone, and was in con-
sequence flattened, and firmly adherent to
the capsule of the joint. The dislocation had been
followed by permanent paralysis of the del-
toid muscle."

Artery.—Luxations of the head of the hu-
merus have been found complicated with alesia
of the axillary artery. This we believe to be a
very rare occurrence. M. Flaubert of Rouen
cites cases of this lesion to have occurred in the
Hôtel-Dieu de Rouen, as a consequence of
the efforts made by surgery to reduce old
luxations of the humerus. In the following
case, which the writer thinks of sufficient im-
portance to be here introduced, the laceration
of the axillary artery was recognised a few
minutes after the dislocation had occurred —
and before any effort whatever had been made
to restore the humerus to its place.

Case.—John Smith, act. 50., was thrown
down by a runaway horse one morning during
the summer of 1833; in about ten minutes after
this occurred, he was brought to Jervis Street
Hospital, when the writer, at that time one of
the surgeons of the institution, was prescribing
for the extern patients. The man was in a
cold perspiration, palid, and apparently on
the verge of syncope. The writer imme-
diately observed that the patient had a dislo-
cation of his left humerus, into the axilla,
and, proceeding to point out, as was his cus-
tom, to the clinical class the diagnostic marks
of the luxation, he noticed that the cavity of
the axilla was filled up to a remarkable de-
gree. This sudden filling up of the axilla he
immediately concluded could be attributed to
no other source than to the laceration of a
large artery. He quickly sought for the pulse
in the radial and brachial artery of the dislo-
cated limb; but no pulsation could be felt in
any artery below the site of the left subcla-
vian, while the pulse, though feeble, could be
readily felt at the heart, and in every external
artery of the system, except in those of the
dislocated arm.* The writer then observed to
the clinical class, that in this case there were
two lesions to be noticed, namely, a disloca-
tion into the axilla, the features of which
were very well marked, complicated with a
rupture of the axillary artery; in a word, be-
sides the dislocation there was a diffused
aneurism; the latter was unattended by any
pulsation, so that he conjectured the artery
was completely torn across. He did not long
deliberate as to what course was the best to
pursue under existing circumstances, because
he felt sure that, so far as the torn artery
was concerned, if the head of the humerus
was once restored to its place, this vessel
would be in at least as favourable a condition

* Mr. Brassington, now a practising surgeon at
Port Routines, was one of those present on this oc-
casion.
as it then was, and secondly that the state of prostration and debility the patient was in, at that moment, offered an opportunity which, if once lost, might not again be afforded, of reducing easily the dislocation. Taking the patient, therefore, unawares, the writer placed his knee in the axilla of the dislocated arm, and then slight extension having been made over this fulcrum, the bone at the first trial returned into the glenoid cavity. The patient was placed in bed in the hospital, under the care of the late Mr. Wallace, whose day it was for admitting accidents. There was much more superficial ecchymosis about the axillary, and subclavian region, and along the inside of the left arm, than is usually observed after a simple dislocation of the head of the humerus. The deep axillary swelling remained stationary for some days; but no pulsation could be discovered either in it, or in the arteries of the limb. A feeble and frequent pulse could be felt in the left subclavian, and in all the other arteries, as well as in the heart. After the space of ten days, Mr. Wallace's month of attendance having expired, the case came under the care of Mr. O'Reilly, who having been satisfied that a diffused aneurism existed, and was on the increase, performed the operation, at which the writer was present, of tying the subclavian artery in the third stage of its course. The patient recovered, and was discharged from the hospital about two months afterwards; he lost the last two fingers by gangrene; but whether from an attack of erysipelas, which succeeded the operation, or from the effects of the ligature of the main artery of the limb, is not clearly known. The man lived for many years afterwards, in the immediate vicinity of the Richmond Hospital.

SECTION 3. Congenital malformation of the shoulder joint. — Although little can be done by medicine or surgery to alleviate, much less to remedy, the evils attending on congenital malformation of the shoulder joint, still it appears to us to be not the less necessary that the abnormal conditions of this articulation resulting from congenital defects should be studied. These, like some other congenital malformations of the joints, attract but little notice during the first months of infancy, but as the child grows the defect becomes more manifest. It very commonly happens in these cases, that after some time the ordinary surgical opinions taken on the case, and the measures recommended failing, as they naturally do, to produce satisfactory results, the ill-fated patient, born with malformation of the shoulder joint, is subjected to ignorant and empirical treatment, the inutility of which too often proves to be the least of the evils attending it.*

The most common form of congenital malformation of the parts composing the region of the shoulder joint that we have noticed, has been apparently the result of an arrest of development, and of atrophy affecting the muscles, the bones, and probably also the nerves of this region. Sometimes we find both shoulder joints are malformed in the same individual; generally one only is thus affected. In this last case the atrophied condition of the malformed joint is well seen on comparing the normal and abnormal shoulder; the latter is smaller than the former; the muscles around the joint are so imperfectly developed, that the coracoid and the acromion processes and the head of the humerus become unusually conspicuous. The deltoid and articular muscles are so weak, and the capsule so loose, that the limb seems usually to be drawn down, as it were, by its own weight, and then becomes displaced forwards and backwards, and thus apparently, the head of the humerus forms a protuberance in front, which yields to the slightest force pressing it backwards towards the usual site of the glenoid cavity of the scapula. When the arm is taken hold of at its lowest extremity, as at the elbow, and drawn backwards, the head of the humerus advances forwards and passes beneath the coracoid process, and a depression, corresponding to the posterior half of the glenoid cavity, is perceptible. On the contrary, when the elbow is drawn forwards, the head of the humerus recedes towards the normal site of the glenoid cavity, when the humerus is raised up perpendicularly towards the acromion, and the influence of the weight of the limb is thus counteracted, the shoulder appears of its natural form, and diminishes about half the normal size. The muscles around the joint are so badly developed, that the bony process which surrounds it becomes very conspicuous.

The accompanying drawing is designed to pourtray the general aspect of one of these cases of congenital malformation of the shoulder joint in the displacement inwards of the head of the humerus (fig. 441.).

Case. — The following is the history of the case from which the drawing has been taken. M. H., art. 28, is in every respect healthy and well formed, except as to his left shoulder, which, since his birth, has always been noticed to have been smaller than the other. This defect gives a peculiar appearance to his whole figure as he stands or walks. As his arm hangs by his side, the longitudinal axis of it is directed downwards and a little backwards. The head of the humerus is a little advanced as well as depressed beneath the outer margin of the coracoid process; it is that she is in no respect better as to the condition of her shoulder joint; but that her general health has suffered materially as consequence of the various treatment she had been subjected to in vain. Her parents, ignorant of the nature of the case, and too sanguine in their hopes, had been the easy dupes of charlatanism.

* About ten years ago the writer met in consultation surgeon W. Wilde on the case of an only child, a girl of thirteen years of age, who had a congenital malformation of the shoulder joint, presenting exactly the appearance of the joint (fig. 441.). The young lady is now twenty-three years of age, and the writer has been informed by one of her relatives,
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also slightly adducted towards the middle line. When the shoulder is viewed posteriorly a depression corresponding to the situation of the posterior half of the glenoid cavity is observable; into this depression the finger can be sunk so far as to reach the surface of the posterior part of the glenoid cavity. When the arm is drawn forwards across the chest, the head of the humerus passes backwards beneath the acromion, and a depression can be felt in front beneath the coracoid process, corresponding to the portion of the abnormal articular cavity which the head of the humerus had just before occupied. The muscles of the region of the shoulder are very imperfectly developed, but those of the fore-arm and

hand seem of their normal size. The patient has but little power of moving the affected upper extremity. The trapezius muscle of this side is well formed, therefore he can by means of its influence elevate on the side of the trunk the whole limb. The deltoid and capsular muscles are very imperfectly formed, and consequently the patient has no power of abstraction, nor of rotation, of the humerus. The shoulder has not the usual rounded form, but still it does not present the flattened appearance, nor the acromion the angular outline which characterises the accidental luxation of this joint. Yet the acromion process does project somewhat, and when the arm hangs by the side, the head of the humerus, distinct and prominent, is removed so much from the under surface of the acromion, as it were by the weight of the limb, that the thumb can be easily placed between them. When we take hold of the elbow and raise the arm vertically, the joint assumes more of a natural form. Still, independent of its comparative diminution of size, it wants the roundness and fulness of contour ordinarily derived from a proper development of muscular covering. The elbow joint is perfect as to its form and functions. This patient has been under the writer's observation for many years, and these symptoms have not varied.

Anatomical characters of congenital malformation of the shoulder joint with displacement of the head of the humerus inwards. — We may consider the following as a good example, showing the anatomical characters of the congenital malformation of the shoulder joint, with displacement inwards of the head of the humerus; the congenital defect existed in both shoulder joints.

Case. — " A female, aet 28, who had been for many years a patient in the lunatic department of the House of Industry, died of chronic in-
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flamation of the membranes of the brain, and Dr. Smith* made the post-mortem examination. Upon entering the room his attention was attracted by the appearances which the shoulder joints presented. The deviations from the normal state were most remarkable at the left side. The muscles of the shoulder and arm were atrophied, the acromion process projected considerably, and the head of the humerus could be perceived lying a little beneath the coracoid process, the apex of which was in a line with the bicipital groove of the humerus. The natural roundness of the shoulder did not exist, and the elbow could be readily brought into contact with the side. The right shoulder joint presented similar appearances, but in a slighter degree; the head of the humerus was not placed so directly beneath the coracoid process; but the flattened form of the shoulder, the atrophied muscles, and the projection of the acromion, all indicated that the condition of the joint was nearly similar on both sides. From the last circumstance, and the absence of any external sign of disease, it was concluded that the deformities were the result of an original or congenital malformation.

The anatomical examination of the joints confirmed this opinion. Upon the left side there existed scarcely any trace of an articular surface in the situation which the glenoid cavity occupies in the normal state; but there had been formed on the costal surface of the scapula a socket of a glenoid shape, measuring an inch and half in its vertical direction, and an inch and a quarter transversely. It reached upwards to the under surface of the coracoid process, from which the head of the humerus was merely separated by the capsular ligament, there being no interval between the summit of the abnormal socket and the coracoid process. Around this socket the glenoid ligament, perfect in every respect, was continued from the margin of that small portion of the natural articulating surface which existed upon the axillary margin of the bone, and to the apex of which the tendon of the biceps was attached. The capsular ligament was perfect. The head of the humerus did not present its natural spherical form; it was of an oval shape, its long axis corresponding with that of the long axis of the shaft of the bone. The shaft of the humerus was small and seemingly atrophied, and the position of the bone with respect to the coracoid and acromion processes varied according as the motion of rotation inwards or outwards was imparted to the arm. During rotation outwards in this case the head of the bone passed towards the acromion process, and occupied the small portion that existed of the glenoid cavity on the normal site; while rotation inwards brought the head of the humerus altogether beneath the coracoid process, so that the finger could be easily sunk into the outer portion of the socket.†

On the right side, although the condition of the bones was somewhat different, the characteristic features of the deformity were similar.

In this case it was ascertained, that there never had been any disease of either of the shoulder joints at any period of the patient’s life, nor had they ever been the subject of injury or accident of any description. The position of the glenoid cavity in this case, beneath the coracoid process, the remarkable form of the head of the humerus, the presence of a perfect glenoid ligament, the absence of any trace of disease, and the existence of the deformity upon each side, all indicate that the nature of the malformation must have been congenital, although but little of the early history of the case was known.

Congenital malformation of the shoulder joint, with displacement of the head of the humerus on the dorsum of the scapula. — The second case we think right to abstract from Dr. R. Smith’s work is also a very important one, equally proving that a double congenital luxation of the head of the humerus may be observed to take place backwards on the dorsum of the scapula, just as we have already shown that

an analogous dislocation forwards has occurred.

of a bone representing the proper rotation which should exist, is a consequence of the existing lax state of the fibrous structures of the joint. We have already noticed a similar condition of the ligaments, and a similar effect, when describing a case of congenital malformation of the radio-humeral joint. See Elbow Joint, Vol. II. note to page 81, where it is said— "These movements did not consist in a simple rotation of the radius on its longitudinal axis, but a real change of the upper extremity of the radius on the outer condyle of the humerus."

* Smith on Fractures, &c.
† This species of locomotion of the articular head

Fig. 442.

Congenital luxation on the dorsum of the scapula.
Case. — A woman, named Judith Doyle, died upon the 5th of February, 1839: she had been a patient for fifteen years in the Lunatic department of the House of Industry; was subject to severe epileptic convulsions, which were the cause of her death. While making the examination of the brain, the unusual appearance which the left shoulder joint presented accidentally attracted the author's attention. The head of the humerus appeared to have been dislocated on the dorsum of the scapula. Finding that the opposite shoulder presented precisely similar appearances, he had no hesitation in expressing his opinion that the case was one of double congenital luxation of the head of the humerus backwards.

The two shoulders resembled each other so perfectly, not only in their external conformation, but likewise in their anatomical characters, that the description of one will be sufficient.

The acromial process, owing to the removal of the head of the humerus from its vicinity, formed a most remarkable projection, and the subject being emaciated, the coraco-brachialis

Fig. 443.

Congenital malformation of the left humerus.*

and the short head of the biceps could be seen passing very obliquely downwards and outwards, and the anterior margin of the coraco-acromial ligament stood out in strong relief. The acromion process was unusually prominent, although it did not project as much as in any of the accidental dislocations of the shoulder. The glenoid cavity could not be felt, although the head of the humerus was so far removed from its natural position. The shoulder appeared higher than natural, and was flattened anteriorly; but posteriorly a round, solid tumour plainly indicated the situation of the head of the bone placed on the dorsal surface of the scapula, immediately below the spine and posterior angle of the acromion. The head of the bone thus displaced could be seen and felt to accompany all the movements given to the shaft of the humerus. The transverse diameter of the shoulder was much greater than natural, the distance between the coracoid process and the external surface of the head of the humerus being three inches and a half; the arm was directed obliquely downwards and inwards; the elbow was in contact with the side, and the hand and fore-arm in a state of pronation. Upon removing the muscles and exposing the interior of the joint, I found that there was no trace of a glenoid cavity in the natural situation; but upon the posterior surface of the neck of the scapula there was a well-formed socket, which received the head of the humerus. It was an inch and three quarters in length, and one inch in breadth; it was a little broader above than below, and its summit was less than a quarter of an inch from the under surface of the acromion process. It was directed outwards and forwards, was covered with cartilage, and surrounded by a perfect glenoid ligament. The tendon of the biceps muscle arose from the most internal part of its superior extremity, from whence it passed downwards and outwards very obliquely, in order to reach the bicipital groove of the humerus.

The axillary margin of the scapula, if prolonged upwards, would have passed nearly altogether internal to the abnormal socket. The surfaces of the acromion process had not their normal aspects, but looked directly upwards and downwards, being on the same continuous plane with the surfaces of the spine of the scapula that contribute to form supra- and infra-spinatus fossa; a circumstance in itself sufficiently showing that the malformation was congenital, and not altogether limited to the shoulder joint itself. The capsular ligament was perfect; the scapula was smaller than natural, and its muscles badly developed. The head of the humerus was of an oval form on the right side, somewhat broader above than below; its anterior half was in contact with the glenoid cavity: this portion was covered with cartilage, the remaining half being rough and scabrous, and destitute of articular cartilage. The greater tubercle was normal as to form, but the lesser was elongated for the extent of one inch, and curved upwards, forming a concavity on its upper surface to receive the tendon of the biceps; on the left side, the head of the humerus presented almost similar appearances. The hypertrophy of the lesser tuberosity, Mr. Smith observes, appears to have been the result of a process established to counteract the danger to which the very oblique course of the tendon, with regard to the muscular fibres, exposed it.

The history of this case, so far as the motions which the head of the humerus was capable of performing, is not known; but we may conclude from the post-mortem examination, that there was here a complete congenital dislocation on the dorsum of the scapula. A well-formed socket existed on the dorsum of the scapula, upon which the head of the humerus was permanently lodged; it did not shift its position during the motions of
rotation, as was mentioned to be the case in the former example.

We must agree with the author that the phenomena noticed in this rare and remarkable case originated neither in disease, nor were they the result of accident. The complete absence of a glenoid cavity in the normal situation for it, the existence of the malformation on both sides, the perfect resemblance to each other of the abnormal sockets, in form, size, and position, the integrity of the tendon of the biceps and of the capsular and glenoid ligaments, and the peculiar form of the head of the humerus, as well as of the acromion process of the scapula on each side, all support the opinion that the malformation was intra-uterine and congenital.

(Robert Adams.)

SIXTH PAIR OF NERVES. Le Sixième Nerf, Fr.; Sechster Nerv, Germ. According to the enumeration of Willis, this name is bestowed upon a single soft round cord, which is, with the exception of the fourth, the smallest of the cranial nerves, and which, passing forwards from the medulla oblongata to the external rectus of the eye, finds its distribution in this muscle.

The anatomy of this nerve is readily subdivided into three portions. The first of these extends from its apparent origin to the point where it enters the cavernous sinus; the second includes its course in that cavity; and the third, commencing at the sphenoidal fissure or foramen lacerum anticus, contains the course of the nerve in the orbit, and is terminated by its distribution.

The visible origin of the nerve is by one or two bundles from the medulla oblongata, from the anterior pyramid of which it appears at its upper part, or in the transverse depression immediately behind the posterior border of the pons varolii. By careful dissection, the nerve can be traced into the substance of this anterior column, and, apparently, it passes through it towards the grey matter which more deeply surrounds this tract of the medulla. Further than this it is impossible to follow it satisfactorily, although some anatomists have, with Mayo, assigned to it a yet deeper origin. In the first part of its course the nerve passes forwards, upwards, and outwards for a very short distance, from near the median line to the posterior extremity of the cavernous sinus which forms the commencement of the inferior petrosal sinus. In this course it lies upon the concave basilar surface of the sphenoid bone, and is covered above by the projecting pons varolii; and at the front, where it leaves the interior of the skull, the arachnoid membrane is reflected around it. It next passes through an opening in the dura mater, and enters the cavity of the sinus. This aperture is situated just internal to the tip of the petrous bone, and is about one-third of an inch anterior to the orifice of the fifth nerve, but on a rather lower level.

On entering the sinus, it is somewhat curved or bent into a more horizontal direction, and crosses over the posterior or vertical part of the carotid artery, which here experiences its sigmoid bend by the side of the body of the sphenoid bone. It next lies parallel to, but beneath, the horizontal part of this vessel, and passes almost directly forwards, through and amongst the numerous reticulations which occupy the cavity of the sinus, but it is covered by its lining membrane. At the anterior extremity of the cavernous sinus it enters the orbit by passing between the two heads or processes of origin of the external rectus muscle.

Since the nerve in this course lies within the sinus, it is internal to the three nerves, viz. the third, fourth, and the ophthalmic division of the fifth, which are situated in the dura mater forming its outer wall. Posteriorly, the lowest of these, or the ophthalmic nerve, lies on much the same level, but nearer to the sphenoidal fissure. The latter nerve having passed upwards, the sixth is left again occupying the most inferior and internal position of all the nerves which pass through this orifice, the lower division of the third being to its inner side, and somewhat superior to it, whilst above this is the nasal branch of the fifth. Below the sixth nerve, the ophthalmic vein perforates the dura mater of the sinus by a separate aperture.

In the cavernous sinus, the following branches are connected with, or come from, this nerve:—

1. It is connected with the sympathetic nerve by several filaments. Two of these are of considerable size, and may be traced backwards at rather an acute angle from the trunk of the nerve, to join those numerous ramifications of the sympathetic which constitute the carotid plexus surrounding the artery in this venous cavity.

2. An anastomosis, or junction with the ophthalmic branch of the fifth, is described by most anatomists, and may be readily verified in the recent subject. One or more branches, having very much the same direction and appearance with the preceding to the sympathetic, pass backwards from the sixth nerve, in the anterior part of the sinus; leaving it at a very acute angle, inclining outwards as they go, and finally, entering the wall of the sinus to join the ophthalmic branch, not far from the Gasserian ganglion. These branches also exist in the sheep, and some other of the lower animals.*

* A very similar description might be extended to the analogous junction of the fourth nerve with this division of the fifth. Thus, in the sheep, three or even four considerable branches leave the ophthalmic nerve at an acute angle to join the fourth nerve. They effect this junction very obliquely, and may be traced forwards (distal) for at least some distance. May not some of these filaments, traced backwards from the fourth nerve to the wall of the cavernous sinus, which they enter to join the ophthalmic division, have been the tentorial branches of Bidder, which he describes as coming from the former nerve to be distributed to the dura mater of the tentorium?
3. A very fine filament from the sixth nerve to the ciliary or lenticular ganglion has been described by several authors. Subsequently to the cavernous sinus, the course of the nerve is but short. Arriving at the posterior extremity, or apex of the orbit, the nerve lying to the outer side of that part of the third which supplies the inferior rectus and oblique muscles, runs slightly upwards, and turning outwards, continues for a very short distance along the inner surface of the external rectus. It finally breaks up into numerous minute filaments, which enter the ocular surface of this muscle to be distributed to it.

Physiology of the sixth nerve.—The function of the nerve is, perhaps, sufficiently indicated by the preceding details. Since anatomy shows that its terminal distribution is exclusively to a muscular surface, we should on this ground alone be tolerably entitled to predicate its motor function.

The little that is known of its comparative anatomy confirms the inference. In all the higher vertebrata it is distributed to the external rectus. In some, however, it experiences an enlargement, and a further distribution. The muscle which sweeps the broad nictitating membrane over the bird’s eye, and the funnel-shaped, or choanoid muscle which surrounds the optic nerve and eyeball of many mammalia, are both supplied from this nerve.

So also one or two cases are recorded, in which an injury of this nerve from disease in the neighbourhood has produced paralysis of the external rectus, and an inward squint. While, vice verâ, the experiment of galvanising the nerve has been accompanied by violent contractions of the muscle, and an external strabismus.

The insensibility of the nerve is, perhaps, less certain than might at first appear, though Longet* distinctly states that pinching the nerve at its origin is unattended by signs of pain. The branch of junction with the ophthalmic nerve seems to be, from its direction and appearances, much more like a filament from the sensitive to the motor nerve, than from the latter to the former. If this be the case, they would seem to be somewhat analogous to the junction of the numerous branches of the fifth with the portio dura on the face. And in the absence of direct experiment upon the nerve beyond the seat of this union, one might conjecture it as possible, that the sixth nerve was possessed of a slight sensibility similar to that of this portion of the seventh. Concerning the import of the junction with the sympathetic, little can here be said; for although, as compared with the size of the communicating nerves, this union is larger than most others, yet there does not seem any sufficient reason for supposing other differences.

The distribution of a branch from the sixth to the ciliary ganglion has been thought by Longet and others to explain the persistence of movements of the iris after paralysis of the third nerve. But besides that the constant existence of this filament seems hardly verified; perhaps the interposition of a ganglion between the paralysed nerve and the ciliary filaments might alone be thought a sufficient explanation of the inconstancy or imperfection of the result, without requiring the existence of another and an uninjured channel as the cause.

Bibliography.—See "Nerve." (William Brinton.)

SKELETON. — The name skeleton, σκελετον, formed from σκελης, to dry, is, in anatomy, ordinarily applied to denote that assemblage and arrangement of all the osseous pieces of an animal framework in such connection and relational order as the hand of nature has disposed them for fitting operation in the living body.

The less the name skeleton impresses the mind with the configuration of any particular form of the osseous machines, the better is it fitted as an abstract general title, under which to give a comparative survey of all figures of the osseous system, whatever be their special characteristics; and this abstract survey being my present purpose, I find that the name skeleton, devoid as it is of any direct and inconvertible meaning, conveniently extends itself over all varieties of the osseous fabrics of the four higher classes of animals; from the mutual comparison of which I shall strive to elicit the law which creates them in the character of a unity in variety*, a condition of form by which the many species gather themselves together naturally into a circle and point to some unknown oneness of character which enchains them to the one to the other.

This law of unity in variety is still uninterpreted; and though it formed the moving theme of the great Grecian naturalist† three thousand years back, and afterwards lay in cold obstruction till resumed in later times by Leibnitz, Newton, Buffon, Cuvier, Geoffroy St. Hilaire, Oken, Gœthe, Carus, Owen‡; Leibnitz makes use of this phrase as being the general expression of his ideas of that condition of development manifested throughout the animal kingdom, namely the condition of an all-encompassing structural analogy which relates organised beings more or less closely to one another. His "loi de continuité" is founded likewise upon the same general fact. He defines the universe as "l’unité dans la variété," and of the animal kingdom he writes, "tout va par degrés dans la nature, et rien par saut." See Œuvres Philosophiques de M. de Leibnitz, liv. iv. p. 449.

* Sur le Système Nerveux.
† Aristotle, the great founder of generalisation in the physical sciences, was strongly impressed with the common resemblances or analogies of animals, and expresses the fact as follows:—"But some animals neither have parts specifically the same, nor the same according to excess and defect, but according to analogy." History of Animals, book i, p. 4, trans. by Taylor.
‡ The late work of the learned Hunterian professor, entitled "Homologies of the Vertebrate Skeleton," contains, in addition to his own especial views, a complete account of all that has been written upon the subject of skeletal analogies by the leading com-
Grant, and others, still does it remain as an open arena of inquiry, courting the votary of truth to enter there and allure her from her secret covert. All that has been written has not fixed the Protean interpretation of this law which governs the development of vertebrated skeletons. Since, therefore, this theme (upon which so many great inquirers have assayed interpretations which conflict with each other, and in the struggle lose the clue of truth), even to this hour fails of the culminating idea, and is by so much imperfect, of what avail would it be to the reader or myself were I to discuss the merits of the various opinions such as they stand? Rather than dispute about opinions, I shall turn to the facts themselves, upon which those opinions have been grounded, and engage at once in the comparison of facts as facts independent of all opinion respecting them, and unmindful of the names * by which they are liable to be mistaken for what they are not.

Under the abstract term skeleton, I shall take a general survey of the whole subject of comparative osteology; and if the reader chooses to call this survey "transcendental," I shall endeavour to show that it shall not be visionary. My argument shall set out from a first proposition, through a successional enchainment of propositions; and in the matter of all the propositions taken collectively, I shall rely on the authority of an archetypal unknown in anatomical science. The facts and their proper interpretation may be fairly termed the body and soul of truth, and such a truth is a compound of the actual and the intellectual. The facts themselves give evidence to all observers of the truth of "unity in variety," but it is by inductive reasoning that the intellect is to interpret the law, the potential agency, by which the same facts are at the same time uniform and yet various.

The object which I shall keep in view while constructing my comparisons, is to demonstrate the figure of unity, and give interpretation to the figures of variety which are sprung of it. To this end I shall prove,—

1st. That all the ossaceous skeletal forms are quantitatively unequal things.

parative anatomists of the German and French schools. To this work, and the principle which the author endeavours to establish, I shall frequently refer; and believing (as all who shall study that work must believe) that the meritorious object of its distinguished author is to give creation to a great truth in science, at the same time that he is not unwilling to give ear to all counter-argument rationally advanced, I shall therefore not hesitate to question the principle set forward in the work, as freely as shall serve my own purpose, which holds the like object in view. In whatever points, therefore, I may take objection to the author's readings, and in doing so may appear too rash to question so great and philosophical an authority, it is the cause which must be my excuse.

* "This, if we rightly consider and confine not our thoughts and abstract ideas to names, as if there were or could be to other sorts of things than what known names had already determined and, as it were, set out, we should think of things with greater freedom and less confusion than perhaps we do." Locke, Reality of Knowledge.

2d. That they are the unequal quantities of a greater or archetypal form *, a unity which has undergone such an infinitely graduated metamorphosis of its parts as to yield these unequal skeletal forms.

3d. That the law of formation is one of degradation of an archetypal uniform original.

4th. That these unequal skeletal forms constitute the species or varieties of the unity of the archetype.

5th. That the whole or archetypal form of which these unequal skeletal figures are the parts, is the only absolutely uniform skeletal series.

6th. That nomenclature and all modes of classification, according to specific distinctness, have no real meaning apart from the consideration of this law of an archetypal uniform prime model undergoing a graduated metamorphosis of its parts. That in this higher law of graduated series is enveloped all lesser laws of classes, orders, genera, species, and individuals, which, whatever be the amount of their distinctive characters, do one and all point to a unity of type more or less.

With this purpose before the reader's mind, I proceed to lay down my propositions as preliminaries by which to pioneer a passage through the blinding thicket of nomenclature and gain the light beyond it, the light of a general law † in nature. But before he*

* This term, archetype, having been first introduced by me in the study of comparative osteology, may require here a word in explanation. When I first applied myself to the study of the law of unity in variety which presides over the development of vertebrated skeletons, there appeared to be such a shadowy and ill-defined meaning in the term unity in variety, and the facts of form themselves presented in such a mysterious condition of enmeshed analogous characters, and at the same time gave such unmistakable evidences of an enchainment of unity in variety the latter more than anything else formed condition at every step of inquiry, and neither the differences nor the analogies (while contemplated as such under the same regard) holding forth to me any promise of an end to labour and research, I sought after a word to know (in addition to the self-evident analogy which the facts manifested) whether or not the deferential properties were mainly owing to some law which degraded or proportioned the lesser and special forms from some greater or whole form—some integer or full skeletal figure which might be seen as containing in its own quantitative character the sum of all known varieties or species. The comparative method which I adopted to define the existence of such a figure realised my expectation, as I shall presently show, and to this purpose I give the name archetype.

In a paper "On Anatomical Nomenclature," addressed to Professors Owen and Grant, published in a number of the Lancet, March, 14. 1846, I have spoken of the figure of an archetype skeleton.

About the same time that I since published my work on "Comparative Osteology and the Archetype Skeleton," bearing date 1847, I felt gratified to see that the learned Professor Owen sanctioned the name archetype, and gave it the weight and interest of his philosophical researches. See his work, entitled "The Archetype and Homologies of the Vertebrate Skeleton," published 1848, being a second edition of his work bearing the same title, published 1847.

† "Les lois, dans la signification la plus étendue, sont les rapports nécessaires qui dérivent de la
passes with me to my task of comparison, I warn him that he should feel within himself a full conviction of the truth, that in order to gain a fair insight of the law of formation, he must not suffer names of different significations to hide the common analogy or similitude which the things themselves manifest. He must have fully freed himself of the barbarisms of the nomenclature which the unreasonable human anatomist still makes use of; he must not suppose that because one spinal piece is named sacrum, it is therefore absolutely different to another spinal piece named vertebra. And even in respect to the name vertebra*, which applies alike to all spinal segments, however quantitatively different these may be, he should not think these the same things in form and dimensions, and elemental constituents, simply because they bear the same name.

For in reality this name vertebra attaches to bodies which are quantitatively different, and is, therefore, a name as truly misapplied to generalise not only over the spinal units of the skeletal axes of the four classes of vertebrata, but even over those of the human type; as if, while viewing a series of circles, semicircles, and segments, we called it a series of segments of semicircles or of circles, which it evidently is not. We would not call the two quantities, viz. circle and segment, by the same name; neither should we name such different quantities as cervical, dorsal, and coccygeal forms under the common title "vertebra." If we fully acknowledge to this first truth, truth will be begotten of it; but if we still begin the calculation with the error, error will spring from out of it, and defy all mathematical computation.

* Proposition I. *Vertebrae are unequal quantities.—In the human spinal axis I find that those bodies which the human anatomist terms vertebrae are not quantitatively similar, equal, or homologous.† The cervical vertebra (A, fig. 444.) differs in this respect from the dorsal vertebra (c); this from the lumbar vertebra (e); this from the sacral vertebra (u); and this from the coccygeal vertebra (t). In all animal spinal axes I see that those bodies which the comparative anatomist names vertebrae are likewise quantitatively different. The several classes of vertebrae termed cervical, dorsal, lumbar, sacral, and caudal, are actually developed of unequal quantities. And it is, moreover, most true that even the vertebral of any one class, whether of the cervical class, the dorsal, lumbar, sacral, or caudal, are not quantitatively similar or equal. In animal cervices, thoraces, or loins, the vertebra constituting any of those regional divisions of the spinal axis are not equal quantities. Even in though not equal to the circle, manifest a proportional correspondence all three; and in the same way, vertebral quantities which manifest to each other a similar degree of proportional correspondence, seem to point to some unknown whole quantity of which they are the parts. Philosophical anatomists seem to have all agreed upon the point, that the name vertebra attaches to certain osseous forms arranged along the spinal axis, which, in fact, are proportionally diverse bodies, and being so acknowledged, they have directed comparative research to determine the quantitative form of the "typical vertebra." The difficulty of this inquiry into the form and quantitative character of the typical vertebra may be learned from the fact, that science has not, as yet, determined it upon the firm basis of demonstrative evidence.

† This term "homologous," as used by the geometrician, means corresponding. Figures are called similar or corresponding whose sides and angles are homologous. Quantities having the same manner or proportions are homologous. Quantities, therefore, which are not equal to one another are not homologous; but such quantities, though being unequal, may still possess the correspondence which we see apparent in the proportions of a whole quantity; thus a segment of a circle or a semicircle, showing a quantitative difference. The similar parts of each bear the same figures.
the human cervix, thorax, or loins, or sacrum, or caudex, the vertebrae of each region manifest those quantitative differences. For we find in the human neck that, or in the loins figure 444. and the ribs, which circumstance gives rise to a serious objection to the rule, that the mammal cervix is constant to the number of seven vertebrae, or that the thorax of even the human skeleton develops twelve vertebrae constantly, or that the human lumbar region is confined to the number of five vertebrae constantly. It is evident, therefore, that the bodies named vertebrae are quantitatively different bodies, as seen not only in all spinal axes comparatively estimated, but even in the one animal spine of human type.

PROP. II. Even the one vertebra is not of equal quantity in all individuals of the same species.—Comparative research proves that all vertebrae are quantitatively unequal entities; but this is not all, for even when I fix attention upon the single isolated vertebral segment of the spine, I find that it manifests a fluctuating character as to proportions and elementary quantity. The seventh cervical vertebra (444.) of the mammal spinal axis occasionally produces a costal appendage (4 of n). The first lumbar vertebra (e, fig. 444.) of the human spine likewise develops now and then the costal appendages (4 of r, fig. 444.) and hence it is that anatomists are still undecided whether to name them thoracic vertebrae or not. I do not here intend to discuss those several interpretations which anatomists have advanced concerning the cervical and lumbar ribs, for we should find ourselves in the end as little enlightened about the true nature of the anatomical fact as when we first set out, suffice it here that we fully own to the fact; that the body which we name vertebrae is not always equal to itself at all times even in the one fixed locality of the spinal series.

PROP. III. All vertebrae contain a greater or lesser amount of certain known elemental pieces.—If we will consider why it is that we designate vertebral bodies under one generalising appellation, we will find that it is on account of vertebrae (whatever be their special variety) containing few or more of those elemental nuclei from which vertebrae are fashioned. Thus as we find vertebrae to be constituted from a whole sum of elemental pieces proper alone to vertebral form, we therefore consent to give the name vertebra to every spinal figure which shall produce any one element proper to the ideal vertebral type. But then we must not understand by this name vertebrated, a condition of absolute quantitative uniformity.*

* The uniformity of a serial line of bodies implies that all units of the line of serial order are quantitatively equal and homologous. A series of circles would constitute such an uniformity, because all such circles would be similar. Uniformity, taken in this sense of equality among the units of the series, does not characterise the vertebral spinal series; but while we see that vertebrae, though not uniform as quantities, are still various only as proportions of a greater ens or archetype, then the question arises as to how these proportions throughout the bodies so named; for to do so would be as directly opposed to natural evidence as to understand by the name endo-skeleton, that all figures so named were absolutely uniform with each other in quantity. The truth is that vertebrae are as much varied to each other as skeletons; but the truth also is that vertebrae are only quantitatively different, just as skeletons. A coccygeal vertebra (1, fig. 444.) is only different from a lumbar (F, e) or cervical vertebra (A, a) by quantity; and a skeleton of a frog is different to that of a whale by the condition of variable quantity also. But a coccygeal vertebra (1, fig. 444.) is in reality a vertebral centrum (5) unattended with the presence of those other elementary pieces, such as laminae marked 2, 3, spinae (1), and transverse processes (3), which elsewhere constitute the completer vertebral form; and hence it is to be inferred that a coccygeal vertebra is a minus quantity, and as such differs in this respect only from a lumbar or cervical vertebra; these latter being plus in those very same elements which the coccygeal vertebra wants. It is sufficient for us at present to know clearly that all vertebrae have some elements in common, and that the only difference which appears between them is occurring by a simple omission of elementary parts from some vertebrae, which parts are present and persistent in other vertebrae. The coccygeal bone (1, fig. 444.), being as a vertebral centrum (5) identical with the centra marked 5 in all other vertebrae, is different from all other vertebrae simply by the loss of parts; and those parts which it has lost are evidently such parts as I find in a vertebra elsewhere posited, viz. the parts marked 1, 2, 3, 4.

PROP. IV. The dorsal vertebra of human anatomy is an artificial figure.—The human anatomist separates the dorsal vertebra (c, fig. 444.) from its costal appendages marked 4 in n, fig. 444., and by so doing he disconnects forms which nature has created inseparable from each other. In nature there is no such ens as the dorsal vertebra (c, fig. 444.) developed without the ribs (4 of n.); nor can we conceive the idea of a dorsal vertebrae ever to have creation? It is evident that the solution of this question is attainable only by a rule of equation, which, while it acknowledges the condition of the proportional, or the a—b, must fill up or supply mentally (without deference to the doctrine of functional fitness) the differential quantity which is to equate it with a+b; and this is the mode which I adopt, in order to re-establish the original typical uniformity of skeleton bodies, for I shall prove that the known quantitative difference between two unequal forms renders the condition of the ideal. The skeleton of Carus and Owen is not an ideal creation, sprung from a rule of comparison which rejects (as I mean to do) the teleological doctrine of Cuvier, and undertakes to compare form as form, regardless of the difference as to function. The paramount necessity of this will at once occur to the reader, and he will recognise in the truly philosophical researches of the Hunterian professor an advance towards the truthful interpretation of the law of formation, equal in degree to the measure of this mode of comparison adopted by him.
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When we bisect the circles we make semicircles; but by so doing we cannot possibly lose sight of the fact, that both semicircles once constituted the whole circle; and in the same way, when we separate the dorsal vertebra (c) from its attendant ribs (4 in D), we cannot obliterate from the memory the idea, that the dorsal vertebra and its ribs once formed an entire osseous quantity as that represented by D, having the ribs appended. When the human anatomist separates the dorsal quantity (c, fig. 444.) from the costal elements 4 in D, and describes the quantity of c as a vertebral figure, he commits an error no less visibly opposed to natural evidence than if he separated one half of the dorsal element from the other half, and called either half a vertebra. The dorsal vertebra (c) of human anatomy is therefore in separable from its thoracic ribs (4 of D), and to these several pieces naturally combined and collectively contemplated (in D), I give the name costo-vertebral quantity.

Prop. V. The cervical vertebra develops the costal appendages also.—In order to prove incontestably that the anterior moiety (4) of the transverse process (4, 3, fig. 445. b), is the true homologue of the thoracic rib (4, fig. 445. a), I shall lay down my remarks as follow: — I separate from the human spinal axis that body (c, fig. 444.) which the human anatomist terms the “dorsal vertebra;” and on comparing it with the cervical vertebra (A, fig. 444.), I find that both figures are identical as to the number and position of their elemental pieces in all respects save one particular. This one point in which the cervical vertebra (A, fig. 444.) differs from the dorsal vertebra is evidently the anterior moiety (4) of the transverse process of the cervical vertebra (A); for the dorsal vertebra (c), such as the human anatomist describes it, does not contain any elemental piece as the true counterpart or homologue of the element (4) which is posited as the anterior half of the cervical transverse process.*

In both vertebrae (A, c, fig. 444.), I find the spinous elements marked 1, the laminae or neural arches (2), and the bodies or centra (5); but it is attaching to the transverse processes of both vertebrae that a doubt arises as to their identity. Now if I call the posterior moiety (3) of the transverse process of fig. 445. b, the true homologue or counterpart of the dorsal transverse process (fig. 444. c, 3), I still have no element in the dorsal vertebra (fig. 444. c), wherewith to compare the anterior half (4) of the cervical transverse process of fig. 445. b. But when I apply the costal piece (4, fig. 445. a) to the dorsal vertebra, constituted of the pieces 1, 2, 3, 5, then it becomes evident that this costa is supplying the place of the anterior half (4) of the cervical transverse process (fig. 445.).

* All anatomists (the comparative as well as the human) had, until lately, overlooked the compound nature of the transverse process of the cervical vertebra; and even when this character of the process came to be fully acknowledged, still so difficult was it for them to emancipate themselves from the toils of the original error committed by the anthropotomist, that we find them more willing to bend the stubborn facts of nature in accordance with the error, than to correct the oversight. Thus, according to the ancient and true vertebral quantity of the human anatomist’s “dorsal vertebra,” whose transverse process is single, that of the cervical vertebra being double, both processes were held to correspond nevertheless; and consequently, when such a fact as that of the anterior nucleus of the cervical transverse process being produced to the dimension of a cervical rib appeared, they, with Meckel, interpreted this as a prolongation of the cervical transverse process, which they had already regarded as homologous with the process so named in the dorsal vertebra; or with Blumen, they acknowledged, its costal character and proportions, but interpreted it as belonging to a “category of ribs proper to themselves,” distinct from those of the thorax, and also diverse to those called “cervical ribs” in other classes of animals. And although it had been broadly asserted, by Hudy and others, that the transversal law gave to even the human skeleton more than twelve pairs of ribs—the supernumerary ones which now and then stood upon the cervical and lumbar vertebrae—still, owing to the obstructiveness of the pre-conceived doctrine of the mammal cervical, being accounted limited to the number of seven ribless vertebrae, even nature herself failed to prove the invalidity of that general rule, though she presented them with the sloth’s cervix, which produces nine vertebrae, and that of the human species occasionally producing only five or six.
And it cannot be doubted, for a moment, that both these elemental pieces, marked 4 in both figures, are identical; for many facts go to prove it; first, both elements marked 4 are posited in the same situation with respect to the other pieces (5, 2, 1, 5) of the vertebrae; second, both are "autogenous," that is to say, they are developed as separate and isolated deposits; third, they hold the same serial order in the spinal axis; fourth, the anterior element (4) of the cervical transverse process (fig. 445. b), is that which is occasionally converted into a rib, as seen in u, fig. 444., and thereby simulating more closely the thoracic rib (4) of the dorsal vertebra (fig. 445. a); fifth, a negative evidence may be adduced to prove that the anterior half (4) of the cervical transverse process of fig. 445. b, is the true counterpart of the thoracic rib (fig. 444. b, 4); for the more clearly it can be shown that the posterior half (3) of the cervical transverse process of fig. 445. b, is the homologue of the dorsal transverse process (fig. 444. c, 3), the more evident must it appear that neither one or the other of these last-named pieces are homologous to either of the two former; sixth, the posterior half (3) of the cervical transverse process (fig. 445. b) and the dorsal transverse process (fig. 444. c, 3) are "exogenous" growths; that is to say, they are produced of elemental nuclei common to them and the "neural" or laminar arches marked 2; and therefore it appears that the cervical vertebra (fig. 445. b) possesses a costal element (4), just as the dorsal vertebra (fig. 445. a) does, the only difference between these vertebrae being, that the costa of the latter is produced of greater dimensions than the costa of the former.

Prop. VI. All the cervical vertebrae develop costal appendages. — The identity which has been proved to exist between the seventh cervical vertebra and the first thoracic costo-vertebral quantity will allow it to be inferred, that all the cervical vertebra, the atlas not excepted, which are fashioned of an equal number of elemental nuclei, must therefore be identical with all the thoracic costo-vertebral quantities. The only difference which exists between the cervical vertebrae, even that named atlas (fig. 446.), and the thoracic costo-vertebral quantities (fig. 444.) is one of quantity; and this difference in quantity appears upon comparison to be alone attaching to the costal appendages marked 4. — The thoracic costae are of larger dimensions than the cervical costae.

Prop. VII. The lumbar vertebra develops the costal appendage. — When I take the dorsal vertebra (c, fig. 444.) of human anatomy separated from its costae, and hold it in comparison with the lumbar vertebra (b, fig. 444.), I find that the elemental nuclei of both are, for the most part, equal in number and similar in position and shape. The points by which anatomists doubt their absolute identity are the processes (3 of c and 4 of e), named "transverse" in both, and the process (3 of e) named "tubercle" in the lumbar form. The cause of this doubt I find to be occasioned by an error as to the identity of elementary nuclei, and a consequent misapplication of terms. The cause of the anatomical error originates with human anatomy having described as a complete dorsal vertebra that figure (c, fig. 444.) which has never been seen separate from its ribs, as it appears in b, fig. 444. The best mode, therefore, whereby we may correct this error, is to take nature as she presents to us, and interpret her by her own evidence, not through the artificial system of any human invention. While I compare the first lumbar vertebra (b, fig. 447.) with the last costo-vertebral thoracic form (a, fig. 447.), I discover that nature has developed them of the same elemental pieces. In both the spinous element (1), the neural or laminar elements (2), and the bodies or centra (3), are apparent. In both are to be traced the true transverse processes which are homologous to each other in every respect, I mean the process named "tubercle" (3) of the lumbar vertebra (b), and the process named "transverse" (3) of the thoracic figure (a). Both these processes are identical in form, mode of growth, relative position in regard to the other vertebral elements (1, 2, 4, 5), and in serial order with regard to each other. They are the true transverse processes by every anatomical proof, for they are produced of elemental pieces common to them...
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and the neural arches (2).—They are "exogenous." Now the thoracic rib (4 of A) is also the true homologue of the lumbar mis-named and mistaken "transverse" process (4 of B), for both these structures are identical in every respect: 1st, they hold the same serial order; 2d, they are posited in the same situation with respect to the other vertebral elements; 3d, they are autogenous; 4th, the so-called "transverse process" (4) of the lumbar vertebra (n) is that very structure which occasionally presents to us in articulated costal form and function as seen in 4 of B, fig. 444, thereby more closely becoming assimilated to the thoracic rib of the dorsal vertebra; 5th, by negative evidence it may be shown that the thoracic rib (4 of A) is the true homologue of the so named transverse process (4) of the lumbar vertebra (n), for while it stands manifest that the "tubercle" (3) of the latter is counterpart of the transverse process (3) of the dorsal vertebra, then it must follow that the thoracic rib and the lumbar "transverse process"† so called are also counterparts. The lumbar vertebra therefore produces the costal appendage;‡

Prop. VIII. All the lumbar vertebrae develop costal appendages. — That which is true of the first lumbar vertebra and the last costo-vertebral thoracic form must be true of the five lumbar vertebrae and the twelve thoracic costo-vertebral forms, for all the lumbar vertebrae are fashioned of an equal number of elementary pieces. The difference which exists between lumbar vertebrae and thoracic costo-vertebral forms is one of quantity, and the costal appendages of both are those which show this quantitative difference. — The ribs of the thorax are proportionally larger than those of the loins. In the thorax the costes (4 of A, fig. 447.) appear articularly connected with the centrum (5). In the loins the costes (4 of B, fig. 447.) are fixed or anchylosed to the vertebral centrum (5); but this state of anchylosis is by no means constant; and when they articulate freely with the centra of the lumbar vertebrae, then the elements (4) are as ribs seen in B, fig. 444.

Prop. IX. The sacral vertebrae develop costal appendages.—If it can be demonstrated that the first sacral vertebra is developed of nuclei equal in number, and identical in situation, in form, and in mode of growth with those which are proper to lumbar vertebrae, then we may account both lumbar and sacral vertebrae as homologous with the costo-vertebral thoracic form. And it does appear that the sacral vertebra (B, fig. 448.) is actually fashioned of the same number of elements. For the serial order of nuclear deposition throughout the whole length of the spinal axis proves that the anterior nucleus (4) of the lateral mass (3, 4) of the sacral vertebra (n) is the true homologue of the so called "transverse process" (4) of the lumbar vertebra (b, fig. 447.), and of the costa (4) of the thoracic form (A, fig. 448.) and of the anterior half of the cervical transverse process (4, fig. 445.). All these pieces hold serial order; all are autogenous growths; all are posited in the same relation with respect to the other vertebral pieces (1, 2, 3, 5) of the cervical, dorsal, and lumbar forms. Now, having once determined the proper identity of the anterior nucleus (4) of the lateral mass (3, 4) of the sacral vertebra (B, fig. 448.), it becomes easy to recognise the homological cast and relation of all the other pieces of the sacral vertebra. The posterior half (3) of the lateral mass of the sacral vertebra (b) is the counterpart of the "tubercle" (3) of the lumbar vertebra (b, fig. 447.), of the transverse process (3) of the dorsal vertebra (A, fig. 448.), and of the posterior half of the transverse process (3) of the cervical vertebra (fig. 445.). The spinous process (1), laminae (2, 2), centrum, or body (3) of the sacral vertebra (B, fig. 448.) are evidently identical with the like-named parts of all the other vertebrae correspondingly numbered. It will hence appear that sacral vertebrae do not differ from other vertebrae; and that it is an error as to the identity of the anterior nucleus

*[The "tubercle" is, in human anatomy, accounted as a process specially characterising the lumbar vertebra as distinct from the dorsal vertebra, in which latter the tubercle is supposed to have no counterpart.‡ Cruveilhier states, as a peculiarity of the lumbar transverse process, that it sometimes remains articularly separate, and simulates the costal character, becoming the "supernumerary rib." Meckel alludes to the fact also.† On referring to the *Homologies of the Vertebrate Skeleton," I find the following affirmation:— Each of the five succeeding segments is represented by the same elements (centrum and neural arch) coalesced, that constitute the so called dorsal vertebra; they are called 'lumbar vertebrae; * they have no ossified pleurapophyses." Professor Owen's "pleurapophysis" is the rib or costal appendage of his typical vertebra. While he states, therefore, that the lumbar vertebra has no pleurapophysis, he means that it has no rib or costal piece. This oversight (which, with all respect, I believe it to be) has arisen from the evident error of mistaking the lumbar transverse process as being the counterpart or homologue of the dorsal transverse process, which, if such were the case, would leave the lumbar vertebra without a rib.]

*Fig. 418.*
(4) of the lateral mass of the sacral vertebra (B, fig. 448.), which causes the human anatomist to name this anterior nuclear appendage as the "peculiarity" of sacral form. This anterior nucleus of the sacral lateral mass, I call a rudimentary rib abutting against the iliac bone.

PROP. X. The coccygeal vertebrae are deprived of their costal appendages. — The serial order in which we find all spinal figures standing, renders it, under comparison, a demonstrable fact, that the coccygeal bones (B, fig. 449.) are the debris or metamorphosed

\[ Fg. 449. \]

remains of true and complete vertebrae, such as A of the thorax. It matters not as an objection to the truth of this idea of coccygeal bones being the minus proportionals of full costo-vertebral quantities, that we now find them wanting many of those elemental pieces which are existing to these latter. For though it be true that it is impossible now to read the same number of elements in the last caudal ossicle (n) which we find elsewhere posited for all other vertebrae of the spinal series, yet I hold it to be also impossible for any anatomist to contemplate the present character of a caudal bone and remain unproductive of the idea that the caudal bone (b), as a centre (5), is a proportional left standing after the metamorphosis of all its other parts. If, then, we agree to this, we must also agree to the fact that those very parts (1, 2, 3, 4, of A) which a caudal centrum (such as n) wants, are identical with those same parts which are left standing to other vertebrae. Now, when I find that a coccygeal ossicle (b, 5) holds series with the centra (5) of all other vertebrae, I have every reason to name it as being the centrum of its own vertebra, which has undergone metamorphosis; and therefore I may conclude that the plus original of the caudal ossicle (b, fig. 449.) is equal to A, or to any other vertebra of the spinal series. It will be sufficient to the present argument, which holds comparison in order to establish the ideas of original or archetype uniformity, that we clearly understand how the original or archetype of a coccygeal bone is equal and uniform with any other vertebra of the spinal axis. The coccygeal bones (n) as nature presents them to us are vertebral centra, having had subtracted from them their spinous (1), neural (2), and costal elements (4); and under this interpretation we may have as strong an idea of the whole or plus quantity (A) of which caudal bones (n) have been metamorphosed, as if we saw those quantities still persisting entire. The difference between any of the costo-vertebral spinal segments and a caudal bone is like the quantitative difference between \( a + b \) and \( a - b \). Thus A, fig. 449., minus the elements 1, 2, 3, 4, equals b; while n plus the elements 1, 2, 3, 4, equals A.

PROP. XI. The first seven thoracic costo-vertebral figures are whole or plus quantities. — In no one respect do the first seven thoracic costo-vertebral figures (all equal to fig. 450.) differ from each other; in each of them may be counted the same elemental pieces; and those pieces of each (marked as in fig. 450.) are identical or homologous both as to position, use, mode of growth, number, and linear order. These elements consequently bear the same name in each, and most properly, because the corresponding pieces of each are absolutely similar. Consequently, also, the whole quantities (such as fig. 450.), which are

\[ Fg. 450. \]
traction of quantity from whole or archetype originals. If nature arrested the development of, or, what amounts to the same result, if she subtracted different elemental parts from different regions of these several thoracic costo-vertebral archetypes; if she subtracted the spinal process (1) of one, the sternal element (6) of another, the rib (4) of another, or the spinous process, sternal piece, and ribs of another, then the remainders of those once uniform whole plus quantities would represent specific distinctiveness to each other. The remainders of the plus or whole quantities would then be the variable proportions of such plus figures; and, being proportionals, would therefore be proportionally, that is to say specifically, various to them and to each other. Therefore I conclude that such species results not by the positing of new and unknown quantity, but by the annihilation or degradation of already known and posited quantity. In the plus figures (such as fig. 450.) we therefore discern not only the already create and positive entity of uniform quantity, but even every condition of possible variety or species which can result by a subtraction of their elemental parts.*

PROP. XII. The five aternal costo-vertebral forms are proportionals metamorphosed

This whole or plus segment of the mammalian spinal axis, to which I give the simple name costo-vertebral quantity, may appear at first sight to be the same as the "typical vertebra" of Carus, Owen, and others; but it is not so in fact, nor are the ideas which I entertain of the plus form, compared with other vertebrae of the same spine or different spinal axes, the same as theirs. I do not, for example, think it necessary to see in the typical form so many elements and parts as those which Professor Owen names, in order to render it inclusive or archetypal of all varieties of vertebrae, which, in addition to the centrum, the neural arch and spine, and the costal haemal arch and spine, seem to produce such other elements as he calls zygaphyses, diaphyses, parapophyses, distinct. If I can prove that the ventral and cervical transverse processes, the parts called haemal arch and spine, and (ventral) of a haemal arch and spine, together with their point of union— the vertebral centrum. If I can show that the lumbar "transverse process" and the anterior piece of the cervical transverse process (both of which are named "apophysis" by Mr. Owen) is just in the same paper, — the remains of the degraded plus ribs of a thorax, then there will be no need of them as distinct elements from ribs in my archetype or plus figure. Neither will it be required for my typical spinal figure that I should introduce into its proportions the parts called haemal arch and spine (the chevron bones) as things distinct from the ventral costal circles (the pleurapophyses), while I see good reason to believe the former to be the ribs themselves somewhat degraded. In short, while I see it possible to interpret many of those elements which have been gathered together by the philosophic anatomist, as being necessary to the sum of his typical form, to be in reality but varying proportionals of the same whole quantity, so shall I be enabled to divest my typical form of all needless complexity, and set up simplicity in its stead.
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from five sternal costo-vertebral plus quantities.—The thoracic region of the human spinal axis consists for the most part of twelve costo-vertebral spinal segments. Seven of these enclosing space completely, arch forward and join at the sternal median line (fig. 450.6). Five of these (such as fig. 451.) do not enclose thoracic space completely, but fall short of this sternal median line (6) more or less (as at point 7, fig. 451.); and in this respect the five aternal costo-vertebral segments are specifically distinct from the seven sterno-costo-vertebral plus forms. This distinction or species is evidently owing to the subtraction of costo-sternal quantity (7 to 6) from the aternal five forms (such as fig. 451.), which costo-sternal quantity is persistent for the seven sternal forms (such as fig. 450.). The loss or subtraction of the sternal piece (from 7 to 6, fig. 451.) becomes the advent or presence of the specific difference between figs. 450. and 451.; and hence it becomes clearly apparent that the law which exercises in creation of such difference between the sternal and aternal spinal segment is one of subtracting quantity from whole or plus forms, from which it is self-evident, that as the quantity of a sternal element and sternal costal pieces is that which is subtracted from the now aternal costo-vertebral segment (fig. 450.), so the original or plus quantity of this latter figure is of sternal costo-vertebral integrity or entirety, as I have drawn it in dotted outline for fig. 451.

PROP. XIII. The five lumbar vertebrae are proportionals metamorphosed from five sternal costo-vertebral archetypes.—The seven sternal costo-vertebral circles are succeeded by the five aternal costo-vertebral proportionals, and these latter by the five lumbar vertebrae. In this series of spinal segments it is easy to distinguish a descending scale of proportional quantities, whose only difference is one of quantity. This quantitative difference is exercised upon the costal elements only. In all other respects the lumbar and thoracic segments are similar; for in both orders of structures we find the same elements, such as spinous processes, transverse processes (the tubercle being the transverse process of the lumbar vertebra), centra, and neural arches. In both we also find the costal appendages, but these are not of equal growth or quantity. It is quite true, however, that the sternal costa is serially succeeded by the aternal costa, and this by
that the presentational proportional condition of lumbar vertebrae, consisting of the elements 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, fig. 452.), manifests no other variety or species to the archetypal quantity 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, elsewhere persisting, than a simple quantitative variety.

**Prop. XIV.** The sacro-coccygeal series of vertebrae are proportionals degraded from sternal costo-vertebral circles.—That which is true of lumbar vertebrae, compared with thoracic segments, must be true of sacral vertebrae compared with the same. For as it seems that lumbar vertebrae are the proportionals of sternal costo-vertebral circles, so must sacral vertebrae, which are developed of elements identical in all respects with those of lumbar vertebrae, be proportionals of the like whole quantities or originals. And this is what I affirm of both sacral and coccygeal spinal segments.

**Fig. 453.**

The last caudal bone, equal to the centrum (5, fig. 453.), being a spinal centrum itself, is the vanishing point of the series. The next degree of subtraction is annihilation of all quantity proper to the costo-vertebral original whole quantity, the complement of which I have drawn as the parts marked 1, 2, 3, 4, 6 around 5, fig. 452., thereby equating it with the plus thoracic form.

**Prop. XV.** The seven cervical vertebrae are proportionals degraded from seven sterno-costo-vertebral whole quantities.—The same elemental quantity which is proper to a lumbar vertebra is to be found in a cervical vertebra. In both (vide figs. 445. and 447.) we distinguish the centrum (5), the neural arch (2), the spinous (1), and transverse processes (3), and the costal rudiments (4). In both we find that the difference which they manifest on comparison with the costo-vertebral thoracic archetypes is simply a difference in costal quantity; and hence the same reasons which have been here advanced for regarding the lumbar segments as proportionals of sterno-costo-vertebral circles, may be also applied as proof of the truth of the interpretation that cervical vertebrae (such as fig. 454.), are also proportionals of the like whole originals, and therefore I have equated it with the thoracic whole quantity.

**Prop. XVI.** The mammalian spinal axis consists of a series of segmental quantities, whose only variety or specific distinction depends upon proportioning from whole thoracic quantities. —The truth of this proposition has been established by the foregoing remarks. All the spinal segments of those regions of fig. 455., named cervical, thoracic, lumbar, sacral, and caudal, are not uniform, because they are not equal quantities. A cervical uniformity throughout the spinal axis would require that all the serial segments stood in cervical quantity. A lumbar uniformity would require all the serial segments to be of lumbar quantity. The same with respect to sacral uniformity; and the same of caudal uniformity. A thoracic uniformity would also require the spinal axis to be of thoracic sterno-costo-vertebral quantity from cranium to the other extreme of the same linear series, such as is represented in fig. 455., where the ribs are indicated in dotted outline in the neck from 1 to 7, and in the loins from 20 to 24. In neither of these conditions is the mammal spinal axis developed; and therefore it is that the original plus uniformity of all the segments from 1 to 25 is interrupted, the serial quantities being now developed of thoracic or plus, and of minus or cervical and lumbar, &c., proportions. Now as to the just interpretation of the natural law which creates this figure 455., thus composed of spinal segments in plus and minus variety, I apprehend that it is more rational to regard nature as being an artificer who, after creating a prime-model of whole or entire dimensions (such as fig. 455.), with the ribs having been similarly degraded, the next step is to remote the centro-cervical.
and sternum drawn at neck and loins, as well as thorax, degrades this prime-model to the dimensions of a specific or proportional variety, by obliterating costal quantity at the neck and loins, than to understand her as having first given creation to an ens of lesser proportions (such as fig. 455.), with the cervical and lumbar vertebrae lesser than

Fig. 455.

The Mammalian Skeletal Axis;

Showing in dotted outline at the neck and loins those costo-sternal quantities which, if present, would render these regions equal to, and uniform with, the thorax.

those of the thorax, and then varied all other forms to this ens by a superaddition of new and hitherto unknown elements. The former idea is that which I am endeavouring to establish throughout these propositions. Original uniformity, or the prime model or archetype, viz. fig. 455., with the costo-sternal quantities at neck and loins, is that figure whose proportions I mean to develop by my mode of comparison; and the idea that the degradation or subtraction of parts proper to this archetype is that law which becomes the creator of specific variety. When I find that the osseous quantity of a caudal centrum, a sacral, a lumbar, or a cervical vertebral quantity can severally be referred to the like quantities contained in a sternal thoracic costo-vertebral segment*, I entertain the opinion that the latter, as a whole or prime model, has undergone metamorphosis to the creation of such proportional variety as the former instance: and this opinion, I fancy, is more consonant with reason, or is, at least, more pliable for understanding, than to suppose that nature, after having first given creation to the caudal, lumbar, or cervical segments of the spinal axis, created, as it were by after thought, other figures secondary and special to such as these by the addition of new and unknown elemental structure, such as a thoracic rib and a sternal piece; for in the absence or presence of certain elements consists all the specific difference between all segments and regions of the mammalian spinal axis.

Prop. XVII. Uniformity of structure is a condition proper to the plus thoracic origins of the spinal axis of the mammalian body. — It is a demonstrable fact, that all the spinal segments of those regions (fig. 455.), named cervical, lumbar, and sacral, differ from the first seven thoracic costo-vertebral circles (those numbered from 8 to 14) by quantity only; and this quantity is costo-sternal. It is also demonstrable, that the coccygeal segments of the spinal region, represented by the centrum (5, fig. 453.), differ from the same whole forms by quantity only; this quantity is the neural arch and spinous process, in addition to costo-sternal elements, all of which I have drawn in dotted outline around the caudal centrum (5, fig. 453.). Now this differential condition, visible between all such spinal segments, being one of quantity only, it must appear evident that the idea of a structural uniformity can alone be established, first by interpreting the present condition of cervical, lumbar, sacral, and caudal segments, as being one of proportional variety; and second, by comparing them as such with their originals, which I assert to be of sternal costo-vertebral quantity. If, then, the original or archetypal quantity of a caudal, a sacral, a lumbar, or a cervical segment be a sternal costo-vertebral segment, it will follow that the series of such originals constitutes plus uniformity, as indicated in fig. 455., whose serial units at neck and loins are equated with the thoracic units, whereas the series of such segments as cervical, lumbar, sacral, and caudal quantity constitutes proportional variety or specific difference, created out of the substance of the uniform archetype costo-vertebral originals. In order to fix the idea

* Every lesser unit of the vertebral chain finds its quantitative homologue in a part of the greater unit, and all lesser units in the greatest unit, which I therefore name as the archetype. In the following beautiful sentence, Carus expresses his idea of the organic whole quantity compared with the lesser thing or species: — "La partie d'un tout organique est incontestablement donnee d'un organisation d'autant plus elevee qu'elle depasse plus parfaitement en elle l'idée du tout, et le tout lui-même est d'autant plus parfait qu'il correspond d'avantage à l'idée de la nature entière dont nous démons reconnaître que l'essence est l'unité des lois éternelles révélées dans l'infinie diversité de la manifestation." See C. G. Carus, Traité Élément, d'Anatomie Comp. c. xi. p. 26., traduit par J. L. Jourdan; see also Carus, Von den Ursheilen des Knochen und Schalengerüstes, fol. Leipzic, 1828.
of uniformity throughout the serial line of spinal segments such as they are, we must submit them to a mental process of comparison which is to tell us what they once were. For as it is evident that these segments are only proportionally various, so is it equally evident that their plus originals must be uniform and absolutely similar. When I compare a caudal, a lumbar, or a cervical segment with a sternal costo-vertebral segment, I must acknowledge to a specific difference existing between these bodies; but then I also have every reason to believe that this specific difference is only a proportional difference.* If, then, the cervical, lumbar, or caudal segment shall severally prove to be parts or proportional when they are compared with a sternal costo-vertebral segment standing at the thorax, it cannot be erroneous to read them as having been metamorphosed from their own originals, such as those of the thorax, and hence I conclude that uniformity alone characterises the series of such originals.†

PROP. XVIII. Every spinal segment which is lesser, refers to every spinal segment which is greater; and all lesser segments refer to that which is greatest.—If it be easy to conceive that the last caudal bone (\(t, \text{fig. 444.}\)) is a lesser quantity metamorphosed from such another quantity as the penultimate caudal bone (\(u, \text{fig. 444,}\)), where can the difficulty be in rationally interpreting both to be as quantities metamorphosed or proportioned from such quantities as lumbar vertebras (\(u, \text{fig. 444,}\)), and hence from such segmental quantities as sternal costo-vertebral plus forms (such as \(\text{fig. 452.}\)). I could not entertain this idea of a caudal bone, if I found that it were an ens holding within its dimensions any elemental part which may not also be found to be contained in the plus form of \(\text{fig. 452.}\). But if it were not the fact that the archetype (\(\text{fig. 450. or 453.}\)) could expand into a simple graduated metamorphosis of its parts (1, 2, 3, 4, 6), so as to simulate any other segment of the spinal axis lesser than itself.‡

* The number of proportions capable of being struck from a whole quantity being of infinite amount, it will be also seen that the number of species which those proportions themselves represent are likewise infinite. *Species autem illa ab ulis infinitis recte vocari possint.* Bacon, Nov. Organum Scientiarum, Aph. 26.

† The series of the archetypal sterno-costo-vertebral circles constitutes absolute uniformity and when we contrast with this quantitative uniform line this other line of graduated proportional serial quantities, such as the present state of the mammal skeletal axis exhibits them, we are enabled to estimate the law which has created the line of proportional quantities such as we find it. When the special or proportional thing is contrasted with the uniform whole or complete quantity, the contrast gives the interpretation. If species arise from the infinite subdivision of the line of whole quantities, then this latter, as perfect quantitative, uniformity, may be defined as follows: — “Unitas (uniformitas) est sine commissura (sine hiato) continuatio.” Seneca, Nat. Quest. lib. xi.

‡ “The great advantage of this idea of a whole is, that a greater quantity of truth may be said to be such as the centrum (\(\text{fig. 453. 5.}\)), reminds me as strongly of its original whole quantity, viz. \(\text{fig. 455.}\), from which it has been metamorphosed as a dorsal spinous process (1, \(\text{fig. 450.}\)), separated from that thoracic segment, reminds me of the whole of such segment. If it be true that I could never thus interpret the caudal ossicle, if I had not seen the thoracic archetype, this can be no argument to show the error of my interpretation; for it is equally true, that I could never know of what whole figure the dorsal spinous process was a part, if I had not seen the thoracic segment named costo-vertebral.*

PROP. XIX. Structural uniformity cannot characterise such spinal segments as are proportionally or quantitatively various.—A cervical segment differs from a thoracic segment by existing quantity; and the like difference prevails between all other segments of the spinal series, therefore those segments cannot be termed uniform. But though these segments are not uniform by reason of their being unequal things, still it is most true, that they are only diversified by reason of their quantitative inequality. In \(\text{fig. 455.}\) all the spinal segments are rendered plus and equal, by supplying in idea the osseous quantities lost at neck and loins.

PROP. XX. Specific variety is none other than proportional variety.—A cervical, a lumbar, a sacral, or a caudal spinal segment is various to a thoracic segment, forasmuch only as the former full short of those parts which are proper to the latter figure, and therefore I say that specific variety is none other than proportional difference. For when, as in \(\text{fig. 455.}\), we equate those segments which are proportionally different, we re-establish uniform series.

PROP. XXI. The knowledge of the differential quantity between all spinal segments renders them exactly uniform in idea.—Upon holding comparison between one spinal segment and another, when I find that certain persistent parts of the greater dimensions, viz. that of the thorax (\(\text{fig. 455.}\)), are those which are subtracted from the segment of lesser dimensions, viz. that of the neck or loins (\(\text{fig. 455.}\)), this is tantamount to the knowledge that the lesser segment has lost those parts which are persistent for the greater. And therefore I say, that in the knowledge of those parts which are wanting contained and expressed in it.” Sir Joshua Reynolds’ Discourses, Discourse xi.

* The self-evident truth which attends the geometrical axiom, that the whole is greater than its parts, needs no comment to sustain it; but that the part standing alone per se still refers to the whole quantity of which it is the part, requires to be insisted upon much oftener, for at first sight we are apt, without reflection, to regard it as it is in the light of a perfect figure. How many anatomists are there who never waken to the idea, that every lesser segment of the spinal axis refers to the greater whole quantity; and yet in this interpretation the law of formation enshrines itself. “L’ensemble de tous les ordres de perfection relatives, compose la perfection absolue de ce tout.” Bonnet, Contemp. de la Nature, part i. chap. iii.
to the lesser, I may idealise it by a mode of equation to uniformity with the greater. For while I find reasons to believe that the spinal segment (fig. 454.), which is now in cervical form as consisting of the parts 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, has lost its sternal piece (6) and most part of its lateral costae or ribs (7), then I have only to supply in idea the sternal piece and costae to the cervical vertebra, in order to equate this segment to the thoracic plus character of fig. 450. The same mode of comparison carried out through all the serial segments of the spinal axis, will likewise render them in idea all equal to thoracic costo-vertebral archetypes, as seen in fig. 455.; and this is the mode of comparison by which alone the anatomist can understand the law of skeletal formation.

Prop. XXII. Without knowing the full dimensions of whole or uniform quantities, we can never rightly understand the real character of lesser and special forms, and therefore can never otherwise understand the law of formation, —The object of the present mode of comparison is, to ascertain the exact forms of whole quantities or archetypes, and the means adopted to this end is the synthetic mode. This object, and the comparative method by which I here endeavour to prove the existence of it, differs from all other methods hitherto adopted by comparative anatomists in search of the true interpretation of skeletal fabrics and the law of unity in variety. I mean to show that anatomical science can never know the figure of skeletal unity or uniformity until it shall know the archetype or prime model of complete dimensions from which all skeletal fabrics are fashioned; and, furthermore, that it can never comprehend the source of variety or specific difference until it shall interpret this as attaching to variable figures of osseous quantity degraded from the archetypes, and hence that it can never understand the law of skeletal formation in any other light rationally, unless in the sense of a law of degradation from whole or archetype skeletal fabrics.

Now it appears to me, that by means of the mode of comparison which I here make use of for ascertaining the whole original or archetype quantity from which such a fabric as the mammal spinal axis (fig. 455.) is fashioned, we may also define as clearly the originals or archetypes of a large number of spinal axes throughout the classes of mammals, birds, reptiles, &c.; for, no doubt, what is true of one form must be likewise true of plural numbers of forms, such as skeletons which manifestly bear a remarkable analogy the one to the other. The same law of degradation by which a cervical, a lumbar, a sacral, and a caudal ossicle happens in the mammal spinal axis, appears to me to give a complete solution of the more extended problem, viz. how it happens that animal spines of all classes present differences in the cervix, the thorax, the loins, the sacrum, and the caudex. For while I find, by comparative reasoning held upon the serial segments of the one mammal spine, that a cervical or lumbar, &c. segment has actually lost costosternal quantity, and that by this loss it now differs from a thoracic costo-vertebral archetype, it must follow that the original or whole archetype quantity of a cervical or lumbar spinal segment is the equal of a thoracic costo-vertebral segment; and the very same reasoning lends a true interpretation to all cervical, or lumbar, or sacral, or caudal segments wherever they appear, whether in the class mammals, birds, reptiles, &c.

Uniformity must, therefore, alone characterise the original archetype series, not only of all spinal segments such as they appear in the one spinal axis (fig. 455.), but the like original archetypal uniformity must be that whole quantity from which all segments of all spinal axes have been degraded. And diversity or specific difference will at the same time get its proper interpretation; for if a mammal cervical vertebra be diverse to a costo-vertebral thoracic archetype by reason of being proportionally different, and rendered so by the simple subtraction of its sternal piece and ribs, then, as the like difference or variety characterises all cervical or lumbar segments of animal skeletons of the classes mammals, birds, reptiles, &c. from all thoracic costo-vertebral archetypes of the same animals, it will hence appear that such diversity or specific variety has originated by the law of proportioning from whole archetype quantities. I draw the conclusion, therefore, that as an archetype series of sternal costo-vertebral segments, ranging from 1 to 24 of fig. 455., is the original of the mammal spinal axis, so may it be inferred that such an archetype series is the original of all spinal axes, whatever be their existing variety; and the law by which such variety occurs is the simple process of degradation or subtraction from the archetype series of sterno-costo-vertebral segments. There can, I believe, be no other true interpretation of the law of unity in variety than this.

Prop. XXIII. The mammalian cervix is not limited to the fixed number of seven cervical vertebrae. —A general rule may have exceptions, and anatomists may still indulge the assertion, that "the exception proves the rule"; but, as I take it, the exception only proves that the rule has a flaw in it, and that such exception can prove nothing more than this, namely, that error rests somewhere in our interpretations of the law of formation. When I say that there are many grave exceptions to the general rule that the mammal cervix is developed of seven cervical vertebrae, I am but recording facts — anatomical facts — which are exceptions to the rule. And while I here endeavour to develop the true evidence of the universal law of formation, I do not purpose doing so irrespective of those exceptional facts, for I believe that they must be interpreted before the law can be established truly. The neck of one species of sloth (b, fig. 456.) possesses nine cervical vertebrae, while the neck of another species (A)
contains seven. The human cervix (b, fig. 457.) occasionally develops only five or six. I have seen some species of the monkey tribe wherein the cervix counted only five or six; and I have no doubt, that if we dissected other mammalian bodies as frequently as we

**Fig. 456.**

A, the neck of the sloth (*Bradypus didactylus*), representing the costo-sternal quantities lost to the seven cervical vertebrae; b, the neck of another species of sloth (*B. tridactylus*), exhibiting the loss of costo-sternal quantity, from nine cervical vertebrae. In both figures it is shown how the numerical difference of vertebrae of the cervix depends upon the number of metamorphosed archetypes.

do the human subject, we should find also in them many exceptions to the rule which we now call general.

But these exceptions will be called "anomalies" by the special anatomist. To this I answer, that if we understood fairly the true interpretation of the universal law, we should forthwith blow out the word anomaly from anatomical nomenclature; for there can be no anomalies any more than there can be exceptions to the universal law. Anomalies, such as they appear upon the bodies of one species, as, for instance, the cervical ribs (a, b) of the cervical vertebrae (6, 7 of b, fig. 457.), are, in reality, not more remarkable to the normal condition of that species than the figure and proportions of one species (a, fig. 455.) are to those of another and different species (b, fig. 456.). The same law presides over all conditions of formation.*

**Prop. XXIV.** The number of cervical vertebrae in the mammal cervix depends upon the number of archetypal costo-vertebral figures which have suffered metamorphosis. — Even if it were true that the mammal cervix invariably contains the fixed number of seven vertebrae, still there would appear no reason why we should not interpret the fact in the following mode, namely, that the seven cervical vertebrae of fig. 455. are those proportional osseous quantities left standing after the metamorphosis of the ribs (1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7) of seven costo-vertebral archetypes. For it is evident that cervical vertebrae do, like the thoracic figures, contain costal appendages, although in rudimental proportions. In the cervical vertebrae the costal pieces are liable to a plus condition (a, b, of b, fig. 437.). In the thoracic vertebrae the costae are fully produced.

**Fig. 457.**

A, the human cervix, numbering only five cervical vertebrae of normal quantity, owing to the presence of a, b, the cervical ribs persistent on the 6th and 7th vertebrae; b, the cervix of the sloth (*B. tridactylus*), which numbers as many as nine cervical vertebrae, in consequence of the metamorphosis of nine costo-sternal quantities.

If it were possible to raise a rational objection to the above mentioned interpretation of the cervical spinal region, I would then remark that "cervical ribs" do still further prove the truth of what I advance concerning this region of the spinal axis. For is it not true that when the sixth or seventh cervical
vertebrae of b, fig. 457., produce the costae a b of greater dimensions than ordinary, these segments of the spinal axis are but resembling somewhat more completely the thoracic costo-vertebral archetypes (such as 8, c, d, of b, fig. 457.)?

Whenever, therefore, the sixth or seventh cervical vertebra produces the cervical ribs, I may interpret the occurrence of this "anomalous" fact in this way, viz. that a greater proportional of the archetype costo-vertebral quantity (such as 8, c, d, of b, fig. 457.) remains to the sixth and seventh spinal segment than is generally the rule. Cervical vertebrae, therefore, whether with or without the plus cervical ribs, are still the proportions of full thoracic costo-vertebral forms; and the number of cervical vertebrae simply depends upon the number and degree of metamorphosis to which thoracic costo-vertebral forms have been subjected. When the cervix develops seven vertebrae of those proportions, such as we ordinarily find in the mammal body (A, fig. 456.), all we can say of it is, that seven thoracic archetypes have suffered metamorphosis of the ribs to the cervical degree; and when the mammal cervix exhibits only five or six vertebrae of cervical degree (b, fig. 457.), this occurs by reason of the fact that the seventh vertebra of n is not metamorphosed to cervical degree, but still retains a large proportional of the rib (b). When the mammal cervix (A, fig. 457., or b, fig. 456.) produces nine cervical vertebrae, then the simple interpretation is, that nine quantities, equal to those of the thorax, and which I have represented in dotted outline, have had the original plus costo-sternal quantity subtracted from them.

Prop. XXV. The presence of cervical ribs subtracts from the number of cervical vertebra, and adds to the number of thoracic archetypes. — Whenever cervical ribs (a, b of b, fig. 457. and 458.) are produced upon the sixth and seventh cervical vertebrae, the numerical length of the cervical region of the mammal spine is diminished to the serial line of five cervical segments, which we call cervical vertebrae; and there and then by the occurrence of this fact, which subtracts from the cervical vertebrae numbers, the thoracic costo-vertebral spinal region is added to and becomes numerically greater than we ordinarily find it. By as much as the ordinary cervical region is lessened, owing to the presence of cervical ribs, by so much is the thoracic region increased owing to the same cause, viz. the presence of cervical ribs. The converse of this condition would happen if ribs were subtracted from the thoracic spinal region; and we would then find that by as much as the thoracic region was lessened by so much would the cervical region be increased. What other rational interpretation can be given of this condition of balancing between the cervical and the thoracic spinal regions except this, namely, that the numerical difference of both regions occurs by the presence or absence of full costal forms; and that the condition of either region of the spinal axis is influenced by the simple law of subtracting the ribs from whole thoracic costo-vertebral quantities.*

Prop. XXVI. The length of the thorax depends upon the number of persistent costo-vertebral archetypes. — When I say that the numerical length of the cervix depends upon the number of costo-vertebral archetypes which have undergone a metamorphosis of osseous quantity down to cervical degree, it will follow that the numerical length of the thoracic region must depend upon the number of those original archetype costo-vertebral figures left standing in spinal series. That same law of formation which influences the numerical length of one spinal region must also influence the numerical length of the adjacent spinal regions, and so we invariably find this to be the case. When the cervix of fig. 458, produces cervical ribs a on the vertebra 6, and

---

* As it seems that the presence or absence of the costal pieces varies the quantitative character of the vertebra, making them thoracic by their plus presence, and cervical by their almost total obliteration, so the reader will, from this expression of the fact, readily gather the tendency of my remarks, which is this, namely, that the archetypal quantities of the cervical spinal region are equal to those which are still persisting for the thorax in full sterno-costo-vertebral proportions. This, be it right or wrong, is
yields the mammal spine as it is, normally or abnormally.

Prop. XXVII. The numerical length of
the lumbar spinal region depends upon the
number of archetypes subjected to metamorphosis.
—The first lumbar vertebra, that which
successes 19, b, fig. 458., counts twentieth
from the occiput, and thirteenth after
the last cervical vertebra, when this latter counts
seventh from the occiput; and it is ac-
cording to the character of the costal ap-
pendages of this first lumbar segment of the
spinal series, that we are inclined to regard it
as belonging to the category of thoracic or of
lumbar spinal segments. When it produces
articular costae, it stands in true thoracic
character, and adds to the number of thoracic
segments, at the same time that it subtracts
from the number of lumbar vertebrae. In
this respect, namely, that of influencing
the numerical series of the spinal regions ac-
cording as the ribs are standing plus upon it
or otherwise, this first lumbar vertebra
is similar to the seventh cervical vertebra. As
the numerical length of the cervix depends
upon the presence or absence of cervical ribs,
produced from the seventh cervical vertebra,
and as this very condition influences also the
length of the thoracic series, so does the
numerical length of the lumbar region de-
pend upon the presence of lumbar ribs pro-
duced in plus or minus dimensions from the
first lumbar vertebra; and this is the very
fact which also influences the length of the
thoracic series. The inference to be drawn
from these facts is obvious enough. The
abnormal as well as the normal conditions of
the lumbar spine, in regard to the ribs, prove
that lumbar vertebrae, as well as cervical ver-
tebrae, are proportional figures degraded from
the costo-vertebral thoracic archetype quan-
tities such as I have drawn them in fig. 455.,
from 1 to 24.

Prop. XXVIII. The numerical length of
the sacral and coccygeal series is not fixed, and
this is owing to the same fact of archetypes un-
dergoing metamorphosis. — Though the human
anatomy speaks of a spinal figure under the
name of first sacral and first coccygeal vertebrae
it is not hence to be inferred that this form pre-
sents, in all human spinal axes of a fixed and
invariable character, either as to osseous quan-
tity or numerical position. In order to prove
that such is the changeable character of the
form named sacral and coccygeal vertebrae,
we have only to fix attention upon its nume-
crical situation in several spinal axes of even
human species; and we shall find that the
first sacral vertebra of one spine is the last
lumbar vertebra of another spine. In like
manner we shall see that the first coccygeal
vertebra of one spine is the fifth sacral of
another spine. In the "normal" condition of
the human spine, the first sacral vertebra
(fig. 455, f) counts as the twenty-fifth reckoning
from the occiput; but if we will compare and
examine a large number of human ske-
letal axes, we shall see that the twenty-fifth
spinal segment or vertebra is not always
standing in sacral condition. I have found
that this twenty-fifth spinal vertebra is some-
times in lumbar and sometimes in sacral
form, a circumstance which proves that
sacral character is mainly owing to the juxta-
position of the iliac bones. Upon whichever
vertebra of the lumbar spine, whether it be f, or
the one before or behind f, fig. 455., the iliac bones abut, this determines its
sacral character. This sacro-iliac junction
does not always occur between the twenty-
fifth vertebra of the human spinal series and
the iliac bone. I have occasionally seen it at
the twenty-fourth and at the twenty-sixth
numerical vertebra of spinal series. When
the sacro-iliac junction happens between the
twenty-fourth vertebra and the iliac bone, the
human lumbar spine reckons only four ver-
tebrae, provided the last thoracic be the
nineteenth. When, again, this junction takes
place between the twenty-sixth vertebra and
the iliac bone, then the lumbar spine reckons
six vertebrae provided always the last thoracic
costo-vertebral segment be the nineteenth.
These variations in the numerical length of
the lumbar spine, occur according to the
spinal position of the iliac spinal junction;
and it will hence appear that the sacro-coccy-
geal series of spinal forms must also be influ-
enced by the same facts.

Prop. XXIX. A comparison of the same
numerical vertebra in all human spinal axes
will prove the truth of the present inter-
pretation of the law which governs the develop-
ment of all vertebral forms, not only in the
same spine, but all other spines. — When I
say that the seventh cervical vertebra of
fig. 455. is a proportional metamorphosed from
its own costo-vertebral archetype, or whole
quantity, and which archetype is the equal
of that of which stands as the first thoracic
costo-vertebral form, viz. that marked 8 in
fig. 455., have I not a certain proof of the truth
of this interpretation, when upon comparing
this seventh cervical vertebra of fig. 455., with
the seventh cervical vertebra of n, fig. 457., or
that of fig. 455., I find that the very same
numerical seventh cervical vertebra is, in the
one skeleton (fig. 455.), of cervical, and in
the other skeleton (fig. 458.), of thoracic char-
acter. For it is the presence or persist-
ence of the cervical ribs which determines its
character in this case as thoracic, and it is
the absence or rudimentary condition of the
ribs which in the other case stamps it as cer-
vical. Again, when I say that the twentieth
spinal vertebra of fig. 455., reckoning after
the occiput, and which twentieth vertebra is the
first lumbar vertebra, must be considered as a
proportional or lesser form metamorphosed
from such another whole archetype as the
SKELETON.

thoracic costo-vertebral figure, have I not a proof of the truth of this reading in the fact, that this twentieth spinal vertebra in one spine presents in lumbar form, and in another spine in thoracic costo-vertebral form. How much closer can we urge the science of comparison to yield to us the secret of nature’s law of formation than by comparing the same numerical vertebra with itself, and discovering that it is proportionally diverse in several individuals of one and the same species? If, therefore, the same vertebra be in many individuals in all those same conditions of proportional variety in which we find all vertebrae throughout the serial order of the one spinal axis from atlas to the last coccygeal node, — if this same vertebra (seventh) shall prove, upon a comparison of it in many animal skeletons, of the same variable proportions as we find to exist between a cervical, a thoracic, a lumbar, a sacral, and a coccygeal vertebra in the same spine, it must be evident that the law which governs the proportional variety of the same vertebra in many animals is the same as the law which governs the proportional variety of all vertebrae in the one animal. So true is this that I hold it to be possible to take the same spinal vertebra of normal and abnormal condition from a plurality of skeletons, and construct with them a spine of the same quantitative variety as it exhibits in the serial line of cervical, thoracic, lumbar, sacral, and caudal vertebral regions.

Prop. XXX. The anomaly is a link in the chain of form. — False interpretation of the law of form is the source of all those conditions which are spoken of as being abnormal to the law. When anatomists name cervical or lumbar ribs as being abnormal to the human neck or loins, it is a proof that they do not understand the law of development which governs the human and all the general connected chain of special variety. The anomaly (6 a of fig. 458.) is to the normal form of the same cervical vertebra of fig. 455. just what one normal form (19 b, fig. 458.) is to the other before or behind it in series. The cervical and lumbar ribs are to the cervical and lumbar vertebrae just what the thoracic ribs are to the thoracic vertebrae. And the seventh cervical and first lumbar vertebrae, whether these produce the rib in plus or in rudimental form, are to each other just what ordinary cervical and lumbar vertebrae are to thoracic costo-vertebral archetypes, namely lesser quantities metamorphosed from greater quantities. Hence does it plainly appear that normal as well as abnormal cervical and lumbar vertebrae are alike only proportionally various to thoracic costo-vertebral archetypes, and hence may it be understood that all variety, whether normal or abnormal, springs by the simple metamorphosis of the archetypes, indicated in dotted lines at the neck and loins of fig. 455. While human anatomists falsely interpret the ordinary cervical and lumbar vertebrae as being whole quantities, then every elemental structure which occurs upon a cervical or lumbar vertebra, will by them be named “anomalous.”* Cervical and lumbar ribs are thus accounted anomalies. But when we shall regard cervical and lumbar vertebrae through the medium of the idea here entertained of them, viz. that they are lesser things degraded, proportioned, or metamorphosed from greater whole quantities, such as costo-vertebral archetypes, then may we reasonably know the origin of cervical and lumbar ribs, and interpret these as being larger proportions of the costo-vertebral archetypes than what we ordinarily find in cervical or lumbar regions.†

Prop. XXXI. All the spinal segments of all classes and species of vertebrated animals are only as the variable proportions of sternocosto-vertebral archetypes. — A comparison of those several regions of the spinal axes represented in fig. 459. will prove the truth of the assertion, that the law of formation by which all skeletal species are produced, and the law which produces the regional variety of cervical, thoracic, lumbar, sacral, and caudal in the one skeletal axis, are one and the same in all species. When I take the cervical spine of a bird (A, B) (the ostrich), and compare it with the lumbar spine (C, D) of the same animal, I find that both regions of the same spine present the like proportional character. The segment (8 a, b, c, d.), which is the thoracic sternocosto-vertebral archetype or whole quantity, is preceded by a series of proportional quantities, gently graduated and declining into the cervical minus figure marked A, a. In like manner (c, a, b, c) the archetypal sternocosto vertebral quantity, the last of the thoracic region, is succeeded by a series of proportional quantities, graduated in the same way, and declining into the lumbar minus figure marked D, a. Again, when I compare the human cervical spinal region (E F) which “anomalously” produces cervical ribs, with A B of the bird’s cervix, which normally develops the cervical ribs, I only find a manifestation of the same law. And the bird’s lumbar spine (G H) is only in the same way proportionally characterised as the bird’s neck (A, B), or the mammal neck (E F), or the

† The continuity of the chain, not only of an animal kingdom, but even of the serial spinal axis, is so evident a truth, and so sound a generalisation, that when any form shall appear abruptly interrupting this continuity, and, as it were separating members of the chain apart and isolated from each other, it may be taken for granted that we are ignorant of its true nature, and its general and special relations to all other units of the series. The true object of science is the discovery of such points of analogy as will relate the anomalous form to the general chain of which it is a unit. The differential character of the thing or things is that which strikes the uninitiated at first sight always. “Itaque convertenda plane est opera ad inquirendas et notandas rerum simulitidines at analoga, tam integrabilus quam paribus: ille enim sunt, quae naturalum unius, et constituere scientias incipient.” — Bacon, Novum Organum, aph. xxvi.
lizard's neck (i K), or the lizard's loins (L M).

Now as all the units of these several regions

\[ \text{Fig. 459.} \]

\[ \text{Fig. 460.} \]

A B, C D, the neck and loins of the ostrich; E F, the human cervix, with cervical ribs; G H, the loins of a mammal; i K, the neck of a lizard; L M, the loins of a saurian (crocodile); N O, a part of the ophidian thoracic skeleton.

of the same and of different species, evidently illustrate the simple law of the archetypal plus ens of the thoracic sterno-costo-vertebral quantity, undergoing a graduated metamorphosis into less quantities of a neck or loins, so I have equated them likewise with the plus series N O, which represents part of the ophidian thoracic skeleton axis. The fact likewise may be noticed in this place, which will be more fully considered hereafter, that in fig. G H the parts b, c, d, which are represented in dotted outline as the quantity lost to the shortened ribs x, y, are those very structures which in the saurian venter opposite its lumbar spine L M, appear as the ventral ribs (c, d), joining a ventral sternum (d, d); and there appears ventrad the saurian cervix (i K) that series of osseous pieces marked c, d, amongst which I find the bones (c*c*), known as clavicles and coracoids. Are these clavicles and coracoid bones which appear ventrad of the cervical spine, in reality only as persistent parts of the whole sterno-costo-vertebral archetypes?

When I compare all those spinal regions of several species of animals represented in
fig. 459., I find that the difference between them is resulting by a subtraction of different parts from each. But when guided by the light of comparison, I supply to each those parts which it has lost, then I render them all equal as whole quantities. Now, if the question be here asked upon what authority I act in thus equating the minus ens with the plus, by adding to the former that quantity by which it is less than the latter? I may answer that nature herself teaches me the rule in offering to my consideration the following facts:—In fig. 459. A B C D represents the same numerical spinal segment of different animals, and it manifests only a proportional variety. Again, I find that, numerically different vertebrae of the same spine E F G H, exhibit the same proportional variety. Again, I choose numerically different vertebrae from the spinal axes of different classes of animals (A B C, fig. 461.), and they present in the same

**Fig. 461.**

A B C, vertebrae taken from, the human neck (A), the bird's thorax (N), and the crocodile's loins (C); D E F, vertebrae from any region of the ophidian spinal axis.

or subtracted, is actually created for others; and hence it appears that the only difference between them, one and all, is in that degree in which the rib (a b) falls short of the sternal median line c. The law of species therefore appears to be the law of proportioning lesser quantiti.s from whole and complete quantities.

It is the metamorphosis of ribs at the neck, loins, sacrum, and caudex, which renders these regions different to the thorax. Between those spinal segments to which the plus ribs are present in one animal (b, fig. 461.), and those spinal segments from which the ribs are metamorphosed in another animal (a, fig. 461.), I hold comparison, and I find the rational conclusion, that the parts or ribs (a, b of A) which are absent from one class of vertebrae are identical with the parts or ribs (a, b of b) which are present to another class of vertebrae. And that specific difference, as it exists between two or more animals, is accruing by the loss of known parts, viz. ribs. For which reason I am led to name that skeletal form (a, b, fig. 459.) which holds all its ribs (a, b, c) to be archetype of all other skeletal bodies of the four classes from each of which variable numbers of original ribs are subtracted. And for the like reason, I say, that the thoracic region of the one skeletal axis which holds its ribs is archetype of all other regions of the same spinal axis from which the ribs have been metamorphosed. The law of formation therefore is the metamorphosis of ribs. The original or archetype skeletal axis is therefore one of costo-vertebral character from occiput to the extreme caudal tip. The metamorphosis of the ribs of this original, or archetype, or continuous series of costo-vertebral quantities, yields all species of skeletal axes. If all skeletal axes were similar in osseous quantity to the thoracic ophidian (a, b, fig. 459.), there would be no specific variety, for all skeletal axes would then be similar to one another. But they are not all quantitatively similar, and this is the reason that they are specifically various, having severally lost various parts, which parts are to be read in the original, the uniformity, the archetype, the uninterupted serial line of costo-vertebral spinal segments.

**Prop. XXXII. The Hyoid Apparatus occurs opposite to the cervical spinal region, where we know costal quantity to be lost.** The hyoid apparatus refers to the cervical vertebrae, and consists of their ribs metamorphosed.—Wherever plus or archetypal or thoracic osseous quantity persists complete in all its parts, there, in that place, we never find a new apparatus posited. It is as impossible for a new or specifically various apparatus to appear where archetypal osseous quantity exists, either among the four classes of skeletal forms, or the four spinal regions of the one skeletal figure, as it is for two things to occupy one and the same place. I call the thoracic sterno-costo-vertebral apparatus the archetypal or plus quantity of the spinal axis, and I find
that, because it is plus quantity, no new apparatus ever appears, or can appear, at that locality which it occupies. Anatomical research has never yet discovered, and never can at any future time discover, a new and hitherto unknown osseous piece of any form or cast whatsoever at that spinal region where the thoracic apparatus stands fully created from the sternum in front to the spinal bone behind. Anatomical science may safely venture to predict that the searcher after variety and specific differences will never find in any skeletal form, whether of extinct species, of existing species, or as yet uncreated species, a new osseous apparatus happening where the complete thoracic apparatus occurs. It cannot occur at this locality, because the full archetypal osseous quantity is already existing in thoracic structure. There is no regional spinal variety, and no new or special apparatus, in the thoracic ophidian skeletal axis, because the full or archetypal osseous quantity already exists in the thoracic form. The ophidian skeleton has neither cervix, loins, sacrum, clavicles, coracid bones, ventral apparatus, pubic bones, or marsupial bones, because the whole length of its spinal axis is already persistent in costo-vertebral thoracic character. If it be said that these various apparatus are not created for the ophidian skeleton, because they would not suit this particular cast of form, and that the "nil hil supravacuaneum," is a rule with nature in the construction of animal beings, I grant the truth of this most freely; but still I will maintain that this has no power to invalidate my present argument, which is conducted not to disprove design, but to demonstrate that all design occurs by the omission of elemental structure proper to plus archetypal structure.

I grant that the ophidian thoracic skeleton, though deprived of all the above-named special apparatus, is as perfect in its own design as the "paragon of animals" himself is, or as any other cast of skeletal form furnished with those same apparatus; but yet I say that it is as impossible, as it would be unfitting, for creative force to give birth to such a form as the thoracic ophidian, and furnish it at the same time with clavicles, coracid bones, ventral apparatus, marsupial bones, cervical, lumbar, and sacral vertebrae. Moreover, I assert it to be likewise impossible for creative force to produce any of those apparatus, or all of them, for a skeletal figure, if such figure were not at the same time to manifest a cervical, a lumbar, or a sacro-caudal spinal region. In whatever skeletal form the cervix or loins or sacro-caudal spinal region is developed, in this same form alone can we find the hyoid and ventral apparatus. It is quite true that a skeleton may be found characterised with the cervical and lumbar, &c. vertebrae, and yet not characterised with clavicles, coracid bones, ventral ribs, or marsupial bones; but where these do exist, then such a spinal axis as that of the ophidian, consisting of costo-vertebral archetypes, cannot at the same time exist. The continuity of such a thoracic spinal axis must be broken directly any special apparatus, such as 1, 2 of fig. 462., or 1, 2, 3, 4 of fig. 463., appears upon it. A thoracic skeletal axis, in order to be of what I call full plus archetypal dimensions, should present its spinal segments, one and all, from the skull to the other extreme, in sterno-costo-vertebral quantities, such as the thoracic spinal segments of the human skeletal axis. Upon such a skeletal axis there could not appear such an apparatus as the hyoid structure (1, 2 of fig. 462. or 1, 2, 3, 4 of fig. 463.), or the clavicles, the coracid bones, marsupial bones, pubic bones, or ventral apparatus, and for this reason, namely, that all the osseous quantity which goes to construct these, when fitness and special design demanded their presence in the skeleton, must have been drawn from the costal and sternal quantity of the continuous series of archetypes, and in such case the presence or creation of the hyoid species of apparatus must imply the metamorphosis of the other costo-sternal species of form. Now, the ophidian skeleton itself proves to be imperfect when compared to this standard skeletal figure, consisting of sterno-costo-vertebral archetypes; for the sternal median structure is lost to the ophidian throughout its entire length. In the ophidian skeletal axis, I find the cervical region, or that division of the spinal segments which immediately succeeds the occiput, having the costal or ribs persisting; but those ribs are free, that is to say, they do not meet the sternal line in front. The sternal pieces and the sternal ends of the ribs are wanting; but in that very locality where these should appear, if the archetypal sterno-costo-vertebral segments were perfect.

**Fig. 462.**

The cervical spine of the Menopone,

Showing that the hyoid circles 1, 2 appear as the ribs of cervical vertebrae, and hold serially related to those ribs 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, which, having been subtracted from the thorax, give to this latter its particular form.
and enclosing thoracic space completely, appears the new apparatus named hyoid. The absence of the sternum and sternal ends of the ribs becomes the presence of the simple special design of an ophidian hyoid apparatus. By an actual necessity, therefore, and in the relationship of cause and effect, it appears that the presence of a hyoid apparatus (1, 2

Fig. 463.

The cervical spine of the osseous Fish,

Exhibiting the hyoid apparatus 1, 2, 3, 4, as being the original costo-sternal quantity proper to those vertebra which immediately succeed the occiput. In both figs. 462 and 463, the parts indicated in dotted outline are those quantities of the archetypal series of sterno costo-vertebral circles which, being subtracted, give to both forms their class characters. If such parts still existed for both forms, these would approach the original character of plus uniformity, and thereby would leave no distinction between the hyoid apparatus, 1, 2, 5, 4, and the thoracic apparatus, 5, 6, 7. In both figures it will be marked that the variable number of hyoid circles depends upon the variable number of those costae which have suffered metamorphosis.

of fig. 462.) must be the metamorphosis of a costal apparatus at those spinal segments which immediately succeed the occiput, and the same appears true of every other special apparatus produced upon the skeleton form. The appearance of any or all kinds of special apparatus implies the metamorphosis of all or some of the costal and sternal quantities. Consequently, therefore, it must follow that as the original costo-sternal apparatus of the cervical spinal segments may be regarded as homologous with the thoracic costo-sternal apparatus, so will the hyoid apparatus (1, 2, 3, 4, fig. 463.), which is constructed of the cervical costo-sternal quantity, bear some analogy, more or less, to the thoracic apparatus (5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, fig. 463.). In all skeletons I see an analogy, more or less strongly marked, between not only all hyoid apparatus as special designs (fig. 462, 463.), but between these and the thoracic apparatus. The source of this structural analogy, no doubt, is, that the hyoid apparatus (1, 2 of fig. 462, and 1, 2, 3, 4 of fig. 463.) is specially modified from the original structure at the cervix, which structure is costo-sternal proper to the cervical spinal region, and, as such, is the true structural homologue of that apparatus which elsewhere constitutes the thorax. The hyoid apparatus, at one spinal region, is not the thoracic apparatus at another spinal region; for to assert this would be as absurd as to say that the thorax of one skeleton was the thorax of another; in other words, as to assert that duality was unity. How can the hyoid apparatus (1, 2, 3, 4 of fig. 463.) be rationally named the thoracic apparatus, when both apparatus may exist at the same time in the same skeleton? When I see the hyoid apparatus (1, 2, 3, 4) of a fish (fig. 463.) existing with
Where this original or archetypal thoracic structure suffers metamorphosis, as at the neck, there the hyoid apparatus appears as part of the original thoracic quantity, and hence it is that the hyoid apparatus, as such, bears an analogy with the thoracic apparatus as such, because the original of the former is thoracic quantity. When this original thoracic quantity undergoes metamorphosis immediately after the occiput, then the vertebral cervix is formed, and also the hyoid apparatus below it. As both these have come by the metamorphosis of costo-vertebral quantity, so do we find them bearing analogy to those segments, next succeeding them in spinal series,—those segments, namely, which persist as whole archetypes, and constitute the thorax.*

Fig. 464.

Prop. XXXIII. The Ventral Apparatus occurs opposite to the lumbar spinal region, where we understand that costal quantity is lost. The ventral apparatus refers to the lumbar vertebrae, and consists of their ribs metamorphosed.—With the mere change of name from hyoid to ventral apparatus, I may apply the foregoing remarks, which prove that the hyoid apparatus has come of the metamorphosis of the ribs of cervical vertebrae, to demonstrate, also, that the ventral apparatus (1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, fig. 464.) has come of the metamorphosis of ribs proper to the lumbar vertebrae. As the original or whole archetypal quantities from which the hyoid apparatus and the cervical vertebrae have been metamorphosed are of thoracic or costo-vertebral proportions, so, in like manner,

I believe that the original or whole archetypal quantities, from which the ventral apparatus (1 to 8, fig. 464.) and lumbar vertebrae (b to h, fig. 464.,) have been metamorphosed, are also of thoracic costo-vertebral proportions. In the ophidian thoracic skeleton, I find that that region of the spinal axis which corresponds numerically to the cervical region of the mammal spinal axis presents in thoracic costo-vertebral proportions; and therefore I say, that the true interpretation of the law of formation, which strikes the skeletal neck of the mammal specifically different to the skeletal neck of the ophidian, must be this, viz., that the costo-vertebral original of the mammal neck is equal and homologous to the persisting figure of the ophidian neck; but that metamorphosis has modified the original quantity of the mammal neck (fig. 455.) to its existing apparatus of hyoid arcs a b and cervical vertebrae, whereas the original quantity of the ophidian neck still persists. In the latter we therefore find the cervix in thoracic costo-vertebral quantity, having appended to it, in front, the simple hyoid apparatus metamorphosed of the sternal elements. In the former we find the cervix consisting of vertebrae with stunted ribs, which are occasionally produced to more imposing proportions, being then called "cervical ribs" and still having appended to them, in front, the hyoid apparatus. The same interpretation will apply, also, to the mammal lumbar spine (fig. 455.), viewed in connection with the fibrous bands named "linea transversae" (20 to 24) and "linea alba" (d to e). And still more evidently will the same interpretation apply to the saurian lumbar region (6 to h, fig. 464.,) and the ventral apparatus (1 to 7); for this latter structure is evidently composed of sternal and costal elements. What the hyoid apparatus is to the cervical vertebrae, namely parts of the thoracic original whole quantities, just in the same relation stands the ventral apparatus of fig. 464. to the lumbar vertebrae; for I regard both these latter structures to be parts, likewise, of the thoracic whole quantities. The hyoid apparatus refers to the cervical vertebrae, therefore, just as the costo-sternal structures of the thorax refer to the dorsal vertebrae; and in the same relation does the ventral apparatus of fig. 464. refer to the lumbar vertebrae. If we seek a proof still further that the original quantities of the cervical and lumbar regions of the spinal axis of any animal are thoracic costo-vertebral quantities, equal to those of the thoracic region of the same animal, we have this proof in the fact, that all the spinal

* Professor Owen considers the first circle of the fishes' throat apparatus as the only part of it which is homologous to that of other animals, and accounts all the succeeding arches (three or more in number, and all similar to the first, however,) as "appertaining to the system of the splanchnoskeleton, or to that category of bones to which the heart-bone of the ruminants, and the hard jaw-like pieces supporting the teeth of the stomach of the lobster, belong." See Homologies, &c.
regions of the ophidian are thoracic, and therefore in this skeleton there does not appear a cervical spine, or a lumbar spine, properly so called. If the above observations, respecting the several spinal regions, and the several apparatus thereunto appended, be true, then, however harshly it may seem to jar against reason, in asserting that there must exist the same analogy between a hyoid, a thoracic, and a ventral apparatus, as between the cervical, the dorsal, and the lumbar vertebrae, still I do not hesitate to make that assertion, under the knowledge that the original whole quantities of each region are of thoracic costo-vertebral proportions. I do not mean to say that the apparatus of the vocal throat (a b of fig. 455.), or the respiratory thorax (8 to 19 of fig. 455.), and the digestive venter (1 to 8 of fig. 464.), are identical as osseous quantities, having the same number of elemental pieces in each which we find in one, but what I distinctly repeat is this, namely, that, however broad may be the specific distinctions between the presential characters of a hyoid, a thoracic, and a ventral apparatus, when compared and contrasted with each other, still the law of serial arrangement will, if followed in the one skeletal form, and throughout the whole animal kingdom, prove that they are variable proportional osseous quantities of the same original, viz., the thoracic costo-vertebral continuous series of archetypes: and, therefore, I have united with dotted lines the hyoid apparatus to the cervical vertebrae, and the ventral apparatus to the lumbar vertebrae.

Prop. XXXIV. Clavicles, coracoid bones, and ribs are identical parts of the costo-vertebral whole quantities or archetypes. It is impossible to tell which of the two bones named clavicle and coracoid, in a bird, is the counterpart or homologue of the bone named clavicle in man. Anatomists are not agreed upon this point at the present time; and, I may venture to say, they never will be, for this reason, viz., that they believe these bones to be specifically diverse bodies, and holding a permanently fixed character in all animals, when, in fact, they are identical bodies, being severally subjected to the same modification in two or more skeletons. Whichever of these two bones (and it may be either one or the other) is made to assume the functions and connection proper to the thing called clavicle in the human skeleton, will be the clavicle. It is the distinguishing mark of the human clavicle (a b, fig. 465.), to abut by one end against the sternal piece (c), and by the other end (a) against the acromion process of the scapula; but, strange to say, we find that both these connections proper to the clavicle of the mammal are divided between the two bones named clavicle and coracoid in the bird. The bone named coracoid (d, fig. 466.) in the bird joins the sternum (f), like the bone named clavicle in the mammal; but it is the bone named clavicle (a fig. 466.) in the bird which joins the acromion process (b) like the bone named clavicle in the mammal. For this reason, I say, that it is not possible to pronounce what bone in the bird is counterpart of the clavicle in the mammal, since, evidently, those very articular connections which characterise the one bone, called clavicle in the mammal body, are divided between two bones at the same locality in the bird. It is this circumstance which has given rise to so much written controversy* in the school of comparative anatomy.

I find that the mammal clavicle (b fig. 465.) joins the first sternal piece (c) by one end between two bones at the same locality in the bird. It is this circumstance which has given rise to so much written controversy* in the school of comparative anatomy.

* In the writings of Cuvier, Geoffroy, Carus, Meckel, and others, I find the following statement respecting the identity of the bones called clavicles and coracoids. By one, the furcular bone, at the root of the bird’s neck, is accounted the true analogue of the mammal clavicle. By another, this “coracoid” bone, which is behind the furcular, and articulates with the sternum, is called the analogue of the mammal clavicle. By another, this coracoid bone is said to represent the coracoid process of the human scapula. By another, the two bones, furcular and coracoid, are said to be clavicles proper. One states that the corresponding bone, which occurs at the root of the chelonian cervix, is a coracoid bone; another says that it is the counterpart of the clavicle; another that it may represent either. In the tortoise, the bone is clavicle according to one; coracoid, according to another. In the cassowary and ostrich, where one of the two bones is rudimentary, a doubt arises as to whether this be the coracoid or the clavicle; some prove one reading on the bat, some another on the monotreme, some another on the lizard, others prove their own interpretation on the fish; and Nitsch discovers (?) a small additional rudimentary scapula in the capsular ligament of the shoulder of some accipitres, which he says is proper to the furcular bone, and therefore the furcular bone is a clavicle. I leave the reader to choose his own belief out of these, if it be possible with him.
just as the first thoracic rib (7, 8, fig. 465.) itself does; and, in this particular, the clavicle is like the rib. The sternal half of the clavicle (b, fig. 465.) and the sternal half of the first ribs (7, 8) are therefore as identical one with the other as the sternal halves of any other two thoracic ribs of serial order. But I see that while the ribs join the dorsal vertebra behind, the clavicle joins the acromion process of the scapula laterally. In this latter particular the clavicle differs from the rib. Now, granting this to be a well-marked specific difference between rib and clavicle, I still maintain that there is as broad a difference existing between clavicles of mammals and birds; and also between clavicles and coracoid bones. If change of place at one end from vertebra to acromion process be enough to distinguish clavicle (a, b fig. 465.) from rib (7, 8) in the mammal body, so must change of place be sufficient to characterise the bone named clavicle (a fig. 466.) in the bird from the bone so named in the mammal, for the former does not join the sternum (f, fig. 466.), and the latter does abut against that bone. And true it is that the bone named coracoid (d, fig. 466.) in the bird joins the sternalum (f), like a true mammal clavicle, but yet is not considered the clavicle, because its scapular end (e) joins another process than the acromion. It appears, therefore, all circumstances considered, that the mammal clavicle (a, b, fig. 465.) is as homologous to the rib (7, 8) in sternal respect (e, d) as it is to the bird’s so-called clavicle (a, fig. 466.) in scapular respect (c, b); and at the same time it appears that the coracoid bone (d, fig. 466.) of the bird is as similar to the mammal clavicle (a, b, fig. 465.), and mammal rib (7, 8) in sternal junction, as the bird’s clavicle (a, fig. 466.) is to the mammal clavicle (a, fig. 465.) in acromion junction. What, then, is the difference between the rib, the clavicle, and coracoid bone? It is a difference of articular connection, which all three bones appear to share in common,— a crosswise difference in articular connection, which presents us with reasons equally strong for naming either of these bones ribs, as well as clavicles or coracoids. Viewed all three as clavicles, they share the clavicular character amongst them; for that clavicular connection which the one has not, the other has. Viewed as ribs, all three, they share the costal character likewise between them, and hence follows the inquiry into truth; namely, whether their originals be ribs, or bodies absolutely distinct from ribs, passing through metamorphosis. I believe them to be ribs, or costal parts of whole costo-vertebral archetypes, and that their difference depends simply upon that act of the creative force which in the process of development bends them from the continuous line of serial costal order, and renders them cleaving articularly to various parts for the fitness of various special skeletal fabrics. The track of the law of metamorphosis which differences clavicles or coracoid bones from ribs, may be easily followed, if we will enlarge the view, through comparison, and over a sufficient number of facts. As in fig. 467. the rib (k) follows the rib 1, 9, in serial order through the thoracic region, so does rib 4, 9, and clavicle 8, taken with the cervical rib h, succeed each other in the same serial line; and so likewise in fig. 468. does rib e, the coracoid d, and clavicle b, succeed each other in costal order. These bodies are similar by successional position; and the only specific difference between them, upon which we hang the names rib, clavicle, and coracoid bone, is this, viz., that whilst all three bodies have a sternal articulation (e, fig. 468.), the rib (e) still holds connected with its proper vertebral piece, while the clavicle (b), and the coracoid bone (d) disconnect themselves from their vertebrae behind, and are taken up by the acromion and coracoid processes of the scapula.*

In fig. 469. we find the osseous pieces marked 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, to be succeeded by the sternal rib 6, which joins the part f, and constitutes the costo-vertebral archetypal quantity of the thorax. If, therefore, the serial order of the osseous pieces a, b, c, d, e, continued into the

* This fact will be more fully illustrated when I shall have to define the homological relations of the scapular members.
thoracic rib, invites the reason to name all these pieces as costiform, wherefore should

Fig. 468.

The cervical spine of the Ornithorhynchus,
Showing that b the coracoid bone, d the clavicle, and e the sternal end of the rib, are serial homologies.

we not regard the pieces 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, continued serially into the rib of 6, as being cos-
tiform likewise, despite the fact that anat-
omists have already regarded the pieces 1 and
2 as the coracoid and clavicular bones? Do we
not see in fig. 469. that the parts 1, 2, 3, 4, 5 point to the parts a, b, c, d, e, just as
the part 6 points to the part f? If it be said that the parts 1 and 2 (the coracoid and clavicle), being disconnected from the cervical ribs (a and b) are therefore to be regarded as quantities unrelated originally to a, b, I must doubt whether this can efface from the rational mind the belief that the now separated pieces a, 1 or b, 2, taken as whole quantities, equal the costo-sternal form f, 6.

Whether or not the above-mentioned interpretation as to the origin of the bones called clavicle and coracid be true, must be seen through the facts as they are here recorded: but be this interpretation as it may, I plainly affirm that the comparative anatomist has no positive evidence, near or remote, directly or indirectly, either by a similarity of structure, or function, or po-
sition, or aught else, to regard the cora-

Fig. 469.

The cervical spine of a Lizard,
In which the cervical ribs, a, b, c, d, e, point to the coracoid bone 1, the clavicle 2, and the pieces marked 3, 4, 5, as their proper continuations, and just as the sternal rib, 6, continues the vertebrae rib, f, to the sternal median line.

* On referring to the "Homologies of the Ver-
tebrate Skeleton," I find, in the section "General Homology," the following opinion, advanced re-
specting the coracoid bone, that it is always deve-
loped from an independent ossous centre (a rudimen-
tal representative of the haemapophysis), which
coalesces with the pleuraphysis in mammalia, and
only attains its normal proportions completing the
arch with the hemal spine (episternum) in the
monotremes. The reader will not, perhaps, com-
prehend the author's meaning in this sentence, taken
separate from the flowing context of the work
cited. The meaning of the sentence is this: — The
scapular organ is referred to the occipital vertebra,
as the hemal arch of this segment of the skull, the
scapula is interpreted as its pleuraphysis or rib,
and the coracid bone (process) is accounted the
haemapophysis appended to the costiform scapula,
and thus the typical occipital vertebra is formed.
Although I regard the work from which I have
quoted to be a lasting monument of learning, re-
search, and inductive reasoning — a worthy effort in
a great cause — still I cannot concur in the opinion
which that work announces respecting the relation
between the scapular member and the occipital
vertebra.

have made)*, as to say that there is identity
between the human coracid process and the
bird's coracid bone. However endless may
be the whole account of specific difference be-
tween bone and bone, and between one skele-
tal form and another, still there does appear
happily some well-marked limits to the homo-
ologies. No one, for example, will torture the
bone named scapula into an identity of cast
with the bone named rib†; and I believe that
the same absolute difference is possible to be
pointed out between the coracid process of
the human scapula and the bone named cora-
coid in the bird, or that bone so named in the
chelonian reptile. The coracid process of
the human scapula is an elemental part proper
to the scapula, just as the centrum is a part
proper to the vertebra. The bone called
coracid (d, fig. 466) in the bird abuts against
that part of the bird's scapula where
the coracid process usually appears in
mammal scapula; but this coracid bone is
not representative of the mammal coracid

* De Blainville, Meckel, and Carus entertain this
opinion, which certainly has no support from natural
evidence.
† It is true, however, that this very opinion re-
specting the scapula is advanced by the distin-
guished author of the "Homologies," &c.
process produced to sternal junction; and I shall hereafter prove that the coracoid process of the mammal scapula is as distinct a piece from the coracoid bone of the bird, as the centrum of a vertebra is from the costa. In order to understand aright the law of formation, it is as necessary to know what parts are identical and different in two or more skeletons, as it is to know what parts are identical and different in two or more vertebrae; an error in the one or in the other is fatal to a proper understanding of the law which governs the development of both.

While we view the clavicle (b, fig. 470.) in connection with the cervical rib behind (a), we then find that the entire of fig. 470. represents a quantity equal to the thoracic archetype, inclosing a visceral or haemal space ventral, and a neural space dorsal. This same whole quantity of the archetype is also seen in fig. 471., where (b) the furculum joins c, the sternum, and points dorsal to a, the cervical rib of the cervical vertebra. In like manner fig. 472. shows the dimensions of a thoracic vertebra.

The cervical vertebra, with its rib a, pointing to the furcular bone b, and the sternal junction c, which parts in their totality form the sterno-costo-vertebral quantity in the albatross.

The cervical vertebra, with the rib a, the coracoids b, and the first sternal piece c of the albatross, forming the whole quantity.

When the whole quantities of the sterno-costo-vertebral circles suffer a dismemberment of their integral parts, then it is that special or diversified objects first appear—then it is that clavicles become special to coracoid bones, and both to ribs—then it is that the anatomists pursue, with special distinctions, fragmental plurality, and lose sight of the intelligible form of unity on the whole.

Osteogenie is constant to the law of serial order. As rib follows rib in serial order—a circumstance which indicates the homological cast of both—so rib, and coracoid, and clavicle, which take serial order, indicate by this same fact their own identity or homological relation. But the mammal's coracoid process is a part distinct from the bird's costiform coracoid bone. The former never takes place of the latter, but is a part proper to the scapula alone.*

* Professor Owen's idea of the relationship of the mammal scapular member and its coracoid element to the occipital vertebra, must imply that the coracoid clavicle of the bird is (if the mammal coracoid process and the bird's coracoid bone be considered by him to be homologous parts) also referable to the occipital vertebra. This homological relation, I am bound to say, I could never discover; and if the asserted relationship between these parts shall be ever received as an opinion true to nature, the learned author is certainly the discoverer. For my own part, however, I must confess myself no convert to the belief that so large an amount of displacement between any two numbers of a whole quantity, such as that which, according to the author, is instanced in the totality of the occipital vertebra, taken with the scapular limb, ever occurs, but I am rather impressed with the opinion which the immortal Goethe advanced respecting the fixity of place which sessoms pieces of the endo-skeleton invariably hold: "L'ostéogénie est constante, en ce qu'une même os est toujours à la même place." Œuvr. d'Hist. Nat. p. 41.
While clavicles, coracoid bones, and ribs appear identical, we then can readily understand how a bird or reptile may possess two or more clavicles, according as the laws of form shall subject two or more of the original costae to clavicular modification. The clavicles, therefore, of the mammal and the clavicles and coracoids of the bird or reptile being costal quantities under metamorphosis, these bodies are to be regarded as the ribs proper to those cervical vertebrae, opposite to which they appear in all skeletal forms.*

PROP. XXXV. Marsupial, pubic and ischiadic bones, and ribs, are identical parts of the costo-vertebral whole quantities or archetypes.

Wherever we find these parts, viz. sternum, rib, and vertebral piece, occurring in skeletal fabrics, we shall never find that they take the place of each other. The sternum, even when appearing isolated from the other parts, is still holding its proper locality at the median line in front. The rib is always found laterally, and the vertebral piece always behind. The sternal pieces hold serial order, and hence we know them throughout all variety of modification. The costae in like manner hold serial order, and hence we also recognize these parts. The vertebral pieces hold their own serial order, and thus we know them. The costal, the sternal, and the vertebral serial orders are never interrupted by the introduction of a new and unknown element among the bodies which form each serial line. There never occurs among the vertebral pieces behind any other thing which by being difform to vertebra, may disconnect that vertebral series. The same remarks apply to the sternal bodies in front, and the same to the costal pieces arranged laterally. Every body which holds serial order with the sternal bone is a sternal bone, and constituting sternal serial order. Every body which holds serial order with a vertebral bone is a vertebral bone, and constituting vertebral order. Every body, also, which takes serial order with a rib is a rib, and constitutes costal-serial order. Every body, therefore, which on first sight shall seem to be specifically distinct from that order with which it holds series, is in fact only rendered special in such order by modification; originally it is identical with all the pieces of that same order.

Just as the clavicle and coracoid bone hold series with ribs, and are ribs originally, but rendered special by modification, so does it appear that the marsupial, the pubic, and ischiadic bones, which hold serial order with ribs are ribs originally, but now presenting in such conditions of modification as we mark by

* The same reasoning which leads the author of the "Homologies" to refer the coraco-scapular arch to the occipital vertebra, induces him to pronounce the mammal clavicle to be naturally related to the atlas vertebra. Now, I cannot understand why the author's views, which are certainly correct, in so far as he is led to believe the pair of clavicles to be the inferior arch of some one of the cervical vertebrae, should make choice of the atlas so remote, in preference to that cervical vertebra, opposite which the clavicles appear.

nomenclateric difference. A clavicle, a coracoid bone, a marsupial bone, a pubic bone, and an ischiadic bone, are thus differently named in order to point to their several specialities of caste. But through these special characters their costiform original character is still visible, and therefore I call them ribs modified. These modifications which clavicles, coracoids, marsupial, pubic, and ischiadic bones present, when contrasted with each other and with ribs, are in reality of no greater amount than those varieties which are apparent among those bodies which we name ribs, enduring as such through the skeletal axis. At the present day we well know that the thing named rib is not necessarily confined to that region of the skeletal axis named thorax. Ribs are found embracing the ventral region of fishes, and all spinal regions of ophidians. Ribs of unequivalvocal character are also developed embracing the venter of Saurians. Ribs are jutting out laterally from the loins of the draco volans, supporting the parachute of that animal. In fact we can readily distinguish the costal character of many bones, even though they are separated from their proper vertebral centres behind. See these osseous quantities, which project from the sternal bone behind, ensheathing the venter of the bird's, and the Saurian's skeleton, and standing free from the lumbar vertebral pieces, to which, nevertheless, they refer,—are they not ribs, which special laws have dissmayed from the spinal axis behind? It is not, therefore, necessary to the bone named costa, that it should always hold attached to the vertebral form posteriorly, and to the sternal form anteriorly. And why, therefore, not extend the name costa to those osseous parts which do not present greater varieties compared to ribs, than ribs do when compared to each other. The law of serial
order must indicate the true character of those osseous parts, whose various names serve to blind us to the activity of their homologous caste. Examine closely the anatomical fact, and see whether I am stretching the imaginative faculty while I assert that the pubic (5, 7) and ischiadic bones (6, 8) of the bird (fig. 473. ostrich) are actually springing from the lumbar vertebrae like true ribs, (1. of the thorax). If, therefore, it be the rule to affirm as incontestible truth that these pubic and ischiadic bones of the bird are counterparts of the bones so named in the mammal, wherefore should we stop here, and hesitate to name both orders of bones (those of the mammal as well as of the bird) as ribs originally?

Even up to the present hour we find the osteologist strolling the Museum, and still marvelling at the interrogative marsupial bone (6, fig. 474.). What is it? Whence is it? What is its interpretation? What else, I answer, can it be, but a ventral rib, proper to some one of the lumbar vertebrae behind. If in these pages I have furnished the querist with the idea that a lumbar vertebra has lost costo-renal quantity, then he cannot be unproductive of the idea, that this marsupial bone, which now occupies the place of this costal quantity of the lumbar vertebra, is none other than this quantity itself. Besides this, it is also evident, from the serial order which the marsupial bone (6, fig. 474.) holds with the line of costae (3, 8, 7), that it is itself costiform. Now, in fig. 474., it will be also seen that the pubic bone (5), and the ischiadic bone (4), hold series with the marsupial bone (6), just as this latter holds series with the ribs (7, 8.) Does not this serial order prove the identity of all these bodies in common? Do they not all alike abut against their symmetrical fellows at the common median line? Does not the pubic bone exactly correspond with the eternal median line?

In fig. 475., representing the continuous series of costiform bodies from the clavicles (dorsal aspect),

Fig. 475.

The thoracic and ventral median line of the Crocodile,

Showing the same serial order of the parts named in fig. 474.

(1) to the ischiadic bones (4), it is scarcely possible to recognise a difference between all forms of this serial order. The clavicles (1) are succeeded by the ribs (2, 3, 8), these by the ventral ribs from (8 to 6), and these by the pubic bone (5), and the ischiadic bone (4). The homology between the bodies, (1) the clavicle, and (2) the rib, is as clearly apparent as between (5) the pubic bone, and (4) the ischiadic bone. Moreover, the homology between (1 and 2), (5 and 4), is as clearly apparent as between any two ribs of the series. If (5) the pubic bone still held its original place at (7), and had not disconnected itself from the ischiadic bone (4), it
would not be more like the clavicle (1) than it is in its present situation.

In *fig. 476*, the pubic bone (2) occurs opposite to the sacral vertebral rib (1), and the

![Fig. 476]

The sacral vertebra and pubic forms of the Crocodile forming the whole quantity.

whole form is thereby completed as the sterno-costo-vertebral-archetypal quantity. The part 2, of *fig. 476*, may, therefore, as appropriately be termed a pubic rib as a costiform pubis. This pubic bone (2, *fig. 476*.) is separated from the sacral rib by an interval equal to the iliac bone, and this latter is regarded by a high authority* to be of costiform character; but in the present reading I have no need to view the bone in this regard.

**Prop. XXXVI.** *Chevron bones and ribs are identical parts of the costo-vertebral whole quantities or archetypes.* — As every part which shall appear plus upon a cervical or lumbar vertebra, such as cervical or lumbar ribs, may be referred to the original whole quantities from which the cervical or lumbar vertebrae have been metamorphosed, and gain their proper interpretation accordingly, so may those parts which now and then appear plus upon the caudal vertebrae, such as "chevron bones" (4, of *fig. 477*.), be likewise referred to the original whole quantities from which those caudal vertebrae have been degraded. We have seen reason to interpret the caudal bone as the centrum of the vertebra, — of which vertebra? Of the thoracic plus vertebra; for why not of this plus archetypal form, as well as of any other form less in quantity than this archetype? If the caudal bone be considered as a part degraded from the equal of the lum-arch, the spinous process, and transverse-costal processes, and if it elicits accordingly the interpretation that had those elemental quantities still persisted, that which is now the caudal would have been equal to the lumbar vertebra; so, on the like grounds, we may elevate ourselves to the reading, that if the thoracic ribs and sternum, the neural arch and spine still persisted, that which is now the caudal bone would have been equal to the thoracic archetype. Such a reading I here venture to put forth respecting the caudal bones (*fig. 477*), and when these develop the chevron ossicles (4), I interpret them as being proximal parts of the costal arch (1, 2, 3), left standing after the degradation of the whole archetypal quantities. If a thoracic costo-vertebral archetype, such as *fig. 478*., whose costal

![Fig. 477]

The caudal vertebra of the Dugong,

Showing that it is not the typical or whole vertebral quantity.

![Fig. 478]

The caudal vertebra of the Dugong,

Showing how the costal quantities are metamorphosed into the chevron bones.

* The author of the "Homologies" entertains the opinion that the iliac bones are the "pleurapophyseal" (costal) elements of the sacral vertebra, and thereby he connects the pubic arches (his hemapophyses) with their proper vertebral pieces in the sacrum. This opinion as to the costiform character of the ilium or haunch bone, is by no means that which I hold respecting it, nor can I believe that any other anatomist will discover the similitude between an iliac bone and a rib, any more than between a scapula and a rib, or any more than they will find to exist between a sternal piece and a spinal vertebral form, even though the imposing names of Oken, Meckel, and De Blainville introduce this latter opinion.

arch is 1, 2, 3, undergoes such an amount of degradation as to sternal and costal quantity, that the proximal or vertebral ends (2) of the ribs (2, 3) alone remain persistent; and if these ends (2, 3) of the ribs, while remaining still articularly appended to the vertebrae, are bent towards each other and to the median line, taking the place of the parts 4, 5, then
we shall have produced such a vertebra as \textit{fig. 477}, or 478., which, composed of the elements 1, 4, 5, happens in the tail of cetaceans, saurians, fishes, and many species of even the quadrapod mammalia. There are chevron os-
sicles developed on the caudal vertebrae of the quadranumanous species. The caudal vertebra
(fig. 477.) having the chevon bones (4) and inferior spinous process (5) appended to it, is taken to be the typical vertebra by all anat-
omitists. They regard it as containing all the elemental parts proper to all vertebrae, an
opinion, the error of which I shall not
here stay to point out, if it be not already demonstrated by what I have elsewhere
spoken. Taken as quantities of osseous form, it would be as impossible to distinguish
the same parts in such a "typical" vertebra, as either 9, 10, or 11, \textit{fig. 479.}, and that
which stands at the thoracic region of spinal series, as it would be to read the quantity
\(a-b\) and \(a+b\) as equal. In \textit{fig. 479.}, which
represents the cetacean loins, it will be seen that the thoracic ribs 1, 2, 3, hold serial order

with the costiform pubic arch 7, and that this
series is continued into the lesser quantities of chevon bones 9, 10, 11. This serial order
indicates the homology of these several struc-
tures.

\textbf{Prop. XXXVII. The sternal median line
ranges from the maxilla to the pubic bones of the
abstract archetypal skeletal fabric.} — In
order to comprehend the truth of this propo-
sition, the reader will have to exercise his
mental as well as his bodily vision. He will
have to expand his view over a large number
of facts, and to compare these one with another, and sum together all the evidences,
makeing them demonstrate the generalization
which I here propose to establish. The ab-
stract idea which general comparison has fur-
nished me with respecting the sternal median
series of osseous pieces, I shall endeavour to
develop in the reader’s mind, after the same
manner in which it was furnished to my own;
and comparison of anatomical facts shall be
my instrument.

When I compare all skeletal fabrics by the
sternal apparatus, I find that such an infinite
variety marks them in respect to this par-
ticular, that it would take a long and busy
lifetime to make a record of one half of those
varieties; and, after all, it is most true, that
such record would not be worth one jot to
science, since it would leave us in the end
no better informed as to the law producing
this variety, than when we first began. The
one great fact which I shall remark upon
in reference to the sternal apparatus is,
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\caption{The lumbar region of the Dugong's skeleton.}
\end{figure}

Showing a serial degradation of the ribs into the chevon bones.

that it is a part which varies not only in
several species but even in the one species,
and that it is a structure the most indeter-
minate and indefinable of all those constit-
tuting the osseous skeleton. It is produced
of variable lengths in the human body, and in
every other animal species regarded \textit{per se}.

Now, assuming that the interpretation of sternal variety, and not the enumeration of it,
is the sovereign and paramount object of com-
parative research, I here venture to affirm,
that there is no other mode of accounting for
this variety, as it appears already created,
or of interpreting the process which has
yielded it, excepting that of regarding every
variety of sternal apparatus as being propor-
tional lengths cut from a whole linear sternal
quantity, drawn in continuous order through
the median line of the fore aspect of the
animal fabric from end to end. The reasons
which lead me to adopt this reading of the
source of sternal variety are as follow.

When I examine the human skeleton as a
form isolated from all other forms of the
four higher classes of animals, I find the sternal
series of osseous pieces extending through that
region of the median line in front where the
fully produced ribs meet it and enclose
thoracic space completely. This costo-sternal
junction happens generally between the seven
first ribs and the sternal apparatus. It is
owing to this sternal union of these seven
ribs, that the human anatomist terms them
"true ribs." The five succeeding costal pairs
he terms "false ribs," because they are
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asternal, that is to say, falling short of sternal junction. A comparison held between these seven sternal and five asternal ribs, must lead the reason to draw the conclusion that the difference between both orders of these ribs is caused by the subtraction of a certain osseous quantity from the asternal ribs, which circumstance has disserter them from the sternal median line; and hence follows the relational inference, that if this osseous quantity had not suffered subtraction or metamorphosis from those ribs which are now in asternal character, these would have persisted in their original archetypal or plus quantities, and would thereby have joined a sternal median line, just in the same way as the seven true ribs still do. In this case, we should have had twelve true or sternal ribs forming the human thoracic cavity. In the same way, again, I may remark, that if the five ribs which are now lost to the lumbar vertebrae, and which loss has rendered these bodies in the lumbar fashion, had still persisted in their original archetypal proportions, these ribs would also have joined a sternal median line, and would have thereby completely enclosed ventral space. In such case we should have had seventeen true or sternal ribs. Again, if the original or archetypal costo-vertebral osseous quantities, from which the sacro-caudal series of vertebrae have been metamorphosed, had still persisted, these also should have joined a sternal median line, and completely enclosed space. In this case we should have had twenty-eight true or sternal ribs. And if the original archetypal osseous quantities, from which the seven cervical vertebrae have been metamorphosed, had also still persisted, we should then have had thirty-five true or sternal ribs. In which case the human skeletal axis, instead of numbering, as it does, thirty-five spinal segments of variable proportions, such as those of cervix, thorax, loins, sacrum, and caudex, would have presented to us, in its original archetypal quantity, the number of thirty-five sternal costo-vertebral spinal segments. In such a form, I imagine that the sternal median line would range from one extremity to the other of the serial spinal axis. And now let us examine, whether this ideal archetype coincides with all natural evidence derivable from general comparison.

Not only does a numerical variation occur in human species as to the true or sternal ribs (for I have seen them counting from 7 to 10), but I will venture to predict, that we should find this numerical variation, as to sternal ribs, happening amongst the individuals of any other species of the four classes, if we dissected them as frequently, and with as much interest, as we do the human body. In the human skeletal form, we are accustomed to name the seven sternal ribs as normal to this type; and all excess of costo-sternal union as abnormal or anomalous. The like variation, from normal to abnormal, occurs amongst the individuals of every known species of skeleton; and the reason which I assign for this variety of infinite account is, that all such variety, whether normal or abnormal, is but a minus condition, degraded from a plus or archetypal condition of skeletal form, which latter has all the vertebral pieces holding homologous series behind, all the costal pieces holding homologous series laterally, and all the sternal pieces holding their own order anteriorly. In such an archetypal skeleton there could be no such hiatuses or gaps, in series, as those of the cervix and the venter, &c., where, be it remembered, all variety and "anomalous" creation occurs.

Now is there not every good reason to believe that the contrast, which the normal condition of any one species bears to the abnormal condition of that same species in respect to the number of ribs meeting at a sternal median line, is only a part of that general contrastive condition which all species bear to one another, in respect to this same costo-sternal union or non-union? Let us examine this truly marvellous law, whereby all contrasts of formation result, not only for the one species, but for all species: for it is this law which I conceive to be the proper aim of the osteologist. Let us not weary patience with recounting the facts that skeletal forms do differ, but let us rather furnish imagination with the one over-arched fact, as to how they are differentiated, each one to each, and all to archetypal uniformity.

All individuals of one species will, when viewed collectively, manifest the normal and abnormal contrasts to that same species, in respect to variation in the number of sternal, and the number of asternal ribs. All species, viewed collectively, will manifest the same, only in a greater degree, and in broader contrast. When I compare the normal and the abnormal conditions of costo-sternal union in individuals of the same species, and also the numerical variety as to the number of sternal and asternal ribs, I find that the abnormal is to the normal condition of the one species, nothing more than what the normal condition of one species is to the normal condition of another; hence, I say that it is the same law which produces, in the one case, the normal and abnormal castes of form in the one species, and the normal castes of form in diverse species. If one human skeleton differs from another, as to the number of sternal ribs and of asternal ribs, and that in one we find the cervical ribs, in another the lumbar ribs, and in all some number of ribs or other, what is this variety, and whence has it occurred, but by the operation of that same law of metamorphosis which fashions the skeletal axis of a baboon of one number of ribs, that of a horse of another number, that of a sloth of another number, that of a cetacean of another number, that of a bird of another number, that of a reptile of another number, that of a fish of another number? Is it not this same law which has fashioned all individual species of mammals of variable numbers of ribs? all individual species of birds of variable numbers of ribs? all individual species of reptiles of
variable numbers of ribs? all individual species of fishes of variable numbers of ribs also? Is not numerical difference, as to costal, as to vertebral, and as to sternal elements, infinite? Where, then, shall we find a resting place in this ever moving creativeness of the variety? There is no resting place for the understanding, except in the idea of the skeletal archetypal uniformity, and there is no other mode whereby to mount to the recognition of this archetype, but by summing together all proportional variety, and constructing plus uniformity from out of it.

The number of osseous thoracic sternal pieces varies even in the same species; it varies still more in the different species of a class, and general comparison carried through the four classes will prove incontestibly, that the region which is ventral, or minus the osseous ribs and sternum, in one animal (the human), is furnished with the ribs and sternum in another animal (the saurian), and hence becomes thoracic for this latter animal. In the mammal venter, the costo-sternal osseous pieces do not exist, but in the saurian venter they do. In the same way will general comparison prove that the region which is cervical, or minus the ribs and sternum, in one animal, is furnished with the ribs and sternum in another animal, and hence becomes thoracic for this latter animal. In the mammal cervix, the costo-sternal osseous pieces do not exist as such, but in the ophidian and the fish they do; for what else is the fish’s hyoid apparatus but a series of ribs joining a sternal series?

Now, the true interpretation of the individual skeletal fabric is only to be had in the abstract or compound idea which springs from general comparison. The abstract or archetypal skeleton is the exponent of the special or individual skeletal fabric. The former is plus quantity, the latter is a special creation degraded from such a plus. The thoracic sternal series of the human skeleton commences, as bone, at the junction of the first pair of thoracic ribs, and continues as bone as far as the junction of the seventh pair of ribs; after this latter point the human sternum degenerates into cartilaginous or primordial tissue of the second stage of ossific process, and from thence it is continued over the ventral region in fibrous or primordial tissue of the first stage of ossification, and as such is united to the pubic symphysis, thus relating this point to the thoracic sternum, and also the pubic and ischiadic bones to the thoracic ribs, with which they are identical, no doubt. Those fibrous bands, named “linea transversa” of the human venter, must be taken as sketches drawn in primordial substance by the hand of nature, indicative of the ribs which are wanting at this region of series. Those ribs are proper to the lumbar vertebræ. The linea alba is a sternal trace of archetypal osseous quantity, and is proper to the ribs which are now wanting at the mammal venter. The saurian venter, furnished as it is with both sternum and ribs, and lumbar vertebræ, must therefore be regarded as a nearer approach to archetypal or thoracic uniformity than the mammal venter. In the former, the ventral region is embraced with an osseous costo-vertebral sternal apparatus, like the thorax. In the latter, the ventral region presents this apparatus degenerated into prismatic or fibrous bands. The original of the mammal venter is thoracic, and, as such, I affirm that this original, although now only in idea, stands before the mental vision as vivid a character as if its actual presence presented to the corporal vision. That which is wanting at the venter of the mammal is equal to that which is persistent at the venter of the saurian; and thus, in idea, I draw the sternal and costal osseous series over the ventral region of the mammal body. In every skeletal fabric where a venter is formed without the sternum and the ribs, nature may be said to have subtracted these for fitness and functional ease.

The law of species requires that the costo-sternal series should not persist in the ventral and cervical regions of all animals, the reasons for which are obvious. It is by this law of special or proportional variety, which creates the cervix and the venter as fitting hiatuses in series, that the law of archetypal uniformity becomes eternally interrupted. The law of species is acting in constant nisus opposed to the law of plus quantitative uniformity. Both laws are eternal, and their eternal acts yield forms as they are. viz. a unity in variety; that is to say, a whole quantity undergoing a metamorphosis of parts. It is this metamorphosis or subtraction of parts proper to the whole archetypal quantity, which furnishes all the endless sum of variety.

The “xyphoid” cartilage and the “manubrium sterni” are the opposite extremities of sternal series in the mammal skeleton. At these extremities there is manifested, as it were, a constant tension or endeavour to extend the sternal line over the neck and abdomen. In the mammal body and others, this tendency to extend is held in constant subjection; but occasionally we find that this nisus of the creative force advances a step, and marks its progress by the development of “episternal ossicles” at one end of the sternal line, and by additional nuclei of osseous substance at the other end. The character of either extremity of the sternal series is unfinished; and even amongst the individuals of the several species of mammal and birds, it cannot be said to be fixed. Sternal creation, and the law of its infinitue variety as to length, can only be fully ascertained by extending the observation through general comparison. In general comparison, we readily discern the ability of creative force exercising itself by the simple addition and subtraction of certain known elemental parts. By the addition of parts, nature mounts to archetypal uniformity; by the subtraction of parts she degrades to variety. Every variety is but a submultiple of archetypal uniformity.

When I limit my observation to the individual mammal skeletal form, I find the
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An archetypal skeletal axis, constructed of the Piscean cervix, the Mammalian thorax, and the Reptilian venter and caudae,

Showing the original serial continuity of the ribs and sternal median line.

osseous sternal median line produced for the most part of set dimensions; but when I extend my comparison through all individuals of that class, I find the sternum to be created of variable length, and constituted of variable numbers of elemental pieces. When, further, I carry my observations through all individuals of the four classes, fishes, reptiles, birds, and mammals, I find that the osseous sternal median line has no limit short of the space which the maxillae mark before, and the pubic arches behind. Hence it is that I call every sternal apparatus, which happens to be created of lesser dimensions than this space, as a specialty cut from the transcendent line of sternal median uniformity, such as fig. 480. represents, with the piscean neck a b, the mammal thorax c d, and the reptilian venter and loins e f. Now, the hyoid apparatus (a, b, c, d) occurs at the median line of the cervix (a b, fig. 480) where we know costal quantity to be subtracted. The costo-sternal apparatus (a, b, c, d) happens at the median line of the thorax (c d), where we still view costal quantity persisting. Let these two facts be submitted to the focal light of comparison, and I doubt not but that reason must draw the conclusion, that as the ventral sternum (k h) relates the pubic symphysis (e d) to the thoracic sternum (i t), so does the hyoid sternum as a cervical sternum (g h) relate the maxillary symphysis to the thoracic sternum (i t). Hyoid apparatus is, therefore, but a name by which we designate the degree of metamorphosis to which the original costo-sternal series of a cervix has been subjected. It is this metamorphosis which has rendered the costo-sternal quantities, proper to the cervical vertebrae, into the vocal organs of one class of animals, into the laryngeal organs of all animals, and into the branchial organs of the fish (a b), in which latter class the character of the original costo-sternal apparatus is least modified; for evidently the hyoid or branchial apparatus (a, b, c, d) of the fish (a b) is constituted like the thoracic apparatus (a, b, c, d) of other animals (c d), of a series of ribs joining a sternal median line.

The greater the degree of metamorphosis which the archetype has undergone, the greater is the obscurity of that structural analogy existing between organs of the same order in two or more animals.

But though we are accustomed to limit the name sternum as applicable alone to the osseous part of the common and general median line of the mammalian animal, and though we do not usually recognise as a sternum in this class that region of the median line which presents in cartilaginous structure, as, for example, at the neck and venter, still I maintain that, so long as it is acknowledged that comparison is the only instrument by which we can ever hope to ascertain the law of formation in the creation of special differences, we must interpret the linea alba as being the continuation of the sternal line in the mammal abdomen, and the cricoid, the thyroid, and
hyoid forms, whether these be cartilaginous or osseous, as being the continuation of the sternal median line in the mammal neck.

The history of the ossific process teaches us that every part of the skeleton which presents now in osseous structure, has passed through the prior stages of cartilage and of fibrous or cellular primordium. The general median line in front of the mammal form presents, in regional divisions, the one differenced from the other only in respect to these three stages of the ossific process. The thoracic sternal median division presents in the tertiary or osseous stage. The cervical sternal median division of this same line presents in cartilaginous or secondary stage. The ventral sternal median division of this same continuous line presents in the fibrous or primary stage. But whether the several divisions of this one sternal median line be, in the mammal body, of fibrous, or cartilaginous, or osseous tissue, it must still be regarded as the same unbroken sternal series from maxilla to pubis. The only difference which marks one class or species of skeletal form as distinct from another throughout the animal kingdom, is simply the same as that which marks one region of the sternal line in one form diverse, or special, to another region of the same line in the same form. What the ventral or the cervical sternal median line is to the thoracic of the same animal, namely phasially different; just so is the ventral and the cervical median line of the several classes and species of animals diverse to the thoracic of all animals by a simple arrest of development in one or other of the three phases of the ossific process. The venter of a mammal is intersected with fibrous traces of the sternum and ribs. This sternum and these ribs are of osseous growth in the saurian venter (k, k, fig. 480.). The cervix of a mammal is intersected with the cartilaginous and osseous traces of original sternum and ribs, and these traces of the sternum and ribs are now called hyoid apparatus. The homologue of this hyoid apparatus, which is fashioned by the metamorphosis of sternum and ribs, is presented in the osseous fish (g, fig. 480.) as a sternum and ribs, to which we give the name hyoid apparatus.

When I compare the foregoing anatomical facts together, I conclude that the abstract or archetypal skeletal fabric (fig. 480.) to which comparison gives creation in my mind, is a form whose median sternal line is continuous from maxilla to pubis, from g to l, and in this archetypal series the ribs (a b) are holding continuous series. The vertebrae (A B, C D, E F) hold serial order in the same archetypal also. The ribs succeed the hyoid apparatus, the pubic and ischiatic bones (c e * e) succeed the ribs, and the chevron bones (b * b *) succeed the pubic bones. This serial order demonstrates the homologous cast of all these parts, and therefore I have numbered them alike. When these serial parts are taken in connection with the vertebrae behind, they constitute the archetypal series of whole quantities.

**Prop. XXXVIII.** Every fossil skeletal species of extinct animals, as well as every recent existing species of skeleton, are forms created of the archetypal skeleton,—While we understand clearly, that it is the graduated metamorphosis of certain parts from one or many of the serial sterno-costo vertebral archetypes which yields all spinal axes, variable as to the numerical lengths of a cervical, or a lumbar, a sacral or a caudal region, and while we know, even to a demonstration, that the thoracic region results simply by the persistence of some of those archetypes, then we can readily understand that the persistence of all the archetypal quantities would leave the form devoid of any such regional spinal variety as a neck, a loins or a caudex. And when I add to this remark this other, namely, that all the archetypes undergoing cervical metamorphosis would render all the spinal length in cervical character, or, if undergoing lumbar metamorphosis, would strike the whole spinal length in lumbar character, or if submitted to sacral or caudal metamorphosis would leave the whole spinal length of sacral or caudal stamp, then I see no reason why anatomical science should marvel at the length of a plesiosaure neck as an extraordinary fact "dug out of the bowels of the harmless earth," however bizarre a creation this skeletal form may seem to the wonder-working geological speculator.

Forms, as they are at present existing, and congeneric, seem to me to manifest, under contrast, no less a cause for wonder while I view them comparatively, than these same existing species of form can give rise to when I regard them comparatively with those of the lost or extinct species of a foregone time. But I believe that the only hope which science can ever entertain of solving the problem of formation in the past, must depend upon the demonstration of the process of the creative force, which rules formation in the present. And when we shall have clearly demonstrated the creative law which at present strikes out the form of an ostrich in presence of the form of a whale, then we will cease to regard with doubtful interrogative the form of the Plesiosaure laid side by side with the Ichthyosaurus, or any other figure the vestige of foregone creation. When science shall arm herself cap-a-pie with the knowledge of a law, then will she be enabled to contemplate the past, the present, and the future, holding her statuesque gravity still unmoved, however or by whatever show of seeming bizarre facts short-sighted ignorance may strive to startle her.

Upon the proof of the truth of the reading here advanced, viz. that the cervical the lumbar, sacral, and caudal spinal regions consist of spinal segments metamorphosed or degraded from such archetypal segments as we find standing for the thoracic spinal region of all skeletons, depends the full and just interpretation of all varieties of spinal axes of animals, whether now existing or now extinct.
variable proportions of the sterno-costo-vertebral quantities. — The connection which exists between the cranial and the facial structures is quite as intimate as the connection which exists between dorsal vertebrae and thoracic ribs. In nature, we never find the cranial structures happening independent of the facial apparatus; but we invariably witness the presence of both, whenever the presence of one is manifested, just as is the case with dorsal vertebrae and the costal apparatus; and therefore it is that when I shall presently draw comparison between cephalic and thoracic regions of the spinal serial axis, I shall regard the one as a cranio-facial series of osseous quantities, homologous to the other as a costo-vertebral series.

Before I proceed to compare the cranio-facial apparatus with the thoracic costo-vertebral apparatus, let me here distinctly state one or two positions, which I shall not engage to define, simply because it would be impossible to prove that certain conditions were manifested, which are in fact and nature not manifest. Firstly, I do not mean to shew that an equality or quantitative uniformity characterises the cephalic and the thoracic regions of the one spinal series; nor, secondly, that all species of cephalic apparatus of the four classes are constituted of absolutely equal quantitative structure, any more than thoracic apparatus are themselves; nor, thirdly, that the number of cranio-facial segments and the number of costo-vertebral segments correspond in the same spinal axis; nor, fourthly, that the number of cranio-facial segments correspond in the cephalic apparatus of all animals of the four classes, any more than the thoracic apparatus of the same animals correspond as to the number of spinal costo-vertebral segments.

The so-called "vertebral theory" appears to me to have played lightly with the serious patience of anatomical science, and to have brought itself into discredit, not because it has proved no one truth in generalisation at all, but because it has striven, while standing upon equivocal and unproven grounds, to demonstrate that which had existence no where save in the imagination. An ill-defined shadowy resemblance was first seen to have existence between cranial and spinal vertebral forms, and in pursuance of this idea has arisen all that vacant and bizarre imagery which has enveloped the first dawn of a great truth in the smoke and mist of that sacrifice and homage which it was thought was due to the inspired genius of him who first promulgated it. I shall not here trouble either the reader or myself with a barren discussion about the merits or demerits of the views of those authors who sought to expand this vertebral theory beyond its natural limits, or of those who strove to discountenance the theory altogether, rather than to pursue it to the verge of sheer nonsense. My present limits confine me to the observation of nature, and will not suffer me to canvass written opinion concerning her to any greater extent than such opinion shall be confirmed as corresponding with natural truth. Out of all that loose and flighty imagery which anatomists of the transcendent school have indulged in, I select the first and only truth which has ever been fairly established, viz. that one respecting the homology between cranial and vertebral structures. That this homology exists between the osseous envelope of the cerebral mass and the osseous coverings of the spinal chord, is now a fixed and invariable fact in anatomical science. But though the existence of this homology is now undeniable, still I may remark that every observation which serves to prove something further in respect to spinal vertebrae, which had not been known previously to the recognition of the cranio-spinal resemblance, must also prove that the same thing was unknown respecting cranial vertebrae.

Every new fact, established upon the comparison of spinal vertebrae, must be new also in regard to cranial vertebra; and this is the

* Oken is generally acknowledged as the signal discoverer of the homology between cranial and spinal segments. He believed that the cranial structures of animals of the same species are of uniform quantities proper to the cervical vertebrae. It is said that the anatomists with Meckel, that Frank first recognised this analogy between the skull and the vertebrae (Sammlung Auserlesener Abhandlungen, Band XV. S. 267.). Burdin supposed the head to be a complication of the cervical vertebrae. Thus drawing the skull and the vertebrae, differently; Goethe, concerning the nature of the pelvis and the vertebrae, is scarcely less absurd than the likeness which Oken and Spix are supposed to have seen between the temporal styloid process and the sacrum, or between the hyoid apparatus and the pelvis. Hence, it is not to be wondered at why Cuvier mocked the cranial vertebral theory, when we find Spix seeking for a repetition of the regions of the trunk of the body in the head; and, because he would bend nature to his wild unstable fancy, whether she were willing or not, have him representing the pelvis in the temporal bone, like taking the hind limbs to the lower maxilla; the auditory ossicles to the pubis; the maxillary condyle to the femur; the coronoid process to the tibia, &c. &c. See Cephalogenes, seu Capitis ossis Structura. For Oken's views of this subject, see Mélas, 1820, No. 6. p. 552.; Essai d'un Systeme d'anatomie de Physiol. &c., Paris, 1821, p. 41.; also Ueber die Bedeutung der Schadelknochen, Jena, 1817.
point to which I direct the reader's attention, for it is upon this assertion that I found the present reading. If, for example, from foregoing remarks I have proved that the spinal vertebra is not a whole quantity, as it exists either in the cervical lumbar sacral or caudal regions, but that it is in reality a proportional metamorphosed from the sterno-costo-vertebral archetype, then it must follow that the figure which has been named cranial vertebra is also a proportional metamorphosed from the like archetype; for that which is true of the form we name spinal vertebra, must unquestionably be true of the cranial form, which we liken to a vertebra.

Now, in each of those spinal forms which hold serial order from cranium to the other extreme, there exists, as I have already shown, some proportional of the rib. In the thoracic spinal segment, the rib is plus, and meets its fellow of the opposite side at the sternal piece. This thoracic costo-vertebral form I have named archetype, and compared with it I have shown that all other spinal vertebrae vary from it, not because of the introduction of any new elemental part found in any of them, and not found in the archetype, but simply because they are, compared with this archetypal or plus quantity, the minus proportions of such plus archetypes. However, it is still most true that the quantity which we recognise as the cervical lumbar or sacral vertebra, does contain within itself the rudiment of the rib, and therefore I repeat that this rib makes an integral part of all vertebrae — of all those, at least, which possess a certain quantitative character.

It must have already appeared evident to the reader that it was premature to have sought to establish an identity between cranial and spinal segments, without having first ascended the quantitative nature of the thing which was named vertebra. For it was evident that something was yet to be proved by the comparison of spinal vertebrae, so therefore it was not possible to prove all that might be known of cranial vertebra, while prematurely referring one unknown quantity to another equally unknown — I mean the spinal vertebra to the cranial vertebra. Since it was by no means as yet demonstrated that the form which anatomists recognised as the spinal vertebra was a quantity of fixed and invariable character, how then could it be proved that the form to which it was likened in the cranium was of fixed and unvarying dimensions?

When anatomical science, lighted by the torch of Oken's genius, first pierced the mist and obscuring cloud of nomenclature, which described the cranial structures as distinct from the spinal forms, and when it expounded the facts and doctrine of that radical homology of caste which related both classes of structure together under the common name vertebra, it did not in truth progress much nearer to the explanation of the law of form than when it first explained, despite of nomenclature, the analogy which existed between sacral bones and lumbar vertebrae. In the one case it only related hitherto unknown forms to vertebrae, without knowing the typical form of the thoracic ribs and vertebrae; in the other case it related the sacrum (sac) to the lumbar vertebrae, and called both vertebrae, without having any idea of the vertebral archetype or whole quantity.

The facial apparatus is to the cranial forms just what the thoracic costa are to the dorsal vertebrae, namely, the integral parts of whole sacral quantities. As in thoracic series, it is required that we should take the dorsal vertebra, holding its natural connection with the thoracic rib, and describe both as the parts of whole thoracic quantities; so in cephalic series, we are reminded, from the natural connection which facial structures hold with cranial forms, to describe both orders of parts as constituting the whole cephalic quantities. It is upon this connection apparent between facial and cranial structures at one region of series, and between vertebral and costal structures at another region of the same serial order, that I am induced to draw a likeness or resemblance, as well between costal forms and maxillary forms, as other anatomists have recognised between cranial forms and spinal vertebrae. The identity which is already proved to exist between the latter must prove the identity of the former likewise. The homology of caste which à priori reasoning establishes between cranial and spinal forms, will lead us to interpret by a posteriori reasoning that an homology of caste must characterise the costal and the maxillary forms; for if we are already forced to acknowledge identity between cranial and spinal vertebrae, so must we, I contend, be induced to name the maxillae of cranial vertebrae to be the homologues of the costa of spinal vertebrae (even if the names of costal and maxillary bones are still more obscure than it is at present), and for this reason, viz. that costae are the natural attendants upon vertebrae, wherever we find vertebrae, whether in the head or in the spinal axial series.

As all spinal segments whatever contain some proportional of a rib, it must follow that the rib is to indicate the presence of the vertebral piece as much as the vertebral piece implies the presence of the rib; and if the cranial forms are proved to manifest a structural identity with spinal vertebrae, while we see that the latter are always attended with

* If the facial be to the cranial structures just what the thoracic costa are to the dorsal vertebrae, then it will appear evident to the reader that, when Oken, or Spix, or Goethe, or Geoffroy likened the facial structures to vertebrae, they committed an error as evident as if they saw an analogy of form between the thoracic ribs and the vertebral pieces. Schultz (De Primordiis Systematis Ossium et de Evolutione Spinae Dorsal in Animalibus) was the first to pronounce the gross error into which the transcendent anatomists had fallen in respect to likening the facial apparatus to the vertebral pieces. Bejanus, in like manner, prudently freed himself from this error. Professor Owen considers the facial apparatus to consist of the "inverted arches" of the cranial vertebrae.
the ribs, then the cranial vertebrae, as vertebrae, must have the ribs also. What other cephalic structures, therefore, are there in the head which may be said to stand as the ribs of cranial vertebrae, if these ribs be not the maxillary arches?*

Now there happens in fig. 481., between the costiform maxilla (d d *) and thoracic ribs.

---

The human cranio-facial and cervico-hyoid apparatus,

Showing that the hyoid apparatus relates to the cranial vertebrae, just as the thoracic vertebrae (p p *), that hiatus or gap in costal series which is called the cervix, and it is this hiatus

* In the "Homologies," the author names the maxillae the "inverted arches" of the cranial vertebrae. These inverted arches answer to the haeamopophyses of the author's ideal typical vertebra, and not to the pleurapophysyal elements (the ribs) of that ideal form. Now I confess, for my own part, that I do not see clearly why these maxillary arches are referred to the former rather than to the latter elements. There is evidently some mystery about this ideal typical vertebra figured in the "Homologies," which I cannot penetrate, and for this reason, viz. that I find the author's "ideal typical (q q q) which interrupts the idea of a continuous serial costal order; at the same time vertebræ," while compared to the osseous segment taken from the bird's thorax, and which he terms the "natural typical vertebra," does not correspond quantitatively. In this ideal form I find the ribs (pleurapophysyal) but as mere rudiments, whilst in the natural form I see that these ribs embrace thoracic space from the spine nearly to the sternum. Again, in the ideal form the haeamopophyses hang appended to the vertebral centrum; whereas in the natural typical form they articulate with the distal ends of the thoracic ribs.
that vertebral series \((g, h, i, k, l, m, n)\) is still uninterrupted as it passes from dorsal vertebrae \((v)\), through cervical vertebrae, to cranial vertebrae \((F, f, d, c, b, a)\). Thus we find that vertebral series persists continuously, while costal series is interrupted by the cervical hiatus happening between the maxilla above and the thoracic costae below. This hiatus is caused by the degradation of costal quantity simply, for we still see that rudimentary ribs \((g, h, i, k, l, m, n)\) are developed upon each of the cervical vertebrae. If the original plus ribs of the cervical vertebrae still persisted at the lines \(gqg\), for them as the plus ribs \((p p^*)\) do for the dorsal vertebrae, then we should have the maxilla holding serial continuous order with the thoracic ribs, in which case it could scarcely be doubted that the maxillae were structural homologues of the costae elsewhere. But in this occurrence of cervical hiatus, which results by the metamorphosis of that plus costal quantity which I consider to be originally proper to the cervical vertebrae, we have the facial apparatus now disconnected from the thoracic apparatus; and the only structural entity which at present relates the maxilla above to the costae below is the hyoid apparatus \((f^* g^* h^* l^* k^*)\). Hence this latter structure can come of no other source than cervical original costal quantity under metamorphosis.

The idea of the plus costal quantity, which we now know to be lost at the cervix, is equal to the idea of the same quantity present; and hence, when I say that they are the plus ribs which are lost to cervical vertebrae, it is as strong an idea as if I still viewed them persisting at the lines \(gqg\). If these cervical plus ribs still persisted, they would leave no doubt that the maxillae are of costal origin. Indeed the maxillae, as they at present stand, prove a much stronger resemblance to ribs than cranial vertebrae do to spinal vertebrae; and if we see little reason to doubt the identity between the latter structures, there is, as it seems to me, even still less reason to doubt the analogy or correspondence between the two former.

In fig. 481. I have indicated the number of those vertebral forms which constitute the human cranium, taking as my guide the invariable attendance of the costal structure upon the vertebral structure, as well in the head as in all other regions of the spinal axis. The first dorsal vertebra \((p)\) is attended by the plus ribs \((p p^*)\), stretching over thoracic space from the back to the sternum. All the cervical vertebrae \((N, M, I, K, I, H, G)\) are likewise attended by the minus costae \((n, m, l, k, i, h, g)\). From these severally I have produced lines to the hyoid apparatus, and these lines, together with the hyoid pieces, indicate thoracic costo-sternal quantity, which metamorphosis has degraded down to the quantities at present forming the cervical region. The intervals between the cervical lines of the original costae are marked \((qq)\) as corresponding with the intercostal spaces.

The atlas \((g)\) supports the occipital or first (reckoning from below) cranial vertebra. In the atlas vertebra \(^*\) may be recognised \((g)\) the vertebral end of its rib, which when produced through the line \(g\) joins \(g\), the greater cornu of the hyoid bone, to which latter the body \(g^*\) is attached; this group of elementary parts represents the debris of the archetypal sternocostal-vertebral quantity; the atlas stands in series with the other vertebrae, while the inferior half of the hyoid bone holds series with the sternum. The axis vertebra \((n)\), in the same way, corresponds to the \((k^*)\) thyroid cartilage. The third cervical vertebra \((i)\) corresponds to the cricoid cartilage \((i^*)\). The fourth vertebra \((k)\), the fifth (l), the sixth \((m)\), point to the rings of the trachea. The seventh vertebra \((n)\) stands opposite to the clavicle \((n)\), which I regard as the costa of that vertebra.

The first or occipital costo-vertebral quantity of the head consists of \((f)\) the centrum and the pieces \(1''''\),\( 2, 3\), which form the neural arch and spine. The rib and sternum or costo-sternal quantity of this vertebra is represented by the styloid process \((f)\), which, when produced in a line to \((f^*)\) the upper half of the hyoid body with its lesser cornu, completes this group of elemental parts.\*

The second or petrosal costo-vertebral quantity of the head consists of \((e)\) the centrum and the parts \(1''''\), \(2\), answering to the neural arch and spine; the costo-sternal quantity of this vertebra is represented by the tympanic bone \((e)\) coiled upon itself, and enclosing within its circle the auditory ossicles. The tympanic bone, together with the auditory ossicles, may be regarded as costo-sternal quantity, specially modified in subservience to the special sense of hearing.\†

The third or temporal costo-vertebral quantity of the head has no part corresponding to the body at \(d\); but the neural arch and bicipital spine of this segment of the skull are represented by the parts \(1''''\), \(2\). The costo-sternal quantity of this vertebra is represented by the lower maxilla \((c)\) and resembling like a rib with the glenoid cavity \((d)\).§

The fourth or post sphenoid costo-vertebral quantity consists of \((c)\) the centrum and the parts \(1''''\), \(2\), answering to the neural arch and spine. The costo-sternal quantity of this vertebra is represented by the zygoma \((c, c)\) and upper maxilla \((c*)\).

* Professor Owen refers the clavicles to the atlas vertebra, and considers them as forming the haem inverted arch of this vertebra. See "Homologies," &c.

† The scapular limbs are referred by Professor Owen to his occipital vertebra, of which he considers the scapula to be the ribs, and the rest of these members to represent what he terms the "diverging appendages."

‡ Professor Owen does not regard the petrous bone as a part of a cranial vertebra, but he calls it a 
"sense capsule," and refers it to the splanchnic skeleton.

§ The styloid process is regarded by Professor Owen as the rib of his parietal vertebra.
The fifth or anterior sphenoid costo-vertebral quantity consists of (b) the centrum and the part 1/4 as the neural spine. The costo-

The sixth or ethmoidal costo-vertebral quantity of the head consists of (A) the centrum, with the part 1/4 as the neural arch. The costo-

Now, considering fig. 481. as a whole, I find it to be characterised in certain ways, which still further prove the nature of the fact, that the human head consists of six* costo-

Those suture intervertebral intervals I have marked thus: Between the axis η and the atlas (g), the intervertebral space is 0**; between the atlas and the occipital form, the space is o'; between the latter and petrous form is the lambdoidal suture o', and so on. The intercostal spaces are marked q, q, &c.

When we seek to determine the nature of the sutures of the cranial structures by comparison with the serial vertebra of spinal order, we should bear in mind the fact that one order of the cranial sutures must correspond to the intervertebral spaces of spinal vertebra, while another order of cranial sutures must answer to those points where the elements constituting each vertebra join. Thus, whilst such sutures as the coronal (fig. 481, h) and lambdoidal (0***) answer to the intervertebral spaces (o**), the sutural temporoparietal point of union between 1/4 and 2 answers to the point of junction between the elements 1, 2 of the atlas vertebra g, or of the axis η. The frontal suture is that line of union which the symmetrical laminge of one vertebra of the spine would, when meeting each other at the median line of neural space, represent. The sagittal suture is a biseavage of the spinous process (viz. the symmetrical parietal bones) of that vertebra of the head to which they belong.

As the nerves passing from the spinal cord bear a somewhat fixed relation to spinal vertebra, so might we expect that the nerves of the encephalon should bear the like relationship to the cranial vertebral quantities. A spinal nerve passes between two adjacent vertebra, and thus to six spinal vertebra there correspond five nerves. I have enumerated six cranial vertebra, each one with the costal quantity, and hence the nerves passing between these six should number five, like those of the spine. These cranial nerves I consider to form five natural groups, as follow:—

The first or olfactory nerve, being one of special sense, is distributed upon the ethmoid vertebra (fig. 481. A). The second is a group of motor and sensory branches, consisting of the optic, the third, and the fourth nerves, which pass through the optic and lacerate foramina or cleft, which occurs between the ethmoid and anterior sphenoid vertebrae. The third group of nerves is motor and sensory, consisting of branches of the fifth, which pass through the foramen ovale (fig. 482. c). The fourth group of nerves is motor and sensory, consisting of the portio mollis and portio dura; one of these nerves is distributed to the organ of hearing, and the other makes exit at the stylo-mastoid foramen (fig. 482. rr), being destined for the side of the face. The fifth group is also motor and sensory, and consists of the eighth and ninth nerves passing out through the foramina (l, t), viz. the anterior condyloid and foramen lacerum posterior.

The groups of foramina, which I consider as answering to the intervertebral foramina of the spinal series, are indicated in fig. 482., each group being surrounded by a dotted line, as at the point c, the place s, m, r, and the place l, t. The other two intervertebral foramina are not seen in this view of the cranial base. It is a singular fact that the external meatus occurs like a true intervertebral foramen between the petrosal and temporal vertebrae, which in the early fetal condition are naturally separated. When I view the serial order of the intervertebral foramina of the cervical spine, I find that the external meatus exactly coincides with the series.

There are many facts of interest which recur to me regarding fig. 482. as a form comparable to vertebrae; but since to record these in full would exceed the space allotted to this article, I must forego the task, and only remark in brief, that all the other foramina of the cranial base give passage to arterial and venous vessels like the vertebral foramina (g g) of the atlas and (h h) of the axis.

The cranial base (fig. 482.) gives evidence of a certain fact of special modification of so large an interest, that I cannot but advert to it: the fact is this—the body of the axis (8, 9) passes through the body of the atlas (7, 7), and carries part of this latter (q, q) before it as its odontoid process. The body of the occipital vertebra (6, 6), passing forward to the body of the post sphenoid vertebra (3, 3), sunders the body of the petrosal vertebra (5, 5), while the body of the parietal vertebra

* Professor Owen enumerates four cranial vertebra, viz. the occipital, parietal, frontal, and nasal. He regards the ethmoid to be a sense capsule, like the petrosal bone, neither of which he considers to be parts of vertebrae. Owen held the same opinion. Spix, Bojanus, and Geoffroy left these bones under-
is altogether obliterated. By this circumstance of the body of the sixth or occipital cranial vertebra joining the body of the third or post sphenoid vertebra, the cranial basis is contracted in its longitudinal axis, while the Cranial vault (fig. 481.) fashioned of the

**Fig. 482.**

The base of the human cranium,

Showing its serial relation with the bodies or centra of the spinal vertebrae, and also the serial homology between the foramina of the cranial vertebra and those of the spinal vertebrae.

expanded neural arches, affords ample space wherein to locate the crescent organ of the intellect.

**Prop. XL.** The scapulary or fore-limbs of all the vertebrated animals are homologous to one another. The variety among these organs occurs by a metamorphosis or omission of elementary quantity. — The right scapulary organ is perfectly identical with the left in the same animal body. Both the fore-limbs of the human body are identical; those of other mammals are identical; those of a bird are identical; those of a reptile are identical; and those of a fish are also identical. Osseous quantity is equal for both fore-limbs of the same animal. But the fore-limbs of all animals are not quantitatively equal, far from it. The fore-limbs of a mammal differ by quantity from the fore-limbs of a bird, those of a bird from those of a reptile, and those of a reptile from those of a fish. The mammal fore-limbs manifest a quantitative difference amongst all species of that class; the avian fore-limbs the same; the reptilian fore-limbs the same; the piscine fore-limbs the same also. The anatomist who would undertake the task of recording the quantitative difference manifested amongst all the fore-limbs of the vertebrated classes, would require a chart as free as space and a leisure as unconfined as time. As quantitative difference is of such infinite account, I shall not therefore record it by the numerical method; but my task shall rather be to develop that idea in generalisation, which will interpret the infinity of variety as
being the product of a law of metamorphosis, exercising itself upon the whole quantity or unity.

Comparison teaches me the fact that not only are the fore-limbs of the animal classes varied amongst themselves as to osseous quantity, but I find that even the individuals of any one species have not the fore-limbs developed of invariably fixed and equal quantity; for there is no one species free from the possibility of that occurrence which we term "anomaly." The human hand is seen to develop (by no means unfrequently) a plus number of digital appendages. I have seen the like anomalies upon the fore-hands of the Quadrumana. The Ruminantia now and then develop in the fore-foot solipedal character. The solipedes are known to produce the fore-limbs in cloven stamp sometimes. The individuals of every species, I doubt not, would, if we studied them with sufficient care and in large masses, prove themselves to be subject to the occurrence of a plus or minus quantitative variety to that character which is general or normal with them. It is because I find that these anomalies to species are facts not more marvellous in themselves than are the facts which vary species to species, that I will here embrace them in the general interpretation of a plus unity undergoing metamorphosis for the creation of variety. The variety between species can be nothing more than the variety which the anomaly proves to the species of normal character.

There is no member of the animal fabric which more interestingly illustrates the fact that nature adheres to a unity of type than does the osseous fore-limb. Whatever be the variety which fore-limbs manifest, when comparatively contemplated, still we find that the bond of unity embraces and girds within its circlet the whole subject of the variety. A proof of this fact may be seen in the use of that nomenclature, by which we designate all varieties of the scapular organ; for, were it not that all such members proved a greater or lesser similitude the one to the other, we should not and could not afford to generalise them under the common appellation of scapulary organ.

The fore-limbs of all osseous skeletal fabrics

---

Fig. 483.

A, the fore limb of the lion; B, that of the wild boar; C, that of the rhinoceros; D, that of the bull; E, that of the horse; showing a serial degradation from plus to minus quantity.
(fig. 483.) are alike as to those segments which constitute them one and all. Those segments are the scapula \((a, e)\), the humerus \((b, b)\), the fore-arm bones \((c, d)\), the carpal ossicles \((e, f)\), and the metacarpo-phalangeal series \((1, 2, 3, 4, 5)\). Every species of the fore member produces these segments invariably; I say invariably, for I am not now referring to their pathological state.

When I compare all fore-limbs by the scapula \((a)\) or proximal segment, I find that this bone is invariably present, though very much modified in several animals. As all scapulary organs of mammals, birds, reptiles (and I would add the osseous fishes, but for certain facts which require previous explanation,) produce the bone named scapula, they may be hence termed uniform as to this particular. The invariable occurrence of the humerus \((b)\) renders them likewise uniform as to this segment. But though the fore-arm carpus and metacarpo-phalangeal segments are, as segments, invariably present likewise, still all fore-limbs are not equal or uniform as to the quantity contained in each of these segments. Considering the fore-limbs under general notice, I see that they are uniform by the proximal ends \((a, b)\) of the organs, and variously by the distal or terminal appendages. But it is most true, nevertheless, that this variety is only quantitative, or simply a plus and minus variation, for \(A\) produces five digits, \(b\) four, \(c\) three, \(d\) two, and \(e\) only one.

Of the two bones \((c, d)\) constituting the fore-arm, that one which is most constantly developed in entire proportions is the radius \((c)\). The ulna \((d)\) is very often reduced to almost unrecognisable dimensions \((d\; of\; e)\); and that part of the ulna which is most generally metamorphosed or annihilated is its distal or carpal extremity. The olecranon process and a part of the shaft of the ulna is always present.

The carpal ossicles \((e, f)\), which in all fore-limbs manifest a greater relationship to the radius \((c)\) than to the ulna \((d)\), are as constant as the radius itself. The metamorphosis of the ulna \((d\; of\; e)\) does not appear to affect the carpal ossicles \((e, f)\).

The metacarpal bones (fig. 483.) are numerically various in these scapulary organs. Though it be true that we find them in all fore-limbs, still we do not find them produced in equal numbers. The metacarpal bones are not constant to the number of five; but though we find them varying in a plurality of animals from the number of 5 in \(A\) to that of 1 in \(e\), still we should not overlook the fact, that in certain fore-limbs, as \(d\) and \(e\), where, to all appearance at first sight, a single metacarpal bone is developed, a closer inspection will prove that others may be present, though in rudimentary form \((5\; of\; e)\).

The phalangeal ossicles \((2, 4, 6,\; of\; b,\) fig. 484.) which constitute a finger are usually three in number; but there are exceptions to this rule. The fingers themselves are generally found to correspond in number with the metacarpal bones. When there are five metacarpal bones, the fingers are five in number also. When animals have only four, or three, or two, or one metacarpal bone (fig. 483.), the fingers number accordingly. There may be more metacarpal bones than there are fingers, but as many of the fingers as are present, whatever be their number, have each invariably a corresponding metacarpal bone. The rudimental metacarpal bones have, generally speaking, rudimental phalanges.

The thumb varies as to the number of its phalanges, and becomes a finger or a thumb according to this occurrence. The metacarpal bone of the thumb is very often present when the phalangeal thumb ossicles are absent; and sometimes I find that some species of animals have only one phalanx for a thumb; sometimes two, sometimes three. The digit which is a thumb in one animal (fig. 484, b), by reason of the fact that it stands apart from the other digits, is now and then laid side by side \((\Lambda)\) with the other digits, and becomes a finger accordingly. I have reason to believe that the bone \((1, 2,\; next\; to\; 7\; of\; b)\) which we term metacarpal bone of the thumb in one animal is the true homologue of the first phalanx of the finger appended to 8 of \(A\), and for this reason, viz. that the metacarpal bone of the human thumb \((1, 2\; appended\; to\; 7\; of\; b)\), is constituted of two ossicles, which have become consolidated. If we class the hindmost ossicle \((1\; of\; the\; bone, 1, 2\; appended\; to\; 7\; of\; b)\) with the other metacarpal bones, then the foremost ossicle \((2)\) will represent the first phalanx \((2)\) of the other fingers, and this will give (as in \(A\)) three phalanges to the thumb, as to the other fingers. It is worthy of notice, that the so-called metacarpal bone of the thumb \((1, 2\; of\; b)\) corresponds as to nuclear deposit with the first phalanx \((1, 2)\) of the finger.

The foregoing mentioned facts respecting the scapulary organs will prove that they are "unity in variety," the unity being a plus quantity (as \(A,\) fig. 483. with five digits); whereas the variety is simply a minus quantity, so rendered by the degradation or metamorphosis of the quantity of five digits, which
are proper to the plus original. This interpretation will, I believe, stand the test of rigorous reasoning, and will teach the anatomist this, or nothing truthfully besides this, viz. that if the present characters of the fore-limbs manifest such a diversified condition as precludes him from naming them quantitatively equal and uniform things, still the diversity, such as we find it, can have occurred by no other process or law, save that of degradation or the metamorphosis of elemental parts. A certain part is wanting to one organ compared with another; and if it be by reason of the want of this part in one organ, which part is present in another, that I am unable to name both these organs uniform, it is no less true that this very want of the part constitutes the species.

The fore-limbs of the man, the horse, the ruminant, the carnivore, the rodent, the marsupial animal, the bird, the reptile, are not quantitatively uniform things, and this is the only reason why they are various things. If it be this quantitative difference which induces us to classify them separately, it is only this same mode of difference which stands in our way preventing us from naming them absolutely alike. The one organ has one part which the other organ has not, and therefore both organs are various or special; but it is still most true, that it is the want of the known part rather than the superaddition of an unknown part which constitutes both organs thus special.

The special thing compared with the ideal unity is simply the minus quantity compared with the plus quantity. All comparative method proves this. When I compare the fore-limb of the ass with the arm of the man, and endeavour to ascertain the law which has rendered the first as a form special to the last, I find that my analysing instrument must be not the scalpel but the calculation. For while I see that in the soliped member are arranged certain parts taking order in the self-same manner as the like parts in the human arm; and while I further discover that the latter organ develops certain parts, which parts are not developed for the former, and that hence only arises the difference or species; I must therefore conclude that the species depends upon the absence of something, which thing, being absent, I cannot dissect by any other instrument than the understanding; and the thing, though absent, may be still visible to the mental although invisible to the physical eye.

For the knowledge of the thing absent, viz. some of the digits of E, fig. 483., is, I contend, equal to the knowledge derivable from the actual presence of the very same quantity, viz. those digits in A; and, therefore, so long as I know the quantity which is absent from one ens to be the same as the quantity which is present to another ens, this must furnish me with the idea of equality, or the uniformity, as saliently as if the quantity were present for both enses. When, for example, I compare the soliped or the cloven foot with the human hand, I find that the lesser ens is contained in the greater ens, and that the other parts, which are wanting to the lesser, are still manifest in the greater; therefore I conclude, that as the greater, viz. the human hand, can undergo a metamorphosis or subtraction of parts, so as to reduce it to the proportions of the cloven or the soliped organ successively, so has the original or plus quantity, which may be regarded as equal to the human hand, undergone a metamorphosis of parts in such degree as now yields for our contemplation the special or minus quantities, which we name the cloven or soliped foot.

Prop. XLI. The scapular and pelvic members are homologous. — In a former place I have given reasons why we should consider the clavicles, the pubic, and ischiadic bones as the homologues of ribs; and therefore I shall not need their presence in this place while holding comparison between the fore and hind members.

The fore-limb (fig. 485. A) separated from the clavicle, consists, like the hind limb (E), separated from the pubis and ischium, of a fixed and invariable number of segments; and the parts which constitute these segments in both are absolutely corresponding. The scapula (A) corresponds to the ilium (E); the humerus (B) to the femur (F); the radius (D) to the tibia (H); the ulna (C) to the fibula (G). The hand is manifestly the counterpart of the foot. The carpus represents the tarsus; the metacarpus corresponds to the metatarsus; the phalanges of the hand are represented in the phalanges of the foot. The pisiform bone (q) of the carpus is similar to the os calcis (q) of the tarsus; the great toe represents the thumb; the little toe simulates the little finger. The common structural identity between both organs is plainly manifest at all points save one; and this, though often attempted to be explained, has not as yet yielded up its mystery. How happens it that the patella (h) and fore aspect of the hind limb (E), corresponds to the olecranon (h) and back of the fore-limb (A)? I believe that the complete solution of this problem may be had from the following remarks made in reference to fig. 485.

On comparing the right scapular organ (A, B, C, D) with the left pelvic member (E, F, G, H), I find that the fore aspect of the former does not correspond to the fore aspect of the latter; but when I compare the back of the arm A, B*, C*, D* with the front of the lower member (E, F, G, H), their correspond-

* Vieq d'Azyr regarded the coracid and acromion processes of the scapula as representing the pubic and ischiadic bones, while Cruvellier states it as his opinion that the spine and acromion process of the scapula has no part analogous to them in the ilium. Professor Owen considers the clavicle as the homologue of the os pubis, agreeing in this view with Cruvellier. But, according to Professor Owen's views, it is not with the rib that either the clavicle os pubis or ischium manifests an homology; on the contrary, he regards the iliac bone and the scapula as the true representatives of the ribs — his pleurophysial elements.
ence is at once manifested; for then we have the olecranon process (k) of the ulna c* in the exact position of the patella (k) of the lower member (e). Moreover, in this new

position of the scapulary organ (n*, c*, d*), we find that the position of the bones generally correspond with those of the pelvic organ (e, f, g, h); for the radius (d*) is now

Fig. 485.

A, The right scapulary member, and e, the left pelvic member of the human skeleton, compared; and showing how a torsion in the shaft of the humerus differences both limbs.

internal to the ulna (c*), just as the tibia (h) is internal to the fibula (a); while the back of the hand (n, m, p, o) of the member n*, c*, d*, corresponds now to the dorsum of the foot (n, m, p, o) of the member f, g, h, and the thumb (o) of the member c*, d* is now laid opposite to the great toe (p) of the member (g, h).

Now, I also find that the back of the lower member (r*, o*, h*) represents the front of the upper limb (b, c, d), and that on comparing f*, g*, h, in its present position, with b, c, d, the constituent bones of both organs correspond; for now the ulna (c), being internal to the radius (d), is exactly simulated, by the fibula (o*) being internal to the tibia (h*). Moreover, the palm of the hand (m, n, o, p) of the limb (b, c, d) is now turned forwards, like the sole of the foot (m, n, o, p) of
SKELETON.

\( \text{c}^*, \text{n}^* \), while the pisiform bone (q) of the hand corresponds in position to the os calcis (q) of the foot.

While it appears, therefore, an undeniable truth that that aspect of the fore-limb (b, c, d), which we commonly call the front, is in reality structurally identical with the back of the lower member (f*, c*, h*), whereas the front of the latter organ (f, c, h) is the structural homologue of the back of the upper limb (a*, c*, d*), let us examine closely into the case of this singular difference between both organs. Anatomists have long since remarked upon the singular twisted form of the humerus. Cruveilhier speaks of the "groove of torsion directed obliquely downwards and forwards" on the humerus. This fact of torsion in the shaft of the humerus I consider as fully explaining the above mentioned peculiarities which distinguish the upper from the lower member. In primitive construction both members are identical; but this secondary modification, viz. the torsion of the humerus, is that circumstance which distinguishes them one from the other.

While, in idea, I untwist the humerus by bringing its back to the front, I at the same time unravel the girdon knot of that problem which has so long existed as a mystery for the homologist.

The back of the humerus (b*) presents a smooth and rounded form, like the front of the femur (f*). If, in idea, I twist the femur (f) in its long axis, so as to bring its back to the front, then f* makes its linea aspera (f) perform a spiral curve forward, just as the spiral round line (f) on the shaft of the humerus (h) manifests its own contorted character; and at the same time I bring the points (g, k, l), usually on the back of the lower end of the femur, forward, like the corresponding points (g, k, l) of the humerus (b). If, again, in idea, I untwist the humerus (b) in its long axis, so as to bring its back to the front, then b* uncorks its rough spinal line, and gives this line its primitive vertical direction, similar to what the linea aspera of the femur normally presents, at the same time that the points (l, h, k) usually at the back of the humerus (b*) are brought forwards like the points (l, h, k) of the femur (f*).

In fig. 485. I have drawn both limbs, each in its front and back aspect, on either side of the common median line. When the reader will compare b, c, d with f, g, h, in reference to this line, he will find that though the ulna (c) approaches this median line like theibia (h), yet that this position does not render both these bones structurally homologous; for, from the foregoing remarks in reference to the twisted condition of the limb (b*, c*, d*), he must have learned that it is owing to this fact of torsion that the bone (c) (ulna) holds, in reference to the median line, the position of (h) the tibia, with which latter the ulna is not homologous. When we, in idea, untwist b, and bring it into the position of b*, then the radius (n*) comes into sideline position with the median line, like the tibia (h); and now both these bones manifest their homologous character, as well in position as in general form. The hand and the foot are, also, by these movements made to correspond. Is it not a fact of singular interest, so far as it explains the law of nature in exercising these special modifications, to observe the structurally identical fore and hind limbs, that when, in reference to the common median line, we untwist b, d, c to the position b*, d*, c*, we then render this latter of the same aspect, compared with the ideal twisted condition of f*, g*, h*, as the figure f, g, h commonly manifests compared with b, d, c?

While we bear in mind the foregoing explanation of the presential characters of the upper and lower extremities, we are enabled fully to recognise the homological relations of these two members, as well when viewing their several constituent parts as when considering them as whole or entire organs.

The coracoid process a of the scapula answers to the anterior inferior spinous process a of the iliac bone e; the acromion process b of a to the obliterated process b of e; the head of the humerus c of b, and both its tuberosities e, d, to the head c and trochanters e, d, of the femur f; the rough spiral line f of b to the linea aspera of f; the outer condyle k of b to the inner condyle l of f; for it is owing to the twist of the humerus b that the condyle k lies outermost; the olecranon process h of b* to the patella h of f, the twist of the humerus explaining why the former part is at the back and the latter in front; the radius d on the outer aspect of the foramen to h, the tibia on the inner side of the leg, the twist in the arm-bone explaining this difference as to their position, and also why the ulna (c) lies at the inner side of the arm, while its homologue (g) the fibula appears at the outer side of the leg. I shall here leave the reader to pursue the thread of this subject as far as he feels inclined; for the first and radical difficulty being removed allows the subject to be easily followed through its secondary stages.*

The fore-limbs of all species of animals are similar to one another in all respects save that of quantity, and this quantitative difference is manifestly chiefly upon the distal extremities. The obliteration of one or more parts of the distal organ renders it in the varying conditions of those forms to which we give the names of hands, paws, wings, palms, talons, hoofs, &c.; the same law of degradation is exercising on the distal extreme of the hand and foot.

---

* Vieq d'Azyr believed that the ulna represented the tibia, and the radius the fibula. M. de Blainville, on the contrary, regarded the tibia and the radius as homologous. Cruveilhier considered that neither of the bones of the fore-arm resembled, by itself, one of the bones of the leg, and therefore inclined to the belief that it is the upper end of the tibia which represents the upper half of the ulna, while the lower half of the tibia represents the lower half of the radius; moreover, that the fibula is represented by the upper half of the radius and the lower half of the ulna. See "Anatomie Descriptive," l. i. p. 312.
hind limb, and according to the quantitative variety of these organs we characterise them by the like names. The hand and the foot are radically the same organs, not only in the same body but in all bodies; and the law which differences these to an infinitude of special character is one of a phaseal quantitative degradation, and just as from the integer 9 may be proportioned the quantities 8, 7, 6, 5, 4, 3, 2, 1.

The distal segments of the scapulary and pelvic members are differentiated by the operation of two laws, viz. that which subtracts quantity by its annihilation, and that which fuses plural elements into single parts. In fig. 486, b, the hands of the sloth present, numerically, various different stages of development. In the immature being, the parts 1, 2, 3, 4, correspond to the metacarpo-phalangeal series of the human fingers; whereas, in the adult animal, fitness requires that the elements 2, 3 should fuse into the bone 2, and thus duality becomes unity. On the contrary, in fig. a, we find the metacarpo-phalangeal series numbering as many as eight distinct elements holding permanently separate; and I may remark, as a curious fact, that this series of eight elemental parts corresponds exactly to the number of those nuclei from which the metacarpo-phalangeal series of the fore-finger of R. fig. 484. is formed.

Prop. XLII. The sterno-costo-vertebral quantity is a proportional of the dorso-ventral quantity.—Every lesser form which manifests an identity with part of a greater form proves this, and nothing completely truthful but this, viz. that the lesser viewed in comparison with the greater, owes its present condition solely to the fact of its having been metamorphosed from such another quantity as the greater form. In the spinal axis of most fishes Nature develops a series of forms like fig. 487., which I call dorso-ventral, the dorsal half (1, 2, 3, 4) being quantitatively equal to the ventral half (1, 2, 3, 4); and the distal extreme (1, 1) of either half being terminated by fin processes, the palms (6, 6). In the spinal axis of terrestrial animals Nature presents a series of proportionally diverse forms, such as sterno-costo vertebral quantities, &c.; the dorsal sides of which are not quantitatively equal to the ventral sides, and these latter sides being still further struck proportionally diverse to each other. The difference between the spinal series of the terrestrial animal and that of the aquatic animal being a quantitative difference simply, forasmuch as the former are identical with some elementary parts of the latter, I here affirm that the lesser spinal quantity of the terrestrial animal is a proportional struck by metamorphosis from the greater spinal quantity of the aquatic animal. Let the comparative anatomist follow me in my remarks upon the skeletal axis of the fishes, and he will find that my explanation of the natural law of formation shall not outstep the demonstration which Nature herself offers as self-evidently truthful.

I point to a segment (fig. 487.) of the fish's spinal axis in that region of the series occurring immediately posterior to the thorax. This segment consists of a combination of elemental pieces (4, 3, 2, 1), arranged in symmetrical superposition upon the dorsal and ventral aspects of the part which we name the vertebral body, or centrum 5. An absolute identity prevails between the dorsal elements and the ventral elements. Those of the dorsum terminate in the dorsal fin (1, 6), while those of the venter terminate in the ventral fin (1, 6); such segment of the fishes' spinal series is evidently a whole complete archetypal quantity, forasmuch as it proves to be symmetrical whichever way I cleave it, whether horizontally or perpendicularly, provided the line of cleavage passes through the vertebral centrum (5). If I cleave this archetypal figure in the same modes as Nature herself does, I produce forms identical with Nature's forms, and create of it species like the species of Nature.

Nature cleaves the ventral half (4, 3, 2, 1) of
this dorso-ventral form (fig. 487.), and the result is fig. 488., having a pair of symmetrical ribs (c, c) terminated by symmetrical palms or fins (9). The ventral space (c, c, fig. 488.) is now an apartment enclosed by ribs, in which are located the blood-circulating organs, together with the viscera of self-nutrition and reproduction. The dorsal space (4) encloses the nervous axis.

In fig. 487. the superior or neural arch (3, 3) encloses the neural space (4), and is surmounted by the interspinous bones (2, 2), to which is appended the symmetrical dorsal palm (1, 1). The haemal or inferior arch (3, 3) encloses the haemal or visceral space (4), and this arch, like the one above, has attached to it ventrad the interspinous osicles (2, 2), to which is appended, in like manner, the symmetrical ventral palm (1, 1). All these elements of the dorso-ventral archetypal quantity (fig. 487.) are biclavable by the common median line (6, 6) passing perpendicularly through the centrum 5. If the ventral laminae (3, 3) be sundered apart from each other to a width equal to the circle $4^\times 4^\times$, then these laminae will enclose ventral space like the symmetrical costae. The dorsal lamina (3, 3) are quantitatively equal to the ventral laminae; and it is possible for the former to be sundered apart so as to form a neural circular space equal to $4^\times 4^\times$; but it never happens that this circular space has occasion to be formed around the neural axis, for already the neural arch (4) is sufficiently capacious for its contents, and therefore the space (4) formed between the dorsal laminae (3, 3) is of dimensions, in all spinal axes, equal to the spinal cord.

But the symmetrical sides of the ventral ray of the archetype (fig. 487.) do actually widen apart from each other to a degree
according with the increasing bulk of the viscera of the thorax and abdomen; and in order to allow space sufficient for the reception of these organs, the ventral ray (3, 2, 1) suffers a cleavage through its whole length, as seen in fig. 488., where the original ventral ray (7, 8, 9) has widened into the costal circle c, c.

Now fig. 487., in its original azygos condition, or in its bicleft symmetrical form in fig. 488., may be so metamorphosed and proportioned as to produce every known form of vertebra in the spinal axes of the four classes of animals. The quantity of fig. 487., taken as a whole or archetype, represents the largest segment of all spinal axes, that, for example, which we find standing in the spinal axes of the Pleuronectidae. The obliterating of several parts of the quantity (fig. 487.) will successively represent in the remainder many forms of vertebrae; for if the dorsal palm (1, 1) be subtracted from it, it will represent any of the palmless dorsal rays of the osseous fish; and if the dorsal palm (1, 1), with the interspinosous ossicles (2, 2), be subtracted, then the dorsal laminae (3, 3), which enclose the neural space (4), will represent any dorsal ray of the spinal axis of the terrestrial animal. When the dorsal and ventral palms (1, 1), together with the dorsal and ventral interspinosous ossicles, are subtracted from the archetype (fig. 487.), then the quantity composed of (5) the centrum and of (3, 3) the neural and haemal arches equals that vertebra which we find in the tail of cetaceans, viz. that vertebra which possesses the chevron bones. The chevron bones are fashioned of the inferior or haemal laminae (3, 3), and when the neural or the haemal arch produces the neural or the haemal spinous process, this process is a part of the interspinosous ossicles left remaining, as at a, g (fig. 488.)

When the ventral ray (3, 2, 1) of the archetype (fig. 487.) widens to the costal arch c, c in fig. 488., this arch is left standing at the thorax of some animals, and even at the venter of others. As fig. 488. stands in its present quantitative character, it may be found in the abdomen of fishes still having the parts 1 and 2 attached and persisting, or obliterated and lost to the original quantity, as the case may require. At the dorsal aspect of the spinal axes of all terrestrial animals it may be understood that the parts 1 and 2 of fig. 488. are lost or subtracted.

It is the ventral ray, consisting of the parts 7, 8, 9 (fig. 488.), which suffers median cleavage and widens into the costal arches (c, c). As a certain proof of this fact, I may remark, that where the full ventral ray persists as at 7, 8, 9, there we never find the full costal arches (c, c) existing; and where these latter are existing, there we never find the ventral ray. As the one becomes converted into the other, it is hence impossible for the same ens to exhibit both conditions of form at one and the same time.

When the ventral ray 7, 8, 9 (fig. 488.) has widened into the costal arches, these arches may and do suffer a metamorphosis of quantity to the same degree as when in their original azygos condition. Thus the ribs (c, c) become symmetrically proportioned or obliterated successively at the points f, e, d, by imaginary lines radiating from the sternal centre at 9. When these costal arches (c, c) meet at the central point 9, then we name the ribs "sternal"; when they fall short of this point 9, either at the point f or e, we name these ribs "asternal"; when they become obliterated as far back as the point d, then we name them, as in the lumbar spine, the transverse processes.

As every law in nature is phasend and graduated, so is this the distinguishing character of the law of formation. The ventral ray (7, 8, 9), after undergoing a cleavage into symmetrical halves, will present, in various classes and species of animals, a phasend gradation in the process of widening, and assume the form of the arc a, b, and c, successively, according to necessity.

In the caudex of the saurian or cetacean, we find vertebrae producing at the same time the neural arch and spine, the haemal arch and spine, together with the costal process (c, c), jutting laterally from the centrum (b) as far as the point d; when this is the case, then the haemal arch and spine is fashioned of that quantity of the centrum which intervenes between d and f, and which, being severed from c at the point d, is bent inwards towards the median line 6, 7, thus assuming a second time its azygus position. In some aquatic mammalia (the porpoise, dolphin, &c.) there remains at the dorsal aspect some trace of the dorsal form (1, 2, 3, of fig. 488.). The cetacean dorsal fin is thus explained.

PROP. XLIII. The scapulopelvic pairs of limbs are proportional quantities metamorphosed from the dorso-ventral archetypes.—

The scapula disconnected from the clavicle is the quantitative counterpart of the iliac bone separated from the os pubis and ischium. Having in a former place remarked upon the structural homology which relates clavicles, pubic bones, and ischiadic bones to ribs; and having also pointed out the homological relations between the scapulae and the iliac bones, we shall in this place first consider the structural homology between these latter osseous quantities and the vertebrae, and next the homological relations between the fore and hind limbs, the ribs, and the dorso-ventral rays.

The dorsal vertebra, viewed from behind, is represented in A (fig. 489.). B represents the dorsal aspect of the two scapulae conjoined, and C represents the two iliac bones placed base to base. Is there a structural identity apparent between these three figures? and in what points of character do they correspond? To this question I answer in almost all points; for not only do these forms, viewed in their entirety, correspond, but even their mode of genesis is identical.

The vertebra (A) is a symmetrical form, consisting of opposite laminae (c, c), which
join each other at the common median line \((a, b)\). From these laminae we find jutting out laterally the exogenous transverse processes \((d, d)\), each of which is tipped by an epiphysis.

The pair of scapulae \((b)\) forms a symmetrical figure: both scapulae \((c, c)\) are evidently similar to each other, and also to the laminae \((e, e)\) of the vertebra \((A)\).* From each scapula we find projecting laterally, an exogenous process \((d, d)\), which is commonly named acromial process, and each is tipped with an epiphysis also. These acromial processes evidently correspond to the transverse processes \((d, d)\) of the vertebra \((A)\).

The pair of iliac bones \((c)\) likewise forms a symmetrical figure when laid crest to crest. These two iliac bones \((c, c)\) are homologous, not only to each other, but to the two scapulae \((b)\), and to the two vertebral laminae of \(A\). From each iliac bone there projects laterally the process \(d, d\), which answers to the acromion process \(d\) of \(b\), and to the transverse process \(d\) of \(A\). The process \(d\) of \(c\) is named anterior inferior process of the ilium, and it is tipped with an epiphysis.

The law of symmetry becomes the exponent of the structural identity existing between the figures \(A, B,\) and \(C\); for we find the common median line \((a, b)\) bisecting them through their conjoined bases. The opposite halves of each of these figures form symmetrical figures, but it is also true that the half of each is asymmetrical.

Now, as the rib \((e, f)\) articulates with each side of the vertebra \((A)\), and is overhung by the transverse process \((d)\), so the humerus \((e, f)\) articulates with each side of the scapular form \((b)\), and is overhung by the acromion process \((d)\). In just the same relations, the thigh-bone \((e, f)\) of the iliac form \((c)\) is overhung by the anterior inferior spinous process \((d)\). It becomes evident, therefore, that the heads of the rib, the humerus, and the femur correspond; and this correspondence is manifested, not only by the position occupied by each, but likewise by the genetic character of all three; for the parts of the rib \((e, f)\) of \(A\) are epiphyseal, the same of the parts \((e, f)\) of the humerus of \(B\), and the same of the parts \((e, f)\) of the femur of \(C\). The articular facets \((f)\) of the rib, the humerus, and the femur correspond; the tuberosity \((e)\) of the rib, the humerus, and the femur likewise correspond. The spinous borders of the opposite vertebral laminae of \(A\), the basis of the scapulae \((b)\), and

---

* If this homological relation which I point out as apparent between the pairs of scapula and iliac bones, with the pair of vertebral laminae, be true, then the homological relation which Professor Owen describes as existing between the scapulae and the ribs, as also between the iliac bones and the ribs, cannot at the same time be received as a true doctrine.
the crests of the iliac bones (c) are bordered with epiphyses; and this also illustrates a similarity between them.

Now, having before demonstrated the fact that the sterno-costo-vertebral quantity was a proportional of the dorso-ventral archetype, it must follow that, while a structural homology exists between the scapulary or pelvic pairs and the costo-vertebral quantity, so, likewise, should the limbs themselves prove to be the proportionals of the dorso-ventral archetype; and this we shall next consider.

In fig. 490. I represent the dorso-ventral archetype (A), the scapulary pair of members (B), and the sterno-costo-vertebral quantity (c). What are the corresponding points and the differential characters between these three figures? Is the difference between them one of quantity merely? Evidently it is so, and therefore I have marked the corresponding parts of each with the same letter.

In the dorso-ventral archetype (A), the laminae (4) enclose the neural space (5). In the symmetrical form, constituted of both scapulary limbs (n), the opposed scapulae (4) enclose the space (5) between them. In the sterno-costo vertebral form (c), the laminae (4) enclose the neural space (5).

In A we find the ventral arches 8 (call these either haemal arches, costae, or what you will) enclosing the ventral space (9). In B the symmetrical humeri (8) enclose the space 9. In c the opposite ribs (8) enclose the space 9. In A the neural laminae (4) and the haemal laminae (8) project dorsad and ventrad from the centrum (5). In B the scapulae (4) and the humeri (8) project in the same way from the coracoid bodies (6), which I consider
to correspond with the bisected vertebral
centrum (6) of A. In c the laminae (4) and the
ribs (8) project in the same way from the
centrum (6). In c the transverse processes
(7, 7) project from the laminae (4), just in the
same relative position as the acromion pro-
cesses (7) project from the scapulae (4 of b).
In a there are no processes corresponding
with these; but we should recollect that these
processes are merely apophyses, and not as
distinct elementary constituent parts of the
vertebral quantity.

In a the symmetrical haemal spines or ossi-
cles (11) correspond to the bones of the fore-
arm (11 of b). In c the ribs (8) unite at the
sternal median line (10), and the ossicles (11)
are not existing.

In a the ventral ray is terminated by the
palm 12, which is symmetrical; while in b
the scapular members are terminated by the
palms 12, which are also symmetrical. These
palms are lost at the point 12 of c.

When we compare a with b, we find that
all their parts correspond, except in this par-
ticular, viz. that a produces dorsad the bones
2 and the palms 1. In b these parts are lost.
When, again, we compare c with a, we find
that the parts 1 and 2, as well as the parts
11 and 12, are lost to c. It is this loss of
quantity which differences b and c from a.

The existence of the parts 1, 2, 4 at the
dorsum, and of the parts 8, 10, 12 at the
ventrum of fig. a, renders this fig. symmetri-
cal and equal at the back and venter. The
obliteration of the parts 1 and 2 at the dor-
sum of b renders the figure unequal as to
back and venter. But the loss of the parts
1 and 2 from the dorsum of c, and the parts
11 and 12 from its venter, leaves this form
still similar as to back and venter, although
unequal to the dorso-ventral archetype (a).
This difference is merely quantitative.

Notwithstanding this quantitative variety
between figs. a, b, and c, we still find them
symmetrically cleavable by the common me-
dian line, and this circumstance points to
their analogy. Fig. a is a dorso-ventral limb;
fig. b is a ventral limb; fig. c is a ventral
costiform limb; and it is a remarkable fact
that this latter quantitative form, though
usually performing those motions which are
required in the act of respiration, is, in some
species of animals (the ophidian and the
lizard), operative as a locomotive member.

Fig. a encloses neural and haemal space at
the points 5 and 9, and stands in spinal serial
with all its fellows of that series. It is an
archetype compounded of the parts called
vertebra; at the dorsum and venter of which
stand the parts called the limbs. Fig. b is a
proportional quantity of such another archet-
type as a; and having suffered bicleavage
through its median line, it falls asunder on
either side of the animal, and encloses the
thorax between its opposite halves, at the
space 5, leaving the prehensile organs, con-
sisting of 8, 11, 12, playing freely on either
side of the body. Fig. c is a proportional
quantity, also of such another archetype as

\[ \text{fig. a, and stands in spinal serial order with} \]
\[ \text{this latter, enclosing neural and haemal space with} \]
\[ \text{the points 5 and 9. The spinous ossicle} \]
\[ \text{(3) which surmounts the laminae (4 of c), is} \]
\[ \text{part of the quantity marked 2 in a, the} \]
\[ \text{archetype. The spinous ossicle (3 of c) and} \]
\[ \text{the epiphysial nucleus (3 of b), which borders} \]
\[ \text{the bases of the two scapulae, correspond.} \]

When fig. c forms the sternum (10) by a
union of the ribs (8, 8), this sternal line in all
animals may be regarded as that median place
where the archetypal quantity (11 and 12) is
lost; and in the same way, when c forms the
spinous union at the dorsum, surmounted by
the bilateral spinous ossicles (3), this spinous
point of the skeletal axis of all animals may
be said to be that place where the archetypal
quantity (1 and 2) has been subtracted.

The mode in which the vertebraform scap-
ulae contract a connection with the costiform
clavicles and coracoid bones, is similar to the
mode in which the vertebraform iliac bones
become joined to the costiform pubic, and
ischadic bones, as a reference to fig. 491. will
prove.

When the two iliac bones, to which are
appended the hind limbs, fall from vertebral
spinal series, bicleft on the animal’s sides at
the lumbar region, they abut on either side
of that region of vertebral series, which hence

\[ \text{becomes the sacrum; and the ilio-sacral sym-
physis is thus formed.} \]

In a (fig. 491.) the iliac bone (h, h) will be

* I mean the bones called “coracoid” in birds and reptiles, not the mammal coracoid processes, for I have already named these latter to be the bicleft centrum of the scapular vertebra.
observed to occupy the interval between \((e, d)\) the ischiadic and pubic bones, and \((3, 4, 5)\) the sacral vertebrae. The junction between the ilium and the sacral vertebrae is called sacro-iliac, whereas by the union of the ilium \((h, k)\) with the pubic and ischiadic bones \((d, e)\), the articular area called acetabulum \((g)\) is formed. While the ilium becomes thus intercalated between the pubic and ischiadic bones on the one hand, and the vertebrae on the other, it severs the former from connection with those vertebrae to which, as costae, they properly belong; and it obliterates that costal quantity indicated in dotted outline at 3, 4, 5, which quantity, if it still persisted, would unite the pubis and ischiium to their proper vertebrae. In fig. 491. I have represented in a some of those linear transverse \((a, b, c)\), which sketch out the form of the original ventral ribs proper to the lumbar vertebra; and it will be seen that \(a, b, c\) hold series with \((d)\) the pubic bone, and \((e)\) the ischiadic bone. Between \(a, b, c\), as the ventral ribs, occur the intercostal spaces \((f, f)\), and between the pubic and ischiadic bones \((d, e)\), that occurs that space \((f)\), which, in human anatomy, is named "thoroid foramen." Is not this thoroid foramen an intercostal space, if \(d\) and \(e\) be costae proper to the sacral vertebrae? And do not the pubic and ischiadic symphases at the point \(k\) correspond to the linea alba \((l, l)\), which stretches between the pubis and sternum?

In fig. b. we find the scapula \((k, h, i)\) occupying, at this region of series, a position similar to that which the iliac bone holds elsewhere. But beneath the scapula the ribs \((2, 3, 4)\), for obvious purposes, persist; while beneath the iliac bone they are wanting. This want of the ribs beneath the iliac bone, and this presence of the ribs beneath the scapula, constitute the difference.

If those portions of the ribs \((b\) and \(c\) of fig. n.) which lie beneath the scapula suffered metamorphosis, then \(b\) and \(c\) would abut upon the glenoid cavity \(h\), and would be to the scapula what the pubic and ischiadic costiform bones are to the ilium; and then we should have, between \(b\) and \(c\) of fig. n., the intercostal space \(f\), as corresponding to the thyroid aperture. It is the costiform clavicle \((a\) of n.) which becomes severed by the scapula from its vertebral behind, just as the costiform os pubis is severed by the iliac bone from its vertebral quantity. The cotyloid cavity \((g\) of \(a)\) is formed by the junction of three bones, viz. the ilium \((h, i)\), the os pubis \((d)\), and the ischiium \((e)\); but it is the iliac facet of the cotyloid cavity which alone corresponds to the glenoid cavity of the scapula. If the \(h, k, l\) of fig. b., happened to be dissevered from their vertebral behind by an interval equal to the size of the scapula \((k, l)\), and if these sternal ends of the ribs \((b, e)\) then joined themselves to the glenoid articular surface \((k)\) of the scapula, the three bones \((h, b, c)\) would also form a cotyloid cavity for the head of the humerus.

In those animals (birds, reptiles, &c.), where two clavicles are required to be metamorphosed from ribs, they illustrate still further the structural analogy which exists between them and the ischiadic and pubic bones, which latter exhibit, in relation to the ilium, the same character that the clavicles manifest in relation to the scapula.

In fig. a. the os penis \((h)\) will be seen to fall behind the symphisis pubis, while in fig. n. the episternal ossicles \((i)\) will be noticed as producing the sternal median line forwards into the neck. At the subpubic region, where \(i\) occurs, and at the episternal region, where the episternal ossicles occasionally appear, the sternal median line is bounded in the animal; but in the comparative abstract animal, these points may be regarded as unfinished.

Prop. XLIV. The cranio-facial apparatus of segments are proportional of the dorso-ventral archetypes.—If it be true that the vertebral quantity is a proportional of the sterno-costo-ventral quantity, and this latter a proportional of the dorso-ventral archetype, then it must follow that the cranio-facial apparatus, which appears to bear a structural homology with the sterno-costo-vertebral quantities, is also constituted of segments which, like these latter, are proportional of the archetypal quantities. Even though the whole animal kingdom did not present us with a skeletal form, upon whose cranium the dorsal rays persisted complete, still the above-mentioned inference may be legitimately drawn; but when, amongst the class of osseous fishes, we find fig. 492., upon whose cranium the dorso-ventral rays actually persist, then the a priori and the a posteriori trains of reasoning meet and answer to each other, while standing in presence of the fact itself, as nature produces it.

In fig. 492. we see that the archetypal dorso-ventral quantities \((a, b, c, d)\) are continued into the head, not only by their centra, their costal inferior arches, and their dorsal laminae, which form the neural arches from 17 to 1, but also by their dorsal interspinous ossicles from \(m\) to \(n\), and by their dorsal palms from \(v\) to \(p\).

The head of the osseous fish (fig. 492.) of the class Pleuronectidae may be accounted, therefore, as constituted of a series of the dorso-ventral archetypes specially modified. Between the cranial and the facial structures is continued the line of spinal centra; and from these, as from the centra close where throughout spinal series, the dorsal and the ventral rays project. The inferior cranial rays are the jaw-bones \((e f, h k)\) and hyoid arches \((g, g)\); the superior cranial rays are the forms \(o n, m n\).

Prop. XLV. The cranio-facial apparatus is the origin of the dorso-ventral archetypal series, and the caudal apparatus is its termination.—In the same animal, whose cranial structures are still created by the dorsal rays complete, we find the opposite caudal extreme (fig.493.) also created by similar rays, dorsal as well as ventral. The spinal centra \((m, n, I\) to \(a)\) still produce the entire rays \((o, q)\) above and below, while the terminal centrum \((a)\) stands as x x.
SKELETON.

a nucleus, around which are arranged, in palmate order, the rays of nine archetypes, which, bending towards each other, and to the horizontal ray (q), fashion the fan-shaped caudal fin. This caudal fin, whose rays describe the arc v p q, is composed of the palms of nine archetypes, radiating from the common centre (a). The nine inferior palms are those which number from 17 to the palm 9; and the nine superior palms are those which number from 1 to the palm 9; while the azygos palm 9 may be regarded as composed of the dorsal and ventral palms of the last archetype bent towards each other, and becoming in the horizontal line fused together. The bones (o, p, q), are the counterparts of the neural and haemal laminar arches, assuming the same palmate order as the palms. The head (fig. 492.) and the caudex (fig. 493.) constitute the origin and termination of spinal series, and are examples of special modifications exercised upon the original archetypal quantities.

Prop. XLVI. The uniform archetypal series undergoes a graduated metamorphosis of its quantities for the production of all varieties of skeletal species. In fig. 494. I represent the archetypal series of the dorso-ventral quantities constituting the uniformity, forasmuch as all the segments are plus and quantitatively equal. The segment 1 is equal to the segment 38, and to all the intervening segments. This uniform series of quantities appears finite, like the right line (c d) which passes through its centre; but as the right line itself is but a part or proportional of that ideal line which is infinite or boundless, so of the series of archetypal quantities, numbering in the figure from 1 to 38; for this series may like number be produced to infinity in imagination.

In the serial line (fig. 494.) which is composed of 38 archetypal dorso-ventral quantities, we do not as yet distinguish any special differences; and this is owing to the fact that all the quantities composing the series are similar or homologous; neither can we discover any reason why we should name either of the extremes of this serial line (p c) as the origin or the termination in preference to the other extreme, for the segment 38 is equal to the segment 1; and hence it matters nothing to the entities themselves at which end of the series we commence the enumeration. In nature there is no instance of a skeletal axis constituted of such a uniform serial line of quantities as those of fig. 494., but yet it is possible to prove that every skeletal axis is part of such an original series. That skeletal axis which approaches nearest to the absolutely uniform condition of fig. 494. is to be found amongst the class Pisces.

The skeletal fabrics of all animals are sym-
bolic of that sphere in Nature in which they are destined to live and act. The two main primary divisions of differential forms are those of aquatic and terrestrial animals. The aquatic class, inhabiting the watery regions, symbolise their native element, in which

Fig. 493.

The caudal apparatus of the osseous fish (Pleuronectide).

they move submerged; and accordingly we find them treading this medium by locomotive members arranged dorsad as well as ventrad; while the terrestrial class, moving prone upon the earth, produce the locomotive organs suited to that motion, viz. on the ventral side only.

All species of the class of fishes approach

Fig. 494.

The uniform archetypal spinal series,

showing how the species or variety is proportioned from it as the plus quantity.

nearer to the plus uniform character of the serial axis (fig. 494.) than any of the species of the terrestrial class; for all species of the former class produce some form of the locomotive or fin member dorsad, whereas no species of the terrestrial-moving class requires any form of such a member. Even the mammalian cetaceans are furnished with a remnant
of the dorsal fin, since they are denizens of the world of waters. The tribe of fishes known as Pleuronectidae is bordered dorsad as well as ventrad by the locomotive palm-organ, and therefore they simulate the series of fig. 494, more closely than any other class of animals. The Pleuronectidae are the most archetypal class of animals in Nature; for the first step of the law of formation in the metamorphosis of fig. 494, is to create a cephalic end (fig. 492.) and a caudal end (fig. 493.) to this series of whole quantities, by a modification of a certain number of the archetypes at either end; and thus the animal of the class Pleuronectidae is fashioned, having the continuous palmed or fin-organ still persisting dorsad and ventrad on those spinal archetypes which stand in series between the cephalic and caudal extremities.

The structural composition of the head will vary according to the number of those serial archetypes which suffer metamorphosis for its creation. For if we suppose that the six quantities which are included within the circle q c r (fig. 491.) should be subjected to cephalic metamorphosis, we still can assign no reason why Nature should limit herself to the number six, or any other number, if necessity required the metamorphosis of a greater number for one species of cephalic apparatus and a less number for another. Although in a former place I have numbered six segments as proper to the composition of the human head, still I am by no means of opinion that Nature limits herself to number six in the creation of all other species of cephalic apparatus; on the contrary, I shall not hesitate to assert it as a fact, that (fig. 492.) the head of the plaice may be taken as an instance in which fourteen dorso-ventral archetypes have suffered cephalic modification.

The alternate fin-organs at the back and venter occur by the alternate metamorphosis of certain members of the palms of the continuous series of archetypal quantities. In the Pleuronectidae, the dorsal and ventral palmed fins are continuous for the entire length of the spinal axis, as in fig. 494; but in other classes of fishes we find the fins occurring isolated at certain regions of the spinal axis: such, for example, as the fins called dorsal, jugular, abdominal, anal, and caudal; and this alternation may be explained by referring to fig. 494. If the palms which I have included in the semicircles k l, m n happen to be metamorphosed or subtracted, then the isolated dorsal fin (sin o l) will remain as we find it presenting in many of the class Pisces, and even in some of the cetaceans. The fin-

organ is composed in all cases of a plural number of palms; the number always corresponding to the dorsal rays of the archetypes. The palm is a hand, while the fin presents as a series of hands.

When the series of archetypal quantities suffers metamorphosis at certain lines which the creative hand of Nature draws through it, the animal design or species is struck out accordingly. When all quantity lying external to the converging lines o d, p d undergoes metamorphosis or subtraction, then the series of quantities which happens within these lines will exhibit the condition of proportional and progressional quantities, such as we find standing in the caudal region of many animals. When Nature draws the right line a b through this region of the serial archetypes, and at the same time metamorphoses all quantity above or dorsad to this line, she creates the dorsal region of the spinal axis of all terrestrial animals, to which are remaining those parts which we name the neural arches, sufficient for the protection of the spinal cord.

The quantity which occurs within the lines a b, f g answers to the thoracic ophidian skeletal axis, whose ventral or opposite costal arches occur by a bicleavage of the azygos ventral rays. The thoracic series of each skeletal axis is formed after the same manner as that of the ophidian. The numerical length of every thorax varies according to the number of those serial archetypes of fig. 494, which suffers thoracic metamorphosis; and its position in serial spine varies also according to the numerical position of those archetypes which undergo a thoracic modificaton; for if they be the segments which hold serial order between that which numbers (in fig. 494,) as 13, and that which numbers 30, then the thoracic length will correspond to these numerical segments.

When the head is fashioned of the six quantities included in the circle q c r, while the neck is proportioned by the line b d, from six, or seven, or more of those quantities which succeed the head, viz. those segments between 7 and 14, 15, or 16, then the neck will number accordingly; and when the thorax is to succeed the cervix, then the twelve or more segments which succeed those of the cervix are proportioned thoracically by the lines f g. When, lastly, the lumbar, sacral, and caudal regions are to succeed the thorax, it is the line f d which gives to these regions their several quantitative characters.

The law of “unity in variety” appears therefore to be plainly demonstrable as an archetypal plus series of quantities, undergoing a graduated metamorphosis; and if, by the order of the foregoing remarks, I have left upon the reader’s mind the idea that the proportional variety constitutes the species of one form of skeleton compared to another, and to all others of the four classes of vertebrate animals, then my object has been attained by the course of argument which I have pursued.

(Joseph Maclise.)
SLEEP. — This term is employed to designate that state of suspension of the sensory and motor functions, which appears to alternate, in all animals, with the active condition of those functions, and which may be made to give place to it by the agency of appropriate impressions upon the sensory nerves.

Although this may seem a complex definition of a state which seems to be in itself so simple, yet it will not be found easy to alter its character without rendering it less stringent. We more especially desire to exclude from it the abnormal condition of coma, in all its forms; whether resulting from the influence of pressure or effusion within the cranium, or consequent upon the poisoning of the blood by narcotic substances, or occurring as part of that inexplicable series of phenomena which are termed hysterical. The state of coma, where not so intense as to affect the movements of respiration and deglutition, is identical with profound sleep as regards its obvious manifestations; but there is this important difference, that simple sleep may be made to give place to activity by the application of appropriate stimuli to the sensorial system; whilst in complete coma, no impressions on the sensory nerves have any power of bringing back the consciousness. Between these two conditions, however, every gradation may be seen; as in the heavy sleep produced by an over-dose of a narcotic, in incomplete hysteric coma, or in the torpor resulting from slow effusion within the cranium.

The necessity for sleep seems to arise from the fact, that the exercise of the animal functions is in itself destructive of the substance of the organs which minister to them; so that, if the waste or disintegration produced by their activity be not duly repaired, they speedily become incapacitated for further use. This doctrine is now so generally admitted, that it does not seem requisite to adduce proofs in its support. The substance of muscles is regenerated during the suspension of their action in simple repose; and it is not essential that, for this purpose, a state of unconsciousness should intervene. As the substance of the nervous centres and trunks, more especially the former, undergoes a similar disintegration as a necessary consequence of its activity, this too requires a period of repose for its regeneration; but the repose, or suspension of functional activity, of the sensorial portion of the nervous system, necessarily involves unconsciousness; and it appears to be on the nutritive regeneration which takes place during true sleep, that its refreshing power depends. No such refreshment is experienced from the unconsciousness of coma, however prolonged; and there are some forms of ordinary slumber in which it is more or less deficient. The organic functions are not affected in any considerable degree by the suspension of the sensorial; for we find that not only are the operations in which these functions essentially consist uninterrupted carried on, but that the muscles, nerves, and nervous centres also which are concerned in maintaining them, are enabled to sustain an unintermitted action. Thus the movements of the heart are not, in warm-blooded animals at least, normally suspended, from the first development of that organ until the close of life; the respiratory motions, in like manner, are kept up uninteruptedly from birth to death; and the propulsion of food along the alimentary canal during sleep by the peristaltic contraction of its muscular coat, the sustained action of the sphincters, the peculiar position of the eyes, and the active state of the extensor muscles of the legs in animals which sleep standing, are additional evidences that the state of continuous repose is not required for the renovation of the powers of certain parts of the nervous and muscular apparatus. To use Dr. Marshall Hall's phraseology, "the true spinal system never sleeps;" and, whatever we may think of the existence of his "true spinal system of nerve-fibres, as distinct from those which minister to the functions of the encephalon, there can be no longer any doubt that the ganglionic portion of the spinal cord is a distinct centre of nervous action, which retains its power of actively responding to impressions made upon it, during the profoundest repose of the other centres; whilst, from the complete suspension of its functions, even for a very brief period, death inevitably results.

In following out our inquiry into the nature of sleep, and of certain conditions allied to it, we shall find it convenient to regard the encephalon as composed of four leading or primary divisions: 1. The medulla oblongata, which essentially consists of a prolongation of the spinal cord, including the centres of respiration and deglutition; and also having incorporated with it, without properly forming part of it, the ganglia of hearing and of taste; 2. The ganglia of sensation, including, with the olfactory, optic, auditory, and gustative centres, the corpora striata and thalami optici, which are probably, when taken together, to be regarded as the ganglia of tactile sensation*: 3. The hemispheric ganglia (Solly), or peripheral portion of the cerebral hemispheres: and 4. The cerebellum.

The first of these divisions really belongs to the spinal cord, and, like it, is constantly active. — The second appears collectively to form the true sensorium, to which external impressions must be conveyed, in order that they may be felt (each class of sensations being received through the medium of its own ganglion), and from which proceeds the stimulus to those automatic movements which can only be excited by a sensation. Such are the truly instinctive actions. — The third, of which scarcely a rudiment exists in the lowest fishes, although it constitutes by far the largest proportion of the encephalon in man, seems to be the instrument through which ideas are generated, by which they are retained and made the subjects of intellectual

processes, and by which voluntary determinations are formed. Impressions made upon the organs of sense would seem only able to act on the hemispheric ganglia through the medium of the sensorium; whilst the voluntary determinations, resulting from the exercise of the reasoning powers, can only act on the muscular system by the transmission of a downward impulse from the hemispheric ganglia to the automatic centres, in which the motor nerves originate.

If this be a true representation, the ordinary phenomena of sleep are not difficult of comprehension. The state consists essentially in suspended activity of the sensorium, so that impressions made on the organs of sense are neither felt nor perceived,—that is, neither excite sensations, nor give rise to ideas. In like manner, those automatic movements which are dependent upon sensations for their excitement are suspended; and as the torpor of the sensorium cuts off the functional connection between the hemispheric ganglia and the muscles, the latter cannot be called into activity by any mental operations in which the former may be concerned. In ordinary profound sleep, the hemispheric ganglia would seem to be in the same passive condition as the sensorium itself; so that all mental activity is suspended. In dreaming, however, there is a train of ideas, called up by the laws of association, and not regulated by any voluntary control, bespeaking a partial activity of the hemispheric ganglia. Into the conditions of this phenomenon we shall inquire hereafter; at present only observing, that if the sleep be deep, external impressions are as completely unperceived by the dreamer, as they are in a state of entire unconsciousness; and that, in like manner, the strongest desire felt by the dreamer to perform certain bodily movements, even when he fancies that his life depends upon them, is as ineffectual as if he were suffering from a total paralysis. If external impressions are in any degree felt by the dreamer, or his volition can exert its power over the movements of his body, the sleep is not profound, but rather approximates towards the state of somnambulism or sleep-waking, in which the sensorial as well as the hemispheric ganglia are in a condition of partial activity.

The state of simple sleep, again, is allied to that of hibernation (see Hibernation); the difference between them being essentially this, that in the latter condition, besides the profound torpor of the sensorial centres, there is a great diminution or complete suspension of the activity of the organic functions. We may trace, in fact, every gradation between the simple repose of the sensorial centres, in which the state of sleep essentially consists, to that complete suspension of all the functions of life, which is of ordinary occurrence, during the winter season, in cold-blooded animals. Many of these can even endure the freezing process without the loss of their vitality; their activity being restored by the renewal of warmth. Next to this is the condition of those hibernating mammals, which pass the winter in a state of uninterrupted torpor, and in which the organic functions seem reduced to their lowest possible amount of activity, short of entire stagnation. This reduction is manifested in the slowness of the circulation, the infrequency of the respiratory movements, the low degree of heat sustained, the abatement of the demand for food, and the small amount of carbonic acid, urea, and other excretory products, set free during the persistence of the hibernating state. But there are other hibernating mammals, in which the reduction is less decided, and the torpor less profound; these animals awaking from their repose at long intervals, taking food from the store which they have prepared, and again relapsing into inactivity. And there are others, again, in which it differs but little from ordinary profound sleep, except that the proportion of time passed in the waking state is much less than usual. Further, it is a curious observation of Dr. M. Hall’s (loc. cit.), that the ordinary diurnal sleep of certain hibernating mammals presents, in the reduced activity of the organic functions, an approach to the torpor of their winter state.

Sleep of Plants.—The complete suspension of the organic as well as of the animal functions during the hibernation of cold-blooded animals corresponds with what has been termed the winter sleep of plants. But plants have also what has been called a diurnal sleep; and although it is obvious that plants can present no phenomena really analogous to those in which we have defined the sleep of animals to consist, yet there are periodical changes in the condition of their leaves and flowers which are deserving of consideration under this head, especially as affording an additional indication that even in the functions of organic life there is a tendency to a more or less decided alternation of activity and quiescence. The parts of plants which exhibit the changes in question, are the leaves and the flowers. In the former we frequently notice an entire difference in the nocturnal and diurnal aspects of the leaves, which is the result of a periodic change, affecting either the position of the leaf as a whole, or that of the several leaflets of which a compound leaf is formed. The petioles, or stalks of the leaves or leaflets, either bend upwards or downwards; so that the flattened surface of the leaf is either elevated or depressed. This is not a result of simple fasicity; for, as De Candolle remarks *, the nocturnal position is maintained with the same rigidity and constancy as the diurnal; so that the “sleeping” leaf would be broken, more readily than it could be forced into the position which is proper to it during the day. Eleven different modifications are enumerated by the distinguished botanist just cited, in the manner in which the leaves incline themselves to the stalks on which they grow. Thus, of the entire leaves which exhibit this phenomenon, some sleep face to face, others back to back,
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others fold in at the sides so as to embrace the stem or to protect the flower which arises from their axil. It is rare to see a movement of the whole of a compound leaf, when its individual portions fold together; such a movement is seen, however, in the Mimosa. The variety of positions assumed in sleep by the subdivisions of compound leaves is very considerable, and need not be here enumerated: the phenomenon is best exhibited by the Leguminosae and the Oxalidaceae.

Of the causes of this phenomenon, little can be definitely stated. They are not to be looked for solely in the operation of external physical agents, such as light, heat, and moisture; for it can be easily shown that the changes in question cannot be thus accounted for, without attributing to the plants by which it is exhibited a tendency to such periodical manifestations inherent in their own constitution. Thus, when sensitive plants are confined in a dark room, their leaflets periodically fold and open as usual; the periods, however, being somewhat lengthened. On the other hand, when exposed to continued light, the periodical folding and unfolding still occurs, but the periods are shortened. And when the plants are exposed to strong lamplight by night, and excluded from all light by day, their periods of sleep become extremely irregular for a time, but in the end the plants generally close their leaves during the day and open them at night. No such modifications can be induced, however, in the Oxalidaceae; their periods of opening and closing their leaves being unaltered by light, darkness, or by the disturbance of the natural sequence of the two. In the same manner it may be proved that these movements cannot be laid to the account of changes of temperature; for it appears from the experiments of De Candolle, that they continue to take place in plants exposed to various degrees of temperature, as well as in those left in air, provided that the heat or cold be not sufficient to injure the health of the plants. And by the same method of exclusion, they can be shown not to be dependent upon variations in the amount of circumambient moisture; since they continue equally well, ceteris paribus, when plants are kept in stoves the humidity of whose atmosphere is uniform, and in some cases even when the plants are entirely immersed in water. We must conclude, then, that although the exact time of the occurrence of the phenomenon may be liable to modification from the influence of external agents, its performance is essentially independent of them, and must be referred to causes inherent in the plant itself.

The periodical closing of flowers is a change which is obviously analogous to the sleep of leaves. Many flowers only expand themselves once, and speedily wither. Even in this case, however, there is often considerable regularity in the time of expansion, indicating periodicity. But in the flowers which remain fresh for some days, some degree of alternation between closure and expansion may be generally discerned. There is no definite relation, however, between the sleep of flowers and that of leaves; for they may be united in the same individuals, or be exhibited separately in different species of the same genus. Among other curious examples which show the absence of connection between the two classes of phenomena, is one cited by De Candolle from Berthollet; the subject of it being an Acacia cultivated in the garden at Orotava, in which the leaves closed at sunset, but the flowers then expanded, their numerous stamens raising themselves up like tufts of feathers, so as to become conspicuous; whilst in the morning, when the leaflets assumed their diurnal position, the filaments relaxed so that the bunches of stamens gave to the flowers the appearance of floss-silk, and the flowers themselves partly closed together.

It has been ascertained by Meyen, that, by the action of artificial light and darkness, the usual hours for opening and closing may be changed in flowers as well as in leaves. Thus he found that after passing two days in a room from which external light was excluded, but which was lighted by four Argand lamps, the flowers of Ipomoea purpurea, which naturally open during the night, expanded in the morning; whilst those of Oxalis tetraphylla, at the end of the fourth day of artificial illumination, opened in the evening, instead of at their usual morning hour.

Periodicity of Sleep. — There can be little doubt that a tendency to occasional repose is inherent in the constitution of every animal possessed of a sensorial apparatus; and that this disposition is so arranged as to correspond in its periodical recurrence with the diurnal revolution of the earth. Although we are accustomed to think that "night is the time for sleep," and although, in our own case and in that of most other animals, darkness and silence favour repose, yet it must be borne in mind that there are many tribes of animals whose period of activity is the very same with that during which most others are wrapped in slumber. Thus, among lepidopterous insects, we find the activity of the greater part of the butterflies to be diurnal, that of the sphinges to be crepuscular, and that of the moths to be nocturnal. So among the insectivorous birds, we find the diurnal swallow replaced during the night by the goatsucker (or night-jar); whilst the insectivorous bats are most active during twilight. Among the raptorial birds, again, we find the whole tribe of owls, with only one or two exceptions, to be either nocturnal or crepuscular in their activity. And among carnivorous animals we meet with a similar diversity. As a general rule, the vegetable-feeders of all tribes are diurnal in their activity, taking their repose at night. The nocturnal predaceous animals take their repose during the day; and those whose period of activity is the twilight, sleep partly by night and partly by day.

Notwithstanding this variety as to the periods of sleep and activity, the complete
cycle in every case is fulfilled in twenty-four hours; and this uniformity in their recurrence would seem to indicate either an entire and invariable dependence on external agencies, or else a periodical tendency to sleep, inherent in the animal kingdom, and corresponding with the cycle of day and night. The experience of the human species seems to be decisive in favour of the latter view.

There is, among all tribes of mankind, a general uniformity in the periods of slumber and activity, which is scarcely inferior to that observable among the lower animals; yet we find reason to believe that this periodicity is a law of our own organic constitution, for it is quite certain that it cannot be seriously departed from without injury to the system, and that, even where light and warmth are continuous through the whole range of the twenty-four hours (as during the summer in arctic regions), the same periodical desire for sleep manifests itself, resistance to which is prejudicial to the health. As Dr. Whewell justly remarks*—"No one can doubt that the inclination to food and sleep is periodical, or can maintain, with any plausibility, that the period may be lengthened or shortened without limit. We may be tolerably certain that a constantly-recurring period of forty-eight hours would be too long for one day of employment and one period of sleep, with our present faculties; and all whose bodies and minds are tolerably active will probably agree that, independently of habit, a perpetual alternation of eight hours up and four in bed would employ the human powers less advantageously and agreeably than an alternation of sixteen and eight." We may remark, however, that when the habit has been once acquired, the shortening of the cycle is probably not so injurious as its extension. We know by experience that the habitual attempt to sustain an uninterrupted activity during more than sixteen or eighteen hours at a time, is either unsuccessful, or, if successful, is very wearing to the system. On the other hand, the experience of seamen who kept "watch and watch" during long voyages without any obvious injury to their health, indicates that if the due amount of sleep be obtained within every twenty-four hours, the division of the cycle is not attended with any prejudicial effect. On the whole, we may conclude with Dr. Whewell, that, "when we have subtracted from the daily cycle of the employments of men and animals, that which is to be set down to the account of habits acquired, and that which is occasioned by extraneous causes, there still remains a periodical character, and a period of a certain length, which coincides with, or at any rate easily accommodates itself to, the duration of the earth's revolution.

Causes of Sleep. — The most potent of all the causes of sleep, which is capable of acting by itself, when in sufficient intensity, in opposition to the most powerful influences tending to the continuance of wakefulness, is the condition of the nervous system induced by its protracted functional activity. Sleep may thus come on in the midst of the roar of cannon, and this not merely in persons accustomed to the noise, but in those who have never previously experienced it. Thus it is on record that during the heat of the battle of the Nile, some of the boys who were over-fatigued fell asleep on the deck. We have known a listener to an orchestral performance drop off in slumber during the noisiest part of the grand finale. Again, the continued demand for muscular activity is not incompatible with the access of sleep. During fatiguing marches, as in the retreat to Corunna, it has been repeatedly noticed that whole battalions of infantry have slumbered whilst in motion; muleteers frequently sleep on their mules, coachmen on their boxes, and post-boys on their horses; and factory children, before the shortening of the hours of work, were often known to fall asleep whilst attending to their machines. Bodily pain, again, yields before the imperative demand occasioned by the continued exhaustion of the powers of the sensorial centres. Of this the medical practitioner has frequent illustrations. It is well known, too, that the North American Indians, when at the stake of torture, will go to sleep on the least remission of agony, and will slumber until the fire is applied to awaken them. It is related that Damiens slept during his protracted tortures upon the rack; and that this having been prevented by the constant renewal of fresh torments, he spoke of the want of sleep, a little before the termination of his existence, as the most dreadful of all the sufferings he had endured. That the strongest voluntary determination to remain awake is forced to give way to the demand for sleep produced by the exhaustion of nervous power, must be within the experience of every one.

It does not appear to be of any consequence whether this exhaustion is produced by the active exercise of volition, emotion, reflection, or simple sensation. In all alike the sensorial centres must participate; by all alike, therefore, must their nervous substance be subjected to that disintegration which cannot proceed beyond a certain point without either being repaired by sleep, or producing a state of exhaustion which becomes fatal. Nevertheless, we find that the involuntary continuance of mental activity is unfavourable to access of sleep, so as to oppose the action of other predisposing influences; and such persistence will be found to be especially difficult to check in cases in which the feelings are concerned. The activity of the purely intellectual operations, which can be suspended at any moment, provided the feelings be not interested in their continuance, predisposes to sleep instead of preventing it. But the desire to work out a result, or to complete the survey of a subject, is an emotional state which induces restlessness, remaining active until it is gratified. So, again, anxiety or distress is a most frequent cause of wakefulness; the ex-
citement of the feelings keeping up a forced state of mental activity, which no voluntary effort can subdue. The state of suspense is in most persons more difficult to bear with equanimity, and is more opposed to the access of sleep, by the continual perturbation which it induces, than the greatest joy or the direst calamity when certainty has been attained. Thus it is a common observation that criminals under sentence of death sleep badly so long as they entertain any hopes of a reprieve; but as soon as they are satisfied that their sentence will be certainly carried into execution, they usually sleep more soundly,—and this even on the very last night of their lives. That the continued exultation of the feelings, whilst producing an indisposition to sleep, really occasions as great a demand for it in the system as is produced by the most active exercise of the intellectual powers, is evident from the very exhausting effects of its protraction; which necessitate a long period of tranquillity for restoration to health.

Among the most powerful of the predisposing causes to sleep, is the absence of sensorial impressions: thus darkness and silence usually conduce to repose; and the cessation of the sense of muscular effort, which takes place when we assume a position that is sustained without it, frequently acts as the complement of all other influences. There are cases, however, in which the continuance of an accustomed sound is necessary instead of positive silence, the cessation of the sound being a complete preventive of sleep. Thus it happens that persons living in the neighbourhood of the noisiest mills or forges cannot sleep elsewhere; and when, to induce repose in illness, the mill or the forge has been stopped, the cessation of the sound only occasions more obstinate wakefulness. Such instances, perhaps, fall within the next category of predisposing causes,—namely the monotonous repetition of sensorial impressions. Every one knows how efficacious a provocative of sleep is the droning voice of a heavy reader, especially when his subject is equally prosaic. The ripple of the calm ocean upon the shore, the murmur of a rivulet, the sound of a distant waterfall, the rustling of foliage, the hum of bees, and similar monotonous impressions upon the auditory sense, are usually found to induce sleep; and Boerhaave relates, that being desirous of procuring sleep for one of his patients troubled with obstinate insomnia, he directed a brass pan to be so placed as to receive a succession of drops of water, the sound of which had the desired effect. A lulling influence, however, is not universally thus produced; for we have known a case in which sleep was altogether kept away by the sound of dropping water, which seems to have occasioned a state of emotional excitement. Not only is the repetition of auditory impressions provocative of sleep; uniform succession of gentle movements has a similar effect upon the sensorium through the sense of vision. The sleep thus induced, however, is usually characterised by certain peculiarities which will be described hereafter.—The recurrence of impressions received through the sense of touch has the same effect. Thus Dr. Elliotson says, "I know a lady who often remains awake in spite of every thing, till her husband very gently rubs her foot; and by asserting to a patient my conviction that the secret of an advertising hypnotologist whom I allowed to try his art upon the sleepless individual, and which he did for a time successfully, was to make him gently rub some part of his body till he slept, he confessed this to be the fact." The rocking of the infant's cradle, or the gentle swaying of the body backwards and forwards in the arms, are predisposing causes of sleep well known to nurses.

In these and similar cases, the influence of the impressions would seem to be exerted in withdrawing the mind from the consciousness of its own operations, the loss of which, as we shall presently point out, is the transition-step of the passage into complete unconsciousness. The reading of a dull book acts in the same mode. There is a monotony of sensorial impressions, the eyes wandering on from line to line and from page to page, without any mental interest in the sensations received; and if the voluntary effort of attention be intermitted, the thoughts pass off along their own spontaneous train, whilst the sensorial centres are left free to the soporific influence of monotony.

The foregoing are the chief causes of sleep, which operate directly through the sensorial organs themselves. We have now to consider those whose action is indirect, being exerted primarily on the organic functions. Of these the first in order of importance are those which produce increased pressure of blood within the vessels of the encephalon. Thus the assumption of the recumbent position operates in this method as a powerful predisponent to sleep, as well as by rendering all muscular effort unnecessary for the maintenance of the position of the body. To this cause again we are probably to attribute, in great part at least, the drowsiness which succeeds a full meal, the pressure within the encephalic vessels being increased by the pressure of the distended stomach upon the vessels of the abdomen; but the circulation of imperfectly assimilated matter in the blood may possibly concur in the production of the result. The influence of pressure is most characteristically seen in cases of gradual effusion of blood or of serum from the vessels of the brain: this at first occasions a state of sopor but little different from profound ordinary sleep; but with the increase of the effusion there is an increase in the depth of the slumber; the patient will no longer be aroused by sensorial impressions which were at first sufficient to re-excite consciousness, and at last complete coma comes on.†
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moderate degree of warmth favours sleep; perhaps by increasing the energy of the heart's contractions, at the same time that the walls of the vessels are more relaxed than usual, and thus yield to the impulse. A moderate degree of cold usually has the opposite effect, more especially when the cold is sufficient to produce uneasy sensations. But cold of great severity produces drowsiness, sopor, and even complete coma; apparently by producing a contracted state of the superficial vessels of the body, and thus occasioning an increase of sanguineous pressure on the encephalic centres. Again, the circulation of blood charged with narcotic substances through the brain, is one of the most powerful of all hypnotising agencies; and this, again, may produce every gradation of effect, between simple sleep, from which the patient may be easily aroused, and the profoundest coma. One of the most common instances of the operation of this cause, is the production of drowsiness by a deficiency of ventilation; the carbonic acid which accumulates in the blood, when not freely carried off in the air, having the properties of a powerful narcotic.

Phenomena of ordinary Sleep.—The state of perfect sleep is characterised by negative rather than by positive phenomena. As already stated, it essentially consists in the complete suspension of the sensorial powers, and of all those movements in which the nervous system participates, except the simple reflex; with this is conjoined a partial or complete suspension of the functional activity of the cerebrum. According to the more or less potent operation of the soporific causes, will be the degree of insensibility to impressions upon the afferent nerves. No ordinary cause, as we have already shown, is so powerful as previous fatigue. Of the profoundness of the sleep which may result from it,—in combination, perhaps, with two other agents, warmth, and an atmosphere somewhat charged with carbonic acid,—the following remarkable example may be cited from the "Journal of a Naturalist." It may be proper to mention that, the correctness of the statement having been called in question, it was fully confirmed by Mr. Richard Smith, the late senior surgeon of the Bristol Infirmary, under whose care the sufferer had been. "A travelling man, one winter's evening, laid himself down upon the platform of a lime-kiln, placing his feet, probably numbed with cold, upon the heap of stones, newly put on to burn through the night. Sleep overcame him in this situation; the fire gradually rising and increasing, until it ignited the stones upon which his feet were placed. Lulled by the warmth, the man slept on; the fire increased until it burned one foot (which probably was extended over a vent-hole) and part of the leg above the ankle entirely off, consuming that part so effectually, that a cinder-like fragment was alone remaining,—and still the wretch slept on! and in this state was found by the kiln-man in the morning. Insensible to any pain, and ignorant of his misfortune, he attempted to rise and pursue his journey, but missing his shoe requested to have it found; and when he was raised, putting his burnt limb to the ground to support his body, the extremity of his tibia crumbled into fragments, having been calcined into lime. Still he expressed no sense of pain, and probably experienced none, from the gradual operation of the fire, and his own torpidity during the hours his foot was consuming. This poor drover survived his misfortunes in the hospital about a fortnight; but the fire having extended to other parts of his body, recovery was hopeless." It may be added that cases are recorded by medico-legal writers, in which defloration of a virgin, followed by conception, has been effected whilst she was in a state of ordinary sleep, rendered unusually profound by previous fatigue; but such statements are obviously liable to considerable doubt, and scarcely appear entitled to credence.

Besides the suspension of the sensorial functions, however, there is usually a slight diminution in the activity of the functions of organic life. The heart's contractions are less frequent, but the pulse is fuller. So likewise the respiratory movements are diminished in number; but the inspirations are deeper. Less carbonic acid is produced than during a similar bodily inactivity in the waking state. As might be expected from these differences, the amount of heat generated in the body is diminished, and there is much less power of resisting the effects of cold. So remarkable is this abatement, that when the body is exposed to intense cold (as in the well-known attempt of Sir Joseph Banks and Dr. Solander to explore Terra del Fuego), "to sleep is to die." There would seem, too, to be a diminution in the power of resisting other morbid agencies. Thus all authorities agree that sleeping in a malarious atmosphere is much more liable to engender the diseases produced by it, than spending the same length of time in the same place, but in the waking state. As a general rule, it would seem that the secreting processes go on with diminished activity during sleep; but to this the cutaneous transpiration is an exception, so that, in debilitated states of the system, a profuse sweating often occurs as soon as the patient falls asleep. From this diminished activity of the organic functions it happens that hunger is not renewed so speedily after sleep as when the same number of hours have been passed in watching; a fact well known to those who are liable to suffer habitually or occasionally from the want of food. In this

by "a state of contraction of certain muscles of the neck." (See his Observations in Medicine, second series, p. 27.) He does not, however, offer the least proof of this hypothesis, nor does he even name the muscles or veins to which he refers. We presume that the platysma myoides and the external jugular are meant. If so, why should not a slight compression of the vein by any other means have the effect of producing sleep at will?
respect, then, even the ordinary sleep of the warm-blooded animal may be regarded as an incipient hibernation. Some writers have spoken of the organic functions as performed with increased activity during sleep; a doctrine so inconsistent with obvious facts, that it could never have been sustained except on the basis of a preconceived idea with regard to the antagonism between the relative activity of the functions of organic and animal life, which idea is in itself fallacious. The actual renovation of the nervous and muscular tissues by the nutritive processes, probably takes place with peculiar energy during the functional inactivity of those parts; but the preparation of the nutritive materials, which is the office of the digestive and assimilative apparatus, seems to go on more slowly during sleep; and it is quite certain that less oxygen is then taken into the system, and less carbonic acid generated and set free.

The access of sleep is sometimes quite sudden; the individual passing at once from a state of mental activity to one of complete torpor. More generally, however, it is gradual; and is marked by phenomena which are particularly worthy of attention. "While the mind remains poised, as it were, between sleep and the opposite condition," says Dr. Macnish; "it is pervaded by a strange confusion, which almost amounts to wild delirium; the ideas dissolve their connection from it, one by one; those which remain longest behind are faint, visionary, and indistinct; and its own essence becomes so vague and diluted, that it melts away in the nothingness of slumber; as the morning vapours are blended with the surrounding air by the solar heat." In this passage there is an attempt made to depict the result of the loss of that power of voluntary control over the current of thought, the possession of which is the especial characteristic of the human mind in its state of normal activity. It is the complete suspension of this power, as we shall presently see, which, taken in connection with the entire want of sensibility to external objects, constitutes the state of dreaming; and the same suspension, occurring before the mind is altogether withdrawn from connection with the external world, constitutes that curious intermediate state betwixt sleeping and waking, which may readily pass into either condition. Thus, if the torpor of the sensorial centres be allowed to increase, sleep is produced; but if it be dissipated by some senso

rene impression of unusual strength, wakefulness is brought back again, a dreamy impression remaining, both of what had been passing in the mind itself, and of that which had been taking place around. Now, it appears to be by suspending the mind's attention to its own proceedings, and by drawing off the attention of the sensorium from all other impressions upon the organs of sense, that the monotonous sensations already referred to favour the access of sleep. And it may be further affirmed that all the successful plans for voluntarily producing sleep have some such modus operandi; their success being dependent upon the intentional fixation of the thoughts upon some one class of sensory impressions (as in the method of Mr. Gardner), or upon some very simple and uniform mental process (such as counting, repeating a French or Greek verb, &c.); and when the attention has been once thus fixed, the monotony of the impression serves to retain it there, so that it abandons, as it were, all control over its operations, and allows itself to be gradually wrapped in repose under the influence of that continued recurrence of similar impressions, which seems even more potent as a soporific than the suspension of all sensational stimuli.

The gradual loss of consciousness and of voluntary control over the muscular system during the invasion of sleep is thus described by Dr. Macnish: "Previous to the accession of sleep, a feeling of universal lassitude prevails; this sensation heralds in the phenomena of slumber, and exhibits itself in yawning, heaviness of the eyes, indifference to surrounding objects, and all the characteristics of fatigue. If the person be seated, his head nods and droops, and, in all cases, the muscles become relaxed, and the limbs thrown into that state most favourable for complete muscular inactivity. The lying position is, consequently, the best adapted for sleep, and the one which is intuitively adopted for the purpose. The organs of the senses do not lapse into simultaneous repose, but suspend their respective functions gradually and successively; sight, taste, smell, hearing, and touch, parting with sensation in the order in which they here stand, and gliding insensibly away. In the same manner the muscles do not become simultaneously relaxed; those of the limbs giving way first, then those of the neck, and lastly the muscles of the spine. Nor do the external senses, on awaking, recover all at once their usual vigour; we, for some seconds, neither hear, nor see, nor smell, nor taste, nor touch, with our usual acuteness. Ordinary sights dazzle our eyes; ordinary sounds confuse our ears; ordinary odours, tastes, and sensations, our nose, our tongue, and our touch: they awake successively, one after another, and not in the same instant." *

The power of being aroused by impressions made upon the organs of sense, is, as already remarked, one of the chief distinctions between sleep and stupor. The strength of the impression requisite to produce this effect depends upon two circumstances, which require separate consideration: first, the profoundness of the slumber; and, second, the relation of the impression to the habitual condition of the mind. It is a familiar fact that most persons are more easily aroused towards the morning, when the slumbers are lighter, than they are during the early part of the night, when the sleep is more profound. In fact, the spontaneous awakening which takes place when our repose has been sufficient for the restoration of mental
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vigour, may generally be traced to some sensory impression of a trivial nature, such as the striking of a clock, which would have produced no effect at a previous time. Some persons, however, always sleep so heavily, that they require a strong impression to arouse them, even when they have had an ample allowance of repose. It is through the hearing and the touch that the awakening impressions are ordinarily conveyed; but either of the other senses may serve as their channel. Thus, although the closure of the eyelids destroys the acuteness of the perception of light, the eyelids are sufficiently transparent to allow of an impression being made by a light of moderate intensity; so that those who sleep in a room whose window has an eastern aspect, and is not furnished with sufficient means of excluding the sun's rays, are liable to be aroused by their ingress some time before the natural amount of repose has been taken. So, again, the sleeper may be awakened by unusual odours; thus the inmates of a burning house are sometimes first aroused by the smell of fire. The introduction of substances possessing a strong taste into the mouth, will also usually put an end to the state of slumber; but when the slumber is very profound, such substances may be received, and even swallowed, without the sleeper being thereby awakened.

The variety of modes in which the operation of sensory impressions on the sleeper is modified by the previous habitual state of mind, is one of the most remarkable points of the whole subject. The general rule is, that habitual impressions of any kind have much less effect in arousing the slumberer, than those of a new or unaccustomed character. An amusing instance of this kind has been related to the author, which, even if not literally true, serves extremely well as an illustration of what is unquestionably the ordinary fact. A gentleman who had taken his passage on board a ship of war, was aroused on the first morning by the report of the morning gun, which chanced to be fired just above his berth; the shock was so violent, as to cause him to jump out of bed. On the second morning he was again awake, but this time he merely started and sat up in bed; on the third morning the report had simply the effect of causing him to open his eyes for a moment, and turn in his bed; on the fourth morning it ceased to affect him at all, and his slumbers continued to be undisturbed by the report as long as he remained on board. It often happens that sleep is terminated by the cessation of an accustomed sound, especially if this be one whose monotony or continuous repetition had been the original inducement to repose. Thus, a person who has been read or preached to sleep, will awake, if his slumber be not very profound, on the cessation of the voice; and a naval officer, sleeping beneath the measured tread of the watch on deck, will awake if that tread be suspended. In this latter case, the influence of the simple cessation of the impression will be augmented by the circumstance next to be alluded to, which has received too little attention from writers on this subject, but which is of peculiar interest both in a physiological and psychological point of view, and is practically familiar to almost every one.

This is, that the influence of sensory impressions is greatly modified by our habitual state of mind in regard to them. Thus, if we are accustomed to attend to these impressions, and our perception of them is thus increased in acuteness, we are much more easily aroused by them than by others which are in themselves much stronger, but of which we have been accustomed to entertain an utter disregard. Thus, most sleepers are aroused by the sound of their own names uttered in a low tone, when it requires a much louder sound of a different description to produce any manifestation of consciousness. The same thing is seen in comatose states; a patient being often capable of being momentarily aroused by shouting his name into his ear, when no other sound produces the least effect. The following circumstance, communicated to the author by a naval officer of high rank, is a most apposite illustration of this principle. When a young man, he was serving as signal-lieutenant under Lord Hood, at the time when the French fleet was confined in Toulon harbour; and being desirous of obtaining the favourable notice of his commander, he devoted himself to his duty — that of watching for signals made by the look-out frigates — with the greatest energy and perseverance, often remaining on deck nineteen hours out of the twenty-four, with his attention constantly directed towards this one object. During the few hours which he spent in repose, his sleep was so profound, that no noise of an ordinary kind, however loud, would awake him; and it used to be a favourite amusement with his comrades, to try various experiments devised to test the soundness of his sleep. But if the word "signal" was even whispered in his ear, he was instantly aroused, and fit for immediate duty.

It is not requisite, however, that the sound should be one habitually attended to during the hours of watchfulness; for it is sufficient if it be one on which the attention has been fixed as that at which the slumberer is to arouse himself. Thus the medical man, even in his first profound sleep after a fatiguing day's work, is aroused by the first stroke of the clapper of his night-bell; and to those who are accustomed to rise every morning at the sound of an alarm-clock, the frequency and regularity of the occurrence do not diminish, but rather increase, the readiness with which it produces its effect, provided that the warning be promptly obeyed. On this usually depends the efficiency of the awakening sound; if it be disregarded as a thing to which there is no occasion to give heed, it very soon ceases to produce any effect, the entire peal not being sufficient to awaken the sleeper; whilst, on the other
hand, the first stroke is enough to break the repose of him who is impressed with the effectual desire of profiting by the warning. And thus it may happen that, of two persons in the same room, either shall be at once aroused by a sound which produces no disturbance in the slumbers of the other.—The influence of habitual attention is shown as much in the effect produced by the cessation, as in that of the occurrence, of sensory impressions. Thus in the case of the naval officer aroused by the suspension of the measured tread of the watch over his head, the knowledge possessed during the waking state that this suspension is either an act of negligence which requires notice, or indicates some unusual occurrence, doubtless augments the effect which the discontinuance of the sound would of itself produce.

Putting aside the awakening influence of external impressions, the period of natural termination of the slumber is greatly influenced by habit. Thus, many persons who are accustomed to rise at a particular hour, wake regularly at that hour, whether they have gone to rest early or late; so that the act of spontaneously awakening is no proof that the desirable amount of repose has been obtained. But what is more remarkable is, that many individuals have the power of determining, at the time of going to rest, the hour at which they shall rise, so as to awake from a profound sleep at the precise time fixed upon. In others, however, the desire to rise at a particular hour only induces a state of restlessness throughout the night, destroying the soundness of the slumbers: the individual awakes many times in the night, with the belief that the hour is past, and very possibly oversleeps it after, the system being worn out by the need of repose.

The Amount of sleep required by man is affected by many conditions, especially age, temperament, habit, and previous exhaustion; so that no general rule can be laid down upon the subject. The condition of the fetus in utero may be regarded as one of continual slumber; the energy of the organic functions being entirely directed to the building-up of the organism, whilst the apparatus of animal life is completely secluded from all the stimuli which could arouse it into activity. On its first entrance into the world, the infant continues to pass the greater part of its time in slumber; and this is particularly to be noticed in cases of premature birth,—the seven months' child seeming to awake only for the purpose of receiving food, and giving but little heed to any external objects when its internal cravings are satisfied; and even the eight months' infant being considerably less alive to sensory impressions, than one born at the full time. During the whole period of infancy and childhood, it is necessary for the development of the body that the constructive operations should be more energetic than the destructive; and, accordingly, we find that the period of sleep, during which the former take place without hindrance, is longer in proportion to the waking state, during which the latter are in play, than it is when full growth has been obtained.*

As age advances, the necessity for very rapid nutrition gradually diminishes, in consequence of the progressive approach to complete development; and when the adult period has been attained, it is not requisite that the constructive processes should do more than balance the destructive. The amount of sleep requisite for this purpose, therefore, gradually diminishes, until it is reduced to (at most) one-third of the cycle of twenty-four hours. It is to be noticed that the sleep of children and young persons is not only longer than that of adults, but is also more profound. On the other hand, as age advances, and the bodily and mental activity of the waking state decreases, a smaller amount of sleep suffices; or, if the slumber be protracted, it is usually less deep and refreshing. It may be noticed, however, that very old persons usually pass a large proportion of their time in sleep, or rather in dozing; as if, in consequence of the want of energy of their nutritive operations, a very long period of repose is necessary to repair the waste which takes place during their short period of activity. It is stated† that "the celebrated De Moivre slept twenty hours out of the twenty-four; and Thomas Parr latterly slept away by far the greater part of his existence." The repose of the aged is most apt to take place immediately after taking food; while they solicit it in vain at that period at which, during the former years of their lives, they had been accustomed to enjoy it.

The amount of sleep, again, is much affected by temperament. It will generally be found that a plethoric habit of body, sustained by full diet, predisposes to sleep, provided the digestive powers be in a vigorous condition. Such persons frequently pass nine or ten hours in slumber, and maintain that they cannot be adequately refreshed by less. On the other hand, thin wiry people, in whom the "nervous" temperament predominates, usually take comparatively little sleep, notwithstanding the greater activity of their nervous system when they are awake; but their slumber, while it lasts, is generally very deep. Persons of "lymphatic" temperament, heavy
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* It is to be remembered, when we compare the condition of the nutritive operations during the period of growth, and after the complete development of the organism, that it is not in the mere amount of accretion that the difference consists. This would be the case if the new matter were merely added to the old, as in the formation of a new layer of wood in an exogenous stem. The growth of the animal fabric requires a continual new development of every part of it, involving a constant change in its materials; and thus we see that the amount of food required by children, and the quantity of urea, and other products of the disintegration of the tissues set free in their excretions, bear a much larger proportion to those of the adult, than would be inferred from the relative bulk of the body at the two periods, and from its rate of increase during the former.

† Macnish, op. cit. p. 37.
passionless people, who may be said to live very slowly, are usually great sleepers; but this rather because, through the dullness of their perceptions, they are less easily kept awake by sensorial or mental excitement, than because they really require a prolonged cessation of activity. As they are half asleep during the waking state, so would it appear that the constructive operations must be far from active while they are asleep,—so little do they seem restored by the repose.

The amount of sleep, ceteris paribus, required by individuals is very greatly influenced by habit; and, contrary to what we might anticipate, we find that the briefest sleepers have usually been men of the greatest mental activity. Thus Frederick the Great and John Hunter are said to have only required five hours' sleep out of the twenty-four. General Elliot, celebrated for his defence of Gibraltar, is recorded not to have slept more than four hours out of the twenty-four.* Sir Gilbert Blane states † that General Pichegru informed him that, “in the course of his active campaigns, he had for a whole year not more than one hour of sleep, on an average, in twenty-four hours.” We suspect that if he had said “one hour of sleep at a time,” he would have been nearer the truth. This we believe to have been the case with regard to the Duke of Wellington during the Peninsula campaigns. Dr. Elliotson says ‡, “I heard Baxter, the coachmaker, declare that he never took more than three hours' sleep during the most active period of his life.” We doubt if it would be possible for any one to sustain a life of vigorous exertion with a smaller allowance than this.

The influence of habit is further shown in producing an aptitude for repose, or a readiness to wake, at particular periods. Thus, if a man is accustomed to go to rest at ten o'clock, and to rise at six, he will probably awake at six, even if he have not fallen asleep until twelve. And in like manner, if the morning sleep has been unusually protracted, the desire for sleep will probably return at the accustomed hour in the evening. The influence of habit is further exerted in producing an aptitude for sleep whenever the opportunity is afforded. Thus, the celebrated pedestrian Capt. Barclay, when accomplishing his extraordinary feat of walking 1000 miles in as many successive hours, obtained at last such a mastery over himself that he fell asleep the instant he lay down. And the sleep of soldiers, sailors, and others, who may be prevented from obtaining regular periods of repose, but are obliged to take their rest at short intervals, may be almost said to come at command; nothing more being necessary to induce it than the placing the body in an easy position, and the closure of the eyes. On the other hand, habit favors the protraction of sleep. This was the case with Quin, the celebrated actor, who could slumber for twenty-four hours successively; and with Dr. Reid, the metaphysician, who could take as much food, and afterwards as much sleep, as were sufficient for two days.

It is needless to dwell upon the obvious fact, that, other things being equal, the amount of sleep required by man is proportional to the amount of mental exertion put forth during the waking hours; since this is an obvious result of what has been laid down as the cause of the demand for sleep. It may be remarked, however, that we must not measure the amount of sleep by its duration alone; since its intensity is a matter of equal importance. The light slumber which is disturbed by the slightest sounds, cannot be as renovating as the profound sopor of those whom no ordinary noise will awake.

There are certain states of the nervous system in which there is an entire absence of sleep; and this may continue for many days, or even weeks or months. Insomnia is, for instance, one of the characteristics of acute mania, and may also exist in various forms of monomania. It is usually, also, one of the symptoms of incipient meningeal inflammation. And it may constitute a specific disease in itself. In all these cases, however, the preponderance of the destructive processes over the constructive manifests itself, sooner or later, in the exhaustion of the mental and bodily powers. Thus mania, when prolonged or frequently occurring, subsides into dementia. When meningitis (or rather inflammation of the surface of the hemispheric ganglia) is fully developed, a rapid disintegration of nervous matter takes place, as indicated by the large amount of alkaline phosphates in the urine.* The same would probably be detected in cases of idiopathic insomnia; which state, if it continue for any length of time, is sure to be followed by a great sense of wretchedness and prostration, frequently accompanied by continual restlessness. Such effects, too, in a less aggravated degree, result from habitual deficiency of sleep; whether this results from emotional excitement, which keeps repose at bay, or from a voluntary determination to keep the intellect in activity. This is a very common occurrence among industrious students, who, with a laudable desire for distinction, allow themselves less than the needed quantum of repose. Headache, tension, heat, throbbing, and various other unpleasant sensations in the head, give warning that the brain is being overtasked; and if this warning be not taken, sleep, which it was at first difficult to resist, becomes even more difficult to obtain; a state of general restlessness and feverish excitement are induced; and if, in spite of this, the effort be continued, serious consequences, in the form of cerebral inflammation, apoplexy, paralysis, fever, insanity, or loss of mental power, more or less complete, are nearly certain to be induced. Some individuals can sustain such an effort much longer than others, but it is a great mistake to suppose that they are not

* Macnish, op. cit. p. 34.
† Medical Logic, p. 83.
‡ Physiology, p. 601.
* See Dr. Bence Jones in Phil. Trans. 1846.
equally injured by it; in fact, being possessed with the belief that they are not suffering from the exertion, they frequently protract it until a sudden and complete prostration gives a fearful demonstration of the cumulative effects of the injurious course in which they have been persevering. Those, consequently, who are earlier forced to give way, are frequently capable of accomplishing more in the end.

In regard to the degree of protraction of sleep which is consistent with a healthy state of the system in other respects, it is difficult to speak with certainty. Of the numerous well-authenticated instances on record*, in which sleep has been continuously prolonged for many days or even weeks, it is enough here to state that they cannot be regarded as examples of natural sleep; the state of such persons being more closely allied to hysterical coma. An unusual tendency to proper sleep generally indicates a congested state of the brain, tending to apoplexy; and it has been stated that apoplexy has been actually induced by the experimental attempts to ascertain how large a proportion of the diurnal cycle might be spent in sleep. This effect may be readily explained, if we regard it as a general law of the capillary circulation, that its rate is increased by functional activity, and diminished by inactivity; for whilst congestion of the brain arising from other causes will tend to produce sleep, through the augmented pressure it occasions, mental inactivity, if encouraged and persisted in, will itself tend to produce congestion.

Thus, on either side, inattention to the dictates of Nature in respect to the amount of sleep required for the renovation of the system, becomes a source of disease, and should therefore be carefully avoided.

**DREAMING.**

We have hitherto spoken of sleep in its most complete or profound form,—that is, the state of complete unconsciousness. But with the absence of consciousness of external things, there may be a state of mental activity, of which we are more or less distinctly conscious at the time, and of which our subsequent remembrance in the waking state also varies in completeness: the impression being sometimes vivid, definite, and enduring; sometimes shadowy and evanescent; sometimes not amounting to more than the feeling that we have dreamed; and sometimes not even this being preserved, notwithstanding that there may be positive assurance that the sleep has been thus disturbed. This state, known as dreaming, is one of the highest interest to the psychologist; but the limits imposed upon us forbid our doing more than enumerate its leading phenomena.

The chief feature of the state of dreaming appears to be, that there is an entire absence of voluntary control over the current of thought; so that the principle of suggestion—onethought calling up another, according to the laws of association—has unlimited operation. Sometimes the train of thought thus carried on is remarkably consistent. We witness scenes that have occurred during our waking hours, and seem to hear, see, move, talk, and perform all the actions of life. We may experience every kind of mental emotion, and may even compare, reason, judge, and will, during our sleep; and our reasoning processes have frequently a remarkable clearness and completeness,—the data on which they are founded being supposed to be accurate. This consistency is usually the greatest, when the mind simply takes up a train of thought on which it had been engaged during the waking hours, not long previously; and it may even happen that, in consequence of the freedom from distraction occasioned by the suspension of ordinary sensations, the intellectual operations may be carried on during sleep with uncommon vigour and success. Thus, to name only two instances, Condorcet saw, in his dreams, the final steps of a difficult calculation, which had puzzled him during the day; and Condillac states that, when engaged with his "Cours d'Etude," he frequently developed and finished a subject in his dreams, which he had broken off before retiring to rest.

The imagination, equally with the reasoning processes, sometimes moves in a consistent course. Thus, Dr. Good relates the case of a friend who composed a little ode of about six stanzas, and set the same to agreeable music, in his sleep, the impression remaining so vividly that he was able to write down both the words and music on awaking in the morning; and Coleridge relates of himself that his fragment, entitled "Kubla Khan," was composed during sleep, which had come upon him whilst reading the passage in "Purchas's Pilgrimage" on which the poetical description is founded, and was written down immediately on awaking. The images, he says, "rose up before him as things, with a parallel production of the correspondent expressions, without any sensation or consciousness of effort." It would seem necessary, in most cases of this kind, that the results should be committed to paper immediately on waking, before the train of thought, continued from the dream, has been disturbed by any other. Thus, Coleridge tells us that, after having written for some little time, he was interrupted by a person on business, who continued with him above an hour; and on the departure of his visitor, he found, to his surprise and mortification, that "though he still retained some vague and dim recollection of the general purport of the vision, yet, with the exception of some eight or ten scattered lines and images, all the rest had passed away like the images on the surface of a stream into which a stone had been cast; but, alas! without the after-restoration of the latter." In other cases, a strong general impression of what has passed through the mind in sleep may remain on waking, without power of recalling the particulars. This was the case in the well-known instance of the musician Tartini, to whom the
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* Such, for example, as that of Samuel Chilton (Phil. Trans., 1694), and that of Mary Lyall (Trans. of Roy. Soc. of Edinb., 1819).
arch-fiend appeared in his sleep, and was challenged by him to a trial of skill: the dreamer lay entranced by the transcendent performance of his visitor, which surpassed anything he had ever heard or conceived; on awaking, however, he could not reproduce the succession of notes, although he immediately seized his violin, and endeavoured to do so; but, under the strong general impression of what he had heard, he produced a new composition, which retains the name of the "Devil's Sonata."

But, although dreams may possess a remarkable coherence, whether as regards processes of reasoning, or the new combinations of the imagination, the general fact is, that such coherence is altogether wanting, and that there is a complete incongruosity in the thoughts and images which pass through our minds. All probabilities, and even possibilities of "time, place, and circumstance" are violated; the dead pass before us as if alive and well; even the sages of antiquity hold personal converse with us; our friends at the antipodes are brought upon the scene, or we ourselves are conveyed thither, without the least perception of distance; and the strangest combinations of reality and fancy are presented, either as objects passing before our consciousness, or as affecting our own condition. But of this incongruity we are seldom in the least aware. We are not capable of testing the probability or possibility of the phenomena by our ordinary experience. And, as a consequence of this, nothing surprises us in dreams; the feeling of surprise being the result, and indeed the measure, of our perception of the unlikelihood of a phenomenon. Not only is there usually a want of congruity in the intellectual processes, but a great disturbance in the ordinary play of the emotions. "Thus, in our dreams we may walk on the brink of a precipice, or see ourselves doomed to immediate destruction by the weapon of a foe or the fury of a tempestuous sea, and yet feel not the slightest emotion of fear; though, during the perfect activity of the brain, we may be naturally disposed to the strong manifestation of this feeling. Again, we may see the most extraordinary object or event without surprise, perform the most ruthless crime without compunction, and see what in our waking hours would cause us unmitigated grief, without the smallest feeling of sorrow."

This is, however, by no means uniformly the case. In fact, our emotions in the dreaming state are often highly wrought; and it frequently seems that the excitement of some particular emotion gives the direction to the whole train of thought, and causes it to possess an unusual coherence and probability. This is most remarkable, perhaps, when the emotion in question has greatly occupied the mind in the previous waking hours. Thus, a female, whose husband is at sea, and for whose safety she naturally feels anxious, especially in stormy weather, is very apt to dream of shipwreck and all its attendant circumstances; or, on the other hand, a man in love dreams of his mistress, of married life, and of its various enjoyments. Even here, however, the congruity is frequently interrupted by the intervention of some strange occurrence; the oddity of which may be perceived by the dreamer as being discordant, not with the intellectual but with the emotional state.

In simple dreaming, as there is a loss of voluntary control over the current of thought, so is there an absence of control over the muscular system. Movements expressive of emotions, however, may still take place, and may afford to the by-stander an indication of what is passing in the mind of the dreamer. The indications of fear, horror, or disgust, or of hope, rapture, or desire,—laughter or weeping, smiles or frowns,—may all display themselves, when there is an absolute cessation of all voluntary movements. This is remarkably the case in attacks of incubus, or nightmare; in which the dreamer is oppressed by intolerable distress, from which he makes vain attempts to free himself. His distress may be expressed by moans, or by the agitation of his countenance; but none of his fancied efforts are indicated by any respondent movements. This condition may subside into a state of tranquil slumber, or the agitation may increase to such a pitch as to awake the sufferer; and as the first act of the waking state is usually to cry out or kick violently, it has been supposed that the return of volition has been the cause, instead of being the effect, of the cessation of the oppressive dream. There are cases, however, in which the dreamer executes movements in consonance with ideas passing through his mind,—such as would, in the waking state, be termed voluntary; but these must be considered as belonging rather to the category of somnambulism than to that of simple dreaming.

The direction of the current of thought in dreaming is often given by impressions on the organs of sense, which influence the mental operations, by calling up associated ideas, without being recognized and perceived as distinct sensations. Thus, Dr. James Gregory, having applied a hot bottle to his feet on going to bed, dreamt that he was walking up Etna and finding the ground intolerably hot. On another occasion, he dreamt of spending a winter at Hudson's Bay, and of suffering much distress from the intense frost; this evidently the consequence of his having thrown off the bed-clothes in his sleep, and of his having been reading, a few days before, a very particular account of the state of the colonies in that country during winter. Dr. Reid, having a badly-dressed blister on his head, dreamt that he was being scalped by Indians; and a man in a damp bed, that he was being dragged through a stream. A gouty man, when beginning to feel his pain in his sleep, may dream he is on the rack before inquisitors. The sound of music may excite delightful dreams. M. Girou de Bazzeingues* made some curious experiments on

* Prof. Wheatstone, quoted in Elliotson's Physiology, p. 621.
this point, and directed at pleasure the character of his dreams. In his first experiment, having allowed the back of his head to be uncovered during sleep, he thought he was at a religious ceremony in the open air; the custom of the country in which he lived being to keep the head covered excepting on some rare occurrences, among which was the performance of religious ceremonies. On waking he felt cold at the back of the neck, as he frequently had when present at the real ceremonies. He repeated the experiment in two days, with the same result. In a third experiment, he left his knees uncovered, and dreamt that he was travelling at night in the diligence; and all travellers know, he observes, that it is chiefly at the knees that they feel cold when travelling by that conveyance at night. The very remarkable degree in which this influence of external impressions is exerted, when sleep is being induced by the agency of certain narcotics, will be presently noticed. By the use of the term "external" is here meant that which is external to the mind itself. The dream may originate in impressions derived from any part of the bodily frame. Thus we find that indigestion is a very common cause of nightmare, and that an irritable state of the genital apparatus provokes lascivious dreams. When the external impressions are recognized as sensations, and the dreamer's current of thought completely follows their guidance, so that even the meaning of spoken language is appreciated, the condition approximates to that of Somnambulism.

One of the most remarkable of all the peculiarities of the state of dreaming, is the rapidity with which trains of thought pass through the mind; a dream in which a long series of events has seemed to occur, and a multitude of images has been successively raised up, being often certainly known to have occupied but a few minutes or even seconds. This is best seen in those cases in which the dream has obviously originated in some sensory impressions, which has also had the effect of arousing the sleeper. A very interesting example of this, in which a similar dream was produced in two individuals, husband and wife, from the same cause, came within the knowledge of the late Dr. James Gregory. It happened when the public mind was much excited in regard to the alarm of French invasion, and the gentleman who was the subject of it was himself a zealous member of the Edinburgh volunteer corps. Whilst asleep, between two and three o'clock in the morning, he dreamt of hearing the signal gun; he was immediately at the Castle, witnessed the proceedings for displaying the signals to alarm the country, and saw and heard a great bustle over the town, from troops and artillery assembling, especially in Princes Street. At this time he was roused by his wife, who awoke in a fright, in consequence of a similar dream, connected with much noise and the landing of the enemy, and concluding with the death of a particular friend of her husband's, who had served with him as a volunteer. The origin of this remarkable occurrence was ascertained, in the morning, to be the noise produced in the room above by the fall of a pair of tongs. How long the dream had continued in this instance is uncertain; evidently not for a period in the least comparable to that required for the actual occurrence of the events that had passed through the mind of each; and it is probable, from many similar cases, that the lady was awoke by the noise rather than by the fright. Thus a gentleman dreamt that he had enlisted as a soldier, joined his regiment, deserted, was apprehended, carried back, tried, condemned to be shot, and at last led out for execution. After all the usual preparations, a gun was fired; he awoke with the report, and found that a noise in an adjoining room had both produced the dream and awoke him. The same feeling of duration, arising out of the number of images passing in succession through the mind, is often experienced when we are well assured that the whole duration of our sleep has not exceeded a few moments. We have known a clergyman fall asleep in his pulpit during the singing of the psalm before sermon, and awake with the conviction that he must have slept for at least an hour, and that the congregation must have been waiting for him; but on referring to his psalm-book, he has been consoled by finding that his slumber has lasted no longer than during the singing of a single line. There would not seem, in fact, to be any limit to the amount of thought which may thus pass through the mind of the dreamer, in an interval so brief as to be scarcely capable of measurement; and this view is confirmed by the circumstance, now well attested, that it is a common occurrence in drowning for the whole previous life of the individual to be presented instantaneously to his view; with its every important incident vividly impressed on his consciousness, just as if all were combined in a picture, every part of which could be taken in at a glance. This, again, is connected with the fact that the operation of the associative principle may reproduce in dreams the remembrance of facts long since forgotten in the waking state. Such, however, is by no means peculiar to the state of dreaming; for in the waking state we often retrace involuntarily and unexpectedly something which we have in vain attempted to recall at will, and which might be said to have passed from our mental grasp.

From the foregoing and other similar facts it has been argued, that all our dreams really take place in the act of falling asleep or of awaking; so that even when we fancy that we have been dreaming all night, our unconsciousness has been really complete, except at these momentary intervals. That this doctrine cannot be altogether true is obvious from the fact, that we can frequently detect the character of a dream, and even in some degree trace its progress, by the expression of the sleeper's countenance; so that dreams certainly may occupy time, and occur during...
ordinary sleep. On the other hand, it may be
freely admitted that the apparent duration of
our dreams does not afford the least measure
of the time they have really occupied; and
that it is probable that even when our sleep has
seemed most disturbed by them, we have really
passed a larger portion of the night in a state
of complete unconsciousness than the mere
impression left by our dreams would allow us
to believe. But it has been questioned by some,
on the other hand, whether there is ever
such a state as that of complete unconscious-
ness. It is affirmed that the mind can never
be entirely inactive; and that every body, in
fact, does dream throughout the period of
sleep, although the dreams may not be re-
membered in the waking state. This state-
ment is rather based upon the hypothesis with-
which it commences, than upon any positive
facts; and as it requires us to give up the
simple teachings of ordinary experience, for
the reception of a mere metaphysical dogma,
the physiologist need not concern himself with
the discussion.

On the whole, it may be said that dreaming
indicates that sleep is imperfect; and this
view harmonises with the fact that between
dreaming and the waking state there are
various connecting gradations. Thus, reverie
or day-dreaming differs from the dreaming of
the sleeper, not so much in the condition of
the mind and its instrument the cerebrum, as
in that of the sensorium, which is not so com-
pletely withdrawn in the former case, as it is in
the latter, from the consciousness of external
impressions. In sleep, on the other hand, the
dreamer may have a consciousness of the un-
reality of the images that arise in his mind, and
may even make a voluntary and successful
effort to prolong them if agreeable, or to dis-
sipate them if unpleasing; thus evincing the
presence of that power of control over the
current of thought, the want of which is one of
the best characteristics of ordinary dreaming,
as it is also of insanity, and indicating, there-
fore, an unusual approximation to the vigilant
condition.

The action of narcotics on the nervous
system presents many curious illustrations of
the foregoing statements regarding the nature
and phenomena of dreaming. There are some
which have the power of inducing every con-
dition intermediate between an unusual activity
of the thoughts and a state of complete stupor,
according to the dose taken. This is the
case to a certain degree with opium; but still
more decidedly with the extract of Cannabis
Indica, a preparation of which, known under
the names of Hachisch and Dawamesc, is
much used in the East for the production of
a species of agreeable intoxication. The first
effect of a dose of this substance is usually
to produce a moderate exhilaration of the
feelings and an unusual activity of the intel-
lectual powers; but this activity gradually
frees itself from voluntary control. The in-
dividual feels himself incapable of fixing his
attention upon any subject; his thoughts being
continually drawn off by a succession of ideas
which force themselves (as it were) into his
mind, without his being able in the least to
trace their origin. These speedily occupy his
attention, and present themselves in strange
combinations, so as to produce the most
fantastic and impossible creations. By a strong
effort of the will, however, the original thread
of the ideas may still be recovered, and the
interlopers driven away. These lucid intervals
successively become of shorter duration, and
can be less frequently procured by a voluntary
effort; for the internal tempest becomes more
and more violent, the torrent of disconnected
ideas increases in power so as completely to
arrest the attention, and the mind is gradually
withdrawn altogether from the contemplation
of external realities, being engrossed by the
consciousness of its own internal workings.
There is always preserved, however, a much
greater amount of self-consciousness than
exists in ordinary dreaming; the condition
rather corresponding with that just referred
to, in which the sleeper knows that he is
dreaming. The succession of ideas has at first
less of incoherence than in ordinary dreaming,
the ideal events not departing so far from
possible realities; and the disorder of the mind
is at first manifested in errors of sense, in
false convictions, or in the predominance of
one or more extravagant ideas. These ideas
and convictions are generally not altogether of
an imaginary character, but are called up by
external impressions, which are erroneously
interpreted by the perceptive faculties. The
error of perception is remarkably shown in
regard to time and space; minutes seem
hours, hours are prolonged into years, and at
last all idea of time seems obliterated, and past
and present are confounded together as in
ordinary dreaming; and in like manner, streets
appear of an interminable length, and the
people at the other end seem to be at a
vast distance. Still there is a certain con-
sciousness of the deceptive nature of these
illusions, which, if the dose be moderate, is
never entirely lost.

The effect of a full dose, however, is at last
to produce the complete withdrawal of the
mind from any distinct comprehension of ex-
ternal things; the power of the will over the
current of thought is in like manner suspended,
and the condition of the mind becomes the
same in all essential particulars with that of
the ordinary dreamer; differing in this chieffy,
that the feelings are more strongly ex-
acted, and that they still take their tone
almost entirely from external impressions.
Thus, says M. Moreau*, "It will be entirely
dependent on the circumstances in which we
are placed, the objects which strike the eyes,
the words which fall on our ears, whether the
most lively sentiments of gaiety or of sadness
shall be produced, or passions of the most
opposite nature shall be excited, sometimes
with extraordinary violence; for irritation

* Du Hachisch et de l'Aliénation Mentale, Etudes
Psychologiques, p. 67.
shall pass rapidly into rage, dislike to hatred, and the desire of vengeance and the calmest affection to the most transporting passion. Fear becomes terror, courage is developed into rashness which nothing checks, and which seems not to be conscious of danger, and the most unfounded doubt or suspicion becomes a certainty. The mind has a tendency to exaggerate everything, and the slightest impulse carries it along. Those who make use of the hachisch in the East, when they wish to give themselves up to the intoxication of the fantasia, take great care to withdraw themselves from everything which could give to their delirium a tendency to melancholy, or excite in them anything else than feelings of pleasurable enjoyment. They profit by all the means which the disolute manners of the East place at their disposal. It is in the midst of the harem, surrounded by their women, under the charm of music and of lascivious dances executed by the Almees, that they enjoy the intoxicating dawannes; and with the aid of superstition, they find themselves almost transported to the scene of the numberless marvels which the Prophet has collected in his Paradise.”**

**SOMNAMBULISM.**

Our history of sleep would be incomplete without some account of a state which is closely allied to it, though differing from it in several important particulars. The phenomena of somnambulism are so varied, that it is very difficult to frame any definition capable of including them all; and we prefer characterising the state by saying that it may be considered as an acted dream,—differing from ordinary dreaming in the two following points. In the first place, the train of thought is more under the direction of sensations derived from without; and, secondly, the muscular system is so completely under the control of the mind, as not merely to give expression to its emotional states, but also to act in response to its volitions. As in dreaming, there would seem to be, in true somnambulism, a complete want of voluntary control over the current of thought, but there is not the same degree of mental activity; and in particular the operation of the associative principle is so much more restricted, that there is little or none of that incoherence or incongruity in the ideas brought up, which is so peculiar in ordinary dreaming. On the contrary, reasoning processes are often carried out with extraordinary clearness and correctness; the mind being intently fixed upon them to the exclusion of all other considerations. This exclusiveness, indeed, is one of the most remarkable characteristics of the condition. Whilst the attention of the mind remains fixed upon any object, either perceived by the senses or brought up by the act of conception, nothing else is felt. Thus there may be complete insensibility to bodily pain, the somnambulist’s whole attention being given to the objects which is passing within the mind. Yet, in an instant, by directing the attention to the organs of sense, the anaesthesia may be succeeded by the most acute sensibility. So, again, when the attention is fixed upon a certain train of thought, whatever is spoken in harmony with it is heard and appreciated by the somnambulist; but whatever is in discordance with it is entirely disregarded. The character of the intellectual operations partakes of this peculiarity. As just now stated, the reasoning processes are usually accurately and definitely carried on, so that the conclusion will be sound, provided that the data have been correct. Thus, a mathematician will work out a difficult problem, or an orator will make a speech appropriate to a given subject. But the usual defect of the intellectual operations carried on in this condition is, that, owing to their very intensity, the attention is drawn off from the considerations which ought to modify them; and thus it happens that the result is often palpably inconsistent with the teachings of ordinary experience, and will be admitted to be so by the somnambulist when the former are brought to his mind.

The state of somnambulism may pass, on the one hand, into that of ordinary dreaming, so that it is difficult to draw the line between the two. Thus, the ordinary “talking in the sleep” may be referred to one or the other condition, according to the definition of each that we may adopt. In our own arrangement, they fall under the second head: because the vocal movements are expressions of the intellectual processes that are taking place in the mind; and because, in most cases of this kind, the sleep-talker hears and comprehends what is said to him, provided that this harmonises with what is going on within, and will answer rationally, so as to sustain a conversation. Thus, we knew a young lady at school, who frequently began to talk after having been asleep an hour or two: her ideas almost always ran upon the events of the previous day; and if encouraged by leading questions addressed to her, she would give a very distinct and coherent account of them; frequently disclosing her own peccadillos and those of her schoolfellows, and expressing great penitence for the former, whilst she seemed to hesitate about making known the latter. To all ordinary sounds, however, she seemed perfectly insensible. A loud noise would awake her, but

* The celebrated oriental scholar, M. Sylvestre de Sacy, appears to have made it pretty plain that our word anaesthesia is derived from Hachischin, in the following manner. It is well known that the term was originally employed in Syria, to designate the followers of the “Old Man of the Mountain,” who were accustomed to devote themselves with blind obedience to the execution of the orders of their chief, sacrificing themselves or others with equal readiness. Their education tended in every way to impress upon them this duty; and as a reward for its performance, they were promised after death all the sensual pleasures they could imagine,—a foretaste of these being every now and then given to them by intoxicating them with hachisch, in the midst of scenes in which everything was provided to gratify their senses. In this manner, a sort of fanaticism was gradually induced, which rendered them fit agents of the murderous designs of their master.
was never perceived in the sleep-talking state; and if the interlocutor addressed to her any questions or observations that did not fall in with her train of thought, they were completely disregarded. By a little adroitness, however, she might be led to talk upon almost any subject; a transition being gradually made from one to another by means of leading questions.

The well-known case of the officer, narrated by Dr. James Gregory, is one of the same intermediate class; rather allied, in our apprehension, to somnambulism than to ordinary dreaming. This gentleman, who served in the expedition to Louisburgh in 1758, was in the habit of acting his dreams; and their course could be completely directed by whispering into his ear, especially if this was done by a friend with whose voice he was familiar; so that his companions in the transport were in the constant habit of amusing themselves at his expense. At one time they conducted him through the whole progress of a quarrel, which ended in a duel; and when the parties were supposed to be met, a pistol was put into his hand, which he fired, and was awakened by the report. On another occasion they found him asleep on the top of a locker or bunker in the cabin, when they made him believe he had fallen overboard, and exhorted him to save himself by swimming. He immediately imitated all the motions of swimming. They then told him that a shark was pursuing him, and entreated him to dive for his life. He instantly did so, with such force as to throw himself entirely from the locker upon the cabin-floor, by which he was much bruised, and awakened of course. After the landing of the army at Louisburgh, his friends found him one day asleep in his tent, and evidently much annoyed by the cannonading. They then made him believe that he was engaged, when he expressed great fear, and showed an evident disposition to run away. Against this they remonstrated; but, at the same time, increased his fears, by imitating the groans of the wounded and the dying; and when he asked, as he often did, who was down, they named his particular friends. At last they told him that the man next himself in the line had fallen, when he instantly sprang from his bed, rushed out of the tent, and was roused from his danger and his dream together, by falling over the tentropes. After these experiments, he had no distinct recollection of his dreams, but only a confused feeling of oppression and fatigue; and used to tell his friends that he was sure they had been playing some trick upon him. This is another point of conformity with somnambulism; one of whose most distinctive peculiarities it is, that neither the trains of thought nor any of the events of the somnambulistic state are remembered in the ordinary waking condition, though the impression of the feelings strongly excited during that state, is sometimes continued. Both the trains of thought and the events of the somnambulistic state, however, are frequently remembered with the utmost vividness on the recurrence of that state, even at a very distant interval: and of the interval, however long it may have been, there is no consciousness whatever. The same thing, but more rarely, occurs in dreaming; the dreamer sometimes recollecting a previous dream, and even taking up and continuing its thread, although he could not in the least retract it in his waking state.

A remarkable case of spontaneous somnambulism, which occurred within our own experience, will serve to illustrate many of the most characteristic features of the condition in question. The subject of it was a young lady of highly nervous temperament; and the affection occurred in the course of a long and trying illness, in which almost every form of hysteria, simulating tetanus, epilepsy, coma, and paralysis, had successively presented itself. Although natural somnambulism ordinarily arises out of ordinary sleep, yet in this instance the patient usually passed into the somnambulistic condition from the waking state; the transition being immediately manifested by the peculiar expression of the countenance. In this condition her ideas were at first entirely fixed upon one subject—the death of her only brother, which had occurred some years previously. To this brother she had been very strongly attached; she had nursed him in his last illness; and it was perhaps the return of the anniversary of his death about the time when the somnambulism first occurred, that gave to her thoughts that particular direction. She talked constantly of him, retraced all the circumstances of his illness, and was unconscious of anything that was said to her which had not direct reference to this subject. On one occasion she mistook her sister's husband for her lost brother; imagined that he was come from heaven to visit her; and kept up a long conversation with him under this impression. This conversation was perfectly rational on her side, allowance being made for the fundamental errors of her data. Thus, she begged her supposed brother to pray with her; and on his repeating the Lord's Prayer, she interrupted him after the sentence "forgive us our trespasses," with the remark, "But you need not pray thus; your sins are already forgiven." Although her eyes were open, she recognised no one in this state, not even her own sister, who, it should be mentioned, had not been at home at the time of her brother's illness.

On another occasion, it happened that, when she passed into this condition, her sister, who was present, was wearing a locket, containing some of their deceased brother's hair. As soon as she perceived this locket, she made a violent snatch at it, and would not be satisfied until she had got it into her own possession, when she began to talk to it in the most endearing and even extravagant terms. Her recognition of this locket, when she did not perceive that her sister was the wearer of it, was a very curious fact, which may be explained in two ways, each of them in accordance with the known laws of somnambulism. Either the concentration of her thoughts on this one subject caused her to remember only that which was
immediately connected with her brother; and her unconsciousness of the presence of her sister might be due to the absence of the latter at the time of his death, which caused her to be less connected with him in the thoughts of the somnambulist;—or it may have happened that she was directed to this locket by the sense of smell, which is frequently exalted in a very remarkable degree in the somnambulistic state. (See SMELL.) Her feelings were so strongly excited by the possession of the locket, that it was judged prudent to check their continuance; and as she was inaccessible to all entreaties on the subject, force was employed to obtain it from her. She was so determined, however, not to relinquish it, and was so angry at the gentle violence used, that it was found necessary to abandon the attempt; and she became calmer after a time, and at last passed off into ordinary sleep, which was in her case the successor, instead of being (as it usually is) the predecessor, of the somnambulistic state. Before going to sleep, however, she placed the locket under her pillow, remarking, "Now I have hid it safely, and they shall not take it from me!" On awaking in the morning, she had not the slightest consciousness of what had passed; but the impression of the excited feelings remained; for she remarked to her sister,—"I cannot tell what it is that makes me feel so; but every time that S— comes near me, I have a kind of shuddering sensation!"—the individual named being a servant, whose constant attention to her had given rise to a feeling of strong attachment on the side of the invalid, but who had been the chief actor in the scene of the previous evening. This feeling wore off in the course of a day or two. A few days afterwards, the somnambulism again recurred; and being upon her bed at the time, she immediately began to search for the locket under her pillow. In consequence of its having been removed in the interval (in order that she might not, by accidentally finding it, be led to inquire into the cause of its presence there, of which it was thought better to keep her in ignorance), she was unable to find it; at which she expressed great disappointment, and continued feeling for it, with the remark, "It must be there; I put it there myself a few minutes ago; and no one can have taken it away." In this state, the presence of S— renewed her previous feelings of anger; and it was only by sending S— out of the room that she could be calmed and induced to sleep.

This patient was the subject of many subsequent attacks, in every one of which the anger against S— revived; until the current of thought changed, no longer running exclusively upon what related to her brother, but becoming capable of direction by suggestions of various kinds presented to her mind, either in conversation, or, more directly, through the several organs of sense. On one occasion, the attack having come on whilst she was alone, she managed to make her way down stairs, along a passage, and out into the garden by a back-door, although completely paraplegic,—a very curious instance of sleep-walking. So nearly did her condition, in some of these attacks, approach the waking state, that the case might then be almost regarded as one of double consciousness,—that very curious affection, of which the subject seems to lead two distinct lives, A and B, in neither remembering what takes place in the other, but each state being, as it were, continuous with itself.

The preceding case is well adapted to illustrate the general characters of the somnambulistic condition: we have now to notice some of those peculiar phenomena which are presented in individual cases. The first of these to which we shall advert, is the extraordinary exaltation of the sensibility to external impressions through one or more of the organs of sense; which would seem to result, in some instances, from the concentration of the attention upon that one class of impressions, but which, in other cases, is independent of any such state of attention.* We have ourselves been particularly struck with this, in the somnambulism induced by the "hypnotic" process of Mr. Braid, to which we shall presently refer. We have seen unequivocal proof that the sense of smell has been exalted to an acuteness at least equalizing that of the most keen-nosed ruminant or carnivorous animal; that the sense of hearing has been rendered extremely acute; and that the sense of touch has been exalted, especially in regard to temperature, to a degree that would be scarcely credible, were not the phenomena in perfect keeping with the exaltation of the other senses. We are not aware that the sense of sight has ever been thus acted on. In most somnambulists it is altogether suspended; and those who claim to possess the power of clairvoyance, reading words inscribed in opaque boxes, &c., do not refer their power of doing so to any unusual acuteness of their visual organs, but attribute it to the development of an entirely new faculty, for the operation of which any such optical instrument as the eye is altogether unnecessary. Among the senses most commonly exalted in somnambulism, is that "muscular sense" by which all our voluntary movements are guided; and this seems to be so much increased in acuteness, as quite to replace the visual sense, in the performance of many of those operations for which sight is ordinarily requisite. Thus we find that sleep-walkers make their way over the roofs of houses, &c., without the assistance of their eyes.

* The young lady whose case we have just detailed, exhibited, in a former attack of nervous disorder, a most extraordinary acuteness of the auditory sense, so that it was difficult to prevent her from hearing everything that passed in the house. Of a conversation held in an ordinary tone, in a room two stories below, she could hear every word as distinctly as if it had passed in her own chamber. Yet she did not suffer pain, as might have been expected, from the excessive loudness of ordinary sounds.
steadily traverse narrow planks, and even clamber precipices; and this with far less hesitation than they would do in the waking state. The fact seems to be, that they are utterly unconscious of the danger they are incurring; and that the whole attention being fixed without any distraction upon the indications of the muscular sense, the requisite movements are performed under its guidance with steadiness and certainty. So, again, it is well known that somnambulists will write with their usual degree of neatness and regularity, when prompted to do so either by their own train of thought, or by some suggestion from without; and this, when it is perfectly certain that they cannot see. We have ourselves witnessed this in hypnotic experiments on two individuals, and made quite sure that vision could not be affording any assistance, by holding a large book between the eyes and hand of the writer. Not only were the lines well written, and at the proper distances, but the i's were dotted and the t's crossed; and in one instance, the writer went back half a line to make a correction, crossing off a word, and writing another above it, with as much correctness as if he had been guided by vision. The guidance of the muscular sense in this case may be compared to that which we ourselves receive from it, when ascending or descending a pair of stairs, or traversing a passage, to which we have previously been accustomed, in the dark; we know when we have come to the end, without having counted our steps, or in any way observed our progress, simply by the information we receive through the muscular sense. To the suspension, complete or partial, of the activity of one or more of the organs of sense, which may occur spontaneously, or may be induced by calling off the attention from it, reference has already been made.

The next point to be noticed is the readiness with which the train of thought may be guided, during the state of somnambulism, by the principle of suggestion. This is more, perhaps, the case in artificial or induced than in natural somnambulism; for in the latter there is frequently, as already pointed out, some dominant idea or set of ideas, from which the attention of the somnambulist cannot easily be distracted. In the former, the mind is like a weathercock, without the least fixity or self-control, but liable to be turned in any direction by the impressions to which it is subjected. It is one of the most curious and important of Mr. Braid's discoveries, that the suggestions conveyed through the muscular sense are among the most potent of any in determining the current of thought. Let the face, body, or limbs be brought into the attitude expressive of any particular feeling, or into a condition at all corresponding with that in which they would be placed for the performance of any voluntary action, and the corresponding mental state is at once called up. Thus, if the hand be placed upon the vertex, the somnambulist will frequently, of his own accord, draw his body up to its fullest height, and throw his head slightly back; his countenance then assumes an expression of the most lofty pride, and his whole mind is obviously possessed by the feeling. Where the first action does not of itself call forth the rest, it is sufficient to straighten the legs and spine, and to throw the head somewhat back, to arouse the feeling and the corresponding expression to its full intensity. During the most complete domination of this emotion, let the head be bent forward, and the body and limbs gently flexed; and the most profound humility then takes its place. So, again, if the angles of the mouth be gently separated from one another, as in laughter, a hilarious disposition is immediately generated; and this may be immediately made to give place to moroseness, by drawing the eyebrows towards each other and downwards upon the nose, as in frowning. Not only have we witnessed all these effects repeatedly produced upon numerous "hypnotised" subjects, but we have been assured by a most intelligent friend who has paid special attention to the psychological part of this enquiry, that having subjected himself to Mr. Braid's manipulations, and been only partially thrown into the "hypnotic" state, he distinctly remembers everything that was done, and can retrace the uncontrollable effect upon his state of mind which was produced by this management of his muscular apparatus.

So, again, not merely emotional states but definite ideas are thus excitable. Thus, if the hand be raised above the head, and the fingers are flexed upon the palm, the idea of climbing, swinging, or pulling at a rope is called up; if, on the other hand, the fingers are flexed when the arm is hanging down at the side, the idea excited is that of lifting a weight; and if the same be done when the arm is advanced forwards in the position of striking a blow, the idea of fighting is at once aroused, and the somnambulist is very apt to put it into immediate execution. On one occasion on which we witnessed this result, a violent blow was struck, which chanced to alight upon a second somnambulist within reach; his combativeness being thereby excited, the two closed, and began to belabour one another with such energy, that they were with difficulty separated. Although their passions were at the moment so strongly excited, that even when separated they continued to utter furious denunciations against each other, yet a little discreet manipulation of their muscles soon calmed them, and put them into perfect good humour. The power of the operator, in regulating the state of mind of such somnambulists, is almost unlimited; and surpasses the credibility of those who do not discern the very simple principle on which it is exercised. The facility with which particular feelings or ideas may thus be excited, will of course be dependent in part on the previous character and habits of the somnambulist.

Again, a very uncommon degree of power.
SLEEP.
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the Abbé Farin was accustomed to induce somnambulism by placing his patient in an arm-chair, and then after telling him to shut his eyes and collect himself, pronouncing in a strong voice and imperatively the word "dormez," which generally produced on the individual an impression sufficiently strong to give a slight shock, and occasion warmth, transpiration, and sometimes somnambulism. —The following case is another illustration of the effect of this state of expectation, acting in concurrence with a fixed position. The subject of it was a lady who had previously shown great susceptibility to the "mesmeric" and "hypnotic" processes. "We now requested our patient to rest quietly at the fire-place, to think of just what she liked, and look where she pleased, except at ourselves, who retreated behind her chair, saying that a new mode was about to be tried, and that her turning round would disturb the process. We very compositely took up a volume which lay on the table, and amused ourselves with it for about five minutes; when, on raising our eyes, we could see, by the excited features of other members of a little party that were assembled, that the young lady was once more magnetised. We were informed by those who had attentively watched her during the progress of our little stratagem, that all had been, in every respect, just as before. The lady herself, before she was undeceived, expressed a distinct consciousness of having felt our unseen passes streaming down the neck."*

* Perhaps the most effectual of all modes of inducing somnambulism is that discovered by Mr. Braid, and practised extensively by him under the designation of hypnotism.† The following is his description of his mode of inducing it, and of the phenomena attending its production. "Take any bright object (I generally use my lancet-case) between the thumb and fore and middle fingers of the left hand; hold it from about eight to fifteen inches from the eyes, at such position above the forehead as may be necessary to produce the greatest possible strain upon the eyes and eyelids, and enable the patient to maintain a steady fixed stare at the object. The patient must be made to understand that he is to keep the eyes steadily fixed on the object, and the mind riveted on the idea of that one object. It will be observed that, owing to the consensual adjustment of the eyes, the pupils will be at first contracted; they will shortly begin to dilate, and after they have done so to a considerable extent, and have assumed a wavy motion, if the fore and middle fingers of the right hand, extended and a little separated, are carried from the object towards the eyes, most probably the eyelids will close involuntarily, with a vibratory motion. After ten or fifteen seconds have elapsed, by gently elevating the arms and legs, it will be found
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that the patient has a disposition to retain them in the situation in which they have been placed, if he is intensely affected. If this is not the case, in a soft tone of voice desire him to retain the limbs in the extended position, and thus the pulse will speedily become greatly accelerated, and the limbs, in process of time, will become quite rigid and involuntarily fixed. It will also be found that all the organs of special sense, excepting sight, including heat and cold, and muscular motion or resistance, and certain mental faculties, are at first prodigiously exalted; such as happens with regard to the primary effects of opium, wine, and spirits. After a certain point, however, this exaltation of function is followed by a state of depression, far greater than the torpor of natural sleep. From the state of the most profound torpor of the organs of special sense, and tonic rigidity of the muscles, they may at this stage be instantly restored to the opposite condition of extreme mobility and exalted sensibility, by directing a current of air against the organ or organs we wish to excite to action, or the muscles we wish to render limber, and which had been in the cataleptiform state. By mere repose the senses will speedily merge into the original condition again. We have ourselves frequently witnessed the induction of somnambulism after this method; and whilst fully admitting its potency, we are bound to say that the almost invariable success which it has in the hands of Mr. Braid himself, appears partly due to the mental condition of the patient, who is usually predisposed to the "hypnotic" state by the expectation of its certain production, and by the assurance of a man of determined will that it cannot be resisted. When the hypnotic state, however, has been induced a few times in the manner just described, the subject can usually send himself to sleep very readily by looking at his own finger, brought sufficiently near the eyes to occasion a sensible convergence of their axes; or even by simply standing still, and fixing the eyes on a distant point. In all cases, the fixation of the eyes is the circumstance of most importance; although the withdrawal of other stimuli has a decided influence in favouring the production of the effect. The peculiar condition of the muscular sense, as felt through the ophthalmic branch of the fifth pair, seems to have a closer relation with the subsequent state than has the condition of the visual sense; for the same effect may be produced at night, or in blind persons, if the eyes can be kept in a fixed position, especially in one that produces a feeling of muscular tension. And it seems to be in facilitating this, that the sense of sight comes into play in the operation just described. How far the mode in which the somnambulism is produced has an influence upon its phenomena, it may not be very easy to determine. For an account of these peculiarities, we must refer to Mr. Braid's treatise already quoted; but we may cite the following, as having ourselves repeatedly witnessed it and satisfied ourselves of its reality. "The remarkable fact that the whole senses may have been in a state of profound torpor, and the body in a state of rigidity, and yet by very gentle pressure over the eye-balls the patient shall be instantly roused to the waking condition, as regards all the senses and mobility of the head and neck, in short, to all parts supplied with nerves originating above the origin of the fifth pair, and those insinulating with them,—whilst they will not be affected by simple mechanical appliance to other organs of sense,—is a striking proof that there exists some remarkable connection between the state of the eyes, and condition of the brain and spinal cord, during the hypnotic state. Another remarkable proof to the same effect is this; Supposing the same state of torpor of all the senses, and rigidity of the body and limbs, to exist, a puff of air or a gentle pressure against one eye will restore sight to that eye, and sense and mobility to one half of the body—the same side as the eye operated on;—but will leave the other eye insensible, and the other half of the body rigid and torpid as before."*

* We consider that the experimental researches of Mr. Braid throw more light than has been derived from any other source upon the phenomena of Mesmerism. That there is much of reality mixed up with much imposition in these phenomena, is a conclusion at which most candid persons have arrived who have given their attention to them; and we have little doubt that a searching investigation, carried on under the guidance of his results, would lead to something like a correct discrimination between the two. The induction of mesmeric somnambulism appears to us to be fully explicable by the facts we have previously stated, as to the influence of the mental condition of the patient,—namely, the state of expectation, and the additional confidence derived from the mental impression produced by the operator,—and as to the effect of the fixation of vision. The ordinary phenomena of the mesmeric somnambulism itself are in most respects identical with those of hypnotism, except in this particular,—that there seems to be a peculiar relation between the somnambulist and the mesmeriser, which does not exist between the somnambulist and any other individual, excepting one who is en rapport with the mesmeriser. This relationship may perhaps be not unreasonably regarded as the result of a dominant idea, which possessed the mind at the moment of falling asleep, and which continued to influence it so long as the somnambulism lasts. We have examined into the history of many cases, in which it was affirmed that mesmeric sleep was induced without any consciousness on the part of the subject of it that any influence was being exercised; but we have never been able to satisfy ourselves that such was unequivocally the case. When the patient was expecting the performance,
and was waiting in quiescence for its commencement, the expectation alone was sufficient to induce the sleep. When the patient had no such expectation, all attempts to produce the sleep, that have come to our knowledge, have completely failed. Hence we are strongly inclined to the belief that the relation between the mesmeriser and the somnambulist is one of a purely mental character, and not the result of any new physical power. With regard to what have been termed the "higher phenomena" of mesmerism, we believe that without regarding them as the result of intentional deception, most of them are capable of receiving a very simple explanation on the principles already laid down, — namely, that in the state of somnambulism the senses, or some of them, are often endowed with a wonderful acuteness, which causes the mind to be acted on by impressions that might be affirmed to be too faint to be perceived; and that these impressions will suggest trains of thought, and give rise to responsive actions, which are frequently of a kind that the will could not produce. As to the reality of the so-called clairvoyance, repeated personal examination has led us to a negative conclusion. The sources of fallacy arising from the causes we have mentioned, as also from the tendency on the part of the bystanders to afford assistance by asking "suggestive" or "leading questions," and from their disposition to interpret the least shadow of a resemblance into a complete coincidence, are such as greatly to diminish the wonder that a firm belief in the reality of these phenomena should be entertained by many persons of excellent judgment and great discrimination and acuteness as to all ordinary matters.

A state in most respects corresponding with natural somnambulism is frequently induced by the inhalation of ether, chloroform, and other anaesthetic agents. Instead of being completely comatose, the patient, though quite unconscious of pain, may be awake to external impressions received through some of his organs of sense, so as during an operation to obey the directions given him in order to facilitate its performance; and yet he shall be completely unaware of what has taken place when the effects of the anaesthetic agent have gone off. But even the sense of pain may not be extinguished, and the patient may scream and struggle even more violently than in the waking state; and yet the whole is subsequently forgotten, or is remembered only as a troubled dream. It was further to be noticed that, during the employment of ether, the state of the nervous system induced by it appeared to be much influenced by the previous degree of confidence entertained by the patient as to its results. The more potent action of the chloroform, however, has prevented this influence from being so apparent. (W. B. Carpenter.)

SMELL. — The sense through which we take cognizance of odours.

Of the nature of odorous emanations nothing is certainly known. They are generally supposed to consist of material particles of extreme minuteness, detached from the odorous body, and dissolved or suspended in the air. This idea derives its chief support from the facts that most odorous substances are volatile, that is, their loss of weight, when exposed to the air, shows that their particles really diffuse themselves through it,—that most strongly odorous substances are extremely volatile—and that circumstances which increase the volatility of such substances also augment their odorous powers. These general statements, however, are not without their exceptions. Thus, in the first place, for we do not find that many gaseous substances are truly odorous; the pungent, irritating qualities, by which many of them are distinguished, not being perceived through the sense of smell but through that of touch. Again, although it is true that a great number of volatile liquids are odorous, the strength of their scent bears no constant proportion to their respective volatility; and water, which is so constantly diffused through the air, has no odorous property. And with regard to solids, we find that although some of those which are most strongly odorous are also volatile (such as camphor), yet this is not by any means universally the case; for it has been proved by experiment that no diminution in weight can be ascertained to take place in musk or amber, although they have been freely exposed to the atmosphere for many years, and have imparted their perfume to an almost incalculable volume of air. These considerations have led some philosophers to suppose that odorous emanations are not material, but dynamical:—in other words, that the impressions made upon our olfactory organ do not result from the contact of diffused particles detached from the odorous body; but that they are effected by a change propagated through the atmosphere or other medium, in the same manner as sound is produced by undulations that originate in the sonorous body, and are transmitted onwards, through some material medium, to the organ of hearing. There are strong objections, however, to this hypothesis. In the first place, we find that odours are not perceived unless the air, gas, or liquid in contact with the olfactory surface is, or has been, in direct continuity with the odorous body; the interposition of any substance which prevents the actual passage of the odoriferous medium being sufficient to prevent the transmission of the odour. This is by no means the case in regard to sound, or to any other agent that is known to be dynamically propagated; and we find many substances which are capable of conducting these agents, that is, of transmitting their influence through unlimited spaces; and this may be accomplished in spite of any number of interruptions in their continuity, provided the chain of conducting substances be complete. Thus, sonorous vibrations may be transmitted from air to liquids, from liquids
to solids, from air to solids, from solids to air, &c.; and many such changes usually take place, before the vibrations originating in a sonorous body are communicated to the sentient extremities of the auditory nerve. The same is the case with heat, light, electricity, and other agents whose transmission is believed to be dynamical: that it is not the case in regard to odorous emanations must be regarded, therefore, as a powerful argument against the idea of their dynamical nature. Another argument may be derived from the well-known fact, that odoriferous emanations require such a time for their propagation, as corresponds rather with the diffusion of the odoriferous medium itself, than with the mere conduction of vibrations. Thus, in a house in which free communication is established throughout by passages, staircases, &c., but in which the course of air is not very direct from one part to another, any strong odour set free in one spot will be gradually diffused through the whole house, the rapidity being governed by the circumstances which favour or obstruct the movement of air. On the other hand, the transmission of sonorous undulations, which merely throw the air into vibration, is not dependent upon its movement, and is, indeed, but little influenced by it. This argument is, perhaps, yet more cogent than the former, and may be regarded as conclusive against the dynamical theory of odours.

It is not difficult to explain many of the apparent inconsistencies which attend the material theory. The varieties of the olfactory power among human beings are quite sufficient to prove, that a substance which is strongly odorous to one individual may not produce any impression on the smell of another, whose scent for other substances may nevertheless be very acute. And there is strong reason to believe that there is a great diversity in this respect amongst different species of animals, some appearing entirely insensible to odours which strongly affect others. That we do not appreciate an odour, therefore, is no proof of its non-existence; and we have no right to say of any volatile or gaseous substances, that they are not odorous, but simply that they are not odorous to us. Again, the sense of smell, like the other senses, is rather relative than positive; that is to say, it rather estimates a change in the condition of the surrounding medium, than its actual permanent state. This is fully proved by the fact that persons who habitually dwell amongst odours of any one kind, become, in time, entirely insensible to them, although their olfactory sense may remain of its full acuteness in regard to any different scent. This being the case, we at once perceive that water, oxygen, nitrogen, and carbonic acid could not, in accordance with the general laws of sensation, possess any odour to animals whose organs of smell are constantly imbued with them. We shall presently find that the moisture of the olfactory membrane is a necessary condition of its functional power; and thus neither fishes, which have their olfactory surface constantly bathed in water, nor air-breathing animals, whose pituitary membrane is lubricated with it, could take cognisance of any odorous properties which it might really possess. In like manner, the nasal cavities of animals being continually filled with a mixture of oxygen, hydrogen, and carbonic acid, these gases cannot excite the olfactory sense; whilst on the other hand, we can easily imagine that if animals were adapted to breathe hydrogen or its strongly odorous compounds, they would be insensible to the latter, whilst they might distinguish oxygen, nitrogen, or carbonic acid by their respective odours, just as readily as we distinguish phosphoruncated, sulphurated, or carburetted hydrogen.

Although it is through the atmosphere that odorous emanations are most readily conveyed, yet there can be no reasonable doubt that they may be transmitted through water also. Thus we find fishes provided with a complex organ of smell, which seems to be of considerable importance in directing them towards their prey. This may be inferred, not merely from the fact that the olfactory ganglia and nerves are of large size relatively to the rest of the encephalon, but also from the circumstance, well known to fishermen, that many fish are particularly attracted by odorous bait. Some anglers are even in the habit of scenting their bait with essential oils, in order to render it more alluring.

The general structure of the organ of smell in man has already been described (Nossé); but some particulars recently ascertained by Messrs. Todd and Bowman respecting the minute anatomy of the pituitary membrane, and the structure and distribution of the olfactory nerve, are too important to be passed by. That the true sense of smell is specially, if not exclusively, the endowment of the upper portion of the organ, has been inferred by anatomists from the limited distribution of the olfactory nerve, and by physiologists from the fact that odours are only perceived strongly when the odoriferous air is drawn into the upper part of the cavity. The lower part of the nasal cavity is properly to be regarded as the orifice of the respiratory passages: it is extremely sensitive to irritants, but it does not participate in the discrimination of odours properly so called; and its mucous membrane is covered with a ciliated columnar epithelium. On the other hand, the limits of the olfactory region are distinctly marked by a more or less rich sienna-brown tint of the epithelium, and by a remarkable increase in the thickness of this structure compared with the ciliated region below; so much so, that it forms an opaque soft pulp upon the surface of the membrane, very different from the delicate, very transparent film of the sinuses and lower spongy bones. The epithelium, indeed, here quite alters its character, being no longer ciliated, but composed of an aggregation of superposed nucleated particles, of pretty uniform appear-
The olfactory organ, in other air-breathing Vertebrata, corresponds with that of man in all the essential particulars of its structure; being a cavity opening anteriorly upon the face by the external or anterior nares, and posteriorly into the upper part of the pharynx by the internal or posterior nares. It may thus be considered as the entrance of the respiratory passages, which is dilated for the extension of the olfactory membrane; or, perhaps, it would be more correct to speak of it as a diverticulum from the commencement of the respiratory tube, since, as we have seen, the proper olfactory organ does not extend into that portion of the cavity which is placed in a direct line between the anterior and posterior nares. The development of the olfactory organ, as measured by the size of the olfactory ganglia and nerves, and by the extent of the surface over which these are distributed, varies greatly in different tribes; and details must be sought on this subject under the respective names of the classes and orders of vertebrata. The chief departure from the ordinary type is observable in the case of the Cetacea, in which the nasal cavity is almost entirely devoted to the purposes of respiration, and to the ejection of the water taken in by the mouth with the food. To animals which seek their prey in the water, an organ of smell, adapted to take cognisance of odorous emanations contained in the inspired air, would obviously be entirely useless; and it is probable that whatever olfactory power they possess is called into exercise by the passage of the water that is spouted through the nostrils. The ordinary statement that the Cetacea are entirely destitute of olfactory ganglia and nerves, and that they must therefore be entirely devoid of the sense of smell, is true only of the Delphinidae, or that division of the order in which included the dolphins and porpoises; for the Balanidice, or proper whales, do possess olfactory nerves, although these are comparatively of small size; and in the Manidice, or herbivorous whales, which properly belong rather to the Pachydermata


than to the Cetacea, the olfactory apparatus is formed after the usual type.

In Fishes, however, the plan is altogether changed, the organ of smell being no longer connected with the respiratory passages, but disposed in a cavity peculiar to itself, which opens externally by anterior nares, but has no internal communication by means of posterior orifices.

No distinct organ of smell has yet been discovered in the Dibranchiate Cephalopoda; but in the Nautilus, a peculiar laminated organ, strongly resembling the olfactory organ of fish, has been considered by Prof. Owen as an olfactory apparatus. The inferior Mulgasca would seem to be altogether destitute of special organs of smell; but as there is much reason to believe that some of them, especially the terrestrial Gasteropods, are guided to their food by its scent, it would not seem improbable that some part of the soft spongy glandular mantle, in which the entire body is enveloped, may be adapted to take cognizance of odorous emanations; or that in the air-breathing species, the entrance to the respiratory sac should be endowed with a low degree of this power.

There is ample reason to infer, from observations of the actions of Insects, that these animals possess the olfactory power in no inconsiderable degree; and yet no special organ for this sense has hitherto been satisfactorily made out. That many insects are guided to their food, to the proper nidus for their eggs, and to the opposite sex of their own species, and are even informed of the proximity of their natural enemies, by odorous emanations, can scarcely be doubted by any one who watches their habits, and who experiments upon their actions under a variety of circumstances. Thus, the flesh-fly will be attracted by the odour of decomposing meat, when this is completely hid from its sight; and will deposit its eggs on the envelope with which it may be covered. On the other hand, the same insect is deceived by the odour of the Stapelia, or carrion-flower, and is led to deposit its eggs in its petals. Again, many male insects will show that they are aware of the proximity of their females, when the latter are shut up in boxes, so as to he hid from their sight, and utter no sound. And in like manner, when a predaceous insect or spider is shut up in a box that gives a sufficiently free passage to air, the small insects on which it preys will manifest their alarm at its proximity, and will endeavour to make their escape. Some entomologists have supposed the seat of the olfactory sense of insects to be in their antennae, others in the palpi, and others in the entrances to the air-tubes. No evidence can be adduced in favour of either of these suppositions that is satisfactory enough to prove it, and we have little other guide at present than a priori probability. In regard to the last of the three suppositions, however, it may be remarked that all analogy opposes the idea that the true olfactory apparatus should be thus scattered amongst the several segments of the body; and the experiments which appear to favour it really lead to no other conclusion than this, that acrid or irritating vapours, taken in through the breathing-pores, may excite reflex movements which seem destined to expel them, or to withdraw the body from them. Such movements resemble those of coughing and sneezing in man, which are excited through the nerves of common sensation, and not through the first pair; and they do not in the least indicate, therefore, that the sense of smell is in any way connected with the respiratory apparatus of insects, myriapods, &c. The use which many insects may be seen to make of their palpi, in taking cognizance of their food without actually touching it, suggests the idea that they are the true olfactory organs; and this idea is borne out by the fact, that these organs terminate, in the living state of many insects, in soft bulbous expansions, which shrivel up and become horny in the dead specimen, thereby obscuring their real character. On the other hand, many insects are furnished with soft membranous appendages at the base of their antennae, which seem equally adapted to perform this function. And it is asserted by Dugès*, that insects whose antennae had been cut off did not manifest the same cognizance of the neighbourhood of odorous substances, as did others of their kind whose antennae had been left entire. It would seem not a very improbable supposition that, as the antennae and palpi are organs of a similar class, the sense of smell may not be localised in one or other of them constantly; but that it may be assigned to one or the other, according to the modifications they may respectively require for the performance of their other offices. The same doubt exists in regard to the olfactory organ of the Crustacea. The manner in which crabs and lobsters are attracted by odorous bait placed in closed traps, makes it almost certain that they must possess some sense of smell; and the most probable locality of the organ would seem to be a cavity discovered by Rosenthal at the base of the first pair of antennae.

As to the existence or absence of the sense of smell in the lower Invertebrata, nothing can be definitely stated.

Nerve of smell.—That the first pair of cranial nerves is the true olfactory, and that through it alone are the proper odorous emanations perceived, would seem a legitimate inference from the fact, that its development in vertebrated animals is constantly proportionate, ceteris paribus, to the acutecons of the sense; and that it is chiefly distributed to that part of the nasal cavity, which is most distinguished by the possession of this endowment. This inference is fully borne out by the facts supplied by experiment and pathological observation. The division of the olfactory nerves in animals evidently produces a complete destruction of the power of perceiving odours; although they are still affected.

by irritating vapours. They do not immediately perceive these vapours, however, but seem indifferent to them at first, and then suddenly and vehemently avoid them as soon as the Schneiderian membrane becomes irritated. It was maintained by Magendie that the fifth pair in some way furnishes conditions requisite for the enjoyment of the sense of smell; this sense being destroyed, according to his assertion, by section of its trunk. His experiments, however, were made with irritating vapours which excite sternutation; and he inferred the loss of the sense of smell from the absence of the automatic movements which these vapours normally excite. This inference was altogether unjustifiable; since the experiments in question afford no proof that the power of perceiving odours, with which the excitement of automatic movements does not appear to be in any way connected, is destroyed by section of the fifth pair. A diminution in the acuteness of the true sense of smell, however, appears to be a usual result of paralysis of the fifth pair; but this is readily accounted for by the diminution of the normal secretion of the pituitary membrane, by which its surface is deprived of the moisture that is necessary for the exercise of its sensory powers. The difference in the endowments of the first and fifth pairs of nerves, and the speciality of the former, are further marked by the result of mechanical irritation of their trunks and branches. Such irritation of the first pair excites no muscular movement, either direct or reflex, and it produces no indication of pain. On the other hand, irritation of the nasal branches of the fifth pair is obviously attended with violent pain, and excites various automatic muscular movements. Lastly, it has been found that in cases of deficiency or loss of the sense of smell, some abnormal condition of the olfacitive nerves or ganglia has existed; and the same kind of change has been discovered in cases in which subjective sensations (i.e. sensations not originating in external objects) had existed during life.

Conditions of the exercise of the sense.—The first condition requisite for the exercise of the sense of smell, is the contact of the odoriferous medium with the olfacitive surface. This may be favoured or prevented by a variety of circumstances. Thus, odours are more rapidly transmitted by air in motion than by air at rest; but they only proceed in the direction of the movement: and hence animals possessed of the keenest scent, which would be alarmed by the presence of a human or other foe a mile off on the windward side, may be approached within a short distance on the leeward, when a fresh breeze is stirring. The odoriferous medium must not only be brought to the nose, but it must be introduced within the olfacitive cavity. This is usually accomplished by the ordinary movement of inspiration, which draws a current of air through the nose; but as the current chiefly passes through the lower part of the nasal cavity, to which the olfacitive nerve is very sparingly or not at all distributed, the full use of the sense of smell is not thus gained. It is only by making a series of short and quick inspirations,—the effect of which seems to be, to empty the whole nasal cavity of the air it previously contained, and thus to cause the newly-inspired air to pass forcibly into its upper part, instead of merely streaming through the passage between the anterior and posterior nares,—that we employ our olfacitive powers to the best advantage. This movement, combined with the direction of the nostrils towards the source of the odour, and with the dilatation of their orifices by the muscles adapted for that purpose, constitutes the active exercise of the sense, which may be termed scenting. This bears the same relation to ordinary smelling, as feeling bears to touch, listening to hearing, or looking to seeing. The effect of the sensory impression on the mind is further heightened by the attention which is bestowed upon it; and it does not seem improbable that the sensation itself is rendered more acute by an increased determination of blood to the olfacitive surface when it is being thus actively employed. On the other hand, the use of this sense may be prevented, not merely by the closure of the nares, anterior and posterior, so as completely to exclude the odoriferous medium, but also by simply refraining from drawing air into the nasal cavity. If we breathe through the mouth only, closing the posterior nares by means of the velum palati, we may avoid being affected by odours even of the strongest and most disagreeable kind; for the nasal cavity being already filled with air, there is no room for the entrance of the odoriferous atmosphere from without; and it may thus be long before the odorous particles come into contact with the olfacitive surface.

It is, of course, an essential condition of the exercise of this sense, that the whole nervous apparatus, which forms the essential part of its organ, should be in a state of integrity; and that a free circulation of blood shall take place through the olfacitive portion of the pituitary membrane. But, in addition, it is requisite that the epithelial and mucous covering of the membrane be in a normal state. If the surface be too dry, the odorous particles cannot undergo that solution in the fluid in contact with the sentient extremities of the nerves, which seems necessary for the production of an impression on them. On the other hand, when the secretion is too abundant, it interferes with its contact in the opposite manner. And thus it happens that the sense of smell is blunted, both in the primary and secondary stages of an ordinary cold, by the disorder of the secreting surface, independently of the effect which the disturbance of the circulation may have upon the functional power of the olfacitive nerve.

Purposes of the sense.—When we take a comprehensive survey of the animal kingdom, we at once perceive that the most general, and therefore the most essential purpose of the sense of smell, is to make known the pre-
sence of food, to indicate its direction and thus to guide the animal towards it, and to aid in the discrimination of its qualities. We always find the olfactory organ placed in the
neighbourhood of the mouth; its connection with the respiratory apparatus is by no means so constant. In air-breathing vertebrata, whose olfactory cavity opens into the pharynx, the sense of smell largely participates in that of taste (see Taste), being the means by which we take cognisance of the flâvours of
sapid bodies introduced into the mouth. Of the importance of this sense in directing ani-
mals to their food, it is needless to multiply instances; but we may remark that, from ob-
servation of the actions of the human infant, we are well convinced that it is rendered
cognisant by smell of the neighbourhood of its nurse, long before it recognises her by
sight, and that this sense is its guide in seek-
ing the source of its nutriment. How purely
instinctive this action is,—that is, how com-
pletely independent of all experience, and en-
tirely dependent upon the provocative sen-
sation,—is well shown by the experiment of
Galen, who placed a kid, just dropped, near
three vessels, one filled with milk, another
with honey, and another with wine; after
smelling at all three, it presently began to
drink the milk. It would seem to be by
the information conveyed through their smell,
that bees are induced to fly to pastures at a
great distance from their hive; and it would
not seem improbable that the sense of direc-
tion, which is so remarkably displayed by
many animals, is the result of the acuteness
of their olfactory power. Whilst the chief use
of smell to the carnivorous tribes is to guide
them to their prey, the herbivorous races,
whose food is constantly within their reach,
are warned by its means of the neighbourhood
of their enemies. The sense of smell is sub-
ervient to defence in another way; being the
means by which the fœtid scents, emitted by
many animals under the influence of alarm,
deter their enemies from further pursuit.
In nearly all animals, the sexual secretions
are more or less odorous; and these would seem
to be intended, not merely to contribute to
make the sexes aware of each other's prox-
imity, through the sense of smell, but also, in
many instances, to serve as a provocative to
sexual desire. The odours which are attrac-
tive to animals are usually related either to
their food or their sexual instinct; but there
are cases in which animals seem to delight in
odours which have no such relation; thus,
cats seem to revel, as it were, in the odour of
Nepeta (catmint) or Valerian.

In the air-breathing vertebrata, the sense of
smell is, as it were, the sentinel of the respi-
aratory organs, having for its office to take
cognisance of the aëroform fluids which enter
them, and to give warning of such as are injur-
iuous. The sentient of irritating matter
however, is perceived (as already stated)
through the general sense of feeling, not the
special sense of smelling; and it is through
the fifth pair that the act of sneezing is ex-
cited, the purpose of which is to expel such
particles from the nasal cavity. The distinc-
tion is well seen in some air-breathing inverte-
brata, whose organ of smell is seated in the
head, whilst the impression of irritants on the
respiratory surface, exciting reflex movements
for the purpose of avoiding or expelling them,
is made through the stigmata. Thus M.
Dugès relates * that if the stigmata on one
side of a decapitated Scolopendra be exposed
to an irritating vapour, the body will be imme-
diately flexed in the opposite direction; and
that if the stigmata on the opposite side be
then similarly irritated, a contrary movement
will occur; whilst by exposing the anterior
stigmata on one side, and the posterior on the
other, to the same irritation, the body will be
bent into the form of the letter S.

In man, the sense of smell is not ordinarily
so acute as it is in many of the lower animals;
yet it is very possible that it may be capable
of taking cognisance of a greater variety of
odours. In the selection of his food, it is to
him by no means the infallible guide that it
seems to be in many other races; for it not
only gives no warning, in many instances, of
what is noxious, but renders certain poisonous
substances (as, for instance, those charged
with prussic acid or the essential oil of al-
monds) positively attractive. So, again, in
regard to the respiratory organs, whilst it
gives warning of the presence of certain gases
and emanations which are injurious, it takes
no cognisance of many others which are not
less hurtful. In the ordinary conditions of
civilised life, man is not dependent upon his
sense of smell for many of the ends which it
answers in other animals; hence this sense is
altogether subordinate to others, and the want
of it is not usually attended with any great
inconvenience. But the case is far different
among savage tribes, to whom it is as impor-
tant as it is to other animals in a state of
nature, and in whom it seems to acquire, by
the constant habit of attention to its indica-
tions, a similar acuteness. Thus, it is stated
by Humboldt that the Peruvian Indian, in the
middle of the night, is informed of the
proximity of another individual by his smell,
and can distinguish by his smell whether the
stranger be an European, an American Indian,
or a Negro. It has even been asserted that
some other savage tribes of mankind are
enabled to follow a track by the scent of the
footsteps, like the bloodhound. The sense of
smell, moreover, usually acquires great acute-
ness, when, from deficiency of the other senses,
its indications become the chief or only means
of recognising bodies not in immediate con-
tact with the individual. Thus, in the well-
known case of James Mitchell, who was deaf,
blind, and dumb from his birth, it was the
principal means by which he distinguished
persons, and enabled him at once to perceive
the entrance of a stranger. Mr. Warburton
gives the following curious account of the
mode in which he exercised this sense, and of

the information which he derived from it:—

"There were some people whom he never permitted to approach him, whilst others at once excited his interest and attention. The opinions which he formed of individuals, and the means he employed to study their character, were extremely interesting. In doing this, he appeared to be chiefly influenced by the impressions communicated to him by his sense of smell. When a stranger approached him, he eagerly began to touch some part of his body, commonly taking hold of the arm, which he held near his nose, and after two or three strong inspirations through the nostrils, he appeared to form a decided opinion regarding him. If this was favourable, he showed a disposition to become more intimate, examined more minutely his dress, and expressed by his countenance more or less satisfaction; but if it happened to be unfavourable, he suddenly went off to a distance with expressions of carelessness or disgust. When he was first brought to my house to have his eyes examined, he both touched and smelled several parts of my body; and the following day, whenever he found me near him, he grasped my arm, then smelled it, and immediately recognised me, which he signified to his father by touching his eyelids with the fingers of both hands, and imitating the examination of his eyes which I had formerly made." We learn from the same account, that in selecting his food, he was always guided by his sense of smell, for he never took anything into his mouth without previously smelling it carefully. He always recognised his own clothes by their smell, and refused to wear those which belonged to others.

Sometimes the peculiar acuteness of this sense is restricted to a particular odour or class of odours, these usually proceeding from objects for which there is either a special fondness or a particular aversion. Thus, a gentleman blind from birth, who had an unaccountable antipathy to cats, so that he could never endure the presence of one in his apartment, one day, when in company, suddenly leaped up and exclaimed that a cat was in the room, begging his friends to remove it. It was in vain that, after careful inspection, they assured him that he was under an illusion. He persisted in his assertion, and his agitation continued; and on the door of a small closet being opened, it was found that a cat had been accidentally shut up in it.

With such unequivocal proofs of the acuteness of the sense of smell which may exist in the human subject, the statements made respecting the extraordinary exaltation of the faculty in various forms of somnambulism became less incredible; and the author is fully satisfied, from his own observations upon individuals hypnotised by Mr. Braid (see *Sleep*), that this exaltation may certainly take place in regard to the sense of smell. In one instance, a glove being placed in the hand of the hypnotised subject, he found out the owner of it without difficulty, from amongst more than sixty persons, scenting at each of them, one after another, until he came to the right individual. And in another case, the owner of a ring was in like manner unhistorically found out from amongst a company of twelve.

The information conveyed by the sense of smell is restricted to the quality and intensity of the odour, and to some general notion of its direction. This last, indeed, is rather derived from a comparison of its relative intensity when the face is turned towards different sides, than from any more direct information as to locality furnished by the organ itself. The absence of any consciousness of the part of the olfactory surface specially affected by the impression,—so that, unless the experiment be made, we know not that we are constantly exerting the sense on both sides, the double sensation being perceived as a single one,—is attributed by Messrs. Todd and Bowman *, with much probability, to the peculiar plexiform arrangement of the fibres of the olfactory nerve, and to the want of the isolation usually effected between the fibres by the white substance of Schwann.

Various classifications of odours, founded upon the impressions which they make upon the sense of smell, have been proposed; but they are all liable to the objection, that there seems to be more of individual diversity in regard to the character of olfactory impressions, than with respect to those of any other kind. Many odours, by some persons thought intolerable, are very agreeable to others; thus, assafetida is known amongst some by the name of "devil's dung," whilst by others it is spoken of as "food for the gods." It was commonly employed by the ancients as a condiment; but the individuals who thus relish it in our own country certainly constitute the exceptions to the mass. So, again, the *fumet* of game, so highly valued by the epicure, is disagreeable to most persons who have not been trained to appreciate it. On the other hand, the aroma of certain flowers, which is peculiarly agreeable to most persons, is by no means so, or perhaps the reverse, to others. Thus, Müller remarks that the smell of mignonette is to him only herb-like; whilst the flower of *Iris Persica* has been pronounced to be of pleasant odour by forty-one out of fifty-four persons, by four to have little scent, by eight to be without all odour, and by one to be ill-scented.†

It more frequently happens, in regard to odours and savours, than with respect to other sensory impressions, that habit renders that agreeable, and even strongly relished, which was at first highly repugnant.

(W. B. Carpenter.)

**SOFTENING and INDURATION (Rasholissement et Induration,—Endurcissement, Fr., die Erweichung und Härting, Germ.)** are terms used to express a pathological or physiological diminution and increase, of the consistence of the body or its parts.

† Arnold's Physiology, vol ii. p. 561.
Softening and induration in a physiological sense, refer to those changes which occur in the density of tissues and organs during their development, growth, and decay; whilst, in a pathological sense, they refer to alterations in the normal consistence, with or without actual molecular change.

In order to be able to distinguish morbid alterations of cohesion, from those which occur in the natural course of things, it is necessary to be well acquainted with the powers exercised by age, sex, and idiosyncrasy, in modifying the density of the tissues.

Softening and induration are but relative terms, the standard of consistence is constantly varying, both as regards the whole body, or as regards organs and tissues. In the fetal state all the tissues are soft, and contain large quantities of fluid; as development proceeds, so do the parts gradually become hard, not all equally so, for certain tissues remain permanently soft in comparison to others, which rapidly increase in density. After birth, the hardening processes still continue, and it is not until the age of puberty is passed, that all the tissues have attained their highest stage of development. But the process of natural hardening is interfered with, or retarded, by peculiar idiosyncrasy and by the influence of sex and occupation; the general firmness of the tissue of an athlete is greater than that of those, who, although in perfect health, happen to lead inactive and sedentary lives; it is greater as a general rule in the male than in the female sex, and in the sanguineous than in the lymphatic temperament.

As old age comes on, changes in the consistence of the tissues occur, which are produced by the natural decay to which all organized matter is subject; thus the cellular tissue, the serous and mucous membranes, the muscles and tendons, bone, the brain and nervous system, and particularly the uterus and ovaries, sometimes acquire a degree of hardness, equal to that which is known to be produced by certain diseases.

Finally, after death the whole organism is affected by forces, which had little or no influence upon it during life; the tissues are subjected to the macerating influence of their fluids, which may also act chemically upon them. In the natural course of things, softening and putrefaction, and disorganization of the ultimate atoms of our body occur, before they are fitted to be assimilated into other organized structures; this decay increases as time progresses, and is enhanced by a high state of temperature and exposure to the air. After death, hypostatic congestion of the cellular tissue simulates the appearance that this structure frequently presents, when affected with inflammatory softening; and the macerating effects of the fluids, which had no such influence during life, are seen in the brain and spinal cord; whilst the alimentary mucous membrane suffers softening and disintegration from the peculiarities of the fluid usually secreted by it. By recognising then the normal alterations of cohesion, and those arising from post mortem causes, the attributes of morbid softenings will become perfectly apparent.

Softening and induration are said to exist without any structural change; such is not generally the case, indeed it is exceptional, and were such a state only to be properly termed softening and induration, many of the most important and interesting pathological facts would be unaccounted for. Softening and induration are produced by a variety of causes, and frequently co-exist in the same organ, or one may supervene on, or cause, the other.

Both softening and induration may be produced by inflammation leading, on the one hand, to effusion of serum and pus, and on the other to the deposition and subsequent contraction and hardening of coagulable lymph; the one appears to be the result of acute, and the other of subacute, inflammatory action. Active sanguineous congestion produces in some organs the sensation of diminished consistence, whilst in others, especially in those surrounded by a dense fibrous tissue as the testicle, hardening results. In softening, the effused product of inflammation, appears not only to break down the structure by infiltration, but also by its pressure to impede the usual nutrition of the part.

The softening of an organ, induced by inflammatory action, is frequently confined to one of the component tissues, especially to the cellular tissue; the readiness with which the serous envelope may be stripped off a parenchymatous organ, depends more upon the subserous cellular tissue, than upon the other structures; and, in like manner, the softness of a whole organ is often assignable, rather to the deficient tenacity of the membrane which unites its lobules, than of the proper tissue.

Softening may be produced by causes totally differing from those produced by inflammation; it may depend upon a deficiency or perverted state of the blood, and an anaemic state of the general system. For instance, in white softening of the brain, the arteries, which ought to have sufficiently nourished the affected parts, fail to do so on account of their being blocked up, more or less, by abnormal deposits. In certain softened states of the spleen, the blood contained in its parenchyma loses its consistence, and becomes more fluid than natural, from a perverted state of its constitution; and the flabby muscles and general loss of tone of anaemic subjects are notorious.

In scrofula, the perverted state of the general nutrition produces softening of peculiar tissues, for instance, of the bones; and in the cancerous cachexia like effects occur. Long continued functional inactivity, for instance of the muscles of an extremity striken with paralysis, tends to produce softening; and pressure, in certain instances so interferes with the nutrition of a part as to diminish its cohesion. Fatty deposit in the ultimate cells
of tissues and organs, renders them soft and flabby; as will also infiltrations of certain morbid adventitious products. The compound granule cells found in acute softening of the brain, and mixed with pus in other situations, are described in the article on Adventitious Products. Softening may be accompanied by atrophy, or by hypertrophy, which is generally produced by simple congestion; or no alteration of bulk may occur. Three degrees of softening are recognised:— in the first, the softened tissue is still solid, but it breaks down and tears and can be perforated with ease; in the second, all solidity is gone, nothing but a paleraceous semi-fluid mass is found; and, in the third degree, the tissue is broken down and diffusent.

Softened parts may retain their natural colour, or may be paler, or may have an increase of colour. Softening, without any change of tint, occurs in mucous and serous membranes, in the brain, heart, liver, and uterus. All post mortem softenings are of this kind, except where the colouring matter of the blood has tinted the effused fluids.

In certain softenings of the brain the affected parts are much paler than usual, being of a dead white colour; there is a diminution in the quantity of blood usually present in the diseased parts; a like decrease of colour is found in other softenings.

Generally, however, softening is accompanied by reddening, or by an increased colour; the tints may vary from a bright vermilion to a brownish red, and may be seen as grey, almost black, and, occasionally, are yellow. These varieties of colour depend upon the amount of blood usually existing in the softened tissue, and upon the degree of congestion. The redness of softened tissues is occasionally partial, and merges into lighter tints as the tissue becomes harder. Partial effusions of blood, or highly injected vessels, are commonly found in red softenings.

Induration, generally speaking, is to be regarded as a symptom of previous or coexisting diseased states; its physical condition varies much in its nature, in the same or in different tissues, as proved by microscopical, mechanical, and chemical analysis; and both observation and experiment tend to prove, that it is produced by causes of a very opposite kind.

Changes in the amount of fluid destined for the nutrition of a part, frequently give rise to induration; an increased quantity of blood and a consequent increased deposit of solid structure, produce simple induration of many organs, which are liable to variations in the quantity of blood they may contain, for instance, the brain and spinal marrow, the cellular and muscular tissues; also of denser structures, as bone, in which the induration is occasionally extreme, and in fibrous tissues; they produce also hardening of the lymphatic glands and of the salivary glands. The brain has been found to be increased to twice its natural density and consistence. Muscular, fibrous, and cellular tissues, become so hard, as to give out a grating sound when cut; and the walls of some hollow organs, naturally soft and flaccid, acquire such a degree of firmness, that they preserve, when empty, a globular or cylindrical form, and spring up with considerable force after sudden pressure; and parts of bone acquire that degree of hardness, which has been termed eburneous induration. An increased quantity of the usual fluids of nutrition frequently gives rise to induration, differing from that just described, in not being attended by deposition of solids. The accumulation of blood in the vessels of the lungs and spleen, the result of congestion, produces a softening, accompanied by a degree of firmness and density of these organs. Diminution of the quantity of the same fluid, especially when there is also a compressing force, is also followed by an increase of consistence, and, generally, by a decrease in bulk of certain organs; in pleurisy, for instance, dense false membranes, by their pressure, compress the lung into a small space, and its tissue becomes indurated from simple approximation; for, on the removal of the compressing agents, the lung can be inflated.

The inordinate increase and accumulation of the secretion of certain organs, as the mamma, testis, gall bladder, and kidney, produce a degree of hardness, sometimes equal to that of dense tumors, arising from the incompressibility of the fluids themselves, and the state of condensation of the walls of the organs in which they are accumulated.

Effusions of serum and blood into the tissues from mechanical causes produce great distension and induration; such is the case in the oedema of the cellular tissue of the extremities in dropsy; effusion of serum into the intermuscular cellular tissue produces hardening. Pulmonary apoplexy and ecchymosis in various organs, from a mechanical impediment to the return of blood to the heart, have a like effect.

But inflammation of a sub-acute form is the great cause of induration, from the effusion of serum and coagulable lymph; the former of which is absorbed, and the latter becomes "induration matter," whose properties are described under the head of Adventitious Products; this last product produces induration on account of its being actually denser than the tissues into which it is effused, and, also, by its compressing power, for it has the peculiarity of contracting and becoming hard after its deposition. Certain morbid states of the blood, occasionally produce indu-

ations of certain organs.

The changes of form, with which induration may be connected, are numerous; none may, however, occur; the bulk also of indurated structures varies; it may remain unchanged, but, generally, it is increased, and more rarely, decreased.

The colour of indurated parts, is generally different from the normal tint; sometimes, owing to diminished vascularity, and to the presence of induration matter, it may be pale; at others, owing to increased vascularity, and
the state of the fluids of the tissue, and the presence of effused or infiltrated matters, it may be bright or dark red, grey, yellow, and sometimes almost black.

Induration presents several degrees of resistance to pressure or to the knife; much depends on the ordinary cohesion of the affected organ. Generally speaking, the first degree is characterised by a slight increase in the resistance to pressure; the second finds the tissue denser, cutting with a cracking noise; and the third comprehends increased cohesion, amounting to a cartilaginous or bony hardness.

Softening of the brain may be ascribed to inflammatory action, or to a defective state of the circulating apparatus of the organ; it may be an effect of a defective or perverted state of the body generally, and it is frequently caused by post mortem agencies. Now these four varieties of softening, although, as regards their external appearances they have much in common, differ considerably from each other, each having peculiar attributes. The first and second varieties are generally found in the most, and the third in the least, vascular parts of the brain. Post mortem softening occurs, for the most part, in the immediate neighbourhood of the ventricles, is usually very diffused, is found on both sides at once, and is, of course, never preceded by symptoms.

Softening of the brain may be partial or general, and may present various degrees: the least change of consistence is only to be recognised by the microscope; in a more advanced degree the softening is obvious to the unassisted senses, at first to the touch and then to the eye, the diseased part being pultaceous, and readily removed by a stream of water, a cavity surrounded by healthy structure being made evident.

In a more advanced degree still, the cerebral substance instead of being pultaceous is quite deficient, and occasionally a perfect solution of continuity is found. The softened portion of brain presents various alterations of colour. In inflammatory softening, the colour mainly depends upon the previous quantity of blood in the part; it may be of a deep red colour, with or without effused clots of blood, and frequently merges at the edges into at first a deep, and then a pale, yellow colour. Sometimes the yellow colour is central and the reddened portion external, resembling a collection of pus, so much so that Lallemand described it as such.

A dull red ochre colour with more or less hardening in the neighbouring structure, is indicative of chronic disease of long standing; as is also a chalky milk appearance, and a bright vermilion, of a recent effusion of blood into a previously softened part. In commencing softening, a diffused blush, with or without spots of blood, is generally found. A deep grey colour and fawn and dirty white tints accompany inflammatory softening, but much more frequently that which is produced by a deficient supply of blood.

No alteration of colour takes place in post-mortem softening.

These distinctions of colour indicate no essential differences, as far as structure is concerned, for all coloured softenings may present the same histological characters. As a general rule, the red varieties are indicative of acute inflammation, yellow of subacute, and white or grey of deficient nutrition of the affected part; but this rule is by no means invariable.

Universal softening of the brain, accompanied by a smell of sulphuretted hydrogen, is found in children suffering from general debility, and occasionally in infants stricken with induration of the subcutaneous cellular tissue. Softening from a defective state of the circulatory apparatus is found, for the most part, in persons advanced in life, and constitutes what is termed white softening. It depends on the presence of osseous, cartilaginous, or atheromatous matter in the walls of the arteries, nearly or quite blocking up their entire caliber, and affecting vessels of all sizes. It may supervene upon occlusion of the common carotid from ligature, and, indeed, upon any circumstance retarding or diminishing the quantity of blood to the brain; intense inflammation may disorganise the vessels, carrying blood to a remote portion of the brain, and thus cause softening; or a severe blow, or the presence of a tumor of greater or less density and magnitude, may act in the same manner.

The very fact of adventitious products being found within the arteries, hints at a perverted state of the brain and system generally; absorption does not progress in the diseased portions of the brain, which, having lost their supply of blood, are in a state analogous to that of an extremity attacked with gangrena senilis.

The softening of the brain which is produced by post mortem agencies is of very frequent occurrence. It may exist alone, or may complicate the other varieties, and is caused by the decomposition natural to organised bodies after death, or by the infiltrating action of fluids, which, either during life or in the agony of death, were diffused into the ventricular cavities, and sub-arachnoidal spaces.

Softening of the spinal cord is of not uncommon occurrence. It presents the same characters as those pertaining to the like affection of the brain, is produced by the same causes, and offers the same pathological characters. Softening of the whole cord may occur, but most frequently parts of it only are affected; it is found softened most frequently in the lumbar region, and not infrequently in the cervical.

Induration of the brain may be general or partial, and presents three degrees of consistence. In its first degree, the affected part is nearly of the consistence of a brain which has been left some time in dilute nitric acid; in the second degree, the indurated part is of a cheesy, and in the third of a waxy, fibro-
cartilaginous hardness. General induration affects either the whole or the greater part of the brain; the degree of hardness never exceeds the first variety. The induration is not always equal throughout the whole of the parts affected, the central medullary parts usually exhibiting a higher degree of it than the grey substance. A section of the indurated portions generally presents increased vascularity, in the usual speckled and striated form; yet the reverse is occasionally observed, the brain being preternaturally white.

Induration of the spinal cord may be general or partial. Billard found a spinal cord in a child of a few days' old, which, without the membranes, supported a pound weight. In partial induration, the white, and not the grey, matter is usually affected. For further remarks on the softening and induration of the spinal cord, see the article Nervous Centres (Abnormal Anatomy).

Softening of the heart occurs as a diminished state of the cohesion of the muscular structure. It is a rare disease, and is produced by very opposite causes; from inflammation, from a defective state of the nutrition of the organ, with or without general anaemia, and from a perverted state of the nutrition of the muscular and cellular elements. The heart when softened collapses on itself when empty, tears with the greatest facility, and breaks down with little pressure, the finger perforating its substance and penetrating into its cavities with great ease. Its colour varies, being sometimes deep red and violet, at others dirty white, and occasionally of a faint yellow hue. Softening of the heart may be general or partial, superficial or deep-seated; it may be confined to the walls of a particular cavity, or to the ventricular septum, or it may occur in small patches, disseminated in the midst of the muscular substance. Softening of the heart may coincide with hypertrophy of its walls, or a dilated state of its cavities, and Hope found it in a case of angina pectoris.

When found as a sequel of carditis, the softening is of a dark tint, the fibres are dark from the whole heart being gorged with venous blood, soft and loose in their texture, being easily separable, and compressed with facility between the fingers. When accompanying chronic carditis and co-existing pericarditis, the white colour predominates, sometimes being nearly superficial, and attended by pericardial and sub-pericardial effusion.

The yellow-coloured softening is found in cases of local and general anaemia, in malignant fevers; and it sometimes has an inflammatory, as well as merely cachetic origin. An abnormal deposition of adipose tissue in the cellular structure of the heart, produces softening by affecting the nutrition of the muscular fibres, which suffer also from the state of system peculiarised by the above deposition.

Induration of the heart is said to follow carditis, and appears to be produced by the effusion of lymph into the cellular tissue, around the muscular fibres and beneath the serous membranes; by its contraction and subsequent hardening, it may pass into a substance almost equal to bone in hardness.

It may exist in any part of the organ, the whole of the apex and the columnar carnose of the left ventricle were found indurated in one case, and in another the walls of the ventricles were tough, did not collapse, and emitted on being struck, a ringing hollow sound. We sometimes find partial softenings and indurations in the same heart.

Softening of the lungs generally depends upon the presence of effused products of inflammation; for instance, in the engorged, hypertensive, and supplicative stages of acute pneumonia. It is worthy of remark, that, although in the hepatised stage the lungs are heavier, contain less air, and appear denser, still they are more fragile, and on being pressed by the finger break down. The more acute and recent the inflammation, the greater the softening. When we press a healthy lung with the finger, it gives to the touch on account of the elastic state of the tissue; but this is lost, and an unusual resistance, easily broken through, is produced by the loss of air, and the presence of lymph, compound granule cells, serum, and an abnormal quantity of blood.

In the third stage of pneumonia, softening is produced by the alternations in the effused products; lymph, for instance, is converted into a yellow friable matter, which subsequently becomes pus. In typhoid pneumonia the softening is great, even in the first or congestive stage.

Softening of the lung may be produced by an insufficient supply of blood. A part of a lobe may be so indurated, that the vessels and bronchial tubes passing through it become blocked up; the tissue which ought to have been supplied by these becomes at first soft, and finally gangrenous.

Induration may occur in any part of the lung, it may affect simply the bronchi and the tissue in their immediate neighbourhood, or the interlobular cellular tissue and the parenchyma may suffer.

The bronchi after long continued and repeated attacks of inflammation are found in a more or less indurated state, the hardening being generally in the outer cellular coat, and the cartilages of the larger tubes may become as hard as bone. The lung in the vicinity is generally denser than it should be.

The interlobular cellular tissue may be hardened at the same time as the lobes, or separately; it becomes more apparent than usual, and acquires a density occasionally resembling fibro-cartilage, and sometimes exercises so compressing an influence on the lobules, as to obliterate them.

But it is as a sequel of inflammatory action of long duration, that hardening of the whole or part of a lobe is found; the vesicular structure first suffers, the air vesicles are obliterated, and, often enough, the bronchi and blood-vessels of a certain magnitude.

Such portions of lung are dense, not at all friable, possess a peculiar crispness, and contain little or no air.
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The colour of an indurated lung may be light or dark grey, or brown, and rarely pale. A section of a piece of indurated lung shows the circular apertures of the bronchi and larger blood-vessels, surrounded by a dense tissue in which no vesicular structure is seen. The fibrous dense lymph which produces these changes frequently becomes the nidus for tubercular deposit.

Partial indurations are found around tubercular cavities and abscesses, and around collections of miliary, or of larger tubercular masses. In certain obstructive diseases of the heart the circulation in the lungs is so impeded, that effusion of blood, constituting pulmonary apoplexy, or effusion of lymph, producing general increase of density of the whole lung, may occur.

Long continued pressure by a pleuritic effusion, has the effect of rendering the lung nearly solid and impervious to air.

In treating of alterations in the cohesion of mucous, serous, and articular membranes, it is necessary to premise that they consist of a basement membrane sustaining epithelium cells and supported by sub-basement areolar tissue in which vessels, nerves, and absorbents, are found.

The nutrition of the basement membrane and the proper development of the epithelium cells depend upon the amount and health of the fluid parts of the blood supplied to them by the capillaries of the sub-basement tissue. It is evident that any morbid state of this tissue will influence the integrity of the basement membrane and the epithelium cells; and it is known that, for the most part, physical alterations of these last depend upon such morbid states, and that these changes are most likely to happen where the cellular structure is loose and considerable in amount.

Softening has been found in all serous and fibro-serous membranes, and may be produced by inflammatory action and by a defective and perverted state of the general nutrition of the body.

The lining membrane of the heart is frequently softened, being at the same time redder and more vascular than usual. It is occasionally so soft as to peel very readily from the muscular structure; a like state of the pericardium exists with effusion of pus into its cavity. Softening of the internal membrane of the venous system is found of either a deep red or pale colour; the tissue is very lacerable and breaks down into a pulp under the scalpel; it may be caused by phlebitis, by the pressure of a considerable column of blood, especially when the valves have been obliterated; and is found in cases of malignant fever, scurvy, and whenever the fluids are greatly altered. Post mortem softening is frequent enough to raise our suspicions, and great allowance must be made for the macerating and colouring properties of the blood.

Chronic softening of the internal membrane of arteries is occasionally found; when so affected the serous tissue is easily lacerable, and such solutions of continuity are determined by causes, which ought in health to have no influence. Portions of the interior lining membrane may be found retracted and rolled up within the canal, so that with the effusion of lymph which generally occurs at the same time, and the consequent coagulation of a small portion of blood, the artery may become completely obstructed and obliterated in a part of its course. Occasionally, the arteries of the upper and lower extremities become thus affected in succession, on the employment of the slightest exertion, indicating a very extensive affection of the nutrition of the arterial system. We find, in cases of anaemia, and where athe-roma is being deposited, considerable diminution of the general tenacity of the large vessels.

Softening of the arachnoid, peritonenum, and pleura is generally found where there is effusion of pus, or blood into the sub-basement tissue; it rarely occurs when lymph is thrown out into the serous cavity, but seems to be a more advanced phenomenon of inflammation, or, rather, is produced by inflammation of a more intense and destructive character.

Dalmas ascribes nearly all serous softenings to diseased states of the subserous cellular tissue, and we find constantly that on account of the altered state of this cellular structure, the peritoneum and pleura may be stripped off large spaces of the parts they cover; it is notorious, that in the pelvis sero-sanguineous effusion into the subserous cellular tissue, and consequent lacerability of the serous membrane, frequently occur. Pulpy degeneration of synovial membrane is a kind of softening with a perverted state of the nutrition of the tissue.

Softening of mucous membranes is generally produced by inflammatory causes: it is most frequently noticed, and is best studied, in the alimentary canal, part or the whole of which may be affected; it is most frequently observed at the end of the ilium, in the depending portion of the colon, and in the caecum; in the right and left hypochondriac regions, and in the sigmoid flexure.

Softening of the mucous membrane in general, or of any one or more of its elements in particular, presents various degrees. In the first degree, the mucous membrane, instead of possessing that degree of cohesion which permits of its being detached from the submucous tissue, breaks as soon as it is seized between the fingers or blades of the forceps; in the second degree, the edge of a scalpel, or the finger, pressed lightly over its surface, converts it into a soft and somewhat opaque creamy looking pulp; and, in the third stage, it is so soft that it is removed with ease by a slight stream of water. In this stage portions of the mucous membrane are found partially or entirely destroyed, and having been removed by the fluid contents of the stomach or intestines, as the case may be, during life, the submucous cellular tissue is thus found destitute.
of its natural covering. It is in this manner that various forms of softening are produced, as irregular or circular patches of various sizes. It is important to notice this circumstance, for, when the softening is limited to the glandular solitaire, as is frequently the case in dysentery, it might be overlooked; these bodies being very small, and their entire destruction by softening being often unaccompanied by any obvious alteration of the mucous membrane itself, the seat and nature of the intestinal affection might not be ascertained, were it not for the presence of a number of minute circular patches, which, when narrowly examined, are found to be the result of softening of these follicles; for it often happens that enlarged follicles are seen intermixed with the patches, and which, when a scalpel is carried over the surface of the mucous membrane, break down or are removed, and thus other patches are formed similar to the former. These circular patches, which have the submucous tissue for their base, are often described as ulceration of the mucous membrane; but in all cases of doubt, the scalpel, used as above, will enable us to determine their nature.

Softening of the mucous membrane in the form of stripes and bands, has been described with great care by Louis, and has been much insisted upon as a characteristic of inflammatory softening; but Carswell has proved its origin from post mortem causes.

Softening of the mucous membrane of the digestive organs, may present various degrees of redness, or it may be quite pale; the redness may be confined to the softened part, or it may extend to the neighbouring parts at the same time; or the latter may be red and the former pale.

The redness of the softened membrane may vary from a light or a dark red to a brownish or purple; varieties of colour the value of which it is by no means easy to estimate, inasmuch as the quantity of blood in an inflamed tissue cannot be taken as a measure of the degree of inflammation which had caused the accumulation of this fluid.

The pale softening presents also some variety of tint. The softened tissue is either of a pale greyish or yellowish grey tint, being little altered from its natural colour; or it may be paler than natural, when it generally presents a milky aspect, owing to the colour of the submucous tissue being seen through it.

The pale softening is found in phthisis, in tubercular disease of the mesenteric glands, and in any disease accompanied by great emaciation.

Softening may be accompanied by thickening of the submucous tissues, and may precede and surround ulcerations.

The inflammatory softening of the other mucous membranes resembles as closely as possible that which has been described; it is not however so frequently complicated with post mortem effects, nor does it so often occur, except in the oesophagus, stomach, and intestines from the action of irritant poisons, which produce it either by their direct action, or by inducing and modifying inflammation.

Softening of mucous membranes from post mortem causes, is of great importance as a pathological fact, and may be produced by the action of the secretions of the membrane itself, or by putrefaction. This last cause is of doubtful efficacy; it is not likely to be met with in post mortem examinations, made at a reasonable period after death; it may however suffice to cause complete decomposition, when the membrane has been the seat of disease before death, and more particularly when the lesion has been of such a kind as to deprive the tissue of its vital properties suddenly. General putrefaction rapidly occurs in many cases of sudden death, especially in those in which the nervous system, or blood, or both, happen to be the vehicles of the destructive agent.

Softening from the action of special secretions may occur in two manners, either by simple maceration, which is long in taking place, or by chemical action. The first may happen in all mucous membranes, the second in the stomach and intestines alone.

Under favourable circumstances, and at a greater or less period after death, we find softening of the coats of the stomach, perforation, and the contents of the viscus free in the cavity of the peritoneum.

Various opinions have been given by the most celebrated pathologists, to account for this phenomenon; some embracing the views of Hunter, and recognising a chemical and post-mortem cause; and others attributing it to certain inflammatory causes, which produced ulceration and subsequent perforation.

Now, Hunter's view is demonstrable by direct experiment, whilst that held by the others is disproved by the absence of symptoms during life sufficient to account for such vast organic changes, and by the difference between such ulceration and those solutions of continuity which we are now about to describe.

The following facts tend to strengthen the first, and militate strongly against the latter opinion. When a rabbit, dog, cat, or any animal, in fact, is killed an hour or so after a meal when digestion is going on, and is allowed to remain in one position and in a moderate temperature, we find, after a few hours have elapsed, that the mucous membrane of the most depending part of the stomach is softened, and can, with the submucous cellular tissue and the muscular coat, be broken down with the greatest facility. The vessels ramifying in the softened part are black from the action of the solvent upon their blood.

After a greater lapse of time we find the peritoneum perforated, and the contents of the stomach in its cavity; by and by the tissues in the immediate neighbourhood of the stomach begin to suffer, and we see the abdominal muscles, and the cuticle covering them, eaten through by the gastric juice.

In fish, softening and perforation occur so
rapidly, that, unless perfectly fresh specimens be used, no microscopic structure can be distinguished in the stomatchial mucous membrane. I have noticed the same thing to occur in caterpillars: their stomachs, which contain both globular and columnar cells, after a time become softened and are perforated, so, subsequently, is the external cuticle; nature seems to have taken this original method of doing away with useless organisms.

In ulceration of the stomach the affected part is generally circular, and if it reaches the peritoneum excites inflammation in the reflexion contiuous to it; by this means perforation is rarely accomplished. Now, in post mortem perforations the softened part, said by some to be the seat of ulceration, is diffuse and the perforation large and irregular, and no part of the neighbouring peritoneum presents the slightest trace of recent inflammation; shreds of muscular tissue and cellular membrane, moreover, form an irregular fringe around the opening, and, by their presence, detract greatly from the theory which calls such phenomena pathological and not pseudomorbid.

Generally speaking, the fundus is most frequently the part of the stomach most affected by the gastric juice; but every thing depends upon its being the most depending part, and upon its containing more or less semi-digested food.

The solvent matter is secreted by the tubes of the stomach, and consists of pepsin in combination with lactic acid and water: it possesses the power of disintegrating all dead structures, but cannot influence the living tissues. It is not secreted when the stomach is empty, a stimulus to the mucous coat, in the form of some matter foreign to the stomach, is necessary for its production; it is probably the case, that an ulcer of the mucous membrane may act as a stimulus, and that a certain quantity of juice may always be present in the stomach; and that when, by the depressing effect of this lesion, the general nutrition suffers and the tissues are less able to resist decomposition, the gastric juice may act locally on the surface of the ulcer, and produce perforation before any peritoneal adhesion is formed. Perforation of the coats of the stomach sometimes occurs suddenly after a meal; it is produced generally by the giving way of some small ulcer, the progress of which had been enhanced by the presence of a large quantity of corroding liquid.

Post mortem softening may modify and exaggerate softening from other causes, and differs in its own appearances under various circumstances. The colour which the softened membrane presents appears to depend upon the quantity of blood contained in the organ at the time of death; if the quantity be small and natural, the softened parts are of a dull yellow or orange tint; and this colour increases with the quantity of the blood, and is accompanied by a black colour of the vessels. In infants and young children, and in anemic patients and persons whose blood is deficient in quantity and altered in quality, containing a great disproportion of serum, the whole stomach appears as if macerated; it is, indeed, sometimes infiltrated with serosity, and is so completely deprived of blood that no trace of this fluid is perceived except in some of the larger veins.

Post mortem softening and perforation of the intestines may occur from the presence of an acid fluid, either within them or without, and derived from the stomach; in the one case, softening is from within outwards, and, in the other, from without inwards.

_Softening of the skin_: the skin may be softened wholly, or one or more of its layers only. In some skin diseases, especially among scrofulous subjects, there is an alteration of the cohesion of the epidermis, which is properly formed by layers of cells, the row nearest the basement being smallest and more liquid than the others, the more distant being dry and united laterally, so as to form a dense integument. Certain defects in the quantity and quality of the fluid contained in the newest made cells prevent them from progressing, normally, in their development; they do not become dry, neither is any disposition evinced by the basement to secrete other cells; under these circumstances the epidermis is soft, and the basement tender and red, the tissue beneath being visible.

The cutis may lose its consistence in several manners. When considerable quantities of serum are collected in the subcuticular cellular tissue, the cutis becomes mechanically disturbed and remarkably soft; and sometimes is only represented by a thin friable tissue, which breaks down with the least pressure. It may gradually lose its fibrous structure and degenerate into a tissue analogous to that usually found beneath it.

Softening also occurs as a sequel of acute active local congestion.

The _appendages of the skin_, the nails, hairs, and, in the lower animals, horns, undergo softening to a certain extent in diseases of long standing, attended with great emaciation; and softening of the _cornua_ with ulceration is a common symptom of starvation.

_Induration of mucous membranes_, is generally caused by long continued sub-acute inflammatory action; the sub-basement cellular tissue is generally affected, and thickening of the whole structure, with hypertrophy of the papilla, where they exist, is found at the same time. Induration with hypertrophy is consequent upon chronic dysentery, and upon chronic inflammation of the bladder. Induration of mucous membranes is generally accompanied by surrounding thickening and induration, and this last is frequent in the gall-bladder, gall-duets, uterus, and urethra.

Induration of mucous membranes is generally accompanied by contraction of their caliber or surface,—from the consolidation and subsequent contraction of lymph effused into the cellular structure. Fatal stricture of the intestines is produced in this manner, and so
are urethral strictures. Ulceration of the stomach when healed, is followed by contraction of the cicatrix; and when the ulcer has extended into the duodenum from the stomach, pyloric constriction of the severest kind occurs. The colour of indurated mucous membrane is generally paler than natural: the opposite may occur, and the degree of density varies from a slight increase to a bony hardness.

An indurated and thickened state of the membranes of the brain, pericardium, and pleura, are found after long continued chronic inflammation, either of the membranes themselves, or of the parenchymatous structures in their vicinity. Effusion of lymph behind serous membranes always tends to their becoming harder and thicker than natural; after a while the lymph becomes organised and contracts, and produces a puckering and irregularity of the membranes. We find thickening and contraction of the pleura over large tuberculous cavities, the peritoneum covering the liver, and intestinal canal, and in the sac of old hernia. Constriction of any part of the intestinal canal, and also of the pylorus, may be produced by sub-peritoneal effusion of lymph.

Softening of the liver usually occurs in a manner not to be appreciated by the eye, being simply easily broken down under the finger; occasionally, however, the liver looks as if it had been lacerated for a great length of time in a dark fluid, its texture has completely lost its cohesion, and has become in certain spots quite diffusil. Livers in a state of softening may retain their ordinary colour, or it may be increased, and even decreased, in an extraordinary manner; for, sometimes, no traces of blood can be found, except in the larger venous trunks, and the tissue of the liver is pale and light drab in colour. Softening of the liver is found frequently on the anterior and convex surface, as a product of inflammation; partial and curable softening has been noticed to accompany inflammation of the right lung; and, finally, the consistency of the liver is much influenced by the abnormal deposition of fat, which sometimes occurs in the ultimate cells of the organ.

Induration of the liver is generally produced by the deposition of lymph, its subsequent contraction and its compressing influence upon the lobules. This effusion is the consequence of adhesive inflammation in the areolar tissue about the twigs of the portal vein, serum and coagulable lymph are poured out, the first is absorbed, and the latter consolidated, and ultimately converted into dense fibrous tissue, which divides the lobular structure of the liver into well defined masses, gives great density and toughness to the organ, by compressing the small twigs of the portal vein, and the small bile ducts, thus impeding the flow of blood and the escape of bile, and causing the usual yellow tint which accompanies this disease.

This deposition of fibrous tissue produces different effects according to the parts it principally involves. Sometimes the lymph is exclusively into the cellular tissue of the portal canals of considerable size, and if the person die some time after this has occurred, all the considerable branches of the portal vein are found surrounded, in some places, to the distance of half an inch, by new fibrous tissue, which by its contraction has drawn in and puckered the adjacent portions of the liver. The remaining portions of the liver may be little or not at all altered in texture, and may be readily scraped away from these indurated portions; the main branches of the portal vein are still pervious, but many of the small branches leading from them are obliterated, the parts which they supply atrophied, and the liver correspondingly diminished in bulk. When such portions are near the surface, the capsule is drawn in, thickened and puckered, and generally covered with false membranes.

In other cases, the fibrous tissue is not found around the larger veins, but in the vicinity of the small twigs that separate the lobules; all the substance of the liver is thus rendered tough; and when the organ is sliced, the fibrous tissue is seen to form distinct lines, between small irregular masses of lobules. At the parts on the surface of the liver which correspond to these lines, the capsule is drawn in, so that the organ presents what is termed a hobnailed appearance. The degree of hardness is determined by the amount of the adventitious tissue, and, as a general rule, the denser the organ, the paler its colour; ordinarily, the colour is pale grey, or resembles that of impure wax; and hence the term Cirrhosis.

Induration of the liver occurs around growths, abscesses, and hydatid cysts, and may be produced by inflammatory action of a specific or non-specific nature. Softening of the spleen is produced by an altered state of the fluid which it contains naturally, and by inflammatory action, or by both causes. Softening produced by the first means is common in low fever, intermittents, and scurvy; the fibrous element of the spleen does not suffer; but the blood, which is contained within its meshes, loses its natural consistency, appears to lose its coagulating power, becomes dark, and is washed away, leaving the white fibres intact, by a slight stream of water. In softening from inflammatory action the whole tissue of the spleen is disorganized; it breaks down under the slightest pressure; the external fibrous envelope is much softer than usual; and its internal prolongation is totally destroyed. Both of these kinds of softening occur, with or without alteration, in the bulk and dimensions of the organ.

Induration of the spleen may also arise from an abnormal state of the blood, and from inflammatory action. When the consistency of the blood is altered, the spleen, which may or may not be enlarged, cuts like liver or frozen muscle; and no great quantity of blood follows the incision, the whole tissue being, in fact, denser than usual.

Inflammatory hardening may or may not be
equal in degree throughout the whole organ; frequently, certain spots, the seat of old effusions of blood, are denser than the indurated tissue around them; and ecchymoses and dark yellow and black spots, are found sometimes scattered over the hardened tissue. This variety of induration may be accompanied by increase or decrease of bulk, or no alteration in size may occur; in degree, it may vary from the slightest increase of consistence, depending upon excessive nutrition, to a bony hardness.

**Softening of the kidney** is of common occurrence, being frequently found, with an enlarged state of the organ, in several of the diseases comprehended under the term Bright's disease. It exists also in the kidneys of diabetic subjects, and in some cases of renal calculi. When produced by inflammatory action, the softened kidney is dark red, and when a consequent of a perverted state of the nutrition of the organ, it is usually of a pale colour. Generally speaking, the softened state is produced by enlargement of the uriniferous tubes, and a consequent diminution of the solid matrix, or this last only may be affected; and when such is the case, the tissue breaks down with the slightest pressure. In degree, softening may vary from simple fabbiness to a state approaching efflulence.

**Induration of the kidney** is generally found with an atrophied state of the organ; it is a sequel of acute, and is found in chronic, nephritis, especially in gouty subjects. In these the kidney is frequently indurated, paler than natural, less vascular, and many of its tubes may be blocked up with urate of soda. Induration is sometimes accompanied by an hypertrophied and a darkened state of the organ. In the first stage of induration, the consistence of the organ is slightly exaggerated, and the finger makes no impression on it; in such kidneys we find superficial star-like venous twigs, and more or less confusion of the cortical tissue. In a more advanced stage, the tissue may become nearly as hard as cartilage, and perfectly colourless. Portions only of the kidney may be affected, but, generally, the greater part of it suffers; and it is, comparatively speaking, rare to find cartilaginous induration of one or more of the mammilated processes.

**Induration and softening of the uterus** are frequently products of acute inflammation of the organ; the first is formed but slowly, the latter with great rapidity, and may or may not be complicated with effusion and infiltration of pus, into the muscular structure. Uncomplicated softening is frequently the result of a more chronic and subacute inflammatory action, and is occasionally found in the impregnated uterus, being made known to the practitioner by the spontaneous rupture of its walls, and the passage of its contents into the cavity of the abdomen. A softening, either general or partial, is found in cases where there were no uterine symptoms during life; the tissue is as friable as that of a softened spleen; but none of the products of inflammation are to be found. It is, probably, produced by a perverted and defective state of the general nutrition; the uterus, from its low vitality, prominently suffering. A putrid sluggishly-looking softening occurs around growths and ulcerations of the uterine tissue.

**Softening and induration of the ovaries** are usually produced by acute or chronic inflammatory action: the one, if found in the early stages of ovaritis, is produced by the effusion of serum into the tissue of the ovary; and the other, a sequel of the same disease, is produced by the contraction and hardening of effused lymph.

In old age, thickening of the fibrous coat, and atrophy, and induration of the stroma with special hardening around old Graafian vesicles, are very common; this state is frequently preceded by a flabby consistence of the ovary.

In the puerperal state, the ovaries are subject to complete softening and disorganization; the natural structure is lost, and, in its place, is a pulpy diffusent bloody-looking mass.

An indurated state of the prostate gland is common enough in old age, and is generally accompanied by hypertrophy; and a grey or white hardening of the testicle and epididymis, with or without destruction of the seminiferous tubes, is frequently found as a sequel of chronic inflammation.

A softened state of the whole or part of the osseous framework of the body, is met with in scrofulous habits, and in persons suffering from cancerous cachexia, under the form of rachitis and mollities ossium. In the first of these diseases, there is a deficient deposit of earthy matter, and the animal matter is probably of an unhealthy quality; whilst in the second, the constituents are not deficient in quantity, but bad in quality, and the vital properties of the bone are completely deranged; the osseous structure has lost its cohesive power, and breaks with the least muscular effort. In rachitis, the bones may be bent in any direction, and are easily cut; their centre resembling cartilage. In mollities ossium, the knife penetrates the tissue, which appears to consist of numerous cells, with thin walls, and containing an oleaginous fluid, with the greatest ease. Occasionally, bones are found so softened as to resemble lard in consistence; and sometimes in subjects which have suffered from chronic disease, the ribs are more easily cut through than the cartilages. In caries, also, there is a softening and absorption of the bony texture, which crumbles away on the slightest touch.

**Softening of cartilage** is found under three forms. It may lose its usual elasticity and become doughy, or the usually dry and elastic cartilage of an adult may be found soft, as if it were that of an infant; it acquires extensibility, and its elasticity diminishes. Finally, the cartilage of adult life may so lose its consistence, as to resemble embryonic cartilage; it becomes pale and transparent, its quantity
of solid matter being very small, and its proportion of water great, and the softness considerable.

**Fibrous tissue** resembles cartilage in its alterations of cohesion, and both are apt to become indurated by a deposit of osseous matter.

Softening of the muscular structures may occur, as a sequel of inflammation in the cellular tissue which surrounds and binds together the ultimate fibres; or as a result of long continued inaction, produced by loss of nervous influence, as in paralysis, or by long standing disease. Softened muscles are pale, flabby, and contain much fat; are incapable of long or severe action, and are deficient in irritability.

Softening of the muscles of organic life, generally depends upon an inflammatory condition of their neighbouring submucous or subserous cellular tissue.

**Softening of cellular tissue** is very common. It has already been noticed as occurring from effusion of serum, pus, and blood. These render it more palpable and more liable to be torn, and its simple lacerability is frequently set down to softening: it is difficult, however, to draw the line. A great consequence of softening of the cellular tissue, is softening of the subjacent and neighbouring tissues; we have noticed this to a considerable extent in softening of the sub-pleural tissue, and also of the submucous and subperitoneal tissue of the alimentary canal.

There is hardly any part of the body in which cellular tissue is not to be found; and consequently nearly all the tissues may be influenced by its softened state. The effusion of fluids into the areoles of the cellular tissue, may follow inflammatory action or may be produced from a malignant or typhoid state of system, and from post mortem causes.

The colour of the softened membrane depends upon the nature of the effused fluid.

**Induration of cellular tissue** is generally caused by the effusion, and subsequent contraction and hardening of coagulable lymph; or the simple effusion may produce hardening, as in the immediate vicinity of old ulcers. However, it is notorious that even in this case contraction and consolidation occur at a little distance from the seat of irritation; in certain skin diseases, and in the cicatrices following burns, great injury may be effected by the contracting power of the effused lymph.

But it is behind mucous and serous, or serofibrous membranes, that induration from inflammatory action principally occurs, and leads to effects, most noxious to the general economy; strictures of the gullet, pylorus, intestines, and urethra, depend upon the submucous or subserous effusion and consolida
dation of lymph.

A hardened state of the mammary gland depends upon the same cause. Dense, crisp-cutting consolidations of cellular tissue, are frequently mistaken for scirrhus, and, indeed, are frequently the seat of morbid growths.

Induration of the cellular tissue may depend upon a perverted state of the general nutrition; in syphilis, for example, there is frequently subperiosteal effusion of lymph, which has a tendency to ossify. It is also very frequently brought about, and becomes cartilaginous in hardness, by long continued local irritation. We notice the indurated state of the tissue around serofulous glands, and its condensed form around miliary tubercles. The disease, which has been termed hardening of the cellular tissue, occurs in infants. The subjects of this disease are, for the most part, feeble, sometimes imperfectly developed, and generally born before the full period. It is a disease seen, for the most part, in hospitals, and is found where filth, bad ventilation, and worse food abound; consisting, in a wax-like hardness of the subcutaneous cellular tissue, and is produced by the effusion of a sero-albuminous fluid into its meshes. This effusion produces swelling of the affected parts, as well as hardening; and occurs, first of all, in the inferior extremities, passes from the feet upwards, and subsequently attacks the hands, arms, and then the trunk itself.

The hardened limbs are dry, cold, and may or may not pit on pressure; their colour is either unchanged, or has a dull yellow or a lived hue. Symptoms of obstructed respiration supervene before death.

When a section of an affected limb is made, and the subcutaneous cellular tissue is well exposed, we find its cellular appearance much increased, from the interstices being filled with a fluid, which is either limpid, or more concrete, and of a citron colour, or tinged with blood. The quantity of this fluid determines the degree and amount of induration; and occasionally the fatty structure beneath the skin is hardened from the compressing influence of the effusion.

It is very doubtful if the effused fluid becomes wholly concrete. Chevreul says, that the serum of the blood, in infants affected with hardening of the subcutaneous cellular tissue, contains a large quantity of a spontaneously coagulable matter, analogous to that which is effused into the affected tissue. Great and general venous congestion is always found in these cases, and would seem to depend on insufficient vital energy, produced by the depressing influences of damp, bad nourishment, and cold.

For some particulars respecting the Softening and Induration of "Growths," see article on Adventitious Products.

(P. Martin Duncan.)

**SOLIPEDA.** Syn. Solidungula, Pachydermes Solipeses. — An important group of herbivorous quadrupeds, regarded by Cuvier as constituting a third family of his order Pachydermata, and defined as "animaux à sabots non ruminans," or non-ruminant, ungulate quadrupeds. They form, however, a race of animals that presents many remarkable peculiarities of structure, and, from their great importance to mankind, demand, in a work like the present, a somewhat minute
description of their anatomy and general organisation.

The Solipeda, zoologically considered, comprehend but the single genus Equus, at once distinguishable from all other quadrupeds by the remarkable construction of the anterior and posterior extremities, each of the four feet appearing externally to consist of but a single toe enclosed in a solid hoof of horn, although, within, there are found concealed beneath the skin the rudiments of two other digits, appended to each side of the metacarpal and metatarsal portion of the limb.

The genus Equus is further characterised by the following peculiar disposition of the dental apparatus:—There are six sharp and trenchant incisors both in the upper and in the lower jaw, and an equal number of grinding teeth, the crowns of which are of a square form, each having its surface intersected by deep plates of enamel, arranged in the shape of four crescentic masses, in addition to which there exists in the teeth of the upper jaw a small disc of enamel, situated upon the inner border of each tooth.

The males have, moreover, two small canine teeth developed in the upper jaw, and sometimes in the lower one also; but these canine teeth, or tushes (tasks), as they are generally called, are for the most part altogether wanting in the females. A considerable interspace exists between the canine teeth and the first molar, so that that portion of the mouth of the horse which is opposite to the commissure of the lips is devoid of any dental armature, a circumstance of which man has availed himself for the purpose of introducing into the mouth of these animals that bit by the aid of which he is enabled to subjugate his steed, and thus secure to himself the services of an assistant not less conspicuous for his indomitable strength than for his matchless docility. The stomach of the Solipedes is simple in its form, and of moderate dimensions, but their intestinal canal is of very great length, and the cecum and colon enormous in their proportionate size.

Thus characterised, the genus Equus is found to comprehend several different races of quadrupeds that are generally regarded by modern naturalists as constituting so many distinct species. These are—1st. The Horse (Equus Caballus), "man's noble companion in the chase or on the battle-field, in the labours of agriculture, in the arts, or in commerce." The original country whence the horse has been disseminated through the whole world has now become a matter of uncertainty, although most probably the wide plains of eastern Europe and of Asia, where wild horses still abound, may be pointed out as their central station. That they were in common use in Egypt from the very earliest period of which we have any record, is evident from the sacred writings (vide Gen. c. xlvii. v. 17., and c. l. v. 9.), and hence it is supposed to have been derived by the Arabs, Persians, Ethiopians, Indians, Parthians, Scythians, &c.

At the present day, wild horses are by no means common even in their native regions, owing to the encroachments of man upon their original haunts; but, on the other hand, they have spread over the vast prairies of the new continent, and may now be said to be as extensively distributed as the human race itself.

The second species admitted by zoologists to form a distinct race is the Dzigguetul (Equus Hemionus), intermediate in size between the horse and the ass, from both of which it is distinguished by its colour, which is light bay, with a black mane and dorsal line, and it also has a black tuft of hair at the end of its tail. This animal is found in large troops among the sandy plains of Central Asia.

3d. The ass (Equus Asinus), at once recognisable by the length of its ears, by the tuff of hair at the end of its tail, and by the black cross upon its shoulders, which is the first appearance of those transverse bands which become numerous in the succeeding species. This animal seems to be indigenous to the desert regions of Central Asia, where vast troops of them still abound in a wild state.

4th. The Zebra (Equus Zebra), a native of the southern regions of Africa, and conspicuous for its symmetry and the alternate transverse stripes of black and white with which its skin is all over marked.

5th. The Quagga (Equus Quagga), a native of the same regions as the Zebra, from which it principally differs in the colour of its skin and more horse-like appearance. Its hair upon the neck and shoulders is brown, marked transversely with white stripes; its croup is of a greyish-red colour, while the tail and legs are white. The name of this animal is derived from its peculiar voice, which somewhat resembles the bark of a dog.

6th. The Onagga, or Dauw (Equus Moutanus), is somewhat less than the ass, and in its shape resembles the quagga. Its general colour is a light bay marked with black stripes, that are alternately broader and narrower over the head, neck, and trunk; the hinder stripes are directed obliquely forward, while the legs and tail remain white.

With respect to their anatomy, it may be observed, that all the above species resemble each other as closely in their internal economy as they do in outward form, and accordingly, in the following pages, we shall confine ourselves principally to a description of the horse, as being the typical species of the group, noticing, however, incidentally, such peculiarities of structure as may be worthy of remark in the humbler congeneres of their noble prototype. So near, indeed, is the relationship between the different members of the entire genus, that they will breed together without difficulty, although the progeny of such a union, the mule, is generally incapable of reproduction. Such is well known to be the case between the horse and the ass, as also with the zebra, and doubtless with the genus generally.
Osteology.—Skull. The head of the horse is at once recognisable by the following characters, namely, by the great enlargement between the orbits (fig. 496. a a), by its slightly convex profile, by the length of the face, which is more than double that of the cranium, and by the vertical depth of the lower jaw, which is more than that of the whole cranial portion of the skull. The temporal ridges, prolonged backwards from the post orbital apophyses, extend as far as the middle of the parietal bones, and there form a short sagittal crest upon the mesial line of the skull, whence, proceeding backwards, they diverge and extend as far as the occipital ridge, which is truncated above (as is the case in the pachydermata generally), and projects over the posterior surface of the occiput. The intermaxillaries are prolonged considerably beyond the nasal bones, which last, by their points, arch over the cavity of the nostrils to a considerable extent. The temporal arch is comparatively very short, nearly straight, and is situated entirely in the posterior third of the skull.

As regards the individual bones of the skull, it may be observed that the two frontals (fig. 496. a, a, f, g) remain distinct from each other after the parietals become consolidated into one piece; they are of remarkable breadth between the orbits, and posteriorly penetrate to a considerable depth between the parietal bones. The osseous pia (fig. 495. b, i) give off on each side of the cranium a pointed
process, which encroaches largely upon the squamous process of the temporal bone. The zygomatic process of the temporal (fig. 496, o) has at its base a process which projects upwards and backwards. This process constitutes the entire length of the temporal arch, articulating anteriorly by suture with the post-orbital process of the os frontis (fig. 495, b, c), which is very long: the zygomatic process of the temporal even extends to beneath the orbit, the bony circle around which it contributes to form, and is thence prolonged behind the os male, so as to become articulated with the superior maxillary bone. The occipital suture is situated considerably in front of the superior occipital ridge; nevertheless there is generally an interparietal bone of quadrangular shape, called by hippotomists the os quadratum, but which at an early age becomes consolidated with the two parietales. The interparietal is, indeed, itself frequently divided into two pieces in the new-born foal. It is always much too narrow to reach as far as the temporals.

The anterior sphenoid appears but very slightly in the orbit. The posterior sphenoid mounts upwards in that region almost as high as the temporal, but without coming in contact with the parietal. Inferiorly, it is prolonged in a square form considerably beyond the pterygoid region. The glenoid cavity for the articulation of the lower jaw is situated beneath the middle of the temporal arch; it is convex inferiorly, and has a tubercle situated behind its internal extremity, behind which, and on the same level, is situated the meatus auditorius externus. The bony meatus remains distinct from the temporal even when it has become completely consolidated with the tympanic and petrous portions of that bone. The tympanum is but little prominent, and of a very irregular shape. The petrous portion appears externally at the side of the occiput (fig. 495, u), in front of the base of the para-mastoid apophysis (fig. 495, p), which is here long and pointed.

Of the bones of the face it may be observed, that the ascending apophyses of the intermaxillary bones (fig. 495, 15) are placed very obliquely, and become connected with the osse nasi at about one third of the length of those bones from their anterior extremity. Inferiorly, their palatine apophyses penetrate between the maxillary bones as far as the first molar teeth, leaving two incisive foramina, or rather fissures, which are about half the length of the apophyses themselves. The pointed extremities of the osse nasi arch over the cavity of the nose nearly as far as the middle of the intermaxillary bones. Superiorly, the osse nasi increase in breadth as far as the inner angles of the orbits, where they become joined with the lacrymals (3, 4, 5, 6), which descend to a considerable distance upon the cheek, and enter almost as largely into the structure of the orbital cavity. The jugal (fig. 495, 7, 8) advances upon the cheek as far forwards as the lacrymal bone, and terminates beneath the middle of the orbit. This bone does not extend sufficiently far backwards to enter into the composition of the zygomatic arch, properly so called. It forms upon the side of the cheek, by its union with the maxillary bone, a broad, square ridge, which is continued backward as far as the commencement of the zygomatic arch.

The palatine bone is deeply notched and very narrow, not extending forward beyond the penultimate molar tooth. This bone merely forms a narrow border around the meso-pterigoid fossa, but it composes more than two thirds of the pterygoid alae. In the floor of the orbit it mounts upwards, between the maxillary bone on one side, and the two sphenoids on the other, as far as the os frontis, but it does not come in contact with the lachrymal. The external pterygoid process of the sphenoid runs along the palatine externally, and extends beyond it, but the internal pterygoid process is distinct from the sphenoid, forming a long and narrow tongue-like process, which, after having covered the lateral suture of the anterior end of the posterior sphenoid, extends obliquely over the centre of the pterygoid process of the palatine, and proceeds to form a bony hook, situated upon the side of the great palatine fissure.

Spinal column.—The cervical vertebrae of the horse are, as in all mammiferous quadrupeds, seven in number; their proportions are massive, and the whole series forms a chain of great strength and considerable flexibility. All the posterior vertebrae of the neck have in the horse a square or oblong shape, and both the spinous and transverse processes are short and stunted, so as not to interfere with that freedom and extent of motion which is essential in this portion of the spine.

The atlas, as in man and other mammifers, presents characters peculiar to itself. The body of this bone is entirely suppressed, its place being supplied by the two articulating surfaces appropriated to the reception of the condyles of the occipital: the superior lamina are broad and flat, and the superior spinous apophysis is not developed; whilst, instead of transverse processes, the vertebra is prolonged laterally into two broad alae, into which numerous muscles are implanted. In the horse it may be remarked that the entrance of the canal for the passage of the vertebral arteries, instead of being situated at the posterior edge of the transverse apophyses, is placed upon its upper surface, but in other respects this bone presents no peculiarity worthy of special notice.

Axis.—The configuration of the second cervical vertebra in most quadrupeds differs considerably from what is met with in the human subject, owing to the horizontal direction of the neck, and the unfavourable position in which the head has to be sustained. This difference is most remarkable in the arrangement of the spinous process, which, instead of being merely a prominent tubercle, as in man, is prolonged into a vertical crest that
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Fig. 497.

Skeleton of the Horse. (After Stubbs.)

Skull.—9, orbit; 11, 12, superior maxillary bone; 12, infra-orbital foramen; 15, intermaxillary; 16, os nasi; 17, 18, 19, lower jaw; 18, mental foramen; 19, coronoid process. Cervical region.—a, c, atlantal; g, h, h, the vertebra dentata; o, body; r, transverse; s, t, oblique, and s, spinous processes of cervical vertebrae; z, process from the root of the transverse process of the sixth cervical vertebra, assisting with its fellow to form the groove in which the longus colli muscle is lodged. Dorsal region.—c, oblique, and e, spinous processes of the two anterior dorsal vertebrae; 5 to 18, continuation of dorsal spinous processes. Lumbar region.—a, b, e, d, e, f, lumbar vertebrae; h, the sacrum; p, superior, and r, inferior, caudal vertebrae. Sternal region.—a, b, c, osseous and cartilaginous pieces of the sternum with the cartilaginous attachments of the true ribs. Shoulder.—h, i, o, the scapula; b, g, h, the os humeri.

sometimes advances forwards above the atlas and is prolonged posteriorly above the third, or even the fourth, cervical vertebra, thus affording an ample expansion for muscular attachments. In the Solipeds, this spinous crest (k) is but moderately developed, extending backwards so as to overlap the third vertebra to some extent; but its anterior prolongation is wanting. The transverse apophyses are short, and perforated by the vertebral canal, while the articular processes are but moderately developed, and directed backwards to articulate with those of the succeeding vertebra.

The five posterior cervical vertebrae are remarkable for their strength and mobility; their bodies are of great proportionate size, and articulated together by broad sub-globular surfaces that allow a considerable extent of motion; the vertebral laminae are broad and massive, and the articular processes well developed and connected together by large articulating surfaces. The spinous processes are almost wanting except upon the sixth and seventh vertebrae, that belonging to the latter being of considerable size and turned backwards, so as to represent the commencement of the dorsal series of spines. The bodies of the sixth and seventh vertebrae of the neck, more particularly of the former, are prolonged inferiorly into a central crest of considerable size, which projects downwards and backwards, and gives origin to the longus colli, which muscle is likewise lodged in a kind of groove formed by osseous plates derived from the transverse processes.

The dorsal vertebrae in the Solipeds are invariably eighteen in number, and are distinguished by the shortness of their transverse apophyses, each of which is provided with an articulating surface, whereby it is connected with the corresponding rib as well as by similar articulations situated on each side upon the anterior and posterior extremities of their bodies to which the heads of the ribs are affixed. The spinous processes of the anterior dorsal vertebrae are of great length, and dilated at their extremities, where they give origin to the broad elastic cervical ligament by means of which the weight of the
head is in a very material degree supported; posteriorly, the spinous processes of the dorsal region become gradually shorter, and their extremities broaden and flattened, so as gradually to approximate in their shape those of the lumbar region.

The vertebrae of the loins are, in the Solipeda, usually six in number: such is the case in the horse, zebra, and quagga; but in the ass there are but five lumbar vertebrae. This portion of the vertebral column is, in the class under consideration, possessed of great strength; the bodies of the vertebrae are broad and firmly bound together; the transverse processes of remarkable length and power; the articulating apophyses strong and broadly connected with each other, while the spinous processes, which are of great breadth, are either quite straight or inclined forward.

The sacrum in all the Solipeda is composed of five vertebrae consolidated into one piece, and, with that exception, scarcely different from the vertebral pieces that immediately precede and follow it. In the horse, as in most quadrupeds, the sacrum is much narrower in proportion than in the human subject, and forming, moreover, a continuous straight line with the rest of the spinal column, allows of much more freedom of motion in this part of the skeleton than is possible in the human subject; and this is much increased by the obliquity of the junction between the sacrum and the iliac bones. The articulation, moreover, between the last lumbar vertebra and the sacrum, still further adds to the mobility of these parts; for in the horse, the oblique processes of that vertebra are connected with the sacrum by means of articulating surfaces of very large size, so that from the combination of all these circumstances, there is a springiness given to this region of the vertebral column, the importance of which, in galloping or leaping, is at once conspicuous.

The caudal vertebrae in the solipeds vary in number from seventeen to twenty-one; but of these, the upper ones only resemble true vertebrae. Even in the first caudal vertebra, the inferior oblique processes become obliterated, and as we descend, all the vertebral apophyses rapidly disappear; at the second bone of the tail, the spinal lamina no longer rise high enough to enclose the spinal canal; but resemble two short processes; and at about the fifth or sixth, all vestiges of them are lost, nothing remaining but the bodies of the vertebrae of a cylindrical shape and slightly enlarged at each extremity, until we approach the last, where all regularity of form is lost.

Thorax.—The sternum of the solipeds is considerably compressed towards its anterior extremity, which is moreover prolonged to some extent beyond the insertion of the first rib, so as to give to the whole chest a carinate appearance, which forcibly reminds the anatomist of the thorax of a bird. Posteriorly, the carinate form disappears, and the sternum becomes broad and flattened where it receives the cartilages of the posterior true ribs. The sternum of the horse is composed of several osseous pieces bound together by strong ligamentous and cartilaginous connections.

The ribs are eighteen in number, so that the thorax is prolonged very far backwards towards the pelvis. The anterior ribs are broad and massive; but of these, eight only are attached to the sternum: the posterior or false ribs gradually become more slender as they recede backwards to expand over the cavity of the abdomen.

Anterior extremity.—The frame-work of the shoulder in the Solipeda, as in all ungulate quadrupeds, is composed of the scapula only; the coracoid apparatus being dubiously represented by a rudimentary apophysis, and the clavicle is totally wanting in circumstances which allow of the close approximation of the shoulder blades to the sides of the chest, and thus cause the weight of the body to be transmitted perpendicularly to the ground.

The shape of the scapula (fig. 498. a) is almost that of an isosceles triangle, the spinal costa, which is about half the length of the other two, having its angles rounded off. The spine of the scapula is prominently developed, and towards its upper third, projects posteriorly, so as to form a considerable recurved process (i); as it approaches the neck of the bone, however, the scapular spine becomes quite obliterated, spreading out upon the margin of the glenoid cavity (h), so that no acromion process exists in these quadrupeds.

The humerus (fig. 498. e, b, k) is short, but of great strength, and the muscular imprints strongly marked.

The forearm is almost exclusively formed by the radius (fig. 498. e, r), the strength of which is in accordance with the enormous weight it has to sustain, while the ulna is reduced to a mere appendage (fig. 498. s, t, u), which in the adult animal is completely consolidated with its posterior surface, the line of demarcation between the two being only indicated by a furrow which, towards the upper extremity of the forearm, deepens into a slight fissure. The olecranon process is, however, of large size, and, by its projection posteriorly, affords a powerful purchase to the massive extensor muscles inserted into this portion of the limb. From the above arrangement of the bones of the forearm, it is manifest that all movements of pronation and supination are here out of the question; the limb must remain constantly fixed in a state of pronation, in which condition it is anchylosed, and thus acquires a firmness and steadiness which would be quite incompatible with more extensive movements.

The carpus in the Solipeda consists of seven bones arranged in two rows,—of which four are situated in the first, and three in the second.

The upper series consists of the representative of the os scaphoideum of the human subject (fig. 498. w); of the os lunare (z) of the caninaforme (y); and of the os pisiforme (z).

In the lower series, the os trapezium, which supports the thumb of the human hand, does not exist in the horse; but the trapezoid (not
Osteology of the Horse — Bones of the anterior Extremity.

Scapula.—h, its neck; i, spine; k, coracoid apophysis; l, h, inferior costa; m, m, superior costa; n, n, base; o, fossa subspinalis; p, fossa supra-spinalis.

Os humeri.—a, shaft of the bone; b, protuberance into which the teres major is inserted; c, bicipital protuberance; f, neck of the humerus; i, external condyle; k, double articular surface, articulated with the radius; l, internal condyle; t, anterior fossa which receives the upper head of the radius, when the fore-arm is bent; m, posterior sinus, for the reception of the olecranon of the ulna, when the fore-arm is extended.

Radius.—a, its upper head; o, protuberance for the insertion of the tendon of the biceps; r, its lower extremity.

Ulna.—c, the olecranon process; t, its articulation with the humerus; u, continuation of the bone which in aged horses becomes united with the radius.

Bones of the carpus.—w, Scaphoides; x, Lunare; y, Cuneiforme; z, Pisiforme or Orbiculare; 2, Os magnum; 3, Unciforme.

Metacarpus.—4, 5. The great metacarpal or cannon bone. 6, 7. Rudimentary external metacarpal bone. 10, 11. Sesamoid bones.

Fore-foot. 12, 13. Proximal phalanx or great pastern bone. 14, 15. Middle phalanx or lesser pastern or coronary bone. 16. Terminal phalanx or coffin-bone. 17. Sesamoid bone.

The metacarpal bones are in the horse consolidated into one large piece, called by farriers the shank or cannon bone, and two smaller supplementary pieces, which seem merely appendages to the former.

The large cannon bone (fig. 498, 4, 5.) is formed by the union of two metacarpal bones indissolubly conjoined, — viz. of those which support the ring and middle fingers in the human hand; these conjoined, here form a massive piece, the upper end of which articulates with the carpus, while its distal extremity sustains the first joint of the foot.

A second or supplemental piece (fig. 498, 6, 7.) is simply a rudiment representing the internal metacarpal bone of the human skeleton, or that which in man supports the little finger; superiorly this piece presents an articulating surface, which articulates with the unciform bone of the carpus, but inferiorly, there being no finger for it to support, it gradually dwindles away to a mere splint, which is applied against the ulnar aspect of the preceding bone.

The third bone of the metacarpus is equally rudimentary as the last, and consists of a similar styliform bone applied against the opposite side of the shank bone, and obviously representing the metacarpal bone of the fore finger.

The fore foot of the horse is composed of three bones, representing the first, second, and third phalanges in the fingers of the human hand; but extraordinarily changed in their appearance. Of these, the first (fig. 498, 12, 13) is equivalent to the bones of the first phalanges of the ring and middle fingers in the human subject, as is indicated by a central groove, showing this piece to be composed of two lateral halves — this bone in the horse is called the "great pastern."

The second piece (fig. 498, 14, 15.) corresponding with the second phalanx, is named, in common language the "little pastern," while the third (16), the representative of the third phalanx, a bone of very large size and crescentic shape, has received from farriers the name of the "coffin bone."

In addition to the above may be noticed two sesamoid bones (10, 11) implanted in the flexor tendon of the foot, as it passes behind the articulation between the cannon bone and the great pastern, and a third lying over the posterior part of the articulation, between the coffin bone with the coronary bone, or between the two distal phalanges.

Posterior extremity.—The pelvis of the solipeds, both in its disposition and in the shape of the bones composing it, differs in many important particulars from that of man, and even of the generality of quadrupeds. The body of the ileum is elongated into a sort of
neck, while its crest and spine, extending themselves outwards almost at a right angle with the body, give the whole bone a shape somewhat like that of the letter T, or of a hammer, of which the body of the bone will form the handle, while the extremity of one of its branches is articulated to the side of the sacrum, and the other forms a broad expansion, the inner surface of which is turned obliquely towards the spinal column. The body of the ileum joins the ischium and pubis at a very obtuse angle, the cotyloid cavity being excavated in the usual manner in the line of junction between the three bones.

The os femoris in the Solipeda is very strong and massive, with well developed trochanters, and prominent ridges for the attachment of the muscles implanted into it: it is however so short as to be entirely concealed within the flesh and integuments of the trunk, so that what is ordinarily designated the thigh in these quadrupeds is in reality the muscular portion of the leg. Inferiorly the articulating surface that sustains the patella is no longer, as in the human subject, continuous with that of the knee-joint, but forms a distinct articulation upon which the patella (fig. 500. q) plays during the movements of the leg.
TARSUS.—3, 5, Astragalus or cockal bones; 7, os Calcis; 10, os Cuboiloæ; 11, os Naviculare; 12, os Cuneiformes.

METATARSUS.—14, Upper extremity, and 15, lower extremity of the metatarsal or cannon bone. 16, 17, rudimentary external metatarsal bone; 20, Sesamoid bone.

HIND-FOOT—22. Proximal phalanx, or great pastern; 23, Middle phalanx, or lesser pastern, or coro-
nary bone; 24, Last phalanx or coffin bone; 25, Sesamoid bone.

The leg is in the Solipeda almost exclu-
sively formed by the tibia, which is of great strength, and very massive towards its upper extremity, where the ridges for muscular at-
tachment stand out in bold relief; inferiorly it becomes more slender, and approaches nearer to a cylindrical shape, expanding again inferiorly to form the articulating surface for the ankle joint.

The fhula (fig. 500, 1, 2.) is even more ru-
dimentary in its development than the ulna in the anterior extremity, being, in fact, nothing more than a long spiculum of bone implanted among the muscles, and laid like a slender splint along the outer and posterior angle of the tibia, with which it is firmly connected by ligamentous attachments in the vicinity of the knee-joint, whence it descends separated by a small interval from the tibia as far as the middle of that bone, to which at this point it becomes closely applied, and then, gradually becoming more and more attenuated, is to-
wards the lower third of the leg completely lost.

The bones of the tarsus in the horse are, 1st, the astragalus, or "cockal-bone," as it is vulgarly named (fig. 500, 3, 5.), the os calcis, or "heel-bone" (7), the cuboid (10), the navicular (11), the middle cuneiform and the lesser cuneiform (19). The internal or great cuneiform bone is here wanting, as also are the bones of the great toe, which, when pre-
sent, is destined to support.

The bones of the metatarsus, like those of the metacaracus, are three in number,—viz. one large central or cannon bone, and two lateral rudimentary pieces. The central piece (fig. 500, 14, 15.), which supports the entire weight of the body, is apparently composed of the conjoined metatarsal bones belonging to the second and third smaller toes; in the human skeleton the line of demaration between the two being indicated by a deep longitudi-


dinal groove: by its upper extremity this bone articulates with the three lower bones of the tarsus; while inferiorly it presents a smooth articulating surface, whereby it supports the first phalanx of the foot. The external rudiment (fig. 500, 16, 17.) is an imperfect metatarsal bone, occupying the place of that which in the human subject supports the little toe: by its upper extremity it articulates with the cuboid bone of the tarsus, while inferiorly, owing to the deficiency of the cor-
responding toe, it forms no articulation. The internal rudiment represents the metatarsal bone of the first of the small toes in the hu-
man foot: superiorly it articulates with the lesser cuneiform bone of the tarsus (12),

whence, as it descends, it gradually dimin-
ishes in size, and is lost before it reaches the foot.

The bones of the hind foot resemble those already described in the anterior extremity, and are distinguished by similar names, the first phalanx of the solitary toe being the great pastern, the second the little pastern or coronary bone, and the third, or that which supports the hoof, the coffin bone: there are likewise the sesamoid bones (20), behind the articulation, between the cannon bone and the first phalanx, and also between the coronary and coffin bones (25).

MYOLOGY.—The myology of quadrupeds is, in many points of view, a subject of particular interest, more especially in those races which are far removed from man in their general habits or in the configuration of their skeleton. In the case of the Solipeds, owing to the exceedingly aberrant structure of their extremities, the disposition of their muscular system becomes a very important subject of inquiry, and it is partly from this cause, and partly from the necessity of ob-
taining an accurate knowledge of the anatomy of animals so valuable to mankind, that the my-
ology of the horse and its congeners has been studied with great care, and delineated with extraordi-
ary zeal and perseverance. It is for these reasons that we shall in the present article describe at some length this portion of their economy, premising that the details here given will be found more or less applicable to quadrupeds generally, except where obvious peculiarities of structure belong to the class which forms the more immediate subject of our study.

PANNICULUS CORNOSUS.—On removing the skin, the entire body is in most quadrupeds found to be invested with a muscular covering, the thickness and consequent importance of which varies in different parts. In the human subject the traces of this fleshy pan-
nicle are very feeble, being confined to certain regions,—such as the anterior part of the neck, the palms of the hands, &c.; but in the horse it forms a much more important investment, giving mobility to the integument, and ma-
terially contributing to the support and de-
ference of various organs. This fleshy covering is very thick in the anterior region of the neck, whence it extends downwards upon the anterior extremities, and, becoming tendinous, is extensively inserted in conjunction with the tendons of the latisimus dorsi and teres.

From this point strong muscular fi-

bres pass downwards over the muscles of the fore-arm, where they terminate in a broad fascial expansion which embraces the lower part of the fore-leg. Another strong portion of this fleshy tegument spreads over the sides and loins, where it degenerates into a tendino-

membranous layer, extending downwards as far as the penis, which it likewise invests with a carneo-membranous sheath. It likewise en-
cases the buttocks and thighs in a strong covering of fleshy and tendinous fibres, which
spreads downwards over the fascia lata to the hind leg.

In describing the other parts of the muscular system, it will be necessary to divide them into their appropriate regions, and in doing so, we shall follow the arrangement usually adopted in describing the human subject, beginning with the

Proper muscles of the spine. — The long muscles of the spine, — viz. the spinalis and semi-spinalis dorsi, longissimus dorsi and sacro-lumbalis — present a disposition very similar to what occurs in the human subject.

The spinalis dorsi takes its origin from the spinous processes of the lumbar and posterior dorsal vertebrae, as well as from the broad fascia of the loins, and running forwards is inserted by distinct tendons into the spines of the anterior vertebrae of the back. Its continuation, the spinalis cervicis, is in the horse of great strength and importance: its origin commences from the second spine of the back, which origin is continued for about one third of the way down that spine towards its root; it arises likewise from the third dorsal spine and the ligamentum nuchae; from these origins it runs forward to be implanted by strong and distinct tendons into the spines of the anterior cervical vertebrae.

The longissimus dorsi is situated immediately external to the spinalis, taking its origin from the common mass of muscle that arises beneath the lumbar fascia, as well as from the spinous processes of the loins and sacrum, whence it runs forward to be inserted by a double set of tendons into the transverse processes of the loins and back, and also into the posterior ribs near their angles. Its continuation, the transversalis colli, is likewise of considerable strength, but offers nothing worthy of remark.

The sacro-lumbalis arises, in conjunction with the latissimus dorsi, from the back of the sacrum, and also by flat tendons about

Fig. 501.

Myology of the Horse. (After Stubbs.)

Head. — n, Levator anguli oris; o, orbicularis oris; l, anterior dilator of the nostril; w, masseter; k, septum narium; 4, vena angularis. 12, Anterior cartilage of the external ear.

Neck. — a, Coraco-hyoideus; g, transversalis cervicis; l, trachelo-mastoideus, or complexus minor; m, complexus; y, the longus colli.

Shoulder. — c, Triceps extensor cubitii; i, tendon of the biceps flexor cubiti.

Forearm and anterior extremity. — a, b, c, Extensor carpi radialis; d, extensor digitorum communis; q, analogue of the extensor minimi digiti; 6, 9, ligamenta; 4, vena plantaris interna; u, nervus plantaris internus.

Trunk. — d, serratus minor posticus; h, serratus major posticus; l, serratus major anticus; o, external intercostals; p, internal intercostals; q, rectus abdominis; x, obliquus internus.

Hind extremity. — b, glutaeus medius; h, rectus femoris; n, vastus externus; v, w, 21, 26, 24, extensor digitorum pedis; 6, plantaris and gastrocnemius.
half the breadth of the muscle from the superior edge of all the ribs, except two or three of the most anterior; and its slips are in-
se ted by as many distinct tendons into the inferior edge of all the ribs, except two or three of the hindmost, and also into the trans-
verse process of the seventh vertebra of the neck. The continuation of this muscle, the
cervicalis descendens, offers nothing remarkable.

The multisitis spinæ, in the dorsal region
arises by numerous tendinous origins from the transverse processes of the vertebrae of the back, loins, and sacrum, near their pos-
terior protuberances, each slip running for-
wards to be inserted into the spinous pro-
cess of the vertebra in front of that from
which it derives its origin, the whole forming
a thick mass, which fills up the hollow situated
between the spinous and transverse processes.
In the neck a similar disposition exists.

The intertransversarii colli take their origins
from the roots of the oblique processes of the
cervical vertebrae, and from between these and the transverse processes: in the horse they are of great strength and importance, running forwards to be inserted into the trans-
verse processes of the vertebra in front of that from which they arise. In addition to the above
there is a set of muscles named by Stubbbs the
intervertebrales, which do not exist in the hu-
man subject: these arise from the ascending oblique processes of the five inferior vertebrae
of the neck, and from the space betwixt the oblique processes of the uppermost vertebrae
of the back: they are each of them inserted into the lateral parts of the bodies of the vert-
ebrae above their origin.

The longus colli is the only muscle, ex-
clusively appropriated to the movements of the
spine, situated in front of the spinal column. This muscle, in the horse, arises from the transverse processes of the third, fourth, fifth, and sixth vertebrae of the neck, from which origins it runs upwards to be in-
serted by distinct tendons into the anterior part of the bodies and transverse processes of the vertebrae above them, and into the anterior surface of the atlas.

The quadratus lumborum offers the same
disposition as in the human subject.

The tail in quadrupeds, from its great de-
velopment, requires for its movements a special set of muscles, of which scarcely any traces exist in the human subject. This organ in the horse is susceptible of three kinds of movements. It can be straightened or ele-
vated, bent or brought downwards, and lastly
carried to either side. These movements, again, by their combinations, produce second-
ary effects, so that the tail becomes suscep-
tible of very extensive motions; and, in such quadrupeds as have this part very largely de-
veloped, it even supplies the place of a hand, so completely is it under muscular control.

In order to effect these different movements, three* distinct sets of muscles are employed, which are arranged upon the same plan as the

---

* Cuvier, Anat. Comp. tom. i. p. 275. long muscles in other parts of the spinal column; that is to say, they arise by numerous tendinous slips, and are inserted in a similar manner, the slips of origin and insertion run-
ing, of course, in opposite directions: the
latter, moreover, are prolonged to a much
greater extent than in the rest of the spinal column, and firmly bound down to the ver-
tebrae by tendinous sheaths, so as to add as little as possible to the bulk of the tail.

The muscles which raise or straighten the
tail are all situated upon its upper aspect: they are,
first,

The sacro-coccygeus superior (Jombo-sus-
caudien). This muscle arises in the horse from the interior or posterior edge of the third spinal process of the os sacrum, and from the
spines, edges, and interspinal ligaments of the
sacral vertebrae behind that point, as well as from those caudal vertebrae that are pos-
essed of spinous apophyses. The fleshy mass
formed from these origins gives off num-
rous slender tendons; the first of these is
the shortest, and runs inwards to be in-
serted into the base of the first caudal ver-
tebra, in which the articular apophyses are
wanting. The second tendon is inserted in a
similar manner into the succeeding vertebral
piece; the third into the next, and so on to the
closest to the tail. The number of the tendons
given off, is, of course, determined by that of
the vertebrae. Each tendon is lodged in a sort
of ligamentous canal, which forms a sheath
for it throughout its whole course. When
these two muscles act in concert the tail is
necessarily raised upwards.

The interspinales superiores (spinalis ob-
liquus; lombo-sacro-coccygien of Vicq d'Azyr). These muscles are a continuation of the inter-
spinous muscles of the spine; but as the
spinosous processes of the tail are short, and
frequently replaced by two tubercles answ-
ering to rudiments of the oblique processes, these
muscles are here disposed obliquely, being
more widely separated posteriorly than they are
in front.

The muscles which depress the tail or bend
it downwards all take their origin in the in-
terior of the pelvis, and are prolonged to a
greater or less extent along the inferior aspect
of the tail. These form, when completely developed, four pairs, or four pairs of series,
of muscles.

1. The iléo-coxagei (ileo-sous-caudien of
Vicq d'Azyr) arise from the internal or pelvic
surface of the osa ilei, and, forming an elon-
gated fleshy belly in the interior of the pelvis,
terminate beneath the root of the tail, which
they will consequently depress with consider-
able force against the anus.

2. The sacro-coxageus inferior (sacro-sous-
caudien) is the antagonist of the sacro-cocy-
geus superior, above described, which in struc-
ture it exactly resembles. This muscle takes
its origin from the inferior surface of the
sacrum and of the transverse processes of
those caudal vertebrae in which these pro-
cesses are developed, by a fleshy belly which
gradually diminishes in thickness, and termi-
nates by forming as many tendons as there are caudal vertebrae without transverse processes. These tendons are received into sheaths resembling those upon the upper surface of the tail, and are inserted successively into the base of each caudal vertebra, beginning about the seventh.

3. The interspinales inferiores (sub-caudales, inter-coccygeus of Vieq d'Azysr). These are situated beneath the mesial line of the tail. They commence underneath the articulation between the first and second caudal vertebrae, and form an elongated fleshy belly, which, in some quadrupeds that have the tail largely developed, become first of all implanted into V-shaped bones derived from the fourth, fifth and sixth vertebrae of the tail: they receive, moreover, from time to time additional fleshy slips, which go on continually diminishing in size, and give off tendons to be inserted successively into the inferior aspect of the base of each caudal vertebra.

4. The pubo-coccygeus (pubo-sous-caudien). This is a thin muscle, derived from the whole extent of the upper margin of the pelvis, and having the appearance of a fleshy membrane, the fibres of which are gradually collected into one point to be inserted beneath the tail into tubercles situated upon the base of the fourth and fifth vertebrae. The action of this muscle will produce an effect similar to that of the ilio-coccygeus.

The muscles adopted to move the tail laterally are arranged in two sets.

1. The ischio coccygeus externus (ischio-caudien) arises from the posterior or internal surface of the ischium, a little below and behind the cotyloid cavity, from which origin it runs backwards to be inserted into the transverse processes of the anterior caudal vertebrae. This muscle is improperly called by Stubb's the levator ani, because in the horse a few fibres of it are connected with the termination of the rectum.

2. The intertransversales (intertransversal of Vieq d'Azysr) extend in the form of muscle-aponeurotic layers over all the transverse processes that are developed in the caudal region, their tendons of insertion being most distinctly seen upon the upper surface of the tail.

In animals that have the muscular apparatus of the tail completely developed the muscles are found to consist of eight distinct sets,—viz., two superior, two lateral, and two inferior. In the horse some of these are deficient, or exist only in a rudimentary condition. To see them in their full state of development they must be examined in animals provided with long and mobile tails, such as the prehensile-tailed monkeys, the opossums, the lion, and, more especially, in the kangaroo and beaver.

Muscles derived from the spinal column which serve immediately for the movements of the cranium. — These have nearly the same origins as in the human subject, but are comparatively of much greater strength, owing to the inclined position of the head with respect to the vertebral column. They may be divided into such as proceed, 1st, from the atlas; 2nd, from the axis; and, 3rd, from the posterior cervical vertebra and ligamentum nuchae. To the first set belong—

1. The rectus capitis posticus minor, or rather medius, arising, as in the human subject, from the atlas; from this origin it runs to be inserted by a short and broad tendon into the occipit.

The other muscles belonging to the atlas— namely, the rectus anticus, the rectus lateralis, and the obliquus superior—offer the same position as in the man.

The muscles derived from the axis—viz. the rectus posticus major and the obliquus inferior—are likewise similarly disposed in all quadrupeds.

The muscles arising from the other cervical vertebrae are

The complexus, which, commencing from the supra-oblisque processes of the third vertebra of the neck, continues its origin from all the oblique processes of the neck below that point, as well as from the upper oblique process of the first vertebra of the back, also by a pretty strong tendon from the transverse processes of the second and third dorsal vertebra; from these origins it runs forwards to be inserted by a strong round tendon into the occiput close to its fellow of the opposite side: in this course it is connected by numerous tendinous processes with the ligamentum nuchae. That portion of the complexus usually distinguished by the name of digestivus colli is in the horse indistinguishable as a distinct muscle.

The tracheo-mastoideus, or complexus minor, arises from the oblique processes of the third, fourth, fifth, sixth, and seventh cervical and first dorsal vertebrae, and from the transverse processes of the second and third vertebrae of the back; it runs forwards external to the last-mentioned muscles to be inserted by a strong tendon into the mastoid apophysis of the temporal bone. The above muscles are overlapped by the Splenius capitis (cervico-mastoideen), which, arising by strong tendinous processes from the spinous processes of the two superior dorsal and two last cervical, and also extensively from the ligamentum nuchae, runs forward to be inserted into the transverse processes of the fifth, fourth, and third cervical and first dorsal vertebrae, and into the transverse ridge of the occipital bone. It is remarked by Cuvier that in carnivorous quadrupeds the splenius is not inserted into the transverse processes of the cervical vertebra as it is in herbivorous animals and in the human subject, in which the latter portion is sometimes sufficiently distinct to obtain the name of splenius colli in contra-distinction to the splenius capitis. It is likewise remarkable that in the camel, if the splenius exists at all, it is extremely thin and difficult to display by dissection.

Muscles of the ribs and sternum. — The muscles derived from and inserted into the ribs and sternum are found in all quadrupeds to
have the same general arrangement as in the human subject. In the horse, their disposition is as follows, beginning with those whose office is to raise the framework of the chest and thus assist in inspiration.

The scaleni differ in no remarkable respect from the corresponding muscles in the human body. The same may be said of the intercostal muscles, the levatores costarum, the serratus posterior superior (dorsal), the serratus posterior inferior (lumbo-costalen), and the triangularis sterni (sterno-costalen), the two latter of which must be regarded as depressors of the ribs, and consequently acting the part of muscles of expiration.

In all quadrupeds possessing a greater number of ribs, and consequently a more capacious thorax than man, the attachments of the dia-phragm are found to be much further removed from the margins of the false ribs than in the human subject; nevertheless the position which it occupies, and its connections in the thoracic cavity, are similar in all mammiferous animals.

The walls of the abdomen, in the horse as in the generality of quadrupeds, are composed of five pairs of muscles, to which the same names are applicable as are bestowed upon them by the anthropologist.

The obliquus externus abdominis (costo-abdominien) arises, by tendinous processes that indigitate with the origins of the serratus magnus, from the external surface of all the lower ribs, beginning at the fifth; and below the last rib it derives its posterior attachment from the fascia lumborum; from these origins, it runs backwards and downwards, terminating in a broad tendinous expansion, the terminations of which, in a horse, are extended to the ilium, os pubis, and Poupart's ligament, together with the formation of the external abdominal ring. It is exactly as in the human subject.

The obliquus internus (leo-abdominien) exhibits the usual arrangement, arising tendinous and fleshy from the crest of the ilium and pubic ligament, whence it mounts obliquely forwards to be inserted into the cartilages of all the lower ribs as far forwards as the ensiform cartilage of the sternum.

The rectus abdominis (sterno-pubien) is much more extensively developed in the horse than in human beings. Arising from the os pubis it passes forwards enclosed in its usual sheath to be inserted into the ensiform cartilage and into the cartilaginous terminations of the third, fourth, fifth, sixth, seventh, eighth and ninth ribs, and also into the sternum between the cartilages of the third and fourth ribs. There are even fleshy fibres derived from this muscle prolonged as far forwards as the articulation between the first rib and the sternum, which, by the old anatomists, was regarded as a distinct muscle, and named "musculus in summum thorace situs."

In many of the Carnivora the rectus abdominis is equally remarkable for its great length, and in some species it is even prolonged forwards to the very anterior extremity of the sternum. When the recti are thus largely developed the pyraminales do not exist.

Anterior extremity. Muscles of the shoulder. — It may readily be supposed that in the horse and other herbivorous quadrupeds not possessed of a clavicle, and, moreover, remarkable for the extreme simplicity of the structure of their scapular apparatus, these muscles undergo important modifications in their disposition and attachments, which it will be interesting to investigate. In the human subject the muscles specially appropriated to the movements of the shoulder are eight in number,—viz., the serrata magni, the pectoralis minor, the levator scapulae, the rhomboides, the trapezius, the omohyoideus, the subclavien, and the sternocleidomastoideus, all of which concur in producing the various movements of which the human shoulder is susceptible. Of these, it will be observed, the six first belong exclusively to the Scapula, except the trapezius, which is inserted extensively into the clavicle; whilst the operation of the two last is upon the clavicle only.

In quadrupeds the shoulder is furnished with the same muscles as those which are met with in man, only they present differences in their proportions and attachments, which are dependent upon the structure of the skeleton, or the particular requirements of the animal; and, moreover, they are provided with an additional muscle, of which no vestiges appear in our own bodies. In the horse, the arrangement of the muscular apparatus of the shoulder is as follows.

The trapezius, in all quadrupeds destitute of clavicles, or in which these bones are but imperfectly developed, presents an arrangement very different from what exists in such as have the clavicles completely formed: that part which would in the latter case have been the clavicular portion, becomes confounded with the deltoid and with the cleido-mastoid (here a very distinct muscle from the sternomastoid). From the combination of these three, there usually results a single muscle, which is implanted immediately into the humerus, and which, from its attachments, might be named the masto-humeralis. It is this muscle which is named by Stubbs the levator humeri proprius, and its posterior part musculus ad levatores accessorius; and by the French hippotomists muscle commun de la tête de l'enclosure et du bras. This clavicular portion of the trapezius is very distinct from the scapular portion, from which it is in many animals separated by the trachelo-acromial muscle, to be described further on.

In the horse, therefore, the Trapezius may be said to consist of that part only which is called the ascending portion in the human subject, and which is inserted into the posterior margin of the spine of the scapula. The sternomastoid is present, but the levator anguli scapulae, the cleido-mastoid, and the clavicular portions of the trapezius and deltoi are all replaced by the muscular expansion above described, and which, taking its origin from the mastoid process of the temporal bone.
and from the transverse processes of some of the superior cervical vertebrae, passes downwards in front of the head of the humerus and descends along the inner surface of the forearm, into which it is ultimately inserted.

The muscle of the shoulder which is proper to quadrupeds may be named the tracheo-acromialis (acromio-trachelien, Cuv., acromio-basilaire, Vicq d'Azys). It arises in the horse from the transverse process of the atlas and of the four following cervical vertebrae (in the generality of quadrupeds from the three uppermost only); from this origin it descends towards the shoulder-joint, making its appearance externally between the two divisions of the trapezius, which it separates; it then spreads out over the acromial portion of the scapula, and descends as far as the middle of the humerus, where it is inserted. Its action will, of course, be to draw the shoulder upwards and forwards. This muscle, which exists in all the mammalia, with the exception of the human species, would seem to be in special relation with the quadrupedal mode of progression; and, as Cuvier observes, affords a striking example of the difficulty of establishing a good nomenclature in comparative anatomy: in some animals, it derives its origin exclusively from the cranium; and, in others, from the upper or lower cervical vertebrae. Its mode of insertion is equally various; in the tapir it is implanted into the aponeurosis which covers the deltoid muscle; while, in the horse, it has its insertion into the middle portion of the humerus by two aponeurotic tendons, which embrace the brachialis internus muscle.

The serratus major antiquus (scapulo-costiæ), in the horse, arises from the transverse processes of the third, fourth, fifth, and sixth cervical vertebrae, and also from the external surfaces of the six superior ribs: its origins extending as far backwards as the insertion of the tendons of the sacro-lumbalis: from this extensive origin it passes backwards around the chest to be implanted into the base of the scapula, its insertion occupying nearly half of the internal surface of that bone. This muscle, Cuvier remarks, is much more extensively developed in quadrupeds than in the human subject; for, in all other mammalia, except in the orang-outang, it arises not only by digitations from the ribs, but also from the transverse processes of the vertebrae of the neck, an arrangement which becomes necessary in animals that walk upon four feet, in order to prevent the scapula from being pushed too far backwards towards the spine. This muscle, in fact, forms, with its fellow on the opposite side, a kind of sling, by which the trunk is suspended. The fact that it is equally extensive in its attachments in the Monkeys, is an additional proof that the usual mode of progression in these animals is on four feet: in these animals, indeed, the serratus magnus derives origins from all the cervical vertebrae, instead of from only a part, as in other mammifers. In the Cetacea that do not walk, and in the kangaroos which have their ante-

rior limbs very small, the serratus magnus presents a corresponding feellessness of development.

The pectoralis minor (serratus minor antiquus) is, in the horse, represented by a muscle, which, arising from the sternum and from the first, second, third, and fourth ribs near their sternal terminations, runs upwards and backwards to be inserted into the superior costa of the scapula near the base of that bone; it also contracts tendinous attachments with the aponeurotic covering of the teres minor and other scapular muscles.

The rhomboideus arises, in the horse, entirely from the ligamentum nuchæ, and from the spines of the anterior dorsal vertebrae, whence it runs outwards to be affixed to the base of the scapula.

In monkeys and in the carnivorous quadrupeds the rhomboideus is continued upwards as far as the occiput, whence it derives an extensive origin; the occipital portion, indeed, is, in the Carnivora, separated from the rest so as to form a distinct muscle, called by some writers the occipito-scapularis, and, by Cuvier, "rhomboide de la tête."

The ono-hyoideus is, generally, wanting in animals whose scapula presents no coracoid process: neither can there be any subelavus in animals that do not possess a clavicle: in the horse, however, the former of these is represented by a strong muscular fasciculus.

In this place it may be proper to notice the muscle named by the human anatomist sternocleido-mastoideus; but which, in the lower animals, is represented by two distinct muscles. One of these,

The sternocleido, or, as it might be named, sterno-maxillaris, arises, in the horse, from the anterior end of the sternum, and, running forwards strong and fleshy, is inserted by a flat tendon into the inferior maxilla underneath the parotid gland, sending, however, another tendon to be implanted into the root of the mastoid process.

The cleido-mastoideus, always a distinct muscle from the preceding, is, as we have seen above, in the horse and other non-clavicate quadrupeds, confounded with the clavicular portions of the trapezius and deltoid.

Muscles inserted into the humerus.—The movements of the humerus in the human body are effected by two sets of muscles: one derived from the trunk, the other from the framework of the shoulder. The former are the pectoralis major and latissimus dorsi; the latter, the supra-spinatus, the infra-spinatus, and the subscapularis proceeding from the surfaces of the scapula and the deltoid, teres minor, teres major, and coraco-brachialis, which take their origins from the processes. In the horse and in other quadrupeds, various circumstances render modifications in the arrangement of these muscles indispensable.

The pectoralis major (sterno-humieren), in the horse, arises, first, from the aponeurosis of the external oblique muscle of the abdomen; secondly, from the two lower thirds of the sternum; and, thirdly, from the super-
rior part of the sternum for about one-third of its length. The first of these portions winds round to be inserted into the internal aspect of the head of the humerus; the second ends in a fascia, which descends downwards over the fore-arm, while the third, running in a transverse direction over the inferior portion, is inserted into the humerus along with the "levator humeri proprius" between the biceps and the brachialis internus.

In all those mammals which are destitute of complete clavicles, even in the Cetacea, there is a part of the sternal portion of the pectoralis major, which is inserted perpendicularly into the humerus, that joins the corresponding portion of the opposite side to form the muscle common to both arms,” by the action of which the two fore-legs are made to cross each other.

The latissimus dorsi (lombo-humerien), in the horse, and in other quadrupeds, exhibits the same arrangement as in the human subject: it is, however, in the lower animals powerfully assisted in its action by the massy muscle already described (cutaneo-humerien), formed by the panniculus carnosus, a strong tendon from which is inserted into the humerus along with that of the latissimus dorsi. Both are intimately connected with the tendon of the teres major, and from this combination of tendons arises one of the heads of the triceps extensor cubiti.

The supra-spinatus, the infra-spinatus, the subscapularis, the teres major, and the teres minor have, in all quadrupeds, the same arrangement as in the human subject, the only differences being dependent upon the shape and proportions of the scapula.

The deltoid in all animals having their clavicles imperfect or wanting, is necessarily modified in its disposition to a very considerable degree. We have already seen when speaking of the trapezius, that its clavicular portion is in such cases blended with the anterior division of that muscle: that part only which takes its origin from the scapula remains to be noticed. Where the acromion is well developed, the deltoid may be divided into two portions; one derived from the acromion, the other proceeding from the spine and subjacent surface of the scapula: these two portions unite, and, decussating each other, form a common tendon, which is implanted into the deltoid ridge of the humerus. As the acromion process diminishes in size, the acromial portion of the deltoid becomes more feeble in like degree, until at length, as in the horse, where there is no acromial projection, that part of the deltoid arising from the spine remains alone. Under these circumstances, this muscle is directed forwards in nearly the same direction as the infra-spinatus, and, both from its position and office has been named by hippomontists the "abductor longus brachii."

The coraco-brachialis exists even in animals that have no coracoid process, in which case it takes its origin from a little tubercle situated upon the superior costa of the scapula. When the biceps arises by two heads, as in the human subject, the coraco-brachialis arises with the longer head by a common tendon; but when, as is the case in many quadrupeds, the biceps has but one origin from the humerus, the coraco-brachialis is in no way connected with that muscle.

**Muscles of the forearm. — Flexors.** — The biceps, in the generality of quadrupeds, has the same origins as in the human subject; one head arising from the neck of the scapula, the other from its coracoid process; these two heads uniting form a common tendon, which is inserted into the tubercle of the radius, and, by an aponeurotic expansion into the fascia covering the muscles of the forearm; but where the coracoid process of the scapula is deficient, as in the horse, and in the carnivora generally, the term "biceps" is no longer applicable to this muscle, seeing that it has but one origin from the margin of the glenoid cavity: in the rest of its course it is similarly disposed in all the mammalia.

The brachialis internus (humero-cubiten) in all quadrupeds has the same arrangement as in the human subject. In the horse, the biceps and the brachialis are by most writers named the "long and short flexors of the forearm."

**Extensors.** — The triceps extensor cubiti (scapulo-olecrani) is in the horse a muscle of prodigious strength, and consists of three portions similar to those named in the human anatomy the long extensor, the short extensor, and the brachialis externus (the great extensor, the middle extensor, and the short extensor of Bourgelat, and other writers on the anatomy of the horse). There is, moreover, a fourth portion, derived from the common tendon of the latissimus dorsi and teres major, by the intervention of which, it takes its origin from the inferior margin of the scapula.

The anconeus (epicondylo cubiten) exists in all quadrupeds.

As might be expected from the construction of the bones of the forearm, both the pronator muscles are in the Solipeda entirely wanting, as is the case in the Ruminantia and in the Pachydermata generally; nevertheless, in the elephant and in the hog-tribe the pronator teres is feebly developed; and, as the mobility of the bones of the forearm becomes more perfect, as in the Carnivora, Quadrumana and Marsupialia, both the pronators are found presenting the same arrangement as in the human body.

The supinators are quite obliterated in the Solipeda, as well as in the Ruminantia and Pachydermata.

**Muscles of the carpus and metacarpus.** — The muscles employed in bending the wrist are in our own persons the palmaris longus, the flexor carpi radialis longior, the flexor carpi radialis brevier, the extensor carpi radialis, the flexor carpi ulnaris, and the extensor carpi ulnaris; of these one only is inserted into the carpus, all the rest being attached to the metacarpal bones.

In all multi-digitate mammalia, such as the Quadruprama, Carnivora, Rodentia, and Eden-
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tata, these six muscles exist and are disposed pretty nearly as in the human race; but in the Pachydermata and Ruminantia there is but one flexor carpi radialis. In all the above multitudinate animals, the muscles derived from the external condyle, and its vicinity by their co-operation, approximate the back of the hand towards the forearm, or, in other words, are extensors of the fore-foot; while those derived from the internal condyle have a contrary effect, and act as flexors of the hand. Should the flexor and extensor of the same side of the limb act together, the hand will be bent laterally in the corresponding direction.

In the Solipeda, where the movements of the wrist are strictly limited to those of flexion and extension, the disposition of these muscles is considerably modified.

The extensor carpi radialis is here single, arising from the anterior part of the external condyle of the humerus, and from the external surface of that bone for a considerable distance; it forms a strong fleshy belly, terminating in a powerful tendon, which runs to be inserted into the base of the anterior surface of the metacarpal or cannon bone. This muscle, called by Bourgelat the "extenseur droit antérieur du canon," seems, from the extent of its origin, to represent the long supinator and the two radial extensors of the wrist combined, and all three made to cooperate in the extension of the wrist.

The flexor carpi radialis (epitrochlo-metacarpien) arises from the external condyle of the humerus, and is inserted into the posterior surface of the base of the cannon bone, forming the antagonist to the preceding muscle: this is the "flexisseur interne du canon" of Bourgelat.

The flexor carpi ulnaris (epitrochlo-carpien) arises from the posterior part of the external protuberance of the os humeri, and also by a distinct head from the protuberance situated above the internal condyle; its tendon is inserted into the representative of the pisiform bone and also into the root of the rudimentary metacarpal bone beneath it: this is the "flexisseur oblique du canon" of Bourgelat.

The extensor carpi ulnaris (ubito-sus-metacarpien) arises from the posterior part of the external condyle of the humerus, and is inserted, like the preceding, into the os pisiforme, whence it is prolonged beneath the carpus, so as to perform the office of a flexor of the wrist ("flexisseur externe" Bourgelat.)

The palmaris longus does not exist in the Solipeda; nor is it found in the Pachydermata and Ruminantia, being in these orders of quadrupeds apparently combined with the flexor sublimis digitorum, as is likewise the case with this muscle in the bear, the badger, and the dog; in all other ungulate quadrupeds it is disposed as in the human subject.

Muscles of the hand. — The extensor communis digitorum (epicondylo-sus-phaiangetiens commun). — This muscle in the horse is called by Bourgelat "l'extenseur antérieur du pied," and by Lafosse, "l'extenseur du pied," it arises from the external condyle of the humerus and from the contiguous fascia, also from the upper and lateral part of the radius; its fleshy belly is strong, and terminates in a single tendon, which runs over the foot to be inserted into the last phalanx or coffin-bone, having previously given off a slip to join the tendon of the extensor minimi digiti.
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Myology of the Horse. (After Stubbs.)

Head. — a, Orbicular muscle of the mouth; g, elevator of the chin; 5, arteria angularis; 6, arteria temporalis.

Neck. — l, Obliquus capitis inferior; 7, ligamentum nuchae.

Trunk. — m, Transversalis abdominis; t, sphincter ani.

Left anterior Extremity. — w, Insertion of brachialis anticus; d, flexor profundus digitii; p, flexor carpi radialis; u, ligaments of the carpus; l, m, tendon of the flexor sublimis perforatus.

Right anterior Extremity. — l, m, Tendon of the flexor sublimis; l, insertion of flexor profundus into the coffin bone; r, flexor brevis digitii pedis.

Left posterior Extremity. — p, adductor magnus femoris; 7, vastus internus; u, gracilis; 13; 15, plantaris; 25, flexor longus digitii pedis; 16, external malleolus; 17, Internal malleolus; 18, division of the tendon of plantaris, to allow the tendon of the flexor profundus to proceed to its insertion at 31, into the coffin bone; 11, flexor brevis digitii pedis; 36, obturator artery; 37, nerves to the tibialis anticus.

Right posterior Extremity. — c, Transversalis penis.
are similarly disposed in all the Mammifera possessed of a pelvic extremity, the only differences observable being in their proportionate sizes. In the Solipeda the analogue of the gluteus maximus is so small, in comparison of the two other glutei, that it is named by Bourgelat "le petit fessier," and by Stubbs the gluteus externus. In the human subject the comparative large size of this muscle is rendered necessary in consequence of the erect attitude of the body, which it principally assists in maintaining; whilst in quadrupeds, from the horizontal position of their bodies, it becomes of very secondary importance. In the horse it is a comparatively slender muscle, deriving its principal origin from the sacral fascia, but also reinforced by a long slender fasciculus, which descends immediately from the upper portion of the ilium. Its insertion is into the third trochanter and external rough surface at the upper part of the thigh bone, and also by strong tendinous aponucroses into the fascia lata.

The Gluteus medius is the principal muscle in this region; it arises extensively from the sacro-iliac aponeurosis, and from the external surface of the ilium, from which origin it runs downwards and forwards to be implanted into the outer surface of the great trochanter, and is, moreover, prolonged, by means of a strong posterior fasciculus, towards the lower extremity of the femur. From this latter circumstance, as well as from its preponderating strength, the gluteus medius may be regarded as being, par excellence, the kicking muscle in these quadrupeds which instinctively have recourse to this mode of defence as best suited to their organization.

The other muscles inserted into the great trochanter—namely, the gluteus minimus, the quadratus femoris, the obturator externus, the obturator internus, the gemelli, and the pyramidalis—present in all quadrupeds a disposition similar to that which they have in the human body.

The muscles passing between the pelvis and the lesser trochanter, and also those that arise from the pubis to be implanted into the internal surface of the thigh, in the generality of quadrupeds, correspond very accurately with those of man. In the horse these are the poons magnus, the iliacus, the pectineus, and the triple adductor, none of which offer any peculiarity worthy of remark.

The flexor muscles of the leg are the biceps flexor cruris, the semimembranosus, the semitendinosus, the sartorius, the gracilis, and the popliteus, all of which are enclosed by the dense fascia of the thigh, or fascia lata, which is kept tense by the action of a special muscle named the tensor vagonae femoris.

The last-named muscle, called also the musculus fasciae latae (leo-fasciceni) arises in the horse from the anterior portion of the crest of the ilium, whence it descends obliquely downwards, enclosed between two layers of the fascia, covering the thigh, into which it is strongly inserted.

The extensor muscles of the thigh—vz. the
biceps (ileo-rotulien), the vastus internus, the vastus externus, and the cruralis — offer in all quadrupeds the same general disposition as in man, the three last forming one great common muscle (trifemoro-rotulien). The anterior margin of the thigh in the horse and in other quadrupeds is formed by the sartorius (ileo-pretilbien), which here, from its position and office, has been named by hippotomists the "long adductor of the thigh." 
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Deep muscles of the thigh and ligaments of the posterior extremity of the Horse.

a, b, c. A muscle named by Stubb's "musculus parus in articulatione femoris situs; it arises by a flat tendon (b), from above the tendon of the rectus cruris (d), and is inserted tendinosus into the os femoris (c); i, k, l, illius internus. The small numerals indicate the principal ligaments of the limb.

The biceps (ischio-peronien) in the horse and the greater number of quadrupeds, not even excepting the quadrumana, arises by a single origin, which is derived from the ischium, and the neighbouring ligaments and fascial expansions. This muscle covers a large proportion of the outer surface of the thigh: its principal insertion is into the head of the fibula, but it likewise throughout its whole length contracts extensive and important attachments with the fascia lata, so that it also becomes a powerful extensor of the thigh. There is moreover, in the horse and in the Ruminantia, a distinct portion of the biceps derived from the macroscopic aponeurosis, the fibres of which are directed obliquely from before backwards, which, meeting the ischiatic portion at an angle, form with it a kind of raphe, which is prolonged for some distance. This muscle is called by Bourgelat the "vastus longus" of the thigh.

The gracilis (pubio-pretilbien) is in all quadrupeds a very considerable muscle, more especially in such as have the thigh much shortened, as is the case in the horse, and the ungulata generally. It is called by Bourgelat the "short adductor of the thigh," whilst he gives the name "gracilis" to the semitendinosus.

The semimembranosus (ischio-sous-l'ibien) and the semitendinosus (ischio-pretilbien) have in all quadrupeds the same origin and general arrangement as in man; but both of them are in the lower animals inserted into the tibia by a broad aponeurosis. It must also be remarked that their insertion extends much lower down than in the human subject, a circumstance which causes the leg to be permanently kept in a semiflexed condition; and is one of the great obstacles to their walking in an upright position. Even in the Quadrumana these muscles have their insertions very low down in the leg.

The popliteus has nothing remarkable in its disposition.

Muscles implanted into the foot. The gastrocnemii (bi-femoro-calcanien) and the soleus (tibio-calcanien) are less considerable muscles, as regards their comparative size in quadrupeds, than in the human race: nevertheless their general disposition is invariably the same as in man. In the Solipeda, the soleus is remarkably slender and feeble.

The plantaris (femori-calcanien). — In the Solipeds this muscle is remarkably developed, so much so indeed as apparently to represent the flexor sublimis. In the horse this muscle arises under the external head of the gemellus from a large fossa in the os femoris above the external condyle: its tendon is continued downwards, and runs over the extremity of the os calcis, where it is enclosed in a sheath formed by strong ligaments, which prevent it from slipping out of its place; passing on from this point, it divides, to be inserted upon each side of the posterior surface of the great eastern bone towards its inferior extremity, here giving passage between its two insertions to the tendon of the long flexor of the toe, which it serves to bend down closely to the pastern when the fetlock joint is bent, thus seeming to perform the functions both of the plantaris and of the short flexor of the toe.

The tibialis anticus. — In the Ruminantia and in the Solipeds, the tibialis anticus is im-
planted into the anterior surface of the base of the metatarsal or cannon bone, so as to be simply an extensor of that portion of the foot which in these animals is usually misnamed the leg.

The *tibialis posticus* is altogether wanting in the Solipeds, as also in the Ruminantia and the hog-tribe.

The three *peronei* are, in the horse, represented by a single muscle, the tendon of which becomes conjoined with that of the long extensor of the digit, with which, when in action, it co-operates.

*Muscles inserted into the digit.*—The adductors and adductors* are the adductor pollicis, the adductor obliquis pollicis, the adductor transversalis, the adductor minimi digitii, and the interossei.

The *flexor muscles* in the horse are necessarily reduced to a state of extreme simplicity; the short *flexor communis* is entirely wanting; the *plantaris*, as described above, considerably increased in importance, has a double insertion into the base of the great pastern bone, and presents a similar disposition to that of the flexor perforatus in digitate quadrupeds, while the *flexor communis longus perforans*, here reduced to a single tendon, appropriated to the solitary toe, passes on as usual to be inserted into the last phalanx.

The *flexor longus pollicis* exists both in the Ruminantia and Solipeda, notwithstanding the total absence of a thumb in these animals; but, instead of its usual destination, it here becomes affixed to the tendon of the flexor communis perforans, to which it forms a powerful auxiliary.

The *extensor muscles* of the toes in all digitate quadrupeds, provided with a representation of the great toe in the human foot, resemble those of man: in other animals there are some peculiarities that require notice. In the Quadrupedalry, the three muscles found in the human foot are present; but in addition to these there is a proper *adductor of the thumb* (*adductor*, as it would be called by the anthropologist), situated upon the inner side of the extensor pollicis longus, of which no traces exist in mankind.

Where the inner toe is wanting, as in the dog and the rabbit, the extensor pollicis is likewise deficient.

In the cloven-footed quadrupeds there is a proper extensor to the inner toe representing that of the thumb, and the peroneus longus, which is inserted into the external toe, performs the office of extending that also: there is moreover in Ruminants a long adductor of the thumb, the tendon of which is inserted close to that of the tibialis anticus.

In the Solipeds, the *extensor communis* (*peroneo-eus-onguiein*) terminates in a single tendon, which is inserted into the dorsum of the last phalanx of the foot: it receives, however, in transitu, a few fleshy fibres derived from the cannon bone, which represent the *extensor brevis* of ungulicate quadrupeds.

In the Solipeds, as might be expected, the *adductors and adductors* of the toes are entirely wanting.

*Muscles which act immediately upon the lower jaw.*—These are the *masseter*, the *temporal*, and the two *pterygoidei*, which in all quadrupeds have the same general arrangement as in human beings.

*Muscles of the os hyoides.*—The os hyoides of the Solipeds is constructed in accordance with a plan common to the Ruminants, and many Pachydermatous quadrupeds. Its body is arched and broad, presenting in the middle of its fore part a simple tubercle, and a tolerably long apophysis. It is consolidated with the superior cornua, which together form a very open arch. The single piece forming the anterior cornua is articulated to a rounded tubercle, situated just in front of the union between the posterior horn and the body of the os hyoides, so as to admit of a considerable degree of motion in this joint. At its termination it is connected to the stylohyal process, which is very long and slightly forked.

The movements of the os hyoides are effected by numerous muscles, derived from several sources, the general arrangement of which, in most quadrupeds, conforms pretty nearly with what occurs in the human species.

The *sterno-hyoides* exists in all quadrupeds, or, at least, is represented by a muscle of correspondent effect, derived from the sternum. In the Solipeda and in Ruminants, the sterno-hyoides and the sterno-thyroides forms but a single muscle, which divides, to be inserted into both the larynx and os hyoides.

The *omo-hyoides* in the horse is a very strong muscle, resembling in its origin that of the human subject; but in some ruminants, as, for example, in the sheep, the analogue of the omo-hyoides is derived from the transverse processes of the inferior cervical vertebrae.

The *genio-hyoides* and the *mylo-hyoides* have nearly the same arrangement in all mamiferous quadrupeds.

In the horse, all three of the above muscles are present. The *styro-hyoides* furnishes a sheath to the longer portion of the digastricus, and extends from the furcate extremity of the styloid bone to the base of the posterior corner of the os hyoides: this is the "grand cerato-hyoidien" of Gerard. There is also a "cera-hyoidien laterale" (*cerato-hyoidiens*) of Girard, extending between the corner of the os hyoides and that of the thyroid cartilage.

Thirdly, there is the *mastoido-styrohyoides* (*styro-hyoidien* of Gerard), a short thick muscle, derived from the long pyriform apophysis of occipital bone, whence it descends towards the angle of the styloid bone, into
which it is inserted, above the origin of the stylo-hyoideus.

The other muscles of this region exhibit no peculiarities worthy of notice.

The muscles of the tongue, of the palate, and of the larynx, are in most quadrupeds strictly comparable to those of the human species.

Muscles of the Face.—These, from the conformity of their general arrangement with what exists in man, are distinguishable by the same names as are employed in human anatomy.
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Facial Muscles of the Horse. (After Sir Charles Bell.)

\(a\), orbicularis palpebrarum; \(b\), \(d\), cutaneous slips which raise the outer and the inner commissures of the eyelids; \(c\), depressor of the lower eyelid; \(e\), zygomaticus; \(f\), \(g\), levator anguli oris alaeque nasi; \(h\), elevator of the upper lip; \(i\), dilator narium; \(k\), nasal cartilage; \(l\), \(m\), orbicularis oris; \(n\), masseter.

The epiceráinus, or occipito-frontalis, exhibits the usual origin from the posterior part of the cranium, whence, running forwards, it covers the skull with its tendinous aponeurosis, and, in front, spreads in muscular slips upon the forehead, some of which (fig. 504.\(i\)) extend downwards, to spread over those of the orbicularis palpebrarum.

Situated upon the outer side of the orbit there is another descending slip of muscle (fig. 504.\(d\)), apparently derived from the lateral muscle of the cartilage of the ear which, by elevating the external canthus of the eye, contributes much to the expression of that organ.

The orbicularis palpebrarum (fig. 504.\(a\)) arises, as in the human subject, from the commissural ligament at the inner canthus of the eyelids, whence it winds round the orbit, its lower fibres receiving attachment from the os lacrymale.

Internal to the last-named muscle are a few fibres, that represent the corrugator supercilii.

The Levator anguli oris (fig. 504.\(f\), \(g\)) is, likewise, extensively inserted into the upper lip and margin of the nostril; it has two origins, derived from the surface of the superior maxillary bone, between which the lateral dilator of the nostril and upper lip passes to its destination.

The depressor of the lower eyelid (fig. 504.\(c\)) is a short muscular slip, the use of which is sufficiently indicated by its name.

The zygomaticus (fig. 504.\(e\)) is a depressor of the external angle of the eye, as well as an elevator of the corner of the mouth, its fibres being intermixed with those of the orbicularis palpebrarum, as well as of the orbicularis oris.

The long dilator of the nostril, and elevator of the upper lip (fig. 504.\(i\)), arises at a little distance below the inferior margin of the orbit; and, passing between the two origins of the levator anguli oris, terminates in a tendon, which becomes connected with that of the opposite side, and then spreads out in front of the upper lip.

From the tendon of the last muscle arises the anterior dilator of the nostril (fig. 504.\(h\)), which, acting upon the interior nasal cartilage, powerfully expands the aperture of the nose.

The other muscles — viz. the orbicularis oris, the levator labii superiors, the elevator of the chin, and the depressors of the lower lip, and angle of the mouth — need no particular description.

Alimentary Apparatus. Teeth.—The dental formula common to the Solipeda is as follows:—

Incisors 3—3
3—3 canines 1—1
1—1 premolars,
3—3 molars, 3—3
3—3 The canine teeth, however, it must be observed, only exist in the male sex.

The incisor teeth, in the generality of herbivorous quadrupeds, are bevelled off posteriorly, so as to present in front chisel-like cutting edges; but in the Solipeds, when young, the lateral incisors are furnished with two cutting edges, one in front and the other behind, from which circumstance those central fossae are produced which, as we shall see further on, furnish important testimony relative to the age of the animal.

The canine teeth, here called "tusks," or "tushes," are always of very moderate dimensions, and their points, at an early age, become flattened and blunt. Those of the upper jaw are separated from the incisors by a con-
considerable interval; and a similar interspace also exists, but to a less extent, in the lower jaw.

The molar teeth of the horse are of a prismatic form, their grinding surfaces being marked with four crescents of enamel in the lower jaw, and with five in the upper; these crescentic patches in the upper jaw have their concavities turned outwards, but in the lower jaw in the opposite direction. The teeth of the horse are, moreover, distinguishable from those of the ox and some other Ruminants, which they resemble in their general appearance, from the circumstance that, in the latter, the crescentic patches of enamel are arranged in pairs, and are placed parallel to each other; whilst in the horse they are situated alternately, the first of the inner margin of the tooth corresponding to the interval between the two of the outer margin.

Professor Owen* observes, that the character by which the horse’s molars may be best distinguished from the teeth of other Herbivora corresponding with them in size, is the great length of the tooth before it divides into fangs. This division, indeed, does not begin to take place until much of the crown has been worn away; and thus, except in old horses, a considerable portion of the whole of the molar is implanted in the socket by an undivided base. The deciduous molars have shorter bodies, and sooner begin to develop roots; but in these, or in an old permanent molar with roots, the pattern of the grinding surface, though it be a little changed by partial obliteration of the enamel folds, yet generally retains as much of its character as to serve, with the form of the tooth, to distinguish such tooth from the permanent molar of a Ruminant.

A knowledge of the structure and history of the teeth of the horse becomes additionally important, from the circumstance that it is from the condition of the dental apparatus that an estimate may be formed concerning the age of the animal; and, in order to understand the data thus afforded, it will be necessary to consider the structure of these organs rather more closely.

The incisors †, when the permanent teeth are first completely developed, are arranged close together, forming the arc of a circle at the extremity of both jaws; they are slightly curved, with long simple sub-trihedral fangs, tapering to their extremity. The crowns are broad, thick, and short; the contour of the biting surface, before it is much worn, approaching an ellipse. These teeth, if found detached, recent, or fossil, are distinguishable from those of the Ruminants by their greater curvature, and from those of all other animals by a fold of enamel, which penetrates the body of the crown from its broad flat summit, like the inverted finger of a glove. When the tooth begins to be worn, the fold forms an island of enamel, inclosing a cavity partly filled with cement, and partly by the discoloured substances of the food, and is called "the mark." In aged horses the incisors are worn down below the extent of the fold, and "the mark" disappears. The cavity is usu-

* Odontography, p. 574.
† Owen, Odontography, p. 572.
Four years; four teeth have been shed and renewed. (After Youatt.)

Five years; all the incisors have been shed and renewed; the middle pair much worn. (After Youatt.)

allo obliterated in the first, or mid-incisors, at the sixth year; in the second incisors at the seventh year, and in the third, or outer incisors, in the eighth year, in the lower jaw. It remains longer in those of the upper jaw, and in both the place of the "mark" continues for some years to be indicated by the dark-coloured cement, even to about sixteen years old. At this period the worn summits of the incisors present a subtriangular form.

The canine teeth are small in the horse, and rudimentary in the mare; the unworn crown is remarkable for the folding in of the anterior and posterior margins of enamel, which here includes an extremely thin layer of dentine. The representative of the first premolar in the first set of teeth is a very small and simple rudiment, and is soon shed. The three normal premolars are as large and complex as the true molars, the anterior one being usually the largest of the series in the upper jaw.

Salivary Glands.—The salivary apparatus in the Solipeda is very extensive, perhaps more so than in any other class of quadrupeds, consisting of large glandular masses divided into numerous lobes and lobules of a pale colour, and but loosely connected together by cellular tissue.

The Parotid Glands in the horse constitute a secreting apparatus, the bulk of which is extremely remarkable. Each of these glands extends from the external meatus auditoreus along the side of the head and of the lower jaw, as far forwards as the masseter muscle, and at the same time stretching deeply inwards as far as the side of the trachea. This enormous glandular organ may be considered as composed of three principal portions: each furnishing its excretory duct, which, however, soon unite to form a common canal, which at first descends within the angle of the jaw, whence, winding round the anterior edge of the masseter, it mounts up externally as far as the buccinator muscle, which it perforates nearly opposite the fourth molar tooth of the upper jaw, its internal orifice being situated in the centre of a prominent papilla.

The Submaxillary Glands are much smaller than the parotids. Posteriorly they consist of a thick globular portion, which is adherent to the inner surface of the parotid, but as they advance forwards, they become considerably attenuated, each terminating in its appropriate duct. The latter is of considerable length, and, after passing the sublingual gland, with which it contracts some attachments, opens into the mouth at a little distance behind the canine tooth, its opening being in the immediate vicinity of a papilla that seems to form a kind of valve at its orifice.

The Sublingual Glands are smaller than the preceding, and are of an oblong shape; they pour the saliva that they secrete into the cavity of the mouth through numerous orifices arranged in several rows on each side of the tongue.

In addition to the above large glandular organs, there remain to be noticed the Molar Glands, consisting of numerous detached granular-looking bodies of a lenticular shape situated beneath the mucous membrane that lines the buccinator muscle, and the inner surface of the superior maxillary bone behind which they mount up into the zygomatic fossa to within a little distance of the abductor muscle of the eye.

Pharynx.—The pharynx in quadrupeds generally presents a structure very similar to that of the human race, and may be said to be composed of analogous muscles; nevertheless its horizontal position in these animals renders the necessity for muscular exertion during deglutition greater than in man; and, accordingly, these fibres are not only stronger in quadrupeds than in our own persons, but sometimes additional muscles are met with, by the aid of which the action of swallowing is facilitated.

In the horse, the muscle which represents the middle constrictor of the pharynx might more properly be called the pterygo-palato-
pharyngeus*, its fibres descending from the pterygoid and palate bones, along the sides of the pharynx, around which they wind obliquely, uniting in the middle line upon its posterior surface, where they form a thick muscular layer.

The inferior constrictor, or thyro-pharyngeus, is equally broad and strong, its fleshy fibres taking nearly the same direction as they proceed towards the back of the pharynx, where they join by a median raphe.

In addition to the above, there is a crico-pharyngeus, arising from the posterior and inferior margin of the cricoid cartilage, whence its fibres extend obliquely upwards along the sides of the pharynx.

The analogue of the stylo-pharyngeus is, in the Solipeds, a cylindrical muscle derived from the styloid bone, and, running from behind forwards upon the sides and upper part of the pharynx, mixes its fibres with those of the superior constrictor — its action is to raise the commencement of the pharyngeal sac, which it at the same time dilates and draws backward.

There is likewise a small muscle derived from the middle part of the styloid bone, the fibres of which run backwards and inwards, so as to meet those of the muscle last mentioned.

Lastly, there are two other muscles, the fibres of which take a longitudinal direction. One of these, the pharyngeus proprius, arises from the tendinous middle line that extends from below the insertion of the stylo-pharyngei, and is prolonged downwards along the posterior and lateral walls of the oesophagus: the other, the aryteno-pharyngeus, is a small muscular band proceeding from the back part of each artenoid cartilage, and running down the front of the oesophagus towards the stomach.

Stomach. — In all the Solipeds the stomach is simple, and presents little remarkable in its shape. The oesophagus (fig. 510. b) is inserted at a very acute angle into its smaller curvature, which is, as it were, folded upon itself. The cardiac cul-de-sac (c) is very capacious, and is lined throughout internally with a thick cuticular layer continuous with the lining of the oesophagus, and extends nearly as far as the middle of the stomacal cavity, where it terminates abruptly by a prominent indented edge, the interior of the pyloric half of the viscus (*a, d*) presenting the usual villous mucous surface. The muscular coat of the stomach consists of several superimposed layers of fibres that cross each other in different directions, some of them being apparently derivations from the muscular bands of the oesophagus; and it is doubtless the contractions of these muscular bands, in conjunction with the obliquity of the entrance of the oesophagus, that renders the act of vomiting impossible in these animals.

The alimentary canal in the Solipeds is short in comparison with that of the Ruminants and some other herbivorous quadrupeds; but this want of length is perhaps more than made up for by the enormous capacity of the large intestine, which, on first opening the body of one of these animals, seems of itself to occupy the whole of the abdominal cavity.

Commencing from the pylorus, the duodenum (fig. 510. f) is found to be considerably dilated; but its diameter soon contracts, and the rest of the tract of the small intestines is of pretty equable dimensions throughout, or if it presents constrictions here and there, they disappear when the gut is distended with air. The iliac portion of the small intestine (fig. 511. d) terminates in a cæcum of enormous bulk (fig. 511. a, b, c, e, f), which is separated from the commencement of the colon by a deep constriction (g): the colon itself is throughout its entire extent proportionately voluminous, commencing in the right flank: its ample folds (fig. 512. a, b) mount upwards as far as the diaphragm, whence they descend again, forming a viscus of vast capacity as far as the left iliac region, where, becoming gradually contracted in its dimensions, it terminates in the rectum. The ascending portion of the colon (a, b) is separated from the descending part (c, d) by a constriction; and the latter forms a third remarkable dilatation before it ends in the rectum. The whole colon is puckered up into huge sacculi by three longitudinal muscular bands, which

---

* Cuvier, Lesons d'Anatomie Comparee, tom. iv. p. 606.
small intestines of an ordinary size are found to measure about fifty-six feet in length from the pylorus to the caecum, with a circumference varying according to the state of contraction of the bowel from two inches and a half to six inches. The caecum is about two feet and a half long, and about two feet in circumference at its broadest part; but towards its blind termination it assumes a conical form, and terminates in a point (fig. 511.6). Above the ileo-caecal junction, the intestine forms a cul-de-sac (fig. 511.e), which is bent upon itself so as almost to resemble a second caecum separated from the rest of the colon by a deep contraction, and there is, moreover, sometimes a third globular cavity, situated as shewn in fig. 511.f; but this is not constantly present.

The enormous colon (fig. 512. a, b, c, d), which seems of itself to occupy the whole abdominal cavity, is divided into two portions: — the first (a, b) is about 2 feet 3 inches long, and, at least, two feet in circumference; the second portion (c, d) is of nearly the same dimensions; but towards its termination, its circumference diminishes to 10 inches, and the continuation of the bowel retains that size for the length of a couple of feet, when it again enlarges to a circumference of 2 feet 4 inches before its termination in the rectum.

The entire length of the colon and rectum taken together is 21 feet, which, added to the length of the small intestines, gives a total length of 77 feet for the intestinal canal, exclusive of the caecum.

Liver. — This viscus in the horse is divided pretty equally between the left and the right sides of the body. It is divided into four lobes, measures about a foot and a half in its greatest diameter, and weighs between four and five pounds. There is no gall-bladder; but the hepatic duct is extremely capacious, and evidently forms a receptacle for the biliary secretion.

Spleen. — The spleen of the horse has the shape of an elongated triangle, situated, ob-
liquely, upon the left side of the stomach; its base pointing upwards and backwards, and its apex downwards and forwards; it is about 9 inches long, 4 inches broad at its widest part, and three-quarters of an inch in thickness. Its weight is about twelve ounces.

The pancreas is of an irregular shape, appearing to be made up of three branches—the shortest of which terminates at the duodenum; of the other two, one extends beneath the right, and the other reaches as far as the left kidney: these three branches form, by their union, a flattened mass, about half an inch in thickness, which may be called the body of the pancreas. There is nothing remarkable in the arrangement of its excretory duct.

Circulatory Apparatus.—The structure of the heart and the general arrangement of the arterial and venous systems offer no peculiarities worthy of notice.

Structure of the Horse's Foot.—The mechanical structure of the foot of the horse demands to be considered at length, for in whatever point of view this part of their economy is regarded, either as a simple instrument of progression, or a curious piece of anatomy, it will be found equally deserving the study of the physiologist and of the veterinarian. Numerous writers have accordingly devoted their attention to this subject, both on the continent and in our own country; but their descriptions are, unfortunately, so mixed up with terms of farriery and stable jargon, that the anatomist finds considerable difficulty in deciphering their elaborate disquisitions. Among the most philosophical English treatises are those of Professor Coleman and Mr. Brady Clark, to both of whom we shall be indebted for many of the following observations.

Horny hoof.—The whole exterior conical covering of the horse's foot, called in technical language the "wall of the hoof," is formed of a dense horny substance, which in shape resembles a hollow cone obliquely truncated at its upper part, so that the hoof is deepest or highest in front of the foot, diminishing in this respect as it recedes backwards towards the "quarters;" it then loses, to a considerable extent, its conical shape, and becomes nearly upright, especially on the inside or inner quarter, still growing narrower or lower to the posterior extremity of the foot, where, at first sight, it appears to terminate by mixing with the substance of the "frog," hereafter to be described, and with the integuments of the posterior region of the foot: instead of terminating in this manner, however, a more accurate examination shows it to be suddenly inflected inwards, pursuing its course towards the centre of the foot, where, diminishing gradually in depth, it is finally lost, becoming mixed up with the "sole," near the point of the frog, thus forming a distinct and remarkable internal wall that supports the under parts of the foot, and at the same time protects, by its bold projection, the sole and the frog from an undue degree of pressure and contusion against the ground.

The parts thus formed by a continuation of the wall of the hoof beneath the foot, are called the "bars of the foot," and are frequently described with, and taken for, part of the "sole." The direction of this sloping floor serves to throw all superincumbent pressure outwards towards the sides of the foot, and at the same time leaves a triangular space, posteriorly, for the insertion of the frog (fig. 513.), which it likewise protects from injury.

Fig. 513.

Structure of the hoof of the Horse.

1, the sole; 2, section of the horny hoof; 3, upper surface of the frog; 4, 4, the horny heels; 5, Bars of the foot; 6, walls of the hoof; 7, 8, 9, 10, 11, boundaries of the vaulted space, in which the frog is lodged; 12, 12, the sensitive foot.

The wall thus constructed appears to form the basis of the mechanism of the hoof, to which all the other parts are subordinate, and, if so understood, will much facilitate our views of the nature and economy of its structure. Its inner surface is everywhere lined, as it were, with numerous elastic lamellae that project internally, and arranged in parallel lines, proceeding downwards perpendicularly towards the front of the foot (fig. 514, 3.): these horny laminae are, at least, five hundred in number, and afford, from the aggregate surface that they present, a very extensive superincificies for the attachment of an equal number of similar processes, derived from the vascular surface that covers the coffin bone, with which they interdigitate in such a way that the pressure to which the foot is subjected, which if concentrated upon a small surface would in-
evitably cause the destruction of living tissues, becomes so diffused as to produce no inconvenient results.

The horny lamellae above alluded to, when removed from the hoof, have little or no elasticity when drawn in a longitudinal direction; but when drawn transversely, they possess this quality in a very remarkable degree, more especially in resisting pressure applied in a direction outwards and downwards, to resist which, the arrangement of their fibres is, on close examination, found to be particularly adapted.

The whole horny hoof, if unravelled by maceration or long continued exposure, is found to be essentially composed of longitudinal cornaceous threads or hairs matted, and, as it were, strongly glued together,—a structure preeminently adapted to combine all the requirements of strength, elasticity, and toughness.

As it approaches the quarters and heels, the horny helmet encasing the foot diminishes in its thickness as well as in height, affording, by this means, a degree of pliancy, which here becomes as necessary as firmness and unyielding solidity were in the front of the organ; yet, even here, by the doubling in of the hoof towards the sole, a strong horny margin is left, which is admirably adapted to receive the principal bearing of this part of the foot, and to protect and defend the sole enclosed within its curvature.

Frog.—The triangular chasm left by the inflections of the wall towards the centre of the foot, is filled up by a very remarkable organ, named, in the language of farriery, the "frog," either from some fancied gross resemblance which it bears to that animal, or, more probably, by corruption, from the French "foure" or "fourchette," Anglisco "fork," applied to the same structure. By Latin writers, it is generally known under a similar appellation, "furca," and by the Greeks was named "χελιδών," from a similarity between its shape and that of a swallow.

This body, which externally has the appearance of a triangular mass of elastic horn, may not be inaptly compared to an elastic key-stone received into an elastic arch communicating in some cases, and admitting in all, the springing movements of which such an arch would be capable. Its bar, which, towards the heels, is thin and broadly spread out, possesses a considerable degree of flexibility, which is gradually lost in approaching the centre of the foot, where there is less occasion for movement.

The base of the frog lies between and connects together the two posterior incurvations of the hoof; it then passes over and envelops those parts, restraining their action. The sides of the frog are united by applied surfaces to the upper edge of the arch formed by the sole, or more truly the bar formed by the continuation of the wall. Its point extends to or beyond the centre of the sole.

The frog recedes from pressure in the natural foot, by having its level within the level of the other parts of the under surface of the foot, taking a third rate or degree of bearing upon the ground: the wall first; the bar next projecting beyond it: its base also retires further from pressure than the other parts of it, and is protected by the projecting angles of the horny or lower heel.

On either side, the frog is bounded by deep longitudinal excavations or channels, named the commissures of the frog; the bottom or deepest part of these channels, forming the line of union of the frog with the bar, a space is thus afforded on either side of the frog, which, as an elastic body, would have been useless without it; for in vain would elasticity have been given to any part, unless sufficient room was also given for its expansion. Towards the heels, these commissures are of considerable width, and they are there arched over by horny prolongation, from the base of the frog, named the arch of the commissure. The other extremity of the commissure growing, by degrees, shallower, is lost in the level of the sole, before it approaches the arch of the frog.

Seen from without, the frog makes a bold projecting appearance, as though it were a solid body of horn; and the smiths, deceived by this appearance, entertain but indifferent notions of its real structure, and use their paring knives upon it much more freely than its thickness warrants; for it is in reality only an inverted arch of horn that is turned downwards and reversed in respect to the general arch formed by the sole and bar, so that its real thickness in horn is by no means so considerable as on a first view it would appear to be.

Examined from within—that is to say, when the foot has been drawn forth from the hoof—the frog presents an inverted triangular arch, so intimately connected with the bar and sole, that no one would suspect it of being a distinct or divisible part, one uniform uninterrupted surface being everywhere observable on this inside: it may, however, be exhibited as a distinct inserted part by making a horizontal section of the foot through the union of the bar with the side of the frog, when the difference of their structure and appearance, and the line of their applied surfaces become sufficiently visible and distinct. A hoof exposed to the weather will also be seen in its decay to separate at this part first, and thus readily show its distinctness from the rest of the hoof.

In a perfect, well-formed foot, undistorted by shoeing, Bracy Clark observes that "the base of the frog occupies a certain division of the general circle of the hoof, and that this division is about a sixth part of the whole circumference. By knowing this fact we are not only led to entertain more just notions of the form of the foot and the proportions of its parts, but it affords us also an easy means of forming a pretty accurate guess of what injury or diminution the foot has sustained at any period of the life of the horse without previously seeing the original state of the frog."
The wings or lateral processes above described, as extending from the base of the frog, not only enclose the posterior ends or doubled in of the hoof, but the same horn is continued around the whole upper edge or margin of the roof, forming a broad convex band, whose upper edge, projecting higher than the hoof itself, receives and covers over the terminating edge of the skin, where it meets the hoof, and thus protects this part from external injuries, to which it would otherwise be liable. Posteriorly it is of considerable breadth, and firmly connects the frog with the upper part of the slope of the horny heels, over which it likewise expands. This structure, first described by Bracy Clark, received from him the denomination of the "coronary frog-band."

In the centre of the frog, as viewed from the sole, is a considerable cavity, the edges of which are furnished with rising lips or prominent margins of the horn; this hollow is termed the "cleft of the frog," and extends to a considerable depth. This cavity appears to serve the following useful purposes: 1st. It is a safeguard from rupture between the two halves or divisions into which the foot is almost separated. 2dly. By closing when pressure comes directly upon the underside of the foot, it prevents too much condensation of the horn at this part, and consequent pressure and a too solid resistance upon the soft parts beneath. 3dly. When the foot bears partially upon the ground, as by one side only, which will happen occasionally where the surface is irregular, it can extend along with that side of the foot without rupturing, by the greater liberty it thus affords to the part, while at the same time the strength of its margin secures it from laceration. 4thly. On loose soils this indent or cavity will doubtless assist in giving the foot a firmer hold by the irregularity it offers to the surface.

It is, however, upon the inner aspect of the hoof that the most remarkable part of this structure is to be observed, for when examined internally it is found that the external cleft is only the hollow base of a cone of stout horn of considerable size, which passes from it directly into the substance of the sensitive frog, and which, though completely imbedded in the soft parts, is nearly or quite as hard and tough as is the horn of the exterior of the frog which is exposed to the air. This remarkable provision seems to serve the purpose of uniting more firmly the two halves of which the foot of the solipeds at this part really consists, there being here an evident tendency, in the tegumentary defences of the horse's foot, towards that division which in the ruminating quadupeds is completely carried out. This important cone of horn Bracy Clark named the "frogstall or bolt," observing that, like an inserted tooth, it more firmly holds the horny to the sensitive frog, for while the sensitive frog falls into the inverted arch of the horny frog, and is thus held most firmly in its place, this part, entering in the opposite direction into the sensitive frog, serves reciprocally to confirm and fix these parts together, and preserve them from external injury and dislocation. An excellent view of this piece of anatomy is obtained by making a perpendicular section of the foot extending through the "heels and surrounding elastic matter."

The Sole. — This is an irregular plate of horn, which serves to close up the space or great inferior opening described by the lower circumference of the wall, and makes the third member or part of the hoof. It is usually of an arched form, more or less flattened, its concavity being turned to the ground, so that its centre, which is the thinnest part, is by this means removed from the degree of external pressure which the sides or bottom part of the arch have to support.

Nature has secured herself, by the arrangement of this part, in two ways from the resistance which an arch of common properties would create on becoming condensed under pressure, and forcibly resisting the load brought upon it, which would have been subversive of the leading principles of the mechanism of the hoof. In the first place the sole being cleft to its centre or beyond it by the large triangular opening formed at its posterior part, which, destroying the resistance of the arch, serves to receive the ends also of the wall of the hoof first, and is then closed and filled up by the inverted arch of the frog; so that the ends of the hoof are thus tied in and secured from being forced asunder by the pressure from within, being thus wedged in between the frog and the sole, serving in their places the other offices already noticed, while the sole, being thus broken, has a diminished resistance in the centre.

Again: the lower circumference of the arch of the sole is everywhere found abutting against the sides of the wall, which are rendered sufficiently flexible outwards to yield to the weight when pressed against by the descent and flattening of the sole, so that every provision for the elasticity of the foot is thus fully secured.

The horse's hoof is therefore fully provided with the means of preserving its form; but this power is unfortunately grievously interfered with by the process of shoeing; and it is in this country at least a very rare occurrence to obtain an opportunity of examining a foot in its full-grown natural condition.

From the above description of the foot of the horse it will be seen that, although when viewed in front it appears to be solid and single, the terms Solidungula and Solepes convey but a very imperfect notion of the real nature of this kind of hoof; for though the front be solid the posterior parts possess the greatest degree of elasticity, short of being actually clowen, that can be imagined from the sole being cleft to its centre and filled up with the frog. In such a foot as the term Solidungula would imply, or a continuous circle of horn, no animal could long stand, much less move, without great fatigue and pain from

* Bracy Clark, op. cit.
compression, which would soon become destructive. If it were necessary to employ any single epithet to express the real nature of this kind of locomotive apparatus, Bracy Clark suggests that the term *Semi- fissipes*, or half-cloven foot, would be less objectionable, though also not exactly true, on account of the presence of the frog, which, added to the entire hoof in front, seems to afford the most essential character of this kind of foot.

**Fig. 514.**

**Dissection of the superficial Parts of the Horse's Foot.**

1, General integument; 2, fatty mass, forming a cushion behind the great pastern joint; 3, wall of the hoof turned back, showing the vertically lamellated horny processes projecting from its inner surface; 4, section of the wall of the hoof; 5, articulation between the cannon bone and the great pastern; 6, 6, 6, aponeurotic tissues; 7, 7, tendon of the extensor longus digiti pedis. 8, 9, 10, the flexor tendons of the foot; 11, 12, 13, 14, 15, expansions of the great anterior cartilage of the foot; 16, the coronary frog-band raised from the hoof; 17, the vascular or sensitive hoof; 18, elastic cushion of the heels; 19, 20, 21, arteria plantaris; 22, 23, plantar veins; 25, part of the coronary venous plexus raised from its position; 26, 27, 28, plantar nerves.

**Cartilages of the Foot.** — On removing the hoof there are seen immediately beneath it two large elastic cartilages ranging to a great extent along both sides of the foot. Their figure is almost too irregular for comparison; but, when seen on a lateral view of the foot, their shape may be said to resemble that of a lozenge or of a pretty fully expanded fan, fixed by its centre, which is very much thicker and more solid than the other parts, in a deep horizontal cavity or channel in the coffin bone provided for its reception; from this central point of insertion the anterior portion of it, passing forward, nearly meets the cartilage of the opposite side in front of the foot, the great extensor tendon of the foot only separating them, with which they are likewise connected, and make a common surface. On its inside this extremity of the cartilage takes a strong adherence to the condyles of the coronary bone, and so closely surrounds the joint between the latter and the coffin bone that the articulation appears to be without any capsular ligament at this part. The posterior portion of the cartilage, ranging more largely and becoming thinner as it expands itself backwards, growing at the same time more elastic in its texture, is gradually and inseparably mixed up towards the hinder part of the foot with the skin and the ligamentary elastic tissues that form the "upper heels," and constitute the principal materials for elasticity in these parts. Spreading also in an upward direction to a considerable height above the hoof, it terminates by a rounded, thin, and irregular edge, which is inflected inwards over the soft interior of the foot, to which it forms a kind of roofing and defence.

Next, this widely distributed cartilage may be observed passing downwards, and surrounding on every side the rough and knotty extremities of the heels of the coffin bone, entering and filling up its sinuosities, and taking strong adherence to these processes; it then extends itself horizontally inwards, passing over the horny sole and bar, and, meeting the side of the sensitive frog, intimately unites with it, forming one inseparable mass, and together filling up the whole internal area described by the sides of the coffin bone. The upright or lateral portion of the cartilage forms, with this horizontal process inwards, a right angle, thus making together a hollow space or receptacle at the back of the coffin bone, that contains the spongy elasticstuffing of the heels, together with the tendons, trunks of bloodvessels, nerves &c., passing through this part to the sole of the foot. The upper surface of the horizontal process of cartilage is full of sebaceous elevations and depressions that defy dissection, among which there exists a quantity of a gelatinous-ligamentous material. Beneath, or to the under surface of this horizontal layer of cartilage, the sensitive sole and bar are adherent; and, in approaching the frog, or centre of the foot, it loses its cartilaginous nature, and becomes coriaceous, or rather ligamento-coriaceous, in texture, agreeing in this with the internal frog.

The horizontal portion or process of the cartilage, named by veterinary writers the "stratiform process," is of greater thickness and substance than the other parts; it is also of a coarser grain and more elastic nature; both portions together communicate the gene-
rall boundary and form to the lateral, the pos-
terior, and inferior parts of the foot; and
when the bars or frog are thrust upwards by
pressure from without, they are then acting
against this same horizontal flooring, formed
by the cartilage and the frog, and met by the
depression of the bones of the foot forced
down from the weight of the animal; the
whole can then dilate exteriorly along with
the posterior and more elastic parts of the
hoof.

Fig. 515.

Longitudinal Section of the Foot of the Horse.

1. Great ptern bone; 2. lesser ptern or coro-
nary bone; 3. sesamoid bone implanted in the flexor
tendon of the last phalanx; 4. coffin bone; 5. ten-
don of extensor digitii; 6. tendon of flexor sublimus; 7.
tendon of flexor profundus; 8. section of the posterior
expansion of the great cartilage; 9. soft cushion of
the heel; 10. section of horny hoof; 11. sensitive
hoof; 12. anterior section of the cartilage spreading
over the coffin bone.

The objects attained by the introduction of
this admirable structure into the foot of the
solipeds are various, and have been well pointed
out by Brady Clark, in his excellent treatise,
to which we must refer the reader for many
practical applications connected with the
veterinary art, that would be foreign to the
objects of the present article. First, seeing
that the resistance of a solid unyielding sup-
port would have been inadmissible, the pedal
cartilages are employed as a substitute for
bone, and made to occupy a very large share
in the composition of the hinder part of the
foot; for it will be remarked, the coffin bone,
except by its extremity, does not extend be-
yond the middle of the hoof (fig. 515), the
posterior shape of the foot being almost wholly
communicated by the cartilage, which, passing
nearly around the whole coronary circle, serves
to support and convey the skin to its lodg-
ment in the coronary concavity of the hoof.
Secondly, it serves to equalise the pressure
every where over the internal surface of the
hoof when under the pressure of the weight
from within, during the descent of the bones
of the foot, and, what is singular, the hoof
itself is the most solid material of these hind
parts of the foot.

A more important office still remains to
be explained, namely, that of supplying the
coffin bone with a considerable share of its
capability of motion in the interior of the
hoof; for it is to be remarked that, as the
coffin bone is obliged to describe in its de-
scent a small portion or segment of a circle,
at its back part, round its centre of motion,
or rather its more fixed part (for there is
none of it wholly fixed), towards the front of
the foot; so this could not so well have been
accomplished had the bone itself been fixed
at its upper part to the processes in front of the
hoof, these being too inconsiderable to
afford, in that part of the bone, the extent of
motion required; but, by the intervention of
an elastic cartilage between the bone and the
substance of the hoof, the bone acquires
greater liberty for action, and movement of
its upper parts.

The cartilages of the foot, in old horses,
not unfrequently become partially ossified, in
which condition they are known to farriers by
the name of ring-bones.

Soft Parts of the Foot. — On removing the
hoof, and its horny appendages situated be-
neath the sole of the foot, the whole subjacent
surface is found to consist of a thick, villous
looking, and highly vascular membrane,
moulded exactly to its inner surface, to which
the name of sensitive foot is generally applied;
or, according to the structures beneath which
it is situated, it is sometimes divided into
sensitive hoof, sensitive frog, &c. This struc-
ture is, indeed, the matrix from which the
entire corneous hoof derives its origin, and
is essentially similar, in its texture and func-
tions, to the soif core upon which the hollow
horns of many ruminants and the vascular
secreting surfaces upon which the nails and
claws of ungulate quadrupeds are formed.
Externally it presents, upon the anterior sur-
face of the foot, the broad vascular laminae
which interdigitate with the horny plates, pro-
jecting from the interior of the hoof, as de-
scribed above, so as to amplify, to a very
considerable amount, the extent of surface
whereby the contact between the sensitive
foot and the wall is effected.

This entire surface is richly supplied with
nerves and bloodvessels, the latter of which
open into capacious plexuses, that surmount
the coronary margin of the hoof (fig. 514),
and, when injected, present a very beautiful
appearance.

Nervous System and Organs of the
Senses. — The general arrangement of the
nervous system and structure of the organs of
sensation offer in the class before us no pecu-
liarities of sufficient physiological importance
to require a detailed description: we append,
however, figures representing the cerebral con-
volutions and the base of the encephalon of
the horse for comparison with similar figures
given in other articles.
the latter end of June, during which period he will efficiently serve fifteen or eighteen mares.

The scrotum is suspended between the thighs at a distance of about nine inches beneath the anus, whence it is prolonged forwards, to terminate in the prepuce (fig. 518. a, f, c).

The penis (fig. 518. b, c, d) is full a foot in length even in its undistended state, measuring from the bifurcation of the corpora cavernosa (b) to the extremity of the glans (c), which latter organ is itself nearly half a foot in length, and four inches in circumference; its shape is cylindrical, and it is covered with a soft and smooth skin.

**Organs of Generation. Male Generative Organs.** — The external organs of generation in the male solipeds are remarkable for their great development, and in nearly equal proportion are these animals conspicuous for their vigorous and fruitful generative powers, which, however, are only called into full activity at a certain season of the year, namely, in this climate, from the beginning of April till
numerous small bundles. Arrived at the posterior extremity of the testes, the epididymus folds back upon itself, to constitute the vas deferens; which, at its commencement, is very tortuous, and forms a protuberance of considerable size (l). The vasa deferentia (l, m, n) are upwards of fourteen inches in length, and, during the greater part of their course, about two lines in diameter; but towards their termination they become, for a length of about seven inches, much dilated, here measuring upwards of fifteen lines in circumference (oo). The caliber of the internal canal does not, however, expand in proportion to the dilatation of the exterior of the duct.

Female Organs of Generation.—The generative organs in the female solipedes offer no variations of structure from the usual type common to placental quadrupeds. The clitoris (fig. 519. a) is of great size, and is lodged in a cavity appropriated to its reception, situated immediately above the inferior (i.e. anterior) commissure of the labia pudendi; its glans is enclosed in an ample prepuce, above which may be observed an orifice leading into a cavity big enough to lodge a small bean. The canal of the vagina is about a foot in length, and in its capacity corresponds with the ample dimensions of the penis of the other sex.

Immediately behind the orifice of the urethra, the mucous membrane of the vagina forms a broad fold, which is directed forwards and lies immediately over the urethral opening; the length of this fold in the adult mare is about eight inches, and, near its middle, it is upwards of an inch in breadth.

The urinary bladder is small in comparison with the size of the animal; its shape is nearly round; and its circumference, when moderately distended, about a foot and a half. The urethra is remarkably short and capacious, the circumference of its canal being about three inches, while its length is only about an inch and a quarter.

The orifice of the uterus (i) projects to the distance of about half an inch into the upper end of the vagina, and is of a rounded shape, encircled by a thick margin. The womb is made up of the body and two cornua, which latter, in the unimpregnated state, measure about seven inches in length.

The ovaria and fallopian tubes present nothing remarkable in their structure or arrangement.

Gravid Uterus.—The anatomy of the contents of the gravid uterus, and the arrangement of the membranes that enclose the fetus offer some peculiarities worthy of notice.

The fetus in utero in the solipeds, is enveloped in the usual uterine membranes,—the amnion, the chorion, and the allantoid; but the disposition of these envelopes differs remarkably from what exists in the ruminants, and many other quadrupeds.

The urachus (fig. 520. a) issues from the umbilicus in company with the umbilical arteries and vein (b), and, in the ovum represented in the figure, was found at some distance from the umbilical opening to measure about five inches in circumference, beyond which point its diameter gradually diminishes, till it reaches the point at which the amnion spreads out on all sides to envelope the fetus, where it terminates by the orifice c, and is prolonged to form the allantoid, which encompasses the rest of the cord. On the arrival of the allantoid at the extremity of the cord, it extends itself upon the chorion to which it becomes adherent, lining its internal surface in such a manner, that the two seem to form but a single membrane, the inner surface of which is formed by the allantoid (g), its exterior by the chorion (d).

Fig. 519.

Organs of generation and gravid uterus of the mare. Vagina laid open. (After Daubenton.)

a, the clitoris; b, anus; c, rectum; d, posterior surface of the vagina; e, the orifice of the urethra; f, membrane which covers the urethral opening; g, the canal of the urethra; h, the bladder; i, i, the ureters; k, continuation of the vagina; l, orifice of the womb; m, fetus as seen through the transparent amnion, n; o, portion of the umbilical cord that extends from the umbilicus of the fetus as far as p, the point where the amnion spreads out; q, portion of the umbilical cord which extends beyond the amnion to the point r, where the chorion and the allantoid become united; s, the allantoid; t, the chorion seen from its outer surface; v, a hippocampus attached by its pedicle; z, y, chorion adherent to the uterine walls by numerous rugae; z, the left ovarium; d', the spermatic vessels.

The size of the umbilical cord gradually enlarges as it approaches the chorion, owing to the progressive dilatation of the vessels
composing it as they recede from the umbilicus.

The allantoid in the mare does not form a closed bag, as it does in the ruminants, but lines about half of the interior of the cavity that exists between the amnion and the chorion. To form an idea of this cavity and of the space occupied by the allantoid, it will be necessary first of all to consider the amnion as a sac, in which the fetus is encased, and the allantoid and the chorion as forming another sac of larger size, by which the former is enveloped in such a manner, that an interspace is left between the two: this interspace is traversed by the second portion of the umbilical cord as it passes from the former sac towards the latter, and in this course, the cord is enveloped by the allantoid membrane, which subsequently invests all the interior of the second sac formed externally by the chorion.

The aperture of the urachus pours forth a glairy fluid of a reddish colour, which is received into the cavity, the boundaries of which are described above: this fluid has a urinous smell, especially when heated, and moreover contains certain solid bodies, which have been from time immemorial dignified with the name of hippomanes, and were by the ancients supposed to be possessed of various mysterious qualities, and magical influences.

The Hippomanes was considered, until a very recent period, to be a piece of flesh growing upon the forehead of the nascent foal; and it was not until Daubenton presented a memoir upon this subject to the Royal Academy of Sciences in Paris*, that its real nature was understood. The hippomanes were then found to be merely masses, of a thick substance, of variable dimensions, contained in the allantoid cavity, which, although they might occasionally during parturition after the laceration of the membranes, become adherent to the head of the fetus, are, in reality, produced between the amnion and the allantoid membranes.

These bodies are very variable in their size, and frequently several are met with, the dimensions of which vary from the size of a pea to that of a large pear, some of the latter weighing as much as five or six ounces. They are composed of a viscid substance of an olive-brown colour, and frequently have irregularly shaped cavities in their interior; but they present no traces of organization. When cut into they seem to be made up of numerous superposed layers, and externally their surface is covered with floating filaments: sometimes they are found to be attached by long pedicles to the walls of the allantoic cavity; but, whatever their shape, they are evidently merely sedimentary deposits from the fluid in which they are immersed, and indeed may be formed at pleasure by slowly evaporating the contents of the allantoic sac. These structures are indeed by no means peculiar to the horse, but are frequently met with in other animals.

The exterior of the chorion is everywhere in contact with the uterine walls, and in shape represents exactly the interior of the cornua uteri, upon which it is moulded, the placenta occupying the greater portion of its extent.

Mammary Glands.—It was generally believed from the time of Aristotle until a very recent period, that in the male horse there were no nipples or other rudiments of the mammary glands, but this is clearly contradicted by the matter of fact. (See Anatomy of the Gravid Uterus of the Mare.)

Fig. 530.

Anatomy of the gravid uterus of the mare. (After Daubenton.)

a, the urachus emerging from the umbilical opening of the fetus, accompanied by the umbilical vein; b, and by two umbilical arteries; c, continuation of the umbilical cord as far as the expansion of the amnion; d, d, e, termination of the urachus; f, continuation of the umbilical cord; g, g, allantoid; h, the chorion; i, an hippomanes adherent to the allantoid by its pedicle; k, l, m, two other hippomanes of smaller size. The other letters refer to the generative organs of the fetus (a female) shown in connection with the above parts: a, the rectum; b, the anus; g, the bladder of urine communicating with the urachus; r, r, the ureters; s, canal of the vagina; t, orifice of the urethra; u, first appearance of the membrane, which subsequently spreads over the urethral orifice; x, y, the cornua uteri; y, separation between their internal cavities; z, z, the ovaria.

* Mémoires de l'Académie Royale des Sciences, années 1751 et 1752.
female mammæ; except, as Aristotle expresses it, in such animals as resemble their mothers: that is to say, in other words, that there were a few exceptional cases. Subsequent authors have stated the same concerning male solipeds in general, although none stated in what the resemblance consisted, or where the mammæ in those furnished with them were situated; so that even Buffon asserted it as a fact, that the male solipeds had no vestiges of mammae. Daubenton, however, having previously discovered the situation of these organs in the male ass, was led from analogy to expect their presence in the horse likewise, and soon detected them, but situated in a very unusual position,—namely, upon the prepuce of the animal. The prepuce of the stallion is found to form a kind of prominent ring around the aperture through which the penis is protruded, and it is upon this circular protuberance, close to the sides of the scrotum, that the mammae are situated. The organs of this kind are two in number, situated at a distance of about half an inch from each other, and are easily distinguishable from the circumstances of the skin being raised into a papilla around each nipple, in the centre of which there is a shallow depression. It would seem, however, that in old horses the presence of these rudimentary mammae becomes less apparent.

In the mare, the mammary glands are situated between the thighs at a distance of about nine inches in front of the vulva. The nipples are only two in number, one on each side of the mesial line, and their distance from each other is not more than an inch and a half. As in the goat and many herbivorous quadrupeds, all the lactiferous ducts form, in the base of each gland just above the root of the nipple, a large hollow cavity, which is divided by an internal septum into two chambers, one situated in front, and the other behind; from each chamber a separate duct is derived, which passes along the nipple as far as its extremity, where it terminates. The orifices of these canals are situated, one behind, the other about a line, apart. It is owing to the presence of the reservoirs thus formed by the cavities of the mammary glands, that the lacteal secretion is permitted to accumulate in considerable quantities, until required for the nourishment of the young, or removed by human agency for the purpose of procuring the milk, which is frequently employed as an article of diet.


(T. Rymer Jones.)

† Soliddungula mascula mammæs non habent proterea qua materius similis sunt.—Rai, Synops. method. Anim. quad. &c. p. 64.

SPINAL ACCESSORY NERVE. (part of the sixth pair of the older anatomists; part of the eighth pair of Willis; nervus accessorius ad par vagum; nervus accessorius Willisii; the eleventh pair of Sommerring; the beinerve of the German anatomists). This nerve is attached to, or, as it is more commonly expressed, arises from, the lateral surface of the cervical portion of the spinal chord close to the posterior roots of the spinal nerves; and it lies between the posterior roots of the spinal nerves and the ligamentum denticulatum. On entering the cranium by the foramen magnum, it continues to receive additional roots or filaments of origin from the medulla oblongata. It commences by a very slender filament, most generally opposite the fifth or sixth posterior roots of the spinal nerves, and in its passage upwards to the interior of the cranium, its bulk is gradually increased by additional filaments of origin from the lateral surface of the spinal chord and from the medulla oblongata. The filaments arising from the spinal chord pass upwards and a little forward to join the trunk of the nerve, so that it lies a little nearer to the ligamentum denticulatum than the attachments of the filaments forming it. After it enters the cranium by the foramen magnum, it runs forward, outward, and upward, places itself in close apposition to the posterior surface of the par vagum, and escapes from the interior of the cranium, through the foramen lacerum posterior, along with the vagus and glossopharyngeal nerves. The roots of the accessory that arise from the medulla oblongata are placed in the same line with the lower roots or filaments of origin of the par vagum; and the upper roots of the former approach so closely to the lower roots of the latter, that it is frequently difficult to say with confidence where the roots of the one nerve end and those of the other begin. (Fig. 521, 3, 5.) Previous to the time of Willis, anatomists considered this nerve as constituting a part of the vagus, and to him is due the credit of first pointing out clearly the grounds on which its separation from the vagus rests. Very great discrepancy exists in the description of the origin of this nerve given by the best anatomists. This is explained, not only by the fact first pointed out particularly by Scarpa, that its filaments of origin are attached over different extents of the spinal chord in different individuals, and sometimes to a greater extent on one side than on the other in the same individual, but also by its lower roots or filaments of origin being so slender that they sometimes cannot be accurately traced by the naked eye. Willis himself describes it as commencing by a very slender beginning near the sixth or seventh cervical nerve.† Scarpa ascertained that its

lowest root may be attached to the spinal chord opposite the fourth, fifth, sixth, or seventh cervical nerve, but more frequently between the fifth and sixth; and that when its roots are extended over a more limited portion of the spinal chord, this is compensated for by their being proportionally stronger.

Anatomists have differed as widely in their account of the particular column or tract of the spinal chord to which the roots of the spinal accessory are attached, as they have done regarding the extent of the spinal chord over which these roots stretch. This is a point in the anatomy of the nerve which has assumed greater importance since the discovery by Sir Charles Bell, of the separate functions of the anterior and posterior roots of the spinal nerves, and is of much more interest to the modern, than it was to the older anatomists. The filaments of origin or roots of this nerve that come from the spinal chord are attached to the chord near the posterior lateral groove separating its posterior and middle columns, and close upon the posterior roots of the spinal nerves, so that we can readily understand how some anatomists should describe these roots as arising from the middle column, and others describe them as springing from the posterior column.†

Among the modern anatomists we find Bellingeri, who has attended particularly to the anatomy of this nerve, describing it as arising from the middle column or lateral column of the spinal chord, while Bischoff† and Bernard‡ trace its origin to the posterior column; and Bendzÿ states that while nearly the whole of its roots come from the middle column, a few arise between the posterior roots of the spinal nerves and from the posterior column.¶

From my own examinations of the attachments of this nerve, I had arrived at the conclusion that it arises from the posterior part of the middle column, and that its middle and inferior roots are attached along the course of the decussating fibres of the pyramidal column, a situation from the posterior part of the middle column of the chord.¶ Still says that the lower and middle roots of this nerve can be traced to the anterior grey substances in the chord, from which the anterior roots of the spinal nerves arise, and that, in an anatomical point of view, they must be regarded as performing the same functions as the anterior roots of the spinal nerves; while the upper roots, or those which are attached to the medulla oblongata, differ in a marked manner, in regard to their origin, from the lower and middle roots. He states that these upper roots above the first cervical nerve arise from a grey mass in the medulla oblongata, which he styles the accessory-kern (accessorius-kern††), and that they resemble closely the lower filaments of origin of the par vagum. These upper roots of the accessory do not arise from the gelatinous substance from which, according to Still, the posterior roots of the spinal nerves spring, yet they come into closer relation with it the nearer they approach to the commencement of the roots of the vagus. The upper fibres of the accessory, though not continuous with the posterior roots of the spinal nerves, are yet, he believes, analogous to these; and this view is strengthened by their presenting the same connection with the roots of the hypoglossal as is found between the roots of

* Huber (De Medulla Spinali, et speciatim de Nervis ejus ext. proventibus, p. 13.) says that this nerve commences opposite the seventh cervical, but he afterwards speaks of it arising opposite the sixth.

Lobstein (De Nervo Spinali ad Par Vagum Accessor., p. 233, as reprinted in Ludwig's Script. Neurol. Min. Selec. tom. ii. Lipsia, 1792) describes it as arising under the sixth pair of cervical nerves by a slender beginning. Bellingeri (De Medulla Spinali, Nervisque ex ejus proventibus, p. 74, 1823) places its origin opposite the seventh cervical nerve. Cruvellh (Anatomie Descriptive, tom. iv. p. 489, 1835) says that its origin seldom passes below the level of the fifth pair of cervical nerves, but it may arise opposite the sixth and even the seventh pair.

Bendz (De Connexu inter Nervum Vagum et Accessorium Willisi, p. 22, 1836) describes its lowest root as arising from the spinal chord in the region of the fifth or sixth cervical nerves, and rarely as low as the posterior root of the seventh cervical. Valentin (Soemmering von Baue des menschlichen Körpers. Hinn und Nervenlehre, S. 513, 1841) states that its most frequent origin is opposite the sixth, or between the sixth and seventh cervical nerves; sometimes it arises opposite the fourth or fifth, or it may extend as high as the seventh, and in rare cases as far as the first dorsal. Krause (Handbuch der menschlichen Anatomie, Erster Band, S. 1066: Hannover, 1842) says that it usually arises opposite the upper part of the roots of the seventh cervical, seldom higher. Bernard (Archives Générales de Médecine, 3ème série, p. 233) describes it as arising by a series of thin or trifid nervous filaments, which extend, in man, from the origin of the pneumogastric to a point opposite the fourth or fifth pair of cervical nerves.

† Faunddo (Recherches Anatomiques sur la Moelle Allongée) and Sereas (Anatomie Comparée du Cerveau, tom. i.) have stated that the lower fibres of this nerve come from the anterior column of the spinal chord.

‡ De Medulla Spinali, Nervisque ex ejus proventibus, pp. 51, 55, 1823.

†† Nervi Accessorii Willisi Anatomia et Physiologia, p. 11. Darmstadii, 1832.

Archives Générales de Médecine, 3ème serie, tom. iv. pp. 409, 410, 1844.


Lobstein (De Nervo Spinali, in Ludwigs Scriptores Neurologici Minores Selecti, tom. ii. p. 233,) also describes some of the filaments of origin of the spinal accessory as coming from the spinal chord between the fasciculi which constitute the posterior roots of the spinal nerves, and has represented these in fig. 1. Those who may wish to ascertain the opinions of other anatomists as to the particular column of the spinal chord into which this nerve is implanted, and the extent of its attachment to the cervical portion of the spinal chord, may consult the monographs of Bischoff and Bendz quoted above, and especially that of the former of these authors.

¶ On some points in the anatomy of the medulla oblongata, in Edinburgh Medical and Surgical Journal for 1841.

** Ueber die Textur und Function der Medulla Oblongata, pp. 55, 57. Erlangen, 1843.

†† He describes the position and structure of this accessorius-kern at p. 28. of the work quoted.
the posterior and anterior spinal nerves at their origin.

The spinal accessory in its course within the spinal canal frequently forms communications with the posterior root of the first cervical, and much more seldom with the posterior root of the second cervical nerve.* When these communicating filaments come from the second cervical, they are generally few in number. This communication between the spinal accessory and the posterior root of the first cervical is, according to Lobstein, more frequently present than absent.† When the posterior root of the first cervical joins itself, either in whole or in part, to the spinal accessory, a branch of equal size generally leaves the accessory, either at the point where it is joined by the posterior root of the first cervical, as figured and described by Asch ‡, or a little above this junction, as figured by Huber.§ and described by Bellingeri.|| This branch, after leaving the accessory, proceeds outwardly, approaches the anterior root of the first cervical, and takes the place of the posterior root of that nerve.¶ When the posterior root comes from the accessory, it generally presents a ganglion in the usual position. Sometimes, however, though rarely, this ganglion is found on the accessory where the posterior root of the first cervical leaves it to join itself to the anterior root. This ganglion was first pointed out by Huber; its existence has been denied by Lobstein, Asch, Haller, and Scarpa, and it has again been described by Bellingeri. I have seen this ganglion twice, and it was present on one side only. It becomes an interesting question in a physiological point of view to know, whether or not the whole of the filaments of the posterior roots of the spinal nerves which join themselves to the accessory, again leave it to form the posterior root of the first cervical. Bellingeri answers this question in the affirmative. "The filaments," he says, "coming from the posterior roots to the accessory are not intermixed, but only approximated, so that they can be separated by slight traction."**

* Scarpa states (opus cit. p. 395.) that in a great number of bodies he examined with a special reference to this point, he found a communication between the accessory and the posterior root of the second cervical only in two instances.
† Circa harum radicularum, qua pro radibus posticis primi pars habenter, communicacionem illud notamus, quod sepsipus accessorium subire, quam eundem intactus relinquire observaverit. Opus cit. P. 398.
‡ De Primo Pare Nervorum Medulla Spinalis, tab. x. fig. 2.; et explicatio, p. 335. Ludwig Scrlip. Nevr. Min. Sel. tom. i.
§ Opus cit.
|| Opus cit. p. 80. Mono secondarum has also given a representation of this communication between the accessory and posterior root of the first cervical. Observations on the Structure and Functions of the Nervous System, tab. x. fig. 2. 1783.
¶ Bischoff states (opus cit. pp. 34. 82.) that in none of the numerous instances in which he dissected the accessory in the lower animals, did he ever observe any filaments of the posterior roots of the spinal nerves join themselves to it.
** Opus cit. p. 81.

And in another place he says, "I believe that the filaments from the posterior roots, which join the accessory, leave it again to proceed to the posterior root of the first cervical."* From this he concludes that the accessory contains no sensiform filaments. Müller, on the other hand, has adduced some unusual anatomical arrangements in this nerve, which may be regarded as favouring the opinion that it contains sensiform filaments independent of those which it may receive from the posterior roots of the spinal nerves. He mentions an instance,† which he elsewhere ‡ describes at considerable length, where the posterior root of the first cervical nerve on the right side was not present, and where its place was supplied by two bundles of filaments from the superior part of the spinal accessory. The upper of these bundles, at least, came from the medulla oblongata. Upon the posterior root of the first cervical thus constituted, a ganglion was formed while it was running within the theca vertebrae. The upper fibres of the posterior root of the second cervical of this side joined themselves to the accessory, but no nervous filaments were attached to the spinal chord in the usual position of the posterior root of the first cervical. On the left side, the posterior root of the first cervical presented its usual appearance, and was connected to the spinal accessory by some filaments of communication. The filaments of the accessory arising from the medulla oblongata did not, as on the right side, divide themselves into two parts, one of these becoming the substitute of the posterior root of the first cervical: but the whole ran upwards into the accessory nerve.|| Müller also states that Hyrtl has often seen a ganglion upon the accessory nerve opposite the entrance of the vertebral artery into the interior of the cranium; and that Remak showed him an instance of a ganglion upon the spinal accessory at its passage through the foramen lacerum. "I do not, however, affirm," Müller remarks in reasoning from these cases, "that the spinal accessory always contains originally sensiform filaments, but leave it doubtful." "But in the case," he continues, "where the nervus accessorius forms an intimate connection with the posterior root of the first cervical, or any other nerve, we may suppose an interchange; and this, in the same degree, will render probable the idea of Monro,
that the communication of the spinal accessory with the posterior root of the first, or with any other spinal nerve, will be an equivalent to it for a posterior root." We have already seen that Stilling concludes, on anatomical grounds, that those filaments of the accessory that come from the medulla oblongata contain centripetal filaments.*

The spinal accessory passes through the foramen lacerum posterius in a canal formed by the dura mater, common to it and the vagus, but they are occasionally separated from each other as they enter this canal by a bridle of arachnoid, or of the dura mater. Soemmering has pointed out that the accessory does not perforate the dura mater like the other nerves, but is, as it were, insensibly surrounded by this membrane.†

One or two filaments generally pass between the accessory and the superior ganglion or ganglion jugulare of the vagus, as they lie in the foramen lacerum posterius. Hein states that he has more than once distinctly observed, as also Krause has remarked, the superior five, or even six filaments of the root of the accessory approximate very closely to the ganglion jugulare of the vagus, and partly enter into its formation, so that a junction between the vagus and accessory had already taken place in this ganglion, before the filaments of the accessory had been fully collected to form together the trunk of this nerve.‡

As the spinal accessory is passing through the foramen lacerum, it is in close proximity to the posterior surface of the par vagum, and it there divides into its two branches—its internal and external branches.

The former, or the internal, is composed of the filaments forming the upper roots of the nerve (fig. 521, 11.), and entirely, or almost entirely, of those coming from the medulla oblongata; and it joins itself to the vagus immediately below the ganglion jugulare of that nerve. The passage of the accessory through the foramen lacerum posterius, its division into two branches, and the distribution of the internal branch as far as it is known, have been already described in the art. Par Vagum, vol. iii. pp. 883. and 890, and need not be repeated here.

The external branch, composed of those fibres which arise from the spinal chord (fig. 521, 12.), proceeds downwards, outwards, and backwards behind the internal jugular vein, in front of the occipital artery, and behind the posterior belly of the digastric and stylo-hyoid muscle, and reaches the inner surface of the sterno-clidio-mastoid muscle at the lower part of its upper third. In continuing its course downwards and outwards, it here generally perforates the sterno-clidomastoid; at other times it is only closely connected to it by cellular tissue; but in both cases it gives branches to this muscle. In this part of its course it is strengthened and anastomoses with twigs of the third and second cervical nerves. Continuing its progress downwards and backwards it anastomoses with twigs of the fourth and fifth cervical nerves, and throws itself into the inner surface of the trapezius muscle, among whose fibres it is ultimately lost.

Comparative Anatomy of the Spinal Nerve. — The origin and distribution of this nerve in the mammalia does not essentially differ from what is found in the human species.*

Willis states that this nerve is not only present in the mammalia, but also in birds and fishes †; but the existence of it in the two latter divisions of the vertebrata has been subsequently denied by many excellent anatomists. "If an animal," says Mr. Shaw, "does not perform part of the act of respiration by muscles which run from the skull to the chest, no spinal accessory is found. The truth of this observation may be shown by the dissection of any of the larger birds, but the most extraordinary proof is to be found in the neck of the camel. The constitution of the neck of this animal is like that of birds: there being a succession of short muscles along the side of the neck, and attached to the vertebrae, but no long muscle passing from the jaw to the sternum to assist in breathing, as in other quadrupeds."‡

It appears, however, that in the camel this nerve is present, but it is smaller and differently distributed from what it is in the horse.§ Serres found it in three of the larger birds, Weber in some fishes, and Bischoff has given descriptions and representations of it in several birds, reptiles, and fishes. In these animals the upper part only of this nerve seems to be present, for it does not stretch downwards along the spinal chord to the same extent in them as in the mammalia.

The whole of this nerve, in these animals, throws itself into the vagus, while a branch leaves the vagus after it has escaped from the cranium, and taking the place of the external branch of the accessory is distributed to the muscles of the neck in birds and in reptiles, and to the muscles which move the pectoral fin in fishes.‖ In the chimpanzee, the spinal accessory, after passing through the foramen lacerum, divides into two branches. The internal runs towards the larynx, into which it penetrates above the os-hyoid. It is placed between the superior laryngeal nerve and stylo-hyoid ligament, and passes behind the internal carotid artery to the superior hyoi-
dean region (la région hyoidienne supérieure), where it terminates. The external branch passes downwards below the sterno-clidomastoid muscle to reach the trapezius, in which it is chiefly distributed.*

\[Fig. 521.\]

From Benz, reduced one-half.

A, part of cerebellum cut across; b, medulla oblongata; c, spinal chord; a, floor of fourth ventricle; b, calamus scriptorius; e, posterior pyramidal bodies; d, right restiforme body obliquely divided; ff, lateral columns of spinal chord; h, posterior columns of spinal chord; i, posterior longitudinal fissure; k, posterior roots of spinal nerves; 3, roots of vagus nerve; 4, roots of glosso-pharyngeal; 5 & 5, roots of nervus accessorius; 6, ganglion of the root of the vagus or superior ganglion; 7, auricular branch of vagus; 8, right ganglion petrosum of glosso-pharyngeal; 9, ramus anatomicus of Jacobson; 10, communicating branch between the superior ganglion of the vagus and the ganglion petrosum; 11, roots of the accessory which form its internal branch; 12, roots of the accessory which form its external branch; 13, glosso-pharyngeal nerve; 14, trunk of the vagus; 15, pharyngeal branch of vagus; 16, filaments of this branch that come from the vagus; 17, filaments of this branch that come from the internal branch of the accessory; 18, ganglion of the trunk of the vagus or inferior ganglion; 19, nervus laryngeus superior; 22, communicating branches between the ganglion of the trunk of the vagus and the superior ganglion of the sympathetic; 23, fibres of the internal branch of the accessory which do not enter into the formation of the ganglion of the trunk of the vagus; 24, branch from these fibres which joins itself to the external branch of the superior laryngeal nerve.

**Physiology of the accessory.**—The peculiar origin and course of this nerve, and particularly its intimate connection with the par vagum, have formed the basis of most of the speculations on its functions since the time of Willis. It was maintained by Willis that this nerve, from its connection with the par vagum, regulates those involuntary movements of the neck and arm caused by the emotions and passions.* Lobstein likewise believed that the spinal accessory joins the vagus for the purpose of connecting itself with the involuntary functions, and he supposed that its paralysis might also affect the movements of the pharynx and larynx.† Others have maintained that it is a nerve of involuntary motion from the particular portion of the spinal chord in which it is implanted. It is, as is well known, one of Sir Charles Bell’s respiratory nerves, arising as he supposed from a particular tract in the spinal chord to which he gave the name of respiratory tract, and is therefore, according to this view, a nerve of involuntary motion. Bellingeri believes that the lateral tract of the spinal chord, from which the accessory arises, presides over the instinctive and sympathetic movements, and that it is consequently a nerve of involuntary motion. ‡ Arnold §, Scarpa ‡, Bischoff ‡, Valentin **, and Longet ††, have maintained that the accessory stands in the same relation to the vagus as the anterior roots of the spinal nerves do to the posterior roots. †† According to this last view, the vagus does not originally possess any motor filaments, but derives them from the spinal accessory. The two first of these authors came to this conclusion on anatomical grounds alone; the three latter, from experiments upon these nerves in living animals, as well as from their anatomy. Bernard has arrived at the conclusion that it is entirely a motor nerve, and that it enables the larynx and pharynx, and muscles of the neck in which it is distributed, to partake in the production of the phenomena of phonation, but that it does not assist in any of the true respiratory movements. §§ Dr. Todd and Mr. Bowman ||, on the other hand, believe that the internal branch of the accessory is composed of afferent nerves, and that the mode of implantation of this nerve in the central organs of the nervous system serves to bring the sensitive surface of the lungs and air-passages into immediate relations with the roots of all those nerves which animate the great muscles of respiration, the phrenic, the external thoracic, the cervical plexus, and the motor fibres of the spinal accessory and vagus nerves.

All experimenters agree that the external


** Opus cit. caput xxviii.

† Ibid. pp. 345, 346.

‡ Ibid. pp. 89, 90.

§ Dr. Könneth of the degenerative Nerven-systems. Heidelberg, 1831.


‖ Nervi Accessorii Willisi Anatomia et Physiologia, 1832.

++ De Functionibus Nervorum Cerebralis et Nervi Sympathici, 1839.

+++ Anatomie et Physiologie du Système Nerveux, &c, tom. ii., 1842.

†† It appears that this idea had been previously suggested by Gœres (Exposition der Physiologie, Cohlentz, 1805, as quoted by Müller).

§§ Archives Générales de Médecine, 4ième serie, tom. iv. and tom. v., 1844.

|| The Physiological Anatomy and Physiology of Man, vol. ii. p. 139.
branch of the spinal accessory is a motor nerve. We found that when it was embraced firmly within the forcepts, or tied tightly soon after it had emerged from the foramen lacerum, the animal gave indications of suffering; but an experiment of this kind does not enable us to decide whether these sensiferous filaments were originally contained in the accessory, or were derived from the neighbouring nerves. Mr. Shaw has detailed an experiment to show that the movements which it imparts to the sterno-mastoid, and to the trapezius are not voluntary, but respiratory.† In our experiments, and in those subsequently performed by Bernard, these muscles acted in unison with the muscles of respiration after the spinal accessory nerves had been divided.

While all experimenters agree that the external branch of the accessory is chiefly if not entirely composed of motor filaments, they have arrived at discrepant conclusions regarding the functions of the internal branch. Volkman ‡, Van Kempen §, and Stilljll, observed no movements of the muscles in which the internal branch of the accessory is distributed, on irritating the roots of this nerve within the cranium; while in those of Bischoff, my own, those of Valentine ⚫, Longet**, Hein††, Morganti †‡, and Bernard §§, partly consisting of irritating the roots of the nerve within the cranium after death, and partly, as in those of Bischoff, Longet, Morganti, and Bernard, by lesions of the nerve in living animals, and observing their effects upon the movements of the muscles in which it is distributed, proofs of its being a motor nerve were believed to be obtained. We think that this evidence is sufficiently strong to justify the belief that the internal branch of the accessory does contain motor filaments;

* Edinburgh Medical and Surgical Journal for January, 1838. Valentin states (opus cit. pp. 58. 62.) that he succeeded in increasing the action of the heart by irritating the trunk of the accessory; but Van Kempen (opus cit. p. 65) repeated this experiment without success.
‡ Essai Experimental sur la Nature Fonctionelle du Nerf Pneumogastrique: Louvain, 1842. In giving the results of Van Kempen's experiments in the art. Par vagum, note-foot at p. 801, vol. iii. upon the effects of irritating the roots of the vagus within the cranium, I have inadvertently written the palato-glossus muscle instead of the palato-phyrngeous or pharyngo-staphylin muscle, as one of the muscles seen to contract in this experiment. I may also here correct another error in the same article: at p. 900, it is stated that Longet believes that the secretion of the gastric juice is greater after section of the vats than in the sound animal; while in fact he states that it is diminished by section of the vats, and that this diminution in the secretion may be explained on mechanical grounds.

but it is at the same time highly probable that it is partly composed of sensiferous and afferent filaments, and if so, its constitution must be similar to the vagus nerve, with which it becomes so closely incorporated. In the art. Par Vagum, sufficient proof has been adduced to satisfy us that the opinion that the spinal accessory furnishes all the motor filaments contained in the trunk of the vagus, is no longer tenable. (John Reid.)

SPINAL NERVES (Les Nerfs rachidiens, Fr.; Die Ruckenmarknerven, Germ.; I Nervi Spinali, Ital.) are thirty-one pairs, and are distributed to the neck, the trunk and the extremities, the trunk and lower extremities. They are divided into Cervical, Dorsal, Lumbar and Sacral: the first division comprising eight; the second, twelve; the third, five; and the fourth, six. Their general and special characters, and their apparent and absolute connexion with the spinal chord having been already described *, we shall limit the details of this article to their ultimate distribution.

Each spinal nerve, after the union of its roots, divides into an anterior and posterior branch, the former having generally a much more complicated and extensive distribution than the latter. It will be convenient therefore for the purpose of description to enter first into a consideration of the posterior branches.

The posterior branch of the first cervical or sub-occipital nerve is larger than the anterior, and passes internal to and below the vertebral artery, between the arch of the atlas and the occipital bone, to gain the triangular space between the rectus capitis posticus major, the superior and inferior oblique muscles. It is here imbedded in a considerable quantity of fat and dense cellular membrane, and having directed itself from before, backwards, and slightly from below upwards, divides into a series of branches. Two external branches are sent to the two oblique muscles: an internal ascends to the rectus capitis posticus major, and which having supplied this, terminates in the minor: another filament is directed to the anterior aspect of the complexus near to its occipital attachment: and the terminal branch descends, generally perforating the inferior obliquely, and anastomoses with the posterior branch of the second cervical nerve.

The posterior branch of the second cervical nerve emerges from between the lower border of the posterior arch of the atlas, and the lamina of the axis, and is larger than any of the posterior branches of the cervical nerves, and three or four times greater than the anterior branch of the same nerve. It appears at the lower border of the inferior oblique, and having passed a short distance horizontally inwards, winds round this muscle to the anterior aspect of the outer part of the complexus, which it perforates. It inclines outward and upwards between it and the

plexus, passes through the latter, and terminates in the skin in the occipital region as the great occipital nerve, coursing along with the occipital artery but lying internal to it. Before becoming great occipital, it gives off at the lower border of the inferior oblique a branch to supply this muscle and a superior and inferior anastomotic branch to communicate with the first and third cervical. When passing along the anterior surface of the complexus, numerous branches are given off to this muscle, the trapezius, and splenius. Those for the last muscle are more numerous and larger than the branches, for the two others are directed to the anterior aspect of the muscle, and one or more of them perforate the complexus before reaching it.

The posterior branch of the third cervical is smaller than the second, but larger than the fourth, and situated more externally, emerging from between the transverse processes of the second and third cervical vertebrae. It is directed inwards, between the opposed surfaces of the complexus and semispinalis colli towards the median line, and having reached the sides of the spinous processes of the vertebræ, divides into ascending and horizontal cutaneous branches. The ascending branch, after a short course, perforates the inner border of the complexus and trapezius, and becomes cutaneous. It continues its course close to the median line, as far as the region of the occiput, the inner and lower part of which it supplies on the internal side of the great occipital nerve.

The horizontal branch passes between the ligamentum nuchæ and the inner border of the complexus, and after having perforated the tendon of the trapezius, terminates in external small cutaneous filaments. The nerve prior to division, and at the outer border of the semispinalis colli, communicates by one or more filaments with the posterior branch of the second cervical. From the anastomosis between the communicating branches of the posterior roots of the three first cervical nerves, results an irregular plexus placed between the complexus and outer part of the semispinalis colli, and consequently nearly in a line with the transverse processes of the superior cervical vertebrae. From this posterior cervical plexus, numerous branches arise to supply the complexus, splenius, and semispinalis colli. The anastomosis between these posterior branches is, according to Cruveilhier, sometimes deficient.

The posterior root of the fourth cervical nerve varies much as to individual size, but is always smaller than the preceding. It passes downwards and inwards between the complexus and semispinalis colli, and having reached the side of the median line, perforates the tendons of the splenius and trapezius, and becomes cutaneous. In its course it supplies these muscles, and occasionally terminates in the splenius without going to the skin.

The posterior branches of the fifth, sixth, seventh, and eighth cervical nerves have a similar course to the fourth, but decrease in size from above downwards. The fifth and sixth usually pass between the opposed surfaces of the semispinalis colli and complexus, give branches to these muscles, and perforate the inner part of the tendons of the splenius and trapezius, to terminate in the skin at the lower part of the nape of the neck.

The posterior branches of the seventh and eighth cervical nerves pass either through the deep-seated fibres of the semispinalis colli, or between it and the multifidus spineæ, give branches to these two muscles, perforate the tendons of the trapezius and splenius, and terminate by ramifying, the one on the skin above the scapula, the other over the integument, as far as about the spinous process of the third dorsal vertebra. The inter-transversales muscles, cervicalis ascends, trachelo-mastoid, and transversalis colli, receive numerous small filaments from these nerves almost immediately after their appearance in the neck.

The posterior branches of the dorsal (thoracic) nerves are much smaller than the anterior, and are directed backwards between the ascending costo-transverse ligaments and the sides of the vertebrae. Having reached the outer border of the semispinalis dorsi and multifidus spineæ, they divide into external and internal branches, the latter being muscular and cutaneous in their distribution, the former only muscular in the eight upper. In the first eight the internal branches are larger, in the last four much smaller than the external.

The external or muscular branches of the eight superior pass between the sacro-lumbalis and longissimus dorsi, and give off numerous filaments to supply these muscles, and the levatores costarum; that of the first sending a few filaments to the cervicalis ascends, trachelo-mastoid, transversalis colli, and scaleni muscles.

The internal branches wind either over the posterior aspect of the semispinalis dorsi, or between it and the multifidus spineæ, and having supplied these muscles with numerous filaments, reach the sides of the spinous processes; here they perforate the rhomboid, latissimus dorsi, and trapezius, the last muscle very obliquely, and become cutaneous, being principally distributed to the skin at the back part of the scapular region.

The external branches of the four inferior pass obliquely downwards and outwards between the sacro-lumbalis and longissimus dorsi, communicating with each other in their course, and at the outer border of the former muscle perforate the tendon of the latissimus dorsi, and become cutaneous, some of the lower filaments being capable of being traced over the gluteal region.

The internal branches of the four inferior are remarkably small, and are lost either in the substance of the multifidus spineæ, or semispinalis dorsi. The cutaneous filaments from the posterior branches of the dorsal nerves given off on the one hand from the internal, and on the other from their external divisions,
are situated somewhat in a line with the angles of the ribs, so that they become more external in proportion to their inferior position.

The posterior branches of the lumbar nerves are analogous in their distribution to the four lower dorsal branches, having an external large musculo-cutaneous, and small internal muscular divisions. The external branches run along the deep surface of the longissimus dorsi, and at its outer edge perforate the tendon of the latissimus dorsi, and terminate in cutaneous filaments directed over the crest of the ilium to the gluteal region, as far as on a level with the great trochanter. The internal branches are lost in the substance of the multifidus spine.

The posterior branches of the sacral nerves exist as distinct branches within the spinal canal, and consequently differ from the cervical, dorsal, and lumbar, which become distinct trunks after the main trunks have issued from the spinal or intervertebral foramina. They decrease in size from above downwards, being extremely small, and passing out of the posterior sacral foramina, the fifth coming out between the sacrum and coccyx. They form a minute Anastomosis with each other, and with the corresponding branch of the last lumbar, and after having given filaments to the lower part of the erector spine, perforate the tendon of that muscle, and are distributed to the skin over the sacrum and coccyx, and immediately around the anus.

The anterior branches of the spinal nerves are much larger than the posterior branches, the two upper cervical forming the only exception. They form intricate plexuses in the neck, the lower part of the spine and sacrum, the nerves given off from those in the first situation being principally intended for the neck and upper extremities; in the two last for the lower extremities. The intervening series represented by the thoracic nerves, being comparatively simple in their distribution, do not form plexuses.

The Anterior Branches of the Cervical Nerves. The anterior branch of the first cervical nerve, smaller than the posterior, is directed between the occipital bone and the transverse process of the atlas, passes over the outer edge of the vertebral artery, and appears at the inner side of the rectus capitis lateralis. It then descends, and forms an anastomotic arch with the anterior branch of the second, in front of the transverse process. In its course the rectus capitis lateralis, and rectus capitis anterior minor receive one or more filaments, and it also sends a filament into the canal for the vertebral artery, and which communicates with the trunk of the second cervical between the transverse processes of the atlas and axis. From this anastomotic arch are given off filaments which communicate with the lingual and par vagum, and superior cervical ganglion of the sympathetic.

The anterior branch of the second cervical nerve, also much smaller than the posterior passes forwards between the transverse processes of the atlas and the axis, being concealed by the levator anguli scapulae, splenius, and first inter-transverse muscle, and divides into an ascending branch, passing in front of the transverse process of the atlas, to communicate with the first cervical; and a descending branch.

The descending branch soon subdivides, and gives several filaments of communication with the superior cervical ganglion; one small filament to communicate with the par vagum, another enters the rectus capitis anterior major, and the last concurs to form the cervical plexus.

Anterior branch of the third cervical nerve, larger than the posterior, and twice as large as the preceding, passes between the vertebral artery and inter-transverse muscles, and having given branches to the levator anguli scapulae and rectus capitis anterior major, communicates above with the descending branch of the second, below with that of the fourth, and in the interval with the superior cervical ganglion, and then again bifurcates to enter into the formation of the cervical plexus.

The anterior branch of the fourth cervical nerve, of the same size as the preceding, communicates above with the third, below with the fifth cervical, in the middle with the superior cervical ganglion, and then enters into the formation of the lower part of the cervical plexus.

The cervical plexus (the deep cervical plexus) is composed of the primary and secondary anastomosing arches of the anterior branches of the four upper cervical nerves. These anastomosing arches are subject to considerable variation, though generally formed by each nerve bifurcating, and, after having communicated with the nerve above and below, again reunited in a more or less uniform manner prior to giving off their terminal branches. The plexus is situated deeply at the upper anterior and outer part of the neck behind the posterior edge of the sterno-mastoid, in front of the scalenus posticus, external to the rectus capitis anterior major, the carotid artery, jugular vein, and par vagum. It constitutes the chief contents of the posterior superior cervical triangle, and is surrounded by a large quantity of loose cellular membrane, absorbent glands, and fat, and immediately invested with a prolongation of the deep cervical fascia, which renders the dissection of the numerous branches as they immediately proceed from it, difficult. It communicates internally by several delicate filaments with the superior and middle cervical ganglia of the sympathetic, below with the upper part of the brachial plexus, and externally with the spinal accessory, giving several filaments to the muscles with which it is in immediate relation. The branches given off from the cervical plexus may be divided as follows, into

Superficial ascending

| Superficialis colli. |
| Auricularis magnus. |
| Occipitalis minor. |
Superficial descending

Supra-clavicular.

Supra-acromial.

Communicating branches.

Muscular.

Phrenic.

Deep

The superficialis colli (superficial cervical nerve) takes its origin from the middle of the plexus in company with, but anterior to the great auricular, the anastomosing branches of the second and third cervical nerves concurring to form it. It emerges from behind the posterior border of the sterno-mastoid about the middle of the neck, and is directed horizontally forwards and inwards, behind the external jugular vein, and between the sterno-mastoid and platysma, and at a variable point divides into two branches, an ascending and descending, the former larger than the latter.

The ascending branch almost immediately divides into numerous filaments, some of which supply the platysma myoides; one or two ascending along the external jugular vein. The greater number are directed upwards and forwards to the upper part of the platysma and digastric muscle, communicate with the deeper seated filaments given off from the portio dura, and becoming cutaneous, supply the skin over the region of the sub-maxillary gland, the chin (communicating with the submental nerve), and the lower part of the cheek; some filaments being directed to the median line to communicate with the corresponding nerve of the opposite side.

The descending branch forms a loop, the concavity of which looks upwards and inwards, perforates the anterior part of the platysma, a little above the middle of the neck, gives off one or two twigs to accompany the anterior jugular vein, and terminates in the skin about the hyoid bone.

The auricularis magnus (the auricular nerve) arises in common with the trunk of the superficial cervical from the anastomosing branches between the second and third cervical. It emerges from behind the posterior border of the sterno-mastoid, above the superficial cervical, and in front of the occipitalis minor. It winds round the edge of the sterno-mastoid, and is directed along it obliquely upwards and inwards to the lower part of the parotid gland on a level with the angle of the jaw, reaches to the anterior border of this muscle, and divides into a superficial and deep terminal branch. It gives off before dividing several filaments between the parotid gland and the skin, and others which pass through the substance of the former to terminate in the skin in the malar region, where it communicates with the facial nerve.

The superficial branch courses upwards in the parotid fascia, and on a level with the antitragus divides into several filaments, which are distributed on the one hand to the concave surface of the auricle, particularly the concha; and on the other, to the anterior border of the helix, and the vertical groove in front of it.

The deep branch (anterior mastoid), having perforated the parotid gland, and crossed the auricular branch of the facial, with which it communicates, becomes placed behind the auricle of the ear, ascends along the anterior part of the mastoid process, communicates with the occipitalis minor, and terminates by supplying the skin at the back of the ear, some filaments passing on to its upper border.

The occipitalis minor (mastoid, external occipital) comes from the posterior part of the cervical plexus, taking its origin from the second cervical. It appears at the posterior edge of the sterno-mastoid, behind and above the great auricular. It passes upwards parallel with the great occipital nerve directed by the border of the splenius, which it occasionally perforates, to the occipital region behind the mastoid process; communicates with the great auricular externally, and with the great occipital nerve internally, and ends by terminating in the skin over the parietal bone. There occasionally occurs a small accessory nerve, between the auricularis magnus and occipitalis minor. This is directed along the posterior border of the sterno-mastoid, and is distributed to the skin over the mastoid process.

The supra-clavicular and acromial nerves, form the termination of the cervical plexus, and exist as two primary trunks, which usually about the level of the posterior belly of the omohyoid, divide and subdivide into numerous branches, which traverse superficially the posterior inferior triangle of the neck, first passing behind the platysma, then between it and the skin. The internal series (sternal) are directed forwards and inwards, over the lower part of the sterno-mastoid, the inner third of the clavicle, and end in the skin over the upper part of the sternum, and upper and inner part of the pectoralis major. The middle filaments (mammary) pass over the centre of the clavicle, and are distributed to the skin of the pectoralis major and the mammary gland, and communicate with branches of the intercostal nerves. The posterior (clavicular) pass downwards and outwards over the outer third of the clavicle, and ramify in this skin over the anterior and outer part of the deltoid.

The acromial nerves are larger than the clavicular, and are, ordinarily, two in number. They pass obliquely outwards, downwards, and backwards, over the lower part of the superficial aspect of the trapezius, give some filaments to this muscle, which communicate with the spinal accessory nerve, and having reached the acromion, divide into numerous cutaneous branches, which are lost in the skin covering the spine of the scapula, and the outer and back part of the deltoid.

The communicating branches have been already partly described in the consideration of the formation of the plexus; and are formed by different filaments, which are connected with the trunk of the sympathetic, its upper and middle cervical ganglion, as also with the par vagum and lingual. The internal deep branch is represented by the communicans noni or internal descending cervical, It takes
its origin principally from the descending division of the second cervical, and having received a filament from the first cervical, comes down the neck external and posterior to the internal jugular vein. At the middle or lower third of the neck, it describes a curve; the concavity of which looks upwards, and communicates with the descending branch of the lingual (descendens noni), by winding in front of the internal jugular vein. This nerve is subject to considerable variation, bifurcating, occasionally, before communicating with the descendens noni, and giving off now and then one or two delicate filaments to the same muscles, usually supplied by the latter nerve: viz. the sterno-hyoid, sterno-thyroid, and omo-hyoid. The external communicating branches are represented by a rather larger anastomotic branch, which communicates at an acute angle with the spinal accessory; and by the muscular branches. These accompany the spinal accessory, communicate more or less with it, and are distributed to the trapezius, levator anguli scapulae, the rhomboideus minor, and upper part of the rhomboideus major.

The phrenic nerve (diaphragmatic, internal respiratory) appears at the lower and anterior part of the fourth cervical nerve of which it appears the continuation. It receives, however, some accessory filaments from the third and fifth cervical, which exist either as single or plexiform twigs, or are occasionally absent. The secondary sources of origin are, in fact, subject to considerable variation. It is directed along the anterior edge of the scalenus anticus, inclining slightly inwards between the subclavian artery and vein, before entering the superior opening of the thorax. It passes behind and outside the carotid artery and jugular vein, and communicates with the fifth, sixth, and, occasionally, with the seventh cervical and pneumogastric nerves, and invariably with the sympathetic. The exact points of communication of these different nerves is by no means determinate; sometimes taking place in the neck; at others, in the upper part of the chest. It crosses the direction of the internal mammary artery, and reaching the anterior mediastinum, glides down in front of the root of the lung between the pericardium and inner aspect of the former, and terminates in the diaphragm. In its course within the chest, it gives several filaments to the remains of the thymus gland; some very minute twigs of communication with the superior cardiac plexus; and receives, occasionally, a very delicate filament of communication, coming down obliquely, from the descendens noni: on reaching the diaphragm, the nerve divides into a series of superior and inferior filaments; the former, long and diverging from each other, enter the upper surface of the muscle, having first passed for some distance between the muscle and the pleura covering it; the latter perforate the muscle, diverge, and run for some distance between the muscle and peritoneum, and enter its under surface.

The right phrenic is shorter and more vertical in direction, and more anterior in its position than the left, being directed in the upper part of the chest, along the vena cava superior. Several of its internal terminal filaments pass behind the vena cava inferior, communicate with the left, and end in the celiac plexus; a few, however, communicate, also, with some twigs of the pneumogastric.

The left phrenic turns over the apex of the heart; and, besides its general distribution, gives filaments to the crura of the diaphragm, anastomosing filaments to the solar and celiac plexus, and some communicating branches to the opposite nerve.

The anterior branches of the four inferior cervical and first dorsal nerves are very large, and form, therefore, a remarkable contrast to the four upper cervical, situated above them. They pass through the intervertebral foramina, between the two scaleni; the eighth cervical passing between the foramen common to the last cervical and first dorsal vertebrae. Having given off several filaments to communicate with similar filaments from the inferior and middle cervical ganglion, and some small twigs to the scaleni, the different branches unite together, so as to constitute the brachial plexus: the first, communicating above with the fourth cervical, and sending a twig to the phrenic. The union of the different branches takes place in the following manner:—the anterior branches of the fifth and sixth descend obliquely outwards, and, after a course of about one or two inches, unite at an acute angle. Those of the eighth cervical and first dorsal, which are not so oblique in their direction, similarly unite; but a little more internally: this union taking place, occasionally, between the scaleni, either pair of branches almost immediately bifurcating after their union. The trunk of the seventh passes distinct between the two upper and lower branches, as far as the lower border of the clavicle in the upper part of the axilla, and there bifurcates; the upper part of the bifurcation being connected with the lower part of the bifurcation of the first united cord, and the lower with the upper of the last united cord. Secondary bifurcations and anastomoses take place at more or less acute angles, and thus the brachial plexus is constituted.

The brachial plexus (axillary) is situated at the inferior and lateral part of the neck, in the posterior inferior cervical triangle, where it is covered in by a considerable quantity of fat, cellular membrane, and lymphatic glands, which separate it from the external jugular vein. The scalenus anticus bounds it in front and internally; the scalenus posticus in the opposite direction; and in its course from between these muscles to the clavicle, it is crossed by the omo-hyoid muscle, transversalis coli, and humeral vessels, and more superficially, by the supra-clavicular and acromial branches of the cervical plexus. Having passed from beneath the clavicle, it becomes placed between the coracoid process of the scapula and the first digitation of the serratus magnus,
and anterior and external to the first rib, and there divides into its terminal branches. In
the neck, the plexus is situated superior, posterior, and external to the artery; but as the trunks gradually converge towards the axilla, and the terminal branches again diverge, the artery comes to be bounded by some internally, by others externally. The plexus is broad above, where it represents the base of a triangle, and narrow below at its termination at the upper part of the axilla.

The different branches of the plexus may be divided into those given off above, and those below the clavicle: — the former, for the levator anguli scapula, subclavius, rhombo- boid, and serratus magnus; the latter, for the upper extremity and its muscles.

**Supra-clavicular**
- Muscular, supra-ascular.
- Subscapular.
- Internal cutaneous.
- External cutaneous.
- Median.
- Ulnar.
- Musculo-spiral.
- Circumflex.

**Infra-clavicular**

Of the muscular branches. The nerve for the rhomboideus takes its origin from the anterior branch of the fifth cervical, immediately after it has quitted the intervertebral foramen; but is frequently given off from the cervical plexus: it is, consequently, deeply seated. It either perforates the scalenus porticus or winds round it, to get between it and the levator anguli scapula; continues along the costal surface of the latter muscle, and then passes to the same surface of the rhom- boides, as far as its lower part, frequently supplying, in its course, the levator anguli scapula, which, in many cases, however, receives filaments from a distinct nerve arising above it, and taking a similar course.

The nerve for the serratus magnus (external respiratory, posterior thoracic), situate at the posterior and upper part of the plexus, arises from it by two delicate roots, which come off from the lower edge of the fifth and sixth cervical, immediately after they have passed the intervertebral foramina. It receives, sometimes, a twig from the seventh. It is directed downwards and outwards, and reaches the thorax between the subscapularis and serratus magnus, passing behind the axillary vessels. It passes along this muscle inferior, to the long thoracic artery, and terminates in its lower part, by numerous filaments.

The nerve for the subclavius is very small, but always present, and is given off from the anterior part of the united trunk of the fifth and sixth cervical. It passes down anterior to the subclavian artery, and enters the mid- dle of the muscle.

The remainder of the muscular branches are very small, and come off from the lower and anterior part of the plexus, being principally derived from the seventh cervical: some pass behind, and others, in front of the axillary artery, enter the axilla, and are distributed to the posterior surfaces of the pectoralis major and minor. They are known under the collective name of anterior or short thoracic.

The supra-scapular nerve, larger than the long thoracic, issues from the upper and back part of the plexus, from the united root of the fifth and sixth cervical at their angle of union. It is directed downwards, outwards, and backwards in company with the suprascapular vessels, passes behind the trapezius and coracoid process to the notch in the upper edge of the scapula, beneath the ligament which converts this notch into a foramen, and which separates it from the suprascapular vessels. Having reached the supra-spinal fossa, and supplied the suprascapularis muscle, it winds along the concave external border of the spine, and reaches the infra-spinal fossa, supplying the infra-spinalis. From the inferior filaments one or two twigs can be traced to the teres minor.

The subscapular nerves are intended for the latissimus dorsi, teres major, and subscapularis. That for the first muscle is the largest and longest. It arises from the plexus above, and internal to the circumflex nerve, passes down in the axilla between the subscapularis and serratus magnus, parallel, but posterior to the long thoracic, and terminates by reaching the lower border of the latissimus dorsi, where it enters its substance. It gives off occasionally in its course the branch from the teres major, which usually, however, arises from the plexus below it. This nerve passes downwards and outwards at the subscapularis, and enters the anterior surface of the teres major.

The nerves for the subscapularis are: a small one, generally constant as to its origin arising high up from the same source of origin as the circumflex, passing behind the axillary artery to the upper part of the superficial surface of the subscapularis; the other larger, and frequently derived from the circumflex, to be distributed to the middle of the muscle.

The internal cutaneous, the smallest of the terminal branches of the brachial plexus, and situated most internally, takes its origin principally from the last cervical and first dorsal. It descends, covered in by the brachial aponereu- sis, along the inner aspect of the arm, between the median and the ulnar, and concealed above by the axillary artery. Deeply seated in the axilla, in leaving this cavity it inclines slightly forwards and outwards in company with, but anterior to, the basilic vein; and at a variable distance from the elbow joint, generally a little below the middle of the arm, divides into external and internal cutaneous branches: both of which perforate the fascia. In this part of its course the internal cutaneous gives off in the axilla a small cutaneous filament, which, having communicated with the second or third intercostal nerve, perforates the fascia, and supplies the skin on the inner part of the arm as far as the internal condyle.

The external terminal branch, the continuation of the trunk in the arm, and the larger of the two, divides into two or three twigs, which pass either in front or behind the
median basilic vein, some occasionally passing in front, and some behind. The external filaments course down the anterior and inner part of the fore-arm, following the direction of the median vein, and communicating with branches of the external cutaneous: the internal follows the course of the ulnar vein, communicating with a twig of the ulnar nerve at the lower part of the fore-arm. Both terminate in the integument over the annular ligament.

The internal branch, frequently perforating the fascia lower down than the external, passes behind and then below the median basilic vein, to the inner and back part of the fore-arm, and having communicated a little below the elbow with the accessory internal cutaneous, continues its course, and supplies the integument along the inner and back part of the fore-arm as far as the inner edge of the hand, communicating, in its course, with the innermost filaments of the external branch.

Placed behind and internal to the internal cutaneous nerve, is the cutaneous nerve of Wrisberg (the accessory nerve of the internal cutaneous), considerably smaller than it. It arises from the united chord formed by the seventh cervical and first dorsal. It descends along the inner part of the axilla, and communicates with the cutaneous branch of the second intercostal. Coursing down the arm on a plane behind the ulnar and internal to the basilic vein, it perforates the fascia about the lower third, and, becoming cutaneous, divides into anterior filaments, communicating with the internal cutaneous; and posterior, communicating with the internal cutaneous branch of the musculo-spiral.

The external cutaneous (musculo-cutaneous; perforans casserii), larger than the preceding, but smaller than all the other nerves, and most external, is formed by the fifth and sixth cervical. It is directed obliquely downwards and outwards in front of the tendon of the subscapularis to the inner aspect of the coraco-brachialis, perforates this muscle (occasionally, however, passes behind it without perforating), and then becomes situated obliquely between the biceps and brachialis anticus. At a short distance from the elbow it emerges from beneath the outer border of the biceps, and internal to the supinator longus; and at the bend of the elbow, after passing behind the median cephalic vein, becomes subcutaneous. In this part of its course the external cutaneous nerve gives off a series of muscular branches. Of the two branches to the coraco-brachialis, the upper, having perforated it, terminates in the short head of the biceps.

The branches to the biceps unite separately or by a common trunk, and one of them perforates the biceps, and supplies the elbow-joint, being here situated to the outside of the superficial flexor tendons.

The branches for the brachialis anticus are several, and penetrate the muscle by its superficial surface. The continuation of the external cutaneous nerve in the fore-arm is represented by a series of internal and external cutaneous branches, which pass down along either side of the radial vein. The former near the wrist joins with a branch from the radial nerve, and gives off a filament which perforates the fascia, and accompanies the radial artery to the outer and back part of the wrist, where it supplies small twigs to the front and back of the radial-ular articulation. The latter gives filaments to the outer and back part of the fore-arm, as far as the wrist.

The median nerve.—The largest of the brachial plexus, and situated between the external cutaneous and the ulnar, arises by two roots, the external common to the median, and the external cutaneous: the internal common to the median, the internal cutaneous, and the ulnar. The fifth, sixth, seventh, and eight cervical and first dorsal nerves consequently concur to form it. Between its two roots is placed the axillary artery. It passes along the inner side of the arm in company with the axillary artery to the bend of the elbow, lying at first to the outside of the vessels, and then a little above the middle of the arm, crosses to its inner side, occasionally, however, continuing all along to its outside. It is slightly overlapped by the inner border of the biceps, having the brachialis anticus to its outside: the latter muscle separates it inferiorly from the ulnar nerve. The upper part of the internal cutaneous nerve runs along its inner side. It sinks into the bend of the elbow behind the semilunar fascia, and in front of the brachialis anticus, passes between the two heads of the pronator radii teres, and is then conducted along the forearm between the flexor digitorum sublimis and profundus to the annular ligament, behind which it passes; and at the lower border of this becomes expanded, and divides into a series of terminal digital branches.

The median nerve gives off no branches during its course along the arm, with the exception of an occasional communicating branch to the musculo-cutaneous below the level of the insertion of the coraco-brachialis; and a branch which is usually found coming off from the anterior part of the trunk a little above the elbow. This is directed along the brachialis anticus to the pronator teres, which it supplies, and sends a few filaments backwards to enter the articulation.

The branches given off in the fore-arm are muscular, interosseous, and cutaneous. The muscular branches for the lower part of the pronator teres, flexor carpi radialis, palmaris longus, and flexor sublimis, are generally derived from a primary branch, which arises behind the pronator teres a little below the elbow-joint; the lower part of the flexor sublimis, however, receiving several smaller branches from the main trunk. The branches for the flexor longus pollicis and flexor digitorum sublimis are given off lower down, there being generally one for the former and two for the latter, the outer part of which only is supplied; the inner part of the muscle being supplied by the ulnar nerve.

The anterior interosseous nerve is the most
deeply seated branch of the median, coming off at an acute angle from the trunk, between the origin of the deep-seated muscular branches. It runs vertically downwards in company with, but to the radial side of, the corresponding artery, in front of the interosseous membrane, between the flexor digitorum profundus and flexor longus pollicis, giving on either side small filaments to them. Having reached the upper edge of the pronator quadratus, it passes behind that muscle, and terminates either by sending numerous filaments into its posterior surface, or, after having supplied it, perforates the lower aperture of the interosseous membrane, and reaches the back of the carpus.

The palmar cutaneous branch is given off at the lower fourth of the fore-arm, passes forwards from beneath the tendons of the flexor sublimis, and behind the fascia, which it perforates a little above the wrist, and divides into an external filament, which, having communicated with the radial, terminates in the skin of the vola major, and an internal descending over the anular ligament to be lost in the skin of the upper part of the palm.

The terminal digital branches of the median are derived from two primary branches, into which the flattened and expanded nerve divides, after having passed from beneath the anular ligament. These are external and internal, the former supplying the muscles of the thumb, and sending off three digital branches for the thumb and radial side of the index finger, and rather smaller than the latter, which gives off two digital branches for the opposed sides of the index and middle, and the middle and ring finger. The muscular branch passes in a slightly curved manner outwards and upwards, and terminates in filaments for the supply of the adductor, opponens and flexor brevis pollicis.

The first digital nerve is directed obliquely downwards and outwards in front of the tendon of the flexor longus pollicis, and near the head of the metacarpal bone, crosses it to its outer side, and continues its course to the extremity of the outer side of the anterior aspect of the first phalanx, where it terminates in dorsal and palmar branches. The dorsal branch winds on to the back of the last phalanx, communicates with the radial, and supplies the skin at the root of the nail, the palmar continues in the original course of the nerve to the skin at the extremity of the thumb.

The second digital nerve, not so oblique in its direction as the first, crosses over the adductor pollicis, gives a filament to it, and is conducted along the inner side of the flexor longus pollicis tendon to the ulnar side of the thumb, sending in its course some filaments backwards to communicate with the dorsal branches of the radial, and terminating in a similar manner to the preceding branch.

The third digital nerve is directed in front, and to the outside of the first lumbrical muscle, gives a filament to it, and reaches to about the middle of the outer side of the proximal phalanx of the index finger, where it divides into dorsal and palmar branches. The dorsal branch passes on to the back of the phalanx, communicates with one of the dorsal cutaneous nerves, to form a nerve which ends in the integuments of the back part of the last phalanx; the palmar branch passes in the original direction of the nerve, and terminates on the outer side of the distal phalanx by again dividing into palmar and dorsal branches, having a similar distribution to the two first nerves.

The fourth digital nerve passes in front of the second interosseous space, gives a filament to the second lumbral muscle, and about the middle of this space divides into two branches, which are directed along the opposed sides of the middle and index fingers. The fifth passes downwards and slightly inwards in front of the third metacarpal space, gives a filament to the third lumbralicus, communicates by a delicate filament with the ulnar, and at the middle of this space terminates in two branches for the opposed sides of the middle and ring finger. The termination of the divisions of the fourth and fifth digital nerves, and the branches given off from them, are exactly similar in distribution to the third digital nerve, giving off, like it, on the proximal and distal phalanx, a dorsal branch. Each of the digital nerves, although running along the sides of the fingers, and giving off in their course numerous cutaneous filaments, which are directed towards the axes of the fingers, are not observed to anastomose with each other.

The median nerve in the palm of the hand is situated on a plane anterior to all the flexor tendons, and the trunk before dividing is situated half an inch or more above the level of the superficial palmar arch of arteries which crosses in front of its three internal branches. The accompanying digital arteries are placed somewhat behind, and further from the longitudinal axes of the fingers than the nerves, which, however, in their course send numerous small filaments which wind around them.

The ulnar nerve, somewhat smaller than the median, arises from a trunk common to it, the internal cutaneous and the inner head of the median. The first dorsal and last cervical are consequently principally engaged in forming it. Almost immediately after its origin it is directed slightly inwards and outwards from the median, and behind the internal cutaneous, and at the lower part of the axilla appears deeply seated at the inner aspect of the arm, being directed in front of the triceps extensor muscle. Below the level of the coraco-brachialis it perforates the internal intermuscular septum, and becomes surrounded by several fasciculi, derived from the inner head of the triceps, and passes behind the intermuscular septum to gain the space between the internal condyle and olecranon, being here situated between the two heads of the flexor carpi ulnaris. It now inclines downwards and slightly outwards along
the inner part of the coronoid process of the ulna, and then takes a vertical course down the forearm, covered over by the flexor carpi ulnaris, and between it and the flexor digitorum profundus. It gradually inclines to the surface, and at the lower third of the forearm becomes sub-aponeuritic, and passes from between the flexor carpi ulnaris and inner tendon of the flexor sublimis to the lower part of the anterior surface of the annular ligament, passing along it in a distinct sheath with the artery, in close contact with, and external to, the pisiform and unciniform bones, and divides into its terminal branches. In the upper part of the arm the ulnar nerve is in relation with the axillary artery, which is placed between it and the median, nearer however the latter. In the upper part of the forearm it is about half an inch or more distant from the artery, but gradually inclines, so as to come in close relation with, but internal to it, in the two lower thirds of the forearm, and in the palm of the hand.

The ulnar gives off no branches in the arm; and the first that comes off from it, is when the nerve is placed between the two heads of the flexor carpi ulnaris. There are several small articular filaments which enter the inner part of the joint, and three or four which are distributed to the above muscle. In the upper third of the forearm some filaments are again given off to the flexor carpi ulnaris, and others for the supply of the inner half of the flexor digitorum profundus. About the middle a small branch is given off, which, after sending satellite filaments to accompany the ulnar artery, perforates the fascia, and becomes cutaneous to communicate with the internal cutaneous. The largest branch, however, given off from the ulnar, comes away about two inches above the wrist-joint, and is named, its dorsal branch (dorsalis carpi ulnaris; internal dorsal nerve). This winds downwards and inwards, and having passed between the tendon of the flexor carpi ulnaris and the bone, perforates the fascia at the back of the forearm, and becomes cutaneous a little above the styloid process. It runs then along the inner edge of the carpus; and on the posterior annular ligament terminates in two branches. The inner branch passes along the inner and back part of the metacarpal bone, and phalanges of the little finger, supplying the integument as far as its extremity, and sending in its course some small filaments to the abductor minimi digitii. The outer branch crosses obliquely the tendon of the extensor minimi digitii, and on the fourth interosseous space sub-divides. The inner sub-division at the extremity of the space bifurcates in order to supply the opposed sides of the little and ring finger. The outer sub-division at the lower extremity of the third interosseous space having communicated with the dorsal branch of the radial, similarly bifurcates for the supply of the integument of the opposed sides of the middle and ring finger. The dorsalis carpi ulnaris, independently of the above branches, sends numerous filaments to the inner and back part of the wrist and hand, and communicates above with the external or posterior cutaneous.

The terminal branches of the ulnar nerve are two in number, a superficial external, and deep internal.—The former, after a very short course, divides into two branches, a small internal, and large external. The internal branch passes along the ulnar side of the little finger to its extremity, giving filaments in its course to the muscles of the little finger. The external passes obliquely across the flexor tendons for the ring finger, gives a filament to the fourth lumbricius, and one of communication with the median, and over the fourth interosseous space at a variable distance from its inferior extremity bifurcates: the divisions of the bifurcation being distributed in a similar manner with the median to the opposed surface of the ring and little finger.

The deep branch is directed backwards and outwards between the abductor minimi digitii, and the flexor brevis to the posterior aspect of the adductor minimi digitii, having first given off on the palm a small branch which sends filaments to these three muscles. It passes downwards in a curved manner, the convexity of the curve looking downwards and inwards, and after a short course passes at an acute angle behind the deep palmar arch of arteries. No branches come off from its concavity. From its convexity and back part and outer termination are derived filaments which supply the two inner lumbricales, the palmar and dorsal interosseis, the adductor and flexor brevis pollicis. The deep or perforating interosseous branches can be traced through the two layers of interossei to the skin on the back of the hand, where they communicate with the dorsal cutaneous from the radial and ulnar nerves.

The musculo-spiral nerve (radial) slightly larger than the median, arises from the inner and back part of the plexus, and is formed particularly by the three inferior cervical and first dorsal nerves. The trunk from which it arises also gives origin to the circumflex nerve. It passes at first from before backwards, running behind the ulnar, and in front and below the circumflex nerve, and having crossed the conjoined tendons of the teres major, and latissimus dorsi, inclines downwards, backwards and outwards to the posterior surface of the humerus, between it and the long head of the triceps. It continues gradually inclining more outwards, till it reaches the lower third of the arm where it gains the outer aspect of the bone, and here it passes forwards in company with the superior profunda artery, to the anterior and outer aspect of the arm lying internal to the outer head of the triceps which it perforates. It is now directed between the supinator longus and brachialis anticus, and then between the latter and extensor carpi radialis longior, and, having reached the outer and anterior part of the elbow-joint, divides into an anterior and posterior terminal branch.

The branches given off from the musculo-
spiral in the arm are numerous, and may be arranged into

Internal

| Internal cutaneous. Branch for the internal head of the triceps. |
| Branches for the long head of the triceps. Outer head and anconeus. |

Posterior

| Cutaneous filaments to the arm. External cutaneous. |

The internal cutaneous is the first branch of the musculo-spiral, and continues for some distance deeply seated to the fascia, which it perforates above the middle of the arm, and descends as one or two filaments along the inner and back part of the arm to the elbow, where they communicate with the posterior filaments of the accessory internal cutaneous.

The branch for the internal head of the triceps is the next that is given off. It is a delicate, long nerve, which is directed along the surface of the inner portion of the triceps, running behind the ulnar nerve to within three or four inches of the elbow-joint, when it enters the substance of the muscle.

The branches for the long head of the triceps are numerous, and enter its anterior surface. The superior branch is reflected upwards, and can be traced as far as the axillary origin of the muscle. The inferior or descending branch is the longest, and courses downwards to near the olecranon before entering it.

The branch for the outer head of the triceps and anconeus, given off externally to the branches for the long head, is a long slender nerve. It passes down between the outer and middle head to the outer side of the olecranon, supplying the outer head in its course, and terminating in the anconeus by entering at its anterior surface.

The external cutaneous branch is given off below the middle of the arm, as the musculo-spiral is commencing its anterior and outer course. It passes along the outer and back of the arm, and divides into two or three delicate descending filaments which supply the skin, and terminate on the back of the carpus between the posterior branches of the external cutaneous, radial, and dorsalis carpi ulnaris with which they communicate.

The musculo-spiral nerve, before giving off its terminal branches, sends filaments to the muscles between which it passes, viz. the brachialis anticus, supinator longus, and extensor carpi radialis longior.

The anterior terminal branch (radial nerve) is the apparent continuation of the musculo-spiral nerve, though smaller than the posterior terminal branch. It passes between the supinator longus and brevis, lying on the latter, and over-lapped by the former, and gradually approaches, in its descent of the fore-arm, the radial artery; so that at the middle it is in close contact with, but external to, the vessel. Having arrived at the lower third of the fore-arm, or a little above, it twists round the deep surface of the tendon of the supinator longus, and appears beneath the fascia on the outer part of the fore-arm, and after a short sub-aponeurotic course, perforates the fascia, and divides about a couple of inches above the styloid process into an external large, and internal terminal-branch. The external branch passes along the outer aspect of the styloid process; and at the proximal part of the wrist sends a communicating loop backwards, to be connected with the cutaneous palmar branch of the median. It then descends on the dorsum of the thumb, and supplies its external border. The internal branch crosses obliquely the extensor ossis metacarpi and primi internodi pollicis, and divides into a series of branches which supply the ulnar side of the thumb: both sides of the index finger, and the radial side of the middle. These different branches furnish, in their course along the carpus, several cutaneous filaments, and some small twigs which communicate with the perforating interosseous of the deep branch of the ulnar nerve. The most internal division communicates with the dorsalis carpi ulnaris. The two terminal branches of the radial are subject to much variation: the external being sometimes larger than the internal, and supplying either both sides of the thumb, or both sides of the thumb and the radial side of the index finger. The internal branch occasionally unites with the outer division of the dorsalis carpi ulnaris, and supplies the opposed sides of the middle and ring fingers.

The deep terminal branch (the posterior interosseous or muscular) is larger than the anterior, passes downwards and backwards along the inner aspect of the extensor carpi radialis brevis, gives filaments to it, and reaches the surface of the supinator brevis, supplies it, as it passes obliquely downwards, backwards, and inwards through its substance, to emerge at its lower and posterior portion. It here divides into a posterior and anterior series: the former supplying the extensor carpi ulnaris, the communis digitorum, and minimi digitii, entering at their anterior aspect the latter the deep-seated muscles. One of the latter has a somewhat remarkable course; is longer and larger than the rest; and passes along the posterior surface of the extensor ossis metacarpi and primi internodi; and at the lower part of the fore-arm becomes placed between the interosseous ligament and the extensor secundii internodi, and indicator, supplies these muscles with one or two twigs, and is conducted to the front of the posterior annular ligament to the back of the carpus, where it assumes a gangliform enlargement, from which numerous filaments radiate for the supply of the ligaments and carpal articulations.

The circumflex nerve (axillary) is the most posterior of the terminal branches of the brachial plexus, and is occasionally given off from the musculo-spiral, usually, however, taking its origin from a trunk common to it, and to that nerve, external to which it is situated. After a short course in the axilla, it soon leaves that space by passing downwards and outwards over the upper part of the axillary border of the subscapularis to enter the quadrilateral space above the teres major, below the
teres minor, and between the humerus and long head of the triceps to terminate in the deep surface of the deltoid. It gives off in this course branches to the subscapularis and teres minor; that for the latter entering the lower border of the muscle, and prior to dividing into its deltoid branches. — The cutaneous nerve of the shoulder passes from behind the posterior border of the deltoid, perforates the fascia, and divides into a series of radiating branches, which supply the skin at the upper and back part of the shoulder. The deltoid branches ramify through the substance of the muscle as far as its insertion, and from one of them a filament is given off to the capsular ligament of the shoulder joint.

The anterior branches of the dorsal (intercostal) nerves are twelve in number, the first escaping between the first and second dorsal vertebrae, and the last between the last dorsal and first lumbar. They run more or less parallel to each other without forming plexuses, and are destined to supply the thoracic and abdominal parietes, and the skin about the arm and axilla. They present general and special characters. Each branch runs outwards, from its origin, being separated from the posterior root by the intervention of the anterior costo-transverse ligament, to reach the intercostal space, between the pleura and external layer of the intercostal muscles, and below the intercostal vessels. Having communicated by one or two filaments with the thoracic ganglia of the sympathetic, these nerves are continued between the two layers of the intercostals, to about midway between the spine and the sternum, and here they divide into cutaneous and intercostal branches. The cutaneous branches perforate, in a very oblique manner, the external layer of intercostals; and, after a short course, forwards and outwards, between them and the serratus magnus, either escape between the digitations of the serratus magnus and external oblique, or perforate their fibres, and divide into anterior and posterior branches. This division takes place sometimes when the trunks of the cutaneous nerves are covered by the serratus and oblique. The posterior branches are reflected backwards and upwards, and, after a course of an inch or two between the latissimus dorsi and the skin, terminate in the latter. The anterior branches are directed downwards and forwards, or horizontally, and, after a longer course than the posterior branches, terminate, like them, in the skin.

The intercostal branches, though somewhat smaller than the cutaneous, represent the continuation of the anterior branches of the dorsal nerves. They continue in the original course of the latter, below the lower edge of the ribs on the one hand, and the costal cartilages on the other; and near the border of the sternum above, and the linea alba below, perforate the muscular fibres, and become cutaneous. The trunks of the intercostal nerves and their continuation give off numerous filaments to the supply of the intercostal muscles, and several extremely delicate twigs, which frequently pass over the inner aspect of the ribs, to communicate above and below with each other in the intercostal spaces.

The special characters of the intercostal nerves are as follow: —

The first dorsal nerve, ascending in front, and across the neck, of the first rib, to assist in the formation of the brachial plexus, gives off only a small intercostal nerve. This comes away soon after the nerve has left the intervertebral foramen, and is directed along the inner surface of the first rib, to the first intercostal space, without giving off a middle cutaneous branch, and passes along the lower edge of the cartilage to the sternum, by the side of which it perforates the intercostal muscles, and terminates on the skin, at the upper and fore part of the thorax.

The second dorsal nerve crosses obliquely over the second rib, external to its neck, to gain the lower part of the first intercostal space, and again crosses the second rib, to reach the second intercostal space on a level with the middle of the former. Its cutaneous branch is of large size, and, supplying the arm with cutaneous branches, is named the intercosto-humeral, which perforates the second intercostal space. In traversing the axilla it gives off a branch of communication to the accessory internal cutaneous, and one to communicate with the second intercosto-humeral; the latter united nerve sending filaments to the skin at the upper and anterior part of the arm. Two or three filaments represent the termination of the nerve, cross the lower part of the posterior boundary of the axilla, and terminate in the skin, at the upper and back part of the arm.

The cutaneous branch of the third dorsal (the second intercosto-humeral) is smaller than the second, and passes through the third intercostal space: it divides into an anterior and posterior branch; the former winds upwards, forwards, and inwards, over the lower border of the pectoralis major, to terminate in the mamma and integument; the latter, having communicated with the second intercostal, sends filaments to the axilla, and terminal branches, which are directed to the outer and anterior part of the axilla to supply the skin, at the upper and back part of the arm.

The cutaneous branches of the fourth and fifth dorsal nerves send filaments inwards, to supply the mamma; and filaments backwards, over the superficial surface of the latissimus dorsi, to supply the skin over the anterior and outer part of the scapula. The intercostal nerves of the eighth, ninth, tenth, and eleventh dorsal nerves perforate the intercostal spaces of the false ribs, pass through the costal attachments of the diaphragm, to get between the external and internal oblique, as far as the border of the rectus, where they give off small cutaneous branches. Entering the sheath of the rectus, they proceed along the posterior surface of the muscle, and terminate, by giving off some filaments, which ramify in its inner part; and others, which perforate the anterior
layer of the sheath, at a variable distance from the linea alba, to supply the skin at the anterior part of the abdomen.

The twelfth dorsal nerve is larger than those that have preceded it, and gives a filament of communication to the anterior branch of the first lumbar nerve. It is directed obliquely downwards and outwards, following the course of the last rib, along the lower border of which it runs, passes behind the anterior layer of the transversalis fascia between it and the quadratus lumborum, and, on a level with the apex of the rib, divides into two branches. The cutaneous branch, larger than the abdominal, or continuation of the trunk, perforates, obliquely, the external and internal oblique, gives them some small branches, and then becomes superficial, crosses over the crest of the ilium, and divides into a series of divergent filaments, which lose themselves in the skin of the middle of the gluteal region. The abdominal branch or continuation of the nerve passes between the internal oblique and transversalis, supplies these muscles, communicates with the first branch of the lumbar plexus, and terminates in the rectus and pyramidalis, and the skin over them.

The anterior branches of the lumbar nerves are five in number, intervening between the corresponding branches of the dorsal and sacral nerves. They increase in bulk from above downwards, communicate with each other by anastomosing branches, and with the lumbar ganglia by filaments, which come from the latter, or the main trunks. These filaments of communication with the sympathetic, vary in number from two to five, and are in close relation with the convexities of the bodies of the lumbar vertebrae. Several nerves are also given to the supply of the psoas muscle.

The anterior branch of the first lumbar nerve is small, much resembling the anterior branch of the last dorsal. Having quitted the intervertebral foramen, it immediately divides into three branches; two external and small, viz.: — the great and small musculo-cutaneous; the other internal and vertical in direction, and forming the anastomosing branch with the second.

The anterior branch of the second lumbar nerve, twice as long and broader than the first, gives off the genito-crural and external cutaneous, and communicates by a long anastomosing branch with the third.

The anterior branch of the third lumbar nerve, nearly twice as long as the second, is directed downwards and outwards, and gives off, at an acute angle, a large external branch, concurring to form the anterior crural, and an internal, the obturator nerve: it communicates with the fourth nerve by one branch connected with the main trunk, or by two connected with its two branches.

The anterior branch of the fourth lumbar nerve is somewhat larger than the third. It divides into an external branch connected with the external division of the third, to complete the anterior crural; and internal to assist in the formation of the obturator. Its terminal branch is the anastomosing branch with the fifth, internal to the other two, and vertical in direction.

The anterior branch of the fifth lumbar nerve is the largest of all the series, and terminates in the sacral plexus, and is named the lumbo-sacral nerve.

The lumbar or lumbo-abdominal plexus is rather intricate, and formed by the anastomosis of the anterior branches of the five lumbar nerves. Placed upon the sides of the lumbar vertebrae between the transverse processes, and enveloped by the fasciculi of the psoas muscle, it presents, when the latter are dissected away from it, an irregularly triangular appearance; the apex of the triangle being above, and the base below. In the former situation, the nerves forming it are comparatively delicate, and unite with each nearer the vertebral column than the latter; it communicates above with the twelfth dorsal nerve, through the medium of the "dorso-lumbar," and below, with the sacral plexus, through the medium of the "lumbo-sacral" nerve. The branches given off from it may be divided into abdominal and crural: the former being given off from its upper; the latter, from its inferior or terminal portion.

The abdominal series is represented by the musculo-cutaneous nerves, and the genito-crural. The crural series by the external cutaneous, crural, and obturator. The musculo-cutaneous nerves are two in number: the upper being three or four times larger than the lower.

The upper musculo-cutaneous (large abdominal, ilio-hypogastric, ilio-scirotal) is the highest of the branches of the lumbar plexus, taking its origin from the first lumbar nerve. It makes its appearance from behind the psoas muscle about an inch and a half below the last dorsal nerve, runs obliquely downwards and outwards across the quadratus lumborum in the subperitoneal tissue, and about an inch above the crest of the ilium, perforates the tendon of the transversalis, and is continued between it and the internal oblique to the middle of the crest of the ilium, where it divides into two branches, an external and internal. The external passes obliquely between the internal and external oblique, and at the anterior-third of the crest of the ilium, winding on to the glutaeal region, divides into an anterior and posterior series of filaments; the one supplying the integument over the tensor vaginae femoris, the other that over the anterior part of the glutaeus medius. The internal branch, or the continuation of the nerve, after a course of an inch or two, communicates with the small musculo-cutaneous by a loop which usually passes round the internal circumflex ili vessels. It then divides into an abdominal and scirotal branch. The abdominal runs parallel to the corresponding branch of the last dorsal, generally communicates with it, and passes through the tendons of the internal and external oblique, and is distributed to the skin at the inner part of the groin. The inguinal,
The pubic, or scrotal, branch runs parallel to Poupart's ligament, in company with, but above, the small external cutaneous, reaches the external ring, and divides into internal terminal branches, supplying the skin over the pubis; and external ones supplying the scrotum in the male, and the labia pudendi in the female.

The lower musculo-cutaneous (small musculo-cutaneous—small inguino-cutaneous—small abdominal) is a thin delicate nerve, arising generally from the first lumbar, sometimes from the large musculo-cutaneous, is directed downwards and slightly outwards, along the back part of the psoas, a little in front of the inner border of the quadratus lumborum, crosses the iliacus internus above its upper fourth, and reaches the anterior third of the crest of the ilium. There it is lost by communicating with the large musculo-cutaneous, or, as is generally the case, passes after this communication as a very delicate nerve between the internal obturator and transversalis, supplying the lower part of these muscles, but principally the latter, and parallel to Poupart's ligament, perforates the former muscle at the outer ring, and terminates in a manner similar to the pubic or scrotal branch of the upper musculo-cutaneous, in the scrotum and pubic integument.

The genito-crural nerve (external spermatic—internal inguinal) derived from the second lumbar nerve, and sometimes from the communicating branch between the first and second, passes directly forwards to the anterior part of the psoas muscle, along which it descends vertically to the femoral arch. It lies behind the spermatic vessels, and is crossed by the ureter. Having reached Poupart's ligament, it divides into two branches, an internal or genital, and an external or crural. The genital is directed across the external iliac artery (to which it supplies a few filaments) to the chord, lying below it as far as the internal ring. Prior to entering the inginal canal the transversalis and internal oblique receive a few reflected branches from it. The nerve then accompanies the chord, crosses the epigastric vessels, supplies the cremaster muscle, runs immediately in front of Gubernaculum, and terminates in the scrotal integument in the male, and labia pudendi in the female, supplying also the integument at the upper and inner part of the thigh, and communicating with the inferior pudendal nerve. The crural branch (femoral-cutaneous), having given off several delicate filaments to be distributed to the transversalis and internal oblique, crosses the circumflex iliac vessels, passes underneath Poupart's ligament, a little to the outside of the femoral artery, pierces the fascia immediately below the ligament, and becomes cutaneous, supplying the skin of the thigh at the middle part of its upper third. The division of the genito-crural into its terminal branches is subject to considerable variation, sometimes taking place either immediately after it has emerged from within the psoas, or within the psoas directly after its origin from the plexus.

The crural division is at times also extremely small, the external cutaneous then having a more extensive distribution than ordinary.

The external cutaneous (external inguinal) is a branch from the second or from the second and third lumbar, or is occasionally derived from the outer part of the crural nerve. It passes from beneath the outer border of the psoas below its middle, runs across the iliacus towards the space between the two spinous processes of the ilium, lying behind the transversalis fascia. It then passes beneath Poupart's ligament, and divides into an interior and posterior branch. The posterior passes outwards and backwards over the fascia, covering the tensor vaginae femoris, and supplies the integument at the upper, outer, and back part of the thigh. The extent of distribution of this branch is subject to variation, owing to the circumstance of a corresponding branch being occasionally supplied by the great musculo-cutaneous, or by the genito-crural, when the trunk of the external cutaneous itself comes from the anterior crural. In such instances this branch is small and insignificant, if it exist at all. The anterior branch becoming cutaneous about the upper fifth of the thigh, soon divides into an external and internal, directed downwards, over the fascia covering the anterior and outer part of the rectus muscle. The external division terminates in the integument at the middle third of the outer part of the thigh; the internal at the lower third of the thigh, above and to the outside of the patella.

The crural nerve (femoral) is by far the largest branch of the lumbar plexus, and is placed in the substance of the psoas muscle between the external cutaneous, and the obturator, below the level of the former and above that of the latter, from which it diverges at an acute angle. It is formed by the union of the second with the outer branch of the third lumbar nerve, by part of the fourth, and generally by their communicating branch. It is destined to supply the integuments of the front of the thigh, and all the muscles at its anterior and outer portion.

Having emerged from the psoas muscle it is directed forwards and outwards between that muscle and the iliacus to Poupart's ligament, under which it passes, and entering the thigh becomes flattened and expanded, and divides into a series of divergent terminal branches, the trunk occasionally bifurcating before so doing.

The nerve in its course within the pelvis is situated behind the iliac division of the transversalis fascia, external to the iliac artery, and gives off a few branches to the psosas and iliacus. Outside the sheath of the femoral vein and artery it is separated from the latter by the intervention of the psosas muscle.

The terminal branches may be divided into superficial and deep; the first consisting of the internal, and middle cutaneous, and branches to the femoral vessels and pectineus: the second of branches to the quadriceps extensor cruris, and the cutaneous branch of the inner and
anterior part of the knee and leg, viz. the internal saphenous.

The internal cutaneous nerve (internal musculo-cutaneous) directed along the inner border of the sartorius muscle, perforates the fascia at the lower third of the leg, occasionally perforating the sartorius before so doing. Having given off several cutaneous branches, which form a connexion with the cutaneous branch of the obturator in this situation, it continues its course towards the lower and inner part of the thigh, having previously communicated with a branch perforating the sartorius, and coming from the internal saphenous. From the thigh it passes along the inner edge of the patella, describing a curve, and sending some terminal filaments from its concavity upwards to unite with the middle cutaneous: others, from its convexity downwards, to communicate with the reflected branch of the saphenous itself, and also its accessory branch.

The accessory saphenous nerve (Cruveilhier) takes its origin from the internal cutaneous; from the anterior crural in company with the latter; or from the trunk of the saphenous itself. It soon divides into a superficial internal branch, which passes from within the sheath of the sartorius muscles over the femoral vessels, and adductor longus, and at the junction of about the upper with the middle third of the thigh meets with the internal saphena vein, which it accompanies as far as the knee-joint, in which situation it communicates with the internal saphenous and cutaneous branch of the obturator. The external branch, situated behind the level of the superficial, is directed inwards to the femoral artery, runs along its outer part in close contact with it, and accompanies the vessel in Hunter's canal to its lower extremity. It then quits the artery, is directed in front of the tendon of the adductor magnus, to the upper part of the internal condyle of the femur, where it becomes cutaneous, Anastomosing with the internal cutaneous above, with the reflected branch of the saphenous below, and sending cutaneous branches over the inner and middle part of the patella. This branch has been termed by Cruveilhier the satellite nerve of the femoral artery: and the superficial branch might with equal propriety be denominated the satellite nerve of the saphena vein. The accessory saphenous is subject to considerable variation, both as to size and origin.

The middle cutaneous nerve perforates the fascia three or four inches below Poupart's ligament, crosses the sartorius muscle, and is directed over the inner part of the rectus to terminate in the cuticle over the front of the patella, Anastomosing above with the external cutaneous nerve, and below with the internal cutaneous and accessory saphenous. It frequently divides about the middle of the thigh into two branches, which run parallel with each other. The internal and middle cutaneous nerves not unfrequently perforate the sartorius muscle before becoming cutaneous, the first at the middle, the second at its upper part. They are consequently described also as the inferior perforating cutaneous, and the superior perforating cutaneous.

The nerve to the femoral vessels is very delicate, and arises internal to the internal cutaneous, sometimes however coming off from the humeral extensors. It is directed downwards and inwards to the femoral vessels, and divides into a series of filaments, one or two of which are directed through the cribiform fascia to the saphena vein, along which they pass in a tortuous manner till lost by communicating with the internal branch of the accessory saphenous, about the middle of the thigh. The remainder pass, some behind and some in front of the femoral vessels, and terminate at the lower third of the thigh, by uniting with the external branch of the accessory saphenous.

The branches to the pectineus are directed inwards behind the femoral vessels, and in their course to this muscle generally send a few filaments to the psosas.

The deep-seated muscular branches arise external to the internal saphenous nerve, and behind the superficial already described; and are from within outwards: Branches for the vastus internus and cruræus: branch for the rectus: and branches for the vastus externus, which are the deepest of all.

The branch for the vastus internus (short saphenous), taking its origin in close contact with the internal saphenous, from which it not unfrequently arises, is directed in company with, but external to it, along with the femoral artery. It separates a little below the middle of the thigh from the vessels, and is directed to the external aspect of the vastus internus, to enter it at its lower one third; but before so doing gives off a superficial articilar branch, which passes in front of the outer border of Hunter's canal; in this situation occasionally communicating either with the cutaneous branch of the obturator, or the outer branch of the accessory saphenous; crosses through the superficial muscular fibres of the vastus to its aponeurotic termination, which it perforates. It is then reflected forwards, upwards, and outwards, and terminates in two or three filaments, one of which passes behind the ligamentum patella, entering the anterior part of the knee-joint; the others pass in front of the patella, to supply the periosteum and skin over it.

The nerve for the cruræus, shorter than that for the vastus internus, enters the upper and inner part of the muscle, extends as far as its lower part, and gives off filaments to the deep-seated portion of the muscle (the subcruræus) to the periosteum and upper part of the synovial capsule.

The branch for the rectus enters the upper part of its posterior aspect, and divides into a superior branch which passes transversely outwards, and a long vertical branch which passes along its inner side to the lower portion.

The branch for the vastus externus frequently arising in company with that for the rectus, is directed downwards and outwards between
that muscle and the cruræus, and, in company with the descending branches of the external circumflex artery, enters its inner aspect by two or three divisions, having previously given off a superficial articular branch. This filament, the analogue of the corresponding branch of the vastus internus, creeps beneath the superficial muscular fibres, and near the patella becomes cutaneous, some of the terminal filaments passing behind the outer part of the ligamentum patellæ, others over the patella, where they are lost in the skin and periosteum.

The saphænus nerve (σαφῆς, manifest), the most internal of the deep-seated branches, and arising behind and external to the middle cutaneous, is the largest branch of the crural. It passes downwards and outwards towards the femoral artery, and, about two or three inches below Poupart's ligament, enters the sheath. The nerve first lies outside and then behind the artery; but a little before the vessel enters Hunter's canal it gets anterior to it. During the course of the artery downwards and outwards, to enter the ham, the nerve inclines forwards and inwards, and quits the canal, in company with the anastomotic artery, a little above the level at which the femoral vein and artery pass out. It now follows the course of the sartorius lying behind it, to the inner condyle, and one or two inches above the head of the tibia is placed between that muscle and the gracilis, and gives off, before continuing its course, the cutaneous tibial or reflected branch. This nerve first runs parallel for a short distance with the tendons of the two muscles, then sweeps downwards, forwards, and slightly upwards over the fascia covering them and their tendinous expansions, and across the spine of the tibia to the skin at the upper and outer part of the leg, about two or three inches below the head of the tibia, communicating above with the internal cutaneous.

The continuation of the nerve, or what may be termed the posterior trunk, inclines slightly backwards from between the tendon of the sartorius and gracilis, and on a level with the knee-joint is a little to the inner and back part of the tendon of the latter. Having received its connection with the cutaneous branch of the obturator, it passes in company with the saphænus vein into the region of the leg, inclining slightly forwards to the back part of the inner border of the tibia. Having supplied the integuments at the upper, inner, and anterior part of the leg, it inclines slightly backwards about its middle, sends filaments to communicate with the continuation of the cutaneous branch of the obturator at the posterior part of the leg. It then again inclines forwards, and terminates about three or four inches above the ankle in two branches. The anterior terminal, the smaller of the two, supplies the skin at the lower sixth of the inner and front part of the leg, and over the front of the ankle joint, a few of the branches entering the articulation. The posterior terminal, apparently the continuation of the trunk, supply the integuments over the inner malleolus, upper, inner, and back part of the foot.

The saphænus nerve not unfrequently, in its course in the thigh, in company with the femoral artery, gives off, at a variable height, usually however at the lower fourth of the leg, a small branch corresponding more or less with the distribution of the outer division of the accessory saphænus. The internal saphænus nerve first lies behind the corresponding vein; then in front of it to the middle third of the leg, when it again is placed behind it: an inch or two before it divides into its terminal branches, it is again anterior to it, the latter passing over in front, and the other behind.

The obturator nerve, derived from the third and fourth, and sometimes also from their internal intercommunicating branch, is much smaller than the anterior crural, and rounded. It perforates the inner border of the psæos, along which it is conducted to the pelvis, a little below the level of which it runs between the external and internal iliac vessels. It then passes obliquely behind the external iliac vein, crossing it at a very acute angle, and reaches the obturator foramen in company with, and above, the obturator artery. It passes through this foramen into the thigh, and terminates by dividing into superficial and deep divergent muscular branches, situated behind the pectineus and adductor longus. Soon after its origin a small nerve, the accessory obturator, is occasionally observed to proceed from the outer part of the trunk. It passes in company with the femoral vein, anterior and internal to it, beneath the femoral arch, over the horizontal ramus of the pubis, and external to the pectineus. It is then directed a little inwards, and divides into several branches, some of which enter the joint through the anterior part of the capsular ligament; others supply the posterior surface of the pectineus, and the remainder, as the continuation of the nerve, terminate by communicating either with the upper part of the trunk of the obturator itself, or with the branch of the nerve destined for the adductor longus.

The obturator nerve, in passing through the subpubic canal, gives off two or three branches to the obturator externus muscle: one penetrating its upper edge, the others its anterior surface. Some articulæ filaments are also sent off in this direction, and accompany some of the branches of the inferior division of the obturator artery, beneath the transverse ligament to the hip-joint. The relation of these filaments as to size and numbers, however, is not constant, being in the inverse proportion to the size and number of branches given off from the accessory obturator, which is not unfrequently absent.

From the superficial branch is given off a long filament internally to the gracilis muscle, which runs for about two inches along the outer surface of the muscle before entering it, another to the posterior surface of the pec-
tiaen, which varies in its size according to whether this muscle be supplied by the accessory obturator or not: and a third to the adductor longus, which also enters its posterior surface.

The most important branch, however, is the long cutaneous branch which emerges from behind the lower border of the adductor longus muscle, passes in the fascia behind the internal saphena vein as far as the knee joint, where it perforates the fascia, and becomes cutaneous at the anterior border of the tendon of the gracilis muscle. In this part of its course, a little below the upper third of the thigh, it communicates either with the internal branch of the accessory saphenus, or with a branch occasionally given off from the saphenus itself, and which accompanies the saphena vein to the knee joint. It gives off cutaneous branches to the middle of the thigh, forming, with the above nerve, a more or less intricate plexus. Having perforated the fascia on a level with the knee joint, above or a little below it, it communicates with the trunk of the internal saphenus (being occasionally only in apposition with it), and internal cutaneous nerve. It terminates by being directed downwards and backwards to above the lower part of the popliteal region, and continues to give off cutaneous branches, till it is lost in the integument at the inner and back part of the leg to within two or three inches of the ankle: having previously sent filaments of communication to the continuation of the saphenus nerve.

The deep branch of the obturator runs generally behind the adductor brevis, and divides into two branches, one ramifying through the centre of that muscle: the other, for the supply of the adductor magnus. From the latter is given off a small articular nerve for the knee joint, which is directed downwards and outwards, towards the attachment of the adductor magnus to the linea aspera, perforates this attachment below the middle of the thigh, and is directed with the popliteal artery into the ham, winding around the artery, and giving off an internal delicate branch, which enters the knee joint through the ligament of Winslow.

The Anterior Branches of the Sacral Nerves are six in number, and escape from the anterior sacral foramina, decreasing in size from above downwards, and presenting, consequently, characters reverse to what obtain in the corresponding branches of the lumbar nerves. They communicate with the sacral ganglia of the sympathetic, the filaments of communication being usually two between each nerve and the sympathetic.

The first nerve, smaller than the lumbo-sacral nerve, extends more obliquely downwards and outwards, and having passed from the first sacral foramen, unites with it at an acute angle, and communicates with the second nerve.

The second nerve, somewhat smaller than the first, passes more obliquely downwards and outwards from the second anterior sacral foramen, and, having communicated with the third, enters the sacral plexus, sometimes bifurcating previously.

The third nerve, about one-third the size of the second, comes from the third sacral foramen, and passes more horizontally outwards to the sacral plexus, having communicated with the second by a delicate filament sent in front of a portion of the pyriformis intervening between it and the second nerve.

The fourth nerve, considerably smaller than the third, passes from the fourth sacral foramen, communicates above and below with the third and fifth nerve, and terminates in three sets of filaments. One, usually in the form of a single trunk, is directed a little downwards and outwards, between the levator ani and the coccygeus muscle, gives branches to them, and finally becomes cutaneous. This filament in its course generally furnishes a small twig which perforates the great sacro-sciatic ligament, and terminates in the skin over the border of the coccyx. A second, as a single small trunk, passes to enter the sacral plexus. The third series anastomose freely with the hypogastric plexus, and then form themselves a loose kind of interlacement, from which branches are given off to the rectum sides of the bladder, prostate, and vesicula seminales, and the vagina in the female. The levator ani generally receives one or two filaments, a distinct twig entering the middle, the other supplying the anterior part, after ramifying on the prostate.

The fifth passes from the fifth anterior sacral foramen, communicates above and below with the fourth and sixth, and sends a filament which perforates the coccygeus muscle, supplies it, and terminates on the skin of the side of it.

The sixth (anterior branch of the coccygeal nerve) is extremely delicate, passing between the lower cornu of the sacrum, and the upper border of the coccyx, communicates within the bone with the descending branch of the fifth, and terminates by passing along the border of the coccyx in the substance of the sacro-sciatic ligament to become cutaneous. Some filaments are given off from it which supply the coccygeus; others perforate the ligament, and are lost in the substance of the glutaeus maximus.

The Sacral Plexus (sciatic) is formed by the lumbo-sacral nerve and the four upper anterior branches of the sacral nerves, principally, however, by the convergence of the three upper: the fourth sacral nerve sending merely a small filament of communication. The branches that contribute to its formation enter it at once, at a more or less acute angle, without any complex subdivision, as usually occurs in other plexuses. It has a well marked triangular figure, the apex being indicated by the line of convergence of the different trunks: the base by the trunks as they issue from the sacral foramina. It rests upon the pyriformis muscle, the internal iliac vessels separating it from the pelvic vescera, being however in immediate relation with a layer of pelvic fascia. Before terminating in the great sciatic nerve,
the plexus gives off a series of anterior and posterior branches. Of the former are observed, a nerve for the obturator internus, and the internal pudic: of the latter, the superior gluteal, inferior gluteal, nerves for the pyriformis, gemelli, and quadratus femoris.

The nerve for the obturator internus takes its origin from the upper and outer part of the plexus, being derived from the lumbo-sacral and first sacral. It passes behind the spine of the ischium, and the lesser sacro-sciatic ligament, reenters the pelvis at the lesser sciatic notch, and is distributed by three or four branches within the inner aspect of the muscle.

The internal pudic nerve, arising from the lower part of the plexus, and generally derived from the third and fourth nerves, passes behind the spine of the ischium, internal to the pudic artery, in company with the preceding, and then enters the ischiorectal fossa, where it divides into a superior and inferior branch.

The superior branch (the dorsal nerve of the penis) ascends in company with the internal pudic artery, but above it, between the obturator internus and the levator ani, to pass between the two layers of the triangular ligament: perforating the anterior layer immediately under the pubis arch it gains the dorsum of the penis, in which situation it is placed in the fold of the suspensory ligament, and inclines inwards to the median line. Having given off one or more external branches, which run superficially as long and slender filaments along the upper and outer part of the penis, supply the corpora cavernosa and their integument, and are conducted as far as the prepuce, the nerve continues its forward direction. It passes to the side of the median line, sends numerous filaments to the skin; communicating branches to the nerve of the opposite side; and some to accompany the dorsal vein of the penis; and at the root of the glans penis, penetrates deeply between it and the corpus cavernosum, and terminates by sending numerous filaments throughout its substance.

The inferior branch (Perineal nerve—superficial perineal) perforates the obturator fascia at the inner and anterior part of the tuberosity of the ischium, and divides into two branches, an anterior and superior, having previously given off a posterior branch, named by Cruveilhier the external perineal, which passes through the obturator fascia behind the tuberosity of the ischium. It runs in company with, but external to, the anterior branch, superficial to the crus of the penis, and terminates by supplying the lower and anterior part of the scrotum where it gives off filaments on the inside to unite with some from the anterior branch, on the outside to communicate with the long inferior pudendal branch of the lesser sciatic. The anterior branch passes in the interval between the accelerator urinae and the erector penis, internal to the preceding, and inclines a little forwards and inwards, and ends in a series of long filaments, which communicate laterally with the external perineal, and send branches to the middle of the lower and anterior part of the skin of the scrotum, some of them being conducted along the skin at the lower aspect of the penis as far as the prepuce. The superior branch soon divides into a series of muscular branches, after having passed above the transversalis perinei muscle. Some are sent inwards to the external sphincter, levator ani, and accelerator urinae: others to the erector penis; the termination of the nerve being represented by a small branch, which passes into the substance of the bulbous portion of the urethra.

The pudic nerve not unfrequently gives off the inferior hemorrhoideal (anal), which passes along its inner side, is directed through the obturator fascia to the ischiorectal space which it traverses to the side of the rectum, and at the upper border of the external sphincter divides into a series of filaments, the anterior of which communicate with the superior branch of the perineal, and supply the front of the sphincter and the skin over it. The middle and posterior series supply the sides and back part of the sphincter. Some filaments are given off externally, which pass over the great trochanter, and communicate with the long inferior pudendal nerve. The skin about the anus is also freely supplied.

The inferior haemorrhoidal, when not a branch of the pudic, is given off from the sacral plexus.

The superior gluteal nerve is derived either from the lumbo-sacral nerve only, or from two distinct roots, the one from it and the other from the back part of the first sacral nerve. The former source of origin usually obtains; and in the latter the root from the sacral nerve is not more than half as long as that from the lumbo-sacral. It passes out as a single trunk at the upper and fore part of the border of the sacro-sciatic notch, in front, and above the pyriformis, and divides into a superior and inferior branch.

The superior branch takes the course of the superficial trunk of the corresponding artery, courses along the convex border of the glutaeus minimus, and supplies principally the upper and back part of the glutaeus medius. The inferior branch is directed downwards, forwards, and outwards between the two glutæi, and, after a short course, divides into a superficial branch, supplying the upper and anterior part of the glutæus medius; and a deep branch running across the glutæus minimus, supplying it and the medius, and terminating near the great trochanter, by entering the substance of the tensor vaginae femoris, at the lower, inner, and back part of its sheath.

The inferior gluteal nerve (lesser sciatic) arises from the back part of the sacral plexus by one or more roots. It emerges from the pelvis at the lower and anterior part of the great sacro-sciatic notch, either as a single, or as two, or three, trunks, below the pyriformis, and about a quarter of an inch behind and internal to the great sciatic. It is directed between the tuberosity of the ischium, and the great trochanter, but nearer the former,
over the back and inner part of the gemelli, and divides into muscular and cutaneous branches. The muscular branches are long and numerous, being destined to supply the glutaeus maximus. One series are directed outwards, upwards, and forwards, and, entering its anterior surface, ramify through the substance of the muscle, as far as its upper and anterior part. The other series are directed downwards, backwards, and outwards, over the tuberosity of the ischium, and supply the lower and back part of the muscle.

The inferior glutaeal having emerged from beneath the lower border of the glutaeus maximus, divides into its two terminal branches, perineal cutaneous, and cutaneous branch to the thigh and upper part of the leg. The perineal cutaneous nerve is reflected upon the lower border of the glutaeus maximus, and describes a curve, the concavity of which looks towards the sacrum. It soon divides into an external large branch, supplying the skin in the glutaeal region, and an internal small branch (the long inferior pudendal of Sammering), which passes in a curved manner beneath the tuberosity of the ischium. It is then directed beneath the fascia of the upper and inner part of the thigh, running parallel to the ascending ramus of the ischium, and at or near the junction of the latter with the descending ramus of the pubis, perforates the fascia, and becomes cutaneous, supplying the skin in the perineum; it anastomoses either with the superficial perineal, or the external perineal nerve, and sends terminal branches to supply the inner and outer portions of the scrotum, and the lower part of the skin of the penis.

The cutaneous branch to the back of the thigh and upper part of the leg. — The continuation of the trunk of the inferior glutaeal is situated anterior and external to the above-named branches. It passes obliquely over the inner and back part of the biceps muscles, and, a little above the middle of the thigh, ordinarily divides into two branches. The small external branch passes downwards, forwards, and outwards to the upper part of the lower third of the thigh, in which situation it anastomoses with the external cutaneous nerve of the lumbar plexus. The large internal branch runs down a little to the inside of the median line of the thigh to the skin in the popliteal region, where it divides into external terminal filaments, supplying the skin over the outer and back part of the tibia and fibula, and internal filaments, some of which go to the skin at the inner part of the popliteal region, others very small, accompanying and surrounding the external saphena vein, communicate below the middle of the leg with filaments given off from the external saphenus nerve.

The nerve for the pyriformis passes below the level of the superior glutaeal nerve, from the middle of the back part of the plexus, generally taking its origin from the third sacral nerve. It is distributed to the anterior surface of the muscle.

The nerves for the gemelli and quadratus femoris pass from the plexus along the lower part of the pyriformis, close to the os innominatum, to the anterior surface of the muscles. That for the quadratus femoris gives off a few branches to the capsular ligament, one of which enters the articulation, and usually sends off the nerve which supplies the inferior gemellus. This nerve comes off frequently from the upper part of the great sciatic.

The great sciatic nerve (the sciatic, ischiatic, femoro-popliteal), the largest nerve in the body, is formed by the convergence of a branch of the fourth lumbar, the lumbo-sacral, and the three or four upper sacral nerves; represents the termination of the sacral plexus, and is destined to supply the muscles at the back part of the thigh, and the muscles and integuments of the leg and foot. It escapes from the pelvis, from beneath the lower border of the pyriformis, as a flattened ribbon-shaped nerve, about half an inch broad, soon becomes rounded, and continuing its course from between the great trochanter and tuberosity of the ischium, descends with a slight inclination outwards to the back part of the thigh, a little to the outside of the median line, as far as, or somewhat above, the level of the upper angle of the popliteal space, where it divides into terminal branches, the peroneal and posterior tibial. This division occasionally takes place within the pelvis, in which instances the outer division passes either between the lower fascicles of the pyriformis or above the muscle, the inner beneath the lower edge of the muscle. In some instances it takes place while the nerve is passed between the trochanter and tuberosity; in others, again, the two trunks are distinct as far as this situation, where they again unite, and subsequently divide in the popliteal space. In the upper part of its course the nerve is rather deeply seated, being covered over by the glutaeus maximus, and having behind and internal to it the branches of the inferior glutaeal nerve. At the lower border of the tendon of the glutaeus maximus it is crossed by the long head of the biceps, and in the remainder of its course is covered only by the fascia.

It is in relation in front with the two gemelli and obturator internus, the quadratus femoris and adductor magnus. Behind these muscles it passes successively from above downwards, is in close contact with the superior, and separated from the adductor magnus by a quantity of fat and cellular membrane. The branches given off from the sciatic nerve are muscular and articular. The muscular branches come away above the middle of the thigh, with the occasional exception of that for the short head of the biceps, which arises near the middle.

There are several branches for the long head of the biceps, some of which ascend to be distributed to the muscle at its origin; others descend for some distance, and enter its anterior surface.

The nerve for the semi-tendinosus is a long delicate filament, which usually passes down
to the lower third of the thigh before it enters its surface.

The semi-membranosus generally receives two or more branches; and from the lower is not unfrequently derived a branch for the adductor magnus, which also receives a branch from the main trunk.

The articular nerve is usually given about the middle; but as this nerve, in the majority of instances, is derived from the peroneal, it will be described with that nerve.

The peroneal nerve (external popliteal — external popliteal-scatic) is more superficial, and not much more than a third the size of the posterior tibial. It is directed downwards and outwards along the inner edge of the biceps muscle, behind the outer condyle of the femur, the outer head of the gastrocnemius, and the outer and back part of the head of the tibia, to below the head of the fibula, where it divides into four branches, the anterior tibial, and musculo-cutaneous, the former being larger than the latter.

The peroneal nerve, during this course, gives off superficial cutaneous branches, and occasionally deep articular: the former being represented by the peroneal cutaneous and peroneal saphenus, the latter by the superior and inferior external articular.

The peroneal cutaneous proceeds from the back part of the nerve, generally an inch or two after its commencement. Having passed superficially with the trunk as far as its termination, and having supplied the integuments in its course, it gives branches on the one hand to the integuments immediately on the outside of the external saphenus, and on the other over the upper part of the peroneus longus, the middle terminal filaments extending below the middle of the leg, and communicating with cutaneous branches from the external saphenus.

The peroneal saphenus (communicans fibulæ — communicating saphenus) usually taking its origin above and to the inside of the peroneal cutaneous, is directed downwards and inwards beneath the skin, and communicates with a corresponding branch from the posterior tibial to form the external saphenus. This communication is very variable as to situation, usually taking place below the middle of the leg, where it perforates the fascia, occasionally, however, in the lower part of the popliteal space in front of the fascia. The nerve now and then runs quite distinct from its corresponding branch, which consequently in these instances entirely constitutes the external saphenus. It is either very small, terminating about the middle of the leg, or divides opposite the lower part of the tendon Achillia into branches which pass over the lower part of the peroneus longus to the skin of the external malleolus, where they communicate with small descending branches from the musculo-cutaneous; and into those which supply the skin at the lower and outer part of the heel, communicating in the interval between the heel and malleolus with branches from the external saphenus.

The deep articular branches are external and internal, the one arising above the other. They are thus described by Mr. Ellis:—

"The superior external articular nerve, arising either from the trunk of the sciatic or the external popliteal in the case of a high division of the sciatic, is a long slender nerve, which descends deeply into the popliteal space, under cover of the biceps muscle, nearly as low as to the outer condyle, then passes from the space beneath the tendon of the biceps, reaches the superior articular artery, which it accompanies to the front of the joint, and supplies the synovial membrane of the articulation.

The inferior external articular, more frequently a branch of the external popliteal than of the sciatic, is also a long nerve close to the biceps, and has the same direction as the preceding; but it extends lower down, passing beneath the tendon of the biceps, and below the condyle of the femur, to the artery of the same name, and it divides on the outer side of the articulation into many branches that extend forwards, perforate the capsules, and supply the synovial membrane.

The anterior tibial nerve (interosseous nerve), rather larger than the musculo-cutaneous, passes from beneath the extensor communis digitorum, having previously perforated the deep surface of the peroneus longus, to the interosseous membrane, which it crosses obliquely downwards, forwards, and inwards; and a little below the middle of the leg is placed in front of the corresponding artery. It continues to accompany the vessel beneath the annular ligament, passing first to the inside of it, then to the outside, and again to its inside, while behind the annular ligament it divides into an internal and external terminal branch. The nerve in this course is placed first between the tibialis anticus and extensor communis digitorum; then between the former and the extensor proprius pollicis, and lastly between the extensor pollicis and the extensor communis digitorum. In its course from the leg to the ankle the anterior tibial gives off branches to the different muscles between which it passes; and also one or two delicate satellite filaments to the anterior tibial vessels.

The terminal branches are both rather deeply seated. The internal deep branch, the continuation of the trunk in reference to direction, but not to size, being smaller than the external, passes beneath the dorsal artery of the foot and the tendon of the extensor brevis destined for the great toe, gives filaments to supply the inner part of this muscle, and reaches the first interosseous space, sending a few twigs to the first interosseous muscle. At the anterior part of this space it communicates with the musculo-cutaneous, and terminates by dividing into two branches destined for the opposed sides of the first and second toes.

The external deep branch passes obliquely

* Ellis's Demonstrations of Anatomy, p. 675.
outwards beneath the exterior brevis, supplies this muscle, and gives off from its anterior part several delicate filaments, which running close to the tarsus reach the three outer interosseous spaces, and expand in the substance of the interosseous muscles.

The musculo-cutaneous nerve (the external peroneal), commencing its course below and behind the anterior tibial, and running more superficial and external than it, is directed, first obliquely then vertically downwards in the substance of the peroneus longus; it is then situated behind the fascia, and at a variable distance from the ankle, generally at the lower third, perforates the fascia between the extensor communis, and peroneus tertius. Subcutaneous in the remainder of its extent, it follows the course of the extensor communis, and after running for a greater or less distance parallel to it, divides into an internal and external branch which diverge considerably from each other. This bifurcation is subject to variation, taking place sometimes while the nerve is situated behind the fascia, at others over or very near the annular ligament, and occasionally the two divisions reunite over the annular ligament, and form an irregular oval space between them. While passing deeply between the muscles of the leg this nerve sends two filaments to the peroneus longus, the inferior of which, given off about the upper fourth of the leg, can be traced running in the substance of the muscle, to within two or three inches of the ankle. The upper part of the peroneus brevis also receives a small branch. Shortly after perforating the fascia, the musculo-cutaneous sends off its malleolar branches directed downwards and outwards to the skin over the outer ankle, and anastomosing with cutaneous branches either from the external saphenus, or the termination of the peroneal cutaneous.

The internal terminal branch, passing over the annular ligament giving a few branches to it, and some to communicate with the internal saphenus and anterior tibial, is directed along the inner border of the foot to the inside of the great toe as far as its extremity. The external branch, having passed over the annular ligament, divides into three branches which are directed along the three outer interosseous spaces, and near their anterior extremities, each branch again subdivides into two filaments supplying the opposed sides of the four outer toes, the most external filament anastomosing with the external saphenus. Both terminal branches, in their course from the annular ligament to the toes, send off numerous filaments to the skin on the dorsum of the foot. Such is the usual distribution of the musculo-cutaneous nerve; but frequently the outer branch does not supply the inner side of the little toe, and occasionally gives filaments only to the opposed sides of the second and third toes. In these instances an extension of the external saphenus nerves compensates for the deficiency.

The tibial nerve (tibial-sciatic, internal popliteal) much larger than the peroneal or external popliteal, is in a direct line with the sciatic nerve. It passes through the centre of the popliteal space, rather nearer the semimembranosus than the biceps, then between the two heads of the gastrocnemius to the lower border of the popliteus. It perforates the tendinous arch of the soleus, reaches the front of that muscle, and passes down the leg between it on the one hand and the deep-seated muscles on the other. At the lower third of the leg it runs from beneath the inner border of the soleus, and continues its terminal superficial course, anterior and internal to the tendo Achillis, as far as the lower extremitv of the tibia, and, on a level with the base of the external malleolus, divides into the internal and external plantar. In the upper part of the popliteal span, the tibial nerve is superficial and external to the popliteal vessels in the middle immediately behind, and at the lower part is placed internal to them. This last relation the nerve holds as far as the lower third of the leg, when it crosses the posterior tibial artery again to its outer side. It continues very gradually to separate from the vessel; so that in the interval between the heel and malleolus the nerve is a quarter of an inch nearer the os calcis than the vessel. The branches given off from the tibial are muscular, articular, and cutaneous.

The majority of the muscular branches arise from the posterior part of the trunk, and we observe, first, two branches for the two heads of the gastrocnemius entering their anterior surface. The inner branch arises frequently from a trunk common to it and the tibial saphenus; the outer, from a trunk common to it and a large branch for the soleus, which enters, usually, the posterior surface of that muscle. When the outer branch is small, one or two others are given off lower down, to enter its anterior aspect. The small branch for the planteris is derived, in the majority of instances, from the trunk of the tibial; but sometimes from the inferior internal articular nerve.

The nerve for the popliteus, given off opposite the knee-joint, is directed forwards to the popliteal vessels, descends external to them, and terminates at the lower border of the muscle by entering its substance.

The nerve to the tibialis posterior comes off from the above, descends along the back of the muscle, gives numerous filaments to it, and terminates by entering below the middle.

The nerve for the flexor communis digitorum and the longus pollicis take their origin together somewhat below the preceding; that for the latter muscle being the larger, and descending to within a short distance of the ankle joint, in company with the fibular artery. The articular branches are three in number, and correspond with the internal and anterior articular branches of the popliteal artery.

"The superior internal articular, very small, arises above the articulation, descends on the outer side of the popliteal vessels, passes beneath them, and runs with its artery to the
front of the femur and inner part of the articular; this is the least constant of the branches. The *internal articular*, the largest of the nerves to the joint, arises rather above the articulation, descends to it, lying external to the vessels, is then directed towards, beneath the popliteal vessels, and meets with the artery of the same name; it now lies on the popliteus, covered by the fascia, passes beneath the internal lateral ligament, winds round the head of the tibia, perforates the capsule, and supplies the synovial membrane. This branch gives, occasionally, some filaments to the posterior part of the articulation. The last articular branch is the *posterior or asygos*, which is given off opposite the joint, or from the inferior internal nerve: it perforates the posterior ligament, and is distributed to the articulation.** We have observed this inferior articular nerve give off, occasionally, muscular filaments to the plantar, and upper part of the popliteus.

The cutaneous branch is named the *tibial saphenus* (external saphenus—communicating saphenus—communicans tibiae), and takes its origin from the back part of the trunk external to the muscular branches. It inclines a little to the outside of the middle of the popliteal space, under the fascia, but superficial to the gastrocnemius, along the posterior surface of which it passes till it perforates the fascia at a variable distance from the ankle, and receives the corresponding branch from the peroneal saphenus. It is then directed, under the name of the *external saphenus*, along the outer part of the tendon Achillis to the outer and back part of the external ankle, where it divides into its terminal branches. In the first part of its course it lies to the inside of the external saphena vein. Near the lower angle of the popliteal span it passes in front of the vein to get to its outside, continues external to it as far as about an inch above the outer ankle, and again passes in front of it to its inside. The tibial saphenus gives off no branch till it becomes external saphenus, and internal and external cutaneous branches arise from it. The internal supply the outer and back part of the heel, and communicates with filaments from the external plantar; the inferior passes along the outer border of the tendon Achillis to the skin at the outer and lower part of the heel. The outer cutaneous run downwards and forwards over the tendon of the peroneus longus, as far as the malleolus externus, communicating above with descending filaments of the peroneal cutaneous; and below with the malleolar filaments of the musculo-cutaneous. Independent of these, cutaneous filaments and a few delicate nerves are given off, which accompany the saphena vein.

*Ellis's Demonstrations of Anatomy, p. 676.*

---

The terminal branches are composed of a series of cutaneous branches to the back part of the ankle, heel, and back part of the outer edge of the foot, and a long nerve, the continuation of the trunk directed along the outer edge of the foot to supply the outer margin of the little toe, communicating previously with the musculo-cutaneous.

The termination of the tibial saphenus nerve is subject to considerable variation, both as to size and distribution. It occasionally forms no connection with the peroneal saphenus, and then is very large. When united with the peroneal saphenus, so as to form the external saphenus, its terminal branch not unfrequently divides into two; the one division for the opposed edges of the fourth and fifth toe; the other for the outer edge of the latter. We have observed the saphenus nerve supplying also the opposed edges of the third and fourth toes, whilst the musculo-cutaneous in this instance supplied merely the inner edge of the great toe and the opposed margins of the second and third toes.

The tibial nerve, before dividing into the internal and external plantar, gives off, a little above the ankle, an *internal calcaneal branch*, which in a high division of the nerve comes away from the external plantar. Having supplied the skin at the inner aspect of the heel, it winds beneath the inferior surface of the os calcis, and communicates with the calcaneous branch of the external saphenus.

The *internal plantar nerve*, larger than the external and analogous to the median nerve in the hand, passes behind the internal malleolus superficial to and distinct from the tendons of the tibialis posticus, and in front of the posterior tibial vessels. It then runs above the abductor pollicis, and is directed in the intermuscular septum, between it and the flexor brevis digitorum. Having perforated this, it appears between the two muscles, and divides into internal and external branches.

The *internal branch* is smaller than the external, passes from without inwards over the tendon of the long flexor of the toe to the inner side of the metatarsal bone, gives filaments to the abductor pollicis, flexor brevis, and the skin, and terminates at the inner side of the toe, supplying in its course filaments to the articulations, and when it reaches the last phalanx, a small cutaneous branch to the dorsum.

The *external branch* divides after a course of about an inch or two. The internal division, as it is directed along the first interosseous space, gives off in its course filaments to the first interosseous and lumbricalis, and at the anterior part of this space divides into two twigs for the opposed sides of the great and second toe. The external division, after a very short course, divides into two branches: the *internal* crosses obliquely the second interosseous space, gives filaments to the second lumbricalis, and bifurcates at its anterior extremity for the supply of the opposed sides of the second and third toes: the *external* crosses obliquely to the third interosseous space, and like the preceding divides at its anterior extremity into two twigs for the
opposed sides of the third and fourth toes, having previously communicated with the external plantar.

These different divisions of the internal plantar nerve give off, in their course, filaments to those portions of the cuticle with which they are in relation; and also small twigs for the metatarsal-phalangeal and phalangeal articulations, and muscular branches to the flexor digitorum brevis, over the tendons of which the different divisions of the external portion of the nerve are obliquely and superficially directed.

The external plantar nerve, smaller than the internal, is directed forwards and outwards between the muscles accessorius and flexor digitorum brevis, giving filaments to either, and, having reached the inner border of the abductor minimi digitii, which muscle it supplies, divides into a deep and superficial branch.

The deep branch passes from between the first and second layer of muscles to place itself between the latter and the third, passing in company with the external plantar artery. It describes a curve, the concavity of which looks towards the heel and inner malleolus. Filaments are sent off for the two outer lumbricales, for the transversalis pedis, the adductor pollicis, the interossei, and the tarsal and metatarsal articulations.

The superficial branch passes obliquely forwards and outwards between the flexor brevis digitorum and abductor minimi digitii, to both of which it gives filaments, and soon divides into an external and internal branch.

The external branch reaches the outer border of the foot, and terminates at the extremity of the outer aspect of the little toe; giving filaments to the flexor brevis minimi digitii and the articulations. The internal, larger, communicates with the most external division of the internal plantar, and bifurcates at the extremity of the fourth interosseous space, for the supply of the contiguous sides of the fourth and fifth toes. The divisions of the superficial branch of the external plantar nerve, like those of the internal, supply the portions of the integument with which they are in relation, as also the articulations over which they pass.

The internal and external plantar nerves are, in reference to size, directly the reverse of the corresponding arteries: the former giving off seven filaments for the supply of the three inner toes, and half of the fourth; and being analogous in its distribution to the median in the hand: the latter giving off only three filaments for the fifth and half of the fourth toe, and corresponding with the distribution of the termination of the ulnar nerve.

(Nathaniel Ward.)

Spleen. (Lien seu Spleen, Lat.; ëπχψ, Gr.; die Milz, Germ.; la Rate, Fr.) Normal anatomy. The spleen is a single so-called "vascular gland," which is attached to the cardiac extremity of the stomach, and appears to possess some intimate connection with the renovation of the blood.

Situation and form. — The spleen has a roundish elongated form, or almost the shape of half an egg, and lies in the left hypochondriac region. We recognise on it two surfaces, two borders, and two extremities. The outer surface (superficies externa seu convexa) is completely free and smooth, and often exhibits a more or less deep, long, and oblique incision; it looks outwards, upwards, and backwards; and is in contact with the left costal portion of the diaphragm, corresponding to the tenth and eleventh ribs. The inner surface (superficies interna seu concava) is directed inwards and forwards; for the most part slightly concave, and presents, in a prolonged elevation which occupies its middle, a vertical furrow, the fissure for the vessels, or hilus lienalis, which contains many holes and depressions, through which pass the nerves and vessels to and from the spleen. This fissure separates the concave surface into an anterior and larger, and a posterior and smaller portion; and it is connected by the broad, but short gastro-splenic omentum (ligamentum gastro-lienale), with the fimbria of the stomach, to which the remainder of the concave surface is opposed. The upper extremity or head of the spleen (caput lienis), is the thicker and more obtuse of the two; it occupies the elevated hinder part of the eighth rib, and is connected by a suspensory ligament (ligamentum phrenico-lienale seu suspensorium) with the diaphragm. The lower extremity or cauda lienis, is thinner and more pointed, and is directed downwards and forwards. The anterior border (margo anterior) is the thinner and sharper, and is free. The posterior border (margo obtusus) is thick and rounded, and is in contact with the lumbar portion of the diaphragm, and the anterior surface of the left suprarenal capsule. The spleen is thus least movable, where it is limited by the diaphragm; but much more so at the site of its attachment to the stomach. But its situation changes with the variable positions of the diaphragm and stomach: thus, on the one hand, it descends and rises in the states of in- and expiration respectively; and, on the other hand, becomes more superficial or deeper, according as the stomach is empty or full.

Varieties of the spleen. — It is not uncommon to find the anterior border of the spleen, presenting one or more separate deep fissures. Also supplementary spleens (fenuculi, seu lienes succenturati) are now and then observed: according to Rosenmueller and Giesker, more frequently in the Southern than in the Northern Germans. These are situated in the gastrosplenic ligament, and rarely in the great omentum (Morgagni, Huschke); they are red, of the ordinary splenic structure, and of a size which varies from a linseed to a walnut. They are generally one or two in number, less frequently four or seven, and in a misdeveloped factus have even amounted to twenty-three.

The size and weight of the spleen experience great variation, not only in different individuals, but even in one and the same person: 3 to 2
of this more will be said hereafter. On an average, its length is from 4 to 5½ inches; its thickness from 1 to 1½ inches; and its breadth, from the anterior to the posterior border, 3 to 4 inches. According to Krause, its cubic contents range between 9½ and 15 inches, with an average of 12. Its absolute weight varies from 6 to 15 oz., according to Soemmering; from 7½ to 10½, according to Krause; and it has a medium of about 8 oz. According to J. Reid, between the twentieth and sixteenth years, it ranges from 6 to 10 oz. in the male, and from 3 oz. 13½ dr. to 9 oz. 10 dr. in the female. Krause also states, that its specific gravity varies from 1.0579 to 1.0625, with an average of 1.0606.

The consistence of the spleen is not very great; its parenchyma is soft and doughy, readily yielding to the pressure of the finger. It is not unfrequently torn by mechanical injury during life; indeed, more easily than any other glandular organ, especially if it be over-distended with blood at the time; but, under the opposite circumstances, it is much less disposed to give way. The colour of the spleen is bluish red, during life greyish violet, and the parenchyma is of a dark dusky red.

Structure.—In the spleen we first distinguish the coverings or involucra, and the parenchyma or proper spleen-substance. The first consists of the serous and the fibrous membrane. The latter is composed of a framework of reticulated fibres firmly connected together, constituting the so-called trabecular tissue (trabeculae lienis); and, beside this, of the red spleen-substance, the splenic corcuscles, and vessels and nerves, together with sheaths which arise from the fibrous coat.

1. The serous membrane (tunica serosa) is a part of the peritoneum. It accurately covers the outer surface of the spleen as a smooth membrane, with the exception of its hilus only, where it takes the form of two folds which convey the vessels of the organ, constituting the gastro-splenic ligament, and passing off to the stomach, where they become continuous with its serous covering. When the ligament uniting the spleen to the diaphragm exists, the membrane is similarly continuous with the peritoneum covering this muscle. The serous membrane is a thin, moderately strong, whitish membrane, which is intimately connected with the fibrous coat; although in particular places, and especially after previous maceration, the two may be separated from each other. In respect of its microscopical structure, it scarcely differs at all from other parts of the visceral layer of the peritoneum; thus it consists of an outer and single layer of polygonal pavement epithelium, and of an inner layer of white fibrous tissue, in which meshes of fine fibre of yellow tissue are present in very considerable quantity.

In mammalia, e. g. in the sheep, ox, &c., as was remarked by Malpighi, the serous membrane is easily separated entire. But in man this is not the case, and hence Haller and others have supposed that only one membrane is present. But microscopical research proves the opinion to be erroneous; and pathological anatomy confirms this statement, by showing that the outer part of the coat of the spleen shares in the diseases of the peritoneum. In animals numerous vessels are seen in the serous membrane, and a very dense network of stronger and thicker fibres of yellow tissue is present.

2. The fibrous coat (tunica fibrosa, alboginea, sive propria) is in man a moderately delicate semi-transparent, but firm, membrane, which encloses the parenchyma of the spleen on every side, so as to include it in a kind of sac. Its outer surface is even, and in man is intimately united with the serous covering, with the single exception of the hilus, where the two membranes diverge, and are separated from each other by vessels, nerves, and a loose arcular tissue. The inner surface bounds the parenchyma of the organ, and, with the exception of very numerous solid processes which come off from it, is limited by the trabecular tissue. At the hilus of the spleen it sinks into the interior of the organ in the shape of tubes (vaginae vasorum), which en-sheath the entering and emerging vessels, and are continued on these throughout the whole parenchyma. The fibrous coat, in the human subject, is composed of white fibrous tissue, mixed with elastic or yellow fibres. The former of these, as in other fibrous membranes, consists of bands, which take a parallel course, but do not form distinct bundles; and the latter are united in a very dense and irregular network. Duvernoy and Stukely have described muscular fibres in this tunic; but, according to my researches, they certainly are not present in the human subject, although I have found them existing in some of the mammalia, and most visibly in the dog and pig. They are un-striped muscles, the elements of which, the elongated cells or "fibre cells" (fig. 522.) which I have described *, are deposited in considerable quantity amongst the elastic network and white fibrous tissue previously mentioned.

In addition to these two animals I have also found the muscular structure in the cat, the ass, and the Dicoyles.

---


---

* In this and the following measurements the German inch and line have been retained.

† London and Edinburgh Monthly Journal, April, 1848.
torquatus, while it was absent in the rabbit, horse, ox, hedgehog, guineapig, and bat. The elastic fibres of this tunic are for the most part much stronger than in man.

Their peculiar vessels and nerves I have never witnessed.

3. The trabecular tissue, (trabeculae lenis, bulks, or joists of the spleen), consists of white, shining, flat or cylindrical fibres, which arise in great numbers from the inner surface of the fibrous coat; and, in smaller quantity, from the exterior surface of the sheaths of the vessels. These are so connected with similar fibres in the interior of the spleen as to constitute a network which extends throughout the whole organ. Between the fibres of this net exist a great number of spaces which are connected with each other, and are occupied by the red spleen-substance and splenic corpuscles; and which, although very irregular in respect of their form and, as regards their size, of the most variable dimensions, have yet a considerable resemblance to each other.

The older anatomists regarded these spaces as regular and uniform cavities provided with a special membrane. But this last structure nowhere exists, as may be verified in a spleen in which, after short maceration, the pulp has been removed from these spaces by washing. Such a preparation will also afford the best means of studying the mode of connection of the fibres, and in this manner it may be seen that, although they are of very different diameters, yet the finer fibres are not everywhere given off from the thicker ones. This is especially shown by the fact, that fibres of the most different diameters are intimately connected together at all points. Where four, five, or more of these joists meet, there generally occurs a knot of a flattened cylindrical form, which is not unlike that of a nerve-ganglion. Such knots are more frequently found towards the outer surface of the organ, since the cross-beams are more numerous here than in the interior. In this latter part, namely in the neighbourhood of the great vessels, the numerous ramifications of these tubes themselves serve as points of support to the pulp, and consequently render the joists less necessary.

The structure of the trabecular tissue of the human spleen completely corresponds with that of the fibrous tunic, since it consists of white fibrous tissue and the yellow fibres. The former of these two structures exhibits parallel fibrillae, which run without exception in the direction of the long axis of the partition or joist, and rarely unite into individual bundles. The latter consists of somewhat finer and stronger yellow fibres, which anastomose with each other; their maximum diameter is 1,100th of a line: the greater number of them lie between the bundles of white fibrous tissue, and are easily recognised by their irregular course and manifold curves.

Many anatomists, with Malpighi, had spoken of muscular fibres in the partitions of the spleen, although none had succeeded in demonstrating them, either with the scalpel or microscope, or chemically. But in 1846 I discovered them with the aid of the microscope, in the spleen of the pig.* Here they exist both in the finest and largest of the partitions, but they are not isolated, being connected with the finer reticulations of the yellow fibres (fig. 523.). In the larger partitions which are visible to the naked eye, the muscular and elastic fibres are present in pretty nearly equal quantities, consequently these parts are to be regarded as alike elastic and contractile. But in the smallest and microscopic cross-beams the muscular fibres predominate, and often they appear to be even unmixed with elastic fibres. In these parts the quantity of white fibrous tissue is still smaller than that of the yellow; indeed, in this animal it is but very sparingly present in the larger partitions. The direction of the fibres above-named is always longitudinal or parallel to the long axis of the joist, never transverse. In similar extent and quantity, and with a like connection to the elastic tissue, I have found muscular fibre in the dog, the ass, the cat, the Dicotyles torquatus, the sheep, rabbit, horse, hedgehog, guineapig, and bat. In the ox, on the contrary, it exists only in the finer and microscopic partitions, where it is present in very considerable quantity and in remarkable distinctness. The remainder of the trabecular tissue consists only of yellow fibre in uljon

* Mittheilungen der naturforschenden Gesell schaft in Zurich, 1847, S.120.

Fig. 523.

A trabecula from the Spleen of the Pig, magnified 350 diameters, and treated with acetic acid.

a. muscular fibre-cells with a projecting extremity, or not isolated; b. nuclei of the same; c. elastic fibres.
Spleen.

with some white fibrous tissue. As to the lower vertebrae, I have examined a great number of them with respect to this muscular structure, and have found that the smallness of the spleen in many of them offers a great obstacle to observation; yet I believe I have verified that the spleens of the pigeon, sparrow, blindworm, tench (Tinca chrysa), and trout, contain muscular fibres. So, also, my friend Professor Ecker, of Basle, has orally communicated to me that he has found very distinct muscular fibre in the spleens of the ray and shark.

All these muscles are, like those of the fibrous coat, unstriped; their elements consist of elongated shortish fibres, each possessing a long nucleus. (Fig. 523, a, Fig. 524.) In the thicker partitions there are what I call "muscular fibre-cells," either stiff, pale, flat, from 4 to 6,100ths of a line broad, and 2 to 3,100ths long, or more cylindrical, darker, spindle-shaped, and undulating, varying from 2 to 5,100ths of a line in length, and 3 to 4,100ths in breadth. In both cases they have long, neat, small, staff-shaped, nuclei. In the finer partitions, on the contrary, appear many shorter and more spindle-shaped fibre-cells; their nuclei are elliptical or even spherical, and they often project laterally from the fibres, so as sometimes to render these muscular elements scarcely distinguishable from the spindle-shaped epithelial cells of the splenic arteries.

Muscular fibre-cells from the trabecula of the Pig, magnified 350 diameters.

1, without acetic acid; 2, with acetic acid; a, nucleus.

The muscular elements just described are seen in the best and plainest manner in the pig and dog; but they are also readily verified in the horse, ox, ass, sheep, and cat, in all of which they may frequently be isolated. In the other mammals previously named, and in the rest of the vertebrata, they are less easily recognised, and are scarcely susceptible of isolation; but they can always be partially uncovered, and in any case may be demonstrated by the application of acetic acid, which displays their characteristic nuclei.

Peculiar structures from the human spleen, magnified 350 diameters.

1, spindle-shaped fibres with a nucleus; 2, a cell, which contains such a fibre; 3, a similar cell, without a fibre.

As regards the human subject, I find that in the partitions which are visible by the naked eye, no trace of unstriped muscular fibre is present; and they probably consist entirely of yellow and white fibrous tissue. In the finer partitions, on the contrary, elements occur to which one may perchance ascribe a muscular character. They are the same short fibres of a peculiar kind (fig. 525. 1.), which Giunsburg* has

* Pathologische Gewebelehre, Band. i. S. 81.
4. The splenic corpuscles or Malpighian corpuscles of the spleen (vesiculae secul glandulae lien, s. corpuscula Malpighii) are whitish spherical corpuscles, which are imbedded in the red spleen substance of certain animals, and are connected with the smallest arteries. In the dead bodies of men, in the state in which they are generally subjected to examination in hospitals, these corpuscles are very seldom seen. On this account, some of the earlier observers, as Rudolfi, Heusinger, Andral, and others, and more recently Ginge * and Oesterlen †, have regarded them as not constant structures, or even as products of disease; or have considered them as J. Muller formerly did ‡, to be altogether distinct from the splenic corpuscles of the Ruminantia. But this view is erroneous, and since Giesker§, Krause ¶, and Bischoff †¶, who described the splenic corpuscles of the human subject, and showed their correspondence with those of the mammalia; and since the revocation by Muller of his earlier opinion **, all observers are tolerably agreed, that although the corpuscles in question are often deficient in the human subject, yet they are not the less to be regarded as normal structures, which are invariably present in the healthy subject.

The frequent deficiency of the splenic corpuscles is explained by many circumstances. Most of the observations of them concern human individuals, in whom a long abstinence from food has preceded death. In such cases, as Henle has well remarked ††, the apparent absence of the corpuscles is easily explicable, since their size is notably regulated by the quantity of ingesta. So, also, great number of the human spleens which come under our notice are diseased; either softened, distended with blood, and soaked through with extravasations, or enlarged, hardened, atrophied, or already half decomposed and putrefied. Finally, the human spleen corpuscles are very delicate, and easily destroyed. As to the frequency of their occurrence in diseased subjects, we are supplied with accurate data by v. Hessling, who has given the results of 960 dissections. Of the whole number just mentioned, Malpighian corpuscles were only present in 116, or in about every eighth individual. He also adds the following numerical statement respecting the different ages of life. In the first and second year of life the corpuscles were present in every second subject; from the second to the tenth year, in every third subject; from the tenth to the fortieth year, in every sixteen; from the fortieth year to old age, in every thirty-second. These numbers are in general correct, and are readily explicable when we recollect that diseases of the spleen are more numerous as age advances. But the results of my own observations coincide with those of Oesterlen, in representing the number of cases in which corpuscles are detected as greater than that above mentioned. This difference may be ascribed to the difficulties which often prevent the recognition of the dwindled splenic corpuscles; thus in many cases where the first view has afforded no signs of their presence, the application of soda, or the washing of the pulp, has brought them into view.

On the other hand, it is absolutely certain that, in many spleens, they disappear without leaving any traces, and cannot be made visible by any method of treatment. In the bodies of healthy individuals which are examined while fresh, they may always be detected; at least, there are very numerous observations extant in which they have been found after accidental deaths, executions, suicides, &c.; and to these cases I myself am enabled to add two. So, also, I have found them in a great majority of the bodies of children which I have examined; and here they are both very distinct and numerous, so as not to offer any visible difference, in these respects, from those of the Ruminantia.

The size of the Malpighian corpuscles experiences many variations both in men and animals, even apart from the effects of disease: they measure from one-tenth to one-third of a line; on an average, about one-sixth. Their size has hitherto been somewhat too highly estimated; and chiefly on this account, that sufficient preliminary care has not been taken to isolate them from the surrounding parts: when this is done it will be found, that they are not so large as appears from viewing them on a section of the spleen; and that, in many cases, they measure less than the given bulk. The fluctuations in their size depend not merely upon the differences of individuals, but obtain in one and the same animal: in this latter case, they appear mainly to be regulated by the condition of the chylopoietic viscera; although accurate data, as to these points in the human subject, are altogether deficient.

It is also possible, as Oesterlen has supposed, that these corpuscles experience a certain course of development; and that, in many cases, the very small corpuscles are very young and undeveloped ones: but, hitherto, I have not been able to observe facts importing the certain existence of a continual development of the Malpighian corpuscles in the adult animal; nevertheless, I cannot avoid mentioning that, like Oesterlen, I have seen in the spleens of animals little heaps (from 2 to 4-100ths line in size) of cells, which have no distinct cell walls, and which, possibly, have some relation to the formation of the splenic corpuscles. It seems quite certain that the spleen corpuscles are not developed from separate cells of the spleen pulp; although this view has lately been brought forward in a singular manner by Heinrich.*

* Die Krankheiten der Milz, 1847, S. 15.
† Beitrage zur Physiologie des gesunden und kranken Organismus, Jena, 1843, S. 48.
‡ Muller's Archiv, 1844, S. 80.
§ Splenologie, S. 150.
¶ Anatomie, Band. i. S. 520.
¶¶ Muller's Archiv, 1838, S. 500.
** Physiologie, Anfi. 4, Band. i. S. 466.
†† Algemeine Anatomie, S. 1000.

* Häser's Archiv, für die gesammte Medicin, 1841, SS. 83. 88.
† Beitrage zur Physiologie des gesunden und kranken Organismus, Jena, 1843, S. 48.
‡ Muller's Archiv, 1844, S. 80.
§ Splenologie, S. 150.
¶ Anatomie, Band. i. S. 520.
¶¶ Muller's Archiv, 1838, S. 500.
** Physiologie, Anfi. 4, Band. i. S. 466.
†† Algemeine Anatomie, S. 1000.

SPLENE.
The Malpighian corpuscles are imbedded in the red spleen substance, and, with the exception of one point, where they are attached to arterial twigs, they are everywhere surrounded by this substance. They are connected to the small arteries and their twigs by short peduncles, like the berries of a bunch of grapes; and, in such wise, that a small arterial trunk of from 2 to 4-100ths line, with its ramifications, supports 5 to 10 corpuscles. (Fig. 526.) The peduncles of the corpuscles are almost always small arteries, which pass to be distributed to them; but in less frequent instances, they are constituted by short processes of the arterial sheaths, which are continuous with the membranous wall of the corpuscle. In this manner the majority of the corpuscles are essentially devoid of a peduncle, and sit immediately on the arteries at their points of bifurcation, or at their sides. (Figs. 527, 258.) This relation, which also obtains in animals, formerly appeared to J. Müller as indicating the fact that the splenic corpuscles were hollow excrescences of the vessel-walls, or were imbedded in these latter. But if by this be understood, what Müller's plates and description imply, that the sheaths of the vessels, in their whole thickness, with all their elements, are continued to form the corpuscles, then it is certainly incorrect: for in some animals I have seen that, from the rich network of elastic fibres and muscular structure of these sheaths, little or nothing passes to the corpuscles: and I have generally found the membrane of the corpuscle very delicate. It is, however, quite conformable to truth, to state that this membrane has a direct continuity with the arterial sheaths. (Fig. 527, 528.)

The corpuscles do not possess any connection with the trabecular network, still less that which Gerlach has lately attributed to them: viz. that they serve as points of support to the elastic fibres of the partitions; a belief which is altogether baseless.

It is difficult to say anything definite respecting the number of the splenic corpuscles. Hessling believes that, in some cases, they constitute from one-fifth to one-sixth of the whole splenic mass; and this seems to me no overstatement, if we substitute the expression "spleen-pulp" for "spleen-mass." At least, I have found, that their quantity is very considerable; and that in some instances, when they are rather turgescent, the whole pulp appears as if sprinkled with white. They stand so thickly together, that in many places they touch each other's sides; and in others are only separated from each other by narrow interstices, which in the least favourable circumstances are about one to two lines in size. I believe that the estimate, that one and a half to two lines of spleen-pulp con-

Fig. 526.

A small arterial trunk with Malpighian corpuscles, on a somewhat larger artery. From the spleen of the Pig. Magnified 10 diameters.

a, the artery; b, the sheath of the same; c, Malpighian corpuscles; d, pencils or tufts of arteries.

Fig. 527.

A Malpighian corpuscle from the spleen of the Ox in connection with a small artery, magnified 150 diameters.

a, wall of the Malpighian corpuscle; b, contents of the same; c, coat of the artery; d, sheath of the same.
tains one Malpighian corpuscle, is rather too little than too large.

As regards the lower animals, it would follow from my researches, that the Malpighian corpuscles occur in Mammalia in precisely the same way as in Man; at least, in more than twenty genera which I have examined, I have never found them to be absent. It has long been known that they are very distinct in pigs, sheep, oxen, goats, and so also in guinea pigs, hedgehogs, and bats, &c., in whom they are rather larger and more resisting than in Man; and although in the dog, cat, and rabbit, they are somewhat smaller and more covered by the pulp, yet they are nevertheless very distinct. As to Birds, Bardeleben seems to have recognised the Malpighian corpuscles in swallows, pigeons, and geese; while I have been able to verify their existence in sparrows, although they are not particularly distinct. So also Ecker briefly states, that he has seen them in birds; and Oesterlen mentions their occurrence in the fowl, pigeon, and in many of the Reptilia. Amongst the Reptilia, J. Müller has detected them in the Chelonias; while I have seen them very distinctly in the anguis fragilis, in whom the corpuscles were surrounded by a beautiful network of capillaries. Amongst the naked Amphibia, Oesterlen states himself to have seen them here and there in toads and frogs; but in direct opposition to this, I have found no trace of them. Just as little have I been able to detect them in Fishes, although I have examined many of the fresh-water genera with this especial purpose. And thus the conjecture of Müller*, that they exist in all the vertebrata, although in none so distinct or so easy of observation as in the vegetable-eating mammals — must be considered as incorrect: a circumstance which is not without considerable interest in the determination of their import.

On inquiry into the more minute structure of the Malpighian corpuscles, it is exceedingly necessary to regard, not only their appearances in Man, but also in the lower animals. Each Malpighian corpuscle possesses a membrane and contents, and therefore is not a solid corpuscle, but rather a vesicle. The membrane which Malpighi beheld, was minutely described for the first time by Müller and Giesker. According to the first of these observers it is, as previously mentioned, a process of the common sheath of the vessels, which either immediately continues as a vessel swelling of the sheath, or is previously produced into a peduncle. Giesker rejects this view, at least as regards the human subject, and describes in each corpuscle a peculiar, independent, and tolerably strong membrane, which seems to have no connection with the sheaths of the vessels, but receives an additional thin outer covering of white fibrous tissue, in which the vessels of the corpuscle ramify, and to which they frequently impart their own red colour. The majority of later observers have unconditionally adopted one or the other of these views; only a few of them, as J. Simon, Henle, Ecker, and Oesterlen, having taken the trouble of substantiating their truth by original inquiry. Henle, Oesterlen, and J. Simon, deny the existence of a special membrane. The first of these observers finds that the wall of the corpuscles is constituted solely of granules, under which appear to be comprised structures resembling the morphous part of the contents; while fine bundles of white fibrous tissue unite on their outer surface. Oesterlen and J. Simon likewise deny the peculiar membrane (limitary membrane), an absence which the latter associates with the capacity of the corpuscles to fill themselves out from the capillary vessels. So also Bardeleben describes a membrane very indistinctly.

On the other hand, Ecker* has assured himself of the presence of a membrane in mammals and birds. By the application of potash, the masses of granules which seem to constitute the wall of the corpuscle were dissolved; and he then not only saw the ramifications of the arteries on the Malpighian corpuscle with great distinctness, but he also recognised that this possesses a distinct membranous wall, in which a network of exceedingly fine and well-defined stripes could be detected. Although these stripes are actual fibres, yet, according to Ecker, they everywhere cover a structureless gland-membrane, for the wall of the vesicle is never interrupted in the structureless intervals between these fibres; indeed it is possible that the latter are themselves but folds of a structureless membrane. Amongst the most recent authors, Arnold † and Huschke ‡ accept Giesker’s view, and Dr. Gerlach § repeats Ecker’s decision. As to myself, in the first place, I regard it as an incontrovertible fact, that the Malpighian corpuscles possess a special membrane. If one of the vessels be isolated, and sufficiently separated from the surrounding tissues, it may be seen without any further preparation, especially with a slight pressure (fig. 527.); and it becomes particularly distinct if a little dilute soda or potash be applied (fig. 528.). These reagents dissolve all the surrounding parts of the pulp, with the exception of the vessels, and thus leave the membrane of the vesicle, although somewhat altered, yet quite entire. Concerning the nature of this membrane, I have verified the following: it is colourless, transparent, and about I to 2-1000ths of a line in thickness, has everywhere two contours, and here and there it exhibits concentric lines. Its structure so far corresponds with that of the sheaths of the vessels with which it is continuous, that it contains at least white fibrous tissue and elastic fibres; but the unstriped muscular fibres which oc-
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cur in these sheaths in many animals, are altogether absent from the membrane of the Malpighian corpuscle; and the latter must especially be noticed as being much more delicate than the sheaths of the arteries on which the corpuscles sit. The white fibrous tissue, which Ecker regarded as a continuous membrane, in consequence of having seen it when changed by the action of potash, is in precisely the same condition as in the partitions and sheaths of the vessels, and forms by far the greatest part of the coat of the corpuscles; while the elastic tissue (the stripes of a doubtful nature which Ecker saw) appears to constitute only a more or less extensive network of pale, so-called nuclear fibres (kernfasern) (fig. 528, d). So that the membrane of the Malpighian corpuscles would thus appear to be only a modified portion of the vascular sheath,—a view which most approximates to that enunciated by J. Müller. An outer coat, of which Giesker speaks, has never been plainly verified by me as a special membrane connected with the preceding; but it seems to me more probable, that the corpuscles are always immediately surrounded by the cells and vessels of the pulp. Certainly these vessels are often connected together by an indistinct fibrous or membranous substance, but this is especially present in the pulp, and is nothing else than the termination of the sheath of the vessels. The preceding remarks especially apply to the Malpighian corpuscles of the higher brute mammalia. As to those of man, although they are much more difficult to examine, yet I have satisfied myself in the most positive manner that they correspond with those of the brute mammalia in all essential points. This is easiest and best seen in the spleens of children. The structure of these is exactly that seen in animals, only the coat is more delicate, so that it is extremely difficult to isolate a single corpuscle entire, and the contents are expelled by the slightest pressure. In the wall is seen the same network of elastic fibres as in animals, and this renders it possible even to recognise those which are burst. Extremely fine capillaries of 3-1000ths of a line in diameter may frequently be seen around the corpuscles; but the latter are just as little enveloped in a second membrane as in animals.

The Malpighian corpuscles do not possess in their interior an epithelium and separated contents like the glands, but they are densely filled with a semifluid, greyish white, cohesive mass (fig. 527, d). This contains, together with a small quantity of a clear fluid, a large quantity of morprous particles, which have been very differently described by different observers. According to J. Müller they very much resemble the corpuscles of the spleen-pulp, and have a general likeness to the blood discs, but are irregularly spherical. Bischoff regards them as altogether corresponding with those of the chyle, both in appearance, size, and behaviour with water and acetic acid. According to Henle, they resemble those of the spleen-pulp and those of the thymus and thyroid body; and he so describes them, that it would appear he recognised nuclei and a small proportion of cells. Oesterlen describes them as nuclei resembling the elements of the pulp. Hessling, Huschke, and Nasse agree with Bischoff respecting the similarity of the elements in question to the lymph and chyle corpuscles. The latter of these authorities finds those of the rabbit to be 2—3-1000ths of a line in diameter, while Hessling certifies to their size in men as from 2—3½-1000ths, and describes their surfaces as possessing a mulberry-like appearance, and their contents as partly minute granules, partly separate nuclei. J. Simon found that the corpuscles in question never attained a development into cells. Remak describes them as consisting—partly of large transparent cells, with an interior containing a single lateral, or double and central nucleus—partly of small, dark-bordered vesicles, closely surrounded by a delicate pale membrane, and occupied by a dark central nucleus. The first, according to him, resemble the latter, the last the smaller lymph corpuscles. Finally, Gerlach finds in the Malpighian corpuscles the nuclei of cells, and, in equal quantity, cells of different sizes, with one, two, or three nuclei, as well as blood corpuscles, with all those forms of granule-cells which I shall hereafter describe as developed in the spleen-pulp from the effused blood.

These are the most important accounts given by others. As the result of my own researches, I must, firstly, corroborate J. Müller, who explains the elements of the contents of the Malpighian corpuscles and spleen-pulp as similar structures. Also, I can add with Bischoff, that they often resemble the chyle corpuscles; yet I am not disposed to lay any weight upon this correspondence. Furthermore, I consider it fully made out that Gerlach's view, according to which blood corpuscles, and cells which include blood corpuscles, are a constant constituent of the Malpighian corpuscles, is altogether erroneous. They are not even frequent occurrences, for in many animals I have not found them at all; and when they occurred—as, for instance, in oxen—they were mostly found in scattered vesicles, and, further, were in such small quantity, that they had no influence on their colour. And very often blood corpuscles and their metamorphoses appeared to occupy the vesicles, where a more careful examination showed that they were only in contact with their outer surface. The degree of accuracy to which Gerlach's assertion may lay claim is best shown by the fact, that he altogether denies the existence of these granule-cells (which are produced from the effused blood) in the spleen-pulp; while it is here, as well in these as in animals which possess no proper spleen vesicles, that they occur in

* Handworterbuch der Physiologie, von R. Wagner, ii. S. 387.
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the greatest quantity, and are most easily seen.

The constant and essential elements of the splenic vesicles are cells, with a single nucleus of a spherical shape, and from 3 to 5-1000ths of a line in diameter; besides these, free nuclei, and larger cells of 6-1000ths of a line in diameter, and with one or two nuclei, also occur (fig. 520.). The cells are in general pale and faintly granular; their nuclei are from 16 to 25-10000ths of a line in size, spherical, apparently homogeneous, and with a rather dark margin; or frequently vesicular, with a more or less distinct nucleolus and other granules. It is not infrequent to see single cells provided with dark fatty granules, and in particular instances blood discs are present, either changed or unchanged, free or included in cells. The free nuclei are of the same size as those contained in cells, and are also, in other respects, quite similar to them. In the ordinary method of examining the Malpighian corpuscles, the quantity of them nuclei seems larger than it really is, since many of the cells burst, and allow their nucleus to escape. Yet it is very remarkable that their number is very variable in the most cautious examination, a fact which appears to me partly to account for the very different statements of different observers. In many cases it has happened to me to find only a few free nuclei, often none at all, while in other instances they constitute a half or more of the elements of the corpuscles. This fact, taken together with the often very different size of the cells present, seems to prove that a continuous process of cell-growth exists in the Malpighian corpuscles; in such wise, that new nuclei and cells continually arise, and old cells perish. But hereof more will be said in speaking of the pulp, in which the same process obtains.

If, after these remarks, we take a glance at the import of the Malpighian corpuscles, we shall be compelled especially to ask ourselves, first, whether they are the beginnings of the lymphatics, or in any other way connected with them? and, secondly, whether they have the import of glandular vesicles? A connection of the Malpighian corpuscles with the lymphatics was a belief of many anatomists in earlier times, and in our own days has been recently upheld by Giesker, Huschke, Gerlach, and Poelmann. The acceptors of such a theory rest mainly on conjecture, but partially also on facts. Amongst the latter, there may be mentioned—1. The correspondence of the cells in the Malpighian corpuscles with the lymph corpuscles. But we must remember that cells which correspond with the lymph corpuscles occur in many other situations where no such connection with the lymphatics can be imagined, as in the spleen-pulp itself, in the pancreas, in the salivary glands, the glands of mucous membrane, the thymus, thyroid, &c. 2. Huschke adds the similarity of the spleen vesicles with the whitish granules of the lymphatic glands, which are dilatations of the lymphatic vessels themselves. Against this it need only be objected, that this latter is a pure fiction of Huschke's, and that even were it as he states, no conclusion concerning the nature of the Malpighian corpuscles could fairly be deduced from it. I have yet further to mention, that, according to an oral communication of Ecker which was made to me many years ago, and recently repeated, concerning the splenic vesicles of the mammalia, processes and pedicles exist which are neither blood-vessels nor partitions, and, therefore, may be lymphatics,—a view with which Poelmann's and Gerlach's recent statements are somewhat in unison. The former of these two* says that he followed the thoracic duct even to the Malpighian corpuscles, with which it became connected; but he does not specify more exactly the nature of this connection. The latter says that it has often seemed to him as if the neighbouring Malpighian corpuscles communicate with each other through special tubes; that he has been led to this belief by the circumstance that when the vesicles are compressed, their contents are expelled in definite directions, which a closer examination shows to be canals, the costs of which tolerably resemble in texture those of the Malpighian corpuscle; and that it is thence clear that the corpuscles communicate with a system of tubes which can scarcely be imagined to be any thing else than the lymphatics. And thus, if the Malpighian corpuscles are dilatations of the lymphatics, they may possibly be commenced as simple varicose swellings, or, what is more probable, as lateral productions of these vessels. I acknowledge that I am unable to verify this fact last adduced, or to subscribe to this connection of the Malpighian corpuscles with the lymphatics. In my researches I have given an attention to this point conformable to its great importance; and although I have not seen the commencement of the lymphatics in the spleen, yet I have so far come to a positive conclusion, that I am convinced of the complete closure of the Malpighian corpuscles. What Gerlach states of the tubes into which the contents of the corpuscles are forced, is altogether erroneous; such tubes nowhere exist. Gerlach appears to have been misled to this opinion by the fact, that when a corpuscle is burst by pressure, the contents rush out at several points,

and are then effused in the shape of long and small streaks in the surrounding tissues. If the commencements of such a streak were not observed, it might easily be regarded, from its always taking a radiating course from the Malpighian corpuscle to which it is united, as a canal communicating with the same, especially when a longer pressure applied to the corpuscles has elongated these stripes by continually forcing out the contents. The processes which Ecker has described on the Malpighian corpuscles, and which are not bloodvessels, probably belong to the same category as the artificial products mentioned above; or, if this is not the case, it is possible that they are small trunks of nerves, which are frequently present in the neighbourhood of Malpighian corpuscles, and which, from reasons that will be hereafter mentioned, are exceedingly difficult to recognise as being what they really are. I therefore maintain, quite plainly and definitely, that the Malpighian corpuscles are closed capsules, and stand in no connection at all with the lymphatics.

If this be so— and the structure of the Malpighian corpuscles, which altogether differs from that of vessels, corroborates the fact—it is next demanded may not the Malpighian corpuscles be glands? If by “glands” be meant the word in its ordinary sense, I answer with a decided “no;” for these altogether differ from the known simple shut glandular sacs of the ovary, thyroid, thymus, and supra-renal capsules, and possess neither a structureless membrana propria (limitary membrane, or basement membrane) nor an epithelium. On the contrary, in my opinion, they correspond with the spaces filled with cells in the lymphatic glands, and with the sacs of the glandulae solitaryae and agminate of the intestine. Here and there hollow spaces exist, which possess a covering of white fibrous tissue, are completely inclosed, and contain in their interior no trace of epithelium, but only a coherent mass of nuclei and cells, together with some fluid; we might call these “vesicular glands,” recollecting at the same time that they possess the function of the real shut glandular vesicles, although their anatomy essentially differs. Although the discussion of the former question does not belong to this part, yet I will add, that, in reality, there is much to indicate that the structures in question constitute a kind of shut glandular vesicle; and that, consequently, there is nothing to prevent their being regarded as glandular vesicles.

5. The red spleen substance, the spleen-pulp, the parenchyma of the spleen (substantia ru'ra, pulposa, parenchyma linius), is a soft reddish mass, which fills up all the interstices between the larger partitions and the stronger vessels, and on section of the organ is easily scraped off or squeezed out. It consists essentially of three constituents; which are, fine bloodvessels, parenchyma cells of the spleen, and small partitions or fibres. To these constituents is so frequently added, both in man and animals, extravasated or coagulated blood in various metamorphoses, that one is almost forced to designate it a normal constituent. According to the predominance or diminution of the latter ingredient, or according to the greater or lesser distention of the bloodvessels themselves, the spleen-pulp appears sometimes altogether of the colour of the blood, at others of a clearish red, with a greater or lesser tendency towards whiteness.

The following remarks apply to the microscopic appearances of the constituents of the pulp, the vessels only excepted, which will be described hereafter. The fibres of the pulp are of two kinds. The one kind, which may be named “small or microscopic partitions” (“microscopische balken”), are quite analogous to those larger partitions (“balken”) which are visible to the naked eye; they are also of the same structure, except that in the lower animals they often contain more muscular fibres than the latter. Their diameter is variable, from 5 to 10-1000ths of a line; their frequency and quantity also vary in different situations, and amongst different creatures. In the human subject I find them to be fewer and broader than amongst other mammals, and exactly like the larger partitions in structure; while in the ox, sheep, &c., they occur frequently, are more delicate, and are remarkable by their purely muscular structure. The other fibres of the pulp are evidently processes from the sheaths of the larger vessels; they resemble somewhat the strips of the thin white fibrous structure, and without any mixture of elastic fibres, which seem to connect the capillaries to each other. Whether they take the form of small partitions—in which case they could not be distinguished from the small trabeculae—is at present undecided. In animals, these membranes are also present on the veins; but of this more will be said hereafter, in speaking of the vessels.

The cells of the spleen-pulp, which I shall call “parenchyma-cells of the spleen,” have been described by J. Müller as similar to those of the Malpighian corpuscles; and, as was previously stated, this view has been followed by the majority of writers; as by Henle, Bischoff, Huschke, Remak, and others. Only Von Hessling and Gerlach are of another opinion. According to the former, the globules of the spleen-tissue are distinguished by their dark colour, and by their being mingled with spindle-shaped cells. Gerlach finds that cells with nuclei are rare in the spleen-pulp; while, on the contrary, he considers them to be frequent in the Malpighian corpuscles. As to myself, I have already expressed my concurrence with the view taken by Müller, and may therefore forbear to enter further upon this point; nevertheless, it is necessary to remark that the parenchyma-cells exhibit some additional peculiarities, which ought not to be passed over without notice. A considerable portion of these cells completely correspond
with the cells of the spleen vesicles; the characteristic appearances of which are their

Fig. 530.

Parenchyma-cells from the spleen of the Ox; magnified 550 diameters.

a, Smaller cells; b, cells of medium size; c, free nuclei; d, largest cells.

roundness, their size—from 3 to 5-1000ths of a line—their paleness, and their dark nucleus (fig. 530. b). On the other hand, smaller and larger corpuscles also occur in the spleen-pulp, which are never met with in the Malpighian corpuscles. The former are small round corpuscles, somewhat larger than blood globules. They are seen in one of two states: either they exhibit a membrane and nucleus inseparable from each other, and thus, apart from their colour and somewhat lighter outline, resemble blood globules; or they are free nuclei, in which no nucleoli are visible. But only a few of these are free nuclei, for by the application of saliva or a little water a membrane starts into view, either completely enclosing them, or limited to one side (fig. 530. a). The nuclei, which thus appear as something separate from the membrane, have always the dark appearance of those cells the two parts of which are inseparable from each other; so that the appearance of these latter would seem chiefly dependent on the nucleus. With these small and quasi-developing cells, one also meets with free nuclei; and careful manipulation of the preparation shows these to be in general more numerous than in the Malpighian corpuscles (fig. 530. c). The larger named corpuscles are partly pale cells of 7-1000ths of a line in size, with one or two nuclei; or granule-cells of 4 to 6-1000ths of a line, and which may be described as "the colourless granule-cells" (fig. 530. d); both of these are more frequent than in the Malpighian corpuscles. The spindle-shaped or fusiform cells which Hessling mentions do not belong to the normal constituents of the spleen-pulp, and are nothing else than epithelium cells of the splenic arteries (fig. 534. b), which in m"  
cerated specimens of the human spleen, and in preparations where the vessels have been cut through, easily get into the pulp, and give rise to the delusive appearances of the so-called fusiform cells. The comparative examination of this part of the spleens of many animals confirms what has been already stated of the elements of the Malpighian corpuscles; namely, the elements of the pulp vary greatly, since sometimes the nuclei, sometimes the smaller cells, sometimes the greater cells, predominate. And in this, as in the former case, I conclude therefrom that a continuous process of cell growth obtains in the spleen, by which new cells are formed around nuclei, and old ones disappear.

The quantity of parenchyma-cells of different kind and shape, and of free nuclei which must be reckoned with these, is a very considerable one; so much so, as to constitute nearly one half of the whole red spleen substance. These do not lie collected in large heaps, but constitute small irregular groups of different size, which occupy the interspaces formed by the partitions of all sizes, the vessels, and the Malpighian corpuscles. The best method of representing this disposition is to regard each part of the pulp, which is included in a large mesh by trabeculae visible to the naked eye, as constituting in a small form what the spleen itself is in a larger. The microscopic partitions and fibres and the finest vessels thus exhibit the same relations as the larger partitions and vessels; while the small nests of parenchyma-cells answer to the large homogeneous masses of red pulp which are visible to the naked eye. There are nowhere any special coats which include these cells, but they may be seen everywhere placed immediately on the sheaths of the vessels, the partitions, and the membranes of the Malpighian corpuscles. In the above delineation of the parenchyma-cells, those of man and of the higher mammalia have especially served as the model; but in general a complete similarity obtains in other animals; and it is only here and there that any specialities show themselves. In many animals—the, for instance, in amphibia—the spleen has often, though not always, very beautiful parenchyma-cells with large nuclei: in birds, and in the scaly Reptilia, granulated and somewhat dark cells are for the most part more frequent. In the hedgehog, rabbit, and guinea-pig, some cells, which are altogether peculiar, occur in company with the ordinary ones. In both the former of these I saw, here and there, large round cells from 10 to 16-1000ths of a line, with three, four, or ten or more nuclei, which often lay so closely together in the middle of the cell that they appeared to make up a mulberry-like mass, like certain large cells which one finds in the marrow of young bones. These cells were by no means uncommon, but gradually diminished in size towards that of the parenchyma-cells. In the guinea-pig occur round cells, in large quantity, of 45 to 60-1000ths of a line, which contain one or seldom two round granules of a dark contour; and their nucleus, not always very distinctly visible, is very plainly seen on the application of acetic acid; while, at the same time, the dark granules often disappear.

The blood effused in the spleen-pulp, as well as the metamorphoses of the blood globules in the same, demand the greatest consideration both in respect of anatomy and physiology. I believe myself to have been the first who directed attention to this circumstance, and cor

* Loc. cit.
rectly recognised it; although Oesterlen, Remak, and Handfield Jones had already detected isolated facts having a reference to it. Oesterlen was the first who found in the spleen of frogs and toads, and with less distinctness in that of the mammalia, yellow, rose-red, and black minute corpuscles, but he was not in a condition to explain them. Remak followed next without greater success; he found in the spleen-pulp of the calf delicate transparent vesicles, with 1 to 3 round, reddish-yellow homogeneous bodies, the colour of which approximated to that of the blood corpuscles, but which were not so easily swollen out by water. Finally, Handfield Jones discovered peculiar yellow corpuscles in the spleen of different vertebrata.

All these facts are placed in their true light by my discovery that blood corpuscles are almost constantly undergoing dissolution in the spleen and disappearing. This will be shown as follows:—

The red pulp of the spleen in man and animals exhibits at different times a different

**Fig. 531.**

Cells containing blood corpuscles from the spleen of the Rabbit, magnified 350 diameters.

1, cells with one, three, four, and seven unchanged blood corpuscles; 2, cells with blood corpuscles undergoing dissolution, and coloured in different shades of brown or yellow (coloured granule cells); 3, cells with destroyed and decolorized blood globules, larger or smaller, and with or without granules; 4, blood globules altered in colour, diminished or destroyed, either single or aggregated, in small clumps.

In 1, 2 and 3 the following letters signify alike:—

* a, more or less unchanged blood globules; * b, colored granules begun by a diminution or destruction and alteration of colour in blood corpuscles; * c, colourless granules produced by the discoloration of * b; * d, nuclei of the cells containing blood corpuscles and their metamorphoses; * e, nuclei of these nuclei.

These, without any participation of the other elements, affect its colour by the different nature of their appearances. Thus, in a particular animal or in the human subject, this substance sometimes possesses a paler or more greyish red, sometimes a brown, or even black-red colour; in the latter case a quantity of altered blood globules are present, the appearances of which will hereafter be described; while in the former case, it may easily be proved by the microscope that the red colour depends on unaltered blood globules, which are easily separated from the pulp by pressure, and on the application of water give off all their colour in a short space of time. In other animals, the spleen has always about the dark colour mentioned: nevertheless, even in these cases, sometimes only unchanged blood globules are seen; sometimes many of these are undergoing the most manifold changes.

Now these changes (figs. 531, 532.) are very extraordinary and peculiar, and in all animals depend essentially upon these facts. The blood globules first become at once smaller and darker, while the elliptical corpuscles of the lower vertebrata also become rounder: then, in connection with some blood plasma, they become aggregated into small round heaps; which heaps, by the appearance of an interior nucleus and of an outer membrane, experience a transition into spherical cells containing blood corpuscles. These are from 5 to 15-1000ths of a line in size, and contain from 1 to 20 blood corpuscles (figs. 531. 1. 532. 1.) During this time the blood corpuscles are continually diminishing in size, and, assuming a golden yellow, brownish-red, or dark colour, they undergo, either immediately or after a previous dissolution, a complete transition into pigment granules. So that these cells themselves are changed into pigmentary granule-cells; and, finally, by a gradual loss of colour of their granules, they form themselves into completely colourless cells (figs. 531. 3. 532. 4.).

In respect of the more special circumstances of this process, it is first necessary to consider the commencement of the cells described, and their changes, somewhat more in detail. As regards the first of these, it is certain that the cells containing the blood corpuscles do not commence directly around a nucleus, but by the circumposition of a membrane around a heap of coagulated blood: in the same way, to wit, that the so-called inflammatory globules of Gluge in certain cases change themselves to cells; or that by which the smaller globules of fission of the yolk form themselves into vesicles. On the other hand, it remains doubtful whether the nuclei which are seen in these cells are there before the formation of the membrane, or whether they only begin as supplementary to it. If the former be the case, one might add that, in the extravasated or clotted blood of the spleen, nuclei arise in consequence of the commencing organization, each of which then, like the nuclei in the fission of the yolk,
surrounds itself with a part of the blood (plasma and globules), and, finally, con-

**Fig. 532.**

Cells containing blood corpuscles, from the spleen of the Frog (Rana temporaria and esculenta), magnified 350 diameters.

1, cells with one or more blood globules of an intense yellow colour, diminished in size, yet mostly not yet destroyed; 2, cells with blood globules coloured brown, orange, or black, still more diminished and dissolved (coloured granule cells); 3, cells with blood globules much diminished or quite dissolved, and undergoing discolorization (pale-coloured granule-cells); 4, cells with completely dissolved and discolorized blood globules (colourless granule-cells); 5, coloured granule-cells (like those in 3) in different stages of their transition into black pigment-cells.

In 1—5 the letters import, as in fig. 351. 6, the nuclei of the blood globules.

ditionates the development of a membrane on the surface of the sphere thus commenced. Or one might regard the formation of spheres consisting of some blood plasma and blood globules as the primary phenomenon; and that then a nucleus begins in each sphere; and that, finally, a membrane is thrown around these. In corroboration of this opinion, Hasse and myself* have observed in the pigeon the occurrence of inflammatory globules, which are without nuclei or membranes, but contain blood globules; and to this may be added, that in the splenic extravasations blood corpuscles are often grouped together in heaps without being contained in cells. Be this as it may, in any case thus much is certain, that as soon as the cells with their included blood globules are visible, the nuclei are never absent; and this fact, taken in conjunction with what is already known of the import of nuclei in the process of cell development, speaks strongly for their formation preceding that of the membrane of the said cells.

These cells containing blood corpuscles behave themselves so far alike in all creatures, that their blood corpuscles by degrees disappear and fall to the ground; and, ultimately, they all seem to be converted into colourless cells, although the methods by which this change occurs are different in different animals; whence it will be well to go through them one by one.

a. In _mammals_ the cells with unchanged blood corpuscles are not very easily seen, on account of the small size of the latter, and the facility with which they lose their colour; yet one can easily get a sight of them, provided the examination be made at the right time, and the application of water forborne. I have seen them plainly in man, the rabbit (_fig. 531. 1_), guinea-pig, sheep, calf, and dog; and have found that in these creatures the number of the included blood globules is from 1 to 12, on an average from 2 to 6, and the size of the cells from 5 to 16-1000ths of a line; while their vesicular nuclei have a length of 36-10000ths, and a breadth of 28-10000ths of a line. By the shrinking up and falling to pieces of the blood globules, which immediately renders them darker in colour, coloured granule-cells begin from these cells. They are of a golden yellow, or rusty or brownish yellow, or even blackish colour (_fig. 531. 2_), and gradually experience a transition into cells, with slightly coloured, more numerous, and smaller granules; and, finally, they take the form of altogether colourless cells, part of which are even poor in granules (_fig. 531. 3_). In man, the rabbit, and the guinea-pig were found, besides the cells just described, free granules and heaps of granules, of a golden yellow, brown, or blackish colour; together with altered blood globules, concerning which it seemed to me very probable that they were originally free, and were never included in cells. In other vertebrata, as in the hedge-hog, the cat, and the bat (_Vespertilio myotis and pipistrellus_), the cells with the unchanged blood globules were not observed, although all other stages, from the golden yellow to the altogether colourless granule-cells, were seen. Finally, in others, as in the horse and ass, were seen uncommonly numerous, diminished, and highly coloured blood-globules, both isolated and aggregated; and the metamorphoses of these into golden, brown, and blackish-yellow heaps of granules, although no definite indication of cell structure could be detected around these heaps.

b. Amongst _birds_, I have found the round cells in Falco albicollis, Cuculus canorus, Turdus vairis, Perdix saxatilis, and Sylvia hortensis. They were in larger or smaller quantity, from 4 to 10-1000ths of a line in size, with dark golden yellow globules which were evidently nothing but metamorphosed blood globules. This was very distinctly shown in Turdus musica, since here the cells occurred with unchanged blood globules. Everywhere these cells experienced a transition, partly into brown and black granule-cells, partly into colorless granulated cells.

c. Amongst the _Reptilia_. In the scaly

---

Reptilia, amongst which I have only examined Anguis fragilis and Coluber australicus, I have seen no cells with unchanged blood globules; but in the Anguis I found pale yellow, brown, and black granule-cells, which were, as in birds, of from 6 to 10-100ths of a line in diameter. Transitions of these into faintly yellowish and colourless granule-cells were also present in considerable number, being almost as frequent as the ordinary parenchyma cells in the spleen-pulp. The Coluber australicus certainly exhibited an effusion of blood in the parenchyma of the spleen, but no changes of the blood corpuscles. The naked amphibia offered a striking contrast. Amongst them I examined Rana temporaria and esculenta, Bombinator igneus, Hyla arborea, Bufo cinereus, Alytes obstetricians, Salamandra maculata and atrna, Triton igneus, tænarius, and crassipes. The cells with blood globules were better seen in these than in any other animals. This was especially the case in Triton, Bombinator, and Rana, in which 5, 10, 20, and more blood globules, with distinct nuclei, were frequently seen occupying a plainly nucleated cell of 6 to 12-100ths of a line in diameter. The size of the blood globules in these cases allowed their metamorphoses to be followed through all stages, as is represented in fig. 532. At first they were round, of an intense yellow, and less easily altered by water; then they contracted themselves yet more together, assumed a golden yellow or brown yellow colour, and were no longer assailed by water; finally, they became colourless, or experienced a transition into black granules, while they generally also fell asunder into smaller granules. In this manner golden and brownish yellow granule-cells (fig. 532. 1) arise from the cells with unchanged blood globules (fig. 532. 2, 3, 5), and finally they experience a transition into colourless granule-cells (fig. 532. 4.), or exist for a longer time as black pigment cells.

d. In fishes I have recognised the same conditions as in the naked amphibia, only they were not so brilliant. The cells with blood globules were very distinctly seen in Salmo fario, Cyprinus carpio and brama, Tinca chryso-sitis, Esox lucius, Perca fluviatilis, Coregonus muæna, and Gadus lota. In Anguilla fluviatilis, Aspius albicans, Chondrostoma nasus, leucoccephalus, &c., they were less plainly seen; nevertheless, cells with shrunken blood corpuscles, or aggregates of such, occurred also in these. In all fishes these structures become converted partly into colourless granule-cells, partly into black pigment-cells and pigment masses, which finally often lose their colour.

The place where the changes of the blood corpuscles above mentioned occur can be demonstrated in some amphibia to be the bloodvessels. Thus, in Triton igneus, the spleen is at its margins tolerably transparent, and here one frequently comes upon the cells which contain blood corpuscles, occupying the capillaries in a row one after another; and here we are also able to drive them into the larger venous channels by pressure, so that one of these is often filled by a considerable streak, consisting entirely of these altogether characteristic elements. Whether this occurrence is a rule in the Triton, and whether it obtains in other amphibia, I am unable to certify. Yet I may communicate that, in the Triton, frog, toad, and Salamandra atrna, I have found these cells containing blood corpuscles even in the trunks of the splenic vein and vena portae; while in Bufo cinereus, Triton igneus, and Salamandra, I have found them in the hepatic branches of the vena portae, even to its capillaries; and in the latter animal, even in the inferior cava and the heart. In any case, these facts may be considered as conclusive of the not un frequent occurrence and formation of the cells in question within the bloodvessels of the spleen; although it can scarcely be added that they are not probably also formed in the extra vasated blood. In certain genera of fishes, as in Tinca, Esox, Perca, the cells which contain blood corpuscles, and their metamorphoses, are seen included in round delicate-walled vesicles of from 1-40th to 1-16th of a line in diameter (fig. 533), which for the most part sit on the ramifications of the splenic arteries, either laterally on the vessels, or on the points where they divide; and which are connected with the sheath or exterior membrane of the same; or, in other words, are nothing else than pouchings of the same. How these vessels are developed I have not determined, yet I can scarcely doubt that they have the import of false aneurisms, and owe their origin to a tearing of the inner and middle tunics, and to a protrusion of the tunica adventitia, together with the sheath of the vessels (if the latter texture can be supposed to exist here). The similarity of these vessels with the Malpighian corpuscles of the mammals seems to be especially worthy of mention. After the description already given of the relation of the Malpighian corpuscles to the arteries, it is unnecessary to explain in detail, that the correspondence of both in respect of their site is very great. But, in respect of their contents a similar resemblance is sometimes exhibited, when, as in the cysts of fishes, the cells with blood corpuscles
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have all undergone a transition into colourless cells, or the Malpighian corpuscles contain effused blood. By pondering upon these circumstances, one might almost come to the idea of regarding the cysts of fishes as Malpighian corpuscles, or the Malpighian corpuscles of mammals as false aneurisms of the splenic arteries; but in my opinion either of these views would be altogether erroneous. For although blood is often present in the Malpighian corpuscles, yet this appearance is much too seldom to allow of our explaining their contents as arising out of altered blood. And as regards the cysts of fishes, they are altogether absent from many fishes, and, where they are present, often undergo a cretification, or are changed into concretions; while they occur in other organs, as for instance in the kidneys: facts which have little conformity with the constant occurrence of the Malpighian corpuscles. In others of the fishes previously mentioned, no vesicles can be recognised in the spleen; on the contrary, in many genera, the blood corpuscles obtained in different conditions of their metamorphosis are seated together in roundish heaps of a more or less definite outline, and of a size which equals that of the vesicles: these are evidently nothing else than extravasations of blood. The numerous circumscribed red or brown points which occur in the spleen pulp of all fishes, are nothing but the self-decomposing blood globules; and they are, as above mentioned, either free or arranged in masses which are included in vesicles. In the scaly reptilia, birds, and mammals, it is very difficult to state with certainty in what part of the spleen the formation of the cells which contain the blood corpuscles and their metamorphosis occurs. At first I thought of the hollow interspaces with which the vein of the spleen begins; only these spaces, as will be shown hereafter, do not in the least obtain in the human subject in the form which has been hitherto attributed to them. Or the branches of the veins, which are always large, might easily be regarded as the locality, provided that the occurrences above mentioned be not regarded as extravasations. With regard to this question direct observation teaches us as follows. In the capillaries and arteries of the spleen in mammalia no changes of the blood corpuscles exist; so that the only question is, whether the blood corpuscles, which constantly occur in the spleen-pulp, and here undergo their metamorphoses, are situated in the commencementes of the veins; or whether they occupy spaces newly formed by the extrusion of the blood. Much may be adduced in support of the first of these views. Thus, it is scarcely possible to suppose that extravasations of blood in such extraordinary quantity constantly occur in the spleen; then it may also be mentioned that pigmentary granule-cells, such as are developed in the spleen from the blood, may also be found in blood-vessels exterior to the spleen, which seems to speak for their being situated within the vesicles in the case of the spleen itself. I have myself formerly found scattered pigment-cells in human blood * which I can now only regard as granule-cells from the spleen. Ecker has also seen † in the splenic veins of the calf, cells containing blood corpuscles like those in the spleen. And, lastly, Meekel ‡ has also found black pigment-cells in the blood of a woman whose spleen abounded in them. Finally, we may recollect, that in the amphibia the cells in question are certainly situated in the vessels. But, on the other side, it must not be forgotten that in the spleen of fishes metamorphoses of the extravasated blood take place, and that also portions of the extravasations enter the vessels, and that it is possible the pigment-cells in the blood may thus originate; finally, that the masses of blood in the spleen-pulp are scarcely defined with the sharpness which they would possess even in veins with very delicate coats. In this state of things it is much better to abstain from giving a definite decision; or if one be absolutely required, to attribute the metamorphoses of the blood in the spleen of mammals to both the localities mentioned.

The changes of the blood globules in the spleen are not exactly similar in all circumstances, either as regards the quantity of the cells thus changed, or the degree of metamorphosis which they undergo. In fishes, all the blood globules, without exception, may be recognised as decomposing; yet the quantity of these varies, i. e. the number and size of the vesicles and masses previously described varies in a considerable degree in different individuals and species, although no very definite laws have as yet been found out. Reptilia exhibited the following peculiarity. In newly-caught individuals, the cells containing blood corpuscles were very numerous and distinct; but in those which had fasted one, two, or three days, they occurred in exceedingly small quantity; while, finally, by a longer duration of the fasting (a week or more), they exhibited themselves in very great number, and of extraordinary distinctness; while at the same time the spleen became large, dark red, and very rich in the normal blood corpuscles. When newts which had fasted a week were fed, the cells previously existing, and the unchanged blood corpuscles, vanished, since they were changed into colored granule-cells, and only on the sixth day after the feeding did such cells reappear; but in three days afterwards almost all of these had again experienced a metamorphosis into granule-cells. In mammalia I have, in a series of cases, seen the decompositions of the blood corpuscles in as little as five, six, and more hours after eating, while immediately after the reception of food, or after a day's fasting, I have failed to observe it. At my advice, Landis§ instituted experi-

* See also Fahrner, De Globulorum Sanguinis origine: Turici, 1845, p. 25, fig. 149.

† Zeitschrift für Rationelle Medicin, Band vi. S. 264.

‡ Zeitschrift für Psychiatrie, 1847, S. 22.

§ Beiträge zur Lehre über die Verrichtungen der Milz: Zurich, 1847.
ments concerning this on thirty rabbits, and obtained the following results. Of fifteen animals which were examined, two, five, and eight hours after eating, cells with unchanged blood globules were found in eleven; in five they were in masses; in six separate; in four cases they did not occur at all. Fifteen other animals, which were killed twelve, twenty-four, and forty-eight hours after eating, showed in eleven cases no trace of the cells mentioned; in two cases many were present, in two cases a few only. And, vice versa, golden yellow granule-cells (metamorphoses of the cells with unchanged blood globules) occurred fourteen times in the latter animals; ten times in great quantity, once in considerable numbers, and three times very sparingly, while in one instance only were they altogether wanting. In the fifteen animals first mentioned these were twice absent, five times sparingly present, twice in considerable numbers, and six times in large quantity. The conclusion to be deduced from this is, that cells with unchanged blood globules only show themselves a short time after eating, and that the granule-cells which proceed from these are almost always present, although in greater number in animals which have fasted a considerable time. If any animal were examined at the proper time, one would be astonished at the uncommon quantity of decomposing blood globules; for in such a case the whole red part of the pulp consists (so to speak) of nothing but golden yellow or blackish corpuscles, which are the different metamorphoses of blood corpuscles already mentioned.

Of the ultimate destiny of the blood corpuscles so metamorphosed, thus much is certain,—that they are decomposed and dissolved; but, on the other hand, it is difficult to make out what is the destiny of the cells which usually enclose them. We have already seen above that these cells occur in the splenic vein, the vena portae, and the inferior cava, and it is therefore questionable whether all these cells may not possibly pass into the blood. It is difficult to give an answer to this. Thus much I consider to be made out:—that cells with unchanged blood globules, and yellow, brown, or blackish-yellow granule-cells, only exceptionally and seldom pass into the blood of the splenic vein, or beyond; since, in the first place, these cells are, upon the whole, rarely found in the blood; while, secondly, their occurrence in the spleen is demonstrably very frequent. On the other hand, as to the colourless granule-cells which finally arise from the cells containing blood corpuscles, it is not made out whether they remain in the spleen or enter the blood. Supposing the first of these to be the case, they may either abide a considerable time in the pulp, and then in a certain manner serve as parenchyma-cells, with which they have a great similarity, or they may experience a dissolution, and altogether disappear. In the second case, one may imagine that they are converted into lymph corpuscles, with which they have, to some extent, a great similarity, or that they undergo a solution in the blood of the portal vein and the rest of the circulation. I own that I cannot hazard a decision. It is certain that colourless granule-cells occur in the blood as well as in the spleen; but it is also certain that they are much more frequent in the spleen, and that, as regards the blood of extravasation which undergoes metamorphosis, it may be definitely stated, that its products for the most part remain in the same place.

So much for my experience of the decomposition of blood corpuscles in the spleen. Simultaneously with myself, Professor Ecker, of Basle, made similar observations, which likewise referred to a destruction of blood corpuscles, and which, soon after, lent an additional light to mine.* In contradiction to this, however, Gerlach has lately uttered the opinion that my observations allude to the formation of colored corpuscles within colorless ones; so that he explains the forms of cells which are found in the spleen in precisely the reverse way, and supposes that the cells with golden yellow granules are the younger, and those with unchanged blood corpuscles the elder; that is, that they are those in which the blood corpuscles have completely developed themselves, and from which they are ready to be expelled or set free. So that if Gerlach be correct, the relation of the blood corpuscles to the spleen is precisely the reverse of that which I have stated, and they begin there in great quantities; and it thus becomes important to inquire whose opinion is the correct one. But if my experiments upon the behaviour of the blood corpuscles in the spleen have no other consideration, this merit, at least, remains to them, that they accurately set forth the anatomical facts, and in this manner have already sufficed to refute such false theories as that of Gerlach. In point of fact, Gerlach is altogether wrong when he supposes that the golden yellow granules are changed into blood globules; for this can in no way be possible, it being very easy, the contrary. He is equally in error in adding, as a ground for this view, that blood corpuscles begin as cells in the embryonal liver,—a statement which is altogether incorrect. And when he finally addsuces that since, according to Harless †, the blood corpuscles are destroyed by the alternating influence of nitrogen and carbonic acid, a second kind of solution of these in the spleen cannot be conceived; it need only be remarked that this theory of Harless's is not in the least proved as regards the living organism. So also, Virchow ‡ has expressed himself as partially against mine and Ecker's account; since, though he does not at all doubt the dissolution of blood corpuscles, yet he altogether denies the origin of cells around
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heaps of blood corpuscles. This statement is only explicable by supposing that the Mam-
malia and Reptilia, in whom this pheno-
menon can be seen as plainly as could be wished, were not examined by Virchow.
Besides, I do not maintain that the effused
blood always forms cells containing blood
corpuscles; only I hold it as a fact established
beyond all doubt, that this very frequently
happens in the spleen as well as in extra-
avasations in the lungs, lymphatic glands, brain,
and thyroid body; and while I believe that
the formation of cells around these several
effusions is not an equivalent fact, yet it is
altogether certain that blood globules enclosed
in cells undergo a more speedy dissolution
than if they remain free.

In conclusion, one word concerning the
import of the changes of the blood corpuscles
in the spleen. It may be asked, whether
they constitute a normal and physiological,
or a pathological appearance? On the one
side, very weighty grounds may be alleged for
the normal character, especially their (so to
speak) constant occurrence and innumerable
quantity in such a number of animals living in
their natural condition, as the amphibia and
fishes were. Furthermore, the ap-
parently complete health which existed in spite
of the vast quantity of dissolving blood
globules. Thirdly, in Reptilia, the cells con-
taining blood corpuscles may be seen in blood-
vessels which are in no way isolated from the
general circulation. Fourthly, similar and
constant changes of the blood repeated at
short intervals are absent from other organs
of birds, mammals, and reptiles; and many
other arguments might be adduced. But, in
contrast to these facts, many others appear
on a more careful contemplation, which may
almost lead to the opinion that all the changes
of the blood globules in the spleen are pos-
sibly only pathological appearances. In fishes,
dissolutions of the blood corpuscles occur not
only in the spleen, but in an exactly similar
way in other organs, namely in the kidneys,
the liver, and the peritoneum. In the first
of these organs their presence is constant; at
least, in the examination of many examples of
eel, pike, Coregonus muraena and muraenula,
Salmo fario, Barbus fluviatilis, Cyprinus brana
and carpio, and Tinca chrysitis, not only were
they always present, but almost always as
numerous as they were observed to be in the
spleen. In the peritoneum and the liver they
were sometimes scarce, sometimes frequent,
but only in the carp and Tinca chrysitis were
they constant; in other fishes they were
either altogether absent, or only occurred
here and there, as in the trout. If to these
facts be appended that in certain animals,—to
wit, in cats, sheep, and others,—the changes
of the blood corpuscles in the spleen are very
seldom observed, one can scarcely resist the
notion that the appearance is abnormal; and
this is much more the case when one con-
siders that similar appearances which are
known not to be physiological, constitute
almost constant occurrences, and are asso-
ciated with exactly parallel changes of blood
globules. Of this, the small effusions of
blood in the lungs, bronchial glands, and
thyroid bodies of men, and those of the
lymphatic glands and mesentery of pigs and
rabbits, are instances. But this latter view is
insusceptible of full explanation; for although
pathological effusions and metamorphoses of
blood often constitute almost a constant oc-
currence, yet, first, the quantity of blood
globules which undergo dissolution in such
effusions is in no comparison at all with that
of the millions which are destroyed in the
spleen; and, secondly, it has yet to be shown
that effusions of blood may not occur as a
physiological phenomenon, as happens in the
bursting of a Graafian follicle in the ovary,
in menstruation, and in the separation of the
placenta. And although all animals do not
show in the spleen such a solution of the
blood corpuscles as can be verified by the
microscope, yet it is by no means proved
therewith, that where this takes place it de-
pends on a pathological condition; indeed,
the blood corpuscles of different animals may
undergo dissolution in different ways. At
least thus much is certain, that in all animals,
without exception, stagnations of blood occur
in the spleen; and I might add, almost of a
certainty, in mammals, extravasations also.
In these stagnations, the blood globules may
dissolve themselves in the one case rapidly,
in the other case slowly, and thus, according
to the outer phenomenon, a difference will be
produced. Such an occurrence may be phy-
siological, since it is, at least in many animals,
visibly constant and very extensive; and it
may have the greatest significance to the life
of the organism. Therefore, so long as the
pathological character of the phenomenon is
not proved of a certainty, I am disposed to
hold fast by its physiological nature, and to
consider the dissolution of the blood cor-
puscles in the spleen as a normal fact.

6. Bloodvessels of the spleen.—The splenic
artery (arteria lienalis) springs from the
celiac axis, and courses with many windings
between the layers of the gastro-coolic lig-
ament until it reaches the fundus of the
stomach, where it enters the gastro-splenic
ligament, after giving off some small twigs
to the pancreas and the stomach. Arriving
in the neighbourhood of the hilus lienalis,
it divides into a superior and an inferior
branch. The upper of the two, passing
somewhat upwards, and giving backwards
from two to six short arteries (vasa brevia)
to the large extremity or pouch of the
stomach, divides into from three to six
branches, which, lying in a line one over
another, extend to the hilus, into which they
enter. The inferior branch is somewhat
larger than the others; it passes to the in-
ferior and anterior part of the spleen, sup-
plying it with three to six branches, which
enter the hilus in the same manner as the
others, and it ends finally as the gastro-
epiploica sinistra. Thus, all the six to twelve
branches which enter the spleen lie tolerably
in one line upon each other in the gastro-splenic omentum, and they are also connected to each other by fat and areolar tissue. The size of the splenic arteries is very considerable in proportion to that of the organ, and so also the thickness of their coats is worthy of notice. In the first of these respects, it is possible that only the thyroid gland exceeds the spleen; the liver, which is so much larger than this organ, being supplied by an artery of scarcely larger size than the splenic, although we must not overlook the fact, that beside this the liver receives very much additional blood through the vena portae. In the mammalia generally, the splenic artery is proportionally smaller than in men; this possibly depends only upon the more considerable contraction of the vessel at their death. Wintringham finds that the thickness of the arterial coats is greater than that of the aorta above the giving off of the renal arteries, to which it bears the ratio of 1 to 0'762; he also states that they will sustain a pressure of 4'1 lbs.

The serous covering of the spleen receives some unnamed small arteries: thus a twig is given to it from the left inferior phrenic artery, which courses in the phrenico-lienal ligament; and, besides this, it receives branches from the first lumbar, from the left spermatic, and from the splenic itself. Additionally to these, in some of the vertebrata, to wit in the calf, small twigs in great number leave the substance of the spleen, and after perforating the fibrous coat of the organ spread themselves out upon its surface.

The splenic vein altogether corresponds in distribution to the splenic artery. So many primary arterial branches enter the hilus of the spleen, and just as many veins come out of it. These six to twelve veins unite into two branches, and receiving, the upper the venæ breves from the stomach, and the lower the venæ gastro-epipoica sinistra, they constitute the trunk of the vein. In the spleen, and at their emergence from it, the veins lie anterior to the arteries, but then they place themselves posteriorly to them; and it is behind the arteries that they unite to form the common trunk. This trunk receives a twig from the pancreas, from the lymphatics of the spleen, from the stomach, and, further, the venæ corona-rum ventriculi; it then passes away over the aorta to the under surface of the liver; and, finally, with the vena mesenterica superior it constitutes the trunk of the vena portæ.

The splenic vein, like all the branches of the vena portæ, has no valves, and is the largest branch which assists to form that trunk. Its width is very considerable: according to E. Home* and Giesker, the proportion to that of the arteries is as 5 to 1; and according to earlier authorities it is yet more. The proportionate size of the branches is still larger; and, according to C. A. Schmidt, their ratio in the spleen itself to that of the arteries which run with them is as 20 to 1. In contrast to this, the thickness of their coats is very inconsiderable, and, according to Wintringham, is to that of the arteries as 1 to 4'8 or 4'3, to that of the iliac vein as 1 to 3'5.

On their entry into the spleen, both arterial and venous branches receive as a covering a process of that "tunica propria" of the spleen which forms the vagina vasorum, previously described.

These are not alike in all animals: thus, for instance, they differ in man from those exhibited by the higher brute mammalia—a fact which explains the various descriptions given by different authors. In man, the sheaths of the vessels form complete coats around them. A section made in the centre of the hilus, and continued through the spleen, exhibits them very distinctly as projections or processes of the tunica propria, and also allows their further circumstances to be seen. It is thus shown that arteries, veins, and nerves are thickly enclosed in these sheaths; but in such wise that they are easily separated and isolated, especially in old, or macerated, or boiled spleens. The arteries and nerves allow of this more easily than the veins, which latter have a closer connection to these sheaths. It is further seen that not only are the trunks of entering and emerging vessels thus covered, but that their finer ramifications receive a similar clothing. The thickness of these sheaths is in the human subject by no means inconsiderable. As Giesker correctly states, they are at first exactly the thickness of the tunica propria, and retain the same thickness for a considerable distance, that is, as long as they clothe the main trunks of the vessels. On the branches which proceed laterally from these trunks, and on their further extent, the sheaths become naturally finer, and gradually increase this fineness as the vessels become more minute, until finally, becoming very delicate, they lose themselves in the pulp of the spleen in the manner previously mentioned. The thickness of a sheath is always less than that of the coat of the artery which it incloses, and greater than that of the vein; yet this does not hold good of vessels in all parts of their extent, since on the finest branches the sheaths are proportionally somewhat stronger than on the larger ones. As to the relations of the sheaths to the rest of the spleen substance, it must especially be considered that they do not lie free in the parenchyma of the organ, but are connected with the general trabecular network by means of balks which are given off from them; but these balks are not so numerous as different anatomists appear to think; so that we are scarcely entitled to consider with Giesker, that the whole trabecular network is formed out of this connection.

In other Mammalia, as in the horse, ass, ox, pig, sheep, &c., the course of these sheaths differs in some respects from that seen in man. In the three latter animals, which in this respect are best known to me, no

sheaths at all are found on the smaller veins, and on the larger they are chiefly found on that side on which the arteries and nerves which accompany them lie. Only the two primary trunks of the veins which proceed from the spleen have for a very short distance a complete sheath, while all the arteries, even the finest, possess one; a condition of which more will be said hereafter.

The minute structure of the sheaths of the vessels in man altogether correspond with that of the partitions; and this holds good of animals generally. But I have not been able to detect unstriped muscular fibre in the sheaths in all those cases in which I have found it in the trabeculae. In oxen this is especially the case; while, on the contrary, in pigs, &c., they are very plainly present.

Great difficulties oppose the inquiry concerning the distribution of the vessels in the spleen itself: since, 1stly, injection or inflation of the vessels gives little result on account of the delicacy of the organ; and, 2dly, great difficulties are connected with the microscopic examination of the organ. What will be now adduced concerning it is especially the result of the latter method of inquiry, which, combined with fine preparations by the knife, has seemed to me to be the most fertile in results.

When the main branches of the splenic artery have entered into the spleen they lie in their sheaths, each in company with a vein, to which they are posterior and inferior: they are in tolerably loose connection with the sheath, and not unfrequently they take a serpentine course. In their further distribution they do not behave as arteries generally do, which continually give off smaller branches, but they divide immediately into a quantity of different large and long branches in the manner of a shrub; of these the larger branches go to the anterior, the smaller to the posterior, margin of the organ. Beside this, it is especially to be remarked of the arteries of the spleen, that their different branches form no anastomoses. Assolant tied a branch of the splenic artery in a living dog, and then allowed the spleen to return into the cavity of the belly. The dog died thirty hours after: much inflammation and exudation of a bloody serous fluid was found in the belly, and the spleen was quite healthy; only the part cut off from the circulation of the blood was gangrenous, and, as it were, separated from the sound part by a line of demarcation. In contrast to this, Heusinger tied all the branches of the splenic artery, one only excepted; upon dissection, the whole spleen was found to be mortified, excepting the part in which the artery not deligated ramified. Also injections in an artery always return solely by the corresponding branch of vein; and they only fill that region of the spleen in which the branch ramifies, never passing over into any other. I am unable from my own experience to pass any judgment upon these data, and will therefore not impugn them; but I may be allowed to doubt whether the capillaries of the pulp are completely separated from each other, and am more inclined to believe that, in consequence of the anatomical circumstances of the pulp, such a separation must be considered as impossible; since in the spleen we have before us, not a gland with special lobes separated from each other, but a parenchyma everywhere united. The above results of deligation and injection by no means necessarily imply an isolated course of the capillaries, and are fully explained by the supposition that the arteries possess no anastomoses.

When the arteries have divided into small vessels of 1 to 2-100ths of a line, they come into contact with the Malpighian corpuscles in the mode already described; while they are also connected to these by their sheaths. According to Giesker, their final terminations are coronal or pencil-shaped, radiating so as to surround the Malpighian corpuscles, and altogether enclose them; then arriving at the highest point of the vesicle, they return upon themselves in the shape of a loop, course back again as veins, and there meet together, beneath the point whence the artery radiated, to form a vein, which enters the same sheath from which the artery emerged. At this point the sheath divides into three to four fibrous threads, which pass over on the spleen corpuscles to the threads arising nearest to them, and unite with these. If we compare with this description of the minute anatomy of the spleen that which is considered most admissible by J. Müller, the next author after Giesker, we shall find very considerable contradictions. J. Müller finds that the smallest branches of arteries partly continue on the side of the corpuscles without giving off branches to them, partly perforate either a portion or the whole of the corpuscle, without in any instance leaving any branches of the artery in its interior; that these fine arterial branches pass through the middle of the corpuscles, then continue on their coats, and then quit them altogether; and that if an artery in the corpuscle divides into many branches— which never happens on the surface, but always in the thickness of its coats—these branches leave it again, in order to ramify minutely in the surrounding red pulp substance of the spleen, into which part especially all the fine pencil-shaped ramifications of the arteries pass. The commencements of the veins spring from these branches; they are tolerably large, anastomose frequently with each other, and scarcely have a special coat as yet. If a little piece of the pulp of the spleen be carefully examined, it will be seen that it is as if cribiform, and constitutes as it were a network of red partitions, the diameters of which are larger than the interspaces and canals existing between them. It is these venous canals which give the cellular appearance seen in inflation of the veins of the pulp, and which, injected, form structures resembling the corpora cavernosa of the
penis. Special cells or cavities do not exist.

So far J. Müller. If we now ask ourselves the reason of these important differences between these two authors cited, one of whom affirms the continuation of the tufts in the pulp, and a connection of Malpighian corpuscles with arteries and venous interstices only; while the other denies all this, we shall find it not very difficult to give an answer. Giesker, in his description, limited himself to the appearances met with in the human subject, while J. Müller made the pig and the ox the basis of his delineation. This circumstance will at least partially explain the want of correspondence in the two descriptions; for I find that between the spleen of man and that of the animals mentioned considerable differences exist.

In man, at least generally, the arteries together with the veins pass deeply into the substance of the spleen, lying in the same sheath with them, and exactly following their course. According to Giesker, the two classes of vessels accompany each other even to their final ramifications; but this is not correct. In every spleen instances occur, which are easily seen, where small veins and arteries lie very close to each other; and Giesker has evidently allowed himself to regard these particular instances as the rule, and has extended it as a description to the smallest branches of vessels. But if an arterial and venous primary branch be successively followed to their minutest ramifications, it will be seen that, sooner or later, every artery and vein, without exception, separate from each other, and follow their special path. It is not at all unusual to find this even with arteries from to 1 line in diameter, but it is always the case with those of from 1-10th of a line. In such an instance the artery, setting out alone, does not perforate the sheath in which it hitherto lay, but takes with it a distinct yet often inseparable covering of the same; so that from this point forwards a special and separate venous and arterial sheath exist. And in man the Malpighian corpuscles lie only on these isolated arteries; a state which Malpighi and Müller had already described in Mammalia.

As regards the other circumstances of the arteries, I have found them exactly as Müller describes them in the lower animals. After the smaller branches of the arteries are connected with the Malpighian corpuscles, they enter into the red spleen substance, and immediately upon this each small trunk spreads out in the shape of a tuft into a large number of yet finer arteries (fig. 596, d.); and these tufts or pencils of arteries, lying in great numbers close to each other, give to the terminations of the arterial trunks a very beautiful appearance, which may be best compared to the broad crown of a (pollard) tree. These separate tufts, dividing and diminishing in size yet more, terminate by an immediate transition into the true capillaries; which, in a more and most minute form of 3 to 5,000ths of a line, constitute a close and beautiful network in the separate portions of the pulp, and in those parts of it which surround the Malpighian corpuscles; although they do not form a special vascular covering for the same. Many authors seem to deny the existence of capillaries in the spleen; thus Engel* has lately altogether denied them; but this is quite erroneous. They may easily be seen in the pulp of the human spleen, by the aid of the microscope, both empty and filled with blood, and exhibit themselves as in no way different from the capillaries of other organs; and the finest of them have a diameter of only 3-1000ths of a line. J. Müller is also in error when he describes the arteries as coursing through the coats of the Malpighian corpuscle, since they always pass on its exterior. Finally, Giesker is wrong in describing the arterial pencils as spreading themselves out on the Malpighian corpuscle, and here becoming continuous with the veins; even in man it is not difficult to discover that the pencils only begin beyond the corpuscles, that they lie only in the pulp, and that it is here they first break up into capillaries.

Giesker at least partially agrees with this statement when he says † that the pulp consists of nothing but the minutest arteries and veins united by fibrous tissue. The sheaths of the vessels above described are just as much more delicate as are the vessels themselves, and they are finally lost as distinct coats on the capillaries; here they form delicate fibrous membranes which connect the capillaries together, and under this form they pass through the whole of the pulp.

As to the veins, I must first, with Giesker, express myself in the most decided manner against all the more ancient and modern anatomists who suppose and describe venous spaces (sinus venosi) in the human spleen. I have bestowed the greatest attention to the dilated commencements of the veins in question, and it was only my own researches that led me to renounce the opinion that these dilatations really exist; indeed I have never been able to discover anything special or extraordinary about these veins. Firstly, as to the larger veins, which are as yet accompanied by the arteries, there is nothing very remarkable about them, with the exception of their considerable size, which has been already mentioned. They all have a membrane which is continuous with that of the smaller veins, and is least separable on that side with which the artery is in contact; this membrane is only distinguishable from the sheath of the vessels by its greater delicacy, and in company with this sheath it gradually diminishes its thickness. Orifices of the smaller veins, constituting the so-called stigmata Malpighi, are present in very small numbers in the larger veins; while, on the other hand, they are somewhat more frequent in the smaller of the vessels in question. When the veins
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leave the arteries and pursue their way alone, as to their diameters of the character of the branchings is peculiar, since from hence onwards, and so much the more frequently the smaller the veins become, branches are given off from the veins on the sides at very nearly right angles, and the open mouths of these ramifications are seen from within as numerous round or oval orifices lying very closely to each other. In the second place, the membranes of these veins gradually become thinner and thinner, and at the same time are blended with the similarly attenuated sheaths, so that both constitute only one delicate membrane, which is nevertheless everywhere demonstrable even in the smallest vessels which can be isolated, and which everywhere exhibits itself without any interruption as a perfectly continuous membrane. Dilatations or pouchings can nowhere be seen, either in the course of the isolated veins or in their smallest branches; only it must be added, that the narrowing of their calibre occurs much more slowly than in the arteries. As to the beginnings of the veins, and their connection with the capillaries, I have not been able to detect anything more than what one sees elsewhere; namely, that by a constant simplification and attenuation of their structure, the veins finally pass into capillaries. Here also no traces of dilatations are visible, of whatever kind these dilatations might be imagined to be; and there is just as little appearance of any other peculiarity.

As regards the brute mammalia, many of them certainly correspond in a very considerable degree with man, in respect of the condition of these vessels; but my researches do not extend sufficiently to enable me to express myself decisively on this point. While, on the other hand, some, as the horse, ass, ox, pig, and sheep, exhibit essential differences. In the latter animals, which I have examined the most carefully, the following deviations are present. The arteries differ little from those of man, only they separate earlier from the veins to pursue their isolated course. In most other respects they behave precisely as J. Müller has described them, and as I have also spoken of them in man; only I cannot corroborate the statement of Müller, that the sheaths of the smaller arteries are equal in strength to those of the greater. The ramifications which reach the Malpighian corpuscles measure from 1 to 1-100ths of a line in diameter; they then course in the pulp, form very beautiful tufts, and finally capillaries, of which the smallest measure from 3 to 4-1000ths of a line. But in contrast to this, the veins exhibit very essential differences. In the first place, a special membrane and sheath are only found in the largest venous trunks, and even here they only extend a short distance around the circumference of the vessel; while more deeply in the spleen they only lie upon the side where the artery and nerve are attached to the vein. In all the smaller veins which are no longer accompanied by arteries, there is no trace of these two membranes to be seen; and not only is this the case, but the mode in which the precise limit of the venous canal is indicated is also very extraordinary. The vein appears to be formed in the first instance by the strong Anastomosing trabeculae, and soon afterwards it seems composed simply of delicate fibres and red substance deposited between them, a structure which continues even into the large venous trunks. They thus distinguish themselves at the first glance as excavations in the parenchyma of the spleen, which are devoid of walls. Nevertheless, by a more careful examination of the red limits of these veins, one may verify their smooth and shining appearances, a circumstance which is significant of the existence of a delicate membranous covering; and, in point of fact, microscopic investigation proves the existence of an epithelial lining, which every where clothes this surface, and consists of fusiform or more spherical cells, of 4 to 1-100th of a line in diameter, with roundish or elongated nuclei of 3 to 5-1000ths of a line in size (fig. 534.). This epithelium altogether corresponds with that which covers the part of the veins possessing a visible membrane; but in the vessels of which I am speaking, it is placed in part immediately on the trabecula, in part upon a delicate fibrous membrane limiting that part of the pulp which bounds the veins. In consequence of what has been said, the greater number of the splenic veins of the ox must be likened in respect of their structure to the spaces in the corpora cavernosa penis, and to the sinuses of the dura mater; since, instead of the venous membranes elsewhere present, they possess only the "tunica intima" in the shape of a delicate epithelium. So that one may speak of them as "venous sinuses," and the more correctly, if it be considered that these veins, almost devoid of walls, possess a colossal width, and are everywhere rendered quite cribiform by larger and smaller veins opening into their interior; which smaller veins may themselves be traced by their great width for a considerable distance. How these smaller veins are connected with the very distinct capillary net-
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**Fig. 534.**

*Epithelial cells from the Splenic vein of Man and other Mammalia. Magnified 350 diameters.*
work of the pulp, I have not been able to find out; and I do not believe that either injection or inflation of the vein, or a microscopic examination, will ever give any definite conclusion hereto. For these vessels, often possessing but a few little trabeculae for their coats, are of such a delicate texture, that they tear by the slightest mechanical force, while by the microscope they cannot be distinguished from the surrounding constituents of the pulp. Yet thus much one may see, that the veins gradually become very small,—so small, that it is quite impossible to talk of their commencing as dilated spaces. For my own part, I am convinced that a similar communication obtains between the veins and capillaries of oxen as of men; and that the only possible difference is, that the veins here possess only an epithelium, and must therefore be connected with the capillaries in a somewhat different way. I will yet further add, that in microscopic examination of the pulp of animals, skeins of epithelium are not frequently found, consisting of roundish cells, as it were, fused together: these can only come from the small venous trunks.

The following may be noticed concerning the microscopic structure of the splenic vessels:—The arteries everywhere possess their three usual coats. The inner consists, first, of an epithelium of spindle-shaped cells, which easily come off in skeins or separately (fig. 535, b); and, secondly, of an elastic membrane of homogeneous composition, wrinkled in the longitudinal direction (fig. 528, c.), and with or without openings; which openings although very small, are visible even in the arteries of the tufts. The middle tunic is very thick, and gives rise to the considerable thickness of the wall of the vessel; it contains very little else but unstriped muscular fibres. In the larger and largest arteries, nets of elastic fibre and elastic membrane (gefestirte membranen of Henle) are also present, while they exist without exception on the vessels which pass to the Malpighian corpuscles, and on those which form the pencils or tufts. The adventitious (or cellular) coat is altogether absent from the smaller vessels in the interior of the spleen, and is here represented by the sheath; but it exists in the larger vessels, and presents white fibrous tissue and meshes of elastic fibres.

The capillaries (fig. 536.) have a simple, structureless membrane, with nuclei on its inner surface. The veins have been already described as they exist in brute mammalia: in man they possess—1. An epithelium as above described; 2. A membrane of elastic longitudinal fibres; 3. Transverse unstriped muscular fibres, in a single or double layer, which are present in the trunk of the splenic vein and all its primary branches in the interior of the spleen, but are absent from the smaller and smallest veins; 4. White fibrous tissue, with elastic fibres which take a longitudinal direction. The smallest veins possess only white fibrous tissue with elastic fibres, and an epithelium.

So much has been already said above concerning the blood of the splenic vessels and of the spleen, that I will here only append some special observations made upon animals. In a dog whose spleen abounded in the dissolving blood globules, the blood of the splenic vein distinguished itself by a very great quantity of colourless blood corpuscles, almost all of which contained numerous nuclei, and often had a deceptive resemblance to pus globules. In the blood of the liver were found a great number of altogether different blood globules (fig. 537.). These were swollen out and almost colorless, but contained from 1 to 5 thinner or thicker small rods of a dark yellow colour; part of these possessed the same length as the blood globules, part were shorter. These small rods were unchanged in water, but in acetic acid they seemed to disappear. In a second dog I found the same cells with small yellow rods in the blood of the splenic vein, while they could not be detected in any other part of the body. With them I found at the same time numerous colourless blood globules with manifold nuclei. In the fresh-water perch, the blood
of the splenic vein of many individuals contained numerous golden yellow cells with diminished blood globules. In the same blood, and in the splenic pulp, there also occurred, either sparingly or in uncommon quantity, rod-shaped crystalline corpuscles, of a yellow colour, and a length of 4 to 6-1000ths of a line: at the first glance they seemed to be lying altogether free, and they were dissolved by potash (fig. 538, b). On the application of water a membrane was upraised from these small rods, and near them a nucleus came into view (fig. 538, a). On more accurate inquiry, it plainly appeared that these small rods lie in decolorized blood globules; and in unchanged blood globules the gradual formation of one, or even two, of these may be followed. In Barbus fluviatilis, the spleen pulp contains an enormous quantity of really free crystals; these are of a violet and reddish colour, and of a nail or spindle-shaped form; and on the application of acetic acid, they are completely dissolved, leaving some colour behind. Crystals such as these also occurred sparingly in the kidneys, the liver, and the blood of the heart. In this animal, as well as in Cyprinus bream, the blood contained yellow granule-cells, like those which occur in the spleen and kidneys. All the rod-shaped yellow corpuscles just named (of which the first, indeed, are nothing but crystals) must in any case consist of a substance allied to the haematin of the blood; and possibly they consist of the substance which Virchow has lately named hamatoïdin, with which they correspond in some respects. Their occurrence in the spleen is physiologically interesting, and so also is their formation within the blood corpuscles, while at the same time it affords a very plain indication of the relation of haematin to them.

7. Lymphatics.—The views of authors concerning the lymphatics of the spleen are very contradictory, since one class have the precedent of Haller for altogether denying their existence in the human spleen, while others have stated their existence in abundance, and have constituted the spleen, in a certain measure, a large lymphatic ganglion. This difference mainly depends hereon,—that the one class have specially examined the human spleen, while others have chiefly drawn their conclusions from that of the lower animals, considerable differences in respect of these vessels existing in different creatures. In man, the lymphatics of the spleen are, at any rate, in utterly inconsiderable quantity, being rather less numerous than in other glandular organs, as the liver and kidneys, and not at all so numerous as in the lymphatic glands. They are divisible into superficial and deep. The former course, in sparing numbers, between the two coats of the spleen, and form in this situation delicate trunks, which anastomose with each other; but, excepting in perfectly healthy spleens, and in the neighbourhood of the hilus, they can scarcely be recognised. The latter lie in sparing numbers in the hilus, and in the sheaths of the vessels, where they accompany the arteries, although they cannot be traced so far as there. Both sets of these vessels pass to the gastro-splenic omentum, to enter the small lymphatic glands placed there; and finally they collect to a trunk which opens into the thoracic duct, at about the eleventh or twelfth dorsal vertebra. All these lymphatic vessels can only be thus seen in the quite fresh and undeteriorated spleens of executed criminals or subjects killed by accidents, although they may often be recognised in particular parts of the healthy spleen after natural death, especially if the vessels be tied and the spleen soaked in water. But, on the other hand, in diseased spleens it is very rare to see even a trace of them, unless a preparation be made of a small gland in the gastro-splenic ligament, in which case small entering and emerging trunks may be recognised.

In the lower animals, or at least in many of them, the lymphatics seem to be more numerous. Moreschi distended the lymphatics of the spleen in fishes (in whom they possess no valves) from the trunk, and he says that the injected spleen appeared to consist almost solely of a network of absorbents. But in another place he freely states that the spleen consists, so to speak, of nothing but vessels. In a Testudo mydas, Tiedemann and Gmelin saw all the absorbents of the small intestine going to the spleen, in which, by interlacing with arteries and veins, they formed a network. From this network large branches, like the emergent vessels of the lymphatic glands, took their course towards the thoracic duct. Almost all the older writers recognised the richness of the spleen in lymphatics, which later examiners have but confirmed. But it will be well to set forth one fact which, in my opinion, is not sufficiently estimated, namely that even here absorbents are only sparingly present in the interior of the spleen; at least I have found this to be the case in the pig, ox, sheep, &c. Here the superficial lymphatics are, as is well known, very numerous, and this fact seems to me to correspond with the circumstance that in these animals the serous and fibrous coats are only loosely connected to each other, and contain many vessels in the loose areolar tissue between them. But, on the other hand, if the vessels in the hilus be examined, only a few scattered trunks can be seen, a condition which stands in extraordinary contrast with the very numerous lymphatics of the coats. Thus, for
instance, in the hilus of a large calf I found only four trunks ofymphatics, which together possessed a diameter of only 176-1000ths of a line; while the interior of the spleen is also poor in lymphatics, for, so far as I have seen, the numerous plexuses of lymphatic trunks in the coats of the spleen have no relation with the interior of the organ, but at least the greater number of them belong solely to the subserous areolar tissue.

As to the distribution of the lymphatics in the spleen, it may easily be seen by observations on oxen, that they only follow the course of the arteries, lying with these inside the sheaths; while the veins, which take a solitary course, and (as was before mentioned) possess no sheath, are also devoid of these companions. I have not seen the commencement of the lymphatics, yet I can state for a certainty, that they have nothing to do with the Malpighian corpuscles, since these corpuscles are completely closed, as was before mentioned. And, I will add, in support of this my view, that the small arteries which pass to the Malpighian corpuscles are no longer accompanied by lymphatic vessels; at least microscopic examination detects no trace of such vessels within their sheaths. Just as little does the pulp possess any lymphatics; for if these, like the nerves (see below), pass from the sheaths of the arteries into the pulp, they would in such a case be visible. And from what has been said, I conclude that the lymphatic vessels of the interior of the spleen belong wholly and solely to the sheaths of the arteries, and not in the least to the pulp or the Malpighian corpuscles; and thus that here they play precisely the same rather subordinate part which they do in the liver, where they pertain to the capsule of Glisson, and not to the glanular substance; or as in the kidneys, in the interior of which they only accompany the bloodvessels. Concerning the structure of the lymphatic vessels, I can only state thus much; that in the calf they possess, at least in their main trunks, three membranes:—

1. An epithelium similar to that of the arteries; 2. A circular fibrous membrane, composed of two or three layers of very distinct unstriped muscular fibres; 3. An outer membrane of white fibrous tissue. Valves occur in the deep as well as in the superficial lymphatics.

8. Nerves. — The nerves of the spleen arise from the splenic plexus, and accompany the splenic artery as two or three interlacing trunks, and divide in such wise at the giving off of its branches, that each artery receives one, or very frequently two nerves, which accompany it, and here and there anastomose with each other. The thickness of the primary nervous trunks varies very much in different creatures. Thus in the sheep, and especially in the ox, they are of really a colossal size, and taken all together, their diameter equals that of the empty and contracted splenic arteries; while in man and the pig they are no way remarkable in size, and are many times smaller than the arteries. These differences, which led the earlier authors to speak of the splenic nerves in similarly different expressions, were at first altogether inexplicable to me, since I could not understand why the spleen of one animal should possess so much larger nerves than another. On a more careful examination, the microscope gave a very simple and unforeseen explanation. The uncommon size of the splenic nerves of Ruminantia depends solely on this,— that the white fibrous tissue of these nerves is disproportionately developed in the shape of the so-called "fibres of Remak," while it is much less prominent in the same nerves of other animals. A comparison of the splenic nerves of the pig and calf has taught me that if we limit our inquiry to the number of primitive nerve fibres, scarce any difference exists between the two sets of nerves. But, on the other hand, the primitive nerve fibres of the pig lie very closely together, so that they cannot be numbered without considerable trouble; while as an example of their condition in the calf, I will adduce the following:— The trunks of the nerves entering the hilus were seven in number, with a diameter of 57, 2, 048, 6, 48, 48, 6 (line); and they contained respectively only 28, 7, 6, 9, 13, 9, 22 primitive nerve fibres. In the lower animals, the nerves may be followed with the knife for a considerable distance into the spleen, much further than in man; and with the help of the microscope, I have very frequently followed them even on the arteries which go to the Malpighian corpuscles. I have been just as little able as Remak to find any ganglia on the arteries in the interior of the spleen. Concerning their mode of termination, I am only able to say thus much; that the nerves also pass into the pulp, and may even be easily seen on the pencils of arteries, and finally that they disappear as very small branches of not greater size than the smallest capillaries; but I am unable to decide whether they terminate by means of
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A very small nerve from the Spleen of the Calf, without any visible primitive nerve fibres, and apparently consisting only of neurilemma (or fibres of Remak). Magnified 550 diameters.
loops or with free extremities. In the calf, the thickness of these smallest nerves on arteries of a line in diameter (where it is not uncommon to find two such trunks) is 24 to 28-1000ths of a line; on the pencils of arteries 48 to 56-10,000ths; on the smallest arteries and capillaries 3 to 4-1000ths. Their structure was so far peculiar, that in the calf the finest nerves (fig. 539.) exhibited no trace of nerve fibres, even when treated with soda and acetic acid, but they seemed to consist wholly and solely of the fibres of Remak. Nevertheless, in branches of 12 to 28-1000ths of a line, I have often very plainly seen a single nerve tubule of 20 to 28-10,000ths of a line (fig. 540.), with dark margins, in the midst of the fibres of Remak. From these facts it may be concluded that the finest nerve tubes in the spleen of the calf are devoid of the dark borders, just as they are in the organ of smell according to Todd and Bowman; or as in the Pacinian corpuscles, the cornea, &c.; but we are scarcely able to conclude therefrom that they possess the same constitution in the adult animal. I will here permit myself to add an interesting microscopic observation concerning the splenic nerves of the calf. A division of the primitive nerve fibres takes place in them (fig. 541.), similar to that which Henle and myself found in the Pacinian corpuscles, Müller, Brücke, and R. Wagner in the muscles, and Savi and R. Wagner in the electrical organ of the torpedo. But what is altogether new in the minute anatomy of nerve is, that these divisions do not take place at the terminations of the primitive nerve fibres, but in their trunks. I detected them in the large trunks which accompany the splenic artery previously to its entering the hilus; and, indeed, in considerable numbers, so that I often counted three or four such divisions in one preparation. They always took place by the division of a primitive nerve fibre at an acute angle into two parts, and never gave rise to more fibres. These divisions often repeated themselves on the same fibre, so that in one instance three, and in another case even four, fibres were given off by the successive divisions of a single primitive fibre: this happened in the smaller branches in the interior; but, so far as I could remark, it did not occur in the smallest branches of nerves, although, from the difficulty of examining the finer nerves, I cannot say that such divisions were absolutely wanting here. The significations of these facts seems to be very important, both in an anatomical and physiological point of view, but this is not the place to give a more detailed statement. But thus much will I remark: that by means of such a distribution of the nerves, a small nerve may be rendered subservient to a larger organ; and, in addition, an harmonious activity of the whole organ may be facilitated; while, finally, in respect to sensation, it may possibly explain the want of an exact local sensibility.

In concluding this treatise on the anatomy of the spleen, I will allow myself briefly to propound somewhat concerning the physiological and pathological properties of the organ.

The spleen is developed at the end of the second or the beginning of the third month, in the fetal mesogastrium at the fundus of the stomach. It originates from a blastema which is developed independently in this situation, and neither proceeds from the intestine, like that of the liver, nor from the pancreas, as Arnold has maintained; since, although in the ruminants it is placed on this gland, yet in the dog, according to Bischof, it is not. It is at first a small, white, often slightly lobulated corpuscle, which gradually reddens, and soon becomes as rich in vessels and blood as it is in the adult. The elements of the fetal spleen are originally quite uniform cells; at a later period part of these are transformed into fibres and vessels, while part become persistent as the parenchyma-cells. It is only subsequently that the Malpighian corpuscles are developed, yet I have found them, without exception, both in man and animals, at the end of the fetal life. According to Heusinger, the proportion of the
what do they depend? As to the first question, it is certain that a red colour of the spleen-lymph is, on the whole an exception, as Seiler and Ficinus * formerly stated. In rabbits, cats, or dogs, I have never found such a colour, and have also always found the chyle of the thoracic duct of only different shades of white. But I will not deny that in calves and sheep a reddish spleen-lymph is often found, and I will add that this is frequently the case in the horse. But this is sometimes the case in other organs, as, for instance, in the liver and in the lacteals, where Tiedemann and Gmelin in some cases also found a reddish and very easily coagulable fluid; and it is important to observe, that the reddish colour and easy coagulability in these cases depend simply on blood which is mixed with the lymph. Thus, if the reddish spleen-lymph of a calf be examined, a quantity of fully developed blood corpuscles are found in it, which are altogether identical with those in the blood.† Now since it cannot be assumed that real coloured blood globules are formed in the lymphatic vessels of the spleen, and since, in point of fact, all trace of such a development of blood globules is absent, it will only follow from the facts adduced, that in the cases of reddish spleen-lymph a mixture of real blood and lymph has taken place. This mixture may be the result of normal anatomies between lymph and bloodvessels, or may owe its origin to a rupture of both these vessels. I believe the latter to be the case, and am simply of the opinion that it is not at all to be wondered at. For in Tiedemann’s cases the animals were either killed by a blow on the head, or died during convulsions; and it is not surprising that during such a death-struggle an organ so richly supplied with blood as the spleen should make an abnormal path for that fluid, or that a similar thing should happen when the vena portae has been tied. It is well enough known, how easily the lymphatics of the spleen are filled by an injection into the bloodvessels. The reddish colour and easy coagulability of the spleen-lymph in particular cases therefore proves nothing at all, except that, on account of its great vascularity, blood is more easily extravasated in the spleen than elsewhere, and enters the lymphatic vessels. Thirdly and lastly, Tiedemann and Gmelin adduce the above-mentioned course of the lymphatics in the tortoise as a powerful proof of their view; but Rudolph ‡ found exactly the contrary, since in two large sea-tortoises not a single lymphatic of the intestine passed to the spleen, but they all went directly to the thoracic duct.

In consequence of what has been said — which I might also corroborate by many other facts could I go more into detail — it is impossible to imagine the development of a special lymph in the spleen; and hence the

* Opus posthumum, sive rubrarum sanguinis particularum thymi et lienis descriptio, 1786.
† See also Nasse, (Wagner’s Handwörterbuch der Physiologie, Band ii. 380.)
‡ Physiologie, Band ii. Heft 2. 156.
theory which ascribes to the spleen a relation to the lymphatic system, and considers it as in a certain manner a large lymphatic gland, is utterly devoid of meaning. In this manner there remains as a last resource the view, that changes occur in the blood itself contained in the spleen. But what is the nature of these changes? Are blood corpuscles possibly formed in the spleen, as has been already so often supposed? Certainly not; for in the most rigorous examination of the blood in the spleen and the larger splenic vessels, just as in the spleen-lymph, no trace whatever of the formation of blood globules can be detected, much less in blood which is exactly reversed, and is exhibiting, as I might say, at every step the plainest and most lively indications of a dissolution and decomposition. Let us recall to mind the details already given of the condition of the blood globules in the spleen. Upon the facts there mentioned, in the year 1847 I founded the conjecture that the blood corpuscles undergo solution in the spleen, and that their colouring matter is employed in preparing the colouring matter of the bile; a conjecture which seems to me preferable to all those which have hitherto been offered concerning the function of the spleen. If the fact be made out that new blood globules are continually arising from the cells of the chyle, it is just as certain that the blood globules must also slowly disappear in order to make room for those newly arising. And if it be considered that nobody has yet seen the least trace of a solution of blood globules in any other organ, and that, on the contrary, I have found in the spleen a healthy organ, in which, in all four classes of vertebrate animals, blood corpuscles are almost constantly undergoing decomposition, even in uncommon quantities, it will, I think, be conceded to me that I have some grounds for setting forth the hypothesis here given. It is, indeed, as yet not altogether settled whether the changes of the blood seen by me are normal or abnormal; but, as was previously remarked, so long as their pathological nature is not proved with certainty, I must continue to regard them as physiological and pertaining to healthy life. But this is not saying that they occur in all creatures in the method described above. It is highly possible that blood globules undergo dissolution in the spleen without previously forming the cells containing blood corpuscles: an opinion which is corroborated by the blood globules described above as occurring in the blood of the splenic vein of the dog and fresh-water perch: these contained crystals of haematine or some kindred substance, and were evidently near their destruction. Indeed, it is even possible that such a direct mode of dissolution may be the rule in some animals, perhaps even in many. And although I have regarded the spleen as an organ in which the blood corpuscles undergo dissolution, yet I have not maintained therewith that it is in all animals the only organ in which any thing of this kind occurs: it would therefore in no way militate against my theory if it should ever turn out that in the kidneys of fishes, the vessels of which are arranged so peculiarly, a constant and physiological solution of blood globules obtained. The following circumstances also speak for my hypothesis. That in no other way can any reasonable account be given of the changes of the blood in the spleen. Furthermore, that it elucidates the relation of the spleen to the portal system of veins; since according to it, the dissolved blood corpuscles are subervient to the formation of the bile, the colouring matter of which is so nearly allied to that of the blood. Finally, that, as will be more fully stated below, the pathological facts are proportionally in unison with it.

On all these grounds I am therefore inclined to defend the hypothesis first set forth by me of a destruction of the blood globules in the spleen; and the more so, that J. Béc­lard has lately maintained, that the blood of the splenic vein is always poorer in blood corpuscles than that of the other veins. He has stated this in a memoir which was laid before the Académie des Sciences in Paris on the 17th January, 1848, and published in the "Archives générales de Médecine" of October to December, 1848. Since J. Béc­lard's results are an important support to my hypothesis, I have permitted myself to communicate here the most important of them. Béc­lard has analysed the blood from the lower branch of the splenic vein, and that from the jugular vein, in fourteen dogs and two horses. In most of the instances of the analysis, (1.) the water, (2.) the blood corpuscles and fibrine, and (3.) the albumen and salts, were separated from each other; and only in the horses were the blood corpuscles and fibrine obtained separately. A deficiency of the blood globules and fibrine was always present in the splenic vein, which diminution out of a 1000 parts of blood, amounted to the following quantities in the sixteen cases.

| 16°54 | 15°94 | 8°51 |
| 37°11 | 19°67 | 13°06 |
| 19°43 | 20°80 | 14°91 |
| 12°82 | 10°88 | 9°40 |
| 13°92 | 16°06 | |
| 13°60 | 14°78 | |

On an average of the sixteen cases, the deficiency amounted to 16°08 parts. As regards the albumen, on the contrary, there was a constant increase of this constituent in all the sixteen cases, in an average of 13°02 parts. Finally, in the two analyses in which the quantity of fibrine was certified, there was the extraordinary increase in its quantity in the blood of the splenic vein of 0°3 and 0°5 parts. Béc­lard deduces the same conclusion from these facts which I have drawn from my microscopic examinations; namely, that the blood corpuscles normally undergo dissolution in the spleen; and I regard this conclusion as neither more nor less correctly deduced than

mine, for it is clear that the results of his analyses may solely depend upon this fact, that in the animals he examined, the changes which I have verified in the blood globules of the spleen, were going on in an energetic manner. If these visible changes of the blood globules, — which certainly occur in a most exquisite manner in the horse and dog,—if they be normal appearances, then is the diminution in the quantity of the blood globules, which Béclard found on analysis, also a normal phenomenon; but if not, then he only examined a blood partially deprived of its globules by stagnation and effusion. The results of chemical analysis would then only be secure, if it were at the same time shown, that there were no visible changes of the blood globules in the spleens of the animals examined. Until this takes place, Béclard's conclusion will remain, like mine, hypothetical; although this is in no way diminishing the merit of his observations, since I hold my own hypothesis as one which I am perfectly justified in propounding in the present state of our knowledge. But even if we suppose that the blood corpuscles are destroyed in the spleen, it is nevertheless a question how this dissolution is super-induced, and at what time it comes to pass. As regards the first of these points, in my writing previously mentioned I expressed the opinion, that the spleen is a contractile organ, and may, by virtue of its contractility, be able to dilate and contract itself, to fill itself with blood, and again to expel the blood from it. In the state of filling itself with blood, a stagnation of blood occurs in the smaller vessels, perhaps even an extravasation; and in this stagnant blood, the blood globules undergo destruction, since they slowly dissolve themselves, either free or inclosed in cells. This view I still regard as correct. For, firstly, it is a matter of fact that the spleen does enlarge and diminish its size, and certainly under vital circumstances which are altogether normal. Very many of the older observers have accepted this fact; as Lieutand, Haller, Stuckeley, Rush, Clarke, Hodgkin, Home, and Dobson. This is shown by an examination of the splenic region in the living human subject (Piory). So also it is shown by vivisection of animals, in whom I have myself seen (and especially in the dog) a very distinct diminution and rounding of its outer surface. Finally, Landis *, by weighing the spleen, has recognised a distinct increase and diminution of weight. He examined at different times thirty rabbits, and finds that the average weight of the organ in five observations was:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Time (hours)</th>
<th>Weight (grammes)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>12</td>
<td>0-768</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>3-88</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>3-48</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>24</td>
<td>3-26</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>48</td>
<td>3-10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>4-44</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Now although it may be freely conceded that

* Loc. cit.

† The "gramme" is 15¼ grains Troy English. (Trans.)

an organ like the spleen is subject to so many variations in respect of size as to render thirty observations much too small a number to afford any very definite information concerning its increase or decrease of size, it must, nevertheless, be considered, that Landis has examined the proportion of the spleen to the whole body, and to many other organs, as the stomach, liver, and kidneys, and that from this means he derived a confirmation of what the estimate of its absolute weight had previously taught; so that his observations must be regarded as a meritorious contribution to our knowledge respecting the changes of volume which the spleen experiences. We now ask, secondly, how these changes come to pass? Béclard states that the spleen expands and becomes filled with blood in consequence of the splenic vein being compressed by a muscular force; but the nature of this he has not stated, nor can I regard his view as correct. I believe myself to have propounded a better theory when I stated, that the spleen becomes turgescent in consequence of the relaxation of the muscular fibres which exist in its bulbs, coats, and vessel-sheaths; or in animals from whom these are absent, through a relaxation of the muscular fibres of the vessels themselves. A constriction of the splenic vein cannot be supposed to obtain, since the muscular fibres which it contains are but very little developed, and no other compressing force is present; while, on the contrary, we know that in all animals the splenic artery is uncommonly muscular, and that the partitions of the spleen themselves contain distinct muscular fibres. It is these muscles and no others which, according to my researches, produce the distension of the spleen; but not through their contracting together, but by their relaxation, which brings with it a distension of the vessels with blood, and a slower circulation of this fluid. The diminution in the size of the spleen occurs simply through the contraction of the muscular parts just named. Precisely in the same manner the corpora cavernosa of the penis become filled with blood by a relaxation of the muscles situated in their fibrous partitions; and become poorer in blood, and smaller in size, when the muscles again contract themselves. Of course, both here and in the spleen, the nerves play an important part in the process; probably in consequence of antagonistic relations between them and other parts of the nervous system, which at present cannot be accurately indicated. Thirdly, and finally, it may be asked, whether the blood corpuscles simply dissolve because the blood of the spleen becomes stagnant at certain times, or whether special influences are necessary to this effect? — whether the parenchyma of the spleen or the Malpighian corpuscles may not secrete a juice, a "succus lienalis," of which the earlier authors speak, which exerts a solvent influence on the blood corpuscles? As a kind of vague answer to this question, I have examined the parenchyma with respect to its
reaction, and have found that without exception it has an energetic acid reaction. This appeared to me very extraordinary, and the more so when I thought of the great quantity of blood which the organ contains; and I was already captivated by the conjecture that this acid reaction might be of great importance. But I found that litmus paper was just as much reddened by the liver and kidneys of the calf and rabbit; and, further, that the muscular substance of the heart and the muscles of the trunk have the same effect. So that this acid reaction appears to be a general phenomenon, which is probably due to the fact, that the acids lately found by Liebig in muscle (lactic and inosic acids) also occur elsewhere. At any rate since there is as yet no exact chemical analysis of the spleen, I cannot express myself concerning the import of this vigorously acid reaction of its parenchyma; although it is very conceivable, that the acid reaction does not depend on the same causes in all organs.

As regards the supposition, which the blood globules experience their dissolution in the spleen, notting definite can at present be said; but my theory appears at least to presuppose, that this process especially comes to pass some time after the reception of nutrient, since I have found the spleen of the greatest size in animals at about the time of five to twelve hours after eating, the same time at which the visible changes of the blood globules were most marked. The cause of this phenomenon seems to be, that the volume of the blood is increased after each time of taking food, and especially that a great number of new cells enter from the chyle. And if an equal weight is to remain in the organism, then, on the other hand, just as many elements of the blood must be dissolved, as there have new ones entered into it; and this is exactly what happens in the spleen. Besides, I am not anxious to maintain that the spleen may not become distended, and blood globules undergo dissolution, at other times than those just mentioned; probably the conditions of the liver have also a great influence upon the events in the spleen, so that in hyperæmia of the liver, the spleen becomes also distended; and so likewise the nervous system may be interested therein. Béclard, who has also found many variations in the blood globules contained in the blood of the splenic vein, is unable to assign any definite cause for these varieties, and only remarks, that in the case of a blood rich in blood globules, the amount of these lost in the spleen was greater than in the opposite case. So that it must be left to the future to bring to light the more special relations of the dissolution of the blood globules in the spleen.

I have hitherto said nothing concerning the function of the Malpighian corpuscles of the spleen. I do not regard their function as at all a peculiar one, since (1.), in many animals, as fishes and naked amphibia, these corpuscles are absent; 2. their constituents exactly correspond with those of the parenchyma of the spleen. I believe that the parenchyma-cells and the cells of the Malpighian corpuscles play exactly the same part, although I am just as little able as my predecessors to say with certainty what this is. If they are not subservient to the formation of a special fluid which takes a part in the solution of the blood corpuscles, I should be almost inclined to ascribe to the parenchyma-cells the mechanical use of forming in the first place a soft parenchyma in which the minute vessels can extend at their pleasure; and nextly, that they, as well as the elements of the Malpighian corpuscles, are simply expressions of the fact, that the spleen, as a highly vascular organ, is everywhere permeated by a fluid which is very rich in plastic matters. At the same time, it may be imagined that all these cells elaborate the fluid in which they are soaked, and after a certain kind of assimilation, again part with it, and through the blood and lymph vessels transmit it to the general circulation. The swelling up of the Malpighian corpuscles after the use of food is quite consonant with this notion. But whether this fluid is of a peculiar nature, and of different properties from that of other organs, we can only know from future chemical researches; and then only can it be determined, whether or no we are to ascribe to it a special signification.

If the spleen be the only or even the chief organ in which blood globules undergo their dissolution, in either case the part which they enact in the organism is by no means the subordinate one which many have hitherto considered it; but one which is very full of import. And the results afforded by vivisections and by pathology are by no means so contradictory to this expression as they are generally maintained to be. It is true that the spleen of animals may be excised without causing their death, a fact which I have myself repeatedly witnessed; it is also certain, that men can live without spleens, or with spleens completely atrophied, or rendered functionally useless by degeneration; nay, in many cases, may live without any disturbance at all,—a circumstance which is also true of animals. But what does this prove? Nothing at all; for if the spleen fails, then indeed other organs undertake its functions, and discharge them vicariously for it. Probably in these cases the blood globules undergo dissolution in the general mass of the blood, or possibly in the liver. But if this be so, the spleen is surely not therefore devoid of import or function. With equal correctness might we say, that one kidney is superfluous, because in certain cases an hypertrophied kidney enacts the part of both; or might regard kidneys generally as devoid of import, because certain rare instances of misdevelo-
Many observers, as Lecanu and Letellier, and more recently J. Béclard, have found a diminution in the quantity of blood corpuscles in the venous blood generally, although others have denied this. If this be the case, it confirms such a supposition, and would effectually explain the results of extirpation. In any case thus much is certain, that they afford no grounds for regarding the spleen as devoid of signification. Finally, we may remark in addition, that not infrequently extirpations of the spleen give rise to considerable disturbances, and especially of the biliary secretion; a fact which very well corresponds with my supposition that the colouring matter of the bile arises from the haematin set free in the spleen.

If this theory of the function of the spleen which I have set forth, which Ecker has adopted, and which J. Béclard has now confirmed, be correct, it will be able to explain the diseased conditions of the spleen and their operation on the organism. But this is at present impossible, since these conditions are much too little known to allow us to say anything even approximately correct and secure concerning their origin and import. Therefore, instead of entering upon a discursive detail of possibilities resting upon an altogether hypothetical basis, it seems to me much more suitable, simply to indicate the points to which future observers might properly direct their special attention. It is known that the enlargements of the spleen, which constitute the most serious diseases of the organ, have a special coincidence with complaints in which either a dissolution, or some other abnormal condition of the blood is present. This is the case in typhus, typhoid cholera, pyæmia, putrid exanthema (erysipelas, scarlatina, measles), dyscrasia of drunkards, ague, scurvy, purpura, chlorosis, acute rheumatism, acute tuberculosis, &c. May not the enlargement of the spleen possibly have a share in the production of these diseases, without being so entirely secondary as most pathologists have hitherto assumed? Is it not conceivable, that in a spleen which is enlarged and distended with blood, a destruction and dissolution of the blood globules is going on too large a scale, so that the normal composition of the blood becomes seriously prejudiced thereby? In such a case the blood would be poorer in blood globules, but its plasma would be rich in colouring matter, and possibly at first in fibrine, as J. Béclard found it to be in his analysis. May not chlorosis or scurvy, in which a considerable diminution of the blood corpuscles has been shown to exist, possibly depend in part on the dispropor- tionate activity of an enlarged spleen? In consequence of such a too considerable destruction of blood globules in other cases, further changes of the blood may be induced, which may then end as an overcharging of the fluid with colouring matter; to wit, with the colouring matter of the bile; or as a pyæmia or the so-called white blood. On the other hand, is it not possible, that in cases of the temporary diminution, or inflammation, or degeneration, or atrophy of the spleen, other organs may undertake its functions?—as, for instance, the liver, which, indeed, is usually hypertrophied in such cases; or the general mass of blood, a state which must again give rise to peculiar phenomena? Thus, in respect of its pathology there is much which might yet be observed, if I did not consider it more suitable to conclude with the remark, that in order to the building of a larger superstructure upon the anatomical and physiological basis here given, and in aiming at anything respecting the pathology of the organ, a deliberate, careful inquiry is above all things necessary, an inquiry in which chemical analysis, microscopical research, experiment, and pathological experience, will have to go hand in hand. For if I have perhaps been able to elucidate the spleen in many respects more correctly than my predecessors, yet this account is very far from a final termination of our knowledge, and must be regarded as nothing more than a foundation-stone for an altogether new superstructure.

**Morbid Anatomy.** Variations in number and form have already been alluded to. The absence of the organ is usually or always accompanied by that of other and neighbouring viscera.

On account of the obscurity which has hitherto attached to the anatomy of the organ, its diseased conditions are little understood; and it is obvious, that until morbid conditions of the spleen are examined and classified with reference to the appearances of their several anatomical constituents, there will be little to be said under the head of morbid anatomy, besides enumerating the most prominent deviations of its bulk, colour, and consistence.

**Enlargement of the spleen** is, perhaps, the most common of all the outward deviations. We have already seen that, within certain and very wide limits, the size of the spleen may vary, and that these wide variations are of constant occurrence even in the healthy subject, being intimately associated with its function and that of the organ. It is, therefore, only when such enlargement becomes excessive, or is associated with an alteration of texture, or occurs in the course of some of those diseases which it is known usually to accompany, that we are justified in regarding it as essentially morbid.

The enlargement of the organ, to all outward appearance, depends mainly on the increased mass of the contained blood, and is hence sometimes called hyperaemia; and the most obvious distinction of this enlargement is into two kinds:—one in which the congestion is produced mechanically; the other, in which the determination of blood to the organ can only be accounted for on the supposition of non-mechanical causes. The former of the two classes would include the swollen spleens which occur in obstructions of the portal vein, or of the vena cava, as happens in some diseases of the liver and heart respectively.
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